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And I will restore thy judges as at the first, and thy counsellors as at the beginning : after-

ward thou shalt be called ... the faithful city. — Is.\I.-VH I. 26.
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INTRODUCTION.

Maps of the Revolutionary Period. In the Introduction to the

second vohimc the Editor offered as full a list as he could make of the

maps of Boston and its vicinity, belonging to the Provincial Period. He

brought the enumeration down to a time when the struggle of the Revo-

lution began to require a new issue of maps, and at this point he again

takes up the list.

1774. A Chart of the Coast of New England, from Beverly to Sciiuaie Harbor, in-

cluding the Ports of Boston ajid Salem. Engraved by f. Lodge. This map appeared in

the London Magazine, April, 1774(10 X T/i inches). In the upper left-hand corner is a

Plan of the Town of Boston (5 X 3M inches). There are but few names of interest on

the plan. There is a copy in the Boston Athensum. The same plate was used in the

American Atlas, issued by Thomas Jefferys in 1776, and printed by Sayer and Bennett.

1774. A Map of the most Inhabited Part of Neiv England, by Thomas Jefferys, A'ov.

29, 1774 {2ilK X 40 inches). In one corner is a map of the town {%% X S/4 inches),

and also a chart of the harbor (%}i X S'/i inches 1, "from an accurate survey." See .Mass.

Hist. Soc. Proc. September, 1S64. This map is contained in The .-1 mcrican Atlas, by

the late .Mr. Thomas 'Jefferys, 'London, Sayer znA Bennett, 1776, numbers 15 and 16. It

was also re-engraved ior a. Afafi of the most Inhabited Part of A'ew England. ^uhWsheA

without date, at Augsbur";, by Tobias Conrad Lotter.

The map of the town seems to be based on the London Magazine map of the same date ;

is called A A^ew and Accurate Plan of the Town of Bostoji in New England. Mr. A. O.

Crane issued a fac-simile, Boston, 1875. See the map described under 17S4.

1775. A Plan of the Town and Chart of the Harbor of Boston, exhibiting a View

of the Islands, Castle, Forts, and Entrances into the said Harbor. Dated Feb. I, 1775

(14 X 12 inches) ; includes Chelsea and Hingham, and gives soundings. It appeared

in the Gentlcman^s Magazine, January. 1775. Cf. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, May, i860. It

is given herewith in fac-simile. The view on the same page of heliotype is of Nix's Mate

as it appeared at this time,— now only a shoal. This is a reduction of one of the Des

Barres series of coast views.

1775. Battle of Bunker Hill. The earliest plan of the battle is a slight sketch,

after information from Chaplain John Martin, drawn by Stiles in his Diary, and reproduced

in Historical Afagazine, June, 1S68 ; where will also be found a rude plan, made by print-

ers' rules, given in Rivington's Gazette, Aug. 3, 1775. This last is reproduced in Fro-

tliingham's .Siege of Boston. Lieutenant Page ' made an excellent plan, based on a survey

' Page was one of the royal ciighieers, :iik1 England on leave in Janiiaiy, '77*5' when '"<^

served .is aid to Howe; w.as wounded; was in LonJoii C/i/-<'«/V/t' spoke of him "as the only one

VOL. III. — a.
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by Montresor, of the British Engineers, showinc; the laying-out of Charlestown. The suc-

cessive positions of the British line are indicated on a smaller superposed sheet. This

was issued in London in 1776, called A Plan of the Action at Bunker's Hill on the \ylh

June, \-]T I, between His Majesty s Troops under the Command of Major-Gencral Hoicc,

and the Rebel Forces. The same plate, with some changes, was dated April 12, 1793. and

used in Stedman's Americati War. It was re-engraved, reduced, by D. Martin, substitut-

ing " American " for " Rebel," and " Breed's " for " Bunker's " in the title, with a few other

changes in names, and issued by C. Smith in 1797, in The American' War from 1775 to

17S3. See Hunnewell's Bibliography of Charlestown and Bunker Hill, 18S0, p. 18, where

a heliotype is given. It was again re-engraved, much reduced (5 ^i X 9 inches), for Dear-

born's Boston Amotions, 184S, p. 156; and soon after, full size, following the original of 1776,

in Frothingham's Siege of Boston.^ A map of Boston, showing also Charlestown and Bun-

ker's Hill,— but called Plan of the Battle on Bunker''s Hill. Fought on the \ylh ofJune.

'775- By an Officer on the spot. London, printedfor R. Sayer and T. Bennett, . . . Xov.

-7i I775i— liss 'he text of Burgoyne's letter to Lord Stanley on the same sheet. It has

been reproduced in F. Moore's Ballad History of the Revolution, part ii.

Henry de Berniere, of the Tenth Royal Infantry, made a map similar in scale to

Page's, but not so accurate in the ground plan. It was called Sketch of the Action on the

Heights of Charlestown, and having been first mentioned in the Gleaner, — a newspaper

published at Wilkesbarre, Pa., by Charles Miner, — as found recently in an old drawer, it

was engraved, in fac-simile, in the Analectic Magazine, Philadelphia, February, 18 18;

where it is stated to have been found in the captured baggage of a British officer, and to

have been " copied by J. A. Chapman from an original sketch taken by Henry de Berniere,

of the fourteenth regiment of infantry, now in the hands of J. Cist, Esq." General Dearborn

commented on this plan in the Portfolio, March, 1818 (reprinted in Historical Magazine,

June, 1868), with the same plan altered in red ([9^ X 12X inches), which alterations were

criticised by Governor Brooks in June, 1818. See N. E. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., July,

1858. G. G. Smith worked on this rectified plan in producing his Sketch of the Battle of

Bunker Hill, by a British Officer {\ 2 X 19 inches), issued in Boston at the time of the

completion of the monument in 1843.

Colonel Samuel Swett made a plan (i8>^ X ^^Vz inches), based on De Berniere's, which

was published in his History of the Battle of Bunker Hill, and has been reproduced, full

size, in Ellis's Oration in 1841 ; and reduced variously in Lossing's Field-book of the Rev-

olution, in Ellis's History, and Centennial History ; and in other places.

There are other plans in the English translation of Botta's War of Independence, in

Ridpath's United States, and in other popular histories. A good eclectic map is given in

Carrington's Battles of the American Revolution, ch. 15. A map of Charlestown and plan

of the battle {xd^i X 14 inches), by James E. Stone, was published by Prang & Co. in

1875. Felton and Parker's large survey of Charlestown, 1S48, is of use in identifying

localities, being made on the same scale as Page's plan ; and it helped Thomas W. Davis

in making a Plan showing the redoubt, breast^uork, rail-fence, andgrass protection, whicli

was published in the Bunker Hill Monument Association's Proceedings, 1876, of which a

section is given in Dr. Hale's chapter.

1775. A Plan of Boston, in New England, with its Environs j made by Henry

Pelham (and often signed by him) under permission of Ja : Urquhart, town major, Aug.

28, 1775. It shows the lines about the town and tlie harbor. It was printed in two

sheets (together, 42 j< X -'&M inches), and published in London, June 2, 1777, done in

now living of those who acted as nidcs-dc-camp ' Frotliingham, it will lie seen, was in error

to General Howe, so great was the slaughter of in supposing his to be the earliest American re-

officers that day. He particularly distinguished production. See Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, June,

himself in the storming of the redoubt, for which 1875, where will be found his account of the

he received General Howe's thanks." — Mass. maps and views of Charlestown before and after

Hist. Soc. Proc, June, 1S75, p. 56. the battle.
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INTRODUCTION. Ill

aiiuatinta by Francis Jukes. Dr. Belknap said of it in 1789 :
" I believe there is no more

correct plan tluiu Mr. Pclham's." — Belkinip Papers, ii. 115. There is a copy in Harvard

College Library, and a tracing made from

this by George Lamb was given in the

Evacuation Memorial, 1876. There are

Ayi/iyj^iA' y' ^-^<^^L<si-'>-vi.^ 'wo copies in the Massachusetts Histor-

y ical Society's Library ; another is owned

yy by Samuel S. Shaw, Esq. Frank Moore,

in his Diary of the American Revolution,

gives a reduced representation of it ; and a small fac-simile will be found in S. A. Drake's

Uld Landmarks of Middlesex. A reduced fac-simile of it is also given herewith.

J
1775. ./ Plan of the Toivn of Boston 7uith the Intrenchments, etc., of His Majesty

s

Forces in 177$,from the observations of Lieut. Page, ofHis Majesty's Corps of Engineers,

andfrom the plans of other gentlemen ; engraved and printed for William Faden, Oct. i,

'777 (":'+ X 17/2 inches). It is reproduced by Frothingham, in his Siege of Boston,

and also in the present History. It gives the peninsula only, with a small bit of Charles-

town, and according to ShurtlefT it gives names to several streets, etc., different from

Bonner's. There was a later edition, October, 1778. The original drawing of this plan

is in the Faden collection in the Library of Congress.

1775. Boston, its Environs and Harbour, -with the Rebels' Works Raised against that

Town in 1775, from the Observations of Lieut. Page, of His i\fajesty's Corps of Engi-

neers, andfrom the Plans of Capt. .Ifontresor ; scale, 2% inches to the mile: extends

from Point Alderton to Cambridge, and from Chelsea to Dorchester (33 X 18 inches) ;

"engraved and published by William Faden, Oct. i, 1778." There is a copy in the Massa-

chusetts Historical Society's Library, book 572, No. 3, " Miscellaneous Maps." The

original drawing is in the Faden Collection, Library of Congress.

1775. A large chart ofBoston Harbor, and the neighboring country, surveyed by Samuel

Holland^ (42 X 3oinclies and without title), dated Aug. 5, 1775. It takes in Nahant, Nan-

tasket, and Cambridge. It was subsequently dated Dec. I, 1 781, with some chances, and

with the fortifications of the siege marked in and explained in marginal references ; and is

included by Des Barres in the Atlantic Aeptune, part iii. No. 6, 1780-83. A text, some-

times with this later issue, says it was composed from different surveys, but principally

from that of George Callendar. 1769, late master of His Majesty's ship '' Romney." Richard

Frothingham's copy of this later plate was used in making the reproduction in ShurtlefTs

Description of Boston, 1870. The same plate was used in Charts of the Coast and Harbors

of New England, from Surveys taken by .Samuel Holland, etc., for the use of the Royal

A'a-y of Great Britain. By J. F. W. Des Barres, 1781.

1 Samuel Holland was Surveyor-general of ready to run the line between Massachusetts

the northern colonies, and, working down the and New York. He adhered to the crown

coast from the north, he had completed his sur- in the Revolutionary war, and died m Lower

veys as far south as Boston in 177^; and in 1775 Canada in iSoi. Sabine's American Loyalists,

he reported to Lord Dartmouth that lie was i. 537.
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An outline map of Boston Harbor and Massachusetts Bay is contained in a series

called Charts of the Coast and Harbors of New England, by J. F. \V. Des Barres,from
Surveys by Satnuel Holland and his Assistants, who have been employed on that service

since the year 1764.

1775. Seat of War in New England by an American Volunteer, with the Marches

of the several Corps sent by the Colonies towards Boston, with the attack on Bunker Hill.

London, Bayer and Bennett, Sept. 2, 1775. ('8 X 15^ inches.) It e.xtends from Lower
New Hampshire to Narragansett Bay, and west to Leicester. It was reproduced in the

Cententiial Graphic, 1S75.

On the same sheet are two marginal maps, — Plan of Boston Harbor (5>2 X 6

inches) ; and Plan of Boston and Charlestown,— the latter showing pictorially the battle

of Bunker Hill in progress, and the town burning, — (5^ X 12 inches). It seems to fol-

low for Boston the London Magazine map, and is fac-similed in W. W. VVheildon's New
History of the Battle of Bunker Hill, 1875 ; also in the accounts and memorials of the

battle prepared by David Pulsifer, James M. Bugbee, and George A. Coolidge. It also

very closely resembles the following :
—

1775. Plan of the Town of Boston, with the attack on Bunker''s Hill, in the Peninsula

of Charlestown, on June 17, 1775. J- Norman, Sc. {Jiyi X 7 inches, folding.) The
Charlestown peninsula represents the town burning, and the British troops advancing to

attack the redoubt. This map appeared in An impartial History of the War in America

Boston : Nathaniel Coverley and Robert Hodge, mdcclxxxi. vol. i. ; and in the second

(1782) Newcastle-upon-Tyne edition of a book, published in London, of a like title, the

first English edition having appeared in 1779. See Henry Stevens's Hist. Coll., i..

No. 43S.

1775. Map of Boston a7id Charlestown, by An English Officer present at Bunker

Hill. London, Sayer and Bennett, Nov. 25, 1775. (14 X 14 inches.)

1775. Boston and the Surrounding Country, and Posts of the American Troops,

Sept., 1775, 's tfiE title of a sketch in Trumbull's Autobiography, showing the lines of cir-

cumvallation as drawn by himself. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, April, 1879, p. 62. It is given

in fac-simile, in Dr. Hale's chapter in the present volume.

1775. Plan of Boston and its environs, showing the true situation of His Majestfs

Army, and also those of the Rebels ; drawn by an Engineer at Boston, Oct., 1775 \
pub-

lished, March 12, 1776, by Andrew Dury ; engraved by Jno. Lodge for the late Mr.

Jefferys, geographer to the King. (25 X i7?4 inches.) In Charlestown it shows the

" Redoubt taken from ye rebels by General Howe,'' with the British camp on Bunker

Hill. It includes Governor's Island, and takes in the Cambridge and Roxbury lines. It

bears this address :
" To the public. The principal part of this plan was surveyed by

Richard Williams, lieutenant at Boston, and sent over by the son of a nobleman to his

father in town, by whose permission it is published. N. B. — The original has been com-

pared with, and additions made from, several other curious drawings.''

1775. Map of Boston, Charlestown and vicinity, showing the lines of circunivalla-

tion ; in Force's American Archives, iii. and reproduced in W. W. Wheildon's Siege

and Evacuation of Boston and Charlestown, 1876.

1775. Plan of Boston, with Charlestown marked as in ruins ; in the Gentleman''s

Magazine, October 1775.

1775. A new and correct plan of the Town of Boston and Provincial Camp is in

the Pennsylvania Magazine, July, 1775. It resembles that in the Gentleman's Magazine,

January, 1775, and was engraved by Aitkins (7j< X loK inches), showing the peninsula

only. In one corner of the plate is a plan of the Provincial Camp, scale two miles to one
inch, with the circumvallating lines. It is reproduced in W. W. Wheildon's Siege and
Evacuation of Boston and Charlestown ; Moore's Ballad History, eic.

1775. A new Plan of Boston Harbour from an actual survey, C. Lownes, sculp. :

in the Pennsylvania Magazine, June, 1775. {yyi X 10% inches.) It has this legend:
" N. B. — Charlestown burnt, June 17, 1775, by the Regulars."
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1775. To the Hon!. Jno. Hancock, Esq this Map of the Seat of Civil War
in America is . . . inscribed by . . . B. Romans. It extends from Buzzard's Bay to

.Salem, from tlie ocean to Leice.ster. (15 X 17 inches.) It contains also a marginal Flan

of Boston and its Environs. 1775 (3 X iVz inches), showing the tircumvallating lines. In

the lower right-hand corner is a small view (i X 6>4 inches) of The Lines thrown up on

Biiston Neck by the Ministerial Army. The key reads :
" i, Boston ; 2, Mr. Hancock's

house; 3, enemy's camp on M'; |~.'] Hill; 4, block house; 5, guardhouses; 6, gate and

draw-bridge
; 7, Beacon Hill."

1775. An inaccurate map of Boston and environs (\o'4 X ^% inches), made in June,

1775, and published, Aug. 28, 1775, in .Simon's Remembrancer, i. It gives the head-

quarters of the opposing forces, their camps, lines, etc. The second edition of the first

volume of Almon contained a map giving forty miles about Boston, a plan of the town,

and a map of the vicinity.

1775. A small ^[ap of Boston and Vicinity, after one madf during the British occu-

pancy, is given in Harper's Monthly, June, 1S73, in an article by B. J. Lossing, describing

some views of Boston in the collection of Dr. Thomas Addis Emmet of New York.

1775. Boston and circumjacent Country, showing present situation of the King's

Troops, and the Rebel intrenchments. July 25, 1775. (16^1" X 17 inches.) A fac-simile

of this, from the original manuscript owned by I\Ir. Charles Deane, is given in the Mass.

Hist. Soc. Proc, April, 1879.

1775. A draught of the Harbor of Boston, and the adjacent towns and roads, 1775, is

tlie inscription on a manuscript map (12 X 9 inches) in the Belknap Papers, i. 84, in the

Massachusetts Historical Society's cabinet.

1775. Plan of Dorchester A'eck, made for the use of the British Army, given in T. C.

Simond's History of South Boston, p. 31. The History of Dorchester, p. 333, speaks of a

map (of which an engraving is given) drawn by order of the British general, showing nine

houses on the Neck, as being in the Massachusetts Historical .Society Library ; but it can-

not now be found.

1775. Boston and Vicinity, following Pelhara for the country and Page for the harbor

(13 X 9/4 inches), was compiled by Gordon for his American Revolution, in 1788.

1775. Boston and Vicinity, \Ti'^-\i-]ii ; engraved for Marshall's Washington ; Phila-

delphia, C. P. Wayne, 1S06. i^fi X 13X) 't follows Gordon's, and was reduced for

subsequent editions. A wood-cut of a similar plan is given in Lossing's Field-book

of the Revolutio)i, \. 566. See also Carrington's Battles of the American Revolution,

p. 154.

1775. A/ap of Boston and Vicinity. It is an eclectic map, showing the lines of cir-

cumvallation, and was engraved for Sparks's Washington, iii. 26, and is also given in

the Boston Evacuation Memorial, 1S76. It was followed in Guizot's Washington, and in

Bryant and Gay's United States, iii. 427.

1775. Boston and its Environs in 1755 and 1776 (6]{ X 9 inches). .Shows the har-

bor and the lines of circumvallation. An eclectic map, engraved for Frothingham's Siege

of Boston, p. gr.

1775-1776. Britlsh Links on Boston Neck. Several plans are preserved. The

main defence was at Dover Street, the outer works being near the line of Canton Street.

A manuscript plan, — "the courses, distances, etc., taken from the memorandum book of

a deserter from the Welch Fusileers,"— is preserved in the Lee Papers, belonging to the

American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, and of this a description is given in the

Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, April, 1879, p. 62. A reduced fac-simile is given in Dr. Hale's

chapter. It has an explanatory table of the armament in the hand of Colonel Mifflin,

Washington's aid, and is signed T. M. .\ plan nearly duplicate, sent by Washington to

Congress (Force's .American Archives, fourth series, p. 29), is copied by Force (p. 3i)'

and is reproduced in Wheildon's Siege and Evacuation of Boston. Cf. Trumbull s Au-

tobiography, p. 22, whore it is mentioned that Trumbull, an aid to General Spencer, who
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had made a sketch of the works, by crawling up under cover of the tall grass, had hoped

by this means to recommend himself to the Commander-in-Chief. " .My further progress

was rendered unnecessary," he adds, •• by the desertion of one of the British artillery-

men, who brought out with him a rude plan of the entire work. My drawing was also

shown to the General ; and their correspondence proved that, as far as I had gone, I was

correct. This (probably) led to my future promotion." In the Pennsylvania Mai^azine, '

Aug. 1775, is an Exact Plan of General Gage''s Lines on Boston A'eek in America. (9 X
nl4 inches.) The scale is a quarter of a mile to 45I inches. It gives both the outer

and inner lines. In the te.xt a statement is made of the guns mounted, ending, —
'This is a true state this day, July 31, 1775." A drawing of the British lines on

the Neck, dated August, 1775, is in the Faden collection of maps in the Library of

Congress. An engraved view is given in heliotype in Dr. Hale's chapter. A somewhat

rude delineation of the lines on a contemporary powder-horn is noted in Mass. Hist. Soc.

Proc, June, 18S1.

1776. Chart of Massachusetts Bay and Boston Harbor; published, April 29, 1776;

e.vtends from Cape Ann to Cape Cod. It appeared in the Atlantic Neptune, dated Dec.

I, 17S1. .According to Shurtleff, one edition of this map is dated May, 1774. It also

appeared, with the earlier date, in Des Barres' Charts of the Coast and Harbors of Xe%u

England, 1781. W.P. Parrott in 185 1 issued a reproduction of the Des Barres map of

the harbor.

1776. Chart of Boston Bay; published Nov. 13, 1776. Takes in Salem, Scituate,

and Watertown. (39 X 30W inches.) The surveys were made by Samuel Holland. As

appearing in the Atlantic Neptune, 1780-83, it is dated Dec. I, 17S1, and signed by J. F.

W. Des Barres. It is also included in Des Barres' Charts of the Coast and Harbors of

New England, 1781. The Back Bay is called " Charles Bay."

1776. There is in the Massachusetts Historical Society's Cabinet a rudely drawn map

of the harbor and adjacent parts (8 X lY^ inches), in which the positions of the American

forces are given. The Continental army is put at twenty thousand, and the Royal forces

in the town at eight thousand.

1776. The North American Pilot for New England, etc., from original surveys by

Captain John Gascoigne, foshua Eisher, Jacob Blarney, and other Officers and Pilots

in His Majest/s Service. London, Sayer and Bennett. 1776. This contains a chart of

the harbor of Boston, with the soundings, etc. (34 X 21 inches). The course up the chan-

nel, from below Castle William, is marked by bringing the outer angle of the North

Battery in range with " Charlestown tree," which stands on the peninsula, inscribed

"Ruins of Charlestown.'' Harvard College Library has the volume, and the loose map
is in the Massachusetts Historical Society Library, and in the Public Library. Cf. Mass.

Hist. Soc. Proc, Sept. 1864. A second edition, 1800, is also in the College Library, and

has the same map.

1776. Map of the seat of War in New England. London ; printed for Carrington

Bowles, 1776. (6>< X 4/^ inches.) h has on the margin a small chart of the harbor and

environs.

1776. The seat of the late War at Boston, in the State of Massachusetts (7X10
inches), taking in Salem, Marshfield, and Worcester, is given in the Universal Asylum
and Columbian Magazine, July, 1789.

1776. Plan of Boston in the Geschichte der Kriege in und aus Eiiropa, Nuremberg,

1776.

1776. Carte dti port et havre de Boston, par le Chevalier de Beaurain, Paris, 1776

(28 X 23 inches). It bears the earliest known representation of the Pine-tree banner, in

the hands of a soldier, making part of the vignette. There are copies in the .Massachu-

setts Historical Society Library, and in Harvard College Library.

1776. (?) There is in the collection of maps made in Paris for the State, by Ben Per-

ley Poore, and preserved in the State archives, one entitled, Carte de la Baye de Boston.
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sitiicc diiiit la Nouvelk Aiightcrrc (7 X 6'.j inches), wliich is marked, "Tonic i. No.

30." as if belonging to a series.

1776. Carle von tlcm Hafeit iiiiil dcr stad Boston, mil den timliegenden Gegendeit

iind den Liigern sowohl der Ainenkaner ah aiicli der Eng/ander, von dem Cluval dc

Beau) in, nach dem Pariser original von 1776. Frentzel, sculpt. This also appeared in the

first part of the Geographische Belustigungen, Leipsic, 1776, by J. C. Miiller, o£ which

there is a copy in Harvard College Library.

1778. The Alias Ameriqiiain Septentrional, a Paris, che:: I.e Rouge, ingenieur Geo-

graphe du Roi, 1778, repeated the " Plan de Boston" from Jefferys' /[nierican Atlas of

1776, with names in English and descrii)tions in French. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, Sep-

tember, 1864. There was also an edition '• after the original by .M. Le Rouge, Austin

Street, 1777," styled La Nouvelle Angleterre en ^ feuilles.

1780. Carte particuli?re du Havre de Boston, reduiie de la earte anglaisc de Des
Barres, par ordre de M. de Sartiue, 17S0 (23 X 34 inches). It has the seal of the •' Depot

gendrale de la marine,'' and makes part of the Xeptune Ainerico-Septentrional, publie par
ordre du Roi.

1780. Plan of the new Streets in Cliarlestown, with the alteration of the old. Sur-

veyed in 17S0 by John Leach. No scale given. {7.-,% Xi9^ inches.) It shows parts of

Main and Henley streets, the Square, and Water Street. The names of all abutters on

the streets are given, with accurate measurements of each lot. It is manuscript.

1782. ./ jVew and Accurate Chart of the Harbouj- of Boston in A^eiv England in

Xorth .America (6}4 X 9 inches), published in the Political Magazine, November, 1827.

Maps of Boston Subsequent to the Revolution.— The following

list gi\-e.s all, or nearl}' all, the maps of Boston (inchiding tlic harbor and

the vicinity, and considerable portions of the town or present cit}-) pub-

lished between the close of the Revohition and the middle of the present

centur\- :

—

1784 Plan of the Town of Boston (9X6 inches). This map is interesting as show-

ing the outline of the " tri-mountain" in relation to the streets of 1784, when the original

elevation had not been materially changed. It appeared in the Boston Magazine, October,

1784, accompanying a Geographical Gazetteer of .]fassachu tells, which was originally issued

in instalments in that magazine. The original is in a copy of the magazine in the Boston

Public Library. It was re-engraved in the New York edition (1S46) of A Short Narra-
tive of the Horrid Massacre, and in Kidder's History of the Boston Massacre, Albany,

1870. It resembles the London Magazine map of 1774.

1787. Dr. Belknap made a plan of so mucli of the town as was swept by the fire of

.Vpril in this year, which spread along Orange Street, taking Hollis Street church, extending

to Common Street. A fac-simile of his sketch is given in the Belknap Papers, i. 470.

1789. Chart of the Coast of America, from Cape Cod to Cape Elizabeth. Sold by

Matthew Clark, Boston, October, 17S9. It has a marginal chart of Boston Harbor

(7X6 inches). This chart belongs to a collection of North American charts dedicated

by Clark to John Hancock.

1789. A map of the town (g'i X 7 inches), engraved by John Norman (who had his

printing office near the Boston Stone), which appeared in Xhe: Boston Directory ^ ol this

year, — the earliest one published. Dr. Belknap speaks of it as very imperfect. See

Belknap Papers, ii. 115, and .Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc. June, 1875.

' This first Boston Directory was reprinted, again separately in that year, from the same

correcting the alphabetizing, in Dearborn's lios- type. Copies of the first Directory usually want

Ion A'otions : also in tlie Directory of 1852, and tiie map ; the Public Library copy has it.
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1791. Tlic American Pilot. Boston, John Norman, 1791. O. Carleton,' Sept. 10,

1791, certifies on the title that lie has compared the charts with Holland's and Des Barres',

and other good authorities. A map of the coast from Timber Island, Maine, to New York,

shows ISoston Harbor (about 4X4 inches).

1794. Dr. Bell<nap sketched a plan of that part of the town lying between Washington

Street and Fort Hill, showing the new Tontine Crescent. A fac-simile is given in the

Belknap Papers, ii. 351.

1794. The English Pilot, London, Mount &^ Davidson, gives a large chart of the Sea

Coast of NeiD England from Cape Cod to Casco Bay, lately Surveyed by Captain Henry

Barnsley. Sold by IV. &^ I.

,^____ A/ouut Gr" T. Page, London. It

0/^ gives a space of about three

inches square to Boston Har-

bor. The Pilot also contains

a large chart of the Coast of

A^eiv England from Staten Island to the Island of Breton, as it was actually surveyed by

Captain Cyprian Southack. Sold by I. Mount, T. Page, &^ IV. Mount, London. This

^^^^7/0^,

BOSTON LIGHT, 1 789.^

plate has a marginal Plan of Boston (i\}4 X 7 inches), which seems to be Southack's

reduction of Bonner, made si.xty years before, in 1 733. See Vol. I. p. liv.

1794. Matthew Withington's Map of Ro.xbury is the earliest manuscript map of that

part of the present city. See Drake's Town of Roxbury, p. 52. There are copies of this

at the State House and in the city surveyor's office.

1794. A Plan of Charlestown, surveyed in December, x-jfj^. . . . By Sam'- 7'hompson,

surveyor. Scale, 200 rods to an inch. (i6^< X lo'/z inches.) It is stated in the margin

that there are 344 acres within the neck, and 3,940 without the neck: that Wliite Island,

at the east end of Maiden Bridge, contains 16 acres; and that the whole acreage therefore

' Osgood Carleton was born at Haverhill in

1742, and died in 1816. He served in the Revo-

lution; and after the war taught mathematics in

Boston, and published various maps,— among
others a map u£ the State, by order of the Gen-

eral Court, in iSoi. Muss. Hist. Soc. Proc, i.

p. 141. He was an original member of the Mas-

sachusetts Society of the Cincinnati.

2 This is a fac-simile of a plate in the Massa-

chusetts Magazine, February, 1789.
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is 4,300, which includes Mystic Pond (200 acres), and also all brooks, creeks, and roads

in the town. The adjoining towns are shown by difl'ercnt colored lines. Only the county

roads in Charlestown are marked, and the site of the meeting-house on Town Hill is

indicated. This plan is now in the Secretary's office at the State House, and has never

been reproduced.

1795. An original map of the town, surveyed by Osgood Carleton for the selectmen,

is preserved in the city surveyor's office, Boston. City Document, No. 119, of 1879.

1795. Carleton's survey was used in a small map (14K X 9 inches), which was en-

graved by Joseph Callender for the second Boston Directory, published by John West,

1796. This same date was kept on the map in the Directories of 179S and 1800. In 1803

the date is omitted, and a few changes are made in the plate. In 1807 the map is en-

titled simply Plan of Boston, and the references are omitted.

1797. An accurate Plan of the Town of Boston, and its vicinity- . . . Also, part of

Charlestown and Catnbrid^^e, from the surveys of Samuel Thompson, Esq., and part

of Roxbnry and Dorchester from those of Mr. Whitherington [sic] (all which surveys

CASTLE ISLAND, I 789.^

were taken by order of the General Court). By Osgood Carleton, teacher of mathemat-

ics in Boston. I. Norman, Sc. Published as the act directs. May 16. 1797. (37 X 40

inches.) See Mass. Hist. .Soc. Proc, 1880, p. 365. There is a heliotype of the Boston

part of it reduced, in \'oI. IV., following the Harvard College copy.

1800. A new Plan of Boston, from actual surveys by Osgood Carleton, with correc-

tions, additions, and improvements. This is of the peninsula only (27 X 20 inches), and

is seemingly a section of the 1797 map. It \vas reproduced in 1S78 by G. B. Foster, in

fac-simile, somewhat reduced,

1801. Plan of East Boston ; in Sumner's History of East Boston.

1803. See 1795 (Directory map).

1806. A new Plan of Boston, drawnfrom the best authorities, with the latest im-

provements, additions, and corrections. Boston, published and sold by W. Norman, Pleas-

ant Street; sold also by William Pelbam, No. 59 Cornhill. This is the 1800 plan, with

the plate lengthened to include South Boston, " taken from the actual surveys of Mr.

' This cut shows, in fac-simile, a plate of this fortification which appeared in the Massachusetts

Magazine, May, 1789.

VOL. IIL — b.
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Withington " (35 X 19 inches). There are changes of ward-numbers and bounds. The
lower part of the plate, below Dover Street, is re-engraved. There is a copy in the Boston

Public Library.

1809. Directory map, published by Edward Cotton ; engraved by Callender (15 X 9yi
inches).

1814. A map showing houses and estates (28 X 36 inches), drawn by J G. Hales,

engraved by T. Wightman. A fac-simile was issued by Alexander Williams in 1879.

1814. A plan " of the contemplated design of erecting perpetual tide-mills," engraved

by Dearborn, on wood, dated February. 1814. A copy in the American Antiquarian

Society's Library is indorsed by Isaiah Thomas, " Done by the new method of printing

the colors, 1813." This plan is given in reduced heliotype in Mr. Stanwood's chapter in

Vol. IV.

1817. Chart of Boston Harbor"; surveyed by Alexander Wadsworth, by order of

Commodore William Bainbridge ; engraved by Allen & Gaw
; published in Philadelphia

by John Melish in 1819; scale, 1500 feet to one inch (42 X 36 inches). Scale, 1500 feet

to one inch.

1818. Plan of the Charlcstown Peninsula. . . . From accurate survey by Peter

Tufts, Jr., Esq. Engraved by Annin &= Smith, Boston. (21 X 17X inches). See

Mr. Edes's chapter in this volume.

1819. Boston and Vicinity (31 K X 25 inches), by John G. Hales, engraved by Edward
Gillingham. Some issues are dated 1820. To this year are ascribed two volumes of

original plans of streets, lanes, and abutting houses, made by Hales for the selectmen,

which are preserved in the city surveyor's department. See Citv jDocument No. i\g, oi

1879. Hales's engraved map was reissued, with revisions by Nathan Hale, in 1S29 and

1833.

1821. Hales's Survey of Boston and Vicinity has a map of the Back Bay, showing the

"Great Dam," or Mill Dam.
1821. Blunt's New Chart of the A'ew England Coast has a marginal chart of Boston

Harbor.

1824. Plan of Boston (4 X 6!^ inches), by Abel Bowen, shows the original water-

line and parts of the out-wharf. In Snow's History of Boston ; also in Bowen's Picture

of Boston, 182S ; and in Snow's Geography of Boston, 1S30.

1824. Plan of Boston (22 X 22 inches), by William B. Annin and G. G Smith ; re-

issued frequently by Smith, and used in the municipal registers and school documents.

1826. Boston and J'icinity (6 X Vi inches), by A. Bowen; in Snow's History of
Boston. 1826 and 182S ; and in Bowen's Pittia-e of Boston, 1S28.

1828. Plan of Boston (i4>< X 9 inches), by Hazen Morse; in Boston Directory,

published by Hunt and Simpson, and then by Charles Simpson, Jr.; continued in use

till 1839, with changes and additions.

1829. See 1819.

1830. Plan of the Town of Charlcstown, in the County of Middlesex .... made in

August, 1830, under direction of the Selectmen, conformable to Resolves of the Legislature

passed March i, 1830 ; by John G. Hales, surveyor. Scale, 100 rods to the inch. (26_J^

X 155^ inches.) The principal roads without the neck are laid down, and all the principal

streets on the penin.sula are shown. This is drawn in India ink and colors ; is preserved

in the office of the Secretary of tlie Commonwealth, and has never been reproduced.

1831. Mitchell's United States has a map of Boston and Vicinity (4'< X 3'+ inches^.

1831. Surveys of Dorchester (with Milton) made by Edmund J. Baker; lithographed

by Pendleton ; scale, 3 miles to i inch (33 X 26 inches).

1832. Town ofRoxbury, by J. G. Hales ; scale, 100 rods to I inch (25 X ^iVz inches);

includes the present West Roxbury. It is reduced in F. S. Drake's Town of Roxbury.

1833. See 18 19.

1835. Plan of Boston (4 X 2?.^^ inches), by Annin; peninsula only; in Boston
Almanac.
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1835. Afap of Boston (21 X 2' inclies); includes Charlestown and Lechmere Point;

engr.ived by C G. Smith.

1835. i\fap of Jloston (31 X 22 inches) ; drawn by Alonzo Lewis ; engraved by G. W.
Boynton ; published by the Bewick Company.

1836. flfap of Afassac/iuselts, hova surveys ordered by the Legislature in 1830 ; has

a marginal map of Boston {s}i X 4% inches); published by Otis, Broaders, & Co.

1837. Map of Boston (s^ X 5 inches) ; engraved by Boynton for Boston Almanac

;

used in later years.

1837. C/iart of Boston //arbor ; surveyed by B. F. Perham ; directed by commis-

sioners (L. Baldwin, S. Thayer, and James Hayward) appointed March, 1835.

1837. A Plan of South Boston, old bridge to free bridge; surveyed and drawn by B.

F. Perham, — L. Baldwin, S. Thayer, and J. Hayward, commissioners.

1837. A Plan of South Boston, East Boston, and Charlestown ; surveyed and drawn

by B. F. Perham, — L. Baldwin, S. Thayer, and J. Hayward, commissioners.

1837. A Plan of Cambridge Bridge, and Boston and Roxbury Milldam ; was surveyed

and drawn by B. F. Perham, under authority of L. Baldwin, S. Thayer, and J. Hayward,

commissioners ; and of the same date and authority one of Canibridgeport. East Cam-

bridge, and Charlestown. \_No tttle.'\

1837. .\ Phn of Cambridgeport, East Cambridge, Charlestown, Chelsea, East Boston,

and South Boston; drawn by B. F. Perham, under the authority of the commissioners, L.

Baldwin, S. Thayer, and J. Hayward. [A<? title.'\

1838. /Uan of /ioston {\^ X \i inches); in T. G. Bradford's Illustrated Atlas of the

United States, Boston.

1838. Plan of Boston (isyi X 9)4 inches), by Hazen Morse and J. \V. Tuttle ; in

Boston Directory, 1839, and in later years.

1839. Plan of Boston (18 X I? inches), showing Governor's and Castle islands; en-

graved by G. W. Boynton for Nathaniel Dearborn ; issued with various dates, and pub-

lished from i860 to 1867, with alterations, by E. P. Dutton & Co. It is based on the 1835

map of Lewis.

1839. A /'Ian of South Boston, showing tlie additional wharves since 1835, also

harbor line recommended by Commissioners in 1839 ; drawn by G. P. Worcester, — H. A.

S. Dearborn, J. F. Baldwin, C. Eddy, commissioners.

1839. A plan of Charlestown, Chelsea, and East Boston, showing the harbor line;

was drawn by G. P. Worcester under the authority of the commissioners, H. A. S. Dear-

born, J. F. Baldwin, and C. Eddy. [A'o title^

1839. A plan of Canibridgeport, East Cambridge, and Charlestown, showing the har-

bor line; recommended by the commissioners, H. A. S. Dearborn, J. F. Baldwin, and C.

Eddy. [\o titlel.

1841. Boston and Vicinity, by Nathaniel Dearborn. It follows the large State map.

1842. Boston and Vicintty (4X4 inches) : in Mitchell's Traveller''s Guide throug/i

the United States ; issued with later dates.

1842. Map of Boston (14 X H/^ inches); engraved by Boynton for Goodrich's

Pictorial Geography.

1842. Map of Boston, including the Charlestown peninsula (15 X 12 inches); en-

graved by R. B. Davies for the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London.

1843. Map of the City of Roxbury (34 X 25 inches) ; surveyed in 1S43 ^'j Charles

Whitney
;
published in 1849; scale, 1,320 feet to i inch.

1844. Topographical A/ap of Massachusetts, by Simeon Boyden, shows Boston Har-

bor, with considerable detail, on a size of about sy. S inches.

1844. Map of Boston (11 '/z X 9 inches); peninsula only; in Dickinson's Boston

Almanac.
1844. .\/ap of East Boston (34 X 21 inches), by R. H. Eddy ; drawn by John Noble,

June, 1844.

1846. Map of Boston, including East and South Boston ; engraved by G. G. Smith,
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1846. Mystic River; J. Hayward, E. Lincoln, Jr., commissioners.

1846. Charles River to the head of tide -waters ; drawn by L Briggs, Jr.,— J. Hayward,

and E. Lincoln, commissioners.

1846. Plan of part of the City and harbor, showing lines of high and low water; by

G. R. Baldwin.

1846. South Bay; J. Hayward, E. Lincoln, Jr., commissioners.

1847. Bosto7i Harbor and the Approaches; from a trigonometrical survey, under the

direction of A. D. Bache, by commissioners S. T. Lewis and E. Lincoln.

1847. Plan of Boston ; an original manuscript plan, made by W. S. \\'liitwell for the

water commissioners; in the city surveyor's department. See City Document, 1879, ^O-

119.

1847. Chart of the Inner Harbor ; T. G. Gary, S. Borden, E. Lincoln, commissioners
;

A. D. Bache, superintendent United States coast-survey.

1848. Plan of the City of Charlestown, made by order of the City Councilfrotn actual

survey; by Fclton &= Parker, and Eben' Barker. Scale, 400 feet to an inch. Litho-

graphed by J. H. Bufford, Boston. (32|< X 25 inches.)

1848. Jlfap of Boston, including South and East Boston, by N. Dearborn.

1848. In N. Dearborn's Boston Notions, and engraved by him, appeared these maps :

I. Plan of Boston (6 X A)i) inches ; 2. Boston and Vicinity (3X4 inches)
; 3. Boston

Harbor (434' x 8 inches). These maps appeared in other of Dearborn's publications

about Boston, Guides, etc.

1849. Boston and Vicinity (11 X 9/4 inches); in Boston Almanac, and in Homans's

Sketches of Boston.

1849. J. H. Goldthwait's Railroad Map ofNew England has a marginal map (2^-2 X
2% inches) of Boston and vicinity.

1849. See Roxbury map of 1S43.

1849. Chelsea Creek, between East Boston and Chelsea. Exhibiting the circumscribing

line to which -wliarves may be extended; surve\'ed by J. Low and J. Noble,— S. T. Lewis,

and E. Lincoln, Jr., commissioners.

1850. Map of Boston (ll X 9>< inche.s) ; engraved by Boynton for the Boston

Almanac.

1850. Map of Dorchester (},() X 28 inches); surveys made by Elbridge Whiting for

S. Dwight Eaton ; lithographed by Tappan and Bradford.

1850. Inner Harbor, showing commissioners^ lines proposed by S. Greenleaf J. Giles,

and E. Lincoln, com?nissioners.

1850. South Bay; S. Greenleaf, J. Giles, and E. Lincoln, commissioners.

After this date the maps are very numerous.

iAkAyu\
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MEMORIAL HISTORY OF BOSTON,

Cljc ificbolutionarv pcrioD.

CHAPTER I.

THE BEGINNING OF THE REVOLUTION.

BY THE REV. EDW.^RD G. PORTER,

Pastor of the Hancock Churchy Lexinstoti.

WHATEVER period we fi.K upon as the beginning of the American

Revolution, we are sure to find some preceding event which, in a

greater or less degree, might justly claim recognition on that account. It

has generally been conceded that the war opened with the outbreak of

hostilities on the morning of April 19, 1775; and that opinion will prob-

ably never be reversed. But as there were reformers before the Reforma-

tion, so there were many public acts in the Pro\'ince deemed revoiutionai-y

before the memorable engagement on Lexington Common. Blood had

been previously shed in a collision between the king's troops and American

citizens in the streets of Boston. Remonstrances against the arbitrary

measures of the British Government had repeatedly taken the shape of open

and defiant resistance. The Congress of 1765 had issued a Declaration of

Rights which, though accompanied by expressions of loyalty to the king,

was a very pronounced step towards colonial union and independence.

The utterances of Franklin, of Otis, and of Samuel Adams, and the favor

with which they were received, clearly indicated the ardent aspirations of

the people for political libcrt)-. Ever\^ successive encroachment of the

Crown was met by an immediate and determined protest. For years the

public mind had been in a state of such chronic agitation that the peace

was at any time liable to be disturbed by acts of \'iolence.

It is greatly to the credit of the colonists, as British subjects, that the

final rupture was so long in coming. They would certainly have been justi-

fied in the judgment of mankind had they precipitated rebellion in the
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earlier stages of their oppression When we remember what indignities

had been heaped upon them ever since the abrogation of the charter in

1684; when we recall the sufferings to which they were subjected bj' the

passage of the numerous navigation laws restricting their commerce and

prostrating their industries ; when we bear in mind that the affection, which

for a century and a half the colonists sincerely cherished for the mother

country, was never cordially reciprocated,— we are not surprised that a feel-

ing of estrangement at last grew up among them. The wonder is that it

did not assert itself long before. For, be it remembered, the spirit of free-

dom which took up arms in 1775 was not a sudden development nor an

accidental discovery. The people had always had it. They brought it with

them from the Old World, where, from the days of King John, it had been

the birthright of the English race.^

And so the Revolution, when it came, was only the assertion of this old

principle,— a fundamental principle with the colonists, and one which they

had never surrendered. Under its guidance they had repeatedly engaged in

acts which they considered lawful and patriotic, but which the officers of

government condemned as refractory, rebellious, or treasonable. These

public acts, extending through many years, constitute no unimportant part

of our history, since they contributed largely to bring about the final issue,

and, by their close relation to subsequent events, belong to the Rex'olu-

tionary period.

The excitement in Boston during the winter of 1760-61, connected with

the application of officers of the customs for writs of assistance in searching

houses for contraband goods, must ever be regarded as one of the most

important of the early movements foreshadowing the approaching conflict.

To understand the bearing of this event, it is necessary to take a glance at

the condition of political affairs at that time.

George III. had just come to the throne. Canada had been conquered

from the French. England, flushed with victory, was yet oppressed with a

heavy debt ; and the attention of her ministers was turned to the s)-stem of

colonial administration with a view to a large increase of the revenue. The
Colonies came out of the war with many losses, to be sure, but trained and

strengthened by hardship, encouraged by success, and eager to return to

the pursuits of peace. The population was increasing; new and valuable

lands were occupied ; and business began to revive with extraordinary

rapidity.

From this period we can distinctl}' trace the growth of two opposing

political principles, both of which had existed in New England side by

side from the very beginning with only an occasional clashing, but which

now were destined to contend with each other in an irrepressible conflict.

1 [The development of the spirit is more ad- outcome of independence was not faced seriously

mirably traced than elsewhere in Richard Froth- till quite late. For references in this matter see

ingham's Jiise of the Kcpiiblic. The inevitable Winsor's Handbook, p. 102.— Ed.]
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These principles found expression in tlic two parties long existing,* but

which now began to draw apart more and more; namely, the party of free-

dom, and the part}' of prerogative,— the former insisting upon the right of

self-government unilcr the Crown, and the latter maintaining the authority

of the Crown in the place of self-go\'ernment. The question at issue was a

radical one, and upon it turned the whole historj' of the countrj'.

Without stopping to discuss the weakness of England's position, the want

of statesmanship in her councils, and the strange infatuation with which she

pursued her fatal polic}-, we cannot overlook certain acts of trade which at

this time were enforced by the Court of Admiralty, and which were designed

to make the enterprising commercial spirit of America tributary to Great

Britain. Much of the mischief brought upon the Colonies can be traced to

the Board of Trade, —-a powerful organization devised originally by Charles

II. and re-established by William III. to regulate the national and colonial

commerce. Though onl\' an ad\isory council, ha\'ing no executi\'e power,

its influence with the king and ministrv- was such that its recommendations

were usuall_\' ad()[)ted. Burke^ speaks of this notable body as ;i kind of

political "job, a sort of gentl)'-ripening hot-house, where eight members of

Parliament receive salaries of a thousand a year for a certain given time, in

order to mature, at a proper season, a claim to two thousand." The Board

was intended to make the Colonies " au.xiliary to English trade. The

P2nglishman in .\merica was to be employed in making the fortune of the

Englishman at home."'''

At the time of which we are now speaking, a profitable though illicit

trade had sprung up between the northern colonies and the West Indies.

Instructions were sent to the colonial governors to put a stop to this trade.

Francis Bernard, late Governor of New Jersey, and a well known friend of

British authorit)', having succeeded Pownall as Governor of Massachusetts,

informed the Legislature in a speech shortly after his arrival " that they

derived blessings from their subjection to Great Britain," The Council, in

a carefully worded repl)', joined in acknowledging the " happiness of the

times," but instead of recognizing their " subjection," they spoke only of

their " relation" to Great Britain; and the House, weighing also its words,

spoke of " the connection between the mother country' and the provinces

on the principles of filial obedience, protection, and justice." * An oppor-

tunity soon occurred to show that the difference in language between the

Ro)'al Governor and the General Court was a deep-seated difference of

principle and of purpose.

I"or many years the custom-house officers had availed themselves of

their position to accumulate large sums, especially from a misuse of forfeit-

1 [They were exemplified in the long strug- - Speech on the Economical Reform.
gle for the maintenance of the first charter •' Palfrey, History of New England, vol. iv.

(see Mr. Dcane's chapter in Vol. I.), and in the p. 21.

conflict over the royal governors' salaries sub- * Barry, Hist, of Mass., ii. 256; Bancroft, iv.

seqiiently (see Dr. Ellis's chapter in Vol. II). 378; and Dr, Ellis's chapter in Vol. II. of this

— Eu ] History.
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ures under tlic old Sugar Act of 1733. This practice, added to the official

rigor and party spirit with which they enforced the commercial laws, led to

a general and deep-seated feeling of antipathy towards them on the part

of the merchants.' This antipathy was greatly aggravated bv a decision in

the Superior Court against the treasurer of the Province, and in support of

the attitude of the officers of customs.''^

In November, 1760, Charles Paxton,'' who was the head of the customs

in Boston, instructed a deputy in Salem to petition the Court for "writs of

assistance," to enable them forcibly

to enter dwelling-houses and ware-

houses in the execution of

/7 .^iC^y^f-/^y^%^
their duty. Exceptions were

'^ ^ at once taken to this applica-

tion, and a hearing was asked for by James Otis, an ardent young patriot,

whose connection with this case forms one of the most brilliant chapters in

our history. At the first agitation of the question he held the post of

advocate-general for the Colony, but rather than act for the Crown he had

resigned the position. " This is the opening scene of American resistance.^

It began in New England, and made its first battle-ground in a court-room.

A lawyer of Boston, with a tongue of flame and the inspiration of a seer,

stepped forward to demonstrate that all arbitrary authority was unconstitu-

tional and against the law." ^ The trial came on in February, 1761. Thomas

Hutchinson, who had just succeeded Stephen Sewall as chief-justice, sat

witli his foqr associates, "with voluminous wigs, broad bands, and robes of

scarlet cloth," in the crowded council chamber of the old Boston town house,

" an imposing and elegant apartment, ornamented witli two splendid full-

length portraits of Charles II. and James II." The case was opened for the

Crown by Jeremiah Gridley as the king's attorney, and the validity of writs

of assistance was maintained by an appeal to statute law and to English

practice. O.xenbridge Thacher calmly replied with much legal and technical

ability, claiming that the rule in English courts was not applicable in this

case to America. James Otis*' now appeared for the inhabitants of Boston,

and in an impassioned speech of over four hours in length he swayed both

the court and the crowded audience with niar\ellous power. He said :

—
' A petition was sent to the General Court •• John Adams to the .-^bbe Mably. MWks,

at tliis time, charging the officers of the Crown v. 492.

with appropriating to their own use moneys be- ° Bancroft, iv. 414.

longing to the Province. This petition was " This eloquent champion of liberty was a

signed by over fifty leading merchants, whose native of Barnstable, and a graduate of Har-

names may be found in Drake's Hist, of Boston, vard in 1743. He began the practice of law at

657, note. Plymouth, but two years later removed to Boston,

^ Hutchinson, Massachusetts Hay, iii. 89-92; where he rose to distinction as an earnest advo-

Minot, Hist, of Mass., ii. 80-87 ; 15arry, 262, 263. cate of his country's rights. His father, the elder

' [There is a portrait of Pa.\ton in the Otis, was a distinguished politician and Speaker

Mass, Hist. Society's gallery. One, supposed to of the House, and a candidate for the vacant

be by Copley, is in the American Antiqua- judgeship which Governor Bernard had given to

rian Society at Worcester. It is not recognized Hutchinson. See Tudor's Zyt" i^" 0/m ; Hutch-

by Perkins. — En.] inson, iii. 86, et seg. ; Barry, pp. 25S-259.
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" I am determinetl, to my dying day, to opijose, with all the powers and facul-

ties God has given me, all such instruments, of slavery on the one hand and villany

on the other, as this writ of assistance is. ... I argue in favor of British liberties

at a time when we hear the greatest monarcii upon earth declaring from his throne

that he glories in the name of Briton, and that the privileges of his people are dearer

to him than tlie most \aluable prerogatives of the Crown. I oppose that kind of power

the e.xercise of which, in former periods of luiglish history, cost one King of Kngland

his head and another his throne."

Otis then proceeded to argue that while special writs might be legal, the

present writ, being general, was illegal. Any one with this writ might be a

tyrant. .Again, he said, this writ was perpetual. There was to be no return,

and W'hcjcvcr executed it was responsible to no one for his doings. lie

might reign secure in his petty tyranny, and spread terror and desolation

around him. 'I'hc u rit was also unlimited. Officers might enter all houses

at will, and command all to assist them ; and even menial servants might

enforce its provisions. He said: —
" Now the freedom of one's house is an essential branch of English liberty.

.A man's house is his castle ; and while he is i]uiet, he is as well guarded as a prince.

This writ, if declared legal, totally annihilates this privilege. Custom-house officers

might enter our houses when they please, and w^e could not resist them. Upon bare

suspicion they could e.xercise this wanton power. . . . lioth reason antl the Con-

stitution are against this writ. The only authority that can be Ibund for it is a law

enacted in the zenith of arbitrary power, when, in the reign of Charles II., Star Chamber

powers were pushed to extremity by some ignorant clerk of the exche(iuer. But

even if the writ could be elsewhere found, it would still be illegal. All precedents are

under the control of the principles of law. . . . No acts of Parliament can establish

such a writ. Though it should be made in the very words of the petition it would

be void, for every act against the Constitution is void." '

Notwithstanding this forcible argument, and the soul-stirring eloquence

with which it was presented, it did not prevail. The older members of the

^ It is greatly to be regretted that this cele- rior Court, 17G1-177;, which were published in

brated speech, which, in the judgment of many, 1S65, edited by his great-grandson General Sam-
originated the party of Revolution in Massachu- uel M. Quincy, with an appendix on the writs of

setts, was never committed to writing. For such assistance by Horace Gray, the present Chief-

fragments of it as we have we are indebted to a Justice of the Commonwealth. The late Horace
few notes taken at the time, and to some inci- Binney of Philadelphia wrote of the book, at the

dental allusions found in letters of Bernard and time, to Miss E. S. Quincy: "I have now read

Hutchinson. John Adams, late in life, " after a the reports, and with great satisfaction. They
lapse of fifty-seven years," wrote out, by request, had good law in Massachusetts in the days of

as much as he could remember of the argument your grandfather, as well as good lawyers and
of the speech. See Minot, ii. 91-99; Tudor's a good reporter. Mr. Gray's appendix is one of

Li/f of Otis: Bancroft, iv. 416, note; Corres- the most clear, .accurate, and exhaustive exposi-

pondencc of John Adams and Mrs. Warren in 5 tions that I have read, and has brought me much
Mass. Hist. Coll. iv. 340; Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. better instruction than I had before. I rather

Aug. i860; .\dams's Life and Works of John think they were legal under the .act of Parlia-

/4ab;/«, i. 59, 81, 82; ii. 124, 523, 524. [The case ment. but I cannot believe they were constitu-

can be studied from a contemporary point of tional, either here or in England, e.xcept as any-

view in the reports made by the Josiah Quincy thing an act of Parliament does is constitu-

of that day, of cases in the M.assachusetts .Supe- tional "— Ed.]
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court were favorably disposed ; but they yielded to the solicitations of

Hutchinson, who proposed to continue the cause to the next tcrin, in order,

meanwhile, to apply to England for definite instructions. In due time the

answer came, in support of his well known position; and the court, with the

semblance of authority rather than law, decided that the writs of assistance

should be granted whenever the revenue officers applied for them.-

' [This cut follows a painting by Blackburn,

in 1755, now owned by Mrs. Henry Darwin

Rogers, by whose permission it is here copied.

Having been more than once before engraved

(see A. B. Durand's in Tudor's Life of Otis

;

another by I. R. Smith ; and a poor one in Loring's

Hundred Boston Orators), it was admirably put

on steel by Schlecht, in 1S79, for Bryant and

Gay's United States, iii. 332. There is a gene-

alogv of the Otis family in A'. E. Hist, and Geneal.

Reg. iv. and v.; also see Freeman's History of

Cape Cod. Otis at one time lived where the

.\dams Express Company's building on Court

Street now is. No American has received a

more splendid memorial than Crawford has be-

stowed on Otis in the statue in the chapel at

Mount Auburn. See an estimate of Otis in Mr.

Goddard's chapter in the present volume.— Ed.]

- Hutchinson, iii. 96; Bancroft, iv. 41S;

Barry, p. 267.
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Hut Thachcr and Otis had not spoken in vain.' They had electrified

the people, and scattered the seeds which soon germinated in a spirit of

combined resistance against the encroachments of unlawful power. Among
those attending the court was the youthful John Adams, who had just been

admitted as a barrister, and whose soul was ready to receive the patriotic

fire from the lips of Otis. " It was to Mr. Adams like the oath of Hamilcar

administered to Hannibal. It is doubtful whether Otis himself, or any person

of his auditory, perceived or imagined the consequences which were to flow

from the principles developed in that argument."'^ Patriots were created

by it on the spot,— men who awoke that day as from a sleep, and shook

themselves for action. livcrj^ one felt that a crisis was approaching in the

affairs of the Province, if indeed it had not already come.

In tracing the causes which led to the final independence of America,

it is always to be borne in mind that independence, in the political sense

of the word, was not what the colonists originally desired. They were

proud of their position as British subjects; and not until their lo}-alty had

endured a long series of shocks, did it occur to any one that a separation

was either possible or desirable. This will explain the docility with which

the people of New England submitted to gross abuses and high-handed

political measures through a period of over thirty years without doing

more than to assert their rights, and to seek peaceable means of redress.

They loved the mother country, and rejoiced in her prosperity.^ Her his-

tory, her greatness, her triumphs, were all theirs. Their literature, their

laws, their social life, their religious faith, were all English. Most of the

towns and counties in Massachusetts were named after those in England,

showing the affection the colonists had for the country from which they

came. The architecture of Boston houses was almost an exact reproduc-

tion of that which prevailed in London or Bristol. A relationship of

blood, of affection, and of interest was maintained by the closest com-

munication which that age afforded. Packets were continually plying

between the two countries
;

personal and business correspondence was

frequent; and, in ordinary times, this intimacy was not affected by the

oflflcial character and conduct of those who represented British authority

on these shores. If the exercise of that authority had not exceeded its

just limits, it would certainly have been a long time before the colonists

would have demanded or accepted anything like a political separation.

They were not adventurers, seeking capital out of conflict, but peaceable,

industrious, law-abiding citizens ; asking only for equality with their fellow-

subjects, and deliverance from special and unequal legislation. They knew

their rights under the charter, and were resolved to maintain them ; and

in this they were simply true to the traditions of the Anglo-Saxon race

' [The lawyers engaged in this cause are '^ C. 7. Adrnms's Life 0/ yo/in A(iams,\.Zi.

characterized in the chapter in Vol. IV. by Mr. ' Greene, Historical Vino of the Atitencan

John T. Morse. Jr.
— Ed.] Revolution, pp. 5, 6.
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from which they sprang. Their lot was cast in troublous times, but the

trouble was not of their fomenting. They never invoked revolution, but

were driven to it at last against their will by the stern logic of events.

One of these events has already been described
; but properly speaking,

the great struggle did not begin with the excitement attending the appli-

cation for writs of assistance. That excitement did not aflect the coun-

try at large, nor did it seriously disturb the loyalt)- of the people of

Boston. It led to much discussion and speculation, but to no organized

resistance.

The first direct occasion for the uprising in America was the attempt on

the part of the British Government to raise a revenue from the Colonies

without their consent and without a representation in Parliament. Upon
this turned the whole controversy, which lasted more than ten years and

terminated in the final appeal to arms.

After the Peace of Paris,' England took a position of undisputed su-

premacy among the great powers of Europe. Her political and diplomatic

influence was greatly increased by her military successes and her new terri-

torial acquisitions. But this pre-eminence was attended by an e.Khausted

treasury, and the first important question for her statesmen to ask was, how
to increase the revenue. The American colonies, it was known, were gain-

ing rapidly in population and wealth. There was no doubt of their ability

to furnish large sums to the Crown. The people were loyal, and would be

likely to sustain further draughts upon their resources.

So reasoned Charles Townshend, first lord of trade and secretarv for the

colonies in the new ministry formed by the Earl of Bute. No sooner did

Townshend take office than he was ready with his audacious scheme to

ignore charters, precedents, laws, and honor; to abrogate the rights and

privileges of colonial legislatures; and to give Parliament absolute author-

ity to tax an unwilling people to whom the privilege of representation had

never been granted.

Townshend's scheme, in the form in which he presented it, did not suc-

ceed ; but shortly after,— in March, 1763, — Grenville, first lord of the ad-

miralty, eager to advance the inter-

ests of British trade, brought in a

{.iij^JT/A- U/yiJUrtZ^LL,^ bill "for the further improvement

n // (J '^^ ^^'^ majesty's revenue of the cus-

^ ^ toms," authorizing naval officers on

the American coast to act as custom-house officers. This bill soon passed

both Houses and became a law.^

Bute's ministry was of short duration. Grenville soon took his place,

supported by Egremont and Halifax, and retaining Jenkinson as principal

secretary of the treasury. This triumvirate ministry was so unpopular as

to become a "general joke; "^ and was called "the three Horatii," "the

' Signed in February, 1763. ' W.ilpole to Mann, .Vpril 30, 1763. See Lord
- Bancroft, v., 92 ; Barry, ii- 278. Mahon (Stanhope), History of England, xli.
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Athanasian administration," a "sort of Cerberus," a "three-headed monster,

quieted by bcinj^ gort^ed with patronage and office."^

(^ne of (jrcnville's earliest measures was a bill for enforcing the Naviga-

tion Acts, in which he met with no opposition from Parliament or the King.

His nc.\t plan was to provide for the army in America by taxing the

Colonies. Upon this matter he copsultcd the board of trade, to ascertain

" in what mode least burdensome and most palatable to the Colonies they

can contribute toward the support of the additional expense which must

attend their civil and military establishment." '^ The head of the board of

trade was now the young Earl of Shelburne, an Irish peer, who was begin-

ning to have great influence in British councils. On many questions he was

a follower of Pitt, and was naturally opposed to extending the authority of

Parliament. His reply gave no encouragement to the ministry; yet they

continued pursuing their favorite project, and did all in their power to

create a public sentiment in its favor. Before any action was taken Egrc-

mont died, and Shelburne was succeeded by the Earl of Hillsborough.

Gren\ille now renewed his exertions for the passage of a revenue bill ; and

at a meeting of the lords of the treasury— Grenville, North, and Hunter—
in Downing Street, on the morning of September 22, a minute was

adopted directing their secretary, Jenkinson, " to write to the commis-

sioners of the stamp duties to prepare a draught of a bill to be presented

to Parliament for extending the stamp duties to the Colonies." ^ In obedi-

ence to this order the famous Stamp Act was prepared, and subsequently

presented to Parliament. Probably its origin is not due to any one man.

Bute thought of it, Jenkinson elaborated it, North" supported it, Grenville

demanded it, and England accepted it. It has generally been called, and with

good reason, Grenville's measure. Whatever of credit or of odium attaches

to it must be given to him. He did not e.xpect the favor of the Colonies,

but he was anxious to secure support at home ; and as there was some

doubt of the bill's passing without an exciting debate, he did not press the

matter at once. Hoping also, possibly, to conciliate the Colonies, he yielded

to the urgent solicitations of some of their representatives* who maintained

that the proposed stamp duty was " an internal ta.x," and therefore that it

would be better to " wait till some sort of consent to it shall be given

by the se\eral assemblies, to prevent a tax of that nature from being levied

without the consent of the Colonies." ^ And so, " out of tenderness to the

Colonies," the bill was not brought in for a year.

Meanwhile the Administration succeeded in carrying a measure, April

5, 1764, imposing duties on various enumerated foreign commodities im-

ported into America, and upon colonial products exported to any other

' Wilkes to Earl Temple, in Grenville Papers, sylvaiiia; and Richard Jackson, his own private

ii. Si. secretary.

- Uancroft, v. 107. * Greiwille Correspondence, ii. 393; Afassa-

' Treasury Minutes, Sept. 22, 1763; Jenkin- ehuselts Gazelle, May 10, 1764; Bancroft, v. 183;

son's Letter, .Sept. 23, 176 ^; Uancroft, v. 151. Barry, p. 284 ; Y'Wimiiur'KC, Life 0/ William, Earl

* Thomas Penn and William Allen, of Penn- of Shelburne, i. 318, 319.

VOL. m.— 2.
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place than Great Britain. A heavy duty was also laid upon molasses and

sugar. To enforce the provisions of this bill, enlarged power was given to

the vice-admiralty courts, and penalties under the act were made recover-

able in these courts.'

The news of the passage of the Sugar Act stirred up an intense com-
motion in all the maritime towns of T^merica ; the merchants everywhere

held meetings, adopted memorials to the assemblies, and sent protests to

England. In Boston, James Otis prepared a Statement of the Rights of the

Colonies, and Oxenbridge Thacher expressed similar views in a pamphlet

entitled Sentiments of a British-American? A committee— Otis, Gushing,

Thacher, Gray, and Sheafe — was also appointed to correspond with the

other Colonies ; and circulars were sent out stating the dangers that menaced
" their most essential rights," and desiring the " united assistance " of all

to secure, if possible, a repeal of the obno.xious acts, and to " prevent a

stamp act, or any other impositions and taxes, upon this and the other

American provinces." ^

The Legislature, which had been prorogued month after month by Gov-

ernor Bernard, to impede its action, finally met in October. Letters were

received from the agents in England, and an address to the King was pre-

pared ; but as it failed of acceptance with the Council, it gave place to a

milder address to the House of Commons, stating the objections which had

been urged against the Sugar Act, and praying for a further delay of the

Stamp Act.*

With the year 1765 the long dreaded measure, which had come to be

regarded as the very symbol of usurpation, came into effect. At the open-

ing of Parliament in January, Grenville presented the American question as

one of obedience to the authority of the kingdom ; and shortly after, with

the support of Townshend, Jenyns,'* and others, he proposed a series of

resolutions, fifty-five in number, embracing the details of the Stamp Act,

— the essential feature being the requirement that all i-gal and business

documents in the colonies should be written on printed or stamped paper,

to be had only of the tax collectors. All offences under this act were

to be tried in the admiralty courts, and the taxes were to be collected

arbitrarily, without any trial by jury.

' Minot, ii. 155; Holmes, Annals, ii. 125, et against. To what purpose will opposition to

scq.; Barry, ii. 286. any resolutions of the ministry be, if they are

- Both published in Boston, June, 1764. The passed with such rapidity as to render it impos-
General Court sent a letter of instructions to Mr. sible for us to be acquainted with them before

Mauduit, the agent of Massachusetts in London, they have received the sanction of an act of

expressing the state of feeling. " If all the Col- Parliament ? A people may be free and toler-

onies," says the letter, " are to be taxed at pleas- ably happy without a particular branch of trade
;

ure, without any representation in Parliament, but without the privilege of assessing their own
what will there be to distinguish them, in point taxes, they can be neither." Minot, ii. 160-175;
of liberty, from the subjects of the most abso- Bradford, i. 21, 22.

lute prince.' Every charter-jirivilege may be 3 Hutchinson, iii. no; Minot, ii. 175.
taken from us by an appendix to a money bill, 4 Massacliusetis Kecon/s ; Journal House of
which, it seems, by the rules on the other side of Representatives, 1764, p. 102.

the water, must not at any rate be petitioned ^ Bancroft, w 231-234.
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Grenville advocated Iiis bill with many plausible arguments and explana-

tions. Me had evidently anticipated all the difficulties it would encounter

in England, but he failed utterly to comprehend the situation it would

create in America. As was expected, it passed in a full house, February

27, without serious opposition, obtaining a majority of five to one. Among
those who spoke and voted against it the names of Jackson, Beckford,

Conway, and Barr^ deserve especial mention, as they afterward received

the thanks of the Province for their services.

Colonel Barre'will always be gratefully remembered by the American

people in connection with this event. Townshend having said that the

Colonies were planted by the care, nourished by the indulgence, and pro-

tected by the arms of England, Barro rose and said ;
—

^' Theyplanted by your care ! No! your oppressions planted them in America. . . .

They nourished up by your indulgence ! They grew by your neglect of them. . . . Thev

protected by your arms ! They have nobly taken up arms in your defence. . . . .\nd

believe me,— remember I this day told you so,— the same spirit of freedom which

actuated that people at first will accompany them still."
-

"The sun of liberty is set," wrote Dr. PVanklin to Mr. Thompson '^ the

very night that the act was passed ;
" the Americans must light the lamps

of industry and economy."

The news of the passage of the Stamp Act reached Boston in April, and
produced immediate alarm and indignation throughout the province.*

Massachusetts and Virginia— " the head and the heart of the Revolution"
— were the first to denounce the act, and they were soon followed by New
York and Pennsylvania and all the other colonies. The determination was

everywhere expressed that the act should never be executed. Sober men
resisted it, because they saw that it would block the wheels of trade, prevent

exchanges of property, interfere with all industry, and undermine their lib-

erties, which they were not prepared thus to surrender. The case would

have been entirely different if the colonists had levied these stamp duties

' Isaac Barre was born, 1726, of a Huguenot Barre and his Times," in Macmi/laii^s Muffazine,

family living in Ireland
;
graduated at Trinity December, 1876. The town of Barre, in Massa-

College, Dublin; entered the army and served chusetts, which was first named for Hutchinson,

in the French war; was a warm friend of Wolfe, was afterward named for Barre.

- [It was in his speech of Feb. 6, 1765,

V ^^^y~) ^ 'hs' Barre had called the opposing party

^^^'ll^^C/^ {yCv/7yT-"r~-^/^ in the colonies the " Sons of Liberty," and
^7 \y^<^t.^<-^/ / t j/

—

' the name brought over was soon adopted
'

by them.— El).]

and was wounded at Quebec. Through the in- ' Afterward secretary of the Continental

fiuence of Lord Slielbunie he entered Tarlia- Congress.

ment in 1761, after the fall of Pitt's ministry. * [The act was at once issued in a pamphlet
His speeches were spirited, and often aggres- by Edes and Gill, then keeping their press on
sive and harsh. He denounced tyranny and the site of the jiresent Adams E.xpress Com-
corruption, and usually appealed to the moral pany's office, in Court Street. See Snow's

sympathies of men. He had something of the Boston, -p. 2^. For the feelings engendered, see

vehement, fiery eloquence of Pitt, and was a Warren's letter, in Frothingham's Lifi of War-
dcbater to be feared. See article on "Colonel ren ; and John Adams's Works, 'i\\.i,(>%.— Ed.]
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upon themselves, through their own assemblies, as the American people

have since freely done to meet the cost of war ; or if they had been allowed

a voice in the government which exercised this

authority.

It was an important principle which the)' felt

to be at stake,— a principle which had hitherto

been maintained in their relations with the mother

country, and which they could not now see vio-

lated without a distinct and determined resist-

ance.

At this juncture the Legislature of Massachu-

setts, at the suggestion of Otis, proposed the

calling of an American Congress, consisting of

A ST.4MP.' committees from each of the thirteen colonies, to

meet at New York in October, "to consult to-

and consider the matter of a "united representation to implore

S T A M P - O F F I

Lincoln i-Inn, 1765.

C E,

TABLE
of the Prices of Parchment and Paper for the Service

ot America,

gether,'

relief"

While the leaders of the people

were thus taking counsel of one an-

other in solemn deliberations as to

the course to be pursued, the popu-

lar feeling against the act, and the

officers appointed to execute it, ran

high in Boston. An occasion soon

occurred to show how the people

felt upon this subject. The birth-

day of the Prince of Wales, in Au-

gust, was kept as a holiday. Crowds

assembled in the streets, shouting

"Pitt 2 and liberty!" Andrew Oli-

ver, brother-in-law ' of Hutchinson,

having been appointed stamp distrib-

uter, it was proposed that he be

hung in effigy; and two days later,

August 14, the public saw suspended

from the old elm known as Liberty Tree'^ a stuffed figure of the obnoxious

official, together with a grotesque caricature of Bute.* This pageant had

ftdft] 18 Incb- by I]. iiF<Mi.pcn^
j; b, 1(1, ji Sii-prnnj

E-gb'.pcMr Se»
by ; ; n Ten-pco<« I

by 10. n ThinMn.pcnccJ

Hera M 5eW).p(i,tt

Fol« Poa jr Ok SbUbng
Dcm, II Ti»o Sh.llin>,

Majium ai Tbrrc Shilliogi

Roy,l ,1 Fouf ShilliD^i

€«po ftoyal at Six ShiUmp

bfl^jft

Paper for Printing

T>oublf Cfbwn It 1 4 1 1

Double Demy w igt J
°

Bool

—

FooUCipei^,.~Od 1

-Drroj J, .J I. J

1 [There are a number of these stamps in the

cabinet of the Massachusetts Historical Society;

but our engraving is cut from one lent by Dr.

Samuel A. Green. The impression is on a blue

soft paper, secured by a transverse bit of soft

metal, with another square piece of paper bearing

the royal monogram covering the metal on the

reverse. The accompanying reduced fac-simiU

of a schedule of prices for stamps is from a

copy of the Broadsidi, kindly loaned by Dr.

Green.— Ed.)
'

- A change had just taken place in the minis-

trj% and Pitt had returned to office.

3 [See the engr.iving in chapter iv. of the

present volume, with note. This fourteenth of

August became a memorable anniversary for the

Sons of Liberty, who eight years later, 1773,

celebrated it by a "festivity " on Roxbury Com-
mon. Drake, Tffiun of Roxbury, p 266. — Ed.]

^ A large boot, designed to represent Lord

Bute, with a head and horns upor. it. Bute had
been frequently burned in effigy in England in
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been prepared b)' a party of Boston mechanics, ^ called Sons of Liberty,

who, ])rompted by the intense feeling of the hour, devised this method of

expressing it. Great excitement followed, and thousands assembled to view

the spectacle. When the news reached Ilulcliinson he ordered the sheriff

to remove the effigies ; but nothing was done until evening, when they were

taken down by those with whom the proceedings originated, and carried in

procession, escorted by a great concourse of people, through the street,

into the Old State House, and under the council chamber where Bernard,

Jd//3^ z/^^-

^^/^^^^m^mj

/^ ^^/^.

Hutchinson, and their advisers were assembled. " Liberty, Property, and

no Stamps !
" was the shout which greeted the ears of those dignitaries.

After repeated huzzas, the populace moved on to Kilby Street, where they

destroyed a frame which the stamp distributer was said to be building for an

office. Taking a portion of it, they proceeded to Fort Hill where Oliver

lived, and burned the effigies in a bonfire before his house. Boston had

the guise of a jack-boot,— a pun upon his name
as John, Earl of Bute. Bonfires of the jaclt-

boot were repeated dur-

ing several years both in

/-* -y/' England and .America.

ey^:^^,-^h^ Mahou (.Stanhope), His-—^ tory of England, v. 25.

[One of the most considerate of the English

writers is Grahame, Hutory of the United States,

iv. 1S3. See Winsor's Handbook, p. 4, for other

references.— Ed.]

' Benjamin Edes, printer; Thomas Crafts,

painter; John Smith and Stephen Cleverly, braz-

iers; John Avery, Jr., Thomas Chase, Henry

Bass, and Henry Welles.

- [Subscription to a paper sent by the Order

in Boston to the Sons of Liberty in New Hamp-
shire, preserved in the Belknap Papers, iii., in the

cabinet of the Massachusetts Historical So-

ciety. A silver punch-bowl, said to have been

used by the Sons of Liberty, bought by William

Mackav after the Revolution, and now owned by

R. C. M.ickay, was lately exhibited in the Old

South Loan Collection.— Ed.]
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rarely witnessed such a scene. No one knew what would come of it.

Bernard and Hutchinson took refuge in the Castle. The nc.\t day a proc-

lamation was issued by the Governor, offering one hundred pounds reward

to be paid upon the conviction of any person concerned in this transac-

tion ;
' but no one cared to act as informant against such a strong current of

popular feeling. A few days later, August 26, a mi.xed crowd collected

near the Old State House, and proceeded to the house of the registrar of

the admiralty, opposite the court house, and burned his public and private

papers. They next plundered the house of the comptroller of customs, in

Hanover Street, and then hurried to the mansion ^ of Lieut.-Governor

Hutchinson, who had incurred the increasing dislike of the people in con-

sequence of his subserviency to the Government, his greed of office,

and his supposed influence in favor of the Stamp Act. Hutchinson and

his family escaped ; but the mob sacked his house and destroj'ed a large

quantity of plate, pictures, clothing, books, and a valuable collection of

manuscripts relating to the history of the colony.^ This was a disgraceful

proceeding, and would never have taken place but for the frenzy occasioned

by the free use of liquor among the "roughs" who led on the mob.* A
large public meeting was held the ne.xt morning in Faneuil Hall, and resolu-

tions were passed strongly deprecating these lawless proceedings, and call-

ing upon the selectmen to suppress such disorders in the future, and pledging

the support of the inhabitants to preserve the peace.** That the leading

Patriots had no sympathy whatever with this riotous outbreak is seen also in

a letter written by Sarhuel Adams to Richard Jackson, the colonial agent in

London, in which he denounced these proceedings as " high-handed out-

rages," of which the inhabitants, " within a few hours after the perpetration

of the act, publicly declared their detestation. All was done the day follow-

ing that could be expected from an orderly town, by whose influence a spirit

' Drake, History of Boston, p. 696. 1/66, relative to the riot of the year before. He
^ In Garden-court Street ; taken down about says he came into Boston about eight o'clock in

1S30. .See Introduction to Vol. II. p. xi. the evening and overtook a much greater num-
' [Hutchinson, Massachusetts Bay, iii. 124; ber of men than was usual, not in one large

also see Introduction to Vol. I. of this History, body but in little companies of four or five per-

p. xix. and Vol. II. p. 526; and Drake's Land- sons; and that the report of the disturbance

marks, p. 167.— En.] being actually begun had already, at that time,

* (See contemporary accounts in Josiah reached Roxbury.
Quincy's Diary, Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, April, These papers also contain, as illustrating this

1858; and Joshua Henshaw's letter, in N. E. period: a report on the condition of the North
Hist, and Gcneal. Reg., July, 1S78, p. 26S. Battery in 1765, and estimates for rebuilding it

Among the papers in the Charity Building is in 176S; a report to the Governor on the popu-

a copy of a dejiosition tending to show that the lation of Boston in 1765; and depositions as to

authorities had warning of the riot. Ebenezer trouble with British officers in 1768. These
Simpson testified to the selectmen that, Aug. papers should be calendared.— En.]

26,1765, being at Spectacle Island, he met a ^ [Drake's .^cj-Zot, p. 701. There are on file in

man-of-war's boat, and one of the men told him the city clerk's office various warning letters ad-

that there was to be a mob in Boston that night, dressed to Benjamin Cudworth, deputy-sheriff,

with intent to pull down the Lieut.-Governor's in a disguised hand ; and also others to Stephen

house, and that their ship's crew was sent for. Greenleaf, sheriff, regarding Cudworth. They
Among these papers is also a copy of a letter were read to the town, and pronounced " abu-

from Warren to the selectmen, dated July 3, sive."— Ed.]
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was raised to oppose and suppress it. It is possible tiiese matters may be

represented to our disadvantage, and therefore we desire you will take all

possible opportunities to set them in a proper light." ^

Throughout the colonies the same spirit of determined opposition to the

Stamp Act was everywhere seen. Many of the officers appointed to dis-

tribute the stamps were compelled by the " unconquerable rage of the

people " to resign, Oliver among the rest. Towns and legislatures hastened

to make their declaration

of rights, following one
another " like a chime of

bells," and planting them-

selves firmly upon the Brit-

ish Constitution and their

chartered liberties. In the

Massachusetts Assembly a

series of fourteen resolves,

prepared by Samuel

Adams, asserting the in-

herent and inalienable

rights of the people, were

particularly considered „ q
and passed m a full house.'' ^ ^

These resolves met w i t h

great favor, and were ex-

tensively published and

quoted throughout the
country. On October 7 the first American Congress ever held, composed
of delegates from the diftcrent colonies, met in New York to take into con-

sideration their rights, privileges, and grievances.* After mature delibera-

tion in which members from all parts of the country participated, resolutions

were passed embodying the warmest sentiments of loyalty to the King and

respect for " that august body, the Parliament," and setting forth, in plain

but temperate language, the reasonable demands of America,— such as the

right to trial by jury, in opposition to the recent extension of the admiralty

jurisdiction ; and the right to freedom from taxation except through the

colonial assemblies. The Congress also sent an address to the King, a

memorial to the House of Lords, and a petition to the House of Commons.
Before adjourning, this Congress consummated a virtual union by which

the colonies became, as the delegates prophetically expressed it, " a bundle

of sticks which could neither be bent nor broken." ^

OLFVER's 0.4TH.3

' Wells, Life of Samuel Adams, i. 63.
^ Ibid., i. 74-77.
3 [Mr. R. H. Dana, Jr., brought this oath to

the attention of the Massachusetts Historical

Society, in June, 1872, their Proceedings ai that

date showing a facsimile of it ; the present is

somewhat reduced. —En.l

* [James Otis here showed his power of

leadership. See Tudor's Otis; Bancroft, v.

j

Flanders's Rulledge ; Ramsey's South Carolina.

— Ed.]
^ Bancroft, v. 346. [This congress was a re-

sponse to the call of Massachusetts. Its pro-

ceedings are in Almonds Tracts.— Ed.]
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In the mean time there had been further changes in the ministry, result-

ing in the elevation of the Rockingham Whigs to power. This announce-

ment was received with great satisfaction, as it was understood that the

new cabinet was more friendly to American claims. That this opinion

had some foundation appears in the orders sent to the royal governors and

to General Gage, commander of the forces at New York, only one week

before the Stamp Act was to take effect, recommending " the utmost pru-

dence and lenity," and advising a resort to " persuasive methods." ^

When the first of NoveiTIber came, the people were prepared to prevent

the execution of the odious act by refusing as one man to buy or use the

stamps. In Boston they tolled the bells of the churches and fired min-

ute-guns. Vessels in the harbor hung their flags at half-mast. " Liberty,

Propert}', and no Stamps !
" was the watchword passing everywhere from

mouth to mouth. Effigies of Grenvillc and Huske- were suspended from

Liberty Tree early in the morning, and in the afternoon were taken down

and carried to the court house and to the North End, and then back to

the gallows on the Neck, where they were hung for a short time, and

afterward were cut down and torn to pieces. The crowd then quietly dis-

persed, and the night was entirely free from disturbance.^

As the Stamp Act had become a law, only stamped paper was legal

;

and as the people were firm in their determination not to use it, they were

obliged to suspend business. The provincial courts were closed ; mar-

riages ceased; vessels were unmoored; and all commercial operations were

paralyzed. Merchants in New York, Philadelphia, and Boston agreed not

to import from England certain enumerated articles ; and in general the

people ceased using foreign lu.xuries, and turned their attention to domestic

products. Frugality was the self-imposed order of the day, and it was not

without its results.

In December a town-meeting was held in Boston, and a committee ap-

pointed to request of the Governor and Council that the courts might be

opened.^ At the opening of the Legislature in January, the House, in re-

plying to the message of the Governor, demanded relief from the existing

grievances. " The custom-houses are now open," they said, " and the

people are permitted to transact their usual business. The courts of justice

also must be opened,— opened immediately; and the law, the great rule of

right, duly executed in every county in this province. This stopping of the

course of justice is a grievance which this Court must inquire into. Justice

must be fully administered without delay." ^ The Council laid this address

upon the table ; but, in an informal way, gave assurances that the courts

1 Massachusetts Gazette, Feb. 6, 1766; Debates Ad.ims, Thomas Gushing, John Hancock, Een-

/« Piirluimeiil, iv. 302-306. jamin Kent, Samuel Senall, John Rowe, Joshua
- John Huske, a native of Portsmouth, N. H., Henshaw, and Arnold Welles; aud they were

who had removed to England and obtained a authorized to employ Gridley, Otis, and John
seat in the House of Commons, and taken a Adams as counsel. Diary of John Adams in

prominent part in favor of the Stamp Act. IVorJts, ii. 157, et seq. ; Barry, p. 307.

3 Drake, Boston, pp. 707, 70S. * Afassae/iiisells Gazette, Jan. 23, 1766; Hutch-

This committee w.is composed of Samuel inson, iii. 143.
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would be opened at the next term, and business allowed to be transacted

as usual.

This bold attitude of the American people caused no little annoyance and

anxiety to the Administration. The case was, moreover, complicated by the

change of sentiment in England regarding the justice of the policy initiated

by Grenville. The English people were not prepared to repudiate their

own love of liberty, nor to force upon any of their fellow-subjects the meas-

ures of absolutism against which their own glorious history had been a

standing protest. Especially were the commercial and manufacturing

towns in England dissatisfied with this policy; for it had reacted most un-

favorably upon them, interrupting trade, injuring credit, and creating much

suffering and discontent. We are not surprised, therefore, to find that

both sympathy and interest prompted the nation to urge the repeal of an

act which was as hostile to their own welfare as to that of America.

Upon the reassembling of Parliament in January, 1766, the King, in his

speech, stated that " matters of importance had happened in America, and

orders had been issued for the support of lawful authority." ' The Lords

responded, as usual, in terms of deference and co-operation ; but in the

House of Commons, which was unusually full, a debate ensued such as

perhaps had never been heard before within its walls. The venerable Pitt,

after an absence of more than a year, had arrived in town that morning.

Though in a very feeble condition, and suffering from the gout, he took his

seat while the debate was in progress, and soon after rose and made his ever

memorable speech, — a masterpiece of fiery eloquence in which he de-

nounced the Stamp Act, and demanded its immediate repeal. He said :
—

" It is now an act that has passed. I would speak with decency of every act

of this House, but I must beg indulgence to speak of it with freedom. The subject

of this debate is of greater importance than any that has ever engaged the atten-

tion of this House, — that subject only excepted when, nearly a century ago, it was a

question whether you yourselves were to be bond or free. ... On a question that

may mortally wound the freedom of three millions of virtuous and brave subjects

beyond the Atlantic Ocean, I cannot be silent."

He then proceeded to argue that as the colonies had never been really or

virtually represented in Parliament, they could not be held " legally or con-

stitutionally or reasonably subject to obedience to any money bill " of the

kingdom. In replying to Grenville he said, a little later on :
" The gentle-

man tells us America is obstinate ; America is almost in open rebellion ! I

rejoice that America has resisted." Upon this the whole House started as if

touched by an electric shock. Near the conclusion of his speech he

said :
—

" In a good cause, on a sound bottom, the force of this country can crush Amer-

ica to atoms. . . . But in such a cause your success would be hazardous. America,

if she fell, would fall like the strong man ; she would embrace the pillars of the State,

1 Massachusetts Gazelle, March 27, 1766.

VOL. ni — 3.
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and pull down the Constitution along with her. . . . Upon the whole I will beg leave

to tell the House what is really my opinion. It is that the Stamp Act be repealed,

absolutely, totally, and immediately ; that the reason for the repeal be assigned, be-

cause it was founded on an erroneous principle. . . ." '

Thus spoke the Great Comnioncr; with what effect upon the minds of

the House appeared in the current of sympathy which at once turned toward

him, and which, a little later on, expressed itself in the famous repeal.

Toward the last of the month the House resolved itself into a committee

of the whole to consider petitions for the repeal, which had been presented

by the merchants of London, Birmingham, Coventry, Bristol, Liverpool,

Manchester, and other towns. The sittings of this committee were con-

tinued more than two weeks. Among others, Benjamin Franklin, then a

colonial agent in London, was summoned to the bar of the House; and his

minute examination concerning the feelings and wishes of the Colonies con-

tributed more to his personal fame than any previous occurrence in his life

;

and it is doubtful whether he ever wrote or said anything abler than his ad-

mirable replies on this occasion. In all that he said he was prompt and

pertinent, accurate and concise, wise and true. The House of Commons
listened to him for ten days, and must have been as much astonished at his

answers as the whole American people were delighted with them.^

The committee who had listened to this remarkable examination soon
" reported that it w^as their opinion that the House be moved that leave be

given to bring in a bill to repeal the Stamp Act."

The crisis came on the night of February 2 1 , when every seat was occu-

pied, and the galleries, lobbies, and stairs were crowded with eager specta-

tors. The debate was opened by Conway, one of the ministry, and a warm

friend of the Colonies. He was followed by Jenkinson, Burke, Grenville,

1 Bancroft, v. 3S2-396; Debates in Parliiimcnt, " Q. — And what is their temper now ?

iv. 2S5-298. "A. — Oh, very much altered.

- As a specimen of Franklin's shrewdness, "
(?. — Did you ever hear the authority of

take a few of his answers :

—

Parliament to make laws for America questioned
" Question.— Do you think it right that Amcr- till lately ?

ica should be protected by this country and pay "^.— The authority of Parliament was al-

no part of the e.vpense ? lowed to be valid in all laws except such as
" Answer.— That is not the case. The Col- should lay internal ta.\es. It was never disputed

onies raised, clothed, and paid during the last in laying duties to regulate commerce,

war near twenty-five thousand men, and spent " Q. — If the Stamp Act should be repealed,

many millions. and the Crown should make a requisition to the
" Q.— Were you not reimbursed by Parlia- Colonies for a sum ot money, would they grant

ment ? it ?

"A. — . . . Only a very small part of what "A.— I believe they would,

we spent. " Q. — What used to be the pride of the
"

(?• — Do you think the people of America Americans .'

would submit to pay the stamp duty if it was "A.— To indulge in the fashions and manu-
moderated .' factures of Great Britain.

" A. — No, never, unless compelled by force " Q.— What is now their pride ?

of arms. " ^. — Xo wear their old clothes over again
" Q. — What was the temper of America to- till they can make new ones."— Bigelow, Life of

ward Great Britain before the year 1763 .> Franklin, i. 467-510; Spa.Tks,Fran/t/in, pp. 29S-
"A.— The best in the world. . . . 300.
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and Pitt. About half-past one in the morning the division took place, and

Conway's bill of repeal was carried triumphantly by a vote of two hundred

and seventy-five against one hundred and sixty-seven. Pitt and Conway

were tumultuously applauded as they left the House, while Grenville ^ was

greeted with hisses. The final debate on the repeal was still more decisive.

In the Lords the bill was carried by a majority of thirty-four; and on the

day following, March 17, it received the reluctant sanction of the King, who

spoke of it as " a fatal compliance." London was delighted with the result;

the church bells were rung merrily; ships displayed their colors; the

streets were illuminated ; and a public dinner was given by the friends of

America. In Boston the news was received with every conceivable demon-

stration of joy.^ Liberty Tree was decked with lanterns ; bells and guns,

flags and music, illuminations and fireworks, proclaimed in unmistakable

language the gratitude and loyalty of the people.^ New York voted statues

to the King and to Pitt. Virginia voted a statue to the King, and South

Carolina one to Pitt. Maryland passed a similar vote, and ordered a por-

trait of Lord Camden. Boston had previously voted letters of thanks to

Barre and Conway, and requested their portraits for Faneuil Hall.''

In the outburst of joy at the repeal, the public mind had not considered the

full meaning of the accompanying declaratory act^ claiming for Parliament

absolute power to bind America " in all cases whatsoever." This act was a

fatal mistake, and a wanton blow at the well known American principle of

local self-government; for it soon became evident that the object of Parlia-

ment was, after all, political subjugation. This was precisely the point upon

which the colonists had taken their stand. It was not the mere pecuniary

loss involved in the enforcement of the stamp ta.x that they were consider-

ing, — the}' were abundantly able to pay that,— but it was the underlying

question of right ; and if that were not conceded, it would soon be found

' Walpole, ii. 299, 300. Stamp .^ct and the revolutionary proceedings in

- [Speaker Cushing had enclosed, June Boston, is printed in ^/ass. //is/. Coll. iv. 367.

22, 1766, a letter of thanks to the king, and the There is in the collection of Charles P. Grcen-

fac-simile on the next page is from Otis's letter ough, Esq., of Boston (whose treasures have

to Cushing on this vote of thanks. The original been very generously put at my disposal, and

is in the Lee papers in the University of Vir- from which I have often drawn in this and the

ginia Library. The principal demonstrations final volume), a letter from London merchants to

took place May 19, 1766. An obelisk was erect- those of Boston, offering congratulations and

ed on the Common and decked with lanterns

;

encouragement on account of the repeal of the

Hancock illuminated his house and discharged Stamp .Act. A similar Utter from business cor-

fireworks in front of it from a stage; and these respondents was contributed to the Mass. Hist.

were responded to by similar demonstrations by Soc. Proc, March, 1S76, p. 260, by Mr. T. C.

the Sons of Liberty at the workhouse. Views Amory.— Ed.]

of the obelisk were engraved by Revere, and ^ This was done at a town-meeting held Sept.

one of them is given much reduced in Drake's 18, 1765. The portraits arrived in due time, and

Latidmarks, p. 359. The earliest rumor of a re- were hung in Faneuil Hall ; but what became of

peal had appeared in the Massachusetts Gazeth; them afterward is not known. They are sup-

April 3, 1766, having come from Philadelphia posed to have been removed when the British

two days before. See Thornton's Pulpit of the army had control of the town. Drake, pp. 703,

Revolution, p. 120, where is also Chauncy's dis- 704. [See supplementary notes to the next

course on the repeal.— Ed] chapter in this volume.— Ed.]

* \\ paper by General Gage concerning the * 6 George IIL c. xii.
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that the repeal was only a nominal and a temporary relief. Leading Pa-

triots saw in this much to excite alarm ; but for the time being, and for the

sake of harmony,

they were willing to

remain silent.'

No well defined

sentiment of union

had as yet taken

possession of the

public mind. Not

until it became evi-

dent that there was

no other way of

maintaining their

freedom, did any of

the Colonies think

of measures tend-

ing to united action.

One of the first to

anticipate this ne-

cessity was Jona-

than Mayhew, the

patriotic pastor of

the West Church in

Boston, who, writ-

ing to his friend Otis

one Lord's Day
morning in June,

1766, said :
—

" You have heard

of the communion of

churches ; while I was

thinking of this in my
bed, the great use and

importance of a com-

munion of colonies

appeared to me in a

strong light. Would

it not be decorous for

our Assembly to send

circulars to all the rest,

expressing a desire to

cement union among

ourselves? A good

1 Wells, Life of Samuel Adams, i. 1 16-118.
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foundation for this has been laid by the Congress at New York ; never losing sight of

it may be the means of perpetuating our liberties." '

The possibility of such a union seems to have occurred to at least one

English statesman at this time; for in the same month in which the above

words were penned we find Charles Townshend boldly advocating in the

House of Commons a radical measure aimed not only to secure a revenue,

but also to prevent any such accessions of strength as the Colonies might

gain by combined action. No man in the ministry was better informed

than Townshend upon American affairs. He knew the resources of the

people; he anticipated their rapid development; and the scheme which he

now promulgated was expressly devised to make the whole colonial power

tributary to the Crown. Therefore he favored the abolition of all their

charters; and the substitution of a government in which the local assem-

blies should be restrained, a general congress forbidden, and the royal gov-

ernors, judges, and attorneys become independent of the people.^

Townshend soon had further opportunities for prosecuting his scheme;

for in the reconstruction of the ministry, which took place in the month of

July, he was selected as chancellor of the exchequer by the Duke of

Grafton, in the strangely incongruous ad-

ministration of Pitt, now created Earl of

Chatham. Townshend was the leading spirit

in the new government, and availed him-

self of every opportunity to urge the ad-

vantages of an American civil list. He
had been, with Grenvillc, a firm advocate of the Stamp Act. He ridiculed

the distinction between internal and external taxes. He insisted that

America should share the heavy financial burden of England.^ In the ab-

sence of Chatham, who was most of the time suffering from feeble health,

he dictated to the ministry its colonial policy. " I would govern the

Americans," said he, "as subjects of Great Britain; I would restrain their

trade and their manufactures as subordinate to the mother country.

These, our children, must not make themselves our allies in time of war

and our rivals in peace." With such purposes the resolute and reckless

chancellor pushed his way into favor with Parliament, ignoring the scruples

of his associates and defying the opposition of his enemies, until he suc-

ceeded in carrying the famous Townshend revenue bill through both

Houses, and obtained the royal assent. These acts levied a duty on glass,

paper, painters' colors, and tea; established a board of customs at Boston

for collecting the whole American revenue ; and legalized writs of assistance.

The revenue was to be at the disposition of the King, and was to be chiefly

employed in the support of officers of the Crown, to secure their indepen-

dence of the local legislatures. " The die is thrown I

" cried the Patriots of

' Bradford, Life of Mayhcw, 42S, 429. [See - Bancroft, vi. 9, 10.

also Mr. Goddard's chapter in the present vol- ' Y\Xzm2M.x\ze., Life of William, Earl of Slul-

ume Ed.] burm, iii. 37 tt seq.
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Boston when they received the news of the passage of Townshend's bill

;

"the Rubicon is passed. . . . We will form an immediate and universal

combination to eat nothing, drink nothing, wear nothing, imported from

Great Britain. . . . Our strength consists in union ; let us above all be of

one heart and one mind ; let us call on our sister Colonies to join with us

in asserting our rights." ^ Gover4ior Bernard having refused a petition to

summon the Legislature, a town-meeting was called Oct. 28, 1767; and the

inhabitants voted neither to import nor to use certain articles of British

production. A committee was appointed to obtain subscribers to such an

agreement, and the resolutions were extensively circulated throughout the

country. The newspapers took up the subject with great warmth, and

aided in a very important degree the formation of public opinion at this

critical period. Able writers contributed timely letters, among which those

written by a " Farmer of Pennsylvania" ^ attained a very wide celebrity for

their calm and vigorous treatment of the great constitutional questions of

the day. The communications sent by the Massachusetts Legislature in

January, 1768, to members of the Cabinet and to the provincial agent in

London, contain the full argument respecting the claims of the colonies.

These papers, as well as the petition to the king which accompanied them,

and the circular-letter to the sister colonies which was issued shortly after,

were all drafted by Samuel Adams, whose masterly grasp of the great

political issues of the time attracted universal attention and gained a host

of friends to the cause of liberty. The circular-letter just alluded to met

with a very gratifying response from the other assemblies, and was a most

efficient instrument in securing unity of purpose among the leaders of the

people in all parts of the country. The publication of these important

documents produced such an effect that the board of commissioners of the

revenue immediately prepared a memorial to be sent to England, express-

ing apprehensions for their personal safet)-; complaining of the unwarrant-

able license of the American press,^ of the non-importation league, and of

New England town-meetings ; and asking for assistance in the execution of

the revenue laws ; adding, that there was not a ship of war in the province,

nor a company of soldiers nearer than New York.

This memorial, together with the reports of Bernard and Hutchinson,

soon drew from Hillsborough, secretary for the colonies, an order sent to

all the governors, bidding them use their influence with the assemblies to

^ Barry, ii. 339. ion. the approbation of her inhabitants inestimable. . . .

2 John Dickinson, afterward a member of the ^"""^ "''"^ <:"""">• engaged me in that attempt to vindi-

first Continental Congress. [To a letter of grati-
"''

I"
,",='"' T"

"""
""k' i'T'""' ^''T ''""'i'""-

J , „ * '-
vii>-i "• gtui,

ositv has thought proper so hishlv to applaud. . . . Never,
tude Irom Koston Dickinson returned a reply, until my hean becomes insensible of all worldly things, will

which is preserved among the Charity Building it become insensible of the unspeakable oblig.itiims which,

papers, and is addressed "To the ver\' respect- as an American. I owe to the inhabitants of the Province of

able inhabitants of the town of Boston:" and
^'=^^'>':h"5="5 R'^v. for the vigilance with which they h.ave

^ *L t, - , - , „ 1 .
watched over, and the magnanimity with which they have

expresses the reverential gratitude for the . j .1. ,u • f , o- u , t-' ° aitiuuc iv^i luc maintained, the hberues of the Bntish coionies on this
late letter received by him:— cominent. A F.>.kmek.

Penx.svlvaxia, .April ii, 1768.
—Ed]

The rank of the Town of Boston, the wisdom of her ^ [See Mr. Goddard's chapter in this vol-

CDuusels, and the spirit of her conduct render, in my opin- ume.— Ed.
j
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take no notice of the "seditious" circular-letter, which was described as

" of a most danj^erous and factious tendency," calculated to inflame the

minds of the people, to promote an illegal combination, and to excite

open opposition to the authority of Parliament. The House of Represen-

tatives of Massachusetts was required, in His Majesty's name, to rescind

their resolutions, and to " declare their disapprobation of the rash and

hasty proceeding." In case of their refusal to comply, it was the King's

pleasure that the Governor should immediately dissolve them.^ At the

same time General Gage, Commander-in-chief of the royal forces in Amer-

ica, was ordered to " strengthen the hands of the Government in the

Pro\ince of the Massachusetts Bay, enforce a due obedience of the laws,

and protect and support the civil magistrates and the officers of the Crown

in the execution of their duty." •^ Further peremptory orders were sent to

Gage, in June, to station a regiment permanently in Boston; and the ad-

miralt)' was directed to send one frigate, two sloops, and two cutters to

remain in Boston harbor; and Castle William was to be put in readiness

for immediate use''

For about a month previous to this the ship of war " Romney " had

lain at anchor in the harbor, and her commander had occasioned much
trouble by violently impressing New England seamen, and refusing to give

them up, even when substitutes were offered. The excitement arising from

this was increased by the seizure of the sloop " Liberty" (June 10, 1768),

belonging to John Hancock, for an alleged false entry. The popular out-

break in consequence of these proceedings, though resulting in no serious

injury, was magnified by the commissioners into an insurrection, and made
the occasion of still further appeals for personal protection, by force of

arms, in the discharge of their duties.'' The citizens, in response to a call

for a legal town-meeting to consider the matter, gathered in such numbers

at Faneuil Hall that they were obliged to adjourn to the Old South Meet-

ing-house, where, with Otis as moderator, an address to the Governor was

unanimously voted, and a committee of twenty-one appointed to present it.*

At an adjourned meeting the next day (June 15), Otis strongly rccom-

' Hill.sborough to Bernard, .^pri! 22, 176S. found out to be not an easy person to deal with.

2 Hillsborough to Gage, .April 23, 176S. The papers relating to these affairs of his are

' [The anne.xed heliotypes follow originals preserved among the Lee papers, in the libraries

made by the British engineers not far from this of Harvard College and the University of Vir-

time, and issued with DesBarres's series of coast ginia. Malcolm died shortly after, and they

charts. One represents the harbor from Fort show his gravestone to-day in the Copp's Hill

Hill ; the other is a view of the town from burying-ground, w'ith its praises of him as " an

Willis's Creek, in East Cambridge.— Ed.] enemy of oppression and one of the foremost in

* [There is an account of this seizure in opposing the revenue acts on America ;
" and

Drake's Boston, p. 736. See John Adams's upon it are seen the bullet marks of the British

Works, ii. 215. A prominent leader in the mob soldiers, who used it as a target during the siege,

which endeavored to prevent the sloop from ?s\mx\.\zi{'i, Description of Boston, \>. 2<:><^. — Eu.j

being towed under the guns of the " Rom- ^ [This presentation took place at the Gov-

ney" was a Boston tradesman, Daniel Malcolm, ernor's house, on Jamaica Pond, where they were

who had a year or two before some pretty sharp treated with wine, " which highly^jleased |Ber-

altercations with the revenue officers, accom- nard says] that part of them which had not been

panied with vigorous action, so that he was used to an interview with me."— Ed.]
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mended peaceable and orderly metliods of obtaining redress, and depre-

cated in tlie strongest terms all acts of mob violence, hoping that the

cause of their grievances would yet be removed ; and added :
" If not, and

we are called on to defend our liberties and privileges, I hope and believe

we shall, one and all, resist even unto blood ; but I pray God Almighty

that this may never so happen." '

The Governor disclaimed having any responsibility for the occurrences

complained of, but promised to stop impressments. Meanwhile, Hills-

borough's instructions to Massachusetts to rescind her non-importation res-

olutions arrived, and were communicated in a message from Bernard to the

General Court. Otis took the floor in reply, and spoke for two hours with

even more than his accustomed vehemence, showing that it would be im-

possible for this House to rescind a measure of the previous House which

had been already executed. He spoke respectfully of the King, but ar-

raigned the course of the ministry and the legislation of Parliament with

great severity. The subject occupied the attention of the House for nine

days, under the guidance of a special committee.- The Governor com-

municated the threat to dissolve the Assembly in case they refused to

comply, and pressed them for a decision. A recess was requested for

consultation, but it was refused. The question was then put, in secret

session, whether the House would rescind the resolution "which gave birth

to their circular-letter to the several houses of representatives and burgesses

of the other colonies." The vote was taken vk'a voce, and stood ninety-

two nays against seventeen yeas. The answer to the Governor, informing

him of their decision, stated that they regarded the circular-letter mod-
erate and innocent, respectful to Parliament, and dutiful to the King; that

they entertained sentiments of reverence and affection for both ; that

they, as subjects, claimed the right of petition jointly and severally, of

correspondence, and of a free assembly; and that the charge of treason

was unjustly brought against them. The Governor, following his instruc-

tions, thereupon closed the session, and the next day dissolved the General

Court by proclamation. Thus was taken away the right of free discussion

vested in the time-honored representative Assembly of Massachusetts. It

was an act of arbitrary power, destined to recoil heavily upon those who
enforced it. The other Colonies felt that their liberties were invaded as

well, and sent the most cordial assurances of their s}-mpathy and support.

In this we can clearly see a new impulse given to the sentiment of union as

a necessary means of mutual security. As dangers thickened, the people

stood more and more together, determined to assert and defend their con-

stitutional rights against the unlawful aggressions of imperial power. It

soon became evident that the Administration had resolved upon employ-
ing the strong arm of military power to sustain its authority in the " re-

'^ Boston Nevj!-Letter,}\me \(>Ax\di 11, \^(3%. John Hancock, Colonel Otis, Colonel Bowers,
^2 This committee consisted of Thomas Gush- Mr. Spooner, Colonel Warren, and Mr. Bann-

ing (speaker), Mr. Otis, Samuel .\dams (clerk), ders.
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fractory" Province. Preparations were making to transfer two regi-

ments from Halifax to Boston, and it was soon after announced that two

others were expected from Ireland. This naturally led to a great excite-

ment, and a town-meeting was called to consider what " wise, constitutional,

loyal, and salutary measures " could be taken in the emergency. The
Governor was requested to give information in regard to the troops, and

to convene the Legislature. Upon his refusal, a convention of all the

towns was proposed, to be held in Faneuil Hall within two weeks ; and it

was recommended that all the inhabitants should be provided with fire-

arms and suitable ammunition; ' and a day of fasting and prayer was ap-

pointed and observed in accordance with the New England custom.

The convention met on September 22, and was composed of representa-

tives of nearly every settlement in the province. The same officers were

chosen for chairman and clerk that filled those positions in tiie late Assembly,

and the Governor was petitioned to " cause an assembly to be immediately

convened." He refused to receive the petition, and denounced the con-

vention as illegal, advising the members to separate at once, or they would
" repent their rashness." The convention did not follow his advice, but

continued in session six daj-s, and reaffirmed the former declarations made
by the General Court concerning their charter rights. The proceedings

throughout were calm and moderate. A respectful petition to the king

was prepared, in which they wholly disclaimed the charge of a rebellious

spirit. An address to the people was also adopted, recommending sub-

mission to legal authority and abstinence from all participation in acts of

violence. This was the first of those independent popular assemblies which

soon began to exercise political power in the colonies. The Patriot lead-

ers were wise and sagacious men, who, in asserting their rights, knew well

how to keep the law on their side. When the proceedings of this conven-

tion were submitted to the attorney-general, and to the solicitor-general of

England, to ascertain if they were treasonable, both declared that they

were not. " Look into the papers," said De Grey, " and see how well

these Americans are versed in the crown law. I doubt whether they have

been guilty of an overt act of treason, but I am sure they have come within

a hair's breadth of it."
^

No sooner had the convention adjourned than the fleet arrived in the

harbor, bringing two regiments, with artillery, under command of Colonel

Dalrymple.''* In response to a requisition for quarters in the town the

council, and afterwards the selectmen, adhering to the law, declined to act,

stating that the barracks at Castle Island were provided for that purpose.

' Hutchinson, iii. app. I.. ; Boslon A't'uis-Letler, came near being roused in this way. Governor

postscript, Sept. 22, 1768. Bernard was informed of the movement, and

^ Bancroft, vi. 206. sent Sheriff Greenleaf to remove the combus-

^ [The Patriots had prepared to fire the bea- tibles. Frothingham, Z//^'(y /Kc^'f", P- 80. An
con above the town, and had placed a broken e.vcellent likeness of Greenleaf, by Smibert, is

tar barrel in the skillet. This was perhaps the owned by Mrs. S. G. Bulfinch, of Cambridge.

only time in which the surrounding country — El).]

VOL. 111. — 4.
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On the first of October eight armed ships, witli their tenders, approached

the wliarves, with cannon loaded and springs on the cables. The Four-

teenth and Twenty-ninth regiments, and a part of the Fift)-ninth, with two

field-pieces, landed at Long Wharf and marched with fi.xed bayonets, drums

beating and colors flying, through the streets as far as the Common, where

a portion of the troops encamped, the remainder being allowed by the

Sons of Liberty, later in the day, to occupy Faneuil Hall.' We can easily

imagine the surprise and indignation with which the people of Boston be-

held this demonstration of authority. They keenly felt the in^lt offered

to their loyalty, and though no open resistance was made it was soon appa-

rent that such a state of things could only engender mutual hostility which

might at any time break out in a disturbance of the peace. The odious terms

"rebel" and "tyrant" were now spoken with increasing bitterness, and the

lines were drawn more sharply than ever between Tory and Patriot. While

Boston was thus in the hands of a hireling soldiery, her people waited

anxiously for intelligence from abroad, hoping that their communications

to the King and Parliament would meet with a fa\'orable consideration ;
^

but again they were doomed to disappointment. Changes had taken place

in the cabinet, but there was no change in the purpose of the Government.

Chatham had resigned; Shelburne was removed; and Lord North ^ had

taken the place left vacant by the death of Townshend.* At the opening

of Parliament, the King referred to Boston as being " in a state of diso-

bedience to all law and government," and declared it to be his purpose
" to defeat the mischievous designs of those turbulent and seditious per-

sons " who had " but too successfully deluded numbers" of his subjects in

America. An animated debate followed, in which it was said that the

difficulties in governing Massachusetts were " insurmountable, unless its

charter and laws should be so changed as to give the King the appoint-

ment of the council, and to the sheriffs the sole power of returning juries."

^ [Paul Revere's plate, showing this landing,

is given in Vol. II. p. 532. Mrs. Turrell says in

her recollections, in A\ •.£". ///>/. atid Ge-ut'tj/.

Jieg; April, i860, p. 150: "When the British

troops came here they were lodged in a sugar-

house in Brattle Square, which belonged to Mrs.

Inman. I think there were three thousand of

them. The officers lodged in the house of

Madam Apthorp, in which I now live." But

this paper is somewhat confused in other res-

pects, if not in this. See John Adams's M'oris,

ii. 213.— Ed.]

- [There is in the Charity Building collection

a dr.aft of a letter from the selectmen, Nov. 12,

176S, to Pownall and De Berdt, as endorsed by

William Cooper, "on the present deplorable

condition of this town, . . . changed from a free

city to an almost garrison state."

—

Ed.)

' Lord North, eldest son of the Earl of Guil-

ford, entered the cabinet at the age of thirty-five,

and remained fifteen years, during the most crit-

ical period in English history. He was always a

favorite of the king, and a recognized leader in

the ministry. He never understood the charac-

ter or claims of the .\merican people, and conse-

quently favored a mistaken policv towards Ihem,

to which he adhered throughout the war.

At the early age of forty-one. Bancroft, in

summing up the character of Townshend, aptly

calls him " the most celebrated statesman who
has left nothing but errors to account for his

fame," vi. 99.
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Burke defended the Colonics, and denounced as illegal and unconstitutional

the order requiring the General Court to rescind their resolutions. Har-

rington accused the Americans as traitors, adding, " The troops have been

sent thither to bring rioters to justice." Lord North defended the recent

act of Parliament, and said that he would never think of repealing it until

he should see America " prostrate at his feet."

" Depend upon it," said Hillsborough to one of the colonial agents,

" Parliament will not suffer their authority to be trampled upon. We wish

to avoid severities towards j'ou ; but if you refuse obedience to our laws

the whole fleet and army of l"3ngland shall enforce it."

The indictment against the Colonies was presented in sixty papers laid

before Parliament. Both Houses declared that the proceedings of the Mas-

sachusetts Assembly, in opposing the revenue acts, were unconstitutional

;

that the circular-letter tended to create unlawful combinations ; and that the

Boston convention was proof of a design of setting up an independent au-

thority; and both Houses proposed, under the provisions of an obsolete act

of Henry VIII., to transport to England " for trial and condign punishment,"

in direct violation of trial by jury, the chief authors and instigators of the

late disorders. In the famous debate of this session, Burke, Barre, Pow-

nall, and Dowdeswell spoke eloquently in behalf of the Colonies ; but the

address and resolutions were carried by a large majority.

After being nearly a year without a Legislature, Massachusetts was again

permitted by the Governor, in the name of the King, to send its representa-

tives to a General Court convened, according to the charter, on the last Wed-

nesday in May, 1769. The first business was a protest against the breach

of their privileges, and a petition to the Governor to have the troops re-

moved from Boston, as it was inconsistent with the Assembly's dignity and

freedom to deliberate in the presence of an armed force. They declined to

enter upon the business of supplies, or anything else except the considera-

tion of their grievances. The Governor refused to grant their petition, alleg-

ing want of authority over His Majesty's forces; and after vainly waiting

a fortnight for them to vote him his year's salary, he adjourned the Assem-

bly to Cambridge, and informed them that he was about to repair to Eng-

land to lay the state of the province before His Majesty. The Assembly

thereupon passed a unanimous vote, one hundred and nine members being

present, to petition the king " to remove Sir Francis Bernard ^ forever from

this government."^ It has always been believed that much of the difficulty

between Massachusetts and Great Britain was owing to the total unfitness

of Bernard for the important position which he held during nine eventful

years. His frequent misrepresentations of the spirit and conduct of the

colonists are a matter of record. He left no friends behind him. Indeed his

departure was an occasion of public rejoicing. "The bells were rung, guns

' Bernard had recentlv received a baronetcy, fidence of any order or r.ink of men within his

"a most ill-timed favor, when he had so griev- province." Mahon, History of England, v. 241.

ously failed in gaining the affections or the con- - y<;«r«a/. House of Representatives, 1769,36.
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were fired from Mr. Hancock's wharf, Liberty Tree was covered with flags,

and in the evening a great bonfire was made upon Fort Hill." ^

Lieut.-Governor Hutchinson succeeded to the chair as chief magistrate.

He was a native of Boston, was acquainted with public affairs, and for many

years had held more important offices than any other man in the proxince

;

but his career had been so often marred by duplicity and avarice that very

little hope was cherished of any improvement in the administration. His

failure was in part owing to the difficulty he found in trying to serve both

England and America, with a decided preference in favor of the- former, at

a time when the opinions and interests of the two countries were rapidly be-

coming distinct. He was not the man for the times.'^ When the Massachu-

setts Assembly, sitting at Cambridge, had refused to grant the supplies de-

manded by Bernard, that functionary prorogued it to the tenth of January.

When that date arrived, Hutchinson, under arbitrary instructions from Hills-

borough, prorogued it still further to the middle of March.

Meanwhile the non-importation agreements had become so general as to

produce a visible effect upon British commerce. E.xports from England to

America had fallen off seriously, and English merchants were really injured

more than the Americans by the narrow revenue policy of the Government.

Lord North, perceiving this, caused a circular-letter to be sent to the Colonies,

proposing to favor the removal of duties from all articles, e.xcept tea, enumer-

ated in the late act. This was evidently a measure of expediency, dictated

wholly by self-interest; and as by retaining the duty on tea there was no

surrender of the obnoxious claim contained in the declaratory act, it did not

materially affect the situation in America.

Boston at this time,- in a legal town-meeting,'^ issued an Appeal to the

World, prepared by Samuel Adams, vindicating itself from the aspersions

of Bernard, Gage, Hood, and the revenue officers. The Appeal says :
—

" We should yet be glad that the ancient and happy union between Great Britain

and this country might be restored. The taking off the duties on paper, glass, and

1 Hutchinson, iii. 254. [See Dr. Ellis's esti- appear as ridiculous as possible, which generally

mate of Bernard in Vol. II. of this History, p. 65. occasioned a grin of applause." Not long before

The Governor left his estate on Jamaica Pond, this, the Sons of Liberty had dined together, .\ug.

July 31, 1769, and embarked the next day from 14, 1769, at Dorchester, and there is a list of their

the Castle. Lady Bernard did not leave the es- names in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, August, 1S69.

tate till December, 1770.

—

Ed.] John Adams's Works, ii. 21S.

- Hutchinson's History of Massachusetts Bay William Cooper, who figures largely in the

deserves honorable mention as a work of rare town's transactions at this time, was a son of the

ability and candor, for which students of our Rev. William Cooper, D.D., of the Brattle Street

history will always be grateful. [See Dr. Ellis's Church; was born Oct. i, 1721, and died Nov.

estimate of Hutchinson's administration in Vol. 28, 1809. He was first chosen town clerk in 1761,

II. p 69 ; and that by Frothingham in his Warrcti, and held the office till his death. In 1755-56 he

p. 107.— Ed.] was a representative to the Gencr.al Court. From
^ [Cooper, the town clerk, issued the warrant 1759 to 1800 he was Register of Probate. He is

for this meeting, Sept. 28, 1769, and the meeting buried in the Granary Burial-ground. He lived

was held, October 4. A contemporary account on Hanover Street. He married, April 26, 1745.

(in the Chalmers papers, ii. 37, in the Sparks Katharine, daughter of Jacob Wendell, and had

MSS. in Harvard College Library) says that si.Kteen children. See notices in Boston Patriot,

Cooper read the letters to the meeting, "and Dec. 6, 1S09, and Evening Transcript, July 7,

took a good deal of pains to make the Governor iSSl.— Ed.]
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painters' colors, upon commercial principles only, will not give satisfaction. Discon-

tent runs through the continent upon much higher principles. Our rights are invaded

by the revenue acts ; therefore, until they are all repealed, . . . and the troops recalled,

. . . the cause of our just complaints cannot be removed."

Z(f"
/4

^1

SIGNATURES OF THE TOWN S COMMITTEE.'

Society in Boston was thoroughly moved by the prevailing sentiment.^

Three hundred wives subscribed to a league agreeing not to drink any tea

' [These autographs are from a letter sent by

the town to Dennis De Berdi, the colony's agent

in England, in order that through him "our

friends in Parliament may be acquainted with the

difficulties the trade labors by means of those

acts." It recapitulates how the merchants and

traders of Boston had entered into an agreement,

August, 1768, not to import goods from Great

Britain after Jan. i, r770, and had made a further

agreement, Oct. 17, 1769, that no goods should

be sent from here till the revenue acts be re-

pealed; and how the other colonies had not

gone to the same extent ; and so they informed

De Berdt that they had notified their correspon-

dents to shij} goods with the exiiress condition

that the act imposing duties on tea, gl.iss, paper,

and colors be totally rejieaied, and had forwarded

to him papers with their views on the matter.

The original is in a collection of a part of the

papers of Arthur Lee, who succeeded De Berdt

as the agent of Massachusetts, and thus retained

many of the documents emanating from the prov-

ince and from Boston during the early days of

the controversy. The younger Richard Henry
Lee, after writing the Lives of the elder of his

name and of Arthur Lee, divided the manuscripts

which had come to him among three institu-

tions,— the Libraries of Harvard College, of the

University of Virginia, and of the American

Philosophical Society in Philadelphia. No rec-

ognizable principle of adaptation was followed

in the division, sets being broken,— those now in

Virginia containing many pajiers of the utmost

interest for Boston history, and in some cases

when others closely allied with them are in the

Harvard College collection. The Editor has been

kindly entrusted with these other collections by

their respective guardians. Those in the College

Library have been calendared in print under his

direction. — Ed.)
- [Richard Frothingham has minutely traced

the progress of events and feelings of the people

during this period,— from October, 176S, to the

Massacre,— in his papers, " The Sam Adams
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until the revenue act should be repealed. The young, unmarried women
followed their example, and signed a document beginning as follows :

" We,

the daughters of those Patriots who have appeared ... for the public

interest, ... do now with pleasure engage with them in denying ourselves

the drinking of foreign tea." '
. . . Even the children caught the spirit of

patriotism, and imitated their elders in maintaining what the}- considered to

be their " constitutional " rights.^

It was now nearly a year and a half since the troops had come to Boston,

and their presence was a continual source of irritation to the inhabitants.

Their services were not wanted; their parades were offensive; their bearing

often insulting. Quarrels would occasionally arise between individual sol-

diers and citizens. " The troops greatly corrupt our morals," said Dr.

Cooper, " and are in every sense an oppression. May Heaven soon deliver

us from this great evil !

" ^

In this state of things, any unusual excitement might at an)- time occasion

disastrous results. Towards the end of February an event occurred which

threw the public mind into a ferment, and prepared the way for the tragic

scenes of the fifth of March. A few of the merchants had rendered them-

selves unpopular by continuing to sell articles which had been proscribed.

One of them in particular* had incurred such displeasure that his store was

marked by the crowd with a wooden image as one to be shunned. One of

his friends, a well known informer,"* attempted to remove the image, but was

driven back b}- the mob. Greatly exasperated, he fired a random shot

among them and mortally wounded a young lad," who died the following

evening. The funeral was attended by five hundred children, walking in

front of the bier; six of his school-mates held the pall, followed by thirteen

hundred of the inhabitants. The bells of the town were tolled, and the

whole community partook of the feeling of sadness and indignation that

innocent blood had been shed in the streets of Boston."

A few days later, a still more serious occurrence took place. On Friday,

March 2, two soldiers, belonging to the Twenty-ninth Regiment, were pass-

ing Gray's rope-walk, near the present Pearl Street, and got into a quarrel

with one of the workmen. Insults and threats were freely exchanged, and

the soldiers then went off and found some of their comrades, who returned

with them and challenged the ropemakers to a boxing-matcli. A fight

Regiments," in Allantic Monthly, June, August, Boston Gazette, Feb. 12, 1770, el seq. ; Loss-

1S62, and November, 1863; matter which is only ing. Field- Book, i. 488.

epitomized in his Life of Warren. John Mein, - Lossing, " 1776," p. 90.

the printer, had refused to join in any non-impor- ^ Rev. S. Cooper to Governor Thomas Pow-
tation agreement, and his name had been pub- nail, Jan. i, 1770.

licly proclaimed as one to be avoided in trade. ' Theophilus Lillie.

He in turn printed the State of the Importation of '" Ebenezer Richardson, who lived near by.

Great Britain with the Port of Bostonfrom jfan- •• Christopher Snider.

uary to August, 176S, and showed some of his ' Evening Post, Feb. 26, 1770. [See Hutch-
detractors in the light of importers. See Henrv inson; Gordon, i. 276; John Adams's Works, ii.

Stevens's //istoriealColleetio)is,i.1so. 293-— Ed] 227.— Ed.]
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ensued, in which sticks and cutlasses were freely used. Several were

wounded on both sides, but none were killed. The proprietor and others

interposed, and prevented further disturbance.^ The next day it was re-

ported that the fight would be resumed on Monday. Colonel Carr, com-

mander of the Twenty-ninth, complained to the Governor of the conduct of

the rope-makers. Hutchinson laid the matter before the council, some of

whom freely expressed the opinion that the only way to prevent such colli-

sions was to withdraw the troops to the Castle ; but no precautionary meas-

ures were taken. At an early hour on Monday evening, March 5, numerous

parties of men and boys were strolling through the streets, and whenever

they met an\- of the soldiers a sharp altercation took place. The ground

was frozen and covered with a slight fall of snow, and a young moon shed

its mild light upon the scene. Small bands of soldiers were seen passing

between the main guard- and Murray's barracks in Brattle Street, armed

with clubs and cutlasses. They were met by a crowd of citizens carrying

canes and sticks. Taunts and insults soon led to blows. Some of the

soldiers levelled their firelocks, and threatened to "make a lane" through

the crowd. Just then an officer^ on his way to the barracks, finding the

passage obstructed by the affray, ordered the men into the yard and had

the gate shut. The alarm-bell, however, had called out the people from

their homes, and many came down towards King Street, supposing there

was a fire there. When the occasion of the disturbance was known, the

well disposed among them advised the crowd to return home ; but others

shouted :
" To the main guard ! To the main guard ! That 's the nest !

"

Upon this they moved off towards King Street, some going up Cornhill,

some through Wilson's Lane, and others through Royal Exchange Lane.

Shortly after nine o'clock an excited party approached the Custom House,

which stood on the north side of King Street, at the lower corner of

Exchange Lane, where a sentinel was standing at his post. " There 's the

soldier who knocked me down !
" said a boy whom the sentinel, a few min-

utes before, had hit with the but-end of his musket. " Kill him ! Knock
him down !

" cried several voices. The sentinel retreated up the steps and

loaded his gun. " The lobster is going to fire," exclaimed a boy who stood

by. " If you fire you must die for it," said Henry Knox,^ who was passing.

1 [.See Drake, Landmarks, 274. It was men meeting-house. His father, William, a ship-

of the Fourteenth Regiment who were engaged master, had married Mary, a daughter of Robert

in this affair, and their barracks were in the Campbell ; and Henry was their seventh son,

modern .-\tkinson .Street. — Ed.) and was born in 1750, in a house which Drake,
- The " main guard " was located at the head Life of Henry Knox, p. 9, depicts, and says was

of King Street, directly opposite the south door standing, in 1S73, °" Sea Street, opposite the

of the Town House The soldiers detailed for head of Drake's wharf. Losing his father in

daily guard-duty met here for assignment to 1762, Henry went into the employ of Wharton &
their several posts. Bowes, who had succeeded the year before to

' Captain Goldfinch. the stand of Daniel Henchman, on the south

* Afterward general, and secretary of war. corner of State and Washington streets. Kno.\

[Knox was of Scotch-Presbyterian stock from the was in this employ when the m.assacre occurred;

north of Ireland, and his family belonged to the but the next year (1771) he started business on

parish of Moorhead, the pastor of the Long Lane his own account on the same street, about where
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" I don't care," replied the sentry; " if they touch me, I '11 fire." While he

was saying this, snowballs and other missiles were thrown at him, where-

upon he levelled his gun, warned the crowd to keep off, and then shouted

to the main guard across the street, at the top of his voice, for help. A
sergeant, with a file of seven men, was sent over at once, through the crowd,

to protect him. The sentinel then came down the steps and fell in with

the file, when the order was given to prime and load. Captain Thomas
Preston of the Twenty-ninth soon joined his men, making the whole num-

ber in arms ten.' About fifty or sixty people had now gathered before

the Custom House. When they saw the soldiers loading, some of them

stepped forward, shouting, whistling, and daring them to fire. " You are

cowardly rascals," they said ;
" lay aside your guns and we are ready for

you." "Are the soldiers loaded?" inquired a bystander. "Yes," answered

the Captain, " with powder and ball." "Are they going to fire on the in-

habitants? " asked another. " They cannot," said the Captain, " without my
orders." " For God's sake," said Knox, seizing Preston by the coat, " take

your men back again. If they fire, your life must answer for the conse-

quences." " I know what I 'm about," said he, hastily ; and then, seeing his

men pressing the people with their bayonets, while clubs were being freely

used, he rushed in among them. The confusion was now so great, some

calling out, "Fire, fire if }-ou dare!" and others, "Why don't you fire?"

that no one could tell whether Captain Preston ordered the men to fire or

not; but with or without orders, and certainly without any legal warning,

seven of the soldiers, one after another, fired upon the citizens, three of

whom were killed outright: Crispus Attucks,- Samuel Gray, and James

Caldwell; and two others, Samuel Maverick^ and Patrick Carr, died soon

after from their wounds. Six others were badly wounded. It is not known

that any of the eleven took part in the disturbance except Attucks, who had

been a conspicuous leader of the mob.

When the firing began the people instinctively fell back, but soon

after returned for the killed and wounded. Captain Preston restrained his

the Globe newspaper now is, calling his estab- of the royalist secretary of the province, Thomas

lishment tlie "London Bookstore." At least one Flucker, who had vainly tried to prevent the

book, Cadoi;aJi oit the Gout, bears his imprint, union ; and a year from the day of their marriage

1772, and at the end of it is a list of medical and Kno.x had slipped out of Boston clandestinely,

other books which he had imported. BrinUy to avoid interception by Gage, while his wife

Catalogue, No. 1585. See H. G. Otis's letter in concealed in her quilted skirts the sword her hus-

N. E. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., July, 1876, p. band was afterwards to make honorable.— Ed.]

362. In November, 1774, Knox writes to Long- ' Some accounts say eight.

- Usually called a mulatto, sometimes a slave;

and in the Ai>teriean Historical Record for De-

cember, 1S72, he is held to have been a half-

breed Indian. [George Livermore gives us a

glimpse of the past life of Crispus Attucks as a

man in London :
" The magazines and new pub- slave, in his " Historical Research on Negroes as

lications concerning the American dispute are Slaves," in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc. 1S62, Aug., p.

the only things which I desire you to send at 173. See a.\so ME. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., Oct.

present." It will be remembered that Knox but 1S59, p. 300.— Ed.]

six months before this had married a daughter '' [See Sumner's East Boston, p. 171.— Ed.]
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men from a second discharge, and ordered them back to the main guard.

The drums beat to arms, and several companies of the Twenty-ninth formed,

under Colonel Carr, in three divisions, in the neighborhood of the Town

House. And now the alarm was everywhere given. The church bells

were rung, the town drums beat to arms, and King Street was soon thronged

with citizens who poured in from all directions. The sight of the mangled

bodies of the slain sent terror and indignation through their ranks. The

excitement surpassed anything which Boston had ever known before. It was

indeed a " night of consternation." No one knew what would happen ne.xt;

but in that awful hour the people were guided by wise and prudent leaders,

who restrained their passions and turned to the law for justice. About ten

o'clock the Lieut.-Governor appeared on the scene and called for Captain

Preston, to whom he put some sharp and searching questions. Forced

by the crowd he then went to the Town House, and soon appeared on the

balcony, where he spoke with much feeling and power concerning the

unhappy event, and promised to order an inquiry in the morning, saying

" the law should ha\e its course ; he would live and die by the law." On
being informed that the people would not disperse until Captain Preston

was arrested, he at once ordered a court of inquiry; and after consultation

with the military officers, he succeeded in having the troops removed to

their barracks, after which the people began to disperse. Preston's exam-

ination lasted three hours, and resulted in his being bound over for trial.

The soldiers were also placed under arrest. It was three o'clock in the

morning before Hutchinson retired to his house. By his judicious exer-

tions he succeeded in calming a tumult which, had it been left to itself,

might in a single night have involved the town in a conflict of much greater

proportions. Early in the morning, large numbers of people from the sur-

rounding country flocked into the town to learn the details of the tragedy,

and to confer with the citizens as to what was to be done. Faneuil Hall

was thrown open for an informal meeting at eleven o'clock. The town

clerk, William Cooper, acted as chairman until the selectmen could be

summoned from the council chamber, where they were in conference with

the Lieut.-Governor. On their appearance, Thomas Cushing was chosen

moderator; and Dr. Cooper, brother of the town clerk, opened the meet-

ing with prayer. Several witnesses brought in testimony concerning the

events of the previous night. A committee of fifteen, including Adams,

Cushing, Hancock, and Molineux, was chosen to wait on the Lieut.-Gov-

ernor and inform him that the inhabitants and soldiery could no longer live

together in safety ; and that nothing could restore peace and prevent fur-

ther carnage but the immediate removal of the troops.' In the afternoon

at three o'clock a regular town-meeting was convened at the same place, by

legal warrant, to consider what measures could be taken to preserve the

1 (Dr. Belknap records an anecdote told by him and demanded the removal of the troops

Governor Hancock, of the trepidation which after the massacre. 3/ius. I/ist. Soc.Proc.,^l3.icn,

seized Hutchinson when the committee went to 1S5S, p. 30S.— Ed.]

VOL. III.— 5.
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' [This cut follows a painting which has for and is believed, from the costume, to represent

many years hung in the Essex Institute, Salem, the Patriot of this name ; though the earlier
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SAMUEL ADAMS.'

peace of the town. The attendance was so large that the meeting was ad-

journed to the Old South, which was soon crowded to its utmost capacity.

Speaker of the same name, who died in 1748,

may possibly have been the sitter. The painting

itself has no inscription, as the courteous Libra-

rian, Dr. Henry Wheatland, informs me. In

1876 a descendant caused a copy of it to be

made for Independence Hall, Philadelphia, in

the belief that it represented the later Thomas
Gushing. He was born in Bromfield .Street,

on the spot long occupied by the public house

of that name.— Ed.]

' [This cut follows the larger of Copley's por-

traits of .\daras, and was painted when he was

forty-nine. The smaller and later one has already

been given in Vol. 11. p. 438. The present pic-

ture for many years hung in Faneuil Mali, and is

now in the Art Museum; it has been engraved

before in Wells's Life of Samuel Adams, vol. i.,

in Bancroft's United States, vol. vii., and else-

where. It represents the P.atriot, clad in dark

red, defending the rights of the people under the
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Samuel Adams presented the report of the committee, which was that they

could not obtain a promise of the removal of more than one of the regi-

ments at present. " Botli regiments or none! " was the cry with which the

meeting received this announcement. The answer was voted to be unsatis-

factory ; and another committee was appointed, consisting of Samuel Adams,

John Hancock, William Molineux, William Phillips, Joseph Warren, Joshua

Henshaw, and Samuel Pemberton, to inform the Lieut.-Governor that

nothing less than the total and immediate removal of the troops would

satisfy the people. At a late hour the committee returned with a favorable

report, which was received by the meeting with expressions of the greatest

satisfaction. Before adjourning, a strong military watch was provided for;

and the whole subject of the public defence was left in the hands of a

" committee of safety," consisting of those who had just waited on the

Lieut.-Governor.

On Thursday, March 8, the funeral of the slain was an occasion of

mournful interest to the whole community. The stores were generally

closed. The bells of Boston, Charlestown, Cambridge, and Roxbury were

tolled. Never before, it was said, was there so large an assemblage in the

streets of Boston. The procession started from the scene of the massacre

in King Street, and proceeded through the main street si.x deep, followed

by a long train of carriages, to the Middle or Granary Burying-ground,

where the bodies of the victims were deposited in one grave.

After the removal of the troops to the Castle, nothing occurred to dis-

turb the usual quiet of the town. The people waited patiently for the law

to have its course. In October, Preston's case came on for trial in the

Superior Court, followed in November by that of the soldiers implicated in

the massacre. Through the exertions of Samuel Adams and others, the

best legal talent in the province was secured on both sides. The prosecu-

tion was conducted by Robert Treat Paine, in the absence of the king's at-

torney.^ Auchmuty, the prisoners' counsel, had the valuable assistance of

John Adams and Josiah Ouinc)', the distinguished Patriots, who gener-

ously consented to take the position,— a severe ordeal at such a time,— in

order that the town might be free from any charge of unfairness, and that

the accused might have the advantage of every legal indulgence.- As a

Charter,— as he maybe supposed to have ap- ' [This was Jonathan Sewall, who, as John
peared when he confronted Hutchinson and his Adams says, " disappeared." It is probable that

council on the day after the massacre. Wells, Samuel Quincy— a few months later to be made
Life ofAdams, \. i,-] <^. The Copley head of Sam solicitor-general— assisted Paine, as stated by
Adams was engraved by J. Norman in An Tm- Ward in his edition of Curwen's Journal, and
partial History of the War in America, Boston, by Mr. Morse in Vol. IV. ; though I find no con-

1781. The journals of the Boston committee of temporary .luthority for such statement, unless

correspondence, as well as the papers of Sam what John Adams says [Works, yi. 201) in con-

Adams, are in the possession of Bancroft the nection witli the soldiers' trial applies as well to

historian. Frothingham, Life of Warren, p. vii. Preston's. Quincy is knovm, however, to have

Wells, Life of Sam Adams, vol. i. pp. vi. and x., been on the Government side in the soldiers'

gives a particular account of the .^dams papers, trials.— Ed.]

Bancroft's United States, p. vi. preface. See an ^ [See the chapter on "The Bench and Bar,"

estimate of Adams in Mr. Goddard's ch. — Ed.] by John T. Morse, Jr., in Vol. IV.— Ed.]
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result of the trial, Preston was acquitted ; six; of the soldiers were brought

in "not guilty; " and two were found guilty of manslaughter, branded in the

1 [Of this picture there is this account by

Miss E. S. Quincy in Mason's Life of Gilbert

Stuart, p. 244 :
" There was an engraving that

his widow, Mrs. Abigail Quincy, considered an

excellent likeness. This print, Stuart had de-

clined to copy; but after reading the memoir of

J. Quincy, Jr., published in 1S25, he said :
' I

must paint the portrait of that man;' and re-

quested that the print, and the portrait of his

brother Samuel Quincy, by Copley, should be

sent to his studio." Miss Quincy says in a pri-

vate letter: "The portrait was entirely satis-

factory to my father and Mrs. Storer. The cast

in his eye was one of his characteristics which

they would not have allowed to be omitted."

Jonathan Mason, who studied law in Mr. Quin-

cy's office, Mr. Gardiner Greene, who saw him

in London, Dr. Holbrook, of Milton, and many
others testified to the likeness. There is an

estimate of Quincy in Mr. Goddard's chapter

in this volume. Quincy lived on the present

Washington Street, a little south of Milk Street.
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hand in open court, and then discharged. These trials must ever be re-

garded as a signal instance of that desire for impartial justice which char-

acterized the American people throughout the stormy period which ushered
in the Revolution.'

The manuscript of instructions to the represen- graph. Kidder, who formerly owned the docu-
tatives of the town, in his handwriting (1770), ment, his punted it in his Boston Massacre, p. 10.

is noted in A/ass. Hist. ^ ^__ J/ u c

vVlcwi^vl ^ ^/cyiit iri^f 'Ln.n^ tiv^-^ Y
i/<r^»>^. Mtr^^ w S^

Ul. iL*^U.v =/1^v- •*-x/^ w^jt^ aw^r^ U^*n,Jt 'A '^~ ^*^

Soc. Proc, December,

1873, P- -'6- See also

Frothingham's War-
ren, p. 1 56. H is family

relations can be traced

in Vol. II. p. 547, and
in the accounts of the

Bromfield and Phillips

family in the same vol-

ume pp. 543, 54S. His

father-in-law was William Phillips, who was the

son of the Rev. Samuel Phillips of .\ndover, and
who coming to Boston entered into business con-

nections with Edward Bromfield, a rich mer-

chant, whose daughter he afterward married, in

1764, and whose house on Beacon .Street, figured

in Vol. II., p. 521, he bought and lived in till

his death in 1S04. He ama.ssed a large fortune,

which has been transmitted to our day, though

now mainly possessed by a collateral branch of

the family. He took the Patriot side in the Rev-

olution ; and in August, 1774, Josiah Quincy, Jr.,

writes to Samuel Ad.ams, then in Philadelphia

:

" It is very difficult to keep our poor in order.

Mr. Phillips has done wonders among them. I

do not know what we should do without him."

After his daughter (Mrs. Quincy) lost her husband
in 1775, she with her young son, the future Pres-

ident Quincy, lived with her father till 1786.

Mr. Phillips's two younger daughters — twins,

born in 1756, .Sarah and Hannah— married re-

spectively Edward Dowse and Major Samuel
Shaw, who had been an aid to General Kno.x

Sampson Salter Blowers, who assisted Adams
and Quincy, had graduated at Harvard in 1763,

^T/'

and was only made a barrister in 1773; and in

the next year married a daughter of Benjamin

Kent, with whom he went to Nova Scotia at the

time of the loyalist exodus. The presiding

judge was the younger Lynde, whose portrait is

Q^&flfS^l^'

J^
in the Revolution. Both were pioneers in open-

ing trade with China after the war, and Shaw's
memoir has been written by President Quincy.

Shaw lived in Bulfinch Place, in a house built

for him in 1793 by Charles Bulfinch; and it is

to-day, shorn of its ample grounds, known as

Hotel Waterston. An account of Phillips can
be found in the American Quarterly Register,

xiii., No. I.— Ed.)

1 For details see Lives of John Adams and
Josiah Quincy. The Brief used by the former is

in the Boston Public Library. [It is a small

brochure of ten leaves, six by four inches, fast-

ened by a pin, and four of the leaves are blank.

The annexed facsimile is of the opening para-

given in Vol. II. p. 55S. All that remains of his

charge is given in the appendix of The Diaries

of Benjamin Lynde, and of Benjamin Lyndc, Jr.

Boston, privately printed, 1S80.

John Adams wrote to J. Morse in 1816
(
IVorks

of John Adams, x. 201) that the report of Pres-

ton's trial " was taken down, and transmitted to

England, by a Scottish or English stenogra-

pher, without any known authority but his

Ci^^^^^ny own. The British Government have never

permitted it to see the light, and probably

never will." When the trial of William Wemms
and seven other soldiers came on, Nov. 27, 1770,

the same short-hand writer, John Hodgson, was

employed; and the published report,— entitled

The Trial of William Wemms, . . . for the

Afurder of Crisfnts Attucks. . . . Published by per-

mission of the Court. . . . Boston : printed by J.
Fleeming, and sold at his Printing Of/ice, nearly

opposite the White Horse Tavern in Ncwbttry Street.

M.DCCLXX;— makes a duodecimo of two

hundred and seventeen pages. It gives the evi-

dence and pleas of counsel. The last seven

pages are occupied with a report, "from the

minutes of a gentleman who attended," of the

trial, December 12, of Edward Manwaring and
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Previous to 1770 the people of Boston had celebrated the Gunpowder
Plot annually with public demonstrations. After the Boston massacre, the

others, who were accused by several persons of

firing on the crowd during the massacre from

an adjacent window in

the Custom House
but they were e:

acquitted. This 1

volume was reprinted in Bos-

ton in 1807 and 1S24, and

again in Kidder's monograph

in 1870. The plan of King

Street, used at the trials, pre-

pared by Paul Revere, is in

the collection of Judge Mellen

Chamberlain, of the Boston

Public Library. An examina-

tion of the reports of the trial

is made in P. W. Chandler's

American Criminal Trials, i.

A minute narrative of the

events was printed between

black lines in the Boston Gazette

of March 12, but the papers of the day made few

references to the event till after the trial, when
more or less discontent with the verdict was

manifested. Such particularly marked a series

of articles in the Gazette, signed "Vinde.x"

(Sam Adams), which reflected upon the argu-

ments of the counsel for defence. Buckingham,

Reminiscences, i. 16S.

Some verses inscribed upon one of the pict-

ures of the massacre closed as follows, referring

to Boston and Preston :
—

" Should venal courts, the scandal of the land.

Snatch the relentless villain from her hand.

Keen execrations, on this plate inscribed,

Shall reach a judge who never can be bribed."

A letter from William Palfrey to John Wilkes,

dated Boston, March 13 (1770), is printed in

Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, March, 1863, p. 480. (See

also Sparks, American Biography, new series,

vol. viii.) And on p. 484 is printed one from
Thomas Hutchinson to Lord Hillsborough on
the same theme.

There are some particulars entered upon the

Town Records of the statements made at the

meeting at Faneuil Hall the next forenoon ; but

so many were ready to testify, that a committee

was appointed to gather the evidence. The an-

nexed autographs are attached to a letter ad-

dressed to the agent of Massachusetts in London,
the original of which is in the Lee collection

of papers in the University of Virginia Library;

and with the letter was sent a copy of a A'ar-

rati-'e authorized by the town. A similar letter,

and other copies, were sent to various important

people in England,— a list of whom, together

with the letter, is printed at the end of some
copies of the Narrative, which was also probably

drawn up by the same gentlemen, and, as print-

ed, is called A short Narrative of the Horrid

Massacre in Boston perpetrated in the evening of
the Fifth Day of March, 1 770, by Soldiers of the

XXIX''' Regiment, with some Observations on the

State of Things prior to that Catastrophe. Boston :

printed by order of the Tozoti, by Messrs. Edes &^

Gill. MDCCLXX. It had an appendix of depo-

sitions, including one of Jeremiah Belknap ; but

another, of Joseph Belknap, is contained in the

Belknap Papers, i. 69, in the cabinet of the

Massachusetts Historical Society. A large fold-

ing plate showed the scene in State Street. It

was immediately reprinted in London, in at least

three editions,— two by W. Bingley,in Newgate
Street, with the large folding plate re-engraved;

and the third by E. and C. Dilby, with a smaller

plate, a facsimile of which, somewhat reduced,

is given on the next page. The supplement of

the Boston Evening Post, ]m\e 18, 1770, has news

from London, May 5, announcing the republica-

tion of it, and stating that the frontispiece was

engraved from a copper-plate print sent over

with the "authenticated nari^tive."

Copies of this Short Narrative were sent at

once to England, but the remainder of the edi-

tion was not published, for fear of giving " an

undue bias to the minds of the jury," till after

the trial, when Additional Observations, of twelve

pages, were added to it. These were likewise

published separately. Both of these documents

were reprinted in New York in 1849, ^"d again

at Albany in 1870, in Mr. Kidder's History of

the Boston Massacre. In this supplemental pub-

lication it was intimated that the friends of

Government had sent despatches "home" "to

represent the town in a disadvantageous light."

It is certain that a tract did appear shortly

in London, called : A fair Account of the late
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fifth of March was observed until the peace of 1783,^ when the Fourth of

July celebration was substituted by the town authorities. Unquestionably

the influence of the Boston massacre upon the growing sentiment of inde-

pendence throughout the colonies was very great.^ Public opinion was

immediately shaped by it, and the remaining ties binding America to

Britain were everywhere visibly relaxed. " On that night," wrote John

unhappy Disturbance at Boston in New England ;

extracted from the Depositions that have been

made concerning it by persons of all parties ; with

an Appendix containing some affidavits and other

evidences relating to this affair, not mentioned in

the Narrative of it that has been published at Bos-

ton. London : printed for B. White, in Fleet

T?ic^{aMtierepeJpe/nUaititSm^ Sirue^oaecn on Afai'tAj.jy/o. ut hAmiA

.tilcv ^SuTft ' Ortiy- Jam:A{a*-a-KJt, Jamt^ CaldweJZ 0-it)pu^ yica*-c/u

J'ucruk drr nei-eKil/ft^. *iur cch^yj Ti'eundt^i Of^y c/'eJl^/ft Jforeal/v

Lane; MDCCLXX. There is a copy in Harvard

College Library. It is the Government view of

the massacre, and is duly fortified by counter

depositions, chiefly by officers and men of the

garrison. Hutchinson has given his account of

it in his posthumous third volume, and Gordon

in his first volume. Stedman's account in his

American War is also at variance with the

town's narrative.

Of the later historians Mr. Frothingham in

the last of his papers on " The Sam Adams
Regiments" (Atlantic 3Ioiithly,'So\e-mher, 1S63),

and in his Life of Warren, ch. vi., has given a

very excellent account, " carefully collating the

evidence that appears to be

authentic ;
" but he confesses

it is vain to reconcile all state-

ments. The events are also

minutely described in Wells's

Life of Samuel Adams, i. 308.

Bancroft, United States, vol.

vi. ch. xliii., examines the evi-

dence for provocation, and
concludes Preston ordered

the firing. He cites, through

the chapter, his authorities.

— Ed.]

1 Orations were delivered

on the successive anniversa-

ries by Thomas Young, Joseph
Warren, Benjamin Church,

John Hancock, Joseph War-
ren, Peter Thacher, Benjamin

Hichborn, Jonathan W. Aus-

tin, William Tudor, Jonathan

Mason, Thomas Dawes,
George R. Minot, and Thomas
Welsh. [These, having been

printed separately, were col-

lected and issued by Peter

Edes in 17S5, and reissued in

1S07. There are accounts of

them and their authors in Lor-

ing's Hundred Boston Orators.

Paul Revere took the occasion

of the first anniversary of the

massacre, in 1771, to rouse the

sensibilities of the crowd by

giving illuminated pictures of

the event, with allegorical ac-

companiments, at the windows

of his house in North Square.

" The spectators," says the account in the

Gazette, " were struck with solemn silence, and

their countenances covered with a melancholy

gloom."— Ed.]

- [See the letter to Franklin in Mass. Hist. Soc,

Proc, November, 1865. Also Sparks's Franklin,

vii. 499.— Ed.]
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Adams long afterward, " the formation of American Independence was

laid." " l-'roni that moment," said Air. Webster on one occasion, "we
may date the severance of the British empire."

On the very daj- of the Boston massacre Lord North brought in a bill

to repeal the Townshend revenue act, with the exception of the preamble

and the duty on tea, which were retained to signify the continued suprem-

acy of Parliament. This proposal met with much opposition, but was

finally carried, and a[)pro\'ed by the king on April 12.

As the great principle at issue w^as not relinquished, this new measure

of the Government gave but little satisfaction to the colonists. Trade,

however, revived, and before the end of 1770 it was open in everything

but tea.^

In the month of September Hutchinson received a royal order in effect

introducing martial law into Massachusetts, in so far as to compel him to

give up the fortress to General Gage, or such officer as he might appoint.

This order was in direct contravention of the charter of the province,

which gave the command of the militia and the forts to the civil Governor.

After a little hesitation Hutchinson decided to obej- the order, and, without

consulting the council, he at once handed over the Castle to Colonel Dal-

rymple ; and from that hour it remained in the possession of England

until the evacuation of Boston in March, 1776. The Pro\incial Assembly,

meeting at Cambridge for the third time, and keeping a day of fasting,

humiliation, and praj'er, entered a solemn protest against the new and in-

supportable grievances under which they labored.^ At this time Franklin,

Boston's honored son, was elected as the agent of Massachusetts to repre-

sent her cause before the king.^ Certainly no better choice could have been

made. In the fulness of his ripened powers, possessed of rare wisdom and

integrity, and animated by a spirit of fervent patriotism, he discharged the

grave duties of his position with conspicuous fidelity and zeal.

The ne.\t year was not marked by an}' very notable event. Hutchinson,

who had now received his co\'etcd commission as Governor, maintained a

controvcrs)' with the Assembl}' upon several matters of legislation, and

1 The self-imposed restrictions adopted by the tilled by Ciishing (the Speaker), Hancock, Sam
colonists in reference to foreign articles had pro- Adams, and John Adams; and to show their

duced a great effect in checking extravagance, influence the journals indicate that three, and

promoting domestic industry and economy, and sometimes all of thein, were on every important

opening to the people new sources of wealth, committee for a session which was much con-

Home-made articles, which at first came into use cerned with political movements. John Adams
from necessity, soon became fashionable. At was at this period a resident of Boston from

H.irvard College the graduating class of 1770 April, 176S, to April, 1771 ; but he still retained

took their degrees in homespun. his office in Boston after removing his family to

- [John .\dams was now a representative Braintree ; and again he established a home in

from Boston, succeeding Bowdoin, who had gone Queen Street, opposite the Court House, in

into the Council. .See yohn Adams's Works, ii. 1772.— Ed.]

233. "Although Sam Adams was now the •' (The choice of Franklin was made Oct. 24,

master-mover, John Adams seems to have sue- 1770 ; his appointment, signed by Thomas Cush-

ceeded to the post of legal adviser, which had ing, speaker, is among the Lee Papers, Univer-

been filled by O.venbridge Thacher and James sity of Virginia. Sec Mr. Towle's chapter in

Otis." The four "Boston seats" were thus Vol.11. — Ed.]

VOL. HI. — 6.
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arbitrarily insisted upon their meeting in Cambridge, until the opposition

to it became so strong that he was obliged to consent to a removal to

Boston.'' The House soon after censured the Governor for accepting a

salary from the king in violation of the charter ; and the popular indigna-

tion was still further aroused when it became known that ro\-al stipends

were provided for the judges in the pro\'incc. This led to a town-meeting

(Oct. 28, 1772), at which an address to his Excellency was prepared, re-

questing information of the truth of the report. The Governor declined to

make public any of his official advices. Another petition was drafted at

an adjourned meeting, requesting the Governor to convene the Assembly

on the day to which it stood prorogued (December 2); and at the same

time the meeting expressed its horror of the reported judicial establish-

ment, as contrar}- not only to the charter but to the fundamental principles

of common law. This petition also was rejected in a reply which was read

several times at an adjourned meeting and \"oted " not satisfactory." It

was then resolved that the inhabitants of Boston " have ever had and

ought to have a right to petition the king, or his representative, for a re-

dress of such grievances as they feel, or for preventing of such as they

have reason to apprehend; and to communicate their sentiments to other

towns." Adams now stood up and made that celebrated motion, which

gave visible shape to the American Revolution, and endowed it with life

and strength. The record- says: —
" It was then moved by Mr. Samuel Adams that a committee of correspondence ^

be appointed, to consist of twenty-one persons, to state the rights of the colonists,

and of this province in particular, as men and Christians, and as subjects ; and to

communicate and publish the same to the several towns, and to the world, as the sense

of this town, with the infringements and violations thereof that have been or from

time to time may be made."

The motion was carried by a nearly unanimous vote ; but some of the

leading men were not prepared to serve on the committee. It was seen

that the labors would be arduous, prolonged, and gratuitous ; and although

they did not oppose, neither did they cordially support a measure which

was really greater than they imagined. The committee, however, was well

' [The instructions of the town. May 25, mittees ; but Bancroft, who has their papers,

1772, to Gushing and the other representatives, avers positively that Gordon's opinion (i. 312)

are given in the Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, January, of the idea originating with James Warren of

1S71, p. 9. The House later prepared an ad- Plymouth is erroneous. Bancroft's United Slates,

dress of remonstrance to the king against ta.xa- vi. 428. See further, Wells's Saniinl Adams, i.

tion without representation, and, July 14, 1772, 509, ii. 62; Frothingham's Rise of the Republic,

it was despatched, signed by Gushing. An origi- pp. 2S4, 312, 327 ; Barry's Massaclniselts, ii. 44S,

nal is among the Lee Papers, in the University and other references in Winsor's Handbook, p.

of Virginia. — Ed.] 20. The town's committee of correspondence
- Boston To-wn Records, November, 1772. must not be confounded with the Assembly's
' [John .Vdams said that Sam Adams " invent- committee. See R. Frothingham in il/iUJ. Hist.

ed " the committee of correspondence. Froth- Soc. Proc, Dec. 16, 1873. See earlier in this

ingham. Life of Warren, p. 200. There has been chapter for Mayhew's suggestion. See also

some controversy about the origin of these com- Hutchinson, iii. 361 ; and Gordon, i. 314.— Ed]
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constructed, with Adams and Warren and other citizens of well known
character and the highest patriotism. Otis, though broken in health, was

named chairman, as a compUment for his former services.

' [This cut follows Copley's portrait of An-

drew Oliver, owned W Dr. F. E. Oliver, by

whose kind permission it is copied. Perkins's

Copley., p. 90. For his family connections see

Mr. Whitmore's chapter in Vol. II. p. 539, and

his more extended genealogy of the Olivers in

N. E. Hist, and Gencal. Reg., April, 1S65, p.

loi. The two sons of Daniel Oliver (who died

1732, leaving a bequest to the town; .see Vol.

II. p. 539) were Andrew Oliver, the Lieut.-Gov-

ernor (who died 1774, and was father of Andrew,

judge and mandamus councillor), and Chief-Jus-

tice Peter Oliver. They had close family rela-

e-^^
tions with Governor Hutchinson, for Andrew's
second wife, Mary, was sister of Hutchinson's

wife, the two being daughters of William San-

ford ; and Dr. Peter Oliver, son of the chief-

justice, married Sarah, daughter of Governor

Hutchinson. Andrew, the mandamus council-

lor, married a sister of the second Judge Lynde,

who presided at the ma.ssacre trials. The family

of the Lieut -Governor, by his second wife, were

refugees with their uncle, the chief-justice.— Ed.]
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This committee of correspondence met the next day and chose W'iUiam

Cooper as clerk. By a unanimous vote they gave to each other tiie pledge

A of honor "not to divulge any

(J^IAVX-A-O Y)^Ih • l^^""*^ °^ ^'^"^ conversation

/^Z^ / / /7 y /^ / '^^ their meetings to

(^"^l^ {^n^cL<^^ ^*^yl-<-(j^^''^*'^-^*^ person what-

yhn 0\ / /n Jr^ soever, excepting
(^C<>^^A^y<n^<^^^t^^^jr^(yj*'*^'^ ,vhat the committee

Aii/' 1/ /^ // / 'ts'-'If should make
yVtliA^^^^ htnyrU^CL^ known.

^___^^r^;^2__-^j2_-^ The work to be
^ ^I!^I---<— done was di\ided

between them. Adams was appointed to prepare a statement of the rights

of the colonists ; Warren of the several violations of those rights ; and

Church was to draft a letter to the other tow^ns.

On November 20 the report was presented at a legal meeting in Faneuil

Hall. The statement of rights and of grievances, and the letter to the

towns, were masterly presentations of the cause, and carried conviction

throughout the province. Plymouth, Marblehead, Roxbury, and Cam-

bridge responded at once to the call ; and it was not long before commit-

tees of correspondence were everywhere established. The other Colonies

accepted the plan.^ Virginia saw in it the prospect of union throughout

the continent. So did South Carolina. " An American Congress," wrote

Samuel Adams to Arthur Lee (April 9, 1773), " is no longer the fiction of

apolitical enthusiast."^

In the spring of 1773 the East India Compan\', finding itself embarrassed

from the excessive accumulation of teas in England, owing to the persistent

refusal of American merchants to import them, applied to Parliament for

assistance, and obtained an act empowering the Companj- to export teas to

America without pa}-ing the ordinary duty in England. This would enable

the Company to sell at such low rates that it was thought the colonists

would purchase, even with the tax of threepence on the pound. Accord-

ingly ships were laden with the article and despatched to Charleston, Phila-

delphia, New York, and Boston, and persons were selected in each of these

ports to act as consignees, or "tea commissioners" as they were called.

1 [The report of the committee of correspond- agency of Franklin, and forwarded to the Patri-

ence, made Nov. 20, 1772, was, by order of the ots in Boston. The result was a formal petition

town, printed by Edes & Gill, as The Voles and to the king for the removal of the odious func-

Proceedings of the Freeholders and other Inhabi- tionaries. These letters were printed in Boston
tants. Frothingham, Warren, p. 211, etc., has in 1773, and in London in 1774. Mass. Hist. Soc.

much to show the effect this meeting was having Proe., 1878. [See further on this matter, with a

throughout the colonies. — Ed.] note on the authorities. Vol. II. p. 86 John
- Secret letter.s, written by Governor Hutch- .\dams saw them as early as March 22, 1773.

inson and Lieut.-Governor Oliver to friends in (Works, ii. 318.) The letters w'ere first pub-

England, favoring military intervention and lished in Boston, Jime 16, 1773. Thomas
otherwise injuring the cause of the colonists, Newell's "diary" in Proc, October, 1S77, p.

were discovered about this time through the 339.— Ed.]
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When this news became known, all America was in a flame. The people

were not to be duped by any such appeal to their cupidity. They had

taken their stand upon a principle, and not until that was recognized

would they withdraw their opposition. It seemed strange that England

hatl not discerned that fact long before.

Nowhere was the feeling more intense on the subject than in Boston.

The consignees were prominent men and friends of the Governor.' On

the night of November I lhe>- were each one summoned to appear on the

following Wednesday noon, at Liberty Tree, to resign their commissions.

Handbills were also posted over the town, inviting citizens to meet at the

same place.- On the day aiipointcd, the bells rang from eleven to twelve

o'clock, and the town-crier summoned the people to meet at Liberty Tree,

which was decorated with a large flag. About five hundred assembled,

including many of the leading Patriots. As the consignees failed to appear,

a committee was appointed to wait upon them and request their resigna-

tion; and, in case they refused, to present a resolve to them declaring them

to be enemies of their country. The committee, accompanied by many of

the people, repaired to Clarke's warehouse and had a brief parley with the

consignees, who refused to resign their trust.

A legal town-meeting was now called for, and the selectmen issued a war-

rant for one to be held on the fifth.'* It was largely attended, and Hancock*

was chosen moderator. A series of eight resolves was adopted, similar to

those which had been recently passed in Philadelphia, and extensively circu-

lated through the press. The consignees were again, through a committee,

asked to resign ; and again they refused, and the meeting adjourned.

On the seventeenth a \essel arri\-ed, announcing that the tea-ships were

on the way to Boston and might be hourly expected. Another legal meet-

ing was immediately notified for the next day, at which Hancock was again

the moderator. Word was sent to the consignees that it was the desire of

the town that they would give a final answer whether they would resign their

appointment. The answer came that they could not comply with the re-

1 Two of them were his sons, Elisha and •• [Revere's portrait of Hancock is given in

Thomas; the others were Richard Clarke and the text. It appeared m the A'oya^ /Imer. A/a^.,

sons, Benj. Faneuil, Jr., and Joshua Winslow. March, 1774, which contains also Hancock's
^ Draper's Gazette of November 3 contained massacre oration of that year. On Nov. 1 1, 1773,

the following :
— Hutchinson had directed Hancock, as colonel of

"To Ike Freemen o/Ms and Ilie neighboring towm :
'he Cadets, to hold them in readiness for service.

"Gentlemen, — Vou are desired to meet .tt Liberty Frothingham, Life of Warren, p. 249, mentions

Tree this d.-iy at twelve o'clock at noon ; then and there to the original of this order as being in the hands
hear the persons, to whom the tea shipped by the East

^^ ^^^ ,^^,g (-^j j -^y ggver. A CuriouS engrav-
India Company is consigned, make a public reslcnation of . ^ . , r- t' .. t i tt i i . n „ • i.,..*
. . „

I J 1 .1 . mg of " His Ex':> John Hancock, late President
their office as consignees, upon oath ; and also swear that o J ^ ^^

they will reship any teas that-may be consigned to them by of the American Congress, J. Norman, sc, ai>

said Company, by the first vessel sailing for London. peared ill An Impartial History of the War tn

" Boston, Nov. 3, 1773. O. C, Secretary. America, Boston, l^?:l, voX. I. On the Hancock
" E^^ show us the man that dare take down this." papers (most of which are printed in the Amer-

Several of these handbills are in possession icon Archives) see Massachusetts Historical Society

of the Mass. Hist. Society. Proceedings, January, iSiS, p. 27' and Decem-

3 This warrant is now in the possession of ber, 1S57; and Vol. IV. of this History, p. 5,

Judge Mellen Chamberlain. note.— Ed.)
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qucst.^ Upon this the meeting dissolved, without passing any vote or

expressing any opinion. "This sudden dissolution," says Hutchinson,^
" struck more terror into the consignees than the most minatory resolves."

The whole matter was now understood to be in the hands of the com-
mittee of correspondence, who constituted the virtual government of the

province.

On Sunday, November 28, the ship " Dartmouth," Captain Hall, after a

si.xty days' passage, appeared in the harbor, with one hundred and four-

TheHonV'jOHN HANCOCK. Ef^'

teen chests of tea.^ There was no time to be lost. Sunday though it

was, the selectmen and the committee of correspondence held meetings

to take immediate action against the entry of the tea. The consignees

had gone to the Castle ; but a promise was obtained from Francis Rotch,

the owner of the vessel, that it should not be entered until Tuesday.

The towns around Boston* were then invited to attend a mass meeting

in Faneuil Hall the next morning.'^ Thousands were read}' to respond to

' The answer is given in Frothingham's Life

of IVtxrrcii, p. 251.

- History, iii. 426.
'^ [The next morning, twenty-ninth, the vessel

came up and anchored off Long Wharf (Massa-

chusetts Gazette, November 29). The journal of

the " Dartmouth " is in Traits of the Tea-Parly,

p. 259. — En.

* Dorchester, Ro.xbury, Brookline, Cam-
bridge, and Charlestown.

^ The follow'ing placard appeared on Monday
morning :

—
" Friends ! Brethren ! Countrvmen !

"That worst of plagues, tlie detested Tea, shipped for

this port by the East India Company, is noxvarrived in this

harbor. The hour of destruction, or manly opposition to
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this summons, and the meeting was obhged to adjourn to the Old South.

Boston, it was said, had never seen so large a gathering.' It was unani-

mously resolved, upon the motion of Samuel Adams, that the tea should

be sent back, and that no duty should be paid on it. " The only way to

get rid of it," said Young, " is to throw it overboard." At an adjourned

meeting in the afternoon, Mr. Rotch entered his protest against the pro-

ceedings; but the meeting, without a dissenting voice, passed the signifi-

cant vote that if Mr. Rotch entered the tea he would do so at his peril.

Captain Hall was also cautioned not to allow any of the tea to be landed.

To guard the ship during the night, a volunteer watch of twenty-five persons

was appointed, under Captain Edward Proctor. "Out of great tenderness"

to the consignees, the meeting adjourned to Tuesday morning, to allow fur-

ther time for consultation. The answer, which was given jointly, then was

that it was not in the power of the consignees to send the tea back ; but

they were ready to store it till they could hear from their constituents.

Before action could be taken on this reply, Greenleaf, the Sheriff of Suffolk,

entered with a proclamation from the Governor, charging the inhabitants

with violating the good and wholesome laws of the province, and " warning,

exhorting, and requiring them, and each of them there unlawfully assembled,

forthwith to disperse." - This communication was received with hisses and

a unanimous vote not to disperse. At this juncture, Copley the artist, son-

in-law of Clarke, tendered his services as mediator between the people and

the consignees, and was allowed two hours for the purpose ; but after going

to the Castle he returned with a report which was voted to be " not in the

least degree satisfactory." In the afternoon, Rotch and Hall, yielding to

the demands of the hour, agreed that the tea should return, without touching

land or paying duty. A similar promise was obtained from the owners of

two other tea-ships, which were daily expected ; and resolutions were passed

against such merchants as had even "inadvertently" imported tea while

subject to duty. Armed patrols were appointed for the night ; and six post-

riders were selected to alarm the neighboring towns, if necessary. A report

of the proceedings of the meeting was officially transmitted to every seaport

in Massachusetts ; also to New York and Philadelphia, and to England.-^

In a short time the other tea-ships, the " Eleanor " and the " Beaver,"

arrived and, by order of the committee, were moored near the " Dartmouth"

at Griffin's Wharf^ that one guartl might answer for all. Under the revenue

laws the ships could not be cleared in Boston with the tea on board, nor

the machinations of tyranny, stares you in the face. Every 1 Jonathan Williams was chosen moderator

;

friend to liis country, to himself aiid posterity, is now called
3,,^! {|,g business of the meeting was Conducted

upon to meet at Faneuil Hall at nine o'clock THts DAY (at , ., ti y \'- ivr»i:.^^..v tnA
which time the bells will ring), to tnake a united and sue- ^V ^dams, Hancock, \ oung, Molineu.x, and

cessful resistance to this last, worst, and most destructive Warren,
measure of Administration." - Hutchinson, Massachusetts Bay, lii. 432-

Boston Gazette, Nov. 29, 1773; Wells's Life ^ Yox accounts of this meeting see Boston

of S. Adams, ii. no. [The original draft of the Post-Boy, News-Letter, and especially the Gazette

call to the committees of the neighboring towns, for Dec. 6, 1773.

in Warren's hand, is owned by Mr. Bancroft. * Now Liverpool Wharf, near the foot of

Frothingham's Warren, p. 355.— En.] Pearl Street.
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could they be entered in England
; and, moreover, on the twentieth day from

their arrival they would be liable to seizure. \\'hatever was done, therefore,

must be done soon. The Patriot leaders were all sincerely anxious to have

the tea returned to London peaceably, and they left nothing undone to

accomplish this object. On the eleventh of December the owner of the
" Dartmouth " was summoned before the committee, and asked why he had

not kept his agreement to send his ship back with the tea. He replied that

it was out of his power to do so. " The ship must go," was the answer.

"The people of Boston and the neighboring towns absolutely require and

expect it." ' Hutchinson, in the meantime, had taken measures to prevent

her sailing. No vessel was allowed to put to sea without his permit ; the

guns at the Castle were loaded, and Admiral Montagu had sent two war-

ships to guard the passages out of the harbor.

The committees of the towns were in session on the thirteenth. On the

fourteenth, two days before the time would expire, a meeting at the Old
South again summoned Rotch and enjoined upon him, at his peril, to apply

for a clearance. He did so, accompanied by several witnesses. The col-

lector refused to give his answer until the next day, and the meeting

adjourned to Thursday, the sixteenth, the last day of the twenty before con-

fiscation would be legal. For two days the Boston committee of corre-

spondence had been holding consultations of the greatest importance.

" That little body of stout-hearted men were making history that should endure for

ages. Their secret deliberations, could they be exhumed from the dust of time, would

present a curious page in the annals of Boston ; but the seal of silence was upon the

pen of the secretary, as well as upon the lips of the members." ^

On Wednesday Rotch was again escorted to the Custom House, where

both the collector and the comptroller " unequivocally and finally" refused

to grant the " Dartmouth " a clearance unless her teas were discharged.

Thursday, December 16, came at last,— dies irae, dies ilia !— and Boston

calmly prepared to meet the issue. At ten o'clock the Old South was filled

from an outside assemblage that included two thousand people from the sur-

rounding country. Rotch appeared and reported that a clearance had been

denied him. He was then directed as a last resort to protest at once against

the decision of the Custom House, and apply to the Governor for a passport

to go by the Castle. Hutchinson, evidently anticipating such an cmergenc)-,

had found it convenient to be at his country-seat on Milton Hill,-' where it

would require considerable time to reach him. Rotch was instructed to

make all haste, and report to the meeting in the afternoon. At three o'clock

the number of people in and around the Old South was estimated at seven

thousand,— by far the largest gathering ever seen in Boston. Addresses

1 Bancroft, vi. 4S2. as Hutchinson's country-seat, is not Hutchin-
- W'eWs's. Life of Sawiifl Adams, \\. 119. son's house but another on Milton Hill. The
3 |The mansion which is delineated in Bryant true house was taken down not long since.

—

and Gay's History of the United States, iii. 372, Ed.]
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were made by Samuel Adams, Young, Rowc, Ouincy.i and others. "Who
knows," said Rowc, " how tea will mingle with salt water ? " a suggestion

which was received with loud applause.'^ When the question was finally put

to the vast assembly it was unanimously resolved that the tea should not be

landed. It was now getting darker and darker, and the meeting-house could

only be dimly lighted with a few candles
;
yet the people all remained, know-

ing that the great question must soon be decided. About si.x o'clock Rotch
appeared and reported that he had waited on the Governor, but could not

obtain a pass, as his vessel was not duly qualified. No sooner had he con-

cluded than Samuel Adams arose and said :
" This meeting can do nothing

more to save the country."-' Instantly a shout was heard at the porch; the

war-whoop resounded, and a band of forty or fifty men, disguised as Indians,

rushed by the door and hurried down toward the harbor,^ followed by
a throng of people

;
guards were carefiiUy posted, according to previous

arrangements, around Griffin's wharf to prevent the intrusion of spies. The
" Mohawks," and some others accompanying them, sprang aboard the three

tea-ships and emptied the contents of three hundred and forty-two chests of

tea into the bay, " without the least injury to the vessels or any other prop-

erty." No one interfered with them ; no person was harmed ; no tea was
allowed to be carried away. There was no confusion, no noisy riot, no

[The speech which Josiah Quincy, Jr. de-

livered at this meeting, Dec. i6, 1773, together

with one of Otis in 1767, are the only reports at

any length of all the speeches made in Boston pub-

lic meetings from 1768 to 1775. Frothingham's

IVarrfii, p. 39. Quincy's Life of yosialt Quincy,

yr., 2d ed. p. 124. Mr. Quincy's speech is pre-

served only in a letter which, after he had gone to

England, he wrote to his wife from London, Dec.

14, 1774, and the words given by Gordon were

copied from the manuscript still existing. It

counselled moderation. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc,

Dec. 16, 1873, Mr. Waterston's address.— Ed.|
- N ilcs. Principles and Acts of the Revolution,

pp. 485, 486.

^ Francis Rotch's information before the

privy council. [The moderator of this meeting

was William Phillips Savage. His portrait is

owned by Mr. G. H. Emery. The original min-

utes, in the hand of William Cooper, of the meet-

ings from Nov. 29, 1773, are preserved among
the papers in the Charity Building. They show
the names of the watch of twenty-five men, under

Captain Proctor, who were to guard the ships

that night ; and later each successive watch was
empowered to appoint its successors for the fol-

lowing night. The final report oi Mr. Rotch is

entered in the minutes for December 16, as

follows :
—

"Mr. Rotch attended and informed that he
had demanded a pass for his vessel of the Gov-
ernor, who answered that he was willing to grant

anything consistent with the laws and his duty to

VOL. III. — 7.

the King, but that he could not give a pass un-

less the vessel was properly qualified from the

Custom House ; that he should make no distinc-

tion between this and any other vessel, provided

she was properly cleared.

" Mr. Rotch was then asked whether he would
send his vessel back with the tea under her pres-

ent circumstances ; he answered that he could

not possibly comply, as he apprehended it would
be to his risk. He was further asked whether he

would land the tea ; he answered he had no busi-

ness with it unless he was properly called upon
to do it, when he should attempt a compliance

for his own security.

" Voted, that this meeting be dissolved; and

it was accordingly dissolved."

Here the minutes end, the remaining leaves

of the book being blank.— Ed.]

* [The conclave which had decided upon this

movement had been held in the back office of

Edes & Gill's printing house, on the site of the

present Daily Advertiser building. A room over

the office was often the meeting place of the Pa-

triots, and the frequenters got to be known as

the Long-Room Club. Drake, Landmarks, p.

81. There is some reason to believe that this

was the office of Josiah Quincy, Jr. A letter

about the punch-bowl used by the Patriots be-

fore going to the wharf is given in Mass. Hist.

.Sv. /"/oc., December, 1S71. l.oss\u%, Field-Booi

of the Rr^'olution, i. 499, gives the portrait of

David Kinnison, the last survivor of the "Mo-

hawks."— Ed.1
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infuriated mob. The multitude stood by and looked on in solemn silence

while the weird-looking figures,' made distinctly visible in the moonlight,

removed the hatches, tore open the chests, and threw the entire cargo

overboard. This strange spectacle lasted about three hours, and then

the people all went home and the town was as quiet as if nothing had

happened. The next day fragments of the tea were seen strewn along

the Dorchester shore, carried thither by the wind and tide.^ A formal

declaration of the transaction was drawn up by the Boston committee;

and Paul Revere was sent with despatches to New York and Philadelphia,

where the news was received with the greatest demonstrations of joy.** In

Boston the feeling was that of intense satisfaction proceeding from the con-

sciousness of having exhausted every possible measure of legal redress

before undertaking this bold and novel mode of asserting the rights of the

people.^ " We do console ourselves," said John Scollay, one of the select-

men, and an actor in the scene, "that we have acted constitutionally."*

"This is the most magnificent movement of all," said John Adams.*" "There

1 The names of the actors in this scene, as

well as of those who planned it, were not di-

vulged till after the Revolutionary War. It is

supposed that about one hundred and forty per-

sons were engaged in it. [The " Dartmouth's"

journal says one thousand people came on the

wharf. The party actually boarding the ships

has been estimated from seventeen to thirty, the

former number being all that have been identi-

fied. See Frothingham in Mass. Hist. Sor. Proc.^

Dec. l6, 1S7J, who thinks that the list given in

Hewes's book is not accurate as respects those

who boarded the ships. " Several of the party

have been identified, but the claims presented

for others are doubtful."' John .\dams refused

to have the names given him.
(
Works, ii. 334.)

Captain Henry Purkitt, who is called the last

survivor of the party, died March 3, 1S46, aged

ninety-one. As to Hewes, see also Loring's Hun-
dred Boston Orators., p. 554.— liD.j

'•^ Barry-, ii. 473. [A small quantity of it is

preserved in a phial in the Mass. Hist. Society's

cabinet. Thomas Newell records in his diary,

Jan. 1, 1774: "Last evening a number of per-

sons went over to Dorchester and brought from
thence part of a chest of tea, and burnt it in our

Common the same evening." A fourth vessel of

the tea-fleet w.i3 wrecked on the back side of

Cape Cod. The Boston committee immediately
sent a message in that direction. " The people
of the Cape will we ho]De behave with propriety,

and as becomes men re-

solved to serve their

country." We ne.xt hear

of this tea in a letter

from Samuel Adams to

James Warren, Jan. 10.

1774. "The tea which

was cast on shore at the

Cape has been brought up, and after much con-

sultation landed at Castle William, the safe asy-

lum for our inveterate enemies. ... It is said

that the Indians this way, if they had suspected

the Marshpee tribe would have been so sick at

the knee, would have marched on snow-shoes to

have done the business for them." It seems

that Clarke, one of the consignees, had despatched

a lighter and brought the chests off. Mass.

Hist. Soc. Proc, Dec. 16, 1S73. Vessels subse-

quently arriving were examined ; and in March,

1774, twenty-eight and a half chests were simi-

larly disposed of by similar " Indians."— Ed.]

^
\ Revere returned from this mission Decem-

ber 27 ; and bringing word that Governor Tryon
had engaged to send the New York tea-ships

back, all the Boston bells were rung the ne.xt

morning. Tlioinas A'cwell's Diary.— Ed.]

^ " Fast spread the tempest's darkening pall

;

The mighty realms were troubled

;

The storm broke loose, but first of all

The Boston teapot bubbled.

"The lurid morning shall reveal

A fire no king can smother.
When British flint and Boston steel.

Have clashed against each other !

"

O. W. Holmes.

* Letter to Arthur Lee, Dec. 23, 1773.

^ Diary, Dec. 17, 1773. [Two pages of this

diary, of which the accompanying yCif-j//«//c is a

h,

91W a. •'ft.*^*^ w^ ^^^ . _
J

iJK*i la tfji >ih >i,»^»w/^**^-^
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is a dignit}-, a majesty, a sublimity, in tliis last cftbrt of tlic Patriots that I

greatly adinirc." '

The blow was now struck ; the deed was done ; and tiicre was no re-

treat. The enemies of liberty talked of treason, arrests, and executions

;

but the Patriots almost everywhere rejoiced, and pledged themselves to

support the common cause. Independence was now openly advocated

;

a congress was called for; and "Union" was the cry from New Eng-

land to Carolina.-

When the news of the destruction of the tea reached England it pro-

duced a profound sensation, both in Government circles and among the

people. Coercion was at once resolved upon as the only means of check-

fr.igment, arc given in the Mass. Ilist.Soc. Proc,

Dec. i6, 1873— i:i).l

' Charles Waterton, the enterprising travel-

ler and naturalist, of Walton Hall, Wakefield,

Yorkshire, makes a humorous reference to the

Tea-Party, in his autobiography, written between

1S12 and 1S24 :
" It is but some forty years ago

our western brother had a dispute with his nurse

about a cup of tea. She wanted to force the boy

to drink it according to her own receipt. Me
said he did not like it, and that it absolutely

made him ill. After a good deal of sparring,

she took up the birch rod and began to whip

him with uncommon severity. He turned upon

her in self-defence, showed her to the outside

of the nursery door, and never more allowed her

to meddle with his affairs."

- [Among the contemporary sources for the

understanding of these transactions may be named
the following : G. R. T. Hewes, who was one of

the participants, with the aid of B. B. Thacher,

prepared Traits of the Tea-Party, N. Y. 1S35

(see also Retrospect of the Boston Tea-Party with

a Memoir of Heiucs, by a citizen of New York,

N. Y. 1834. Drinley Catalogue, Nos. i68t and

1682) ; and in this book the names of fifty-eight

actors in the scene are given. The names in-

scribed on the monument of Captain Peter

Slater (who was one of the party) in Hope
Cemetery, New Worcester, are sixty-three in

number. Both lists include Moses Grant, Wil-

liam Molineau.v, Paul Revere, G. T. R. Hewes,
Thomas Melville, Samuel Sprague, Jonathan

Hunnewell, John Prince, John Russell. (Massa-

chusetts Spy, Uec. 16, 1S73.) Sprague was the

father of Charles Sprague ; Russell was the

father of Benjamin Russell. Hewes lived at

the Bull's Mead, an old house on the northeast

corner of Water and Congress streets. He died

Nov. 5, 1S40, at ninety-eight. There are let-

ters from Boston in 4 Afass. Hist. Coll. iv. 373

;

as also the examination of Dr. Williamson be-

fore the King's council, Feb. 19, 1774. A paper,

"Information of Hugh Williamson" is in the

Sparks MSS. Admiral Mont.igu, writing Dec.

17, 1773, to the Lords of the Admiralty, says he

was never called upon for assistance, and he

could easily have prevented the execution of the

plan; and the Evening Post, May 16, 1774, ven-

tured from the admiral's admission to draw the

conclusion that Hutchinson and his party con-

nived at the business. The first accounts received

in England are given in the Gentleman's Magazine,

1774, p. 26. An account is in the Boston Gazette,

Dec. 20, 1773, or Buckingham's Reminiscences, i.

169; a contemporary record in Andrews's let-

ters in Alass. Ilist. Soe. Pro,-., 1S65, p- 325 ; Thomas
Newell's Diary in Mass. Hist. Soe. Proc, October,

1S77; contemporary verses in A/ag. of Amer.
History, March, iSSo ; Hutchinson's narrative is

in his Massachusetts Bay, iii. 430. Hutc'ninson's

papers in the State House throw much light on

these disturbed times, and some of his letters are

copied by Frothingham in his paper in the Mass.

Hist. Soe. Proc., December, 1S73. '^'S interview

with the king, July i, 1774, after his return to

England, as reported in his journal, and covering

these transactions, has only of late years been

made public. Mass. Hist. Soe. Proc, October,

1877, p. 326. Other contemporary documents

will be found in Force's American Archives, i. j

Niles's Principles and Acts of the Revolution;

Franklin's Works,v\\\.\ John Adams's Works, ii.

323, 334, and i.x. 333. An appeal of " .Scxvola "

to the commissioners appointed for the sale of tea

in America was printed as a broadside, and a copy

is in the Sparks MSS. xlix. vol. ii.p. 115. Of

the eclectic later accounts the fullest is in Froth-

ingham's Life of Warren, ch. ix. ; and in his paper

in Mass. Hist. Soe. Proc, Dec. 16, 1873, where will

be found the contributions of others to that com-

memorative occasion. See also Bancroft, vi. ch. 1.

;

Barry, Massachusetts, ii. ch. xiv. and xv. ; Wells's

Sam. Adams, \\.\ Tudor's 0/M, ch. xxi. ; Snow's

Boston; JsWea's Register, 1827, p. 75; Lossing's

Field-Book; and Harper's Monthly, iv. Also

James Kimball in Essex Institute Proceedings.

The English writers are May's Constitutional

History of England, W. $21 ; Massey's England,

ii. ch. xviii. ; Fitzmaurice's Shelhirne, ii.; iMac-

knight's Burke, ii ch. xx.; and the usual general

historians. — Ed.]
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ing the unruly and defiant spirit wliich had become dominant in Boston.

On March 7 the King, in addressing ParHament, accused the Americans of

attempting to injure British commerce and to subvert its constitution.

The message was accompanied with a mass of papers and letters.^ Lord

North demanded additional powers in order to re-establish peace. The
question at issue, it was said, was whether the colonies were or were not

the colonies of Great Britain. If they were, they should be held firmly;

if they were not, they should be released. Upon this question there was,

just at this time, great unanimity in England. The authority of the Crown,

it was urged, must be maintained at all hazards. Any act in violation of

that must be punished. Even the party in opposition yielded much upon

this point. Thus the ministry were fully prepared to introduce the most

pronounced penal measures ; and on the eighteenth, Lord North, disre-

garding constitutional forms, which forbid that any should be condemned

unheard, brought in the famous Boston Port Bill,— a measure for suspend-

ing the trade and closing the harbor of Boston during the king's pleasure,

and enforcing the act by the joint operations of an army and a fleet." The
bill was stoutly opposed by Burke, Barre, Dowdeswell, Pownall, and others

;

but in two weeks it passed through the various stages and was carried

without a division in the Commons, and unanimously in the Lords, and

became a law March 31 by the royal assent. This act was to go into effect

on the first day of June. It took away from Boston the privilege of land-

ing and discharging, as well as of loading and shipping, all goods, wares,

and merchandise.^ It constituted Marblehead a port of entry, and Salem

the seat of government. As if this were not enough. Lord North now
brought in within a month a series of measures, compared with which all

that had gone before was mild and legitimate. The ministry seemed de-

termined to wreak their vengeance upon the devoted head of Massachu-

setts ; and nothing was too arbitrary, radical, or revolutionary for them to

recommend. Up to this point there might have been a w ay of reconcili-

ation. The cruel and exasperating Port Bill would probably have been

withdrawn upon certain easy and perhaps reasonable conditions. The tea-

tax and its preamble, which gave such offence to the colonists, might have

been repealed; indeed an attempt to do so was made on April 19, when
Edmund Burke made his ever memorable speech.* But when the penal

' These letters were from Hutchinson and Court, Temple, is in the Lee P.ipers, University

other royal governors, and from Admiral Men- of Virginia. — Ed.]

tagu and the consignees of the tea, accom- - " The offence of the Americans," it was
panied by a large number of pamphlets, mani- said in the course of the debate, "is flagitious,

festoes, handbills, etc., issued in the colonies. The town of Boston ought to be knocked about
[The king and council had already, Feb. 7, their ears and destroyed. Delcmla est Carlhago.

1774. considered the petition of the House of You will never meet with proper obedience to

Representatives for the removal of Hutchinson the laws of this country until you have de-

and Oliver, and had dismissed the charges " as stroyed that nest of locusts."— Mass. Gazette,

groundless, ve.\atious, and scandalous, and cal- May 19, 1774.
culated only for the seditious purpose of keep- " [See Sargent's Dealings witli the Dead, i.

ing up a spirit of clamour and discontent." The 1 53.— Ed.]
official copy sent to Arthur Lee, No. 3 Garden •* Works, Boston, 1S65, vol. ii. p. i.
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measures, commonly known as the Regulation or Reconstructive Acts,

were passed, a fatal blow was struck at the American system of local self-

government, and the conflict was beyond recall.

These acts, which passed in rapid succession during the month of April,

were for the purpose of " regulating the government of the Province of

Massachusetts Bay." ' The speech of Lord George Germain, on the intro-

duction of the bill, shows how sadly ignorance concerning America, and

contempt for her institutions, had pervaded England at this time. Speak-

ing of North's plan to punish the people of Massachusetts, he said: —
" Nor can I think he will do a better thing than to put an end to their town-

meetings. I would not have men of a mercantile cast every day collecting them-

selves together and debating about political matters. I would have them follow their

occupations as merchants, and not consider themselves as ministers of that country.

... I would wish to see the Council in that country similar to the House of Lords

in this. . . . The whole are the proceedings of a tumultuous and riotous rabble, who

ought, if they had the least pmdence, to follow their mercantile employments, and not

trouble themselves with politics and government which they do not understand."

When he had finished this remarkable speech. Lord North arose and

said ;
" I thank the noble lord for every proposition he has held out. They

are worthy of a great mind, and such as ought to be adopted." ^

For the purpose of strengthening the executive authority, these Regula-

tion Acts, without giving any hearing to the Province, provided, —
1. In total violation of the charter, that the councillors who had been

chosen hitherto by the Legislature should be appointed by the king, and

hold at his pleasure. The superior judges were to hold at the w'ill of the

king, and be dependent upon him for their salaries; and the inferior

judges were to be removable at the discretion of the royal governor. The

sheriffs were to be appointed and removed by the executive ; and the juries

were to be selected by the dependent sheriffs. Town-meetings were to be

abolished, e.xcept for the election of officers, or by the special permission of

the Governor. This bill passed by a vote of more than three to one.

2. Magistrates, revenue officers, and soldiers, charged with capital of-

fences, could be tried in England or Nova Scotia. This bill passed by

a vote of more than four to one.

3. A military act provided for the quartering of troops upon the

towns.^

These oppressive edicts, said the Massachusetts committee in their cir-

cular, were only what might have been expected from a Parliament claim-

ing* the right to make laws binding the colonics " in all cases whatsoever."

1 [The debates are given in 4 Force's Amcri- don, American Revolution, i. 232-235. Mahon,

can Arcliives,\.— Y.Y>\ Nistory 0/ Ens^land, \i. s,
6. Bancroft, vi. 525,

- Parliamentary History, xvii. pp. 1 192-1 195. 526. Frothingham, Rise of the Republic, pp. 345"

Also Boston newspapers of May 19 and 23, 347. Dana, OraC/w/a/ Z.-jr/z/f/w/, April 19, 1S75.

1774. < In the declaratory act. Sec earlier in this

5 Boston Post-Boy, June 6 and 13, 1774. Gor- chapter.
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The news of the Port Act created, as may well be supposed, the greatest

indignation in the colonies; but Boston stood firm, and the other seaports

refused to profit by her patriotic sufi'crings.

In May Hutchinson was recalled, to the great relief of the people of the

province ; and Thomas Gage, Commander-in-chief of the continent, was

appointed also Governor of Massachusetts. In all the political agitations

in the colonies thus far, Gage had behaved so discreetly as an officer that

he enjoyed a considerable share of public confidence. After a lengthy in-

terview with his predecessor at Castle William, he landed at Long Wharf,

on May 17, saluted by the ships and batteries, and received by the civil

officers of the province. The cadets, under Colonel Hancock, performed

escort duty, and the council presented a lo\-al address at the State House.

^

A public dinner followed at Faneuil Hall.'"' Undoubtedly this welcome

given to Gage was owing, in part, to the delight of the people at the re-

tirement of Hutchinson.'^ Hut it soon appeared that the new Governor,

with many excellent traits, was not the man to reconcile or to subdue, if

indeed any such man could have been found in the whole British service

at this critical moment. It devolved upon Gage to close the port of Bos-

ton and to enforce the measures of the odious Regulation Acts. The
blockade of the harbor began on the first day of June, after which all inter-

course by water, even among the nearest islands or from pier to pier, was

rigidly forbidden. Not a ferry could ply to Charlestown, nor a scow to

Dorchester. Warehouses were at once useless, wharves deserted, and or-

dinary business prostrated. All classes felt the scourge of the oppressor;

yet there was no regret at the position which the town had deliberately

taken in defence of its constitutional rights. These were dearer to the in-

habitants than property or peace or even life itself, as was shortly to be

proved. E.xpressions of sympathy poured in from all quarters. Supplies

of food and money were generously sent from the other colonies as well

as from the neighboring towns.* Salem and Marblehead scorned to profit

1
I" The Town Hou.se is fitted up in the most * [There are at the Cit\- H.ill various lists of

elegant manner, with the whole of the outside donations received at this time, with the records

painted of a stone color, which gives it a fine of the donation committee. See Vol. I. p. xx.

appearance."— June, 1773, in Afass. Hist. Soc. The correspondence of this committee is in 4
Proc, July, 1S65, P- 3-4- Hancock had the pre- Mass. Hist. Coll., iv. Colonel A. H. Hoyt has

vious March, 1774, delivered the usual Massacre given an account of these gifts in the A'. E. Hist.

oration, which in the opinion of some was writ- and Geneal. Reg., July, 1S76. A subscription-

ten by Samuel ."Vdams. John Adams's Works, list of contributions raised in Virginia in 1774,

ii. 332; Wells's S. Adams.— Ed.
|

for the "distressed inhabitants of Boston," is

- [Gage at this " elegant entertainment gave printed in the Mass. Hist. Soc. Proe., Decem-
' Governor Hutchinson ' as a toast, which was re- ber, 1S57. When the Marbleheaders sent in

ceived by a general hiss."— Mas%. Hist. Soc. provisions for the Boston poor, they were re-

Proc, 1865, p. 328.— En.] fused passage for them by water, and an expensive
^ [The friends of Hutchinson and the pre- land-carriage of twenty-eight miles was rendered

rogative made themselves conspicuous by an ad- necessary, as even a ferry passage was refused,

dress on his leaving the province, and a list of Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, 1S65, p. 336. Benefactors

the " addressers " is given in Mass. Hist. Soc. in South Carolina and Connecticut were equally

Proc, October, 1870. — Ed.] compelled to pay for a land passage.— Ed.]
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by tlic sufferings of Boston, and offered the free use of their \vhar\es and

stores.^

The committee of correspondence assumed with mucli ability the ar-

duous and responsible task of guiding public affairs at this crisis. " A
solemn league and covenant " to suspend all commercial intercourse with

England, and forego the use of all British merchandise, was forwarded to

every town in the province ; and the names of those who refused to sign it

were to be published. The first act of the Legislature at Salem was to

protest against the illegal order for its removal. The House of Represen-

tatives was the fullest ever known in tiic country, one hundred and twenty-

nine being present. It was for them to fix the time and place for the

proposed meeting of the Continental Congress, for which Samuel Adams
and his coadjutors were diligently laboring.'^ While they were sitting with

closed doors a message came from the Governor dissolving the Assembly,

but not until its important work had been done.'^ Baffled in his purposes

and chagrined at the success of the Patriots, Gage, without consulting the

council, issued his foolish and malignant proclamation against the com-

bination not to purchase British goods. He denounced it as " unwarrant-

able, iiostile, and traitorous ;

" its subscribers as " open and declared enemies

of the King and Parliament ;
" and he " enjoined and commanded all ma-

gistrates and other officers ... to apprehend and secure for trial all

persons who might publish or sign, or invite others to sign, the covenant."

It was known that the Governor was endeavoring to fasten charges of

rebellion upon several of the popular leaders, in order to secure their ar-

rest; but his plans did not succeed.

In August the Regulation Acts were officially received by Gage and

immediately put into cfiect, sweeping away the long cherished Charter of

Massachusetts, and precipitating the irreversible choice between submis-

sion and resistance. Samuel Adams wrote: *—
" Boston suffers with dignity. If Pjritain by her multiplied oppressions accelerates

the independency of her colonies, whom will she have to blame but herself? It is

' [In 1774 Jolin Kneeland printed at lioston of the prevailing feeling is found in Andrews's

a part of Thomas Prince's sermon on the de- letters. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, 1865, p. 327.

—

structionofD'Anville's fleet in 1746, "with a view Ed.]

to encourage and animate the people of God to - [C. M. Endicott's Leslie's Re/rcat, p. 9.

—

put their trust in him, under the severe and Ed.]

keen distresses now taking place, by the rigor- ^ The Congress was appointed to meet in

ous execution of the Port Bill." Ellis Gray, September, at Philadelphia, and the Massachu-

writing from Boston at this time to a friend in setts delegates were Bowdoin (who, however,

Jamaica, somewhat drolly apologizes for his could not attend!, Samuel .'\dams, John Adams,
slack correspondence on the ground that he Gushing, and Robert Treat Paine. (This Con-

lived "seventeen miles from a sea-port,"— re- gress sat in Philadelphia from September 5 to

ferring to Salem and Marblehead. See Mass. October 26. The idea of it is said to have

//»/. 5w. /"roc, March, 1876, p. 315. 'X\\^ Royal originated with Franklin. Its proceedings, is-

Amer. Mag., June, 1774, has one of Revere's sued in Philadelphia, were at once reprinted in

satires on the Port Bill, in "The .Vble Doctor, or Boston. Numerous references are given in

America swallowing the bitt-r Draught." The Winsor's j'/<zh(//jw/{', pp. 16-19.— Ed.]

same magazine for May contains the act for ^ Letters to William Chcckley and Charles

blockading the port of Boston. .\n expression Thomson, June i and 2, 1774-
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a consolatory thought that an empire is rising in America. . . . Our people think

they should pursue the line of the Constitution as far as they can ; and if they are

driven from it they can with propriety and justice appeal to God and to the world.

. . . Nothing is more foreign to our hearts than a spirit of rebellion. Would to God
they all, even our enemies, knew the warm attachment we have for Great Britain,

notwithstanding we have been contending these ten years with them for our rights I

"

That attachment was ruthlessly severed by the operation of the new acts.

"We were not the revolutionists," says Mr. Dana.' "The King and Parlia-

ment were the revolutionists. They were the radical innovators. We were

the conservators of existing institutions. They were seeking to overthrow

and reconstruct on a theory of parliamentary omnipotence. . . . We broke

no chain."

Boston was now occupied by a large military force. The Fourth, Fifth,

Thirty-eighth, and Fort)--third regiments, together with twcnt\--two pieces

of cannon and three companies of artillery, were encamped on the Common.^

The Welsh Fusileers were encamped on Fort Hill, and several companies

of the Sixty-fourth were at Castle William, where most of the powder and

other stores had been removed from New York. The Fifty-ninth was en-

camped at Salem, to protect the meetings of the new mandamus council;

and two companies of the Sixty-fourth were at Danvers, to cover the Govern-

or's residence.^ The camp at Boston was, in the absence of Gage, under

command of Earl Percy, who had recently arrived with Colonels Pigott and

Jones. Lord Percy describes the situation with some minuteness in his

letters written to friends in England at this time:*—
" The people, by all accounts, are extremely violent and wTong-headed ; so much

so that I fear w-e shall be obliged to come to extremities." " One thing I will be bold

^ Ora/iouat Lcjciliotoil, P^rir\\lc,,\?,TS. "And over all ihe open green

-,.,,, ,.
'^ ^

, ,, . . , ^ Wheie grazed ot lale Ihe harmless kine,
- [We get a glimpse of the British camp at The cannon's deepening mis are seen,

this time in the privately printed Memoir ami The war-horse siam|)s, ihe bayonets shine."

Ldlcrs of Captain W. Glaiiville Evelyn of the John Andrews, writing o£ the delegation to

Fourth Regiment i^'King's O-^tm"), which was the Congress of September, 1774, says: "Robert

jjrinted in 1879 at Oxford, edited by G. D. Scull. Treat Paine set out with the committee this

This officer joined his regiment in Jmie, 1774, and morning [Aug. 10]. They made a veiy respect-

wrote home sundry letters here preserved, in able parade in sight of five of the regiments

which the provincials appear as "rascals and encamped on the Common; being in a coach

poltroons." In December he was quartered in a and four, preceded by two white servants well

house, and, having "laid in a good stock of Port mounted and armed, with four blacks behind in

and Madeira, hoped to spend the winter as well livery, two on horseback and two footmen."—
as our neighbors." He speaks of Sam Adams Muss. Hist. Soe. Proc., July, 1S65, j). 339.— Ed.|

"as moving and directing this immense conti- ' [Here, at the country residence of Robert

nent,— a man of ordinary birth and desperate Hooper, " King Hooper" of Marblehead, Gage

fortune, who, by his abilities and talent for fac- had his headquarters for a while, Salem being

tious intrigue, has made himself of some conse- then, under the Port Bill, the capital. On -Aug.

quence; whose polilical existence depends upon 27, 1774, Gage left Danvers and moved his

the continuance of the present dispute, and who headquarters to Boston, and the Fifty-ninth

must sink into insignificancy and beggary the and Sixty-fourth regiments soon followed him,

moment it ceases " (p. 46). " Hancock is a poor the former taking post on Boston Neck to

contemptible fool, led about by Adams." Dr. throw up entrenchments there. — Ed.]

Holmes draws the picture of the Common at • Private letters in possession of his Grace

this time :
— the Duke of Northumberland, and copied, by
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to say, which is, thai till you make their committees of correspondence and con-

gresses with the other colonies liigh treason, and try them for it in luigland, you never

must expect perfect obedience from this to the mother country." "This is the most

beautiful country I e\er saw in my life, and if the [jcoijIc were only like it we should

do very well. Kverything, however, is as yet quiet, but they threaten much. Not

that I believe they dare act." '• We have at last got the new acts, and twenty-six of

the new council ha\e accepted and are sworn in; but for my own part, I doubt

whether they will be more active than the old ones. Such a set of timid creatures I

never did see. Those of the new council that live at any distance from town have

remained here ever since they took the oaths, and are. I am told, afraid to go home

again. As for the opposite party, they are arming and exercising all over the country.

. . . Their method of eluding that part of the act which relates to the town-meetings

is strongly characteristic of the people. They say that since the town-meetings are

forbid by the act, they shall not hold them ; but as they do not see any mention made
of county meetings, they shall hold them for the future. They therefore go a mile out

of town, do just the same business there they formerly did in Boston, call it a county

meeting, and so elude the act.' In short, I am certain that it will require a great

length of time, much steadiness, and many troops, to re-establish good order and gov-

ernment. I plamly foresee that there is not a new councillor or magistrate who will

dare to act without at least a regiment at his heels ; and it is not quite clear to me
that he will even act then as he ought to do." " The delegates from this province are

set out (August 21) to meet the (General Congress at Philadelphia. They talk much
of non-importation, and an agreement lietween the colonies. ... I flatter myself,

however, that instead of agreeing to anything, they will all go by the eaVs together at

this Congress. If they don't, there will be more work cut out for administration in

America than perhaps they are aware of."

It soon appeared that the new acts were powerless to accomplish the end

contemplated by the Government. With all the support furnished by a royal

governor, royal judges, and a royal army, the courts could not sit, jurors would

not serve, and the people would not obey. Sheriffs were timid, councillors

resigned their places and soldiers deserted. Meanwhile the colonists were

busy, maturing their plans in clubs, caucuses, and conventions. Whether
these were legal or illegal under the new act, they did not stop to inquire.

permission, by the present writer. Hugh Earl nient until the year 17S6, when he succeeded his

Percy was born August 25, 1742. In early life father as Duke of Northumberland. For many
he adopted the military profession, and served years his time was chiefly employed in improving
under Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick in the his princely estates. During the war with France,

Seven Years' War. He arrived in Boston July 5, he raised from among his tenantry a corps of

774. with the Fifth Regiment of foot, and re- fifteen hundred men, called the "Percy Yeo-
mained in the service in this country until May manry," the whole corps being paid, clothed, and

3. '777. when he returned to England with the maintained by himself. He was a Knight of the

rank of lieut.-general in North America. He Garter, a member of several learned societies,

was especially prominent at Lexington, and in and the recipient of many of the highest hon-

the attack on Fort Washington, at King's Bridge, ors of the realm. He died at Northumberland

Soon after his return to England, he was selected House, London, July 10, 1817, in the seventy-

to head a commission to offer terms of concilia- fifth vear of his age, and was buried in St.

tion to Congress ; but, owing to a division in the Nicholas Chapel, Westminster Abbey.

British Cabinet, Lord Percy declined the offer, 1 [This explains the somewhat strange appcl-

and the project was abandoned. After this, he lation of the " Suffolk Resolves," mentioned

represented the city of Westminster in Parlia- later in the text. Ed.]

VOL. Ul. — 8.
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t/<-^

^OUy. ^^W^ ^ /

Lji 1 0.h L<^*^t/K.

No act of Parliament, they maintained, could impose restrictions upon those

ancient and chartered rights which they had always enjoyed. With this

> This cut follows an engraving by V. Green, portrait presented by the Duke of Northumbcr-

executed in London, in 1777, and measuring iS land, July 30, 1776, to the magistrates of West-

X 125^ inches. The plate was engraved from a minster, and placed in the council chamber of
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conviction they had rcsi.stcd the injustice of the Stamp Act and the Tea

Act, and they were not the men to >'ield now to a tyranny far greater than

either.

THK \V.\RREN HOUSE IN ROXBUKV.

The Regulating Act had not been long in operation before the popular

resistance which it encouirtered found appropriate e.xpression in the famous

Suffolk Resolves drawn up by Warren, who acted as a kind of director-gen-

eral during the absence of Samuel Adams at Philadelphia. These resolves,

their Guild Hall in commemoration of Lord Per-

cy's public services. The portrait was evidently

a duplicate of the one by Pompeio Battoni, now
at Alnwick Castle, a copy of which was made in

1879 by order of the present Duke and presented,

through the writer of this chapter, to the Town
of Lexington. Another likeness of Earl Percy,

taken later in life, may be seen with a brief ac-

count in Captain Evelyn's Memoir and Letters,

p. 127

1 [This cut follows a painting now owned by

the wife of Dr. Buckminster Brown, of Boston, a

descendant of General Warren. The house was

built in 1720 by Joseph Warren, the General's

grandfather. It was used as quarters for Colonel

David Brewer's regiment during the summer of

1775. The late Dr. John C. Warren acquired

the estate in 1805; and selling off all but the

house in 1833, he built, in 1846, the present stone

cottage on the site. {Life of Dr. John Warren,

ch. i.) In the old house (of which another view,

as well as one of the present cottage, is given

in Drake's To^un of Roxbiiry, p. 213) Joseph

Warren was born, in 1741 ; but at this time he

lived on Hanover Street, where the American

House now stands, hiring the mansion house of

Joseph Green, which stood there. Muss. Hist.

Soe. Proc, 1875, P- 'O'- ^llis Ames, Esq., has

parts of Warren's day-book between Januar)',

1771, and January, 1775. showing the e.vtcnt of

his medical practice. Frothingham, Life of

Warren, p. 167. — Ed.]
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nineteen in number,' were adopted in September by the Suffolk convention,

which met first at Dedham,- and then, by adjournment, at Milton/' They

s-/>i ^'>v U^ayt/\.yv^.ottLjL J^yJ-U^ pa^.Cy^^ 9lUy/jU~/j^^

declared that the sovereign who breaks his compact with his subjects forfeits

their allegiance. They arraigned the unconstitutional acts of Parliament,

' Given in Frothingham's Warren, pp. 365- in the possession of Dr. Buckminster Brown, of

367, and Appendi.x i. Boston, who kindly allowed it to be photographed
- At the house of Richard Woodward. for the engraver's use. Perkins, in his Copley's

" At the house of Daniel Vose. Life and Paiutitigs, p. 115, says: "The canvas is

* [This cut follows a painting by Copley, now about five feet long by four wide, and the color-
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and rejected all officers appointed under their authority. They directed

collectors of taxes to pay over no money to the royal treasurer. They

advised the towns to choose their officers of militia from the friends of the

people. They favored a Provincial Congress, and promised respect and

submission to the Continental Congress. They determined to act upon the

defensive as long as reason and self-preservation would permit, " but no

longer." They threatened to seize every Crown officer in the pro\'ince as

hostages if the Go\'ernor should arrest any one for political reasons. They

iiig is very beautiful. It was one of Copley's

last portraits before he left Boston for Europe

in 1774, and as a piece of artistic skill, as well

as for its historic interest, has been pronounced

by good judges to be one of the most valuable

of Copley's portraits in this country. It was

painted while General Warren was the presiding

officer of the Massachusetts Congress." The

sitter and the artist were intimate friends, and

the portrait was painted for General Warren's

children, and has always been in the possession

of some branch of the family. This portrait, with

that of Mrs. Warren, by the same artist, was

loaned to Mr. W. W. Corcoran for exhibition in

his gallery at Washington, D. C. There is ex-

tant a letter from Lord I.yndhurst in which he

makes inquiries respecting it, in reference, it is

supposed, to the possibility of securing it for an

English collection. These paintings have been in

Boston since the spring of 1876, and have never

before been reproduced. That of Mrs. Warren,

of the same size, was probably painted three or

four years previously. She died in 1773, at the

age of twenty-six.

The familiar engraved likeness of General

Warren, following another Coplev, 29 x 24 inches,

in citizen's dress, showing one hand, was origi-

nally owned by General Arnold Welles who mar-

ried Warren's daughter, from whom it passed to

the late Dr. John C. Warren, and is now ow'ned

by his grandson of the same name. Another half-

length by Copley, belonging to the city, is now in

the Art Museum. Early engravings of Warren
are to be found in the Imptirtial History of the

War, Boston edition (engraved by J. Norman,
full-length, and showing the battle 'of Bunker
Hill in the background), and in the Boston Maga-
zine, May, 1784, following Copley's picture and
engraved by J. Norman. A colored engraving

resembling Copley's likeness was also frequently

seen, and a copy is now preserved in the pavilion

on Bunker Hill. A portrait .statue, based on

Copley's likeness, and executed by Henry Dexter,

was erected in this pavilion in 1857, when dedica-

tory services took place on the anniversary of

the battle, with an address by Edward Everett.

An engraving of the statue is given in the com-

memorative volume which was issued at the time

by the Bunker Hill Monument Association. See

also George Washington Warren's History of

tlie Bunker Hill Monument Assoeialion.

General Warren left four children, two sons

and two daughters. The sons died in early
' manhood. One daughter married General Ar-

nold Welles, of Boston, and died without chil-

dren. The second daughter was twice married :

first to Mr. Lyman, of Northampton, and sec-

ond to Judge Newcomb, of Greenfield, Mass.

This daughter died in 1S26, leaving one son,

Josejih Warren Newcomb, who had two chil-

dren, a son and daughter. The descendants of

General Warren now living are a great-grand-

daughter, who is married and lives in Boston,

and a great-great-grandson, who is a cadet at

West Point.

A sumptuous volume, Cleneoiogy of Warren,

by Dr. John C. Warren, was printed in Boston,

in 1S54, to show the connections of the Patriot

both in this country and presumably and pos-

sibly in England. For an account of the papers

o£ General Warren, see Life of John C. Warren,

i. 217. One of Pendleton's earliest lithographs

was of Warren's portrait, which appeared with

a memoir in the Boston Monthly Magazine, June,

1S26.

Abigail Adams repeats a story of an intended

indignity to the body of Warren after his fall at

Bunker Hill, from which he was saved by his

Freemasonry affiliations. [Familiar Letters, p.

91.) On the repossession of Boston after the

siege, the body was exhuined from the spot where

he fell ; and after an oration pronounced over it

by Perez Morton (which was printed and is

quoted in Loring's Hundred Boston Orators, p.

127*), it was deposited in the Minot tomb in the

Granary Burying-ground; and in 1S25 was re-

moved to a tomb beneath St. Paul's, whence,

at a later day, the remains were again removed

to Forest Hills cemetery. Shurtleff's Description

of Boston, p. 251. See an account of some relics

of Warren by J. S. Loring in the Hist. Mag., De-

cember, 1S57. His sword is in the possession of

Dr. John Collins Warren. Mass. Hist. Soc. Free.,

September, 1866, p. 348.— Ea]

• Also reprinted in a Biographical Sketch 0/ General

Joseph H'arren, embracing his Boston Orations 0/ 1772

an^J17S : together -.oilh the Eulogy prononnced by P""
Morton, in iTib By a Boslonian. Boston : li^-,.
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also arranged a system of couriers to carry messages to town officers and

corresponding committees. They earnestly advocated the well known Amer-

ican principles of social order as the basis of all political action ; exhorted

all persons to abstain from riots and all attacks upon the property of any

person whatsoever; and urged their countrymen to convince their " enemies

that in a contest so important, in a cause so solemn, their conduct should

be such as to merit the approbation of the wise, and the admiration of the

brave and free of every age and of every country." For boldness and prac-

tical utility these resolves surpassed anything that had been promulgated

in America. They were sent by Paul Revere as a memorial to the Congress

at Philadelphia, where they were received with great applause, and recom-

mended to the whole country.

Gage, perceiving that the time for reasoning had passed, applied ' for

more troops, seized the powder belonging to the Province,- and began the

construction of fortifications on the Neck, near the Roxbury line, command-
ing the only land entrance which Boston had.-'' Beyond the limits of Boston

1 [Correspondence of Gage at this time with

Lord Dartmouth is in the Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc,

1S76, p. 347. See also Life of Lord Barringloii.

— Ed.]
- [On September i, 1774, Gage sent 260 sol-

diers, who embarked in boats at Long Wharf, to

seize the Province's store of powder, which was

kept in the old mill on the road from Winter Hill

to Arlington. William Brattle, at that time

commanding the Province militia, had instigated

the movement. It was successful, and the troops

returned bringing not only the powder, but two

field-pieces which they had seized in Cambridge.

This theft was soon avenged. An artillery com-

pany had been organized by Capt. David Mason

in 1 763, and was known commonly as " the train,"

and attached to the Boston regiment. Its com-

mand had passed in 1768 to Lieutenant Adino

Paddock, who was a good drill master, and who

derived instruction himself from members of a

company of royal artillery stationed at the Castle

;

and the train became the school of many good offi-

cers of the Revolution. Paddock received two

light brass field-pieces, and uniformed a number

of German emigrants in white frocks, hair caps,

and broadswords, to drag the cannon. These

pieces had, it is supposed, been cast in London for

the Province from some old cannon sent over for

the purpose, and they bore the Province arms.

They seem to have been first used when the king's

birthday was celebrated, June 4, 176S, in firing a

salute, when the train paraded with Colonel

Phips's governor's troop and Colonel Jackson's

regiment. At the outbreak of the war these

pieces were kept in a gun-house at the corner of

West Street ; and as Paddock adhered to the royal

cause, and might surrender them to Gage, they

were ste.ilthily removed by some young Patriots

and, on a good opportunity, conveyed by boat to

the American camp, where tliey did good service

then and through the war ; and in 17S8 Knox,
then secretary of war, had them inscribed with

the names of Hancock and Adams, and they now
may be seen in the summit-chamber of Bunker
Hill Monument. (Drake's Knox, p. 127.) The
young men who accomplished their removal were,

among others, Abraham Holbrook, Nathaniel

Balch, Samuel Gore, Moses Grant, and Jeremy
Gridley. (Tudor's Life of Olis, p. 452 ) Judge
Story's father was another. (Life and Letters of

Judge Story, i. 9. See also N. E. Hist, and Geneal.

Reg. vii. 139.) The commit-

tee of safety, Feb. 23, 1775,

instructed Dr. Warren to

ascertain what number of

Paddock's men could be de-

pended on. Drake, Cinein-

nati Society, p- 543, gives a

partial list of the train-mem-

bers, designating such as subsequently served in

the Patriot army. Paddock left Boston with

Gage, and died in the Isle of Jersey in 1S04,

aged seventy-six. Mills and Hicks's Register,

1775, gives a statement of the Boston military

at this time. See Frothingham's Siege of Boston,

p. 49.— Ed.]

^ [Andrews records, Sept. 5, 1774, that Gage
began to build block-houses and otherwise repair

the fortifications at the Neck, but he could get

none of the artisans of the town to help him.

Three days later Gage, "with a large parade of
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and Salem the Governor liad scarcely any power. The people of the inte-

rior counties recognized only the aiithorit)' of the committees of correspon-

dence, and of the congresses composed of their own representatives.

On the fifth of October, the members of the Massachusetts Assembly

appeared at the cmnt-honse in Salem, but were refused recognition by

MRS. JOSEPH \V.\RRE\.

Gage ; thereupon they resolved themselves into a Provincial Congress and

adjourned to Concord, where, on the eleventh, two hundred and sixty mem-
bers, representing over two hundred towns, took their seats, and elected

attendants," surveyed the skirts of the town op-

posite the country shore, supposably for determin-

ing on sites of batteries. .See .m editorial note

to the chapter following this. In November, 1774,

Nathaniel Appleton writes to Josiah Quincy, Jr.

:

" The main guard is kept at George Erving's

warehouse in King Street The new-erected for-

tifications on the Neck are laughed at bv our old

Louisburg soldiers as mud walls." Life of

Josiah Qiiituy, Jr., p. 175.— Ed.)

' [She died in 1773, -"."^^ -^ The Boston

Gazette of May 3 published some commemo-
rative verses on her. Frothingham's IVarreii,

p. 228. This painting is the pendant of that of

General Warren, and the two have always been

owned together.— Ed.]
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appoint

y^ ^ chosen

,ps, «:^Ytema4rUf^^fcL

John Hancock president, and Benjamin Lincoln secretary. They sent a

message to the Governor, remonstrating against his hostile attitude. He
answered by making recriminations ; and shortly after issued a proclamation

denouncing them as " an unlawful assembly whose proceedings tended to

ensnare the inhabitants of the Province, and draw them into perjuries, riots,

sedition, treason, and rebellion." The Congress, having adjourned to Cam-
bridge, adopted a series of resolves providing for the creation of a " com-

mittee of public safety,"^— a sort of directory empowered to organize the

militia and to procure military stores.'^ A committee of supplies was also

appointed, and three general officers—
Ward, and Pomeroy— were

by ballot. Thus the people of

Massachusetts proceeded in a calm and

statesmanlike manner to organize themselves into an independent existence,

and to make suitable provision for their own po

litical, financial, and military necessities. They

had no intention of attacking the British troo

but took measures to defend themselves in case

of necessity.^ Hitherto they had carefully avoided being the aggressors,

and they were determined to adhere to this policy ; but they considered it

the part of wisdom to be prepared for any emergency which might arise in

the present complicated state of affairs. Consequently, all the towns were

advised to enroll companies of Minute Men, who should be thoroughly

drilled and equipped.^

Gage also on his part was actively employed in strengthening the gar-

rison, and by the end of the year he had no less than eleven regiments,

with artillery and marines, quartered in Boston, besides a large number of

ships of war at anchor in the harbor. During all this time the Tory party

was endeavoring, without much success, to secure adherents to the royal

cause.^ Most of their leaders, finding their position uncomfortable in the

and Church were the Lodge of Masons, who had their quarters here.

Paul Revere records how he was one of upwards

of thirty men, chiefly mechanics, who banded

together to keep watch on the British designs

in 1774-75, ^"'^ ""^t here. The old building

disappeared in October, 1S28, when the street

^ [It was at the Green Dragon Tavern, which was widened to accommodate the travel to

stood on what now makes Union Street, near

where it runs into Haymarket Square (there is a

doubt whether the building now marked with
a dragon on a tablet gives correctly the site), and
whose earlier history is noted in Vol. II , Intro-

duction, p. V, that the leading Patriots held their

conclaves. It was in front a two-story brick
building with a pitch roof, but of greater eleva-

tion in the rear ; and over the entrance an iron

rod projected, and upon it was crouched the

copper dragon which was the tavern's sign. It

was probably selected as a meeting place because

Warren was the Grand Master of the Grand

' Hancock, Warren
Boston members.

- [Mr. C. C. Smith contributed a valuable

paper on "The Manufacture of Gunpowder in

America," to Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, March, 1876.
— Ed.]

Charlestown. .Shurtleff, Desiription of Boston,

p. 605.— Ed.]
• [The last monthly meeting of the Friends

was held in Boston in the eleventh month of

1774. "The record speaks of its being a time

of difiiculty in Boston on account of the present

calamity [the war] ; and the same likely to attend

them through the winter, Boston monthly meet-

ing is dropped."— An Historical Account of the

various Meeting-Jiouses of the Society of Friends in

Boston, published by direction of the Yearly

Meeting, Boston, 1874.— Ed.]
•^ See Sabine's Loyalists.
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countr)' towns, took refuge in Boston as a kind of asylum. Their organs de-

nounced the Patriots as rebels, rioters, republicans, and sowers of sedition.

At the beginning of the year 1775 the American question was brought

forward in the House of Lords by the Earl of Chatham, who, in one of his

most eloquent speeches, urged the immediate

removal of the king's troops from Boston. He
eulogized the American [leople, their union, f 'fi /) /^'^ ^/ y^^^
their spirit of liberty, and the wisdom which '^ ^-x^/A / / ^-~^

marked the proceedings of their Congress.' He charged the ministry with

misleading the king and alienating the affections of his subjects. Chatham
was ably supported by Shelburne, Camden, and Rockingham ; but all their

appeals " availed no more than the whistling of the wind." The motion

was rejected by nearly four to one. This result, following as it did the re-

jection by the Cabinet of the petition of Congress which Franklin had just

presented, was sufficient proof that nothing was to be hoped for from that

quarter. If any further evidence was wanted, it was soon found in the in-

structions which were sent to Gage to act offensively, and in the Restraining

Act, which excluded New luigland from the fisheries.^

While England was thus forcing on the issue, America was preparing to

meet it. The new Congress convened at Cambridge in Eebruar)-, and ap-

pointed its committee of safety and the delegates to the next Continental

Congress. Provision was also made for the militia; and Colonels Thomas

^, j/lorru24

and Heath were commissioned additional general officers. " Resistance to

tyranny
!

" was now the watchword for Massachusetts. " Life and liberty

shall go together ! Continue steadfast !
" said the Patriots ;

" and with a

proper sense of your dependence on God, nobly defend those rights which
Heaven gave and no man ought to take from us."

'^

1 [See the History of Lord North's Adminis-

tration, p. 187 ; Hugh Boyd's Miscellaneous

Works, i. 196; Annual Register, 1775, P- 47!
Belsham's Great Britain, vi. 91 ; Life of Josiah,

Quincy, Jr., p. 318. — Ed
]

^ [See various references for political move-
ments in England at this time in Winsor's

Ha7idbook, p. 23, etc.— Ed.]

' [In March came the anniversary of the

massacre, and Warren's most famous address in

commemoration. See Mr. Goddard's chapter.

The diary of Joshua Green, making note of it,

speaks of the attempts of British officers present

at the town-meeting which followed, to break it up
by unseemly disturbances. (Mass. Hist Soe. Proe.,

VOL. III. — 9.

1875, P- 'O'-) About this time (March 22, 1775),

according to statements printed in a Boston

letter in the Niu York Journal, a number of

drunken British officers set to hacking the fence

before Hancock's house ; and on a repetition of

such annoyances, Hancock applied for a guard.

While the congregation of the West Church
were observing a fast, drums and fifes were

played by another party close under the win-

dow's. Something of the feeling of the time can

be gathered from letters of Quincy, Cooper,

Winthrop, and Warren, printed in Massachu-

setts Historical Society's Proceedings. June, 1863,

— all addressed to Benjamin Franklin in Lon-

don. — Ei).|
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Gage did his utmost to disarm and disperse the militia and seize their

miUtary stores. He sent expeditions to Marshfield and Jamaica Plain and

Salem; ' but the judicious and spirited conduct of the inhabitants defeated

his objeqt, and the peace was not then disturbed. For a time it was quiet,

but it was only the lull before the storm ; and the hour of the American

Revolution, which had been so long in coming, was near at hand. The

War of Independence on this continent began ^ at last on that memorable

morning, enshrined forever in the annals of freedom, when

"The troops were hastening from the town

To hold the country for the Crown :

But through the land the ready thrill

Of patriot hearts ran swifter still.

"The winter's wheat was in the ground.

Waiting the April zephyr's sound ;

But other growth these fields should bear

When war's wild summons rent the air."

^^^3-^^^^^

1 [The expedition to Salem w.is sent by Gage

in transport from the Castle, and its three hun-

dred troops, landing at Marblehead, marched to

Salem to seize some cannon. Their failure and

retreat is described in Charles M. Endicott's

Leslie's Retreat at the North Bridge, Feb. 26, 1775,

printed separately for vol. i. of the Essex Institute

Proceedings. See also Life of Timothy Pickeritig.

i., and George B. Loring's Address on the centen-

nial observance of the event. The contemporary

accounts of the Marshfield expedition are in

Force's American Archives. Of another and

more secret expedition just now, that of Captain

Brown and his companion De Berniere, sent by

Gage inland toward Worcester to pick up infor-

mation, we have their own account, printed in

the American Archives, i. Gage's instructions

to these emissaries, Feb. 22, 1775, were printed

in Boston in a pamphlet in 1779, which also con-

tains "The Transactions of the British troops

previous to and at the Battle of Lexington," as

reported to Gage. — Ed.]

- [Various claims have been made for earlier

shedding of blood and resistance in arms, like

the capture of the fort at Great Island, near

Portsmouth, Dec. 13, 1774,— see American Ar-

chives, Belknap's A'iw Hampshire, Amory's Gen-

eral Sullivan and Gavernor Sullivan, Mass. /List.

Soc. Proc, March, 1S75 ; or the Golden Hill

affair, Jan. 19, 1770, near New York, — see Hist.

Mag., iv. 233, and again January, 1S69 ; or the

Westminster massacre, March, 1775, in Ver-

mont, — see Lfist. Mag., May, 1S59; see also

Potter's American Monthly, April, 1S75. — Ed]



CHAPTER II.

Till'; SIKGE OF BOSTON.

BY THIC REV. EDWARD E. IL\LE, D.D.

AFTER dark on tlio i8th of April, 1775, c'v^ht hundred ]>ritish troops,

being the grenadiers and light infantry of (Cage's arni)-, were with-

drawn as quietly as might be from their barracks and marched to the bay

at the foot of the Common. The spot is near where the station of the

Providence Railroad now stands.' Boats from the squadron hatl been or-

dered to the same point to meet them. The troops were under the com-

mand of Lieut.-Colonel Francis Smith, of the Tenth regiment. Directly

northward, crossing by about the line of Arlington Street what arc now

the Commonwealth Avenue and Beacon Street, the little army came to

Phips's P'arm, now East Cambridge, and after two hours took up its silent

march through Cambridge to Lexington and Concord. The column con-

sisted of men drawn from the Fifth regiment, the Tenth, Thirty-eighth,

Forty-third, Fifty-second, Fifty-ninth, and Si.xty-fifth. Officers and men

from each of these corps appeared in the list of killed and wounded after

the next day. In some instances the\^ may have been detached on separate

service ; in which case no large number of the regiment was present on the

march.

^

What happened at Concord, and on the way thither and back, has worked

its way into the world's history. " On the nineteenth of April," says the me-

morial of the Provincial Congress, " a day to be remembered by all Amer-

icans of the present generation, and which ought and doubtless will be

handed down to ages yet unborn, the troops of Britain, unprovoked, shed

the blood of sundry of the loyal American subjects of the British King in

the field of Lexington."

The Common and the Back Bay were so far apart from the familiar

haunts of men in those days, that General Gage had some hope, perhaps,

of sending his men away without an immediate alarm.^ But this hope was

' [Here was water enough for the boats (see - [Donkhi, Military Collections, p. 170, says

map at beginning of Vol. I.), but Gape's account they carried "72 rounds of b.all-cartridges per

says simply "from the Common." Smith says man."— Ed.]

nothing. The usual story runs simply "from the » [See the Editorial notes following this

foot of the Common."— Ed.] chapter. — El).]
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disappointed. Tliirty men of the Patriot part)', mostly mechanics, had

bound themselves into a club, to observe the movements of the Tories and

the army. They took turns as patrols, two and two, to watch the streets at

night. Some one, who was perhaps one of these men, told Dr. Warren

that the soldiers were moving to the Back Bay. Warren immediately sent

William Dawes to Lexington, whither John Hancock and Samuel Adams
had retired to escape arrest, supposing that one object of the expedition

was to seize them. Dawes started on horseback, crossing the Neck to

Roxbury. At ten o'clock Warren sent to Paul Revere, who was one of the

club of patrolmen, and begged him to go to Lexington and tell Hancock

and Adams of the movement, " and that it was thought they were the

objects." Paul Revere went to a friend who had a boat in readiness, and

crossed at once to Charlcstown. So early was Gage's secret known. Sted-

man, in his histor\' of the war, says that Gage told Percy of the movement
as a profound secret; that Colonel Smith knew he was to go, but not where.

As Lord Percy returned to his own quarters, he fell in with eight or ten

men talking on the Common. One of them said :
" The troops have

marched, but will miss their aim." "What aim?" said Lord Percy.

" Why," the man replied, " the cannon at Concord." Lord Percy, ac-

cording to the story, returned to General Gage and told him, with surprise

and disapprobation, what he had heard. The Generaf said that his con-

fidence had been betrayed, for that he had communicated his design to

only one person beside Lord Percy. This is one of the flings of the time

upon Mrs. Gage,^ who was American-born. The English officers who dis-

liked Gage were fond of saying that she betrayed his secrets. But in this

case, after eight hundred men were embarked for Cambridge, ten Boston men
on the Common might well have known it; and "the cannon at Concord"

were a very natural aim. Warren, as has been said, thought of Hancock

and Adams as the object.^

Paul Revere had already concerted with his friends on the Charlestown

side, that, in the event of any movement by night on the part of the Eng-

' [Adams had learned of the movement to be at the house, an order was left for him to

Concord from "a daughter of liberty, une- report himself at eight o'clock at the bottom

qually yoked in point of politics," as Gordon of the Common, equipped for an expedition,

says.— Ed.] Mrs. Stedman hastened to inform her husband of

- The following narrative, kindly communi- this alarming summons, and he at once carried

cated by a granddaughter of Dr. Stedman, the the intelligence to Dr. Benjamin Church, who
great-granddaughter of Henry Quincy, shows lived near by on Washington Street. Clibson

exactly how the news travelled from house to soon came in and took leave of his wife, jiale

house without treachery. Mrs. Stedman lived with anxiety at the doubtful issue of this sudden
in the Salter homestead, at the corner of Winter and secret enterprise. 'Oh, Gibson!' said my
and Washington streets, where is now Tuttle's mother, 'what are you going to do?' 'Ah,

shoe-store :
— madam !

' he replied, ' I know as little as you
" It was difficult at that time to obtain ser- do. I only know that I must go.' He went,

vants, and Mrs. Stedman had been glad to se- never to return. He fell on the retreat from

cure the services of a woman whose husband Lexington. A few minutes before receiving

was a British soldier named Gibson. On the the fatal shot he remarked to one of his com-

eveniug of the eighteenth of April a grenadier in r.ades that he had never seen so hot a day,

full regimentals knocked at the door and inquired though he had served in many campaigns
for Gibson. On being told that he would soon in Europe."
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<;g^^ i:::^S^^.^<^^^^^

'

lish army, a lantern should be displayed in the tower of Christ Church.

This signal had announced the news to the Charlestown people before

1 [Of the likenesses of Revere, Mr. Hun-

toon, in an address at Canton in 1875, says:

" Two pictures liave been preserved of him ; one,

taken in the full prime of manhood, by Copley,

which, after having lain neglected for many years

in an atiic in this town, has been finally restored.

The other, by Stuart, brings up a venerable face

and stately form." Perkins, Copley's Life and

Paintings, p. 98, says the earlier picture is now

owned by John Revere, of Boston. It shows

him at a table, in shirt-sleeves, holding a silver

cup, with engraver's tools at hand. The latter

is followed in the present cut.

Revere's agreement for engraving and print-

ing the paper money of the Provincial Congress

is dated Watcrtown, Dec. S, 1775, and is in the

Massachusetts Archives, cx.\.\viii. 271. A cut of

the Massachusetts treasury-note of 1775 is given

in Lossing's Field-Boot 0/ the Rerolulion, i. 534.

— Ed.I
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Revere arrived. He mounted his horse, and the famous " Midnight Ride "

of Longfellow's ballad began. The night was clear and frosty.

With the exceptions of the patrolmen, of such leading Patriots as

Warren and others, to whom they reported, and the families in which

officers on duty were quartered, most of the people of Boston probably

slept without knowing that the first step had been taken toward war. But

before daylight on the nineteenth, General Gage had received word from

Colonel Smith that the country was alarmed, and he at once ordered a de-

tachment under arms to march out to reinforce that officer, and show the

king's strength. This detachment was to be commanded by Earl Percy,

w'ho had led the five regiments which made the " promenade " of March

30 through Jamaica Plain and Dorchester. Percy was at this time a fine

young officer of about thirty years of age.^

Percy's command consisted of the First Brigade, formed of the Fourth,

Twenty-third, and Forty-seventh regiments, to which a detail of the Ro}-al

Marines was joined. To summon the marines, the order was sent to Major

Pitcairn, their commander. In the precision of the red-tape of Gage's

office, yet new to war, it was forgotten that Pitcairn had alread}- gone as a

volunteer with Colonel Smith. The letter therefore, with the orders to the

marines, waited on his table unopened, while the rest of the detachment

paraded. The venerable Harrison Gray Otis in his old age left the fol-

lowing account of this parade :
—

"On the 19th April, 1775, I went to school for the last time. In the morning,

about seven, Percy's brigade was dra\vn up, extending from ScoUay's Buildings, through

Tremont Street, and nearly to the bottom of the Mall, preparing to take up their

march for Lexington. A corporal came up to me as I was going to school, and turned

me off to pass down Court Street ; which I did, and came up School Street to the

school-house. It may well be imagined that great agitation prevailed, the British

line being drawn up a few yards only from the school-house door. As I entered the

school, I heard the announcetnent of dcponite libros, and ran home for fear of the

Regulars. Here ended my connection with Mr. Lovell's administration of the school.

Soon afterward I left town, and did not return until after the evacuation by the

British in March, 1776."^

Why does not the column move? Percy is ready. The infantr)- are here,

and the light artillery; where are the marines? It is discovered at this late

moment that the order for the marines is lying unopened at Major Pitcairn's

quarters. Three or four hours before this, had anj'body in Boston known

it, Major Pitcairn had uttered on Lexington Common that famous appeal,

' He was afterward Duke of Northumber- that Master Lovell, with prophetic sagacity, said

:

land. His letters, copied by the Rev. E. G. "War's begun, and school's done; dcpoititc lih-

Porter on a recent visit at the castle of the ros." He knew that this was war, though the

present duke, give us some of our most vivid news of bloodshed did not reach Boston till noon,

contemporary accounts of the Boston of that [Loring, //««</?•<•(/ 5pJto/ Oto/c/'j, p. 193, makes

time. the young Otis just afterward a witness of the

- MS. letter of Otis to the writer, E. E. H. troops' march by a house which stood where the

A tradition, which we have at first-hand, says Revere House now is.— Ed.|
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familiar to any school-boy in America for half a century after: "Ye vil-

lains, ye rebels, disperse! Lay down your arms. Why don't >e lay down
your arms?

"

]5ul as yet no man knows where he is, and tlie orders for his marines are

waitint^. Ihis is only an early instance of a sort of imbecility which hangs

over the English army administration, revealed in many of the early anec-

dotes of the war.'

So soon as the marines were ready Percy marched, at nine o'clock.

He moved south, through what is now Washington Street, to Roxbury, up

the hill by the Roxbury meeting-house, to the right, where the Parting-

Stone was then and is now ; and so to the Brighton Bridge, where he was to

cross Charles River to Cambridge. The distance from the head of School

Street to that bridge by that road is about eight miles. But even if Gage
was eager to sa\-e time, the boats were at Phips's Farm. Probably he

and Percy both wished to make a military display. School-boys will be in-

terested to know, that, as Perc)''s column approached Ro.xbury, Williams, the

master of the grammar school, dismissed his school also, probablj- an hour

later than Lovell dismissed his. He turned the key in the lock, joined his

company, and served for the seven following years in the army. The Rox-

bury company of Minute Men had paraded in the mean time, summoned
by the alarm from Lexington. When Percy passed, on the old road to

Cambridge, they appear to have been at Jamaica Plain, whither the com-

mander had marched them, and where Dr. Gordon was leading them in

prayer. It is fair to suppose that no commander in his senses chose to

have them in the line of Earl Percy's advance.

As Percy rode on, his band was playing Yankee Doodle. He observed

a Roxbury boy who was uttering shouts of derision, jumping and dancing,

so as to attract Perc>''s attention. Percy sent for the boy and asked him at

what he was laughing. " You go out to Yankee Doodle," said the lad,

" but you will dance by and by to Chev)^ Chase." It was a happy allu-

sion to the traditions of the Percys; and Gordon, who records the anec-

dote, says the repartee stuck to Lord Percy all day.-

The day was already hot, when, after three or four hours' marching,

Lord Percy and His army came to the bridge over Charles River, between

Brighton and Cambridge. The bridge was a simple affair, and by General

' If anybody happens to care. Major Pitcaiin ....
is the nepliew of the naval officer who discovered This fight did hist from break of day

Pitcairn's Island. Observe " Marines." Till setting of the sun,

., « .1 1 J T J n 1 J ii- For when tliev rune the eveninsi bell
- As the boy atid Lord Percy remembered the t,u u , j

, ,
^ ^ . 1 he battle scarce was done.

ballad, these are some of the telling verses :
—

God prosper long our noble King, With stout Erie Percy, there was slaine

Our lives and safetyes all :
Sir John of Egerton,

A woefull hunting once there did Sir Robert Ratclifl, and Sir John,

In Chevy-Chase befall. Sir James, that bold barren.

.„ ,
. , Horace Walpole in one of his letters of the

To drive the deere with hound and home, ..
, ^, 11 .„:^ « " »t,^ tiiintinf^

,. , D . 1 1
t'ltie makes the same allusion to tne nuniing

brie rercy took his way

:

, rr nr .

The child may rue, that is unbnrne, of 'h^t day." IValpoU's Letters to Horace Mann,

The hunting of th.it day. June 5, 1775.
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Heath's orders the boards had been so far removed that it was impassa-

ble; but the frugal committee of safety who had done this, not knowing

yet what war was, had piled the boards on the Cambridge side, instead

of boldly committing them to the water. Percy sent soldiers across on the

string-pieces of the bridge, who relaid the boards so far that his troops

could cross. He left his baggage-train for the better completion of the

bridge, and pressed on, knowing indeed that the country was growing hot in

more senses than one. When he came upon Cambridge Common, where

were then no fences, but many roadways leading in different directions. Lord

Percy was confused, and needed instructions as to his route. Cambridge was

shut up. No man, woman, or child could be found to give him information,

except a tutor of the college, Isaac Smith, afterward preceptor of Dummer
Academy. Smith, being asked the road to Lexington, " could not tell a

lie." Instead of sending Lord Percy down to Phips's Point, as the Pa-

triots of the time thought he should have done, he directed him to

Menotomy, now Arlington, on the right road.^ Percy followed it, and

arrived in Lexington at two or three in the afternoon," in time to receive

Smith's scattered and worried men; but his baggage-train, delayed at the

bridge, was cut off at Menotomy .'*
It appears from Percy's own letters that

he did not know till he arrived at Menotomy, about one in the afternoon,

that there had been any fighting beyond.

Meanwhile Dr. Warren had heard in Boston, early in the day, by a spe-

cial messenger, this news which Percy did not receive till one in the after-

noon. Warren left his patients in the care of Eustis.'' He crossed to Charles-

town, and never returned to his home. As he left the ferry-boat he said to

the last person with whom he spoke :
" Keep up a brave heart ! They have be-

gun it,— that either party can do ; and we 'II end it,— that onl)- one can do."

This was at eight in the morning. He mounted his horse at Charlestown.

As he rode through the town he met Dr. Welch, who said, " Well, they are

gone out." " Yes, and we will be up with them before night." ^ Dr. Welch

seems to have joined him. He says :
" Tried to pass Percy's column

;

stopped by bayonets. Two British officers rode up to Dr. Warren, in the

rear of the British, inquiring, ' Where are the troops? ' The doctor did not

know; they were greatly alarmed." These were probably the commanders
of Percy's baggage-train ; and this incident places Warren at Cambridge as

late as twelve or one o'clock of that day.

^ Smith was sent to Coventry by his neigh- church in Arlington niartcs the spot where the

bors forgiving this information, and was obliged, "old men" captured this train. See Vol. II. p.

or thought he was, to embark for England a 382.— Ed.]

few weeks later (May 27), where he preached to * Who was afterward Lieut.-Governor and
a Dissenting chapel in Sidmouth for a while ; but acting Governor of the State,

returning in 1784, he became librarian of Har- " Another diary dates this as late as ten in

vard, and later chaplain of the Boston Alms- the morning. [See Richard Frothingham's Li/e

house. See Evacuation Memorial, p. 190. of Joseph Warien, p. 457, (who quotes the state-

- This is his own naming of an hour which is ments in the te.\t from a manuscript of Dr.

sometimes stated rather later in the day. Welch) and his Siege of Boston, p. 77, for further
3 [A stone beside the road and opposite the accounts. — Ed.]



AClRCUMSTANTfAL ACCOUNT
of an Attack that happened on [lie 19th of April 1775,00 his

MAjtSTYi Troops,

By a Number of the People of the Province of Massachusetts-
Bax.

ON Torfri? the l8lh of April, ibout hairpsO lo
" Nii;lii, L'eurcnani Colonel Smifh ot 'he loth
Rrt;iii„nj, rmiirkrd rroTiihr Commnn t{ Buflon,
iviih (hr G'eiuthfrs jnd L'gN' Infamry of the

Tro<.p« ihcr, ,Td |j„drj on (lie oppulitc Siile. hum
*htn^r he begin h,s March to.anlj Concurd, v>Ke/i r.e

*oi n.de eil (., drllr..v a Mjgst. e . f M.lua.y Store;, vie
twnird ,i,rr^ .„r i,„ Uie .,( a,i /\rniv In be ifn.nblai, in
C'Uer IV. jc» aga..,n h- MajeOv, aoif li.)(„.>.e'nmrni. 1 ne
C.jlo.-i I < .Hrf l.|j nll.tcri loReihe^^ and i;»»e O^ilcti. (hat ihc
"I rol.fji nu..,l,i .It,, firr. „„lelsf,rraupi.o. and aLf nijtch-
IHK • fe« M.ta, oerjciietl 0, C •mpaniej oKighr Infai.i,,,
«lnu«. the Co.umi"! ol Ma|„. Circairo. to take Poir.n,oi.
Ill lno B.i(lt;e, 0,. the oli.er Side ol CuncofO : boon ulitr
lll't heard m.to» bi|;njl Gtiiii, and (he ringing ol Alai.n
llfll» fcpciieVII,, wh.eh convinced (hem (hat (he Iconirv
*« rllmg lu oppcf,- them, anj (hat n •ras l precjncccert
fjl/fetoe tc opp..l,- the King's Iumpi, whe-ever ih. re
Jlunld be .1 lav .r.oie Oppottunity (or i(. About j ojClotk
ITe next Mnri.iML;, the I t.,o|H bein^ advanced witlnntwo
Wlle> 01 Ldi...i.„n. I„teh,..rnrc was retei.cd tfca( ih.)U(
I 'vt, Miinrlt,-t M,„ „. ^,„,_ „,,, .nVmhled, *.d deter-
mined tt> .,p,,.-,lc the King's frottps :• and on Mijn, Hit-
tlirn I ijallo,-pmg op b) tlie Head of theadvancedCiTipa.
*l>ei. t.o Omnt. lofortued hitn that a Man ddva.ued I, on,
lllole that were Iffemblcd) hail ptelenl-d his Mulqnii a..d
•I'rrrpltd (i. Ilinut ihem, but the Piece flafhttt .n td.- Can
On tlu:iheM.j.,rgavetlireftion. tothe Troopi t., niuve
fO'»»rd, but on no Account to fire, not even lo jir,mpt ,(

J'thhul Ofden, VVh,„ the, arrived at the End til the
VilUge.lhey ohlerved abour joo armed Men, d.a.'n up tjn

• G. ten and »|,en the T.„<.ps came within a Hi,.>tl.ed
I'rdl Of (hen), ihe, began lo hie oft tonrdv for-e Mi.ne
Walls, in their .,i;ht Flank 1 he Lwht l.ilamiy nhler.mg
' "«. ran alter the n> . the Maior inOamly called to iiie Sul-
Cji'-Klut lo fite. |,„, ,„ ,„,„^,.,rf ,,„^ ^,,^ ^„„ ,„^,^
•liern who lud jumped .>»,r n Wall, then h,ed lo,.. „ live
Bhot tc the Troop., wn.iiifled a Man ol the lOill Regi-
W«"t, and (he Mmoi s H.nl- in twn rucri. a^d .1 tile

tlm^ l;illlt ft-etal it«i< weie fired f,o,n a Meer.Mo I l„uic
«ln Ihe left-' Upin t»is, wrih..ut an) Ordci or Rrg./laniv,
•Sr Liigllt Infantry he^an a (caitered F.re. and killed revcjf
"I the Country People ; but ,veto, filcnced as frcn as tin
AllWlomy 01 tlleii OB'.ctrs. could n.st.: thcni.

-f Afler thu, Cnlonel Smith marclied up «illi Ihe Rrnt«i'\
tleroflht Detachment, and the whole B.dy pii!credc.l i«
I'oncord. where (hey amvtjd aboui 9 o'Cli.rk .....iioJ

«nf rhingfoiih,, happening; but »an nunibc's of armea
leople v>.crc (etn Ademblmg <-n all tic Heights *h.
toloncl Sniiil, „iih ihr Grenadiers, iiC I'a-t .>! the l,«jlrl

Inflntry remained jt Co"cnrd, 10 ftarth lur ( aniiun, ."ii

nieie i lie detached Capiain Parlons wir-, fix Liah: C..ni(«-

nm to fcctlT a Budge at for.r |1.l!ancc liom O..-.. o'tl. and
'0 ptocreal from thence 10 leiiani rtoufet. «htrc .t •«
'uppuletl there tvas Cannon, ini Ammunuw.i . ( opt-in

I'irfons in puiloapccol Ihtfe Oidtii, pofled (lirce Cn.npa-

^ _
At tK'S T.iDr i1.r ^i-'iKc'i I :(lil Coir.ftarir, leiJrd. b'li isn

ljie.*,:.er, v,v ^,. .^,d,.i »heo.l,.t rtfe.uc.! .i,... i>.r *,.e
• ^wir-.ltil.ojio^ the r.r r.>,in ilit NI.ettp' H..ui^ t^^tor-el

""' '> "'» '
I •. If...!' Cm.-vli.' l,r,.„tloi-i».

I.v.ir <.,.,.u^ „.i- h, S>v„j^ Hv-'-...,J p.. u. ,1111.-" -» Ocair.

•»io It ilie Bri(!(?r, Bnd on Pimc FTHghri near if, ursdcr iho
tommaiid .1 I ap'aii. Lauiic or tnc 4id Regi.iieni , und
It:, the Remainrlet went and feHtoyrrl liupe Cannon
Wheels, l'o-«tler, antj Bill ; the ffopl» Oil! coiitinued
nereanngoo chi Heights; «od .iMHout aif Hour after,

alarge Bo.lv ol ihcm bee,«nto move towartjs (he Bridge^
itic Light Co. opinies 01 ihe 4th and loth ihen dcrccnjed,
aJid Joined C.ipiaiii Laurie, the People C'tntinued to ad*
Vance m gteai Nunibeis j and fired upon (h; Kin^sT roops,
kiilcl rh'rc ft'I'-n. woutt-led lour Oincer,,, one ierjeanr,
ind (.lur private Men, upon which (jftei 'eturning tliefiy#X

Cap;ain Laurie ar.d hia O.'liccis, rhnughl i( pitident tti

letieat ii(*..tds the '^atn Budy at Cu.icutd, and wetc fooa
jtuned 'j, ,wu Companici ol GrcnadKis , when Capiaiii

Parfons tetutned with the .Lite Companies over the
Britlge. (hey oblirrvcd tUiee SoUhrrv on the Grourd one of
them f^.jlprtJ, his Head pinch mangled, and his t.ars cue
oir, IhuVni tjuitc dead , a Si^jht wh.cli (truck Ihe Suld.cia
with Horror , Captam Patlcns ma't'ied on and joined the
Main Pody. whi- v^cre only waitioy lor h.i comng up, to
iTiarch back ity Buflon

, Colonel bniiih had entrytcd his
Orders, wilhttyi Op|j..li:ico, hy tfcnroyi.'gl nil the Milii,ir»

Srores be cooid bud s n..(h the CoK.ncI, and Major
I'Tcairn. having t..ktii au pnHiljIc Pants to convircc the
Inhat^itanti ih^' m, tn,,„y waa 1.,tended Oitns and (Jut S-

(hey opened then Iti^ori when required, to '^a.cn 1ft isid
Stores, not 'ne fl ^•iclt Nlifthiel IhctulJ be done , neither

ball anr ol the People Ihe Icaft Occafinn to tuniplam, hut
they were lulky. and one t^l tliem even lltutk Major
Piieaitn, Ticepi upoiS Captain Laune^ at ,flit Rnugc,
no MofiiliticE Iiappcncd fttjtn the Affi> at I cxiogron,
iiniil ihe rtisnp, began their Match back. As lt«i>i al

the Troops had poc cut ol the T o*n ol Concnrt*, they
received a heavy Hre from all "iides, fiom Wj||j, Fences,

Hn..(es, Ttees, Cams, &c. which cijitlinucd withuut Intcrr

iti.ilnjn, till tliey met (lie fitrt Biii^jde, wilh two field Pieces,

neat LeKinj^ton 1 oidcred out under (he Command ol '-.old

Percy to fuppoit them ; (advicc having been received
aU-ui 7 uClock next Morning, (ha( Signals had bern
iiiJJC. and ExpreHes gone ouc IB alarm the Coundy, and
ii.H the People Were iifing to a((ack (he T/oops under
CokincI Smith ) Upon-thc riring of the I'leld I'itcei, (lie

Penpl*'? F-re was lor a while filenceti, but a* riiey ftill ci/'i-

I '"'1 I" e.icreflfe l^r;a;ly lo Nuaibert, (hey fired again' as
Uelore, l',...„ all I'la-el were they COOId fnd fTover, opoO
the whole Body, and continued fo doing lor (he Space o|
Fifleen Miles ; NoEwilhilanding (heir Numbers (hey didnnt

lllack openly duiinr; ifie Whole Day. but kept unatr Corel
00 alt OmNuiis TIic Trtiups wtie very .iiiich I'aln^ucO,

the grcaiet Part ol th.on hav..ig bern „ndef Arms all

NiRhi. .ii'd niide a Maicl, ol upisatds ol potty M.'el

belotc ihty ariivcd at Chailtllown, frotr svhencc tin;/

wete lerryed over to Bofto.t.

1 he Troops bad above Frfry killed, and mtnv more
wounded Uepei'lj a't vajiui.s about (he Lofs r..Hained

br tiie Count. ^ Pfjple, Icrne make it vel/ conridcr,ol«»

oitiers not lo niucb.

TSj:. t*'.:r jnforrunste Affair his happened through "if

Kantnefs ..nil '."pt..de.ice 01 a tew Pcoi.le. VhO br^**

Filing; tan ili: r.'oups al i.eaj:gion

Cage's account of the mxeteenth of april, 1775-
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-jA THE MEMORIAL HISTORY OF BOSTON.

The anxiety of Boston that day is easily imagined.^ Gage had sent out

a considerable part of his army, eighteen hundred men, from a force not four

thousand. His communication with his force in the field was by no means

as good as that of the Patriots. The sun had gone down when, to anxious

eyes watching from Beacon Hill, the flashes of muskets on Milk Row ^—
the road from Cambridge to Charlestown — revealed the line of the retreat.

Percy was now in command. He did not mean to risk an embarkation at

Phips's Point, where the boats were still lying. Pickering's Essex regiment

was on his flank at Winter Hill, and he chose to put Charlestown Neck

between himself and pursuit.^ He arrived there after eight o'clock. Heath,

who during the afternoon had been exercising a general command, called

off" the Patriot forces. Percy bivouacked on Bunker Hill; and thus was

the war begun.* The selectmen sent word to Percy that if he would not

attack Charlestown they would take care that his troops should not be mo-

lested, and would do all in their power to get them over the ferry. The
" Somerset " man-of-war sent her boats first for the wounded, then for the

rest of the troops. The pickets of the Tenth regiment were sent from Bos-

ton to keep all quiet. The Americans put sentinels at Charlestown Neck,

and made prisoner of an officer of the Sixty-fourth, who was going to join

his regiment at Castle William.

From that time till the next March, what is popularly called " the siege

of Boston " continued. Civil government stopped in the town. The select-

men's record ends with a typical blank : " At a meeting of the selectmen, this

ig"" Apl., 1775, present, Mesrs. Newhall, Austin, Marshall, ," and this

is all ! The civil magistracy did no more as matter of formal record till

March 5, 1776, when they appear again. Martial law came in, of which a

contemporary definition says :
" A provost-marshal is a man who does as he

chooses ; and martial law is permission to him to do so."

All the night of the battle-day minute-men were marching and riding

from all parts of New England to Cambridge. Before daybreak of the

1 [The various rumors which reached Boston, are some interesting relics of Lexington, — two

(luring the progress of events that day, are noted firelocks bequeathed to the State by Theodore

in Andrews's letters. Afuss. Hist. Sor. Proc, TarUer : one, the first firearm captured in the

July, 1S65, p. 404. — Ed.] war; and the other carried by the testator's

'"

Now, alas! "Washington Street," in Som- grandfather. Captain John Parker, on that day.

erville. -See Hist. I'ihg., July, 1S60, by J. S. Loring. .\\\

3 [" Had Earl Percy returned to Boston by official report of the selectmen of the losses to

the same road he marched out, . . . probably his property sustained at Le.xington, and made Jan.

brigade might have been cut off." So says Percy's 24, 1782, is in Massachusetts Archmes, c.vxxviii.

eulogist. Major R. Donkin in his Military Col- 410. Numerous relics of the fight have been

lections : New York, 1777, p. 87. This book, collected in the Town Hall at Le.xington, and

which is rare, is in Harvard College Library. __

It is dedicated to Percy, and ostensibly pub- ^^ /^l g
lished for the benefit of the families of the c^t^/L ^y, }/ ,^Ji /J/V^
victims "of the bloody massacre committed on ^^-^/2//? -V ^i/f/\J^
his Majesty's troops peaceably marching to and

from Concord, the 19th April, 1775, begun and various houses are still standing there which

instigated by the Massachusetians."— Ed.] bear marks of the fray. Statues of Hancock

< fin the senate-chamber at the State House and Adams are also in the hall. — Ed.]



THE SIEGE OF BOSTON.
75

morning of the twentieth, httlc towns in the western part of Worcester

County were awakened by the tramp of men pressing eastward, or by the

rumble of tlie wagons wliich bore them. Before night a considerable army
was in Cambridge. And Gage never again sent an armed man out by land

from Boston, as Boston is now constituted. Indeed, no man of his other

than deserters, of which there were many, after this moment set foot in

Ro.vbury or in Brighton except as a prisoner; nor in Dorchester, excepting

Dorchester Neck, which is now South Boston.

In describing the siege, we shall speak of Boston as it was then under-

stood ; meaning the peninsula. A considerable part of the American army
was in Ro.xbury and in Brighton. These places, and Charlcstown where

the great battle of the siege was fought, and Dorchester Heights where the

end came, are now all included within the city. But we shall speak of these

places by their old names.

General Clinton, who afterward commanded the British army, was not

here on the day of the battle of Lexington; but he says of Percy's move-
ment: " He gave them every reason to suppose that he would return by the

route he came, but fell back on Charlestown ; thus securing his retreat un-

molested, and a place which ought never to have been given up, and which

cost us half the force engaged to recover." ' This means that at North

Cambridge Percy took the more direct route to Charlestown, instead of

making the angle at Cambridge Common.'^ But if he had attempted to add
nine miles to the march of men, many of whom had already marched thirty,

he would have found at Charles River the bridge again removed, and barri-

cades erected from the materials. He had his train of wounded in carriages

which he had seized for their conveyance. In point of fact, he did not se-

cure his retreat; for he received at Prospect Hill the hottest fire of the way.

His own account is distinct: " In this manner we retired for fifteen miles,

under incessant fire all around us, till we arrived at Charlestown, which road

I chose to take, lest the rebels should have taken up the bridge at Cam-
bridge (which I find was actually the case), and also as the country was
more open and the road shorter." ^ Stragglers had given the alarm of their

approacli in Charlestown. As the tired army filed in on the Neck it met
streams of people pouring out. The Regulars, no longer pursued, vented

their rage in frightening women and children as they emptied their pieces.

The soldiers called for drink at taverns and houses, and " encamped on a

place called Bunker's Hill." *

When, on the night of the nineteenth and on the morning of the

twentieth, wounded and dying men were brought into Boston from Charles-

1 Clinton's MS. notes to Stedman's //istoiy. across the water from Boston. .See note to

[This copy of Steclman is in the Carter-Brown Mansfield's sermon in the Ro.xbury Camp, Nov.
Library at Providence. See Winsor's f/miJ- 23, 1775, ^^ quoted by Thornton, /'«^// </ '/'«•

boot, p. 130.— Ed.] Rn'olutiou, p. 236. — Ed.]
^ [There was a story current at the time that ^ Percy's MS. letter to his father, from a

Percy in returning from Concord had intended copy in the hands of the Rev. E. G. Porter,

to stop at Cambridge and fortify, after destroy- * For the origin of this name see Vol. I.

ing the college buildings, being reinforced p. 390.
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THE SIEGE OF BOSTON. n
town and carried to their quarters and to hospitals, people began to see

what war was. That part of the towns-people who did not favor the Eng-

lish began to move into the country with such stores as they could carry.

Gage insisted that they should not take their arms, and made a sort of con-

vention, which caused much discussion afterward, by which he promised to

give permits for departure to all who would deliver their arms. In fact

" 1,778 firearms, 973 bayonets, 634 pistols, and 38 blunderbusses" were de-

livered. The number shows the military habit of the people. The tradition

of the next generation said that they were in very poor order for use.

Gage attempted to limit the number of wagoners, who should enter daily

from the country, to thirty a da)'. In regard to this he received sharp re-

monstrances from Dr. Warren.' who on the twent)'-third began to act as

chairman of the provincial committee of safety. Before long the English

generals were glad to diminish the number of mouths they had to feed.

Additional parties were sent out after the hot weather of summer came on.

Some of them carried small-pox with them. The last was a party of three

hundred poor people sent out on November 25. Many families left Boston

in this emigration which have never returned. To this day, in many of the

inland towns of New England, the family tradition takes in the hurried de-

parture from Boston " when the siege began." On the other hand, some

royalist families moved in from the country. There is a good deal of cor-

respondence about Lady Frankland,—the same who saved her husband^

at the earthquake at Lisbon,— and the quantity of live stock and furniture

which she might bring into town from Hopkinton, where was her home.^

On the very day of the battle of Lexington a corps of Loyalists was

formed in Boston. Two hundred tradesmen and merchants offered their

services to Gage, and were accepted. Their corps was placed under the

command of Timothy Ruggles, of Hard- _— ..g-r?

wick,— the same who presided at Phila-

delphia at the first Continental Congress,

ten years before. They are spoken of as

" the gentlemen volunteers." It was said

that Ruggles was the best soldier in the colonies, and that he would have

been in high command among the Americans had he taken the right side.*

1 In a letter dated the twenty-sixth or twenty- them ; all the boxes and crates ; a basket of

ninth, not the twentieth, as erroneously printed chickens, and a bag of corn ; two barrels and a

in Force and later writers. hamper ; two horses and two chaises, and all the

* Oliver Cromwell's great-great grandson. articles in the chaise, excepting arms and am-

' " Hopkintoity May 15, 1775.— Lady Frank- munition ; one phaeton ; some tongues, ham, and

lamd begs she may have her pass for Thurs- veal ; and sundry small bundles." [See Vol. II.

day. A list of things for Lady Frankland : six p. 526.— Ed.]

trunks, one chest, three beds and bedding, six •• [As the winter wore on, the Loyalists in Bos-

wethers, two pigs, one small keg of pickled ton were formed into military organizations for

tongues, some hay, three bags of corn." The guard duty and the like : the Loyal American

answer of the Provincial Congress is Homeric: Associators, Brig.adier-General Timothy Ruggles,

"j?<-Wt,r</, that Lady Frankland be permitted to commandant; Loy.al Irish Volunteers, J.imcs

go to Boston with the following articles, — viz., Forrest, captain ;
Royal Fenciblc Americans,

seven trunks; all the beds with the furniture to Colonel Gorham.— Ed.]



yS THE MEMORIAL HISTORY OK BOSTON.

The Tory party gradually acquired more and more ascendancy with Gage.

They were afraid that when the town was emptied of Whigs the American

army would burn it. At last they threatened Gage that they would lay

down their arms and leave themselves, if he permitted further departure.

It was under the pressure of this threat that Gage at last gave way, and,

as the Patriots said, violated the engagements he made when they delivered

up their arms as already mentioned.

The time had now come, and it was the first time, when men and house-

holds had to make known, by a visible and final act, whether they stood by

the court of England or by the country. Households were often divided

against themselves. The following lines from one of the many comedies

and tragedies of the time, —• of which most of the comedies are tragic, and

the tragedies comic,— expresses the situation :
—

" What wretch like me
Sees misery in each alternative ?

Defeat is death : and even victory, ruin.

Here my father, dearest, best of parents,

Whose heart, e.xhaustless as a mountain stream,

Pours one continued flood of kindness on me.

There is my brother ; there, too, is Rossiter,

One of the number,^ all perhaps may fall

;

Fall by each other's arm — inhuman thought !

O madness, madness ! Sure the arm of death

O'er such a field may giovv fatigued with conquest,

Nor need new trophies to adorn his car

With deeper deeds of honor."

Meanwhile the minute-men, who had assembled so promptly, were for

some days under no central command. On the outside the Patriots were

afraid Gage would march out, — as, on the inside, he probably was afraid

that they would march in. Colonel Robinson, of Dorchester, who with six

or seven hundred men only was watching Boston Neck in those days, spent

nine days and nights without " shifting his clothes," or lying down to sleep.

Without an adjutant or officer of the day, he patrolled his own lines every

night,— a march of nine miles. But Gage had no thought of another

" promenade." '

His own subordinates accuse him of inaction. Lord Percy writes to

his father in May: "The rebels have lately amused themselves with burn-

ing the houses on an island just under the admiral's nose ; and a schooner,

with four carriage-guns and some swivels, which he sent to drive them oft,

unfortunately got ashore, and the rebels burned her." This was at Hog
Island. Putnam led in the affair, and won in it the reputation which

helped him in the assignment of commissions the next month.-

' [Thomas, a little later, deceived the British - [See Frothingham's Siix^ of Boston, p. 109;

General by marching and remarching his troops Sumner's East Boston, p. 351 ; A'. E. Hist, and

along a course which could be observed by the Gcnt-nl. Reg., April, 1857, p. 137 ; Lives of I'ut-

British outposts, to give the appearance of a nam ; Force's .-/rr/;/r'f.f, etc. The affair happened

larger force than he had. — Ed.] May 27, 1775- It was during this month that
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Tlic truth is that until May 25 Gage's force was less than four thousand

men. Of tlie cokimiis engaged on the nineteenth he had lost two hundred

and four,— one in nine,— a very large proportion. He had nothing to

march out for, for the best success would be to come back again. He
withdrew from Marshfield his one outlying detachment, and acted in the

spirit of this despatch, which he had already sent home :
—

" The Regiments are now composed of small numbers, and Irregulars will be

necessary in this country, many of which, of one sort or other, I conceive may be

raised here. Nothing that is said at present can palliate. Conciliating, moderation,

reasoning, is over ; nothing can be done but by forcible means. Tho' the people are

not held in high estimation by the Troops, yet they are numerous, worked up to a

Fury, and not a Boston rabble, but the I''armers and the Freeholders of the country. A
check anywhere will be fatal, and the first stroke will decide a great deal. We should

therefore be strong, and proceed on a good foundation before anything decisive is

tried." '

As the summer advanced. Gage and Howe fortified the town carefully.

In the Charles River they had a floating battery of si.x cannon ; and on

Fo.x Hill (now levelled), within the present Public Garden, at the bottom of

the Common, cannon were mounted, which commanded the passes of the

Neck. There was an entrenchment where the monument now stands on the

Common. Upon the hill toward Cambridge, now partly levelled and known

as Louisburg Square and Mount Vernon, a mortar battery played upon

Cambridge. This position was considered so safe that boys and other

idlers, even women, stood by the gunners to mark the shots."^ On Copp's

Gage's boats patrolled the moutli of the Charles breastworks being thrown up between them on

to give notice of " fire-stages " which the Pro- the edge of the marsh.

vincials were preparing to send down to burn These were the provisions which the British

his ships.— Kd.] General had made to resist any attempt by Wash-
' MS. in English State-Papers. ington to attack with boats. Thev are shown in

- [The works occupied by the besieged on P.age's map, as are also the earthworks along

the Common may be more particularly described the ridge to the north of Beacon Street. First,

as follows ; but some of them were not built till an oblong redoubt on the summit, back of the

after the battle at Charlestoivn :
— State House, which is shown in the panoramic

A small zigzag earthwork, for infantry de- view given in this chapter, in heliotype. Second,

fence, opposite a point on Beacon Street, half- a redoubt facing the Common, not far from

way between Spruce and Charles streets, then the junction of Walnut and Chestnut streets,

the upland margin. Third, a larger redoubt, crossing Chestnut Street

A small redoubt on Fox Hill, as in the text. near Spruce and Willow, facing the water.

An earthwork where Charles and Boylston Fourth, an open breastwork by the shore, be-

streets now meet, — then at the marsh-edge, — tvveen Pinckney and Mount Vernon Streets, just

])robably for infantry defence. above Charles Up to Christmas, notwith-

A long redoubt, occupying the space between standing the severe cannonade which the Brit-

Pleasant Street, on its curve, and the water, and ish had often maintained, only twelve persons

commanding a wharf, which was just south of had been killed in Koxbury, and seven on the

the spot where now the Emancipation Group Cambridge side,

stands. The accompanying heliotype shows the four

Crowning the bluff above the marsh, and at sections of a water-color panoramic view from

the point of the present junction of Boylston Beacon Hill, thus inscribed:—
and Carver streets, there was a bastioned re- " A view of the country round Boston, taken

doubt ; and another of a square shape on the hill from Beacon hill, shewing the lines, Intrench-

where the monument now stands, some light ments. Redouts, etc. of the Rebels
;

also the
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Hill, at the North End, was a battery of six pieces of cannon, which com-
manded the river and Charlestown shore. There were two fikhcs where

Blackstone Square and Franklin Square are, from each of which a piece of

artillery commanded the road.^ Nor could there now be a better memorial

of the war than to restore them in those pretty grounds, and mount there

two old cannon from the many trophies of the war. Nearer Boston more
extensive works protected the Neck; and near Dover Street was a gate-

way and other defences, of which the only memorial now is in the name of

Fort Avenue,— an insignificant alley-way .^

On May 8, on an alarm that Gage was going to march out, the minute-

men from the towns around Boston rallied at command, and the British

General could see what he would meet

if he needed any lesson. On the

thirteenth, General Putnam marched

a Httle army of two thousand three

hundred men through Charlestown to the ferry and back, " which very much
astonished them." The affair at Hog Island, already referred to, was one of

several raids, following an order of the provincial executive that all live

stock should be removed from the islands. And in two only of these affairs

Gage lost two thousand sheep, " from under the admiral's nose," as Percy

says. He little foresaw how much he would be needing fresh provisions.^

Before a year was over, his government was shipping from England to Bos-

ton living oxen, pigs, and sheep to feed the ami}-, only one cargo of which

jlCi/ytL.

Lines and Redouts of his Majesties Troops.

N. B. — Tliese views were taken by L' Wil-

liams of the R. W. Fuziliers,* and copied from

a Scetch of the original drawn by L' Woodd
of the same Regiment. The original drawings

are now in the possession of the King."

Mr. J. Carson Brevoort, of Brooklyn, who

gave this view to the Historical Society, in De-

cember, 1859, says he purchased it of Charles

Welford, about 1S5S. Mr. Brevoort says, in a

letter to the Editor :
" It was the custom to send

from the foreign and plantation office all that

might be of interest to the map-makers, and I

suppose that it found its way there among such

matter."

—

Ed.] Faden was the King's engraver.

At a sale of his effects about forty years since,

many such maps and drawings came to light. A
collection of one hundred, once belonging to

Nathan Hale, is now in the Congressional Li-

brary at Washington.

* The Welsh Fusiliers were one of the most f.lmniis

regiments in the garrison. Donkin, in his Military Collec-

tions^ p. 13^, tells of the "privilegeous honor*' enjoyed by

tiiem "of pas-^ing in review preceded by a Goat with gilded

horns;" and on March i (St. David's Day), in Boston, in

'775< *'the animal gave such a spring from the floor that

he dropped his rider upon the table " of the banqueting

officers, " and then, bouncing over their heads, ran to the

barracks with all his trappings, to the no small joy of the

gairison and populace-"

1 [Brown's house, which figures largely in

the accounts, stood on the westerly side of

Washington Street, a little south of Blackstone

Square ; and was occupied by the British as an

advanced post, when Majors Tuppcr and Crane,

with a party of volunteers, attacked it, July 8,

and, driving off the occupants, burned the build-

ings. — Ed.]

- MS. notes of Hon. James T. .Austin. [In

March, iS6o, workmen in digging for a drain

opposite Williams Maiket laid bare a consider-

able section of the foundations of the old de-

fences The plan of the Neck lines by Mifflin,

and of the Peninsula, by Trumbull, which are

shown in the accoinpanyitig heliotvpe, are de-

scribed with other plans in the Introduction to

the present volutiie The views of the British

lines on the Neck, looking out and in, given

also in heliotype in this chapter, follow some
engraved representations published to accom-

panv a series of coast charts by DesBarres.
— Ed.]

* Gage in his despatches was always blaming

Graves, the admiral, who was at length rentoved

before the end of the year. In King George's

note to North, ordering the removal, he said

he thought the admiral's removal as necessary

as that of " the mild general,"— his name for

Gage.
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ever arrived. "The English clianiiel is white with sheep which have been

thrown overboard," says a contem[)orar)' account.

The narratives of the time show the exuberant enthusiasm of recruits, to

whom war is a novelty. A party at Noddle's Island captured a barge be-

{A^^yz^hA^-^^ -&^ V .r^^^^-H..^^ (77S^

/l-<^^

longing to a man-of-war. They carried it to Cambridge in triumph ; and

on June 5 took it to Roxbury in a cart, with the sails up and three men in

it. " It was marched round the meeting-house while the engineer fired the

cannon for joy." On the ne.xt day Generals Thomas and Heath went to lay

out a place at Dorchester Point, with a view to entrenchments.

Through these sixty days, between the battles of Lexington and Bunker

Hill, there appear to have been occasional passages in and out of the town

;

but care was in all cases taken that no military or other

stores should pass. On May 25 Gage received large

reinforcements. The Government also sent him three

generals,— Howe, Clinton, and Burgoyne,^ who all came in the "Cerberus."

The wags called them the three

" bow-wows." Gage was now bet-

ter fitted for aggressive movements.

On June 12, he issued his celebrated

proclamation, greatly ridiculed at

the time, in which he offered pardon to all but Samuel Adams and John

Hancock.

Of course he saw the importance of securing Dorchester Heights and

Charlestown, quite as distinctly as did the Patriot leaders. Burgoyne sa}-s

that it was agreed that

they should land at the

Point and occupy Dor-
"'""

" Chester Heights on Sun-
i^^^^^^^^Vt,^^

day, June 18. Before that

time the American troops had

more than once been called

out by alarms in this direction. The provincial executive were apprised of

this plan, and in consequence selected the night of June 16, to fortify Bunker

' [There is

1780,— Ed.]

VOL. ni. -

contemporary engraving of Burgoyne in the Political Magazine, December,
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Hill on the northern side of the harbor. At their order General Ward sent

a detachment from Cambridge, which reached Bunker Hill about ten at

night. It consisted of Prescott's, Frye's, and

/7/^*^ // // ^^'"'dge's regiments, under Colonel Prescott,'

(Jt/ "^ /y^'•4-i^ C^^^C, and a party of Connecticut men under Cap-

tain Knowlton. It was a moonlight night,

and clear. On the top of Bunker Hill they were only a mile from the Eng-

lish battery on Copp's Hill. Prescott called the field-officers together and

showed them his orders. At that

late moment they were in doubt

whether to fortify the summit

where they were, or to proceed

less than half a mile nearer Bos-

ton to Breed's Parm, where the

hill fell off suddenly toward the south, and where they could better annoy

the English shipping, and more readily command the town. The consulta-

tion took much time, but at last the bolder course was adopted, under pres-

sure of Gridley,^ the engineer officer, who said he must work somewhere.

The determination is now justified by the highest military authorit}-.^ Had

1 [Here is a token of preparation:—
" M.'VJOR Barber,— Please to deliver to Cap-

tain Densmore 350 rounds and 30 flints.

" Wm. Prescott, Col'.-!-

"June 16, 1775."

The original is in Mellen Chamberlain's man-

uscript collection. The tradition is that the lead

pipes of Christ Church, Cambridge, were melted

or pounded into slugs at this time.— Ed.]

- [The best account of Richard Gridley, of

Louisburg fame, is contained in an oration by U.

T. V. Huntoon delivered at Canton, Massachu-

setts, in 1877. He was the son of Kichard Grid-

ley, a brother of Jeremy Gridley (see Mr. Morse's

chapter on the " Bench and Bar " in Vol. IV.),

and was born Jan. 3, 1710-11. Gridley played a

distinguished part at Louisburg, and in the later

campaigns against the French. He had removed
from Boston to Canton about 1773-— Ed.]

3 [Various contemporary maps of the battle

are noted in the Introduction to this volume.

The annexed plan indicates the position of the

redoubt and the breastwork in relation to the

present Monument Square and the monument,
following a plan given by T. W. Davis in the

Bunker Hill JMonument Asso. Proc. 1S75. — Ed.)
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the higher hill oiil)- been fortified, the English troops, to attack it, could

have been formed without niolestation under cover of the lower hill. Short-

time shells, such as would now be dropped on such a party, were not then

used.

Fairly at work on Breed's farm, Gridley laid out his redoubt skilfully.

It measured eight rods on the longest side, which fronted Charlestown ; the

other sides were shorter. A breastwork ran about a hundred yards toward

tlie north, to a marshy spot which was relied on as a sufficient check against

troops. From midnight till eleven o'clock in the morning the men worked

steadily, and the intrenching-tools were then sent back to Putnam, who per-

severed through the day in the true military policy of fortifying the upper

summit also. Once and again through the night men went down to the

water's edge, and could hear the " All's well" of the watch on the English

vessels. It was after daybreak when Linzee, the commander of the " Falcon
"

which lay in the stream, opened his fire on it, and waked the sleeping town.'

Gridley returned Linzee's fire from his wretched field-pieces. Gage soon

ordered Linzee to cease firing, and, having conferred with his associates,

determined to attack the works before they should be strengthened.-

W'ith a bold resolution,— of which there is more than one instance among
British commanders in the beginning of wars, — Gage made the fatal de-

cision, in spite of Clinton's remonstrance, to attack these works in front.*

With his naval force, by which he could have commanded Charlestown

Neck, he could, perhaps, have cut off the American party without the

loss of a man.

' Captain Linzee was the grandfather of

the wife of William H. Prescott the historian,

who was the grandson of Colonel Prescott. The
two swords worn by these two officers on that

morning were bequeathed by Mr. Prescott to

the Massachusetts Historical Society, and have

long been peacefully crossed in its Library, as

they were earlier in his. [They are represented

in the frontispiece of this volume. See Tick-

nor's Life of IV. H. Prescott, and Dr. William

Prescott's Prescott Memorial, 1870. — Ed.]
'- [Colonel Prescott, observing Gage's dispo-

sition, despatched Major John Brooks to head-

quarters for reinforcements, and he reached

General Ward about ten o'clock.

There is a portrait of Governor Brooks, with

a sketch of his life, in Drake's Cincinnati Society.

See also N. E. Hist, and Geneal. Reg. July, 1S65.

Ed.]

' [Gage having overruled the decision of a

majority of his council to attack in the rear, and

bound to hazard an attack in front, which he

deemed more military and prudent, issued the

order, a facsimile of which may be found on

the next page. This facsimile follows the entry

in an orderly book, preserved in the cabinet of

the Mass. Historical Society, entitled Lieutenant

and Adjutant Waller's orderly-book, commencing

at Boston, the 22d May, and ending the twentysi.xth

day of January, 1776; a folio parchment-bound

MS. which really begins " Plymouth [England],

March 25, 1775, on board the 'Betsy' transport,"

with "rules and directions to be observed on

board the transport for Boston." Then follow

"General Gage's and Major Pitcairn's orders,

Boston Camp." A new section begins: "June
18 [1775]. Charles Town Hill, Gen' Howe's or-

ders;" and the next day the following : "General

orders. Head Quarters, Boston, June 19, 1775.

The Commander-in-chief returns his most grate-

ful thanks to Major Gen! Howe for the extraordi-

nary exertion of his military abilities on the 17th

inst. He returns his thanks also to Maj.-Gen.

Clinton and Brig.-Gen. Pigot for the share they

took in the success of the day ; as well as to Licut.-

Cols. Nisbet, Abercrombie, Gunning, and Clark;

Majors Butler, Williams, Bruce, Tupper, Spend-

love. Smelt, and Mitchel ; and the rest of the

officers and soldiers who, by remarkable ef-
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General Howe was entrusted with the enterprise. With two thousand

men he crossed at noon to Moulton's Point, embraced within the present

Navy Yard.-' As soon as the boats could cross a second time, General

Pigot, his second in command, moved slowly to the left, throwing out

strong flanking parties upon the redoubt. Up to this time his men had

been under the cover of the bold hill at Moulton's Point. While Howe
waited for his second party, he had reconnoitred the position so far as to

forts of courage and gallantry, overcame every doubt and strong-hold on the Heights of Charles

disadvantage and drove the rebels from their re- Town and gained a complete victory." The same

=t- Ctn..^

\j'UA/^ ^^f^-^

J''
^ ffcy-y^i ^d i. ((.r^uu,^ Q^u^ ^U^u^ i^^it'

id^x- 0ulJi, ^'tuJt eiUu, iSLnrf^ ^<M^-d,. Ljjtr^ ^uQiL^ /5 %.o^Xa.i' 4L

day a general order read: "A return of the ^ [The lower ship-house marks the beach

killed, wounded, and missing of the different where these troops left their boats. The rein-

Corps in the late action of the 17th to be given forcements landed in front of the present marine

in as soon as possible. The officers to be men- barracks. The " Falcon " ship of war covered

tioned nomanly [.' nominally] in these returns." the lauding at the points; and the " Lively," of

The orderly-books of Generals Gage and Howe twenty guns and one hundred and thirty men, was

are preserved among the Carleton papers in the anchored in front of the present Navy Yard, and

Royal Institution in London ; and extracts from covered the landings of the reinforcements,

them, made in 1S40, are in the Sparks MSS., Many of the slain were buried within the dock-

vol. xlv. — Ed.] yard enclosure.— Ed.]
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see that it might be possible to move along the shore of the Mystic River,

and thus attack the American entrenchments on the rear. From the marshy

point already spoken of, northward to the river,

the onl}- line of defence was what has long been ^*<'/>>t

popularly called the " rail-fence," erected by

Knowlton and his men, who had been sent out

by Prescott to cover his left flank. They had

protected themselves, in farmer fashion, by putting

up a line of rail-fence parallel with one already standing, and packing the

space between with new-mown ha)-. Howe's contempt for this unmilitary

breastwork cost him dear in the end. So soon as he was reinforced he

moved westward with his right wing along the river-side, while Pigot, with

the left wing, attempted the breastwork and redoubt.

All along the American lines the order had been given which the officers

remembered in the memoirs of Frederick's wars: "Wait till you can see

the whites of their eyes."' They were bidden, in the redoubt, to hold their

fire till the English came within eight rods. Pigot's men advanced slowly,

firing as they marched. Their shot passed over the heads of the Amer-
icans. It must be remembered that most of the Englishmen were as new
to battle as their enemies. Some eager soldiers in the American lines were

disposed to reply; but their officers even ran along the parapet and kicked

up their guns. Prescott told those who could hear him, that the " red-coats
"

would never reach the redoubt if they would obey him. Sure enough,

when the order to fire came, the issue was terrible. For a few minutes the

fire was returned, but for only a few. Pigot was obliged to order a retreat.

" He was staggered," says an English account at the time, " and retreated

by orders." Some of his men ran even to the landing. Burgoyne's letter,

written for publication,'-^ also says "he was staggered; " and reinforcements

were sent to him.

Howe's fate with the right wing was similar; but probably his com-

panies suffered more severely. They could not advance by any road, and

were obliged to climb the rail-fences which parted the fields, or to break

them down. Knowlton and Putnam were begging and commanding their

men not to fire. A single shot, intended to draw the enemy's fire, obtained

its end. Howe's companies fired like troops on parade, and fired too high.

When the word was given to the Connecticut men, the well aimed shots

from the rail-fence made terrible havoc ; the English wavered, broke, and

retreated. Many of the exultant American soldiers leaped over the fence

to follow them, and had to be held back by their officers.

Prescott praised and encouraged his men. Putnam rode back to Charles-

town Neck to urge on reinforcements. Men had been sent from Cam-

' Prince Charles, when he cut through the was remembered twelve years after ac the battle

Austrian army, in retiring from Jagcndorf, gave of Prague, when the general Prussian order was,

this order to his infantry :
" Silent, till you see " By push of bayonets ; no firing till you see the

the whites of their eyes." This was on May whites of their eyes."

22, 1745 ; and this order, so successful that day, ^ Addressed to Lord Stanley.
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bridge, who dared not cross the Neck, raked as it

was by the fire of English vessels in the river/'^

At Howe's command, meanwhile, Burgoync, who
was in the English battery on Copp's Hill,^ set fire

to Charlestown with red-hot shot.* Howe prob-

ably supposed that the houses were cover for

American soldiers. But, in fact, Prescott had few

if any men to spare outside of his works.

Howe re-formed his broken lines after some
pause ; sent to Boston for proper balls for his

field-pieces;-'' and, under the smoke and fire of

1 [This bit of writing represents, perhaps, the only relic like it

of the battle-field. It was seemingly written hastily, with whatever
might serve for a pen, on a slip of paper torn from the margin of a

book, and was not long ago found among some loose papers at the

State House. Joseph Ward was of Newton, was made an aid by
General Heath on the day following Le.\ington, and at this time

/ -^ Ci

was aid to General Ward; and so distinguished himself at Bunker

Hill that when his conduct was subsequently reported to Wash-
ington, he gave him a pair of pistols, which are now owned by Mr.

D. Ward A portrait of him is in the possession of R. R. Bishop
;

and a miniature by Dunkelery, 1789, is owned by Mrs. Osgood of

Cohasset. (Drake's Landmarks of Middlesex, p. 349.) He con-

tinued to be General Ward's aid when this General commanded
later in Boston, and his signatures to official documents, written

under less exciting circumstances, indicate a good penman. Dr.

Smith iu his Hisl. ofXtiatoii, p. 343, says that Ward was, in 1775,

a master in one of the Boston schools, and, seeing the troops in

motion on April 19, left the town for Newton, where he got a gun
and hastened to Concord. On June 17 he "rode over Charles-

town Neck, through a cross-fire of the enemy's batteries, to exe-

cute an order for General Ward."— Ed.]
'^ [Gage was afterward blamed for not putting his gun-boats

on the Mystic also.— Ed.]

2 [The defence on Copp's Hill, at the time of the battle, was

an earthwork made in part of barrels filled with sand, and mounted

si.x heavy guns and howitzers. — Ed.)
* (Dr. John C. Warren owns a small oil-painting which is sup-

posed to represent the burning of the town. An officer is direct-

ing an incendiary. Women are flying with affright. The story

usually goes that some men landed from the war-ships to assist in

starting the conflagration. The painting is thought to resemble

Trumbull's style. Dr. H. J. Bigelow found it many years ago.

Libelled as a Trumbull and called " The Burning of Charlestown,"

in a dealer's shop in Boston, and gave it to Dr. J. Mason War-
ren.— Ed.]

° But never got them. The master of ordnance was " making
love to the school-master's daughter." The guns were served

with grape.
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the burning town, moved to the attack a second time. Tlic result in both

attacks was the same as before. Colonel Prescott thought it even more

destructive than at first. The officers remonstrated ; even goaded the men

with their swords. The dead in some cases lay within a few yards of the

works. Putnam said :
" I never saw such carnage." Howe, who had pro-

mised his men to march at their head, held his promise. He bore a

charmed life. Three times he was left alone. In the several attacks made

by his column, one compan)- of the Mfty-second lost every man as killed

or wounded. The luiglish broke so completely that the fugitives filled

the boats. For a considerable time no further attack was made. Many of

the American officers thought the day was their own ; but the regiments

ordered from Cambridge, to reinforce them, did not arrive. After the battle

several officers were tried for cowardice on account of their slowness in

bringing relief at this time. Howe sent for reinforcements. Four hundred

marines, under Small, were sent to him; and with them came General

Clinton. Hut for this help he would have lost the battle.'

Howe now, for the first time, bade his men lay aside their knapsacks,

move in columns, and trust to the bayonets. More important was the

discovery w-hich he had made, with a soldier's eye, that the north end of

the breastwork was uncovered, and his resolution to advance his field-pieces

fin- enough to rake it. lie made this his object now, only demonstrating

against the terrible fence on the American left, without approaching it;

and, with these skilful dispositions, moved forward on both attacks for the

thiril time. The}' were wholly successful. Howe himself led the attack-

on the breastwork. Prescott recognized him, and was soldier enough to

know it would succeed ; but he held and encouraged his men. F"ew of

them had three rounds of powder left, but he instructed them to hold

their fire till the British were within twenty yards. This they did, and

the enemy faltered under the volley,"^ but reached the ramparts and

were sheltered b}' them. Pitcairn, commanding the marines, was here

mortally wounded. As, man by man, the Englishmen struggled over the

redoubt,^ Howe's artillery swept the breastwork which ran from it. His

1 [Dr. John Jeffries crossed with the rein- The Regulars heard it, turned about, charged

forcements of four hundred men that Gage sent their bayonets, and forced the entrenchments."

— Ed.]
•'' Lord Rawdon, who was one of them,

and was afterward po]nilarly and probably

incorrectly said to have carried the colors,

was afterward Earl of Moira, governor of

India from 1812 to iSiS, and a favorite of

George IV.

over. See iV. E. Hist, and Gmcal. Reg., Jan. [The reader is referred to the frontispiece

1861, p. 15.— Ed.] for what is considered a contemporary view of

- [General Greene, writing from the Ro.vbury the battle, as seen from Beacon Mill. The

Camp the next day (June iS), speaks of the re- original sketch is in the possession of Dr. Tho-

pulse the third time, and adds a bit of camp mas Addis Emmet, of New Vork, and was first

gossip :
" It is thought thev would have gone off, brought to the attention of the public in Harpers

but some of the Provincials imprudently called Moitl/ilw in 1875.

out to their officers that their powder was gone. The designer for the cut followed a careful

fiJ<f
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leading companies soon passed round its northern end. Prescott, to avoid

being shut in, gave the order to retreat. Most of his men' had fired every

round of powder.

The retreating men passed between two successful English columns,

which hardly dared fire, however, as their own friends were mingled with

their enemies. Yet Warren was killed at this juncture, Gridley wounded,

as was Bridge, also, for the second time.

The rail-fence, where Stark commanded, had not been attacked seri-

ously

tracing of it which was kindly lent by Mr,

The men here held their ground, and covered the retreat of their

Benson J. Lossing.

The spectator is supposed to be on Beacon

Hill, one hundred and thirty-eight feet above the

sea, and the higher hill. Bunker Hill, beyond

which the white smoke rises, is one hundred

and ten feet high, and a little less than a mile

and a half distant. Breed's Hill, where the re-

doubt is, is sixty-two feet above the sea. The

two summits were one hundred and thirty rods

apart.

Frothingham, Sie^e of Boston, p. 121, gives a

profile view of the Chavlestown peninsula at this

time, copied from a contemporary drawing. It

is reproduced by Lossing in his Field-Book, and

in Bryant and Gay's United States, iii. 377. The
Pennsylvania Magazine, September, 1775, has a

folding " very elegant engraving of the late battle

at Charlestown, June 17, 1775," as the title-page

describes it. Barnard's Ne-w Complete and Au-

thentic History of England has a " view of the

attack on Bunker's Hill, with the burning of

.AULK lUt UAl ILL.

The annexed cut is from the same source.

The redoubt is seen on the top of the hill ; and

of the broken fences a British account says:

" These posts and rails were too strong for the

columns to push down, and the march was so

retarded by getting over them, that the next

morning they were found studded with bullets,

not a hand's breadth from each other."

These sketches were taken for Lord Rawdon,

then on Gage's staff, and remained in the pos-

session of his descendants till the dispersion of

the late Marquis of Hastings's library, when

they were bought by Dr. Emmet.

Charlestown, June 17, 1775;" drawn by Mr.

Millar; engraved by Lodge (iii X 8 inches).

There is a view of the hill-top, with the monu-

ment erected on Bunker Hill by the Freemasons

to the memorv of Warren in 1794, in the Analectic

Magazine, March, 1S18; and it is reproduced in

the Mass. Htst. Soc. Proc., 1875, p. 65. A view of

the monument only is given in Snow's History

of Boston, p. 309 ; and one is also given in the

frontispiece of the present volume. Other early

views of the battle are described in Winsor's

Readers' Handbook of the American Revolution,

p. 5S.— Ed.1
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less successful comrades. They were withdrawn in regular order, after the

fugitives from the redoubt passeil them. At the summit of Hunker Hill,

Putnam attempted to rally the army behind the works he had been building.

He stood by a cannon till the bayonets

were almost upon him
; but the retreat

could not be checked, and the English

troops in triumph took possession of the

hill about five o'clock in the afternoon.

Clinton advised Howe to push on to

Cambridge. Ward, on his part, dreadetl such an attack ; but Howe satis-

fied himself with turning two field-pieces on the retiring enemy.

Prescott was mad with disappointment. He reported to Ward, and told

him that with three fresh regiments, with ba\'onets and powder, he would

take the hill again ; but Ward was only too w ell pleased if he were left

without attack.' Ward knew, what he would not tell to any man even to

save his reputation, that he had in store that day only si.xty-nine hundred

pounds of powder,— not half a pound for every soldier in his command.

It was hardly an hour and a half between the first attack and the victo-

rious capture of the summit of Bunker Hill. In that period the attacking

force had lost two hundred and twenty-four killed, and eight hundred and

thirty wounded. If, as Gage said, he had about two thousand men in tlie

attack, this would have been a loss of more than one half the force ; but in fact

his full force was somewhat larger than this. Of the killed and wounded,

one hundred and fifty-seven were officers. The American loss was one

hundred and fift)' killed, two hundred and seventy wounded, and thirty taken

prisoners.-

The im[)rcssion then made on Howe and Clinton governed them through

the war. They never again led troops against intrenched men. It will be

found thus that this first battle, in the terrible lesson it taught, was really

the battle decisive of the seven years which followed.^ We now know that

the English officers thought their privates misbehaved. It is certain that

In many instances they ran, — even to their boats. But when one reads that

every man was killed or wounded in one company, he does not ask many
questions as to the courage of the survivors. Burgoyne says in a private

letter to Lord Rochford : "All the woimds of the officers were not received

' [The apprehension that the resuh of the cave of their wounds, or any resting place but

battle would instigate Gage to send a force to the pavements, until the ne.xt day, when they ex-

disperse the Provincial Congress, is shown by changed it for the jail, since which we hear they

an order passed at Watertown, June 18, direct- are civilly treated."— Abigail Adams to John
ing the secretary to look after the records and Adams, July 5, 1775. The Congress at Water-

papers of that body, and to have a horse ready town, June 27, 1775, requested General Thomas
"for that purpose in any emergency." {A/assa- "to supply our wounded friends in Boston, pris-

chusclts Amhk'cSy cxx.\viii. p. 159.) "It is ex- oners, with fresh meat, in case he can convey

pected they will come out over the Neck to-night, it to them and to them only."— Massachusetis

and a dreadful battle must ensue."— Abigail Archives, cxxxviii. p. 174. — Ed.]

Adams to John Adams, June 18, 1775.— Kn ]
•' [Creasy, Decisive Baltics of the IVffrM,gives

^ ["Our prisoners were brought over to the Saratoga that pre-eminence; but Washington at

Long Wharf, and there lay all night, without any once recognized the importance of Bunker Hill.

VOL. III. — 12.
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from the enemy; " but he begs that this shall not pass, e\-cn in a whisper,

to any but the king.

All that night and all the next day, carts, wagons, and chaises, bearing

wounded men, were passing from the wharves to hospitals, barracks, and

lodging-houses. The tradition of the next generation told ghastly stories

of blood trickling on the pavement from the wagons which bore wounded

men.

A hot summer followed upon this battle-day, which was the hottest of all.

Washington, on July 3, beneath the now historic elm, took the command of

the American army, and made his headquarters for a few days in the house

belonging to the president of the college ; he then moved them to the famous

mansion now the home of Longfellow. The blockade b)- land became closer

than ever. Privateers audaciously cut off vessels approaching with stores.^

While (cw of those events passed which work their way into general history,

or even light up historical novels, the diaries and letters of the time show

that there was not a week without its subject for excitement or, at least,

conversation.'-^

On July 12, Major Greaton, of Roxbury, burned the hay which the

English had made on Long Island. On the twentieth, Major Vose of

Heath's regiment dismantled and burned the light-house, and made a raid

on Point Shirle\-. Another party, under Major Tupper, afterward drove off

the force which tried to rebuild it.^ On July 11, Lee, in Cambridge, began a

correspondence with Burgoyne ; the first in a series of flirtations with old

loves, which ripened into treason. Desertions from Gage's army, which on

October 10 became Howe's, were not frequent. Howe says that the\- lost

' [Washington early commissioned (October,

775) Joli" Manly as captain, who sailing from

Marblehead in the schooner " Lee," in No-

vember, 1775, captured military stores, which

soon were in the Cambridge Camp. Washing-

ton had not long before written to Congress

that the "fortunate capture of an ordnance ship

would give new life to the camp." Manly died

in 1793, in his house at the North End. There

is a portrait of him in Preble's History of the

Flag.— Ed.] The earliest commission to priva-

teers is dated September 2.

2 " They carry off cattle under the guns of

the fleet." — Earl Percy to his father.

3 [The light-house, at this time standing at the

harbor's entrance, was the original structure of

1716, modified somewhat by repairs in 1757,

when it had been injured by fire. It became,

early in the siege, an object of concern for both

sides ; and more than one expedition, conducted

by the Provincials, destroyed the destructible

parts of it. Washington, in general orders,

.A-ug. I, 1775, thanked Major Tupper and his

men "for gallant and soldier-like behavior in

possessing themselves of the enemy's posts at

the light-house."

Details of various e.xploits in the harbor will

be found in Frothingham's Siege of Boston, p. 1 10

;

Evaaiatioii Memorial, p. 142; Pattee's History

of Braintree and Qiiiiuy. In the Massachu-

setts Archives, c.\,\xviii., are various state-

ments of depredations of the Regulars upon
stock and other property upon the islands.

Such a schedule of property thus lost, by

Joshua Henshaw of Boston, is at p. 415 of

that volume. Major John Phillips, who
was commander of the Castle from 1759, h.id

surrendered the charge on Hutchinson's order,

which in the summer of 1770 took it from the

care of the Province and placed it in the keep-

ing of the troops. The same officer was later

made fort-major of the fortress. Mass. Hist.

Soc. Proc, February, 1872, p. 207. After the

evacuation, Sept. i, 1776, Lieut.-Colonel Revere
was directed by General Heath to take command
of Castle Island. .\'. F.. Hist, and Geneal. Re^.,

July, 1S76. — Ed.|
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but thiit}--thrcc men b)- desertion through the seven months after April 19.

Of every one of these desertions the American accounts give some detail.

Each deserter had his romance with which to gild his reception. One of

them, in July, said that Gage had but nine hundred men well enough to be

under arms.^

A prix'ate note from Putnam to Moncrieffe, an old fellow-soldier, accom-

panies a present of fresh meat, wliich Moncriefte loyally sent to the hos-

pitals. Before August was over. Gage was glad to renew the treaty for

sending out the poor civilians from Boston ; and he and Howe sent out

several parties after this time. It will be remembered, however, that Boston

was still a town of gardens, and that the people were not imused to pro-

viding their own summer vegetables from their own land. Gage made the

admiral send marauding expeditions up and down the coast for sheep and

other provisions ; but even a raid of a thousand sheep went but little way
in feeding twenty thousand hungry people.^

Dr. Andrew Eliot, who remained in town, in a letter of July 31, thanks

his parishioner, Daniel Parker, for two quarters of fresh mutton which he

had sent from Salem. He distributed broth from it to thirty or forty sick

people. The writer of these lines, at this late day, expresses the thanks of

his great-great-grandmother for her share. At an auction sale of oxen and

sheep, picked up on the coast by the marauding navy, cattle brought from

fifteen to thirty-four pounds, and sheep thirty shillings and upwards. To the

Patriots these prices seemed enormous. As early as July the English had
begun to kill their milch cows, and the beef was sold at forty or fifty cents

the pound. In the winter a camp-follower named Winifred McOwen re-

ceived one hundred lashes for killing the town bull and selling the beef^

So soon as the Government received Gage's account of Bunker Hill he

was recalled. It was under the pretence that he was to be sent back in

the next spring; but really he was disgraced, and he was never appointed

to command again.'* Howe took the command. He and Gage had both

recommended that Boston should be abandoned and New York taken in-

stead. Lord Dartmouth, for the Government, expressed the same idea as

' [We have no estimate of the desertions - " And what have you got, by all )-our

from the American camp, but the British orderly- designing,

book notes their occurrence. This from Adju- But a town, without dinner, to sit down
tant Waller's

:
— and dine in .> "— Ballad of the Tiiiu.

"8 July, ,775. The advanced sentries not to suffer
^ [Fo^S^ became scarce by midsummer in

those of the rebels during the night to come forward from '775- We find m Waller's orderly-book :
—

their day posts
;

if they see them advance, they must call .. „ j„,j,, .^^ ^he officers of the army are desired (o
and order them to return to the.r former station, which if 3,„d ,,,^1, horses to grass at Chariestown, as they cannot
they d.sobey, the senlr.es are u.,med.ately (o mform the ^, present be supplied with forage."
corjioral of Die guard of their having come forward : but
they are not to fire unless they see occasion in (heir own Major Donkin, in his Military Collections,

defence, or to alarm the guard. The advanced guards and p. 1
1 3, says :

" Csesar, in the African war, fed his
sentries are to fire on any of the rebels they perceive en- cavalry w'ith sea-wrack, or iingle, washed well in
deavonng to prevent deserters coming in." ^ , , ™, . .

, , 1 i „. k'' fresh water. This might have been a good sub-

Lists of deserters from Massachusetts regi- stitutc for hay at Boston, which was very scarce

ments for the later period, 1777-S0, are in Mass. in 1775."— Ed.]
Rnvliitionary Rolls, i.\. But these men did not, * [Gage sailed for England, Oct. 10, 1775.

like the English, pass over to tlie enemy. — Ed.] Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, 1S76, p. 316. General W.
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early as September. When Howe was afterward asked why he did not then

abandon Boston, he said he had no transports ; but he had as many in Octo-

ber as he had in the next Marcli, when the evacuation came.'

A census, taken by Gage's order in July, showed a civilian population of

6,573. The army was then 13,500 strong. The privates were a wretched

set. The sternest discipline did not keep them in order. Irish in large

numbers, Scotch, German, and English were cooped up together. Thefts,

robberies, and nameless insults were daily perpetrated. As early as the si.xth

of June, Waller's orderly-book contains this order: "The commanding offi-

cer [Percy] observes such profligacy and dissipation and want of subordi-

nation, that he orders a roll to be called four times a day." In a week,

—

" he is sorry to take notice that the tents and camp furniture are in the

most shameful and filth}- condition." Drunkenness and licentiousness were

not checked by such punishments as eight hundred and a thousand lashes,

inflicted by order of courts-martial. Five hundred lashes were very frequent.

Indeed, the cat was in use daily. Winifred McOwen, the woman spoken of

above as killing the bull, was sentenced to receive her hundred lashes on

the bare back, in the most public places of the town.

The civilian population was steadily decreasing by death, and the occa-

sional parties sent out by the English generals.^ On September 27 news

came of a change of the admiral, and of more reinforcements. In October,

so anxious was the dread of attack, that for several nights the army was held

in readiness to resist it. As winter came on, many houses before exempted

were seized for barracks. As late as November 9, some of the regiments

were under canvas. On November 19 a ship arrived with fowls, sheep, etc.,

probably the only arrival of the large stores of this kind shipped from

England. Late in November, Manly, in an American privateer, took the

" Nancy," an ordnance ship, with large stores of ammunition. Howe wrote

home that now the rebels had the means to burn the town he was afraid

they would do so, and the contemporary correspondence is full of propo-

sals " to smoke out the pirates."

The " pirates " made themselves as comfortable as they could. Some of

the old historical buildings were burned for firewood,— Winthrop's house,

alas! among them, and no one, in a hundred and fifty years, had made a

picture of it. Some of the grenadiers were quartered in the W'est Church.

Two regiments of infantry were in Brattle Street meeting-house,'^ and in

H. Sumner married a niece of Gage, and came 1775, forbidding specie, beyond five pounds, to

into possession of an original portrait of him, be carried out of Boston by any one departing,

which he had engraved for his ffistory of East — Ed.]

Boston, and bequeathed to the State. It is now ^ [It is but a few years since this old land-

in the State Library.— Ed.] mark disappeared, which
1 [Howe kept up an occasional cannonading;

1.1 , .u 1 • ^ c " Wore on its bosom, as a bride might do,
but he made no threatening movement for a „, . , . • u- u .1 1, 1 .1, •>° The iron breastpin which the rebels threw,
month, till, November 9, he sent a raiding party

to Lechmere point to steal cattle, which failed as Holmes phrases it. The ball, thrown from the

of its purpose. Moore's Diary of the American Cambridge shore, hit the front and fell to the

Rn-oliition, i. i65.— Ed.] pavement, and was subsequently picked up and
- [Howe issued a proclamation, October 28, lodged in the place where it struck. A model
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the sugar-house adjoining it. " The pillars saved " the church from being

a riding school, as the record says with reference to the " Pillar of fire."

The Old South meeting-house was used for a riding school by the Seven-

teenth Dragoons. The officers still had their horses, and the)- got up

sleighing parties within the narrow limits of the town, as winter closed in.'

The king's birthday was celebrated with enthusiasm. Even Patriots still

pretended that it was the ministry they were fighting, and drank the health

of the king, who was really their most bigoted enemy. The Patriot gentle-

men made a point of maintaining the most sedulous outward courtesy to

the officers of their king. l'\aneuil Hall was at first used as a storehouse

for furniture and other property; but it was cleaned out for a theatre when

General Burgoyne, and his friends among the officers, needed it for that

purpose. In September they performed Zara, a tragedy translated from

Voltaire, and not jx-t wholly forgotten, thanks to Miss Edgeworth's Helen.

Burgoyne wrote the prologue and epilogue. The female parts were taken

by Boston young ladies, whose names have not come down to us. The play

was repeated several times, the profits being devoted to the widows and

children of the soldiers. Burgoyne has the credit of writing another play.

The Blockade of Boston, which was performed after he had sailed for home.

It was on January 8, when this play was in full progress, and an actor

ridiculing General Washington was on the stage, that a sergeant rushed

in, crying: "The Yankees are attacking the works on Bunker Hill." This

seemed a part of the play, till the highest officer present, an aide-de-camp,-

ordered, "Officers to their posts !
" The play was at an end. Major Knowl-

ton, who had commanded at the rail-fence on the day of the battle, had

renewed his visit to Bunker Hill, burned a bakehouse and some other

buildings, and carried off several prisoners.'^ The Patriot ladies, who had

refused to go to the pla}-, made merry over the misadventures of their less

squeamish sisters, who had to come home, frightened, without their gallant

escorts.

General Sullivan had attempted this raid the week before, but had been

disappointed because the ice was not strong enough to bear his men. The

mildness of the winter caused constant annoyance to Washington, who was

now provided with ammunition, and was eager to cross the ice on the Back

Bay and attack the town. He had insulted it by floating batteries once or

twice, but with no serious attack."* Why Howe, fairly crowded as he was,

had never renewed his own plan for taking Dorchester Heights, does not

appear; but in February, 1776, he writes to Lord Dartmouth: '—
of the old meeting-house, showing the ball in * [.\bigail Adams writes, Oct. 21, 1775: "A
place, is now in the gallery of the Historical So- floating battery of ours went out two nights ago,

ciety.— Ed.| and moved near the town, and then discharged

i Hon. J. T. Austin's MS. notes. their guns. Some of the balls went into the

^ Not General Howe, as an exaggerated tra- Workhouse ; some through the tents in the Com-

dition has it. mon ; and one through the sign of the Lamb

^ [See contemporary accounts given in Tavern."— Ed.]

Moore's Diary of the American Revolution, \. ^ JIS. despatch, preserved in the state-paper

193,199.— Ed.] office, London.
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" It being ascertained that the enemy intended to take possession of Dorchester

Height or Neck, a detachment was ordered from Castle WiUiara on the 13th of Feb-

ruary under the command of Lieut.-Colonel Leslie, and another of grenadiers and light

infantry commanded by Major Musgrave, with directions to pass on ice, and destroy

every house and every kind of cover on that peninsula,— which was executed, and six

of the enemy's guard taken prisoners."

From this despatch it appears that the ice had at last formed, for which

Washington had been waiting. He at once called a council of war, and

urged an assault on the town by crossing over the ice from Cambridge and

Roxbury; but his field-officers generally were unfavorable to the enter-

prise, much to Washington's disgust and hardly concealed indignation, and

he therefore reluctantly abandoned it. In its place he made immediate

dispositions to seize Dorchester Heights and to take Noddle's Island, now

known as East Boston. He asked the government of Massachusetts to call

out the militia of the neighborhood. This was done, and ten regiments

were called in. Washington himself says :
" These men came in at the ap-

pointed time, and manifested the greatest alertness and determined resolu-

tion to act like men engaged in the cause of freedom."

Preparations were at once made by General Ward, at Roxbur)', in col-

lecting fascines, and what in the military language of that day were called

" chandeliers," a kind of foundation for the fascines, with which were to be

built the works on Dorchester Heights. The ground was supposed to be

frozen too hard for entrenching. On Saturday, Sunday, and Monday nights,

March 2, 3, and 4, 1776, a cannonading was kept up from Cobble Hill,

Lechmere's Point, and Lamb's Dam in Roxbury, to divert the attention of

the English troops and drown the noise of carts crossing the frozen ground.

As soon as the firing began on Monday evening. General Thomas moved

from Roxbury to South Boston with twelve hundred men. To deaden the

noise of the wagons the men strewed the road with straw, and wound

wisps about the wheels. Before morning they had thrown up formidable

works. The English of the fleet and of the army were entirely surprised

when that morning broke, for a dense fog had favored the Americans at their

work. On Tuesday evening, intending to storm the newly built works,

Howe sent down three thousand men under Percy to the Castle, to attack

on that side; but while his troops were embarking from the island a violent

storm came up, which lasted till eight o'clock the next day and wholly

broke up the design. Before night of the si.xth, evacuation was determined

on. Percy's letter to his father, of that date, says :
" It is determined to

evacuate this town. I believe Halifax is to be our destination." He then

knew, and Howe had determined, that the works on Dorchester Heights

were not to be stormed. "An officer of distinction," in Almon's Remem-
brancer at the same date, says :

" We are evacuating the town with the

utmost expedition, and are leaving behind half our worldly goods. Adieu !

I hope to embark in a few hours."

From hour to hour, however, Thomas was strengthening his works, which
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GENERAL HENRY KNOX.^

were now much stronger and better provided than were Prescott's works at

Bunker HilL Knox's Ticonderoga cannon were Hkely to be in good service.

' [A likeness of Kno.\ is prefixed to the Life

of him by Samuel A. Drake. A photogravure

of what is called the panel likeness of Knox, by
Stuart, is given in Mason's Stuart, p. 211. The
Knox papers, left to the New England Historic

Genealogical Society by the late Admiral
Thatcher, grandson of the general, are now ar-

ranged in fifty-five folio volumes, to which an

index is preparing. A brief account of the papers

(l 1,464 in all), prepared by the Rev. E. F. Slafter,

has been printed by the society.

Kno.x played an important part in the siege

by conducting the expedition from Cambridge to

Ticonderoga to get some of the cannon which

had fallen into Ethan Allen's and Arnold's hands

by the capture of that post, and which Washing-

ton needed to put in his batteries, and which were

opportunely at hand when the heights at Dor-

chester Neck were to be fortified. Knox's diary

of this expedition is in the iV. E. Hist, and

Getieal. Reg., July, 1876. An inventory of the

cannon, made Dec. 10, 1775, is given in Drake's
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Had the attack been made, Washington relied upon Thomas to hold the

Heights, and he would himself have assaulted Boston on the western side as

soon as the English troops were engaged at South Boston. He had, at the

mouth of the Charles River, two divisions of troops in readiness, numbering

four thousand men, under the command of Greene and of Sullivan. Greene's

di\ision was to have landed near where the Massachusetts General Hospital

grounds now are, and Sullivan's further south at the powder house, and to

seize the hill on the Common. If the\- were successful, these divisions were

to unite, march upon the English works at the Neck, and let in the troops

from Roxbury. Three floating batteries were to clear the way in advance

for their landing.

Washington thought well of this enterprise, and the troops would

have certainly been well led ; but it will never be known how far this

attack of four thousand men, who were to row two miles and land under

fire from the English batteries, would have succeeded.

It was only twelve months after Warren's last address in the Old South.

Washington, in his general orders, alludes to the anniversary of the Massacre.^

But as the English did not attack on their side, the American attack did

not take place. Thomas kept on strengthening his works. Washington

regarded this fortification as on!}- preliminary to taking Nook's Hill. This

hill was the extreme northwest part of South Boston, and commanded the

south end of Boston proper. It is now wholly dug away.^

The details were made for the occupation of this lesser hill on the night

of the ninth. It was, so to speak, the Breed's Hill of Dorchester,— the

eminence nearer to the town. But on the eighth Howe sent out a flag of

truce, with a letter signed by John ScoUay, Timothy Newell, Thomas Mar-

shall, and Samuel Austin, the selectmen of the town. It was addressed

to nobody, for Howe had made a point that these gentlemen should not

address " His Excellency George Washington," as they wished to do. The

letter stated officially that Howe had assured them that he was making his

preparations to withdraw, and that he would not injure the town unless he

was molested in withdrawing. Washington would not answer. Colonel

Learned, who received the paper, sent back a message that Washington

would take no notice of it; that it was an unauthcnticated paper, not obli-

gatory upon General Howe. This was all the communication which passed ;

but it was enough. The Patriots were only too glad to have the "pyrates"

Cincinnati Soci<'ty, p. 544. See also Drake's Life ' [While this fortifying was going on at Dor-

of Knox, p. 175; \\\f> Landmarks of Middlesex, Chester Neck, a scene of solemnity, not unmi.xed

p. 1 54 ; Frothingham's Siege of Boston, p. 295. with ludicrous associations, took place at Water-

After the war Knox became a resident, for a town. A meeting of the citizens of Boston had

time, of Boston, and occupied the Copley house been legally warned to listen there to an anniver-

on Beacon Hill. The mansion which he built, sary oration on the Massacre. The Rev. Peter

later, at Thomaston, Me., is figured in Scrihner's Thacher delivered it, and the audience of sup-

Monthlv, ix. 616. A brother of General Knox posable Bostonians applauded it.— Ed.]

(Thomas Knox) was the first keeper of Boston ^ [It is shown on Pelham's ma]5, of which a

Light, when it was rebuilt after the war. Car- heliotype is given in the Introduction to this

ter's Summer Cruise, p. 24.— Ed.] volume, — there called " Foster's Hill."— Ed.]
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BY HIS EXCELLENCY

embark; and nothing woukl liavc justified an\' loss of life or of property in

hurrying thcni.' On the 7th Manlj- took two more provision ships in the

bay, and carried them into

the harbor of Cape Ann.

On Saturday night, the

S' ^il;:;: T^J'z williamhowe,
three men who had made

a fire 'on Nook's Hill.

Sunday and Monda)' the

boniljardnient continued.

On the next Sunday
morning, the 17th, Howe,

with his whole ami)',

MAJOR GENERAL, ^c.^c.^c.

AS Lmnen and WooTen Goods arc Articles

much wanted by the Rebels, and would

aid and aflift them in their Rebellion, the Com-
sailed in seventy-eight mandcr m Chief expects that all good ^ubjcc^ti

vessels. The total num- will ufe their utmoft Endeavors to have all tiub

Articles convey'd from this Place: Any who have

notOpportunity to convey ^heirGoods undi-r th. 11

own Care, may deliver them on Board the Mb
nerva at Hubbard's Wharf, to Crcati Bruff\ l^fq;

mark'd with their Names, who will give a Ccrt:f'-

catc of the Delivery, and will oblige himltlf t'l

return them to the Owners, all unavoidable Ac-

cidents accepted.

If after this Notice any Perfon fccretcs or keeps

in his Poflcflion fucii Ankles, he will be trtuied

ber of officers and men,

on his returns, was eight

thousand nine hundred

and six. The refugees

who accompanied him

were nine hundred and

twenty-four more, who

registered their names at

Halifax, and some two

hundred who made no is a Favourer of Rebels.

registry there. In more

than one case, after the

fleet had come out into

the bay, a sea-sick Tory's wife begged her husband to put back ; and, by

this chance, her family landed on the shore of Massachusetts, to be pro-

genitors of sturdy Republicans, and not, as might have been, of Nova

Scotians, loyal to Victoria.

Boflon, MAtchiotb. i776

HOWF.'S PROCL.'VM.ATION.'

' "Last Friday," writes Major fucLiIi .Mdcn

to his father, " the selectmen of Boston sent out a

letter to General Washington, to desire him not to

molest General Ilowe when he quit the town, as

they had assurance from him that he would leave

the town standing, and all private property. Ky
their [the enemy's] motions, it looks as if they

were determined to cjuit. They have loaded every

vessel in the harbor, but what their design is

we do not know. It is generally thought that

they are not determined to go, but to make us

think so until thev can get reinforcements. We
are making all preparations against them that we
possibly can, and keep a better lookout than

usual. General Washington's answer to the

selectmen of Boston was, as there was nothing

VOL. III. — 13.

liinding from General Howe, he should pay no

regard to his promises to them."
- (This is a reduced facsimile of an original

broadside in the ^[assachusetts Historical So-

ciety's Library, and indicates the measures in

preparation for the evacuation. Crean Brush

was an Irishman who had gained notoriety in

New York politics. Under cover of this procLv

mation, he broke open stores and dwellings, and

conveyed the plunder to the " Minerva." He
was captured on board his vessel after the evacu-

ation, and lodged in Boston jail, where, in 1777,

he was joined by his wife; .and, in a disguise

w hich her garments furnished, he escaped, \ov.

5, 1777, and fled to New York. See the Evacua-

tion Afemorial, p. 164- — El).]
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WASHINGTON AT DORCUKSTER HIH

' ^This portrait of " Washington at Dorches-

ter Heights," as it is called, was painted by Stu-

art in nine days, in 1806, following the so-called

Athena:um head, which was depicted twenty

years later than the event it is here made to coin-

memorate. The story of this larger picture, told

in Mason's Sliiar/, p. 103, is as follows : Win-
stanley, the painter, brought to Boston a copy

which he had made in London of the Lansdonne
likeness of Washington, painted just before the

Athenaeum head. Mr. Samuel Parkman ad-

vanced the copyist some money on this canvas,

which, not being redeemed, was offered by him
to the town for its acceptance. At the meeting

when this offer was made, a blacksmith objected

to the town's receiving a copy after Stuart, when
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vi^-^<v

the artist lived among them and could give an

original. This seemed a pertinent objection, and

Mr. Parkman commissioned Stuart to paint the

larger picture, which was then accepted by the

town, and remained for many years in Faneuil

Hall. It is now in the Art Museum. Before

painting it, Stuart worked out the design on

a smaller canvas,— or it is so claimed; and a

"small full-length," sold by Stuart to Isaac P.

Davis, and now owned by Mr. Ignatius Sar-

gent, of Brookline, is called this sketch. Ma-
son's Stuart, p. 105.— Ed.]

' [The annexed facsimile is of a jien-and-ink

sketch made by Kosciusko at Yallcv Forge in

1777. Alden was born in Duxbury, Oct. 3, 1750;

was ensign in Cotton's regiment in 1775; lieu-

tenant in Bailey's in 1776; later, captain and

brevetted major, after service throughout the

war. Francis S. Drake's Memorials of the So-

ciety of the Cincinnati of Massachusetts, p. 210,

of which Major Alden was president from 1829

till his death, in 1845. He was with his regiment

at Roxbury during the siege.

After the news came of the defeat of Mont-

gomery at Quebec, Colonel Learned, accompa-

nied by Alden, was sent 10 the British lines with

a flag of truce. Alden at another time accompa-

nied Colonel Tupper, under orders from Gen-
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The siege was ended; and Congress, March 25, 1776, ordered and had

struck a beautiful gold medal as a gift to Washington. It bears the mot-

toes : " Hostibus primo Fugatis," and " Bostonium Recuperatum." '

General Artemas Ward commanded the right wing of the American

army, and directed the work of fortifying Dorchester Heights. General

John Thomas carried out his orders with such resource and promptness

as made the work the wonder of the time. And yet to-day, if you should

ask ten Boston men, "Who was Artemas Ward?" nine would say he was

an amusing showman. If you asked, "Who was John Thomas?" nine

would say he was a flunky commemorated by Thackeray. On the site

of the fortification— ordered by Washington, directed by Ward, and built

by Thomas — is a memorial-stone which bears, not their names, but that

of the mayor of Boston who erected it. Such is fame !

-

C-^^Cayzc-L-^t!^ C3 /y^—^^

eral Thomas, in whale-boats, to dislodge some

British who had seized an island in Quincy Bay.

The enemy fled on their approach. There are

particulars about the Grape Island affair, and

the general alarm along the .southern shores of

the harbor, in Tlie Familiar Lcltcys of John

and Abigail Adams. — Ed.]

1 [A heliotype facsimile is given herewith.

Washington's reply to the letter of presentation

is given mfac-simile in Force's American Archives,

fourth series, v. 977. The die, made in France,

is still preserved, and coppers struck with it are

not uncommon ; but impressions taken since it

has been repaired can be distinguished by one

less leg of the horses'being discernible, and by

other marks. See Loubat's Medallic History

of the United States, and Snowden's Medals of

Washington; and particularly the description by

Mr. William S. Appleton in the Mass. Hist. Soc.

Proc, April, 1S74, P- 2S9. The original gold

medal had come down through the descendants

of Washington's elder brother ; and, after hav-

ing been buried, to escape capture during the

late civil war, in the cellar of an old mansion in

the Shenandoah Valley, a representative of the

family sold it in the spring of 1876 to fifty gen-

tlemen of Boston, headed by the Hon. Robert C.

Winthrop, who presented it, during the Centen-
nial ceremonies of March 17 of that year, to the

city, to be preserved in the Public Library, where,

with all the papers of attestation, it now is. See
Public Library Report of that year ; the F.vaciia-

tion Memorial, p. 25, where a steel outline-

engraving of it is given, from the plate used in

S])arks's Washington ; and Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc,

1S76, p. 230. The heliotype here given is from

an early silver copy, belonging to Dr. Samuel

A. Green.

There were eleven different medals struck in

Paris, between 1776 and 1786, commemorative of

events of the Revolution, and by order of Con-

gress. The French Government, acting, it is

said, under the prompting of Lafayette, pre-

sented the entire series, in silver, to Washington,

and the collection is known as " the Washington

medals;" and the same finally coming into the

hands of Daniel Webster, passed, after Webster's

decease, to the Hon. Peter Harvey, who pre-

sented them to the Massachusetts Historical

Society, where they now are. See the Proceed-

ings, April, 1874. — Ed.] " Bostonium " in later

Latin has given way to " Bostonia." The cari-

catures of the times speak of the people as

" Bostoneers."

- The admirable Centennial Address of Dr.

Ellis, and its full appendi.x, give very full mem-
oranda of the details of the siege and its re-

sults. [It may be worth while to note the sub-

sequent careers of the leading British generals.

Gage, after his return to England, became in-

conspicuous, and died April 2, 17S7. Howe's

subsequent career further south only gained for

him criticism and inquiry, till he returned to

England in 1777 (where he died in 1814); to be

succeeded by Clinton, who held the command
till 1782, when he in turn returned to England,

and died in 1795. Burgoyne's surrender at Sar-

atoga led to his detention in Boston and Cam-
bridge, from which he also returned to England,

to enter Parliament and advise a cessation of

hostilities, dying finally in 1792. Siege of Boston,

p. 334.— Ed.]
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES BY THE EDITOR.

Fail Reveke's Lanterns.— The story of

the lanterns has of late years attracted a good

deal of attention. Richard Uevens, the friend

with whom it is clainied Paul Revere had agreed

upon this method of notice, made record of it

/,

CO-^^;^

some time after in some minntes, which were not

brought to light till Mr. Frothingham printed

them in 1S49 (Siegi of Boston, p. 57). The De-

vens memorandum is also given in Wheildon's

Rd'ere's Signal Lanterns, p. 13, who discredits it

and disputes .some of Frothingham's statements.

In 1798, a letter from Revere to Dr. Belknap,

detailing the events just before Le.xington, was

printed in Mass. Hist. Coll., v. ; it may possibly

have been written a few, but probably not many,

years earlier. It has since been reprinted more

accurately in the same society's Proceedings, No-

vember, 1878, p. 371, from Revere's own man-

uscript, preserved in its cabinet. The storv

entered into all the histories; but first acquired

wide popularity when Mr. Longfellow, in 1863,

made it one of his Tales of a Wayside Inn, —
departing, however, in his spirited verse, some-

what from the historical record, since Revere

did not watch for the lanterns, and never reached

Concord. Meanwhile no particular discrimina-

tion had been made in the printed accounts as

to the edifice from which the lights were dis-

played. Both Devens and Revere had called it

the North Church. Dr. Eaton, in his Historical

Discourse of Christ Cliurcli, had made no men-
tion of the story in 1S24 as associated with that

church; and though a tradition remained to fi.\

upon that building the place of the signal's dis-

play, it was not publicly bruited till 1S73, when
the Rev. Dr. Henry Burroughs, its rector, in an
historical discourse, claimed the connection of

the incident with this church, and that Robert
Newman, who was then its se.xton, was the one
who hung out the lanterns at Revere's instiga-

tion. Drake's Landmarks, p. 214, about the same
time also gave the incident to Christ Church.
A movement ne.xt on the jiart of the city au-

thorities to commemorate the warning, by an in-

scription on this church, led to a protest, dated

Dec. 28, 1876, from Richard Frothingham, Tin-

Alarm on the Night of April 18, 1775, in which

he showed, as indeed Devens's account makes
clear, that other warnings had been given before

the lanterns were hung out, and which

they only confirmed. Mr. Frothingham

also claimed that the old .Xorth .Meet-

ing-house in North Square was the true

place of their dis])lay, — a building

which had been pulled down for fuel

during the siege. This position was
controverted by the Rev. John Lee Wat-
son in a letter in the Daily Advertiser,

July 20, 1876, which was subsequently

printed, with comments by Charles

Deane, in the Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, No-

vember, 1876; and separately, with a

later letter dated March, 1879, i" '"'"'/ Kevere's

Signals, New York, 1S80. In these, both writer

and commentator show conclusively that Christ

Church was known popularly as the North

Church, and they contend that it was from its

spire the lights were shown. Mr. Watson also

contends that the "friend" of Revere was a

Boston merchant, Mr. John Pulling, a warden of

the church; and that it was he who carried out

Revere's plan. Mr. W. W. Wheildon, in his

Paul Peivre's Signal Lanterns, 1S78, on the other

hand, reiterates the claiins of Newman, and, as

well as Drake, — Middlesex County, p. 117, and

Landmarks of Middlesex, p. 214, — supports the

Christ Church view.

The present appearance of Christ Church is

shown in Vol. II. p. 509. A tablet was placed

on its front Oct. 17, 1878, with this inscription:

" The signal lanterns of Paul Revere displayed

in the steeple of this Church, April 18, 1775,

warned the country of the march of the British

troops to Lexington and Concord." The orig-

inal spire was overthrown in the great gale of

1804, but a new one, built by Charles Bulfinch,

preserved the proportions of the old one ; this,

however, has been somewhat changed by the

placing of the clock, as will be seen by com-

paring the cut in Shaw's Description of Boston,

p. 257. Mr. H. W. Holland's William Dawes
and his Ride with Paul Revere, Boston, 1878,

sets forth the particular services, at the same

time, of Dawes.

Le.xington and Concord. — Percy wrote

a private letter the day after the fight, dated

Boston, April 20, 1775, in which he says, speak-

ing of his march :
" I advanced to a town about

twelve miles distant from Boston, before I could

get the least intelligence, as all the houses were
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shut up, and not the least appearance of an in-

habitant to be seen." Then, speaking of his

reaching Lexington, and training his cannon

upon the Provincials, to gain " time for the gren-

adiers and light companies to form and retire in

order," he says he " stopped the rebels for a

little time, who dispersed directly and endeav-

ored to surround us, for they were in great num-
bers, the whole country having been collected

for above twenty miles round." " When the re-

treat began," he adds, " I ordered the grenadiers

and light infantry to move off, covering them
with my brigade, and detaching strong flanking

parties, — which was absolutely necessary, as

the whole country we had to retire through was
covered with stone walls, and e.\tended a very

hilly strong country." He reports that they had
" expended almost every cartridge " when they

reached Charlestown, and had lost " 65 killed,

157 wounded, and 21 missing, beside one officer

killed, 15 wounded, and two wounded and taken

prisoners. . . . This, however, was nothing like

the number of which, from many circumstances,

I have reason to believe were killed of the

rebels." Of his adversaries he says :
" Whoever

looks upon them merely as an irregular mob
will find himself much mistaken. They have

men among them who know very well what they

are about, having been employed as rangers

against the Indians and Acadians ; and this

country, benig much covered with wood and
hilly, is very advantageous for their method of

fighting. Nor are several of their men void of

a spirit of enthusiasm, as we e.xperienced yester-

day ; for many of them concealed themselves in

houses, and advanced within ten yards to fire at

me and other officers, though they were morally

certain of being put to death. . . . You may de-

pend upon it that as the rebels have now had
time to prepare, they are determined to go
through with it ; nor will the insurrection here

turn out so despicable as it is perhaps imagined

at home. For my part I never believed, I con-

fess, that they would have attacked the King's

troops, or have had the perseverance I found in

them yesterday." These extracts are from a

ftu-simile of the letter kindly lent by the Kev.
E. G. Porter, of Lexington, supplied to him by
the Duke of Northumberland, the grand-nephew
of the Earl, The letter is more interesting than
Percy's official report to Gage of the same date,
which is printed in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, May,
1S76, p. 349.

The late Hon. Charles Hudson furnished to

the Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, January, 18S0, p. 315,
a paper on Pitcairn, whose name, because of his

alleged beginning of the contest at Lexington,
has been usually shrouded with obloquy; but he
is said to have been a fair-minded officer, much
esteemed by all. (Sargent's Dealings with t/ie

Dead, No. 17.) The first shot, whether fired by

Pitcairn or not, seems to have been from a

pistol,— perhaps accidentally,— not with any
execution so far as appears ; but it was soon fol-

lowed by a few muskets, and then by a volley of

the British vanguard. Pitcairn and his officers

aver that the first shot came from the Provin-

cials. (See Stiles's Diary, quoted in Frothing-

ham's Siege of Boston, p. 62 ; and Irving's

Washington.) The Provincials, scores of them,

report that it came from the Regulars. Nei-

ther side intended to fire first, and it is not

easy to determine to whose door what was
probably an accidental discharge is to be laid.

There has been some discussion as to the per-

son who first shed British blood. (Magazine of
American History, April, 1S80, p. 308.) At all

events, it may be worth while in passing to note

that these " embattled farmers " stood where
the parallel lines are marked on the annexed
plan of the triangular Le.xington Green ; which

also shows where Percy planted his cannon to

keep the Provincials at bay, while .Smith's re-

tiring force sought shelter in the opened ranks

a Bvit^h

of Percy's detachment. The royal side pro-

fessed not to look upon the affair as w'e are ac-

customed to now-a-days. " Each side is ready

to swear the other fired first," says a letter of

the time, describing the after effects in Boston.
" The country-people caU this a victory, and

the retreat of the troops a precipitate flight.

They don't consider that when the King's troops

had effected what they went for, they had only
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to come home again." Mass. //is/. Soc. /''rof.,

873. P- 57-

Major Pitcairn, a few weeks later at Bunker

Hill, fell back into his son's arms as he was

scaling the redoubt, shot by a negro,— Peter

Salem. (See George Livermore's "Historical

Research " in A/iss. //is/. Soc. J'roc, August,

1862, p. 176.) He was brought over the ferry to

Mr. Stoddard's, near the landing, and here bled

to death. His remains were placed under Christ

Church ; and the story goes that when, some
years after, they were sought to be sent to his

relatives in England, another body, through the

difficulties of identification, was sent instead.

Drake's Landmarks, p 217.

The reader must seek detailed accounts of

this eventful day in Frothingham's Sici>c of Bos-

ton, and in the smaller monographs and in-

cidental accounts, of which full enumeration is

given in Winsor's Readers' Handbook of the Rev-

olution, pp. 26-33; '''"'' '"J- J^" Whitney's Lit-

erature of the Nineteenth April, 1775. Gage's

public statement is given in \.\\k facsimile oi his

" Circumstantial Account " in the present chap-

ter, which is not, by the way, accurately nor

wholly reprinted in A/ass. //ist. Coll., ii. ; nor in

The Cambridge of 1776, p. 103. Percy's account

and Smith's report are in A/ass. //ist. Soc. Proc.,

May, 1876; and .Smith's is also in Mahon's Eng-

land, vi. app. ; and in Mass. //ist. Soc. Proc, May,

1S76, p. 350. It is interesting to compare the

account given

in the A/emoir

and /^etters of

Captain IV. G. .

Evelyn, Ox-

ford, 1879, pp.

53, 121.

The Provincial Congress, on its side, issued

a A'arra/ive of the Incnrsious, etc., — which was
printed in its journal, also separately by Isaiah

Thomas, and often since,— and took numerous
depositions of participants in the fight, the princi-

pal men, like Colonel Barrett, deposing separate-

. , ^ set 10

^ memb
ly, — the originals of which, or those sent to

England, are preserved in the libraries of Har-

vard College and the University of Virginia.

They have been often printed. These, with other

papers, were entrusted to Richard Derby, of Sa-

April, 1858 ; Siege of Boston, p. 86. What are

called the Lexington alarm rolls, or the lists of

minute-men who turned out as the news spread,

are contained in A/assachusetIs /ievotutionary

/^olls, .\i.-.xvi., with indexes.

The Literature ok Bunker Hill. — This

is voluminous, and is set forth on different plans

in Winsor's Readers' Handbook of the American

Ke-colution, pp. 35-59; and in J. F. Hunnewell's

Bibliography of Cliarlestown and Bunker //ill,

pp. 13-29. It is enough to mention here, of the

more extended accounts, that in Frothingham's

Siege of Boston, Dawson's in an extra number
of the Historical Magazine, June, 1S6S, and that

of Dr. George E. Ellis. Colonel Prescott wrote

a brief and unsatisfactory account in the follow-

ing August, addressed to John Adams, which is

printed by Frothingham and Dawson; and his

son, Judge Prescott, wrote a narrative, which rep-

resents presumably the views of Prescott, and

which Frothingham printed in his centennial ac-

count of the battle, and in the A/ass. Hist. Soc.

Proc, 1S75. Two contemporary accounts are

preserved from eye-witnesses on opposing sides,

and from opposite points of view. Burgoyne
saw the battle from Copp's Hill and described

it in a letter to Lord Stanley, which is printed

in Fonblanque's Burgoyne and in other places.

The Rev. Peter Thacher, of Maiden, saw it from

the farther side of the Mystic, and wrote an ac-

Iji^Z.

lem, and he despatched

Captain John Derby

with them on a swift

vessel, so that the pro-

vincial accounts of the

day's work reached Lon-
don and the Government eleven days in advance
of Gage's despatches. A/ass. //ist. Soc Proc,

count which is preserved in the American Anti-

quarian Society's Library, and is printed by

Dawson. This was the basis of the narrative

set forth by the Provincial Congress, which is

ted by Frothingham and others. Gage's

al report was printed in Almon's /Re-

membrancer.

I'he earliest anniversary oration was Josiah

Bartlett's, in 1794, which was printed the next

year in Boston by B. Edes.

The bibliographical history of a somewhat
needless controversy, which at one time was
mixed with political recriminations, as to the

command in a battle which was too unexpected

and unorganized for any individual and regular

management of the whole extent of it, is traced

in Winsor's //andbook, p. 48. There can be no

question of Prescott's military superiority at the

redoubt ; all else was supplementary, contingent

certainly, but mainlv independent, though a par-
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tial concert of action obtained throughout the

day, rather by mutual apprehension of the ne-

cessities of the case than by fixed direction.

In the parade at the time of laying the corner-

stone of the monument in 1S25 one hundred and

ninety Revohitionary soldiers ajjpeared ; and of

these, forty professed to have been in the battle.

Under the fervor of the hour, some of these were

appealed to to revive their recollections, and a

mass of depositions were taken by William Sul-

livan and others; but those instrumental in pro-

curing them soon became satisfied that such "old

men's tales" drew more on the imagination than

was fit for historical evidence. Colonel Swett,

however, used them to .some degree in the addi-

tions which he made to his account of the battle.

These papers, in 1S42, were for a while in the

hands of a committee of the Historical Society,

who saw no reason to value them differently;

and being returned to the Sullivan family, it is

supposed that they were destroyed. (Mass. Hist.

Soc. Proc, ii. 224-231.) Some papers, presum-

ably of the same character, were offered at auc-

tion in New York in 1877 ; but without finding a

purchaser. There is an amusing account of one

of the so-called veterans of Bunker Hill

in No. I of the "Recollections of Amer-

ican Society," in Scribner's Monthly,

January, 1881, p. 420. Numerous pa-

pers relating to individual losses at

Bunker Hill are in Massachusetts Ar-

chives, cxx.\i.\. ; and papers relating to the official

return of the damage done by the burning of

Charlestown, communicated to the Governor

Jan. II, 1783, are in Massachusetts Archives,

cx.xxviii. 393. So late as 1834 memorials were

presented to the Legislature, asking satisfac-

tion for losses suffered on June 17, 1775. See

House Document of that year, No. 55.

The Americ.\n Lines.— These can be

traced in Pelham's Boston and Vicinity, and

Trumbull's Boston and the Surrounding Country

:

both of which are given in reduced fac-simile in

this volume, and are noted in the Introduction,

together with various eclectic maps of a later day,

useful in fi.\in" the localities.

There were four points of attack which

the besieging force guarded against: first, by

Charlestown Neck, where the left wing, under

Lee, would have to bear the brunt of the onset

;

second, by boats across the Back Bay, where the

British would have to effect a landing in the face

of the centre under Putnam ; third, by a sortie

from the Neck lines toward Roxbury; fourth,

by Dorchester Neck, where, by landing on that

peninsula, the enemy might attempt to turn the

extreme right of the right wing. This part of

the lines, both at Roxbury and Dorchester, was

held by the right wing, which was commanded by

Ward after Washington took the general com-

mand.

The fortified positions and associated land-

marks along this line of circumvallation may
perhaps be traced with interest.

Going out over Charlestown Neck the road

forked at the Common, just west of the narrowest

part. The right hand fork came soon to Ploughed

Hill, the modern Mount Benedict ; and it was

here that the Americans took an advanced post

August 26. bringing them within range of the Brit-

ish guns on Bunker Hill. It was an act intended

C^L^X-i^XJL,.

to invite an attack, which was, however, declined.

General Sullivan fortified it under a heavy fire,

and pushed out his picket line till it confronted

the enemy's within ear-shot ; and the place be-

came the scene of much sharpshooting, chiefly

conducted by Morgan's Yirginia riflemen, who

had reached the camp during the summer. There

were redoubts also at Ten Hills Farm, which

.Sullivan had erected to protect his post at

Ploughed Hill from assault on the Mystic side
;

and some traces of them are still left.

hCrt^ kJ^ ^ /^ ^yy^'

^ /f

f^^^c£^^^
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The road by Ploughed Ilill led on to Winter

Hill, which was fortified immediately after the

battle of Uiinker Hill, and garrisoned chiefly by

New Hampshire troops. The main defence was

on the summit, where the road to Mcdford now
diverges. .Much of the proficiency of Sullivan's

camp was due to his brigade-major, -•Mexandcr

Scammell. (See Historical Magazine, September,

valley toward Winter Hill, and on the other

toward the Cambridge lines. Putnam had be-

gun work here inmicdiately after the retreat

from Charlestown. W'hen Washington arrived

a^^HT^
1870.) A good deal of the military spirit of the

camp was derived from a veteran of the French

%t'jyuUjCO?V

wars, John Ni.xon, who had been very busy on

the Lexington day, been wounded at Bunker Hill,

and the army was brigaded, Greene was sta-

tioned here under Lee, assuming command on
July 26, with a force of three or four thou-

sand men, including his Rhode Islanders, who
had been earlier encamped at Jamaica Plain.

It was on Prospect Hill that Putnam hoisted

his Connecticut flag,— ".An appeal to Heaven,"
— on July iS ; and again on Jan. i, 1776, what

^//>^^^^ /:2^Cii^<^'^^;l^^^i<S<^

and was made a brigadier in August. Henry
Dearborn and John Brooks, both later known in

Boston history, were also officers of this camp.

From this Winter Hill fort, one road leading

to Medford passed the old Royall mansion, where

Lee and Sullivan each at one time made their

quarters, and where Stark held his command.
The story of the famous old mansion is told in

Drake's Landmarks of Middlesex, ch. vi. About
equally distant on the road to Concord was the

old Powder Tower, whose remains are to-day one
of the most characteristic relics of the past near

Boston. Drake's Landmarks of Middlesex, ch. v.

It was to this magazine that Gage sent the expe-

dition in September, 1774, to seize the powder,

as told in the preceding chapter.

The uneven valley between Winter and Pros-

pect hills was guarded by more than one re-

doubt ; and in the rear of one of them, in an old

farm-house still standing on Sycamore Street,

known as the Tufts house, Lee had his head-

quarters.

Pelham's map shows the extensive works and
out-works which crowned the summit of Pros-

pect Ilill, and extended on the one hand into the

VOL. III. — 14.

they called the Union flag of the Confederated

Colonies,— a banner with thirteen stripes.

The road which ran from Charlestown Com-
mon to Cambridge Common passed just below

Prospect Hill (the present Washington Street

in Somerville, and Kirkland .Street in Cam-
bridge), and between it and the lesser eminence,

called then Cobble or Miller's Hill,— now the

site of the Insane .'\sylum,— where Putnam and

Knox on the night of November 22, with the

regiments of Bond and Bridge as a supporting

force, threw up breastworks which afterward

became one of the strongest points of the Amer-

ican lines, and when mounted with 18 and 24

pounders served effectually to keep the enemy's

vessels from moving too near.

Just South of Cobble Hill, the marshy land

intersected bv Willis's Creek made an island of

the region now known as East Cambridge, but
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which was then called Phips's farm, or Lech-

mere's Point, the old farm-house standing near

where the modern court house is. Richard Lech-

rz^j2; p*.^

Pz.
mere, who owned it, had acquired it by marrying

the daughter of Spencer Phips, the royal Lieut.-

Governor, whence the two names. He was now

a Tory-; and the upland was soon put to

good use. Gage had found it convenient

to land his detachment here, which marched

to Lexington ; and how Boston looked

from this point may be seen from one of

the heliotypes in the preceding chapter.

There was already one causeway, connecting

by a bridge over Willis's Creek the neigh-

borhood of Prospect Hill, when Washington

determined to fortify the point, and then to

extend the road now called Cambridge Street

over the marsh, so as to bring the new fort into

more direct communication with his centre.

Having protected these two approaches by small

vv-orks on the main land, and Manly's capture

of an ordnance ship supplying him with a 13-inch

mortar, he began to e.\tend a covered way there

on the night of November 29, and broke ground

for his main work on December 1 1, which he

was obliged to complete under heavy fire from

the Boston side. This, and the frozen ground,

delayed the completion till the latter part of

February, 1776. Knox's cannon from Ticonder-

oga played here a good part in the bombard-

ment of March 2, when one of the shot struck

the tower of the Brattle Street Church, and was

to be seen there to our day.

Thus the advanced posts of the besieging

army from their e.xtreme left at Ploughed Hill

were continued through Cobble Hill and Phips's

farm ; while, to protect the centre front, in No-

vember two small redoubts were thrown up,

bordering on the marshes, further on toward the

Charles. One of these, which was intended to

repel boats, was found in complete preservation

by Finch, in 1S22. The further waste by time

was repaired by the Cambridge city authorities,

in 1858, who enclosed the earthwork, and named
it Fort Washington. Pelham's map, and so does

Marshall's, places the other battery nearer the

Charles ; but Finch could find no trace of it.

It probably occupied the knoll in the marsh to

which Magazine Street now conducts. Paige's

History of Cambridt^e, p. 422.

The interior line of defence, which was con-

structed earlier by Gridley, consisted of detached

works, extending from a point on the Charles,

where now the Riverside Press is, over Butler

(or Dana) Hill, in the direction

of Prospect Hill, and ending

near Union Square in Somer-

ville. They can be traced on

Pelham's map, and are de-

scribed in Drake's Landmarks

of Middlesex, p. 186. Finch,

in 1822, could find little trace

of them.

Just ill advance of this line,

in the house of the Tory Ralph Inman, Putnam

had his head-quarters. He left his son, Colonel

Putnam, here to guard the ladies during the action

l&m^

[/7'?TZZl^ri_

on Bunker Hill. Drake reports the house in 1S73

as being cut asunder and wheeled off. It stood

on Inman Street, where the road from the college

to Phips's farm made a sharp turn to join the

Charlestown road. It is shown in Pelham's

map. The house before the war was a centre of

attraction for the royalist officers in Boston ; for

Inman kept good cheer, and had pretty daugh-

ters. One of them married John Linzee, who
commanded the " Falcon" on Bunker-Hill day.

Putnam, on reaching Cambridge, had occu-

pied the Borland house, popularly known as the

Bishop's Palace, directly opposite Gore Hall,

on Harvard Street. It had been built about

fifteen vears before by the Rev. East Apthorp of

Christ Church, Cambridge, a son of Charles

Apthorp, a Boston merchant. John Adams says

it was " thought to be a splendid palace, and

was supposed to be intended for the residence

of the first royal bishop." Another Boston

merchant, John Borland, occupied it up to the

outbreak; and it was he who added the third

storv, to give more accommodation for his

household slaves,— as the tale goes. The true

front is toward Mount Auburn Street.

A little further west, and within the college

vard, is the present Wadsworth House, the for-

mer home of the presidents of the college.

The cut on the next page follows a drawing

made by Miss E. S. Quincy during the presi-

dency of her father.

The house in 1776 was fifty years old, having

been built in 1726 for the occupancy of Presi-

dent Wadsworth; and it did not have the late-

ral projections, which were ))ut on in Treasurer

Storer's time to enlarge the dining and drawing

rooms. It was in this house that quarters were

assigned to Washington, by provision of the

Congress at Watertown, on his coming to Cam-
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bridge; as Mr. Deane has conclusively shown in

a paper in the Mass. Hisl. Soc. Proc, September,

1872, p. 257. See also Han'ard Book ; Ctim-

bridge of \-iT^\ Drake's Landmarks of Middlesex,

p. 206; Quincy's History of [Jan'ard Universily.

Miss Quincy thinks that a British shell, which

passed over the house and fell in Harvard

Square, probably showed that a remoter head-

quarters were safer for the General. See Dr.

Holbrook's account in M,moirs of Mrs. E. S. .1/.

Quincy, p. 223.

Hist. Soc. Proc. for 1881. The old Stoughton was
to disappear, however, before the war ended.

Hollis Hall was also then standing; but hardly

a dozen years old. Holden Chapel was thirty

years old, and became the place for courts-mar-

tial to be held. In May, 1775, the Provincial Con-

gress had taken po-ssession of these buildings,

and on the day before Bunker Hill the College

library had been removed to a place of safety.

The original records of this Provincial Congress

are in Mass. Archives, c.\l. ; they have been

THE WADSWORTH HOUSE.

It was in the old meeting-house shown in the

engraving, which stood where now the Law
School stands, that the Provincial Congress of

1774 held its sessions. Washington attended

Sunday services here, occupying a wall pew on

the left of the pulpit.

The principal college buildings at this time

were Harvard Hall, which, after the fire of

1764, had been rebuilt; Massachusetts Hall;

and the Stoughton of that day (seen in the por-

trait of \Vm. Stoughton in Vol. H. 166), which,

with the highway opposite, formed a quad-

rangle of the space now lying between

Harvard and Massachusetts, as shown in

the old " Prospect of the Colledges in Cam-
bridge in New England," of which there

arc two conditions of the plate : one in Lieut.-

Gov. William Dummer's time, as issued by W.
Burgis, and the other in the days of Lieut.-Gov.

Spencer Phipps, when William Price issued it. A
heliotype, considerably reduced, is given in Mass.

printed. In the winter of 1775-76, nearly two
thousand men were sheltered in these and the

lesser college buildings, and they made use of all

the college property. On May 3, 1777, the col-

lege steward, Jonathan Hastings, made a return

of " the utensils left in the college kitchen, which

[words carefully erased, evidently "the colony")

of the Massachusetts Bay have not replaced."

(Mass. Archiz-es, c.xlii. 57.)

It is probable that the earliest works raised

after Lexington day were some breastworks

thrown up across what is now the college yard,

and it is probable also that they were raised early

in May by Colonel Doolittle and his men ; and

Drake says. Landmarks of Middlesex, p. 243, that

they extended to the right as far as Holyoke
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Place. North of the college buildings and front-

ing on the Common was the house still standing,

now owned by the University and occupied by

Professor James B. Thayer, by whose permission

the view of the old hall, given in the annexed

cut, was taken. The door to the right opens

into the room in which General Ward held

the night before the battle; that President Lang-

don went forth from the western door and

prayed for God's blessing on the men just set-

ting forth on their bloody expedition, — all

these things have been told and perhaps none

of them need be doubted." (Poet at the Break-

fust Tab/c: .-Mso see //(»-cW/v//>WX-, ii.424 ;
Still-

his council of war, when it

was resolved to occupy the

heights in Charlestown. In

the exterior view, the lower

windows to the right of the

entrance belong to this

room. Dr. Holmes says in

his " Gambrel-roofed House
and its Outlook:" "I retain

my doubts about those denlf

on the floor of the right-han

room, the ' study ' of the suc-

cessive occupants, said to

have been made by the butts

of the Continental militia's firelocks; but this

was the cause the story told me in childhood laid

them to. That military consultations were held

in that room when the house was General Ward's
headquarters ; that the Provinci.il generals and

colonels, and other men of war, there jjlanned

the movement which ended in the fortifying of

Rnnkcr Hill; that Warren slept in the house

man's Poetic Localities of Cambridge; Drake's

Landmarks of Middlesex, p. 255; and Middlesex

County, i. 337; McKenzie's History of First

Churcli ill Cambridge.) It is well known that the

house was the birthplace of Dr. Holmes. .»\t the

outbreak of the war it was occupied bv Jonathan

Hastings, the college steward who, in July, 1775,

became the postmaster of Cambridge ; and it was
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his son fonathan who was later postmaster of Bos-

ton. Very soon after Lexington the Committee of

Safety took possession, and the original minutes

of their doings here are now preserved in the

Mass. Arc/lives, cxl. It was to this committee

that Benedict Arnold, with his Connecticut com-

pany, reported. .Vpril 29; and from them, May 5,

relating to his subsequent resignation, arc in the

."irnss. Hist. Soc. Proc.,]u\y, 187 1. Colonel Car-

rington, in his Baltics of the American Revolu-

tion, speaks of Ward, then less than fifty, "as

advanced in years and feeble in body." Drake

gives the same false impression in speaking of

" his age and infirmity " two years later.

he received his colonel's commission ; and here

Ward, upon receiving his commission from the

Province to be the ranking general of the Massa-

chusetts forces, fixed his headquarters.

This commission was dated May 19, 1775

and that from the Continental Congress, making

Ward the second major-general in the service,

bears date Tune 22. These, with other papers

.Vlmost directly west from this house, and on

the other side of the Common, still stands the

old elm under which Washington, July 3, 1/75'

first took command of the unorganized army of

soldiers then laving siege to Boston. (Camftridge

in the Centennial, 1875.) The arrival of Wash-

ington was anxiously waited, and his assuming

conimand was expected to '• be attended with a
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great deal of grandeur. There are," writes Lieu-

tenant Hodgkins, that morning, " one and twenty

drummers and as many fifers a beating and play-

ing round the parade."— /ps-ivic/i Antiquarian

Papers, 1 88 1.

The annexed cut follows a painting which

represents this historic tree before it had begun

to show many signs of age. The house in the

background occupied the site of the present

Shepard Memorial Church, and was standing

during the Revolution. It was known as the

Moore House, the home of a certain Deacon
Moore, whose wraith was said to haunt it. When
it was destroyed some years since, two skele-

tons were found beneath it, walled up in a cavity.

Press is all there is left of the old Brattle Estate.

The beautiful and extensive gardens with mall

and grotto, and stretching to the river, have all

disappeared. William Brattle, who occupied it

at this time, deserted it, and fled to his friends

in Boston. He was the universal genius of his

time, and of course was called superficial. A
graduate of Harvard, he served by turns as a

theologian and preacher, a physician and blood-

letter, a lawyer and attorney-general, a politician

and counsellor; and then, to make a Tory of

him, the place of brigadier in the militia was
conveniently found empty. When he went off

to Halifax with Gage, they called him "commis-

sary and cook." The place had been vastly im-

>0*ffl •'^'^i?^^?*;*'- ^aci^s-^^ft^-^^ :,;,

THE W.ASHLN'OTON ELM.

(Drake's Landmarks of Middlesex, p. 268.) There

are accounts of the tree in Han\ird Book, ii. and

in the paper on "American Historical Trees" in

ffarfer's Monthly, May, 1863. Christ Church
stood then as now, and, except being lengthened,

is not greatly changed in outward appearance.

A subscription, mainly effected in Boston, had
built it about fifteen years earlier, and its parish-

ioners were now mostly Tories and absentees. It

was accordingly converted into barracks, and
some of the Southern riflemen found quarters

there, though occasional church services were
held in it, a member of Washington's staff con-

ducting them. .See Dr. Hoppin's Historical Dis-

course,

Proceeding into Brattle Street from Harvard

Square, the first house beyond the University

proved under the superintendence of a son,

Major Thomas Brattle, who had gone to England

earlv in the war, signifying his neutrality, but

exerting himself the mean while to alleviate the

trials of American prisoners in that country. At

the end of the war his return was allowed by the

Legislature only on the strong presentation by

Judge Sullivan of his claims to consideration.

(Amory's James Sullivan, i. 139.) The mansion

was early appropriated to the uses of Colonel

Mifflin,' who acted as the quartermaster-general

> John Adams describes dining at this house Jan. 24,

1776, with General Washington and his lady and other

company, among whom were " six or seven sachems and

warriors of the French Caghnawaga Indians with several of

their wives and children," then visiting the camp. ''
I was

introduced to them by the Oeneral," says Adams, "as one
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of the army, and whose memoranda can be seen

on the corner of Ihe plan of the British lines on

Boston Neck, in a heliotype given in this chapter.

The grounds of the Brattles extended to those

of the Vassalls, whose old mansion is still stand-

ing, much shorn of its ancient splendor, and lately

the residence of Mr. Samuel Batchclder. The
house was at this time a passably old one, seventy-

five years or even more having passed since its

erection, and its history can be read as written

by Mrs. James, Mr. Batchelder's daughter, in The

Citmbritlge of 1775, p. 93, showing how many
changes have been made in its appearance. The
Vassalls had owned it since 1736, when Colonel

John Vassall was in possession. He had mar-

ried a daughter of Lieut.-Governor Spencer Phips,

and in years to come she and others who bore

the name of the bluff, illiterate sailor, William

Phips, were foremost figures in the old Tory
aristocracy of Cambridge ; for her three sisters

married Judge Richard Lechmere, Judge Joseph

Lee, and Andrew lioardman. In 1741 Henry
Vassall, the colonel's brother, bought it. He
was then living in Boston, but had lately been a

planter in Jamaica, though of a Boston family.

(See Vol. H. p. 544.) This Henry married a

daughter of Isaac Royall, whose fine mansion on

the Medford road we have seen in the occupancy

ton's arrival. The story of Church's defection

need not be told here. Its growth has been
traced in Krothingham's Zyc' c/yojc//; IVarren,

]). 225. (.\lso see Siege ofBoston, p. 258 ; Gordon's

American Resolution, \\. 134; Loring's Hundred
Boston Orators, p. 39 ; Sabine's American Loyal-

ists ; and Mr. Goddard's chapter in the present

volume.) The letter which he addressed to his

brother in Boston, and which was intercepted,

was written in cipher; and \\\ \.\\<i Massachusetts

Archives, cx.x.wiii. 326, is a copy of it as " de-

ciphered by the Rev. Mr. West, and acknowl-

edged by the doctor to be truly deciphered." It

is attested by Joseph Reed, secretary. The trans-

lation was printed in the AViw England Chronicle

and Essex Gazette of Jan. 4, 1776, at that time

printed in one of the college buildings; and is

reprinted in N. E. Hist, and Geitcal. Reg., April,

1S57, p. 123. Church was brought before a coun-

cil of officers September 13, when he did not at-

tempt to vindicate himself. He was now confined

in a front chamber of this house, and the name,
" B. Church, Jr.," cut by himself in the panel of a

closet door in that chamber, can be traced to-day.

The court remanded him to the Provincial Con-
gress at Watertown, whither he was taken in a

chaise with a guard under General Gates, and

the trial took place in the meeting-house, Church

/

of Lee and Sullivan. The husband died in 1769, making a plausible speech. It is well known that

and was buried under Christ Church; but the the result was confinement, which was changed
widow survived here till the war began, when she for e.\ile ; but the vessel which bore him toward
suddenly emigrated to .'\ntigua, leaving the old the West Indies was never heard of. The an-

'̂'--^-y^x^ -C^^ij _c.,^.eyr- ^<^cyZX^,r '•2>^T^ '^yt'^

house to be occupied by the medical staff of the
army, under the director-general, Dr. Benjamin
Church, who took this position after Washing-

of the grand council-firc at Philadelphia, which made them
prick up Ihcir c^n." — Fanii/iar Letters, p. 131. John
Adams's iyorks,\\. 431.

ne.xed autograph is from a letter which he ad-

dress'ed from this house to the president of the

Congress. An early copy of his statement, " From
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my prison in Cambridge, Nov. i, 1775," is pre-

served in the Sparks A/SS. xli.x. i. i.

There is no doubt that the wounded from

Bunlcer Hill were brought here, and were placed

General Joseph Warren, was put in charge of

the Cambridge Hospital, June 26, 1775. William

Gamage, Jr., was also in attendance

on the wounded, both after Lexing-

ton and Bunker Hill, from .April 19

to .\ug. 17, 1775.

Beyond the Vassall house,-and

on the opposite side of the street,

is another, known as the Craigie House, and

perhaps the most famous dwelling in America,—
at that time the military home of Washington,

now the home of Longfellow.

cinnati

Joseph

hadSociety. Eustis

Warren, who
procured for him the

appointment of surgeon

to the artillery regiment

at Cambridge, and later

he became the senior surgeon

of the camp hospital {Life of

John IVtirrefi.

pears from

chitsetts

Dr. John Warren, the brother of

inder the spe-

i .1 1 care of

M . Eustis and

K. other sur-

;L(.'ns. There

^ an engrav-

11 L^ of Eustis,

liter Stuart's

I k e n e s s, in

1 Make's Ciit-

been a pupil of

The annexed cut follows a water-color made
by Fenn some years since. When Washington
occupied it as his headquarters, his office was

the room on the right of the front door, now
Longfellow's study. The chamber over it was

his bedroom. The present library-room is be-

hind the study, and was used as a staff-room

by the commander-in-chief, and is doubtless

the apartment in which his secretary, Joseph

Reed, made the fair draughts of many of the

letters dated at these headquarters. Miss E.

,.<«tll|J (((.TO l.f I LCll \JLrlfC ('/ 1

^:rr«;, pp. 24,50.) It ai> /O /T\
om a paper in the Mossa- /^ \^

j

Archi-j£s, cx.x.xviii., that [(jiC/ft^-Zy^C^C.

\U a
'""^-yp//
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S. Quincy writes to me : "The late Daniel Green-

leaf, of Quincy, told me that his father was em-

ployed (I believe) to furnish the Vassall House;

and calling on Washington, his son accompany-

time he probably first took possession, and re-

mained in it eight months.

Mrs. Washington did not join her husband

in this house till December 11. Mrs. Goodwin,

the mother of the late Ozias Goodwin, was the

housekeeper of the establishment. In the stable,

still standing, were the light phaeton and pair

with which General W'ashington had come to

Cambridge, beside the saddle-horses of himself

and staff.

Later, the house became successively the

property of Nathaniel Tracy of Newburyport,

who had fitted out the first privateer in the

war; of Thomas Russell, the Boston merchant;

and, in 1791, of Dr. Andrew Craigie, late apoth-

ecary-general of the Revolutionary army, who
had served the wounded at Bunker Hill. The
annexed autograph is from a paper dated May

ing him, the two were invited to dine,— the meal

was taken in the room to the right of the front

door, and consisted of four dishes of meat, etc.,

which the aids carved."

We have a pleasant picture of life at the old

house in Horace E. Scudder's " Guests at Head-

quarters" in The CambrUtgc 1/1775. I'^e house

has been often depicted, — by photography in

Stillman's Poelic Localitifs, and in the Ilanard

Book, i. ; and on steel in Drake's Middlesex, p.

338 ; etc. The estate at that time was much more

extensive than it is at present, and extended

northward to include the present Observatory

Hill, which at one time bore a summer-house;

and from a spring in its neighborhood water was

conducted to the mansion through an aqueduct,

whose inlet in the foundations of the house is

still visible. It is thought that the house was

erected by Colonel John Vassall in 1759, and when

Washington occupied it was comparatively a new

structure. The colonel had but lately abandoned

it and joined his Tory associates in Boston, where

he occupied the Faneuil house (depicted in Vol.

II. p. 523) till he went to England, where he died

in 1797. His estate in Cambridge was early con-

fiscated. Immediately upon Vassall'.s leaving, a

Marblehead regiment under Colonel (later Gen-

eral) Glover, took possession.— a band of fisher-

men commanded by a fisherman, who had re-

ported to General Ward, June 22,— and they ap-

pear to have occupied the house till July 7, when
they received orders to encamp, the Provincial

Congress having directed the furnishing of the

mansion for Washington's occupancy. The com-

mander-in-chief records an expense for cleansing

the quarters, July 1 5, so that not far from that

VOL. III.— 15.

^^^.

14, 1775, at the hospital in Cambridge. From
him the house acquired its name, as did the

bridge now connecting Boston and East Cam-
bridge, Craigie being prominent in that enter-

prise. Later it was the home of Sparks (while

editing Washington's Writings), Everett, and

Worcester the lexicographer; and became that

of Longfellow in 1837. Drake's Landmarks of

Middlesex, ch. .xiii.

We must pass hastily by two or three other

old Tory houses which marked Brattle Street in

the Revolutionary days, and which still stand.

First, on the corner of Sparks .Street, though now
elevated on a new basement story, is the house

(owned by John Brewster, a Boston banker)

which Richard Lechmere (and, later, Jonathan

Sewall) occupied, till he was mobbed and fled to

Boston in September, 1774. Sec Mr. Goddard's

chapter in this volume, and Mr. Morse's in Vol.

IV., for some account of Sewall. Further on,

the residence of Mr. George Nichols was the

house of Judge Joseph Lee, a Loyalist of care-

ful utterance, who, after wintering in Boston with

the British during the siege, was permitted to

return to his home, and died here in 1802. And
still beyond, hidden by large trees, is the old

mansion of the Tory George Ruggles, who lived

here up to 1774, when the house passed into the

hands of Thomas Fayerwether, who gave it

the name by which it is best known. It is at

present the residence of Henry Van Brunt, the

well known Boston architect.

Further on, the road to Watertown made a

turn to the left and passed in front of another

old mansion, now known as " Elmwood," and

the home of James Russell Lowell. The room

on the left of the front door is the reception
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room, and behind it is his liljrary, though his

study is in the third story. At the outbreak of

the Revolution, the last of the lieut.-governors.

Thomas Oliver, lived here ; and it was in this

house, " being surrounded by four thousand

people," that in September, 1774, " in compliance

with their commands," he signed his resignation

and fled to the protection of the soldiers in Bos-

ton. When Benedict Arnold, with his Connecti-

bridge has recently put up tablets to mark its

interesting historical sites. Ilari'ard Register,

rebruary, 1881.

South of the Charle.s, with the defences on the

Brookline shore, began the extreme left of the

lines of the right wing. The fort at Sewall's

farm was partly on the estate of Mr. Amos A.

Lawrence, where traces of it remained till a few

years ago, and partly across the track of the

• cut Company, arrived in Cambridge just after

the Lexington fight, they were quartered in this

house, but the company remained onlv three

weeks in camp, having been selected in the

mean while, as the best equipped company in the

army, to deliver within the British lines the body
of a royal officer who died of wounds received

on April 19. After Bunker Hill the house be-

came a hospital, and the dead were buried in the

opposite field. There are other views of this

house in Drake's Landmarks of Middlesex, p.

317; Stillman's Poetic Localities of Cambridge;
and, with a notice by John Holmes, in the Har-
vard Register, June, iSSi. The city of Cam-

ELMWOOD.

Boston and Albany Railroad. It was
built by Colonel Prescott's regiment,

assisted by Rhode Island troops, just

after the battle of Bunker Hill. Pres-

cott had his headquarters in a house half a mile

west on Beacon Street, now distinguished by the

large elms about it. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proe., Octo-

ber, 1S69, p. 151 ; Woods's Brootlitie, p. 69.

The centre of this wing at Roxbury guarded

the only land entrance to Boston. The first de-

fence which the Americans threw up was a re-

doubt across the main street, where Eustis Street

now branches from Washington Street ; and

it became known later, when it was strength-

ened, as the Burying-ground Redoubt. When,
on August 23, they began an advanced line, they

first fortified Lamb's Dam, which was a dike

built for keeping out the tide, and extending

from near the lead-works, south of Northampton
Street, toward the Neck road ; and here, on the
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upland, llicy built a breastwork, and extended

entrenchments to the water on the westerly side,

completing them September 10.

A redoubt on the corner of Mall Street in

Roxbury defended the road to Dorchester, which

was pretty much the present Dudlcv Street.

A regular work was on the estate of Mr. N.

J. Bradlee, called the Lower Fort, of which a

plan is given in Drake's Town of Roxbury, p.

372. It was planned by Knox.

The strong fort which General Thomas
erected on the higher land, where now the Co-

THE OLD PARSON. ,v.

A few days after the fight at Bunker Hill, the

old house of Governor Dudley (where now the

Universalist Church stands) was taken down,
and its foundation stones formed part of the de-

fence here built. Smelt Brook cros.sed the street

in front of it.

There was a battery on rising ground above
the marsh, where Sumner Place enters Cabot
Street.

Where Parker Street conducts to the site of

the old landing place, a battery was held by
Colonel Joseph Read's regiment to defend the

landing.

A square redoubt on the Ebcnezer Francis
estate, near Appleton Place, commanding Muddy
River, was the most northerly of the Roxbury
forts.

chituate stand-pipe is, was known as the Up-
per Fort. It was begun between July 1 1 and

14. Drake, Life of
Knox, p. 18, says

that the Roxbury
fort was built by

that officer, then
attracting Washing-

ton's attention.

This earth-work,
perhaps the best

preserved of all the

Revolutionary de-

fences, was unfortu-

nately, and it would seem needlessly, levelled, in

1869, when the water-tower was built. \ small

memorial structure near by now points out the

-b-st j.^.
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spot, and is inscribed :
" On this eminence stood

Roxbury High Fort, a strong earthworlc planned

by Henry Knox and Josiah Waters, and erected

by the American army, June, 1775, crowning the

famous Roxbury lines of in-

vestment at the siege of Bos-

ton." It has been said that

the first shot fired from its

cannon was on July i. See

Lossing's Ficld-Book of the

Ri\'olutioi!, ii. 24.

The meeting-house of the

First Parish, shown in the

cut in Mr. Drake's chapter

in this volume, was a con-

spicuous mark for the royal

cannon, and its steeple was

the signal-station of this wing of the besieging

army. Drake's T<nvn of Roxbury, p. 2S7.

Close by was the house, now the residence

of Mr. Charles K. Dillaway, which is also shown

in the view given in Mr. Drake's chapter on

Roxbury in the present volume. At the out-

break of the war it was occupied by the Rev.

Amos Adams of the First Church. It after-

ward became the headquarters of General John

Heath's regiment. He commanded some of the

raids in the harbor. He served through the war,

and returned at the end of it to die very soon

after, Dec. 16, 1783. He is buried in the Ro.x-

^.

^•/77/ ^
bury burying-ground, but his grave is without

a stone. Drake's Tmvu of Roxbury, ^.i^d.

General Ward, while commanding the right

wing after Washington had reorganized the

army, had his headquarters in the Datchet or

Brinley house, which stood near the present

church of the Redemptorists, and of which there

^^-^ .:l^,^^-^^^^;7. ///^
Thomas, of Kings-

ton, who, having

led hither a regi-

ment from Ply-

mouth at the first

summons, was made a

provincial brigadier,

Feb. 9, 1775, a rank con-

firmed June 22, by Con-

gress, which also made him a

major-general, March 6, 1776.

Thomas was a physician by occupation, and was
born in 1725, of the old Marshfield stock, and
had served in the French war. He did not sur-

vive long enough to gain much distinction, dying

on the Sorel River, in Canada, in the following

June, having taken command of the army which
had been repulsed before Quebec. His portrait

has been engraved in the illustrated edition of

Irving's IVas/iin^/on. There was a short ac-

count of T/ie Life and Services of Major-General
John Thomas, by Charles Coffin, published at

New York in 1844. Of Thomas's camp James
Warren wrote to Samuel Adams, June 21, 1775:
" It is always in good order, and things are

conducted with dignity and spirit, in the military

style."

General Greaton was a Roxbury man ; had
been an active Son of Liberty; was at Lexington

;

and July i, 1775, was commissinntd colonel of

''-C^

iC^y^^

are views in Lossing's Ficld-Book of the War of
18 1 2, p. 250, and in Drake's Town of Roxbury, \>.

327, but which hardly represent the magnificence

said to have belonged to it in its palmy days,

and which is rather extravagantly set forth in

Mrs. Lesdernier's Fannie Si. John. The Dear-

borns, both generals, father and son, later oc-

cupied this house. A journal of Captain Henry

Dearborn, kept during Arnold's Kennebec expe-

dition, is preserved in the Pulilic Library. The
Connecticut regiments of .Spencer, Huntington,

and Parsons were encamped on Parker Hill.

' The order to which this signature is attached is in-

dicative of the resorts to which the forces were put to

make up for the want of bayonets, the absence of which

had been of such signal disaster to them, a month earlier,

at Bunker Hill, It is addressed to Ezekiel Cheever, at

Cambridge, and calls for two hundred and fifteen spears

for the use of the camp. See Lr/i; 0/ Nathattacl Greene,

i. 115.
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General Greene, when with the right wing, had

his headquarters in the I.oring-Greenough house,

(near the Soldiers' Monument), of which a view-

is given in Vol. II. p. 345.

The headquarters of Colonel Learned's regi-

ment were in the Auchmuty house, of which a

'U!-';>-crfJic^yS) 7y4
view is given in Vol. II. p. 343. The mansion

of Governor Bernard on Jamaica Pond, later oc-

cupied by the younger Sir William Pepperell,

was the quarters of the Rhode Island Colonel

Miller for a while, and later il was used as a

camp hospital. The Hallowell house, which is

shown in Vol. II. p. 344, was also used as a

hospital. The Peacock, a famous tavern, stood

on the westerly corner of Centre and Allandale

streets, in West Ro.xbury, and was the resort of

British ofticers from town before the siege.

More than once it was the resting place of

Washington during the siege ; and finally it

became the residence of Sam Adams during his

term as Governor. Drake's Toiun of Roxbiiry,

P- 435-

The extreme right was protected by the line

of breastworks which guarded the entrance to

Dorchester Neck. These are shown on Trum-

bull's and Pelham's maps.

The extension of the American lines within

Dorchester Neck had been long contemplated

when, on February 26, Washington wrote :
" I

am preparing to take a post on Dorchester

Heights, to try if the enemy will be so kind as

to come out to us." On Saturday evening,

March 2, 1776, Washington notified General

Ward of his determination to occupy Dorchester

Heights on Monday. At eight o'clock on the

night of March 4, the intrenchments were begun

there. On that night the Americans fired one

hundred and forty-four shot and thirteen shells

into Boston from their various defences, — chiefly

from Lamb's Dam. The rapidity with which

the defence was formed on the Heights was
owing to the employment of fascines, which had

been prepared during the winter in Milton and

vicinity. They were first carted to Brookline, to

deceive the enemy in regard to the point where
they were to be used; and from this deposit a

train of wagons, under the charge of Mr. James
Boies, conveyed them after dark to the hill. See
the statement of Mr. Jeremiah Smith Boies,

—

who died in 1851, aged eighty-nine, and who was
with his father, riding behind his saddle, that

night, — printed in the Boston Daily Advertiser,

March 17, 1876.

One of the devices for defence had been a

row of casks in front of the works, and these,

filled with earth and stones, were to be rolled

down the declivity as the enemy approached.

General Heath records that this device was sug-

gested by a Boston merchant, Mr. William

Davis ; and Stedman admits that it was a curious

provision, which would have swept off whole

columns at once. " It was therefore," he adds

as if a consequence, "determined to

evacuate the town." A monument on

Dorchester Heights bears this legend:

yj " Location of the American redoubt

1/ on Dorchester Heights which com-

pelled the evacuation of Boston by the

British army, March 17, 1776."

Beside the maps already referred to as useful

in tracing the positions of the different works on

this extensive line of circumvallation, the ear-

liest account which we have of them, after they

had begun to disappear, is that of J. Finch, pub-

lished in Sillimaii's Journal in 1822, and re-

printed in Frothingham's Siege of Boston, p. 409.

Various later writers have attempted to trace

them in detail. Chief among such are Lossing,

in his Field-Book of the Resolution; S. A. Drake,

m\\\s Landmarks of Middlesex ; and F.S.Drake,

in his Town of Roxbury. Some aid will be de-

rived from W'oods's Brookline, and the histories

of Dorchester and South Boston.

The Liter.\ture of the Siege. — This

has been enumerated in Winsor's Readers' Hand-
book of the American Rei'olution. The most ex-

tensive accounts, apart from the general his-

tories, are Richard Frothingham's Siege ofBoston,

and Dr. Ellis's, in the Evacuation Memorial.

Of contemporary material, the most important

sources are Sjiarks's Washington's Writings;

Life of Joseph Reed ; Life of General Greene;

Gordon's American Revolution ; Colonel John

Trumbull's Autobiography ; Thacher's Military

Journal : Heath's Memoirs ; with additional mat-

ter in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, May, 1S59 ; and

papers in Almon's Remembrancer, and Force's

American Archives. There are letters in the Life

of Dr. John Warren ; in the Life of George

Read ; in Abigail Adams's Letters ; etc. Various

camp diaries are in existence : David How's,

New York, 1865 ; McCurtin's, published by the

Seventy-six Society; Dr. Belknap's, in Mass.

Hist. Soc. Proc, June, 1858 ; Ezekiel Price's, in

Ibid., Nov., 1863; Paul Lunt's in Ibid., Feb.,

1872; Samuel Bixby, in Ibid., March, 1876; Sam-

uel Sweat's letters. Ibid., December, 1S79 ;
diary

in Hist. Mag., October, 1864 ;
Aaron Wright's

diary in Boston Transcript, April 11, 1862;

Craft's journal in Essex Institute Collections, vol.

iii. ; letters in .\'. E. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., April,
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1S57, etc. Also, a number of orderly-books,

—

William Henshaw's, April 20 to Sept. 26, 1775,

in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, October, 1876, and

printed separately, 18S1, with additional matter

(there are later ones of Henshaw in the Amer.

Antiq. .Soc); Israel Hutchinson's, in Ibid., Oc-

tober, 1S78; Glover's, in Essex Institute Col-

lections, \: and among those not printed,— that

of John Fenno, secretary to the commander-in-

chief, April 20 to Sept. 6, 1775, in Massachusetts

Historical Library; one kept at Cambridge, in

the Pennsylvania Hist. Soc. Library
; Jeremiah

Fogg's, in Harvard College Library; and Wil-

liam Lee's, in the Historical Society's Library.

An order-book of the Continental army, June 21,

1775-Gct. g, 1775, the property then of Asahel

Clark, of Woodstock, Conn , is noticed in Daily

Advertiser, Nov. ii, 1880.

The Massachusetts Archives are rich in illus-

trative documents, and Force's American Ar-

chives give many of the orders. References to

sources of information regarding the daily life

within the Briti.sh lines are made in a note to

Mr. Scudder's chapter in this volume.

Three well-known novels in some degree

depict the events in and about Boston during

these Revolutionary days : Cooper's Lionel Lin-

coln, Mrs. Child's Rebels, and Hawthorne's .St-/-

tiviius Felton.

Material for determining the rank and file of

this Patriot army is at the State House, in what

are called the Massachusetts Ke-jolutionnry Rolls.

A return of the main guard at Cambridge, 1775,

is in vol. xx.\vi. p. 267. Rolls of the army at

Cambridge, in 1775, are contained in vol. xiv.

Lists of the field, staff, and company officers of

the Massachusetts regiments in 1775 (sixty-si.\

colonels, sixty-one lieut.-colonels, one hundred

and thirty-two majors), are in vol. xxvii. p. 197,

etc. Other li.sts of the field and company oiifi-

cers of Massachusetts regiments, 1775-76, and

of officers of sea-coast companies, are in vol.

xxviii. Full lists of the colonels of Massachu-

setts regiments, from 1767 to 1775, are in vol.

xxviii. p. 84. Pay-rolls of companies for sea-

coast defence, 1775-80, are in vols, .\xxvi. and

xxxvii. Company rolls of various dates, 1776-

81, are in the vols. xvii. to x.xiv. As a rule, the

rolls at the State House, before 1774, are in-

cluded in the series called Massachusetts Ar-

chives ; but from 1775 *° '^"^ ^"<1 °f ^^ '^'^^

they are arranged in what is called the Massa-

chusetts Revolutionary Rolls. Various rosters of

the regimental officers are printed in 4 Force's

American Archives, ii., iii.; and in Colonel Wil-

liam Henshaw^s Orderly-Book.

The N-\v.\l SER^•ICE. — The Massachusetts

Archives, vols, clxiv. to cl.xxii., contain docu-

ments relating to privateers commissioned from

1775 to 17S3. They have been indexed by \)x.

Strong, first chronologically and then alphabeti-

cally, by the names of the vessels. The earliest

Boston vessel named was the " Lady Washing-
ton," of thirty tons, April 22, 1776. Then come
for the same year the following :

" Yankee,"
"Adam," " Hannah and Molly," " W'arren," "In-

dependence," " Boston," " Langdon," " Wolfe,"
" Speedwell," " Viper," " Phoeni.x," " Washing-
ton," "Eagle," "General Mifflin," " Hawke,"
" Satisfaction," " Reprisal," " American Tartar,"
" Hancock."

In 1777: "Buckram," "General Mercer,"
" Revenge," " American," " Freedom," " Mars,"
" Fancy," " Cleora," " Charming Sally," " Union,"

"Betsy,"" Sturdy Beggar," " Bunker Hill," "Har-

lequin," "Friend," "Cumberland," ".Starkes,"

" Lizard," "Active," " Resolution," " Congress,"

"America," "Washington," "Pallas," "True
Blue," "General Arnold," "General Lincoln,"

" George," " Lydia," " Lively," " America."

After 1777 the number increases, and the in-

dex shows three hundred and sixty-five vessels

in all, as commissioned and belonging to Boston.

In the Rc^'olutionary Rolls, vols, v.-vii., are

many of the bonds given by the owners of these •

vessels. There are also numerous bonds in the

Massachusetts Archives, cx.\.\ix. 93, etc. Clark's

A'a-ial History of the United States g\\es the names
of three hundred and forty-two English vessels

captured by the Continental privateers in 1776.

See also The Remembrancer and Cooper's .Xaval

History. More or less account of the beginnings

of the nav)', and of naval successes, will be

found in Frothingham's Sie^e of Boston, pp. 260,

269, 308, and in the Lives of Manly, Tucker, and

the other commanders. An abridgment of Shep-

pard's Life of Tucker is in the A'. E Hist, and
Geneal. Reg., April, 1872. Admiral Preble (A''.

E. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., 1871, p. 363; 1872,

p. 21) gives a list of armed vessels built or fitted

out in Massachusetts, 1776-S3, which is com-

piled chiefly from Emmons's Statistical History

ofthe United States A^avy. Lists of Massachusetts

war vessels, 1775, are in Massachusetts Rezvlution-

ary Rolls, xxvii. Volume xxxix. of the Revolu-

tionary Rolls contains the rolls of various State

vessels, namely, — Brig " Massachusetts," 1776,

1777 ; brig "Tyrannicide," 1777-1779 ; brig

" Freedom," 1775-177S ; ship " Protector," 1779-

17S2; ship "Tartar," 1781; brig "Hazard,"

1777-1780; .ship " Ranger " 1777; ship " Mars,"

17S0, 1781 ; sloop "Defence," 1781, 17S2. Other

navy rolls, largely of privateers, are in vol. xl.

Officers of armed vessels, 1775, 1776, are in Mas-
sachtesetts Re7'olutionary Rolls, xxvi'n. 130. Massa-

chu.retts Archives, vol. clvii., so far as it relates to

maritime affairs, consists largely of accounts of

supplies and ordnance furnished armed vessels.

There is much also in the Pickering Papers.



CHAPTER III.

THE PULPIT, PRESS, AND LITERATURE OF THE
REVOLUTION.

BY UEL.WO A. GODD.VKU,

Editor of the Boston Daily Advertiser.

' I ''HE famous discourse of Jonathan Ma)-he\v, in the West Church, in

-*- 1750, on the Sunday following the anniversary of Charles the Martyr,

has been fitly called the " morning gun of the Re\-olution." ' Since the

restoration of the monarch)- this anniversary had been observed in Eng-
land as a national fast, when the clergy were required to read the service,

or preach a sermon against disobedience to authority. Many intelligent

persons were at this time apprehensive lest the prelacy should be in-

troduced into New England; and they suspected that even the missions

of the church were a cover under which religious liberty was to be sac-

rificed. Mr. Mayhew, then in his thirtieth year, and in the full vigor of

his ripe and manly powers, took this occasion to preach three discourses

against the pretension of unlimited submission and non-resistance to au-

thority; in which, with ingenious audacity, he " unriddled " the mysterious

doctrine of the prince's saintship and martyrdom, and set forth with singu-

lar boldness and eloquence the principles of free civil government. The
last of these discourses,- with porti(.>ns of the two preceding it, were at

once printed in England and America, and excited profound emotion in

both countries.

There were at this time eighteen churches and religious societies in

Boston.'^ The intolerance of opinion and the severity of pulpit manners

prevailing during the greater part of the first century had in a measure

passed away. Prince, Colman, Mayhew, Chauncy, Sewall, Eliot, and less

conspicuous ministers introduced more generous views of faith and life,

and at the same time set the example of a style in preaching comparatively

simple and pure, formed upon good models, and tempered by good sense

and unaffected sincerity. The higher departments of learning were pur-

sued by the clergy with steadily increasing spirit. The classics, philosophy,

1
J. Wingate Thornton, Tin- Pulpit of the and A'on-Reststance to Ihi Higher Pmucrs: with

American Rexvhttion, p. 43. [The West Church some Reflections on the Resistance made to King

is shown in the frontispiece of this volume. — Charles /., and on the Anniversary of his Death.

Ed.] Boston, 1750.
' A Discourse Concerning L'nliinitcJ Siihmission " Mass. Hist. Col., iii. 256-266.
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dialectics, science, and the best literature were studied next to the Bible, as

aids to the presentation of its precepts and doctrines. The " five points of

Calvinism," long insisted upon with strenuous energy, were yielding before

original and independent study of the sources of all truth. Faithful and

devout ministers, while holding fast to the essentials of the Orthodo.x faith,

questioned the extreme interpretations thereof till then prevailing, or re-

jected them altogether. They were at the same time devoted lovers of ci\il

liberty. The general and artillery Election sermons,— the first given the

last Wednesday in May, at the meeting of the General Court, when coun-

sellors were chosen ;
^ the second at the annual election of officers of the

Ancient and Honorable Artiller)-,— greatly contributed to the Revolutionary

spirit. Copies of the sermons were given to the members of the General

Court for distribution ; and during the j'ear the country pulpits resounded

with the sentiments of these state discourses. The whole church-going

people were thus enlightened in speculative and practical politics to a de-

gree unknown anywhere else in the world.^

Mr. Mayhew was one of the most outspoken of these preachers, and

came to be recognized as a prophet of the new dispensation. He began his

career with an eager thirst for learning, united with a deep religious spirit.

He formed for himself habits of methodical reading and systematic reflec-

tion, thus early laying upon a rock^ the foundations of his faith. His

ministry was a prolonged conflict. The clergy of the town for a time stood

aloof from him ; and when he was at last admitted to ministerial fellowship,

the Episcopal controversy renewed the strife in another form. His first

printed discourses on the right of private judgment, and of freedom of in-

quiry for moral and religious truth, gained for him the degree of Doctor of

1 [The earliest of these election sermons is one by Samuel Langdon, before the Provincial

that for 1634, and from that time to the present Congress, at Watertown, May 21 ; the other by

the roll of the preachers' naines is complete, ex- William Gordon, before the House of Repre-

cept for fifteen years. The latest list of such sentatives, July 19. In 1780, Simeon Howard

is that prepared by H. H. Edes, and appended delivered the usual one ; and Samuel Cooper

to the Rev. C. E. Grinnell's sermon, printed in another, at the beginning of the State Consti-

1S71. The earliest of the sermons preserved tution, October, 25.— Ed.]

is that of Thomas Shepard, delivered in 1638, - [See Gordon, History of llu American Rev-

and printed, from the original MS., in the N. E. olulion.— Ed.]

//is/, and Geiiea/. Reg., October, iSjo, p. 2i(>!-
It ^ "Having been initiated in youth in the

is not known that any was ordered to be printed doctrines of civil liberty, as they were taught by

before Richard Mather's, in 1644; and it is not such men as Plato, Demosthenes, Cicero, and

known that this was punted {/?trorcis 0/ A/nssa- other renowned persons among the ancients;

chiisetts Bay, May 29, 1644) ; and the same state- and such as Sydney and Milton, Locke and

ment can be made regarding Thomas Cobbett's, Hoadley, among the moderns,— I liked them:

in 1649. The earliest known to have been print- they seemed rational. And having learnt from

ed was John Norton's, in 1661 ; but this was not the Holy Scriptures that wise, brave, and virtuous

issued from the press till 1664. In the mean men were always friends to liberty; that God'

while John Higginson's had been delivered and gave the Israelites a king in his anger, because

printed in 1663. The Boston Public Library they had not sense and virtue enough to like a

Bulletin, January, 1881, contains a list of those free country; and that where the spirit of the

known to have been printed. During the period Lord is there is liberty,— this made me conclude

covered by this chapter, sermons were delivered that freedom was a great blessing."— Dr. May-
every year except 1764, when the small-pox pre- hew's Sermon on the /Repeal of the Stamp Act,

vailed in Boston. In 1775 there were two,

—

1766.
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Divinit)' from one of the Scotch universities,— always prompt and generous

in recognizing eminent talent in the New World. These were followed by

the celebrated sermons already mentioned, as well as by other discourses on

the nature of government and the principles of civil liberty, througli which

he became identified with the able men then building, better than they

knew, for the independence of the colonies.

In the Episcopal controversy, which greatly stimulated the literary

activity of the colony and created the liveliest interest among the learned

men of the country, Dr. Mayhew was a conspicuous figure.' In this dis-

cussion it was maintained, on the part of the advocates of Episcopacy, that

the Church of. England was the established and legal system here as in

Great Britain, and that other forms of Christianity only existed through

tolerance or permission. Dr. Mayhew, in behalf of the Congregational

churches and the dissenting interest, denied this ; and maintained that the

charters, especially that of Massachusetts, gave absolute authority to the

colonial government in matters of religion, and that there was no power in

Church, Crown, or Parliament to control or interfere with it. The dispute

thus begun was carried on for many months with deep feeling on both sides,

and by distinguished contestants in iMigland and America. Grave political

questions, growing out of the efforts of the Crown to enforce oppressive

acts of trade, at the same time commanded attention. To these Dr. May-
hew gave the last expiring energies of his noble life. He died in 1766, at

the age of forty-six years ; being then, in learning, courage, and eloquence,

the first preacher in America. His printed discourses during the twenty

years of his ministry, nearly seventy in number, display remarkable origi-

nality and maturity of thought united with great earnestness and directness

of expression, a lively imagination, familiarity with books, and comprehen-

sive knowledge of the affairs of the world. His genius and accomplish-

ments were worthy of any age. The cause of liberty in the eighteenth

century had no worthier advocate.^

Dr. Mayhew's successor, the Rev. Simeon Howard, was also an Arian

in religion and a decided Whig in politics, though not of an aggressive or

controversial temper. The memorable event of his ministry was the seizure

of the church to be used as a barrack for the British troops during their

occupancy of the town. Many of his parishioners went with him to Halitax,

where he had warm friends, and where a pulpit was ready to receive him.

' This famous controversy was begun by tlic fulness and distinction at the age of eighty-four

Rev. East .\pthoip, an Episcopal clergyman, re- years. He was a sound scholar, amd a learned

presenting in Cambridge the " Society for I'ropa- and ingenious writer. Sprague, Annals of the

gating the Gospel in Foreign Parts." He was a Amcrifan Pul/^it, v. 179.

son of Charles Apthorp, merchant of Boston, - V,x-\Aiox(S., Memoir ofthe Life and Writings of

and w.is educated at Cambridge, England. He Z>r. /l/^y/tTO; Dr. Charles Lowell, ///>/<'Wi-«//>w-

returned to this country upon his admission to courses: V}x . C\ax\ei, Q^Mmcs , Funeral Sermon

;

holy orders, filled with zeal for his calling; bvit Dr. Bartol, West Churclt and its Ministers. [See

the time was not favorable, and, after a checkered also Dr. McKenzie's chapter, in Vol. XL, p- 244>

ministry of six years, he went again to England, where a portrait is given ; and Dr. Peabody s m
where he died in i8i6, closing a life of great use- the present volume.— Ed.]

VOL. UI.— 16.
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Returning to Boston the following year, Dr. Howard devoted his energies

to restoring his scattered society, and succeeded, through many personal

sacrifices. He was not eminent as a preacher, though his style is described

as perspicuous and flowing, and his method as exact and luminous. His

simplicity of character, his modest and gentle manners, and the unfailing

charity of his disposition under trying circumstances won for him the love

of his people and the respectful homage of the community. He received

the degree of Doctor of Divinity from the University of Edinburgh; was

an overseer of Harvard College, and a zealous member of many societies

for the promotion of charity, literature, and religion.^

The ministry of the Rev. Thomas Foxcroft of the FLi'st Church was

closed by his death in 1769. Educated in the Episcopal church he early

changed his views, and for half a century had been a consistent adherent

of the New England faith and order of church government. He was a

stanch Calvinist, and in his earlier ministry was a persuasive and popular

preacher; but through prolonged illness his powers had lost their fresh-

ness and vitality before the crisis came.^

Next to Dr. Mayhew in the group of eminent pre-Revolutionary divines,

though his senior by fifteen years, was Mr. Foxcroft's distinguished col-

league and successor. Dr. Charles Chauncy. When the great debates, theo-

logical and political, were coming on, he was just passing middle life, and

he gave to them all the powers of his highly gifted nature. During this

exciting period the interests of Christianity and of civil government were

inseparably bound together. The Rev. John Wise's masterly plea, De-

mocracy, Christ's Government in Church and State, written for the time of

Andros, was reproduced in form and spirit by the clergymen and Patriots

of the time of Hutchinson. From 1750 to 1776 this principle had no more

watchful and determined champion than Dr. Chauncy. Side by side with

Mayhew he fought the good fight for ecclesiastical freedom ; and when

that gallant warrior fell, he continued the fight with redoubled spirit. For

ten years he pursued the Episcopal controversy with unsparing energy, as

well as with great learning and strength of reasoning. The contest began

with his Dudleian lecture on the " Validity of Presbyterian Ordination

Asserted and Maintained," and closed with " A Complete view of Episco-

pacy,"— a work of deep interest at the time, and regarded as the ablest of

his controversial writings.

Dr. Chauncy was equally confident and alert in the advocacy of his

political principles.^ He knew the Colonies were right. He knew they

' The Rev. John Pierce, D.D., in Sprague's Sprague, Annals of the American Pulpit, i. 310,

Annals 0/ the American Pulpit, viW. (>^-(>y. [See 311.

also Dr. Peabody's chapter in the present vol- ' Mr. Thornton, in the Pulpit ofthe American

ume.— Ed.] Revolution, p. 114, prints Dr. Chauncy's Thanks-
2 He was critically skilled in the Greek Ian- giving sermon, preached July, 1766, on the oc-

guage, a theologian of some excellence, and the casion of the repeal of the Stamp Act, entitled

author of many sermons in print. Emerson, " A Discourse on the Good News from a far

Historical Sketch of the First Church. See also Country," with the comment : " This sermon,
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would triumpli. If human strength were wanting, angels would fight in

their behalf. When his friends, familiar with the extreme literalncss of his

usual discourse, suggested the imprudence of trusting to active recruitment

from that quarter, he persisted in sa)'ing that such would be the fact. In-

deed his style of writing and preaching was severely, not to say defiantly,

plain. He had no comprehension of poetry, and he despised rhetoric. It

is said that he prayed he might never be an orator. His enemies replied,

with more wit than truth, that his prayer was undoubtedly granted. Ex-

pediency had no place in his view of divine or human economy. Duplicity

and affectation he ranked with the basest vices. His ministry with the First

Church continued sixty years, from the time of his ordination until his

death in 1787. His printed works include sixty sermons and controversial

tracts, and some volumes of theology.'

Of like political principles, but in every other respect a striking con-

trast to Dr. Chauncy, was the accomplished minister of Ikattle Street

Church, the Rev. Samuel Cooper. He was an elegant rather than a pro-

found scholar, and a most attractive and popular preacher. He is described

as of a fine and commanding presence,'-^ with a voice of great sweetness

and power, uniting with remarkable fluency, as well as grace and force of

expression, appropriateness and energy of thought, which never failed to

arrest and hold attention. In his religious opinions he was moderately

liberal. From the beginning of his ministry he was deeply interested in

public affairs, and every occasion for service found him ready to take his

full share in them, with Mayhew and Chauncy among the clergy and with

Otis and Samuel Adams among the popular leaders. He resisted the min-

isterial plan of ta.xation, through the pulpit as well as through the news-

papers, to which he was also a frequent contributor.'' His zeal won for

him great influence, and his counsel was sought by all the leading Patriots

an .idmirable historical picture, drawn by a m.as- ^ "Of the writings which alternately stimula-

ter, himself a leader of the hosts, abounds in ted and checked the public mind in that season

facts, discusses the great principles involved of stormy excitement, there were perhaps none

witli energy and power, and with the calmness of greater efficiency than those of Ur. Cooper,

and precision of the statesman." If other hands launched the lightning, his guided

Dr. John Eliot writes :
" Dr. Chauncy was the cloud." — Palfrey, Sermon preached to the

one of the greatest divines in New England. No Chunk in Brattle Square, July, 1824, pp. 16,

one, except President Edwards and the late Dr. 17. Dr. Allen (Am. Biog. Diet.) says :
" His ser-

Mayhew, had been so much known ainong the mons were unequalled in .'\nierica for elegance

literati of Europe, or printed more works on and taste."' [The somewhat famous verses on

theological subjects." See also W. C. Fowler, the " Boston Ministers," written in 1774, thus

Chauncy A/cmorials ; Tudor, Life of fames Otis, characterize him :
—

p. 147; and .Sprague, Annals of the American "There's Cooper, too, a doctorirue,

Pulpit. [A portrait of Dr. Chauncy is given in Is sterling in his way

;

Vol. 1 1, p. 226, with a characterisation of him by 1'° Jerry Seed, all are .iKreed,

Dr. McKcuzic in the same chapter. See also ,
"'=,"'.<^" ^^ ^'^^f'f '"'Y'

.

' In pontics, he all the Incks
Dr. Pcabodys chapter m the present volume. Doth wonderously ken

;

— Ed.] In 's country's cause and for her laws,

- [See his likeness in Vol. II. p. 242. The Bos- '^''o*''= "'"st mortal men."

ton Magazine, 1784, p. igi.has a portrait of him These verses, by "a lover of jingle," are

engraved by J. Norman. See William Sullivan's printed in the yV. E. Hist, and Gcneal. Reg.,

account of Cooper in his Public Men.— Ed.] April, 1859.— Ed.]
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of the time. He was the confidential friend and correspondent of Dr.

FrankHn and of many men of eminent learning in the colony and in Eu-

rope ; while his personal attractions and knowledge of the world won the

intimate regard and friendship of all cultivated persons, except of the

officers and supporters of the Crown, by whom he was cordially hated,

and for whom he showed no mercy. He was careless about his perma-

nent reputation, was publicly identified with no great historical incidents,

and left little printed material to explain his undoubted influence and

popularity. He was always a good friend to literature, and a useful

patron to Harvard College, of which he was once elected president;

and was one of the founders of the American Academy.^

The largest congregation in Boston, during the few years preceding the

Revolution, was that of the New North Church, under the ministry of the

Rev. Andrew Eliot. He was in his religious views a moderate Calvinist, a

direct, forcible, and practical preacher, rarely indulging in controversy. He
opposed the establishment of Episcopacy by law, and the introduction of

bishops; but it was the principle only, and not the practice, to which his

conscience objected. When at the close of the siege the troops and the

Loyalist inhabitants thought proper to leave the town, it was through his

persuasion that Mr. Parker of Trinity was induced to remain, in order that

Episcopalians might not be left wholly without a shepherd. During the

siege, when his family and many of his friends had departed, he was himself

induced to stay and continue the services of his church.^ His only com-

panions of the same faith were Samuel Mather and Mather Bylcs, with

whom, it may well be supposed, his relations were not intimate. He con-

tinued to preach regularly, but with the circumspection which had ahva\-s

distinguished him, and which his present situation especially required.

Even in times of the highest excitement Dr. Eliot had resolutely closed

his pulpit against political discussions, to the serious displeasure of many
persons who never thought of doubting his fidelity. Though sometimes

taunted for his scruples, he was a warm friend of America, and was early

and constant in his advocacj'^ of the claims of the Colonies ; but he never

allowed political feeling to interfere with his literary zeal any more than

with what he regarded as his religious duty. When Hutchinson's house

was mobbed, many valuable books and manuscripts, including that of the

second volume of the History of Massachusetts Bay, were rescued from de-

struction through the efforts of Dr. Eliot. He was frequently urged to

accept the presidency of the college, and, upon the death of Dr. Hol-

yoke, was chosen to that office, which he declined. His unusual natural

gifts were cultivated in many directions. " He sought and intermeddled

with all knowledge." Some of his occasional discourses were printed as

they were delivered ; but, like Dr. Cooper, he was careless of his own

' Tudor, Z//;'(y"y«7«« O/w, p. 155; Sprague, - [His letters from Boston during the siege

Annals of American Pulpily i. 440; Lothrop, arc printed in Mass. Hist. Sac. Proc, 1S7S, p.

History of the Church in Brattle Sguare. 2S1.— Ed.]
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fame, and was only induced after much persuasion to print a single

volume of his sermons.'

The Rev. Samuel Checklc}-, Jr., minister of the Second or Old North

Church, passed away in 1768, at the close of a pastorate of twenty-one years.

He was a zealous preacher, rising at times to a certain sort of elotpience, and

is said to have been gifted with uncommon felicity in the devotional exer-

cises of public worship. He printed very little, and appears to have taken

no part in public controversies.^ His successor, the Rev. John Lathrop,

preached acceptably until the occupation of Boston by the British, when

he left the town, and his church was destroyed. Returning to Boston the

following year, his ministry was transferred to the New Brick Church, with

which the society of the Old North was a little later united. From a strict

Calvinist, Mr. Lathrop came to adopt the views of Mayhew and Chauncy,

taking his church with him. He was an ardent Patriot, and mingled in the

scenes of the Revolution with great zeal and untiring industry.''

The Rev. Ebenezer Pemberton had come to the New Brick Church in

1754,^ but his ministry was not fortunate. The North End was the centre

and hot-bed of the Patriot mo\'cment. The residents and church-going

people generally were stanch Whigs, with whom Mr. Pemberton had little

sympatliN'. Governor Hutchinson was a member of his congregation, and

the minister shared the unpopularity of his august parishioner. When, in

1771, Mr. Pemberton, almost alone among the Boston ministers, attempted

to read the Governor's proclamation for the annual Thanksgiving, the

Whigs, constituting the greater part of the congregation, indignantly walked

out of meeting. Prom that time the attendance fell away. The minister's

health perceptibly failed, and in 1775 the house was closed. Dr. Pember-

ton — he had been made a Doctor of Divinity by the College of New
Jersey in 1770— retired to Andover during the siege and died in 1779,

his connection with the society never having been formally dissolved.^

Though the Old South Church was the centre of many of the most ex-

• citing events of the Revolution, its ministers took a less conspicuous part in

them than those of the neighboring churches. The Rev. Joseph Sewall,''

"father of the clergy," died in 1769, after a pastorate of fifty-si.x \-ears. He

1 Eliot, Historical Notice of the A'ew North of the American Pulfil,sm.t%--2. | See also Dr.

Church ; Sprague, Annals of the American Piil- Peabody's chapter in the ijreseiu volume.— En.]

///, i. 417-421. (See Vol. II. p. 243.— Ed
|

* [See Vol. II. p. 244.— Ed.|

^ The Rev. Henry Ware, Jr., Historical Dis- ' "His piety was of that fervent kind for

course, p. 23. [See Vol. II. p. 240.— En.] which his father was remarkable. He had not

' " IJr. Lathrop's preaching was rather prac- his superior powers of mind, and in his old age

tical than doctrinal ; rather sensible than ornate, grew unpopular in his delivery, though in for-

His sermons were short, not ordinarily exceeding mer times he drew crowded assemblies by his

twenty-five minutes in delivery. There was little manner His reading, however, w.is extensive,

of the appearance of labor about them; and the and his sermons correct in diction and style,

thoughts which he expressed, though judicious He was a Calvinist according to the principles

and pertinent, were generally obvious to ordinary of our fathers." — Dr. yohn Eliot. See also

minds, and i)artook, like the character of his Dr. Robbins's History of the Second Church, pp.

own mind, more of convictions than originality." 1S9-193.

The Rev. John Pierce, D.D., in Sprague's Annals ^ [See his portrait in Vol. II. P- 24'- ^D.)
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was a minister of the old school, preaching the "faith of the fathers" in

its strength and purity. Dr. Eliot speaks of him as more remarkable for

piety than for learning
;
yet he was a good classical scholar and familiar

with general literature. He possessed a large estate, which he used with

great liberality and public spirit.^ Dr. Sewall had two colleagues during the

later years of his ministry,^ and his pulpit after his death remained vacant

for nearly two years, when John Hunt and John Bacon, young men of talent

and promise, were settled together. Hunt was of a sensitive and delicate

nature, of affectionate and winning manners, and a persuasive preacher.

Bacon was of a disputatious and somewhat overbearing temper, and fell into

difficulties with his congregation over the doctrines of atonement and im-

putation. The ministry of both came to an end in 1775,— that of the former

by his early death, the latter by dismissal.'^ Soon after, the congregation

was broken up, and the church was converted into a riding-school for the

troops then occupying the town.

The New South Church passed, in 1773, to the pastoral care of the Rev.

Joseph Howe.* The storm was gathering rapidly when Mr. Howe began

his ministry. " In the harbor," he wrote to an absent friend, " nothing is

seen but armed ships; in the town, but armed men." He was not daunted

by them. He performed the duties of his office with zeal and fidelity till

the storm broke in 1775, when he returned to Connecticut and died the

same year. He was a preacher of remarkable promise, and his death was

lamented as a genuine calamity.^

Of the Congregational clergy. Dr. Mather Bylcs stood alone against the

Revolution. He tried, with undoubted sincerity, to avoid politics in his

pulpit; but his opinions were too notorious, and his sharp tongue was too

free, to make his position long an agreeable one either to his people or to

himself He left his congregation in 1776, and in the following year was

denounced in town-meeting, and tried by a special court for remaining in

Boston during the siege and praying for the king. He was sentenced to be

confined on board a guard-ship with his family, and sent to England, but

the sentence was not enforced. The last twelve years of his life were spent

in retirement; and the favor of the community was never restored to him.

In the prime of his life he was blessed with a wonderful flow of spirits, with

great skill and command of language, and had some claims to be regarded

as a pulpit orator. ''

The Rev. Samuel Mather continued his ministry, without marked inci-

dent, over an independent congregation in North Bennett Street, during the

' Wisncr, History of Ihe Old Soiitli C/iiin/i, portrait, .md some chamcterization of hini, is

p. 33. given in Vol. II. 227, 22S. A small oval engrav-
- |.Sce Vol. II. p. 240.— En.] ing of him e.\ists, S. Harris, sc. Pelham's en-
''

I
Ibid., p. 241.— ICi).] graving is inscribed: "Mather Bvles, A. M. et

* [Ibid., p. 243.— Kd.] V. D. M. Ecclesia; apud Bostonum, Nov. An-
^ .\llen. Biographical Dictionary; Sprague, glorum, pastor. P. Pelham, ad vivum pin.x. et

Annals of the American Pulpit. fecit." There is some mention of his Revolu-
" Sprague, Annals of the American Pnlpil, tionary tribulations in Mr. Scudder's cliapter in

PP- 37(J> 38-; Tudor, Life of James Otis. [\\\> the present volume. — Ed.|
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siege and until his death in 1785, when his congregation returned to the

Second Church, from which he had taken their fathers forty-three years

before. He was on the side of the Col-

onies during the wiiole struggle, but

took no active part in the discussions

attending it. He had an inherited taste

for collecting and preserving books,

part of which were destroyed at the burning of Charlestown, and the rest

were widely scattered after his death.' He contributed little to the literature

of the time, except a youthful life of his father, and a work now rarely seen,

designed to show that America was known to the ancients, beside occasional

sermons and theological tracts.

The piety and talent of the Rev. Samuel Stillman gave dignity to the

Baptist church at this time of its low estate. He was called to the pastorate

of the First Baptist Church in 1765, and came to be recognized as one of

the most powerful preachers of the Revolution. The unattached crowd

thronged his obscure little church at the North End upon the report of his

homely and cffecti\e eloquence ; and distinguished strangers, as well as

sailors just home from their voyages, met every Sunday morning in its

narrow aisles. His piety is described as of the tvpe of Hervey, W'atts,

Doddridge, and Payson.''^ Nothing stirred him to deeper feeling or more
moving eloquence,— sometimes scathing, sometimes pathetic,— than the

prevailing inattention to religion. Yet he and his church were as deeply

interested as any in the state of the country, and no more potent voice was

raised in its behalf than that of Mr. Stillman. He was an early patron of,

and most liberal contributor to. Brown University, and was devoted to lit-

erature and all good causes. The Second Baptist Church had regular

services under the ministration of the Rev. John Davis and the Rev. Isaac

Skillman, neither of whom left any special mark. Mr. Davis, during his

brief ministry, won much respect by his ability and zeal. Backus speaks

of him as "the pious and learned Mr. Davis," and the contemporary no-

tices of his death eulogized him as a man " of fine parts, an excellent

scholar, and a pretty speaker."

" Refined his language, and his reasoning true,

He pleased only the discerning few.''

'

The Episcopal clergy of Boston, in common with their friends in the

other colonies, espoused the cause of the Crown. They derived their eccle-

siastical authority from the Church of England, and loyalty to the king was

a part of their worship. Whatever their individual inclinations might have

been, they felt bound in a double sense to resist a sentiment and policy

' [.Sec Vol. I., Introduction, p. xviii. For Dr. ch.ipter in the present volume, where a portrait of

McKenzie's mention of him, see Vol. II. p. 229. Stillman is given.— Ed.]
— Ed.] 3 Backus, Ilistmy of the Baptist Church in

- The Rev. Dr. Jenks in Sprague's Annals of A^cw England; Sprague, Annals of tin American

the American Pulpit. [See also Dr. H. M. King's Pulpit.
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wliich must end in open rebellion ; and they resisted at the risk of prop-

erty, reputation, and life itself Most of them were sent into exile after

fighting a losing battle, and the few who remained were subjected to great

losses.

King's Chapel, the first Episcopal church in New England, was at this

time in a flourishing state. The Rev. Henry Caner, who had been called to

the rectorship in 1747, was highly educated and endowed with many popu-

lar qualities. Early in his ministry, and largely through his efiforts, the first

chapel was built. The university of Oxford conferred upon him the degree

of Doctor of Divinity. While British ships were in the harbor and British

troops in the town, many of their officers regularly worshipped at the chapel.

Dr. Ganer's ministrations were in every way acceptable to them. There is

no trace of his printed discourses later than 1765 ; but the traditions of his

preaching give him a high rank as a man of learning and fine intellectual

endowments. He was a devoted Loyalist, and with the departure of the

troops in 1776, when it was evident he could no longer be useful in this

field, he went with them to Halifax, and soon after returned to England,

where he died at a great age in 1792.^

The ministry of the learned and venerable rector of Christ Church, Dr.

Timothy Cutler, was nearly ended. The grand figure and commanding

presence, described by Dr. Stiles, was bowed by infirmity when the crisis

began, and in 1765 he passed away at the age of eighty-two years. He was

a sincere and consistent Episcopalian, but took no part in the controversy.^

His assistant, the Rev. James Greaton, continued the services a year or

two, when he was succeeded by the Rev. Mather B\lcs, Jr. This litigious

minister had just " dismissed himself," according to the church record, from

the church and congregation in New London over which he had been some-

time settled, and became a zealous convert to Episcopacy. He was called

to the vacant rectorship of Christ Church, and discharged his duties there

without marked distinction until the siege, when he again deserted his flock,

and left the colony. He was a fierce Loj'alist, and was afterward proscribed

and banished.

Trinity Church was, at the time of the Episcopal controversy, under the

partial care of the Rev. William Hooper.^ Sabine classes him among the

Loyalists, but there is no evidence of his having taken any active share in

the contest, even in its earliest stages. He died in 1767. He is described

as a man of native nobility of spirit and vigor of mind, uniting with a fine

eloquence great clearness of thought and earnestness of purpose.* The
Rev. Samuel Parker became assistant rector of Trinity at the death of Dr.

Hooper. He came to the post at a crisis, and stood b}- it through many
and great trials. He conducted the services during the siege with remark-

' Sprague, Annals of the American Pulpit, v. ministry is given in the Historical Magazine, sup-

61, 63; Greenwood, History of K'ing^s Chapel, plement of 1S66, p. 124.— En.]

[See also Dr. Brooks's chapter on the "Epis- ' [See Vol. II. p. 229.— En.]

copal Church."— Ed.] * The Rev. Dr. Bartol, in Sprague's Annals of
- [An account of the Rev. Timothy Cutler's the American Pulpit, v. 123.
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able discretion, meeting as well as he could the conflicting claims of his

church and of his country. He read the service without interruption, in-

cluding the pra}'ers for the king, until the Sundaj- following the Declaration

of Independence, when he was publicl}- warned of the peril of repeating

them. The vestry authorized the omission of the offending portions, and the

services continued as before. Mr. Parker became rector soon after the war,

and received from his congregation man)' marks of favor for the prudence,

patience, and zeal with which, under distressing circumstances, he had kept

the holy fire burning on the altar of Trinity.' He became the second

bishop of the Eastern Diocese in 1803, but died a few months after his con-

secration. His assistant,- the Rev. William Walter, succeeded to the rector-

ship until 1776, when he also resigned his charge, accompanied General

Howe to Halifax, and went thence to England. He was a zealous sup-

porter of the Church and the Crown, and vindicated his sincerity b}- the

sacrifices he made for them. He returned to Boston in 1791, became rector

of Christ Church, and remained in that relation till his death. His dis-

courses are described as rational and judicious, " recommended b\- an elo-

cution graceful and majestical." He was no knight-errant; but, while

adhering to his own convictions with quiet persistency, he exercised a large

charity toward all forms of faith and Christian worship.'''

The Rev. John Moorhead, born near Belfast and educated at one of

the Scotch universities, came to Boston with a number of Scotch-Irish

families in 1727-28. and established public worship, according to the rites

of the Scottish Kirk, under the name of the Church of the Presb}'terian

Strangers. In 1744 the meeting-house in Long Lane, afterward Federal

Street, was built for them,* and Mr. Moorhead continued his services here

until after the Re\-olution. He published nothing, and his papers were lost

or destroyed at the evacuation ; but tradition represents him as a forcible

preacher, administering the law and the gospel with zeal and fervency. He
and his people were warm friends of liberty. During the same period the

Rev. Andrew Croswell conducted the worship of an independent society,

with some success, in the church of the French Protestants in School

Street. He was a stalwart Cah'inist, a deadly foe of Arminianism and
" new lights " of every kind, always disputing with the ministers, and

usually with those who came nearest to his own way of thinking. He pub-

lished several occasional sermons, including a narrative of the founding

and settling of his own new-gathered church. A little later Robert

Sandeman, the Scotchman, after holding meetings at the Green Dragon

Tavern and other places, expounding his new doctrines, had a house of

worship built for him near the Mill Pond in 1765. He rejected belief in

the necessity of spiritual conversion, representing faith as an operation of

' Sprague, Annals of the Aincr'uan Pulpit, ^ Sprague, Atiiuils 0/ the Ametican Pulpit, v.

V. 296. His publications were limited to a few 226, 233.

occasional discourses. * [.\ view of it is given in Vol. II. p. 513-

- [See Dr. Krooks's chapter.— Ed.] — Kd.J
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the intellect, and speculative belief as quite sufficient to insure final justi-

fication. He was the founder of the sect of Sandemanians, which survived

from the time of his coming to these shores until 1823, when the last light

was extinguished.^

The Press, like the Pulpit, reflected all the varying phases of current

opinion ; but its prevailing force was on the side of the freedom of the

Colonies. It had conspicuous faults and great virtues ; it was personal and

partisan to a degree only tolerable in times of conflict; but it was frank,

honest, impulsive, and sincere. Of the ebb and flow of events from 1760

to 1775, and the corresponding revulsions of popular feeling, the newspapers

give the onK- satisfactory record. Slow and meagre, for the most part, in

presenting the general news of the world, they teemed with resolves, pro-

tests, instructions, appeals, sermons, satires, and arguments of every kind,

— some addressed to the reason and conscience, some to the strong pas-

sions, and all of them written with remarkable force and energy.

Of the pre-Revolutionary journals,- the Nczvs-Lcttcr and the Weekly

Advertiser remained on the side of the Crown. Richard Draper, who con-

ducted the Nezvs-Letter, with its numerous combinations,'^ from 1762 to

1774, was an uncompromising Loyalist. The crown officers and their friends

had free access to his paper at all times, and defended their cause often

with marked spirit and ability. During the occupation the Neivs-Letter

had no competitor. The few numbers preserved show that the military au-

authorities of the town found it a most serviceable instrument, and that they

and their friends used it without scruple and without decency. Upon the

death of Richard Draper in 1774, the Nezvs-Lcttcr was conducted b\' his

widow, with the assistance already indicated, until the departure of the

troops compelled its suspension.

The Weekly Advertiser, in its later years, had limited influence and com-

paratively few readers, but was never wanting in zeal for the Government.

During the last two or three years (1773-75) the authorities, seeing that

the tide was now setting strongly against them, secured new and able

writers for its columns. Thomas, who remembered the paper well, says

that in 1774 it was the chief organ of the Government party. It was pat-

ronized by the officers of the Crown, and attracted much notice from the

Whigs. The Chro7iicle, 1768-70, published by Mein & Fleming, the lead-

ing booksellers, was neutral at first, afterward independent ; but from the

beginning there was in it an undertone of depreciation of the leading Whigs,

1 Drake, History of Boston, pp. 61 S, 619; 176S-69 the A\-v.'s- Litter and the Post-Boy and
Allen, Biographical Dictionary. Advertiser twItx^A into a quasi partnership,— one

~ See the chapter on the "Press and Litera- half of each paper being official, and c.illed the

ture of the Provincial Period," in Vol. II. Massachusetts Gazette, "published by authority ;

"

' The title in 1762 was the Boston Weekly the other half of each bearing its own separate

A'e7vs-Letter and Nro! England Chronicle. The title, and published independently. The Weekly

year following, the title was changed to the Advertiser also took for a. time the name and

Massachusetts Gazette and Boston News-Letter, decorations of the Post-Boy. Thomas, History

and was decorated with the king's arms. In 0/ Printing, ii. 25, 59.
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which soon developed into open hostiHty. Its literary pretensions, exceed-

ing those of any other journal in the colony, did not save it from becoming

the vehicle of gross calumnies. The people

resented its attacks upon their leaders as in- Q^T^A^^J^ /'7^^'2.^ii/yL-^

suiting to themselves ; and John Mein, the

editor, was forced to seek in his own country a refuge from their indignation.

He went to Scotland in 1770, and never returned.

Thonias and John Fleet, who succeeded to the estate of their father, the

founder of the Evening Post, just before the storm arose, tried hard to

follow his example and to publish a strictly independent journal. Whigs

and Tories fought their word)- battles in its pages with great vigor, and the

j'oung publishers for a time kept their balance well. But neither party

was long disposed to be tolerant of such neutrality. The issues of life and

death were too serious to be trifled with in that way; and the proprietors,

after unavailing protests against what they regarded as encroachments

upon their rights, discontinued the publication in 1775, the last number

mentioning, but not attempting to describe, the " unlucky transactions " of

the preceding week, — meaning the battles of Lexington and Concord.

One incident of many illustrates the difficulty of maintaining its neutral

position among the heady currents of this excited community. The Lib-

erty Song,' written by John Dickinson, of Philadelphia, and first printed in

the Pennsylvania Chronicle, July 4, 1768, afterward in the Boston Gazette,

was reproduced by request in the Evening Post a month later, " for the

' This song was nuicli in vogue in North

America for several years, and was written under

circumstances related in the following letter.

The time was immediately after the refusal of

the Massachusetts Legislature to rescind the

circular-letter addressed by the House of Rep-

resentatives to the speakers of the several

Colonies.
Dickinson to Otis.

Philadelphia, July 4, 1768.

Dear Sir,— I enclose you a song for American free-

dom. I have long since renounced poetry ; but as indiffer-

ent songs are frequently very powerful on certain occasions,

I venture to invoke the deserted Muses. I hope that my
good intentions will procure pardon, with those I wish to

please, for the badness of my numbers. My worthy friend.

Dr. Arthur Lee, a gentleman of distinguished family, com-

posed eight lines of it. Cardinal de Retz always enforced

iiis political operations by songs. I wish our attempt may
be useful. . .

Your most affectionate, most obedient, servant,

John Dickinson.

The song was to the tune " Hearts of Oak,"

and began as follows :
—

" Come, join hand in hand, brave Americans all.

And rouse yotu' bold hearts at fair Liberty's call

;

No tyrannous acts shall suppress your just claim,

Or stain with dishonor America's name.

In freedom we 're born and in freedom we '11 live.

Our purses are ready ;

Steady, friends, steady, —
Not as slaves, but as freemen, our money we '11 give."

Tudor. L,i/e 0/ jfatnes Otis, pp. 322, 501.

The travesties were promptly answered by

Whig verse-writers, their last song closing,

—

"In freedom we 're boni, and like sons of the brave

We '11 never surrender,

But swe.Tr to defend her,

And scorn to survive if unable to save."

[The song seems to have been first publicly

sung in Boston, Aug. 14, 176S, on one of the an-

niversaries of the Stamp Act disturbance ; the

Afassac/iusctts Gazette of August 18 recording the

assembling of a great number of "persons of

credit at Liberty Hall, where the much admired

American song was melodiously sung; " where-

upon "the gentlemen set out in their chariots

and chaises for the Greyhound Tavern in Ro.\-

bury, where an elegant entertainment was pro-

vided. After dinner the new song was again

sung, and forty-five toasts drunk. After conse-

crating a tree to Liberty in Ro.xbtiry, they made

an agreeable excursion round Jamaica Pond

;

and it is allowed that this cavalcade surpassed

,all that has ever been seen in America." This

famous Greyhound Tavern stood 011 the present

Washington Street in Roxbury, opposite Vernon

Street. It was torn down during the siege.

(Drake, Tenon of Roxbury,^. i66.) A letter from

Dickinson, in answer to a vote of thanks from

Boston, is among the old papers (1768) in the

Charity Building.— Ed.]
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benefit of the whole continent of America." Parodies upon parodies fol-

lovyed in subsequent numbers to the great indignation of one or the other

of the parties.

The most noted contributors to these journals were Joseph Green (mer-

cliant, poet, and wit, though he took no part in the later political discussions),

OSEPH GREEN.

Samuel Waterhouse (of the customs service, a notorious libeller), Licut.-

Governor 01i\'cr, Daniel Leonard,- and Jonathan Sewall.'^

Twenty years before the battle of Lexington, the Boston Gazette and
Country yournal was established in Queen Street by Benjamin Edes and

John Gill. It was printed on a half-sheet crown folio, afterward enlarged to

1 [This cut follows a crayon portrait by Cop-
ley, belonging to the heirs of the late Rev. W. T.

Snow. Perkins, Copley's Life and Paintings, p. 62.

A larger likeness, by Blackburn, is owned by
Miss Andrews of Boston. See Vol. II. of this

History, p. 429. Green was born in 1706, and
graduated at Harvard College in 1726. He was
a merchant of large fortune, and is said to have

had the largest private library in New England.

He died in England in 17S0.

—

Ed.]
- [See the paper on Leonard, by Ellis Ames,

in Mass. Hist. Soe. Proc., June, 1873; ^"'l S^^'

gent's Dealings with the Dead.— Ed.]

3 " Did not our grave Judge Sewall sit.

The summit of newspaper wit .'

Filled every leaf of every paper
Of Mills aiid Hicks and Mother Draper ?

Drew proclamations, works of toil,

In true sublime of scare-crow style ;

With forces, too, 'gainst Sons of Freedom,
All for your good, and none would read
'em ?

"

— Trumbull, McFingal.
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a whole sheet, the title decorated with rude cuts of an Indian with bow and

arrow, and Britannia freeing a bird bound to the arms of France. A little

later Minerva appeared in the place of Britannia, holding a spear sur-

mounted by the cap of liberty, and just giving flight to a caged binl

toward the tree of liberty.' Edcs and Gill were both " men of bold and

fearless hearts," and welcomed the co-operation of the wisest and ablest

counsellors enlisted in the popular movement. Samuel Adams, Jonathan

Mayhcw, Thomas Gushing, Samuel Dexter, and others, who had spent their

first emotions in writing for the Indcpcndetit Advertiser, transferred their

eager talents to the new Gazette. James Otis, John Hancock, Samuel

Cooper, Josiah Quinc_\-, Jr., John Adams, and Joseph Warren joined them a

few years later, and resisted through its pages the successive invasions of the

chartered rights of the colonies, with rich and varied learning, with argu-

ments drawn from the early conflicts of ICnglish liberty, and with fiery and

indignant eloquence inspired by a deep sense of injury and lively con-

tempt for the instruments employed to inflict it.

The publication of the " Novanglus " essays in 1774-75 was the most in-

teresting single event in the annals of this journal. The letters of " Massa-

chusettensis," reviewing the questions at issue, in the interest of the Crown,

had been printed in the Massachusetts Gazette, one of the names of the

Weekly Advertiser, addressed " to the inhabitants of the province." The

authorship was long a secret. From the skill with which the letters were

written, their singular moderation and breadth of view, they were attributed

to Jonathan Sewall, then attorney-general, a man of learning and talents.

It. was more than a generation before the true authorship was assigned

to Daniel Leonard, of Taunton.^ They re- ^^ -^

viewed the progress of the popular discon- ^Jn y*/ C^
tent with much ingenuity, with the purpose O^ OC^^-tx^z-a. fr'

of showing that the course of the English Government was founded in law

and reason ; that the Colonies had no substantial grievance ; that they were

a part of the British Empire, and properl)' subject to its authority. They

also urged that resistance was useless ; that the English nation had power to

enforce its right, and would exercise it.

John Adams returned from the Congress in Philadelphia while these and

other ministerial letters were filling the newspapers in Boston, and were

topics of conversation in all circles. He at once devoted himself to the

task of answering them in a series of letters to the Boston Gazette, with

the signature of " Novanglus." They were written with characteristic ve-

hemence of manner, but at the same time with remarkable clearness and

method, enforced with abundant illustration, and enlivened with original

humor. Mr. Adams showed that the Colonies in resisting ta.xation by au-

1 Buckingham, A'.-w/H/.tfiv/i-t'.f, i. 166, 120. Dr. fuse of her favors, and pregnant with blessings

Eliot, in .J/<(.f.t. ///>/. Co//., vi. 69, suggests another for future times."

interpretation. The woman with the spear, he ^ [See Edmund Quincy's /-(/<. of Josiah

says, "may as well represent America in the Qiiincy, p. 3S0; C.F.Adams's edition of >/'«

character of a female active in doing good, pro- Adams's IVori-s, iv. 70.— Ed.]
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thority of rarliamcnt avowed no new doctrine, but were consistent with the

course marked out for themselves since the first settlement of the country.

He declared with emphasis and fervor that the Colonies were no part of

Great Britain, and that the supremacy of Parliament was limited to the

dominions represented in it. He scornfully rejected the assumption that

America would not maintain her right, or that submission was to be thought

of because resistance was perilous. The last of these letters was dated

April 17, 1775. Two days later came the fight at Lexington, and the

debate was adjourned to the field of battle.

These revolutionary letters, written on the threshold of the war, illustrate

on both sides the ascendancy of reason over passion ; while they disclose

also the impassable breadth and fathomless depth of the gulf which sepa-

rated the contestants. Mr. Leonard's letters were reprinted in various forms

during the two years following. Nothing else of his composition compares

with them in brilliancy and force of statement, in variety of illustration, or

in the plausible manner with which he anticipated and parried the argu-

ments of his adversary. He was a gentleman of fortune, fond of display,

and was the original of Beau Trumps in Mrs. Mercy Warren's Groups.

Mr. Adams's letters were also reprinted and widely read during and after

the war. Together " they form a masterly commentary on the whole his-

tory of American taxation and the rise of the Revolution." ^

Other luminous and fervent writers contributed to the Gazette during

these interesting years, whose signatures, " Candidus," " Fervidus," and the

like, are all that is now left of them. With such co-operation the Gazette

became a great power in the community. Rarely in our history has a sin-

gle newspaper, with the ruling powers steadily against it, met a difficult

crisis with greater courage, maintained its principles with more splendid

ability, or exercised so powerful an influence over the minds of men.

During the occupation of Boston by the British troops the Gazette was

printed in Watertown, whither Edes had secretly conveyed an old press and

types sufficient for the purpose. He returned to town after the evacuation,

and with his two sons Benjamin and Peter,— Gill retiring from the partner-

ship, — continued the service with unabated zeal
;
promptl}' collecting and

publishing intelligence during the war, and, through occasional contributions

of especial force and urgency, reviving the drooping hopes or stimulating

the flagging courage of the sorely tried Patriots. The great writers, how-

ever, who had strengthened the hands of the young printer in the beginning,

were drawn into the public service, or had fallen as early martyrs to the cause.

In losing them the Gazette lost also the power and influence of its earlier

days.

Isaiah Thomas began the publication of the Massachusetts Spy in July,

1770, in partnership with Zachariah Fowle. It was to be printed three times

a week,— once on a half-sheet, twice on a quarter-sheet, — and was designed

for mechanics rather than for commercial or professional readers. The

' y. Adams's Life ami Works, by C. F. Ad.ims. Tudor, Life ofJames Otis, p. xvii.
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leave all men 10 deiermme In which fca'.

the proud, 'gnniani, haughty and leK'Con

ceiirj .re 1. be Tjund.M we>i known N.v

ihinp II iTio'e pt rpi'drifsui in^n ih*- ttti ma
nf prricnd (01 the (upport of civil and 'eiigi

OU} hbeiiy, wH.'e at ihe fame iimi ihcii bu
lornj burn with lodignaiion ifunll any one

ikho ei-1 take ihe heedom to cafl on; ol

iheii f.ivooit<e i^oiion» miu ^ueffion. Th<

(p"ii ol a lepublic fcemg a rpml of rqua'ny

abhori fucb leiociout bigoliy The r.,iv

Chiilei arnor'g whofc lu/'ltii gteit • utii *a.

lojnd 'Tiu.h ft flon mjr/ri." aJfo pioh.b-

ted j// difpu,n[ ettui frLfitt The teal

iruib Is thd religion a.'id civil pohy aic (r

c'ofely cooneQfd iharvhoetcr aitemp'i u

feperaie Ihem it^raJlibtv de(troyi both, arc

(he llaie witich 'A'Olild dircediige drceni m
ijDinei Into the foundation, oaiurt and len.

detret qf either mil makeJery had, bccauli

>cay gupfd juilujiu^ct^eii(ubKcV,i
TTod bell-pwe<* i)fnr% i^tn Tii- 'Ciftlii nrm

foim hm 'jl the "tigin, and Jtlicn rl hn be

ing
. ol the iclalion he fuftair t 10 hit crea

lot. jr.d every (ubuidmaic (uperioi, e^ual

and K.fetior , ard the duiiei which nalu'all)-

fl I" from and accompany ihele leUnons
Thi* being the foundation and (cope of ali

lawi cKil and (ictcd. Ihe fyAemi immediate
ly deduced (rom thefe corfidrianoni are call

ed the f) Denis it natural hw, of na;uial leli

gion, meaning the laiv and religion which

fo'ce them(el>t« upon the mindi of ever)

hotiell and (ubcr man whj (criouC^ feti bim
fc!! about a candid and tjtion^ cifquir) into

nature, reafon and relation of ihingi.

The fame ftili fmall voice which len-lcfi a

nan a tnie fon of libeiiy in politicks wdl
endet him a calm, patient and dirpaSkmatc

rcafoner upon reSgioui (uhjc^ , huUiui hi

a magiflii <i Ibe inrcupnoo of ihc (eal,

with which lie impieflei all hu wnnrtgi.

And though confcioui of hit avcifion lo de-

ceive, he warnt people to number, weigh

mcjfure aftei himfelf In ihn there »

t (jfeiy. for none cao'ieU *»hen God
tike away the moO important Eljih,

and much will fuch a one be afiPcifled ai hit

depiriu'c, if he itRrSi that any part o( hi»

m»(tei'i council hai been kepi back fiom the

laiihful foni otihe piophell he leave* behind

The perfon who could leave a number i.i

people in a defaii without a pilni, or at fea

wirhout a compilj, woiitd afteiia<ftty the pan
of the pteiendcd painot. who would will ng-

ly (orego any opportunity of ir\f1ru£t>ng all

the membeti ol the comnrtonvRalih to which

he belonged in eveiy occdoJ article of pre-

fe-vaiive knowledge.

An a'lfolute authority, in indifpuiaUle

ftanditd, mufl c.il^ (bmewhcte) oibeiwife

conieft muil be perpetual. To irttaginc ibu

auibonry tepofed m any being (ubjeiS 10 er-

ror or fmillet dtfign. 11 too abfurd Jo/ ihe fu

peiftiiion of a pipift he ihereloie cloiiht

hi» (uprcrae pomiff With a per(ei9iun of wbtth

the fupremr Jehovah alooti* wonhy. Ii u
therefore in the natuir and conflilu'ion ol

ihnngi, d I reeled by hi» uncfimg wifdom, «e

are to look for Ihc .'etvi ol nature, the abfo-

lute, peifefl and unchangeable ui-'l of God.

TKeimmocferaie love of caff whieh brut.fiei

K30 many cf suf fpecrf*. eogagct ihem fo

urt the Jfieiminatioft»of i.S< iighi. ihe ,!.((,
he honouiable 10 o^^-«.l,Jn whom ihey piaew
'mphciicunhdcrx<e.a[.dfcoriiingiobeib^>ughl
Unoiani uf piopufuiont ihey ne»ei unOcf-
l> .od. ar»d conftquenily ran ne.ihei explain
.01 deleod

. 1 he nc*i learch iheir ambjiion
p..i. ihem upon, la to find a lufiicient poHwr• filence a gainfiyci by any me»n» la>, or
L-ul II „ ,n (hi) condition ol ihingi iha
.b.ldtco of wifdom cry out fui liberty ul
<C^<':K to defend th: doanoet tl iheii fi»-

I'ln.c paieni ' But from the d>)i of Jjiin
h.i telefl.al king-^om hai lutr^red ..olc„cP,
itid nuihinj but lAolcnce will t>ci df,'«sid ,1,

"ore than to-ee „. Homati liie 11 indeed «
«aif«rc, and he who will rtoluppulcin if».

*ad<f. mull league to become- a hewer o(
*«od and di3«GI of w*ie» lul Iht wirde
CMJgregai.on

I he l:cur.iy of properly and the f.eedoiO-
of Ipeech. fan tr.eraineni wn-ci, always g»
i.<gfihe', and in thofe areithe^ counitici
"be'c i man cannot call hu lon^iMttu owe,
i>e can l<.aice call any thing c'fe hb own.
Vhoevei would ovetihtow the hbe ty of iha
»>'oo. mufl begin by deftioymg the fieedom
'' 'pcech ( a thing tcrnbic to public tra.ton,
• e to all Ibe encmie* of civil «nd rcligiouj

't'-'J. ELEUTHtEiUS.

At the InicIligcnCTNOfiicr.

Otr r.i.ii'auOu ta . i ,
.

ttTT:M6taiat.b'Rctf,

Ktrpi by GRANT WKg^TER^.
There b 10 be fold,

pHiladclphia Flour and hen,
* Maryland Flour and Bie«f, Weft-Ia-
Hia uid New.EngUod Rum, Biaijdy. M»-
deira and otlieiW jnes, Buflol beef, nn and
giound ginger. French Indigo Ruffia duckf
new and fccond hand Viftlj of diffeienC
forts f«ond hind Sa.li and Ancb«r»,(«waJ
compleai fen of laigc Scalea and We^tj |
fe.etal genteel Houfe* in town, and CmjiU
good fitmiiniheCoimi/y^oneinparticTilat
abfiljt ten milej fiom thia town, very agreve-
tiy fiiuated lor a Genileman'a Seat, with a
liood houfc and barn on ir, which will Le hid
under the value Sr Veady money ,) pan of
a very valuable Lead Mioe in ike county of
Suffolk, a few Ejiglilh Goods and Atod/j 0-
ihei aiiirle^ v^ry theap for il)e oQi.
WANTED. Sever.! Sum. of Mon^ for

difTerciii petfooa, who will give good fecuni*
(01 the lime, eiihei real or pci(onal Lite
w.fc. Bill) of Eachange.ioi which ibe tcady
mor>ey wjl be paid.

N.a GOODS of Ml, fori are taken in
arv) (old. b«ll» of fejtohangi negdciaied, anij

any hind of Brokerage done ai Uid Q&ec oa
rcalottablC COmOl

~

MUSICK, >nd MuCcjl Inftru-
roenti, »ii. HtrfdfOtdr, Sputneo,

Violinj, Piano Foilei, GutaixT), and. Ger-
fpan Flotei ; to be (old by Mr P*CifI»T,
at Mti. HoltKook'i upon ibt Cooimoix^'

A FEW Cafks of Choice new
RICE, and fc>er«l twrreU of Sonil*'

CiioUoa Pitch, 10 be foM on boaid tbcfbop

MoJij, I)i'*E •< Green'i wh«f.

MR. JOAN'S Concert, which

W> 10 be thr* evfn.ng. u poflpnc*

„[| ThuifJay the J-ft '"<*"" _

'-'/'•' tfi.

7. B. Vtdit atfidrt^i'^
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second number appeared early in August, and regularly thencefonvard for

six months, meeting with good success. Thomas, however, was ambitious

to undertake a larger paper than had yet been printed in New England ; and

on March 7, 1771, the S/yy was issued on a whole sheet, royal folio, as a new
weekly publication. The title of the first number was as given in the ac-

companying facsimile ; but it appeared later between two rude cuts, — the

Goddess of Liberty on the left ; and on the right, two children with a basket

of flowers, — and this was followed by the lines from Addison's Cato :—
"Do thou, Great Liberty! inspire our souls,

And make our lives in thy possession happy.

Or our deaths glorious in thy just defence."

Thomas was then in his twenty-second year. His paper was at first open

to Whigs and Tories alike, but his own partialities were so pronounced that

the friends of the Government one by one withdrew from him. The au-

thorities, failing to win him to their service, used all their powers to cripple

and discourage him ; but their threats and blandishments were alike un-

availing.i His group of writers grew steadily bolder and more defiant.

One of them, whose name has never been known, in a series of forty letters

with the signature of " Centinel," discussed the issues between Parliament

and the people with learning and spirit, taking for his motto the warning

lines from the ballad of Chevy Chase :
—

" The child that is unborn

Will rue the hunting of that day."

He startled even the Whigs, and alarmed not a few of them, by the bold-

ness with which he challenged all rulers whose authority did not rest upon
the natural rights of man. Other writers of like spirit poured oil, not upon

the troubled waters, but upon the angry flames. Joseph Greenleaf, over the

signature of " Mucius Scaevola," denounced the Governor and Lieut.-Gov-

ernor by name as usurpers, and invoked resistance to their authority. His

letter was pronounced " the most daring production ever published in

America." Thomas was prosecuted for libel, but the grand jury refused an

indictment. Greenleaf was summoned to answer before the Governor and

Council, but he ignored the summons, and his commission as justice of the

peace was publicly cancelled. Meanwhile the S/j grew more bitterly hos-

tile to the Crown and its agents, and its defiance of all restraint attracted

the attention of the continent.^ Thomas was hung in effigy in many places,

1 "The Government hoped to buy the young his wife, July, 1774, quotes Mr. Winthrop, his

printer: he was not in the market. It tried companion on the eastern circuit, as complaining

to drive him : he could not be driven. It tried to of the Boston press for printing accounts of ever)'

alarm him: he was without fear. It tried to popular commotion or disturbance, while in other

suppress him ; but he baffled and defeated ever)' provinces such occurrences were very properly

attempt to this end, and gained new strength concealed. " Our presses in Boston, Salem, and
and influence by every conflict."— B.F.Thomas, Newburyport," he says, "arc under no regula-

Meinoir of Isaiah Thomas, p. 31. tion, nor any judicious, prudent care. . . . The
- This excessive zeal was not wholly ap- printers are hot, indiscreet men: and they are

proved by the ciders. John .'\dams, writing to under the influence of others as hot, rash, and in-
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and his paper was burned by the hangman. Letters scattered among the

people and the soldiers in the early autumn of 1774, mentioning Adams,

Bowdoin, Hancock, and others as marked for speedy destruction in the

event of an outbreak, also named " those trumpeters of sedition, the

printers Edes and Gill and Thomas," as not to be forgotten.

The writers for the Spy were more abusive and exasperating than those

in the Gazette, but both were pursuing the same end. Thomas took his

ground not merely upon the rights of the Colonies under the Charter, but

upon the rights of human nature. Hancock, writing to him April 4, 1775,

from the Provincial Congress, then sitting at Concord, superscribed his

letter: "To Isaiah Thomas, Supporter of the Rights and Liberties of Man-

kind." From the time the Spy took its position it was resolute and un-

compromising. With abstract discussions of the questions of law and right

involved in the struggle, its writers mingled unsparing denunciations of

Crown and Parliament, until the country was made familiar with the pur-

pose of resistance, and in the fulness of time was eager to accept the appeal

to force. The writers for the Gazette were more deliberate, more elaborate,

and, as a rule, more highly cultivated. Their illustrations were more

learned and copious. Many of them hesitated before declaring openly for

independence, toward wliich their logic compelled them. Others, filled

with fiery zeal, blazed with equal fervor.

The temper of the Spy, and its incessant activity, made Thomas a marked

man ; and he prosecuted his work at great personal peril. Just before the

battle of Lexington the town became too hot even for his ardent spirit.

He sent his family to VVatertown early in April, and prepared to follow

them. He packed his presses and types, with such movable effects as could

be hastily gathered together, and on April 16 " stole them out of town in

the dead of night." They were sent to Worcester, where the Spy reap-

peared on May 3 following, with the title again changed to the Massachu-

setts Spy, or American Oracle of Liberty. In its new field, separated from

the great spirits who gathered round it in Boston, the Spy lost something"

of its early fire ; but its influence was to the end of the contest undimi-

nished.'

judicious as themselves, very often."— FamilUir the fair fields of Europe."— Mass. Hist. Coll. vi.

Letli'rs of John Adams and his Wtfc, p. II. 64, 79.

Dr. Eliot, in his Narratme of .Vetosfapers, is 1 " The press was used by the Patriots with

still more censorious : " The writers [for the great activity and effect. The Boston Gazette

Sfy\ were most of them young men of genius, and the Massachusetts Spy were the principal

without experience in business or knowledge of Whig journals printed this year (1773) in Bos-

the world ; some of whom, perhaps, had no prin- ton. The Gazette had for a long time been the

ciplcs to actuate them, or were enthusiasts if main organ of the popular party; and it was

they had principles, and wanted judgment where through its columns that Otis, the Adamses,

their virtue did not fail. . . . The same spirit and Quincy, and Warren addressed the public. In

principles lead to a dissolution of all society, fact no paper on the continent took a more ac-

and, like more modern publications on equality tive part in politics, or more ably supported the

and the rights of man, are direct attacks at all rights of the Colonies. Its tone was generally

authority and law; and, being carried into effect, dignified, and its articles were often elaborate,

would have made confusion here, as they have The Massachusetts Spy was more spicy, more in

since dissolved the government and desolated the partisan spirit, less scrupulous in matter

;

VOL. III. — 18.
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In the summer of 1775, the printers of the Essex Gazette, Ebcnezcr and

Samuel Hall, moved from Salem to Cambridge, established their printing

office in Stoughton Hall, and continued the publication under the name
of the Nczu England Chronicle, or the Weekly Gazette. It was intensely

Whig in its sympathies, and had several accomplished contributors. Early

the following year, Boston being no longer in a state of siege, the Chronicle

was moved across the river to School Street, " ne.Kt door to Oliver Crom-
well's Tavern ;

" was bought by Edward Eveleth Powars and Nathaniel

Willis, who changed the name to the Independent Chronicle and Universal

Advertiser, and consecrated it anew to " the glorious cause of America."

Samuel Adams gave his never resting pen to its service, and John Hancock
was among its occasional contributors. It was ably and earnestly on the

side of liberty through all the vicissitudes of the Revolution.'

It will be observed that the Revolutionary Press derived its chief influ-

ence from the constant use which able writers and statesmen made of it.

Their spirited arguments, exhortations, and appeals were carried through

its agency over every threshold, and, being copied from journal to journal

in all the colonies, gave cumulative force and energy to the popular feel-

ing. With such assistance the press, in spite of its limitations, was made
to represent in a peculiar sense the form and body of the time. It was

a period of prevailing intellectual as well as moral exaltation. Dreams of

liberty and self-government, under new conditions, seemed at last about

to be realized. The sense of national life was becoming intense and vivid.

The terms America, Country, Commonwealth, Nation, came into common
use, or acquired new meanings. Phrases implying or asserting a new distri-

bution of public powers, became familiar: all men are by nature equal;

kings have only delegated authority; the people may resume supreme power

at their pleasure
;
judges are servants not of the king but of the common-

wealth, and are bound by the charter. Franklin's warning before leaving

England, transmitted through Lord Howe to Lord North,— " They who

can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve

neither liberty nor safety,"— became a standard maxim, and was often used

in calls for public meetings and appeals to public sympathy. Books on

personal and public rights, treatises on government, standard writings on

canon and public law, were more and more sought for. Milton, Harrington,

Sydney, Marvell, and Locke were favorite authors. Bacon and Bolingbroke

were often quoted. Montesquieu and Priestley had many disciples ; cheap

reprints of their works were e.xtant before and during the Re\olution.^

aimed less at elcg.ince of composition than at seller that in no branch of his business, after

clear, direct, and efficient appeal."— Frothing- tracts of popular devotion, were so many books
ham, Hisv of the Repulilic, p. 51. as those on the law exported to the plantations.

[For some account of magazines and other The colonists have now fallen into the way of

periodical publications of this time, see "The printing them for their own use. I hear that

Press and Literature of the Provincial Period," they have sold nearly as many of Blackstone's

in Vol. IL p. 387. -Sec also S. F. Haven, Am. Commentaries in .\merica as in Lngl.ind."— Ed-

Antiq. Soc. Proc, October, iS-i.— En.] mund Burke, in the House of Commons, March
- "1 have been told by an eminent book- 22, 1775.
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Q
Th CONSTITUTION. #/ iIm Cohuok
Wl«LTM •/ PlfiWirttfANiA, aitjiabUpitit bf

r** O t N e K A L C O N V E^N T 1 N . ,UiuJ

ftr that p*f fit emJttUdt V hi€aO t.Lr m «.

yth Iji*. 177S. ttgd loMiieucd 6j adjfUTtumtnit to

StftmitT ri, i-nd-

WHEREAS »n goveromtnt

Otighitu be infliiuceil iDd lup-

poi ltd lor (he fecurity lod pro

icCLij.i of the cooimunji)' «i

fuel!, aad to enable the. i"di

«idu^) wbo <oinpole >[' rt> rn-

joy liicii oaiu'iti Mghti lod

t^e othe- b'riTing) whttt> ibt autdor uf ctiMencc hj»

bcUo>.td upOD Q.ao I
•«<! -heoevci tncle grcH end,

cf cukcii.ot' "t I'C doi ubiaincd. ilie (^eopic h4vc a

ri^tii d/ <»aio.ttn vOnltut, loch^nge it, aiiu iikc lucb

ircJlur»a* .0 ibcm lOJ) J^/pca' octell*. j- U> piuinoie

ihei' l*ieiy and ljpj"i'tli- /th o ** h I • i« i it* in

hab)iAr>i» o' Oit V onunuo Wc^J.n hj^c. lu ^ualide-

rauQS 01 p utC'.'tO" <"'l>, bdciOlore aikaOwkdged

«IJegi*DC lO ib« Kib^Ui O'Cdt Bniain. 'nd i^' laid

Kji>E hu nui uo'< oithdiaw" u<ai ptu'ccbon, ut

bsico vrDgcinic, 4 mull kucj dud ui;uil wa' a^aioit

•hcsii employ lug ibci«u> oo. uon t«t uuop>uJ Uicjt

Bni&io, bgi twcign mc/tcoa'ica, Uvsgci. and Uavcj,

for the ivcwcd purpjfe of icduCing tacui to a lulaJ

tod abjcA futimit^oa to the defpouc doioioaiion o/

the B'lulh Puli&mciit, wi 1 many oUict lit) ui ly-

nnDy. (mute FuUy (et forth lo Lbe ilcclaitEiaa of

CoDgreli) wheicby aJI allcgiaoce and feaity (o ihe

fua l(.ing and hi* fucccilor) irc didalve*) and ai ae

end, uid all power and authority derived liom bun

ceaJcdui ihcic Colomci. Ano tVita^Ai it n ab-

folutcly ucctflary fur the wctlarc and lalet^ ol tbc in-

fcibitASi} of laid CotoDiG*, thai ibey be hcDceloich

free and lodepcadeniSiatc], and that jull, pcioiuieai,

tod yrop<j PoroM of GoverDinent exilt id every poit

of them, denied (lotii, Aod fouoded on the juttionty

of {(•< people only, agicrable to the duedliooi of ihc

buDOiaiilc Huieiion ^.ongrel) WE, the reprtfen-

ativetol the FrccEien 01 IVonfjtvuiia, ta general

CoDveouoB met, tor the ciprcU purpofe ol liimiog

fucha GovciDoent, coul^Uiug trie goodacli ol luc

peal Governor ol thcUiuv.tle (tv no alone Icnowi

tOwhAt degree of earthly bapiiiucli mankiod may
Stt±u by pcrlcfliDg ttie am ol Cjoweiameot) in pci

OUitiDg the people olihii State, bycommoo conlcai,

ud ffiihout violence, delibc'ttely lo loitn for ibita-

fclrca fuch juH tuli^) a* (bey Iball ihtek belt (or go.

TCroiAg then futura fuuciy ) and bviug fully con-

vuited that It u Our indilpenfable duty to citablilh

iuth origitiat principle* oi CjovcroiBcot a* will bcU
prtMCOLc (he geucrai hippineli oi the people of tnu
Stale and tbcii poftcniy, and provide lor Imuie im.

proveoicta, w(lUi£>ui pa/culi:y for, or piciudicc a

gaiut any partKul*( clab, feet, or deaumiaauci) of

DSB whatever, DO, by vutuc of the authonty vcitcJ

io tu by ouf cooKitucAta, orOaia, decJa/e, and eiLib-

Lih the followuig Oedjiruion of Kigbo and Frunc
•I Uoveiotneiu, to be TUhCONb ill UllUN at

thll CommoQ-Weklih, uid to rccnain to lorcc tJiere-

is (weter, uoaJiend, except lo (uch arucica u Ihall

iKfC&rter un cjc^crieuc« be lOuAd to leifaira icnpruvc-

IDCDi, And which QlUi by lAe laoic butooniy ol mc
people, fully de'egatad oa uin t-'iunc ol Oo.trQmeat
direCti, be amendeo ur unproved loi the more clfct-

lOAl obiaioiog aod lecuiiug THE CKEaT tNU
AND Dtbiort uf »ii.L Uovt(lN.*lt^(l

,

hcrcut bc>tMC wcnasmcd.

C H A c 1 E R I.

A DECLARATION of the k.gtii. of ihe lohabi.
Oois of ihc ^iiALc of PLNN^YLVANtrt.

• 'T* H A T il) men are boro equally fro* :iatl

X icJepfndtiH, ard have cerum n.tutal jn.
Wtni ud uaalKwblc i.ghu. wnoD&a which ai« the

enjoying and defendiDg nfc and liberty, a;qi!niing,

poAclTiogiDd proirAiog p-operiy. «,id pilifuing £ad
obtaining happmcfi and fafeiy.

If. Th*i all tncn h«ve a natural and uniJienible

right 10 tvoillup Almigtiiy Goo, * cording to the

didalei of (heir own CDolciciicei 4od undcitanding :

And thll oo man ougbi or ol 'igbi cart be compelled
(O a'lend iny rebg oui woilhtp, or t'tti oi lOfipod

any pl^cr of worlliip, oi maiotaio any ni. iitry, con
tnry to. or againil, hi* own dee will and coiifeO' :

Nor can any man, who ackoowlcdge* the being of a

Coo, be {uJlly deprived or abndged of any civij r-ght

aj « ciiir.cn. on account of hit rcligiout feotirncni)

or pecoli*/ mode of 'cligious worfhip . And that no
authority can or ought lO be veltej in. or airumcd
ty, any power whatever, thai <h«II many calc inicr-

fC'c wiib. or in arty manner coniroul, the right of
coafcier>re in ihc froe cscitifc of religiooi worlhip

II'. Thai the people of th^i Siacc have the <»Ic,

exclufive and inherent nghi of govctoiog and regu
laungihr inicrnaJ police ol the lame

IV Tliai all power being originally inherent in,

and confcifuendy deprived (ruin, ifte People
. there.

fare all otiucri ol Uovernmcni, whether Icgtllti'ive ur

exeruiive, are (heir irulleci and fcrvaou, and at all

V Thai Oovc-nmem ii. oroughi to be. inllitu-

led tor the coaiinon bcntlit, proie<:Tioa and fecuruy
ol (he people, nation or comDOtjnKy , and not lor the

panicular entuluoieni or adwAntige of any Ongle
man,l«siily or fel ot meo who arc a part only of tnai

communiiy And th^i (he communiry hath an in

dubitablc, unalienable and ludefcaGble right to re-

tlier or abolilh Governmcm lo fucb manDCr
a* (hall be by thji commuoiiy judged moll cooduuve
to t^e public weal

'i. Thji mole «rha are employed to the tegilja-

and cj(e(.utivc buGoefi a\ (be Siate may be ic.

Ded Unia oppreDtoo, tfie people have a right, at

luch period) 4i <I)ey (nay (binlt proper, to reduce
tbetr public ofhccrt (o a private Udnuo, and fupply
the vacancio by cenun and regular clcfliooi

Vli. That all cleftiOng ougbt to be Ircc . and
thai aJl ficc mcD having a (uActent evident cotnmgn
lotaroAwith, and attacnment lo ihc commurMiy, have
a riehl to elefl otficer*, or tie elceied loiu olii.e.

VIII. That every member uf lortciy Iia.h a right
to be procc^led in (ne cnjuymcot ol Inc. Iiberiy and
properly, and therefore ii buuno to coniribui. his

proporiioo toward) the czpence ut' thai proteftion,
and yield hii pcrlonal fervuc, when nccclljry . or an
rquivalcQi ihercit) : Bu( oo pan ol a u'jo i p>oper(,
cau be jullly ukeo Irom bim, or appl>ed lu puoln:
ufe>, without bit owo confent, or thai of hi> legal
repreftDiaufe* Not cao any man wno it oor^cianti-

oully krupulou* ol hea/ing arnii, be jultly «u)mpellcd
thereto, il he will pay futn equi*aleut Nui arc iht

people bound by any law*, oui iuch ai they have in

like manner oiTenied to, lor their common gt>od.

IX 1 bai 10 all prolccutioni for cnaiioaJ viiv n.

cei, ana hath a right (u ba beard by mmleif and
bi] cOkiocil, lo decn^Qd ine caule and aaiurt of hi*

!

BccufauoD, (o be lon'ronied with tno wriocire*. to
call for evidence in ii>i larour. and a IpecJy public
trial, by ao uncarnal jo-y ol the country, MiihuLii (he
uoanioioj) conlent he canooi be louod guilty . Nar
C33 he be cocnpclled it^give evidence againO him (ell

Nor tan any man be julUy deprived uf bii liberty,

except by ibo tawi ol >nc l^na or tue judgment ol
bii peeri

A That ike people have a right lo hold ihem
felvei, then houica, papeii and puilcdjosi l/e< iiora

leaiclt Ol (eizu/o , and tberctoix warrann wiin^ui
oatl.i or aArmaiKH)) hrQ made, jffo«dui^ a lulhfirci

'ouodation lor them, and wriarrby any udi^c oi out
fengei ax*) b« cominandcd Oi required to lsa/«h (u<-

pe^ttd placu, or lo (ci.:e tof perlon or perloni, ho
hell p'Optriy, nol pa'Ui-ulai ty Ucicribrd, arc con

y to thai rignt. and Otjghi nut to be graced.

;i That .n all ..ootiuiftilita lefpcc). j pnperty

and in fuita ociwcea tD^n and mkn, tlie ptrtie* have

• ichi 10 KiaI b/jui/, rirhichou^ttlOtsbrlJ laucd.

XII. Tk*i the people have right to freedois tif

fpeech, and of writing a.id publilning (heir (eno-
mcnii . thc/eiare ibc ficedom of the ptcfi ought oat
to he rtltrained.

XIII Thai (he people have a rijfht to bear tnnt
Tor irie defence of ibcmfclvci aAd the Siata , uid tM
Handing armici, iii <ime ol peace, are Jangeroiu la

libcrry, ihcyou^ht not to be kept up: And thai ttiS

miliii'V Ihould Cm kept under QnA (ubordinauao (A^

tod /ovcrncd by, the civil power,
XIV Thai a (requeni lecurrcoce tO the fttfida>

mental princtplo, and j hnri adherence cojuftice, mo«
dcralinn. icmperance, irdudry, and ft- g.iliiv, are
abfoluiel) oecclTarv (opreCe-ve the blefliogi ol liber-

ly. and kcf p t Govemmeat free : 1 he people ooghC
(hcreloir to pay particular aoentlon to ihefe poiois^
in (he choice ol otEceri and reprefenutivei, and hivo
a right 10 cxa£t a due and coaitani rcgaid to thetn,
from (hen legiflauin lod magiUraiei to he makiOK
and cxei uiiiig fuch law* a* arc accclTary (oi che gooa
GoverDmcni of the State

XV Thai all men have a natural inhervat rigbc
ro emigiaie from ooc Siate to another ihtc will' re-
ceive ihem, or to form a new State in vacant coun-
triet, or in fuch couoine* a* they can ptuchafe. when-
ever they think that tbetebj ibey may promote
their Own happioefj.

)CVT Thai the people have a right to aflemblc
lOgeiher.io confutt for then common good.io inllrufl
(heir repiefeaiauvej, and apply to the IcgifUiure for
pcdrcli oXgncvsacci, by sddrela, petition or traum*
IliaAcc.

CHAPTER n.

PLANwFRAME«/-GOVERNMENT,
Staiom I. 'np* H E Commoo-Wealth or Sliw of

J, Pennfylvanil (kali be goveroetl
heieafier by ao AlTcrobly of ihe ReprTfenutivei of tho

Freemen of (he fame, and the Prefideat aad CoQOci),
in monncr and form followiDg—

5/.? 1 Tlie fupreme legiHaiive power fhaH bo
vcfled 1(1 3 Houfe of fteprcTeniadvrt of ihe Ficcmca
of the CommoQ- Wealth or Srat««f Penorylvinb.

Sr.'i. f. The fupreme executirc powet OuU be
veiled in a Prrhdeni and Council.

S*a 4 Court! of judice Ihall be dhbtilht^d ia
iSa city of Phitftdclpbu aod in every county of ibis
State.

St.t ;. The Frwmea of t!>t» Coauaon -Wealih
and ibeir foni flijH I)c truoed and armed for it* dew
Icnce, undo fuch reguU(ion<, rcl|ri£)ion* and ezccp-
t'On> a* (he General AITemb'y fhall by lawdirc^
prtferving dways lo ihe people irie 'ig^t of chufiop
(hcii Colonel lod all commiUioned offi.en unticrthac
• and in fuch manner and ti ofteo U by tiic (ud tawa
(hill be direfled

Si^ 6. Every freetTSD of (he full ago of twentj-
one ftu^. having rrfided m tbi) State for the fpaco
ol one whole year next before the day ol etcflion for
Reprffcn^aiivei. a«d pai'l public (ure* du'iOg that
lime, (h all enjoy the right of ao ele^or i Prov>dod
alwYy*. that font of freeholder! of ibe age of dkenry-
OD< yra: I JhaJl bc eouilcd to vote aJlhOugh they hjva
not paid (aiei.

Si3 J. The Koufe of Reprefeeaiivca of tis
Freemen of thi* Commoo- WctJrh fhall conLlI of pcj-

foni nioA noted fot wifdom and virtue, lo be chofen

i-j (he Freemen cf evciy tity and county ol thii Com-
ir.(jn.Wenl(h relpectrvely. And no perlon (hill b9

ciefted unlef* he ha) rcfidcd ir) the ciiy oi county for

which he Ihatlbe ch.fcn. i«o year* imr^edlallfly be-

(Cie Ihe f*jd c'crtion
i
ooi (hall any ptcmbei whJe hO

(ofldeuc* fuch, ho.d .Of c:bei othcc except ta th«

miliiia.

S,a. 8. Naperfoo fhiJIbecapableofbeingelrn-

cd a mcmhei lo le.vf >n .ne Hou(« of Reprefctaiivea

of l.'ie freeman of lUi* Common- We^lih doiC thu^

foul ye*n lo iVven.

9i/l. 9.- Ihen^mberjofihe Ho-feof ReprefeB-

lativt* IIilH be cScfeo >otu-l|y by bal'O' by ihe (ffe-

QIC »fih« Common- VV(»l(h,oa (he t'COft- Tycfda/
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Of the group of writers brought to the front at this time, partly by the

force of events and partly by their own genius, Samuel Adams was the

master spirit. From his youth he was deeply interested in public affairs.

He read with avidity all attainable books on politics and government, and

early made himself familiar with Roman law and political history. He
formed a club in 1748 for the purpose of writing and debate on the great

interests of the country. Inspired by his example the members gave to

these discussions the enthusiasm of youthful ambition, and were stimulated

by them to the attainment of broader views and the pursuit of profounder

studies. Every invasion of chartered rights, committed or threatened,

found Adams and his companions at their posts. The habit of enlisting

young men of talent and spirit in the support of principles dear to him

continued during his active life. " To my certain knowledge," said John

Adams,' " from 1758 to 1775 he made it his constant rule to watch the rise

of every brilliant genius ; to seek his acquaintance, to court his friendship,

to cultivate his natural feelings in favor of his native country, to warn him

against the hostile designs of Great Britain, and to fix his affections and

reflections on the side of his native country." Besides his contributions to

the newspapers, already spoken of, the vigorous pen of Samuel Adams was

always at the public service. He drafted the instructions to the Boston rep-

resentatives for 1764 and 1765, containing the first public challenge of the

right of Parliament to tax the Colonies without their consent, and the first

public suggestion of the union of the Colonies for the redress of grievances.

In his representative capacity he suggested or prepared many of the state

papers of that period, and made many public addresses. W ith the single

exception of a reply to Thomas Faine, in defence of Christianity, his writings

were called forth in the regular course of public service, and were addressed

to the pressing political exigencies of the time. The generation following

named him "The Father of the Revolution." His blameless life, his unfail-

ing intelligence, his persuasive address, his enthusiasm, always controlled

by reason and a religious sense of responsibility, combined to make him a

born leader of men.^

The impetuous genius of James Otis supplied what was wanting in

Adams's well poised temperament. He was an accomplished scholar, a

charming speaker, and richly endowed with dashing and brilliant qualities.

His first published work ( 1 760) was a treatise on The Rudiments of Latin

Prosody, with a dissertation on the principles of harmony in composition.

He prepared a similar work on Greek prosody, which was never published.

The following year, 1 761, he was called to take the leading part in the

great trial of the Writs of Assistance.* Here his remarkable gifts had a fair

and adequate field for their exercise. The trial involved not only great

pecuniary interests, but the political and civil rights of a continent, and

' John Adams's Correspondence, in IVorks, Bay. [See portrait and references in chapter i.

X. 364. of the present volume.— Ed]
- Wells, Life and Puhlic Senices of Samuel ^ |See Mr. Porter's chapter in the present

Adams; Hutchinson, History of Massachusetts volume.— El).]
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gave ample opportunity for the display of his varied learning, masterly

reasoning, and captivating eloquence. I'roni this time forward he knew

neither rest nor peace. In 1762, after a sharp controversy with Governor

Bernard on a question of his right to authorize expenditures without the

knowledge of the House of Representatives, in which Otis was sustained

by the House, he published a spirited vindication of its action, which

still further stimulated the spirit of resistance to executive power.' This

fugitive pamphlet contained the fundamental argument on which constitu-

tional liberty rests, and presented in clear array the whole armory of rea-

soning with which the statesmen of the Revolution fought their later battles.

This was followed two years later by The Rig/its of the Colonies Asserted

and Vindicated, written with ability and spirit, but making apparent con-

cessions to the authority of Parliament, which excited great distrust and

caused a loss of confidence in the steadiness of his judgment which was

never fully recovered. His last work appeared in 1765,^ an eminently pa-

triotic and useful contribution to the discussion ; but presenting views con-

cerning a consolidated empire and parliamentary representation of the

colonies, not shared by many persons on either side of the contest. In

his profession Mr. Otis was pre-eminent, and until his reason failed was

distinguished among many accomplished and able men.^

The fruitful pen of John Adams, like that of his illustrious kinsman,

was given to the same absorbing cause. While reading law in Worcester

he had access to most of the standard books with which educated men were

expected to be familiar. Frequent references to them in his letters and diary

indicate much proficiency in both the ancient and recent classics. The
argument of James Otis against the Writs of Assistance, to which he was a

listener, was a fresh revelation to his wonderfully receptive and fertile mind.*

Thenceforward, till the crisis culminated in 1776, he was engaged, with

occasional interruptions, in writing for the newspapers, in preparing in-

structions for representatives, in addressing public meetings or represent-

ative bodies,— wherever, indeed, the cause of the colonies needed an able,

learned, and fearless defender. In 1765 he w'as one of a sodality, consisting

of two young lawyers besides himself, formed under the patronage of Mr.

' The title w.is, A I'itidicatioii of lite Com/net ^ Tudor, Life of Javws Otis : Life and Works

of the H. of Rep. of the Province of the Mass. Bay, of John Adams ; Hutchinson, History of Massa-

printed by Edes & Gill, 1762. J. Adams, writing chusetis Bay. Mercy Warren, History of the

of it many years after, said: "Look over the Anteriean Rccvliitioti ; .Monthly Anthology, v.

Declaration of Rights and Wrongs, issued by [See a portrait and references in chapter i.

Congress in 1774; look into the Declaration of — Ed.
J

Independence, in 1776; look into the writings ' " From early life the bent of his mind was

of Dr. Price and Dr. Priestley; look into all the toward politics, a propensity which the state of

French constitutions of government ; and, to cap the times, if it did not create, doubtless very

the clima.x, look into Thomas Paine's Common much strengthened. Public subjects must have

Sense, Crisis, 3.nd Rights of Man,— what can you occupied the thoughts and filled uj) the conver-

find that is not to be found in solid substance in sation in the circles in which he then moved ;

thisvindicationof the House of Representatives?" and the interesting questions at that time arismg

- Considerations on behalf of the Colonists, in could not but seize on a mind like his, ardent,

a Letter to a Noble Lord. London : printed for sanguine, and patriotic."— Webster, Oralwn on

J. Almon, 1765. Adams and Jeffersott, Boston, Aug. 2, 1826.
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Gridley, then advanced in years, for the purpose of studying the leading

writers on oratory and civil law. His first published work, a treatise on the

canon and feudal law, was the result of their discussions in 1765, and was

printed after the mob of that year. In the Gazette he wrote under many

signatures on all the leading questions ; and though his attachment to his

profession made him resolve again and again to forswear politics, he re-

turned to the public arena as often as an e.Kcuse was offered. From this

time Mr. Adams was full}- embarked in public life, and his work and ser-

vice belong to the general history of the country. His writings of the pe-

riod preceding and during the Revolution were very carefully preserved,

and have been published, with his own later commentaries upon the events

which inspired them.^

The appearance of British soldiers in Boston, in 1768, was the signal for

a fresh appeal to the patriotism of the inhabitants, the boldness and bril-

liancy of which startled friends and foes. Josiah Ouincy, Jr., then just ad-

mitted to the bar, published in the Gazette of that year the remarkable series

of essays bearing the signature of " Hyperion," which at once inspired

admiration for his genius and the affectionate interest of all friends of

liberty. His defence of the soldiers of the Boston massacre, against the

current of popular feeling which he had himself been active in creating,

gave further proof of his personal courage and his deep sense of justice.

His contributions to the newspapers, and his correspondence with leading

statesmen, continued after he was smitten with the signs of fatal illness ; and

his persuasive and eloquent voice was often heard in public gatherings. His

chief work. Observations on the Boston Port Bill, with reflections on civil

society and standing armies, published in 1774, increased his reputation and

influence. But the great promise of his youth and early manhood was not

to be realized. He fell on the threshold of the conflict, leaving a pure and

noble memory.^

Joseph Warren, like most of his eminent contemporaries, also cultivated

literature as a patriotic diversion. With every social grace and virtue he

united uncommon literary gifts and a passionate love of countr3\ Indeed,

they were never long separated. His letters were luminous and prophetic,

and his newspaper writings, from tlie time of the Stamp Act to the close of

his life, were noted for purity and force of stjie, excellent judgment, and a

manly spirit. His oration on the anniversarj' of the Massacre, in 1773, ga\e

fresh lustre to his reputation. He was then in his thirty-first year, in active

practice of his profession, and the trusted friend and confidant of all the

Whig statesmen. His style was fervent and rhetorical, somewhat over-

' C. F. Adams, Life and Works of fohn Algernon Sydney's works, in a large qiuirto;

Adams. [.\ portrait of John Adams in his old John Locke's works, in three vohmies, folio;

age is given in Mr. Lodge's chapter in the pres- Lord Bacon's works, in four volumes, folio;

ent volume.— Ed.] Gordon's Tacitus, in four volumes; Cato's Let-

-
J. Quincv, Life ofjosia/i Qiii>in\ Jr. In his tcrs, by Gordon ; and Trenchard's and Mrs. Ma-

will was the following provision :
" I give to my caulay's History of England. May the Spirit of

son Josiah [afterward President Quincy], when Liberty rest upon him !

" [See his portrait and

he shall have arrived at the age of fifteen years, references in chapter i. — Ed.]
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weighted with metaphor and imagery, but frank and sincere in thought,

logical and direct in statement, and impressive in delivery. The oration of

/
'-^j^ e^t/r ^^tjai^^ c^/i(^i^ ^y^-v>z^

^.**OX-'^Ae- ca.,^^^ ^ "'^^'^^ ^^'J^^t^Zty ^^^ a-^c^ ^'^^y-z*?^, ^^ft^^^a^ ,>u/t/^^i^ d.

a^ ^7a^n^ /^ /l4-/-t-w 'Tn^Jf^ ^f-t^rn. ^Ajt^/ c-o^C^ .m^Cu^ /rr^^

Lr^**^ u^*^' o^^ <n^f»*' e^v^u^^ ./'^C' J^a^tncc^ /At- '^a^'T^fij- ^^€^

^yw<^^ a^/ ^^9- aCi^^Ci^^, ^^2^.«*--»--*'2^ '/K^'f^^- itee^^z^ '^^^.a'rv'^ •'^^tjt^

warren's 1775 MANUSCRIPT.!

1775 was given under circumstances much more singular and distressing.

The town was occupied by hostile troops. Warning had been given that

1 [The manuscript of this second oration of likeness mentioned in another note, a contern-

Warren has descended to Dr. John C. Warren, porary colored mezzotint portrait, following evi-

the second of that name, and by his kind per- dently the likeness in question ; and in his dining-

mission the first page of it is here reproduced, room, above the portrait, hang two swords

The script is of uncommon legibility, contained crossed,— one a slender blade sheathed in black,

in a quarto book with black or dark covers, and which is believed to have been the one worn at

occupies twenty-eight pages, with one paragraph Bunker Hill ; the other was worn for many years

at least inserted on an attached bit of paper, by his grandfather as an officer of the Cadets. Dr.

The oration was printed in the Boston Gazette, Warren possesses various papers of the General

March 17, 1775, and in the same vear in a pam- and some of his books, which have a printed

phlet by Edes & Gill, and probably the same book-plate: "Joseph Warren. The wicked bor-

year in New York. (Frothingham's Warren, roweth and returneth not.'' Sec the portrait

42S-436.) Dr. Warren also possesses, beside the and references in chapter i. Ed.]
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the citizens would commemorate the day at their peril. Warren, with char-

acteristic spirit, sought the post of danger. To avoid the crowd, he reached

the pulpit through a window in the rear of it. On the steps of the pulpit

and in the pews before him were the military representatives of an empire

whose power he met with audacious defiance. The chivalry of his nature

had full play in this remarkable presence. Poetry and history have at-

tempted to describe the scene ; but no description can give adequate ex-

pression to its impressiveness and significance.

In the intervals of these periods of special exaltation, Warren wrote

stirring verses for the newspapers, of which "A Song for Liberty," be-

ginning—
"That seat of science, Athens, and earth's proud mistress, Rome,

—

Where now are all their glories ? We scarce can find their tomb,"

is perhaps the best known.'

With these Patriots, who are most eminent in the literary annals of the

Revolution, were many others whose names are not wholly foreign to them.

James Bowdoin published little aside from his contributions to the state

papers ; but he cultivated letters during his whole life, and his reputation

for science and learning extended over both continents.^ John Hancock,

eloquent, graceful, and accomplished, and " formed by nature to act a bril-

liant part in the affairs of the world," contributed much to the correspond-

ence of the time, and gave an oration in 1774, on the anniversary of the

Massacre, in which he rose to the occasion with boldness and dignity.^

Robert Treat Paine, the learned and eminent judge, had refined literary

tastes, and cultivated the society of learned

//^ ) x7 J ^^/^ men. He was wise in theology as well as in

law, but the tradition of his great acquirements

is all that is left concerning them.* Oxenbridge

Thacher, the associate of Otis in the trial of the Writs of Assistance, an

ingenious lawyer, a cultivated scholar, and of a most amiable character,

died early in the strife, just as his fine spirit and rich gifts were beginning

to be appreciated. William Tudor, who attained eminence at the bar,

served with distinction in the army, and vV X2<i^->'' ^
delivered the spirited Massacre oration /^^/^' -y /
of 1779.^ Thomas Gushing was a dili-

gent promoter of learning and litera-

ture ; but his position, as Speaker of the

1 Massachusetts Spy, May 26, 1774. Reprint-

ed in Frothingham's Life and Times of Joseph

Warren, p. 405. Duyckinck, Cyclopedia of

American Literature, i. 466, gives a different

version.

- Judge Lowell, quoted by R. C. Winthiop,

Orations and Addresses, i. 131. [See Mr. Lodge's

chapter. — Ed.)

* Sparks's Biographies; Lives of the Sigtiers

of the Declaration of Independence; Thacher's

Funeral Sermon : Loring's Hundred Boston

Orators.

^ Washburn, Judicial History of Massachu-

setts; Tudor, Life of James Otis. [See the chap-

ters by Mr. Porter and Mr. Lodge in the present

volume, and by Mr. Quincv in Vol. IV. — Ed.]

* [There is a portrait of Colonel Tudor in

Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, i. 282, and an extended

memoir of him by his son in 2 Mass. Hist. Coll.

viii. 2S5.

—

Ed.]
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House for many years, in which he was required to sign all public docu-

ments, gave his name a celebrity quite out of proportion to his real influence,

which, indeed, was not slight.' Benjamin Church, the accomplished physi-

cian, poet, scholar, and a writer of undoubted genius, gave his talents to

the Whig cause, and was a trusted associate of the Whig leaders until the

war began,— for a considerable time,

indeed, after he had secretly resolved y^ /7/^ y^^ ^^
to betray them.^ His writings were ^^Ae-f*^i^-/YU^^^^C^l/^c^

*

much celebrated. His poems, some- J7 fC-^
times satirical, sometimes serious and

pathetic, were always correct and elegant. His orations were polished,

scholarly, and eloquent.^ His prose writings, scattered through the publi-

cations of the time, were often witty and philosophical, but never especially

profound.

Foremost among the writers on the royalist side was Thomas Hutch-

inson. Many of his state papers were written with singular moderation and

dignity.* The royal prerogative had no more able and learned defender

than it found in this favored son of the province. Had he fallen upon more

peaceful times, he would easily have attained the fame to which his varied

accomplishments and his blameless character entitled him ; but his over-

estimate of power, his want of sympathy with popular rights, and his great

ambition led him to the losing side of the controversy which had to be

decided in his time. The storm of obloquy falling upon all who shared his

faith in the power of the Crown quite overshadowed his undoubted claims

to respect as a citizen, a magistrate, and an historian. In various public

capacities he had rendered useful service to the Province. He was a capa-

ble and upright judge. His charges to the jury were models of clear and

methodical statement, and his decisions were founded upon principles of jus-

tice and reason. His historical labors do not display original or profound

thought, and have few graces of style ; but he was conscientiously pains-

taking and thorough in his investigations, and to the relation of events in-

volving strong partisan feeling he brought a spirit of candor which disarms

criticism. The impartiality of his narrative, even in relating incidents of

which he was himself a great part, and by whose interpretations he must

stand or fall, is one of the striking features of his History of Massachusetts

1 This circumstance led Dr. Johnson, in his ' Thacher's Medical Biography ; Loring's

pamphlet on Taxation tto Tyranny, to say :
" One Hundred Boston Orators.

object of the Americans is said to be to adorn * The more important of these papers are

the brows of Mr. Gushing with a diadem." preserved in the volume of Massachusetts State

[Thomas Gushing was Lieut.-Governor, under the Papers, compiled by Alden Bradford, and jjrintcd

new constitution of 1780, till his death in 17S8. in Boston in 1818. The volume includes the

He was the last to add to his pay as one of the speeches of the Governors of Massachusetts from

council the salary of that sinecure office, the 17&5 to 1775, and the answers to them by the

captaincy of the Gastl'e. See his likeness, etc.. House of Representatives, with the iesolutions

in Mr. Porter's chapter.— Ed.] and addresses for that period, and other public

- Hutchinson, Letters to Bernard, January-, papers.

1772.

VOL. in.— 19.
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Bay. His greed of office, his exaggerated ambition, his persistent misjudg-

ment of the nature of the forces contending for the mastery of this conti-

nent, were followed by quick and bitter retribution ; but no record of his

time is complete which fails to recognize him as one of the very few Ameri-

cans who, outside of the absorbing interests of the time, made permanent

and useful contributions to the history of the country.'

Jonathan Sewall, Attorney-General of Massachusetts, was reputed to be

one of the best writers of his time in New England. The Royalist journals

were indebted to him for many of the ingenious essays in defence of the

Crown and Parliament, which enabled them to maintain their ground against

great odds from 1768 to 1775. John Adams, his early friend and com-

panion, credits him with a lively wit, a pleasing humor, a brilliant imagina-

tion, great subtilty of reasoning, and an insinuating eloquence. Andrew

Oliver,^ Lieut.-Governor, was a temperate and judicious writer in support of

the prerogative, and against the extreme pretensions of the Patriots. His

son, Andrew Oliver, Jr., more of a scholar than a politician, found time, in

the midst of political distractions, to publish treatises on comets, storms, and

other natural phenomena ; and he was a member of many learned societies.

The names of two women, from very different walks in life, are entitled

to a place in the literary annals of this time. " It was fashionable to ridi-

cule female learning," Mrs. Adams wrote in one of her letters. " In the best

families it went no further than writing and arithmetic ; in some few and

rare instances, music and dancing." ^ But Mercy Warren was no slave to

the social code. Urged by her own intrepid spirit, and stimulated by the

example of her brother, James Otis, and her husband, James Warren of Ply-

mouth, she became no indifferent part of the Revolution. Her house was

the resort of all its great leaders, and she was a welcome companion in their

most secret counsels. Her first publications were The Adulator, issued in

Boston in 1773, and The Groitp in 1775,— both political dramas satirizing the

prominent Royalists. These were followed by poems, less elaborate and of

a more serious cast ; not remarkable as poetry, but charged with patriotic

feeling and closely reflecting the spirit of the times. Tlie Squabble of the

Sea Nymphs, celebrating the tea adventure; A Political Reverie, written

while the Colony was hesitating between its ancient lo\'alty and its passion

for freedom ; To the Hon. John Winthrop, Esq., who had requested her to

give him a poetical list of the articles which a lady would require under the

head of " real necessaries of life," while trade with Great Britain was sus-

pended ; and later than any of these. The Saek of Rome, and The Ladies

of Castile,— all won great praise in their day and were widely read.'* Mrs.

Warren kept at the same time a careful record of public events, and main-

tained an active correspondence with many Whig statesmen, which at a

' [See his likeness and an estimate of him ^ Familiar Letters of jto/in Adams and his

in Dr. Ellis's chapter in Vol. II. p. 68; also Mr. Wife, x. xi.

Porter's chapter in the present volume.— Ed.) * Poans, Dramatic and Miscellaneous. By
2 [See his likeness and references in Mr. Mrs. M. Warren. Boston : Thomas & Andrews,

Porter's chapter. — Ed] I790'
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later period furnished the principal materials for her history of the Revo-

lution.'

Phillis Whcatlcy, a waif brought to these shores in a slave-ship from

the coast of Africa, wrote youthful verses, which at first attracted attention

rather on account of the novelty of their origin than for any .special merit of

their own. Ifer earlier poems were first published in England, whither she

had been taken in 1773 in ill health, at the age of eighteen years. These

poems, gratefully inscribed to the Countess of Huntingdon, her chief friend

and benefactor, and subsequently republished in this country, are of vari-

ous degrees of merit,— the best of them being simple, graceful, and not

without traces of genuine poetic and religious feeling. Her memorial verses

on the death of Dr. Sewall, of George Whitefield, and of Governor Hutch-

inson's daughter, and others, were well calculated to win the .sympathetic

interest of many persons ; while her more ambitious poems, " Goliath of

Gath," " Niobc Mourning for her Children," and her contemplative and re-

ligious poems show great purity of sentiment and unusual gifts of poetic

expression. Poverty, neglect, and a tragic death following a melancholy

marriage quenched the fire just as it was beginning to light her way to

hope and fame.^

V>w\. the crowning achievement of this period,— the magnum opus, to

which the ripest thought, the highest aspiration, and the best literary skill

of that generation contributed,— were the Massachusetts Constitution and

Declaration of Rights of 1780. No worthier monument exi.sts to the intel-

lectual elevation, as well as to the wisdom, sagacity, and breadth of view

of the statesmen who modelled and the people who accepted it. John and

Samuel Adams, Bowdoin, Hancock, Lowell, Parsons, Cabot, Sullivan, Gush-

ing, and many more had a part in the work ; but John Adams was the

1 Mrs. Ellet, Wometi of the Rr^olutimt; Duyc- 1S34 publication was written by Miss M. M.

kinck, Cyclopedia of Amerieaii Literature ; Life Odell, of Jamaica Plain. The book passed to a

and Works of Joltn Adams. [See Mr. Charles second edition in 1S35, and to a third in 1838,

A. Cummings's chapter in the present volume, the latter containing Phillis's letter to Washing-

and Mrs. Ednah D. Cheney's chapter in Vol. ton, from .Sparks, iii. 297. The original edition

IV.— Ed.] of her "Poems on various subjects "was pub-

- Memoir and Poems of Phillis Whealley, a lished in London in 1773, with an engraved por-

Native African and a Slave. Boston : George trait, and it was sold in Boston by Kcb. 8, 1774.

W. Light, 1S34; WWhone, Dictionary ofAuthors: Other editions were published at Albany in

Duyckinck, 'Cvclopcdia of American Literature; 1793; at Philadelphia, iSoi, .is an appendi.x to

Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, 1863, 1S64, pp. 166, 167 The A'egro epialled hy f-M I'.iirofeans ; at Wal-

[where will be found various letters by her, pole, N. H., 1802 ; at Hartford, 1804 ; and " New

edited by Charles Deane, with an account of England," 1S16. See Mrs. Cheney's chapter m
her by N. B. Shurtleff. The memoir of the Vol. IV.— Ed.]
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chief architect. The distinguishing feature of this instrument, especially

worthy of commemoration here, is the chapter relating to the University of

Cambridge, the encouragement of literature, etc., which remains to this day

a part of the supreme law of Massachusetts,— at once a model of literary

expression and the high-water mark of American statesmanship.

^

This rapid sketch omits many names and many books entitled to a place

in any complete review of the literature of the Revolutionary period. The
teeming intellectual fertility of the town itself was stimulated by Thomas
Hollis, Nicholas Boylston, Thomas Hancock, and a score of enterprising

booksellers who brought or sent into the colony all the standard books on

law, politics, and history, together with the best of the belles-lettres then

read by the English-speaking vvorld. The printers, moreover, on both sides

of the controversy, responded to the spreading interest in public afiairs, and

poured out pamphlets and broad-sides, which found their way to every man's

door. Stately and elaborate essays alternated with the light and ephemeral

humors of the passing hour, presenting in every variety of form, and with

every shade of feeling, the one leading thought of American intellectual

or literary life. On the Loyalist side, under the greatest possible discour-

agements, there were displayed ability, sincerity, devotion, and many noble

virtues which will always command huinan sympathy. On the Patriot side,

while the people were equally disinterested and courageous, the love and

the hope of freedom took more passionate and complete possession of them.

All social and public interests came under the sway of that impulse ; all

talents were quickened and uplifted by that conviction. The long travail

of a people contending against powerful injustice; the assurance that suc-

cess would ultimately vindicate and reward their faith ; passing moods of

depressing doubt and triumphant confidence, alternating with dreams of

grandeur and happiness under new institutions, over which kingly power

would have no control and lingering tyrannies would cast no shadow,

—

these were the accompaniments of a political change wrought in a single

generation, which in purity of motive, exaltation of purpose, and splendor

of results is without parallel in the annals of men.

1 " In all the formulas of rights adopted by lessons of history over the future of a new Com-
the several States there is a general resemblance monwealth, for its repeated inculcation of the

of substance and phraseology. . . . The Massa- duties of religion and education as the primary

chusetts Declaration is more extended, and agencies of civilized States, and for its own
enunciates more in detail the investiture of the simple and solid literature. With the exception

liberties of the citizen subject ; and though I of the third article it is the work of Mr. Adams,
must unavoidably be suspected of bias, I am free though in the convention it took on considerable

to express the opinion that, as a whole, it is su- changes in the grouping and phraseology."

perior to any other similar form in existence Alexander H. Bullock, The Centennial of the

for its comprehensive projecting of the eclectic Massachusetts Constitution, pp. 20, 21.



CHAPTER IV.

LIFE IN BOSTON IN THE REVOLUTIONARY PERIOD.

BV HORACE E. SCUDDER.i

THE struggle for personal freedom which occupied the mind of Eng-

land and her colonies in the eventful last quarter of the eighteenth

century was sharply accented in Boston, and the crisis which came with the

Boston Port Bill was of a nature to change materially and rapidly the con-

ditions of life in the capital of New England. The succession of hostile acts

on the one side, and of retaliatory reprisals on the other, practically sealed

Boston Harbor before the British navy made its fence of ships across the

entrance, and the sudden check upon free commerce fell with force upon

the great centre of the town's activity. At the wharves were idle vessels, in

the streets were idle sailors and mechanics, and the saw and hammer which

had made the ship-\'ards noisy were thrown aside. The withdrawal of la-

bor was the concentration of interest upon politics, for public affairs were

now more than ever closely involved with private affairs. The introduction

of troops into the town increased the disorder, and it would seem as if

nothing was going on but town-meetings and street rows. The glance which

we get at Boston in the few years immediately preceding the outbreak of

the war— through the columns of the journals, the records of the General

Court and of the town— discloses a half-turbulent, e.xcited, angry, but res-

olute town, where there was a constant exhibition in miniature of the

conflict which was so imminent.

The resolute, not to say obstinate, temper of the town found abundant

opportunity for expression, and the hand seemed always on the hilt. In

1773 the Governor and Council were to have their customary annual elec-

tion dinner ; and the town, in its meeting, instructed the selectmen to grant

the use of Faneuil Hall only on condition that neither the commissioners of

the customs and their attendants, nor the officers of the army and na\'y

stationed at Boston for the purpose of enforcing unconstitutional acts of

' [Mr. Scudder published in 1876, in Men and A Short History of the English Colonies in Amer-

Manners in America One Hundred Years Ago, a ica, 1881, gives a chapter (p. 406) to depicting

picture of life in the colonies, a third of the the condition of life in New England just at

book being given to New England; drawing his the out-break of the war. Another general

material, without change of form, from some of survey will be found in the introduction to

the most helpful of the contemporary accounts. The First CetUury of the Rcfublic, New York,

The recent book of Mr. Henry Cabot Lodge, 1S76. — Ed.]
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Parliament by military execution, be invited,— it being utterly against the

inclination of the town that even one person who had rendered himself

inimical to the rights of America should be admitted to the hall upon

such an occasion.'

The famous non-importation agreement of 1 770 struck into society; for

those were days when politics and society were so closely identified that

there were two camps, more strictly defined than even by religious differ-

ences afterward. The matrons entered into an agreement to drink no tea

until the revenue acts were repealed. " We do strictly engage," they say,

" that we will totally abstain from the use of that article (sickness excepted)

not onI\' in our respective families, but that we will absolutely refuse it if it

should be offered to us on any occasion whatsoever." A fortnight afterward,

that no loophole might be left, the daughters of the Patriots signed a like

agreement; and the Patriot papers now began to publish, and to keep stand-

ing in their columns, the names of those shopkeepers who refused to enter

the non-importation league, and they were practically excommunicated by

the town. " It must evidently appear that they have preferred their own little

private advantage to the welfare of America ; ... so those who afford them

their countenance, or give them their custom, must expect to be considered

in the same disagreeable light." ^ One frequently comes upon advertise-

ments of dealers who offer certain goods with the assurance that these were

all obtained before the non-importation agreement, and so may safely be

sold and bought. Isaac Viburt publishes an indignant card because hand-

bills have been posted charging his wife with buying tea of William Jackson.

It was probably done, he declares, " to raise the resentment of the inhabi-

tants, and to injure me in my business, which wholly depends on the em-

ploy of the merchants and traders of the town, in repairing of vessels, etc.

N. B. — The occasion of Mrs. Viburt's going to Mr. Jackson's shop was, a

number of shoes from Lynn was left there for her, and she called on Satur-

day last and took them away." ^ Such advertisements illustrate well the

village-like character of the town, and the extreme sensitiveness of the

people.

The sewing-circle was a miniature camp, and American ideas and indus-

try were extolled :
—

" Last Wednesday forty-five Daughters of Liberty met in the morning at the house

of the Rev. Mr. Moorhead in this town ; and in the afternoon they exceeded fifty.

By the evening of said day they spun two hundred and thirty-two skeins of yarn, —
some very fine. Their labor and materials were all generously given to the worthy

pastor. Nothing appeared in their whole conduct but love, festivity, and application.

. . . Their entertainment was wholly American production except a little wine,

etc. . . . The whole was concluded with many agreeable tunes and Liberty songs,

with great judgment ; fine voices performed and animated on this occasion in all the

several parts by a number of tiie Sons of Liberty."
*

' Boston Town Records, May 14, 1773. ' Boston Gazette, Feb. ig, 1770.

2 Boston Gazette, Jan. i, 1770. * Ibid., May 21, 1770.
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There was no mincing of matters. If a man went counter to the popular

sentiment and passion he was denounced by name, and made to feel the

scorn of his neighbors. The rebuke was open and public :
—

" Upon a motion made and seconded, voted imanimously, liiat this town have

the greatest abhorrence of one of its inhabitants,— viz., Samuul W'aterhouse, —
who, in defiance of the united sentiment, not only of his fellow-citizens but all his

fellow-countrymen, expressed repeatedly in the votes and records of the Honorable

House of Representatives of this Province, has continued to accommodate troops

at this time so justly obnoxious to a free people and abhorrent to a free constitu-

tion, and tliereby basely prostituted a once respectable mansion-house to the use of

a main guard." '

There is something half petty, half sublime, in the solemn way in which

the town, in measured sentence, proceeds to write down for posterity the

names of those who have shown themselves unworthy townsmen. At a

town-meeting held March 19, 1770, this vote was unanimously passed: —
" The merchants, not only of this metropolis but tlirough the continent, having

nobly preferred the public good to their own private emolument, and with a view to

obtain a redress of the grievance so loudly and justly complained of, having almost

unanimously engaged to suspend their importations from Great Britain,— a measure

approved by all orders as legal, peaceable, and most likely of all others to effect the

salutary design in view, and which will be regarded by posterity with veneration, for

the disinterested and truly public spirit appearing in it,— the town cannot but express

their astonishment and indignation that any of its citizens should be so lost to the

feelings of patriotism and the common interest, and so thoroughly and infamously self-

ish as to obstruct this very measure by continuing their importation ; be it therefore

solemnly 7'<Vtv/, that the names of these persons — few, indeed, to the honor of the

town [and then follow a dozen names, one only of which, that of John Mein, the

bookseller, has any other notoriety] — be entered on the records of this town, that

posterity may know who those persons were that preferred their little private ad-

vantage to the common interest of all the Colonies in a point of the greatest

importance ; who not only deserted, but opposed their country in a struggle for the

rights of the Constitution that must ever do it honor ; and who, with a design to en-

rich themsehes, basely took advantage of the generous self-denial of their fellow-

citizens for the cominon good."

The intimation in the last clause is of a not unnatural indignation felt and

expressed by those traders who signed the agreement, and saw business fall-

ing into the hands of less zealous merchants.

Meanwhile, though foreign trade was paralyzed and the community was

restless and often disorderly, the very excitement of life was doubtless a

stimulus to activity in many directions. John Hancock gave the town a

fire-engine, and the town, accepting it with pleasure, directed with an honest

simplicity that the engine " be placed, under proper cover, at or near Han-

cock's Wharf; and in case of fires the estate of the donor shall have the

' Boston Tmoii Records, March 6, 1770.
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preference of its service." ^ A number of meetings were held to take

measures for lighting the town, and the result was a private subscription

and the purchase of between three and four hundred lamps.^ Two respon-

^ Boston Tcncn. Records, May 22, 1772. [Sev-

eral papers relating to the engines and engine-

men of this time are among the old papers in

the Charity Building. — En.]

- [Thomas Newell's diary notes: " March 2,

1774.— A number of lamps in town were lighted

this evening for the first time." (Alass. Hist. Soc.

Proc, October, 1S77, p. 349.) He had already

(January 8) recorded :
" Began to make the tops

of the glass lamps for this town." The lamps

had come from England, and were on board one

of the tea-ships which was wrecked in Decem-
ber, 1773, on Cape Cod. Mass. Mist. Soc. Proc.,

1S65, p. 327. - Ed.]
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sible persons from each ward were appointed to decide, with the committee,

upon the most fitting places. Gawcn Brown, whose name is familiar upon

many hall clocks which are still ticking regularly, set up a great clock on

the Old South, which " goes with such regularity and exactness that for this

fourteen weeks it has not lost by two minutes of time." ' In F"ebruary of

the same year the newspaper takes notice of the finishing of an excellent

spinnet,^ " which, for goodness of workmanship and harmony of sound, is

esteemed by the best judges to be superior to any that has been imported

from Europe." The protective high tariff of non-importation was evidently

at work.

The order of the town was naturally disturbed by the state of affairs ; and

one article in the warrant for a town-meeting in March, 1770, was " to con-

sider of some effectual methods to prevent unlicensed strangers, and other

persons, from entertaining and supplying the youth and servants of the

town with spirituous liquors ; for the breaking up of bad houses, and re-

moval of any disorderly intruders to the places from whence they came

;

and for the further discountenancing of vice and promoting a refor-

mation of manners." A committee was appointed, but reported that

the laws were sufficient, and only needed to be enforced. They ad-

vised, however, the appointment of twelve tithing-men to see to such

enforcement.

The population which remained in Boston, when the town was fairly

beleaguered, consisted of the garrison and its immediate camp-following;

the Crown officers with their households ; a small society of Tories, rich

and well-bred, many of whom had sought refuge in the town; '^ a consider-

able body of poor people, whose sympathies were chiefly with the Patriots

;

and a few citizens who, belonging to the popular party, remained cither to

perform the duties of their offices as ministers or doctors, or to protect,

as far as possible, their own property and that of their connections. It is

probable that among these last would be found those whose interests

were chiefly commercial, and who warily avoided committing themselves

unreservedly to either side in the conflict. Our sources of information re-

garding the common life of the town are derived from letters, journals, and

the like,'' from representatives of these several classes, excepting the very

1 Boston Gazette, April 16, 1770. p. 28r,— too cautious to disclose much ; letters to

- [See an account of the spinnet of this time G. Greene, in Ibid., Jmie, 1873; letter of Samuel
in Harper's Magazine, Iviii. S60. — Ed.] Paine, in X. E. Hist, and Gcneal. Reg., July, 1S76;

^ [Most of these are named in the Editorial British officer's journal, in Atlantic Monthly,

Note on "The Loyalists," following this chap- April, 1S77 ; Memoir and Letters of Captain

ter.— Ed.] \V. G. Evelyn, 1879, from which there are some
* [Such sources are the letters of John An- extracts in Mass. Hist. Soe. Proc., 1S79, p. 2S9.

drews, in Mass. Hist. Soe. Proc., 1865, p. 405

;

After the action at Bunker Hill, thirty-one Pa-

letters in American Historical Record. December, triots were thrown by Genera! Gage into the jail

1872 ; Newell's Diar\-, in 4 Mass. Hist. Col., i.

;

in Boston. Among them was James Lovell, who
letters in Essex Institute Collections, July, 1876; had delivered one of the Massacre orations. (See

and Mr. W. P. Upham's paper, in Essex Insti- lMring,HundredBflstonOnitors,p.^;^).Thed\a.ries

tiite Bulletin, March, i876 ; Andrew Eliot's let- of two of these captives have been preserved

:

ters, in Mass. Hist. Soe. Proc., September, 1S7S, that of Peter Edes was i)rinted in Bangor in
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humble ; and from the scanty chronicles preserved in the meagre Boston

Ncws-Letter, the only paper published in town during the siege, which was,

of course, in the Tory interest. The life of which we catch glimpses was

one of petty contrasts and of much common discomfort and misery. In the

matter of shelter, the gentlemen and ladies of the Royal cause took posses-

sion of houses which had been deserted by prominent citizens, or were

welcomed b)- those who remained with satisfaction in their own houses.

Hancock's house ' was occupied by General Clinton ; Burgoyne was in the

Bowdoin mansion; - and Lord Percy in the Gardiner Greene house; ' Gage
and his successor, Howe,"* took possession, in turn, of the Province House.

The officers'-' found lodgings in the aristocratic boarding-houses, which long

after this period were the resort of persons who wished a more dignified and

comfortable resting-place than the taverns afforded. The troops were dis-

posed in barracks in different parts of the town;" and the general aspect of

the place was altered by the exigencies of the situation. A number of build-

ings were taken down near the old Hay-Market, to permit unobstructed pas-

sage across the southern part of the peninsula, where the strongest works

1S37 ; that of John Leach is in the N. E. Hisl.

and Gdtcal. Reg., July, 1S65. The manuscripts

of both are owned by Mr. H. H. Edes. His let-

ter relating to the two journals is printed in the

Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, December, 1S71, p. 176.

Sec the Evacuntiou Memoria/, p. 157.— Ed.]

1 [There is in the collection of Mellen Cham-
berlain, Librarian of the Public Library, a paper

signed by William Bant, "attorney to Mr. Han-

cock," dated Boston, Feb. 26, 1777, which shows

the damage done to Hancock's estate by the

British troops during their occupancy, "so far

as I have been able to collect it," amounting to

^'4,732 2s.Slid., of which, ^345 \os.6}{ti.vias

damage to the mansion-house and its fences,

"since .\pril 19, 1776, taken to Dec' 1776," in-

cluding wines, furniture, "6 muskets given in to

Gen' Gage by his arbitrary order, @ 80 / ," " lin-

ing of the chariot torn out and carried away, £<),"

"rent of the House one year, ^133. (>s. Sd."

Mention is also made of a " house back of the

Mansion House, puU'd down and destroyed,

;^300
;

" also " a house in Ann Street puU'd down
and destroyed, ^f 500."— Ed.]

- [Dr. Ellis's paper on " Burgoyne in Boston,"

in Mass. Hist. Sac. Proc, March, 1S76, p. 233,

gives a synopsis of so much of Fonblanque's

/.i/f of Burgoyne as relates to his stay here.

— Ed.]

* [Percy at one time occupied a fine mansion,

with garden, which stood on the northerly corner

of Winter and Tremont streets, and which be-

longed to Mr. John Williams, and had been the

town residence of Governor Bernard. .Xfter the

war it was the home of Samuel Brcck (whose

Pemifiisteiiti's we have had, as edited by Mr.

Scudder), who sold the estate to John Andrews,

whose letters, however, at the time now under

observation, were written from a house in .School

Street, where he then lived. Percy is sometimes

said at different times to have occupied also the

Hancock House, Mrs. Sheaffe's at the corner of

Columbia and Essex streets, and perhaps others;

but Mr. C. W. Tuttle (Dni/y Advertiser, .May i,

1S80) says he has seen no evidence, originating in

that period, of his having lived in any house but

that of Mr. Williams.— Ed.]

* [The quarters of General Howe were, be-

fore Gage left, in a house at the corner of tJliver

and Milk streets. Drake's Landmarks, 1S72, p.

271.— Ed.]

^ [Brigadier Pigot, of the Forty-third, "im-

proved a house just above Liberty Tree ;

" but

after the fight at Charlestown, his command of

the troops on Bunker Hill required his resi-

dence on that side of the river. N. E. Hisl. and

Geneal. Reg., July, 1876. Adjutant Waller's

Orderly-Book has the following:—
"16 Aug., 1775. Whereas some evil-minded

person did, on monday last, in the middle of the

day, cut off the tail of a little black cow belong-

ing to B. Gen> Pigot, whoever will give infor-

mation against the person guilty of so much

cruelty shall receive a guinea reward."— Ed.j

" [Drake, Landmarks, p. 313, says that a bat-

talion of troops was quartered in Sheriff Green-

leaf's gardens, at the corner of Tremont and \\'cst

streets. John .\dams's house, in Queen Street

(Court Street), was " occupied by one of the doc-

tors of a regiment." It was found, after the

evacuation, "very dirty, but no other damage

done to it ; but the few things which were left

in it, all gone." Familiar Letters, pp. 149, 154-

— Ed.]
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were built for defence against possible attack.^ The Old South was used

as a riding-school for the light dragoons,— not without a contemptuous ref-

erence to the prominence of the building as a gathering-place for the sedi-

tious inhabitants,— and other meeting-houses were used for barracks. The

Old North Meeting-house was pulled down for fuel, and over a hundred

houses were destroyed for the same purpose ; chiefly, probabl}-, the old,

small, and decaying wooden buildings.^ There was, of course, no sentiment

which would preserve the house of Governor Winthrop for a later destruc-

tion by indifferent citizens. The order for destruction was not given until

necessity compelled it. Supplies of fuel had been ordered but did not

arrive, and the winter set in with uncommon severity.

The customary avenues by which fuel, food, clothing, and other neces-

sities entered the town had been closed, with the exception of the water-way

into the harbor, and privateersmen were hovering about the coast harassing

the transports that entered there. The town, before the siege, had taken

care of itself by the ordinary dealings with the country, and by its com-

merce ; but now it was the work of a military organization to supply the

most common necessities of a large and helpless population. Suddenly to

feed a town and garrison numbering together twent}- thousand souls, and to

be dependent chiefly upon slow-sailing vessels, coming from a distance in

the inclemency of weather, was a task beyond the capacity of any common
quartermaster's department ; and rich and poor found themseh-es in a sad

quandary. The testimony on this point is varied and explicit, for men be-

come very talkative about their dinner when they have either had none or

fear there is none to come ; and the journals and letters of the siege are

largely occupied with this topic.^ John Andrews, one of the merchants

who remained behind to have an eye on family property, and whose shrewd-

ness and ready wit plainly stood him in good stead with both parties, makes

a survey of the situation near the end of the siege :
—

" I am well in health, thank God ! and have been so the whole of the time, but

have lived at the rate of si.x or seven hundred sterling a year ; for I was determined

to eat fresh provisions while it was to be got, let it cost w^hat it would : that since

^ [These works are best shown in Page's in Frank Moore's Diary of the American Re^'olu-

map, given in another chapter. This southern tioii, p. 97 ; also as a wood-cut, in Lossing's Fidd-

approach to the town is shown pictorially in the Book of the Ravlutiori, i. 512.— Ed.]

annexed heliotypes of two views of Boston, dat- ^ [The immediate occasion is said to have

ing from this time ; the upper is one of Des been to supply transports with fuel which were

Barres's views, and the Neck lines are shown at about to sail for England with sick. Moore's

the point where a flag flies. Something of the Diary of //le Revolution, \. 1S2.— Ed.]

ruggedness of Beacon Hill is indicated in the ^ [" 29 May. Any women, as may be wanted

mount beyond the town. In the lower view, as nurses at the General Hospital, or to do any

which gives Shirley Hall in the middle distance other business for the service of the Garrison,

on the left. Beacon Hill seems to assume an ai> and shall refuse to do it, will immediatelv be

pearance which it is hard to accept. The view is struck off the provision list."— Waller's Oriterlv-

much the same as the upper one, but from a point Book, 1775. In August, 1775, John Leach, then

farther back from the shore. It follows a copy confined in Boston jail, enters in his diarv : "TJiis

of a large print now in the Boston Athenieum. afternoon my wife came to ask my advice about

What seems to be the same has been not very signing for buying meat, as none were to have it

accurately engraved in Lossing's Washington, and but friends of Government."— Kd.|
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October I have scarce eat three meals of salt meat, but supplied my family with fresh

at the rate of one shilling to one shilling sixj)ence sterling the pound. What wood
was to be got was obliged to give at the rate of twenty dollars a cord; and coals,

though Covernment had a plenty, I could not procure (not being an addressor or

associator' ), though I offered so high a,s fifty dollars for a chaldron, and that at a

season when Nabby and John, the only help I had, were under inoculation for the

small-pox ; that, if you'll believe me. Bill, I was necessitated to burn horse-dung.

Many were the instances of the inhabitants being confined to the provost for purchas-

ing fuel of the soldiers, when no other means offered, to keep them from perishing

with cold. Yet such was the inhumanity of our masters, that they were even denied

the privilege of buying the surplusage of the soldiers' rations. Though you may
think we had plenty of cheese and porter, yet we were obliged to give from fifteen

pence to two shillings a pound for all we ate of the former ; and a loaf of bread of the

size we formerly gave three pence for, thought ourselves well off to get for a shilling.

Butter at two shillings. Milk — for months without tasting any. Potatoes, from nine

shillings to ten shillings and sixpence a bushel ; and everything else in the same

The besieging soldiers had a joke that the town bull, aged twenty, was

killed anil cut up for the use of the officers ; and in a letter from one of these

to his father in Kngland, it is said: "Why should I complain of hard fate?

General Gage and all his family have for this month past lived upon salt pro-

vision. Last Saturday, General Putnam, in the true style of military com-
plaisance which abolishes all personal resentment and smooths the horrors

of war when discipline will permit, sent a present to General Gage's lady of

a fine quarter of veal, which was very acceptable, and received the return of

a very polite card of thanks." At one time during the siege only six head

of cattle were in the hands of Butcher-Master-General Hewes, as entire

stock for troops or inhabitants, and the rejected portions of the slaughtered

animals found purchasers among those who were both rich and dainty. One
of the accounts, dated the middle of December, says :

" The distress of

the troops and inhabitants in Boston is great beyond all possible descrip-

tion. Neither vegetables, flour, nor pulse for the inhabitants, and the king's

stores so very short none can be spared from them ; no fuel, and the winter

set in remarkably severe. The troops and inhabitants absolutely and liter-

ally starving for want of provisions and fire. Even salt provision is fifteen

pence sterling per pound."'' John Andrews, writing at one time when he

was a little less cheerful than usual, did not boast of his fare :
" Was it not

for a trifle of salt provisions that we have, 'twould be impossible for us to

live. Pork and beans one day, and beans and pork another, and fish when

we can catch it." He gives, frankly enough, his reason for braving all these

discomforts :
" Am necessitated to submit to such living, or risk the little

' An " .addresser " was one of those, presum- unleers who had offered their services to the

ably Loyalists, who joined in congratulatory commander-in-chief, and were enrolled under

addresses to (»age and Howe on different occa- that name.

sions. An "associator " was one of the military - Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., July. 1S65.

company of Loyal American Associators,— vol- " Frothingham, Sifj^e 0/ Boston, p. 2bo.
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all I have in the world, which consists in my stock of goods and furniture,

to the amount of between two and three thousand sterling, as it 's said

without scruple that those who leave the town forfeit all the efifects they

leave behind. Whether they hold it up as only a means to detain people or

not, I can't say ; but, in regard to slaves, their actions have been consistent

with the doctrines, however absurd. It has so far availed as to influence

many to stay who would otherways have gone."

The higher life of Bo.ston, which had made the town the spokesman for

liberty, was perpetuated now outside of its limits, in Cambridge camp, and

in the councils of the embryo nation ; but there was still a light left burn-

ing within the besieged town, where were also the memorials of its past

vitality. The very endurance of the poor tradesmen who remained, num-

bering among them, doubtless, some of those who at an earlier stage of

the struggle had refused to build barracks for the English troops, and thus

had offered their little sacrifice of wages, the privations of life which stanch

Patriots bore,— these were witnesses to the indestructible spirit of the town
;

and it may be said that the town, whether within or without the lines, was at

any time ready for the doom of destruction if that sacrifice was required.

The monuments of its cherished ideas bore also a dumb testimony to the

conflict which was going on. The houses of the chief citizens, occupied by

prominent oflicers, were for the most part respected by the occupants ; but

that of Sam Adams, the arch-rebel, was mutilated and disfigured past his

slender means of restoration. The public buildings were devoted to the

uses of the soldiers. The Old South, as we have seen, was turned into a

riding-school, the pulpit, pews, and seats being hacked and carried off. A
beautiful carved pew, with silk furniture, belonging to Deacon Hubbard,

was taken away and used for a hog-sty, according to Timothy Newell, upon

the solicitation of General Burgoyne; and it is difficult not to see in some

of the acts of officers and soldiers a spiteful temper. " Dirt and gravel were

spread over the floors ; the south door was closed ; a bar was fixed, over

which the cavalry leaped their horses at full speed ; the east galleries were

allotted to spectators ; the first gallery was fitted up as a refreshment room.

A stove was put up in the winter, and here were burned for kindling many
of the books and manuscripts of Prince's fine library."^ Timothy Xewell's

diary contains an amusing account of the shifts to which the worthy deacon

resorted to evade the requisition made upon him for the use of Brattle

Street Church, then recently built, and the pride of the town. He gives a

sigh of relief as he records the fact that the necessity of taking down the

pillars, and thus endangering the safety of the building, was all that saved

the church from being used as a riding-school. It was used as a barrack.

The West Church was used for barracks, and its steeple pulled down for

firewood." The North Church, built of wood, was pulled down for the same
reason. The Federal Street Meeting-house was filled with hay. The
HoUis Street Church was used for barracks. The Libert)- Tree was cut

' Fiothingham, Sic\!^t- of Bosloit, p. 32S. - [.Shown in the frontispiece of tliis volume. — Eli.|
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down amidst the jibes and taunts of the soldiers and Tories, who had not

forgotten its almost personal symbolism. The most distinguished citizen

who remained was the Rev. Andrew Kliot, who shared the ministerial work
chiefly with Drs. Mather and Byles.' He was detained much against his

will, but spent his time in service of the poor and sick. The Thursday
Lecture gave way near the end of the siege ; and Dr. Eliot notes in his

diary, —
" November 30 [1775]. Preached T. L. Coctus vere pari'a. The attendance of

this lecture being e.xceedingly small, and our work greatly increased in other respects,

Dr. Mather and I, who, since the departure of our other Brethren, had preached it

THE LIBERTY TREE.^

alternately, thought proper to lay it down for the present. I preached the last sermon

from those words in Rev. 2, • Remember how thou hast received.' etc. .\n affecting

occasion of laying down a lec:ture which had subsisted more than 140 years. The

small congregation was much moved at the conclusion."

(See Mr. (loddard's ch.ipter in the present

volume. — Ed.]

- [This cut follows another given in Snow's

Boston, p. 266. The tree stood at the southeast

corner of Washington and Esse.\ streets ; and a

representation of it, carved in wood, now adorns

a building erected on its site by the late David

Sears. The tree was felled by a party led by

Job Williams, and it made fourteen cords of

wood. .\ Hritish soldier was killed at the time,

while trving to remove one of the limbs. A so-

liloquy in verse, published at the time in the

MiUsacliHsetls Gazette, Jan. 2, 1776, gives the Tory

view of the case. It is reprinted in Mass. Hisl.

Soc. Proc, March, 1876, p. 270. A pole was fast-

ened in the tree ; and the remnants of the flag

used in 1775 are said to be owned by H. C. Fer-

nald, and have been e.xhibited in the Old South

Loan Collection. On the stump which remained

a liberty-pole was erected after the war, and this

was replaced by another, July 2, 1826. In 1S33

Libertj'-Tree Tavern stood upon the spot. Tu-

dor's Otis, p. 221 ; Drake, Landmarks, p. 397;

E-,'acnation Memorial, p. 160; Sargent, Dealings

wit/i the Dead, Nos. 41 and 42.— Ed.)
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The public schools were dispersed; Master Lovell, of the Latin school,

casting in his lot with the Crown, while his son James, an usher in the same
school, was thrown into prison under

suspicion of being a spy, and carried

off in chains by the army with which

his father decamped as a Loyalist. One
solitary school was kept gratuitously

by Mr. Elias Dupee. The only other educational offer seems to have been

that of Daniel McAlpine, who had been for some years established " to in-

struct all lovers of the noble science of defence, commonly called the

back-sword, in that art."

It was dull work for the officers and ladies and gentlemen to stay cooped

up in the two little peninsulas through the dismal winter, their eyes and

ears assailed by the for-

lorn condition of the in-

habitants. But no doubt

there was some bravery

of appearances ; and the

society which was light-

ed and warmed by scarlet coats was driven in upon itself prett\' rigorousl}-.'

For half a century and more after this time there li\ed in Boston two

maiden ladies, daughters of Dr. Mather Bj-les, who stoutly maintained to the

last their loyalty to the Crown of England. The\- had been girls during the

siege, and the war passed only to find them unflinching British subjects in

will. They entertained visitors, who still remember them, with talks of the

gallantry shown them by General Howe and Lord Percy during the winter of

1775-76; how they promenaded with these great men on the Common ; and

how Lord Percy serenaded them with the regimental band.- hi the train of

' [Among other diveitisements to relieve the

weary hours of the siege, was their burlesquing

some intercepted letters of John Adams to

James Warren :
" A paraphrase upon the second

epistle of John the Roundhead to James the Pro-

locutor of the Rump Parliament." See Works of

John Adams, i. iSo ; Familiar Letters, pp. 85,

loi, 116. — Ed.]

- [An account of the tribulations of Dr.

Byles, written by his daughter, Catharine Byles

(for which we are indebted to Mr. George Hed-
rick, of Lowell), runs thus:—

'•Oct. 13, 177S.

" Upon the first opening of the town, the people, among
whom my father had officiated for forty-three years, had
an irregular meeting, and desired his attendance ; when a

charge of his attachment to govenmtent was read, of

which, as he never could obtain a copy, I am unable to

give an exact account. Among (tthers were included

his friendly disposition to the Ihitish troops, particularly his

entertaining them at his house, indulging them with his

telescope, &c.; his prayers for the King, and for the preser-

vation of the town during the siege. Some time after this

a few lines were sent him, informing that six weeks be-

fore (without so much as the advice of any Council) he
had been dismissed from his pastoral charge- Thus they

left him w'ithont any support, or so much as paying his

arrears, so that from the igth of April, 1775, to this day, he

has received no assistance from them. They then repaired

the church, which had been occupied as a barrack for the

British army, and made choice of a new pastor. In May,

1777, at a town-meeting, he was mentioned as a person in-

imical to America ; a warrant was served and bonds given

for his appearance the 2d of June, for a trial, when, as they

expressed it. * after a candid and impartial examination,'

he was brought in Guilty, confined to his house and land,

and a guard placed to prevent tiie visits of his friends ; and
(except the removal of the guard, which was in about two

months) in this confinement has he remained ever since

;

and had it not been for the generous assistance of his be-

nevolent friends, he must inevitably have suffered.

" Miss \obsctired\ presents her most respectful compli-

ments to Mrs. \obscitrcd\, and. knowing her benevolence

of heart, begs leave to commit the foregoing pages to her

care, wishing that the particulars mentioned in this little

account may thro' Mrs. \obscurcd\ hands be conveyed to

her humane connections."

In Massachusetts Arehi7'es, " Royalist." i. p.

1 24. is a warrant from the court, dated June 2,

1777. to deliver Mather B\les to the Board of
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these great acts of gallantry must have followed similar displays ; and we
can easily catch sight of British officers parading on the Mall with Tory

ladies. A new regiment arrived from England in December, and the News-

Letter chirped at mention of the excellent band it brought, with promise of

a concert for the diversion of the town. When the new year set in, a series

of subscription balls was announced, to be held at Concert Hall once a fort-

night.^ The last ball at the Province House was the Queen's ball, given,

oddly enough, on the twenty-second of February.^ The festival of St.

John the Evangelist was duly celebrated by a dinner at Freemasons' Hall,

a march to Brattle Street, and an appropriate sermon ; but there is no

mention of any public festivity at Christmas.

Faneuil Hall, by a satirical retribution, was turned into a theatre, and

the officers and other amateurs declaimed tragedy where the townsmen had

held meetings of equal dramatic force and more reality of meaning. A
number of officers and ladies formed a Society for Promoting Theatrical

Amusements, a title which seems to give a certain solemnity to the proceed-

ings ; and they did this, the announcement frankly stated, for their own
amusement and the benevolent purpose of contributing to the relief of dis-

tressed soldiers, their widows and children. The performances begaa at si.K

o'clock. The entrance fee was not immoderate, — one dollar for the pit,

and a quarter of a dollar for the gallery. The surplus over the expenses

was to be appropriated to the relief of poor soldiers. The play must have

bffeh very popular, for the managers were obliged to announce, after a few

evenings,

—

" The managers will have the house strictly surveyed, and give out tickets for the

number it will contain. The most positive orders are given out not to take money at

the door ; and it is hoped gentlemen of the army will not use their influence over the

sergeants who are door-keepers to induce them to disobey that order, as it is meant

entirely to promote the ease and convenience of the public by not crowding the

theatre."

The tragedy of Zara seems to have been the favorite ; and the comedy

of The Busybody, with the farces of The Citizen and Tlie Apprentice, were

also given. The most notable piece was the local farce of The Blockade

of Boston, by General Burgoyne.^ On the evening of January 8 it was to

War for transportation "off the continent." were already engaged," it was said, for "the

There are in the Massachusetts Historical So- most brilliant thing ever seen in America."—
ciety's Library two plans of the estate of Dr. Ed.]

Mather Byles, made in 1832, showing how one - [John Andrews records " an innovation

corner of the mansion projected into the line never before known, — a Drnm or Rout, given

of the present Tremont Street, opposite Nassau by the admiral last Saturday evening, which

(now Common) Street. See Vol. II. p. x.\.\ix, did not break up till 2 or 30'ck on Sund.iy morn-

and Mr. Goddard's chapter in the present vol- ing, their chief amusement being playing cards."

ume.— Ed.] /'/<;.«. //«/. Soc. Proc, July, 1S65, p. 323.— Ed.]

1 [The y\;wj-Z<?/to- of Feb. 22, 1776, contained ' liurgoyne was proud of his literary per-

a notice of a masquerade to be given at Concert formances, of which a full account is given m
Hall, March 11, and of "a number of different chapter ix. of De Fonblanque's/V/Z/zV-a/aW^I///-

masks to be sold by almost all the milliners and itary Episodis in the IcUUr lialf of the Eighteenth

mantua-makers in town." " Ten capital cooks Century, derived from the Life and Correspon-

VOL. III.— 21.
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be given for the first time. The comedy of The Busybody had been acted,

and the curtain was about to be drawn for the farce, when the actors behind

the scenes heard an exaggerated report of a raid made upon Charlestown

by a small party of Americans. One of the actors, dressed for his part (that

of a Yankee sergeant), came forward upon the stage, called silence, and

informed the audience that the alarm guns had been fired, and that a battle

was going on in Charlestown. The audience, taking this for the first scene in

the new farce, applauded obstreperously, being determined to get all the fun

there was to be had out of the piece, when the order was suddenly given in

dead earnest for the officers to return to their posts. The audience at this

was thrown into dire confusion, the officers jumping over the orchestra,

breaking the fiddles on the way; the actors rushing about to get rid of their

paint and disguises; the ladies alternately fainting and screaming; and the

play brought to great grief and summary conclusion. Whether it was ever

given again or not docs not appear; but the News-Letter, in reporting the

incident, announced that " as soon as those parts in The Boston Blockade,

which are vacant by some gentlemen being ordered to Charlestown, can be

filled up, that farce will be performed, with the tragedy of Tamerlane." ^

There was no demonstration of patriotism within the town. The N^eivs-

Letter, a complete file of which during the siege is scarcely known, copies

in its issue for July 13, from one of the outside papers, a notice by William

Cooper the town clerk, calling upon the dispersed freemen of Boston to

meet at Concord, in order to choose a representative to the General Couft,

and adds, mockingly :
" Some have been wondering of late at the peace-

ableness of this town. It is to be hoped that their surprise will now cease,

when they find that Mr. Cooper and the rest of our town-meeting folks

have adjourned to Concord." ^

deuce of the Right I/onorable John Biirgoyne

;

but of his jeux d'esprits at this time only a few

lines of a prologue and epilogue to Zura have

been saved. His farce was probably never

printed, and efforts to recover it have never, so

far as I know, succeeded. After the siege, a

literary revenge was taken by an anonymous
writer in the farce of The Blockheads ; or the

Affrighted Officers, a not over nice production,

which jeers at the situation of officers and ref-

ugees when forced to evacuate the town. The
characters are—
Captain Bashard Ad—

1

Puff G—

1

L—d Dapper
I

L—d P—

y

Shallow V Officers G—

t

Dupe
J Who you please

. G—

V

. R—

s

. B—

e

. M—

v

. E—ii

Refugees and
Friends to

Government

Meagre
Surly
Brigadier Paunch
Bowny
Simple
Jemima, wife to .Simple.

Tabitha, her daughter.
Dorsa, her maid.

Soldiers, women, etc.

It is not diiilicuU to supply the hiatus to the

names, and read Lord Percy, Gilbert (Burgoyne

perhajjs is " Dupe "), Gray, Ruggles, Brattle,

Murray, and Edson. Lord Percy is represented

as a libertine, and there is some attempt at

characterizing the several Loyalists. Brattle

had the reputation of being a good liver, and

Ruggles of being a rough-spoken man ; but

the hits in the piece w'ere more telling to those

closer to the characters in time. In the pro-

logue are the lines —
" P,y Yankees frighted, too ! Oh, dire to say !

Why, V.inkees sure at Red-coals faint away!

Oh, ves! they thought so too. for lackaday,

Their general turned the blockade to a play.

Poor vain pohroons, with justice we Ml retort,

And call them blockheads for their idle sport."

[See Colonel Clapp's chapter on the " Drama
in Boston," in Vol. IV.— Ed.]

' [See Dr. Hale's chapter in this volume.

— Ed.]

- [Of the NcMs-Lettcr, see the account in Mr.

Goddard's chapter in this volume ; and regarding

Cooper, see a note by the editor in Mr. Porter's

chapter, also in the present volume. — Ed.]
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Before the town had been finally purged, however, some of the bolder

kept up a communication with their friends outside, by means of signals

from the church steeples. " About three weeks ago," a letter-writer of July

25 says, "three fellows were taken out of one of the latter [steeples], who
confess they had been so employed for seven days." The altercations

between townsmen and soldiers had ceased ; the town was under strict

military discipline ; and though the selectmen were not allowed to leave,

it docs not appear that there was any government except that administered

by the General of the army. With his immediate command of fourteen

thousand or so, inclusive of women and chiklrcn attached to the soldiery,

General Howe treated the place as a garrison, and gave great attention to

the health of the troops ; but the records show that he had a somewhat tur-

bulent and unruly set of men to manage.' The large number of deserted

houses, the destruction of others for fuel, the defenceless condition of the

families of Patriots who had left the town,— all conspired to tempt plun-

dering and depredation. In one case the wife of one of the privates, con-

victed of receiving stolen goods, was sentenced " to receive one hundred

lashes on her bare back with a cat-o'-nine-tails, at the cart's tail, in different

portions of the most conspicuous parts of the town, and to be imprisoned

three months." The small-pox broke out both in the army and among the

inhabitants, and was still ravaging the town when it was taken possession

of by Washington, after the evacuation.

The evacuation itself was so suddenly determined on that for a few days

the town was in a distracted condition, and the lawlessness which had been

suppressed by the military arm broke out again almost unchecked. For

ten days there was sleepless an.xiety. The army was embarking and carry-

ing away such stores as it could, destroying much that it must leave ;
plun-

der was going on on all sides, both with and without authority ; and as the

day drew nearer for the departure of the troops the excesses increased,^ in

spite of the following order from General Howe: —
" The commander-in-chief finding, notwithstanding former orders that have been

given to forbid plundering, houses have been forced open and robbed, he is therefore

under a necessity of declaring to the troops that the first soldier who is caught plun-

dering will be hanged on the spot."

John Andrews, who was a very interested witness, gives a vivid account

of his personal anxiety during the last hours of the British possession: ^—
" By the earnest persuasion of your uncle's friends, and with the advice of the

selectmen, I moved into his house at the time the troops, etc., were preparing for

embarkation, under every difficulty you can conceive at such a time, as every day

presented us with new scenes of the wantonness and destruction made by the soldiers.

' [This is apparent from the orders, and from • [The British soldiers cut down several of

the reiteration of them, with the constant threats the finest trees on the Mall, on the day of their

of corporal punishment. See IVaUer's Orderly- evacuating the town.— Ed.]

book.— Ed.[ ' {.Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, 1S65, p. 409.— Eu.]
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I had the care of six houses with their furniture, and as many stores filled with effects,

for eleven months past ; and, at a time like this, I underwent more fatigue and per-

plexity than I did through the whole siege ; for I was obliged to take my rounds all

day, without any cessation, and scarce ever failed of finding depredations made upon

some one or other of them, that I was finally necessitated to procure men, at the ex-

travagant rate of two dollars a day, to sleep in the several houses and stores for a fort-

night before the military plunderers went off; for as sure as they were left alone one

night, so sure they were plundered. Poor Ben, in addition to his other misfortunes,

suffered in this : the fellow who took charge of his house neglected to sleep there

the third night, being affrighted ; the consequence was, a party of soldiers got in, went

into his cellar, took liquors from thence, and had a revelling frolic in his parlor ; car-

ried off and destroyed his furniture, etc., to the value of two hundred pounds sterling,

— which was not to be named with what fifty other houses suffered, or I may say a

hundred. I was obliged to pay at the rate of a dollar an hour for hands to assist me
in moving. Such was the demand for laborers that they were taken from me even

at that, by the Tories, who bid over me, for the sake of carrying away other people's

effects, wherever they could come at them, which so retarded my moving that I was

obliged to leave my kitchen furniture in the house I left ; consequently it was broken

open and rummaged, and, with all my crockery, were carried off. Wat has stripped

your uncle's house of everything he could conveniently carry off, which, had I known

that had been his intention, I would by no means have consented to go into it ; but as

I had moved most of my heavy things while he was preparing to go, it was too late for

me to get off when I discovered it. Your Uncle Jerry was almost frantic about it,

and said he should write his brother, and acquaint him that I was knowing to it, and

yet permitted him to do it ; httle thinking that it was not in my power to prevent his

carrying off everything if he was disposed to do it, as I only took charge of the house

as his (Wat's) substitute. He has left all the looking-glasses and window-curtains,

with some tables and most of the chairs ; only two bedsteads and one bed, without

any bedding or sheets, or even a rag of linen of any kind. Some of the china, and

principal part of the pewter, is the sum of what he has left, save the library, which

was packed up corded to ship ; but your Uncle Jerry and Mr. Austin went to him,

and absolutely forbid it on his peril. He treated them in a very rough, cavalier way

;

told them they had no right to interfere with his business,— he should do as he

pleased, and would not hear what they had to say. Upon the whole, I don't know
but what it would have been as well if he had taken them, seeing matters are going

to be carried with so high a hand."

Through all this family business and the confusion of narrative one may
get a glimpse of the distractions and bitterness of the Tory hegira. " Noth-

ing can be more diverting," says an amateur dramatist, " than to see the

town in its present situation. All is uproar and confusion ; carts, trucks,

wheelbarrows, handbarrows, coaches, chaises, are driving as if the very devil

was after them." ^ The return, piecemeal, of the clocks, chests of drawers,

tables, and chairs, which then emigrated to the Provinces, continues to

this day.

It is interesting to observe, as one of the first signs of the return of Boston
to its independent life, that the Thursday Lecture was revived ; and Dr. Eliot

' " The Blockliead^j," .^ct iii. Scene 3.
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delivered the first as a thanksgiving discourse in the presence of His Excel-

lency, General Washington. Shortly after, a town-meeting was held in the

Old Brick Meeting-house, and officers for the year were chosen as usual.

The town-meeting and the church were the spiritual Boston which asserted

itself before commercial and trading Boston had revived. The town felt its

insecurity. No one knew how soon the enemy might return with increased

force and more strenuous measures, and it was only by degrees that the

people returned and resumed their occupations. On April 19 the shops

remained generally closed. " The town yet looks melancholy," writes

Ezekiel Price in his diary, under that day; "but few of the inhabitants

being removed back into it, occasioned by its not being sufficiently fortified

and garrisoned against any further attempt of the enemy, to which it now

lies much exposed." It is significant of the growing consciousness of the

historic conflict, that he adds :
" This day is the anniversary of the famous

battle of Lexington." •

The Revolutionary War did not again make Boston a theatre of action

;

but the town was subjected to at least one panic- It was not till the close

of the period that the people saw anj'thing of military pageant. Then they

welcomed the entry of Rochambcau's forces after the battle of Yorktown,

and the harbor was bright with the flags of the French fleet. The visit of

these famous allies was the occasion of a general rejoicing. The war was

over, and the people asked for no better opportunity for an outburst of

hospitality. Sam Adams called a town-meeting, and with James Sullivan

prepared an address from Boston to Baron Viomenil, the chief officer;

Rochambeau himself having embarked elsewhere.'^ But during the period

1 Diary of Ezekiel Price in Mass. Hisl. Soc. Paris to the committee of foreign correspondence:

Proc, November, 1863. "February 3. An expedition, with ten thousand

- Mrs. John Adams, writing to her husband of the enemy's best troops, will take place in

under date of Aug. 5, 1777, says: "If alarming about two months, from Ireland. Altho' from

half-a-dozen places at the same time is an act of the profound secrecy observed I have not yet

generalship, Howe may boast of his late con- been able to discover its destination wMth cer-

duct. We have never, since the evacuation of tainty, yet I have sufficient reason to think that

Boston, been under apprehensions of an invasion Boston is the object of it."— Ed.]

equal to what we suffered last week. All Boston ' [The artillery were the earliest to reach

was in confusion, packing up and carting out of Boston, arriving on November 18. Rocham-

town household furniture, military stores, goods, beau, who had accompanied the army to Provi-

ctc. Not less than a thousand teams were em- dence, here transferred the command of it to the

ployed on Friday and Saturday; and, to their Baron de Viomenil, and returned to the Chesa-

shame be it told, not a small trunk would they peake and embarked. The main body of the

carry under eight dollars, and many of them, I army reached Boston on December 3. 4, and 5,

am told, asked a hundred dollars a load ; for being f.avored with fair weather. On the twenty-

carting a hogshead of molasses eight miles, third Viomenil w-ent onboard the " Triomphant,"

thirty dollars. O human nature! or, rather, O and on the twenty-fourth the whole squadron, ten

inhuman nature! what art thou .' The report of sail in all, mounting seven hundred and fifty-

the fleet's being seen off Cape Ann, Friday night, eight guns and carrying four thousand men, put

gave me the alarm, and, though pretty weak, I to sea. (Mag- of Amer. His/., July, 18S1.) The

set about packing up my things, ilid on Satur- address of the citizens of Boston to Viomenil,

day removed a \o:i<\."— Familiar Utters of John adopted at a meeting held December 7, and his

Ajams, ami /lis wife Al>igail Adams, during the reply, are reprinted in Mag. of Amer. Hist., July.

Revolution, p. 287. 1S81, p. 32, from the Pennsylvania Packet, Jan.

[Three years later there was another period 8, 1783. See also an account of these procecd-

of suspense. In 17S0, Arthur Lee writes from ings in Drake's Z(7»</OTar,6j ?/'5w/ot/, 433-—Ed.|
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from 1776 to 1783 there were occasional visits from French vessels, and

the reports made by Frenchmen who received the hospitality of the town

give a hint of the social life of the period. The Frenchmen themselves

were objects of great curiosity. Mr. Breck says in his entertaining Recol-

lections :—
" Before the Revolution the colonists had little or no communication with France,

so that Frenchmen were known to them only through the prejudiced medium of

England. E\ery vulgar story told by John Bull about Frenchmen living on salad

and frogs was implicitly believed by Brother Jonathan, even by men of education

and the first standing in society. When, therefore, the first French squadron arrived

at Boston [in 1778], the whole town, most of whom had ne\er seen a Frenchman,

ran to the whar\'es to catch a peep at the gaunt, half-starved, soup-maigre crews.

/, A^Jl^ ^J^y 4-^ 3^ ^-^.w^.dSiZ-^<_^

AUTOGR.APHS OF FRENCH OFFICERS.

How much were my good townsmen astonished when they beheld plump, portly offi-

cers and strong, vigorous sailors ! They could scarcely credit the thing, apparent as

it was. Did these hearty-looking people belong to the lantern-jawed, spindle-shank

race of moumeers 1 In a little while they became convinced that they had been de-

ceived as to their personal appearance ; but they knew, notwithstanding their good

looks, that they were no better than frog-eaters, because they had been disco\-ered Iiunt-

ing them in the noted Frog-pond at the bottom of the Common. With this notion

in his head, Mr. Nathaniel Tracy, who lived in a beautiful villa at Cambridge,' made

a great feast for the admiral, Count D'Estaing, and his officers. Everything was fur-

nished that could be had in the country to ornament and give variety to the entertain-

ment. My father was one of the guests, and told me often after that two large tureens

of soup were placed at the ends of the table. The admiral sat on the right of Tracy,

and Monsieur de I'Etombe on the left. L'Etombe was consul of France, resident at

Boston. Tracy filled a plate with soup which went to the admiral, and the next was

handed to the consul. As soon as L'Etombe put his spoon into his plate he fished

up a large frog, just as green and perfect as if he had liopped from the pond into

' [The Cragie or Longfellow house. — Ed.]
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the tureen. Not knowing at first what it was, he seized it by one of its hind legs,

and, holding it up in view of the whole company, discovered that it was a full-grown

frog. As soon as he had thoroughly inspected it, and made himself sure of the mat-

ter, he exclaimed :
' Ah ! mon Dieu ! une grenouilie !

' then, turning to the gentleman

next to him, gave him the frog. He received it and passed it round the table. Thus

the poor crapaud made the tour from hand to hand until it reached the admiral.

The company, convulsed with laughter, examined the soup plates as the servants

brought them, and in each was to be found a frog. The uproar was universal.

Meantime Tracy kept his ladle going, wondering what his outlandish guests meant by

such extravagant merriment. ' What 's the matter? ' asked he, and, raising his head,

surveyed the frogs dangling by a leg in all directions. ' Why don't they eat them ?
'

he exclaimed. ' If they knew the confounded trouble I had to catch them, in order

to treat them to a dish of their own country, they would find that, with me at least, it

was no joking matter.' Thus was poor Tracy deceived by vulgar prejudice and

common report. He meant to regale his distinguished guests with refined hospitality,

and had caused all the swamps of Cambridge to be searched, in order to furnish them

with a generous supply of what he believed to be, in France, a standing national

dish." 1

Mr. Brock's father was agent for the French, and is the " Mr. Brick" whose

name occurs so often in that part of the Marquis de Chastellux's Travels in

North America which relates to Boston. This traveller, who was an officer

in the French army, reached Boston during the stay there of Baron de

Viomenil ; and his record, while it gives little description of the town, in-

timates that the hospitality extended to the French was unremitting. He
had scarcely arrived in town before he was hurried off to the Association

ball, where he took notice of the general awkwardness of the Boston dan-

cers. The ladies he thought well dressed, but with less elegance and refine-

ment than those whom he had met at Philadelphia. His visit was filled

with a series of calls and entertainments ; and among them he notes a

club :
—

" This assembly is held every Tuesday, in rotation, at the houses of the different

members who compose it ; this was the day for Mr. Russell, an honest merchant, who

gave us an excellent reception. The laws of the club are not straitening, the number

of dishes for supper alone are limited, and there must be only two of meat,— for sup-

per is not the .\merican repast. Vegetables, pies, and especially good wine, are not

spared. The hour of assembling is after tea, when the company play at cards, con-

verse, and read the public papers ; and sit down to table between nine and ten. The

supper was as free as if there had been no strangers. Songs were given at table, and a

Mr. Stewart sung some which were very gay, with a tolerable good voice."

A little further on he saj-s :
—

" They made mc play at whist, for the first time since my arrival in .America. The

cards were English, that is, much handsomer and dearer than ours ; and we marked

our points with louis-d'ors, or six-and-thirties. When the party was finished, the loss

1 Recollections of Samuel Breck, with passages from his note-book, pp. 24-27-
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was not difficult to settle ; for the company was still faithful to that voluntary law

established in society from the commencement of the troubles, which prohibited play-

ing for money during the war. The inhabitants of Boston are fond of high play, and

it is fortunate perhaps that the war happened when it did, to moderate this passion,

which began to be attended with dangerous consequences."

Political clubs had long been active in Boston, and social clubs were

now springing up. From 1777 dates the Wednesday Evening Club, which

has maintained ever since an unbroken succession.^

Another French traveller, the Abbe Robin, who preceded Chastellux,

has left an account of Boston in 1781, which deals more with the e.Kternal

features of the town :
—

" The inside of the town does not at all lessen the idea that is formed by an exterior

prospect. A superb wharf has been carried out above two thousand feet into the sea,

and is broad enough for stores and workshops through the whole of its extent ; it

communicates at right angles with the principal street of the town, which is both large

and spacious, and bends in a curve parallel to the harbor. This street is ornamented

with elegant buildings, for the most part two or three stories high, and many other

streets terminate in this, communicating with it on each side. The form and construc-

tion of the houses would surprise an European eye ; they are built of brick and wood,

not in the clumsy and melancholy taste of our ancient European towns, but regularly,

and well provided with windows and doors. The wooden work, or frame, is light,

covered on the outside with thin boards, well planed, and lapped over each other as we

do tiles on our roofs in France. These buildings are generally painted with a pale white

color, which renders the prospect much more pleasing than it would otherwise be ; the

roofs are set off with balconies, doubtless for the more ready extinguishing of fire ; the

whole is supported by a wall of about a foot high ; it is easy to see how great an ad-

vantage these houses have over ours in point of neatness and salubrity. All the parts

of these buildings are so well jojned, and their weight is so equally divided and pro-

portionate to their bulk, that they may be removed from place to place with little

difficulty. I ha\'e seen one of two stories high removed above a cjuarter of a mile, if

not more, from its original situation ; and the whole French army have seen the same

thing done at Newport. What they tell us of the travelling habitations of the Scyth-

ians is far less wonderful. Their household furniture is simple, but made of choice

wood, after the English fashion, which renders its appearance less gay ; their floors are

covered with handsome carpets, or printed cloths, but others sprinkle them with fine

sand.

" This city is supposed to contain about six thousand houses, and thirty thousand

inhabitants ;
- there are nineteen churches for the several sects here, all of them con-

venient, and several finished with taste and elegance, especially those of the Presby-

terians and the Church of England ; their form is generally a long square, ornamented

with a pulpit, and furnished with pews of a similar fabrication throughout. The poor

^ \The Centennial Celebration of the Wedncs- dwelling-houses, stores, and public buildings,

day Evening Club, InstitutedJune 21, 1 777, Boston, exclusive of distilleries, sugar-houses, rope-walks,

1878, gives the story of its career. — Ed.] mechanics' shojjs, and stables. (See 2 Mass. Hist.
'' The Abbe''s arithmetic is as wild as .some Coll., i.v. 204-222.) The population in 17S3 did

of his generalizing. In 1789 there were, by actual not exceed eighteen thousand, and remained

count, two thousand si.x hundred and thirty-nine stationary for several years.
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as well as the rich hear the word of God in these places, in a convenient and decent

posture of body. Sunday is observed with the utmost strictness ; all business, how

important Soever, is then totally at a stand, and the most innocent recreations and

pleasures prohibited.' Boston, that populous town, where at other times there is such

a hurry of business, is on this day a mere desert
;
you may walk, tiie streets without

meeting a single person, or if by chance you meet one, you scarcely dare to stop and

talk with him. A Frenchman that lodged with mc took it into his head to play on the

flute on Sundays for his amusement ; the people upon hearing it were greatly enraged,

collected in crowds round the hoiise, and would have carried matters to extremity in

a short time with the musician, had not the landlord given him warning of his danger,

and forced him to desist.^ Upon this day of melancholy you cannot go into a house

but you find the whole family employed in reading the Bible ; and indeed it is an

affecting sight to see the father of a family surrounded by his household, hearing him

explain the sublime truths of this sacred volume. Nobody fails here of going to the

place of worship appropriated to his sect. In these places there reigns a profound

silence ; an order and respect is also observable which has not been seen for a long

time in our Catholic churclies. Their psalmody is grave and majestic ; and the har-

mony of the poetry, in their national tongue, adds a grace to the music, and contributes

greatly toward keeping up the attention of the worshippers. . . .

" Piety is not the only motive that brings the American ladies in crowds to the

various places of worship. Deprived of all shows and public diversions whatever, the

church is the grand theatre where they attend to display their extravagance and

finery. There they come dressed off in the finest silks, and overshadowed with a pro-

fusion of the most superb plumes. The hair of the head is raised and supported upon

cushions to an extravagant height, somewhat resembling the manner in which the

French ladies wore their hair some years ago. Instead of powdering, they often wash

the head, which answers the purpose well enough, as their hair is commonly of an

agreeable light color ; but the more fashionable among them begin now to adopt the

present European method of setting off the head to the best advantage. They are of

a large size, well proportioned, their features generally regular, and their complexion

fair, without ruddiness. They have less cheerfulness and ease of behavior than the

ladies of France, but more of greatness and dignity. I have even imagined tliat I

have seen something in them that answers to the idea of beauty we gain from

those master-pieces of the artists of antiquity, which are yet extant in our days.

1 (Ml-. Charles Deane points out to the 2 [It is pertinent to consider that perhaps no

Editor some satirical lines on the " Boston Sab- small part of this aversion arose from the corn-

bath," printed in the NrMport A'r.us-Letler, May mingling, in the common mind, of Papist and

19, 1761, of which a few are :

—

Frenchman. The time had not far gone by

when, uiider the stress of the French and In-
• Six d.iys, said He (and loi.d the same expressed),

^y^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ foreigner could sojourn in Boston
Shall men still labour ; on the seveiuh rest : . , , . . i r* u I If
t, . , 1 , , . • T- Without being a suspected French spy; and it
But here, alas! ni ihis great pious Town, ....ii^«. ^ .u,

j , ^ ,

They annul his law, and thus prefer iheir own. a Frenchman, a Papist. There were those still

living who could remember when Governor
Five days and half shall men, .and women too, Belcher issued the warrant, March 17, 1731, now
Attend Iheir business and their mini, pursue.

preserved in the Charity Building, directing the
One day and half *tis requisite to rest , ..... , ,, ^,. ,, ', r r> • * ...k/., tritn^H
c- . •, lu 11- r . .. sheriff of Suffolk to search for Papists who jomea
From toilsome labour and a luscious feast."

aii\-i m u. .^^.n^^ iv * , ,
, .

with their priest speedily designed to celebrate

The beginning of Sunday observance on Sat- mass ; and, if need be, to break open any dwell-

urday at sunset has obtained in New England ing-house, etc. Accompanying this warrant is a

country towns down to a recent day, if indeed list of such Papists in Boston, largely men-ser-

this custom is yet wholly disused.— Ed.] vants, etc.— Ed.]

VOL. III. — 22.
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The stature of the men is tall, and their carriage erect, but their make is rather slim,

and their color inclining to pale ; they are not so curious in their dress as the women,

but everything upon them is neat and proper. At twenty-five years of age the

women begin to lose the bloom and freshness of youth ; and at thirty-five or forty,

their beauty is gone. The decay of the men is equally premature ; and I am inclined

to think that life itself is here proportionably short. I \isited all the burying-grounds

in Boston, where it is usual to inscribe upon the stone over each grave the name and

age of the deceased, and found that few who had arrived to a state of manhood ever

advanced beyond their fiftieth year ; fewer still to seventy ; and beyond that scarcely

any."

The picture of Boston given by the French tra\-ellers of this time, as

indeed most of the representations of America then from the same sources,

have an air of insincerity about them, as if written by men preoccupied with

notions as to the virginal character of American nature and society. The

people of Boston themselves were, during the progress of the war and im-

mediately afterward, in a restless, semi-violent condition, demoralized by the

sudden changes of fortune which befell merchants, and by the inequalities

of life resultant upon war and disturbed relations. Sam Adams, always a

democrat in principle and a doctrinaire in poverty, was indignant at the

display of wealth made by Hancock and others. He frowned upon the in-

creasing extravagance and levity of the town ;
' and he resorted to his

favorite method of holding public meetings in rebuke of the temper, but

with little avail. Minot the historian gives, in a few words, the general

character of the change at work in societ}' :
—

" The usual consequences of war were conspicuous upon the habits of the people

of Massachusetts. Those of the maritime towns relapsed into the voluptuousness

which arises from the precarious wealth of naval adventurers. An emulation prevailed

among men of fortune to exceed each other in the full display of their riches. This

was imitated among the less opulent classes of citizens, and drew them off from those

principles of diligence and economy which constitute the best support of all govern-

ments, and particularly of the republican. Besides which, what was most to be la-

mented, the discipline and manners of the army had vitiated the taste and relaxed

the industry of the yeomen. In this disposition of the people to indulge the use of

luxuries, and in the exhausted state of the country, the merchants saw a market for

foreign manufactures. The political character of America, standing in a respectable

view abroad, gave a confidence and credit to individuals heretofore unknown. This

credit was improved, and goods were imported to a much greater amount than could

be consumed and paid for." -

The most conspicuous person in this display- of wealth and state was un-

doubtedly John Hancock,— a good-natured, vain man. with excellent quali-

ties which his contemporaries perceived, but which have been obscured by

his inordinate conceit and love of extreme distinction. John Adams ob-

served with satisfaction Hancock's chagrin at finding himself subordinated

to the Virginian, Washington, at the beginning of the contest, when Han-

' See Wells, Life ofSamuel Adams, iii. 157-159- - himrrections in Massachusetts, p. 12.
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cock's reputation was quite as general as Washington's ; but he lets us also

see the sincere good-nature and fundamental humility with which he bore

his lesser rank. Among his own townsmen the rich Bostonian dearly loved

to make himself of importance. " King Hancock" was the sobriquet which

he earned, and he was a constant butt lor Tory wits.' In the Pennsylvania

Ledger for March 1 1, 1778, " a gentleman from the eastward " says: —
" John Hancock of Boston appears in public with all the pageantry and state of an

Oriental prince ; he rides in an elegant chariot, which was taken in a prize to the

' Civil Usage ' pirate vessel, and by the owners presented to him. He is attended

by four servants dressed in superb livery, mounted on fine horses richly caparisoned
;

and escorted by fifty horsemen with drawn sabres, the one-half of whom precede

and the other follow his carriage." *

A good observer writes in 1780: —
" Boston aftbrds nothing new but complaints upon complaints. I have been

credibly informed that a ])crson who used to live well has been obliged to take the

feathers out of his bed and sell them to an upholsterer to get money to buy bread.

Many doubtless are exceedingly distressed ; and yet, such is the infatuation of the day,

that the rich, regardless of the necessities of the poor, are more luxurious and extrava-

gant tlian formerly.' Boston exceeds even Tyre ; for not only are her merchants

princes, but even her tavern-keepers are gentlemen. May it not be more tolerable for

Tyre than for her ! There can be no surer sign of a decay of morals than the tavern-

keepers growing rich fast."
•*

W'c have but scant)- personal recollections preserved of this period re-

lating to the common life within the town, and must have recourse again to

the good-natured Mr. Breck, who piques us by forgetting more important

things than he remembered. His childhood was spent in Boston ; and he

remembered well the old beacon which stood on the hill, and was blown

down in 1 789 :
—

" Spokes were fixed in a large mast, on the top of which was placed a barrel of pitch

or tar, always ready to be fired on the approach of the enemy. Around this pole I

have fought many battles, as a South End boy,^ against the boys of the North End of

the town ; and bloody ones, too, with slings and stones very skilfully and earnestly used.

In what a state of semi-barbarism did the rising generations of those days exist 1 From

time immemorial these hostilities were carried on by the juvenile part of the community.

The school-masters whipt, parents scolded, — nothing could check it. Was it a rem-

nant of the pugilistic propensities of our British ancestors ; or was it an untamed feeling

arising from our sequestered and colonial situation ? ^\'hatever was the cause, every-

' [See further on Hancock in Mr. Porter's tions to a ball given by him at Concert Hall, in

and Mr. Lodge's chapters. — En.] November, 17S0, printed on the back of playing-

'•^ Moore's Diary of tlie American RrMliitioti, cards,— showing scarcity in other things than

ii. II, 12. The "gentleman from the eastward "
the necessaries of life.— En.]

appears to have been the ancestor of the similar * Hazard to Belknap, 5 Mais. Hist. Coll., 11. 47.

character who, during the late war, was always ' Mr. Ereck's house was on Tremont Street,

coming away from the front. at the corner of Winter Street; and this shows

' [It is said that Hancock issued his invita- how local apjxillations have changed.
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thing of the kind ceased with the termination of our Revolutionary A\'ar. ... I forget

on what holiday it was that the Anticks, another exploded remnant of colonial man-

ners, used to perambulate the town. They have ceased to do it now ; but I remem-

ber them as late as 1782. They were a set of the lowest blackguards, who, disguised

in filthy clothes and ofttimes with masked faces, went from house to house in large

companies ; and, bon gre, mal gre, obtruding themselves everywhere, particularly into

the rooms that were occupied by parties of ladies and gentlemen, would demean

themselves with great insolence. I have seen them at my father's, when his assembled

friends were at cards, take possession of a table, seat themselves on rich furniture, and

proceed to handle the cards, to the great annoyance of the company. The only way

to get rid of them was to give them money, and listen patiendy to a foolish dialogue

between two or more of them. One of them would cry out :
—

" ' Ladies and gentlemen sitting by the fire,

Put your hands in your pockets and give us our desire.'

When this was done, and they had received some money, a kind of acting took place.

One fellow was knocked down and lay sprawling on the carpet, while another bellowed

out :
—

" ' See, there he lies !

But ere he dies,

A doctor must be had.'

He calls for a doctor, who soon appears, and enacts the part so well that the wounded

man revives. In tliis way they would continue for half an hour ; and it happened not

unfrequently that the house would be filled by another gang when these had departed.

There was no refusing admittance. Custom had licensed these vagabonds to enter

even by force any place they chose. What should we say to such intruders now?

Our manners would not brook such usage a moment. Undoubtedly these plays were

a remnant of the old mysteries of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.^

" Connected with this subject and period may be mentioned the inhuman and re-

volting custom of punishing criminals in the open street. The large whipping-post,

painted red, stood conspicuously and permanently in the most public street in town.

It was placed in State Street,- directly under the windows of a great writing-school

which I frequented, and from them the scholars were indulged in the spectacle of all

kinds of punishment, suited to harden their hearts and brutalize their feelings. Here

1 Since the jjublication of Breck's RccoUec- St. George and the Dragon fight, and the

tions a correspondent has called the Editor's at- latter is killed. Father Christmas calls out

:

tention to the probable origin of this horse-play. •, j^ ,1,^,.^ , doctor to be found,

In Hervey's Book of Christmas, a Cornwall mys- All ready near at hand.

tery is given by Mr. Sandys as " still performed To cure a deep and deadly wound,

in Cornwall;" at the date, that is, of 17S6. And make .he champion stand >••

In this Afystery several characters, as the Turk- The doctor appears, performs his cure, the fight

ish Knight, the King of Egypt, St. George, is renewed, and the dragon again killed.

the Dragon, Father Christmas, and others, The scraps of this performance, as given by

enter by turn. When Father Christmas enters, Mr. Brcck, do seem to be a reminiscence of this

he says

:

West-of-England Mystery ; and it appears as if

" Here come I, old F.ither Christmas! some of the townspeople from that section had
Welcome, or welcome not

;

brought with them a rude sport which died out
I hope old Father Christmas ;„ (hg ,„ore active. Stirring life of the town.

Will never be forgot. , f-r-i i
• • ^ , . j ^

I come not here to laujh or ,eer,
' [^he whippmg-post was later removed to

But for a pocketful of money .ind a skinful of beer." Tiemont Street, near the West Street gate.—Ed.]
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women were taken from a huge cage in whicli they were dragged on wheels from
prison, and tied to the post, with bare backs, on which thirty or forty lashes were be-

stowed, amid the screams of the culprits and the uproar of the mob. A little farther

in the street was to be seen the pillory, with three or four fellows fastened by the head

and hands, and standing for an hour in that helpless posture, exposed to gross and
cruel insult from the multitude, who pelted them incessantly with rotten eggs and
every repulsive kind of garbage that could be collected. These things I have often

witnessed ; but they have given way to better systems, better manners, and better

feelings." '

We have had occasion more than once to speak of the town-meeting

as an exponent of Boston ideas. A single passage from Breck's Recollec-

tions will suffice as an illustration of the same institution when taken as an

exponent of the manners of the town. When Lafayette was in Boston in

1784,- he received a good many attentions from the Breck family.

" An.\ious to show him all that related to our institutions and manners, my father

invited him one day to go to Faneuil Hall to hear the discussion of some municipal

law then in agitation. ' You will see,' said he, ' the quiet proceedings of our towns-

men, and learn by a personal examination how erroneous is the general opinion abroad

that a large community cannot be governed by a pure democracy: Here we have in

Boston,' continued he, ' about eighteen thousand inhabitants, and all our town business

' Recollections ofSamuel Breck, pp. 33-37.
"^ [Lafayette was not personally unknown in

Boston ; he had been here more than once be-

fore. It will be remembered that after the fail-

ure of the Rhode Island campaign, in 1778,

he had come to Boston to use his per-

suasion with the commander of the French

fleet not to desert the cause. After York-

town, when he hastened to France to carry

despatches to the French king, as well as

from tenderer impulses, he had come to

Boston to embark, reaching here on Dec.

10, 1781. Here he had been enthusias-

tically received ; a committee of the town,

of which Samuel Adams was chairman, had pre-

sented an address to him; and a subscription

taking place to rebuild the Charlestown meeting-

house, burned during the battle on Bunker Hill,

Lafayette had placed his name on the list for

twenty-five guineas. The officers of the Massa-

chusetts Line also presented an address. He
sailed, December 23, in the French frigate " L'AI-

liance." It was Aug. 4, 17S4, when Lafayette

again landed in New York ; and after first visiting

Mount Vernon, he began that triumphal progress

through the country which evinced the love the

people bore for him. As he approached Boston,

in October, the officers of the army met him at

Watcrtown ; then in a procession he made his

entry over Boston Neck, through throngs of

people, while he was conducted to a tavern,

where he returned their compliments in a speech

from a balcony. In the evening the street lan-

terns were lighted for the first time since the

peace. On the nineteenth, the anniversary of

Yorktown, Governor Hancock received him
formally. Five hundred gentlemen dined with

their guest in Faneuil Hall. Thirteen decorated

arches surrounded the room, and Lafayette sat

under a huge flcur-dc-lis. Thirteen guns in the

market-place accompanied as many patriotic

toasts. \Vhen that one proposing the health of

Washington was drunk, a curtain fell and dis-

closed a picture of the General, crowned with

laurel, and wearing the color of America and

France. Lafayette led off the response with
" Vive Washington !

" In the evening, Madam
Haley, a sister of the notorious John Wilkes

(see Vol. XL p. xliv), and a leader of fashion

in the town, gave a great party, and there

were many illuminations throughout the streets.

Some days later, after he had made excursions

along the coast, he embarked in the French

frigate " La Nymphe," and sailed for Virginia.

Mascazinc of America)! History, December, 1S7S.

— Ed.]
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is done in a general assembly of the people.' The Marquis, glad of the opportunity,

consented to attend my father. By and by the great bell of the celebrated Doctor

Samuel Cooper's church, with a dozen others,

called the inhabitants together. I forget what

the business was, but it inspired universal in-

terest, and drew to the hall an overflowing

house. The Marquis was of course well ac-

commodated, and sat in silent admiration at

the demure manner in which the moderator

was chosen and inducted to the chair, and the

meeting fully organized. Then the debate

opened. One speaker affirmed, another de-T, ,
nied, a third rejoined ; each increasina; in

Hvder Alv came to M^. MDr,,,',. where I
vehemence, until the matter m debate was

changed into personal sarcasm. Gibe fol-

lowed gibe, commotion ensued, the popular

mass rolled to and fro, disorder reached its

height, and the elders of the town were glad

to break up the stormy meeting, and postpone

the discussion. My father led the Marquis out

in the midst of the angry multitude. When
fairly disengaged from the crowd he said to

the illustrious stranger :
' This is not the sam-

ple which I wished to show you of our mode
of deliberating. Never do I recollect to have

seen such fiery spirits assembled in this hall,

and I must beg you not to judge of us by what

you have seen to-day ; for good sense, mod-

eration, and perfect order are the usual char-

acteristics of my fellow-townsmen, here and elsewhere.' ' No doubt, no doubt,' said

the Marquis laughing ;
' but it is well enough to know that there are exceptions to

the general rule,' or words to that effect,— meaning to make a joke of the matter,

wliich was, indeed, very often afterward the occasion of mirthful remarks upon the

forbearance, calmness, decorum, and parliamentary politeness ever to be found in

deliberative assemblies of pure democracy." ^

Perhaps, if Mr. Breck had been philosophically disposed, he might have

reminded his guest that the town-meeting offered an opportunity for the

escape of feeling, and was thus a safety-valve. The newspaper had not yet

taken the place of the public assembly as the clearest reflection of the life

of the dav.

BOSTON March 39, ijSj.

Lad night Colftnel Join TnimSull arrived i,\

tliii town ; and brought with him the follgwing

very important

INTELLIGENCE,

Fhil.>di-lphia, 23d MarcS, 178J.

Half p^n Sis oXiock.

Dear SIR.

E N ininnfci fnicf, iho Caprjln c.f fho

Hyder Alv came to M'. M^riis's, where I

dmcd, «ith nn accociu of 3 Picnch packet bcmg

arrived at ChrAt'r, in Iluriy diys from Cauiz,,

with the ntws tint a

GENERAL PEACE
wa? fignrri the T^ventieiH of Jnnflary ; and that

Hoftilitie; were to ceaCc, on tliis coiCt, the zoiU

of this inont!).

Juft now a mc/Tcngcr arrived ham Monfirur

Vallogoe, to the Mmiltcr, w^th the Ltoic ncwi :

and that the CaprBin of the pacUtt vcij on i:K

road with the difpatcbes.

God blefs yoD 1

J.
Wadfworth, Efq,

Ycuf'f

J CARTElt.

PEACE EXTR-^/

y^^
' [This redtiction of the Extra announcing the

conclusion of a general peace is made from an

original owned by Colonel W. W. Clapp. The
general celebration came later. William Bur-

beck rendered his bill, Feb. 2S, 1784, to the

State for building a stage to exhibit the fire-

works for celebrating the peace, amounting to

;^l6 17s. T,d. — Ed.]

- RecolUctioJts of Samuel Breck^ pp. 39, 40.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES BY THE EDITOR.

The Loyalists.— S.ibinc, in his American

Loyalists, estimates that some two thousand ad-

herents of the King left Massachusetts. It is

also stated that of the three hundred and ten

who were banished by the State, over sixty were

Harvard graduates. John Adams was inclined

to believe that in the Colonies at large not more

than two-thirds were against the Crown, and

some of the Colonies were about equally divided.

" The last contest in the town of Boston, in

1775, between Whig and Tory, was decided by

five against two."

—

IVoii-s, x. 63, 87. Without

aiming to make it complete, we offer the follow-

ing list of such of the Loyalists as may claim,

either as inhabitants or by official residence or

association, to have some connection with lios-

ton. In making it we have used, besides

Sabine, the list of the proscribed in 177S, as

given in Vol. II. 563; the "list of the inhabi-

tants of Boston who on the evacuation by the

British removed to Halifax with the army,"

which is printed in the Mass. Hist, Soc. Proc,

Dec. 18S0, p. 266 (see also Cunuen's Journal,

p. 4S5); the address to Hutchinson and its

signers, June 1, 1774, given in the Mass. Hist.

Soc. Proc, Feb. 1S71, p. 43, and on p. 45, the

" Solemn League and Covenant," reported by

Warren on the fifth of June, and sent out to the

towns as a circular, which occasioned a "pro-

test " and a " proclamation "' from Gage, likewise

printed in the same place.

The names of the "protesters" against the

"Solemn League and Covenant," and of the

addressers of Hutchinson in 1774, are printed

in Mass. Hist. Sotr. Proc, Oct. 1870, p. 392. The
signers to the address to Hutchinson in 1774 is

also in Ciirwai's jtoiir/ial, p. 465. The two

volumes marked " Royalists," in the A/ass. Ar-

c/tivfs (vol. i. 1775-S4, and ii. 1778-84) have

also been examined. They are made up very

largely of returns from town committees to the

Provincial Congress, respecting suspected per-

sons, confiscated estates, with the accounts of

the agents of such estates, the doings of the

Committee of Sequestration, conveyances of the

property, etc. In the first voluine, pp. 333 and

33S, is the return June 13, 1782, of the Com-
mittee on Confiscated Estates in Suffolk County,

showing whose estates were settled by an agent

of the Province, and to whom the different lots

and buildings were sold, and for what sum ; the

whole amounting to ^^32,062 8.;. 2d. Numerous
papers relating to absentee's estates, 1782-S9,

are in Mass. Archives, cxxxix. and beginning

p. 470, are the bonds of persons " supposed to

be royalists." The confiscation acts of Massa-

chusetts are printed in Ciirwcn's Journal, p. 475,
and the banishinent act of 177S, in Ibid. p. 479.

The Journals aini Letters ofSamuel Cunven give

the best account of life among the Loyalists in

England, and numerous notices of Loyalists are

appended to it, as edited by George A. Ward,
Boston, 1864. A New England club of Loyalists

was formed in London in 1776, consisting of

the following:— Thomas Hutchinson, Richard

Clark, Joseph Green, Jonathan Bliss, Jonathan

Sewall, Joseph Waldo, S. S. Blowers, Elisha

Hutchinson, William Hutchinson, Samuel Sew-

all, Samuel Quincy, Isaac .Smith, Harrison Gray,

David Greene, Jonathan Clark, Thomas Flucker,

Joseph Taylor, Daniel Silsbee, Thomas Brinley,

William Cabot, John S. Copley, Nathaniel Cof-

fin, Samuel Porter, Benjamin Picknian, John
.'Vniory, Robert Auchmuty, Major Urquhart,

Samuel Curwen, Edward Oxnard,— most of

whom were associated with Boston.

Dr. John C. Warren, in iSoo, speaks of the

visits he paid in England to the Tories, Harrison

Gray, the Vassalls, and others, who were then

living there " very comfortably." Li/e of John
Collins Warreti, i 48.

The enumeration below is confined in the

main to heads of families :
—

Acre, Thomas Berry, Edward
Allen, Ebenezer Berry, John
Allen, Jeremiah Bethel, Robert, CI Col.

Allen, JoUey' Bethune, George "

Amory, John Black, David

Amory, Thomas

2

Black, John

Anderson, James' Black, William

Andros, Barret Blair, John, Baker

Apthorp, Rev. East' Blair, Robert

Apthorp, Thomas'" Blair, William

Apthorp, William '' Blowers,Sams'n Salter ''

Asby, James Borland, John ''

Ashley, Joseph Borland, John I.indall "

Atkins, Gibbsl Bouman, .Archibald

Atkinson, John, Afercli. Boutineau, James'''

Auchmuty, Robert * Bowen, John

Auhard, Benjamin Bowers, Archibald

Aylwin, Thomas Bowes.William, yl/fr."'

Ayres, Eleanor Bowles, William

Badger, Rev. Moses' Bowman, Arch'ld,y/«c.

Baker, Jrhn, Jr. Boylston, John ''

Barclay, Andrew Boylston, Thomas '*

Barnard, John Boylston, Ward Xich's"

Barren, Colburn Bradstreet, Samuel

Barren, Walter, /«. Gen. Brandon. John

Barrick, James, CI. Ins. Brattle, Maj. Thomas 2»

Barton, David Brattle, William

Beath, Mary Bridgham, Ebenezer

lernard. Sir Francis" Brinley, George-'
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Krinley, Thomas, Afer.--

Broderick, John
Brown, David

Brown, Thomas, Mer.

Bruce, James -^

Bryant, John
Brymer, Alexander

Bulfinch, Samuel

Burch, William-*

Burroughs, John

Cooley, John

Copley,Jol)n Singletons-

Cotton, John*2

Courtney, James
Courtney, Richard

Courtney, Thomas
Cox, Edward
Cox, Lemuel

Crane, Timothy

Crow, Charles"

Burton, Mary, Milliner Cummins, A. and E.

Burton, William Cunningham,Archib'd*^

Butler, Gillam Cushman, tlkanah

Butler, James Cutler, Ebenezer^''

Butter, James Danforth, Dr. Sam'I ^''

Bvles.Rev. Dr. Mather^ Danforth, Thomas '8

Byles, Mather, Jr.-*^ Davies, William

Calef, Robert-^ Davis, Benjamin

Campbel, William Davis, Edward
Caner, Rev. Dr. Henry 25 Deblois, Gilbert

«

Capen, Hopestill

Carr, Mrs.

Carver, Melzer -'

Cary, Nathaniel

Case, James
Caste, Dennis

Caste. Dr. Thomas

De Blcis, Lewis ''^

Dechezzan, Adam'''

Demsey, Roger

Dickenson, Nathaniel

Dickinson, Francis

Dickinson, William

Dickson, William

Cazneau, And'w, La'jj.^'' Domette, Joseph

Cazneau, Edward^'

Cazneau, William

Cednor. William

Ceely, John
Chadwel, Samuel

Chandler, John, Esq.''-

Chandler, Nathaniel

Chandler, Rufus, La7ii.

Chandler, William

Cheever, Wm. Downe
Chipman, Ward**
Church, Dr. Benjamin*' Duyer, Edmund
Clark, Benjamin Edson, Josiah

Clark, John Elton, Peter

Clark, Joseph Emerson, John
Clarke, Isaac Winslow Erving, George ^
Clarke, Jonathan 55 Erving, John ^''

Clarke, Richard ^ Erving, John, Jr.^"

Clemmens, Thomas Fall, Thomas
Clement, Capt. Joseph Faneuil, Benjamin*'

Clementson, Samuel Faneuil, Benjamin, Jr,

Dougherty, Edward
Doyley, Francis

Doyley, John
Draper, Margaret *-

Draper, Richard *''

Dudley, Charles, Col-

lector, A'CiVport.

Duelly, William

Diimaresq. Philip, McrP*

Duncan, Alexander

Dunlap, Daniel

Codner, William

Coffin, Ebenezer ""

Coffin, John^*

Coffin, Nathaniel

Coffin, Nathaniel '"

Coffin, Nathaniel, Jr.

Field, John
Fillis, John
Fisher, Turner *'

Fisher, Wilfred

Fitch, .Samuel

Fleming, John**

Coffin, Sir Thos.Aston''''Flucker, Thomas'"'

Coffin, William" Forrest, James «-

Coffin, Wm. Jr. Merch. Foster, Edward

Colepepper, James Foster, Edward, Jr.

Connor, Mrs. Frankland, Lady''^

Cook, Robert FuUerton, Stephen

Gamage, James
Gardiner, Dr. Sylvester*^

Gay, Martin"-*

Cay, Samuel "^

Gemmill, .Matthew

Geyer, Fred'k William^'

Goddard, Lemuel
Goldthwait, Ezekiel

Goldthwait, Joseph '^

Goldthwait, ^L B.

Gookin, Edmund
Gore, John""''

Gore, Samuel

Gorman, Edward
Gray, Andrew-

Gray, Harrison "'

Gray, Harrison, Jr.

Gray, John^'

Gray, Joseph
"-

Gray, Lewis

Gray, -Samuel
"^

Gray, Thomas
Greecart, John
Greene, Benjamin '*

Greene, David"*

Greene, Richard"^

Green, Francis'^

Green, Hammond
Green, Joseph •"

Greenlaw-, John
Greenleaf, Stephen "'

Greenwood, Isaac

Greenwood, Nathaniel

Greenw-ood, Samuel

Gridlev, Benjamin S'

Grison, Edmond
Grozart. John

Hale, S.amuel

Hall, James 81

Hallow-ell, Benj.amin S-^

Hallowell, Robert ^^

Halson, Henry
Harper, Isaac

Harrison, Joseph 8t

Harrison, Richard A. 8*

Haskins, John
Hatch, Christopher

Hatch, Hawes
Hatch, Nathaniel S"

Heath, William

Henderson, James
Hester, John
Hewes, Shubael '"

Hicks, John ^s'

Hinston, John

H irons, Richard

Hodges, Samuel
Hodgson, John
Hodson, Thomas
Holmes, Benjamin M.
Homans, John

Hooper, Jacob

Howe, John **

Hubbard, Daniel

Hughes, Peter

Hughes, Samuel

Hulton, Henry
Hunt, John
Hunter, William

Hurlston, Richard

Hutchinson, Eliakim"
Hutchinson, Elisha"'

Hutchinson, Foster '-

Hutchinson,Gov.Thos.^

Hutchinson, Thos. Jr.'-*»

Hutchinson, William

Inman, John
Inman, Ralph '•*

Jackson, William ^
Jarvis, Robert

Jeffrey, Patrick^

Jeffries, John^'

Jennex, Thomas
Johonnot, Francis

Johonnot, Peter ^

Joy, John
Kerland, Patrick

King, Edward
Kirk, Thomas
Knight, Thomas
Knutton, John '"^

Knutton, William

Laughton, Henry
Laughton, Joseph

Lawler, Ellis

Lazarus, Samuel

Lear, Christopher

Lechmere, Richard ""

Leddel, Henry
Lee, Henry
Lee, Judge Joseph '--

Leonard, Daniel

Leonard, George
Leslie, James
Lewis. John
LiUie, Theophilus

Linkieter, .Alexander'"^

Linning, Andrew
Lloyd, Henry "*

Lloyd, Dr. James "«

Lloyd, Samuel

Loring, Dr. Benjamin' "*

Loring, Joshua "'

Loring, Joshua, Jr."^*

Lovell, Benjamin '"'

Lovell, John i^u

Lowe, Charles

Lush, George

Lvde, Bvfield "'

Lyde, Edward '"

Lyde, George
Lynch, Peter
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McAlpinc, William i'' Patten, George

McCIintock, Nathan Patterson, William

Macdonakl, Dennis Paxton, Charles"'

McKwcn, James Pecker, Dr. James'"
Mackay, Mrs. Pecker, Jeremiah

McKc-w, Andrew Pelham, Henry

MacKinstrey, Mrs. "* Peniberton, Rev. Eb-

McKown, John cnezer "^

Mc.Master, Daniel"^ Pepperell, Sir William

McMaster, James '"• (the younger) ^'-^^

McMasters, Patrick Perkins, Houghton '3'

McMullcn, Alexander Perkins, James '^

McNeil, Archibald Perkins, Dr. Nathaniel

McNeil, William Perkins, Dr.Wm. Lee "»

Madden, Richard Perry, William

Magner, John Pettit, John Sam
Malcom, John '" Phillips, Benjamin

Marston, Benjamin Phillips, Ebenezer

Martin, William Phillips, John»J
Massingham, Isaac Phillips, Martha

Mather, Samuel Phips, David '"

Mein, John "* Pine, Samuel

Meserve, George Pitcher, Moses •*'

Mewse, Thomas Pollard, Benjamin

Miller, John Porter, James "''

Mills, Nathaniel "^ Powell, John

Minot, Christopher Powell, William D.

Minot, Samuel Price, Benjamin

Mitchel, Thomas Prince, Job
Mitchelson, David Prince, Samuel

Moody, John Prout, Timothy

Moody, John, Jr. Putnam, James"'
Moore, Augustus Putnam, James, Jr.'^^

Moore, John Quincy, Samuel ^*^

Morrison, John ''^ Ram.age, John

Morrow, Col. Rand, Dr. Isaac ''''

Mossman, William Randall, Robert

Mulcainy, Patrick '-' Read, Charles

Mulhall, Edward'" Reeve, Richard"'

Murray, James Rhodes, Henry
Murray, Col. John '-•• Rice, John
Murray, William Richards, Owen
Newton, Richard Richardson.Ebenezer '^'

Nevin, Lazarus Roberts, Frederic

Norwood, Ebenezer Rogers, Jeremiah Dum-
Nunn, Samuel mer '5'

Ochterlony, David '-^ Rogers, Nathan

Oliver, Andrew '-5 Rogers, Samuel

Oliver, Judge Peter '-J Rose, Peter

Oliver, Dr. Peter'-' Rowth, Richard '^i

Oliver, Thomas'^ Royall, Isaac '^2

Oliver, Wm. Sanford '-' Ruggles, John '^'^

O'Neil, Joseph Ruggles, Richard

Orcutt, Joseph Ruggles, Timothy

Paddock, Adino "" Rummer, Richard

Paddock, Adino, Jr.''' Russell, Ezekiel'**

Page, George Russell, James !*

Paine, Samuel Russell, Nathaniel

Parker, Rev. Samuel "- Saltonstall, Leverett '^6

Parker, William Saltonstall, Richard '*'

Pashley, George Sampson, John

VOL. III. — 23.

Savage, Abraham
Savage, ;\rthur '^'

Scamniel, Thomas
Scott, Joseph

Selby, John
Selkrig, James
Selkrig, Thomas
Semple, John
Semple, Robert

Semple, Thomas
Serjeant, John
Service, Robert

Thompson, George
Thomi)son, James
Timmins, John
Townsend, Gregory

Townsend, Shippy

Troutbeck, Rev. John
''*

Trowbridge, Edmund '"'

Tufts, Simon '"'

Tull, Thomas
Turin, Thomas
Vassall, John '"*

Vassall, William '"»

Sewall, Jonathan '^^ Va.ssall, William, Jr."'

Sewall, Samuel '*'' Vincent, Ambrose
Sheaffe, Nathaniel "'' Waldo, Joseph '"'

Sheaffe, Roger "« Waller, Rev. William 's^

Sheaffe, Thos. Child '"' Warden, James
Sheaffe, William "'• Warden, Joseph

Shepard, Joseph Warden, William

Sherwin, Richard Warren, Abraham
Silsby, Daniel Waterhouse, Samuel

Simmonds, William Welsh, James
Simpson, John Welsh, Peter

Simpson, Jeremiah Wendell, Jacob

Simpson, Jonathan"'^ Wentworth, Edward"*
Simpson, William Wheaton, Obadiah

Skinner, Francis Wheelwright, Job
Smith, Edward Wheelwright, Joseph

Smith, Henry '66 Whiston, Obadiah

Smith, Richard White, Gideon ''*

Snelling, Jonathan'^' White, John -S''

Sparhavvk, Samuel Whitworth, Nathan'l'**

Spillard, Timothy Whitworth, Dr. Miles"'

Spooner, Ebenezer Whitworth, Dr. Miles,

Spooner, George Jr.'"*

Stayner, Abigail Willard, Abel '^9

Stearns, Jonathan "8 Willard, Abijah "'

Sterling, Benj. Ferdin'd Williams, Job '^

Sterling, Elizabeth Williams, John 1*^

Stevens, John 'S9 Williams, Seth'^'

Steward, Adam "« Willis, David

Story, William Wilson, Archibald

Stow, Edward Wilson, Joseph

Sullivan, Bartholomew Winnet, John, Jr.

Sullivan, George Winslow, Edward"*

Taylor, Charles Winslow, Edward,Jr. "*

Taylor, John Winslow, Mrs. Hannah

Taylor, Joseph '"' Win.slow, Isaac'""

Taylor, Nathaniel '"- Winslow, John '°'

Taylor, William Winslow, Joshua

Terry, Zebedee Winslow, Pelham "'

Terry, William Wittington, William

Thayer, Arodi '"' W'oolen, William

Thomas, Jonathan W^orral, Thos. Grooby

Thomas, Nath'l Ray '"* Wright, Daniel

NOTES.
See his account of his own tribulations in Muss.ffut.

Soc. Proc, Februan-, 1878.
.

= Brother of John. Sec Sabine, who shows how Ihc.r

descendants are well known among us now.

3 Washington speaks of him during the siege as com-

raanding the Scotch Company in Boston.
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* Of Christ Church, Cambridge ; the antagonist of

Jonathan Mayhew.
5 Estate settled by Martin Drimmer. Inventory in

Mass. Arc/lives, *' Royalists," i. 425.

*• Estate settled by John Scollay.

7 Died in Boston in 1S06.

s Estate settled by Saml. G. Jarvis. See Vol.11, and

IV. index. His house is shown in Vol II p. 343.

9 Connected with the Saltonsialls. See Sabine.

'o Estate settled by Joseph Smith. See Vol. II. index.

Governor Bernard had left the country in 1760. but his

estate was confiscated ten years later. It comprised fifty

acres.

" His wife was a daughter of Benjamin Faneuil. He
died at Cambridge in 17S5.

^2 Went to England in 1774 ; returned in 1778 ; was im-

prisoned ; but being released went to Nova Scotia, where

he attained distinction and died in 1842.

'5 Estate settled by Richard Cranch. Inventory taken

April 9, 1776; sold March, 1778. Alass. Archives. *' Royal-

ists,"' i. 423. See Vol. II. index. See Sabine.

^* Estate settled by Israel Hutchinson. Died in Eng-

land in 1S25-

^5 See ihe chapter on the Huguenots in Vol. II.

<» Died in England in 1805.

*' John Boylston, son of Dr Zabdie! Eoylston, left

Boston in 1768, and lived afterward in London and Bath,

whence his letters through the war evinced his kindly feel-

ings for his townsmen, and he did much to relieve the

sufferings of the American prisoners at Forton. In his

will dated at Bath, in 1793, he makes a bequest "to the

poor and decayed householders of the town of Boston."

and for " the nurture and instruction of poor orphans and

deserted children of the town of Boston, until fourteen

years of age." The City Auditor's reports show that these

funds now exceed one hundred thousand dollars. N. E.

Hist. <V Geneal. Reg., April, 1881.

'3 Died in London in 1 79S, ruined in fortune and broken

in heart.

^9 Name changed from Hallowell ; was the son of

Benjamin Hallowell, named below. He returned to Bos-

ton in i?oo, and died at Roxbury in 1S2S.

20 Recovered his patrimony by act of the Legislature in

1784, and died in iSoi.

2> Died in Halifax in iScg.

22 H. C. 1744; died in England in 1784.

^' Perhaps the captain of one of the tea-ships.

^* Commissioner of Customs.
^5 See Vol. II. index, and Mr. Scudder's chapter in this

volume.
-^ See Vol. II index, and Mr. Goddard's chapter in this

volume.
^' Estate settled by Samuel Partridge ; son of John

Calef, of Ipswich ; died in Virginia in iSoi.

^^ Estate settled by Levi Jennings. See Rev. Dr.

Brooks's chapter in this volume. This estate is now covered

in part by the building of the Mass. Hist. Society.

-9 A refugee in Boston ; embarked in 1776.

30 Returned to Boston in 17S8. and died in Roxbury in

1792. His properly escaped confiscation.

^^ Relumed after the war; settled in South Carolina,

and died in Boston,

3- From Worcester; took refuge in Boston in 1774, and
embarked in 1776. Died in iSoo in London. George Ban-

croft is his grandson. The three names following are those

of his brothers.

33 He fled into Boston in 1775 ; and left with the troops ;

became distinguished in Nova Scotia.

34 See a previous page in this volume.
35 Son of Richard.

36 One of the consignees of the Tea. and father-in-law

of Copley the artist. Died in England in 1795.

37 Son of William. Jr.

38 Son of Nathaniel, the Receiver-General.

39 Died in New York, in 17S0 ; father of Sii Isaac CofHn.
See Editorial Note to chap. I. of Vol. IV.

*o Son of William, Jr. ; graduated at Harvard College

in 1772.

*^ Son of Nathaniel, the Receiver-General.
*^ See .Mr. Arthur Uexisr's chapter in \'ol. IV.
3 A great-grandson of the first minister ofc Boston;

died in Boston in 1776; was royal deputy secretary.

** Carted to the British hues in Rhode Island in 1777.
45 Died respected in Nova Scotia in 1S20.

4^ Of Norihborough ; sent into Boston by General

Ward; left with the troops in 1776.

4? Remained in Boston after the siege. See Dr. Green's

chapter in Vol. IV.

4^ OfChaHestown.
49 Lived where the Horticultural Hall stands; died in

England in 1791.

so Died in England in 1779.

5' Sabine says " Deonezzan.'*
52 Widow of Richard ; died in England in iSoo.

53 See Vol, II, 392,

54 Married a daughter of Dr. Sylvester Gardiner. See

Vol. 1 1. 268.

55 Merchant ; embarked in 1776 ; died in London in

1S06 ; married daughter of Isaac Royall.

56 An eminent merchant : died in Boston, in 1786. See

Vol. II. index.

57 H. C. 1747 ; embarked in 1776 ; died in England in

iSi6; married a daughter of Governor Shirley. His son,

Dr. Shirley Erving, died in Boston in 1813. See Vol. II.

P- 539-

58 An eminent merchant ; died in Cambridge in 17S5.

See Vol. 11. index.

59 Son of Wilfred.

6° Printer; partner of Mein. See Mr. Goddard's chap-

ter in Vol. II.

6^ Estate settled by Joseph Pierce. Of his family there

is some account in Drake's Life of Kn/>x, appendix.

Died in England in 1783.

6- Commanded the Loyal Irish Volunteers in Boston

during the siege,

63 See ante in this chapter, and Vol. II. index.

64 Estate settled by Nathaniel Gorham. Eanished.1778.

Perkins's Copley, 56 ; Heraldic yountai, iv. 98 ; Sabine,

i. 461 ; see also Vol. II. p. 55S.

65 Son of Rev. Dr. Gay, of Hingham ; left with the

troops in 1776.

66 Son of Martin; H.C, 1775 ; went to New Brunswick.
67 Returned and restored 10 citizenship in 17S9; was

grandfather of Capt- Marryat, the novelist.

68 Eom in Boston, 1730; banished 177S; Major of

British army. See Perkins's Copley, 57.

69 Left with tlie troops in 1776; citizenship restored

in 17S7 ; died in Boston in 1796 ; father of Governor Chris-

topher Gore.
"o Estate settled by Joseph Henderson. Perkins's

Copley, p. 68. See Harrison Gray Otis's defence of the

character of his grandfather, Harrisou Gray, in Loring's

Boston Orators, p. 191.

"' Son of Harrison Gray.
72 See Sabine, i. 4^ : who gives a brother John Gray,

not to be confounded with John, the son of Harrison.
73 Brother of Joseph.
74 Died in Boston in 1S07.

75 Citizenship restored in 1789 ; died in 1S12.
"6 Died at Boston in 1817.

"7 Graduated at Harvard College, 1760; after some years

spent in Nova Scotia and England, he relumed to Medford
in 1707, and died there in 1809.

78 Estatesettledby Dr. Thomas Bulfinch. "An inven-

tory of the goods and effects found in the house of Joseph
Green in School Lane, improved by John Andrews," is

in \\\Q Mass. Archives, " Royalists," i. 433. See his portrait

in Mr. Goddard's chapter in this volume.
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7'> Sheriff, died in Boston in 1795.

8° Lawyer; H. C. 1751 ; embarked with ibe troops

in 1776.

8* Commanded the " Dartmouth," one of the tea shi|-s

in 1773 ;
proscribed in 177S.

*- Estate settled by John Winthrop. See Vol, II.

p. 343 ; Drake's T<rdin 0/ Roxbury^ 40S. Tlie heirs of

Mrs, Hallovvell, in whom was the fee, subsequenily recov-

ered the estate. A'. E. Hist, and Uetuai. Re^.^ April,

1S5S. p. 72. His sons were Sir lienjamin Hallovvell Carew,

and Ward Nicholas Boylslon.

83 Estate settled by Zephion Thayer. He was Comp-
troller of the Customs He left with the troops in March,

1776: after the war he returned to America, and in \^f^l

lived in IJatterymarch Street, but remuved to Gardiner,

Me., in 1S16, and died there in 1818. He was brother of

Benjamin.

^ Collector of Customs in 1768.

*S Son of Joseph.
86 Of Dorchester: H. C. 1742.

8^ Chief butcher to the British army during the siege.

His shop was on the south corner of Washington Street

and Harvard Place, opposite the old South. Drake's Land-
marks, p. 27a. Died in Boston in 1813,

88 Primer; finally returned, and died at Newton,
89 Father of Hon. Joseph Howe, distinguished in

Canadian politics.

90 Estate settled by Edward Cames. His property in-

cluded Shirley Hall in Roxbury, shown in the frontispiece

of Vol. 1 1., and bis wife was Governor Shirley's daughter.

He died in 1775.

9> Son of the Governor -, partner of Thomas, Jr.; died

in England in 1S24.

9- Estate settled by Joshua Pico ; brother of the Gov-

ernor; died in Nova Scotia in 1799.

9' Governor Hutchinson's estate in Milton was sold in

1779 for /^sS.ojS. Mass. Archives^ ''Royalists," ii. 66.

Died in England in 1780.

9* Died in England in iSii ; son of the Governor.

95 Died in Cambridge in 178S.

96 Died in England in iSio.

97 Returned, and died at Milton in 1S12

93 Estate settled by Dr. Scollay. He graduated at Har-

vard College, 1763 ; left Boston with the tioops in 1776 ; re-

turned in 1700; died in iSig.

99 Distiller; died in London in 1S09.

^00 Died in New Brunswick in 1S27.

*"* Estate settled by Mungo Mackay. He died in Eng-

land in 1814.

JO- Was allowed to remain in Cambridge ; died in 1S02.

'o^ Sabine gives it " Linkletter."

*ot Died in London in 1795 or 1796.

'05 See Dr. Green's chapter in Vol. IV.
*°6 Relumed, and died in Boston in 1798.

*07 Estate settled by John Fenno. See Vol. II. p. 344;
Drake's Tinvn of Roxbury^ p. 416. His estate in Roxbnry
was sold, June 1779, for ^^26,486. 6s. 3d. Mass, Archives,
** Royalists," ii 66. It comprised seventy-two acres. His

house in Boston was " next the south writing school,

adjoining on the Common." He was commissary of

prisoners in New York, and is charged with cruelty in his

treatment of them. There was a witticism current among
the British that he fed the dead and starved the living, —
alluding to his practice of charging ior supplies to prison-

ers long after their death, and giving scant allowance to

olliers. Moore's Diary, ii. no. Died in England in 1781.

*o3 Died in England in 17S9.

»09 Son of John Lovell ; died in England in 1S28.

**o The schoolmaster. See Vol. II. index. Died in

Halifax in 1778.

"' Died at Halifax in 1776.

^^2 Died at New York in 1812.

**3 Printer and bookbinder, opposite the Old South.

Died in Glasgow in 17SS.

"^ Her husband, Dr. William McKinstrey, died in the
harbor, before sailing, in March, 1776; she afterward rc-

turnird and died at Haverhill in 17S6. See Sabine.
"5 Died in New Brunswick in 1830.
"*> Died in New Brunswick in 1S04.

"7 Customs officer of Portland ; but suffered his tribula-

tions in Boston in 1774. See Sabine.
*'3 Printer; he fled from Whig wrath as early as 1769.

See Mr. Goddard's chapter in Vol. II.

"9 Printer; went to Nova Scotia.

'-0 A New Hampshire minister, who left the American
cam|> after Bunker Hill and went into Boston; preached
at Brattle Street Church and became a commissary. See
Sabine.

'-' Sabine gives it " Mulcarly.'*

*" Sabine gives it " Mulball."
*-^ Of Rutland ; fled into Boston in 1774; left with the

British in 1776; died at St. John in 1794.

*^* He lived at the lower corner of North and Centre
streets in a house still standing. His son of the same name
became a baronet. Drake's Landmarks, 153 ; Sabine, ii.

121.

'-S Son of Daniel Oliver; Lieut.-Covemor ; died in

Boston in 1774
'-•^ Died in England in i:9r.

'-? Of Middlcborough ; fled to Boston ; died in England

in 1822.

*-S The last royal Lieut. -Governor; lived at "Elm-
wood," Cambridge, and in 1774, moved into Boston; left

with the troops; died in England in 1782.

*-9 Son (if Andrew; died at St. John, 1S13. For the

Oliver family, see Vol. I. p. 5S0 ; IL 539.
>3o Estate settled by William Bant. See chap. I. in

this volume. He died in the Isle of Jersey in 1804.

^?' Became surgeon on the British side; died in New
Brunswick in 1817.

^^^ See Mr. Goddard's and Dr. Brooks's chapters in this

volume.
*33 Estate settled by Joseph Shed; Commissioner of

Customs. His portrait is in the Hist. Soc. gallery. See

chap. I. in this volume. Left with the troops. Died tu

England in 178S.

*-* Died in 1794.

'^s Pastor of Old North Church. See Dr. McKenzie's

chapter in Vol. II.

'-& The grandson of the first Sir William. He lived

where Otis Place now is. He was son of Col. Nathaniel

Sparhawk. the son-in-law of the first Sir William; and

assumed the name, and was subsequently created baronet.

He married the daughter of Isaac Royail. He wasthe first

president of an association of Loyalists formed in London, in

1779, and was pensioned by the British government. See

Sabine, ii. 171. He died in London in 1876.

>37 Died in Halifax in 1778.

^38 Arrested in 1776: died in his home, on the site of

the Tremont House, in 1803.

1-9 Died in England in 1797.

140 Died in Boston in 1794.

^t' Son of Lieut. -Governor Spencer Phips; colonel of a

troop of guards in Boston ; died in England in 181 1.

*- Died in Halifax in 1S17.

"^ Comptroller-General of the Cnstoms; embarked in

1776.

*" Driven into Boston from Worcester, and left with the

troops: and died in New Brunswick in 17R9.

*^S Son of preceding; died in England in 1838.

146 See Vol. IL 546,andMr. Morse'schapter in Vol. IV.

Samuel Quincy, who succeeded Sewall as Solicitor-General.

was his cousin ; and when Quincy's younger brother, Josiah

the Patriot, rose to eminence, a natural disappointment in

the older son was used by Hutchinson and Sewall to

seduce him from the Patriot cause; and thus he shared the

fortunes of his expatriated associates. An inventory of the

confiscated hbrary of Samuel Quincy is given in Mass.
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Archives. "Roj-alists," i. 415 This estate was settled by

Thomas Crofts,

**7 He was inactive in politics and remained in Boston.

148 Died in England in 1789.

i-t^ He shot the boy Snider. See chap. I. of this volume.

J50 Graduated at Harx-nrd College, 1762; took refuge in

Boston; commissary to British troops in Charlestown

;

left with them, and died at Halifax in 1784- The grand-

father of the Rev. Drs. Geo. E. and Rufus Ellis.

^51 Collector at Salem; left with the troops.

^52 Lived in Medford : left in 177S; closely connected

with leading Boston Loyalists. See Brooks's Med/ord.

'53 Took refuge in Boston in 1774 ; left with the troops ;

and died in Nova Scoiia in 1795.

^5* Printer ; died in 1796.

^55 OfCharlestown ; died in 179S ; grandfather of James

Russell Lowell.

J56 Was in commercial life in Boston; left with the

British ; and served under Comwallis.

J57 Took refuge in Boston from Haverhill ; left in 1775 ;

died in England in 17SS.

153 Auctioneer; died in England in iSoi.

159 Fled from Cambridge and took refuge in Boston in

1774: returned from England to New Brunswick; and died

there in 1776.

iw Estate settled by John McLane : died in London

in iSii.

J61 Son of William.

'^ The young son of William Sheaffe ; prot^g^ of Lord

Percy; afterwards Sir Roger Hale Sheaffe, bart. : revisited

Boston in 17S8, 1792-93, 1S03 and 1806; died at Edinburgh

185 1.

'*»3 Son of William; died in Boston before 1793.

<M Deputy Collector of Customs. Sabine gives an

account of the family.

*'>5 Died in I^oston in 1834.

166 Went to Halifax : returned, and died in Boston in

1801.

*W Commander of the Governor's guard; lived oppo-^ite

Eliot's Church in Hanover Street; went to Halifax: died

there in 17S2. His son Jonathan married a daughter of

Foster Hutchinson, and died in Halifax in 1809.

^68 Took refuge in Boston, and left wiih the troops.

J&9 Of Charlestown; died t792.

>7o Carted to the British lines at Rhode Island in 1777.

*''* Proscribed in 177S ; returned, and died in Boston in

1S16.

I" Proscribed in 177S : died in Quebec in iSo6.

>73 Proscribed in 1778. but returned and settled in Dor-

chester, where he died in 1S31.

174 Took refuge in Boston as a mandamus councillor,

and died in Nova Scotia in 1791.

175 Assistant rector of King's Chapel-
*"*» See Mr- Morse's chapter in Vol. IV.

^77 Proscribed in 177S; died in 1S02.

^''3 Of Cambridge, in 1775; took refuge in Boston ; died

in England in 1797.

'"9 Brother of John ; died in England in iSoo.

'2o Son of William ; died in England in 1843.

^^^ Died in England in 1S16.

*32 Rector of Trinity Church ; in 1776 went to England ;

returned in 1791; became rector of Christ Church, and

died in iSoo; grandfather of Lynde M. Walter, founder of

the Boston Transcript.

^23 Died in Boston in 1794.

1S4 Fled from Plymouth into Boston; and was at Bun-

ker Hiil on the British side.

185 Died in Boston in 1794.

*^ Died in Europe in 1799.

*37 Attended in Boston the Provincials wounded and

made prisoners at Bunker Hill; died in Boston in 1779.

IS3 Died in Ertgland in 1778.

1S9 Accompanied the British in 1776; died in England

in 17S1.

^90 Of Lancaster; left with the troops in 1776; died in

New Brunswick in 1789-

»9i Cut down " Liberty Tree." See Mr. Scudder's

chapter. Left wiih the British.

*y- Inspector-General of the Customs.

'^3 Of Taunton ; took refuge in Boston ; and left in 1776-

»9* Brother of General John; took refuge in Boston;

embarked in 1776; died in 1784.

^95 Son of Edward; joined the royal army in Boston in

<775t -''"^ became a colonel ; died in New Brunswick in

1815. See Vol. II. pp. 124. 551.

^y6 See Drake's Tozun 0/Roxbury^ p. 256. Embarked

in 1776: died in London in 1790.

*9? General Winslow, whose portrait is given in Vol. II.

p. 123 ; considered by Sabine a ** prerogative man ;

'* died

in 1774 : and his widow is said to have embarked with the

troops in March, 1776.

*y^ Son of General John, of Plymouth ; took refuge in

Boston in 1774; embarked in 1776; died in Brooklyn in

17S3.

After the Evacuation.— Howe had be-

gun his embarkation early in the morning of

Sunday, March 17. By nine o'clock he with-

drew his guard from Charlestown, and soon

after the last boats put off from the wharves.

" From Penn's hill," writes Abigail Adams from

Braintree, March 17, 1775, "we have a view of

the largest fleet ever seen in America. You may
count upwards of a hundred and seventy sail.

They look like a forest."— Familiar Letters^ 142.

The American advance pushed forward cau-

tiously down the Charlestown peninsula, and

found the works tenanted only by wooden sen-

tinels. A strong force embarked in boats on the

Charles and fell down the river, prepared to act

as might be required. A detachment from Ro.v-

bury under Colonel Learned entered the works

on the Neck, and, unopposed, unbarred the

gates. The entry was made under the immedi-

ate command of Putnam, who proceeded to seize

the principal posts. On the 20th, the main body

of the troops entered,^ and the next day Wash-

ington, who still kept his headquarters at Cam-

bridge, issued the proclamation given (on ne.xt

page) in reduced fac-simile from a copy in the

library of the Massachusetts Historical Society.

An inventor\' of the stores, ordnance, and

vessels left by the British was made March iS

and 19, and is printed in the Siege of Boston,

p. 406. Some of the cannon are now to be seen

on Cambridge Common, about the Soldier's

Monument. Drake's Landmarks of Middlesex^

265.

Dr. John Warren's account of the condition

of the town is given in Loring's Hundred Boston

Orators, p. i6i ; and with a statement of the

strentith of the works left by the British, in

Frothingham's Siege of Boston^ 329; and in the

Life of Dr. jfohn IVarrfn, by his son Edward

Warren, Boston, 1873, which has a portrait, en-

^ Dr. John Warren's diary chronicles the action of the

enemy this same day: "March 20th. This evening they

bum the castle and demolish it, bv blowing up all the for-

tifications there. They leave not a building standing."
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BVHIS CXClit, LENCy

George Wafhington, Efq:

w
CtpuiaCeiKnlaail ComfflUMlB in Chief of ihc Forces o( the nir/rci Umccd Cslonin.

•HERE/IS ll,c Mmflmal /Ir^y /w cbandsmi Iht Tiw c/GOSTON ; anj lit Fir,r, cfihc Umui Cil(mci, unlir n,
CommanJ, are in Toffi^n of the [am :

rH A V E iheicfjrc thought ic ncceirity-fef the Prcrtrratkir. of Peace, good Order anJ D.fcipliae, lo pjblKh the follciting

OflDERS, ihflt oo Pcifon offending thricic^- may plead Ignorance as an LxcuC: for tiicir Mifconduft.

ALL Officers and Soldiers aie heicbf ordered to live in the (Irirted Peace and flmiry stub the Inhabitants
, and no Inhatitanr

or other Perfon emplojed in his lawful Kulincis in the Town, is to be n^olefted in his Peifon or Property on any PtCTence what-

ever —If any Officer oi Soldier Ihall prefume to Utile, impriron, or oihrrviife iU-tteJt any of ifce Inhabitants, they may depend on

bcin^ puniftird with the utmoft Severity —Aad if any Ofliccr ot SoSdjcr Ihall leceitc any Infult fioci any of the Inhabitaflcs he i^

to feck Rrd/efs, in a Ifgal Way. and no other.

ANY Mon<onimiiTioned Officer. Soldier, or others under roy Command. »ho (hall be gudty of robbirg or pIuodeTing tirtlTfTwm,

are to be immediately conbned. and will be moll iigidj/ puniQied— i\ll Officers arc tberefoic ordered to be very vigilant ui theDiTcovery

«f fucb offenders, and report tbcu Names, and Crime, to the Commanding Officer m the Town, as fcoa as may be.

THE Inhabitants, and oihett, tre called upon to make known to the Quartcr-MaQcr General, or aov of his Deputies, rll ftorei

hclonr'ing to the Miniftejial Anny. that maf be remaining or fecreced i.i the Town ; Any Person or Perfons »hatevcr, thai (h;II

he known to conceal any of the ford Stores, oi apprcpriaie ihcm to his <ir t.'icit owq Life, will be ccin£deied as an Enemy of AriKi.ia,

tnd treated accordingly.

THE Sele^en, and other MigilhaKs of the Town, are dcfired to return to liir: Commander in Chief, the Names of all or any Per.'aa

or Pcrfjns they may fufpe^ of beuig employed as Spies upon the ContiocQul Army, that they may be dealt with 3ccoId^.^2iy.

ALL OfficeiT of the Continental Army, are enjoined to afftll the Ovil MagiiKates in the Execution of their Duty, and to ptomote

Peace and good order.— They are to prevwt. as much as (A/fTihle, the foidienfrom trrt^neniiiig Tipphng Houlrs. 8n*l lliwll.n^ fiora

theu Pods—Parucular Nocke will be taken of luch Officers as am mattetitivc ami ratufa ta theu Du7 , and t>n the contrary, fuch only

who are a^ive and vtgiWit, wiU be c:itided to lutuie favor and PrcmouotL

GIVEN aidif Kf Uml at Ksai Quartets m CanJwidgt, tis T-anaij firfi Dj:} <if March, 177^.

graved from the painting, now owned by Dr.

John Collin.s Warren. It is Dr John Warren's

statements upon which the affirmation is some-

times made th.it the redoubt on Bunker Hill,

found by the Americans, was one erected by

the British after they had levelled the earth-

works of June 17, 1775; but it seems probable,

as Frothingham, p. 331, shows, that the British

preserved, perhaps with modifications, the origi-

nal redoubt.

There seems to have been left behind a con-

siderable stock of the inhabitants' arms ; for a

memorandum on a letter, April 20, 1776, from

the Provincial Congress at Watertown, signed by

Wm. Sever, and .asking of the selectmen a state-

ment on this point (now in the Charity-building

collection), has an endorsement on it: "177S

guns, 273 bayonets, 634 pistols, 38 blimderbuscs,

— inhabitants' arms." This enumeration, how-

ever, may refer to the number of arms which had

been surrendered to Gage in .April, 1775.

In the same collection is the following pa-

per :
—

6E(iRQL WASHlilOTON

" Copy 0/ ncc. 0/ losses the town siistatfted by the enemy.

Given in Dec. 17, 1777.

J^ s. a.

Town stock of powder in the Powder House . 250 6 8

149 small arras and bayonets 745 o o

3 pr. pistols i;oo
Town library 000
King George the 2d picture, full

length

Gen Conway, do in Faneuil

Col. IJarr^. do [ Hall . 133 6 S

Peter Faneuil, Esq , do. . .

Gov. Shirley, do

The portraits of Conway and Barre were the

ones ordered by the town in their joy at the re-

peal of the Stamp Act.

John Adams [Familiar LetUrs, p. 216), speaks

of the portraits of Conway and Barre as by Rey-

nolds ; but the Life of Reynolds, by Leslie and

Tom Taylor, i. 257, makes no mention of them.

although Sir Joshua painted Barre more than

once.
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Abigail Adams writes, March 31, 1776, to her

husband :
" The town in general is left in a bet-

ter state than we expected. . . . Some individu-

als discovered a sense of honor and justice, and

have left the rent of the houses, in which they

were, for the owners, and the furniture unhurt,

or, if damaged, sufficient to make it good. Others

have committed abominable ravages. The man-

sion house of your president [Hancock] is safe

and the furniture unhurt ; while the house and

furniture of the Solicitor-General [Samuel Quin-

cy] have fallen a prey to their own merciless

party."— Familiar Letters, p. 149.

Greene succeeded Putnam for a short time
;

but upon Washington's leaving for New York

he placed Ward in command ; and in his instruc-

tions, April 4, 1776, he particularly enjoined upon

him to arrange some system of signals by which

to rouse the country in case of the approach of

a hostile fleet. Heath Papers, in 5 Mass. Hist.

Coll., iv. 4.

Mr. Samuel F. McCleary printed in the N. E.

Hist, and Geneal. Reg. (1876), vol. xx.x. p. 3S0,

and in succeeding volumes, the records of the

Boston Committee of Correspondence, Inspec-

tion, and Safety, from May to November, 1776.

On the 17th of May the " Franklin," a small

craft under the command of an adventurous

Marbleheader, Captain Mugford, whom Ward
had commissioned, boldly attacked, just off the

harbor, a large armed ship— the "Hope"—
bringing supplies to the town, then supposed to

have a British garrison. British ships were still

in Nantasket Roads, and saw the engagement,

but failed to render any assistance ; and Mugford

carried his prize through the Broad Sound into

Boston. She had on board one hundred half-

barrels of powder,— a muth needed addition to

the Continental store. Two days later, the

" Franklin " grounded in trying to escape from

the harbor, and was attacked by boats from the

English fleet ; but they were repelled, at the cost,

however, of Mugford's life. See Force's Ameri-

can Arc/lives, 4th ser. vi. 494-96, 532, 629 ; Gor-

don's Arnerican Rei'olution, ii. 264; Moore's

Diary of the American Rr^vlution, i. 244.

A good deal of good service was now done

in this way by Captain Tucker, who intercepted

more than one important British supply-ship and

brought them into Boston, where his presence

was not unfamiliar throughout the war. He
had before this prepared some fireships at Ger-

mantown to .send down among the fleet, but the

very day he was ready the fleet sailed. Familiar

Letters of John and Abigail Adams, p. 156 (April

14, 1776).

In June better organized efforts were made
to drive off a few ships of the British which still

lingered in Nantasket Roads. Detachments un-

der Colonels Marshall and Whitney, and some

artillery under Lieutenant Crafts, joined with

some Continental troops and coast guards, the

whole under the command of General Lincoln,

took po.st at commanding points in the lower

harbor and brought their guns to bear on the

" Commodore " frigate and the other attendant

vessels, which had recently been joined by a fleet

of transports with troops. The demonstration

caused them all soon to put to sea. Adams's

Familiar Letters, p. 185; Moore's Diary, \. 251.

The admiral had kept a detachment on the

lighthouse island to protect that structure ; but

when the fleet finally left, these men were taken

off, but not until they had laid a train by which

the tower was thrown down; and it was not till

17S3 that the present lighthouse was erected.

.Shurtleff's Description of Boston, p. 572.

A day or two later the Continental brig

" Defence," of Connecticut, captured in the bay

two armed transports with Highlanders on board,

and brought them safely in under the newly

mounted guns at Nantasket. The " Defence "

was aided by a small privateer under Captain

Burk. [Familiar Letters of John Adams, p. 187.)

In July a fleet of the enemy hovered about the

bay for a week, but left without attempting hos-

tile acts. (Ibid. p. 201.) In September, "the ' Mil-

ford ' frigate rides triumphant in our bay, taking

vessels every day, and no Colony or Continental

vessel has yet attempted to hinder her. She

mounts but twenty-eight guns, and is one of the

fastest sailers in the British navy. They com-

plain we have not weighty metal enough, and I

suppose truly."— Ibid. p. 226.

A committee of the Provincial Congress, with

James Sullivan at the head, had soon been ap-

pointed to consider a plan for fortifying the

approaches to Boston by water ; and Sullivan was

also named first on a committee for carrying his

report into execution. Under General Lincoln's

direction the works at Fort Hill, on Dorchester

Heights, and on Noddle's Island were completed,

and hulks were sunk in the channel. The Con-

gress provided the cannon left by the enemy as

an armament for them. The letters written by

John Adams to his wife show his anxiety at the

delays in this work. In one of her replies. May
9, she says :

" I believe Noddle's Island has been

done by subscription. Six hundred inhabitants

of the town meet every morning in the Town
House, from whence they march with fife and

drum, with Mr. Gordon, Mr. Skilman, and Mr.

Lothrop at their head, to the Long Wharf, where

they embark for the island ; and it comes to the

subscribers' turn to work two days in the week."

Familiar Letters, p. 17 1.

Later in the year, when Massachusetts an-

swered renewed calls for troops for the New
York campaign, Boston was left exposed to sud-

den incursions from the enemy. In December
the regiments in the harbor were prevailed upon
to continue their service, and additional regi-
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ments were ordered to be raised for the same
service.

Ii\DEPE.\DEN-CE Deci,.\rf.d. — There was
published some years since in the (British)

Unihd Service Journal an account of the way
Independence was first proclaimed in Boston,

written by a British officer, who in June, 1776,

had been captured on board a transport in the

bay, and was then held as a prisoner in the town.

He was invited, with other officers then on pa-

role, to the Town House, on the iSth of July.

"As we passed through the town," he says, "we
found it thronged; all were in their holiday suits;

every eye beamed with delight, and every tongue

was in rapid motion. The streets adjoining the

Council Chamber were lined with detachments

of infantry tolerably equipped, while in front of

the jail [Court Street] artillery was drawn up,

the gunners with lighted matches. The crowd
opened a lane for us, and the troops gave us, as

we mounted the steps, the salute due to officers

of our rank. . . . E.xactly as the clock struck

one. Colonel [Thomas] Crafts, who occupied the

chair, rose and read aloud the Ueclaration. This

being finished, the gentlemen stood up, and each,

repeating the words as they were spoken by an

officer, swore to uphold the rights of his country.

Meanwhile the town clerk read from a balcony

the Declaration to the crowd ; at the close of

which a shout, begun in the hall, passed to the

streets, which rang with loud huzzas, the slow
and measured boom of cannon, and the rattle

of musketry. . . . There was a banquet in the

Council Chamber, where all the richer citizens

appeared ; large quantities of liquor were dis-

tributed among the mob; and when night closed

in, darkness was dispelled by a general illumi-

nation."

The scene is also described by Mrs. Adams
in her letters, July 21, Familiar Letters, p. 204,

and in the Ne-M England Chronicle, July 25.

It was now in front of the old historic Bunch
of Grapes tavern, on the upper corner of State

and Kilby street.s, that all portable signs of roy-

alty in the town, — such as the arms from the

Town House, the Court House, and the Custom
House, — were brought and thrown in a pile to

make a bonfire.

The first anniversary (July 4, 1777) of the

Declaration of Independence was celebrated

in Boston with great parade, a sermon by Dr.
Gordon before the Legislature, a public dinner,

and much booming of cannon. Moore's Diary,

i. 463.

A copy of the broadside Declaration of Inde-

pendence, attested in script, " A true copy, John
Hancock, Presid'-,"is in Mass. Archives, c.\lii. 23.

It is one of the copies sent to each of the States

by order of Congress, Jan. 18, 1777, and is

marked in print " Baltimore, in Maryland

;

printed by Mary Katharine Goddard." With it

is Hancock's letter transmitting it to the Massa-
chusetts authorities. There is in the Public Li-

brary another copy of the same broadside, on
which is written " Attest, Cha. Thomson, Secy.

A True Copy, John Hancock, Presid"." It is

not evident to which of the .States it was sent, if

indeed it is one of those sent to the States.

Gener.\l Heath in Com,m.\nd. — In 1777

General Heath ' succeeded Ward in command.
His headquarters were in the house of Thomas
Russell, which was in Summer Street, about

where Otis Street is. Major Andrew Synimes

had the immediate charge of the garrison of the

town. During the summer an uncertainty as to

the destination of the British fleet, then preparing

to leave Newport, caused some uneasiness and
renewed vigilance, and precautions were taken

for alarming the country in case of impending

danger. (See order in fac-simile on next page).

Signals for announcing the approach of an ene-

my's ship to Hull, were arranged by the Council

Sept. ID, 1777, and they are given in the ^fass.

Archives, cxlii. 105. Mrs. Adams describes the

fright: "All Boston was in confusion, packing

up and carting out of town household furniture,

military stores, goods, etc. Not less than a

thousand teams were employed on Friday and
Saturday."— Familiar Letters, p. 287.

It was during Heath's term of service here

in Boston that the army of Burgoyne, which had
surrendered at Saratoga in October, 1777, was
marched to Cambridge. The news of the sur-

render had preceded them, and was received

with illuminations, bonfires, and cannon. Moore's
Diary, i. 513. The provincial authorities had lost

no time in chartering a swift vessel to carry the

news to the Commissioners in Paris. The des-

patches were entrusted to Jonathan Loring Aus-
tin ; and after prayers had been said by Dr.

Chauncy in the old Brick Meeting-house, the

vessel sailed, and reached Nantes in safety in

November. Loring, Boston Orators, p. 174.

The English reached Prospect Hill Novem-
ber 6, and were jjut into barracks there. The
Hessians arrived the next day at Winter Hill,

and were quartered there. General Burgoyne,

who entered Cambridge in a pelting storm at

the head of his troops, was lodged temporarily

at Bradish's tavern, now known as Porter's ; but

subsequently was quartered at the house oppo-

site Gore Hall, known as the Bishop's Palace.

^ A portrait of General Heath is owned by Mrs. G.

Brewer, of Roston. An old oval, engraved portrait of him

is marked "H William^, pinxt I. R. .Smith, sculp."

There is a copy in the Historical Society's Library- Gen-

eral Heath's estate lay in Rnxbtiry at the foot of Parker's

Hill, and is now bisected by Heath Street. Here, on the

easterly comer of that street and Bickford Avenue, the

homestead stood. It was demolished in 1S43. Drake's

Town 0/ Roxbury, p- 3S6.
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The British artillery was
parked on Cambridge
Common. General Rie-

desel and his wife were
established in the Jona-

than Sewall house, on the

corner of Brattle and
Sparks streets. The
camps of the "Conven-
tion troops," as they

were called in allusion to

the terms of their condi-

tional surrender, were
guarded by Massachu-
setts militia, while the

officers signed a parole

not to pass beyond speci-

fied limits.

This document is re-

ferred to by Barry (iii.

146) as being in the pos-

session of J. W. Thorn-
ton, Esq., and as if it

were the original conven-

tion paper signed at Sar-

atoga by BurgojTie and
his officers. One sheet is sub-

scribed by Eurgoyne and the Eng-

lish officers ; and the other by
Riedesel and the German officers.

Mr. Thornton put it into the great

Sanitary Fair held in Boston, with

the understanding that it should

be given to the Public Library if

giooo were subscribed for the ob-

jects of the Fair; and this being

done, the interesting document,

which was originally among the

Heath papers, passed in 1S64 into

that depository.

The Convention troops proved

a rather turbulent set. The militia

were not disciplined, and encoun-

ters not infrequently occurred be-

tween the prisoners and their

guards. Some blood and even life

was lost ; and at last Colonel Da-

vid Henley, who was in com-

mand in Cambridge, was charged

by Burgoyne with cruelty and

unsoldierly conduct, and brought

to trial. Colonel Glover presided,

and Colonel William Tudor acted

as judge-advocate. Henley was

acquitted. He had been brigade-

major to Heath during the siege.

In the summer and autumn of

1778 apprehension arose that the

British might make an attempt to

rescue the prisoners by landing

near Boston ; and so by detach-
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merits the Convention troops were sent under

guard into the interior of the State. The last of

thcni left on the I5lh of October ; but some thirty

or forty of the worst characters were left behind

confined in the gnardships in the harbor. In

November, as is well known, the prisoners were

marched to Virginia. See the authorities enu-

merated in Winsor's Kcmitrs' Hamihook of ihc

RiTt'oliitiou^ p. 149.

In November the I'.aron .Steuben had arrived

at Portsmouth, eager to throw his influence and

have done their part ; but very few, if any,

private f.amilies have any acquaintance with

them." [Familiar Letters, p. .342.) Hancock
entertained them at a "superb ball" in Concert

Hall, fJctobcr 29. (Moore's Diary, ii. 88, 103.)

The French left for the West Indies in Novem-
ber, and the regiments went home.

Gen'ER.m. {;.\tes in Command. — In the au-

tumn of 1778 (November 6) General Gates' suc-

ceeded Heath in the command in Boston. He
came with his wife and a suite, and the peo|)le

welcomed him kindly. Here he continued till

the following spring ; but his stay was not

altogether an agreeable one. William I'alfrey

writes to (ieneral (Jreene in January, 1779, of

the condition of affairs during Gates's command
in Hoston :

" There seems to be a

coolness between Hancock and Gen-

eral Gates. Neither they nor their

ladies have visited each other. Gen-

eral G. seems not very well pleased

4!^^j^^\vith his situation, and 1 believe wishes

GZjL. most heartily to return

fields

fL b^^^^^^^ ^^ 3£^:.cu^^^

skill into the American cause. Coming to Boston
he found the communitv elated over the cajjture

of Burgoyne, and addressed a letter at once to

Gates, " the conqueror of Burgoyne," commend-
ing himself to his attention. We cannot follow

him to Valley Forge, nor relate here the benefit

which came to the camp there from his devotion.

Late in the summer of 177S the expedition

which was intended to drive out the British from

Newport, and with which Hancock had gone as

Major-Cieneral in command of the Massachu-

setts militia, came to nought. The French

fleet blockading the English had been scattered

in a gale; and on returning to the blockade they

were not prevailed upon to assist in an attack,

but sailed for Boston, leaving Sullivan, who had

charge of the expedition, to extricate himself as

best he could. Arrived in Boston late in Au-

gust, the French repaired their vessels and
replenished their stores. Lafayette came to

Boston and endeavored to prevail upon the

French Admiral, D'Estaing, to remain on the

coast ; while Howe, following the French, had

come within the Capes with his fleet, as if eager

for a battle. The contingency was alarming,

and nine regiments of militia were ordered to

Boston; but the danger pa.ssed when Howe
withdrew. Mrs. .Xdams, mentioning the hos-

pitalities which the French officers extended

on board their ships, adds :
" I cannot help

saying that they have been neglected in the

town of Boston. Generals Heath and Hancock
VOL. III. — 24.

to his Sabine

His family have been involved

in quarrels almost ever since

, ^ . , they have been in the place,

^^__^/// which bid fair to proceed to

such a length that the civil

authority thought proper to interpose. Mr.

Bob. Gates and Mr. [John] Carter have fought

;

but it proved a bloodless encounter." Sargent's

Loyalist Poetry, r6o.

The duel thus referred to took place on the

last day of the year, in a pasture near the Ro.x-

bury Meeting-house. Gates missed Carter, and

Carter refused to fire.

The Penobscot Expedition. — This was

seemingly the most formidable and actually the

most luckless expedition which Boston sent out

(luring the course of the war. There have been

various incidental accounts and illustrative con-

tributions, as detailed in Winsor's Readers' Haiul-

book of the American Rcwlxtion, p. 208 ; but dur-

ing the present year the Weymouth Historical

Society has published The Original yournal of

General Solomon Lovell, kept dnring the Penotiseot

Expedition, 1779, uuith a Sketch of his Life, by

Gilbert Nash.

Lovell, as colonel of one of the Massachu-

setts regiments, had been at Dorchester Heights

in 1776. The next year he was made the rank-

ing officer of the ,,,-^_-^ __^
militia of the sea- C^^^^^^ -z;^^''^^
board, subordinate ^^^-£=s> "-^"-^^^
to the general of

the department at Boston,— a position which

he retained during the war. In 177S he had

' Smart's superb poitrail of Cites is given in photo-

gravure in Mason's Stuart, p. 1S5.
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conimandcd a portion of this militia in the

Rhode Island campaign of forty-seven days;

and in October following, upon him had de-

volved the command of the militia hastily

assembled at the apprehension of an attack

from the British fleet.

In June, 1779, a British force had taken pos-

session of a peninsula on Penobscot Bay, where

now Castine is, in order to prevent that region

being longer the resort of the active Boston and

Salem cruisers, which were preying upon the

British supply-ships as they approached the

coast. The Massachusetts authorities, with as-

sistance from New Hampshire, at once organ-

ized an expedition ; and, June 26, put Lovell in

command of twelve hundred militia and one

hundred artillery. The " Warren," a new ship

of thirty-two guns, and the " Providence," a

sloop of twelve guns, both Continental vessels,

were borrowed ; and others were chartered and

bought. Peleg Wadsworth, the adjutant-general

a-^^/if^icJ-t^-r^^

of the State, was placed second in command.

Paul Revere, then a lieut.-colonel, was put

in command of the artillery. The fleet dropped

down to Nantasket Roads on the 15th of

July, and sailed on the 19th. It consisted

of nineteen armed vessels, mounting three hun-

dred and t\venty-four guns, manned by over

two thousand men, with over twenty transports,

— all commanded by Dudley Saltonstall, the

captain of the " Warren." After landing on the

Maine coast and receiving some recruits from

York and Cumberland, of a dubious character,

and a few Penobscot Indians, they reached the

enemy's station on the 25th. The next day the

troops made in part a successful landing ; but

they were unsupported by the fleet. Two or

/^^Ju-^ yy/^V

77XX^

three weeks were consumed in bickerings be-

tween the Commodore and the CFcncral, with

right apparently on the side of Lovell ; when

a British fleet reinforced the enemy, and led

in an attack on the American armed vessels

and transports. The result was the destruc-

tion of the whole floating armament, and the

thorough dispersion of the land forces through

the neighboring wilderness. Lovell got back

to Boston about the twentieth of September.

A court of inquiry, with General Artemas

Ward as chairman, exonerated Lovell, and

blamed Saltonstall. Their report is in the

Masscwhusctts Ari/iivcs, cxlv., and is printed by

Kash.

The Penobscot expedition-rolls are in Kciolu-

tionary Rolls, xxxvii. 83 ; with a list of vessels

chartered for the service, p. 173, with orders,

etc., p. 187. Vol. xxxviii. gives other papers ; and

also xxxix. p. 113. Massachusetts Rn'oliitioiiary

Rolls, xxviii. 58, gives the officers of the expe-

dition, and also the officers of the Boston regi-

ments, and two new regiments.

The N.^w.^l Service.— On Dec. 11, 1776,

the Government of Massachusetts authorized

Mr. John Peck to build an armed vessel of six-

teen guns, of a new construction. She was built

in Boston, called the " Hazard," was brig-rigged,

and of peculiar

model. She had

a short but bril-

liant career, and

took many prizes,

some of them val-

uable. One was the British brig "Active," Cap-

tain .Sims, of eighteen guns, sixteen swivels, and

one hundred meUj captured March 16, 1779, off

St. Thomas, W. I., after a sharp action of thirty

minutes, during which the " Hazard " lost three

killed and five wounded, and the enemy thirteen

killed and twenty wounded. She had also an

action with a British ship of fourteen guns and

eighty men, which, after several attempts to

board, sheered off. In these engagements she

was commanded by Captain John Foster Wil-

liams, who subsequently became celebrated as

the commander of the " Protector." The " Haz-

ard " was one of the unfortunate Penobscot

expedition, and in August, 1779, was burned

bv her crew to prevent her falling into the- hands

of the enemy.

Mr. Peck, who modelled the " Hazard,"

was the most scientific naval architect

whom the United Colonies had produced.

Among the vessels built by him during the

Revolution were the " Belisarius " and the

"Rattlesnake," noted for their stability and

swiftness. One hundred years ago it was

a common remark that to have a perfect

vessel it nuist liave a Boston bottom and

Philadelphia sides. The "Belisarius" does

not appear on Emmons's Lists, but the " Rattle-

snake," a ship of twenty guns, one hundred and

eighty-five men, commanded by Mr. Clark in

1 781, does. The British claim to have captured

a cruiser of the name ; but as there were no less

than four schooners so named belonging to

Pcnnsvlvania, and one from South Carolina, it
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may have been one o£ them. Emmons, in his

usually accurate tables, says that the frigates

" Hancock " (32), and " Hoston " {24), were built

in Boston, in 1776; but they were both built by

Stephen and Ralph Cross at their yard in Ncw-

buryport, by order of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, and only equipped in Boston.

The "Hancock" was launched July 5, 1776, the

day after the Declaration of Independence, and

before it had been noised abroad.

In March, 1777, Tucker was put in command
of the " Boston;" and on Keb. 17, 177S, he sailed

in her to convey John Adams to France on his

diplomatic mission.

On the gth of November, 1776, Congress au-

thorized the purchasing or building of three

vessels of seventy-four guns, five of thirty-si.\

guns, one of eighteen guns, and one packet.

One of the seventy-fours, and the only vessel of

war ordered by the Continental Congress to be

built at Boston, was commenced in the yard of

licnjamin Goodwin, afterward known as Tilley's

Wharf, a short distance from Charlestown.

Thomas Cushing, afterward the Lieut.-Gov-

ernor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

as the agent of the Government, took pos-

session of the dwelling-house, store, wharf, and

yard of Goodwin for the purpose of building

this ship. It is probable but little progress was

made upon her, as we find in the Jonnial of

Congress, July 25, 1777,

—

" The M.irine Committee having represented th.it the

extravagant prices now demanded for all kinds of material

used in shipbuilding, and the enormous wages required by

tradesmen and laborers, render the buildii^g of ships of war
already ordered by Congress, not only exeeedingly expen-

sive, but also difficult to be accomplished at this time," etc
,

wherefore it was
" Resolved, That the Marine Committee be empowered

to put a stop to the building of such of the Continental

ships of war already ordered by this Congress to be built,

as they shall judge proper, and to resume the building of

them again when they shall find it consistent with the inter-

est of the United States to do so."

In 1784, the e.xigcncy having p.assed, the ship

was sold on the stocks by Thomas Russell, as

agent of the United States. The only seventy-

four launched was the " Alliance," built under
the superintendence of Paul Jones at Ports-

tnouth, and presented to the French Government
in 1782, to replace the " Magnifique," lost in

Boston Harbor.

In September, 1777, James Sullivan writes
from Boston: "A ship arrived yesterday with
twelve thousand nine hundred bushels of salt,

and other goods, taken by the ' Tyrannicide,' a
Ma.ssachusetts brig. Several of our public vessels
have arrived within this day or two, from France
and Spain, with clothing, tents, and arms; one
with ten thousand pounds sterling in value of
Dutch cord.age. The stores im|)orted by the
.Massachusetts Board of War are immense."

There is in Massachusetts Archives, cxlii. 158,

a paper signed by leading Boston merchants,

agreeing to fit out two armed ships to protect

vessels coming in and going out of the port of

Boston. It is dated April 26, 1779.

In .September, 1779, the two Continental fri-

gates, " Boston," Captain Tucker, and " Deane,"

Captain Nicholson, arrived, bringing as prizes

two British armed shijis, with two hundred and

fifty prisoners. Other of their prizes had been

ordered to Philadelphia. Boston Gazette, Sept.

'3i '77y; Independent Chronicle, .Sept. 9, 1779.

In 1780 Tucker, rich as he supjiosed from
prize money, moved to Boston, and lived some-

what lu.xuriously for si.\ years, in Fleet Street

;

whet), meeting embarrassments in fortune, he

returtied to -Marblehead : so Sheppard says in

his Life of Samuel Tucker, 1S68,— a perform-

ance of some value, but rather too jejune for an

octogenarian to write.

Massachusetts built in 1779 a twenty-gun

ship, the " Protector," and gave the command to

John Foster Williams, Bostoit-born, and one of

the most conspicuous of the etiterprising sea-

rovers of the day. A recruiting office was
opened on Hancock's Wharf, and by dittt of

daily parades with drum and fife a crew of two

hundred and thirty men was got together ; and

the ship sailed from Nantasket Roads the first

of April, 17S0. Williams's first officer was a

Marshfield man, Captain George Little, the same
who twenty years later commanded the frigate

" Boston." The " Protector's " second lieuten-

ant was Joseph Cunningham of Boston. \\'e

have an account of her cruise from her log, now
in the library of the New England Historical

and Genealogical Society ; from the Re^'olution-

ary Adventures of Ebenezer Fox of Roxbury, Bos-

ton, 1S38; and from the Memoirs (MS.) of Cap-

tain Luther Little, who served on board as mid-

shipman and prize-master. She engaged, June

g, an English letter-of-marque, eleven hundred

tons, thirty-two guns, and after a severe fight

the enemy's ship blew up. The " Protector
"

landed her sick on the coast of Maine, and catne

shortly after back to Boston to refit. On this

second cruise, during which she sent one prize

at least into Boston, commanded by Luther Lit-

tle, she was overpowered off Nantucket by two

English cruisers and taken into New York.

Williams and George Little were carried to

England, where the former remained as a pris-

oner till the war closed; while Little, bribing

a sentry, escaped to France. See list of " Pris-

oners Committed to the Old Mill Prison," in

N. E. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., July, 1S65, p. 209.

There is much about American jjrisotiers at

Forton during the Revolutionary War, in N. E.

Hist, and Geneal. Reg, 1876-79. Washington

ai)])oiuted Williatns to the commatid of the

revenue cutter " Massachusetts," in 1790; and in
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this office he died, at seventy, in June. 1814. N.
E. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., January, itS4S.

After the defeat of Comte de Grasse in the

West Indies, in 1782, a section of his fleet, four-

teen sail, under Admiral Vaubiard, arrived in

Boston, Aug. II, 17S2 ; and one of his ships, the
" Magnifique," entering by the narrows, was
stranded on the bar at Lovell's Island, where
her ribs are still embedded in the sand. Many
attempts have been fruitlessly made to secure

treasure from the wreck. One attempt, made
forty or more years ago, gave no return except

specimens of very beautiful wood of which the

vessel was built. In July, 1S59, another trial

yielded copper, lead, and cannon-shot in consid-

erable quantities. In 1S6S-69, when General

Foster of the United .States Engineers was
widening the main ship-channel, his machines

brought up, from a depth of more than twenty

feet, large pieces of plank and oak timbers, which
were thought to be a part of the wreck. The
pilot under whose misdirection the vessel was
lost became the sexton of the New North Church,

and the wilful boys of the parish used to taunt

him by chalking this couplet on the meeting-

house door:

—

" Don't you run this ship ashure

As you did the seventy-four."

(Shurtleff's Description of Boston, p. 552.) In

October Mrs. Adams writes :
" The French fleet

still remain with us, and the British cruisers in-

sult them. More American vessels have been

captured since they have lain here than for a

year before."— Familiar Letters, p. 407.

The Provincial Congress of Massachusetts,

April 29, 1776, ordered the naval flag to be a

green pine-tree upon a white ground, with an in-

scription, "Appeal to Heaven." The earliest

representation of this emblematic pine-tree now
known is found in the vignette of a contempo-

rarv French map, and is re-engraved in Froth-

ingham's .S"/>^(' of Boston, p. 262, and in Lossing's

Field-Book of the Rt'Mltttion, i. 570.

In the autumn of 1776, by orders of the

council, the sloop " Freedom," commanded by

John Clouston, and the sloop "Republick,"

commanded by John Foster Williams, had been

ordered to Boston ; and one of these vessels, at

least as late as August of 1777, bore the pine-

tree flag, as the annexed bill shows.

The Editor has used in this section some
notes kindly furnished by Admiral George Henry
Treble, as well as this writer's exhaustive History

of the American Flag.
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CHAPTER I.

THE LAST FORTY YEARS OF TOWN GOVERNMENT,
1782-1822.

BY HENRY CABOT LODGE, Ph.D.

TI> FTWEEN the Treaty of Peace at Paris, which acknowledged American
-*-^ Independence, and the change of local government in Boston from the

form of a town to that of a city, forty years elapsed. That period was to

Boston a season of growth and prosperity; the former slow, the latter bril-

liant at times, and at times clouded by the storms of war which then shook

the civilized world. The heroic period in the histor}- of the town in its

corporate capacity closed when Washington marched in at the head of his

army, and Lord Howe sailed out of Boston Harbor. In the years preced-

ing that event Boston had been the most important name in the long list of

English possessions. It had figured in the newspapers, in the conferences

of cabinets and the debates of Parliament, with unrivalled frequency. It

had lighted the flame of resistance, endured the first stroke of angry rulers,

and had witnessed the first disaster to the British arms. During the Revo-
lution, Boston— untouched after the first shock of war had passed away—
had her share of glory and suffering; but she ceased to be the central point

of resistance, or to attract further the attention of England and Europe. In

the forty years which followed the close of the war the old town, as such,

took no memorable action, with one or two rare exceptions which will be

described in their place. During this period, therefore, the history of Bos-

ton is, in its most salient features, interwoven with that of national politics,

and, above all, with the fate of a great political party, which found here

some of its ablest and most steadfast leaders ; and which here, too, pre-

served longer than anywhere else an almost unbroken ascendancy. The
history of the town, then, at this time is to a large extent the history of a

party and of the men who composed and led it. In those days subjects of
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interest were few in the extreme. The fortunes of the Bostonians were in-

volved in commerce, enterprising, far reaching, and successful ;
' but it may

be fairly said, that outside of business and professional work the only intel-

lectual excitement was found in politics ; and to politics, consequcntl}-, all the

strongest and ablest men of the community turned their zealous attention.

To understand the history of Boston during the period included between

the dates placed at the head of this chapter, it is necessary, if we wish to

set in strong relief the characteristic features of the time, and not to wander

in a tangled maze of valueless details, to study the fortunes of the ruling

political party in the town. In that party, or in opposition to it, we must

sooner or later meet with every man of importance ; in their contests we

must deal with every question which affected the interests of the town as well

as those of the State or Nation ; and thus we cannot fail to comprehend the

general character of the life and society of that day and generation.

The peace of 1782 found Boston shorn of many of the attributes which

had made her the first among the towns of the English colonies in America.

The population, which before the war had numbered nearly twenty thousand,

sank at the time of the siege to six thousand, comprising only those abso-

lutely unable to get away ; and when peace came it had risen to but little

over twelve thousand. Military occupation, pestilence, and the flight of the

Tory party had done their work, and had more than decimated the people.

Commerce, the main support of the inhabitants, suffered severely in the war,

and had been only partially replaced by the uncertain successes of the pri-

vateers. The young men had been drawn away to the army; both State

and Confederacy were practically bankrupt ; and the disorganization conse-

quent upon seven years of civil war was great and disastrous. Boston was

brought face to face with this gloomy condition of her affairs when the long

strain of the Revolution was removed by the Treaty of Paris, and her

people, with characteristic energy, set to work at once to remedy their

misfortunes. Again the harbor was whitened with the sails of merchant

ships, once more the trades began to flourish with their old activity in shop

and ship-yard,- and the old bustle and movement were seen anew in the

streets ; but there was much weary work to be done before the ravages of

war could be repaired. Ten years elapsed before the population reached

the point at which it stood prior to the Revolution ; and in that decade

both town and State had much to endure in settling the legacies always

bequeathed to a community by civil strife. The adjustment of social, finan-

cial, and political balances, after such a wrenching of the body politic, was

a slow and in some respects a harsh and trying process, and man\' >'ears

passed before a condition of stable equilibrium was again attained.

The mere fact of revolution implies, of course, a rearrangement of

classes in any community to a greater or less extent. In the provhicial

times, although the political system and theory of Massachusetts were demo-

' [.See Mr. II. .\. Hill's chapter in Vol. IV'. - [See the chapter on "Industries" in Vol.

— Ed.) IV.— Ed.]
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cratic, there was a vigorous and powerful aristocracy holding all the ap-

pointed and many of the elective offices, and recognized as leaders in public

affairs. As a rule, this provincial aristocracy, which had its headquarters

in Boston, was strongly in sympathy with the Crown, and abandoned the

country on the success of the Patriots, either in the great flight which took

place when Howe evacuated Boston, or singly, when opportunity ottered.

Their estates were confiscated, and they themselves took refuge for the most

part in the northern provinces, and sometimes in England ; but wherever

they were their loyalty was remembered, and they were aided by the Eng-

lish Government.' Here and there exceptions to this rule could, of course,

be found,— as notably in the case of John Hancock and the Quincys;

although even in the latter family of Patriots one distinguished member was

a Tory, and went into exile in consequence.''' There were a few others of

this class who, while their sympathies were with England, managed to

preserve a judicious neutrality, and remained in their native town, suspected

by many, and stripped of all political power, but retaining their social posi-

tion, and after many years regaining some portion of their influence. These

remnants of the provincial aristocracy were at best but trifling, and new

men had ample openings in the great gaps which war had made. The new

men, of course, came ; and equally, of course, they were the leaders of the

successful Revolution. They were not, however, as commonly happens in

such cases, drawn from the class immediately below that which had been

overthrown. The countr}- aristocracy, the squires and gentry of the small

towns and villages, unlike their brethren of the capital, had been as a rule

on the side of resistance to England, and had furnished most of the Revolu-

tionary leaders. When their battle was won, many of them came up from

their counties and settled in Boston, occup}-ing the places of their banished

opponents, and not infrequenth- by cheap purchases becoming possessors

of the confiscated homes of the exiles. To this class, which, to borrow

a very famous name, ma\- be not inaptl)' st\'led the Country part)-, be-

longed, for example, the Adamses and Eisher Ames from Norfolk, the

Prescotts from Middlesex, and the SuUivans from New Hampshire; while

from ICsscx, most prolific of all, came the I'arsonses, Pickerings, Lees, Jack-

sons, Cabots, Lowells, Grays, and Elbridge Gerry. These men and their

families rapidly filled the places left vacant in society by the old supporters

of the Crown, and, of course, already possessed the political power which

they had gained by the victories of the Revolution. This new aristocracy

maintained for many years the ascendancy in public affairs which had been

held by their predecessors, but their tenure, weakened by the ideas devel-

oped in the Revolution, was more precarious; and although they dictated

the policy of the State for nearly half a century, their power as a class

broke down and disappeared before the rapid rise and spread of democracy

during the lifetime of the next generation.

' (.See Kditorial Notes at the end of Mr. cral of the Province, a brother of Josiah Quincy,

Sciidder's chapter in tins volume.— F.D.] |r., the Patriot. There is a biography of him in

- [This wa.s Samuel Quincy, Solicitor-Gen- {\k ^vppcncWx to Ciirwen's jburna/.— Ed.]
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The Patriot party— the Whigs of the Revolution— triumphed so com-

pletely by the result of the war that they found themselves not only

masters of the field in 1782, but absolutely unopposed. In their own num-

JOHN ADAMS.'

bers future party divisions were in due time formed, and we can detect the

germ of those divisions, even before the peace, in the Constitutional Conven-

tion which met at Boston in ijSo? The old chiefs as a rule leaned, as

' [This cut, made by the kind permission uf

the Hon. Charles Francis Adams, follows Stu-

art's portrait of the old statesman, taken in 1825,

a year before his death, in his eighty-ninth year.

See Mason's Stuart, p. 125. A portrait by Cop-

ley, showing him in court dress, painted in 17S3,

was given to Harvard College in 1S2S by W.
N. Boylston, is engraved in Adams's IVoris,

vol. v., and hangs in Memorial Hall, where is

another by J Trumbull, given by Andrew Cragie

in i;94. .Another by Stuart is owned bv Mr. T.

Jefferson Coolidge, of Hoston. There is in the

Historical Society's cabinet a copy, by Stuart

Newton, of Gilbert Stuart's portrait. See Pro-

ceedings, April, 1862. p. 3. The Boston Magazine,
February, 1784, has a full-face portrait of John
Adams, engraved by J. Norman.— Ed.]

• [See Mr. Charles Deane's valuable paper
on the connection of Judge Lowell with the

Declaration of Rights, in Muss. Hist. Soc. Proc,
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might be expected, to ]iopulai- and democratic views ; but what was more

important, they belonged, like Sam Adams, to the class of minds which can

destroy or defend, but which cannot construct. The younger leaders, on

the other hand, belonged to the coming period of reconstruction, when a

new fabric of politics and society was to be built up, and were more con-

servative and less democratic than those whom they had followed in the

conflict with England. The first serious division of opinion in the Patriot

party grew out of the dilTicullies engendered b)- the war. The heaviest

burdens were financial. Debts, public and pris'ate, weigheil severely upon

the State, and upon nearl)' every member of the community. General in-

solvency, in fact, prevaileel. Ihc war had drained the country of specie;

the Continental paper was worthless, and that of the State not much better.

The scarcity of a decent circulating medium was so great that paj'ments in

kind were legalized. To thinking men it was already obvious that a strong

central government, stability, order in the public finances, and a vigorous

administration, both State and National, were essential to drag the country

out of the chaos of floating debts, and knit once more the political bonds

almost dissolved by war. To effect such results was no easy matter. So-

ciety and public opinion had been grievously shaken, and old habits had

been loosened and weakened. As always happens in times of distress and

depression, there were many among the more ignorant of the community who
mistook effect for cause. They were poor and in debt; and in the means

adopted b}' their creditors to collect debts through the usual legal machinery,

they believed they saw the source of their sufferings. The popular feeling

of discontent in the western part of the State, therefore, began as early as

1782 to express itself in resistance to law and to the courts. Matters went

on from bad to worse ; violence and force became more and more common

;

the power of the State was crippled ; and at last it all culminated in the

insurrection known in our history as Shays' Rebellion, which not only

threatened the existence of the Commonwealth, but shook to its foundations

the unstable fabric of the Confederacy. While the storm was gathering,

John Hancock, the popular hero and governor, not fancying the prospect

opening before the State, and the consequent difficulties and dangers likely

to beset the chief magistrate, took himself out of the way, and the younger

and more conservative element in politics elected James Bowdoin in his

stead. It was a fortunate choice in every way. Bowdoin was a wise, firm,

courageous man, perfectly ready to sacrifice popularit)-, if need be, to the

public good. He was warmly supported in Boston, as the principles and

objects of Shays and his followers were peculiarly obnoxious to a business

community. The alarm in the town was very great, for it looked as if their

contest for freedom was about to result in anarchy. The young men came
forward, armed themselves, and volunteered for service; but the Governor's

firmness was all that was needed. General Lincoln, at the head of the mili-

April, 1874, p. 299; also (".overnor liullock's admirable paper in the Amci: Atitiij. Soc. Proc,

April 27, iSSi.— En.)

VOL. III. — 25.
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tia, easily crushed tlie feeble mob gathered by Shays, whose followers were

entirely dispersed.' Nevertheless the rioters represented, although in a

very extreme fashion, the general sentiment of the State, demoralized and

shaken by civil war, as was shown by the almost criminal delay of the lower

branch of the Legislature in sustaining the Governor in his efforts to main-

tain order, and by their reluctance to declare the insurgents in rebellion,— a

step forced upon them by the vigor of the Governor and Senate. This un-

happy condition of public opinion was still more strongly manifested at the

next election. The issue was made up between pardon and s}-mpath}- for

the rebels on the one side and just and salutary punishment on the other.

The conservative part}', in favor of the latter course, put forward Bowdoin ;

while Hancock, who had been under shelter, now came forward once more

to catch the popular support as the advocate of mercy, which another better

and braver man had alone earned the right to dispense. Hancock had

chosen his time well. Popular feeling in the country districts was with the

insurgents, and Bowdoin was defeated ; although Boston, now thoroughly

in the hands of the younger and more conservative party, strongly sustained

him. Thus the new party of order and reconstruction started in Boston,

which continued to be its headquarters ; and gradually extending its influ-

ence, first through the eastern towns and then to the west, came finally to

control the State.

The Shays Rebellion did more, however, than decide the elections in

Massachusetts. It was without doubt an efficient cause in promoting the

Constitutional Convention at Philadelphia, and in frightening the decrepit

and obstructive Congress of the Confederation. The adoption of the Con-

stitution, submitted by the delegates who met in Philadelphia, was an event

of national as well as local importance, for the adhesion of the great State

of Massachusetts was essential to success. Boston was the scene of the

protracted struggle in the Convention which was held to consider this

1 [The story of this insurrection enters into supplied the means by which, in January, Gen-

the substance of all histories of Massachusetts, eral Lincoln was put in command of forty-four

but it has been amplv told bv G. R. Minot, in his hundred men, and with these he marched from

Roxbury on the twenty-first.

When Bowdoin went to Cambridge to

review Brooks's troops, being then about

fifty-eight years old, he is described as

monograph, Insurredioits in Massachusetts in wearing a gray wig, cocked hat, white broad-

1786, published in 178S, and in a second edition cloth coat and waistcoat, red small-clothes, and

in 1810; and there are numerous refer-

ences to contemporary and other au-

thorities in a chapter on it in Barry's

Massachusetts, iii. ch. 6. See also Sar-

gent's Dealings with the Dead, No. 29,

and Holland's Western Massachusetts.

There is a volume in the Massachusetts

Archives on Shays' Insurrection. A
company of light infantry was raised in Boston black silk stockings. Sullivan's Public Men,

to act against the insurgents, Harrison Gray letter ii. Massachusetts Rr..'olutionary Kolls. i.x.

Otis being made captain, with Thomas Russell contains certificates of service in Shays' Rebel-

and John Gray as lieutenants. Boston liberally lion. — En.]

<^:^^ a^rt.^^^2^^^^
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momentous question, first in Brattic-Street Church, still bearing the marks

of W'asliington's cannon, and later in the State House, and kiter still in

the meeting-house in Long Lane.' The town was, of course, deeply

interested in the result, and strongly in favor of the Constitution; but

the details of the long conflict which ended in its adoption do not im-

mediately concern this history. The conservative elements, which had

JAMES BOWDOIX.-

begun to take a party shape in the Shays Rebellion, developed into a

strong and homogeneous body in favor o( the Constitution. They had

an arduous battle to fight, and they fought it well. Against them were

arrayed all the sympathizers with the Shays Rebellion, besides many who
had actually taken part in it, and who, having tasted the sweets of incipient

anarchy, were averse to anything like strong government. There can be no

1 [See Vol. II. p. 513.— Ed.]

^ (This cut follows a miniature by Copley,

painted about 1770, now owned by the Hon.
Robert C. Winthrop, Bowdoin's descendant.

See Perkins's Copley s Life and Paitilius;s, p. 37.

There is a profile of Howdoin in the Massachu-

sells Magazine, January, 1791. Mr. Winthrop

delivered at Bowdoin College an e.\cellent ad-

dress on Bowdoin's life and character, which is

contained in his Speeches and in a later volume

on Bmailoiii, Franklin, and IVashinglon, from the

same gentleman. A privately printed edition,

with additions and notes of the Life and Services

of Bo^udoin, bears date 1876.
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doubt that at the outset pubhc feeling and a majority of the Convention

were against the Constitution ; and, moreover, the great leaders of the Rev-

olutionary period, Hancock and Adams, were lukewarm. By ability in

debate, by perseverance, by managing and flattering Hancock,' these dif-

ficulties were gradually overcome ; while to gain the earnest and active

support of Adams, the popular sentiment of Boston was invoked. The

mechanics of the town, under the lead of Paul Revere, held a great meeting

at the Green-Dragon Tavern,^ on Union Street, and passed resolutions in

favor of the Constitution. This was the voice of an oracle to which Adams
had often appealed in trying times, and its utterance now weighed with him,

and changed cool and critical approval to active support. Perhaps it de-

cided the fate of the Constitution ; for the great influence of Adams may
well have counted for much in a close majority of only nineteen votes.

The adoption of the Constitution by Massachusetts was a source of great

satisfaction to Boston,^ and was celebrated with great rejoicing. After the

ratification the members of the Convention dined together, toasts were

drunk, and the asperities of debate were forgotten for the moment in a

general sense of pleasure and relief The next day a procession paraded

the streets. First came the representatives of agriculture; then the trades;

then the " Ship Federal Constitution," drawn by thirteen horses, with a crew

of thirteen men; then captains and seamen of merchant-vessels; and finally

more trades and the militia companies. The procession visited the houses

of the Boston delegates, fired salutes in front of the State House, while the

proceedings concluded with another great public dinner. In the evening an

old long-boat, named " The Old Confederation," was borne by another pro-

cession to the Common, and there burned amid the shouts of the people.

With intense interest Boston watched the adoption of the Constitution

by one State after another; and we can see, in the newspapers, the rapid

development of the new party of reconstruction, the friends of the Con-

stitution, now known as Federalists, and the corresponding increase of

bitterness toward all who attempted to thwart a measure believed, in Boston

at least, to involve the future existence of the nation. The party which

thus took shape in the debates of the Constitutional Convention, and was

solidified and strengthened by victory, bent all its energies to selecting

senators and representatives who were well known to be strong friends of

' [Referring to Hancock's propo.sition of - [See Vol. II. p. v.— Ed.]

amendments, which perhaps saved the Consti- ^ [The debates of this convention, edited by

tution in the Convention, Rufus King writes to B. K. Peirce and Charles Hale, were published

General Kno.x : "Hancock will hereafter receive by the State in 1856 The "conciliatory resolu-

the universal support of Bowdoin's friends; and tions" introduced by Hancock were written by

we tell him that if Virginia does not unite, which Parsons (Memoir of Theophiliis Parsons, 70),

is problematical, that he is considered as the only though their authorship has been claimed for

fair candidate for President." We all know the James Sullivan, and perhaps for others. Some
sequel : Virginia did unite ; and the Massachu- of Dr. Belknap's minutes of the debates are

setts Governor had a very bad attack of gout printed in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, March, 1S5S,

when the Virginian President visited Boston the p. 296. See Mr. Cummings's chapter in this

next year. See Amory's James Sullivan, i. 223. volume for an account of Benjamin Russell's

— Ed.] reports. — Eu.]
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the new scheme. Mushed with theif first triunipli, the Federahsts were

generally successful, and both senators were tried friends of the Constitu-

tion ; but their most signal victory was in the Boston District,^ where they

elected Fisher Ames,- the young and eloquent champion of the Constitu-

tion, over Sam Adams, the veteran of the Revolution, the idol of the town,

but now suspected of coolness toward the great instrument which was des-

tined to be the corner-stone of a nation. The defeat of Adams by Ames

marked Boston as the great centre of New England l'"ederalism.

The pleasure excited in Boston by the successful establishment of the

new government found an opportunity for expression when Washington,

— venerated and beloved, the mainstay of the Union, as he had been of

the Revolution,— made his visit to Massachusetts in the autumn of 1789.

The President, accompanied by the Vice-President, John Adams, was re-

ceived by the authorities on the outskirts of the town ;
^ and, having been

presented with an atldress, rode through the streets on a fine white horse,

escorted by a long procession,* civil and military, and greeted on all sides

by the applause of a dense crowd. On arriving at the State House he

was conducted to a platform thrown out on the west side of the building.

' [On April 12, John Adams, on his way to

New York to become the first Vice-President

under the new Constitution, was escorted into

Boston from Roxbury by a troop of horse. Amid
the ringing of bells he was carried to Governor

Hancock's, where he lunched with the digni-

taries ; and then, amid another firing of cannon,

he went on his journey. — Ed.]

- |The son of Fisher Ames, Seth Ames, Esq.,

in making in 1S54 a new edition of the works,

speeches, and correspondence of his father, con-

cluded that as his own recollections were of no

account, — he was but three years old at his fa-

ther's death, — he could not do better by way of

introduction than to give the kindly memoir by

Dr. Kirkland, and let the letters, then first printed,

stand as a supplement to it. In 187 1 a new con-

tribution to the subject appeared in a volume of

Ames's Speeches in Congress, 1789-1796, edited

by Pelham W. Ames, including five speeches not

given in his works. Fisher Ames studied in the

oliice of William Tudor, in Boston, and though

his residence in the town was not a long one, he

represented it as part of the Suffolk District in

the First Congress. It was he, too, when Wash-
ington died, who was selected to pronounce a

eulogy before the Legislature in Boston. On his

own death, in 1S08, his body was brought to

Boston, that Samuel Dexter might pronounce
an oration over it. Stuart's portrait of .-Xmes is

owned by Mrs. John E. Lodge, of Boston, de-

scending to her from her grandfather, George
Cabot, Ames's friend. The likeness in Memo-
rial Hall, Cambridge, is a copy, not accounted
good, by Stuart, purchased of him in iSio.

Mason's Sliiart, p. 1 27. A good engraving, by T.

Kelley, of Stuart's Fisher Ames appeared in the

Boston Montlily Magazine, January, 1S26. He is

the subject of some further biographical details

in Loring's Hundred Boston Orators, p. 296.

— Ed.]

^ [.^s Washington approached Boston he was

met by a troop of horse from Cambridge, and in

this town he tarried an hour, to visit the man-

sion which had been his headquarters at the

time of the siege. His chariot was now changed

for the saddle, and at the village green General

Brooks saluted him with a thousand militia in

line. — Ed.]
• [The procession was headed by the band of

the French fleet then in the harbor, which at the

same time united its salvos with those of the

Castle and the parading artillery companies;

while Colonel Bradford, with five companies of

city troops, took the lead. It will be remembered

that before the start was inade Washington was

kept waiting in the cold while an unseemly al-

tercation took place between the selectinen and

Sheriff Henderson, who was present represent-

ing the Governor, and assumed to control the

order of the march. The sheriff threatened " to

inake a hole " through some of the town's officers,

and they waived their rights. They later, Dec.

12, 1789, wrote an indignant letter to Hancock,

who replied by sending Henderson's version of

the affair, in which he claimed to have acted

"according to his Excellency's orders," which

Hancock did not gainsay ; and to this the select-

men returned a temperate reply that they should

not presume to altercate with his E.xcellency,

etc. The letters are in the Charity Building

collection.— Ei'.j
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and arranged, as we are informed, " to exhibit in a strong light the Man

of the People. " As Washington stood forth in all his simple majesty,

WASHINGTON.'

cheers rang out, and an ode was sung in his honor bj- singers placed in a

triumphal arch close by. After this the procession broke up, and then for

' [This cut follows the well known Boston

Athenaeum head by Stuart, now in the Art Mu-

seum. Washington gave the artist sittings in

the spring of 1796; it was never finished. This

picture was bought, after Stuart's death, of his

widow, and given to the .Athenaeum, which also

owns the companion head of Mrs. Washington,

and a considerable portion of Washington's li-

brary. See Mason's Gilbert Stuart, 103, for a

photogravure of the original canvas. It is from

this that Stuart's later pictures of Washington

were reproduced. Replicas of Stuart's Washing-

ton, varying sometimes in accessories, are owned
in Boston : one by Chief-Justice Gray, formerly

the property of the Pinckney family, of South

Carolina; one painted for Jonathan Mason, now-

owned by Mrs. William .Appleton ; a copy of the

.Athenxum head, made in iSiofor JosiahQuincy,

now at Quincy; one belonging to the Hon. R.

C. Winthrop, formerly owned by the MacDon-
ald family ; one w-hich was in a series of the first

five presidents of the United States, bought of

Col George Gibbs's estate by Mr. T. Jefferson

Coolidge. These items are taken from a long
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several clays there was a rouiul of dinners and state visits. Washington

lived during his stay in Boston on the corner of Tremont and Court streets,

where a small and lofty tablet still commemorates his sojourn. The

most amusing incident of his visit, and the one most characteristic both

of the men and the times, was the little conflict between iiim and John

Hancock on a point of etiquette. Hancock, as the chief officer of what

he esteemed a sovereign State, undertook to regard Washington as a

sort of foreign potentate, who was bound to pay the first visit to the ruler

of the Commonwealth in which he found himself; while Washington took

the view that he was the superior officer of the Governor of Massachu-

setts, and that, as the head of the Union, Hancock was bound to visit

him first. Washington's sense of dignity, and of what was due to his

position, had often been exemplified, and the Governor's vanity and State

sovereignty were no match for it. Hancock prudently made the gout an

excuse for giving way ; and having as fine a sense as the first Pitt of the

theatrical properties of his malady, appeared at Washington's door, swathed

in flannel, and was borne on men's shoulders to the President's apartments.

After this all went well, and Washington's visit not only drew out the really

vigorous personal loyalty of the people, but still further kindled the en-

enumcration of copies,!))' himself, of .Stuail's like-

nesses of Washington given by Mr. Mason.

A silhouette of Washington, taken during the

last years of his presidency, is now [ireserved in

the Mass. Hist. Society's cabinet, of which a

hcliotype is given in their Proceedings, Decem-

ber, 1873.

The Historical Society also owns a copy of

C. W. Peale's full-length of Washington, fol-

lowing the copy owned by the Karl of .-Mbe-

marle ; while other repetitions of Peale's work

are at present in the Smithsonian Institution, at

Versailles, and at the College of New jersey.

Mass. Hisl. Soc. Proc., 1873-75, i^p. 324, 350, 366,

375-77-

In 1851 there was published in Bo.ston a pro-

file likeness of Washington, purporting to have

been taken in Boston, in 1776, by one FuUerton.

A pen-and-ink sketch, marked J. Hiller, 1794,

mentioned in Muss. Hist. Soc. Proc, 1S74, p. 243,

is thought to have been drawn from this. It is

thought that a miniature likeness of Washington,

in plaster, mentioned as belonging to Mr. Melvin

Lord, in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, February, 1874,

p. 254, may have been taken in Boston or Cant-

bridge at the time of the siege.

During Washington's visit to Boston in 1789,

Gullagher, the painter, stealthily made a likeness

of the General, while he was at chapel ; but a day
or two later, following him to Portsmouth, he

made the likeness which is engraved in the .Mass.

Hist. Soc. Proc, March, 185S, p. 309. The artist

sold his picture in Boston, by a raffle, and it

finally came into the possession of Dr. I!clknap.

Harvard College had given its first doctorate of

laws to Washington in 1776; and at the request

of its corporation his likeness was painted in

1790 by Edward Savage, of which there is an

engraving by the artist, published in 1793. The
painting hangs in Memorial Hall.

Christ Church contains the first monument
ever erected to his memory. It is a bust in mar-

ble, of which photographs have recently been

taken by Notman at the instance of Mr. John C.

Ropes. Chantrey's statue of Washington, which

stands in the State House, was erected in 182S,

at a cost of $15,000. In this building are to be

seen fac-similes of the monumental stones erected

in the church at lirington, Northamptonshire, to

the memory of members of the Washington fam-

ily, who were long supposed to be ancestors of

George Washington, the reproductions having

been given by Earl Spencer to Charles Sumner,

and by him to the State, in 1861. Later investi-

gations of Colonel Joseph L. Chester have ren-

dered it almost certain that the American family

did not spring from this stock. See Herald and

Gcnealogisl, London, and Heraldic Journal, Bos-

ton, 1866. The e<|uestrian statue in the Public

Garden, modelled by Thomas Ball, of which an

engraving is given in Vol. IV. was not placed

in position till 1S69, though begun some years

earlier.

It was after this visit of the General, in

1789, that the main thoroughfare into the town

from Ro.xbury was named for him; but the

various names that designated this street north

of Dover Street, were not displaced, and the

name applied to the whole length of it, till 1S24.

— Ed.
I
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thusiasm of Boston and of New England for the Union, and consequently

strengthened the hands of the Federalists.'

The assumption of the State debts by the new Federal government did

much to relieve the financial burdens of Massachusetts; and this, combined

with the sense of stability in public affairs, aroused the spirit of enterprise

e\crywhere, so that Boston became the centre of many great schemes for

public improvements, most of which came to nothing, although they served,

nevertheless, to encourage the business of the town. The population had

THE TRIU.MPH.4L ARCH.

again reached the number which it had before the Revolution, and the new

era to which the war had been a prelude was fairly begun. As if to mark

the change which had set in, one of the most conspicuous characters of the

old period passed away at this time, by the death of John Hancock.^

There have been but few men in history who have achieved so much fame,

and whose names are so familiar, who at the same time really did so little,

and left so slight a trace of personal influence upon the times in which

they lived, as John Hancock. He was valuable chiefly from his pictur-

' [Recollections of Washington's visit, by

General W. H. .Sumner, are printed in the AeT£>

England Historical and Genealogical Register,

KfxW, 1S54, and .\pril, 1S60, p. 161. See also

Loring's Hundred Boston Orators, p. 1 14 ; Ed-

ward Everett's Mount Vernon Papers, 106. See

the account of the musical accompaniments in

the Hon. Robert C. Winthrop's Speeches and

Addresses, 1852-1867, p. 330. Some e.\plana-

tions by Nathaniel Gotham upon the disturb-

ance between Hancock and Washington, printed

in Drake's Landmarts 0/ Middlesex, p. 15, throw

a light upon the matter more favorable to Han-
cock. — Ed.]

- [This is a fac-simile of the view of this tri-

umphal arch, which appeared in the Massaclin-

setts Magazine, January, 1790. The erection

stretched with a triple arch across Washington
Street, just north of Court Street. The inscrip-

tion read :
" To the man who unites all hearts."

— Ed.]

^ [Hancock died Oct. 8, 1793, and was buried

in the Granary burying-ground. See Shurtleff,

Description of Boston, p. 213. — Ed.]
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esqueness. Everything about liini is picturesque, from his bold, hand-

some signature,' which gave him an assured immortahty, to his fine house

which appears in the pictures of the day as the " Seat of His ENcellency,

John Hancock." His position, wealth, and name made him valuable to

the real movers of the Revolution, when men of his stamp were almost

without exception on the side of the Crown ; and it was this which made
such a man as Sam Adams cling to and advance him, and which gave him

a factitious importance. Hancock was far from greatness: indeed it is to

be feared that he was not much removed from being " the empty barrel,"

which is the epithet, tradition saj-s, that the outspoken John Adams applied

to him.- And yet he had real value after all. He w-as the Alcibiadcs, in a

certain way, of the rebellious little Puritan town; and his display and gor-

geousness no doubt gratified the sober, hard-headed community which
put him at its head and kept him there. He stands out with a fine show
of lace and velvet and dramatic gout, a real aristocrat, shining and res-

plendent against the cold gray background of every-day life in the Boston

of the days after the Revolution, when the gay official society of the Prov-

ince had been swept away. At the side of his house he built a dining

hall, where he could assemble fifty or sixty guests ; and when his company
was gathered he would be borne or wheeled in, and with easy grace de-

' [Few signatures are so well known as Han
cock's ; and, as it happens, that oftencst seen

attached to the Declar-

ation of Independence and

given in the te.tt, is one of

the boldest and finest of

them all. Ordinarily his

signature, though preserv-

ing some of the character-

istics of that, lacked its

steadiness and regularity of

curve. That which is given

in Mr. Scudder's chapter,

and under his portrait in

Vol. IV. p. 5, is more near-

ly an average one. The
one annexed, taken from a

writing of his college days, shows some of the

possibilities of the later ones.

—

Ed.|
'^ [Vet see what John Adams says of him in

IVoris, X. 259-261 ; and the gr.mdson, Charles
Francis Adams, not imfairly estimates the value

of Hancock to his times in the brief memoir of

VOL. HI.— 26.

him prepared in 1S76, which is printed in the

Pcnmylvaiiia Magazine of History and Biography,

i. 73. .\ favorable account is given in Sander-

son's Signers of the Declaration of Independence,

which has been by some attributed to John

Adams; but see John Adams's Works, ii. 416.

See also Tudor's Life of Otis, p. 261, and H. E.

Scudder's chapter in the present volume.— Ed.]
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THE HANCOCK HOUSE.'

light every one b}- his talk and finished manners. In socict}- his pettiness,

peevishness, and narrowness would vanish, and his true value as a brilliant

' [This cut follows a view of the house given

in the Massachusetts Magazine, July, 1789; also

given in heliotype in the Evacuation Memorial,

p. 99. Another view of it, twenty years later or

more, will be found in the view of upper Bea-

con Street, taken from the Common, in another

part of the present volume; and a still later view

(1825) is that in Snow's Boston, p. 325. Views

of it as it appeared at a later day, when but

a mere house-yard was left about it, are num-

erous. Hinton, United States, Boston, 1834, ii.

342 ; S. A. Drake's Landma7-ks, p. 339 ; S. G.

Drake's Boston, p. 6S1 ; King's Handbook of Bos-

ton, p. 12; Lossing's Field-book of the Rn'olittion,

i. 507, etc.

In 1859 a strenuous effort was made in the

State Legislature to secure the passage of a bill

by which the Commonwealth should become the

owner of the house, using it for the residence of

its Governors, or for any other good purpose.

The Governor had raised the question of its

purchase in his message, and a committee with
the Hon. Edward G. Parker at its head had re-

commended that Sioo.ooo be appropriated for

the purpose, and the heirs executed a bond to

sell for that sum. This report was printed in

the Boston newspapers, in February, 1859. The
Hon. Charles \V. Upham, March 17, 1859, made
a strong appeal in the House of Representa-

tives, in urging the claims of Hancock on the

grateful recognition of the State, and this speech

is reported in the Boston Daily Advertiser, March

24, 1859. The project failed; and finally, on

Feb. iS, 1863, the land was sold to James M.
Beebe and Gardner Brewer, for $125,000, who
built for their own occupancy the two houses

now standing on the site. The mansion was re-

served for re-erection elsewhere; but this plan

likewise miscarried, and it was at last pulled

down and sold as old material. The knocker

of the front door was given to Dr. O. W. Holmes,

who put it on the door of the old Holmes house

in Cambridge. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, May,

1S75, p. 38. There is a historical account, by

Arthur Gilman, of the Hancock house and its

founder, in the Atlantic Monthly, 1S63, p. 692.

The house was built in 1737, by Thomas Han-

cock (see Vol. IL p. 519, for his portrait), of

whom there is an account by Alden Bradford, in

Hunt's Merchants' Magazine, i. 346; and who,

dying in 1764, left his mansion and the bulk of

his estate to his nephew, John Hancock. See

the genealogy in N. E. Hist, and Geneal. Peg.

ix. 352. There is no trace of a grant to war-

rant the use of the arms borne by John Hancock.

(Heraldic Journal, ii. 99.) For a time after he

resigned the presidency of Congress, Hancock
lived during the summer in Jamaica Plain, in a

cottage which stood just beyond the present resi-

dence of Mr. Moses Williams. The story goes

that he gave up his residence there because his

neighbor, William Gordon, the historical writer,

who was one of the overseers of Harvard Col-

lege, greatly offended Hancock by his severe

strictures on Hancock's neglect to settle his ac-

counts as treasurer of that institution. — Ed.I
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and picturesque figure would come out. His death was but one of the

incidents which, as the old century hastened to its close, marked the change

which had fairly come. The old simplicity, as well as the old stateliness and

pomp, were alike slipping away. Those were the days when the gentry lived

in large houses, enclosed by handsome gardens, and amused themselves with

card parties, dancing parties, and weddings ; when there were no theatres,

and nothing in the way of rela.xation except these little social festivities.

But the enemy was at the gates, — a great, hurrying, successful, driving

democracy. Brick blocks threatened the gardens ; the theatre came, des-

pite the august mandate of Governor Hancock ;
^ the elaborate and stately

dress of the eighteenth century began to be pushed aside, first for grotesque

and then for plainer fashions T'^ the little interests of provincial days began

to wane; Unitarianism sapped the foundations of the stout old church of

Winthrop and Cotton;'' and the eager zest for intellectual excitement

poured itself into business and politics, the only channels then open, giv-

ing to the latter an intensity hardl>- to be appreciated in days when mental

resources are as numerous as they then were few. Boston was feeling the

effects of the revolution which had been wrought by the War for Inde-

pendence, the first act of the mighty revolutionary drama just then reopen-

ing in Paris.

To this change and progress in society and in habits of life the French

Revolution gave of course a powerful impetus.'* The tidings from Paris

were received in this country at first with a universal burst of exultation,

which found as strong expression in Boston as anywhere. The success of

Dumouriez was the occasion of a great demonstration. A liberty pole was

raised,'' an ox roasted, and bread and wine distributed in State Street;

while Sam Adams, who had succeeded his old companion as Governor,

presided, with the French Consul, at a great civic banquet in Faneuil Hall.

The follies of the Parisian mob were rapidly adopted ;
" Liberty and

Equality " was stamped on children's cakes; and the sober merchants and

mechanics of Boston began to address each other as "citizen" Brown, and

"citizen" Smith. The ridiculous side of all this business would soon have

made itself felt among a people whose sense of humor was one of their

strongest characteristics ; but when the farce became tragedy, and freedom

was baptized in torrents of blood, and the gentle, timid, stupid king, known

to Americans only as a kind friend, was brought to the block, the enthu-

siasm rapidly subsided." Every one knows how the affairs of France were

dragged into our national politics for party purposes, with Democratic

societies and Jacobin clubs in their train, and the bitterness which came

1 [.See the chapter on "The Dvani.i," by ' [The ])ole, sixty feet high, was raised, Jan.

Colonel Clapp, in Vol. IV.— Ed.[ 24, 1793, in the area then named, and since

^ [See Mr. J. P. Quincy's chapter in Vol. called, Liberty Square. The o.\ was roasted on

IV.— Ed.] Copp's Hill, and the viands were served on

^ [See Dr. Peabody's chapter in tlie present tables in State Street, stretching from the Old

volume.— Ed.] State House to near Kilby Street.— Ed.]

• [See its effect on the press, noted in Mr. [See Mr. J. P. Quincy's chapter in Vol.

Cummings's chapter in this voUnne — En.j IV. p. 1 1. — Ed.]
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from them ; but all this gained little foothold in Boston, where the insults

of Genet roused general indignation, and the attitude of Washington toward

the insolent Frenchman found hearty support. But fidelity to Washington

and to the Federalist party was about to encounter a much severer strain.

The war with England was so recent that it was hazardous to make any

treaty with that country, and to carry through such a treaty as was actually

made was a task for which Washington alone was capable. The Jay treat}-,

— which even Hamilton is said to have called, in the first moment of irrita-

tion, '• an old woman's treaty " on the one side ; and which Charles Fox,

with all his liberalism, thought unfavorable to England on the other, —
was received in America with a cry of rage so general that it seemed uni-

versal. In Boston a popular meeting ' was held, and Democratic leaders

indulged in vehement and acceptable denunciation. Riots broke out of a

rather ugly character, which Governor Adams, blinded by prejudice, refused

to repress;^ and the excellent Mr. Jay was hung and burned in effigy, to the

perfect satisfaction of the mob. The Federalists were stunned. Many of

them openly condemned the treaty, while only the very coolest heads

among them believed in sustaining the administration. Gradually, however,

the leaders rallied. The Boston Chamber of Commerce passed resolutions

in support of the President ; reaction began ; the stern, calm replies of

Washington checked the tide of angry passion, and men at last began to

see, especially in a business community, that the treaty, even if not the best

possible, was necessary and valuable, and that the fortunes of the young

nation could not be entangled with those of the mad French Republic.

Boston was once more Federalist, and the stormy gust of anger had blown

over.'^

The growth of the Federalist party was shown when Sam Adams re-

tired from public life, b\- the choice of Increase Sumner* as his succes-

sor. Governor Sum-

ner was an ardent sup-

porter of John Adams,

tion, and the troubles with France which ensued awakened deep indignation

in Boston. Sumner's course drew out the most violent attacks, but he

was re-elected by an overwhelming majority. The fortunes of the Feder-

' [At a town-meeting convened in Boston to Ames which carried the House of Representa-

consider it but one defender of it spoke. The fives into measures sustaining it. This, the most

selectmen transmitted to the President their Res- famous of his speeches, is in his Works, and in

olutions of disapproval, and drew from Wash- the later Speeches, where an interesting note on

ington a dignified reply. Sullivan's Public Men, it is prefi.\ed. — Ed.]

p. 96. See further, on the opposition to Jaj-'s » [Increase Sumner was bom in Roxburj-.

treaty in Boston, in Loring's Hundred Boston See a memoir and genealogy in A'. E. Hist, and

Orators, -p. Tfi-j. Harrison Gray Otis at this time Geneal. /"^f., April, 1S54; i\%o Genealogy of the

made his first political speech.— Ed] Sumner Family, by W. S. Appleton, iSSo ; Gen-

- Wells's Life of S. Adams, iii. 351. eral W. H. Sumner's History of East Boston ; and

^ [It was the masterly speech of Fisher '&r'K\gm?in'& Pilgrims of Boston.— Eu]
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alists were at their highest point, and Moses Gill, the Lieut.-Governor,

whom the death of Sumner left at the head of the -government, was suc-

ceeded by Caleb Strong,' an e.\-senator and ,

one of the stanchest of Federalists. But y^^^^~f^^,.y^i[/^^
even in the midst of their success the hour ' ' ]/^
of their downfall was at hand. The admin- /y
istration of John jVdams was torn with fierce ^
internal dissension, and the President and the leaders in New EIngland

were hopelessly estranged. Hut although many of the chiefs in Boston

drew off from the President, the clans

. y^ Stood b>' him and gave him the vote

^/^{y ^c^^^y of Massachusetts. It proved a use-

^-y^ less loyalty. The Federalists fell

^^ from power, and the new century

opened with the accession of Jefferson,— an event which both leaders and

followers in Boston had brought themselves to believe would be little else

than the coming of a Marat or a Robespierre. It is hardly necessary to say

that nothing of this sort happened, but that on the contrary a period of

prosperity, for which the short-lived peace of Amiens opened the way, be-

gan, as unequalled as it was unexpected. This prosperity took the form

of maritime commerce, and poured its riches into the lap of Boston, con-

spicuousl)- among all the seaports.'-^ At the same time, of course, all the

countr\- throve, although the great advance was most apparent among the

merchants of Boston and New York and the seafaring population of New
England. When men are making money and prospering it is not easy to

awaken among them great political enthusiasm, nor is it easy to convince

them that the administration under which they have succeeded is a bad

one; but this was not the case with the leaders. Nothing could check their

deadly hatred of Jefferson, which increased as they saw their own power

decline and that of the Government wax strong. As the conviction forced

itself upon their minds that the sceptre of government had passed finally to

the South, before whom a divided North was helpless, they struggled vainly

against fate ; and the bitterness of party, so marked in the first decade of

the century, found its origin in the years of Jefferson's first term, when
peace and prosperity reigned throughout the country. Like the Whig party

in England after the coalition, when they were called to face Pitt and his vast

majorities, the thin ranks of the l-"cderalists were still further weakened by

the internal dissensions growing out of the sorry strifes of the Adams admin-

istration. These quarrels had been allayed by defeat ; but they were onl}-

partially healed, and were soon to bear bitter fruit. Of all this Boston was

of course the centre; and when the annexation of Louisiana roused the

P'ederalists to desperation, it was in Boston that a meeting was to be held

at which Hamilton should be present, and where the schemes of secession,

' [An engraving, after Stuart's portrait, will - [See Mr. H. \. Mill's chapter in Vol. IV.

be found in Mass. Ilisl. Soc. Proc, i. 290. — Er).| — Ed.]
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which the New England leaders had been seriously discussing under tlieir

breath, should find expression and obtain a decision on their merits. The

H.-VMILT0N.'

good sense of some of the leaders contributed with other causes to prevent

the occurrence of this meeting; but had there been no other obstacle, the

' [This statue, cut in granite, designed by Island of Nevis, West Indies, li January, 1757;

Rimmer, and given to tlie city in 1865 by Tho- died in New York, 12 July, 1804." "Orator,

mas Lee, stands in Commonwealth Avenue. It writer, soldier, jurist, financier. Although his

is inscribed, "Alexander Hamilton, born in the particular province was the treasur\, his genius
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death of Hamilton would have sufficed to cause postponement, if nothing

else. The loss of that great man was peculiarly felt in Boston, where almost

every man of note was one of his devoted followers, and where I'^cderalism

had struck its roots deeper antl clung with a greater tenacity than anywhere

else. In Boston Hamilton's death was deeply mourned. There the money
— a large sum for those days — was raised to buy his lands and relieve the

necessities of his family; and there the first statue of later times was raised

to the great Secretary, commemorating alike his genius and the enduring

and faithful Federalism of the old town in the }'ears when the power of the

Democracy seemed universal.

In this dark hour the Federalists were, indeed, nearly extinct, and when

Massachusetts in 1804 gave her electoral vote to Jefferson it seemed as if

the end could not be far distant. In fact the F"ederalist party would soon

ha\'e perished utterl)- had it not been for the amazing blunders of Jefferson's

second term, which ga\e the party a new lease of life and a \-igorous and

partially successful e.\istence. This revival had not begun when an incident

occurred, familiar to all who know the histor}- of Boston, and which forcibly

illustrates the violent party divisions of the town. This was the famous

shooting of young Austin by Thomas Selfridge, — the former a Democrat,

the latter a Federalist. The story of the death of Austin and the con-

sequent trial of Selfridge are told in this History by another hand,' and

do not need repetition here. The affair was made a party question ; the

newspapers were full of flings at Federalist murders and their impunity,

and the talk, criticism, and invective connected with it give a vivid picture

of the heated politics of Boston at that time. But the fervor of partisan

feeling was soon to glow with a still fiercer heat, owing to the course of the

world's histor}-, in which the United States— the only neutral nation and still

shackled b)- colonial feelings— was the foot-ball of the two great contending

forces. Napoleon Bonaparte and the English Government. Into the stream

of these mighty events, which are world-wide in their scope, the fortunes

of Boston were strongl)- drawn. The renewal of hostilities by Napoleon had

thrown the trade of all nations, and particularly that of England, the dom-
inant power of the commercial world, into confusion. From this disorder

the United States, as the only neutral with a strong merchant-marine, reaped

a rich harvest, the fruits of which fell of course largely to New England,

and therefore to Boston. It was the golden era of the American merchant-

service, in which much of the best ability and the most daring enterprise

were concentrated. Always alert and flushed with success, the New Eng-

land sea-captains and merchants of Boston took quick advantage of the

troubles of Europe to engross rapidly the carrying trade of the world,

pervaded the whole administration of Washing- plaster model of it is now preserved in Albany,

ton." The first marble statue ever erected in A/a^. of Amer. Hist., 18S1, p. 466.

America is said to have been one of Hamilton, by ' [See the chapter in Vol. IV. on "The Bench

Ball Hughes the Boston sculptor, which stood and Bar," by Mr. John T. Morse, Jr. Dr. J. C.

in the Merchants' E.xchange in New York, and Warren was called to dress the wounds. See

was destroyed in the fire of 1835. ' ^"^ original Life of J. C. IFarreii, i. 67.— Ed.]
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and to heap up handsome fortunes from its enormous profits. We may

see all this energy, courage, and enterprise depicted in the now almost

forgotten voyages of Cleaveland and Delano, and learn how strong and

true the genius for the sea is in the New England race.^ But we can

also sec there the dark side of the picture; not merely the normal dan-

gers and hardships, but the insult and pillage inflicted by French and

English, and the helpless, manly wrath and indignation of the Amer-

ican seamen. Our success and prosperity after the outbreak of war in

Europe was in truth too obvious, and soon aroused the unsleeping jealousy

of England. Seizures began to be made by British cruisers; then came

unwarrantable condemnations in the British admiralty courts; and then op-

pressive Orders in Council. The first sensation was one of angry pride and

keen disappointment at interference with our apparently boundless sources

of profit. Sharp remonstrances and resolutions went out from Boston to

spur the lagging Executive. The Federalist leaders, who regarded Eng-

land as the bulwark of civilization against the all-destroying French Revo-

lution personified in Napoleon, were overborne ; and, while reprobating

these violent measures in secret, seemed about to lose their last hold upon

the people, and were forced to see their Governor, Caleb Strong, replaced by

a leading Democrat, James Sullivan.^

They were properly helpless before

the righteous indignation which blazed

up more fiercely than ever when the English, not content with despoiling

our merchant-vessels, fired upon the national flag flying from a national

ship.3 If Mr. Jeff'erson had at that supreme moment declared war and ap-

pealed to the country, he would have had the cordial support of the mass

of the people not only in New England but in Boston itself; but it was

not to be. The President faltered as the Federalists rallied and renewed

their attack, fell back on his preposterous theories of commercial warfare,

well suited to his timidity and love of shuffling, and forced the celebrated

embargo through both Houses of Congress. The support of New England

in the trying times which were at hand was lost to the administration, and

the political game in that important section of the country was once more

in the hands of those Federalist chiefs whose headquarters were at Boston.

The Federalism of Boston had in fact remained steady in every trial, al-

though there was a moment when Jeff'erson might have sapped its strength.

It had been heard in Washington for years through the eloquent lips of

1 [See Mr. H. A. Hill's chapter in Vol. IV. and principles of the Federalists better known,

— Ed.] he gave his book the greater latitude of familiar

- [Engravings of Stuart's portrait of James letters. In 1S47 his son reissued it, much en-

Sullivan can be found in T. C. Amory's Lifi of larged. William Sullivan was born in 1774. It

Governor Sullivan, and in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc, i. was he who said :
" Dignified civility, based upon

In 1834 it fell to the lot of William Sullivan, self-respect, is a gentleman's weapon and de-

the son of Governor Sullivan, who had taken fence." William Sullivan died in 1839. See

the opposite side in politics, to publish his Ptili- Loring's Hundred Boston Orators, p. 317.— Ed.]

lie Men of the RtvoltUion and the period im- ^ \]o\\\\V,q\\'A\\\\ Peace -ivithoiit Dishonor,War

mediately following; and to make the motives hv///o«/ //i'/c, tried to allay the excitement.— Ed.]
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Josiah Uiiinc}',' \\iu)sc voice now rose clearer and stronLjcr than ever, trumpet-

toni^iied against tlie embargo polic\-. The defection tif John Oiiincy Adams
on this same measure gave the town another strong and outspoken repre-

sentative in the Senate in tlie person of James Lloyd, a leading merchant;

and thus equipped in Washington, Boston faced the impending troubles.

So bitter was the feeling against England, so strong the sense of

wounded national pritle, that even the embargo was received in Boston

at first with silent submission; but its operation told so severely upon

both town and State that hostility to the administration rapidly deepened

and strengthened. We can now hardly realize the effect of this measure

upon Boston; but one fact lets in a flood of light. The tonnage of the

United States in 1807 \\as, in round numbers, eight hundred and fifty thou-

sand tons, and of this tliree hundred and ten thousand tons belonged to

Massachusetts alone. The total cessation of commerce fell therefore upon

Boston with blighting effect. Her merchant-ships rotted at the wharves, or

were hauled uj) and dismantled. The busy ship-yards were still and silent,

and all who gained their living by them were thrown out of work.^ The
fisheries were abandoned and agriculture was distressed. If in Philadelphia

seamen marched in large bodies to the City Hall for relief, we can

imagine what the condition of the seafaring population must have been in

Boston. Ruin threatened the merchants, and poverty stared the laboring

classes in the face. Gradually all this began to tell upon the temper of the

people; riots and insurrections were feared by men of all parties; and the

Federalists now found willing listeners when they pointed out to a people

naturally brave and ready to fight, that the injuries inflicted by England
were trifling in comparison with the total destruction of trade caused by
their own Government; that the embargo had not as usual a limitation, but

might become permanent; and that, however it might be disguised, the onl)-

nation really benefited by the embargo was the French. Slowly political

power returned to the part}' constantly in opposition to Jefferson and all

' [of Mr. Quincy his daughter says: "The
desertion of his friends and the violence of his

opponents were great elements of his success.

He was a Federalist from principle, but too in-

dependent to join in party measures. When
in Congress, some of the leading Federalists did

not support him as he could have wished. They
would not believe that their representative in

Wasliington could have clearer views of the

policy of the administration than they had, sit-

ting in their insurance offices in Hoston. . . .

But he remained true to the Federalists, and
they rewarded him in 1820 by striking his name
from their list of senators without giving him
the least intimation that they intended doing so.

He felt this deeply, but he went to the caucus
and spoke in favor of the ticket from which his

name had been struck. This made him gener-
ally popular, and by being put into the House

VOL. ni. — 27.

of Representatives he was brought before the

peo])le, and made speaker; and in the conven-

tion held on the separation of Maine, he became
justly appreciated, and would have been run for

governor the ne.xt year had he not accepted the

office of municipal judge." Mr. Quincy's political

conduct can be traced only too scantily in Ed-

mimd Quincy's Life of his father. Something

of his Congressional career, with a fac-simile of

" Jo.siah the First," a monarchical squib of which

his opponents thought him a fit subject, is given

in Lossing's Fitld-hook of tlu- War of iSi2. The
Congressional documents which he gathered dur-

ing his service at Washington are now in the

Public Library, and serve in part to make the

collection of United .States documents in that

library what is presumably the best in existence.

-Fi.'.l
- [.See Mr. Hill's chapter in Vol. IV.— El).]
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his works. Resistance began to crop out on all sides. Pickering attacked

Governor Sullivan in a violent pamphlet ; Samuel Dexter argued in court

against the constitutionality of the embargo, and juries refused to convict

for infractions of the hated law. The Federalists carried the Legislature,

and passed resolutions denouncing the embargo and questioning its con-

stitutionality ; while the town of Boston instructed its representatives, in

town-meeting, to resist the embargo in terms which recalled the days of

Sam Adams and the Port Bill, and which induced John Randolph to

remind Jefferson of the fate of Lord North in a former difficult)' with

the Puritan town. Then it was that John Ouincy Adams thought treason

and secession were afoot in Boston, and warned the admini.stration of its

peril. He was mistaken as to the extent of the danger, for there was no

treason, and nothing worse than ominous whisperings of secession. The
ripeness of the times and of the public in Boston for desperate^ measures

was sufficient to excite such suspicions ; but the Federalists did not aim at

violence. In the state of society then existing, in the opportunity offered,

and in the condition of the times, it is a matter of wonder that passions

were so controlled ; for it is not easy to appreciate now the mental concen-

tration in that day and generation. There was no art, no literature, no

science ; the only great branch of business was laid low by the embargo

;

there were none of the thousand and one interests which now divide and

absorb our energy and activity. Absolutely the only source of intellectual

excitement was politics; and to this were confined the mental forces of a

small, vigorous, cultivated, and aristocratic society, which flung itself into

politics with its whole heart and soul. They were a convivial race, these

Federalist leaders in Boston, and were wont to dine together at three o'clock
;

and at five, when the ladies left the room, Madeira and politics flowed with-

out stint until midnight and after. It is small wonder that their politics

were heated, that ex-senators and governors bandied harsh words in the

offices of State Street or demanded explanations in the newspapers, and

that the traditional feuds and bitterness of 1808, although softened and ap-

parentlj- forgotten, have survived in Boston among those who inherit them

even to the present day.

With matters in this state, the passage of the enforcing act aroused

such anger, the attitude of New England became so menacing, that the

Northern Democrats quailed; and led by such " pseudo Republicans" as

Joseph Story, who were not ready to sacrifice their homes to Mr. Jefferson's

theories, they repealed the embargo. There was a great sigh of relief; and

when the Erskine arrangement was made, the sails of the merchant-ships

again whitened the harbor of Boston. The more reasonable polic)' of Mr.

Madison was only temporary, however, in its effects, and was soon replaced

by vacillation and by labyrinthine complications, into which it is unneces-

sary to enter. The relaxation, however, sufficed to loosen the hold of the

Federalists, and Governor Gore was replaced by Elbridge Gerry, whose
administration was in itself enough to stren"then and "ive victor\- once
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more to his opponents. He denouncetl in a message the publications of the

Federal press, which were, indeed, vituperative and coarse to a high degree,

especially in Boston ; and he endeavored to bring

in the power of the government to punish the

aggressors. He also supported a plan of arrang-

ing election districts for partisan purposes, which

was so bad, and at that time so unheard of, that it

gave a new word to the language. All this en-

abled the F'ederalists to defeat him by a close vote, in which they were

aided by the gathering clouds of conflict, which broke, June 18, 1812, in

Mr. Madison's declaration of war against England.'

The preceding \'cars of mercantile restrictions had not only hardened and

embittered the Federalist leaders, but held estranged the affections and

worn out the tcnii)er of the people of Boston and of New England, ready

enough to have supported a manly war policy in 1807. Their trade had

been crippled, and had crumbled away before restrictive measures; the

navy, which they chiefly manned and in which they believed, had been

neglected, and they were in no humor for a war which put the finishing

stroke to their commercial prosperity and activity for the time being.

They were perfectly ready to sympathize with the protest of the Federalist

representatives against the war, which they accepted with sullen dislike.

Some of the Federalist leaders, notably Samuel De.xter,^ conceiving that

party differences should be buried in the presence of the enemy, seceded;

but the I'^ederalist majorities only grew with each election, while the belief

that the war was needless and unjust, and was part and parcel of a general

policy designed to ruin New lingland, spread daily and gained favor, carry-

ing with it resistance to the administration. Into the controversies thus

engendered it is not fitting to enter here, although the)' involved the for-

tunes of the town, for they were wide and far reaching, and chiefly con-

cerned the Nation and States. The general sentiment in Boston seems to

have settled down into a determination to do nothing in active support of

offensive war, but resolutely to defend themselves against any foreign ag-

gression. This they were called upon to do before the war closed.^

In 1814 the British policy of coast descents was extended to New Eng-
land ; scattered attacks were made, accompanied with burning and pillage,

and the sails of English cruisers could daily be descried from Boston. The
town was in a defenceless condition, the forts almost useless, and owing to

tiic bitter quarrels with the administration no help had been given, or was

' [The news of this declaration reached Bos-

ton June 23, 1812, and the General Court, then

in session, passed a vote, 406 to 240, disappro%'-

ing of it. General Dearborn, as the United

.States officer commanding in Massachusetts,

immediately made a requisition on Governor

Strong for a body of the militia, eight com-

panies of which were to be assigned to Bos-

ton; but the Governor refused to issue his

proclamation for other ends than for the mili-

tia to be held in readiness for an emergency.

— Ed.1

- [See Sargent's Remitiiscences of DexUr, \>.

77. — Ed.]
3 [The events leading up to the war, and

the part played in it by Boston, are detailed

in General Valfrey's chapter in the present

volume. — El>.
I
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to be looked for, from the national government. The people of Boston and

of Massachusetts had, however, no mind to endure the fate of Washington,

and took prompt measures to

protect themselves. The old

forts were put in order, and

a new one, Fort Strong, was

thrown up on Noddle's Island,

the work being rapidly per-

formed by large bodies of ready volunteers

under the direction of Loammi Baldwin, the

engineer.^ The militia were called out and

stationed at the forts and at other points, ready

to repel the expected attack, which fortu-

nately never came.

The exposed condition of the capital

and of the other seaports however, and

the neglect of the national government,

did much to precipitate the crisis in the

relations of State and Nation which had

been long impending. In October the

Legislature took steps toward concerted

action among the New England States,

with a view to defending themselves and forcing upon the administration

the policy which they believed to be right. The result was the famous

Hartford Convention, whose history belongs to the State and to New Eng-

land, and not to Boston ; although the feeling which led to that meeting

THE GERRYMANDER.^

' [See Sumner's East Boston, p. 397. See

also General Palfrey's chapter in the present

volume.— Ed.]

- [In 1S12, while Gerry was governor, the

Democratic Legislature, in order to secure an in-

creased representation of their party in the State

Senate, districted the State in such a way that the

shapes of the towns, forming such a district in

Essex, brought out a territory of singular outline.

This was indicated on a map which Russell, the

editor of the Centinel, hung in his office. Stuart,

the painter, observing it, added a head, wings,

and claws, and exclaimed, " That will do for a

salamander !
" " Gerrj-mander !

" said Russell,

and the word became a proverb. An engraving

of the fabulous beast was circulated later through

the State on a broadside ; and from one of these,

preserved by the late Isaac P. Davis, the above

cut, reduced from the original, seven inches

high, is copied. But the process had accom-

plished its purpose, for while the Federalist

majoritj' in the State was si.xteen hundred and

two, the senate stood twenty-nine Democratic to

eleven Federalist members. The next year pro-

duced a change; the Legislature became Fed-

eralist, and the old districts were restored. In

the Boston Gazette for April 15, 1S13, there

is an "obituary notice"

of the monster, with a

cut representing him bent

up in his coffin, and a

sketch of his grave-stone :

"Hatched, Feb. 11. 1812;

died, April 5, 1S13." .Such

is the story told by Buck-

ingham in his Remhtiscen-

ees. But other claimants

have been put forward.

The place is said to have
been Colonel Israel Thorn-
dike's house in Summer
Street ; the artist, Tisdale

;

the sponsor, Alsop. See

Drake's Zti/iifmaris 0/ Mti/-

Jlestx, p. 321. The reader

will observe that the back
line of the body in the large

cut forms a profile carica-

ture of Gerry, with the

nose at Middleton.— Ei> 1
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fouiul its fullest expression, perhaps, in the capital, where the newspapers,

notably the Daily Advertiser then just started, urged strong measures and

hinted at secession, and where the younger and more violent portion of the

I'"cderalist party was ripe

for almost any step. The

old and trusted leaders,

however, threw themselves

into the j^ap, determined

to commit no overt act,

but to check and control

the movement at that time

and lca\e the future to

shape their subsequent

course. Boston was rep-

resented at Hartford by

George Cabot, who was

chosen president of the

con\'ention, ami b}- Wil-

liam Prescott, Harrison

Gray Otis, and Timothy

Higelow. The result was

as Mr. Ouincy prophesied,

— a " great pamphlet,"

and the committee sent

to Washington reachetl

there at the same time as

the news of the Ghent

treaty.

Peace was received in

Boston with ringing of

bells and with every form

of rejoicing, public and

private ;
^ and by none vv

The effect of the war on

MASS.'VCHUSETre SIGNERS.

as it more welcomed than b)- the Federalists.

Boston was severe in the extreme. Not only

' [These are the signatures of the delegates

from Massachusetts to the final report of the

Hartford Convention. Of this number, Cabot
was born in Salem, but latterly lived in Boston.

Dane was a lawyer in Beverly; necessarily prac-

tising much in Boston, acquiring eminence ; the

founder of a law professorship at Cambridge,
and the author of the ordin.ince of 1787. Otis

was well known. Prescott was the father of the

historian, and son of the Colonel Prescott of

Bunker Hill fame. Bigelow had been a lawyer of

Worcester County, speaker of the Massachusetts

House of Representatives, and was the father-in-

law of Abbott Lawrence. Thomas was a judge

of probate in Plymouth County. Wilde, though

born in Taunton, gained his early reputation as

a lawyer in Maine, became a Justice of the Su-

preme Court of Massachusetts, and removed to

Boston in 1S31. Lyman and Bliss were important

men in the Connecticut Valley. Longfellow, of

Portland, was tlie father of the poet. Waldo was

of Worcester.

Theodore Dwight's History of the Hartford

Convention is in vindication of it. — Ed.]

- [See Mr. Josiah P. Quincy's chapter on

"Social Life in Boston," in Vol. IV., and Mr.

Etlmund Quincy's Life of Josiah Qtiiucy, p.

360. — Ei).|
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was commerce, the great source of industry and wealth, wholly cut off,

but the dependence upon England, now so difficult to realize, not only

GEORGE ( \|;'

for every manufactured article of luxury but for many of the necessities

of life, had, by the cessation of intercourse, brought a sense of privation

1 [No likeness of George Cabot of a maturer
age exists, and the present cut follows a portrait

owned by Colonel Henry Lee, kindly placed at

my disposal, which represents him at sixteen. It

is a pastel drawing. Mr. Lodge, the writer of

this chapter, published in 1S77 the Life and Let-

ters 0/ Georr;e Cabot, consisting chiefly of Letters,

which had been preserved by Mr. Cabot's corre-

spondents, with elucidatory introductions to the

several chapters. Mr. Cabot had himself before

his death destroyed almost all the papers re-

maining in his own hands. On the Hartford
Convention, however, Mr. Lodge's excursus is

prolonged and valuable ; and in writing it he had
the use of the Pickering manuscripts (over sixty

volumes in all) in the Massachusetts Historical

Society, and also the letters of Governor Strong.
Mr. Lodge has also drawn somewhat from Ham-
ilton's Works, and from Gibbs's AJtninistralion

of Washington and Adams, and in a smaller de-

gree from the Life of Timothy Pickering as con-
tinued by Mr. Upham. In turn Mr. Lodge's
work has been drawn upon in part by Mr. Henry
.\dams in his Docnments relating to A'e-o Eng-
land Federalism, 1S00-1S15, which was pub-
lished in 1S77 ; nor should there be forgotten
the Memoir of John Quiney Adams, published in

1S58 by President Quiney, and the voluminous
Memoirs, based largely upon Adams's Diary,
which have been issued in twelve volumes by his
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and loss into every household. But the war, and the policy of commercial

restriction preceding it, had upon Boston a deep and lasting effect, which
was hardly perceived at the moment, but which changed her business char-

acter, and has powerfully influenced her politics from that day to this. In

the first years of the nineteenth century Boston was a great conmiercial

centre and nothing else. Mr. Jefferson with his embargo and its kindred

measures, and the War of 1812, shook the whole financial and economical

system of the town. Commerce was crippled, at times almost extin-

guished, and comparatively large masses of capital were set loose and left

idle, while at the same time an immense fund of enterprise and activity was

unemployed. The result was to force all this capital and enterprise into

other channels, where they had begun to flow very slowly. Manufactures

received a great impetus ; and the capital, w hich had been turned aside by
the policy of the administration, did not, when peace came, revert to its old

pursuits. From being a strong free-trade town, Boston became as vigo-

rously protectionist before the first quarter of a century closed. Mr. Jeffer-

son seems to have designed to reduce the commercial interest and weaken
New England by his policy ; he certainly regarded with complacency the

fact that it would have that tendency. The result was that manufactures

were stimulated ; the progress of Boston was changed, not arrested ; and

New England industries were for years protected at the expense of his

beloved South.

The conclusion of the war, and the revival of business in all directions

closed the differences which had divided the country since the foundation of

the government, and turned men's minds from the political issues of the past.

It was the dawn of the so-called era of good feeling, the transition period in

which old parties disappeared and new ones were developed. The Federal-

ists of Massachusetts retained their power for many years, dexterously avoid-

ing the rocks of religious controversy on which their party brethren of

Connecticut were wrecked. They held the government bj' reason of past

services solely, for the great political questions which had brought them
forth and gi\'en them strength no longer existed. Gradually, however, they

faded awa\- ; the old leaders in Boston and elsewhere retired from public

life or were removed by death
; and the century had hardly completed its

second decade when the great party of Washington, really extinct for some
years, vanished even in name from our history finally and irrevocably.

y\lmost coincident with the disappearance of the Federalist party was
the change of municipal government in Boston from the town form to that

of a cit)-. The change had been agitated at various times from a very early

period down to 1821, and in the next year the old town government came

son, Charles Francis Adams, between 1874 and progress easier in the Life of Hamilton as writ-

1877. The Life of Hamilton so far as it reacted ten by John T. Morse, Jr. in 1876. Of the part

upon the Federalism of Hoston is not without im- pi aved by the press in the political movements
portance

; and the reader who has not the cour- in this period, see D. A. Goddard's A'ewspapers

age to compass the somewhat assuming and vo- and Nnvspaper Writers in New England, 1787-

luminous Life by John C. Hamilton may find 1815, a pamphlet published in 1880.— Ed.]
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to an end. It had been the government of W'inthrop and Cotton, of Adams
and Frankhn. It had defied George III. and Lord North, and its name had'

rung through two continents in the days when it faced the English Parlia-

ment alone and unterrified. It was the most famous municipal organization

in America, and it passed away into history honored and regretted. The

next chapter traces in detail the transformation which followed.

a^ft



CHAPTER II.

BOSTON UNDER THE MAYORS, 1S22-1880.

BY JAM lis M. BUGBEE.

"
I
"HE purpose of this chapter is to gi\'c some account of the local govern-

*• ment of Boston since its organization under a city charter in the year

1822. The extent of the change in the administration of local affairs in-

volved in the establishment of a municipal council in place of the town-

meeting can hardly be appreciated without going back for a moment to con-

sider the origin and development of what is known as the New England

town-system. Most New Englandcrs cling to the belief tliat the system of

local self-government which their Pilgrim and Puritan ancestors set up here

was wholly original ; that a new principle of government was introduced

which had its natural culmination in the Declaration of Independence and

the formation of the Federal Union : but the investigations of modern his-

torians have made it clear that the early settlers of this country were gov-

erned largely by the traditions which had come down to them from their

Teutonic ancestors. The form of government which they established had

not its exact counterpart among an)' other people, but it was based on the

ancient Anglo-Saxon township ; and the new features which were introduced

were only such as were necessitated or suggested by the peculiar circum-

stances in which the colonists were placed. They were wiser than many of

their eulogists would make them. Had they struck out for themselves in an

entirely new path, their subsequent development would have been wanting

in those elements of conservatism and steadiness which have shown New
England to be the lineal descendant of Old England.'

The charter of the Massachusetts Bay Company contained no express

authority for the erection of town governments or the establishment of

minor political divisions ; and Sir Edmund Andros could say with truth, that

in a legal point of view there was no such thing as a town in all New Eng-

' [See Vol. I. pp. 217, 427, 445, 454. This e.x.ict study at the hands of Dr. Herbert B.

interesting subject of the origin of our town sys- Adams, of Johns Hopkins University. See H.

tern, upon which so much new light has been C. Lodge's English Colonies in Avierica^ p. 414,

thrown since the publication of Sir Henry Maine's and Hamard University Bnllelin, ]\inc i, iSSi,

Village Communities, is now undergoing more or vol. ii. 214.— Ed.]

VOL. in. — 28.
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land. Boston was never formall)- incorporated as a town. The order of

the Court of Assistants (Sept. 7, O. S. 1630), changing the name from

Tri-mountain to Boston,' has been construed by the courts to be sufficient

to entitle it from that time forward to all the privileges of a town ; but no

corporation was specifically established until 1822. Springing up in this

way, outside of the formal scheme of government devised by the king, the

line between the town governments and the colonial government could never

be very clearly defined ; and it may well be imagined that the former were

continually encroaching upon the just and necessary powers of the latter.^

Fortunately for the maintenance of local government, the colonial authority

as represented by the General Court was composed of delegates from the

towns ; and therefore almost any exercise of authority on the part of the

towns, which did not interfere directly with the operations of the general

government, was permitted and indeed encouraged. The extent and variety

of the powers exercised by the town of Boston in its early days go far be-

yond those exercised by the city of to-day. The conditions upon which

strangers should be allowed to reside in the town,'^ the admission of new

comers to the rights of citizenship.^ the conditions upon which allotments

of land should be made,^ the prices of commodities, the rates of wages for

labor, the conditions upon which suits at law should be prosecuted," and even

great questions of peace or war, were discussed in meetings of all the free-

men ;

" and the action of the town was determined by the number of voices

that shouted for the affirmative or the negative.

In the beginning all public aftairs were passed upon by the whole body

of freemen ; but as the population increased, the frequent attendance upon

town-meetings was found to be burdensome. Then certain persons were

chosen to act for a limited time,— at first for six months, and afterward for

a year,— to "order the aftairs of the town." That was the origin of the

Board of Selectmen, the name by which the chief executive body in town

government is now widely known.** Subsequently other town officers were

elected to look after special departments of the public service,— constables,

surveyors of highways, clerks of the market, sealers of leather, packers of

fish and meat, and hog-reeves.^ A commissioner was also chosen at the

1 Vol. I. p. Ii5. they are called "the selectmen." See Vol. I. pp.
^ [See Mr. C. C. Smith's chapter, " Boston 38S, 505 of this History.

and the Colony," in Vol. I. p. 217, of this His- ' Ret-z'e is from the Anglo-Sa.\on Gere/a,

tory.— Ed.] concerning the etymological connection of which
' Boston Town Records as printed in Second with the German Graf there has been a good

Report of Record Commissioners, 1877, PP- '°> 9°> deal of controversy. It is curious to see how a

109, 152. once honored title has become degraded. The
^ Ibid. p. 46. first civic temporal magistrates in England were
5 Ibid. p. 6, et seq. the Rezes. William the Conqueror, in the first

« Ibid. p. 5. charter granted to London, "greets William
' See Richard Frothingham's Oration, July the Bishop, and Godfrey the Portreve." Later

4, 1874 ; City Documents, 6S, 1S74. the .\ngIo-Sa.\on Portrme was superseded bv the
8 They are referred to in the first volume of French Mayor. Shire-re-^ c has been contracted

Boston records as "the ten men," "the nine to Sheriff; and the Rcve survives only as the

men," and "the town's men," until 1647, when keeper of hogs.
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annual meeting to receive the proxies for magistrates and county treasurer

and carry them to the shire-meeting.

The system of government which grew up in this irregular way was full

of make-shifts,— it would have vexed the soul of the political doctrinaire ; but

it was admirably adapted to the wants of a small, homogeneous community.

It was covered with patches, but the patches protected just the places which

hard wear threatened to expose. That it performed its functions to the gen-

eral satisfaction of the people for a period of nearly two hundred years is

shown by the fact that during that time the>- steadil}- resisted all attempts to

change its original form. There were not wanting individuals who favored a

change, and who had their patent devices for making the government better

than the people ; but so well satisfied were the majority of the voters with

what they had, that they clung to the old system long after the growth of the

town appeared to make a change necessary for the maintenance of good

government.' Upon the suggestion of the selectmen a committee was ap-

pointed in 1708 to " draft a charter of incorporation " for " the better govern-

ment of the town; " but at the annual March meeting in the following year

the " town's men " refused to accept the draft which was submitted to them,

and refused to refer the subject to any future meeting. The next attempt to

make a radical change in the constitution of the government was in 1784,

when, on the petition of a number of influential citizens, a committee of

thirteen was api^ointed " to consider the expediency of applying to the Gen-

eral Court for an act to form the town of Boston into an incorporated city,

and report a plan of alterations in the present government of the police, if

such be deemed eligible." The committee reported two plans,— one making

the town a body politic, by the name of " the Mayor, Aldermen, and Com-
mon Council of the City of Boston ;

" the other making it a body politic by

the name of " the President and Selectmen of the City of Boston." At a

meeting of the inhabitants it was voted, " by a great majority," " inexpedient

to make any alterations in the present form of town government." ^

In 1791 "the want of an efficient police" led to another petition for

a change ; and a plan was reported which provided for a division of the town

into nine wards, and the election in each ward of two men who, with the

selectmen, were to constitute the Town Council, with power to make b_v-laws

and to appoint all executive officers except selectmen, town clerk, overseers

of the poor, assessors, town treasurer, school-committee men, auditors of ac-

counts, firewards, collectors of ta.xes, and constables, who were to continue

to be elected by the legal voters. A good deal of time was given to the

discussion of this scheme, and it was printed and distributed in hand-bills to

all the inhabitants ; but when the vote came to be taken upon its adoption,

it met the fate of former schemes. Another report in favor of changing the

1 [See Vol. I. p. 219; A'. E. Hist, and Gcneal. Forming the Toiun of Boston into an Incorporated

Reg. July, 1857 ; Quincy's Municipal History of City, Published by Order of the Town for the Pe-

Boston, ch. i.— Ed.| msal and Consideration of the Inhabitants. The
2 [There is in Harvard College Library a day named for the further consideration of them

little tract of eight pages called Two Plans for is June 17.— Ed.]
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town government was negatived by a decisive vote in 1804. The next move-
ment for a change was not made until 181 5, when a committee submitted the

draft of a bill which provided for the incorporation of the town under the

name of " the Intendant and Municipality of the Town and City of Boston."

The municipal council was to consist of the selectmen, chosen by the citizens

in town-meeting, and two delegates from each ward chosen by the inhabi-

tants of the ward. The Intendant was to be chosen annually by the

selectmen and delegates; and was given powers which made him rather

a mild chief executive. The title appears to have been imported either

directly from France or from the Gallicized municipalities in the Canadas.

This scheme came pretty near adoption, — nine hundred and twenty votes

being in the affirmative and nine hundred and fifty-one in the negative.

What turned the scale against it, perhaps, and what would have been

urged equally against any scheme by which the town go\-crnment was to be

changed to a city government, was the fact that there was no provision in

the State Constitution which appeared to authorize the erection by the Gen-

eral Court of city governments. The subject was brought before the Con-

stitutional Convention of 1820, by one of the Boston delegates, Mr. Lynde
Walter, who procured the passage of a resolution instructing a committee to

inquire into the expediency of so altering the Constitution, that the Legisla-

ture should have power to grant to towns charters of incorporation with the

usual forms of city government. Daniel Webster, chairman of the commit-

tee to which the matter was referred, reported that it was expedient so

to amend the Cpnstitution as to provide that the General Court should have

full power and authority to erect and constitute municipal or city govern-

ments in any corporate towns in the Commonwealth, provided such towns

contained not less than a certain number of inhabitants. The proposed

amendment was strongly opposed by some of the country members, who
feared that the city governments would make laws by which " the inhabi-

tants of the towns, going into the cities, would be liable to be ensnared

and entrapped." The reasons for the proposed change were set forth very

clearly by Lemuel Shaw, afterward the Chief-Justice of the Commonwealth.

He said that it was not the intention to grant any special powers or privileges

to the citizens of Boston, but simply to give them an organization adapted to

the condition of a numerous people. All the towns in the Commonwealth
possessed the powers and privileges of municipal corporations in England.

They had power to choose their own officers, to send members to the Gen-

eral Court, to make by-laws, to assess and collect taxes, to maintain schools

and highways, relieve the poor, and to superintend licensed houses and

other matters of local police. The Constitution as it stood required all the

inhabitants of a town to assemble in one body, be they few or many. The
sole purpose of the proposed change was to provide an organization by

which the voters in municipalities containing a large number of inhabitants

would be enabled to meet in sections for the purposes of election, and to

choose representatives who should be empowered to make the b\'-laws and
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vote the supplies instead of tiie whole body. The amendment was adopted

by the Convention and subsequently (April 29, 1821 ) ratified by the people

of the State.

It would naturally be supposed that after this there would be no serious

opposition to the proposed organization of a city government in Boston

;

but there was a conservative element in the old town which could not be con-

vinced that any change was either necessary or desirable, even though the

venerable John Adams supported the amendment in the Convention. The

national census of 1820 gave the town a population of forty-three thousand

two hundred and ninety-eight. The number of qualified voters exceeded

seven thousand.

" When a town-meeting was held on any exciting subject in Faneuil Hall, those

only wlio obtained places near the moderator could even hear the discussion. A few

busy or interested individuals easily obtained the management of the most important

affairs in an assembly in which the greater number could have neither voice nor hear-

ing. When the subject was not generally exciting, town-meetings were usually com-

posed of the selectmen, the town officers, and thirty or forty inhabitants. Those who

thus came were for the most part drawn to it from some official duty or private interest,

which, when performed or attained, they generally troubled themselves but little, or not

at all, about the other business of the meeting. In assemblies thus composed, by-laws

were passed, ta.xes to the amount of one hundred or one hundred and fifty thousand

dollars voted on statements often general in their nature, and on reports, as it respects

the majority of voters present, taken upon trust, and which no one had carefully con-

sidered except perhaps the chairman."

Among the number who resisted the proposed change, " by speech and

pen, as long as there was any chance of defeating it," was Mr. Josiah Quincy,

who afterward, in his Municipal History of Boston, made the statement above

quoted. " He believed," says his son. " the pure democracy of a town-

meeting inore suited to the character of the people of New England, and

less liable to abuse and corruption, than a more compact government."

In January, 1822, the subject was brought before a special meeting of the

inhabitants in Faneuil Hall, on the report of a committee recommending

that there should be a chief executive, called the " Intcndant," elected by

the selectmen ; that there should be an executive board of seven persons

called the " Selectmen," elected by the inhabitants on a general ticket; and

that there should be a body with mixed legislative and executive powers

called a " Board of Assistants," consisting of four persons chosen from each

of the twelve wards. For three days the subject was debated with much

earnestness and some heat. The report was amended by giving to the

chief executive the title of " Mayor ;
" by putting " Aldermen " in place of

the Selectmen ; and by changing the name of the Board of Assistants to " the

Common Council." The amended report was then put into the form of five

propositions and submitted to the inhabitants to be voted upon by ballot,

yea or nay. The vote on what may be considered the test proposition,
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namely, " that the name of ' Town of Boston ' should be changed to ' City

of Boston,'"— was two thousand seven hundred and twenty-seven in the

affirmative, and two thousand and eighty-seven in the negative. The other

propositions were all adopted by a greater or less majority.

Application ^ was immediately made to the Legislature for an act of

incorporation ; and on Feb. 23, 1822, the Governor approved " an act estab-

lishing the city of Boston," which is known as the first city charter. As the

earliest departure, under Massachusetts laws, from the ancient system of

town government, the act was regarded as one of grave importance. The

city form of organization, copied in most cases from the form which had

been established in London as early as the thirteenth century, had long been

in use in other parts of the country. New York received a city charter in

the English form in 1665, and several charters were granted in the name of

the king to large towns outside the New England colonies, previous to the

Declaration of Independence. The lord proprietor of Maine had e.xercised

the right given him by his patent to make the little town of Agamenticus

(now York), with two hundred and fifty inhabitants, a city under the name

of Gorgeana, with a mayor, aldermen, common council and recorder;

but when the province came under the jurisdiction of Massachusetts, the

town system was substituted. In Connecticut, city charters were granted

immediately after the Revolution ; and so freely were they granted, that at

last " a little clump of Indians took it into their heads to apply for city pow-

ers and privileges," which " convinced the Legislature of the impolicy of

granting charters with so much liberality." ^

The new charter of Boston, drafted by Mr. Lemuel Shaw, provided that

the title of the corporation should be " the City of Boston ;

" that the ad-

ministration of all the fiscal, prudential, and municipal concerns of the city,

with the conduct and government thereof, should be vested in one principal

officer, to be styled " the Mayor ;
" one select council of eight persons, to be

denominated " the Board of Aldermen," and one more numerous council of

forty-eight persons, to be denominated " the Common Council ;

" that the

city should be divided into twelve wards ; that the mayor, aldermen, and com-

mon councilmen should be elected on the second Monday of April annually,

and enter upon their duties on the first day of May ;
^ that the mayor and

aldermen should compose one board, the mayor presiding and having a

right to vote on all questions, but not the veto power; that the administra-

tion of police, together with the general executive powers of the corporation,

and the powers formerly vested by law or usage in the selectmen of the

town, should be vested in the mayor and aldermen ; that all the other pow-

ers then vested in the town or in the inhabitants thereof as a municipal cor-

' [See the paper in chapter iii. of thi.s vol- the annual election was changed to the second

ume.— Ed.] Monday in December; and the officers then cho-

- From Remarks of John Adams, in the Con- sen entered upon their duties on the first Monday
stitutional Convention of 1820. Debates, Massa- in January following. In 1872 the election-day was

chuietis Convention, p. 195. changed to the Tuesday after the second Monday
' By an act of the Legislature pa.ssed in 1S25, in December.
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poration should be vested in tlic ma}-oi-, aldermen, and common council, to be

exercised by concurrent vote, each board having a negative upon the other

;

that the citizens in the several wards should choose, at the annual meeting

in April, a number of persons to be firewards; and also one person in each

ward to be overseer of the poor, and one person to be a member of the

school committee.

JOHN PHILLIPS.'

At " a legal meeting of the freeholders and other inhabitants of the town

of Boston," held in Faneuil Hall on March 4, 1822, the question, " Will you

accept the charter granted by the Legislature?" was decided in the affir-

mative, by a vote of 2,797 to 1,881. Among the large number who voted

in the negative there were many who opposed any radical change of the

ber, 1S25 ; and a brief sketch, with a portrait, is

also given in the N. E. Hist, and Cental. Reg.,

October, 1866 ; and an account of his family in

' [This cut follows an engraving of a portrait

owned by Mr. Wendell Phillips, kindly furnished

by him. Mr. John Phillips died May 29, 1823. A
memoir of Phillips, with an engraved portrait, ap-

peared in the Boston Monthly Magazine, Novcni-

Bond's IVatcrtmun, p. S85. There is also a sketch

in Loring's Orators, p. 249.— Ed.]
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old system, and otliers who were dissatisfied with tiie form of organization

provided by the new charter.

Mr. Josiah Ouincy, who had ahvays taken an interest in town affairs, and

wlio presided at the last town-meeting held in Faneuil Hall, was invited by
many substantial citizens to be a candidate for the office of mayor. He ac-

cepted the invitation, without knowing, it is said, that the Federal leaders

proposed to make Mr. Harrison Gray Otis the first mayor, preparatory to

his elevation to the governorship of the State. That any respectable Feder-

alist should be presumptuous enough to stand for any office which Mr. Otis

was willing at that time to take, was sufficient to stir up a great deal of feel-

ing among the party managers : it was much the same as if, twenty years

later, Mr. Choate had allowed his name to be used for an office which ]Mr.

Webster wanted. Mr. Quincy's supporters were not willing to release him

from his engagement, however, and it does not appear that he was at all

an.xjous to be relieved. It was not in his nature to be influenced, by weight

or numbers, to withdraw from a position which he had once deliberately

accepted. The night before the election the Democrats nominated Mr.

Thomas L. Winthrop for their candidate, and threw enough votes for him

to prevent an election,— a majority of all the votes being necessary for a

choice. Mr. Ouincy would undoubtedly have been elected had not the

Democrats resorted to the trick of using Mr. Winthrop's name without his

authority, and greatly to his displeasure.

Both Mr. Otis and Mr. Ouincy then withdrew their names, and John

Phillips ^ was elected without serious opposition. He was in many respects

well qualified for the position ; a man of rather pliable disposition, but of

strict integrity and general good judgment,— a character well fitted for the

somewhat delicate task of commending the new order of things to those

who had been adverse to a change. One who knew him well, and knew the

difficulties by which he was surrounded, has said: —
" Selected for the critical task of making the first experiment with a system new to

the acquaintance, and. as far as then appeared, uncongenial in some degree with the

habits, of his constituents, to the operation of which indefinite expectations were at-

tached and a jealous obser\ation directed, the Mayor exhibited that discretion and

sound judgment which so eminently characterized him."

The new city government was organized in Faneuil Hall on IMay i, 1822.

The chairman of the board of selectmen delivered into the charge of the

new authorities the town records and title deeds, and the city charter inclosed

in a silver case. The Mayor, after paying " a just tribute to the wisdom of

1 A descendant in the fifth generation from He delivered the Fourth of July oration before

the Rev. George Phillips, the first mini.ster of the town authorities in 1794; and for many years

Watertown. He was born in Boston, Nov. 26, acted as Town Advocate and Public Prosecutor.

1770; received his early education at the acad- He served for twenty years as a member of the

emy in Andover which bears his family name, State Senate, and for ten years was President of

and was graduated at Harvard College in 17S8. that body.
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our ancestors as displayed in tiic institutions for the government of the

town, under wliich for nearly two centuries so great a degree of prosperity

had been attained, and during which the great increase of the population of

the place had alone made this change in the administration of its affairs

essential," proceeded to remark, in respect of those " who encouraged hopes

which could never be realized, and of those who indulged unreasonable ap-

prehensions in regard to the city charter, that they would derive benefit

from reflecting how much social happiness depended on other causes than

the provisions of a charter." The policy of the new administration, to keep

things substantially as they were, was thus foreshadowed; and it may be

said that that policy w-as adhered to during the year, but little of impor-

tance being done beyond the organization of the several departments of the

city government.'

The debt transferred from the town to the cit}' amounted to about

$100,000, and was incurred on account of two prisons, then in course of

erection, and a new court house. The current expenses for the year 1822

amounted to about $249,000, and the ta.x levy for that year was $140,000.

It was a day of small things as compared with the present time.^ The ap-

propriations to meet the current expenses for the financial year beginning

.Ma\- I, 1880, amounted to $10,190,387 ; and the tax levy was $9,466,896.

The result of the first year's administration under the new charter

did not meet the expectations of those who had been instrumental in

procuring it. They were eager for a more energetic system, and they

charged Mr. Phillips with pursuing a timid and hesitating course for fear

of losing his popularit\- ; but when he demitted office Mr. Quincy could

say of him :
—

" After examining and considering the records and proceedings of the city author-

ities for the past year, it is impossible for me to refrain from expressing the sense I

entertain of the sen'ices of that high and honorable individual who filled the chair of

this city, as well as of the wise, prudent, and faithful citizens who composed during

' The city clerk elected at this time— Samuel " Every incident thai contributes to the life of the pic-

F. McCleary—continued to hold the ofifice bv ["^e is valuable, thongh it m,iy seem trivial
;
so f.icld this as

, , .. *! L- •
' illustrating how sinall Ro^to^ limits were eighty vears ago.

successive annua elections imti his resignation im t.i, .1 c . 1 1. • % .1,. c .o My father, the first mavor, built in 1804-5 the first

in 1853, when he was succeeded by his son, bear- irid- house that was built on Beacon Street. It still stands

ing the same name, who holds the office to-day ;
on the western comer of Walnut and Beacon streets.

so that the city records from the beginning bear '^^°'-'' ^'''^ ''^'°" "'"<= ""^ ^ f"' "°°''=" '">""" """^

.,,,,. , . , , . , next the State House stood Hancock's stona house, this
the attestation of a single name. A city seal

street ( Beacon) was then considered ^«/ »/ .<^t»«.

was adopted, the motto for which was suggested " When Dr. Joy was advised to take his invalid wife out

bv Judge Davis. It was taken from the follow- of town for the benefit of country air, he built her. eighty

ing'versc of the Scriptures :
" Sit Deus nobiscum, yf^\^

^?.°- » »'oo/'=" house which stood where Mrs. Tu-

. ^ . ., . dor s house now does. — on the western comer 01 Joy and
sicut fuit cum patribus nostris. —III. Regum, B^j^on streets: the lot went back to Ml. Vernon Street,

viii. 57. As adopted for the seal it stands : "Si- ornearit. I have often seen loads of hay, cut on the square

cut patribus, sit Deus nobis." The impression benveen Joy. Walnut. Mt. Vernon, and Beacon streets, car-

within the motto contains a view of the city from T'','"
'" ^''^ '"^'^

'''""'J,""' ""Tt,
'''

'L^lTlnrhis^ front door stands now. When mv father moved nilo His

South l.oston Point. Beacon-Street house, his imcle, judge O. Wendell, was
^ To show what a small part of the penin- asked, in State Street, 'wh.-it had induced his nephew to

sula of Boston was occupied at the beginning of maicout of toiun.'"

the present century, I venture to print the fol- ISee the view of Beacon Street about this

lowing, from Wendell Phillips, Esq :
— time, given in Mr. Stanwood's chapter.— Ed.]

VOL. HI. — 29.
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that period the city council. . . . Whatever success may attend those who come after

them, they will be largely indebted for it to the wisdom and fidelity of their prede-

cessors."

And Mr. Otis, in his inaugural address in 1829, said: —
" The novel e.xperiment of city government was commenced by your first lamented

mayor, with the circumspection and delicacy which belonged to his character, and

which were entirely judicious and opportune. He felt and respected the force of

ancient and honest prejudices. His aim was to allure and not to repel ; to reconcile

by gentle reform, not to revolt by startling innovation."

Mr. Phillips had no desire for a second term, his health having begun

to give way. Josiah Ouincy ' was therefore sought as a candidate by the

progressive element in the community. He accepted the position, and

was elected, receiving 2,505 votes out of 4,766,— the whole number cast.

Mr. Ouincy was at this time fifty-one years of age,— to him the prime of

life; a man of large experience, of kindly disposition, but of most decided

will. He left his impress on the government of the city as no other man
has done. His administration, covering a period of six years, has formed a

standard to which the efforts of his successors are continuall\- referred. It

was not a great office to be a mayor with limited power o\cr a city of only

forty-five thousand inhabitants ; but he performed the duties in such a way
as to give it more than a local importance, and to produce results of a last-

ing character. He was like an accomplished actor who takes a small part

and makes of it a great one.

In his inaugural address, the Mayor gave prominence to the defects of

the ancient town organization, and the remedy provided for them in the

powers of the mayor. His object was to bring the responsibility of the chief

executive into distinct relief before the citizens, and thereby prepare their

minds for the prominent part which he intended to pla}-. In order to put

himself in a position to exercise to the full the powers conferred upon him
as mayor and as a member of the board of mayor and aldermen, he did not

hesitate to make himself chairman of all committees of the board. But
such was his tact and his capacity for work, that this extraordinary proceed-

ing does not seem to have excited any ill-feeling among his associates in

the city council.

He first gave his attention to improving the sanitary condition of the

city, and established the system of cleaning the streets and collecting house-

offal, which has been followed to the present day, and which has proved a

model of economy and efficiency. Under the town government the powers
relative to the preservation of the public health had been vested in a board
elected by the inhabitants ; but the city charter transferred those powers to

the city council, " to be carried into execution by the appointment of health

' Of Mr. Quincy's previous career in public life some account will be found in another part of

this work.
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JOSIAH QUINCY.^

commissioners, or in such otlier manner as tiie health, cleanhness, comfort,

and order of the cit)' miglit in their jutlLjmcnt require." When the new

government was organized, three health commissioners were appointed with

' (Stuart painted Mr. Quincy twice, — the

fir.st tinic in iSo6, a half-length, now belonging

to the heirs of Edmund Qnincy, of Dcdhani. In

November, 1824, he painted him again, and this

picture Miss E. S. Quincy gave to the Museum
of Fine Arts in 1S76 It is engraved on steel in

Edmund Quincy's Life of Josiah Quincy, and is

followed directly from the canvas in the above

cut. CM^^ion's Gilbert Sluart,\i. 2^^.) There was
a third portrait, by Page, in 1842, in his robes as

President of Harvard University ; and a fourth,

by Wight, about 1852, now in the Historical

Society's gallery. A statue of Mr. Quincy, by

W, W. Story, which likewise represents him in

an academic gown, stands in Memorial Hall at

Cambridge. Another statue, showing him in

plain dress, e.xecuted by Thomas Ball, stands

in front of City Hall, and a photograph of it is

given in City Document, No. 115, for 1879. The

document contains a description of the ceremo-

nies of dedication, including a commemorative

oration by his Honor F. O. Prince, then mayor

of the city. There is a bust of Quincy by Hora-

tio Greenough, and another by Crawford, in Me-

morial Hall at Cambridge. See E. Quincy's Life

off. Quincy, p. 550; where is also an engraving

from a photograph from life, taken in his eighty-

ninth year.— Eu.]
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the general powers of the town board of health. They were unwise enough

to stand in the way of certain reforms proposed b}' the Maj-or, and they

were speedily swept out of existence. The internal police of the city was

placed under the superintendence of the city marshal ; and the external

police, covering the enforcement of the quarantine regulations, was placed

under a single commissioner. The board of surveyors of highways was also

abolished, and by legislative enactment the powers were conferred upon the

ma\-or and aldermen, who ha\^e continued to exercise them up to the pres-

ent da\-.

(JLI.NlA MAkKLl A.\D F.««Elli. HAl.l,.

The next important measure which Mayor Ouincs" initiated and carried

out, and the one by which he is most generally known, was the establish-

ment of a new market-house. The Faneuil Hall market-house was first

opened in 1742; and at the time of which we are writing the whole space,

occupied by stalls in and around the building, did not exceed fourteen hun-

dred feet. The accommodations were not only insufficient for the wants of

the inhabitants, but the}- were notoriously unhealthy and extremely incon-

venient of access. The scheme proposed by the Mayor for enlarging the

' [This view follows the engraving in (Juincy's

Municipal History of Boston, taken by Hammatt
Billings (1826), not long after the erection of the

market-house. Pemberlon Hill is seen in the

distance. It was then sixty or more feet higher

than now, and on its slope was a tower, built

by Lieut.-Governor Phillips, in the garden of the

old Faneuil house. The large trees were on
the rear part of the Vassall estate, then occu-

pied by Gardiner Greene; and they were a

prominent land-mark for ships entering the har-

bor. A similar view is given in Snow's Boston,

p. 37S. See also Dearborn's Boston Notions, p.

115. — Ed.]
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market was of sucli magnitude as to invite serious opposition, even from

many of the most prominent citizens ; and he had not only to win over to

his views the members of the city council, but he had to procure the en-

dorsement of his scheme by the inhabitants of the city and the Legislature

of the Commonwealth. The opposition was bitter and determined, but the

Mayor triumphed over every obstacle. What was accomplislied can best

be stated in his own words :
—

" A granite market-house, two .stories high, five hundred and thirty-five feet long,

fifty feet wide, covering twenty-seven thousand feet of land, including every essential

accommodation, was erected at a cost of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. Si.x

new streets were opened, and a seventh greatly enlarged, including one hundred and

sixty-seven thousand square feet of land ; and flats, docks, and wharf-rights obtained of

the extent of one hundred and forty-two thousand square feet. .'Ml this was accom-

plished in the centre of a populous city, not only without any tax, debt, or burden

upon its pecuniary resources,— notwithstanding, in the course of the operations funds

to the amount of upwards of eleven hundred thousand dollars had been em[)loyed,—
but with large permanent additions to its real and productive property." '

The corner-stone of the new market-house was laid on April 22, 1825,

and the stalls were opened in 1827.'-

Among other reforms instituted by Mr. Ouincy soon after he came into

office was the reorganization of the fire department. Its efficiency at that

time depended largely upon the aid of the inhabitants, applied under the

authority of the firewards who were elected annually by the citizens in each

ward. " They formed lanes of by-standers, who, by their direction, passed

' Quincy'.s Municipal History of Boston, p. ness consists in supplying the hotels and retail

74. [This history is reviewed by Francis Bowen dealers in and around Boston, and the great sum-

in the Xorth American Kci'tt-u', vol. l.\.\iv. An ac- mer resorts on the sea-shore and among the

count of the semi-centennial celebration, Aug. mountains of New England. The market owes.

26, 1876, of the opening of the market, was pul> much of its success and its popularity to the

lished in 1877, by William W. Wheildon.— En.] high character of the men who occupy it. In-

'^ It was due to the originator of the enter- stead of disposing of the stalls annually by auc-

prise that his name should have been given tion, as is customary in many other cities, it has

officially to the new market; but the plausible always been the policy in this market to fix a

statement that it was merely an enlargement of reasonable rent for the use of the stalls, and re-

the old Faneuil Hall Market was sufficient, with new leases to good tenants. This policy has

the personal feeling against Mr. Quincy engcn- not been without its results in maintaining a

dered by his persistence in carrying out his high standard in the quality of the articles of-

plan.s, to induce the city council to extend the fered for sale. Charges of " forestalling " and

name of the old market to the new. But the " monopolizing " have been often raised by a

people have taken the matter into their own few discontented persons ; but repeated investi-

hands, and the new house will always be popu- gations by committees of the council have failed

larly known as "Quincy Market." to show that the influence of the market has

Since its establishment the character of the been used to maintain high prices. The statute

business transacted in it has almost wholly provision allowing sales from market-wagons on

changed. It has ceased to be the place to which the streets around the market-houses, introduces

the householders of Boston generally resort for an element of competition which effectually pre-

their supplies of provisions. It has come to be the vents any monopoly prejudicial to the public

great provision exchange for New England. It interests. The sales from these free street-stands

draws to its stalls food-products of the best from mav be said to regulate the prices of provisions

all parts of the world, and it distributes them all in Boston. See Cilv Document 100 of 1S65, and

over the country; although its principal busi- City Document 91 of 1870.
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buckets of water from pumps or wells in the \icinity to the engines playing

on the fire, and returned them for further supply." The men who worked

the engines were formed into companies, and received a small compensa-

tion for their services, besides being exempt from militia duty. " To be

first, nearest, and most conspicuous at fires was the ambition of the engine-

men ; and the use of hose, as it had a tendency to deprive them of this gratifi-

cation, was opposed." In 1823 several companies petitioned for additional

compensation. It was refused; and in one day all the engines in the city

were surrendered by their respective companies ; and on the same day every

engine was supplied with a new company by the voluntary association of

public-spirited indi\iduals. Application was then made to the Legislature

for authority to reorganize the department; and in 1825 an act was passed

giving the mayor and aldermen power to appoint all the engineers, fire-

wardens, and firemen. The sense of security which the new organization

gave is shown b)- the fact that the rates of insurance against fire on the real

property within the city were reduced twenty per cent.

In the year 1821, just pre\ious to the change in the municipal organiza-

tion, Mr. Ouincy, having given considerable attention to the subject of

pauperism, was appointed chairman of a town committee on the subject

of the relief and disposition of the poor of Boston. On his recommenda-

tion, and under his supervision, a tract of land was purchased on the north-

erly shore of South Boston, and a House of Industry was erected. The
overseers of the poor— a body then elected by the town, and subsequently

by the inhabitants of the cit)', and possessing statutory powers which made

it largely independent of the city council — resisted the proposed change in

the disposition of the paupers; and it was not until Mr. Ouincy became

mayor, and obtained additional legislation, that the reformation w hich he

had recommended was full\- carried into efilect.

" The evils attendant on the promiscuous mingling of the honest poor with rogues

and vagabonds were mitigated by the establishment of the first House of Correction,

properly so called, in Boston during the first year of his mayoralty. .\ building in

the jail-yard was used at first for this purpose, but the establishment was afterward

removed to South Boston, near the House of Industry. The separation, more impor-

tant yet, of the young convicts from the old in ]jlaces of penal restraint led to the

establishment of a House of Reformation for juvenile offenders, the results of which

— both direct, in the large proportion of young persons who were saved to society by

its means, and indirect, by the encouragement which its successful experiment has

given to the system elsewhere— have been of the hajspiest nature."'

As chairman of the school committee, Mr. Ouincy took an active in-

terest in the public schools. His action upon one question, the mainte-

nance of a high school for girls, raised a good deal of feeling against him
at the time ; and, if repeated at the present day in the face of the more
numerous advocates of a higher education for women, the feeling would

' Lift- of yosia/i Qiiiiuy. by Ixlimiml (Juincv, p. 394.
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doubtless be intensified; but the principle which he stated at the time, as

governing his opposition to the establishment of a high school which would

be used almost wholly by the daughters of wealthy parents, was a sound

one. "The standard of public education," he said, "should be raised to

the greatest desirable and practicable hciL;ht ; but it shoulil be effected by

raising the standard of the common schools." '

During Mr. Ouincy's second term he hail the honor of receiving and

entertaining General Lafayette, who was made the guest of the city. The

building at the corner of Park and Beacon streets was given up to the

city by the club which occupied it, and, ha\ing been completely furnished

and provided with servants, was made the home of the distinguished \isitor

during his stay.^

There were many other events of interest in the municipal history of

the cit)' during Mr. Ouincy's administration ; but as they were of a tem-

porary character the limits of this work preclude any description of them.

It was hardly possible for any man to do what Mr. Ouincy did during

those years without raising an opposition which must sooner or later de-

prive him of an office held b_\- the frail tenure of an annual election. As

his si.xth term drew to a close, the opposition combined and assumed a

tone of bitterness and malignancy which has seldom been equalled even

on a much larger political field. The reorganization of the fire depart-

ment provoked the hostility of a class of voters who were active and some-

what unscrupulous. Then there were those whose private interests had

suffered in the establishment of the new market-house and the penal and

reformatory institutions, and in the enforcement of the laws relating to

gambling, prostitution, and the sale of into.xicating liquors. In carrying

out the street improvements and the enlargement of the market, a city

debt, amounting to $637,000, had been created; and this e.xcited consider-

' [See Ihe chapters by Mr. Dillavvay and Dover Street, bore this inscription, written by

Mrs. Cheney, in Vol. IV.— Ed.] Charles Sprague :
—

- [Thereisanaccount by General W. II. Slim- WELCOME L.iFAVETTK'
ner of Lafayette's visit, with the entertainment

,.. ... ,.T r TT- , 1 r~ in The lathers m glory sh.ill sleep,
given him, in the N. E. Htst. and Geneal. Reg.,

.j.,,^, g^,,,^^^^ „.„, ,|,^^ ,„ „,^ f,j,,„
.

April, 1859. (See Drake's Z«m/OTrt;-/(-.v, p. 354.) But the sons will eternally keep

The editor has been favored with the use of a The tablet of gratitude bright.

scrap-book, filled with newspaper clippings, We bow not the neck 1
we bend not the knee :

broadsides, etc., collected by Miss E. S. Qtiincy ""' <"" >'""= Lafayette, we surrender to thee

!

during Lafayette's stay in America. A manu- In a recent account of this visit, by Ella R.

script note in it says: "On Commencement day. Church, in the Mag. of Amer. Hist., May, 1881,

Mayor Quincy called for Lafayette at his lodg- it is stated, in testimony of Lafayette's happy

ings, and while the barouche waited for the Gov- memory, that at the reception at the State House

ernor's carriage to precede, a crowd gathered, he recognized an elderly colored man who, as a

'Have you ever been in Europe, Mr. Quincy.'' servant of Hancock, had waited upon the Mar-

asked the guest. 'No, never.' 'Then you can quis when a guest of his master forty years be-

have no idea of what a crowd is in Europe. I fore. The descejidants of M.ijor Judah Alden

declare, in comparison the people of Boston also preserve by tradition a remark which he

seem to me like a picked population out of made to that old soldier when he first saw him

the whole human race.'" (See also Edmund on this visit, — " Alden, how are you? I know

Quincy's Life of Josiah Quimy, 404.) An arch, you by your nose ! " See also Dearborn's Boston

which was erected on the Neck, just above Notions, \t. zi2.— Ed.)
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able discontent among the taxpayers, although the Mayor was able to

show that in carrying out these improvements the city had become pos-

sessed of real estate exceeding in value $700,000.' He could never have

PARK STRKET.-

maintained his position as long as he did, had he not been a man of the

strictest integrity,— a man against whom even an unscrupulous opposition

' The average rate of taxation during the

last seven years under the town government was

$8.15 on a thousand. During the first seven

years, under the city government, it was $7.27.

- [The house on the left of the picture is the

one occupied by Laf.iyette. It was built about

1804, by Thomas .•\mory, but with its extension

was afterward converted into four dwellings.

Malbone the painter, Samuel Ue.xter the lawyer,

and Governor Christopher Gore have all lived

in it. It is also seen in the heliotvpe of the

Common, 1804-1810, given in another chapter.

The portion above and beyond the main entrance

became the residence of George Ticknor, the

historian of Spanish literature, and in it he died.

The window above the front door, and the two
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found it impossible to frame a charge of dislionesty, — and had he not,

moreover, constantly used his tongue and his pen to exphiin and defend

his measures before the people.

At the municipal election in December, 1828, Mr. Quincy failed on the

first ballot to receive a majority of all the votes cast. Another ballot was

then taken with substantially the same result.' Thereupon the Mayor sent

a note to the press, stating that " no consideration would induce him to

again accept the office."

At the close of his term he summoned the two branches of the city

council to meet in convention, and dcli\-ered an address which those who

had made themselves conspicuous in opposing him must have long re-

membered. In concluding he said :
—

" And now, Gentlemen, standing as I do in this relation for the last time in your

presence and that of my fellow-citizens, about to surrender forever a station full of

difficulty, of labor, and temptation, in which I have been called to very arduous duties,

affecting the rights, ]3roperty, and at times the liberty of others ; concerning which

the perfect line of rectitude — though desired — was not always to be clearly dis-

cerned ;- in which great interests have been placed within my control, under circum-

stances in which it would have been easy to advance private ends and sinister projects,

— under these circumstances, I incjuire, as I have a right to inquire, — for in the re-

cent contest insinuations have been cast against my integrity, — in this long manage-

ment of your affairs, whatever errors have been committed (and doubtless there

ha\'e been many), have )'ou found in me anything selfish, anything personal, any-

thing mercenary? In the simple language of an ancient seer, I say: 'Behold, here

I am; witness against me. Whom have I defrauded? Whom have I oppressed?

At whose hands have I received any bribe? ' " -

After Mr. Ouincy's withdrawal from the canvass, Harrison Gray Otis

was induced to become a candidate, and was elected without opposition for

windows beyond it, lighted his library, of which 1859, and Edward Kverett delivered the dedica-

a view is given in Mr. Cumming.s's chapter in this tory oration. See Editorial Note to the chap-

volume. The house ne.\t beyond, originally the ter on "The Bench and Bar," in Vol. IV.

—

home of Abbott Lawrence, the merchant and Ed.]

ambassador, is now occupied by the Union Club. ' On the first ballot Mr. Quincy lacked eighty-

Mayor Quincy lived in a house further down the three votes of a majority; and on the second bal-

street. Park Street, when laid out by Charles lot he lacked sixty-six votes.

Bulfinch in 1804-5, ^^'^^ called Park Place, and - I have dwelt at some length on this early

had the following residents from the church up : period of our municipal history, because the foun-

Gcncral .\rnold Welles, Dr. John C. Warren, dations of our present system were then estab-

Richard Sullivan, Jonathan Davis, John Gore, lished. Indeed, something more than the founda-

Judgo A. Ward, Jonathan Amory, Governor tions were laid. It maybe said in general terms

Gore. In i860 the houses, going up the street, that the only material changes made in the sys-

wcrc occupied by Thomas Wigglesworth, Dr. J. tern which was put into operation during the ad-

Mason Warren, Mrs. T.W. Ward, Josiah Quincy, mini.stration and through the instrumentality of

Jr., President Quincy, J. Sullivan Warren, Gov- Mavor Quincy have been made in recent years;

ernor Henry
J. Gardner, Mrs. .Abbott Lawrence, and have been necessitated, as the change from

George Ticknor. See view of Common in /.i/i' the town to tlie city government was alone ne-

Qf Jokn C. IVarrtn. The statue of Daniel Web- cessitated, by the increase of poinilation. See

ster, by Hiram Powers, standing in the State Ke/tort of Commissioners on the revision of the

House yard, in the foreground, was erected in City Charter, Cily Document 2,
oi 1S75.

VOL. HI.— 30.
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three successive terms. He was at this time sixty-three years of age,

having been born in Boston, Oct. 8, 1760.^

The principal recommendation which he had to make in his first address

to the city council was that the project for railroad communication with the

Hudson River should be encouraged. "Unless," he said, "the surveys and

calculation of skilful persons employed in this business are fallacious, there

is no doubt that a railroad from this city to the Hudson may be made with

no greater elevation in an\' part than is foinid between the head of Long
Wharf and the Old State House; and that the income would pay the inter-

est of the capital employed."^

On the day fixed for the organization of the cit}' go\-ernment of 1830,

Mr. Otis was unwell, and the members of the city council were invited to

assemble at his private residence for the purpose of being qualified. It

was a proceeding without precedent; but no one thought of questioning

the propriety of any request from Mr. Otis. His invitation was equivalent

to a command ; and the aldermen and councilmen went to his house and

were sworn in, and listened to the reading of the inaugural address. It

appeared that the city debt was $883,630; and that the assets, exclusive

of city lands, amounted to $257,341.42. The assessors' valuation of real

and personal property for purposes of ta.xation was $29,793.00, and the

rate of taxation was $8.10 on a thousand.^ The fifth national census, of

1830, gave the city a population of sixt}'-one thousand three hundred

and ninety-two.

In May of this year the Society for the Suppression of Intemperance

petitioned for a band of music on the Common during the afternoons and

e\enings of the general election, and on the Fourth of July,— "such a prac-

tice having, in their judgment, a tendency to promote order and suppress

' He had been prominent in public affairs al- uals, public or private, of the many or the few,

most from the time of his leaving college. In or privy to any correspondence of whatever de-

17S8, when twentv-three years of age, he deliv- scription, in which any proposition having for its

ered the Fourth of July oration before the town object the dissolution of the Union, or its dis-

authorities. He was a man of courtly manners memberment in any shape, or a separate confed-

and winning address. His style of oratory was eracy, or a forcible resistance to the government

much admired in those days ; but his published or laws, was ever made or debated ; that I have

speeches and addresses fail to sustain the reputa- no reason to believe that any such scheme was
tion which he held among his contemporaries, ever meditated by distinguished individuals of

His political popularity had been on the wane the old Federal party." [See H. C. Lodge's

for some years, and he could not forbear making chapter immediately preceding this.— Ed.]

a pathetic reference to the fact in his first inau- - [See further on this subject Mr. C. F.

gural address as mayor. This address, delivered Adams's chapter in Vol. IV.— Ed.J

in Faneuil Hall in presence of a large assembly •'' It should be stated that the law in force at

of citizens, had for its principal object the vindi- this time (see Rev. .Sts. 1S36, c. 7, §§ 15, 30, 37)
cation of Mr. Otis's political career. To afford permitted assessors after they had made a true

him an opportunity for so doing, in a sort of valuation of the real and personal estate, to as-

semi-official way, was probably the chief induce- sess taxes upon a reduced value, provided their

ment to his accejJtance of the office. His con- record should show both the real value and the

nection with the Hartford Convention having assessed value. The assessors of Boston, from a

been made the basis of a charge of disloyalty, date preceding 1S30, and including 1S41, assessed

he took occa,sion to "distinctly and solemnly half the true value. From 1S42 to the present

assert that at no time in the course of my life time assessments have been made upon the full

have I been present at any meeting of Individ- valuations.
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an inclination to riot and intemperance." An appropriation was made

from the city treasury to carry out the request of the petitioners.

On the recommendation of the Mayor, the city council voted to alter

the Old State House, at the head of State Street, so as to provide accom-

modations therein for the mayor, aldermen, common council, and other

city officers. It was decided to take possession of the new apartments on

' IThis cut follows a likeness paiiUcd by Gil- N. E. Historic, Genealogical Society, iSSo, vol. i.

bcrt Stuart about 1814, and owned by the late See Eoiing's Hundred Boston Orators, p. 1S8.

George W. I.yman, who kindly ijerniitted it to be A portrait of Mrs. Otis, after a picture by Mal-

engraved. A memoir of Otis by Augustus T. bone, is given in Griswold's Republican Court.

Perkins is in the Memorutl Biographies of the — En.]
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September 17, the two hundrctllh anniversary of the settlement of the

town. Mr. Josiah Ouincy, who, after retiring from the ma)-oralty, had

become President of Harvard College, accepted an invitation to deliver an

address on the same da)-. Accordingly, on the morning of the se\enteenth

the two branches of the city council being assembled in convention, the

Mayor made an address, " after which," as the record states, " the two

branches went in procession to the Old .South Church, escorted by the

Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company, where an address was deliv-

ered by the Hon. Josiah Ouincy, and a poem by Charles Sprague,

Esq.'"'

In his inaugural address for 183 i the Mayor had no special recommen-

dations to make except in regard to the administration of county affairs.

What he had to say on this point led to the passage of an act by the Legis-

lature, vesting all the property of the count)- of Suftblk in the city of Boston,

and requiring the city thenceforward to furnish and maintain all the county

buildings, and to pay all the count)' charges.

In the municipal election which took place Dec. 12, 1831, there were

three prominent candidates. Charles Wells, William Sullivan, and Theo-

dore Lyman, Jr. Mr. Wells and Mr. Lyman received, in round numbers,

eighteen hundred votes each, and Mr. Sullivan eleven hundred. A second

election was held December 22, the contest being between Mr. Wells and

Mr. L)-man, and the former was elected by a majority of seven hundred

and four votes, and re-elected in the following year without opposition.

The election of Charles Wells'-^ was a sort of protest from the middle

classes against the magnificent way of doing things inaugurated by Ouincy

and Otis, and against any further increase of the city debt. He had some

knowledge of city affairs, having served as a member of the common

council and the board of aldermen. He was a man of simple character,

not much versed in affairs of state, but not ill-qualified, on the whole, to

perform the ordinary duties of the mayor's office. He made no formal ad-

dress when the city government was organized in 1832, and his two terms

of service were not marked by any events of importance beyond the erec-

tion of the present Court House, the extension of Broad, Commercial, and

Tremont streets, and the establishment and enforcement of .strict quaran-

tine regulations, by which the inhabitants were protected from the spread

of cholera, then (in 1832) prevalent in the British provinces.

At the election which took place in December, 1S33, there were two

candidates for the mayoralty. Theodore L\-man, Jr., who was called the

Jackson candidate, and William Sulli\an, who was the candidate of the

1 [.See Vol. I. p. 246. — Ed]. The only and liad the cows behaved with proper respect

other notable event of this year was the e.xclti- to the ladies. Mayor Otis would never have inter-

sion of cows from the Common. Rights of pas- fered with their ancient privileges,

turage on this public ground had been enjoyed - He was born in Boston, Dec 30, 1786, and

by certain of the householders ever since 1660; was by occupation a master builder.
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National Republicans, the party which had supported Mr. Wells. The con-

test resulted in the election of Mr. Lyman, who held the office for two terms.

'

He made no address when the government was sworn in on the first Mon-
day in January ; but he took occasion a few weeks later to send a long

and carcfullv prepared message to the common council, recommending to

its " early and earnest attention the subject of bringing a copious and

steady supply of pure and soft water into the city of Boston." A portion

rHEODORE LYMAN.-

of the inhabitants were supplietl with water at this time by an aquctluct

corporation, chartered in 1795. The water was conveyed from Jamaica

Pond, in West Roxbur_\-, through four main pipes of pitch-pine logs.'' The

' lie was a native of lioston, burn I'cb. 20,

1792, and was educated at Phillips Academy and

Harvard College. A man of admirable parts, of

good imderstanding, enlarged by a liberal educa-

tion and extensive foreign travel, he was well

equipped for a more responsible and dignified

otilice than the one which a laudable ambition to

serve his fellow-citizens had prompted him to

accept.

- [This cut follows a likeness by Gerard,

painted in Paris in iSicS, and now owncil by

Colonel Theodore Lyman. There is a sketch

of Mr. Lyman's character in L. M. Sargent's

D,-aliiii;s n'il/i Ihe Dead, No. 56, p. 204 ; and a

memoir by his son. Colonel Theodore Lyman, in

the Memorial Biographies of the N. E. Mist.

Geneal. Soc, 1S80, vol. i. See the Genealogy of

the Lyman Family, bv Lyman Coleman, Albany,

1S72.— Ed.)
3 [The route of this a(|ueduct is shown in

Dearborn's map of 1S14, given in another chai>

tor.— Ln.l
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lineal extent of the pipes in Boston was about fifteen miles, extending on

the easterly side of the city nearly to State Street, and on the wester)}'

side to the Massachusetts General Hospital. In 1825, on the recommenda-

tion of a committee of the city council, Mr. Ouincy appointed Professor

Daniel Treadwell a commissioner " to ascertain the practicability of supply-

ing the city with good water for the domestic use of the inhabitants, as

well as for the extinguishing of fires and all the general purposes of com-

fort and cleanliness." Professor Treadwell subsequently reported that there

were two places in the neighborhood of Boston from which an adequate

supply of pure water could be obtained, and which appeared to possess

advantages over all others ; namely Charles River, above the falls of Water-

town, and Spot Pond, in Stoneham. Estimates of the cost of bringing

water into the city from those two places were furnished; but no further

action was taken by the city council until 1833, when the Mayor was re-

quested to appl}- to the Legislature for the necessary authorit\- to supply

the inhabitants with water. The authority was not granted ; and there the

matter rested until Mr. Lyman's message was received. The subject was

then referred to a committee of which the Mayor was chairman, and they

selected Colonel Loammi Baldwin, a distinguished engineer, to make a sur-

vey of the several sources of supply. Colonel Baldwin's report was of

great and permanent value. It furnished the basis on which all subse-

quent surveys and reports relating to the water supply have been made.

He came to the conclusion that Farm Pond, in Lramingham, and Long

Pond, in Natick, were the most eligible sources. The committee having

the subject in charge recommended that the question of introducing water

through the agency of the city council should be submitted to the people

;

but no action was taken beyond printing and distributing the engineer's

report. Twelve years elapsed, during which a water supph- was the princi-

pal topic of discussion in the city government; and then, in 1846, satisfac-

tory legislation was obtained, enabling the city to draw from the sources

recommended by Colonel Baldwin.^

On the night of Aug. 11, 1834, the Ursuline Convent, on Mount Bene-

dict in Charlestown (now Somerville), was destroyed by a mob, composed

largely of men who lived in Boston. Vague threats of what the " Boston

Truckmen " intended to do were made for days and even weeks beforehand,

but they produced no serious impression upon the authorities or upon the

citizens generally ; and when the mob rolled up to the convent doors and

began its work of destruction, there was not a solitary policeman or other

peace officer to bar its progress.

The Ursuline school, from which the institution deri\ed its supjjort, was

composed almost entirely of Protestant pupils, many of them the daughters

of wealthy or well-to-do parents living in Boston or in its vicinity; but dark

stories had been circulated concerning the restraint put upon some of the

1 [.\ history of the iiitrcxUiction of w.iter into and primed in 1S6S; and a supplement, by D.
Boston was prepared by Nathaniel J. Bradlee, Fitzgerald, was added in 1876. — Ed.]
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nuns. One of tlicm, while in delirium from brain fe\'cr, had escaped in her

night-dress and taken refuge in a fann-house near by. While being taken

back to the convent, lier ravings had attracted attention, and it was said that

she had fallen under the displeasure of the lady superior, and been long

confined in an underground cell. About this time a sensational book, called

Six Montlis in a Convent, was published as the work of a girl who had just

escaped from the Ursuline Convent. " It purported to' relate the threats

and persuasions used by the inmates of tlie convent to make the writer a

Catholic against her will; and it ended with an account of her escape from

their clutches just in time to save herself from being carried off by force to

St. Louis." The common people believed all these stories ; and it must be

said that the original impulse which moved those who organized the attack

on the convent was not a bad one. They regarded this institution, and all

such institutions, as " anti-Christian, anti-republican," and in every way
" injurious to the best interests of the community; ' but that feeling would

probably never ha\e moved them to acts of violence. What did move
them was the belief that an old-world institution had been established among
them where persons were deprived of their liberty, and where gross im-

moralities were practised by " a company of unmarried women placed for

life under the sole control of a company of unmarried men." The way in

which they proceeded to vindicate republican institutions and the laws of

society cannot, of course, be excused from any point of view ; but there is

this to be said, that they acted from a much higher motive than the men
who, in the following year, dragged Garrison through the streets, or who,

many years afterward, broke up Antislavery meetings and resisted the en-

forcement of the Conscription Act.

As the mob surged up to the building, the lady superior, a woman of

great courage and dignity, but altogether wanting in discretion, tore herself

from the detaining hands of the sisters, and, rushing out on the front steps,

ordered the men to disperse immediately; "for if you don't," she is re-

ported to have said, " the Bishop has twenty thousand Irishmen at his com-

mand, in Boston, who will whip you all into the sea." One cannot help

feeling a sort of admiration for the fiery little French-Irish woman, standing

alone before some thousands of riotous Protestant Americans and making

such a speech ; but such a speech, if made, was not calculated to soothe

the passions of those to whom it was addressed. Two shots were fired at

this time by some one in the crowd ;

" and the affrighted nuns, ho\'ering in

the shadow of the door, behind my lady, pulled her back by force and

barred the door." All the inmates of the institution then withdrew to the

back-garden, and subsequently found refuge in a private house on Winter

Hill. The doors of the convent were forced, the rooms ransacked, and the

building was then set on fire and entirely destroyed. Several of the engine

companies in Boston, attracted by the light of the fire, went to the scene with

their engines, and were afterward charged with aiding the rioters ;
but the

charge was not sustained. As the work of destruction went on, the spirit
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of lawlessness and \iolence developed rapid!)', as is usual in such cases,

and was stimulated by drink. The lady superior was sought for, and had

she been found she would probably have been killed.

On the day following the affair at Mount Benedict, there were serious

apprehensions of a riot in Boston ; and a conflict would undoubtedly have

taken place between the returning rioters and the Irish population, had not

the Mayor taken measures to prevent it.' He called a meeting in Faneuil

Hall at one o'clock that day; and, after speeches by Mr. Quincy and Mr.

Otis, resolutions were adopted in which the attack on the convent was de-

nounced as " a base and cowardly act; " and the Mayor was requested to

appoint a committee of citizens to investigate the affair, and " to adopt

every suitable mode of bringing the authors and abettors of the outrage

to justice."

On the request of the Mayor, the State authorities made arrangements

to call out the militia in case the fosse coniitatus was found inadequate to

the support of the laws; but no further disturbance occurred. Madame
St. George, the vivacious lady superior, being unable to hire another build-

ing in this vicinit}- for her purpose, and making herself somewhat obnoxious

by her snuff-taking, her levity, and her denunciations of the canaille, drifted

off with her black-robed sisters into another part of the country, and was

heard of no more by the " Boston Truckmen ;
" but the blackened and crumb-

ling walls of the convent remain to mark the spot where once stood the most
" elegant and imposing building ever erected in New England for the educa-

tion of girls." ^

In his inaugural address, at the beginning of the year 1835, the Mayor

called attention to the city debt, now amounting to $1,265,164.28, and sug-

gested that if the present polic\- of borrowing for all purposes that could not

be considered as strictly belonging to the current expenses of the year was

pursued, it was obvious that in a single century there would be an accumu-

lation both of interest, which it would be troublesome and inconvenient to

pay, and of principal, which it would be most burdensome to redeem. He
recommended, therefore, that whenever any new public work was ordered, a

certain proportion of the cost should be added to the appropriations of the

year. To this recommendation we owe the establishment of a sinking

' Colonel Theodore Lyman writes :

—

shot!' Immedi.itely the band-m.-i.^iter went in all

" I used to hear my father relate the amus- haste and told them he would not play. This
ing device by which he prevented an anti-Catho- defection damped their ardor. However, a small

lie riot in Boston, after the convent affair. The number collected and began to move across

Charlestown mob had arranged to march in pro- Charlestown Bridge. At the citv end my father

cession on the day following the fire, and to pass had stationed a man on horseback, who, as the

through Boston with a brass band, and bearing crowd drew near, turned and, in an ostentatious

Catholic trophies stolen from the convent. Per way, galloped furiously off. Immediatelv a crv

contra, x\ift Irish prepared to attack the proces- rose: 'He is going for the military!' and the

sion when it entered the city. mob retired whence it came !
"

" My father sent for the leader of the band, - [See the statements on these events made
and said: ' Vou are to play at the head oi the in the chapter on "The Rom.in Catholic Church
procession. The militia are under arms. They in Boston," in the present volume, and also City

will fire. You are a st<iut man, and will be surely Document 1 1 of 1S34.—Ed.]
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fund, whicli has been of great value in prcscrvin<^ the city credit. He also

dwelt at some length in his message on the subject of pauperism, and the

reformation of juvenile offenders, making some valuable suggestions which

were afterward acted upon.'

It was during this year that the famous demonstration against the

Abolition movement occurred, of which a particul.u- account is given in

another chapter.-

On August 15 a great meeting was held in I'"ancuil Hall, to show that

the wealth and intelligence of Boston were opposed to any interference with

the constitutional guarantees which protected slavery. The Major pre-

sided; and it should be said of him, as of many others who took part

in this meeting, that, while condemning the methods of the Abolitionists, he

was heartily in sympathy with any measures by which, in a constitutional

way, slavery could be restricted or exterminated. His Fourth of July

oration before the town authorities, in 1820, and his Report to the Massa-

chusetts House of Representatives, in 1822, on the admission into this State

of free negroes and mulattocs, show that from early manhood he had sym-

pathized with the Antislavcry cause.

A few days before the outbreak (October 21), a letter wTitten by a

graduate of the theological seminary at Andover, wliose integrity of char-

acter was \-ouched for bj- the professors, had been published in the news-

papers, stating that George Thompson iiad said to him, three or four times,

" that c\ery slave-holder ought to have his throat cut." Thompson denied

having made the statement; but in the face of a solemn re-affirmation of

its truth by the person who originally made it, the denial went for little.

What followed was undoubtedly due largely to the feeling created by this

statement.

It w'as chiefly against Thompson that the passions of the hour were

aroused ; and when the Maj-or, on inquiry, learned that Thompson was

not in the city, and would not be present at the meeting whose announce-

ment had caused so much solicitude on his part, there seemed to him no

reason to apprehend any serious disturbance of the peace, and no extraor-

dinar}' precautions were taken. Upon the seizure of Garrison, however,

by the mob, — the circumstances attending which need not be repeated

here, — and his rescue by the police, the Mayor ordered the officers to

take him into the City Hall, and offered his own body as a shield against

the rioters. After a .stubborn fight, the entrance to the City Hall was

' The establishment of the St.ite Reform h.ips to his wise suggestions at the time of its

School at Westboro', " for the proper disci- foimdation as to his princely gifts. In the last

pline, instruction, employment, and reformation codicil to his will he suggested a separate school

of juvenile offenders," the first institution of of a similar character for girls ; and to that sug-

the kind in .Vmerica, was due mainly to Mr. gestion we owe the institution now in operation

Lyman. He gave $22,500 to the school during at Lancaster. He was the benefactor, and for

his lifetime, the sole condition being that his many years the manager, of the Farm School for

name should not then be made public; and he Boys on Thompson's Island,

left to it 850,000 more by his last will. The - [That on "The .^ntislavery Movement," by

success of the school has been due .is much per- James Kreeman Clarke.— Ed.]

VOL. in. — 31.
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gained, and Garrison was conveyed upstairs to the Mayor's office. As the

crowd attempted to follow, the Mayor took his stand on the steps, and

declared that " any person who passed there would ha\-e to pass over his

dead body." Night was coming on, and the excitement of the crowd

showing no abatement, it was thought best to commit Garrison to the jail,

ostensibly as a disturber of the peace. The necessary papers were made
out by the sheriff, who was present, and after a hard fight he was put into

a carriage and conveyed by a circuitous route to the jail, where he again

barely escaped falling into the clutches of the crowd assembled about the

entrance. As the doors of the jail closed upon him, he sank exhausted on

a seat, exclaiming, " Never was a man so rejoiced to get into a jail before." ^

He received no personal injuries while in the hands of the mob. On the

day following- his commitment he was discharged from the jail, and, acting

on the advice of friends, retired to the country for a short time.

The Mayor has been blamed for not having a sufficient ci\-il force at hand

to check the mob in the beginning, and for not calling out the military forces

later, to prevent the necessity of committing Garrison to jail as a criminal

;

but it appears that he did use, as effectively as possible, the small police

force at his command ; and that, as the law then stood, he had no such

power as the mayor now has to issue precepts calling the militia to the

aid of the civil authorities. Mr. Samuel E Sewall, an Abolitionist who took

part in the meeting which caused the riot, and who was very active in efforts

for Garrison's security, said, in a communication to the Liberator shortly

after the affair, that he believed the Maj-or "was as sincerely desirous of

suppressing the riot as any man in the cit_\-," and that he had " adopted

such measures as seemed to him calculated to effect the object."

There is no doubt that the public sentiment of the community was in

sympathy with the mob to the extent of breaking up the meeting; and while

it was. not in sympathy with it to the extent of doing personal violence to

Mr. Garrison, it was not in favor of punishing those who laid violent hands

upon him. According to one of the papers, the mob was composed, in part

at least, of "gentlemen of property and standing." The Advertiser of the

day following concluded a very short account of the affair by saying :
—

" As far as we had an opportunity for observing the deportment of the great num-
ber of persons assembled, there appeared to be a strong desire that no act of violence

should be committed any further than was necessary to prevent these fomenters of

discord from addressing a public meeting. If those who call these useless meetings

have not regard enough for the public quiet to avoid the summoning of another

assemblage of this kind, we trust the proper authorities will take care that the\- are

bound over to keep the peace."

It is true, as has been stated, that hardly a night passes in an}- of our

larger cities without greater violence done to person and to property than

occurred in the so-called " Garrison mob." It would long ago have passed

1 Boston Atlas, Oct. 22, 1835. This statement rison use substantially the same words in describ-

is corroborated by persons who heard Mr. Gar- ing the affair shortly after it occurred.
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out of memory but for the prominence wliich the man and his cause after-

ward attained. Garrison was then an obscure indivichial. During Mr.

Otis's administration the mayor of Baltimore requested him to suppress the

Liberator, copies of which were sent to that city. Mr. Otis wrote to him

that the " officers had ferreted out the paper and its editor, whose office

was an obscure hole; his only visible auxiliary, a negro boy; his supporters,

a few ignorant persons of all colors."

While the Mayor had no sympath)' w ilh the mob, and stood up bravely

in defence of the object of its persecution, he was not as zealous as he

might have been in seeking out and punishing those who had committed

such an offence against the rights of an American citizen ; not as solicitous

for the good name of the city as he showed himself to be when he called a

meeting in Faneuil Hall to denounce the destruction of the Ursuline Con-

vent; not as energetic as the ma\or of 1837, who in two hours mustered a

sufficient military force to [nit dow n the great riot in Broad Street. Look-

ing back upon it at this da\-, one cannot but regret that the feeling which

prompted him to shield Mr. Garrison with his own body had not induced

him to make the effort, at least, to punish those who had so openly defied

his authorit)-.

At the municipal election in December, 1835, Samuel Turrcll Arm-
strong,' the Whig candidate, was elected mayor for the ensuing year. He
held the office for only one term, and the principal acts of his administration

appear to have been the erection of the gloomy iron fence which still en-

closes three sides of the Common, and the extension of the mall through

the burial ground on Boylston Street. The new Court House in Court

Square was completed this year; and the ringing of the church-bells was

changed from eleven o'clock to one,— or, as it was said, from the hour for

drinking to the hour for dining.^

For some reason Mr. Armstrong was not a candidate for re-election;

and at the end of his term the Whigs put up Samuel Atkins Eliot,'^ a suc-

cessful and highly respected Boston merchant, and elected him over the

combined opposition by a majority of about eight hundred votes. He held

the office for three years, and showed a remarkable aptitude for the per-

formance of its duties. Following the custom of his immediate predecessors,

• Mr. Eliot made no formal address upon the organization of the city gov-

ernment at the beginning of his first term.

The most important act of his administration was the reorganization of

the fire department. The necessity of bringing that department into a

' He was born in Dorchester, Mass., .\pril ernor after the election of Governor John Davis

29, 1784; educated at the public schools, and to the United States Senate, March 4, 1835.

became a printer, publisher, and bookseller. He - [See Vol. II. p. 509. — En.]
had been a menitier of the board of aldermen 8 Hg ^.^s a native of Boston, born March 5,

for four years ( 1S28-31) ; Lieut.-Governor of the 179S, and had served as a member of the board of

State for three years (1833-35), ^"<' -Acting Gov- aldermen while Mr. Lyman held the mayoralty.
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higher state of discipHne and efficiency was made apparent to the citizens

on the occasion of the Broad-Street riot. The succession of violent dis-

turbances of the peace which took place during these early years under

the city government shows that there must have been in these " good old

times," as they are now called, a greater tendency to fighting and to the

destruction of property than there is at the present time. The Boston of

that da)- was small, but it was evidently intense. Its feelings could not

S.-iiMLtL A. K.i.ior.'

then, as now, find expression in the mild vagaries of a Radical Club. The
truckmen, looking piously on the motto of the city seal, saw no other

way of preserving the religion of their fathers than by burning the first

convent that was set up in their neighborhood ; the merchants, having in

their keeping the material prosperity of the cit_\', saw no other way of pre-

serving that on which its prosperity rested— the Union of the States—
> [This cut follows a photograph, taken 1S17, is now in the possession of Professor

about 1S50, kindly loaned by Charles W. Eliot, Charles Eliot Norton, in Cambridge. For his

his son. President of Harvard University. A familv connections, see Vol. IV. p. 7. He died
portrait of Mayor Eliot by Stuart, taken about in 1S6:!.— Ed.]
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ih.in by hustling Mr. Garrison, and tlien locking him up in jail for allow-

ing himself to be hustled; the firemen— the embodiment of a long series

of Fourth of July orations— saw no other way of v-indicating American

muscle and American independence than by breaking the heads of their

Irish fellow-citizens.

It was on Sunday, June 11, 1837, that the Broad-Street riot occurred.

An engine company returning from a fire came into collision with an Irish

funeral procession. It would not have been a serious affair had not an

alarm of fire been sounded on the church-bells, calling other fire companies

to the scene. The Irish had a temporarj' ad\'antage in numbers; but the

firemen, and those who came to their aid, soon got the upper hand. The
Irish were driven into their houses, whither they were followed by their

assailants, who had now reached a pitch of fury which, but for the appear-

ance of the military, would have ended in the destruction of the whole Irish

quarter of the town. No lives were lost, however, but there was a good

deal of blood-letting, and considerable property was destroyed. It was

estimated that over fifteen thousand persons were concerned in the affair.

The Mayor was on the ground at the first alarm, and finding himself

powerless to preserve order with the small police force under his com-

mand, he took immediate steps to have the military called out. Fort-

unately for the peace of the city, the National Lancers, constituting a

company of ca\alr_v in the militia organization of the Commonwealth, had

just been formed, and the members being well known the authorities were

able to bring them together at short notice. Portions of several companies

of infantry were also collected ; and in two hours after the affray began the

Mayor entered Broad Street at the head of some eight hundred men under

arms. The Lancers led the way and did the most effective service. The
street presented a singular spectacle at this time. The air was full of fl}'-

ing feathers and straw from the beds which had been ripped open and

emptied out of the windows ; some of the tenement houses were com-

pletely sacked, the occupants fleeing for their lives. Peace was restored

very soon after the arrival of the militia ; but the people were in such an

excited state that a militar\- patrol was maintained through the night, and

sentinels were posted at all the church doors to prevent false alarms.

The energetic action of the Maj-or alone prevented a serious loss of life.

I'rom the report of an investigating committee of the city council, it ap-

pears that the blame for beginning the disturbance rests about equally on

the firemen and the Irishmen.

The moral which the Maj^or drew from the occurrence was that both the

police and fire departments ought to be reorganized. He succeeded in

making the changes he desired in the fire department, but failed to secure

the co-operation of the city council in his proposed reform of the police

department. The firemen at that time received no compensation for their

services. A small annual allowance was made to the engine and hook and

ladder companies to pay for refreshments ; but beyond that the free souls
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composing the department disdained to receive anything. The Mayor saw

that in order to secure discipHne reasonable compensation must be made
for the services required. He told the city council that " it ought not to be

regarded as a matter of reproach to any one to receive pay for his labor."

He saw no reason why the firemen should not be paid and still retain all the

ambition, ardor, and generous spirit which characterize voluntary associ-

ations, and which are not less characteristic of na\-al and military corps.

The compensation was intended as an inducement for the firemen to place

themselves under that strict discipline necessary to insure efficiency, and

not as an equivalent for perils which could not be really paid for. The
ordinance reorganizing the department and fixing the pay of its members
was passed and went into operation on the first of September. For several

weeks it was necessary to maintain all over Boston volunteer patrols against

incendiaries.

In the following year authority was procured from the Legislature for

the appointment by the mayor and aldermen of police officers, with all the

powers of constables except the power of serving and executing any civil pro-

cess. Under this authority a small police force for day duty was organized

and placed under the city marshal, who was the principal health-officer of

the city. This force was cntireh' separate and distinct from the watch, which

at this time included one hundred and ten watchmen and ten constables,

who went on duty at six o'clock in the winter and at seven o'clock in the

summer, and patrolled the streets until sunrise.

At the municipal election in December, 1837, the inhabitants were called

upon to give in their votes on several amendments to the city charter pro-

posed by the city council. Most of the amendments were merely for the

purpose of curing certain defects in the phraseology of the original act

;

but there was one which transferred from the inhabitants of the several

wards to the city council the power of electing overseers of the poor, and

this proposition was regarded with so much disfavor that all the amend-

ments were defeated. They were again submitted at a special election in

February, 1838, and again rejected.

Under the authority of an act of the Legislature, a superintendent of alien

passengers was first appointed b}- the city in 1837. It was made the duty

of that officer to prevent the landing of persons incompetent to maintain

themselves, unless a bond was given that the person should not become a

charge to the city or the State within ten years ; and the sum of two dol-

lars was collected from all other alien passengers as a commutation for the

bond. Some years aftenvard this assessment of " head money," as it was
called, was resisted by the transportation companies ; and a case being car-

ried up to the Supreme Court of the United States, the law which authorized

it was declared to be unconstitutional.

The erection of a hospital for the insane was begun in 1837, on the

grounds adjoining the houses of Industry and Correction, in South Boston

;

and was opened for patients in 1839.
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In his inaui^mal address at the beginning of the j-ear 1838 the Mayor re-

ferred to the commercial crisis which had occurred during the previous year,

and stated that it had produced far less general distress in this community

than in some others. He recommended the erection of a new city hall

and a count)' jail; but no action was taken on these recommendations be-

yond procuring plans and estimates for the former. No other measures of

importance received the attention of the city council during this year.

At the charter election in December, 1839, Jonathan Chapman,^ the

Whig candidate, was elected mayor, and held the office for the three fol-

lowing years. When he took office in January, 1840, he addressed the city

council at some length, recommending, as the principal object of their

efforts, the gradual reduction of the city debt. From $iOO,ooo the debt

had in eighteen years risen to $1,698,232; but the city had in the mean

time acquired a property which not only accommodated the public busi-

ness, but furnished an income which covered more than half the interest on

the debt; and it owned, besides, about $200,000 in bonds and notes, and

between five and six million feet of land and flats. The national census

taken this year gave the city a population of ninety-three thousand three

hundred and eighty-three. The valuation of the real and personal prop-

erty of the cit\- for purposes of taxation amounted to $47,290,800,- and

the rate of taxation was $11 on $1,000. The annual current expenses

of the citv, excluding all except those for ordinar)' purposes, and also

the pa)-ments on account of the principal or interest of the cit)' debt,

amounted to about $425,000. The public schools absorbed nearly a

quarter of this amount.

The project of building a new city hall on land lying between the Court

House and School Street, which had been purchased for the purpose dur-

ing the preceding year, was not favored by the Mayor. When, later in the

year, a new building for the probate and registry offices was completed, and

the old county court house was abandoned, the city council decided to

remodel the old building for the purposes of a city hall. This was done for

a comparatively small expense, and the city government took possession of

its new quarters on March 18, 184 1, and listened to an address from the

Mayor.

The year 1840 formed a sort of epoch in the conmicrcial histor\- of the

cit)'. Through the enterprise of Mr. Samuel Cunard, steam navigation was

established between Boston and Liverpool.'' The event was celebrated by a

great dinner, given on July 22, in a pavilion in front of the Maverick House

1 He was born in Boston, Jan. 23, 1807, and Christian Examiner, and the newspapers of the

was the son of Captain Jonathan Chapman, who dav, an effective spealcer on social and political

had served in the office of selectman for the occasions, and altogether a man of rather bril-

town of Boston. He received his education at liant parts.

Phillips Academy and Harvard College, and en- '- See note p. 234.

tered the Suffolk Bar from Judge Shaw's office. » [See Mr. H. A. Hill's chapter in Vol. IV.,

He possessed considerable literary ability ; was and the Mayor's Inaugural Address, City Docu-

a contributor to the Xorth American /Cefii-c, the menf 2 of 1841.— Ei>.]
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at East Boston. Referring to the matter in his inaugural address at the

beginning of the following year, the Mayor said it had already given to

the city a commercial importance unknown to her before ; and when con-

sidered in connection with the great internal improvement through this

Commonwealth, so shortly to be completed, the most important results to

our prosperit)' might justly be anticipated. The period of general depres-

sion in the \-arious branches of industr\' and business seemed rapidly giv-

ing place to one of activity and success ; and he thought he could say truly

that in no period of the city's history had her prospects been so bright

and cheering.'

During this year the Mayor incurred the enmity of the sellers of in-

toxicating liquors by temporarily increasing the police force for the purpose

of prosecuting the violators of the law. There was a license law in opera-

tion at this time, which authorized the ma)or and aldermen to grant as

many licenses to retail spirituous liquors as in their opinion the public

good might require. The Mayor was opposed to a license law, and in his

address to the city government of 1842 he gave his views on the question

at some length. It appears that he prosecuted the \-iolators of the liquor

law simply because they were law-breakers, and not because he expected

in that way to cure the evils of intemperance. He objected to the license

law because it created a monopoly, and because its enforcement necessi-

tated the entering of a man's house or place of business for the purpose of

procuring evidence. He said :
—

" Let the licensing system be entirely done away, as wrong in principle and in-

jurious in effect. Let the severest penalties be affixed to the keeping of disorderly

houses. Demand of your police to keep the outside in order,— to see to it that the

public peace is preserved, and the public proprieties in no way violated. But as

to the use of spirituous liquors within, so long as it is peaceable and in order, leave

that to individuals, and above all to the Washingtonians, who ha\^e grasped the sub-

ject in the right way."

During the year 1841 another revision of the city charter was made

and submitted to the Legislature, but no action was taken by that body ; and

the Mayor in his address at the beginning of the following year urged a

renewal of the application for additional legislation. The application was

made, but the higher power " smiling put the question by." ^

' The great internal improvement referred to - In the ordinary affairs of the city nothing

was the Western Railroad, which was completed of importance beyond what has been mentioned

and opened to the Hudson River in 1S41. The occurred during Mr. Chapman's three years of

city government "noticed this joyous occasion
"

service; but it ought perhaps to be mentioned

by visiting Albany, and receiving in return a as something beyond the ordinary, that on Feb.

visit from the officers of that city. [See the 2, 1842, a public dinner was given to Mr. Charles

chapter on " The Canal and Railroad Enterprise Dickens, at which the Mayor made quite a no-

of Boston," by Charles Francis Adams, Jr., in table little speech, full of the kind of wit that is

Vol. I\'., and Mr. Hamilton A. Hill's chapter on appreciated on such occasions; and that on Nov.

"The Trade, Commerce, and Navigation of Bos- 24, 1S41, the Mayor's wife danced with the Prince

ton," in the same volume.— Ed.] de Joinville, at a great ball in Faneuil Hall.
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Martin Brimmer ' was the next ma\'or of Boston. He was tlic Whig
candidate, and was elected by a majority of two thousand and sixty-one

votes over Bradford Sumner, the candidate of the " Loco-focos."

His address at the organization of the city government on Jan. 2, 1843,

was devoted largely to the question, which had been agitated for some

years, of building a new prison for the county of Suffolk. He pointed out

the defects of the old jail in Leverett Street, and the difficulty of caring for

its inmates in a manner suited to the requirements of the times. He had

given considerable attention to the subject of prison discipline and con-

struction, about which an active controversy was going on at that time

;

and he made some suggestions in his address which were acted upon when,

at a later day, the new jail was constructed in Charles Street.

Mr. Brimmer was also deeply interested in the cause of public education,

and was an ardent supporter of the new departure advocated by Horace

Mann. ])uring his mayoralty he gave much thought to the improvement

and increase of the Boston schools. At that time the literature of educa-

tion was scanty. A valuable work— The School and the Schoolmaster, by

Alonzo Potter and George B. P2merson— had recently been published, and

the Mayor had an edition of three thousand five hundred copies printed at

his own expense, and sent a copy to each public school and school com-

mittee in the State.^

In his address to the city government of 1844 the Mayor sketched the

rapid growth of the city during the preceding twenty-two years, for the

purpose of impressing his associates with " the importance of enlarged

views in relation to the improvements of the city, in extending and beautify-

ing the streets and public places, in a careful attention to internal health

and police, in an enlarged system of internal and external intercourse, in a

libera! encouragement of charitable and literary institutions, in a far-sighted

preparation for the moral, literary, and physical education of the rising

generation."

The policy inaugurated by Mr. Chapman for a gradual reduction of the

city debt was continued by Mr. Brimmer. The debt which amounted to

$1,698,232, in 1840, was reduced under Mr. Chapman's administration to

$1,594,700, and under Mr. Brimmer's to $1,423,800.

At the charter election, Dec. 9, 1844, several propositions in regard to

procuring a supply of pure water for the inhabitants of Boston were sub-

mitted to a popular vote. The proposition to take the supply from Long
Pond in Natick and Framingham, or from any of the sources adjacent

thereto, as recommended by Colonel Baldwin, was adopted by a vote of

si.x thousand two hundred and sixty yeas, to two thousand two hundred

and four nays. The Mayor was thereupon instructed to apply to the Leg-

' Mr. Brimmer was born in 1793, ^"f^ gf^d- board of aldermen, and one term as a represen-

uated at Harvard College in 1814. Although tative in the Legislature.

engaged in mercantile pursuits he was always - [See Mr. DiUaway's chapter on " Educa-

intcrestcd in public affairs, and previous to his tion. Past and Present," in Vol. IV.— Ed.]

election as mayor had served one term in the

VOL. III.— 32.
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islaturc for the necessary authority; and the last important act of his ad-

ministration was a compliance with this instruction.'

Mr. Brimmer having declined a re-election for a third term, there was a

remarkable contest over the election of his successor. Thomas Aspinwall

Davis was the candidate of a new political organization, called the Native

American party; Josiah Quincy, Jr., was the candidate of the Whigs, and

Adam W. Thaxter, Jr., was the Democratic .candidate. On the first ballot

Quincy received four thousand four hundred and sixty-four votes ; Davis,

three thousand nine hundred and eleven, and Thaxter, two thousand one

hundred and seventy-three. There being no choice, Mr. Quincy with-

drew, and Thomas Wetmore was put forward as the Whig candidate. He
proved less popular than Mr. Quincy, and on the second ballot Davis

led; but Colonel Charles G. Greene, who had been nominated as the

Democratic candidate in place of Mr. Thaxter, received sufficient votes to

prevent a clioice. It was not until the eighth ballot was taken, on Feb.

21, 1845, that Mr. Davis received a bare majority, and was declared

elected. His principal opponent on the last ballot was Mr. William

Parker, a Whig, who had been chosen chairman of the new board of alder-

men, and who acted as mayor until Mr. Davis was sworn in on February

27. Mr. Parker appears to have had some feeling over his defeat, as he

immediately withdrew from the board of aldermen.

Mr. Davis's inaugural address, delivered on February 27, was devoted

mainly to the subject of a water supply; but he could not forbear referring

to the contest over his election, and saying a few words in defence of the

party which had brought him forward. He said :
—

" The numerous and exaggerated statements that have been freely circulated in

reference to the objects and aims of the American Republican party, which has re-

cently sprang into existence and is so rapidly increasing in many parts of the coun-

tr)', require a word upon this subject. It is not the object of the American party, by

word or act, to engender unkind feelings between the native born and foreign born

citizen. Its object is, by the establishment of general and salutary naturalization and

registration laws, by educational and moral means, to place our free institutions upon

such a basis that those who come after us, the descendants both of the foreign and the

American citizen, may be free and independent."

On March 25 the Legislature passed an act authorizing the introduction

of water from Long Pond ; but the act was not to take effect unless ac-

cepted by a majority of the legal voters of the city. The question of its

acceptance was voted on at special meetings held in the several wards on

May 19, and it was rejected by a small vote; the principal cause of its re-

jection being the extraordinary powers given to the three water commis-

' \History of the Iiitrodudioii of Pure Water two vols., maps, and plans, Boston, 1S6S-1S76.

into the City of Boston, by N. J. Bradlee, with a See also, on the matter specially referred to,

continuation from 1S6S to 1876 by D. Fitzgerald, City Documents, 1S44.— Ed.]
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sioners, who were, by the terms of the act, to be appointed as the agents

of the city council.

On October 6, Mr. Davis having been ill for some time, and unable to

perform the duties of his office, sent his resignation to the city council

;

but it was not accepted, and he continued to be the nominal head of the

city government until November 22, when he died. He was a man of ex-

cellent character, but lacked the quaHties essential to success in the admin-

istration of a public office.'

At the charter election on Dec. 8, 1845, there were three candidates for

mayor: Josiah Quincy, Jr., nominated by the Whigs; John T. Heard, by
the Democrats ; and William S. Damrell, by the Native Americans. Mr.

Quincy was elected by a handsome majority; and on the eleventh of the

same month the city council elected him, as authorized in such cases by
the city charter, to fill the office until the beginning of the ne.xt municipal

year. During the interval between November 22 and December 11, Ben-

son Leavitt, then chairman of the board of aldermen, acted as mayor.

Josiah Quincy, Jr.,'^ served in the office of mayor from Dec. 1 1, 1845, to

the first Monday in January, 1849. He had a thorough knowledge of mu-
nicipal affairs, and his administration was characterized by much of the

energy and ability which distinguished his father's service of the city. In

his inaugural address on Jan. 5, 1846, he dealt with the water question in

away to secure the hearty co-operation of his associates in the government.

The time for deliberation, he said, had passed. The time for action had

come. A competent and disinterested commission had decided that Long
Pond was tlie source from which this blessing was to be derived, and the

honor of beginning the important work had been conferred upon the pres-

ent administration. He then proceeded to make a financial statement,

from which it appeared that the cost of introducing water, estimated by the

commissioners to be $2,65 1,643, was more than covered by the value of

the city lands, estimated at that time to be worth $3,175,000. The funded

city debt on Jan. i, 1846, amounted to $1,085,200, showing a reduction of

over $600,000 since 1840. This favorable exhibit of the city's financial

condition had much to do with securing the approval of the citizens to the

next act of the Legislature, authorizing the introduction of water. Ten
days after the new government came in, the Mayor was authorized to pe-

tition for another act. It was granted, in the form desired, on March 30,

and accepted by the citizens on April 13, the vote standing four thousand

six hundred and thirty-seven in the affirmative, and only three hundred and

forty-eight in the negative. On May 4, James F. Baldwin, Nathan Hale,

' His ancestors were among the earliest set- - He was born in Boston, Jan. 17, 1S02, and

lers of the town of Broolilinc, Mass., where he was educated at Phillips .\cadeniy and Harvard

was born on Dec. 11,1798. He was educated in College. He was a member of the common
the public schools, and at the time of his elec- council for four years (1833-37), and its presi-

tion as mayor was engaged in business as a dent for three years. [His portrait is given in

jeweller. Mr. Adams's chapter in Vol. IV.— Ed. J
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and Thomas B. Curtis were chosen by the city council as commissioners

under the act; and on August 20 the ceremony of breaking ground for

the beginning of the work at the lake was performed by the Mayor, as-

sisted by his father and the venerable John Ouincy Adams. At the colla-

tion which followed, the Mayor called attention to the name by which the

source of supply was generally known, and said the name Long Pond was

like the name John Smith, without distinction. He suggested, therefore,

that the Indian name " Cochituate " should be substituted, and the sug-

gestion was immediately adopted.

On Oct. 25, 1848, in the last year of Mr. Ouincy's mayoralty, there was

another celebration, this time on Boston Common. The rising of the sun

was saluted with a hundred guns, and by the ringing of all the church-bells.

A great procession was formed, which marched through the streets and

then to the Common, where an ode, written by Mr. James Russell Lowell,

was sung by the school children, and addresses were made by the Mayor

and by Mr. Nathan Hale, chairman of the water commission. After the

citizens had been duly impressed with the importance of the blessing about

to be bestowed on them, the Mayor inquired if it was their pleasure that

water should then be introduced. There was a tremendous affirmative, and

thereupon the gate was opened, and a column of water six inches in di-

ameter rose to a height of eighty feet. What followed is thus described

by the historian of the water works :
—

" After a moment of silence, shouts rent the air, the bells began to ring, cannon

were fired, and rockets streamed across the sky. The scene was one of intense ex-

citement which it is impossible to describe, but which no one can forget. In the

evening there was a grand display of fireworks, and all the public buildings and many

of the private houses were brilliantly illuminated."

The committee on finance, of which the RLiyor was chairman, was au-

thorized in 1846 to borrow money to the amount of $2,500,000, for carrying

on the work; but they found great difficulty in negotiating a loan upon any

reasonable terms. The leading European bankers who were consulted on

the subject united in saying that the repudiation of some of the States had

made it impossible to dispose of American bonds. During a part of 1847

the rate for money was two per cent a month, on the best paper. In April

of that year it was decided to advertise for a loan of a million dollars.

The city's financial condition was so well presented to capitalists, that the

finance committee were enabled to place the whole amount at a little less

than six per cent, a lower rate than was obtained by the United States.

During Mr. Quincy's first term the police force was reorganized. Francis

Tukey, who occupies a large place in the traditions of the department, was

appointed city marshal. He was a police officer of the French school,

possessing great coolness and audacity, a thorough knowledge of the weak-

nesses of human nature, and an entire indiffisrence as to the methods by

which he accomplished his ends. On a larger field, and under a less dem-
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ocratic form of government, he would have been one of the noted civil

officers of his time. He made himself the terror of evil-doers, and, it

must be added, of some who were not evil-doers. As the law then stood,

the city was obliged to maintain a night-watch, separate and distinct from

the police force. The watch numbered at this time about one hundred and

fifty men, and were under the control of a captain. They were in the habit

of enveloping themselves in large coats, and, after a round or two at the

beginning of their watch, retiring to the shelter of the watch boxes, which

were then provided, and slumbering peacefully until relieved. Marshal

Tukey's force consisted in the beginning of only twenty-two day men and

eight night men,— the night men being a sort of detective force, and,

under the lead of their dashing chief, doing more effective police service

than the whole night-watch. This force was gradually increased to forty

patrolmen for day duty, twenty patrolmen for night duty, and five regular

detectives. In 1853 the Legislature passed an act authorizing the city

council to unite the watch and police, and in the following year the union

was effected.

Among other police regulations introduced during Mr. Ouincy's term,

was one requiring licensed places of amusement to abolish what was known

as the" third row," — a place which for years had been set apart in all the

theatres for the special accommodation of prostitutes. By the Mayor's

casting vote, licenses for the sale of into.xicating liquors were refused.

"When I left the office,'' says Mr. Quincy, "there was no place where

such liquors were openly sold. An attempt was made on this account to

prevent my re-election for a third term, but after a most excited canvass

I was rechosen."

In order to make good his statement as to the city's means for meeting

its obligations, the Mayor urged upon the city council the importance of

preparing the lands owned by the city for public sale. In 1847 he was

authorized to contract for filling a portion of the marsh lands on the east-

erly side of the Neck, known as the South Bay; and under the contracts

then made an extensive tract of land was graded, laid out in streets and

lots, and made ready for the market.

The subject of providing a new jail for the county of Suffolk, to wliich

reference has already been made, was discussed a good deal during the

first two years of Mr. Quincy's administration; but the two branches of

the city council were unable to agree upon any plan of action. In 1848

the city solicitor gave an opinion that the duty of providing a county jail

was imposed by law upon the board of mayor and aldermen, who in this

matter, as in some others, had the powers of county commissioners. The
Board lost no time in exercising its authority. The project of erecting

the jail in connection with the House of Correction at South Boston was

abandoned ; a large lot of land on the north-easterly corner of Cambridge

and Charles streets was purchased, and before the Mayor retired from office

he signed the contracts for the new building.
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The reforms in our public school system which Horace Mann and

George B. Emerson were advocating at this time received the cordial sup-

port of the Mayor. The " double-headed system," as it was called, under

which a grammar master and a writing master exercised a divided authority

over the schools, was abolished ; women were more generally employed as

teachers, and larger school buildings were erected.

At the municipal election on Dec. ii, 1848, John Prescott Bigelow,^ the

Whig candidate, was elected by a majority of two thousand four hundred

and twenty-seven votes, although all shades of the opposition were repre-

sented in the four candidates who ran against him. He occupied the office

for three terms, and performed its duties with marked ability and discretion.

In his inaugural address at the organization of the government in 1849,

he dwelt particularly on the action of the mayor and aldermen of 1847 in

refusing licenses for the sale of intoxicating liquors. The attempt, he said,

to suppress the traffic in that way had utterly failed. The number of drink-

ing places had augmented to an extent never before witnessed, and there had

been an appalling increase of intemperance and its attendant crimes. He
therefore recommended that the license system be re-established, as, with

all its defects, it produced better results than the prohibitory system. The

Mayor's recommendation on this point was sustained by the grand jury of

Suffolk County, who expressed the opinion that "the entire interdiction of

the sale of ardent spirits, however beneficial its effects may be in small com-

munities, is wholly inoperative for good in a great city." But the aldermen

were unanimously opposed to the granting of licenses; and on a test case

which came up in the board on March 3, 18.49, the Mayor had not a solitary

supporter. A majority of the members of the board were re-elected for the

following year, and therefore the question was not taken up. In 1851 the

increase of drunkenness and crime caused the aldermen to propound cer-

tain interrogatories to Marshal Tukey. In reply to the question, " How
many places are there where intoxicating liquors are sold?" he stated that

there were fifteen hundred such places ; and in reply to the request " to

furnish an opinion as to the best method of checking the increase of crime

and the traffic in liquors," he contented himself with the simple state-

ment,— " Execute the law." This novel proposition appears to have filled

the aldermen with such astonishment that they were unable to do an}-thing

further that year. In 1852 a prohibitory liquor law was passed by the Leg-

islature. Governor Boutwell, who first vetoed the bill and afterward ap-

proved it, said " it contained new principles of legislation and was of doubtful

expediency." Before it went into effect the board of ma\"or and aldermen

granted about five hundred innholders and victuallers licenses under the

' He was born in Groton, Mass., on Aug. 25, tion. The new mayor had taken an active inter-

1797, and was educated at Harvard College, est in City and State affairs, having served for

His father was a well-known lawyer, and his seven successive terms in the common council

grandfather. Colonel Timothy Bigelow, won an (1S27-33), and for the same length of time (iSj6-

honorable reputation in the war of the Revolu- 42) as Secretary of .State.
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provisions of the old law. A complaint was made by some of the prohibi-

tionists against Moses Williams, who had received one of the licenses, with

a view to testing the power of the board to grant it; but the court sustained

the license.

Mr. Bigelow did not look with much favor on the plans of his predeces-

sor for the erection of a new jail. He suggested that it might be found

advisable to cancel the contracts, and alter the old building in Leverett

Street. The aldermen decided, however, to proceed with the work, modify-

ing the plans so as to make a considerable reduction in the expense. The
building was completed in 185 i, at an expense, including the site, of about

$450,000.

The great expense involved in introducing and distributing water, and in

raising the grade of the city's lands in the southerly section of the city justi-

fied the Mayor in criticising any further expenditures which would add to the

city debt. He called attention for the first time to the fact that the high

rate of taxation which these expenditures involved was inducing many of the

largest owners of personal property to escape into the country at the annual

period of taxation. The number of citizens who thus evade the payment

of their proportion of the expense of providing for the public safety and

convenience in the city where they reside during seven or eight months in

the year, and where their business is protected during the whole year, has

steadily increased since Mayor Bigclow's time. Several attempts have

been made to check it by legislative enactments ; but the decisions of the

highest court, as to the right of a man to choose his domicil, have made
the new legislation practically inoperative.

During the summer of 1849 Asiatic Cholera prevailed to an alarming

extent; the death rate exceeded that of any previous year in the history

of the city. With a population of about one hundred and thirty thousand,

the number of deaths was five thousand and eighty ; one-fifth of the num-
ber being caused by the epidemic.

The seventh national census, taken in 1850, gave the city a population

of one hundred and thirty-six thousand eight hundred and eighty-one,

showing an increase of about sixty-two per cent during the preceding de-

cade. The rapid growth of the city at this period was due to the opening

of communication by rail with the West and by steamship with the East.

The assessors' valuation of real and personal property within the city this

year amounted to $180,000,500.^ The tax levy was $1,237,000; and the

rate of taxation was $6.80 on a thousand. The funded debt of the city on

April 30, 1850, including water loans, was $6,195,144.35. In his address to

the city government at the beginning of 1850 the Mayor said: "I have

reason to believe that there is no other city in the world, certainly not in

our country, the affairs of which in proportion to its size are administered

at so great an expense as our own. The current annual expenditures of the

' For an explanation of the remarkable increase in the valuation between 1S40 and 1850 see

note to p. 234.
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city of New York, witli more than three times our population, do not more

than double those of Boston."

Among the noteworthy events of this year in which the local govern-

ment had an interest was the breaking up of a meeting in Faneuil Hall,

called to congratulate George Thompson, then a member of Parliament,

on his arrival in this country. Mr. Edmund Quincy presided. When
Wendell Phillips attempted to speak there were cheers for Webster, for

Jenny Lind, and for the Union, so loud and long continued that he was

unable to proceed. Mr. Thompson undertook to read an address, but was

obliged to give it up, and the meeting was declared adjourned. The per-

sons who interrupted the proceedings were good-natured, but determined

that neither Thompson nor his sympathizers should be heard. Marshal

Tukey, who was present with a considerable police force, took no steps to

check the disturbance ; and Mr. Quincy subsequently lodged a complaint

against him in the board of aldermen. At the hearing before a committee of

the board he met the charges against him with the statement that he acted

under the instructions of the mayor ; and the committee so found, and ex-

onerated him.

At the beginning of the year 1851 the Mayor was able to state that

every section of the city was supplied with pure water. The whole cost

of the water-works at that time amounted to $4,321,000. The aggregate

length of streets, courts, and lanes through which main and distribution

pipes had been laid was ninety-six miles; and the number of water-takers

was thirteen thousand four hundred and sixty-three.

During the year 1851 the new almshouse on Deer Island was completed

at a cost of about $150,000. The Mayor recommended that all the inmates

of the House of Industry at South Boston should be removed to Deer

Island ; and his recommendation was subsequently carried out. The system

of telegraphic fire alarms invented by Dr. William F. Channing was intro-

duced this year; and although the old-fashioned engines were then in use, it

was said to be hardly possible for a great fire to occur again. The first

steam fire-engine was introduced into the department in 1854. It was long

regarded as a failure, and the firemen found the English language quite in-

sufficient to express the contempt they felt for it. But continued experi-

ments led to improvements; and in i860 the manual engines were banished

to those rural districts where the stagecoach was still in use, the steam-

engines took their place, and the character of the department was wholly

changed. The new fireman is as unlike the old fireman as the crew of a

modern steamship is unlike the crew of a sailing vessel of thirty years ago.

On April 2, 1851, the police arrested Thomas Sims, a fugitive slave, and

locked him up under the Court House to await the decision of the United

States authorities on a process for his rendition. The day-police, number-

ing at that time forty men, were armed with mariners' cutlasses, and drilled

in anticipation of a disturbance; but as Sims was a disreputable fellow, the

public sympathy was not actively enlisted in his favor, and on April 12, at
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four o'clock in the morning, he was marched down State Street under a police

guard, and placed without opposition on board a vessel bound for Savannah.

Mr. Charles Devens, Jr., then United States Marshal, applied to the mayor

and aldermen for a detail of police officers to aid in transporting Sims back

to the State from which he had escaped ; but the application was refused

on the ground that the city needed all its officers for home duty.^

The board of aldermen of this year gained a sort of flickering notoriety

by refusing the use of Faneuil Hall for a reception in honor of Daniel

Webster. The ground of the refusal was that a similar application from

the Abolitionists had been denied for fear of a disturbance. The intense

indignation of Mr. Webster's friends can easily be imagined. On the day

following their refusal another meeting of the mayor and aldermen was

held, and a motion made to reconsider the action. The mayor and three

aldermen voted to reconsider, and four aldermen voted in the negative.

Mr. Moses Kimball, a member of the board, declined to vote, and there be-

ing a tie, the motion to reconsider did not prevail. At a meeting of the

common council held a day or two afterward an order was passed ap-

pointing a joint committee " to tender Honorable Daniel Webster, in the

name of the city council of Boston, an invitation to meet and address his

fellow-citizens in Faneuil Hall at such time as he shall elect." The mayor

anil aldermen then met, and after passing a resolution asserting their own

dignit}' and independence, concurred unanimously in the action of the com-

mon council. \\ hen the committee waited upon Mr. W'ebster at the Revere

House and humbl)' asked him to signify his pleasure in the matter, he treated

them very coldly, and said he would give his answer in writing. The answer

was a curt one :
" It will not be convenient for me to accept the invitation."

When election day came the mayor and aldermen tbund that political pre-

ferment was not to be obtained through snubbing Mr. Webster. They were,

all and singular, remanded to private life, and there they mostly remained.

In the following year, on an invitation from a new and revised city council,

Mr. Webster addressed his fellow-citizens in Faneuil Hall, " the doors on

golden hinges turning," — as Mr. Choate said.

The completion of the railroad lines connecting the city with the Canadas

and the great lakes was celebrated in September of this year. The official

report published by the city says :
" However extensive and brilliant may

have been the public pageants on other occasions, not one, it is believed,

has on this continent surpassed, if any have equalled, that of September 17,

18, and 19." On the first day the President of the United States, accompa-

nied by the members of his cabinet, arri\-ed and were received by the city and

State authorities ; and there was a military review on the Common. On the

second day there was an excursion down the harbor in the morning; in the

afternoon. Lord Elgin, Captain General and Governor-in-chief of the British

Possessions in North America, arrived with his suite, and was formally re-

ceived by the Mayor; and in the evening there was a grand military ball in

1 [See the chapter on " The Antislavery Movement." — Ed.]

VOL. III. — 33.
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Union Hall. On the third day there was a procession, followed by a dinner

on the Common, at which three thousand six hundred persons sat down;

and in the evening, fireworks and illuminations. Altogether it w'as a very

brilliant affair, and the Mayor did the honors of the city very handsomely.'

At the charter election on Dec. 8, 1S51, there were four candidates for

the mayoralty. John H. Wilkins received a plurality of Votes, but not

a majority ; and a new election was held on December 24, at which Ben-

jamin Seaver,^ the Whig candidate, was elected, receiving only one vote

more than the united votes of his opponents. Mr. Seaver held the ofifice for

two terms. A service of five years (1845-49) in the common council had

given him a knowledge of city affairs which, with his business training and

his executive ability, made him an e.Kcellent chief magistrate. It was said

that he owed his first election to the police ; and it is undoubtedly true that

Marshal Tukey directed his men to work for Mr. Seaver; but if the mar-

shal looked for special favor on account of his political support, he had

a very imperfect knowledge of the character of the man whom he had as-

sisted to office. The law then in force required the annual appointment of

police officers ; and when the Mayor came to make his appointments for the

year he made some changes which the marshal criticised rather freely.

Mr. Seaver was not a man to be criticised with impunity by a subordinate.

He lost no time in putting another man at the head of the police force, and

Marshal Tukey ceased to be a terror to anybody.

The new mayor looked upon the office to which he had been elected as

essentially a business office, and he applied business principles to his admin-

istration of it. During the preceding si.x years the city had been engaged

in works which had added largely to the city debt. Those works had been

substantially completed, and the Mayor felt that it was time to pause and

husband the city's resources for a while before entering on any new enter-

prises. That the record of his administration does not occupy so large

a space as that of some others is an evidence of the Mayor's firmness in re-

sisting the temptation to make a name at the expense of the city. The

most important act of his administration was the vote to erect a building

for the Public Library; but the story of that institution's inception and

progress is to be told elsewhere.^

On the recommendation of the Mayor a board of land commissioners

was established in 1853, to take the place of a joint committee of the city

council which had been found unequal to the duties imposed upon it; and

burials within the city limits, except in particular cases, were prohibited

after the first of July, 1853.

Henry J. Gardner, afterward Governor of the Commonw^calth, was presi-

dent of the common council during Mr. Scavcr's two terms; and on retir-

^ [See the chapter on " Canals and Rail- at the time of his election was engaged in busi-

roads," in Vol. IV.— Ed.] ness as an auctioneer.

^ He was born in Roxbury, A])ril 12, 1795; ' [In Vol. IV., by the Editor of the present

educated at the Roxbviry Grammar School; and work.— Ed.]
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ing from the chair on Dec. 29, 1853, he delivered an address in which he

gave prominence to the question of revising the city charter. ITc pointed

out so clearly and forcibly the changes which an experience of thirty years

had shown to be necessary, that the city council of the following year ap-

plied to the Legislature for a new act of incorporation which was granted on

April 29, 1854.

At the municipal election on Dec. 12, 1853, there were three candidates

for mayor : Benjamin Seaver, the nominee of the Whigs
;
Jerome Van Crown-

inshield Smith/ the nominee of the Native American party; and Jacob

Sleeper, the nominee of the Temperance men. Mr. Seaver received the

highest number of votes, but not a majority ; and on the third ballot, taken

Jan. 9, 1854, Dr. Smith was elected. During the interval bewecn the first

Monday in January antl the date at which the new mayor was sworn in (the

sixteenth of that month) Mr. Benjamin L. Allen, the chairman of the board

of aldermen, acted as mayor.

The new mayor was a most indefatigable worker, and seemed to have

an ambition to leave some enduring memento in every department of

science, art, literature, and politics. Without undertaking to pass upon

his achievements in the more retired walks of life, it may be said that as

a man of affairs he was not entirely successful. He made a great many

suggestions for the improvement of the city government, but fortunately

for the city's credit few of them were carried out. He thought the po-

lice appointments would be improved if twelve men were elected by pop-

ular vote, one from each ward, with power to appoint all police officers,

subject to the approval of the mayor and aldermen. He recommended

the sale of Quincy Market to private individuals; the erection of an in-

sane asylum at Deer Island; the erection of a tall tower on Beacon Hill,

for the use of the fire telegraph and fire department offices; the forced

sale of city lands in order to promote the erection of buildings; the ap-

pointment of a physician in every ward to be paid by the city for serving

the poor. He was never taken quite seriously as a chief magistrate.

In 1853 an act had been passed authorizing the city council to unite, by

ordinance, the watch and police departments ; but no action was taken un-

til the following year. On May 26, 1854, the old watch, which had been in

1 Dr. Smith was born in Conway, New Hamp- Hall. Finding that the e.\liibition could be en-

shire, on July 20, i8oo; graduated at Brown joyed without expense, he joined the moving

University in 1818, and subsequently took the de- throng, and was presently looking down from a

gree of M^Jicina: Doctor at Williams College, quiet corner in the gallery upon what appeared

He served in the office of city physician for a to be a religious ceremony. He awaited in breath-

number of years, and in that way became familiar less expectation the advent of the animal whose

with city affairs. Like the famous Whittington, name was in everybody's mouth ; and it was not

he had a sort of premonition of his coming great- until after the ceremony was concluded that he

ness. The day on which he came to Boston to could be made to understand the significance of

seek his fortune happened to be the very day what he had witnessed. He had a presentiment

when the first mayor of the city was sworn into that he should some day be the central figure of

ofiicc. Seeing a large number of people movi-g such an exhibition, and he shaped his career

in one direction he asked the cause, and was told accordingly,

that a mare was to be inaugurated in Faneuil
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existence as a department of the town and city government since 163 1, was

abolished, and a poHcc department was established, consisting of two hun-

dred and fifty men under the charge of a chief of police, two deputies, and

eight captains of divisions. The form of organization adopted at this time,

was not materially changed until 1878, when the department was placed un-

der a commission appointed by the mayor. By an ordinance passed in 1863,

the system of aiinual appointments was changed to appointments during

good behavior.

On the very day that the new police force entered upon its duties it was

called upon, at a moment's notice, to suppress a riot in Court Square, caused

by the attempt to release Anthony Burns, a fugitive slave, who had been

arrested by United States officers and confined temporarily in the city prison.

For nine days, while the hearing on the question of Burns's rendition was

going on, the city was in a fever of excitement. The efforts of the city au-

thorities were directed solely to the preservation of order, and the execution

of the mandates of the court.

^

On November 15 of this year the inhabitants voted to accept the revised

city charter. It went into ettect for the purpose of electing municipal

officers on the second Monday in December, and for all other purposes

on the first Monday in January following. The principal changes intro-

duced by the new charter may be briefly summarized as follows : the

persons having the highest number of votes at municipal elections were

to be declared elected ; the mayor was deprived of his vote on matters

coming before the board of aldermen, and was given a qualified right to

veto all acts of the city council, and all acts of either branch where an ex-

penditure of money was involved ; the board of aldermen was enlarged

from eight to twelve members, and all the executive powers of the corpor-

ation, formerly vested in the selectmen of the town and in the board of

mayor and aldermen of the city, were transferred to it ; the mayor, when

present at meetings of the board, had the right to preside; the school com-

mittee, which had consisted of the mayor, the president of the council, and

two persons elected annually from each ward, was enlarged by the election

of six persons from each ward, two being elected annually.

It was not the intention of those who drafted the new charter to curtail

the mayor's powers, but their work had that efl"ect. Following the prece-

dent established by the elder Ouincy, it had been customary for the mayor

1 Bums was taken into custody on the even- sons composing it flocked to the Court House
ing of May 24, 1854, and on the following day and attempted to break down the doors. One
taken before Edward Greely Loring, who was a constable was killed and several persons were

United States commissioner, and who also held seriously wounded. Burns was finally remanded
the office of judge of probate for Suffolk County, to slavery ; but subsequently he was bought by

On the evening of May 26, a great meeting was some Northern people and sent to Canada,

held in Faneuil Hall to protest against the outrage where he died in 1S62. Edward G. Loring

on liberty. George R. Russell presided. While was removed from the office of judge of pro-

Wendell Phillips was speaking, a person entered bate, and was then appointed by the President

the hall and announced that a mob of negroes judge of the court of claims at Washington,

was in Court Square attempting to rescue Burns. [See the chapter on "The Antislavery Move-
The meeting immediately dissolved, and the per- ment'Vin this volume. — Ed.]
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1

to act as chairman of all tlie most important committees of the city council

;

and as the ciiief executive oft'icer of the corporation, and as a member and

chairman of the board which had not only succeeded to all the executive

powers formerly exercised by the selectmen of the town, but which had

equal powers witii the common council as a legislative body, he was in

a position to exercise a powerful influence upon the management of city

affairs. Under the new charter, the mayor continued to have the power
of appointing police officers, but his appointments were subject to approval

by the aldermen, and the administration of the police department was placed

entirely in the hands of the aldermen. That board also had control of the

fire department, the health department, the markets, the streets, the county

buildings and the granting of licenses for various purposes ; and where their

action did not involve an expenditure of money the ma\or had no power to

pass upon it.

There has been no general revision of the city charter since 1854. Nu-
merous changes have been made, both directly and indirectly, by subse-

quent legislation, the most important of which will be pointed out further

on; but the mayor's power, although somewhat increased, is still far from

being what is necessary to secure a responsible and an efficient executive.

At the charter election in December, 1855, Alexander Hamilton Rice,^

the " Citizens' " candidate, was chosen mayor for the ensuing year. The
Native American, or " Know-Nothing " party, as it had come to be called,

had fallen into disrepute, and its candidate. Dr. Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, failed

of an election by some two thousand votes. Mr. Rice possessed most of

the qualifications by which an enduring success in public life is achieved,

—

a pleasing address, a knowledge of men and affairs, more than ordinary

readiness and ability as a public speaker, and a keen sense of the popular

wishes. During the two years that he served in the office of major the

affairs of the city were managed with prudence and economy. In his first

address to the city council he announced as the guiding principle of his

administration the improvement of the institutions and means already pos-

sessed by the city, and the avoidance of new and dazzling enterprises which,

however promising, might prove in the end to be only costly experiments.

The most important act of the government during Mr. Rice's first term

was an agreement on the part of the city with the Commonwealth and the

Boston Water-Power Company, by which provision was made for the im-

provement of the territory now known as the Back Bay. It should be stated

that previous to the year 1827 the city held the fee in about one hundred

acres of flats in this locality. In that year it ceded to the Boston Water-

Power Company its title to these flats in consideration of the right to dis-

' Mr. Rice was born in Newton, M.iss., on at the time of his election was the leading mem-

Aug. 30, iSiS, and received his education in the ber of a firm eng.aged in the manufacture of

public and private schools of the neighborhood, paper. He had served as a member of the

and in Union College at Schenectady. On leav- school committee and the common council, hav-

ing school he sought employment in Boston, and ing been president of the latter body in 1S54.
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charge the drainage from the adjoining territory into the Back Bay basin.

It was provided in the agreement made at tliat time that the water in this

basin should be kept at a certain specified depression below high-water

mark. This led to the erection of buildings on the surrounding territory at

a grade fixed with reference to the drainage into a bay several feet below

high-water mark, and presently the accumulation of sewage matter caused a

nuisance from which the city has not yet ceased to suffer. In assenting to

this arrangement with the Water-Power Company, it must be said that Mr.

Ouincy did not show his accustomed foresight. The exercise of the right

which the city had acquired created a nuisance which made the right value-

less. The new agreement entered into on Dec. ii, 1856, provided, among
other things, for the construction of a large sewer from Camden Street,

through lands of the Water-Power Company and the Commonwealth, to

Charles River. This tripartite agreement, although forming the basis of the

great improvement on the Back Bay, was ne\'er fully carried out ; and in

1864 a new agreement was entered into, establishing a more complete sys-

tem of streets and sewers for this territory.

The management of the public institutions of the city, including under

that head the House of Correction, the Houses of Industry and Reforma-

tion, and the Lunatic Hospital, was at this time in the hands of three distinct

boards, which were not always in harmony on questions affecting the city's

interests. Mr. Rice recommended that all these institutions should be

placed under the government of one board elected for different periods of

service, and composed in part of members of the city council and in part of

persons chosen from the citizens at large. In 1857 the Legislature passed

an act establishing such a board, and pro\'iding for the election of its mem-
bers by concurrent vote of the city council. The board is still in existence,

and has fully answered the purpose for which it was organized.

In 1857 the Mayor recommended the establishment of a city hospital,

transmitting to the city council at the same time a memorial from several

leading physicians, giving their opinion of the necessity and value of such

an institution. In the following year an act was passed by the Legislature

authorizing the city to establish and maintain " a hospital for the reception of

persons who, by misfortune or poverty, may require relief during temporary

sickness." Elisha Goodnow, who died in 1851, had bequeathed to the

city twenty-five thousand dollars for a local hospital, provided it was estab-

lished either at the South End or South Boston; but no definite action

was taken until i860, when a site was selected at the South End on land

reclaimed from the sea, and a hospital building was erected thereon and

opened in 1864.

On Dec. 14, 1S57, I'^ederic Walker Lincoln, Jr.,' was chosen ma\-or for

the following year. He was known as the Eaneuil-Hall candidate, ha\-ing

1 Mr. Lincoln was a descendant of Samuel He was born in Boston Feb. 27, 1S17, and re-

Lincoln, who settled in Hingham as early as 1637. ceived his education in the public and private
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been nominated by reprcscntati\cs of different parties who held a conven-

tion for that purpose in Faneuil Hail. Charles B. Hall, his opponent, was

also put forward as a Citizens' candidate, but was badly beaten, Mr. Lincoln

receiving a majority of nearly four thousand votes.

As an administrative officer Mr. Lincoln was eminently successful. That

he won the respect and confidence of his fellow-citizens to an unusual de-

gree is shown by the fact that, without any effort on his part, he held the

office of mayor for a longer time than any individual who preceded him or

who has succeeded him.

The first year of his administration was not marked by any measures of

special importance, unless the uniforming of the police may be so regarded.

That was an act of great local interest, and the policemen and their friends

said a good deal about copying the customs of the Old World, and turning

free Americans into liveried servants. But the citizens who had often

searched in vain for a policeman in citizen's dress looked favorably upon a

change which would enable them to know an officer when they saw him.

In 1859 an act was passed by the Legislature, to take effect when ac-

cepted by the citizens of Boston, annexing to the city a considerable tract

of land and flats on the Back Ba\% formerly included within the city of Rox-
bury ; and providing that no buildings should be erected between Arlington

Street and Charles Street. The act was accepted by an almost unanimous
vote of the citizens on April 26, 1859, and a plan was soon after adopted

for the improvement of the Public Garden. An attempt was made by
several public-spirited individuals to preserve the Back Bay as an open

space for sanitary purposes, and to that end a number of elaborate plans

were submitted to the State and city authorities; ' but the General Court

saw an opportunity to put some money into the State treasury by cutting

the territory into house lots, and greed carried the day.

In 1859 Mr. Lincoln was successful in securing the co-operation of the

United States authorities in the jjreservation of Boston Harbor. It appeared

from the testimony of the old pilots that the water was shoaling in many
places in the harbor, owing to the encroachments upon the headlands and
islands. In a special message to the city council, the Mayor recommended
the appointment of a commission of United States officers to make a sci-

entific examination of the subject. The recommendation was approved,

and the Mayor went to Washington and saw the heads of the Treasury,

War, and Navy departments, — Cobb, Floyd, and Toucey,— three men who
occupy a bad eminence among American cabinet officers. They were ex-

tremely gracious to the representative of Boston, and immediately complied

with his request to detail General Totten, chief of the engineer corps, Pro-

schools. When only thirteen years of age he branch of the State Legislature (1847-4S), and

was apprenticed to a maker of mathematical in- had been a delegate to the Constitutional Con-

struments, and at the time of his election to the vention of 1S53.

mayoralty he had risen to a prominent position ' [One is given in the folio edition of Drake's

among the business men of the city. He had Boston. See also Documents of the Massachusetts

served two terms as a member of the lower Senate, jVo. 1S6, 1S59.— En.]
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fessor Bache, superintendent of the coast survey, and Commander Davis

of the Navy, to make the proposed examination. During the seven years

following, the commissioners made ten reports, which have been of im-

mense value in securing appropriations from the National Government for

the improvement of the harbor, and in preventing by wise legislation any

further encroachments upon the ship-channels.^

The national census of i860 gave the city a population of 177,992. The

valuation of real and personal property for purposes of taxation amounted

to $276,861,000. The amount of tax raised for State, county, and city pur-

poses was $2,530,000; and the rate was $8.99 on the $1,000. The funded

city debt amounted to $8,491,599.

In the latter part of this year another collision occurred between the

Abolitionists and those who were opposed to the Antislavery agitation.

Through the instrumentality of some rather obscure individuals a meeting

was called in Tremont Temple, on December 3, to commemorate the anni-

versary of the execution of John Brown, and to consider the question.

How can American Slavery be abolished? The election of a Republican

President, and the threatening attitude assumed by the South, had the

effect of making a good many men, especially those whose business inter-

ests would be endangered by any disturbance of the established order of

things, deprecate any expressions in this section of the country which would

appear to identify the Republican party with the supporters of John Brown;

but in undertaking forcibly to prevent such expressions they only scattered

the coals and propagated the fire. The promoters of this meeting, having

hired the hall for a legal purpose, had a right to be protected in its use;

but the city authorities did not protect them. A large number of persons

opposed to the objects of the meeting quietly entered the hall as soon as

the doors were open, elected their own chairman and secretary, and adopted

a series of resolutions, in which John Brown and all "aiders and abettors

in his nefarious enterprise" were heartily denounced ; and it was declared

that the people of this city " had submitted too long in allowing irrespon-

sible persons and political demagogues of every description to hold public

meetings to disturb the public peace and misrepresent us abroad." " They
have become a nuisance," the resolutions said, "which in self-defence we

are determined shall henceforward be summarily abated." In the midst of

the confusion consequent upon these proceedings the chief of police en-

tered the hall accompanied by several trustees of the building, and stated

that he had orders from the Mayor to dismiss the meeting and to clear the

hall; which he proceeded to do. In the evening the Antislavery people

held a meeting in a small church for colored people at the West End,

and although riotous demonstrations were made in the streets, the police

force was sufficient to preserve order. It was known that the Mayor had

taken the precaution to lui\-e two companies of ca\-alr}- under arms at

1 For further details in regard to the meas- the chapter on "Boston Harbor" in Vol. IV.

;

ures taken for the preservation of the harbor, see also City Documents, 1859-66.
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tlicir armories to act in case of emergency. On tlie following morning

the Advertiser said :
—

" The cry of ' free speech,' which will no doubt be set up on behalf of those who

yesterday saw their meeting taken out of their hands, can find little support among

unprejudiced observers. . . . Sensitive as the chord is which any appeal for free

speech touches, it will hardly vibrate in response to the api)eals of those who claim

that glorious privilege only to abuse it ; and what abuse of it could be more flagrant

or more deserve condemnation than to use it simjjly as the means of adding to a great

national excitement the peril of misleading one section of the country as to the senti-

ment which pervades the other, antl embittering still further that controversy which

now divides the States of the Union."

This may be taken as a fair expression of the sentiments of moderate

Republicans of that day.

In the charter election of December, i860, political feeling ran very

high. Joseph Milncr Wightman ' was the candidate of both wings of the

Democratic party and of the Old Line Whigs. Moses Kimball was the Re-

publican candidate. The Webster Whigs were still a power in Boston, both

socially and politically, and they threw the whole weight of their influence

against Mr. Kimball on account of his action as a member of the board of

aldermen that refused the use of Faneuil Hall in 185 i for the Webster recep-

tion. Mr. Wightman, who had formerly acted with the Whig party, but

who had been carried into the Democratic ranks by the Antislavcry agita-

tion, was elected by a majority of over three thousand votes.

As an executive officer Mr. Wightman was not wanting in energy or in

honesty of purpose ; but he lacked dignity and discretion. His administra-

tion fell upon an important period in our municipal history. The extraordi-

nary demands upon the city authorities, growing out of the war, enlarged the

powers and duties of the mayoralty to an unprecedented extent, and raised

many questions new to municipal legislation. It required a man of much
more than ordinary ability to manage the affairs of the city at such a time

to the satisfaction of a community which had been favored with chief magis-

trates who were generally dignified and sometimes wise. But while Mr.

Wightman was not a man of more than ordinary ability, he possessed a

good deal of energy and enthusiasm, and it was a time when energy and

1 He was born in Boston on Oct. 19, 1S12, duction of water into the city first led him to

and was the son of English parents. At the take an interest in local affairs. He was e.\-

early age of ten he had been obliged, by the tremely active in promoting the scheme which

death of his father, to leave school and become was finally carried out, and from that time forth

apprenticed to a machinist. While serving out he has had a conspicuous part in municipal

the terms of his indenture he eagerly availed politics. He was a prominent member of the

himself of every opportunity to acquire a knowl- school committee for ten years (1S45-55). and a

edge of mathematics, geometry, natural philos- member of the board of aldermen from April,

ophy, and mechanical engineering ; and soon 1856, when he was elected to fill a vacancy,

after coming of age he went into business as to January, 1S59. In both these positions he

a manufacturer of philosophical aj^paratus. The performed services which have been of pcrma-

discussion of the question concerning the intro- nent value to the city.

VOL. III. — 34.
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enthusiasm were wanted. He was put into the office by those who liad

been opposed to the election of a Republican President, but no one ever

had occasion to charge him with lukewarmness in responding to the de-

mands of the national administration for means to put down the Rebellion.

The Antislavery agitators, who were indignant over the failure of a Re-

publican mayor fully to protect their freedom of speech, looked with con-

siderable alarm upon the accession to power of a Democrat who might be

inclined to shut them up altogether; and it seemed to them that the time

had arrived to call in country Republicanism, which was of a more radical

type than city Republicanism, to redress the balance. On Jan. 21, 1861, an

order was introduced into the State Senate for the appointment of a joint

special committee to consider the expediency of amending the charter of

Boston so that its police should be appointed by the authorities of the

State. While the order was under consideration, on January 24, the Anti-

slavery Society held its annual meeting in Tremont Temple. The galleries

and the rear of the hall were filled with persons who interrupted the pro-

ceedings by hisses and groans. The Mayor was called upon by the officers

of the meeting to suppress the disturbance. He sent thirty policemen,

but they made no serious effort to preserve order. Finally, on the writ-

ten request of the trustees of the building, who feared injury to their

property, the Mayor went to the meeting, accompanied by the chief of

police, and under his instructions the galleries were cleared and order re-

stored. As soon as he withdrew the disturbance was renewed, and the meet-

ing was then adjourned until evening, with a view to having the admission

to the hall regulated by tickets. Some of the disturbers announced their

determination to remain in the building until the evening meeting was held

;

and the Mayor, being apprehensive of a riot, instructed the chief of police

to clear the hall, close the doors, and prevent any meeting from being held

in the evening. There was no such riotous spirit abroad as would justify

such an arbitrary measure. The police might have preserved order if they

had been properly instructed so to do by their superiors. After such an

affair the proposition to place the control of the city police in the hands of

the State authorities was favored by a good many persons who had no love

for the Abolitionists. A committee of the General Court was appointed,

and a great deal of testimony was taken in regard to the condition of

the police force and the improper influences to which it was subjected by

the mayor and aldermen ; but although a precedent for the action proposed

had been established by the New York Legislature, and had thus far worked

well, the sentiment in favor of local self-government was too strong to be

overcome even by the fervid rhetoric of the Antislavery leaders, and it was

decided to let Boston manage her own aff'airs until her incapacity for so

doing had been more fully demonstrated. The question was brought up
several times in after years, but always with the same result.

Soon after the war broke out, the city was called upon to appropriate

money for a variety of purposes not authorized by existing laws. To have
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refused to appropriate tlie money on the ground of a want of authority

would have seriously impeded the work of furnisiiing men and supplies for

the army. It is to the credit of the city authorities, and especially of the

Mayor, that they did not hesitate to take the responsibility of using the

city's money to do whatever was necessary to minister to the comfort of

the soldiers and of the soldiers' families. Many persons who received com-

missions to organize military companies had no means to provide quarters

or subsistence for their recruits, and the Governor had no power at that

time to establish camps where the volunteers might be maintained, drilled,

and disciplined at the e.xpense of the State. The city provided recruiting

stations and paid for the subsistence of the men until they were mustered

into the service of the United -States. Uniforms and other clothing were

also provided for the Boston volunteers ; and regiments from other States,

and from other portions of this State, passing through the city to the

seat of war, were welcomed and refreshed on the Common or in Faneuil

Hall. For these purposes about one hundred thousand dollars were ex-

pended from the city treasury during the year 1861. Among other

measures instituted by the city council of 1861 for the benefit of the

volunteers and their families was one which involved only a trifling ex-

pense to the city, but which was of incalculable value to the persons

concerned. Arrangements were made by which the commanders of com-

panies or regiments were enabled with little trouble to collect a portion

of the money which their men received from the government paymaster

and transmit it, without expense, to the mayor, to be deposited by him in a

savings-bank, or paid to such persons as the soldier might designate. A
very large amount of money was transmitted in this way, and many poor

families had occasion to bless the Mayor for saving them from the necessity

of receiving aid in a form which made them feel that they were objects of

charity. In the following year the benefit of this system of allotments

was extended by an act of the Legislature to the families of all the Mas-

sachusetts volunteers, the money being transmitted to the State treasurer,

and by him distributed to the several city and town treasurers ; but some

of the Boston regiments continued to send their money directly to the

Mayor until the close of the war, as it reached its destination more quickly

in that way.

In his address to the city government at the beginning of 1862, the

Mayor strongly recommended the erection of a new city hall. The subject

had been before the city council many times during the preceding twelve

years, but the two branches had not been able to agree either upon a site or

upon the plans for a building. Although there was strong opposition to

entering upon any new enterprises while the resources of the people were

being so heavily taxed to maintain the national government, a majority of

the city council this year voted to build a new hall on the site of the old

one, at an estimated expense of $160,000, and the corner-stone was laid

on Dec. 22, 1862.
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The requisitions made in Jul\- of this year for men to serve in the army

created almost a panic and led to the offer of heavy local bounties for vol-

unteers. The city began by paying a bounty of one hundred dollars for

men credited to its quota; and afterward, in order to compete with other

municipalities which were offering much larger amounts, the payment was

increased to two hundred dollars. The city was able to meet the demands

made upon it without resorting to a draft ; but by the end of the year nearly

a million dollars had been expended in premiums for volunteers.

The election of December, 1862, resulted in the defeat of I\Ir. Wight-

man, and the reinstatement of Mr. Frederic W. Lincoln in the mayor's

office.

The expenditures for war purposes during the j-ears 1861 and 1862,

although illegal and often extravagant, were never called in question by the

people; but what they did question was the expediency of erecting public

buildings, widening and extending streets, and spending the city's money
on other works which, in view of the tremendous crisis through which the

country was passing, might well be postponed. The expenditures for what

is known as "city junketing" began to assume rather formidable propor-

tions about this time, and to excite the comments of the taxpayers. Junket-

ing is not a modern vice. It has been the custom from the earliest times for

the city magistrates to have occasional feasts — or, as Washington Ir\'ing

calls them, gormandizings— at the public expense; and so the name of

alderman, originally used to designate the elderman,— the man of the high-

est wisdom and experience in the Teutonic community,— has come to be

applied to the man of

" Fair round belly, with good capon lined."

But while the ancient alderman was satisfied with an occasional feast, his

modern prototype seems filled with the desire to feast all the time; and the

question as to the extent to which this desire should be gratified has fre-

quently entered into the municipal elections in this city, and has sometimes

determined the choice of a chief magistrate.

Mr. Lincoln was elected to bring the city government back to a more
careful expenditure of the public money ; and so well satisfied were the

people with his efforts in that direction, that they continued him in office

through four successive terms.

During the latter part of the year 1862 the cities and towns of the Com-
monwealth had engaged in a ruinous competition for men to fill their sev-

eral quotas under the calls of the President for additional troops. The
raising of money by ta.xation for the purpose of paying bounties was

illegal, and might have been stopped at any time on the application of ten

taxpayers to the highest court of the Commonwealth ; but the local au-

thorities were sustained by the great body of the people in almost any meas-

ure that was likely to avert a draft; and no man was willing, or rather no
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man dared, to throw any obstacles in the way of procuring volunteers for the

army. When the Legislature met in January, 1863, the Governor recom-

mended that bounties should be equalized and assumed by the State, to be

paid by a tax on the property and polls of all the people. An act was

accordingly passed forbidding towns and cities from raising or expending

money for the purpose of offering or paying bounties to volunteers under

future calls of the President, and a State bounty of fifty dollars was offered

in lieu of all local bounties. In the summer of 1863, the city having failed

to meet the requisitions for men by voluntary enlistments, it was found nec-

essary to resort to a draft. On the afternoon of July 14 two assistant pro-

vost marshals were serving notices upon the men who had been drafted for

military service, and who lived in rather a disreputable quarter at the North

End of the city, when they were suddenly assaulted by a woman whose

husband was numbered among the conscripts. The cries of this infuriated

woman acted like a preconcerted signal upon the people in the neighbor-

hood. In an instant the narrow, crooked streets in the vicinity of the great

manufactory of the Boston Gas-Light Company were filled with a mob of

which women were the leaders, — the most frightful of all mobs. The
marshals fled for their lives, and the local patrolmen, coming to their rescue,

were set upon and beaten nearly to death. One gallant officer, a man of

noble physique and of undaunted courage, attempted to make head against

the terrible throng, but he was borne down, trampled upon, and maimed for

life. The police rolls of the city still bear his name ; and although he has

never been able to do another day's service, no taxpayer grudges him the

continued compensation of an active officer.

In a short time the whole North find of the city was in a state of revolt.

The police of the First Di\-ision retreated into their station, which was threat-

ened with assault. Then the city authorities saw that they had serious work

on hand. For two days previous a portion of the city of New York had been

under the control of a mob ; and although there had been some indications

of a disposition in this city to resist the enforcement of the draft, it was not

believed that there would be any concerted resistance. It appeared after-

wards that quite a formidable organization to resist the laws had been

partially formed ; but the leaders in that organization were probably as

much taken by surprise at the sudden outbreak on the afternoon of the

fourteenth as were the city authorities. Having taken possession of the

streets at the North Fnd, and surrounded the police station, the mob paused

and awaited the next move of the city authorities. The composition of

the mob was changed in the mean lime. The men came from their work in

the gas-house and elsewhere and took the places of the women. They pur-

posed to test the question whether the Government had a right to drag them

from their homes to fight in a cause in which they did not believe. The

news of the great uprising in New York had been circulated among them,

and its temporary success greatly stimulated their determination to resist.

" I'd rather fight here, where I can go home to dinner," said one, " than ni
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the Southern swamps, where they don't have regular meals." But as a

whole the assemblage was not a humorous one: it was taciturn, and took

rather a serious view of the situation.

The Mayor was first informed of the disturbance by the marshal wliose

assistants had been mobbed. He was soon satisfied from the police reports

which followed that extraordinary measures must be taken to preserve the

peace. He acted with great promptness and resolution. There were only

three local militia organizations in the city at that time: the independent

company of Cadets (the prescriptive body-guard of the Governor), a bat-

talion of cavalry, and a battery of light artillery. To these the Mayor
issued his precepts, as authorized by the laws of the State, directing them to

report to him forthwith, armed and equipped for service. This force was

strengthened by several military organizations then in camp at Readville,

preparing for service in the field, and by detachments from the heavy artil-

lery and infantry companies on duty at the forts in the harbor. The Cooper-

Street Armory, occupied by a light battery, was situated in the very midst of

the riotous populace. The members of the local company had assembled

quietly in the armory during the afternoon, without attracting much atten-

tion. It was about seven o'clock in the evening when a company of United

States artillery from Fort Warren marched down into the disturbed quarter

to join the local battery. It was hooted and hissed while on the wa}', but

was allowed to enter the armory without serious opposition. Then the mob
closed in around the building in a dense mass, and began to break the win-

dows. A lieutenant of the light battery, who attempted to pass through

the crowd, was beaten and trampled upon. The men sent out to rescue

him could regain the armory only by firing and using their bayonets. Then
the building was assaulted in earnest ; the brick sidewalks and cobble-stone

pavements were torn up and hurled against the doors. A citizen standing

at one of the windows inside the armory was killed by a pistol-shot. Just

as the mob was about to effect an entrance through the front doors, which

they had partially battered down, a loaded cannon was fired from within. Its

charge tore through the mass and demolished a part of the opposite house-

front. There was a moment's pause, and then the attack was renewed ; but

the firing of the infantry from the windows and doors dampened the ardor

of the assailants, and a diversion was presentls' created by the proposition to

sack Reed's gun-store, in Dock Square. In the mean time, the other militia

organizations had been brought together, and were about to march to the

Cooper-Street Armory, with the Ma\'or at their head, when word was re-

ceived of the movement in the direction of Dock Square. A plan of the

Square as it existed at that time, with the great number of narrow streets

and lanes radiating from it, bears a very close resemblance to the centre

of a spider's web. If the rioters had obtained arms from the numerous
gun-shops in the neighborhood, and established themselves in this spot,

they might, with intelligent leaders, have held the approaches against a

greatly superior force ; but as they came pouring in from the Xorth End,
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they were met by an advance yuard of policemen, who held them in

check until the Mayor with liis military force came up and effectually dis-

persed them. One gun-store was broken into and a considerable quantity

of arms taken ; but the men who took them were scattered before they

could make use of their weapons.

That was the end of the famous draft-riot in Boston. The whiff of

grape-shot at the Cooper-Street Armory and the repulse at Dock Square

disheartened the rioters. Those who had been drafted concluded that it

would be less hazardous to fight the Southern rebels than to fight Mayor
Lincoln. There were some slight disturbances in different sections of the

city during the succeeding twenty-four hours, and a considerable portion of

the military force was kept on duty for several da)^s ; but the spirit of the

mob had been effectually crushed before midnight of the fourteenth. The
number of rioters killed is unknown, as the bodies were in most cases con-

veyed away secretly and buried without any ofificial permit.

There was no further attempt to obstruct the operation of the Conscrip-

tion Act. Of the twenty-six thousand one hundred and nineteen ' men
furnished by Boston for service in the army and na\'y, it appears that only

seven hundred and thirteen were drafted. In the year 1864 the city ob-

tained, through an act of Congress, credit for a large number of men who
had enlisted in the na\y since the beginning of the war; and although that

gave a surplus of about five thousand men to offset any future requisitions,

recruiting was continued with unabated zeal until the end.

In 1864 an important and a much needed improvement was made in the

municipal organization for the relief of the poor. Under the provisions of

the first city charter one person was elected in each ward of the city to be an

overseer of the poor, and the persons thus chosen constituted the board of

overseers, with all the powers formerly exercised by the town board. In

the administration of their department they claimed the right to spend

money to any extent and in any manner they saw fit. Grocers, coal-dcalcrs,

and others got elected on the board for the sole purpose of furnishing, cither

directly or indirectly, the articles for which the city paid. Mayor Ouincy

attempted in 1824 to obtain additional legislation by which the doings of

the board would be brought under the supervision of the city council, but

he failed ; and his successors who afterward renewed the attempt failed,

for the reason that the people could not be made to understand why the

persons elected by them to the board of overseers were not as trustworthy

as those elected to the city council. The change effected in 1864 was due

' The Mayor in his message to the City to the message. {Ci/y £>(Vit»niii Ko. i, 1S66.) I

Council, at the beginning of the year 1S66, gives have not l)een able to find either in the city

this as the total number of men furnished by clerk's office or the adjutant-general's office any-

Boston, as far as ascertained, at that date : thing more complete or accurate than the state-

army, seventeen thousand one hundred and mcnt furnished by the Mayor. [See General

seventy-five; navy, eight thousand nine hun- Palfrey's chapter on " Boston .Soldiery," in the

dred and forty-four. The several organizations present volume, and Schouler's //w/'i'O'^''"''-''''''

in which they enlisted are given in the appendi.\ cAiisMs in tin Civil War.— Ed.|
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more, perhaps, to Alderman Norcross than to any other person. As the

chairman of a committee which investigated the subject in 1862, he ex-

posed the loose and irresponsible methods of the old board so effectually

that the city council petitioned the General Court for authority to appoint

the overseers and to audit their accounts. An act gi\ing that authority was

passed April 2, 1864; and the new board, composed of honest and capable

men, was organized July 4 following, with Robert C. Winthrop as chairman.

On September 18, 1865, the city government took possession of the new

City Hall, on School Street, and listened to an admirable address by Mayor
Lincoln. Since January, 1863, the mayor, the city council, and some of the

heads of departments had occupied the building belonging to the Massa-

chusetts Charitable Mechanics' Association, on the corner of Chauncy and

Bedford streets. The new hall was well fitted for the accommodation of

the government of that day; but the growth of the city has since made it

necessary to hire outside offices for many of the departments.

On April 4, 1865, an act was passed by the Legislature authorizing the

city to build the new reservoir, since known as the Chestnut Hill Reservoir.

This enlargement of the water-works became necessary to save the water

which was wasted at the lake when it overflowed, and to have a larger

supply than the Brookline reservoir to draw from in case of accident to

the aqueduct. The cost of this work, including the handsome driveway

which was constructed around the reservoir, was $2,450,000. The city

was also authorized the same year to cut a street through Fort Hill. This

led to the entire removal of the hill. Washington Square, which crowned

its summit,— once an attractive green spot, surrounded by the fine houses

of wealthy residents,— had come to be a turfless, unwholesome piece of

ground, surrounded by tenement houses of the lowest class. The work

of cutting through the street was begun Oct. 15, 1866, and the whole ele-

vation was remo\'cd by July 31, 1872. The amount of earth carried off,

—

partly by an elevated railroad, to fill Atlantic Avenue and the docks on the

landward side, and partly by carts, to raise the grade of the territory which

had had its drainage impaired by the filling of the Back-Bay basin,— was

five hundred and forty-seven thousand six hundred and twenty-eight cubic

yards. The total cost of the improvement was $1,575,000. The mayor
and aldermen had extraordinary powers from the General Court to take

private property and assess the damages.

In the year 1866 the Legislature gave the city what it had been long pray-

ing for, — that is, power to lay out, widen, and grade streets, and to assess

upon each of the estates abutting on such streets a sum not exceeding half

the amount which the estate is benefited by the improvement. Previous

to the passage of this act the street widenings in the old portion of the city

had generally been made by taking portions of estates where the owners

had given notice of intention to build. B\- pursuing this policy the ex-

pense of paying for buildings and for breaking up the occupants' business

was saved ; but it was nevertheless a very expensive way of doing the work,
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as the assessments for damages on account of taking property in that way
were generally very heavy, and the city was unable to get the benefit of the

widening in the increased value of the property for purposes of taxation

until the improvement was completed. The whole amount expended by the

city for laying out, widening, and extending streets, from June i, 1822, to

May I, 1880, was $26,691,495.85. Had the city government steadily ad-

hered to the " prospective plans for the improvement of the streets," adopted

in 1825 under the administration of Mayor Ouincy, a considerable portion

of this enormous expense would have been saved.

In the charter election of December, 1866, Otis Norcross,' the Republi-

can candidate, was successful, receiving nine hundred more votes than his

Democratic opponent. Dr. Nathaniel B. Shurtleff. Mr. Norcross held the

office of mayor only one year. His failure to receive the customary re-

election for a second term was due, perhaps, to a certain stiffness of virtue,

which, in political life at least, seldom receives the reward it merits. His

administration is chiefly to be commended for what it did not do. It fell

upon a time when some very sensible people were congratulating the

country on the blessing of being in debt, and when municipal aid was

sought and often granted for the promotion of private enterprises. A
great number of projects, involving the expenditure of millions of dollars,

were under consideration when Mr. Norcross took office; and had he not

been a man of considerable firmness, one who had an intelligent idea of

the scope and purpose of municipal government, and old-fashioned notions

concerning municipal indebtedness, the city would have been committed

to some enterprises of very doubtful expediency. Among other measures

which claimed the attention of the government was one for the improve-

ment of the flats on the northerly shore of South Boston, extending from

Fort Point Channel to Castle Island. The improvement was intended partly

for the benefit of the harbor, by deepening the ship-channel and increasing

the movement of the water therein, so as to prevent it from shoaling, and

partly for the direct benefit of commerce, by providing additional facilities

for the delivery at deep water of freight from the West. It was proposed

that the city should enter into a contract with the Commonwealth to fill

these flats, build docks, streets, sewers, and bridges, and reimburse itself by

the sale of the property to corporations and individuals. It was a magnifi-

cent scheme, but the Mayor did not believe that the city ought to under-

take to carry it out alone. He endeavored, and successfully, to secure the

' Mr. Norcross was the descendant of Jcre- of correction, a member of the school commit-

miah Norcross, who came to this country in tee, president of the water board, treasurer to

163S, and shortly afterward settled at Water- the overseers of the poor, and for three years

town. He was born in Boston Nov. 3, iSi I, and (1862-1S64) a member of the board of alder-

was educated at private schools and at the Bos- men. In all these positions he performed ser-

ton high school. At the time of his election he vices of lasting value to the city, by introducing

was one of the leading merchants of the city, better business methods, and raising the stand-

He possessed a thorough knowledge of muni- ard of official duty,

cipal affairs, having been a director of the house

VOL. in. —35.
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co-operation of all the parties interested,— the State, the city, and the

railroad corporations which desired additional terminal facilities. Had
the city undertaken to do the whole work, it would have been called upon

to spend an enormous amount of mone)% and the propert)- would probably

have been thrown upon the market, before it could be utilized so as to cover

the cost of the improvement.^

In his inaugural address the Mayor called attention to the unhealth}- con-

dition of the territory lying south of the Public Garden, caused by the want

of suitable drainage. This territory was on the border of the Back Bay,

and had been built upon before a grade was established, and when there

was a right of drainage into a basin in which the water did not rise more

than three feet above low-water. The filling of the basin by the Common-
wealth and the Water-Power Company made it necessary to extend the

sewers to points where the natural rise of the tide prevented the sewers

from discharging their contents during the greater part of the day. The

drainage of the whole territory lying west of Washington Street, between

the Public Garden and the Ro.xbury line, was injuriously affected b\- the

Back Bay improvement; but it was only within the district lying between

Boylston Street and Dover Street, which had been built upon many years

before any scheme for filling the adjoining flats had been seriously con-

sidered, that the injury was of a character to call for immediate action.

The householders in that locality thought that the city should bear all the

expense of providing suitable drainage, but the city authorities took the

ground that the estates should be assessed for a portion of the benefit

which would accrue from raising the grade of the territory. The subject

had been discussed for some years, and with much bitterness. Mr. Nor-

cross recommended an application to the Legislature for special authority

to abate the nuisance and to recover a portion of the expense for so doing.

His recommendation was adopted ; and an act was passed during the ses-

sion of 1867 giving the city authority to take that portion of the territory

known as the Church-Street District, raise the grade, and either reconvey

the several estates to their former owners upon payment of certain ex-

penses, or sell them to the highest bidder. The act contained provisions

new to the legislation of the State ; but it was drawn w'ith great care by
an eminent jurist, and it enabled the city to carry out a great sanitary im-

provement without hardship to the numerous individuals whose property

was taken, and without large expense to the city. In the following year

the provisions of the act were extended to the territory known as the

.Suft'olk-Street District, thereby covering all the low territory lying between

the Public Garden and Dover Street. The net cost to the city of carrying

out these improvements amounted to $2,558,745. Forty-seven acres of

territory, occupied by one thousand two hundred and thirty buildings, and

two thousand one hundred and fifty-five families, were included within the

provisions of the legislative acts. The streets, alleys, and back-yards were

' The plan of improvement which was aclo]>ted is described in the chapter on " Boston Harbor." '
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raised to the grade of eighteen feet above mean low-water ; the cellars were

raised to the grade of twelve feet ; and the buildings were raised to cor-

respond to the grade of the streets. It took four hundred and five thou-

sand three hundred and four cubic yards of gravel, mostly brought from

the country by steam power, to do the filling. The work was not entered

upon until June, 1868, after Mr. Norcross had gone out of office; and it was

not completed until 1872.

Near the close of the year 1867 the city council passed orders approv-

ing certain plans for the erection of a new hospital for the insane, on a lot

of land purchased for the purpose several years before in the town of

Winthrop. The hospital at South Boston, erected in 1839, and enlarged in

1846, was reported by the directors for public institutions to be over-

crowded at times, and to be lacking in many of the conveniences which

medical experts deemed essential to the proper care of the insane. The
Mayor, while recognizing the need of some improvements in the accom-

modations furnished to the city's patients, was strongly opposed to the

erection of a hospital on the exposed headland at Winthrop, and was op-

posed to the erection, on any site, of a building projected on the magnifi-

cent plans which had received the approval of the city council. He vetoed

the orders, and saved the city from building and maintaining a very ex-

pensive institution which it was clearly the duty of the State to provide,

and which the State did provide some ten years later.

Among the notable events of this year was the annexation of the city of

Roxbury to Boston. The subject had long been under consideration.

Commissioners appointed by the governments of the two cities in 1866 to

confer upon the subject reported early in 1867 in favor of the project, and

on June i the Legislature passed an act, to take effect upon its acceptance

b)^ a majority of the voters in the two cities, providing that all the territory

then comprised within the limits of Roxbury, with the inhabitants and es-

tates therein, should be annexed to and made a part of the city of Boston

and the county of Suffolk, and should be subject to the same municipal

regulations, obligations, and liabilities, and entitled to the same immunities

in all respects as Boston. On the second Monday in September the inhab-

itants of the two cities voted to accept the act,^ and on the first Monday
in January following Roxbury became a part of Boston, constituting the

thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth wards.

Roxbury at the time of its annexation contained about thirty thousand

-

inhabitants, and real and personal property valued for purposes of taxation

at $26,551,700. Most of the wealthy residents had their places of business

in Boston ; and the controlling argument for annexation in this case, and in

the case of other municipal corporations subsequently annexed, was that

many men doing business in Boston were forced by its limited area to live

' Boston: 50.15,4,633; nays, 1,059. Roxbury: - Twenty-eight thousand four hundred and

yeas, 1,832; nays 592. [.See Mr. Drake's chapter twcnty-si.x, by the census of 1S65.

in the present volume. — Ed.)
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outside of the city, and to lose the privilege of voting on questions of local

government where they had the larger interest. Another argument in favor

of the union, and one which had some influence probably, was that the

relations between the two municipalities had recently become much more
intimate through the occupation of the territory reclaimed from the sea on

both sides of the narrow neck of land which had formerly united them by
only a very slender tie.

The municipal election held on Dec. 9, 1867, resulted in the choice of

Dr. Nathaniel Bradstreet ShurtleiT, the Democratic candidate, for mayor,

who received about five hundred more votes than Mr. Norcross. Dr. Shurt-

lefif' had long sought the office of mayor, but not, it may be said, from

any unworthy motives. He had spent a great deal of time in the study of

the early institutions of the New England colonies, and had a very intimate

and peculiar knowledge of Boston, its history, its traditions, its govern-

ment, and its people. To be the chief magistrate of the town he knew

so well, and for which he had the love that an antiquary feels for the sub-

ject of his studies, seemed to him a very great distinction. His fellow-

citizens, recognizing his sincerity of purpose, kept him in the office for

three terms, although he lacked the more important qualifications for a

good executive. The constitution of his mind was so peculiar that long

contact with men and afiairs failed to give him any real knowledge of hu-

man character, or of the proper methods of government. He took con-

siderable pride in the fact that he was the first mayor of Boston who had

always belonged to the Democratic party; and it appears that he is the

only mayor of Boston, up to the present day, who can claim that distinction.

Mr. Wightman, Mr. Gaston, Mr. Cobb, and Mr. Prince, who belonged to

the Democratic party at the time of their election, had formerly been mem-
bers of the Whig party. But it cannot be said that Dr. Shurtleff used the

office to further the interests of any political organization. He gave so

little satisfaction to his party associates that they opposed his re-election for

a third term, and he was taken up and elected by the Citizens, who saw in

the Democratic opposition an element dangerous to good government.

His administration was marked by considerable activity on the part of

the city government, especially in the matter of widening and extending

streets in the business portion of the city. In 1868 Atlantic Avenue was

laid out across the docks between Fort Point Channel and the East Boston

Ferry ways, covering almost exactly the site of the ancient " barricado,"^

which connected the north battery with the south battery, or Sconce. The
cost of this improvement amounted to nearly two and a half million dol-

lars. In 1869 Broadway, the main thoroughfare through South Boston, was

extended across Fort Point Channel to Albany Street, at an expense of

' He was born in Boston on June 29, 1810, is printed in the Mass. Hist. Sac. Proc, Decem-
and graduated at Harvard College in 1831. A ber, 1S74, p. 3S9.

brief memoir of Dr. Sliurtleff, by C. C. Smith, - [See Vol. II., p. 502. — Ed.)
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nearly a million dollars ; and Federal Street, which had long been the

principal thoroughfare from the old portion of the city to South Boston,

was widened at an expense of about half a million dollars. These im-

provements were made necessary by the rapid growth of South Boston.

During the ten years between i860 and 1870, the population of that division

of the city had increased more than fifty per cent, and the taxable value

of property had more than doubled.

A similar development had been going on in East Boston during the

same period. For many years there had been great dissatisfaction with the

accommodations furnished by the corporations which operated the ferries

between East Boston and the city proper. The People's Ferry Company,

chartered in 1853, conveyed all its property, except its boats and franchise,

to the city in 1859. The interest on the amount paid for the property was

in the nature of a subsidy to the company; but owing to the bad location

of the ferry landings, and to bad management on the part of the directors,

the ferry did not pay its running expenses, and in 1864 the boats were with-

drawn and sold, and the city took possession of the ferry-ways, which it had

purchased in 1859. The East Boston Ferry Company was chartered in 1852,

and, having obtained possession of the ferry landings most convenient for

public travel, was enabled to do a business which gave it a small return on

the capital invested. But the people of East Boston were unwilling that

any corporation should make money out of the highway which, as they

said, they were obliged to use in going from their homes to pay their taxes

at the City Hall. The large amount of money expended for bridges to

South Boston was used as an argument in favor of establishing a free

bridge or free ferries to East Boston. In 1868 the Legislature chartered

a company to build a bridge over tidewater between the ferry landings;

but the United States authorities interposed to prevent the project from

being carried out, as a bridge would have obstructed the passage of war

vessels to and from the Navy Yard at Charlestown. In 1869 the city en-

tered into a contract with the East Boston Ferry Company to purchase its

franchise and property for the sum of $275,000; and on April i, 1870, the

city government took possession of the ferry, and has since operated it

through the agency of a board of directors elected by the city council.

The tolls are fi.xed by the board of aldermen, at a rate which pays a little

more than the actual running expenses.

On June 4, 1869, the inhabitants of Dorchester and Boston voted to

accept an act of the Legislature uniting the two corporations;' and on the

first Monday in January following the ancient town, which received its

name in the same order of the court of assistants that gave Boston its name

and its corporate existence, became the sixteenth ward of the city. The

State census of 1865 gave Dorchester a population of ten thousand seven

hundred and seven; and the national census of 1870 gave the same terri-

1 Vote of Boston : yeas, 3,420 ; nays, 565. Barrows' chapter on " Dorchester in the Last

Dorchester: yeas, 92S; nays, 726. [See Mr. Hundred Years," in the present volume. — Ed.)
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tory a population of twelve thousand two hundred and fift)--ninc. The old

town organization was maintained in all its strength and purity up to the

time of the union with the city. Most of the inhabitants belonged to the

well-to-do class, who had an interest alike in their native town and in

the city to which they resorted for business. The valuation of the real and

personal property in Dorchester for purposes of taxation in 1869 amounted

to $20,315,700.

The valuation of propert\- in the whole city on May i, 1870, amounted

to $584,089,400, an increase of $307,228,400 during the previous decade,

or 1 10.96 per cent. The total funded debt of the city at that date amounted

to $18,687,350.91. The total tax levy made on May i, 1870, amounted to

$8,636,862, an increase of $6,106,862 since i860; and the rate of taxation

had risen during the same period from $8.99 to $13.65 on $1,000. The

ninth census of the United States, taken on June i, 1870, gave the city a

population of 250,526, divided as follows: native males, 79,599; native fe-

males, 82,941 ; foreign males, 40,318 ; foreign females, 47,668

By an act of the Legislature of 1870 an important amendment was made

to the city charter. All the powers formerly vested in the board of alder-

men, in relation to lajing out, altering, or discontinuing streets or ways in

the city, were transferred to a board of street commissioners, consisting of

three persons, elected by the qualified voters of the city for a term of three

years, one to be elected each year. By subsequent enactments the powers

of the board have been somewhat curtailed. Where the estimated ex-

pense of the street improvement exceeds $10,000, the concurrence of the

city council is necessary to make the action of the commissioners binding;

and by a two-thirds vote of the members of each branch, the city council

may require the commissioners to lay out, alter, or discontinue any street.

The power to abate taxes was also transferred from the aldermen to the

commission. The e.stablishment of this board was the beginning of some

important changes in the organization of the city government. In the

original organization the aldermen took the place of the selectmen, con-

stituting the executive board of the government, of which the mayor was

the chief officer. They also formed one branch of a council which took

the place of the town-meeting. The legislative and executive jjowers of the

corporation were therefore united in the same body. This was well enough

in a city of small size, with a homogeneous population; but in 1870 Bos-

ton had ceased to be a small city, and there was not that readiness on the

part of the substantial men in the community to serve the city gratuitously

which had been shown at an earlier day, when the service was less arduous,

and when it was felt to be more of a neighborly office. The aldermen who
happened to be in office, however, at the time any change was proposed

by which their powers or duties would be curtailed, generally put them-

selves in opposition to it ; and it was only when the departments which

they administered were found unequal to any emergency, that they gave

way to the popular demand for the transfer of their more important exec-
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utivc powers to persons specially selected for the purpose, and compensated

for their services. These changes, and the influences by which they were

brought about, will be described when I come to deal with the administra-

tions under which they occurred.

The charter election on Dec. 12, 1870, resulted in the choice of William

Gaston,-' the Democratic and Citizens' candidate, for mayor, who received

three thousand more votes than his Republican competitor, Mr. George O.

Carpenter. An able lawyer, and a man of high character, Mr. Gaston had

the respect of all classes in the community ; but he lacked that essential

requisite for a good executive,— determination. He matle up his mind

with great difficulty, and it required a painful effort for him to act on any

new or important question. He heltl the office of mayor for two years,

and would have been re-elected for a third term had not an emergency

arisen calling for a more energetic chief magistrate.

The most important act of the city go\'crnment during his administra-

tion was the adoption of an orilinance to establish a new board of health.

The city charter vested in the city council ample powers for the preserva-

tion of the public health, and authorized them to constitute either branch,

or any committee of their number, or any other persons appointed for the

purpose, a board of health for all or for particular purposes. For many
years the aldermen had constituted the board of health, and the chief

executive officer of the health department was elected annually by the city

council. In cases of emergency, such as the prevalence of contagious or

infectious diseases, the aldermen were aided by a board of consulting

physicians, who were also elected by the city council, and who, like the

aldermen, received no compensation for their services. As the cit}- in-

creased in size many important questions affecting the public health were

constantly arising, — questions which the aldermen were not competent to

deal with ; but they were slow to recognize their incompetency, and were

quick to take offence at the advice tendered by their medical assistants.

As a consequence, the leading physicians refused to serve in a position

where they had no power to carry out the measures which they recom-

mended ; and the aldermen soon found themselves losing the respect

and confidence of the community. In the year 1 871 a joint committee

appointed to investigate certain complaints relating to the sale of unwhole-

some meat found that there were no proper restrictions upon the intro-

duction of bad meat into the city markets, and that the health of the

inhabitants was endangered by the want of an efficient board of health. In

1 Mr. Gaston was the descendant of a IIu- the common council of that city five years (1849-

guenot family that came to this country in the 53), and its president two years (1S52-53) ; was

first half of the eighteenth century ; and was city solicitor five years (1S56-60), and mayor two

born in South Killingly, Conn., on Oct. 3, 1820. years (1861-62). He had formerly been a mem-

He was graduated at Brown University, Provi- ber of the Whig party, but the Antislavcry agi-

dence, R. I., in 1840, and began the practice of tation had carried him, with many of his eminent

law in Ro.xbury in 1846. He was a member of associates of the bar, into the Democratic ranks.
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his address to the city council, at the beginning of 1872, Mr. Gaston urged

the passage of an ordinance to establish an independent board ; and his

recommendation was enforced later in the year by the neglect of the alder-

men to take any effective measures to check the small-pox, which prevailed

to an alarming extent. The aldermen were unable to withstand the force of

public opinion, and on December 2 an ordinance was passed authorizing

the mayor to appoint, with the approval of the city council, three persons-

to constitute the board of health, to serve for a term of three years each.

As a sort of compromise, the duty of cleaning the streets and cesspools,

and collecting ofifal and ashes, — the work in which a considerable number

of laborers were employed,— was placed under the charge of a joint com-

mittee of the city council. The appointment of a superintendent of health,

a city physician, and a port physician, was given to the new board, but the

exercise of this power was subject to the approval of the mayor. Mr.

Gaston failed to make any appointments on the board before retiring from

office, and the duty of carrying the ordinance into effect devolved upon his

successor.

In the year 1871 the supply of water from Lake Cochituate was found

to be insufficient for the growing wants of the city, and a competent en-

gineer was appointed to make an examination of all sources of supply

within fifty miles of Boston. This examination resulted in an application

to the Legislature the following year for authority to take water from Sud-

bury River and Farm Pond. The authority was granted, and a temporary

connection was immediately made between Sudbury River and Lake Cochit-

uate, which furnished an adequate supply during the summer of 1872; but

this connection could not be made permanent without interfering with the

privileges of the mill-owners along the line of the river ; and it became a

serious question for the government to consider, whether the need for an

additional supply of pure water was so imperative as to justify the very

heavy expense which would be involved by taking all the waters of the

river, within or above Framingham, as authorized by the act of the Legis-

lature. During the unusually dry season of 1874, a temporary connection

was made with the Mystic water works, which supplied Charlestown ; but

it was soon found that the connection could not be maintained without de-

priving Charlestown and its dependents of an adequate supply; and on

Jan. 2, 1875, orders were passed authorizing the Cochituate water board,

as the agent of the city, to take the waters of Sudbury River and Farm
Pond and conduct them by a separate conduit to Chestnut Hill Reservoir, a

distance of eighty-three thousand nine hundred and twelve feet. The city

is now receiving from this source a supply equal to twenty million gallons

daily, which can be doubled by the construction of additional storage

basins. The cost of the additional supply has already amounted to over

$5,000,000; and the entire cost of the Cochituate and Sudbury works on

April 30, 1880, amounted to $16,341,908.25. The cost of constructing the

Mystic works amounted at that date to $1,614,648. The average daily
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consumption of water during the year 1879 amounted to 34,579,370 gal-

lons, of which 8,883,470 were drawn from Mystic Lake, and 25,695,900

from Cochituate Lake and Sudbury River.

In 1 87 1 the Legislature established a new department in the city govern-

ment, known as the Department for the Survey and Inspection of Buildings.

The chief officer is appointed by the mayor, with the approval of the city

council, for a term of three years ; and the assistant inspectors and clerk arc

appointed by the chief officer with the approval of the mayor. The depart-

ment had been organized but a few months when the great fire of 1872

occurred, and at the extra session of the Legislature which followed, the

provisions of the building law were greatly modified with a view to prevent

the use of combustible materials in the construction of buildings within

certain limits to be prescribed from time to time by the city council.

A description of the great fire does not fall within the scope of this

chapter, therefore I shall refer to it only so far as may be necessary to show
the effect it had upon the city government. There was a good deal of

dissatisfaction with the management of the fire department during the fire,

and this dissatisfaction subsequently found expression in the defeat of the

Mayor when nominated for another term, and in the reorganization of the

department. It is natural that the people should hold the chief executive

of the government largely responsible for the efficiency of the executive

departments under him, although by the letter of the law he may have little

or no control over them. Mayor Uuincy (the senior) was quick to see that

if anj'thing went wrong in any department of the government (the mayor's

duties were then parth' legislative and partly executive) he would be held

accountable, and he felt that the people were right in holding him account-

able. Therefore he made the " glittering generalities " concerning the

powers of the executive "blazing ubiquities." By the charter of 1854
the powers of the mayor— especially in the matter of controlling legislation

— were somewhat curtailed ; but still there is enough in the general powers

given him as the chief executive officer of the corporation, and in the in-

junction " to be vigilant and active at all times in causing the laws for the

government of the city to be duly executed and put in force," to justify the

people in looking to him for such prompt and energetic action as the emer-

gency may call for. Mr. Gaston failed to make his paramount authority as

chief executive felt, not only in the case of the great fire, but in the meas-

ures taken to check the terrible disea.se from which, for want of suitable

sanitary precautions, many lives were sacrificed during the last months of

his administration. While, therefore, his general policy in the management
of the city affairs was approved by all classes, the lack of energy shown in

these two instances raised a strong opposition to his retention in office; and

at the election on Dec. 10, 1872, Henry Lillic Pierce,^ who was nominated

1 Mr. Pierce, the descencKint of an English his native town and in the academy at Milton,

family that settled in Watertown in 1638, wa.s and the academy and normal school at Bridge-

born in .Stoughton, Mass., Aug. 23, 1825. He water. Although actively engaged in business

received his education in the public schools of since the twenty-fifth year of his age, he has

VOL. ni. — 3O.
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by the Republicans on a non-partisan platform, received a plurality of

seventy-nine votes.

Mr. Pierce brought to the mayor's office not only good business principles

and an intimate knowledge of municipal affairs, but an ability for dealing

with public questions very rare among men not specially trained for office.

In his inaugural address he recommended the reorganization of the fire and

health departments, and the revision of the city charter. He did not con-

tent himself merely with recommending these measures which he thought

essential to the good government of the city ; he had that sense of respon-

sibility in seeing them carried out which is the chief requisite of a good

executive. Within ten days after taking office he organized a new board of

health, and took effective measures to check the loathsome disease from

which the people were dying at the rate of about fifty a week. The re-

organization of the fire department met with strong opposition. The move-

ment was made to appear as a sort of reflection on the conduct of the

members during the great fire. Now the firemen had behaved on that

occasion with characteristic spirit and bravery, but for want of an intelli-

gent head their efforts were badly directed. Many of them, however, did

not appreciate this, and they made the cause of their chief their own. Had

it not been for another serious fire on May 30, 1873, which went far to de-

stroy the public confidence in the management of the department, it is

hardly probable that the Mayor's recommendation could have been carried

out. It required no additional legislation on the part of the State to enable

the city council to place the department under a paid commission, and

on October 24 an ordinance was passed giving the mayor authority to ap-

point, with the approval of the city council, three fire commissioners, to

hold office for three years each. The duty of extinguishing fires and pro-

tecting life and property in case of fire, was intrusted to these commission-

ers ; and to enable them to perform their duty in the most efficient manner,

they were authorized to appoint all other officers and members of the

department and fix their compensation. The Mayor lost no time in carry-

ing the ordinance into effect, and a considerable reduction in the rates of

insurance soon testified to the efficiency of the new organization.

The recommendation for a revision of the city charter was also strongly

opposed, on the ground that it looked to a centralization of power; but the

mayor was finally authorized to appoint a commission to consider the sub-

ject. Benjamin R. Curtis, the eminent jurist, accepted the position of chair-

man, but he died before the work was entirely completed ; and his place

was filled by George Tyler Bigelow, formerly Chief-Justice of the Supreme

always taken a deep interest in pnblic affairs. Legislature for four years (1S60-62, 1S66) ; and
The pro-slavery course of the Democratic party, on the annexation of Dorchester to Boston he

to which he originally belonged, led him in 1848 was chosen to represent that part of the city

to join in the organization of the Free .Soil party, (where he had long been a resident) in the board
and afterward to become an active member of of aldermen during the two years ending 1S70-

the Republican party. He was a member of the 71.
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Court. In their report, submitted at the beginning of the year 1875, the

commissioneis said :
—

" The lapse of half a century since the adoption of the first charter has wrought

great changes in the city and in its municipal affairs. Its population in 1822 was only

a little more than forty thousand. It now contains upward of three hundred and

forty thousand. Its territory at that time embraced an area of about two thousand

acres ; now it includes more than twenty-one thousand five hundred acres. Its valu-

ation in 1S22 amounted only to about forty-two million ; in 1874 it rose to upward of

eight hundred million. The change has not been merely in the extent of its territory,

the number of its inhabitants, and the amount of its taxable property. The character

of its population has greatly changed. Instead of a small, compact community, the

leading citizens of which were well known to each other, it has become a large me-

tropolis, with a population spread over a large extent of territory, divided into numer-

ous villages, widely separated, having but few interests in common, and the inhabitants

of which are but little known to each other. With these changes have come their

natural consequences. Many institutions, public works, and organizations have grown

up or been established, such as the public exigencies require, and which have added

largely to the duties of the public officers of the city, essentially changed their char-

acter, and rendered their administration more difficult and complicated. ... It would

seem to be clear that duties so numerous and important cannot be properly superin-

tended and managed by persons who render gratuitous services only, or who are

chosen to office not for their experience in the duties which they may be called to

perform, or their peculiar fitness and skill in the work of the different departments

which they may have in charge."

The draft of a new charter, which the commissioners submitted with their

report, provided that the mayor and the members of the city council should

hold office for three years ; that the city council should have entire control

over all appropriations of the public money and the purposes for which it is

expended ; that the heads of the several executive departments should be

appointed by the mayor with the approval of the city council ; and that the

school committee should be reduced to two members from each ward.

Some of the recommendations made by the commissioners have since been

carried out, but the report as a whole never received the approval of the

cit}- council.

Among other important matters which engaged the attention of the city

government during the }'ear 1873 were the street improvements within the

district covered by the great fire of the previous year. The cost of these

improvements amounted to over five million dollars. The old streets were

so narrow and crooked that it was at first proposed to lay out the territory

on an entirely new plan ; but it was found on examination that the city

could not sjive a sood title to the land included in the old streets, and the

improvement was, therefore, restricted to the widening and straightening of

the old ways.

The city council of this year also passed an order requesting the trustees

of the Public Library to open the reading-room connected with that institu-
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tion on certain hours every Sunday. Similar orders, passed in 1865 and

1872, had been vetoed by the mayors then in office, partly on the ground

that the law officer of the city was of the opinion that the opening would be

a violation of the statute relating to the observance of the Lord's Day, and

partly on the ground that it was contrary to public policy. Mr. Pierce was

heartily in favor of the measure; and with his approval it was carried into

effect, and its wisdom has hardly been questioned since.

The boundaries of the city were considerably enlarged this year by the

annexation of Charlestown, West Roxbury, and Brighton.^ At the election

in November, 1873, Mr. Pierce was chosen a member of the National

House of Representatives to fill a vacancy in the third Congressional district,

caused by the death of Mr. William Whiting. In order to take his seat in

the House on the first Monday in December, he resigned the office of

mayor; and in accordance with the provisions of the charter the duties

were performed for the remainder of the year by Leonard R. Cutter, chair-

man of the board of aldermen.

At the municipal election in December Samuel Crocker Cobb^ was

chosen mayor for the ensuing year by a nearly unanimous vote. For the

office of chief executive he was singularly well fitted, not only by experi-

ence in municipal affairs, but by a disposition in which great energy and

courage were joined to high-bred courtesy and genial frankness. Although

not specially identified with any political party, his sympathies, after the

dissolution of the Whig party to which he originally belonged, were gen-

erally with the Democratic party on national questions. He was a firm

believer, however, in a non-partisan administration of local affairs; and so

well did he act up to his convictions in that matter, that the Citizens

elected him for three successive terms, — the last time against the united

opposition of the two leading political parties. During these three years

(1874-76) a great many Important measures were acted upon by tlie city

government.

In his inaugural address the Mayor recommended the establishment of

several public parks in different sections of the city, easily accessible to

' Charlestown at this time contained about century. The paternal ancestor, Henry Cobb,
30,000 inliabitants, and covered an area of 586 emigrated to the Plymouth Colony as early as

square acres. Brighton contained about 5,000 i6:!9, and settled at Barnstable, where he died in

inhabitants, and covered an area of 2,277 square 1679, leaving seven sons. He was fitted for col-

acres. West Roxbury numbered about 9,000, lege at the Bristol Academy in Taunton, but came
and its territory embraced an area of 7,848 to Boston at the early age of si.\teen, and engaged
square acres. By the census of 1S70 the popu- in the foreign shipping business, which he was fol-

iation of Charlestown was 28,323 ; of Brighton, lowing at the time he entered the mayor's office.

4,967 ; of West Rcvburj-, 8,683. [S<='= 'he chai> He served as a member of the Ro.vbury board of

ters on "Charlestown," " Ro.\bury," and " Brigh- aldermen in 1861-62 ; and after the annexation of

ton," in the present volume. — Ed.] that city in 1S67 he was chosen as its first repre-
^ He was born in Taunton, Mass., on May sentative in the Boston board of aldermen. He

22, 1826, and was the descendant of an linglish also served as a member of the board of direc-

faniily of good condition that settled in that tors for public institutions from 1S69 to the close

town during the latter half of the seventeenth of the year 1S73.
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the people. The subject of enlarging the public grounds had already

received some attention. In 1869 the General Court passed an act pro-

viding for the appointment of a mixed commission, part by the State and

part by the city authorities, with power to take lands and " lay out one or

more public parks in or near the city of Boston." The act was not to take

effect unless accepted by two-thirds of the inhabitants of Boston, who might

exercise the right of voting on the question ; and failing to receive the re-

quisite number of affirmative votes, it became void. In accordance with the

Mayor's recommcndsition a new application was made to the Legislature

;

and in 1875 an act was passed authorizing the mayor, with the approval of

the cit}' council, to appoint three park commissioners, with power to take

lands, lay out public parks, and make rules for their government. The
operations of the commissioners were restricted, however, by a provision in

the act that no expenditures coukl be made by them, and no obligations

entered into beyond the appropriations of money made from time to time

by the city council. This act was duly accepted by the citizens on June 9,

1875, and the commissioners were appointed in the following month. Be-

yond preparing plans and estimates no action was taken by the commission-

ers until 1877, when, with the approval of the city council, they purchased

one hundred and six acres of flats on the westerly side of the Back Bay, at

the average price of ten cents per square foot. The assessments which

they were authorized to levy on the adjoining lands, on account of their in-

creased value from the establishment of the park, hav-e made the net cost of

the property to the city only about thirty thousand dollars. The commis-

sioners have since recommended, and the city council has now under con-

sideration, the purchase of a large tract of land in West Roxbury, the

purchase of certain lands and flats at City Point, in South Boston, and the

acquisition from the State of a strip of flats on Charles River, in the rear of

Beacon Street and Charles Street, for an ornamental embankment and

driveway. Connected to some extent with the park improvement, as a

sanitary measure, was the plan for an intercepting sewerage system prepared

by an able commission appointed by the Mayor in 1875. The plan was

adopted in 1877, and an appropriation of $3,713,000 was made to carry it

out. It involved the construction of about thirteen miles of intercepting

sewers, the establishment of pumping works at Old Harbor Point, and a

tunnel, under Dorchester Bay, to the outlet in deep water beyond Moon
Island. The work has not yet (1880) been completed.

To carry on the important work of procuring an additional supply of

water from Sudbury River, to which reference has alreadj' been made, the

Mayor urged the appointment of a paid commission, organized on the same

basis as the health and fire boards ; and on the petition of the city coun-

cil the Legislature of 1875 passed an act authorizing the appointment of

such a commission, to be known as the Boston Water Board. The board

was organized in the following year, and all the powers conferred by the

statutes of the Commonwealth, in relation to supplj'ing the city with water,
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were delegated to it; but in the exercise of its powers the board is subject

to the supervision of the city council.

In his first address the Mayor referred to the inability both of the State

and the city police to execute the law prohibiting the sale of into.xicating

liquors, and stated that he would " use all legal means to carry into effect

a law which should have for its object the regulation and restraint of the

liquor traffic." In the following year the Legislature passed a license law,

and its execution in the city of Boston was given to a board of three li-

cense commissioners, appointed by the mayor and confirmed by the city

council.

By an act of the Legislature passed in 1874 the mayor was authorized to

appoint, subject to the approval of the board of aldermen, three persons

to constitute a board of registrars of voters. Previous to that time the

preparation of the voting lists had devolved upon the city clerk. There

was much dissatisfaction with the manner in which the ward officers per-

formed their duties of receiving, counting, and returning votes. The city

charter provided for the annual election of a warden, clerk, and six inspec-

tors, by the qualified voters in each ward. These offices were filled in many
instances by persons who were barely able to read and write, and who were

utterly incapable of properly performing the duties. The aldermen con-

stituted the returning board for the city; and being called upon after every

election to recount more or less of the votes, the grossest errors were often

discovered in the ward returns. In 1876 the mayor was authorized, with

the approval of the aldermen, to appoint three of the six inspectors of elec-

tions in each ward. By putting the responsibility for the selection upon

the mayor, and increasing the term of office to three years, it was expected

that an honest and intelligent discharge of the duties would be secured;

but the reform did not go far enough ; interested parties still controlled a

majority of the ward officers. In 1878, therefore, on the petition of the city

council, the Legislature passed an act authorizing the board of assessors

of taxes to divide each ward of the city into voting precincts, containing

as nearly as practicable five hundred registered voters ; and, in addition to

a warden and clerk elected by the inhabitants of the precinct, the mayor,

with the approval of the aldermen, was authorized to appoint two inspec-

tors, representing difTerent political parties. Under this system it is com-
paratively easy to detect errors or frauds either in the registration of voters

or in the returns of elections.

In 1875 the Legislature passed an important act to regulate and limit

municipal indebtedness. It provided that cities and towns in this Common-
wealth should not become indebted to an amount, exclusive of loans for

water supply, exceeding in the aggregate three per centum on the \'aluation

of their taxable property; but in any city or town where the indebtedness

amounted, at the time the act was passed, to two per centum on its valua-

tion, permission was given to increase the debt to the extent of an additional

one per centum. At the time the act took effect this citj' was indebted
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more than two per centum on its valuation (about two and three fifths), and

was therefore authorized to increase the debt one per centum on its valua-

tion of May I, 1875, namely, $793,961,895. Any debts contracted for other

purposes than constructing general sewers and supplying the inhabitants

with pure water are made payable within a period not exceeding ten years,

and the city is required to raise annually by ta.xation an amount sufficient

to pay the interest as it accrues, and eight per centum of the principal until

the sum raised is sufficient to extinguish the debt at maturity. Debts in-

curred in constructing sewers may be made payable at a period not exceed-

ing twenty years ; and for supplying water, at a period not exceeding thirty

years. The Mayor seized the opportunity afforded by the passage of this

act to urge upon the city council the policy of raising by taxation, annu-

ally, a sufficient amount of money to pay for all expenses incurred by the

city, except for the enlargement of the water works. He was able to show

that, if the government abstained from contracting new loans, the sinking

funds already established would free the city from all except the water debt

in eight years; but while the government was ready then, and indeed has

at all times been ready, to applaud any general proposition looking to the

reduction or extinction of the debt, its virtuous resolutions have seldom

stood in the way of any scheme which seemed to meet the popular favor

;

and it may fairly be presumed that the indebtedness of the city will be kept

very near the limit authorized by law.

Perhaps the most notable event of Mr. Cobb's administration, certainly

the one which possesses the greatest historical interest, was the celebration

of the one hundredth anniversary of the Battle of Bunker Hill. On the even-

ing of June 16, 1875, there was a very remarkable meeting in Music Hall.

Many of the men who had taken a leading part in the war of the Rebellion

— rebel and patriot ; the soldier of the Union and the soldier of the Con-

federacy— met for the first time in peace and with a common object,— the

commemoration of the most important of the series of events which re-

sulted in the creation of an independent nation. The Mayor's address of

welcome was admirably adapted to the spirit of the meeting, and met with

a very cordial response from the city's guests. On the following day there

was a great procession, composed of various military and civic bodies, and

an oration on the site of the historic battleground by Charles Devens, Jr.,

at that time a justice of the Supreme Court of the Commonwealth.

Mr. Cobb was succeeded in the mayor's office by Frederick Octavius

Prince,^ who was elected in December, 1876. He was the candidate of the

Democratic party; and partly through the influence of the national elec-

tion held the month previous, and partly through his own personal popu-

larity, he received about five thousand more votes than his opponent,

' Mr. Prince came of a good family, long in his native city and at Harvard College, and

resident in Hoston, where he was born Jan. 18, subsequently became a member of the Suffolk

l8i8. He was graduated at the Latin .School liar.
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Nathaniel J. Bradlee, who was not only the candidate of the Republican

party but of the Citizens' organization. Mr. Prince had held no office in

the city government previous to his election as mayor, and his knowledge

of municipal affairs was somewhat limited ; but his readiness and ability as

a public speaker, and his tact and courtesy as the representative of the city,

especially on festive occasions, have been accepted as an offset, to some
extent, for any shortcomings in the business administration of the office.

Having been elected as the special representative of a party, he found

some difficulty in making the demands of his supporters agree with the

best interests of the city ; and he did not always succeed in doing so. It

may be said, however, that he endeavored to carry out the policy of re-

trenchment inaugurated by his predecessor, and that during the first part of

his administration his efforts in that direction were measurably successful.

In 1874 the tax levy had reached the enormous sum of $12,000,000. The
panic of 1873 had proved most disastrous to the owners of real estate,

especially to a large class of speculators in the lands recently annexed to

the city. The policy pursued by the local assessors of maintaining a high

valuation of real property created much dissatisfaction, and there was a

general demand not only for a reduction of valuations, but for a reduction of

expenses. In response to this demand the city's expenses were reduced in

1875 and 1876 to the extent of $2,775,098; and the valuation of real estate

was reduced in 1876 from $558,000,000 to $526,000,000. In 1877 a further

reduction of over half a million dollars was made in the tax levy, without

detriment to the public service, and the real estate valuation was reduced

to $481,000,000; but the spirit of economy which prevailed at the begin-

ning of this year did not continue to the end. An order was passed by

the city council to run the East Boston ferries at the city's expense ; and

although the Mayor was informed by the city solicitor that the order was

illegal, he gave it his approval. The opponents of the measure went to the

supreme court, and obtained a writ of mandamus directing the city to con-

tinue to collect the tolls established by the board of aldermen. The ap-

propriations for carrying out the plan for improved sewerage ($3,713,000),

for erecting a new building for the English High and Latin schools ($350,-

000), and for a Back Bay park ($450,000),— measures initiated by previous

city governments,— met with general approval.

When the time came for selecting candidates for the next city govern-

ment, the dissatisfaction with Mr. Prince's administration found expression

in a petition, signed by some twenty-five hundred tax-paying citizens

" representing all parties and all classes," asking Mr. Henry L. Pierce,

who had retired from Congress at the end of four years' service, to allow

his name to be used as the Citizens' candidate for mayor. The call was

too imperative to be disregarded ; and Mr. Pierce stood as the candidate of

the Citizens and also of the Republicans. Mr. Prince was renominated by
the Democrats. There was a very bitter contest, which resulted in the
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election of Mr. Pierce bj' a majority of about two thousand three hundred

votes.

On taking office Mr. Pierce made an address to the city government,

which was highly commended by the representatives of all parties. Refer-

ring to some of the schemes which had been devised for improving our

local government by a limitation of the suffrage, or by transferring the

more important duties to commissions appointed by the State authori-

ties, he said :
—

" While I am fully sensible of the defects in our present system of municipal

administration, I cannot help regarding with distrust any scheme for curing them by

a radical change of the New England system under which we have grown up, and

which, notwithstanding its defects, has thus far produced better results than any other

system that has been tried in this country. ... It is hardly probable that a con-

dition of things can arise in any city in New England where those who have an in-

terest in maintaining order will be outnumbered by those who hope for some personal

benefit by creating disorder ; therefore, if those who have interests at stake will bestir

themselves to protect their interests,— and there is no safety in any scheme which can

be devised unless they do so,— they can better accomplish their purpose by outvoting

their opponents than by undertaking to deprive them of privileges they now possess.

In a recent argument in favor of e.xtending household suffrage to the counties in Eng-

land, Mr. Gladstone says the franchise is an educational power. The possession of it

quickens the intelligence, and tends to bind the nation together. It is more impor-

tant to have an alert, well-taught, and satisfied people than a theoretically good legis-

lative machine."

The most important act of Mr. Pierce's second administration was the

reorganization of the police department. The regular police force at this

time consisted of seven hundred and fifteen men. They were appointed by

the mayor with the approval of the aldermen, and held office during good

behavior. The powers of the mayor, the aldermen, and the chief of police

were not clearly defined, and in consequence the discipline of the depart-

ment was very la.x. Mayor Cobb, in his address to the city council of 1876,

had strongly urged the appointment of a commission to administer the

department; but the Democrats were at that time united in their opposi-

tion to the creation of any more " three-headed commissions," and there

were some prominent Republicans who doubted the expediency of giving

any more power to the mayor. While the feeling against commissions in

general was not much changed during the two following years, the growing

inefficiency of the police department was so clearly seen that when Mayor

Pierce pointed out the improvements which had been made in the fire and

health departments by putting them under commissions, and declared his

belief that a like improvement would follow the appointment of a commis-

sion to have charge of the police department and the execution of the laws

in relation to the sale of intoxicating liquors, public opinion forced the city

council to give its sanction to the measure. An act was obtained from the

Legislature authorizing the mayor, with the approval of the city council, to

VOL. HI. — 37.
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appoint three commissioners to serve for a term of three years each. The
appointments of the mayor were readily confirmed, and the commissioners

organized on July 8, 1878.

A further reduction of nearly $900,000 was made in the tax levy of this

year; so that, although the assessors made a reduction of seventeen million

dollars in the valuation of property, the rate of ta.xation was reduced from

$13.10 to $12.80 on a thousand.

At the end of the year Mr. Pierce declined a re-election ; and Mr. Fred-

erick O. Prince was again brought forward as the candidate of the Demo-

crats. His opponent was Colonel Charles R. Codman, who was the nominee

of the Citizens and Republicans. The feeling that Mr. Prince had been

rather hardly pressed in the preceding election led to a sort of reaction in

his favor, which returned him to office with a plurality of about seven hun-

dred votes. There was a marked improvement in his administration during

his second term, so that he had the partial endorsement of a Citizens' nomi-

nation for a third term, and was elected by a majority of about two thousand

six hundred votes over Mr. Solomon B. Stebbins, the Republican candidate.

During these last two years (1879-80), the time of the government has

been occupied mainly in carrying out the important measures previously
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adopted,— the improvement of the sewerage system, the construction of a

park on the Back Bay, the enlargement of the water works, the construction

of sewers in the Mystic valley to preserve the purity of the water supplied

from that source, and the erection of a costly building for the English High

and Latin schools. The most important among the new projects now (1880)

under consideration are the establishment of public parks in West Roxbury,

at South Boston Point, and on the banks of Charles River; and the erection

of a new county court house, and public library building.^ On Sept. 17,

1880, the city government celebrated the two hundred and fiftieth anniver-

sary of the settlement of Boston. A bronze statue of John Winthrop,^ which

' For the last named purpose the General

Court of 18S0 granted to the city, fiee of rent, a

parcel of land containing about thirty-three thou-

sand square feet, situated on the southerly cor-

ner of Dartmouth and Boylston streets ; the only

conditions being that the erection thereon of a

library building should be begun within three

years, and that the library should be open, under

reasonable regulations, to all the citizens of the

Commonwealth. [See the chapter on " Libraries "

in Vol. IV.— Ed.]

- A heliotvpe of this statue is given in Vol. I.

Jonathan Phillips, who died in July, i860, be-

queathed to the city of lioston $20,000 " as a trust

fund, the income of which shall be annually ex-

pended to adorn and embellish the streets and

public places of the city." On the recommenda-

tion of JLavor Cobb in 1875, the aldermen voted

to use a portion of the income from the fund to

erect a statue of Josiah Quincy. The order was

given to Mr. Thomas Ball, and the statue was

placed in front of the city hall, as a companion
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had been erected in ScoUay Square, was unveiled in the morning. Then
followed commemorative services in the Old South Church, where the Mayor
delivered an address of some length on the character and services of Win-

throp ;
^ and later in the day there was a great procession, the largest, it was

said, that ever walked the streets of Boston.

And here the sketch of Boston " under the mayors " comes to an end.

During the fifty-nine years that the city government has been established

the population of Boston has increased from about 45,000 to 362,535;

more than eight fold. About 215,000 persons live within the area covered

by the first city charter; and 147,500 persons Hve on the territory which

has been annexed since 1867. The current expenses of the city in 1822

amounted to $249,000; in 1880 the appropriations for current expenses, in-

cluding interest on the city debt, amounted to $10,190,387,— a forty-fold

increase. The valuation of property for purposes of taxation amounted in

1823 to $44,896,800; in 1880, to $639,462,495,— an increase of about four-

teen-fold. The highest valuation of taxable property, $798,755,050, and the

largest tax levy, $12,045,902, were in 1874, the second year after the great

fire, which destroyed about seventy-five million dollars worth of property.

Of the twenty-three persons who have held the office of mayor of Boston,

thirteen were born in the city; all of them were born in New England;

eleven were graduates of Harvard College, and three were graduates of

other colleges. Some of them have been men of distinction ; most of them
have been men of ability ; no one of them has retired from office with any

stain resting upon his character. The city has been fortunate in the charac-

ter of the men who have served her, both in the legislative and e.xecutive

departments of the government. The high standard of official integrity

which has been maintained is largely due to the efforts of those citizens who
have associated from time to time to resist the introduction of national party

politics into the management of the city business. They have for many
years held the balance of power between the two great political parties, and
they have kept the leaders of both in wholesome fear of the consequences
of making appointments to office for party purposes, or of using the city's

money to promote party interests.

^^^y22^^^v^^ x^. /JTc^^c'^-^-^c^^

piece to the Franklin statue, and unveiled Oct. Robert D. .Smith, Esq., City Document, 103, iSSo.

n, 1879. See Mayor Prince's .iddress. City Docu- A portion of the income from this fund was also

mntt, 1
1 5, 1879. In 1S79 'he aldermen contracted used to beautify the lot of land .it the junction of

for copies in bronze of the two representative Columbus .Avenue and Pleasant Street, on which
statues of Massachu.setts in the capitol at Wash- there is the group emblematical of Emancipa-
ington,— Samuel Adams, by Miss ,\nne Whitney, tion, presented to the city in 1879, bv Mr. Moses
and John Winthrop, by Richard S. Greenough,— Kimball. See Cily Document 126, 1S79.
the e.xpense of making them to be charged to the ' See City Document, iSSo, containing a full

income from the Phillips Fund. The statue of account of the celebration, prepared by Mr.
Adams was unveiled July 4, iSSo. See oration by William H. Lee.



CHAPTER III.

BOSTON AND THE COMMONWEALTH UNDER THE CITY
CHARTER.

BY ins EXCELLENCY JOIL\ D. LONG, LL D

,

Governor of Massachiiseils*

THE subject of this chapter has its beginning in the presentation to the

General Court of the following petition: '—
" The undersigned, being a Committee authorized and instructed by the Town of

Boston, most respectfully represent —
" That the present size of the Town renders it impossible any longer to carry into

elfect the principles on which its present government is founded, as this is presumed

to be e.xercised by the inhabitants at large, assembled in Town-meeting. There is no

liall in the Town capable of containing all the legal voters ; and if such a room ex-

isted its dimensions would be too extensive to admit of wise conceit or true delibera-

tion by the citizens. The duty of attending Town -meetings is therefore becoming

more and more neglected ; and a very small minority of persons now decide upon the

public concerns of the whole community. The consequences are a want of unity,

regularity, and responsibility in the management of the prudential affairs of the Town.

The evils of such a state of things have been hitherto diminished by the intelligence,

prudence, and integrity of the different Boards that have been separately entrusted

with the management of various branches of Town affairs, yet no skill nor integrity

can supply the deficiencies of the present system, which oblige the Town so frequently

to troul)!e the Legislature with applications for minute local regulation. Trusting that

the Town may continue to partake in the growing prosperity of the Commonwealth

with which its own is so inseparably and entirely blended, the time must soon arrive

when the inconveniences and losses incitlent to an impracticable form of government

will be greatly and oppressively increased. The experience of actual disadvantages,

together with a princi])le of foresight, have convinced a majority of tlie citizens that

the present moment of calm in the public mind is a suitable one to adopt an altera-

tion which will be not only a present relief but a preventive remedy for dangerous

tendencies. As the citizens of this State, with a view to this case, have recently made

an amendment to the Constitution authorizing the erection of city governments, the

' [For the proceedings of the town leading to this petition, see Mr. Bugbce's chapter ne.vt pre-

ceding.— En.]
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necessity of some change, it would appear, has become obvious not only to the inhab-

itants of this Town, but to the majority of the Commonwealth.
" For the reasons thus briefly stated, we pray your honorable Body to establish a

City Government for the Town of Boston.

'Boston, January 14, 1S22.

Daniel Messinger.

Charles Jackson.

Michael Roulston.

Isaac Winslow.
George Blake.

Lemuel Shaw.

W. Tudor.

William Sullivan.

George Darricott.

Gerry Fairbanks.

Thomas Badger.

James Daley.

Henry Farnam.
William Sturgis.

Lewis G. Pray.

This paper is endorsed as follows :
—

" In House of Representatives, Jan. 15, 1822. Read and Com'd to the Com-
mittee on Incorporation of Towns, etc.

" Sent up for concurrence. Joslah Quincy, Spkr.

"In Senate, January 15, 1822. Read and concurred. John Phillips, Prcsiift."

It is a notable fact that President Phillips became the first, and Speaker

Quincy the second, mayor of the new cit\', — the former filling the office

one year, and Mr. Quincy five years. Two other presidents of the Senate

have also been mayors of Boston,— one of them, Harrison Gray Otis, pres-

ident in 1808-10, and mayor in 1829-31 ; and the other, Josiah Quincy,

Jr., president in 1842 and 1844, and mayor in 1846-48. Since then, two

mayors of Boston have become governors of the Commonwealth,— Alex-

ander H. Rice, mayor in 1856-57, and governor in 1876-78; and William

Gaston, mayor in 1871-72, and governor in 1875. The roll of the Boston

Common Council of 1853 contains the names of two men who subsequently

rose to the chief magistracy of the State,— Henry J. Gardner and Alex-

ander H. Rice. Chief-Justice Bigelow was a member of the Common
Council from Ward Seven in 1843 ; and the Hon. Joseph A. Pond, president

of the Senate in 1866-67, 'i"d the Hon. Charles R. Train, late attorney-

general of the Commonwealth, saw service in the same. body. Before he

became mayor, the Hon. Henry L. Pierce was a member of the popular

branch of the General Court; and the number of those is legion who have

held under both governments less distinguished but honorable offices.

The reciprocal relations of Boston and the Commonwealth under the

city charter, strictly interpreted, are purely official in their character, and

form a subject of but narrow scope, differing in no principle from those exist-

ing between the Commonwealth and her other municipalities. Seeking them

in the city charter itself, we find the inhabitants of Boston made a corporation

at their own request, and the administration of their fiscal and prudential

concerns vested in a mayor, a board of aldermen, and a common council.

All the powers formerly vested in the selectmen, either by statute or by the

usages, votes, or by-laws of the town, and also the powers of county com-
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missioners, are given to the boaid of aldermen ; and tlic aldermen and
common council, acting concurrently as the city council, are endowed with

authority to provide for the assessment and collection of taxes for all pur-

poses for which towns may raise money, to appoint various executive offi-

cers, and even to make by-laws and ordinances, with fines for breach

thereof. But these powers were by no means plenary, and with the increas-

ingly rapid growth of the city came more and more frequent applications

for fresh grants. So numerous did these become, that in 1870 the city

council constituted a joint standing committee on legislative matters, whose

duty it is to advocate or oppose measures at the Slate House as the city's

aitcrest demands. During the session of the General Court of 1879 some
thirty matters directly affecting the city of Boston were presented,— eight of

them petitions from the city government,— and the average each session for

the past ten years has been about twenty-five. The legislation respecting

Boston bridges will serve as an example of how much has been required.

The Boston South Bridge, now known as the Dover-Street Bridge, was sold

to the city by the original proprietors (among whom were William Tudor

and Harrison Gray Otis), under an act of the General Court of 1831 ; and

another act was passed in 1876, authorizing the widening of the bridge to

sixty feet. The Federal-Street Bridge was established by a corporation (the

Bo.ston Free Bridge) created by an act of the General Court under which

the city purchased the property. The Mount Washington-Avenue Bridge

was acquired by the city under a similar act. The Broadway Bridge was

built by the cit)- under chapter 188 of the acts of 1866; the Congress-Street

Bridge, under chapter 326 of acts of 1868, and nearly, if not quite, all the

smaller bridges were bought from private proprietors under special laws.

The Charles-River and Warren bridges were turned over to the cities of

Boston and Charlestown by chapter 322 of act of 1868 and acts amendatory

thereof. It was by commissioners appointed under chapter 302 of acts of

1870 that the expense of maintaining the West-Boston and Craigie's bridges

was apportioned between Boston and Cambridge; and the legislature "has

been called upon more than once to decide disputes between Boston and

Chelsea over the maintenance of the Chelsea bridge. In 1874 acts were

passed granting authority for the building of a bridge by Boston and Cam-
bridge, from a point on Beacon Street across the Charles River to Cam-

bridge, and also a bridge to form part of an avenue from Brattle Square,

Cambridge, to Market Street, Brighton; but neither has been constructed.

The Cochituate water supply, the Boston registration and election laws, and

hundreds of matters, ranging in moment from the purity of the ballot-bo.x

to the regulation of street-corner peanut-stands, ha\-e been subjects of leg-

islation, the briefest history of which is too voluminous to attempt within

these limits.

The great fire of Nov. 9 and 10, 1872. was the occasion of a special

session of the General Court, which convened November ig. His Lx-

cellency Governor Washburn, in his address to the Legislature, said

:
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" The loss of Boston is the loss of the Commonwealth. Our ties are such that this

calamity affects even those of us who live in the remotest parts of the State. The

municipal government of the city and a large number of its most eminent business

men think that a few measures of immediate legislation are necessary. So far as I

am informed, or can learn, the universal sentiment of those who reside or do business

here is tliat they are abundantly able to meet the stress of the time from the resources

now at their command, if they can have the assent of the State to such steps as re-

quire its sanction. It is thought advisable that assurance of a loan for a term of years

at a moderate rate of interest should be given those who are unable to rebuild without

assistance. ... It is of the greatest importance that the waste places should be re-

covered as soon as possible with stores and warehouses of the most substantial kind,

fully adapted to the requirements of a large and widely extended trade. As a means

to this end tlie city will ask authority to issue its bonds, having not less than ten years

to run, and bearing a rate of interest not exceeding five per centum in gold, or six per

centum in currency."

The session lasted thirt}- days. A bill was passed authorizing the city to

issue bonds to the amount of $20,000,000, with interest at five percent gold

and six per cent currency, to run fifteen years ; the proceeds to be loaned to

owners of sites of burned buildings. No bonds were issued, however, the act

being declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. A general law, au-

thorizing the formation of new insurance companies was enacted, with con-

siderable other legislation concerning insurance. The act for the regulation

and inspection of buildings in Boston was amended extensively,— thicker

walls, with brick, iron, or stone supports, being required, and the law being

made generally more stringent, and the penalties for its violation heavier.

Acts were also passed requiring the board of aldermen to establish a grade

of not less than twelve feet above mean low water, and prohibiting the con-

struction of any cellar below that grade, and the use of any such cellar except

for storage purposes under license from the board of aldermen ; authorizing

the city council to remove the Coliseum Building ' if not taken down within

a reasonable time ; incorporating the Merchant's Exchange ; to provide for

the appointment by the governor and council of a commission of three civil

engineers to investigate and report a plan for a thorough system of drainage

for Boston and its vicinity within a radius often miles from the City Hall; ^

to provide for the issue of bonds in lieu of lost or destroyed bonds of the

Commonwealth ; to authorize the Old South Church proprietors to lease

their meeting-house on Washingtqn and Milk streets for use as a post-

ofiice.

But while the city has been constantly requiring legislation, it has

sustained a very different relation to the Commonwealth in point of con-

tributions to the support of the State government. In 1822 Boston paid

$26,550.50 of the State tax of $75,000, or more than thirty-five per cent.

1 This was a wooden structure near the cross- - This act was conditional on the acceptance

ing of the Bostim and Albany, and Boston and of the Boston City Council, and as no action

Providence Railroads, erected for the musical was taken thereon the commission was never
festival of 1872. appointed.
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At a rough calculation, the population of the State at that time was 550,CKX),

and that of Boston about 50,CX)0, or less than ten per cent of the whole.

The United States census of 1830 found 610,408 inhabitants in Massa-

chusetts, and 61,392— a little more than ten per cent— in Boston, while

the city paid that year $24,874.50, or over thirty-three per cent of the State

ta.K of $75,000. Comparing the statistics on these points in later years, wc

find that in i860, with a population of 177,840 in the State total of 1,231,066,

— less than fifteen per cent, — the city paid $82,245 of the State ta.x of

$249,995, which is over thirty-three per cent. In 1870 tlie population of

the State was 1,457,351, and of the city 250,526, or seventeen percent,

while the city's share of the State ta.x was $933,775, or thirty-seven per cent

of the total of $2,500,000. The present year its portion of the State tax

was even larger, being $619,1 10 out of $1,500,000, or more than forty-one

per cent. The returns of the United States census for 1880 give the State

a population of 1,783,086, and the city 362,535, or a little less than twenty

and a half per cent of the whole.

The representation of Boston in the General Court has been substan-

tially, of course, in proportion to its population. The city's delegation in

1822 consisted of 6 senators in a Senate of 30, and 25 members in a House

of Representatives numbering 236. The senators were John Phillips, John

Willis, Jonathan Hunnewell, Warren Button, Lemuel Shaw, and Joseph

Tilden; and the representatives were Josiah Ouincy, Benjamin Russell,

Thomas H. Perkins, William Prescott, William Tudor, Lynde Walter, James

Savage, Benjamin West, Nathan Appleton, John Cotton, Gedney King,

Enoch Silsby, Peter C. Brooks, Joseph Lovering, George W. Otis, Nathan

Hale, Jonathan Phillips, Hcman Lincoln, Edward Winchester, Francis C.

Gray, Theodore Lyman, Jr., Henry Bass, Eliphalet Williams, William

Shimmin, and Francis J. Oliver.

We find in the lists of the successors of these gentlemen the names of

Samuel T. Armstrongi* David Scars, Francis Jackson, David Henshaw,

David Lee Child, Caleb Loring, Horace Mann, Theophilus Parsons,

Robert C. Winthrop, George S. Hillard, Joseph T. Buckingham, George

T. Curtis, John P. Hcaly, Charles Francis Adams, George T. Bigelow,

John G. Palfrey, Samuel A. Eliot, Samuel G. Howe, and J. Lothrop

Motley; and among the delegates from the city to the Constitutional

Convention of 1853 were William Appleton, James M. Becbe, Sidney

Bartlett, Jacob Bigelow, George W. Blagden, Rufus Choate, Francis B.

Crowninshield, Samuel A. Eliot, Henry J. Gardner, Nathan Hale, George

S. Hillard, Frederick W. Lincoln, Jr., J. Thomas Stevenson, John S. Tyler,

and George B. Upton.

Between 1822 and 1857 Boston had 6 senators. The first apportionment

under Article XXI. and XXII. amendments to the Constitution reduced the

number to 5; but the second, in 1866, restored it to 6; and the third, m

1876, increased it to 8. One senator, however, has always been shared with

Chelsea, Revere (or North Chelsea), and Winthrop.

VOL. in. — 38.
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Down to 1857 the numerical strength of the House of Representatives

varied largely, and with it, though not in proportion, the delegation from

Boston. In 1823 and 1824 the city had 25 members, and in 1825 24 in a

House of 236; in 1826, 20 in 197; in 1827, 16 in 236; in 1828, 40 in 395;

in 1829, 55 in 539; in 1830, 59 in 493; in 1831, 60 in 481 ; in 1832, 52 in

528; in 1833, 63 in 574; in 1834, 39 in 570; in 1835, 67 in 615 ; in 1836,

70 in 619; in 1837, 74 in 635; in 1838, 57 in 480; in 1839, 20 in 521 ; in

1840, 56 in 521 ; in 1841, 35 in 391. From 1842 to 1850, inclusive, the

Boston delegation numbered 35, but the number of the whole House varied

in these years as follows: 336, 352, 321, 271, 264, 255, 272, 263, 297. In

1 85 1 and 1852 Boston had 44 representatives in Houses of 396 and 402

respectively; in 1853, 39 in 288; and from 1854 to 1857, inclusive, 44 in

310, 380, 329, and 327. Since then the House has consisted of 240 mem-
bers, of which, under the first apportionment, Boston had 26; under the

second, 33 ; and has under the third, and at present, 47.

The changes in the size of the House of Representatives between 1822

and 1857 were incident to the somewhat complicated system of apportion-

ment, and the several apparent discrepancies in the proportion of the

Boston delegation are but the natural results of the majority rule then in

use. For instance, in 1838 the Boston City Council voted in convention,

in accordance with the original charter, to fix the number of representatives

to be elected that fall at 56 ; but at the election on the second Monday in

November only 20 received a majority, and at the election to fill the 36

vacancies none at all, so that in 1839 the city was represented in the lower

branch of the General Court by only 20 men.

A number of notable benevolent and educational institutions located in

Boston, although not all exclusively of Boston, are beneficiaries of the Com-

monwealth. One is the Massachusetts General Hospital, which received

with its charter in 181 1 a conditional grant of the Province House estate,

embracing a tract of land measuring 87 feet on Washington Street, and

extending back 267 feet to Province Street. This estate was leased by the

Hospital in 1817 for 99 years for what now seems the incredibly low rental

of $33,000 for the entire term. In consideration of its grant the State has

a representation of 4 members on the board of trustees. The Perkins

Institution and Massachusetts Asylum for the Blind receives a regular

annual grant of $30,000, and the School for Idiots and Feeble-Minded

Youth $17,500; for which, however, the State receives a partial return in

the education and care of some of its charges, and has also representatives

on the supervisory boards. Special grants are made from year to year to

other institutions, particularly the Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear

Infirmary, which received $9,000 at the hands of the last legislature. The
sites of the buildings of the Boston Society of Natural History and the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology are the gift of the Commonwealth, so

that the bread which Boston cast upon the waters in giving the Common-
wealth the State-House site came back to it after many days ; and by a
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resolve of the legislature of 1880 the city of Boston was granted "perpetual

riLiht to hold, occupy, and control, free of rent or charge," a parcel of land

at the corner of Boylston and Dartmouth streets, containing some 33,000

feet, for the erection of a new public library building.

The improvement by the Commonwealth of its Hack Bay lands and the

South Boston flats has of necessity required the co-operation of the city

government in tiie extension of streets and the building of brid<jes and

sewers. Under what is known as the tripartite agreement between the

Commonwealth, the city, and the Boston Water-Power Company, the Back

Bay territory was divided, some 108 acres going to the Commonwealth, and

an equal quantity to the Water-Power Company,— the city to receive a

small quantity of the land when filled, in satisfaction of certain claims.

The Commonwealth and the Water-Power Company filled their respective

portions to a certain grade, devoting a suitable proportion of the new land

to streets and passage-ways, in which they laid sewers and set edgestones,

while the city paved and maintains the streets and ways. The Common-
wealth completed its filling at a cost of something over $1,600,000, and has

disposed of all but about 3 acres. Nearly 145,000 feet were given for the

sites of the buildings of the Natural History Society and the Institute of

Technology, about 6,500 feet transferred to Trinity Church, 164,000 to the

city, and over 2,000,000 devoted to streets and passage-ways. The sale of

the remainder has netted the State, in round numbers, $3,000,000, furnish-

ing a notable exception to the ordinary results of State management of

business enterprises. In the improvement of the South Boston flats, yet

incomplete, special relations exist between the State and the city, under the

four-part agreement between the Commonwealth, the Boston and Albany

Railroad, the Boston Wharf Company, and the city of Boston, the other

parties doing certain filling, and the city agreeing to build two bridges

across Fort Point Channel to connect the new land with the old. One of

these, the Congress-Street bridge, is constructed, but the other awaits the

filling of the land to which it is to furnish access. The magnificent area

already here rescued from the ocean is guarded by a great sea-wall, girt with

railroad tracks, and improved by the warehouses, elevators, and coal-sheds

of the New York and New England Railroad. The process of filling is still

going on, and will only stop when Castle Island is reached. Lying at deep

water, and in the very heart of the city, these improvements will make a

port for Massachusetts of unrivalled capacity and promise for the future.

There are judicial decisions touching the relations between the Common-
wealth and cities which, though not particularly affecting Boston, are of

sufficient general interest to deserve mention. One, in the case of Buttrick

V. Lowell (i Allen, 172), concerns the liability of a city for injurious acts

of its police officers. Says the court: —

" Police officers can in no sense be regarded as agents or ser\'ants of the city.

Their duties are of a public nature. Their appointment is devolved on cities and towns
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by the legislature as a convenient mode of exercising a function of government ; but

tliis does not render them liable for their unlawful or negligent acts. The . . . powers

and duties with which police officers and constables are entrusted are derived from the

law, and not from the city or town under which they hold their appointment. . . .

Nor does it make any difference that the acts complained of were done in an attempt

to enforce an ordinance or by-law of the city. The authority to enact by-laws is

delegated to the city by the sovereign power, and the exercise of the authority gi\-es

to such enactments the same force and effect as if they had been passed directly by

the legislature. They are public laws of a local and limited operation, designed to

secure good order and to provide for the welfare and comfort of the inhabitants. In

their enforcement, therefore, police officers act in their public capacity, and not as the

agents or servants of the city."

Boston has several military organizations bearing peculiar relations to

the Commonwealth. First is the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Com-

pany, dating back two hundred and forty-three years, in whose ranks have

marched governors, judges of the supreme court, senators, and generals,

and whose officers are to this day invested with the badges of their authorit}-

by the Governor in person. Next in order of seniority is the First Corps of

Cadets, the Governor's body-guard, whose first tour of duty was to escort

William Shirley, Governor of the Province of Massachusetts Bay, on a visit

to the Colony of Rhode Island in 1741. It was at first known as the Inde-

pendent Company of Cadets, and as such was commanded by John Hancock

in 1774. Hancock was summarily dismissed from the command by Gover-

nor Gage in a letter (still preserved in the archives of the corps), on the

receipt of which the company promptly gave up the Governor's standard,

and informed him that the dismissal of their first ofTlcer was equivalent to

disbandment. The company thereupon disbanded, but did not become

extinct, reviving in 1776 under the name of the "Independent Company,"

and reorganized under its present charter in 1786.

Another of Boston's famous corps is the National Lancers, whose gay

uniforms and fluttering pennons have for so many years given a touch of

color and picturesqueness to the Governor's Commencement Day proces-

sion from Boston to Cambridge.

There are other Boston military companies having a long and honorable

record,— the "Tigers," the school of Boston soldiers since 1798, and the

" Fusiliers," who had the honor of being Governor Hancock's bodj'-guard

on general election day in 1792; but the "Ancients," the "Cadets," and the

" Lancers " alone bear at present any exceptional relationship to the Com-
monwealth. Massachusetts will never forget, however, the da}'s when e\cry

Boston military organization represented her ; and there is hardly a field of

battle in the South whose story does not tell how gallantl\- the}- bore her

flag, and how proudly they sustained her martial fame.

It is significant that the Commonwealth has placed as her fittest repre-

sentatives in the national gallcr)- at Wjishuigton the statues of two men of

Boston. As in the days of W'inthrop and Sam Adams, so Boston stands
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now, a representative of Massachusetts. It represents in its myriad manu-

factories, mills, and workshops, and in the well-tilled and fertile fields which

lie about it, the varied industries of tile State. It represents in its marts,

in its busy stores and massive warehouses, the enterprise and solidity of

her trades. It represents in its fifty millions of bank capital, and in the

character of its financiers, her pecuniary wealth and stability. It represents

in its fifty millions of savings-bank deposits the thrift and economy of her

people. In its hospitals, asylums, and charitable institutions it represents

the benevolent and public spirit for which Massachusetts is pre-eminently

distinguished. It represents in its public schools the best results of that

system of popular education which is one of the Commonwealth's chief

glories, and in its higher institutions of learning her best scholarship and

broadest culture. In its pulpits it represents the devoutncss and the zeal

of the olden time, with the toleration and liberality of the later. In w iiat-

cver constitutes the prosperity of Massachusetts, Boston stands her worthy

representative; and there is hardly a school-house or a fireside in the

Commonwealth that has not contributed to the population, the character,

the enterprise, and the good name of this its capital city.

(Note.— The Editor is indebted to Captain

A. A. Folsom for a list of the commanders of the

Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company; and

of the one hundred and seventy-one commanders

from 163S to 18S0, forty-seven have been residents

of Boston and .Suffolk County, as follows :
—

Capt. William Alexander, 1S06 ; Capt. Bozoiin Allen,

i6-)'i; Maj. -Gen. Humphrey Allierlon, 1650,1658; Lieut.

Edwin C. Bailey, 1S62, 1S71; Col. John Ballenline, 1703,

1710: Capt. Samuel Barrett. '771; Capt. Jonas S- Bass,

iSoo; Maj. William Bell, 1774, 1-.S6; Col. George Tyler

Bigelow, 1846; Maj. George Blanchard, 1^05; Capt. Ed-
mund Bowman, 1S07: M.aj. Martin Brimmer, 1826; Maj.

Francis Brinley. 1S4S, 1852, 185S : Capt. John Carnes, i64g :

Lieut. -Col John Carnes, 174S : Maj. George O. Carpenter,

1868; Col. Samuel Checkley, 1700 : Capt. Joshua Chcever,

1741; Col. Thomas E. Chickering, 1857; Capt. Thomas

Clark, 1796; Maj. Thomas Clarke, 1653, 1665; Capt.

Thomas Clarke, Jr., 1673: Maj. Moses G. Cobb, 1855;

Brig. -Gen. Robert Cowdin, 1863; Maj. Andrew Cunning-

ham, 1793 : Maj. James Cunningham, 1768 ; Capt. Nathan-

iel Cunningham. 1731: Brig. -Gen. Amasa Davis, 1795;

Brig.-Gen. Thomas Davis, 1.S35; Capt. William Davis,

1664, 1672 ; Col. Thomas Dawes, Jr., 1766, 1773 ; Brig -

Gen. H A. S. Dearborn, 1816; Maj. Thomas Dean, iSio:

M.aj Louis Dennis, 183.S; Col. William Downe, 1732,

i74t ; Lieut. -Gov. William Dummer, 1719; Capt. Thomas

Edwards, 1753; Col. Thom.is Fitch, 170'*. <7-°' '7S5'.

Maj. Dexter H. Follett, 1874: Capt. Albert A. Folsom,

1R76; Capt James A. Fox, i8'i4; Capl. Thcuphihis Frary.

1682; Lieut.-Col. Jonas H. French, 1S61 : Capl. Lemuel

Gardner, 1S03 ; Col. Robert Gardner, 1795: Capt. Mariin

Gav, 1772; Col. Darnel L. Gibbcns. 1824 : M.ij -Gen. Ed-

ward Gibbons, 1639, i^4'. ifM'". >''fi: Mai Alex Hamdton

Gihbs, 1S23; Capl. John Grecnough, 1726: M.ij. Newman

Grecnough, 1758; Capl. R.alph Han, i7S4i Capt. Thomas
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Hawkins, 1644 ; Maj.-Gen. William Heath, 1770 : Lieut.-

Col. Daniel Henchman, 1738, 1746; Maj. Joseph L. Hen-

shaw, 1865; Col. Sir Charles Hobby, 1702, 1713; Capt.

Melzar Holmes, 1808; Capt. Wilham Homes, 1764; Capt.

William Howe, 1814; Capt. William Hudson, 1661 ; Capt.

John Hull, 1671, 1678; Col. Thomas Hunting, 1827;

Capt. Edward Hutchinson, 1657; Col. Edward Hutchin-

son, 1717, 1724, 1730; Col. E!isha Hutchinson, 1676, 1684,

1690, 1697; Col. Thomas Hutchinson. 1704, 1718; Col.

Joseph Jackson, 1752; Capt. Robert Jenkins, 3d, 1790;

Capt. Isaac Johnson, 1667; Capt. Robert Keayne, 1638,

1647: Capt. Samuel Keeling, 1716; Capt Thomas Lake,

1662, 1674 ; Maj.-Gen. Sir John Levereit, 1652, 1663, 1670

;

Col. Benjamin Loring, 1818; Capt. Caleb Lyman, 1739;

Brig.-Gen. Theodore Lyman, Jr.. 1S22 ; Col. Charles A.

Macomber, 1839: Col. Thomas Marshall, 1763, 1767: Gen.
Aug. P. Martin. 1S7S; Capt. Edward Martyn, 1715; Capt.

Hugh McDaniel, 1750; Col. Daniel Messenger, 1S04, iSio ;

Capt. Francis Norton, 1655 ; Capt. James Oliver, 1656,

1666; Capt. Peter Oliver. 1669; Lieut. -Col. Peter Osgood,

1S09; Col. Nicholas Paige, 1695; Maj. John C. Park,

1853 ; Maj. James Phillips, 1802 ; Col. John Phillips, 1685 ;

Col. John Phillips, 1747, 1759; Capt. Parker H. Pierce,

1830; Col. Edward Cordon Prescott, 1833; Lieut. -Col.

Josiah Quincy, Jr., 1829 : Brig.-Gen. John H. Reed, 1S66 ;

Capt. John Roulstone, 1815 : Maj. Benjamin Russell, iSoi,

1812: Lieut. -Col. George P. Sanger, 1S54 ; Capt. Ephraim
Savage, 1683; Lieut.-Col. Habijah Savage, 1711, 1721,

1727 ; Maj. Thomas Savage, 1651, 1659, 1668, 1675, 1680;

Col. Thomas Savage, Jr., 1705; Capt. Thomas Savage,

'757 ' Maj.-Gen. Robert Sedgwick, 1640, 1643, 1648; Maj.

Samuel Sewatl, 1701 ; Maj. Samuel Sewall, 2d, 1734 ; Col.

Samuel Shrimpton, 1694 : Col. Amasa G. Smith. 1837

;

Capt. Thomas Smith, 1722 ; Capt. John L. Stevenson,

1877; Col. Ebenezer W. Stone, 1841: Capt. Ebenezcr

Storer, 1749 : Lieut. -Col. Israel Stoughton, 1642 ; Brig.-

Gen. William H. Sumner, 1S21 ; Lieut. -Col. John .Symmes,

'755. '7f>i ; Maj. Charles W. Stevens, iSSo; Cnl. WilIi.Tm

Tailor, 1712; Col. William Tailor, 1760; Lieut.-Co!. New-
ell A. Thompson, 1843 ; Capt. Onesiphorus Tilestone,

1762; Capt. Samuel Todd, 1797: Col. Penn Townsend,
1681, 1691, 1698, 1709, 1723; Brig.-Gen. John S- Tyler,

1S32, 1844, 1847, i860; Lieut-Gen. John Walley, 1679,

1699,1707; Capt. Josiah Waters, 1769 ; Col- Josiah Waters,

Jr., 1791; Capt. Samuel Watts, 1742; Capt John Welch,

1756; Brig.-Gen. Arnold Welles, 181 1 ; Capt. George \\'elles,

1S20; Col. Jacob Wendell, 1735, 1745; Col- John Wen-
dell, 1740: Col. Jonathan Whitney, 1813; Col- Marshall

P. Wilder, 1S56; Capt. Jonathan William, Jr., 1751 ; C.ipt.

John Wing, 1693: Col. Edward Winslow, 1714, 1729;

Brig.-Gen. John Winslow, 1792, 179S ; Lien t -Col. Adam
Winthrop, 1706 : Brig.-Gen. Grenville T. Winthrop. 1834 :

Brig.-Gen. John T. Winthrop, 1S25 ; Maj.-Gen. Wait

Winthrop, 1692; Capt. Richard Woodde, 1677 ; Col. Isaac

Hull Wright. 1850; Col. Edward Wyman, iS;2; Col.

Charles W. Wilder, 1879. — Ed.]



CHAPTER IV.

BOSTON SOLDIERY IN WAR AND PEACE.

BY GENERAL FRANCIS W. PALFREY.

TOURING the eighteenth century Boston could liardly be called a grow-
-*-^ ing town. There were fluctuations in the number of its people; but

it is not far out of the way to set that number at twenty thousand as an

average from 1700 to 1800.^ By the census of 18 10 its population was

given as 33,250. As had been the case almost from the earliest days of the

settlement, so in the beginning of the nineteenth century, its citizens were

largely dependent upon commerce for their prosperity. The state of things

existing upon the continent of Europe was very prejudicial to that com-

merce. In common with the other residents of the seaboard, the citizens

of Boston complained especially of wrongs to commerce from the British

orders in council, and the retaliating French decrees. Great Britain refused

to admit that free ships made free goods, and that arms and military stores

alone were contraband of war, and that ship-timber and naval stores were

excluded from that description. The British practice of impressing our

seamen, and of capturing American vessels bound to or returning from

ports where her commerce was not favored, was also a standing grievance.

From such causes the state of feeling in Massachusetts at the beginning of

the year 1812 was far from placid. In a general way it may be said that the

Federalists were opposed to war; but though strong in New England they

were weak in Congress. They had, however, always favored a navy ; but

the other great political party, the Democrats or Republicans, opposed this,

till the naval \ictories of 18 12 caused them to change their minds. It was

[There are a few notes in Whitman's An- mander; the Massachusetts Fusileers, Captain

cienl ami Honorable Arliltfry Company, p. 324, on William Turner,— all began their history, not all

the general apathy in militia matters immediately to continue long. A cavalry company w.is raised,

following upon the peace, and on the impulse to with RufusG. Amory as captain ;
followed by the

mililia organization which took place in Boston at Boston Dragoons, Captain Henry Purkitt, who

the time of the .Shays Rebellion. As a result of had been of Pulaski's Cavalry Corps in the Rcv-

this movement the Ancient and Honorable .\rtil- olution. Some years later (1803) when Governor

lery Company renewed their meetings, which had Strong brigaded the Suffolk Militia, prominent

been omitted since 1775; the Corps of Cadets was among them were the Washington Light Infan-

reorganized, with Samuel Bradford for comman- try, Captain Loring ; the Boston Light Infanlrj-,

der; the Republican Volunteers (infantry), and a Captain Henry Sargent ; and the Winslow Blues,

light infantry companv, Harrison Gray Otis com- Captain Messenger.— Ed.]
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understood that the President of the United States, Mr. Madison, was

anxious to avoid war, but that he was also anxious to secure a renom-

ination ; and it was beheved that he might think the support of the more

fiery spirits, Hke Clay and Calhoun, necessary for his ends, and that he might

determine to purchase their support by consenting to war. The war feeling

was naturally weak on our unprotected seaboard, and stronger in the interior.

Even in Massachusetts, however, public opinion was much di\idcd. In

January, 1812, a motion was lost in our Senate by a single vote for a call on

the Government for information about impressment; about the employ-

ment of ministerial printers to aid in destroying our own, and in establishing

over us a British government ; about plots for incendiary fires, and threats

of assassination. In the same month, however, the Senate appears to have

concurred with the House in ordering that the Secretary of the Common-
wealth should give any certificate which might be necessary to procure the

release of American seamen, free of any charge.

On Feb. 24, 181 2, at a meeting of the selectmen of the town of Boston,

there was presented an application from a number of gentlemen styling

themselves a committee from the Republican Convention of the County of

Suffolk, requesting the use of Faneuil Hall on the first Thursday of March

following. Thereupon it was voted—
" That the selectmen are not acquainted with the existence of any such public body,

and as the hall was built and enlarged for the use of the town, they cannot consent that

it should be occupied for any purposes which in their opinion would not meet the

approbation of the town."

On the 4th of April, Congress passed an act laying an embargo for ninety

days from and after the passage of the act on all ships and vessels in the

ports and places within the limits or jurisdiction of the United States, cleared

or not cleared, bound to any foreign port or place ; with a proviso permitting

the departure of foreign vessels, either in ballast, or with the goods, etc., on

board the same, when notified of the act.

On the 1 0th of the same month. Congress passed an act authorizing the

President of the United States to require of the executive of the se\eral

States and Territories to take effectual measures to organize, arm, and equip

according to law, and hold in readiness to march at a moment's warning,

their respective proportions of one hundred thousand militia. Early in

June the Massachusetts House of Representatives, upon the motion of Mr.

Putnam, of Salem,

—

" Rao/veti, as the oi)inion of this House, that an offensive war against Great Brit-

ain, under the present circumstances of this country, would be in the highest degree

impolitic, unnecessary, and ominous ; and that the great body of the people of this

Commonwealth are decidedly opposed to this measure, which th'ey do not believe to be

demanded by the honor or interest of the nation ; and that a committee be appointed

to {)reijare a respectful petition to Congress to be presented, praying them to avert a

calamity so greatly to be deprecated, and by the removal of commercial restrictions to
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restore so far as depends on them the benefits of trade and navigation, which are indis-

pensable to the prosperity and comfort of the people of this Commonwealth."

Tills resolution was passed by a vote of four liundrod and two to two hun-

dred and scventy-eiglit, and the address reported in accordance therewith was

adopted by a \-otc of four hundred and six to two hundred and forty; but a

protest, signed by one hundred and eighty-six members of the House, was

presented and placed on file. The Senate concurred, and thereupon the Leg-

islature of Massachusetts sent to Congress a memorial against the war.' The
counsels of those who favored war prevailed, however, and on the i8th of

June the President of the United States signed the bill declaring war; and on

the 23d of the same month the Secretary of the Commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts delivered to the Senate of that State a message from the Governor,

communicating a letter from the Honorable James Lloyd, a senator from

Massachusetts, covering a declaration of war against Great Britain. There-

upon the House appointed a committee to consider the question of passing

a resolve requesting the Governor to a[)point a h'ast " in consequence of the

great and distressing calamity of the late une.xpcctcd Declaration of War."

Two days after, the House, one hundred and forty-nine to three, ordered

accordingly, " On account of the great and distressing calamity which God
in his holy Providence has permitted to be brought on the people of these

United States."

Thus the United States of America were at war witli Great Britain, and

Boston was one of the most important seaport towns of the United States.

Besides the forces of the General Government, Massachusetts had her own

militia to look to ; and, so far as names were concerned, this was an impor-

tant force. The whole male population, substantially, between the ages

of eighteen and forty, was enrolled in the militia. The militia was arranged

into seventeen divisions,^ and a major-general for each was chosen from time

to time by the Senate and House of Representatives, and publicly qualified

with much form. A brigade under the law of Congress was composed of

four regiments, each of two battalions of five companies, and each company

of sixty-four privates. The efficiency of much of this force was little more

than nominal The defences of the harbor were then as follows: ^—
On Castle Island stood P'ort Independence, a name given, in place of the

earlier designation retained from the Provincial times, on the occasion of the

visit of President John Adams, in August, 1799. The first stone of the new

Fort Independence was laid May 7, 1801, and the whole superstructure was

raised from an original design. The work was a barbette fortification, and its

dimensions were not materiall}' different from those of the present Fort In-

1 [See Mr. Lodge's chapter in this volume was taken in revoking the organization of all

for a .statement of the feeling in Boston respect- divisions after the thirteenth, i)rior to Aug. 6,

ing the war.— Ed.] i8i2.

2 Four of which were mostly in what is now « For much of my information upon this

the State of Maine. See the A\-port of the point I am indehted to the courtesy of General

Committee of the Council, upon which action 11. G. Wright, Chief of Engineers, U. S. A.

VOL. III. ^39.
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dependence. On June 23, 1802, the national colors were first displayed on

the new fort, and the workmen were dismissed in January, 1803.^

On the summit of Governor's Island stood Fort Warren, an enclosed

star fort, built of stone, brick, and sod, with a brick barrack for seventy

men, and a cellar under it, 65 by 20, for provisions, etc. It had also a brick

officers' quarters, a brick magazine, and a brick guard-house.

On the south side of Governor's Island was Fort Warren Battery, built of

brick, stone, and sod, with a brick guard-house for fifteen men, and a brick

magazine. This battery was to mount fifteen cannon, and to have a block-

house in its rear.

On the point formed by the Charles and Mystic Rivers was Charlestown

Point Battery, built of sod, with a stone foundation. In it ten pieces of

heavy cannon might be mounted.^

In pursuance of the Act of Congress providing for calling out the militia, a

requisition was made upon the Governor of Massachusetts for the quota of

that State. Thereupon a Committee of the House of Representatives reported

an address which contained these words: " If your sons must be torn from

you by conscriptions, consign them to the care of God ; but let there be no

volunteers except for defensive war." The address of the Senate to the

people of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts was a shade more national

in its tone. " Let our young men who compose the militia," it said, " be

ready to march at a moment's warning to any part of our shores in defence

of our coast."

The call for the militia led Governor Strong of Massachusetts to ask

the Justices of the Supreme Court for their opinion upon certain ques-

tions to which the call gave rise. His request was dated Aug. 1, 1812,

and the judges thereupon gave their opinion that commanders-in-chief of

the militia of the several States had a right to determine whether any of the

exigencies contemplated by the Constitution of the United States existed,

so as to require them to place the militia or any part of it in the service of

the United States, at the request of the President, to be commanded by

him pursuant to acts of Congress. They also advised him that when any

such exigencies existed, authorizing the employment of the militia of the

United States, the militia thus employed could not lawfully be commanded
by any officers but those of the militia, except by the President of the

United States.^

1 The five bastions of the new work were works, on Charlestown Point and Governor's

named Winthrop, Shirley, Hancock, Adams, and Island is taken from a report made in iSoS, by

Dearborn. Under Governor Winthrop the first Major J. G. Swift, of the Engineers; and it is

fort on the island had been built ; Governor assumed that these works remained unchanged

Shirley had repaired and added to Castle Wil- in the war of 1S12, or at le.ist undiminished,

liam, and made the post the strongest fort in [See also the report of Jonathan Williams and
British America ; under Governor Hancock Alexander Macomb, abstracted in Lossing's

new works were thrown up; President Adams Pictorial Fiddbook of the War of iltii, p. 235.

gave the name of Fort Independence to the fort, — Ed.]

and under (Jeneral Dearborn, Secretary of War, ^ As early as the Sth of July of this year, at a

the new Fort Independence was built. meeting of the selectmen of the town of Uoston,

- It should be stated that this account of the the chairman was desired to confer with General
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On the 30tli of August in this year I lull arrived in Boston, and gladdened

the people by the news of the capture of the " Gucrricre," and received

their welcome. On the i6th of September following, fifteen thousand car-

tridges were ordered by the selectmen, and on the 23d of October the Senate

passed a resolve for the purchase of gunpowder and other military stores,

and for building a suitable storehouse for the same.

On Jan. 20, 18 13, on the application of the officers of a company called

the Rangers, newly raised in Boston, an armory was assigned for their use;

but the record does not indicate that the company was 'raised for the reason

that the country was at war.^

In February folfowing, the Senate and House concurred in resolves au-

thorizing the Governor to adopt defensive measures to protect the towns and

shores of the Conmionwealth and the town and harbor of Boston ; but the

Senate at the same time refused to pass a resolve of the House calling on

towns to return the number of seamen impressed.

The General Court had appropriated $100,000 for the purpose of placing

the ports and harbors of this Commonwealth in a better state of security;

but the House at this time pronounced the sum inadequate, asserted the

duty of the General Government in that regard, under Article IV. section 4
of the Constitution of the United States, declared that the General Govern-

ment had neglected that duty, and directed that representation thereof be

made to it, with a request for an appropriation and for garrisons.

In March of this year there were services at King's Chapel to commemo-
rate the victories of the Russians over Napoleon, who aimed, it was said, at

the empire of the world. It is to be remembered that the headquarters of

the " Peace Party " were at Boston. The spring elections in New England

showed decided gains for that party. The town of Boston or its selectmen

appear to have taken steps in April, 181 3, on the application of General

Brooks, for a conference between the Governor and the selectmen with a

view to local defence ; but the record does not show that anything came of

it. On May 12 it was provided that the New-England Guards — a Boston

company— should have an armory.

At this time affairs in Boston were much depressed by reason of the exist-

ing state of war. At the close of May the " Shannon " and the " Tenedos "

were watching our harbor ; and on June i the " Shannon " captured the Amer-

ican ship " Chesapeake." ^ In these months of May and June there seems to

Welles, and to consult liiin upon the proper mea- for captain ; and later being formed into a squad-

sures to prevent the practice of drumtning in the ron with the Dragoons, Quincy became their ma-

strccts after sunset; and on the nth of August jor. (E. Quincy's Life of Josiali Qtihicy, p. 346.)

following, on the report of a committee appoint- Whitman records that during the war a company

cd at a town-meeting held shortly before in favor of riflemen was raised in the town, Samuel P. P.

of patrols, lights in windows, etc., the selectmen P"ay commanding it, and that it was disbanded

voted accordingly: and, three weeks after, they after the peace. There were three militia corn-

made somewhat elaborate provisions for a watch, panics in Charlestown,— the Charlcstown Ar-

to be composed of a captain and one hundred tillery, the Warren Phalan.x, and the Light

men, to be on duty till davlight. Infantry. — Ed.]

1 [.\ year or two before, a'company of Hussars 2 [See Admiral Preble's chapter, following

had been raised in Boston, with Josiah Quincy this.— Ed]
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have been much alarm as \\cll as depression in Boston and in Massachusetts.

The commissioners appointed by the Governor in the precedint; montli of

March to carry into effect the resolutions of the General Court for the protec-

tion of the town of Boston, its harbor and vicinit)', and the towns and ports

of the Commonwealth, made their report. The House took action thereon,

and appointed a committee to consider means for the restoration of peace,

and of restoring the Commonwealth to the blessings of a free and unrestricted

commerce, now blighted by the " unhappy war," and adopted a remonstrance

to Congress ; while the Senate (June 3) used strong language about the Gen-

eral Government, and concurred with the House in appointing commissioners

in regard to the defenceless condition of the sea-coast, and for considering

what measures it is expedient for this Legislature to adopt in relation to *' the

unhappy war in which we are engaged," speaking of it as " unjust, unnec-

essary, and iniquitous," and as "waged without justifiable cause, and prose-

cuted in a manner which indicates that conquest and ambition are its real

motives."

On March 30 in the following }-ear (1814), and before election, the

Columbian Ccntincl published an address to the men of Massachusetts, which

said :
" Your present old captain won't let a Press-gang drag a man of you

into Wilkinson's land service. If you want to list, and die of the camp-ail,

he won't hinder you, for he wants only true hearts of oak aboard («'. ^.,

aboard the good STRONG ship ' Massachusetts '), that will defend the ship

till she conquers or goes down." ^

On April 19, 1814, the town was alarmed by the report of a number of

ships of war off the coast; and in consequence, and at the suggestion of the

field officers of the Boston militia, the selectmen met and addressed a letter

to the adjutant-general. Two months after, on June 18, the selectmen met

commissioners appointed by the Governor and Brigadier-General Welles.

The question of victualling and pay was raised. It was decided that the

selectmen must subsist the men employed, and that the question of pay

should be left to the next General Court. The selectmen promised Gen-

eral Welles that they would attend to any communication from him in

reference to provisions and camp equipage.

By June 27 a general sense of alarm prc\ailed. Commissioners. were

appointed on the part of the town to confer with Commodore Bainbridge

about sinking hulks.^ They reported two days after that hulks were to be

' It docs not appear that life in Boston was them instruction even in the plain minuet. .\

altogether an.\ious .and dull in the spring of 1814, Mr. .'\t\vood was already selling oysters in Water

for we read that Mr. and Miss Ilolman were .Street ; and shell commodes, lion-head ring com-

then appearing at the theatre in a round of char- modes, fluted clock-balls, bed-caps, and other

acters, playing Cymbcline, Wives as lluy ]Vc>'c, desirable ware were to be had of \V. H. Ander-

Alexis, The Prmoked Hnsbami, As You Like It, son. [Nor were the demands of war so iniporlu-

yanc Shore, etc.; that the Edinburgh Eneyclo- nate but that great schemes of tide-water mills

fadia and the Bride of Ahydos were for sale in could be projected,— as appears bv Dearborn's

the book-stores, and that Mr. Turner, the dan- map, February, 1814, given in another chapter,

—

cing-master, was inviting the masters and misses and even new methods of printing be devised, as

of the period to " trip it lightly while you may "
that map shows. — Ed.]

at his academy ill Bumstead Place, and promising - [See .\dniiral Preble's chapter. ^ Ed.]
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got ready, and that artillery, etc., were ready. It was arranged that ten

companies of artillery should come from the neighboring towns at first

alarm to co-operate with detachments now made from the Boston militia.

On July 6 Colonel Osgood, commanding detachment of militia on Bos-

ton Common, applied for kettles, pans, axes, spades, pint pots, straw, wood,

etc. Many of the militia on duty asked for additional compensation, but

the board of selectmen were of one mind that it was not expedient to call a

town-meeting to consider that question at that time.

On August 3 provision was made for a temporary gun-house on the

Common. On the 24th of the same month, on the petition of a number of

inhabitants of the town for a town-meeting for defence, the selectmen voted

that it was inexpedient; that they had the fullest confidence in the Governor

and his commissioners, and that it was not well to excite alarm by calling a

meeting, or to seem to distrust the Governor. The petitioners persisted,

and thereupon the selectmen voted to print their reasons for declining. On
the 30th Boston was threatened ; and on September 3 there was a town-

meeting, called on the petition of Winslovv Lewis and more than ten free-

holders, to provide " means of-defence in the present exposed and dangerous

situation of this town." The Hon. Thomas Dawes was chosen moderator.

The resolutions adopted rehearsed the manifestness of the fact that in the

progress of this unhappy war —
"The destruction of the public ships and naval clrsenals in the various ports in the

United States is a principal object of the enemy ; and therefore this town, notwithstand-

ing its uniform disapprobation of the measures which led to this calamity, and its

endeavors to avert it, may be exposed to danger from an enterprise against the ships

of war which are now lying in our port, without any adequate means of protection and

defence furnished by the General Government."

And presently proceeded :
—

" And whereas we believe that the brave and disciplined militia of this and the

neighboring counties, which are ready at the shortest notice to repair to any point of

attack, will present to an invading foe a superiority in number to any force which is

yet known to be upon our coast,— yet as in times of great and imminent danger, ex-

traordinary exertion and alacrity become the cUity of the citizen, and it may be accept-

able to His Excellency the Governor to receive the assurance that the citizens of

Boston in the times w-hich try men's souls are, as they have been, ready to aid by

their manual labor and pecuniary contributions, and by all the ways and means in

their power, in promoting and making effectual any measure of defence which may be

devised by the proper authority, . . .
"

then expressed confidence in the Executive, deplored the evils and ca-

lamities of war in the production of which they were in no wise mstru-

mcntal, declared that they— the citizens of Boston— were not dismayed,

promised cheerful and cordial co-operation, and that, when in the opmion

of the Governor the occasion might require, they would " make prompt
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and effective arrangements for the employment of all classes of the citizens

in the construction of fortifications or other means of defence, and for ob-

taining from patriotic individuals voluntary loans and contributions of

money to be applied to these objects."

This meeting was followed by volunteer digging. Fort Strong ^ was

built at East Boston, on the southerly end of Noddle's Island ; a battery

was placed on Dorchester Heights, and other defences were prepared at

Ro.xbury and Cambridge.^

On September i6, at a meeting of the selectmen, a proposal was made

to cut the bridges connecting the peninsula on which the town stood with

the main land; and two engine companies were assigned to each bridge,

—

that is to say, to the Charles River Bridge, the Canal Bridge, West Boston

Bridge, and the South Bridge.

On the 19th an address was adopted, calling for patriotic donations;

it spoke of exertions " necessary to assist the Government of the State,

upon whose protecting arm, under Divine Providence, we wholly de-

pend." The total of the contributions thus obtained seems to have been

$11,149-

In a letter from H. H. Dearborn to Thomas H. Perkins, dated Fort In-

dependence, Sept. 25, 1814, the writer says: "On this and Governor's

Island there are a sufficient number of men for manning all the works which

are now erected or begun." He then speaks of his intention to begin

forthwith works planned for the protection of " the defenceless positions on

Governor's Island," and says that he will be very glad to receive assistance

from the citizens in labor, and recommends that each man should bring a

spade, shovel, pick-axe, or wheelbarrow, and that he would be glad to see

two or three hundred men on the following Tuesday. He then describes

certain works begun and nearly completed by him on both Castle Island

and Governor's Island, and says that he has received from the laboratory

at Albany fifteen hundred pikes, and sent them to the two garrisons, by

1 I am indebted to Mr. Isaac H. Cary. Jr., of paper was without doubt drawn up by Paul Re-

Brooklyn, New York, for the information that he vere, he being the first signer; opposite each

has in his possession a little blank-book, about name is a statement of the time for which each

the size of an ordinary bank-deposit book, which man agrees to serve. He says that these men
was found among the papers of the late Isaac were sent by Governor Strong to work on the

Harris, who died at the " North End " of Bos- fortifications on Noddle's Island ; and that his

ton, aged over ninety years, in the year 1868; father, now eighty years old, and a nephew of

and he has kindly furnished me with a copy of Isaac Harris, remembers going there to see his

it, which leads as follows: "Boston, Sept. 8, father, who was there at work. Mr. Cary also

1814. The subscribers, Mechanics of the Town informs me that the boys from the public and

of Boston, to evince oyr readiness to co-operate private schools who were able to assist were

by manual labor in measures for the Defence of allowed to be absent from school during school

the Town and Naval Arsenal, do hereby tender hours. [See also Mr. Lodge's chapter in this

our services to His E.xcellency the Commander- volume. — Ed.]

in-Chief, to be directed in such manner as he - It may be remarked that at this time

shall consider at this eventful crisis most con- smuggling seems to have been prevalent at

ducive to the Public Good." Then follow the Boston. At about this time the selectmen voted,

signatures of about one hundred and fifty names " during the present state of alarm, to attend

of North-End mechanics. Mr. Cary thinks the daily."
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the oixler of Major-Gcneral Dearborn, for the defence of the curtains and
bastions of the fort and the parapets of the batteries ; that all the forts and
batteries under his command will, by the next day or day following, have an

ample supply of ordnance stores of every kind. He recommends that the

Boston and Charlestown Sea-Fencibles be stationed in the batteries to be

erected on the east and north sides of Governor's Island, every other week
alternately, with their cannon and equipments. He states that two mortars

will be placed on Go\'ernor's Island, and that furnaces will be ready suffi-

cient to supply with hot shot all the guns which can be brought to bear on

ships at the same moment in all the works on the island ; that he has

written to Commodore Bainbridge to express to him the opinion that if

the hulks are immediately sunk, and it is found that the channel is suffi-

ciently obstructed, it will be advisable to have the United States ships " In-

dependence " and "Constitution" moored above them, to co-operate with

the garrison. He next informs his correspondent of the signals which have

been established to announce the approach of the enemy, and that a guard-

boat is sent from Fort Independence every night to a point near the mouth

of the harbor, with rockets as signals. He next recommends that the troops

which are to reinforce Fort Independence and Fort Warren, in the event of

an alarm, be stationed on Dorchester Point, in the old work, with boats in

sufficient number for transportation, and a large proportion of field artillery

with case shot. He ends his letter by stating that, in the e\'ent of an alarm,

Major-General Dearborn will assume the command of the two forts, and take

the immediate command of one, while the other will be assigned to the

writer.

On the 26th the selectmen ordered that a notification as to work on the

fortifications be printed. On October 13 another public-defence address

w^as adopted, in regard to the completion of Fort Strong. In the same

month a conscription was proposed ; and because the Massachusetts militia

was not placed under the orders of General Dearborn, the Secretary of

State refused to pay the expense of defending Massachusetts from the com-

mon enemy. The Legislature of Massachusetts reported in fa\-or of a

conference of States.

By November 3 several forts and works about Boston had been erected,

and then the danger or the alarm seems to have passed away ; and we find .

no more matter of interest till we read that the " joyful news of peace " ar-

rived, earh' in the following year, 181 5.

The war with Mexico was no more popular in Massachusetts and in

Boston than the war of 1812 had been, though the reasons for its unpopu-

larity were entirely different. The war with Mexico was unpopular for the

reason that it was regarded as a war in the interest of the Slave-power ;
and

although in the then division of the community into the Whig and Demo-

cratic parties, opposition to the institution of Slavery, or to its extension,

was not a direct issue, yet a third party,— the party which was afterward
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to triumpli under the name of Republican, and to annihilate in its rise and

progress not onl\' the substance but even the name of the Whig party,—
was beginning to make its presence felt, and the citizens of Massachusetts

were not inclined to promote a war which was not only distant, but waged

for purposes which \'cry many of them did not approve. It was not till

the month of May, in the year 1846, that the fact that we were at war with

Mexico came directly home to us. On the 19th of that month the Sec-

retary of War enclosed to the Governor of Massachusetts a copy of a recent

Act of Congress, providing for the prosecution of the existing war between

the United States and the Republic of Mexico, and asking him " to cause

to be enrolled, and held in readiness for muster into the service of the

United States," one regiment of infantr)-.

By this time Boston had been for more than twenty years a city, and her

population had reached a total of upwards of 115,000 souls.

On May 26 Governor Briggs, of Massachusetts, issued a proclamation

which contained the following words: "Whatever may be the difference of

opinion as to the origin or necessity of a war, the constitutional authorities

of the country have declared that war with a foreign country actually ex-

ists;" and he called upon the citizen soldiers of Massachusetts to enroll

themselves, etc. In the following month of July there was correspondence

between the Adjutant-General of Massachusetts and the Secretary of War,

in consequence of which further proceedings in relation to the above-

mentioned requisition were suspended.

On November 16, in the same year, the Secretary of War renewed the

requisition ; and by January of the following year a regiment was so far

raised that Caleb Gushing, of Newburyport, was elected Colonel, Isaac H.

Wright, of Roxbury, Lieut-Colonel, and Edward W. Abbott, of Andover,

Major. Among the captains who were, or might be considered, Boston

men were Webster,^ Felt, and Paul, of Boston, and Bunker of Charlcstown.

By February 4 following, the field and staff and non-commissioned staff

and eight companies had been mustered, and were ready to receive orders

for embarkation, which in due time came; and to Mexico the regiment went.

It is understood that the Massachusetts regiment never went into action,

in whole or in part. General Orders from the office of the Adjutant-General

of the army, dated June 8, 1S48, provided that it should be sent direct to

Boston; and on the 20th and 21st of the same month the barques "Vic-

tory" and "Winthrop" took four hundred and fifty of its members, appar-

ently the whole regiment, from Vera Cruz, bound for New Orleans, on their

homeward journey.

To come to the W^ar of Secession. By the census of i860 the pop-

ulation of Boston was declared to be about 178,000. This total would
have been made considerably larger had it included the population of the

near neighboring towns and cities, which were almost one with Boston

' Captain Edward Webster was a son of Daniel Webster.
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commerciall)- and socially, as well as topographically, but were not then,

any of them, included within her city limits.'

It is seldom if ever easv to look back for twenty years and tell what
were then the feelings and state of mind of one's self and one's contem-

poraries. It is the less easy to do so if the four years which followed the

period to which the attention is directed were years of exceptional trial,

excitement, and suffering. Of what may have been the general state of

mind in l^oston in the winter of 1860-61 we do not undertake to speak, but

to those who were then in the morning of their days we think that life

seemed much as usual, but perhaps a trifle pleasanter, by reason of a slight

impression of a sense of romantic possibilities near at hand. The unrest of

the South gave a piquancy to existence, such as the officers may have felt

at the Duchess of Richmond's ball, the night before Waterloo. Those

of us who were less than fifty-five or sixty years old had absolutely no

personal knowledge of war, and uniforms and martial music are always

attractive ; and to those who have never followed the drum, and know-

nothing of fatigue and wounds and hunger and thirst and strain on the

nerves, and the suffering that cold and heat and dust and sleeplessness

and the other minor trials of war may bring to the soldier who is neither

wounded nor ill, soldiering seems a dashing, fascinating life.

The relation of the city of Boston to the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts is imperfectly and incompletely indicated by a statement of the pop-

ulation of the one and of the other.'- Boston was the capital of the State,

and that was much ; yet that it had always been. But it was much more

than that. It was not only the principal city of the State and of New Eng-

land, but the first without a rival to dispute its pre-eminence. The termini

of the great railroad and steamship lines were there. The centre of thought,

the mass of wealth, the most active trade and commerce, the leading news-

papers were all there ; while the improved facilities of the Post Office, sup-

plemented by the electric telegraph, brought it into closer relations with

the most distant corner of the Commonwealth than existed between it and

Worcester at the time of the war of 1812. The very closeness of the ties

which united Boston to the towns of the Commonwealth, whether near or

far,— the ver}' prominence of its position as a part of Massachusetts,

—

make it hard to tell with accuracy what it did towards carrying on the war.

Much that was done there was done by other than Boston men. Much
that was done there by Boston men was done in the furtherance of the

good work in directions which were not distincth', and in some cases little

or not at all, Bostonian. But as in war the last dollar often wins ; and as

many men arc procured, and all are supplied and equipped and supported

bymonc)-; and as no hostile gun was fired during the war within some

1 The population of the county of Suffolk, tli.it Suffolk county furnished for the civil war

which inclutlcd, besides the city of I3oston, the 28,469 men; but this total includes large num-

city of Chelsea and the towns of North Chelsea bers of men who served in the navy, and of what

and Winthrop, was 192,678. The valuation of were known as " paper credits."

the county in 1S60 was $320,000,000. It is said - [Sec Governor Long's chapter.— Ed.]

VOL. III. — 40.
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hundreds of miles of Boston ; and as neither tlie wlioie nor the lialf of what

Boston did in and for the War of Secession can here be told, — there seems

to be no better course to follow than to endeavor to tell what money the city

raised, and what troops she placed in the field.

As in the war of i8i2, so in the period preceding the outbreak of the

War of Secession, public opinion was divided in Boston. The Democratic

party was strong there ; and the Democratic party had been too long and

too firmly united to the dominant party at the South to feel any sympathy

with a movement which took its rise in hostility to the most important and

most cherished institution of the South. The Democratic party did not

stand alone. The Whig party, though almost dead, was dying hard ; and

the Webster Whigs, the Silver Grays, the Bell and Everett men, the Conser-

vatives generally, were for peace at almost any price. As late as Februar\-

5, such men as Judge Curtis, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Hillard, and Mr. Salton-

stall were speaking in Faneuil Hall in favor of the Crittenden compromise

resolutions; but in Cambridge, six days later, Mr. Palfrey and Mr. Dana
were declaring the South to be in revolution, or in mutiny, and proclaiming

themselves to be uncompromisingly loyal to the Union.

By the morning of April 16, i86i,when Sumter had been fired upon,

companies of militia began to arrive in Boston, in obedience to the order of

the Governor, based upon a telegraphic call for troops from Washington ;

fifes and drums began to be heard, the streets were thronged with people,

flags were displayed in every direction, and the red, white, and blue rosette

was seen on many a breast. Individuals offered pecuniary aid to soldiers'

families. The Hon. William Gra)- sent $10,000 to the State House. The

banks of Boston offered to lend the State $3,600,000, in advance of legis-

lative action. Many of the leading ph_\-sicians of the city volunteered to

give their professional services to the families of the soldiers. The Bos-

ton bar voted to take charge of the cases of those of their brethren who

went to the war, and that liberal provision be made for their families.' B\-

the 19th $30,000 had been raised in Boston to aid in the formation of a

regiment of infantry, of which more will be said in its place.

The attack on Fort Sumter had a wonderful effect upon public opinion

in Boston, as well as elsewhere. On April 16 the Boston Post, the leading

Democratic newspaper of New England, published an appeal to the people,

in which it called upon all to choose whether they would help to prescr\'e

" our noble Republican Government," or descend into the pit of social

anarchy; and warned them to "adjourn all other issues until this self-pre-

serving issue is settled." On the 21st, in the Music Hall, Wendell Phillips

gave the war a welcome " hearty and hot," and said :
" I rejoice, for the

first time in my Antislavery life, I stand under the stars and stripes, and

welcome the tread of Massachusetts men." On the 27th, Mr. Everett, in

For much of the statistical information con- in two volnmes (one general, the other on the

tained in the following pages I am indebted to towns), by Mr. Schouler, for some years Adju-
the History of Massachusetls in lite Civil War, tant-General of the Commonwealth.
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a speech made in Chester Square, declared that the Government of the
country must be sustained. He said :

" Upon an issue in which the Hfe of
the country is involved, w.e rally as one man to its defence. All former
differences of opinion are swept away. We forget that we ever have been
partisans: we remember only that we are Americans, and that our country

is in peril." He was followed by Mr. Hallett, one of the foremost of the

Democratic politicians of Boston and of New ICngland, whose loyalty to the

Union, like that of Mr. IC\-erett, from this da)- to the da>- of his death never

grew cold.

On April 15, 1861, i^'aneuil Hall, and all other buildings under the con-

trol of the cit}' which were suitable for the accommodation of troops, were

placed at the disposal of the Governor. On the 19th $100,000 were ap-

propriated " for the good care and comfort of the soldiers who may be

in Boston." By April 27, 1861, the city had arranged to subsist the troops

detailed to garrison the forts in the harbor. The first detachment of these

troops, the Fourth Battalion of Infantry, composed almost wholh- of j'oung

Boston men, occupied {•"ort Independence on April 26.

In the ten months beginning with June, 1861, the Treasurer of the city

was authorized to borrow $ioo,000 for the pa_\-mcnt of State aid to soldiers'

families, and this total gradually grew to upwards of $i,000,000; but the

whole amount was repaid to the cit\- b\- the Commonwealth. In Jul}-,

1S62, $300,000 were appropriated to pny bounties to such volunteers as

might enlist to fill the quota of the city, and this sum was swelled by suc-

cessive appropriations,— the last of which seems to have been in Jul\-,

1864,— to a total of $1,380,000. The total amount of money expended by
the cit)', exclusive of State aid, is set down at a little over $2,500,000.

Of the hospitalities of the city to soldiers going to and returning from

the front ; of the city relief committee ; of the discharged soldiers' home ; of

the " committee of one hundred," which raised and expended the Massa-

chusetts soldiers' fund; of the gifts of ice, provisions, and clothing; of Mr.

Evans's offer of the livans House as a place of deposit for contributions

for the soldiers, and of the use made of it by Mrs. Otis, who established

there the " Bank of Faith ;

" of the New England Women's auxiliary asso-

ciation, a branch of the United States sanitary commission, with head-

quarters in Boston ; of the Boston soldiers' fund, — of all these mere

mention must suffice; and to mention these leaves almost countless other

patriotic acts and sacrifices unnoticed.

It is said that Boston furnished twent>--six thousand one hundred and

seventy-five men for the war. As about one si.xth of the men furnished by

Massachusetts for the service of the United States during the war were men

in the navy, it is fair to assume that the total above given as the quota of

Boston is to be diminished by more than one sixth to approximate the

number of men furnished by her for the land service.

This showing, apparently so creditable, is unfortunately far from being

an accurate presentation of the truth. Many, very many, men took up
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arms from patriotic motives, and were volunteers in fact as well as in

name ; but there were thousands and thousands of men who were perfect!)-

able to go, and would ha\'e made excellent soldiers, but who preferred to

stay at home. The ranks came to be filled b}- men who had received boun-

ties— sometimes very large— to induce them to enlist. The fear of the

draft was great, and money was poured out freely to procure so-called vol-

unteers, and to purchase substitutes. The trade in men became brisk and

lucrative, and the character of the regiments so reinforced and so formed

depreciated in proportion. While the drag-net, baited with dollars, was

thrown out at home, desertion became common at the front. The phrase

" bount\-jumper " became as familiar as a household word. Men enlisted,

received the bount\-, deserted, enlisted again, deserted, and so on ; while

plenty of women were found ready to marry successively the men whose

pockets were hea\'\' with bounty-money, and who were prett}' sure not to

reappear in the scenes in which they had been mustered and received

their bonus. If these men had been all Americans, or persons resident in

America, it would have been bad enough ; but foreigners were imported in

considerable numbers for the express purpose of being placed in the ranks.

In one case some hundreds of freshly imported Germans arrived at the

front one evening, were mustered into a Massachusetts regiment of the very

first class, and the next morning were thrust into one of the bloodiest

battles of the war, without being so much as able to understand the words

of command. Enough was done and suffered b\- Massachusetts men in

the war to aftord just ground for pride; but when we exult o\er the upris-

ing of a great people, we of Massachusetts and of Boston must not forget

that there were shadows to the picture. Had the men of Boston in July,

1863, been as full of patriotic fervor and the spirit of self-sacrifice as were

the early volunteers, public opinion would have been such that even the

short-lived riot which then disturbed the peace of the city could not have

taken place.

It is hard to sa>- what regiments of infantr\- and cavalry and batteries

of artillery Boston sent to the field, because it is probable that there was

not a single organization all the members of which came from its people.

It is coming pretty near the truth to say that the ist, 2d, 9th. i ith, 12th,

13th, 19th, 20th, 24th, 28th, 32d, 33d, 35th, and 56th regiments of infantry,

the 3d regiment of heavy artillery, the ist, 2d, 3d, 6th, loth, i ith, 12th, and

13th batteries, and the ist, 2d, 3d, and 4th regiments of cavalry, were from

Boston, — that is to say, the majority, or at least a large part, of their offi-

cers and men were Boston men. The 54th and 55th regiments of colored

infantry, and the 5th regiment of colored cavalry, were raised largely under

Boston influence. To these may be added the 44th and 45th regiments

of infantr}', which were especially Boston regiments ; but they enlisted onl)-

for nine months, and were not much exposed, and had less than one per

cent of their numbers killed in action. Of the three-years' regiments the

1st was a militia regiment, which volunteered for the war. The 9th and
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28th were Irish regiments. The 2d, 20th, and 24th were raised under
more or less exceptional circumstances, especially the 2d.

Ill the formation of all these three regiments, and to a considerable ex-

tent in that of the ist and 2d cavalrv, the officers were mainly selected by
other judges than the men of their commands or the officials at the State

House. In the formation of the other regiments and batteries, company
officers were usually elected by their men, and the field and staff appointed

at the State House. A comparison of the returns of the loss by death of

some fourteen of these regiments shows a remarkable evenness of experience.

GENERAL THOMAS G. STEVENSOX..t1

In eight of them it was about ten per cent. One, which was thrust into

the bloody battles of the Wilderness almost as soon as it left the camp
where it was formed, lost about si.xteen per cent by death. The loss of the

other three was from twelve to fifteen per cent. In the percentage of killed

in action, omitting those who died from wounds or disease, tlicre is a dis-

crepancy as remarkable,— the percentage ranging from less than three to

' [General .Stevenson was born in Boston in

1836,— a son of the Hon. J. Thomas Stevenson.

He was a captain of the Massachusetts militia

when the war broke out. He became colonel of

the 24th regiment, and led it in the North Caro-

lina campaign. He became brig.adier-general

Dec. 27, 1862, and was in the attack on Fort

Wagner. He was in command of the first di-

vision, ninth corps, Tihen he fell near Spottsyl-

vania, May 10, 1S64. — Ed.]
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over seven per cent. The actual loss in action of the 20th regiment was

much the largest,— one hundred and ninety-two against one hundred and

sixty-one in the regiment which came next to it ; but the 20th not only

had a large number of men on its rolls than any other regiment of infan-

try from Massachusetts included in the above list, but had the fortune to be

(JENER.iL WILLIAM V. lURlLEIT.'

almost always actively engaged. General Orders from the headquarters of

the army of the Potomac, dated March i, 1865, specif\-ing the names of the

actions in which the regiments and batteries of the arm\- of the Potomac

had borne a meritorious part, and which they were ordered to liaxx- in-

' [GeiKial liaitlett was burn at Haverhill,

June 6, 1840,— the son of a Boston merchant.

He was appointed captain in the 20th Massa-

chusetts regiment, July 10, 18C1, while yet a

student at Harvard. He became colonel of the

49th regiment, Nov. 10, 1S62, and distinguished

himself at Port Hudson. The ne.xt year he was

made colonel of the 57th Massachusetts regi-

ment, and was in the Battles of the \Vilderness.

He became brigadier-general of volunteers, June

21, 1864, and commanded a division of the ninth

corps ; and was captured before Petersburg, July

30, 1864. He was exchanged in September, and

at the close of the war was brevetted major-gen-

eral. He lost a leg, and was otherwise wounded,

during his service. He died Dec. 17, 1876.— En.]
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scribed on their colors or guidons, assigned to that regiment a number
greater than that assigned to any other infantry regiment in that army.
The loss of this regiment from desertion was also small,— about seven per

cent,— while the average loss was about twelve per cent. The table on the

next page may be found interesting; but in consulting it, it must be remem-
bered that the 32d, ;^3d, and S5th regiments of infantry did not go to the

COLONEL I'.ALL J. RKVF.kK.

front till after the first of Jul}-, 1862, when the fighting of the Peninsula

campaign, so called, was ended ; that the 54th and 55th regiments of infan-

try were not organized till 1863, nor the 56th till 1864; that the 1st and

2d cavalry were three battalion regiments, each battalion containing four

companies, and that they thus had a considerably larger number of officers

than the infantr>' regiments ; that the 3d cavalry was, from its organization

' [Colonel Revere was born in Boston, Nov. the colonelcy of the 20th in .\pril, 1S63. He was

10, 1832; graduated at Harvard College in 1S52; mortally wounded, July 2, 1S63, at Gettysburg,

became major of the 20th Massachusetts Volun- and died July 5. He is buried at Mount Auburn,

teers in July, 1861 ; advanced to a lieutenant- A sketch of his life, by General W. R. Lee, is

colonelcy on the staff in September, 1S62, and to in Harvard Memorial Biographies, i. 204.— Ed.J
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in the autumn of 1862, an infantry regiment, till midsummer of 1863, when
it was " converted into a regiment of cavalry" by General Banks, and had

three companies added to it. The formation of the 2d cavalry also dates

from the autumn of 1862. The fortune of war made the experiences of

commands so different, that only general results can be arri\-ed at b}- a

comparison of the returns. Thus the 19th Massachusetts, though brigaded

with the 20th, was absent from several engagements in which the 20th took

part in the first year of the war, and engaged at least once when the 20th

was not :
—

0RGANIZ.\TI0N. Total.

s a
a

First Regiment Infantry

Second Regiment Infantry

Ninth Regiment Infantry

Eleventh Regiment Infantry ....
Twelfth Regiment Infantry ....
Thirteenth Regiment Infantry . . .

Nineteenth Regiment Infantry . . .

Twentieth Regiment Infantry . . .

Twenty-fourth Regiment Infantry . .

Twenty-eighth Regiment Infantry . .

Thirty-second Regiment Infantry . .

Thirty-third Regiment Infantry . . .

Thirty-fifth Regiment Infantry . .

Fifty-fonrth Regiment Infantry (black)

Fifty-fifth Regiment Infantry (black) .

Fifty-si.\th Regiment Infantry ....
Third Heavy Artillery

First Battery

Second Battery

Third Battery

Si.xth Battery

Tenth Battery

Eleventh Battery

Twelfth Battery

Thirteenth Battery

First Cavalry

Second Cavalry

Third Cavalry

Fourth Cavalry

Fifth Cavalry (black)

1981

2767

1922

2423

1758

1584

2469

3230

21 16

2504

2969

1412

1665

1574

1-95

1319

2358

3'9

415

3'S

451

274

199

300

355

2767

2841

2653

2018

1516

93

116

'53

85

128

71

104

192

63

161

79

69

9'

54

5=

69

I

5

I

6

5

4

49
62

60

.56

105

147

126

75

160

192

147

203

198

107

134

'54

'32

'34

40

15

=5

13

50

'9

1

1

=5

26

167

147

203

123

"7

'55

276

241

328

191

'7'

'74

229

112

288

'63

79

40

40

27

129

383

7

'3

9

57

4

75

99
161

622

372

262

124

The regiments of colored infantry lost heavily,— the 54th about thirteen

per cent, and the 55th over fourteen per cent; but the killed in action in

each of these regiments was to their deaths from other causes as one to

two and one half, or three
; while in the white regiments it was in four cases

as great or greater, and in three exceeded three-quarters. It should be
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LuLiiM.I. ROBERT GOULD hHAW

.

said further to the credit of these colored regiments, that the percentage of

desertion in neither reached three per cent. The colored cavalry regiment

had not a man killed, but lost about eight per cent by death and the

same by desertion. The losses in the cavalry regiments proper, — that is,

excluding the converted 41st infantry, — ranged from seven to eight per

cent. Desertion in the ist cavalry was small,— only six per cent. In the

4th it was about thirteen per cent, while in the 2(P it rose to the enormous

' [Colonel Shaw was born in Boston, Oct.

10, 1837, the son of Francis G. Shaw, and grand-

son of Robert G. Shaw, the well known merchant

of Boston. He served a brief term in Washing-
ton, on the outbreak of the war, as a private in

the New York Seventh Militia regiment ; and.

May 28, was made a second lieutenant in the

Second Massachusetts Volunteers. He became
first lieutenant, July 8, 1861 ; and captain, Aug.

10, 1862 ; and then, when the 54th Massachusetts

Regiment was formed,— the first of the colored

regiments recruited under State authority,— he

became its colonel, April 17, 1863; and died at

VOL. UL — 41.

their head, July 18, 1863, in an attack on Fort

Wagner, South Carolina, and was buried with

his men, where they fell. See Harvard Memo-

rial Biographies, ii. 172.— Ed.]
"

I have it from good authority that the de-

sertion from the second cavalry was almost

wholly from the seven companies enlisted in

Massachusetts, and that from the five companies

which came from California there was scarcely

any. It occurred almost entirely before the re-

cruits were sent fonvard from the State, and on

the way to the field. It is understood to have

been owing to the fact that the better class of
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number of six luindred and twenty-two in two thousand eight hundred and

forty-one, or nearly t\vent\--two per cent. The losses in the batteries were

heavy, but only in two instances seemed to have reached ten per cent,

while the desertion from them was generally creditably small.

I.1KL"1.-Ci>l IIMJ, WU.IiKR IiWIIiHl.

The general reputation of the Massachusetts troops was extremely good,

and there were none among them better than some of the organizations

which have been named as coming from Boston. If the Governor and

people of Massachusetts had been as eager to keep the early regiments

full, as they were to furnish their quota in such a way as to make sure that

no man should go to the war who did not wish to, it is probable that by

midsummer of 1863 the Massachusetts contingent would have been as fine a

real volunteers was exhausted, that high bounties

had begun, and that anything in the shajie of a

man which the medical officer would pass, was
eagerly taken, regardless of quality, to fill the

quota. Men under sentence are said to have

been released from jail on condition of enlisting.

As soon as the bounty was paid, the first oppor-

tunity to desert was seized. Some of these men
were so mutinous one day in Boston that Colonel

Lowell shot one of them dead.

1 [This cut follows a likeness prefi.xed to the

/.i/e aJid Letters of Wilder Dwighl, by his mother,

Boston, 1S6S. A briefer narrative by the same
is given in the Harv. Mem. Biog., i. 252, under

the class of 1853. He was wounded at Antietam,

Sept. 17, 1862, and died two days later. He is

buried in Forest Hills Cemetery. His brothers,

William, Jr., and Howard, were respectively brig-

adier-general and captain. The latter was killed

by guerillas in Louisiana, May 4, 1863.— Ed.]
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body of troops as the world lias often seen. The men were intelligent, apt,

reasonable, healthy, patient, and brave, ready to submit to discipline as

soon as they perceived its meaning and value; ready and able to march all

day and all night when the occasion called for it ; ready to die in their

MAJOR HliNKV L. ABBOTT.

places so long as their orders bade them to stand and the evil hour lasted.

It was a shame to pour in among such soldiers the scum and refuse of

humanity which the pernicious bounty system turned in their direction.^

1 [Major Abbott, the son of Hon. Josiah G.

.\bbott, was born in Lowell, Jan. 21, 1842
;
gracUi-

ated at Harvard in i85o. On the outbreak of

the war he did a brief garrison duty at Fort In-

dependence, and was commissioned second lieu-

tenant in the 20th Massachusetts Regiment on

July 10, 1861 ; first lieutenant. Nov. S, 1S61 ; a

captain, Aug. 29, 1S62; and major, May i, 1863.

He was killed at the Battle of the Wilderness,

May, 6, 1864, and his commissions as brevet

colonel and brevet brigadier-general date from
that day. He was in most of the considerable

battles in which the army of the Potomac was
engaged, and for a long time commanded his

regiment. His record is admirably recounted by

the writer of this chapter in the Harvard Me-

morial Biographii-s^ ii. 91. — Ed.]
-

I
It will be remembered that while Bur-

goyne's army was in Cambridge, a practice ob-

tained of recruiting the Massachusetts quota of

the Continental army by enlisting deserters from

this convention cam]), and that it met the earnest

protest of Washington. Sparks's Washington,

V. 287, 297. — Ed.]
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soldiers' monument on the common.'

Brilliant as were the records of many of these bodies of men, there was

probably not one among them that did not suffer in reputation and fall be-

1 [This monument, executed by Martin Mil- bears the following inscription, which was fur-

more, sculptor, was dedicated Sept. 17, 1S77. It nished by President Eliot of Harvard University

:
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low its own ideal, because of the contaminating flood which was let loose

upon them. To such pollution was due the death of a gallant captain of a

distinguished Massachusetts regiment, murdered by the camp-fire on the

ground of his own company, and almost certainly by one of his own bad

men, who was never brought to justice.

The system of bounties would have been bad enough if it had stood

alone, but it was coupled with another evil, — the constant formation of

new organizations. It was natural that men should flock into them, for it

meant for all a period of easy life so long as the formation was completing,

while enlistment in a regiment or battery in the field meant a speedy plunge

into the grim realities of war. It meant for the best men a vastly greater

chance of promotion. Corporals and sergeants had all to be made, and a

man who showed himself an efficient and serviceable sergeant in the home

camp had a good chance of soon finding himself a lieutenant. But so it

was ; and by reason of this course of action at home our best regiments saw

their numbers dwindling, and only feebly swelled from time to time by men

generally of low quality, while up to the very end of the war they saw fine

detachments of recruits arriving to enter the Western regiments, which came

from States where a wiser policy prevailed.

It would not be easy, and it would be invidious, to attempt to range the

Boston regiments on a scale of merit ; and the little that may be said must

be said with diffidence. The ist and 2d Massachusetts cavalry regiments

and some of the Boston batteries were probably as good as any cavalry

of volunteer artillery in the service; and some of the Boston infantry

regiments had certainly no superiors in our armies, whether regular or vol-

unteer. The Second regiment had a peculiar origin and a grand history. It

was raised by authority from the Secretary of War, and the appointment of

officers was left to its projectors and organizers, — two graduates of West
Point, who became its Colonel and Lieut.-Colonel, and Wilder Dwight, a

young Boston lawyer of great promise, who was the life of the enterprise,

and who became Major of the regiment. A very large sum of money
was raised to facilitate the project. The \-ery best young men of Boston

and its vicinity sought and obtained commissions as line officers, while the

"To the men of Boston, who died for their coun- work of Arilmore, costing $20,000, and dedicated

try on land and sea in the war which liept the in 1S72, with an address (printed) by Richard

Union whole, destroyed Slavery, and maintained Frotliingham ; one at Dorchester, after a design

the Constitntion, the grateful city has built this by B. F. Dwight, thirty-one feet high, dedicated

monument, that their example may speak to Sept. 17, 1S67 ; one in Forest Hills Cemetery

coming generations." The city printed an Army in Roxbury, designed by Milmore, representing

ami jVarv Moiuimeiit Memorial the same year, an infantry soldier, erected in 1SC7; one in Ja-

including photographs of the monument, its maica Plain, thirty-four feet high, designed by

sculptured figures and reliefs, and the chief W. W. Lummis, and dedicated Sept. 14, 1871,

address of the occasion, delivered by General with an address by the Rev. James Freeman

Charles Devens. The monument is over sev- Clarke; one in Evergreen Cemetery, Brighton,

enty feet high, and the figure on the top eleven thirty feet high, dedicated July 26, 1866, with

feet. It cost $75,000. There are other monu- an address by the Rev. Frederic .A. Whitney,

ments erected in the same spirit in other parts It cost about 55,000. Kmg'i //aiiMook 0/ liosloii,

of tlie city,— one at Charlestown, likewise the pp S3-90. — Ed.]
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men were the cream of the volunteers of Massachusetts, the choice offering

of the first fresh enthusiasm of the time. The discipHne of the regiment

was admirable. The fortune of war kept it long out of action, but in cov-

ering Banks's retreat in 1862 it so bore itself as to win the highest commen-

dation from Southern officers. There is probably nowhere in print such a

tribute to the gallantry of Northern soldiers from the Southern side as is to

be found in Allan's Valley Campaign, where he tells how Andrews and the

Second Massachusetts contested Jackson's advance near Winchester. So

long as this regiment was in the army of the Potomac it bore itself gallantly,

and distinguished itself particularly at Cedar Mountain and at Gettysburg.

Afterward it was sent to the West, and was one of the few Eastern regi-

ments which made the march to the sea with Sherman ; and at Averysboro',

at the very end of Sherman's campaign, and at the end of the war, it moved

gallantly out with scant numbers to face the enemy ; and one of its captains,

leading forward his company, which the policy of Massachusetts had left

of about the size of a corporal's guard, was shot dead just before the bugles

sang truce.

The vigor and splendid gallantry of the Fifty-fourth Massachusetts in-

fantry at the assault on Fort Wagner proved to the world that the African

race would make excellent soldiers when properly trained and led. Their

Colonel and Lieut.-Colonel were Shaw and Hallowell, who came to these

positions, the one from the Second and the other from the Twentieth Massa-

chusetts infantry. The Second and the Twentieth, though they seldom

served together, were always mutually attached, and emulous of each other.

They had many points of similarity. They were officered from very much

the same social class.

Of the early history of the Twentieth it is not well for the writer of

this paper to speak; ^ but from the end of 1862 to the end of the war

the discipline maintained in it was exact, like that of the Second, and

both regiments showed many shining examples of brilliant bravery and

tenacity.

At Fredericksburg the Twentieth crossed the river in boats under fire,

1 [The Editor may venture to add that Gen- men with the rest of Sedgwick's Division, and
eral Palfrey was commissioned Lieiit.-Colonel of where Colonel Palfrey was severely wounded,
this regiment at its organization in 1861 ; that he It is not too much to say, that the reputation

served with it continuously on the Potomac of the Twentieth was established during this

(commanding it during the captivity of Colonel period,— a reputation for discipline, gallantry,

Lee, from Oct. 21, 1S61, to May 1, 1S62), before and steadiness, which was accorded to it by
Yorktown, and in the whole Peninsular cam- common consent, and which it maintained

paign ; that the regiment bore a distinguished throughout the war ; and that in the formation

part in the battles of Fair Oaks, Savage's Sta- of this reputation Colonel Palfrey ably seconded

tion, and Glendale, in wTiich last engagement it the efforts and example of the gallant officer in

was directly commanded by its Lieut.-Colonel, command of the regiment. Colonel William
Colonel Lee commanding the brigade ; that Raymond Lee, in whose stead he acted for

Colonel Palfrey commanded the regiment diir- over eight months of its first year of service,

ing the stay at Harrison's Landing and the General Palfrey's wound, unfortunately for

withdrawal from the Peninsula, and until the himself and for his command, proved so se-

battle of the Antietam, where the regiment was in vere as to unfit him for further active service,

the hottest of the fight, and lost heavily in com- — Ed.]
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and cleared the main street leading from the river, losing thirty-five out

of the sixty men of its leading company, and having ninety-seven officers

and men killed and wounded in the space of about fifty yards. It made
the forced march of over thirty miles to Gettysburg without having a

single man straggle from the colors. It was part of the mass of men who
hurried to the spot where Pickett's division had made a partial lodgment in

our line on Cemetery Ridge ; and when the fierce attack had failed, it was
reduced to the complement of a company,— one hundred and two men, of

whom three were ofiicers. At Bristoe Station it took guns from A. P. Hill's

corps. On a da}- of disaster before Petersburg, when the enemy had turned

our left, and was rolling up our line and capturing regiment after regiment,

it changed front under fire, stopped the enemy's advance, and saved the

troops in the line to its right. It gave Putnam, Lowell, two Reveres, Ab-
bott, Patten, Babo, Wesselhoeft, Ropes, Paine, and eight more ofiicers, to

the list of those who were killed in action or died of wounds received there.

As the Second shared in the great review as a part of Sherman's army, so

the Twentieth shared in it as a part of the army of the Potomac, with a rec-

ord of some thirty battles.

Among the officers of the Boston regiments were Welles of the ist,

afterward killed while in command of the 35th Massachusetts, and Major

Chandler, also of the 1st; Savage, Mudge, Dwight, Abbott, Cary, Robeson,

Goodwin, Grafton, and Perkins of the 2d, who all were killed or died of

wounds received in action ; Gordon of the 2d, who became a Brigadier, and

was brevettcd Major-General ; Colonel Cass of the 9th, Colonel Webster of

the I2th, and Lieut.-Colonel Merriam of the i6th, all killed in action;

Colonel Hinks of the 19th, who became a Brigadier and Brevet Major-Gen-

eral ; Bartlett and Macy of the 20th, one of whom lost a leg and one a

hand, and both of whom were brevetted Major-General ; Colonel Stevenson

of the 24th, who was killed near Spottsylvania as a Brigadier-General com-
manding a division; Colonel Prescott of the 32d, who died of wounds re-

ceived in action ; Underwood of the 2d and 33d, afterward a Brigadier and

Brevet Major-General; Colonel Wilde of the 35th, promoted Brigadier-

General, and Sidney Willard of the same regiment, killed at Fredericksburg;

Colonel Griswold of the 56th, killed in the Wilderness ; and the very gallant

and accomplished Colonel Lowell of the 2d cavalry, killed in the Valley

campaign of 1 864.

No Boston man was made a Major-General in the War of Secession;

but the same is true of the men of Massachusetts, if we except General

Banks and General Butler, who did not rise by regular promotion to

that grade, but reached it at a bound on the stroke of a pen at Wash-
ington. Several Boston men became Brigadiers,— as Cowdin, Gordon,

Andrews, Hayes, Bartlett, Stevenson, Paine, Wilde, — and most of these

received the brevet of Major-General. The brevet of Brigadier-General

was given to many Colonels and Lieut.-Colonels who went from Boston.

Disabling wounds or death fell to the lot of so many of the Boston ofiicers.
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by reason of the fact that the best young men of the period went into the

infantry instead of seeking positions on the staff, or even in the artillery or

the cavalry, that few of them lived or preserved their health long enough

to rise high. It should never be forgotten that Boston gave freely of her

very best to the infantry, which does the fighting and bears the losses.

This means more than the general public is aware of. The 2d and 20th

infantry, with their 5,997 men, had 308 killed in action; the 1st and 2d

cavalry, with 5,608 men, had ill killed. The 2d and 20th infantry lost

thirty-four officers, of whom twenty were killed in action; the 1st and 2d

cavalry, with their more numerous officers, lost seventeen, of whom nine

were killed in action. The eight batteries which we have credited to Bos-

ton, with 2,631 men, had twenty-three killed in action, of whom three were

officers. Combine and analyze the figures as one will, and it will appear to

have been many times more dangerous to be in the Massachusetts infantry

regiments than in the Massachusetts artillery, and nearly or quite twice as

dangerous as to be in the Massachusetts ca\-alry. The staff, of course,

was comparatively safe. Wherever our Boston regiments went, it was

common for the officers to find their friends from New York serving

not in the line, but upon the staff; and this was almost equally true as

to Philadelphia.

The Boston men who filled the ranks of the regiments and batteries

which have been named as coming more from Boston than from elsewhere,

saw service almost everywhere. In all the campaigns and battles of the

army of the Potomac, from the first Bull Run to Lee's surrender, many of

them were present. At P^air Oaks and Glendale and MaKern Hill, at the

second Bull Run, at the Antietam, at Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville,

at Gettysburg and Bristoe Station, in the Wilderness and at Spottsylvania,

at Cold Harbor and before Petersburg, at Deep Bottom and Ream's Station

and the Boydton Road, at Roanoke Island and Newbern and Olustee,

from Lookout Mountain to Atlanta, from Atlanta to Sa\annah, and from

Savannah through the Carolinas,— from the first clash of arms in the sum-

mer of 1861, to the firing of the last shot in the spring of 1865, the white

flag with the arms of Massachusetts was to be seen ; and wherever it wa\-ed,

brave men from Boston fought and fell.

The militia of Massachusetts has been, ever since the end of the War of

Secession, a favorite object for our legislators to try their plastic hands

upon. In 1864 Colonel Henry Lee, who had served long and efficiently on

the personal staff of the Governor of Massachusetts, printed a very elab-

orate pamphlet of one hundred and thirty pages, ^ in which he laid down
what he considered to be the true basis for a satisfactor\- militia system;

urging especialh' reduction in numbers, uniformity of organization, the

furnishing by the General Government of arms and equipments, the framing

of a code of tactics expressly for the militia, the creation of a general mili-

' Entitled, The Militia of the United States : What it has been ; What it should he.
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tia staff, and rudimentary instruction in tactics in cv-cry public scliool. Large
use of iiis labors was made by the commission which had much to do with

framing the existing militia law of Massachusetts.

The pressure of the war being removed, our legislators went busily to

work on the militia. In thirteen years they established three systems,

and filled more than one hundred and fifty pages of our statute book
with provisions in regard to the militia. The law now in force was passed

in 1878. It is the shortest and much the best of the three. It provides

that, " to resist invasion, quell insurrection, and in the suppression of riots

to aid civil officers in the execution of the laws of the Commonwealth,
or in time of public danger, the volunteer militia shall first be ordered

into service." The law provides for si.xty companies of infantry, three

companies of cavalry, three four-gun batteries, and two corps of cadets.

The infantry companies are to consist of from forty-one to fifty-nine

men, with a captain and two lieutenants ; the cavalry companies of from

fifty-six to seventy-seven men, and a captam aiid two lieutenants; the bat-

teries of from fifty-seven to eighty- three men, with a captain and three

lieutenants. These troops are assigned to two brigades, each of which is

to contain si.x infantry regiments, each of two or three battalions, and each

battalion to contain four companies. The number of enlisted men in the

companies of cadets is not limited, and each maj' have a lieut.-colonel,

major, staff, and not to exceed four captains, four first, and four second

lieutenants. Original enlistment is for three years ; afterward it may be

for one, two, or three years, at the option of the individual. Nine years

of continuous service exempts from jury duty for life.

The existing-system is thought to have worked well. The present con-

dition of the militia is good, and probably as good as it is likely to be.

The men have enthusiasm, a good amount of pride, and of soldierly spirit.

Relatively they are better than their officers ; but the officers are improving

under the established practice of requiring them to pass an examination

before receiving promotion. The weakest part of the system is the want .

of control of the colonels, who, once commissioned, are not easy to remove,

and of whom several are at the present time not up to the mark. A strong

and independent adjutant-general is the only remedy for this; but it is

hardly possible for an adjutant-general, whose tenure of office is what it is in

Massachusetts, to reach this standard, though the present adjutant-general

is well spoken of. It is desirable that the individual holding so important

a position should have had experience of real service, or West-Point train-

ing, and important that he should not be given to red-tapism, and two rigid

construction of the letter of the law and regulations. Our code of regula-

tions is excellent. It is modelled largely upon the English code, and is

likely to be followed, with such changes as their laws may make necessary,

by New York and by Maine. Properly construed and applied, it will be

most useful ; but too rigid construction is undesirable, as it tends to discour-

age men who would make excellent officers from taking or holding com-

voL. m. — 42.
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missions. The unnecessary multiplication of the clerical business of the

officer is especially to be avoided. The ideal adjutant-general will take

broad and not narrow views. What is best in our militia is due to the

prevailing soldierly enthusiasm. There is next to no power anywhere to

force militia-men in time of peace to be good soldiers; and this defect is

one which appears to be irremovable.

Our infantry is well equipped and fairly well drilled, and is much the

best of our militia, though one of our batteries is good. The cavalry is as

good as militia cavalry anywhere ; but from the nature of the case militia

cavalry is practically valueless as cavalry. Both horses and men must be

trained, and trained together, to make good cavalry. The medical depart-

ment of our militia is the ablest branch of the service, and is positively

excellent. The first corps of cadets has been for many years under the

command of a rarely accomplished and indefatigable officer, and under his

influence it has made remarkable progress in the direction of military

efficiency, and is now the example which the rest of the militia strives to

equal.

Whether our militia will ever improve, or even continue to be as good

as it is now, will depend very much upon the degree to which the poli-

ticians will let it alone. The men are capable and willing, and to very many

of the officers a commission means work, and not play or show; but there

must not be frequent changes in high places, or appointments or changes

for other than sound moral and military reasons, if the Massachusetts

militia is to be an institution of value.

^;i.^<;i^£^^



CHAPTER V.

THE NAVY, AND THE CHARLESTOWN NAVY YARD.

BY REAR-ADMIRAL GEO. IIENRV I'REBLE, U.S.N.

THE naval liLstory of Boston for the last one hundred years is not

replete with exciting incidents. It exhibits in the main the growth

and development of a great naval establishment for the building and re-

pair of the ships of the United States. Many ships of war which have

since become historic have been launched, but no great naval battle has

been fought within its harbor.'

In 1789 the ship "Massachusetts" was built at Germantown,— a large,

double-headed promontory, jutting into Boston Bay, in the town of Quincy.

The " Massachusetts " was the largest merchant vessel which at that time

had been built on this continent, her keel being one hundred and si.xteen

feet in length. She was a frigate-built ship, of nearly one thousand tons

burden, pierced for thirty-six guns, of a remarkably fine model, and con-

structed in the most thorough manner. People came from all parts of

the country to witness her launch, and the day was one of jubilee and

rejoicing.'^

' The correspondence of the commandants of

the Navy Yard with the Department and Bureau

at Washington, since i8i6, and tlie log-boolis or

journals of the Yard at Charlestown index suf-

ficiently the principal naval events of the one

hundred years ; and these, .supplemented by the

newspapers of the day, furnish ample material

for a much more extended naval history of Hus-

ton than this chapter can afford. Under an or-

der from the Navy Department, dated May 22,

1874, the writer of this chapter w-as detailed to

S])ecial duty to write the histories of the 15oston

and Portsmouth Navy Yards. Having accom-

plished the duty, he reported his results to

the Department ; but the histories of those

Yards remain on file, in MS., in the Bureau of

Yards and Docks, at the Navy Department.

[.Vdmiral Preble has touched some parts of

this subject already in his No/es on Ship-Build-

ing in Massachusetts, published in the A'. E. Hist,

and Gcneal. Reg. : nor is his elaborate History of

the Flag of the United States, 2d ed., 18S0, with-

out interest in this connection. — Ed.]

- Quincy, in his Memoir of .Major Samuel
Sh.i-u, says: "On this interesting occasion the

hills around Germantown and the boats which
covered the harbor and river were filled with spec-

tators from Boston and the neighboring country.

Both the English and French naval commanders,

at that time visiting Boston in national ships,

expressed their admiration of the model of this

vessel ; and afterward it was pronounced by naval

commanders at Batavia and Canton as perfect as

the then state of art would permit." The French

squadron referred to consisted of the "Patriot,"

74, .Admiral De Ponderez, and "Leopard," 74,

commanded by Monsieur De la Galissoniere.

The " Patriot " a few months before had been dis-

tinguished by taking that unfortunate monarch,

Louis XVL, when visiting Cherbourg, a few

leagues into the Atlantic, and giving him a sight

of that ocean. The " Leopard " was a splendid

ship; and not far below the castle was anchored

the "Penelope," 32, an English frigate, com-

manded by Captain John Linzec, one of the

squadron of Vice-.Admiral Sir Richard Hughes.
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The " Massachusetts " was built under the direction of Major Shaw, for

an East India trader; and with Captain Job Prince as commander, and a

crew of seventy-five officers and men, with twenty guns mounted, she pro-

ceeded on a voyage to Batavia and Canton, where she arrived without

accident, notwithstanding the prediction of Moll Pitcher, the famous

fortune-teller of Lynn, that the ship wquld be lost on the voyage and all

hands perish. She made the passage to Batavia in one hundred and

fifty-eight days, and was sold at Canton, to the Danish East India Com-
pany, for $65,000.

Edmund Hart's ship-yard will be ever famous as the place where the

U. S. frigate "Constitution" was built. Before the establishment of govern-

ment dockyards, private yards were used for building our national vessels

;

and Hart's for a long time went by the name of " Hart's Naval Yard." ^

The depredations of Algerine corsairs upon our mercantile marine in-

duced Congress to authorize the purchase or building of four ships, to carry

forty-four guns each, and two to carry thirty-six guns. Their act was ap-

proved by the President, March 27, 1794, and the keel of the "Constitution"

was laid by Mr. Hart the November following, and preparations made for

setting up her frames. The first official mention of her by name is in a

report from a committee on the state of naval equipments, etc., to the

United States House of Representatives, dated Jan. 25, 1797, which says:

" The frigate building at Boston, called the ' Constitution,' is in such a state

of forwardness that it is supposed she can be launched in July."

The "Constitution" was designed by Joshua Humphreys, of Philadelphia,

and constructed under the superintendence of Colonel George Claghorne, of

New Bedford. Captains Barry, Dale, and Truxton, of the navy, agreed upon

her dimensions, with Mr. Humphreys, who prepared the drafts, moulds, and

building instructions. It was decided that the frame should be of live-oak

and red cedar, the keel, keelson beams, and planking, etc., of the best white

oak, decks of the best Carolina pitch-pine, but under the guns to be of oak.

John T. Morgan, a master-shipwright of Boston, was sent to Savannah and

Charleston to procure the live-oak, red cedar, and pitch-pine for all the

frigates. The original draft of the "Constitution" was changed at the sug-

gestion of Colonel Claghorne, to whom her construction was confided. A
portion of the timber used was taken from the woods of Allentown, on

the borders of the Merrimac, fifty miles from the ship-yard.^

1 On the map of 1722 the yard is designated at the South End, made her gun-carriages. Isaac

as "Thornton's," and the site is now covered by Harris; who worked as an apprentice in the mast

Constitution Wharf,— so named because the yard in 1797, put new masts into the frigate dur-

frigate, " Constitution " was built there. The ing the war of 1S12. To him is conceded, in this

frigates "Constitution" and " Boston," and the country, the honor of first making ships' masts

brig "Argus" were all built in Hart's Yard, in sections, and he constructed the first masting

For Hart and his yard, see Drake's Landmarks, sheers used at the Charlestown Navy Yard.

iSi. The anchors were made in Hanover, Plvmouth
- Paul Revere furnished the copper bolts and County, Massachusetts, and her sails in the Old

spikes, drawn from malleable copper, by a process Granary building, at the corner of Park and
then new; and Ephraim Thayer, who had a shop Tremont streets. No other building in Boston
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Her first battery— that which she carried throughout the war of 1812,

and long after— bore the monogram " G.R.," showing its Enghsh origin.

Mr. Hartley, of Boston, was appointed to assist Colonel Claghornc, and

Captain Samuel Nicholson, of the navy, exercised a general supervision,

aided by General Henry Jackson and Major Gibbs, of Boston, Edmund
Hart being the master-carpenter. At last, Sept. 20, 1797, was announced

as the da)- for her launch. Commodore Nicholson left the yard to get his

breakfast, with express orders not to hoist any flag over her till his return,

designing that honor for his own hands ; but during his absence Samuel

Bentlcy, a shipwright and calker, assisted by a comrade named Harris,

hoisted the Stars and Stripes, which thus for the first time floated over

this historic ship. The Commodore, on his return, e.xpressed himself in

words more strong than polite at this disobedience of his orders. People

poured into the town from all quarters to witness the launch, and several

lunulred went over to Noddle's Island to get a better view. The day was

pleasant though cold, and the neighboring wharves were crowded with

spectators, who were warned that the passage of so large a vessel into the

water would create a swell which might endanger their safety. At high

water, just twenty minutes after eleven, the signal was given, but the ship

would not start until screws and other machinery had been applied, and

then she moved only about twenty-seven feet. Mr. Claghorne wrote the

Secretary of War: " Concluding some hidden cause had impeded her

progress, and the tide ebbing fast, I decided it to be most prudent to block

and shore her up, and examine carefully into the cause of the stopping;

and found that the ways had settled about an inch, which, added to some
other cause of no great importance, had occasioned the obstruction." Her
colors were then hauled down, and the multitude dispersed, disappointed

and anxious.

The next day the ship was raised two inches by means of wedges ; her

bilge-ways were then taken out, and apparent defects remedied. Every-

thing being in order, another attempt was made on the 22d, when she

moved about thirty-one feet, and then stopped, as though still reluctant

to enter her destined element. On examination it was found that the

ways erected on the new wharf (which had only been built for her to

pass over, and not to rest upon) had settled one and five-eighths of an

inch, which the incline of the ways was insufficient to overcome. The

vessel might have been forced off, but the constructor decided not to

attempt so hazardous a measure. Colonel Claghorne says in his report:

" I had formed the inclined plane upon the smallest angle that I conceived would

convey the ship into the water, in order that she might make her plunge with the least

violence, and thereby prevent any strain or injury. I must now give the ways more

descent, which will remedy the defect occasioned by the settling of the new wharf;

was large enough. The duck for the sails was their factory on the corner of Tremont and Boyl-

made by an incorporated company in Boston, in ston streets.
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and I am fully confident that the next trial, at high tide, in October, will be attended

with success. In the mean time I shall proceed in completing the ship on the stocks."

Saturday, Oct. 21, 1797,— which was noted as the anniversary of Col-

umbus's discovery of America,— a third attempt to launch the ship was

made, and proved successful. The day was overcast and cold, with an

easterly wind, so but few people assembled.' A few specially-invited dig-

nitaries gathered within the narrow limits of the yard; a smaller number,

with some ladies, were on her deck. At half-past twelve, all being ready,

the commodore stood at the heel of the bowsprit with a bottle of choice

Madeira, from the cellar of the Hon. Thomas Russell; at a given signal,

the ship slid along the ways and glided into and rested gracefully upon

the water, amid a chorus of cheers. As she did so, the commodore broke

the bottle over her bow, according to time-honored usage, and baptized her

as the good ship "Constitution." She cost, when ready for sea, $302,718.84.

She first moved under canvas July 20, 1798, and proceeded to sea on her

first cruise, under the command of Commodore Samuel Nicholson, August

13 of the same year.'''

The frigate "Boston" (the second of that name), of seven hundred

tons, was the next ship of war built in Hart's yard. Her rate was to have

been a thirty-si.x, but she only mounted twenty-eight guns. She was de-

signed by Mr. Hart, and built under his superintendence.

The annoyance to which the commerce of our country had been sub-

jected by British and French ships of war,— the former claiming the right

of search for British subjects, and the latter capturing our vessels under the

pretence that they were carrying contraband goods,— aroused the indigna-

tion of the people. To aid in measures of defence, the ladies of Charleston,

S. C, built the "John Adams," and tendered her to the Government; the

inhabitants of Newburyport and its neighborhood built and presented the

" Merrimac ;
" and the merchants of Salem built and presented the frigate

" Essex," the first ship of war of the United States to double both the Capes

of Good Hope and Horn. The merchants of Boston, not to be outdone in

patriotism, built the frigate " Boston." There were one hundred and four

subscribers, whose subscriptions varied from $500 to $io,000. The amount
subscribed was $136,500, and the cost of the frigate reached $137,900.^

' Among the shivering boys who witnessed contains the following notice of the first step in

the launch was the late George Ticknor; who the project :
—

told me that, though cautioned beforehand, he "A'c/Zcc — A subscription will be opened
was nearly swept from off the wharf on which this day for the raising of a fund to purchase or

he stood by the wave raised by the vessel as build one or more ships of war, to be loaned to

she made her plunge into the water. this Government for the service of the United
- The history of the " Constitution " has States. Those who would wish to join in this

been several times written ; once by Cooper, in testimonial of public spirit are requested to

Graham's Ufagazine; again by Jesse E. Dow, meet in the chamber over Taylor's Insurance

who was Commodore Elliot's secretary when Office, at i o'clock precisely, to afii.\ their signa-

she was his flag-ship in the Mediterranean. This tures and make the necessary' arrangements."
last was printed in the Democratic Rez'icw. The next issue of the paper, June 30, 179S,

° The Columbian Ccntinel of June 27, 179S, has the following announcement : —
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In April, 1799, President Adams appointed Captain George Little to be

her commander; and the work having been carried on with great rapidity,

the "Boston" was launched, in the presence of President Adams, May 20.'

Captain Little gave notice July 9, in the newspapers, that " having re-

ceived sailing orders for the United States frigate ' Boston,' all officers and

men belonging to her arc ordered to repair on board immediately." July

25, tlie frigate sailed on a cruise, and the Centiucl declared her "one of

the handsomest-modelled ships in the world." Her subsequent captures of

" Le Berceau" and several French privateers are a part of our naval annals.

In 18 1 2 the "Boston" was reported unworthy of repair; and in 18 14, when

the British were advancing on Washington, she was burned, to prevent her

falling into the hands of the enemy.

The first legislation looking to the establishment of a government dock-

yard is found in a resolve reported from the Naval Committee of the House

of Representatives, Jan. 25, 1797, recommending an appropriation for that

purpose. The following spring a Navy Department was established; and

April 25, 1800, we find the Hon. Benjamin Stoddard, Secretary of the Navy,

writing to the President: "At Boston, the old yard, besides being private

"The Nerve.— In compli.ince with the ad-

vertisement in the last Centhiel, a number of

citizens of this metropolis met at Taylor's In-

surance Office, for the purpose of opening a

patriotic and voluntary subscription in aid of

Government. Last evening the amount sub-

scribed amounted to 5115,250; and as the sub-

scription still remains open, we have not the

least doubt that Boston will outdo every city in

the Union in Federal patriotism. We will not

omit mentioning that the Hon. William Phillips

added Sio.ooo to this free-will offering. God
bless him for it !

"

[Among the subscribers are the following:

William Phillips, Sio.ooo; David .Sears, Stephen

Higginson, Eben Parsons, John Codman, Joseph

Coolidge & Son, Theodore Lyman, Boot and

Pratt, Thomas Dickinson, 83,000 each; Samuel

Parkman and Samuel Eliot, S4iOOo each; Ben-

jamin Joy, James and T. H. Perkins, Thomas
Walley, John Parker, Stephen Higginson, Jr.,

Abiel Smith, Thomas C. Amory, $1,500 each
;

St. Andrew's Lodge, §1,000; Benjamin and Na-

thaniel Goddard, and Josiah Quincy, S500. —
Eix]

Less than two months later, Aug. 22, 1798, the

papers say :
" The keel of a thirty-six gun frigate

is now laying at Mr. Hart's navy yard."

' The Coluinlnan CciUind of Wednesday,
NLiy 22, contains the following notice of the

launch:^
"More lyooden Walls.—On Monday last, at

noon, the frigate ' Boston,' of 32 guns, was
launched from the Navy (Hart's) Yard, in this

town, in the presence of The President of

THE United States, His Honor the Lieu-

tenant-Governor of Massachusetts, and an

immense concourse of spectators.

" Her entrance into the bottom of the elements,

the ri^/its of which she is destined to ascertain

and defend, was announced by a Federal dis-

charge from Captain Gardner's artillery, by sa-

lutes from the shipping in the harbor, and by

the loud and reiterated huzzas of the citizens.

The launch was effected without the least acci-

dent or interruption, and complete harmony
operated every movement. A more excellent

piece of naval architecture cannot be produced

in the United States. The dispatch used in her

construction, the neatness of her workmanship,

with the superior quality and durability of her

materials, do honor to Captain Hart, the master-

builder, to Captain Little, her commander, the

superintending committee of subscribers, and

to the mechanics of the town. She is about 800

tons, and has the figure of an aboriginal war-

rior for her head. The President of the United

States was escorted to and from the Navy Yard
by a committee of subscribers and a procession

of civil and military officers, and was welcomed

and addressed by the acclamations of all ranks

of citizens, a full brass band of music in uni-

form, and discharges from Captain Gardner's

artillery."

"The rigging and equipment of the Boston

frigate," says the Centind of May 29, " are pro-

gressing with patriotic celerity." June 9, the

same paper says : "The Boston frigate is almost

completed; she bids fair to do honor to her

namesake." June 12 : "The Boston frigate yes-

terday hauled off into the stream. The enlist-

ment of her crew progresses rapidly."
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property, and too confined to contain the timber of a 74-gun ship, is so

much surrounded by wooden houses as to be thought too dangerous a situ-

ation for building a valuable ship, especially a ship that might remain long

upon the stocks. At this place, or rather at Charlestown, there is a very

proper situation for a building-yard ; but the ground cannot be obtained

for less than eighteen thousand dollars." The secretary recommended the

purchase of land for a government dockyard at Boston, " notwithstand-

ing the high price which must be paid for the grounds." Mr. Hum-
phreys, the naval constructor, who was sent to the eastward to view the

situations about Boston and Portsmouth, extended his examination of har-

bors as far as Portland and Wiscasset, and reported that "he could find

nowhere within a convenient distance of Boston a situation so eligible

in all respects as Charlestown." Boston, he thought, " from the natural

strength of its situation, the great num)3er of ship-carpenters in its vicinity,

and of its seamen, must always remain a building-place, and a place of

rendezvous for our navy of the first importance ; while the rise of tide,

eleven feet, would greatly lessen the expense of emptying a dock," etc.

He adds :
" The outer harbor of President and Nantasket roads affords a

large and safe harbor for large fleets from the weather; and the inner

harbor, safe from winds, freshets, and enemy, could be securely fortified at

an easy expense." After an examination of Noddle's Island (East Boston),

— concerning which Admiral Montague is said to have remarked, "God
Almighty made Noddle's Island on purpose for a dockyard,"— Mr. Hum-
phreys concludes his report by recommending the purchase of twenty-

three acres, at Charlestown, for $19,350.^

Negotiations for the purchase of land at Charlestown were continued

through the agency of Dr. Aaron Putnam, but were not completed until

October.

On March 13, 1801, the secretary enclosed to the Messrs. Higginson,^

the navy agents in Boston, a letter from Captain Samuel Nicholson ^ of com-

plaint against them, which they were desired to explain, which is the first

' It is curious to compare his estimate of the to that date $199,030.92 had been expended in

cost of the land, which is about $841 per acre, their purchase and improvement,

with its present value in the same neighborhood, ^ On .April i, iSoi, Samuel Brown, Esq.,

which is $2 and $3 per square foot. Ultimately succeeded Messrs. Higginson & Co., as navy
forty-three acres of land were bought at Charles- agent, and held the office for six years until he

town, for dockyard purposes, for §39,214. There resigned, Aug. 15, 1807. It was a much more
was no direct authority from Congress to pur- important office in those early days of the Navy
chase this or any other dockyard. They were than subsequently ; and there were frequent con-

all bought under the appropriation of S',000,000 flicts of authority between the navy agent and
for the building of six 74-gun ships, etc. The commandant which had to be settled by higher

executive was seriously censured by the opposi- authority.

tion party for having made these purchases with- " He was born in Marj-land in 1743, and en-

out express authority; but the wisdom of the tered the naval service as a lieutenant during

measure was undoubted. On March i, iSoi, the Revolutionary war, and was promoted a cap-

the sum of $500,000 was appropriated for ex- tain, Sept. 17, 1779, in the Continental Navy; on
penses upon the six 74-gun ships, and "for com- the reorganization, June 10, 1794, he was com-
pliling navy yards." This was the first appro- missioned a captain in the United States Navv,
priation recognizing their existence, though prior to rank next below Captain John Barrv.
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mciitii)ii of his name in connection witli the Yard at Charlestown, of which
hu was the first superintendent (as the title went; and remained the com-
ni:indant until his death, Dec. 29, iSii. Meanwhile, and before the Yard
was ready for occupancy,

the (lovcrnment had de-

cided to buikl a brig at

Boston, and her keel v\'as

laid in Mr. Hart's yard.

The making of the con-

tracts was assigned to Captain

Edward Preble. She measured

two hundred and ninety-eight

tons, and was named the "Ar-

gus," carried si.xteen guns, and

cost ^37,428. After being one

of the most successful of our small cruisers, and noted for her achievements

in the war against Tripoli, and in that of 1812, she was captured in the

ICnglish Channel by H. B. M. brig "Pelican," on the 14th of August, 1813.

We learn from the log-book' of the "Constitution," that "at 10 A. M.,

May 21, 1803, Commodore Preble came on board the ship, and as commo-

dore took charge of her, lying at her moorings off the Navy Yard where she

had been, being in ordinary, ten months and foi:rteen days." In making

ready for the cruise which was to take him to TripoH, the ship was re-

coppered. The log-book on the 26th of June records: "The carpenters

gave nine cheers, which were answered by the seamen and calkers, because

the\- had in fourteen days completed coppering the ship with copper made
in the States!' ^

In August the " Constitution " sailed for the Mediterranean, where she

earned for herself the well known sobriquet of " Old Ironsides."

In 1807 Samuel Brown resigned the position of Navy Agent, which was

esteemed at that time more important than the office of Superintendent or

Commandant of the Navy Yard, and Francis Johonnot, Esq., was appointed

to succeed him ; and on July 23, 1808, the secretary directs the latter " not

to allow or pay for any repairs to the house occupied by the commandant,
other than those previously authorized by the department." This is the first

mention made of the commandant's house in the official records, which

substantially as it now stands had been one of the earliest impro\-ements

of the yard.'''

' .V copy of which is preserved in the Library

.ind Institute at the Navy Yard.
- The copper was in fact made by Paul Revere,

as a correspondence on file in the Navy Depart-

ment shows. In the recent celebration of the

two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the .settle-

ment of Hoston, the very blocks used to heave

out the " Constitution " on this occasion were

carried in the procession,

vol.. HI. — 43.

^ [A view of this house from the y.ird, taken

about 1826 and showing the hills behind and the

Mystic, is given in Drake's LaiiJmarks of Mid-

dlesex, p. 27, in which book chapter ii. is given

to " Kw Hour in the Government Dock Yard."

— Ed.| This engraving is from a painting by

Mrs. Armstrong, wife of the late Commodore

.Armstrong, which is now in the Naval Library

and Institute.
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The year i8i i closed with the death of Commodore Samuel Nicholson,'

the first commandant of the station, who died on the 29th of December, and

was buried from the commandant's house, Jan. 2, 18 12, with the accus-

tomed honors, in the presence of the officers of the Arm}- and Navy sta-

tioned or living in the vicinit)% the Massachusetts Society of the Cincin-

nati, of which he was a member, the officers and members of King Solomon's

Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons, and of the several lodges in Boston in

full regalia. At the time of his death he was sixty-nine years of age; he was

buried under Christ Church in Boston. During his administration the ap-

propriations had been scanty, and only such improvements undertaken as

were essential. The shot and timber stored in Boston had been removed

to the Yard. The commandant's house, a brick store-house,^ marine bar-

racks, a hospital and powder magazine, the latter occupied jointly by the

war and navy department, and a wharf with a few temporary sheds were all

the improvements that had been accomplished. In fact the annual expendi-

tures for improvements for all the yards which had been purchased from

1802 to 181 1 only averaged about $40,000.

No one seems to have been ordered to fill the vacanc}- in the office of

commandant until March, 1812, when Commodore William Bainbridge was

ordered here. He had been in Russia, engaged in mercantile speculations

;

but, hearing rumors of a probable war with Great Britain, hastened home,

and arriving in Boston in February proceeded at once to Washington,

where he reported himself for service, and was in a few weeks ordered to

the command of the Boston Navy Yard. At that time the Yard possessed

hardly a convenience for building or repairing vessels, or laying them up

in ordinary. This was a state of things which the active mind of Bainbridge

used every means in his power to remedy. He proceeded at once to ex-

amine and survey the harbor and its channels, and made frequent commu-

nications to the Government, in which he detailed the security which our

commerce would receive from an extensive establishment at Charlestown.

Among his reasons for such an establishment, he states that the distance

of the Yard from the sea precluded the possibility of surprise, and the chan-

nel commanded by Forts Independence and Warren rendered it impossible

for any armament then known to advance within gunshot of the Yard without

being demolished ; also that the harbor was never closed, and being seldom

obstructed by ice could be safely navigated at all times, and could not be

effectually blockaded. This last opinion of the commodore was abundantly

proved during the war of 1812-14, as throughout it national and merchant

vessels proceeded to sea whenever convenient to them, without incurring

any very great risk. The President was opposed at first to the commodore's

views, but such was Bainbridge's zeal and perseverance that the President at

last reluctantly authorized a limited appropriation for the Yard. Previous to

' Twu brDthers, James and John, weii; clistin- mainly occupied by the Museum and Library of

guished commanders in the Continental Navy- the Naval Library and Institute, organized in

- This building is still standing at the en- 1S43 l^"d largely encouraged by the writer o£

trance of the Yard; and the second story is this chapter. — En.]
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the commodore's appointment on Jan. 23, 1812, the Navy Agent, Johonnot,

liaii been remo\-ed because of "personal afiflictions which rendered him inca-

COMMODORF. HULL.

pabie of performing his active duties," and Amos Binney was commissioned

to the office, which he continued to fill for fourteen years, or until 1826.^

When war was declared with Great Britain, Commodore Murray was

' [Thi.scut follows a portrait painted in 1813

or 1S14, by Stuart, belonging to the family,

and now in the Boston Art Museum. Hull

dated his despatch announcing his victory over

the " Guerriere," " Off lioston Light ;

" and as his

ship came up the harbor she was greeted with

Reclamations from a flotilla of gaily decorated

vessels. An artillery company gave him a na-

tional salute as he landed, .and a procession

conducted him to his lodgings; and at a public

banquet, when nearly si.x hundred sat down, a

stirring ode was sung, which had been written by

Lucius Manlius .Sargent.— Ed.]
' On April 28, 181 2, Paul Hamilton, Secre-

tary of the Navy, addressed Commodore Bain-

bridge for the first time as "Commandant,"— a

title ever since retained for the cominanding

officer of our Navy Yards, whatever his naval

rank and title. [See General Palfrey's chapter

in the present volume.— Ed.]
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at tlic head of the Nav}', but too old and infirm for active service. Com-
modore John Rodgers stood ne.xt on the hst. James Barron came third, but

he was abroad ; and l^ainbridge was the fourth. This entitled the last to

a command afloat, which he hastened to claim. The three best frigates

had gone to sea in quest of the enemy, but he was at once ordered to the

"Constellation," 38, fitting at Norfolk, Virginia; and on the 15th of July

Captain C. R. Perry was temporarily appointed superintendent of the Yard,

until Commodore Bainbridge should return to the station, or some other

officer be appointed. Two daj-s later, Lieutenant Stephen Cassin opened

a rendezvous in Boston to recruit able seamen for the " Constellation; " and

on the 28th Captain Perry was relieved by Captain Gordon. On the 9th

of August, only twenty-one days after his detachment, Bainbridge was

ordered " to proceed to Boston and resume command of the Navj' Yard

and the gunboats at that place, and at Kennebunk, Saco, and Portland, until

the ' Constellation ' is prepared for service."

On the 28th of July the frigate " Constitution," Captain Isaac Hull,

arrived at Boston after her escape^ from the British squadron under Commo-

' [Thi.s famous escape, by which Hull gained

so much credit, and wliich he shared with Lieu-

tenant Morris, is minutely described in Captain

George Coggeshall's American Privateers, \>. lo;

and on p. 25 will be found an account of the

" Constitution's " action with the " Guerriere."

It is of course enlarged upon by the usual au-

thorities,— Coo\:ier'i Naz'al I/islory, on the Amer-
ican side, and James's jVaval History of Great

Britain, ou the enemy's side. The latter's repu-

tation for candor, however, is not good. In Col-

/mrn^s United Service Magazine, November and

December, iSSo, there are articles by Captain

Uedford Pim, R. N., and Sir E.J. Reed, K. C. B.,

on "The Naval War of 1S12 with the United

States." Of the privateer and letter of marque
service of the war, Coggeshall, who himself

commanded two such craft, gives the fullest ac-

count, published (1856) indeed over forty years

after the war had closed, and he claims to give

the names of all or nearly all such vessels. The
book is not very readable, being mostly such an
enumeration. He chronicles two hundred and
fifty vessels sent out to capture British mer-

chantmen, and to have a brush as they could with

the British cruisers. Of this number, Baltimore

sent out fifty-eight ; New York, fifty-five ; Salem,

forty; and Boston standing fourth on the list,

thirty-one, whose names, as Coggeshall gives

them, are: "Abaellino," "Argus," "Avon,"
"Blakely," "Brutus," "Catharine," "Champ-
lain," " Charles Morris," " Charles Stewart,"
" Curlew," " Dromo," " Fame," " George Little,"

"Gossamer," "Hunter," " Hyder Ali," "Ida,"

"Ino," "Jacob Jones," "Joel B.arlow," "Leo,"
" Macdonough," "Macedonian," "Rambler,"

"Kanger," "Rapid," "Reindeer." ".Sine qua-

non," " Sphin.x," "Volant," "\Vily Reynard"
\ condensed account of this service is given in

Lossing's Field Book of the IVar of 1812, but

Boston hardly appears in it. — El).] Oct. 13,

1S12,— the Privateer .Schooner " Fame," which

had seen service as a privateer during the Revo-

lutionary War, returned from a cruise of fifteen

days, having captured two schooners. The " Hy-

der Ali," of Boston, Captain Thorndike, was

captured in the East Indies by the British Fri-

gate " Owen Glendower," after having taken nine

prizes, all of which, however, were recaptured.

One of the most famous privateers of the war,

the "True Blooded Yankee," was owned by Mr.

Henry, a brother of Commodore Edward Preble,

and was commissioned from Boston under the

American flag, though fitted out and sailing from

French ports, her owner being temporarily a res-

ident of France. She w'as commanded first by

Captain Hailey, and subsequently by Thomas
O.xnard, a nephew of her owner. She cruised a

greater part of the war in the British and Irish

channels, making many rich prizes which were

generally sent into French ports, though a few-

were sent to the United States. One ship sent

into Brest, was said to be worth $500,000; one

laden with dry goods and Irish linens was ordered

to the United States, and the ship " Industry
''

was sent to Bergen, in Norwav, and there sold.

When the "True Blooded Yankee" arrived

in France from one of her cruises, she was laden

with the following spoils: iS bales tf Turkey
carpets, 43 bales of raw silk weighing 12,000

pounds, 20 bo.\es of gums, 46 packs of the best

skins, 24 packs of beaver skins, 160 dozen of

swans' skins, igo hides, copper, etc. In 1813,

during a cruise of thirty-seven days, she captured
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dorc 15rc)kc, ami sailing again on the Jcl of August she returned on the 30th,

having in her cruise of less than a nujiith captured four brigs, mounting

thirty guns, and H. B. M. frigate " (iucrriere," of forty-nine guns.

On the 1st of September a rendezvous was opened to shi[) a crew for the

frigate " Chesapeake," Captain Evans, — which .ship sailed from Boston on

the 13th of December. The frigates "United States" and "President"

also sailed on the 8th of October, the latter returning to Boston on the 31st

of December.

From a detailed report made by Commodore Bainbridge, it appears

that the expenditures for accommodations, repairs of buildings, etc., for

the years i8ii-i8[2 only amounted to $5,752.43; but dLiring the first

year of the war nearl)- $250,000 were expended princii)all)' (ov the repairs

of vessels.'

About this time Captain Isaac Hull, ha\-ing obtained his meed of glory

and desiring to attend to his pri\'ate affairs, was relie\ed of the command
of the " Constitution ;

" and Captain William Bainbridge at his own request

was transferred to the command of that frigate.^ A small squadron, con-

sisting of the "Constitution," " Essex," and "Hornet," was placed under the

command of Bainbridge, and Sept. 15, 181 2, he hoisted his broad pennant

as Commodope on board the "Constitution" at Boston, and sailed thence on

the 26th of October, in company w'ith the "Hornet."^ The "Constitution"

on this cruise captured H. B. M. frigate "Java," and returned to Boston on the

27th of February, after an absence of only four months. Bainbridge landed

the next morning on the end of Long Wharf, and amidst the roaring of can-

non was received by the officers and citizens of distinction, and escorted up

(wenty-seven vessels and made two hundred and

seventy prisoners; and also took possession of

an island on the coast of Ireland, and held it si.\

days. She also took a town in Scotland, and

Inirned seven vessels in the harbor. In 1814 she

cruised in the IJritish Channel in company with

the privateer "Bunker Mill," of fourteen guns

and one hundred and forty men, with orders to

divest her prizes of their valuable articles and

then to sink them and destroy them, but not to

send them into port. Such was the terror she

Inspired, that it is said a reward was offered for

her capture and that of her captain dead or alive.

Captain Thomas 0.\nard settled in France after

the war, having married a French lady, and died

at Marseilles, June 14,18.10; on his death-bed he

retpiested that his body should be shrouded in

the .'American Flag.

' The following vessels of war were repaired

at the Yard at the following costs: "John
.\dams," 833,579.33; "Chesapeake," $105,991.-

07; "Constitution," $46,638.46; "President,"

$14,928.04; " United States," $21,589.85 ; "Con-
gress," $5,681.51 ; "Hornet," $5,430.73; "Nau-
tilus," $400.84; "Argus," $9,052.94; Four gun-

boats, etc., $1,932.31,— total, $245,225.13. These

repairs were done at daily wages, at the fol-

lowing rates: master carpenter from $350
to $4.00 a day; sawyers at $1.50 a day; join-

ers at $1-25 a day ; laborers at $1.00 a day. The
working hours were from sunrise to sunset.

- The secretary, September 8, wrote to Bain-

bridge : "Captain Hull having asked to be re-

lieved of the command of the ' Constitution,' you

will immediately take command of that frigate

and prepare her for service. Until your re-

turn to the yard. Captain Hull will relieve you in

the command. Should this command be incon-

venient to Captain Hull, you will appoint Mr.

Morris [Lieutenant, afterwards Commodore
Charles Morris, the greatest man our navy has

yet produced] to that station." Mr. Morris had

been the first lieutenant of Hull on the recent

cruise of the " Constitution." [.An autobiogra-

phy of Morris, with a jjhotograph of a portrait of

him by Ary Scheffer, is given in No. 12 of the

C^. S. A'aval /iistitiiU Proceedings.— Ed. |
It has

also been reprinted in a separate pamphlet. Mr.

Corcoran is now having an extensive biography

of the Commodore, his father-in-law, prepared.

3 The "Esse.x" sailed from the Delaware to

join him at sea, but never did; her sidxsequent

adventurous career and honorable capture in the

Pacific it is unnecessary to repeat here.
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State Street by tlie New England Guards to the Exchange Coffee-house,

greeted all along the route with loud huzzas. The streets through which he-

passed and the merchant ships in the harbor were decorated with flags,

and a public dinner was given to him on the jd of March by the citizens.
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Before Commodore Bainbridgc's return Congress had authorized the

building of three hne-of-battle ships. One of these was to be laid down
at the Boston Yard, and he was ordered to superintend its construction.

Having, like his compeer Hull, obtained his victory, Bainbridge resigned

the command of the "Constitution," March, 1813, and resumed charge

of the Navy Yard and the Eastern naval station, which included at that time

all the floating force in Rhode Island, New Hampshire, and Maine. On the

25th of February preceding, the secretary had informed Captain Hull that

his command extended to every gunboat eastward of Boston, and to all the

floating force attached to Portsmouth and Portland, but that the Navy Yard

at Portsmouth was in charge of the Navy Agent there.

Early in 181 3 preparation was made at the Yard, under a contract with

the Harts, father and son, to build a seventy-four. Her frame had been

moulded in 1 798-1 800, in conformity with a draft then made. Commo-
dore Bainbridge had suggested improvements in her form and dimensions

which were found under the circumstances impracticable. The result was as

he predicted ; she was found when launched to carry her lower deck ports

too low, and was finally razeed into one of the finest sailing frigates ever

produced in our own or any other service. Her keel was laid Aug. 18,

1813, and work was pushed on her so that she was ready for launching

the following June.

The Columbian Ccntiiicl oi the i8th of June. 18 14, says: —
" The ' Independence ' of seventy-four guns will be launched this day from the

Navy Yard in Charlestown. Those who wish to see the launch will do well to be

in the vicinity by half-past eleven o'clock to avoid disappointment. We have no doubt

of the strength of Charlestown bridge ; but prudence requires that the numbers admit-

ted thereon should be limited if possible. It is recommended that the eastern side be

appropriated to the ladies, ^^'e think the view from Copp's Hill will be the best."

The launch, however, was not successful on that da_\', for the Cciitiud

announces that owing to the accidental removal of the tallow from a part of

the ways the ship was only advanced about seventy-six feet. An attempt to

launch her the following daj- by mechanical power also failed ; and her ways

had to be relaid. At last, on the 22d, at three o'clock P.M., she moved grandl}'

off, and was welcomed by a Federal salute from the frigate " Constitution
"

and the acclamatvons of many thousands of spectators. The salute was re-

turned by the Navy-Yard battery, and subsequently the workmen employed

in her construction "were sumptuously entertained in the rigging-loft, and

spent the day in hilarity." An officer of the "Constitution," whose name is

not given, had the honor of christening this the first line-of-battle ship added

to our navy.'

' The good old ship still exists, though no launched from the Boston Yard, the sloop-of-

more fit for the sea ; and after a variety of active war " Frolic " havinp been launched on Sept. 1

1

service has long been the receiving-ship at the preceding. The " Frolic " sailed from Boston

Mare Island Navy Yard, California. The "In- Feb. 18, 1S14, commanded by .Master Comman-

dependence " was not the first vessel of war dant Joseph Bainbridge (a brother of the com-
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In a letter to the secretary, dated Aug. 21, 1813, Commodore Bainbridgo

proposed to construct houses over the ships then building at Charlestown

and Portsmouth. The men thus protected he thought would work with

more celerity, neatness, and efficiency, and the vessels might remain on the

stocks until required without suffering material deterioration,— an opinion

\\hich has been supported by the results.^ The advantages were made so

apparent to the secretary, that on the 26th he authorized the erection of

ship-houses (as they are called) not only at Portsmouth and Boston,

but at all the navy yards in the United States. Sir Robert Seppings,

the distinguished British naval architect, learned from this experiment

the great advantage of such structures, and at his suggestion the Board of

Admiralty directed similar buildings to be erected in the principal dock-

yards of the United Kingdom.

The "Chesapeake" having returned to Boston April 9, 1813, Captain

Evans was soon after relieved by Captain James Lawrence, who, having

recruited her crew and refitted her, sailed from President Roads on June

I, and was captured the same day in sight of the port by H. B. M. ship

" Shannon," which she had gone out to encounter.^

When the "Constitution" had returned from the cruise in which she

captured the "Java," Captain Charles Stewart relieved Bainbridge, who
then resumed command of the Yard. The ship ha\ing been thoroughly

repaired, the Department on September 19 wrote to hurry her departure;

she did not, however, get to sea until December 30, when she ran tiie

modore) ; and after making one or two prizes

was herself captured by H. B. M. frigate "Or-

pheus " and schooner " Shelbourne," April 20,

1S14, after a chase of sixty hours.

' The house from which the " Independence "

was launched— the first of the kind ever erected

— is marked No. i on the plan of 1S23. The
"Vermont" (74) was built in it, and launched

from under it in 1S48, after which it was pulled

down, and a portion of its material used in the

construction of additions to the officers' houses in

the northeastern extremity of the yard. There is

now a smaller house erected over the same ways

from which in 1S74 the iron torpedo-boat " In-

trepid," the first vessel of the kind added to our

navy, was launched.

^ The inhabitants of Boston watched the bat-

tle with intense and anxious interest from the

house-tops and adjoining eminences ; they could

see the smoke and hear the distant cannonade.

Some of the citizens who went outside the har-

bor hurried back sadly when they saw the result.

It was the last, as it was the only, .sound of hos-

tile cannon heard in Boston for the last hundred
years. This is not the place, nor is there room,

to describe the action in full, which the writer

has narrated elsewhere. (See The United Set-

riee, October, 1S79, for "The Chesapeake an<l

.Shannon," liv (1. II. Treble. I'"ac-similes from

Lawrence's last letter written just before leav-

ing port, and from the British Captain Broke's

challenge (which did not reach Boston by way
of Salem till after the "Chesapeake " had gone

out to sea) are given in Lossing's account of

the action in his Field-book of the War of 1S12,

p 702. A memoir of Lawrence was written at

the time by Washington Irving in the Analeclic

Magazine, then edited by him, and it is now in-

cluded in his Spanish Papers, etc., ii. 37 ; Irving

had the advantage of a conference with an officer

of the "Chesapeake" who survived the fight.

See also Harper's A/onth/r, xxiv. A ]iortrait of

Captain Lawrence in uniform, by Stuart, is

owned by his granddaughter, Mrs. William Red-

mond, Newport, R.I. Mason's Stuart, p. 212.

— Ed.] By the loss of the " Chesapeake " our

naval signals fell into the hands of the enemy,

which rendered a new code necessary ; and

Commodores Bainbridge, Decatur, and Hull

were appointed to perform that duty. His as-

sociates being otherwise occupied on imjjortant

duties. Commodore Bainbridge prepared and

transmitted the new code, which was approved

and adopted by the Department. He also,

with Commodore Hull, about the same time

prepared rules and regulations for the govern-

ment of office rs in repairing and equipping the

vessels of the navy.
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blockade of seven of the enemy's ships. After a short cruise, in wliich

she captured the schooner " Pictou " of fourteen guns and three merchant

vessels, she was finally chased into Marblehead.'

Rumors and reports of large ships of war having been seen off the coast

kept the town in a continual state of ferment. Captain Sullivan, of the

New England Guards, presented a statement of the defenceless condition of

the harbor to the selectmen, which caused them to announce that a com-

mittee of the board would attend every day at 1 1 o'clock A.M. at Eaneuil

Hall to receive communications and suggestions. The Adjutant-General of

the Commonwealth also gave notice that in case of an attack during the

day two guns would be fired rapidly, and a red flag hoisted in the Navy
Yard; and if at night, three guns would be fired, two lanterns hoisted at the

Navy Yard, and the church bells tolled for half an hour.^ The Navy Yard

was so defenceless that little resistance could have been offered, and fears

were expressed for the " Independence," then ready to be launched ; and

in June, when the enemy appeared in force off the harbor, Commodore
Bainbridge entered into correspondence with General John Brooks, the

Adjutant-General of Massachusetts, suggesting measures for its defence.

In consequence of which the following General Order was issued: —
"Headquarters, Boston, June 13, 1S14.

"Commodore Bainbridge having solicited the services of the Company of New-

England Guards, commanded by Captain George Sullivan, for the defence of the Navy

Yard in Charlestown, and that corps having voluntarily expressed their ready dispo-

sition to meet the wishes of the Commodore, the Commander-in-Chief consents to the

arrangement, and orders Captain Sullivan to march without delay to that post, where

he will continue his command until further orders ; or otherwise until tlie object for

which the services were requested is accomplished.

" By his Excellency's command,

"J. Brooks, Adjutant- General."

In response to this order, on the afternoon of the 13th the Guards

assembled to the number of sixty-one, and with their six-pounders and bag-

gage encamped in the evening on the eminence above the magazine. Two
eighteen-pounders and the company's six-pounders were planted to com-

' On A])ril 3, when the news came from the that in their haste they had marched on without

commandant of the Navy \'ard that the " Con- a siip/-ly of ammunition. One of the company
stitution " was threatened by three frigates of was -Xbbott Lawrence, afterward our minister

the enemy, the New-England Guards of Boston to England ; and when the company was hastily

volunteered to march to her defence. Leaving summoned, Lawrence, unwilling to be left be-

their armory at 7 o'clock, P.M., they halted in hind, started on the march in pump-soled shoes,

front of the commandant's house, where they which soon became so uncomfortable that when
were informed by Commodore Bainbridge that the company was halted on Chelsea Bridge he

he would proceed at i o'clock A. M. with heavy bartered them with a countryman for a thick

artillery, and requested them to go on in ad- pair of brogans, giving him five dollars additional

vance ; they were, however, overtaken by his in exchange.

verbal order and directed to return, when, it hav- - [A statement of the protective measures

ing been ascertained that the " Constitution " taken at this time is given in Gencr.al Palfrey s

was safe in Salem harbor, the company was dis- chapter on " Boston Soldiery in War and Peace

missed,— not, however, before it was discovered in the present volume.— Ed.]

VOL. ni. — 44.
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mand Chelsea Bridge, over whicli it was apprehended an attack might be

made, and the camp of sixteen tents was fronted in the same direction.

The next day was occupied in raising breastworks; sham-fights and drills

followed for three days. A portion of each day was employed by them in

raising an embankment, which was completed on Sunday, and named " The

Guard's Fort." The Guards having assisted at the subsequent attempts to

launch the seventy-four, they were dismissed by the Commodore the next

day with his thanks for their services.^

No sooner was the " Independence " in the water, than Commodore Bain-

bridge hoisted his broad pennant on her, and guns were placed on board.

She was then anchored in connection with the " Constitution " so as to rake

the harbor and enfilade any squadron of boats which might attempt to carry

the Navy Yard. Twenty-four cannon were mounted on three small batteries

on the eastern embankment of the Navy Yard, and a line of palisades was

stretched across the wharf Some heavy cannon which commanded the

entrance of the Yard were placed in the rear of them
;
guns were also placed

so as to rake the entrance to the Mystic River.-

1 [The New England Guards had been organ-

ized September, iSi2, with Samuel Swett for

Captain. Proceedi)ti;s at the Fiftieth Anniversary

of the A't-M England Guards, Oct. 15, 186;.— Ed.]

- A committee from the governor and coun-

cil waited upon the commodore and requested

him to remove the "Independence" and "Con-

stitution " below the fort ; but he declined doing

so, as the fort could not co-operate with them, and

because in that position they would be subject to

the same fire as the fleet of the enemy- The com-

mittee argued that the public ships being the

e.\clusive object of attack, if they remained where

he had placed them, would draw the fire of the

enemy on the towns of Boston and Charlestown,

and involve them in the ruin of the national

property. Bainbridge replied with some warmth

that Government had confided to him an impor-

tant command, and no temporizing e.\pedients

would induce him to alter the system of defence

which he had planned. He was asked, " Should

the people of Boston decline all measures of de-

fence in consequence of his refusing to move
the ships to the places proposed, whether l/iat

would not induce him to yield ? " He firmly

replied, " No, nor any other consideration what-

ever. If," he added, " the people of Boston should

refuse to defend their houses and property, they

would have themselves alone to blame." The
public property did not belong to any particular

administration, but to the nation, and he re-

gretted to observe that a very small proportion

of the citizens should, in manifesting a hostility

to the one, give evidence of a want of proper

zeal in their duty to the other; he as an Amer-

ican would do all that was incumbent upon

him as an ofiicer of the United States. Bain-

bridge further informed the committee that he

would defend his command to the last e.\tremity,

let the consequences be what they might. If

the citizens chose to separate their interests from

those of the nation, the consequences must fall

where they were deserved ; duty and honor dic-

tated the course which he should pursue. In-

dividual influence in vain was brought to bear

upon him to induce him to change his plan of

defence, and he continued to devote all his en-

ergies to the organization and proper disposition

of his force.

It was proposed about this time to obstruct

the entrances of the harbor by sinking ships,

but this was strenuously objected to by Com-
modore Bainbridge ; and his course in this was
approved by the Secretary of the Navy, who,

in a long letter dated July 16, 1814, says: "It

is difficult to imagine a case so absurd as the

right of a State, much less a corporate body,

to block up a harbor of the United States in

which their naval arsenals are established and
their fleets prepared to seek the enemy." He
adds in conclusion :

" What you have proposed

to the town of Boston as a substitute for the

ruinous measure contemplated by its marine

committee appears to me to be well adapted to

the occasion, and fully adequate to the end.

You will therefore persevere in temperate e.v-

postulation, and the President trusts the commit-

tee will ultimately see the superior advantages

of your plan of defence, and the manifest objec-

tions to the course they propose to pursue." If

they still persisted, the commodore was ordered

to report the nature and e.vtent of the projected

obstructions, and the probable time of their

being placed.
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The danger e\'idcntl_\' increasing towards autumn, Major-General Dear-
born recci\cd instructions from the President for the defence of the north-

eastern military district ; and there ensued a conflict of authority between

him and the State authorities as to his riglit to call out and command the

militia as garrisons of the forts on the seaboard. The variance of opinion

between the State and national executives tended greatly to increase the

general alarm. Meetings were called all along the seaboard to recommend
strong measures for the common defence. The citizens of Boston were

called upon to assemble ; and impressed by the eloquence of their chairman,

the Hon. Harrison Gray Otis, they adopted without hesitation all the meas-

ures which had been suggested to him in a letter from Commodore Bain-

bridge, under date Sept. 3, 181 1. The militia was called out, redoubts and

breastworks were erected, and hulks were moored in the channel, prepared

to be sunk. The British commanding officer, on learning of these prepara-

tions, and that the spirit of the people was aroused, wisely withdrew from

his contemplated attack, and turned his course to the South.

Relieved from these apprehensions of attack, the commodore urged on the

completion of the "Independence;" and on October 22 he wrote to the sec-

retary unofficially: " I feel extremely anxious to get to sea this winter to

establish the fact that we are able successfully to fight Great Britain in other

classes of vessels than frigates and sloops of war. ... It will take, compar-

atively speaking, but a small sum to get the ' Independence ' to sea ; and

if she is sent, I pledge my life you will be gratified with the cruise." Un-
fortunately the guns of the " Independence " were at the Washington Navy
Yard, and could not be transported by land in the winter, and the danger of

their capture forbade a conve\ance by sea ; and in consequence she did not

get to sea until after the end of the war.'

Peace ha\ing been declared, there was a cessation of activitj' in all our

navy yards, which was felt in Boston as elsewhere, and improvements in

progress or projected came to a standstill.

The declaration of war with Algiers on March 2, 181 5, created a tempo-

rary excitement ; and Commodore Bainbridge, having been appointed to com-

mand our Mediterranean squadron, was relieved by Commodore Isaac Hull

as commandant of the station. Hoisting his broad pennant on the " In-

dependence," Bainbridge sailed from Boston July 3, 1815, accompanied by

the " Erie," " Chippewa," and " Lynx." A squadron which had sailed

from New York under Commodore Decatur was united to his command

;

so that after his arrival in the Mediterranean his force consisted of eigh-

teen or twenty sail, being the largest squadron which had ever been fit-

ted out by the United States.

' We learn from an official source that dur- States," twice j
" Chesapeake," three times ;

ing the war, notwithstanding the port was block- " Congress," four times. Sloops of war :
" Hor-

aded for a greater part of the time, the following net," twice; "Frolic," once; "John Adams,

United .States vessels of war passed in and out once. Bri^s 0/ war: "Argus," twice; " ^au-

of Boston, — \-\ame\y, J^n[^a/c-s : "Constitution," tilus," four times; "Rattlesnake" twice; " Si-

seven times ;
" President," four times ;

" United ren," twice.
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Our difficulty with Algiers having been satisfactorily and honorably ad-

justed, the squadron undei; Bainbridge — consisting of two frigates, seven

brigs, and three schooners— sailed from Gibraltar October 6, and arrived

at Newport, Rhode Island, Nov. 15, 1815. After distributing his force

between Boston and New York where the vessels were to be laid up, Bain-

bridge sailed in the " Independence " for Boston, where he arri\ed Dec. 7,

1815, having been absent five months. The " Independence" was retained

in commission as a guard-ship, flying Bainbridge's pennant as Port Captain,

which is the first instance of that office being created in our navy. He
continued in command of her and of the Boston station for several years,

Commodore Hull commanding at the Navy Yard. During this period the

" Independence " was fully officered and two-thirds manned, and was kept

in a perfect state of discipline and efficiency.

Three days after his arrival Bainbridge addressed a letter^ to Chaplain

Cheever Felch, establishing the first naval school for officers ever organized

in our navy, and which may therefore be said to be the parent of our pres-

ent naval academy at Annapolis.

In 1816 an official journal of the proceedings at the Yard — a sort of

shore log-book— was commenced, which has been continued down to the

present time, affiarding a good inde.K of all the principal events.-

1 United St.\tes Ship " I.ndependence,"

Boston Harbor, Dec. 10, 1S15.

Sir,— I have to direct that you open a naval

school within the Navy Yard at Charlestonn, in

such apartments as Captain Hull may assign to

you, for the purpose o£ instructing the officers

of the squadron in those branches of mathemat-

ics which appertain to their profession. The
school must be opened every day in the week,

Sunday excepted. The hours of study must be

from nine AM. to one P.M. You will daily re-

port to me the ofificers who attend. Once a

fortnight you will make to me a general report

of the respective branches of study in which
each officer is engaged, accompanied with can-

did remarks on their conduct, attention, and
•progress.

I am, etc.,

William Bai.neridge.
The Rev. Mr. Felch.

^ The first volumes are in the elegant hand-

writing of sailing-master Charles F. Waldo, and
open with the following " List of officers attached

to the Navy Yard, Charlestown, Mass., Jan. i,

l8l5 : Isaac Hull, commandant ; Richard M.
Winters, lieutenant; Samuel R. Trevctt, Jr. and
John A. Kearney, surgeons ; Lewis Deblois,

purser; Joseph Cross, Thomas B. Tilden, and Ed-

mund M. Russell, midshipmen; -Abram Walton,

boatswain; Matthew Rogers, gunner; Charles

K. Waldo and Robert Kno.v, sailing-masters;

Benjamin H. Fosdick, commandant's clerk

;

Thomas J. H. Cushing, assistant-surgeon; Ste-

phen G. Clarke, master's mate; John Johnson,

gunner; William , quartermaster; Fran-

cis Wyman, purser's steward; B. Evans, carpen-

ter,— total, nineteen officers. Petty officers:

one armorer's mate ; one sailing-master's mate ;

one carpenter's mate ; four men with gunner (for

•Constitution'); three boj's (officers'); two at-

tendants at commandant's; two cooks (hulk and

gunboat) ; one mate for ditto ; one gunner's yeo-

man (Uick Dunn); and nine men to work in

the yard,— forty-four in tola.'"

Major Caleb Gibbs was at this time, as he had

been for many years, the naval storekeeper. The
Secretary of the Navy, addressing Commodore
Hull concerning him, Jan. ^, 1816, says : "^Lljor

Gibbs, the naval store-keeper, is an old Revolu-

tionary officer of merit, and has held the station

since the commencement of our naval opera-

tions. I request your attention and indulgence

toward him as far as may be consistent with

public duty ; and you will be pleased to accom-

modate him at the Navy Yard with a room for

his office, and in every other way in which you

can render his situation agreeable to him. A re-

gard for his former services and respect for his

personal merit induce me to recommend Major

Gibbs to your benevolent disposition."

Major Gibbs was continued in office until

Dec. I, 1818, when George Bates was appointed

the storekeeper. He in turn w.as relieved after

twenty-two years of service by Seth J. Thomas,

Jan. I, 1S40. Major Gibbs was the first com-

mander of Washington's Body (or " Lite " )
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In 1818 the Navy Commissioners surveyed the harbor, and reported it

capacious and deep enough to be entered by any man-of-war, and that

twenty-five and a half feet could be taken over the bar at low tide. They

were further of the opinion that Boston harbor possessed many advantages

resulting from its natural means of defence,— its ample space for anchorage

in the lower harbor and Nantaskct Roads, its pro.ximity to materials for

naval construction, " and in the dense population of the town and its vicin-

ity ;

" nevertheless, " from the uncertainty of entrance into it, and that a

fair wind was requisite to enter President from Nantasket Roads, and that

occasionally it was obstructed by ice, and from the difficulty of getting to

sea in easterly weather, and its susceptibility of blockade, and the danger-

ous navigation of the bay in the winter," — the commissioners did not think

it advisable to establish a great national depot and rendezvous at Boston.

They, however, recommended retaining the establishment and connecting

it with a dry dock for occasional building and repair, and also that the

fortifications on George's, Long, Castle, Governor's, and Noddle's islands

should be strengthened.

For some years to come there were no signal transactions to notice ; but

a few items taken from the records may serve to show the course of cur-

rent events.'

In October, 18 19, Commodore Bainbridgc was ordered to serve as pres-

ident of a board of captains to convene at New York, to examine midship-

men for promotion. This was an outgrowth of his naval school, and the

first examination of midshipmen ; the result of which proved so beneficial

that now examinations into the physical, moral, and professional qualifica-

tions of an officer are made prior to every promotion or increase of rank

;

antl thus the worthy and intelligent are encouraged, and the indolent, igno-

rant, and profligate driven out of the service. Towards the close of the

year the Commodore was detached from the " Independence " and ordered

to the " Columbus," 74, then equipping at Washington, when eighteen of

the officers of the " Independence " addressed to him a letter of regret.

In 1820, May 16, Master Commandant William Branford Shubrick^ re-

Guard. His office was first in Katterymarch (afterward well known as Commodore William

Street, — the yard at the bottom of Milk Street Compton Bolton), and Lieutenant Francis 15.

being lea.sed for naval purposes. When Wash- White, of the Marine Corps, both officers of the

ington visited Boston in 1789, he appointed eight "Independence." It was fought on Noddle's

o'clock, A.M., as the hour when he would leave Island, not far from the present Border Street

for .Salem. The cavalry company which was to in East Boston, between two elm trees. Lieu-

escort him, not understanding his punctuality, tenant White was instantly killed. Lieutenant

paraded in Tremont Street after his departure. Finch was born in England. His mother was said

and it was not until he had passed Charlestown to have been an actress of the name of Finch

;

liridge that it overtook him. Washington said his father, the Earl of Bolton. He entered the

to Gibbs, who commanded the troop when it navy as a midshipman in 1806; changed his name

overtook him: "I thought. Major Gibbs, you to William Compton Bolton in 1S33 to inherit

had been too long in my family not to know some property, and died in Genoa while in com-

when it was eight o'clock." mand of the United States squadron in the Mcd-

• A passing notice may be given to the duel iterranean, in 1849.

which took place Sept. 25^ 1S19, between Lieu- '^ [See Harper's Monthly, August, 1S76.

—

tenant William V,. Finch, United States Navy Ed ]
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ported for duty as the executive officer of the Yard ; he was the first officer

so designated in orders. June 1 1, the men were all mustered at ten o'clock,

A.M., and with all the officers of the station attended divine service in the

sail-loft, the Rev. Cheever Felch officiating. This was the first service of the

kind held within the Navy Yard. On June 15 work was discontinued to

allow the men to witness the execution of three pirates in Boston.

^

[Sec Mr. J. P. Quincy's chapter.— Ed]
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On August 23, 1823, at i P.M., Commodore Isaac Hull delivered over

the command of the Navy Yard, which he had held for eight years and

five months, to Commodore William Bainbridge, who had been his prede-

cessor. A committee of the citizens of Charlestown received Bainbridge

at the draw of the bridge and escorted him to the town hall, where a colla-

tion was provided. The committee then attended him to the Navy Yard

gate, where he was received by Major Wainwright and a guard of marines,

who conducted him to Commodore Hull.

In September the commissioners completed the purchase from Dr.

Aaron Dexter of a site for a naval hospital in Chelsea, for which $18,000

was paid from the fund in the Treasury which had been deducted from the

pay of the officers, seamen, and marines of the navy.-

On March 12, 1824, there was a mutiny in the Massachusetts State

Prison, which the marines, under Major Wainwright, were called upon to

suppress. Three convicts had been sentenced to be publicly whipped in

the prison yard, and were in the solitary cells waiting punishment. An
officer of the prison entered one of the cells, when the prisoner sprang

upon him and locked him in, and then opened the doors of the other two

cells. The three prisoners thus released then ordered the officer to give

the signal at the guard-room door that all was right, while they stood ready

to rush through when the door was opened and secure the guard and arms.

The officer refusing to comply with their orders, they threatened to kill

him, and he was forced back into a cell and locked in. The alarm having

been given, the prisoners rushed from the workshops armed with clubs,

knives, hammers, chisels, and every variety of weapon attainable, and

formed a band whose strength, vileness, and reckless daring could hardly

be equalled. Men of all ages and characters, dressed in the motley garb of

the institution, gathered together for the purpose of preventing the punish-

ment of their comrades. Finally a subordinate officer despatched a request

to Major Wainwright for assistance. On his arrival Major Wainwright was

requested to order his men to fire down upon the convicts through the little

' In 1S02, by order of the Secretary of the Mystic River. It furnishes accommod.ition for

Navy, five acres of land in the north-east corner all the sick or wounded officers, seamen, and

of the Navy Yard was assigned to the Treasury marines of the navy at Boston, Portsmouth, N.

Department for a Marine Hospital, on which a H., and New London, Conn.; and for all the in-

hospital with all the necessary outbuildings was valids from our naval vessels on foreign stations

erected and enclosed with a picket-fence from which may come into the port of Boston. There

the Navy Yard. In 1825 this property was re- was originally one hundred and fifteen acres in

transferred to the Navy Department, upon the the tract ; there now remain about seventy-five,

payment to the Treasury Department of 512,875, the remainder having been transferred to the

the estimated value of the buildings, and a Ma- ordnance department of the navy, and to the m,a-

rine Hospital was erected in Chelsea. The hos- rines' hospital service. The hospital building is

pital building in the yard was pulled down the of granite, one hundred and forty-nine feet by

same year, and on the site was erected a block seventy-one, and was completed in 1S36. A wnig

of four dwelling-houses, which are still occupied was added in 1865. It is capable of accommo-

as officers' quarters. They were first occupied dating one hundred sick comfortably. T he par-

August, 1826. ticular merit of this hospital is that it is the only

The United .States Naval Hospital at Chel- Naval Hospital on the Atlantic coast which is

sea is beautifully situated on the left bank of the absolutely free from malarial poison.
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windows, first with powder, and then with ball, until they surrendered. He
took a wiser as well as a bolder course. Relying upon the effect of a firm

determination upon men so situated, he ordered the door thrown wide

open, and marched into the hall at the head of thirty men, and formed them

opposite the crowd of criminals grouped at the other end. He then ad-

dressed them, and said he would not quit that hall alive until every convict

had returned to his duty. The convicts replied that some of them were ready

to die, and only waited his attack, and swore they would fight to the end

unless the flogging was remitted. Major Wainwright now ordered his men
to load their muskets, and directed each man to hold up to view the bullet

which he was to drop into his gun. This only caused a growl of deter-

mined resistance on the part of the convicts. The guns being loaded, the

next order to the marines was to take aim. Still not a prisoner stirred,

except more firmly to grasp his weapon. Major Wainwright then took out

his watch, and turning to the convicts, while his men kept their pieces

^/fS2-STj

l^ia'i', «.3.:u<i-Sl..t
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AUTOGRAPHS OF THE COMMANDANTS.*

aimed at them, said: " You must leave this hall. I give you three minutes

to decide. If at the end of that time a man remains he shall be shot dead.

I speak no more." No more tragic situation than this can be conceived

:

at one end of the hall a fearless band of desperate and powerful men

' In addition to these commandant.s there

were at several times, though not continuously,

" port captains," who commanded all the naval

forces afloat. Thus Captain William Bainbridge

was port captain from 1815 to 1819,— making
his service in Boston harbor from 1812 to 1824

almost continuous. Captain John Downes, the

commandant from 1S35 '° 1S4:!. and again from

1849 to 1S52, was port captain from 1842 to

1841;, — the entire period of the command of his

successor as commandant. Rear .Admiral Hi-

ram Paulding, a son of one of the captors of

Major Andre, was the port captain in 1S69-70.

Since that date the office has been abolished.

The twenty-two commandants have had con-

siderable professional reputation. The first

commandant, whose command extended over

VOL. UI. — 45.

eleven years, died in office in 181 1. He saw ser-

vice during the War of the Revolution, and was

the first commander of the frigate " Constitu-

tion." Hull and Bainbridge, who alternated in

the command for fourteen years, as well as Mor-

ris, who commanded for five years, made glori-

ous records in the war of 1S12-14. Downes
also, whose several commands extended over

ten vears, commanded the Essex "Junior" in

the famous Bay of Valparaiso fight. Elliott was

second in command at the battle of Lake Erie.

Gregory and J. B. Nicholson made honorable

records in the War of 1812. Stringham, whose

command extended over seven years, obtained

the thanks of Congress for his services at Hat-

teras Inlet during the Civil War. Commodore

Parker, Sr., was selected at one time to organ-
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awaiting the assault; at the other, a small squad of well-disciplined marines

waiting with levelled muskets the order to fire; the commander counting

the tickings of his watch to give the signal. For two minutes not a person

or muscle was moved, not a sound heard, except the labored breathing of

the infuriated wretches. At the expiration of two minutes, during which

they had faced the ministers of death unfalteringly, two or three in the

rear went slowly out; a few more followed, dropping out quietly and delib-

erately, and before the last half minute had expired every man was struck

by the panic, and the hall was cleared.

On March i6, 1824, work was begun on the building ways for a sloop-of-

war. On the 13th of May her keel was laid, and at i P.M., October 15, the

sloop-of-war " Boston," of seven hundred tons burden, was launched.^

December 22, the Secretary of the Navy ordered the seventy-four which

was first begun Oct. 19, 1822, to be named the "Virginia,"^ and the seventy-

four number two the " Vermont," and the forty-four gun ship to be called

the "Cumberland." By another order, dated April 27, 1827, the names

of the seventy-fours were reversed, number one becoming the " Vermont,"

and number two the " Virginia." The " Vermont " as thus named was

launched in 1853, and is now a receiving hulk at the New York Yard.

The " Virginia," after remaining on the stocks for fifty years, was ordered

to be cut up in 1874,— an operation which is not yet completed.

June I, 1826, the keel of the sloop-of-war "Warren" was laid, and

November 29 she was successfully launched and hauled upon the flats, and

careened to finish coppering her. Feb. 11, 1827, the harbor was shut up

with ice, but on the 22d the " Warren," Master Commandant Lawrence

Kearney, sailed for the Mediterranean, where she did good service against

the pirates of the Grecian Archipelago. March i, the keel of the sloop-of-

war "Falmouth" was laid, and she was launched November 3. Her cost,

when ready for sea, was $120,931.50.

In 1827 the stone dry dock was begun, under the superintendence of

ize the navy of the German Confederation; and Commodore Spicer died in command in the

his son. Commodore Fo.\hall A. Parker, distin- commandant's house, Nov. 29, 187S; his funeral

guished as a writer and for his services in the was conducted without military or other parade
Civil War, died a few months after relinquishing or ceremony, by his particular request,
his command, at the Naval Academy at .<\nnapo- Not one of the commandants was Boston
lis, whither he had been called to its superintend- born, and only Commodore John Downes, who
ency. Hudson and Montgomery, who conducted was born in Canton, in 1784, was a native of
the affairs of the Yard through the period of the Massachusetts. Of the twenty-two command-
Civd War, were brave and distinguished offi- ants only four are now living ; namely, Rodgers,
cers; Hudson was the .second in command of Nichols, Steedman, and Ransom,— the latter

Wilkes's exploring e.\pedition. Rodgers is the now in command.
present superintendent of the Naval Observa- ' She was the fourth vessel of war to re-

tory, and has a well-known naval record. Nich- ceive that name, and is reported to have cost
ols, Parrott, Steedman, Spicer, and Ransom, the §109,156. After twenty years of almost constant
present incumbent, all made good records in service, she was wrecked on the Island of Eleu-
the Rebellion,— Nichols (now the Chief of the thera. West Indies, in 1S46.

Bureau of Yards and Docks) and Ransom, with - From a newspaper of that date wc learn

Farragut at New Orleans ; Parrott and Steed- that it was at first proposed to call her " The
.man, with Duportt at Port Royal and elsewhere. Massachusetts."
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Loammi Baldwin, Esq., who had been commissioned in the previous August
to mai<e estimates. It appears from the Yard journal that the first "steam

tow-boat load of stone" for it was received August 23, and that the stone

wall of the dock was begun the next day. The dock was not completed

until 1S34.

Up to 1828 the improvements in the several navy yards had been with-

out any organized plan; but on March 3, 1827, Congress enacted a law

directing the President to cause the navy yards of the United States to be

thoroughly examined, and plans to be prepared for their improvement, etc.,

from which no deviation but by his special order was to be made. The
President appointed Commodores Bainbridge, Chauncey, and Morris to carry

this law into effect, and Loammi Baldwin engineer to aid them in their

surveys, and in forming plans, etc. This board commenced its labors in

1827, but did not complete them until 1829. The plan for the Charlestown

Navy Yard was completed and issued Aug. 1 1, 1828, and (see plan) has since

governed all the improvements, with such modifications as have become

necessary by the advance of naval science and the modern requirements in

the equipment, armament, and construction of vessels of war. Railroads

have supplanted canals, and steam power, heavy ordnance, and iron and

iron-clad ships have combined to modify essentially the plan of 1827.-'

July 20, 1832, Commodore Charles Morris, having been commissioned as

one of the Navy Board, was relieved as Commandant by Commodore Wil-

liam Bainbridge. Jan. 23, the commissioners authorized the gun carriages

of the saluting battery to be made of iron, which is probably the first in-

stance of metallic gun carriages being used in our own or any other naval

service.

On account of ill health Commodore Bainbridge obtained permission to

pass the winter months in Philadelphia, and left the Yard in command of

Master Commandant Joseph Smith.'^ He returned and resumed active com-

mand of the station, Jan. 10, 1833, but soon failed again, and was informed

by his physicians that his case was hopeless. On March 21 he wrote this

touching letter to the secretary: "My health is so bad, and this climate so

severe, that it renders it necessary for me to ask the favor to be relieved

from my present command on the ist of May next. In making this request

I feel confident our excellent President will grant it, with your approba-

tion, to one who has served his country as commander nearly thirty-five

years most zealously, and, as he trusts, most faithfully." He failed rap-

idly, and on April 13 wrote his last letter to the Department, turning over

the command to Captain Smith temporarily, until the arrival of Commo-

dore Jesse Duncan Elliott, appointed to take command on the 1st of May.

The death of Commodore Bainbridge, who had been so long and so much

identified with the station, took place at the naval asylum in Philadelphia,

July 27, 1833. When wandering in mind he raised himself up with a last

effort, called for his arms, and ordered all to board the enemy. He was

1 See plan of iSSo. - For many years Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks.
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fifty-nine years, two months, and twenty-one days old. On July 30 the

flags at Charlestown Navy Yard, and at all the other naval stations, were

half-masted, and a commodore's salute of minute guns fired.

In 1834 the dry dock was finished,^ having cost $677,089.78, when trans-

ferred by the constructing engineer to the commandant.^

The new commandant, Commodore Elliott, was a man of rough man-

ners,—whence he obtained the sobriquet of "Old Bruin,"— and of an

active and despotic disposition. He at once instituted changes and re-

forms in the methods of administration, which, added to the reputation he

had acquired at the battle of Lake Erie and as the second of Barron in his

unfortunate duel with Decatur, made him unpopular with his officers, and

were the occasion of several reports and courts-martial. He also, from his

extreme partisan worship of his idol— General Jackson — soon became un-

popular with the citizens of Boston, who at the time were strongly of the

opposite side of politics.

' In 185S-60 the dock was lengthened sixty-

five feet at the head, modern vessels havhig out-

grown its capacity.

- Before the dock was entirely completed it

was decided to dock the " Constitution." Ac-

cordingly she was admitted June 24, being the

second ship of war ever docked in the United

States,— the "Delaware," 74, having been en-

tered into the Norfolk Dry Dock on June 17,

a week previous. The docking of the " Con-

stitution" was made a great occasion. All the

officers were assembled in full dress, and Martin

Van Buren, the Vice-President of the United

States, Lewis Cass, Secretary of War, and Levi

Woodbury were present; and Commodore Hull
appeared once more upon her deck in com-
mand. The President of the United States,

General Andrew Jackson, was only prevented

by illness from being present. Commodore El-

liott, however, in a speech at Hagerstown, Mary-
land, Nov. 14, 1S33, s.ays that the President 7uas

onboard: "General Jackson became the guest
of the State by invitation of the Legislature, and
the time of his visit was seized upon as an aus-

picious season for bringing the trophy of the

nation, Old Ironsides, into the cradle which was
originally built for her reception. On this occa-

sion there were on board of her the President

of the United States and his Cabinet, His E.x-

cellency the Governor of Massachusetts, my es-

timable friend Joel N. Poinsett, of South Car-

olina, and last, not least, Commodore Hull, the

man who first broke the charm of British naval

invincibility on the ocean, together with such offi-

cers and men who had participated in the various

battles in which that noble frigate was engaged.

Thus you will see that I had four important em-
blems of the old vessel's glory,— Jackson, the

hero who had but a short time before declared

that 'the Conslituliou ! it must and shall be pre-

served!^ the Hon. J. N. Poinsett, of South Car-

olina, the State in which her timbers grew ; the

Hon. Levi Lincoln, of the Commonwealth in

which she received her architectural construc-

tion ; and Commodore Hull and the brave officers

and men who had gloriously sustained her amid
the battle's rage."

The old frigate, when in the dock, presented a

most venerable appearance, her bottom being en-

crusted with mussels, and her ornamental work
being all stripped off. She was rebuilt under
the superintendence of naval constructor Josiah

Barker, and emerged from the dock June 21,

1S34, virtually a new ship, having been three

days short of a year in it. While care was taken

to preserve her model and dimensions, scarcely

a timber of her frame above the keel and floor

timbers was retained.

[ Josiah Barker, who was bom in Marshfield,

in 1763, had served in the Revolution, both in

the army and navy, sailing with Manly in the

" Hague," among the West Lidies. He had be-

gun a shipyard as early as 1795, "'here now the

Navy Yard is, and later he built vessels near the

old State-prison. He built the " Independence,"

"Virginia," "Vermont," "Frolic," "Marion,"
"Cyane," and " Bainbridge," and subsequently

the " Portsmouth" at the Kittery yard. (Drake's

Landmarks of Middlesex, 41. H. H. Edes's Me-
morial of Josiah Barker, privately printed, 1S71.)

It should be remembered that while a Charles-

town mechanic rebuilt her, it was a Boston poet
who so led and sustained public opinion in a

protest against breaking her up, that the order

for her destruction was reversed; and this adds
another claim for the old craft to be considered

peculiarly a Boston ship. The reader will recall

Holmes's " Ay, tear her tattered ensign down,"
and his indignant dread lest "The harpies of the

shore shall pluck the eagle of the sea."— EdJ.
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The day after he had assumed the command he informed the Department

that the young gentlemen (midshipmen) were without an instructor, and in

consequence Mr. Duncan Bradford was immediately appointed a teacher

of mathematics and languages; but the school was not organized until the

middle of August. The school proved such a success, that by a general

order issued a few months later similar schools were established at the

navy yards near Norfolk and New York. This order was followed by a

series of regulations, drawn up by the Navy Commissioners, for the gov-

ernment of the midshipmen and the school, which seemed to be the re-

sult of measures taken on board the " Independence," in Boston Harbor,

in 181 5, and out of which has finally come the present naval academy at

Annapolis.^

The event of Elliott's administration which occasioned the most excite-

ment was his placing a figure of Jackson on the bow of the " Constitution
"

when she was rebuilt. His intention becoming known, the people very

soon manifested symptoms of indignation that the historic frigate should

be made to serve what was thought to be a partisan purpose. Com-
modore Elliott informed the Secretary of the Navy, in a letter dated Feb.

24, 1834, enclosing an obnoxious handbill, that the image was ordered in

the summer of 1833, under the following circumstances: —
" Shortly after the President had left Boston, I conversed with the architect (Mr.

Barker) who was to superintend the repairs of the ' Constitution,' about the propriety

of putting a figure on her for a head, and concluded to do so, as she had been thus or-

namented originally.'^ The person who had been in the habit of carving the orna-

ments for our vessels of war (Laban S. Beecher) was therefore directed to make for

her a figure of the President of the United States, dressed as represented at the Her-

mitage, holding in his hand a scroll with this motto, ' The Constitution, it must be

preserved .'^ taken from the remarks which you made on her deck at the time she

was received into dock, under direction of the officer (Commodore Hull) who com-

manded her when she took the ' Guerriere.' I furthermore directed him to carve

' H.Tving set the niidshi|)men at their studies, son remained on the ship until she was hauled

the Commodore ne.\t turned his attention to the up for repair in Philadelphia, in 1874, when it

religious instruction of the otificers and men un- was taken off and set up in the Philadelphia

der his command, in which he was not quite so Yard; when that yard was abandoned in 1876, it

successful. His attempt to coerce the officers of was sent to the naval academy at Annapolis,

differing beliefs into one and the same manner Md., and set up in the grounds, where it now is.

of worship created a commotion ; but of these This full-length figure was much too large for

and other aggressive measures there is no space the ship, to be symmetrical. A little boy, criti-

to speak' here. cising the statue when it was in the Philadelphia

2 The original figure-head of the " Constitu- Yard, said that General Jackson must have been

tion" was a bust of Hercules, with uplifted club, run into his pantaloons, for there was no seam

carved by the Messrs. Skilling, of Boston. This or buttons to them. The billet head of 1812 was

was shot from her bow and mutilated in the sent to Philadelphia to be replaced on the bow

action before Tripoli, but was long worn in its of the old ship, but was found to be so decayed

mutilated condition. It was replaced by a bil- that another of like shape was substituted for

let head, which was worn throughout the war of it, which is now on her. See Life of CommoJcre

1812. Taken from her bow in 1834 this billet Elliott, by a citizen of New York, published for

head occupied a conspicuous position attached to the author in Philadelphia, 1835, for a " History

a lamp post, until 1876, on one of the principal of the Figure Head of the United States frigate

avenues in the Boston Yard. The statue of Jack- ' Constitution.'
"
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the busts of Hull, Bainbridge, and Stewart for her stern ornaments, thus presenting

our chief magistrate, and the three successful commanders of that favorite ship, in an

attitude which I deemed higlily honorable to the navy and the nation. Prompted by

my own feelings of respect, . . . and aware of the honors conferred upon General

Jackson during his late tour of the State of Massachusetts, and her literary institu-

tions, and more particularly by the inhabitants of Boston and the neighboring towns,

I considered that in putting his figure upon the stem of the ' Constitution,' I would

be uniting with them in their demonstration of respect, and doing an act which would

be acceptable to our whole corps. ... I have never heard the fitness of the orna-

ment questioned until this week. . . . There is no question this handbill is gotten up

for present political purposes ; and had the figure-head been put on the frigate at the

time of the President's visit, many who now express such intemperate opinions would

have been equally zealous in raising it with acclamations to its appropriate place. /

had 710 political motives whatever in placing thefigure there, as politics are not suffered

to be the subject of communication or action within the Yard. I did not bring the sub-

ject to you before, as I knew that custom furnished me a precedent, my predecessors

having ornamented ships with figures, eagles, and billet heads at their option." '

Two days later we find the commodore writing to the secretary:—
" I have further satisfied myself that the excitement got up at that time was only

for political effect. The enclosed letter - will show the disposition of the raisers of

this excitement. ... If the figure-head of the ' Constitution ' should be changed to

please them, there is no telling what they will ask next, as they now demand the re-

moval of the inscription from the head of the dry dock. The excitement has nearly

passed away since it has become known that the figure-head was ordered by myself six

months ago, unbeknown to the Government, yet. fully knozvn to one of the most active

movers in the excitement."

The Navy Commissioners wrote to the commodore in answer that he

might carry out his intentions regarding the figure-head, or place it on the

' The haiKll)ill referred to by the Commo- Decatur, or the valiant Porter, and not that

dore was as follows :

—

of a tyrant. Let us not give up the ship, but

"FREEMEN, AWAKE! or the Coitslitu- nail the flag of the Union to the masthead, and

tion will sink. It is a fact that ' the Old Glory* let her ride the mountain wave triumphant, with

President ' has issued his special order for a none aboard but the sons of liberty, all flesh

colossal figure of his royal self, in Roman cos- and blood, having the hearts and souls of Free-

tume, to be placed as a figure-head on Old Iron- men.

sides!!! Where is the spirit of '76? where "North Enders! shall this Boston-built ship

the brave tars who fought and conquered in be thus disgraced without remonstrance? Let

the glorious ship? where the mechanics, and this wooden god, this old Roman, building at

where the Bostonians, who have rejoiced over the expense of $300 of the people's money, be

her achievements ? Will they see the figure of presented to the office-holders, who glory in

a land lubber at her bows? No! let the cry be, such worship; but for God's sake save the
'All hands on deck! 'and save the ship by a time- SHIP from this foul disgrace!

ly remonstrance, expressing our indignation in "A North Ender."

a voice of thunder! Let us assemble in the

cradle of liberty! all hands up for the Constitu- " North End, 24th.

tion. Let the figure-head (if mortal man be We have made you abandon the Constitu-

worthy) be that of the brave Hui.i,, the immortal tion; take Jackson's name off the Dock, or in

• I, „.,. •!,• .1 . ,1- . w .- .« " nij n\ .. forty-eight hours you breathe no more.• Is not tins the earnest allusion to Old Gior\*. a ' ^ ^

name so often associated dxiring the war of the Kebetlion MaW NORTH ENDERS.
with our tlag, by its defenders? Commodore Elliott, Navy Yard.
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bow of one of the seventy-fours building, as he saw fit, beUeving the latter

most appropriate ; but the busts of the na\-al heroes for the stern, if not too

far advanced, might be dispensed with.'

On March 20, the carver informed the commodore that three respect-

able citizens had offered him $1,500 to be allowed to carry away the image

in the. night, and added he could, if disposed, realize $20,000 for it; and

further, so great was the excitement, " the head " was not safe in his shop.^

In consequence the commodore sent a boat the next morning in charge

of Sailing-Master Hixon, who received the figure in a box and conveyed it

to the Navy Yard, where it was completed, and placed, April 28, upon the

ship while still in the dock.

Of what happened after the ship left the dock, and was hauled into the

stream, the commodore makes report: —
" Some one last night, in spite of the sentinel and watch on board the ' Colum-

bus,' seventy-four, found means to mutilate the statue of Jackson upon the bow of

the ' Constitution,' during a severe storm of wind and rain. Suspicion at first rested

upon the marine on post and the ship keeper ; but it seems to me at present more

probable that some person from outside the yard concealed himself on board ship dur-

ing the day, and at night when the storm raged at its highest accomplished his work

and made his escape. Immediately upon learning the outrage this morning, I sent

for the carver of the head and demanded the names of the individuals who offered

him the bribe previous to its removal from his charge. These he declined giving me
until compelled to do so in due course of law, as he was under a charge of secrecy.

From this and other circumstances I am satisfied that the head was removed by some

person who was acting under the influence of a bribe ; but a small part of the head,

however, was mutilated, and that part will ije replaced immediately. I am sorry to

say that I perceive a hostile feeling existing against the continuance of this ornament

in the highest circles of those opposed to the .Administration." '

It is now known that the daring deed was committed by one unaided,

enthusiastic young man,— Samuel P. Dewey,— who I believe still lives, in

hale old age, to repeat the story, and to tell what he did with the trophy of

his exploit. His story, as he gave it to Mr. Drake,* in 1874, is as follows:

' The busts, however, were made, and did doing it for nothing. The plaster bust which

until recently, and I believe do still, ornament the carver took as his model for the head, is

her stern. preserved in the Museum of the Naval Librarj'

- In an address at Hagerstown, Md., in 1843, and Institute at the Navy Yard.

Commodore lilliott said he received orders to * The Hon. Mahlon Dickenson, who had

repair the ship "as she originally was ;
" and succeeded the Hon. Levi Woodbury as Secre-

the impression being still upon his mind of her tary of the Navy, visiting the Yard soon after

mutilated figure of Hercules when in the Medi- this occurrence, in company with the Commis-

terrancan, he proceeded to have a figure made sioners, ordered the canvas covering over the

of that classic hero, and the artist was at work mutilated head continued upon it, saying no re-

upon it when he (the commodore) was frequently pairs or alterations should be made while the

and earnestly importuned by prominent citizens ship remained in Boston. Several of the "solid"

of lioston to place the head of J.-ickson upon merchants of Boston gave Commodore Elliott

their favorite ship. Yielding to their solicita- to understand that if he would remove the ob-

tions, he asked the artist if he could change the no.xious figure from the ship, any substitute he

head to a likeness of Jackson, and the artist might order would be paid for by them

was so delighted with the idea that he proposed Landmarks of Old MiJMestx, p. 41.
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"'Old Ironsides' was moored with her head to the west, between the 74's

' Columbus ' and ' Independence.' The former had a large number of men on

board, and a sentinel was placed where he could keep the figurehead in view ; an-

other was posted on the wharf near at hand, and a third patrolled the forecastle of

the 'Constitution.' From an open port of the 'Columbus,' the light fell upon the

graven features all these precautions were designed to protect. On the night of

the 2d of July occurred a thunder-storm of unusual violence. The lightning played

around the masts of the shipping, and only by its lurid flash could any object be

distinguished in the blackness. Young Dewey— he was only twenty-eight— un-

moored his boat from Billy Gray's wharf, in Boston, and, with his oar muffled in

an old woollen comforter, sculled out into the darkness. He had reconnoitered the

position of the ships by day, and was prepared at all points. At length he found

himself alongside the ' Independence,' the outside ship, and worked his way along

her big, black side, which served to screen him from observation. Dewey climbed

up the 'Constitution's' side by the man-ropes, and ensconced himself in the bow,

protected by the head-boards, only placed on the ship the same day. He extended

himself on his back, and in this position sawed off the head. While here he saw

the sentry on the wharf from time to time looking earnestly towards the spot where

he was at work ; but the lightning and the storm each time drove the guard back to

the shelter of his box.

" Having completed his midnight assassination, Dewey regained his boat, to find

her full of water. She had swung under a scupper of the ship, and had received the

torrent that poured from her deck. In this plight, but never forgetting the head he

had risked his life to obtain, Dewey reached the shore. . . . After the excitement

caused by the affair— and it was of no ordinary kind— had sul)sided, Dewey packed

up the grim and corrugated features he had decapitated, and posted off to Washing-

ton. At Philadelphia his secret leaked out, and he was obliged to exhibit his prize to

John Tyler and Willie P. Mangum, afterward President and acting Vice-President of

the United States, who were then investigating the affairs of the United States Bank.

These grave and reverend seigniors shook their sides as they regarded the colossal

head now brought so low, and parted with Captain Dewey with warm and pressing

offers of service.

" The Captain's intention to present the head to General Jackson himself was

frustrated by the dangerous illness of the President, to whom all access was denied.

He, however, obtained an audience of Mr. Van Buren, the Vice-President. Upon
Dewey's announcing himself as the person who had taken off the ' Constitution's

'

figure-head, Mr. Van Buren gave a great start, and was thrown off his usual balance.

Recovering himself, he demanded the particulars of the exploit, which seemed to

afford him no small satisfaction. Captain Dewey wished him to receive the head.

'Go to Mr. Dickenson,' said the Vice-President; 'it belongs to his department; say

you came from me.' To Mahlon Dickenson, Secretary of the Navy, Dewey accord-

ingly went. The venerable secretary was busily engaged with a heap of papers, and
requested his visitor to be brief. This hint was not lost on the captain, who said :

' Mr. Dickenson, I am the person who removed the figure-head from the " Constitu-

tion," and I have brought it with me for the purpose of returning it to the Govern-

ment.' The secretary threw himself back in his chair, pushed his gold-bowed

spectacles with a sudden movement up on his forehead, and regarded with genuine

astonishment the man who, after evading the most diligent search for his discovery.
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now came fonvard and made this voluntary avowal. Between amazement and choler,

the old gendeman could scarce stutter out :
' You, sir ! You ! What, sir ! Did you

have the audacity to disfigure a ship of the United States Navy?'— ' Sir, I took the

responsibility. — ' Well, sir, I'll have you arrested immediately ;
' and the secretary

took up the bell to summon a messenger. ' Stop, sir !
' said the captain, ' You can-

not inflict any punishment. I can only be sued for a trespass, and in the county

where 'the offence was committed. Say the word, and I will go back to Charlestown,

and await my trial ; but if a Middlese-x jury don't give me damages, my name is not

Dewey.' The captain had explored the ground, and there was no statute at that

time against defacing ships of war, and he knew it. Mr. Dickenson, an able lawyer,

reflected a moment, and then put down his bell. ' You are right, sir,' said he ;
' and

now tell me all about the affair.' Tlie captain remained some time closeted with the

secretary, of whose treatment he had no reason to complain." '

Commodore Elliott sailed in the "Constitution" on the 3d of March

for New York, and so concluded his stormy command of the Boston Yard.

His successor, Commodore John Downes, assumed charge on the i6th

of March. Commodore Downes continued the commandant for seven

years and three months, until May 31, 1842,— a longer continuous com-

mand of the station than has ever been held by any one, except the first

Superintendent, Commodore Samuel Nicholson, whose command extended

from 1800 to 1812. Commodore Downes was also the commandant from

March, 1849, to May, 1852, another period of three years; so that his

administrations cover a greater time than any other commandant's before

or since.

The " Independence," 74, the second vessel that was docked, having

been razeed to a fine frigate,^ took on board the United States Minister

1 A nephew of Mr. Dewey, in a communica- ceived in Wheeling, Va., the bells were rung,

tion to the Boston Eveniiis; Transcript, Feb. 16, and the people, in a public meeting, passed

1875, confirmed Mr. Drake's account, and added: resolutions approving the act.

"The morning after the figure-head was gone. The "Constitution" finally sailed from Bos-

all Boston was in commotion, and Sam Dewey ton for New York with its mutilated figure of

was missing. The boots he wore the day before Jackson on her bow covered with canvas, painted

were hanging on a line in the back-yard, and his to represent the American flag. At New York
mother, having a strong suspicion th.at she knew the head was replaced; and, in order to secure

who did the deed, confirmed the same by touch- it against similar assaults, a copper bolt was

ing her tongue to the boots, and ascertained that driven perpendicularly through it into the body

they had been wet by salt water." of the figure.

After the deed, Commodore Elliott posted a 2 " ji,e ' Independence,' " says the Boston

marine sentinel, with an officer constantly by Post of that day, "is now one of the most

his side at night, to defend the figurehead from elegantly-modelled, commodious, and efficient

further mutilation; and Commodore E. reported ships in the navy. She has a battery of si.\ty

to the Secretary of the Navy " that on the 5th 32-pounders, thirty long guns on her main-

of July [he was probably mistaken] a second deck, and an equal number of medium guns on

attempt was made to carry off a larger portion her spar-deck. She is pierced for si.vty-four

of the figure, which was discovered, one of the guns, and her stern ports may in an e.vigency

actors being probably drowned in attempting to be converted into a battery, by changing the

escape, while the other succeeded in passing the position of the aft and bow guns. The aggre-

wall. The boat [he adds] in which the attempt gate weight of the guns on the main-deck is

was made was captured, and is now at the yard." 1,767 cwt , and on the spar-deck, 1,505 cwt. Her

The excitement, and how far it extended, may length, 200 feet ; beam, 52 ;
depth from spar-

be realized by stating the fact that when the deck to hold, 30 ; depth between the beams and

news of the mutilation of the figure was re- main-deck, 6 ft. i inch, an amount of space

VOL. HI. —46.
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to Russia, Hon. Gebrge M. Dallas and suite, and May 20, 1837, sailed,

under the command of Commodore John B. Nicholson, from Boston.

There can be no doubt that the change made this ship the finest and

heaviest frigate-built vessel of her time. On her arrival at Portsmouth,

England, she was visited by the chief naval authorities, who expressed

their admiration of her fine proportions and size ; and the Admiralty soon

after issued orders to lay down vessels of like character and capacity, and

to razee several ships of the line to vessels of the same class.'

Another historic vessel was launched from the Yard when, on May 24,

1842, the frigate "Cumberland" slid from her ways.^ She was a fine

frigate of one thousand seven hundred and twenty-six tons, rated as a forty-

four, but mounting sixty guns, and was built at a cost of $357,475. She

served two cruises in the Mediterranean as Commodore S. H. Stringham's

and Commodore Joseph Smith's flag-ship, and in 1S46 as Commodore D.

Connor's flag-ship in the Gulf of Mexico, and saw other service. She was

afterward razeed into a decked sloop-of-war, or corvette, mounting twenty-

two heavy guns, and was finally sunk by the rebel ironclad "Virginia"

(Merrimac), in the memorable conflict in Hampton Roads, March, 1862.^

On Oct. 29, 1852, the United States steamer " Princeton No. 2" was

launched. It is interesting to note that she was the successor of " Prince-

ton No. I," broken up in the Yard, and was built to contain her engines.

The first " Princeton " was not only the first screw steamship added to

our navy, but was also the first man-of-war screw steamship in the world.

Mention should be made of still another famous craft. On Jul)- 11,

1854, the keel was laid of a steam frigate, which was named the

"Merrimac;" she was launched June 14, 1855, ''i the presence of many
thousands of spectators, and towed to the upper shears to be masted.

The National Lancers, of Boston, were present, and a salute of thirty-

one guns was fired. The "Ohio," 74, and "Vermont," 74, in the stream,

were thronged with people. She was modelled by Chief-Constructor

John Lenthall, and built under the superintendence of Naval Constructor

Edward H. Delano. She was of three thousand two hundred tons bur-

den, was built to carry forty heavy guns, and cost complete $879,126.

which will be of the greatest utility during an - Her keel had been laid Oct. 29, 1S25.

engagement. Mainmast, 115 feet, and main- ^ Her fate has been immortalized in Long-
yard 105, and the same suit of sails she carried fellow's ballad of The CitmlvrlaiiJ :—
when a 74. Her draft at present is 22 feet 5
inches; and she carries 600 men, including the

..The,, like a kraken huge and black,
marines. She is probably the finest ship of she crushed our ribs in her iron grasp I

her class in the world." Down \\«nt the ' Cumberland ' all awrack,

' On her arrival in Russia, she was visited W"'' ^ sudden shudder of death,

incognito by the Emperor Nicholas; while he
And the cannon's breath

.,,.., , ^ ,
For her dying gaip.

was inspectmg the ship, the character of the

royal visitor was discovered, when the imperial " Next mom, as the sun rose over the bay.

Standard was hoisted at her main and a national Si.ll floated our flag at the mainmast head.

, ^ ^ J 1 c ,1 ^i_ ,. Lord, how beautiful was Thy day !

salute fired,— a signal for all the surrounding
Every w.ift oi" the .air

ships of the Russian navy to hoist the Impe- Was a whisper of prayer

rial standard, and to thunder out salutes of wel- Or a dirge for the dead."

come.
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She sailed fronf Boston on her trial trip Feb. 25, 1856, and, returning,

sailed again for Annapolis, where she arrived on April 19. She was the

first screw steam-frigate launched in our navy, and while at Annapolis

was visited and admired by great numbers, including nearly all the mem-
bers of both Houses of Congress, then assembled in Washington. May'

6, 1856, she sailed for Havana, and, returning to Boston July 7 follow-

ing, sailed for England September 9 of the same year, and returned to

Norfolk, Va., via St. Thomas, W. I., March 15, 1B57. While in England

she was visited by the naval authorities at Portsmouth, who pronounced

her to be the finest vessel of war of her class afloat at that time ; and the

Admiralty at once issued orders to lay down several steam-frigates, pat-

terned after her. From Norfolk she returned to Boston, and was imme-
diately equipped for sea, and sailed Oct. 17, 1857, for the Pacific, bearing

the broad pennant of Commodore John Collins Long. Returning from

the Pacific, she arrived at Norfolk Feb. 6, i860, and was put in ordinary.

This was her last service under our flag. In April, 1861, she was got

ready for sea, and but for the prevalence of treasonable counsels would

have been taken out of Norfolk before the destruction of the navy yard,

April 21, 1861. Her conversion into an ironclad, and, under the name
of " Virginia," her attack upon our ships in Hampton Roads, and her de-

feat by the little "Monitor," March 8, 1862, and destruction by the rebels.

May II, 1862, have become matters of history.^

Jan. I, 1858, the keel of a new steamship was laid in the upper ship-

house. This ship, now known as the favorite flag-ship of Admiral Farra-

gut,— the historic "Hartford," — was launched at 11. 18 A.M., November
22, having been ten months and twenty-two days on the stocks.^

' Rear-Admiral Charles H. Davis wrote a for guests ; and the Navy-Vard band, stationed on

history of the " Merrimac," which was printed board, contributed to the interest of the occasion,

in the N. E. Hist, and Geneal. Rc^., July, 1S74. The flag-ship ' Ohio' (74) was also gaily decor-

- From a newspaper account we condense ated with flags fore and aft. At half-past nine

the following report of the launch of this since several hundred workmen were disposed along

famous ship :
— the ways, and with battering rams, each managed

"The weather was propitious, the mildness by four men, the work of setting up the wedges

of a summer day succeeding an eager and nip- was commenced. The dull and irregular sound

ping air, as the sun rose to the m'eridian ; the tide of wood meeting wood was succeeded by the

was unusually high, — the highest of the year, busy clinking of the top-mauls against the iron

As the hour for the launch approached, a con- wedges, splitting out the blocks upon which the

tinuous stream of visitors came pouring into the keel rested, the wale and bilge shores having

Yard. Hundreds were accommodated in the been previously removed. The blocks were cut

long galleries of the great ship-house, many be- out, and now the ship was held stationary on

took themselves to the pier at the east side of the long inclined plane by means of a thick oak
it, and hundreds more took up positions along plank on either side, one end of which was
the sea-'.vall to the west of the ship. Many of the secured to the bilge-ways which went out from

officers of the navy.and a large number of Ladies the ship, while the other was bolted firmly to the

and gentlemen, went on board and were launched immovable launching ways. A double jack-

in her. A large platform, temporarily erected, screw was placed under the bow of the ship, by

on the west side of the ship-house was filled with which to give her a start on her entrance into the

people, as were the tops of all the small build- watery element. The multitude of visitors mo-

ings overlooking the scene. A line of scows was mentarily increased. The harbor presented an

placed from the wharf to the 'Vermont' (74 animated appearance, dotted all around with the

guns), which was converted into a reception place cutters of the navy, manned by gallant tars, the
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The ship as launched rated fourteen heavy guns, but mounted twenty-
two when equipped for sea, and measured one thousand nine hundred and
twenty tons; under later laws her measurement was reduced to one thou-
sand three hundred and sixty-six tons, and was increased again, by the
addition of a spar-deck in 1870, to two thousand tons, and two thousand
nine hundred tons displacement. Her first cruise — 1859-61 — was to the
East Indies, as the flag-ship of Commodore Stribling. Returning thence,
she was the flag-ship of Farragut at New Orleans and at Mobile. After the
war she was sent to the East Indies as the flag-ship of Rear-Admiral H. H.
Bell, who had been Farragut's chief of staff at New Orleans. Admiral
Bell was drowned at Hiogo, Japan, while she was wearing his flag. On her
return to New York, a spar-deck, as noted, was added, and she was almost
rebuilt. She is now (1881) in the dry-dock, at the Navy Yard, Charles-
town, undergoing extensive repairs. It is worthy of remark, that she was
launched from the same ways as the " Merrimac." ^

barge or long gig of some superior officer, and
nnmerous yawl-boats from vessels in port. Here
and there a squad of marines stood, interested

spectators of the scene, and quite a number of

the uniforms of the Boston police were to be
seen among the crowd. Some bad boys delighted

to astonish the multitude by shouting in an ec-

stasy of mirth and with roguish winks, ' There

, she goes !
' each time raising the expectation of

the bystanders, to be succeeded by looks of blank
astonishment at the presumption of Young .Amer-

ica. At length the sound of hammers ceased,

the form of Mr. Delano, the constructor, ap-

peared conspicuously at the forward part of the

ship, and the order was given to saw off the

planks that alone restrained her freedom. The
plates of the saws had gone nearly through

the planks, when the ship, impatient to leave

terrafirma, broke the remaining hindrance, and
glided down the ways into the water, amid the

shouts of the spectators, who first said cau-

tiously, 'She moves !
' then, as doubt gave way

to certainty, a confident burst of ' There she

goes!' announced the success of the launch.
The workmen cheered the ship, and those on
board returned the compliment ; the band struck
up ' Hail Columbia,' and the battery on the sea-

w.all thundered a salute of thirty-two guns,— one
for every State in the Union, — and amid loud
cheers and the waving of handkerchiefs the
good ship gracefully settled down upon the tide.

As she touched the water. Miss Lizzie String-

ham, daughter of the Commandant of the Yard,
broke a bottle of Connecticut-River water across
her figurehead; Miss Carrie Downes, daughter
of Commodore Downes, a bottle of Hartford
spring-water; and Lieutenant George H. Preble,

a bottle of sea water, obtained from outside the
harbor, — and thus was she nobly christened

THE H.AKTFORD. The ship Hoaled out into

the harbor about three times her length from the

pier, when she was checked by the cables, and
her stern swung toward Chelsea, when the tugs
' Huron ' and ' Wide Awake ' steamed alongside
and towed her to the wharf. Not the slightest

accident occurred to mar the gala occasion.

Hundreds came late, to find the vessel had
gone off, and that 'time and tide wait for no
man,' — or woman."

I may add to the account of the christening,

that unfortunately one of the young ladies broke
the bottle of water assigned her before the

launch, and the other, in the excitement, threw
hers wide of the mark, and it entered the water
unbroken; so that the only bottle fairly broken
upon her bows was a bottle of sea water, held by
the writer, as he pronounced her, in loud voice,'

"The good ship H.\rtford." Commodore
Stringham, consistently with his known temper-
ance proclivities, would not allow the heathen
custom of breaking a bottle of wine over the

bows, as a libation to the gods Neptune and
Bacchus.

1 Prior to the war of 1S61-65, the following

vessels of war had been launched from the

Navy Yard; namely, the "Frolic," sloop-of-

war, 1813; "Independence," 74, 1814; "Alli-

gator," schooner, 1820; " Boston," sloop-of-war,

1825 ;
" Warren," sloop-of-war, 1826 ;

" Fal-

mouth," sloop-of-war, 1827; brig" Boxer," 1831

;

brig "Porpoise," and barques "Consort" and
" Pioneer," 1836; "Marion," sloop-of-war, 1S37;

"Cyane," sloop-of-war, 1839; brig " Bainbridge,"
1S42

;
" Erie," rebuilt, 1842 ;

" Cumberland,"
frigate, 1842 ;

" Plymouth," slooi)-of-war, 1843 ;

" Vermont," 74 (launched), 1848 ;
" Princeton,"

S.S , 1851 ;
" Merrimac," screw-frigate, 1855

(afterw.ard the historic Confeder.-ite iron-clad,
"Virginia"); "Hartford," screw-sloop, 1858;
"Narragansett," screw-sloop, 1S59.
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Between 1861 and 1866 the Civil War caused great activity in the build-

ing, equipping, and movement of vessels. During these years thirty-nine

vessels of war were built at the Navy Yard, and in the neighboring ship-

yards of Boston ;
^ and forty-three purchased vessels were equipped at the

Navy Yard.

When, on March 5, 1874, the iron torpedo-boat "Intrepid" was launched

from the upper ship-house, at 1.15 P. M., she was the first vessel of the kind

added to our navy.

Between the jcars 1832 and 1880, inclusive,— a period of forty-eight

years,— there was expended upon the establishment at Charlestown, in-

cluding the civil establishment, improvements, outlays for the magazine and

hospital, and contingent expenses and general maintenance, $10,618,716,
— an average annual expenditure of $221,223.62. This does not include

the expenditures on the ships built and repaired at the Yard during that

period, or the pay of laborers and mechanics employed on them.

There are now, in 1881, on the stocks at the Navy Yard (besides what

is left of the "Virginia"), the "Connecticut," a first-rate, of two tiiousand

eight hundred and si.\ty-nine tons, and four thousand four hundred and

forty-two tons displacement, whose keel was laid in 1864; the "Oregon,"

a doublc-turrcted ironclad, whose keel was laid in 1864; and the " Penn-

' The following vessels were built :
" Wachu-

sett," 1S61 ;
" Housalonic," 1861 ;

" Maritanza,"

1S61 ;
" Huron," 1861 ;

" Chocura," 1861 ;
" Mar-

blehead," 1861 ;
" Sagamore," i86r ;

" Canan-

daigua," 1862 ;
" Genessee," 1862 ;

" Tioga," 1 862

;

" Massasoit," 1863 ;
" Osceola," 1S63 ;

" Mattaba-

hassett," 1S63; " Chicopee," 1863; "Tallapoosa,"

1863; " Winooski," 1863^ " Pequot," 1863;
" Saco," 1863 ;" Moiiadnock,"iS64;"Winnepec,"

1864; " Ammonoosuc," 1S64 ;
" Ashuelot," 1865;

" S|>eedwell," 1865; "Fortune," 1865; " Guer-

riere," 1865; " Leyden," 1866; " Palos," 1866;

"Standish," 1S66; " Mayflower," 1866; " Worce-

ster" or " Manitou," 1866. Ironclads,— "Nan-
tucket," 1863; " Nahant," 1863; "Canonicus,"

1864; "Casco." 1864; "Chimo," 1864; "Shaw-
nee," 1864; " Nausett," 1S65; " Squando," 1865;
" Suncook," 1865. The "Guerri^re," in 1871,

took the remains of Admiral Farragut from

Portsmouth to New York; and in 1873 brought

the remains of M.ajor-General Robert Anderson,

of Fort Sumter fame, from Nice to the same port.

The " Monadnock," a double-turreted ironclad,

was the first monitor ironclad to go from the

Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, in 1866.

The following vessels were purchased for the

United .Slates, and equipped at the Navy Yard,

during the war :
—

1861.— "P. .Sprague," .S.S., 963 tons, name
changed to " Flag ;

" " Cambridge," S.S., 85S

tons; "Ethan Allen," sailing bark, 566 tons;
" Fear-not," sailing ship, 1,012 tons; "Gemsbok,"
sailing bark, 620 tons; "Ino," sailing ship, 9S5

tons; " Massachusetts," S.S., i,ii5tons; "South
Carolina," .S..S., "1,165 tons; "Onward," sailing

bark, 874 tons ;
" W. G. Anderson," sailing bark,

542 tons ;
" Young Rover," sailing bark, 418

tons.

1862.— "Kensington," S.S., 1,052 tons.

1863. — "Aries," prize S.S., 820 tons ;
" Bri-

tannia," prize S.S., 495 tons ;
" Cornubia," prize

S.S., 800 tons; "Dow," prize S.S., 390 tons;
" Harvest Moon," S. VV. Str., 546 tons ;

" How-
gush," 397 tons; "Iron Age," S.S., 424 tons;

"Niphon," S.S., 475 tons; "Kershaw," prize

S.S., 80 tons ;
" Sunflower," steam-tug, 294 tons;

" Vicksburg," changed to " Acacia," S.S.,. 500

tons ;
" Victory," changed to " Queen," prize

S.S., 630 tons ;
" Wando," prize S.S., 645 tons.

1864. — "Atlanta," prize S.S. ironclad, 1,006

tons; " Azalia," steam-tug, 176 tons; "Bat,"

prize S.S,, 530 tons ; "Belle," 52 tons; "Chero-

kee," prize S.S., 606 tons ; "F.W. Lincoln," name
changed to "Phlox," Str., 317 tons; "Glide,"

steam-tug, name changed to "Glance," So tons;
" Little Ada," prize S.S , 196 tons ;

" Philippi,"

prize S.S., 311 tons; "Thistle," prize S.S., name
changed to " Dumbarton ;

" " Union," name
changed to " Unit," S.S.,_ 500 tons; "Tristram

Shandy," prize S..S., 444 tons.

1865.— " Ella and Annie," prize S.S., 627 tons,

name changed to " Malvern ; " " R. E. Lee,"

prize S.S., 900 tons, name changed to "Fort

Donaldson ;
" " Trefoil," steam-tug, 370 tons

;

"Young America," prize, 173 tons; "Yucca,"

S.S., 373 tons.
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sylvania," whose keel was laid in 1865. It is not probable that any of
these vessels will be launched or put to any practical use as war vessels,

being behind the times as to model and design, and much decayed. It will

be more economical to build new ships.

The "Niagara" and "Iowa," first rates, "Ossipee,"' third rate, and
"Ohio," 74, are in ordinary at the Yard. They are not likely to be called

into active service again, as they are decayed, and more or less of an obso-
lete type. The steam-frigate "Wabash" lies off the Yard, in commission
as the receiving ship for recruits; and the "Hartford," as has been stated,

is in the dry-dock undergoing extensive repairs, which will be completed
in 1882.

The Navy Yard, which was originally little more than an unpromising
mud flat, with additional purchases since made, and the fiUing-in of flats

and marshes, now contains an area of eighty-seven and a half acres.^

' The "Ossipee" was towed to Philadelphia

in May, 1S81, by the " Vandalia," to be rebuilt.

^ It is surrounded on the land side by a sub-

stantial granite wall, twelve feet high, built in

1825-26, and has a water-frontage of eight thou-

sand two hundred and seventy feet; it has three

building-slips and four ship-houses: in all seven
building-ways for vessels. There is a wet-timber

dock at the eastern end of the yard, enclosing

an area of over five acres. In the upper part of

the Yard are two wet basins, only separated by

a roadway, and covering an area of seven acres.

It has been proposed to excavate these basins,

to afford dockage for the ships in ordinary.

There are now (iSSi) inside the walls twenty

brick, eleven stone, thirty-six wooden, and two
iron buildings, besides numerous temporary sheds

and buildings. Only eight buildings are stand-

ing which are on the yard plan of 1823. The
oldest, at the entrance of the Yard, was built of

brick in 1S03, for a storehouse, sail-loft, and offic-

es, etc., and is now occupied by the library and
museum of the United .States Naval Library

and Institute, and for court-martial room, dis-

pensary, pay, and other offices. The dwelling-

house for the commandant was not completed

until 1809, and has been occupied by the first and
every successive commandant. Its interior has

undergone many alterations and changes; but

its exterior presents much the appearance of

the original plan. There are two avenues run-

ning lengthwise of the Yard, ornamented with

shade-trees; and "Flirtation Alley," along the

inner side of the ropewalk, with its shady trees

and plank-walk, is a well-known resort of lovers

on moonlight nights. There are four dwellings

for officers at the eastern and five at the western

entrance of the Yard. The commandant's house
and the marine barracks, with the marine offi-

cers' quarters, occupy a midway position in the

Yard.

The steam-engineering building, erected in

185S, is of brick, with granite trimmings. It

covers an area of one hundred and thirty-five

thousand seven hundred and fifty-five square

feet, and contains a brass and iron foundry,

boiler; blacksmith, and machine shops; there

are two engines of one hundred horse-power in

the building, to drive the machinery of the

establishment; and the chimney is higher than

Bunker Hill Monument, being two hundred and

forty feet in height, while the monument is two

hundred and twenty feet. The rolling-mill con-

nected is a brick building, two hundred and seven

by eighty-eight feet, and has an engine of one

hundred horse-power.

The ropewalk, the finest in the country, was
built in 1836, of rough ashlar granite, and runs

parallel with Chelsea Street for one thousand

three hundred and sixty feet. A second story,

seven hundred and forty-eight feet long, was

built in 1S56. The head house is of three

stories, sixty by seventy feet, and contains two

double engines, — the needed power' for the
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manufactory. It can manufacture two thou-

sand five hundred tons per year of all kinds

and sizes of rope. All the rope used by the

United .States navy is manufactured at this es-

tablishment. A two-story brick building, to the

eastward in line with the wall, in 1S73 ^^^

arranged for the manufacture of wire rope, and

is capable o£ turning out five hundred tons of

wire rigging. There is a brick boiler-house, fifty-

five by forty-four feet, containing eight boilers,

supplying the requisite power for the use of the

establishments ; and a granite hemp-house, for

the storage of that material ; also a tarring-

house. The machinery is almost automatic, and

very interesting and curious, and in wonderful

contrast to that of former years.



CHAPTER VI.

THE ANTISLAVERY MOVEMENT IN BOSTON.

BV JAMES FREEMAN CLARKE.

^
I
"HE emancipation of four millions of .slaves in the United States was

-*- certainly one of the greatest events of the nineteenth century. If

finally accomplished by the sword, the power which wielded the sword

was the conscience and reason of the nation, awakened to the sight of tliis

great e\'il and sin. To create the moral force which overthrew slavery was

the work of the Abolitionists ; and they accomplished this work in about

thirty years, or in the life of a single generation. When we consider the

resistance which was overcome, this result must be regarded as an unex-

ampled triumph of pure truth. The slaves held in the Southern States were

valued, at the time of the Civil War, at about three thousand millions of dol-

lars. Added to this pecuniary interest was the value of cotton lands, sugar

plantations, and rice fields, cultivated exclusively by slaves. Besides this

powerful moti\e for maintaining slavery were the force of custom, the habits

engendered by despotism, pride, prejudice, and hatred of outside interfer-

ence. These interests and feelings gradually united the whole South in a

determined hostility to emancipation ; and men professing Antislavery prin-

ciples could not live safely in many of the slaveholding States. This united

South had for its allies at the North both the great political parties, the

commercial and manufacturing interests, nearly the whole press, and both

extremes of society. Abolition was equally obnoxious in the parlors of the

wealthy and to the crowd of roughs in the streets,— fashion and the mob
being for once united by a common enmity. It was against this immense

weight of- opposition that the Abolitionists contended ; and their strength

consisted wholly in the justice of their cause, and the enthusiasm which

that cause inspired. They could appeal to no personal interests or par-

tialities. Their client, the colored man, was unattractive, ignorant, without

influence, and could make them no return for their generous labors. They

must " give, hoping for nothing again." In this cause they must be prepared

to sacrifice the dearest friendships, social position, opportunity of advance-

ment,— and with scarcely any reasonable prospect of ultimate success.

Unless they could trust in the immortal power of justice and truth, they

VOL. ni. — 47.
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liad little ground for hope. Hut they did so trust, and their faith was re-

warded with sight. Man)' lived to see the triumph of their cause, and in

their case was realized the saying that " those who go forth weeping, bear-

ing good seed, shall doubtless come again rejoicing, bringing their sheaves

with them."

It is therefore no small honor to the city of Boston that it was the

cradle in which this new Revolution was rocked, and the nursery where it

grew into strength. It was not so considered at first. For a long time the

presence of the Abolitionists and their meetings were regarded by the large

majority of Bostonians as a misfortune; but we can now see that a com-

munity which furnished the proper soil in which such a plant could grow

must have possessed a strong moral character.

It was not accident which made Boston the cradle of the Abolition

movement, any more than it was accident which made it, si.xt}' years be-

fore, the cradle of the American Revolution. .A. habit of independent

thought, and a vigorous moral training, supplied the conditions necessary

for both.

Before the Revolution, Massachusetts, like all the other States, held slaves.

Those of my age can remember seeing in many households old colored men
and women who, though they had become free, remained in the families

where they had been born slaves. In the Congressional report of Mr. J. R.

IngersoU, in 1844, on Antislavery resolutions passed by Massachusetts, the

State is taunted with advertisements from Boston newspapers of 1776, offer-

ing slaves for sale in that town. The \ery number of the Boston Gazette,

July 23, 1776, which contained the Declaration of Independence, advertised

a stout, healthy negro-man for sale. Down to that time slavery continued,

though in a mild form, in our State. The number of slaves was not large.

In 1763 the number of blacks to whites was as one to forty-five ; in 1776, as

one to si.xty-five.' They were not badl\- treated. Slaves in Massachusetts

were always allowed to testify against white men, even in capital cases.- No
woman was ever known to labor as a field-hand in this State. The senti-

ment of the people was strong against slavery, even in early days. In 1646

the General Court passed an order sending back to Africa a negro stolen

there and brought to Boston, expressing its indignation against man-stealing.

In 1 70 1 the Selectmen of Boston passed a vote requesting the Representa-

tives " to put a period to negroes being slaves." In 1766 and 1767 votes

were passed in town-meeting instructing its representatives " Th.\T for the

total abolishing of slavery among us, THAT \-ou mo\-e for a law to prohibit

the importation and purchasing of slaves for the future." •' In 1770 occurred

the case of Prince Boston, who was hired and paid wages by a Quaker in

Nantucket,— Elisha I'olger: and when his owner brought an action for the

recovery of his slave, the jury returned a verdict against the owner, and

1 Report to Massachusetts House of Ref'reseii- - Lecture at Lowell Institute, by Emory Wash-
tatives, January, 1822, by Theodore Lyman, Jr., burn, 1S69.

afterward Mayor of Boston. ' Theodore Lyman, Jr.'s Report, as above.
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Prince Boston was manumitted b)' tiic magistrates. The feeling of those

Bostonians who desired independence was expressed by Sam Adams, who,

when a negro girl was offered as a present to his wife, declined to receive her

as a slave, and said, " Surry must be free on crossing the threshold of my
house." ' This showed an advance from the time of Cotton Mather, who
entered in his diary in 1706 that he "received a singular blessing" in the

gift of "a very likely slave," which was " a mighty smile of Heaven upon his

family." In 1783 slavery came to an end in Massachusetts, by the decision

of the Supreme Court, which held that the declaration inserted in the State

Constitution of 1780, that "all men are born free and equal," abolished

slavery forever.- In the first census of the inhabitants of the United States,

in 1790, only free persons were returned from Massachusetts, the only State

in the Union which did not then hold slaves, and the only State represented

in the first Congress, in 1789, which had formally abolished slavery.^

With such antecedents and traditions, it was natural that Massachusetts

and Boston should be the home and centre of the last and successful move-

ment for abolishing slavery throughout the whole Union.

William Lloyd Garrison, the leader of the movement, whose name will

stand forever among those which the world will not willingly let die, was not

a Boston boy indeed, though a son of Massachusetts. He was born in

Newburyport,'* Dec. 10, 1805, his father being a sea-captain, and his mother

a member of the Baptists, and a deeply religious woman. P'rom her he

probabl)- inherited his profoundly religious tendency and his strength of

moral conviction. After trying one or two other trades he became a printer;

and subsequently editor, in succession, of two or three newspapers, the last

being a political journal in Bennington, Vermont. From this place he was

taken by Benjamin Lundy to Baltimore, in 1829, to assist in editing his

Antislavery paper, the Genius of Universal Ema)icipation . His style of writ-

ing roused great opposition ; and soon an article in which he denounced a

Mr. Todd, a fellow-townsman, for taking in his vessel a cargo of eighty slaves

from Baltimore to New Orleans, caused him to be prosecuted for libel, and

sent to jail from inability to pay the fine of fifty dollars. This caused much
excitement through the country. Joseph T. Buckingham, of the Boston

Courier, 3. man who had "somewhat in him gritty," ^ printed two sonnets

written by Garrison in prison. John G. Whittier, then, or a little later, edit-

ing a Whig paper in Hartford, wrote to Henrv Cla\-, telling him the case,

and asking him to pay the fine. Claj- inclined to do so, but requested

further information from a gentleman in Baltimore. Meantime the fine was

paid by Arthur Tappan, a leading New York merchant. Garrison then

1 Robert Dick.son Smith's Oration, July 5,
'' [See a view of his birthplace in Hurper's

18S0. Magazine, 1875, "• '6^-— '^^•I

- [See the note on this point in |. P. Quincv's
. „ i_

• 1 I f • u . " " 1' 1 TT- ' " Thoueht I, my neiclibor Buckingham
chapter on "Social Life in Boston, in\oI.I\. iiiuuB,,L ., , b „„•^

Hath somewhat in him gnlty.

p. 6.— Ed.] Some Pilgrim stuff that hales all sham,

' Theodore Lyman's Report, as above. And he will print my ditty." — Lowell.
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proposed establishing an Antislavery paper in W'ashington; but consider-

ing that the North needed conversion as much as the South, and ought to

be made the fulcrum for his lever, he came to Boston, and, Jan. i, 1831,

published the first number of the Liberator}

Mr. Oliver Johnson, one of the earliest associates of Mr. Garrison, has

given us a picture of the humble room and poor surroundings,— "the ob-

scure hole," as it was called by the mayor of the city,— where

" In a small chamber, friendless and unseen,

Toiled o'er his types one poor, unlearned young man

;

The place was dark, unfurnitured, and mean,

Yet there the freedom of a race began."

"Everything around it," says Mr. Johnson, "had an aspect of slovenly

decay. The dingy walls ; the small windows, bespattered with printer's

ink; the press standing in one corner, the composing stands opposite;

the long editorial and mailing table, covered with newspapers ; the bed of

the editor and publisher on the floor, —^all these made a picture never to be

forgotten."

Garrison was singularly adapted to the work for which Providence se-

lected him. He had a manifest calling, and he gave such diligence as to

make it sure. Conscience, reason, and will were the leading elements of

his character. His conscience caused him in each instance to ask, in regard

to every action, custom, or institution, " Is it right or wrong? " His under-

standing was in the highest degree logical, and to his mind e\-ery proposi-

tion was either true or false. He was not one of those who perceive much

to be said on both sides, and who sometimes confuse the clearness of their

judgment by too much balancing in their thought. His fault was never

that of indecision ; he saw none of the fine shades which make a mild

transition from one opinion to its opposite; and having decided what

ought to be believed and done, nothing could afterward shake the persis-

tency of his purpose. As Dr. Wayland said of John Howard :
" Ha\ing

formed his determination, he went forward to its accomplishment with an

energy which the nature of the human mind prevented from being more,

and the character of the individual forbade to be less." In these traits of

Garrison we see reproduced the main elements of New England Puritanism,

— its high moral tone; its intensity of conviction; its colorless, unpictur-

esque, and somewhat narrow methods of thought; its readiness to make

1 These facts, and others here given, are taken College Library, Cornell University Library,

from Oliver Johnson's book. Garrison and his Rhode Island Historical Society at Providence,

Times. Oliver Johnson and Samuel E. Bewail American Antiquarian Society at Worcester,

are almost the only survivors of those who were Library of Congress, Long Island Historical

with Garrison from the very first. [Sets of the Society at Brooklyn, Portland Public Librarv,

Liberator, so important to the study of the Anti- Wendell Phillips, Esq., Miss Caroline Wes-

slavery movement, have fortunately been pre- ton, of Weymouth, Mass., and the family

served in various places. Mr. F. J. Garrison of Mr. Garrison. See further on the Liber-

reports twelve sets nearly complete: Boston ator, in Mr. Cummings's chapter in this vol-

Public Librarv, Boston Athcmum, Harvard ume. — Eu.]
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any sacrifice to its convictions ; and that energy of will w Inch has given

it such commanding power on both continents.

WILLU.M LLOVD GARRISON.'

The one question which Mr. Garrison asked concerning slavery was,

"Is it right, or is it wrong?" This question was easily answered; and the

' [This likeness follows a daguerreotype by
Chase, taken about 1853, and selected by the

kindred of Mr. Garrison for the engraver's pur-

pose. The Editor is indebted to Mr. Wendell P.

Garrison for the following statement :
—

"The number of portraits of Mr. Garrison, in every va-

riety of medium, is very great. For the print-collector only

four need be mentioned, namciv : i) A line-engraving on

steel, by .S. S. Jocelyn. after the full-size oil-painting from

life, by N. Jocelyn, made in New Haven in .-Vpril, 1833.

The engraving was copyrighted just a year later. The like-

ness would not now be recognized readily, and was at the

time considered a total failure. (2) .'V mezzotint, by John

Sanain, after the cabinet oil-painling from life, by M- C.

Torrey, made about 1S36. Though faulty in its propor-

tions, this likeness approves itself by its resemblance to

Mr. Garrison's later aspect. Vhc originals of both these

portraits, which are front views, arc now in the possession
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natural inference was— " Being wrong, it ought to be immediately relin-

quished." Hence the fundamental doctrine of the Abolitionists, — the duty

of immediate emancipation. To many this seemed a monstrous proposi-

tion. ' What," they said ;
" set free at once more than two million slaves,

— ignorant, helpless, vicious? This would be a curse to the slave and his

master alike. These two millions do not own a dollar of property; they

have nothing they can call their own ; not an acre of land ; no tools ; no

habits of foresight or self-control. You say slavery is a bad thing; bad in

all its influence on slaves and master. If so, it has unfitted the slaves for

freedom ; it has depraved their characters ; it has kept them children. To

emancipate them at once would be like turning all the little children out

into the streets to support themselves. No I Sla\es ought not all to be

immediately emancipated. They ought to be gradually prepared for free-

dom by some kind of education."

Something like this was the universal answer to Garrison's demand; but

it did not disturb him. He fell back on his postulate :
" Slavery is wrong.

Every wrong act should be immediately abandoned. Therefore slavery

ought at once to cease. Do right, and leave the results to God."

When pressed^more closely in regard to the consequences of his proposed

measure, he w'ould explain his meaning thus: " By immediate emancipa-

tion I do not mean that the slaveholder should turn his slaves out of doors.

I mean that he should at once recognize that the)' are no longer to be held

as slaves, but to be regarded as free people, of whom he is the temporary

guardian. I mean that he should allow those to leave him who desire it,

and pa)' wages to those who remain." And this was, in fact, very nearly

the actual solution of the situation when immediate emancipation came as

the result of the Civil War.

The often quoted words in Garrison's opening address to the public in

the first number of the Liberator indicated its whole course. He said :
—

" I am aware that many object to the se\erity of my language ; but is there not

cause for severity? I unll he as harsh as truth, and as uncompromising as justice. On
this subject I do not wish to think, or speak, or write, with moderation. No ! no I

Tell a man whose house is on fire to give a moderate alarm ; tell him to moderately

rescue his wife from the hands of the ravisher ; tell the mother to gradually extricate

her babe from the fire into which it has fallen,— but urge me not to use moderation in

a cause like the present. I am in earnest : I will not equivocate : I will not retreat a

single inch,— and I will be heard."

of Edward M. Davis, Esq., of Philadelphia. (3) A litho- esteemed among the photographic likenesses of Mr. Gar-

graph, by Louis Grozelier, after the daguerreotype above rison's latest years. Neither the bust by Clevenger nor

mentioned, with the advantage of personal sittings, pub- that by Jackson was successful : but Miss .-Vnne Whitney's
lished in Boston by William C. Nell in 1854. This, though (1S78) is to be praised without reser\'e. In John Rogers's

a little hard in drawing, is perhaps the most characteristic statuette group, * The Fugitive's Story,' Mr. Garrison's

and vigorous of all the multiplied likenesses. The some- head is carefully and not badly modelled, but the figure is

what stern expression comports well with the motto be- stiffly posed."

neath,-M am in earnest,' etc. (4) A line-and-stipple The present likeness represents Mr. Garrison
engraving, by F. T. Stuart, Boston, after a pholoeraph bv . ^t r i_ r 1 »» .

Warren, serving as frontispiece to Johnson's Garrison and =" "'^ ^S'^ °f ='''°»« fort)-eight. H.s later years

hii '//».« (iSSo). The view here is three-quarters to the
"'^•'^ pa.ssed in a house on Highland Street, in

right, 'riie copy IS very true to the origin.il, which is well Ro.xbury.— Ed.]
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No one can sa)- that Mr. Garrison did not fulfil to the letter this pro-

yjramnic. He did not equivocate; he did not retreat; and he was heard!

This trumpet uttered no uncertain sound; this soldier never fought as one

who beat the air ; this voice was heard and listened to year after year by
increasing numbers. And now, looking back on the long conflict and its

results, it is difficult to see how any other method could have been success-

ful. Margaret Fuller explained in one fitting sentence the reason of the

extreme sharpness of speech of the Abolitionists :
" The nation was deaf in

regard to the evils of slavery ; and those who have to speak to deaf people

naturally acquire the habit of saying everything on a very high key." The
people would hardl}- have gone out into that wilderness of solitary convic-

tions where Garrison and his few friends were, " to see a reed shaken by the

wind " or " a man clothed in soft raiment ;
" but they did go out to hear

Garrison. Nine years after the first issue of the Liberator there were nearly

two thousand Antislavery societies, with a membership of about two hun-

dred thousand persons.^

The first meeting for the purpose of forming an Antislavery Society on

these principles was held in the office of Samuel E. Sevvall, then a rising

young lawyer of Boston, Nov. 13, 1831. Another followed, December 16.

The names of those present, besides Mr. Garrison and Mr. Sewall, were Ellis

Gray Loring and David Lee Child, Boston lawyers ; Isaac Knapp, publisher

of the Liberator ; Samuel J. May, Unitarian minister, settled in Brooklyn,

Connecticut, who was at the November meeting; Oliver Johnson, William

J. Snelling, Alonzo Lewis, Abner Phelps, Abijah Blanchard, and Gamaliel

Bradford. A constitution was drafted by Ellis Gray Loring and Oliver

Johnson. The meeting for adopting this constitution was held, Jan. 6, 1832,

in a school-room under the African Church on Belknap Street. It was a

dismal night ; a fierce snow-storm was raging outside, and within the room
were a very few persons, scarcely known, with neither wealth nor influence

;

but then and there they united to overthrow the vast system of American

slavery,— and in this effort they succeeded. Before that generation had

passed away the work was done, and the society was disbanded as being no

longer necessary. Then, as often in the course of history, it happened

that God " chose the foolish things of this world to confound the wise ; and

weak things to confound the mighty; and things which were despised, and

things which were not, to bring to nought things that were."

Before Mr. Garrison had been engaged in this work many years he was

surrounded by a bod)- of devoted friends and fellow-laborers, many of them

belonging to this city by birth or residence. In Boston, and hy the help of

Boston men, he found the ttov (jtw, the fulcrum for his lever, by which to

move the world. Among these Bostonians we may mention the names of

Samuel E. Sewall, Ellis Gray Loring and his wife Louisa Loring, ^Irs. Maria

W. Chapman and her sisters the Misses Weston, Samuel J. May, David Lee

Child and his wife L}-dia Maria Child, Henry I. Bowditch, William I. Bow-

1 Wilson's Rise and Fall of the Slave Pmoer, i. 1S7.
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ditch, George Bradburn, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Charles Pollen, John Picr-

pont, Francis Jackson, Charles F. Hovey, Eliza Lee Follen, Susan Cabot,

Charles K. Whipple, Lucy Stone, and many others. Younger than most

of these, but among the leaders, were Wendell Phillips and Edmund Quincy.

Conspicuous for their y\ntisla\-ery action, though not so closely affiliated

with the Antislavery Society, were William Ellery Channing, Theodore

Parker, Charles Sumner, Samuel G. Howe, Horace Mann, John A. Andrew,

and John G. Palfrey.

Prominent among these associates of Garrison, both by his unsurpassed

ability as an orator, his ready dialectics, and his unswerving devotion to the

Antislavery cause, was Wendell Phillips. Born in Boston in i8ii,son of the

first mayor of the city, he graduated at Harvard in the class of 183 1, and in

the law-class of 1834. A witness of the mobbing of Garrison in 1835, he

joined the Antislavery Society in 1836, and first appeared as an Anti-

slavery speaker in the meeting occasioned by the murder of Lo\-ejoy in

1837. From that time forward, until the final abolition of slavery, his time,

thought, and means were devoted to this subject. As a public speaker he

has been excelled by none, in our daj-, in the power of holding a miscellane-

ous audience, even when most hostile to himself and his ideas. Calm and self-

possessed, speaking with deliberation,— without that fier\- flow of thoughts

and words which many consider as alone deserving the name of eloquence,

—

he charms his audience by clear, strong statement, happy illustration, un-

expected surprises, unremitting appeals to human hopes and fears, loves

and hates, and b)' contempt for baseness and admiration for truth and

manly courage.

Another leader in the Garrisonian body was Edmund Ouinc}-. Belonging

to a family - in which patriotism, manlj- independence, and fearless speech

have been transmitted from generation to generation, it was a good day for

Antislavery in Boston when he gave to it his share of such an inheritance.

With less fluency on the platform than Phillips, his clear, good sense,

sharp logic, self-possession, and imperturbable determination made him an

interesting speaker and formidable antagonist. He added to these qualities

one very rare among these stern reformers, — a keen and brilliant wit.

Satire and sarcasm they possessed abundantly; but only Edmund Quincy
in Boston, and John P. Hale in the United States Senate were able to make
fun of their antagonists while they demolished their arguments, and to speak

the sober truth merrily. During many years a correspondent of the New
York Antisla'i'cry Standard and the yew York Tribune, the letters of

Edmund Quincy sparkled with wit ; and a very entertaining and instructive

history of the times might be made by a judicious selection from those

letters.

Several members of the Boston Bar did not hesitate early to identif\- them-

selves with the obno.xious Garrisonian Abolitionists, and prominent among

' [He was the son of the elder Mayor Quincy. — Ed.)
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them to tlic last were Ellis Gray Loring, Samuel E. Sewall, and David Lee
Child. Mr. Loring was wise, calm, strong, and gentle; a man more fond of

literature and home than of the stormy Antislavery arena; but he was one

always to be relied on to devote his hand, thought, heart, and means to the

cause he accounted sacred. Mr. Sewall is still living among us in an hon-

ored age, and his modesty forbids that we should say more of him than

this,— that in the long line of worthies who have honored the name of Sewall

in Massachusetts, none will be found more deserving of her grateful remem-
brance than he.

Among the clergymen who very early took part with the Garrisonians

were Amos A. Phelps, Samuel J. May, Samuel May, Jr., and Charles Follen.

Less intimately connected with them, but warmly sympathizing with their

purpose, were John Pierpont, Theodore Parker, Caleb Stetson, Henry Ware,

Jr., Charles Lowell, John G. Palfrey, and others not so closely identified

with Boston. Amos A. Phelps was the pastor of the Pine-Street Church,

and his conversion to Antislavery was due to one of his parishioners,

—

Oliver Johnson. Besides other services, he helped the movement by con-

tributing the definition of slavery which was accepted by all the Abolition-

ists as the basis of their action: " Slavery is the holding of a human being

as property." Samuel J. May and Samuel May, Jr., nearly related to each

other, and belonging to one of the most highly respected families in Boston,

were always intimate friends of Garrison, and co-workers with him. Charles

Follen, a native of Germany, and an e.xile for his liberal principles, also

adopted this cause,— unpopular among most of his friends, but congenial to

his convictions and his heart. John Pierpont— orator, poet, reformer, cham-
pion of human rights, a terror to evil-doers— did not hesitate in putting

himself on the same side. John G. Palfrey, a representative from Boston in

Congress, having forfeited that position by his speeches and votes against

slavery and its extension, illustrated his sincerity by an act which won for

him the high esteem of well-thinking men. Becoming heir to a part of the

estate of his father, a resident in New Orleans, his brother offered to take

the slaves as his own share, leaving other property for his Boston brother.

This Dr. Palfrey declined, because it would be, in his judgment, equivalent

to selling the slaves. He therefore took his portion of the slaves and

emancipated them, brought them to Boston and found homes and occu-

pation for them here.

A most important accession in Boston to the Antislavery movement was
when William Ellery Channing— then in the height of his influence and

fame— identified himself with it by his work on Slavery (1835) ;
his letter

to James G. Birney on " The Abolitionists" (1836) ; his appearance by the

side of the Abolitionists in the State House in the same year; his demand in

1837 for the use of Fancuil Hall for a meeting to denounce the killing of

Lovejoy in Alton ; his speech at that meeting; and numerous publications in

relation to slavery, from that time until theend of his life. But his world-

wide reputation, his services to religion, literature, and good morals did not

VOL. ui. — 4S.
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save him from bitter criticism and opposition from the Boston press, and

even from members of his own congregation. Though moderate in his

statements, doing full justice to the slaveholder, and differing from the

Garrisonian Abolitionists in many of their methods, it was enough that he was

an earnest opposer of slavery and defender of the Abolitionists, to draw

down on him the wrath of many of the leading citizens of Boston. In his

book on Slavery he had laid down the principles that " man cannot be

justly held and used as property ;
" that " he has sacred rights, the gift of

God, and inseparable from human nature, of which slavery is the infraction."

In his letter to Birney in 1836 he said of the Abolitionists : "When I regard

their firm, fearless assertion of the rights of free discussion, of speech, and

the press, I look on them with unmixed respect. ... I do not hesitate

to say that they have rendered to freedom a more essential service than any

body of men among us. From my heart I thank them. I am myself their

debtor. I am not sure that I should this moment write in safety had they

shrunk from the conflict, shut their lips, imposed silence on their presses.

A body of men and women more blameless than the Abolitionists cannot

be found among us." Saying such words as these was enough in those

days to change many of Dr. Channing's admirers into revilers and op-

ponents. Dr. Channing had been much impressed with the wrong and evil

of slavery during a visit to the West Indies in 1830, caused by ill health.

On his return to Boston in 1831 he addressed his society, and spoke espe-

cially of what he had seen of slavery, saying such words as these :
" I think

no power can do justice to the evils of slavery. They are chiefly moral;

they act on the mind, and through the mind bring intense suffering to the

body. As far as the human soul can be destroyed, slavery is the destroyer.

The slave is regarded as property, having no rights. I feel that we have

little perception of the infinite evil of slavery, and I desire earnestly that a

new sentiment should be called forth."

Lydia Maria Child, an ardent Abolitionist and able writer, whose Appeal

in favor of that Class of Americans called Africans had just been published

(1833). gives an account of her interviews with Dr. Channing at this period,

in which she says :
—

" At every interview I could see that he grew bolder and stronger on the subject,

while I felt that I grew wiser and more just. At first I thought him timid and even

slightly timeserving, but I soon discovered that I formed this estimate from ignorance

of his character. I learned that it was justice to all, not popularity for himself, which

made him so cautious. He constantly grew upon my respect, until I came to regard

him as the wisest as well as the gentlest apostle of humanity."

A little later than this, in the autumn of 1834, Samuel J. May describes

an interview with Dr. Channing, which probably hastened the publication

of his work on Slavery, which he began at Santa CriTz, but only printed

in 1835. Mr. May had identified himself with Garrison from the begin-

ning. He says that he always cherished such a reverence for Dr. Chan-
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ning that he was inclined to defer to his opinions, and accept them in si-

lence. On this occasion Dr. Channing, while expressing his agreement

with the Abolitionists in all their essential doctrines, complained of their

ftarsh denunciations, their violent language, and frequent injustice to their

opponents ; to which Mr. May at last replied :
" If this is so, Sir, it is your

fault. You have held your peace, and the stones have cried out. If we,

who are obscure men, silly women, babes in knowledge, commit these er-

rors, why do not such men as yourself speak, and show us the right way?"
Having thus spoken, " I bethought myself," says Mr. May, " to whom I

was administering this rebuke,— the best and greatest of our great and

good men, who had ever treated me as a father. I was overwhelmed with

a sense of my temerity. I waited, in painful silence, his reply. At last, in

a subdued voice and the kindest tones, he said :
' Brother May, I acknowl-

edge the justice of your reproof I have been silent too long."
"

Samuel J. May, who gives us this anecdote, was himself a very re-

markable man. In him was seen not only the rare union but the perfect

harmony of strength and sweetness, leonine courage and kindly sympathy.

He would be burned at the stake for his convictions, but would not un-

necessarily hurt a fly. His presence was persuasion ; and there were few

opponents whose prejudices were not softened by his frank good-will.

Anecdotes are related of Southern slave-holders who, meeting him with

fury on account of his abolition sentiments, ended by becoming his warm
friends.

Early in August, 1835, fifteen hundred prominent citizens of Boston

appended their names to a call for a public meeting in Faneuil Hall, to

denounce the agitation of slavery as putting in peril the existence of the

Union. At this meeting men of influence charged the Abolitionists with

being disturbers of the public peace, and endangering the safety of the

country. The newspapers, with hardly an exception, took the same tone.

The Abolitionists had sent a large number of tracts and papers to the

South,— not intended for the slaves, few of whom could read them, but

for the masters, whom they wished to convert. They were, however, ac-

cused both at the North and South of seeking to stir up the slaves to in-

surrection, and wishing them to cut their masters' throats. The community

in Boston was excited against Mr. Garrison and his friends. The language

of the Abolitionists was no doubt severe, and could not be otherwise.

They were determined to arouse the conscience of the people. They did

not strike in order to strike, but in order to hit. Their object was to rouse

a sleeping nation, and woe was laid on them if they did their work negli-

gently. At the same time let us do justice to those who then resisted

the Abolitionists. The fear of losing Southern trade, and having Southern

customers driven from Boston to New York, no doubt had its influence

;

but with this was joined an honest sympathy with the difficulties and

dangers of those living in Southern States, an honest fear that the violent
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speech of the AboHtionists would endanger the peace of the land, and

that it would postpone the gradual emancipation which many were then

expecting. The Abolitionists were commonly regarded as wild and reck-

less fanatics, who were ready to stir up strife between North and South, antf

excite the slaves to insurrection and murder. This was the prevailing pub-

lic opinion in Boston during the first years of the Antislavery movement. It

was shared by all classes, — lawyers, legislators, the clcrg}-, the press, and

the people generally. The conversation in the parlors of the fashionable,

the coarse profanity of the drinking saloons, the speeches in the Legisla-

ture, and the leaders in the newspapers were in full sympathy on this sub-

ject. Every man who was willing to identify himself with Mr. Garrison

and his movement did it at the risk of alienating his friends, losing his

business, hurting the feelings of those dearest to him, and encountering the

scorn and ill-will of the community. The worst of these trials was that of

being condemned by really good men,— men justly respected in Church and

State. It seemed, also, a hopeless struggle, " a warfare," as Bryant said,

which would " only end with life ; a friendless warfare, lingering through

weary day and weary year, in which the timid good stood aloof, the sage

frowned, and the hissing bolt of scorn would too surely reach its aim."

Well-meaning men went so far as to be willing to give up the sacred guar-

antees of freedom in order to stop the press and shut the mouths of Aboli-

tionists. Mr. William Sullivan, an excellent lawyer and worthy gentleman

of Boston, printed a pamphlet, in which was expressed the hope " that

Massachusetts will enact laws declaring the printing, publishing, and cir-

culating pamphlets on slavery, and also holding meetings to discuss slav-

ery and abolition, to be public, indictable offences, and to provide for the

punishment thereof in such a manner as will more effectually prevent such

offences." Leonard Woods, Jr., declared in the Literary and Theological

Review, edited by him, that Abolitionists " were justly liable to the highest

civil penalties and ecclesiastical censures." And Governor Everett, in his

message to the Massachusetts Legislature in January, 1836, expressed the

opinion that the Antislavery movement would injure the condition of the

slave and endanger the Union; and that any publication calculated "to

excite an insurrection among the slaves had been held by highly respec-

table legal authority an offence against the peace of the Commonwealth,
which may be prosecuted as a misdemeanor at common law." Such being

the general state of. opinion among all classes of society, it is no wonder
that these views soon resulted, in some of the Northern States, in acts of

violence and outrage against the property and persons of the Abolitionists.

Such was the violent suppression of Miss Crandall's school for colored girls

in Canterbury, Conn.; such were the mobs in New York which sacked the

house of Lewis Tappan ; the mobs which destroyed Mr. Birney's press in

Cincinnati, and broke up the meeting in Utica. Samuel J. May was mobbed
five times in Vermont in one month. A hall in Philadelphia, built at an

expense of $40,000 by the friends of free speech, was burned to the ground
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by a mob, in the presence of the mayor and his police ; and the public

meeting held in Fancuil Hall, to denounce the Abolitionists, was followed,

in two months, by the mob of " well-dressed gentlemen," which dispersed a

meeting of women, destroyed an Antislavery sign, and threatened the life

of Mr. Garrison. A lasting discredit rested on Boston from this transaction.

It is another instance of the mischief which results when the reckless and

turbulent few take the lead, and the more numerous timidly-good remain

passive.

The facts in regard to this mob were these.' Great offence had been

taken because George Thompson, an eminent and eloquent English Anti-

slavery orator, had delivered public addresses in the United States against

American slavery. This was thought to be a matter with which foreigners

had nothing to do. The people of Boston forgot the assistance they had

rendered to the Greeks in their insurrection against the Turkish tyranny,

and how they had delighted in the eloquence of Webster, Clay, and Everett

exerted in behalf of an oppressed people in a foreign land. It was right

apparently for Americans, though foreigners, to speak in behalf of Greek

slaves, but wrong for English foreigners to speak in behalf of American

slaves. Mr. Thompson, before he came to this country, had done such

service for the emancipation of slaves in the West Indies that in 1833,

when the Act of Emancipation was passed. Lord Brougham said in the

House of Lords :
" I rise to take the crown of this most glorious victory

from every other head, and place it upon George Thompson's. He Tias

done more than any other man to achieve it." Having accomplished this

work at home, Mr. Thompson accepted an invitation from the Abolition-

ists of America to come and speak in behalf of freedom here. He was

immediately greeted with the title of " a British emissary," hired by " Brit-

ish gold," to destroy the American Union. He was denounced in Fan-

euil Hall by Harrison Gray Otis, Peleg Sprague, and Richard Fletcher.

It is difficult to understand the degree of excitement and blind prejudice

which then prevailed. The Boston Centincl called Thompson " a foreign

vagrant," who would never be allowed to address another meeting in this

country. The Boston Courier called him " a scoundrel," and " a vaga-

bond." The Commercial Gazette was astonished that " he should dare to

browbeat public opinion," and suggested that he and Garrison should be

" thrown overboard " if they ventured to speak again.

While the feeling thus excited was at its height, a meeting was an-

nounced of the Boston Female Antislavery Society, to be held Oct. 21,

1835, in the building, 46 Washington Street, where the Liberator was

printed. An incendiary placard was issued the same day, at 12 o'clock,

from the office of the Commercial Gazette, announcing that " the infamous

foreign scoundrel, Thompson, will hold forth this afternoon at the Liberator

' Liberator (see the Nos. for October and No- Mob of Oct. 21, 1855. The Garrison Mob. Pa-

vember, 1S35). Proceedings of the Antislavery pers relating to the Mob, edited by Theodore

meeting, held on the Twentieth Anniversary of the Lynian, 3rd.
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office, No. 46 Washington Street. The present is a fair opportunity for the

friends of the Union to snake Thompson out." It added that one hundred

dollars had been raised to be paid to the man who should " first lay violent

hands on Thompson, that he might be brought to the tar-kettle before dark."

George Thompson, however, was not at the meeting, nor in the city; nor

had he been invited to speak. The crowd, however, early collected, and

prevented all but about thirty women from entering. Some of the mob
crowded into the room. Amid this tumult the ladies calmly proceeded

with their business, Miss Mary Parker offering prayer in a clear and serene

voice. Meantime the mayor, Theodore Lyman, who before had sent some

officers to protect the building and keep out the mob, arrived himself,

cleared the building of the rioters, and urged the ladies to retire, as it might

not be in his power, with his small force, to protect them long. This they

did, the police making a passage for them through the mob. But though

the mayor assured the crowd that Mr. Thompson was not in the building,

it did not disperse, but became larger and more noisy. The ma\'or and his

officers continued to defend the entrance of the building; but finding that

the mob now clamored for Garrison, he went upstairs and advised Mr.

Garrison to leave the house b)' a pri\atc way which led into Wilson's Lane

behind. This Mr. Garrison did, but with calmness, as he continued to do

all things during the whole affair. Then the mayor went down again to

the door, and fearing that the Antislavery sign might induce the mob to

throw stones at it, and so be led on to further violence, directed it to be

taken into the house. Instead of this, however, it was put into the hands

of the mob, and destroyed. Meantime, Mr. Garrison had been intercepted

by some of the mob, a rope was coiled round his body, " probably," as he

says in his account written at the time, " to drag me through the streets."

He adds :
" I fortunately extricated myself from the rope, and was seized

by two or three powerful men, to whose firmness, polic}-, and muscular

energy I am probably indebted for my preservation. They led me through

the streets bare-headed ; through a mighty crowd, ever and anon shouting:

' He sha'n't be hurt! You sha'n't hurt him! Don't hurt him! He is an

American !
' This seemed to e.xcite sympatli}' among many of the crowd,

and they reiterated the cry, 'He sha'n't be hurt! '" As Garrison and those

who held him approached the City Hall, then in the Old State House,

the mayor and peace officers, together with his sturdy protectors, suc-

ceeded in getting him into the City Hall. Thence he was sent in a car-

riage to the jail for temporary security ; and shortly returned to his office

and his work.^

' These facts are taken from Mr. Garrison's the Lihcrnlor at the time positively contradict-

statements made in the I.iberalor, just after ed, came from a man who professed to be
these events; from Samuel E. Sewall's state- an eye-witness. In Mr. Garrison's statement

ment written at the same time
; from the mayor's at the time, quoted in the te.\t, he describes

account, afterward published ; and from a com- those who held him as his protectors. This
parison of the accounts of eye-witnesses. Yet docs not appear in his account given twenty
eye-witnesses are sometimes mistaken. The years after, which runs thus :

" The most active

story of the rope round Garrison's neck, which of the rioters found me in the second story of
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As soon as it was known that the Antislavery women had been ex-

pelled from their room by the mob, Francis Jackson invited them to con-

tinue and conclude their meeting at his own house ; and they did so. He
well knew the danger. It was not improbable that the mob might attack

and destroy his house, and endanger the safety of its inmates ; but he was

determined that there should be freedom of speech in Boston, if he had

the power of securing it, at whatever peril. A calm, unpretending, silent

man,— in common times ne\'er putting himself forward,— he was one of

those who show the temper of heroes in the hour which tries men's souls.

The next event of much importance was in the following year, 1836.

That part of Governor Everett's message which related to the Abolitionists

had been referred to a joint legislative committee of five, of which George

Lunt, of Newburyport, was chairman. To the same committee were also

referred the communications from the Legislatures of slaveholding States,

making it penal for citizens of non-slaveholding States to speak or write

against slavery. Samuel J. May, Ellis Gray Loring, Mr. Garrison, William

Goodell, and Professor Charles Follen addressed the committee in opposi-

tion to any action against Abolitionists on the part of the Legislature. Dr.

Follen was interrupted by Mr. Lunt, and was told that he and his associates

were there to e.vculpate themselves, and not to instruct the committee. Mr.

May denied that they were there as culprits. They complained to the

Legislature of the treatment they had received, and had another hearing, at

which the same gentlemen spoke again, together with Samuel E. Sewall.

Mr. Lunt, as before, repeatedly interrupted the speakers in a threatening

manner. He was, however, rebuked for this, not only by Mr. Moseley, one

of his associates, but also by Mr. George Bond, a merchant of high standing,

who-declared that in his opinion the committee was too fastidious. It was

on this occasion that the incident took place which Miss Martineau described

in a picturesque way in her article on "The Martyr-age of America."

" While the committee were, with ostentatious negligence, keeping the Abolitionists

waiting, they, to whom this business was a prelude to life or death, were earnestly con-

sulting in groups, .^t the further end of the chamber. Garrison and another ; somewhat

nearer, Dr. Follen, looking German all over, and a deeper earnestness than usual over-

spreading his serene and meditative countenance. In consultation with him was Ellis

Gray Loring, only too frail in form, but with a face radiant w^th inward light. There

were May and Goodell and Sewall and several more, and many an anxious wife, sister,

or friend looking down from the gallery. During the suspense the door opened and

Dr. Channing entered, — one of the last people who could on that wintry afternoon

have been expected. He stood a few moments, muffled in his cloak and shawl-hand-

kerchief, and then walked the whole length of the room, and was immediately seen

the carpenter's shop, alluded to, and, coiling a he could do, with the small mean.'; at his disposal,

rope round my body, let me down to the crowd [Compare the statements in Mr. Hugbee's chap-

below. I was dragged, bare-headed, through ter on " Boston Under the Mayors." There is

the streets, when my clothes were nearly all torn a circumstantial account of this mob, by Ellis

from my body, etc." After reading all the ac- Ames, who was an eye-witness, in Mass. Hist.

counts, it seems evident that the mayor did all Soc. Proc, 1881. — Ed.]
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shaking hands with Garrison. A murmur ran through the gallery, and a smile went

round the chamber. Mrs. Chapman whispered to her next neighbor, ' Righteousness

and peace have kissed each other I ' Garrison, the dauntless Garrison, turned pale as

ashes, and sank down on a seat. Dr. Channing had censured the Abolitionists in his

pamphlet on Slavery ; Garrison had, in the Liberator, rejected the censure ; and here

they were shaking hands in the Senate chamber. Dr. Channing sat behind the speakers,

handing them notes, and most obviously affording them his countenance, so as to be

from that day considered by the world as an accession to their principles, though not

to their organized body."

The result was that Mr. Lunt in his report strongly condemned the Abo-

litionists, and added some resolutions wholly disapproving their doctrines

and measures ; but the Legislature laid report and resolutions on the table,

and there they remained, and were never acted on.

In the ne.\t year, 1837, occurred some of the memorable debates in Con-

gress on the right of petition, in which John Ouincy Adams held a position

hardly ever equalled by any speaker in a deliberative body. Maintaining

the right of petition, against the solid South and a large part of the North-

ern representatives, he stood like a rock in mid-ocean, against which a

thousand storms beat in vain. Though not a representative from Boston,

yet through the grandeur of his position, his immovable purpose, his vast

resources of knowledge, his keen intellect, he triumphantly defended the

rights of the whole North against the assumptions of slavery,— and the

hearts of Antislavery men in Boston were strengthened by that triumph.

In November of the same year Elijah P. Lovejoy was killed in Alton,

while defending his press which a mob was seeking to destroy. A petition

for the use of Faneuil Hall for a meeting to protest against this violation of

the principles of liberty, signed by Dr. Channing and others, was rejected

by the Boston authorities. With fearless promptitude Dr. Channing issued

an appeal to the citizens of Boston, calling on them to reverse this action of

the city government. A meeting at the Supreme Court room, presided

over by George Bond, passed resolutions prepared by Benjamin F. Hallett,

demanding of the mayor and aldermen to change their course and give the

hall. They did so, and the meeting was held. Jonathan Phillips presided.

Dr. Channing made an impressive address in favor of the right of free dis-

cussion, violated by the murder of Lovejoy. He was followed, in the same
sense, by Benjamin F. Hallett and George S. Hillard, a young lawyer, not

then known to fame. Wendell Phillips was to have followed, but the floor

was taken by the Attorney-general of the State, James Trecothic Austin,

who declared that Lovejoy " died as the fool dieth," and that the men who
killed him were as great patriots as those who threw the tea into Boston

harbor. He was loudly cheered by a large part of the meeting, and Wen-
dell Phillips, who then ascended the platform, was hooted at by the crowd

;

but in spite of their opposition and outcries he held his ground, and sternly

rebuked the speech of Austin. "When I heard," said he, "the gentleman

lay down principles which placed the murderers of Alton side by side with
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Otis and Hancuck, with Oiiincy and Adams, I tluuight those pictured lips,"

pointing to their portraits, "would have broken into voice to rebuke the

recreant American, the slanderer of the dead." l''rom that hour Wendell

Phillips took his place among the great orators of the land.

The combination of interests, beliefs, and habits which supported slavery

in the United States was so powerful that it seemed madness in the Aboli-

tionists to hope for success against them. First, there was the pecuniary

value of the slaves to the South, amounting even then, as was computed,

to one thousand millions of dollars. But if that vast sum had been voted

by Congress as compensation for the slaves, it would have been refused on

account of the difficulties and dangers of emancipation. More than that,

slavery had become an ingrained part of the sj'stem of life in the Southern

States; and it was believed that the whole fabric of society would be rent

asunder by emancipation. Nor would any Southern community have con-

sented, for any amount that could be offered, to allow the negroes when
emancipated to remain among them ; and if they were bought by the North,

and all sent out of the country, where would laborers and servants be found

to take their place? As against emancipation, then, the South was a unit,

though some of the border States were not opposed to emancipation if it

could be connected with deportation of the colored people. The slave-

holders, being united, controlled the politics of the South ; and the South,

being united, controlled the politics of the nation. They held great major-

ities in Congress ; they elected pro-slavery presidents ; they took possession

of the Federal courts; the Federal power in its three branches— legisla-

tive, executive, and judicial — w'as held firml)- in their hands. They con-

trollcil the merchants of the North b)- their trade, the newspapers of the

North through their business ; both the fashion of the North and the mobs
were on their side. Not satisfied with this, the slave-pow'er proceeded to

strengthen its position by a series of successful aggressions. In 1845 ^^

annexed Texas, then a Free State belonging to Mexico, with the avowed

purpose of cutting it into four slave States, and so to add eight sla\'eholders

to the United States Senate. It obtained a new and stringent Fugitive-

Slave Law, by which to seize fugitives at the North. It repealed the

Missouri Compromise, which prohibited the extension of slavery into Ter-

ritories north of a certain parallel, so as to allow the slaveholders to carry

their slaves where they would. It obtained the opinion of the U. S. Supreme
Court, in the Dred Scott case, to the same effect. It took possession of

Kansas by violence, murdering men whose only crime it was to wish to make
it a free State ; and struck down Charles Sumner on the floor of Congress.

Such was the great and constantly increasing strength of the slave-power.

And what had the .Vbolitionists to oppose to it? They had no political,

social, or fashionable influence. They were mostly poor, and all were un-

popular. They had nothing on their side but Truth, Justice, and God. Re-

lying on these they were strong, eloquent, brave, untiring. Their methods

VOL. ui. — 49.
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were simple and few. They formed Antislavery societies, held public meet-

ings, published newspapers, tracts, and books. They took advantage of

every new act and aggression of the slave-power to appeal to the popular

indignation against wrong. They had on their side poets like Whittier, Low-

ell, Longfellow, Pierpont, and Bryant ; orators like Phillips, Fred. Douglass,

Theodore D. Weld, Stephen Foster, Parker Pillsbury, and a multitude

of others. They had noble women working for them in their societies,

speaking on the platform, writing books and pamphlets ; such women as

Maria Weston Chapman, Lucretia Mott, Louisa Loring, Lydia Maria Child,

Lucy Stone, Abby Kelley, Sarah and Angelina Grimke. At their meetings

were to be seen fugitive slaves, telling with their lips what they had known

of the barbarities of slavery,— like William and Ellen Craft, Henry Box

Brown, and Father Henson. They welcomed to their platform the defen-

ders of slavery, and any slaveholder who chanced to be in Boston was sure

to have every opportunity for the freest speech, — sure, also, of being

answered as he had never been answered before. Every outrage on free-

dom brought new converts to their side; every triumph of the slave-power

was the text for more con\-incing arguments against the system which could

only live by such encroachments on the rights of all. The best thought of

the North, like that of Ralph Waldo Emerson, came to their side. The
" enraged eloquence " of their meetings drew crowds to listen. Men were

there who struck and spared not,— men like Stephen S. Foster, Parker Pills-

bury, and Henry C. Wright, to whom there was nothing sacred in Church

or State when allied with slavery. They denounced the church as " a

brotherhood of thieves ;
" they cursed the Constitution of the United States,

which called on them to surrender fugitives. The higher the position of

a man, if he was on the wrong side, the better they liked to strike him.

Stormy and tumultuous were these debates, often interrupted, sometimes

broken up by the mob, but never commonplace or tame. The attacks of

the Abolitionists on the churches were excused, if not justified, by the hos-

tile attitude assumed by many of the religious newspapers and influential

ministers. While some of these came to their side, the majority of the

leading clergymen in all denominations stood aloof These had in their

churches men allied to the South b\' business interests, or men who were

bitterly prejudiced against abolition. Thc\- belonged to the great de-

nominations, containing numerous Southern churches, and they foresaw

disruption if they admitted this uncompromising element. Hence many
clergymen of high standing were led to excuse or defend slavery. Most

prominent among these were Dr. Nehemiah Adams of Boston, President

Lord of Dartmouth College, New Hampshire, and Bishop Hopkins of Ver-

mont,— all of whom defended slavery as right in itself, good for masters and

slaves, and having the authority of the Bible in its favor. The President of

Dartmouth College maintained, in two pamphlets published in Boston,' that

' A Letter of Inquiry, etc., by a Northern Second Letter, etc., by Xathaii Lord, President of

Presbyter, Boston, 1S54. A Nort/ierii Presbyter's Dartmovith College, Boston, 1S55.
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slavery was a divine institution according to natural and revealed religion,

not opposed to the law of love ; that it was a wholesome institution, which

ought to be extended ; that it was right to do away with those political bar-

riers which prevented it from going into Northern Territories and Northern

States ; that it was not slaveholders, but the opposers of slavery who de-

served condemnation; and that he, President Lord, would himself cheerfully

own slaves if it were convenient or necessary. John Ilcnr)' Hopkins, Epis-

copal Bishop of the Diocese of Vermont, also published a book in 1857, in

which he began by giving a false definition of slaver)', making it only serf-

dom, and ignoring the chief evils of the system. He declared, in opposi-

tion to the facts in the case, that the condition of a slave was preferable to

that of a free colored man, and in many respects superior to that of the

white laborer in the Northern States. He denied that Ciiristianity was op-

posed to slavery ; and declared that " the color of the African race forms an

insuperable obstacle to its elevation and civilization in this country." He
even went so far as to think the African slave-trade, with all its horrors, was

sent b)- the providence of God to bring the colored people to this country,

where they might be taught Christianit)', and then sent back in mass to Africa

to civilize that continent. He seemed to forget tliat the Christian training

they received was chiefly a knowledge of how to raise cotton and sugar, and

that an excellent lady had recently been sent to prison for teaching them to

read and write, this action of hers being made criminal by the laws of the

Southern States. He defended the course of the South in this long struggle,

declaring that the South was right and the North wrong. " The spirit of en-

croachment," said he, " is all on the side of the North," adding that the

North was seeking to excite the slaves against their owners. This last asser-

tion was not true, for the most ultra Abolitionists never passed a resolution

or published a tract with any such purpose. But after having shown to his

own satisfaction that the slave-trade was ordained by God, that slavery was a

divine institution, and that the slaves were the happiest laboring population

on earth, the Bishop proposed that they should all be bought by the United

States, at a cost of about sixty millions of dollars annually, and be sent

to Africa, with what object and for what purpose it was verj- difficult to

discover.

To these two clerical defenders of slavery was joined Dr. Nehemiah
Adams, a distinguished Orthodox divine of Boston, who has therefore a

place in the history of this discussion. Going down to South Carolina in

1854, and spending three months there, he came back and published a book

called A South-Side View of Slavery. The substance of it was that he had

found slavery an exceedingly pleasant institution; the slaves very happy

;

and he had been told by many Southern gentlemen that they were not ill-

treated, and had no wish to be free. Dr. Adams went on with the usual argu-

ments to prove slavery a divine institution, reproved the Abolitionists, and

added a few delicate hints of the advantage which might come from the re-

vival of the slave-trade and the extension of slavery in the United States.
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Is it wonderful that the Abohtionists, strugghng against sucli odds in

what they beHeved the cause of him who came to " preach dehverance to

the captives," became rather angry and bitter when they saw themselves

opposed by such influential teachers of Christian morals?

As if all these opponents were not enough, Mr. Garrison found himself

obliged to resist and oppose a false friend, in the form of the American Col-

onization Society. This association was formed Dec. 31, 18 16, and in 1821

purchased the territory in Western Africa known as Liberia. Of this society

Henry Clay was the president ; and one of its professed objects was to pro-

mote emancipation by pro\-iding a home in Africa to which frcedmcn could

be sent. There were those who claimed that slavery in the United States

could thus be abolished, by sending, at an enormous expense, the total

annual increase of the colored people to Africa. Many intelligent people

were so far misled as to encourage this absurd enterprise of sending the

whole laboring population of the South from the country where their work

was needed to one where it was not needed. The Colonization Society was

encouraged by many Southern slaveholders as a means of getting rid of the

free colored people among them, who were regarded as dangerous to the

institution of slavery; and it was supported at the North on the opposite

ground of being a method by which slavery might be gradually abolished.

Mr. Garrison exposed the fallacy of this hope, and helped to undeceive

those who had been misled by it.

It was in the year 1844 that Garrison and the Garrisonian Abolitionists

took the ground of " No union with slaveholders." In their original

declaration, adopted in 1833, they had plainly stated that the Constitution

of the United States pledged the people of the free States to assist in

putting down a slave-insurrection, and to return the fugitive to slavery;

but ten years passed by before they deduced from this fact the logical

necessity of the dissolution of the Union. Their argument now was that

the Constitution of the United States was a pro-slavery document, and that

every man who consented to vote or act under it was pledged therebj' to

support slavery whenever called on to do so. It was the Union of the

North with the South which enabled the slaveholders to maintain the s\'s-

tem and keep down the slaves. Therefore, by simply supporting the

Union we were supporting slavery. The Union, therefore, ought to be dis-

solved, and this should be the object of all true Abolitionists.

Many, however, of the most earnest opposers of slavery hesitated at this

point, and declined to follow I\Ir. Garrison. They contended that if there

were pro-slavery clauses in the Constitution, its spirit and influence were

antislavery, and that the organic basis of the Union was not the Constitu-

tion but the Declaration of Independence. They maintained that the laws

of the free States were also unjust in many things, and commanded what

was wrong, and that the only way to escape this kind of compromise \\ith

evil would be to go out of the world ; but thc>- added that we were thus
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only passively connected with \vrong-doin^% and tliat when called upon to

assist actively in returning fugitives, we had a right to refuse, under our

allegiance to the higher law of Universal Right. They also said that in

practice nothing was gained by the doctrine of disunion. Before you could

induce the North to dissolve the Union, you must convince the majority of

the people of the free States that slavery was a sin ; and when you had

convinced them of that they would not dissolve the Union, but by means

of the Union would put an end to slavery. The slaveholders, always wise

in their generation, desired to dissolve the Union, because they knew that

when they were an independent slaveholding community they could better

defend and protect this institution. Those who were opposed to slavery

ought, therefore, it was said, to maintain the Union and not to dissolve it.

The result proved that this position was the true one. Slavery was

finally abolished b\' the war which was begun in order to defend the Union.

It was abolished not by those who wished to destroy the Union, but by

those who were determined to preserve it. If the Garrisonians had suc-

ceeded in convincing the Northern people that it would be good and right

to separate from the South and give up the Federal Union, there would

have been no conflict. The Southern States w^ould have been allowed to

secede, and slavery would not have been abolished as a result of the war.

It might have come to an end at last, in some other way ; but certainly not

then, and probably not for a long time.

Therefore, while the Garrisonian Abolitionists refused to vote or to take

part in public aftairs, political Antislavery parties were also formed by those

who wished political action in the interests of freedom. The first of these

was the Libert)- Party, begun in New York in 1840, by Myron Holley,

Alvan Stewart, and Gerrit Smith, who called a convention in Albany, at

which James G. Birney, a Kentucky Abolitionist, was nominated for Pres^

ident. Casting only seven thousand votes in that Presidential campaign, at

the ne.xt, in 1844, they had sixty thousand, and their vote probably defeated

Mr. Clay, for whom, however, many of the party had voted in order to pre-

vent the annexation of Te.xas, which soon followed Mr. Polk's election.

Salmon P. Chase now became one of the chief leaders of this body; but

this party was merged in 1 848 in the Free-Soil party, which was formed by
a secession of Antislavery voters from the Democrats and Whigs. The
Democrats had nominated for President General Cass, who had openly op-

posed the W'ilmot proviso, which cNcluded slaver)- from all territory ac-

quired from Mexico. This caused, especially in New York, a secession

from the Democratic party of men like William C. Bryant, Preston King,

John A. Dix, and John Van Burcn. They were called Barn-burners by their

opponents, who charged them with wishing to destroy the Democratic party

in order to rid themselves of its evils, as a man might burn his barn to rid

himself of rats. On the nomination of General Taylor as the Whig candi-

date a similar but larger secession went from the Whig part)'. Those of

Massachusetts met in convention at Worcester and adopted a platform, the
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basis of w hich w as the W'ilmot proviso. Daniel Webster, who had declared

the nomination of General Taylor " one not fit to be made," was visited in

Boston by Henry Wilson and Charles Allen, members of the convention,

and expressed his approval of the platform and his strong desire to see a

political movement which would maintain the rights of the North ; but he

did not believe the new party would succeed in doing this. The South

had ruled too long, he said, and had too much power to be defeated.

The Free-Soil State Convention of Massachusetts met in Boston, Sept.

6, 1848. Among others, Charles Sumner spoke on this occasion, and re-

ported resolutions and an address to the people. This new party cast, at

the Presidential election in November, two hundred and ninety thousand

votes, with no hope of success, but simply to maintain a principle. Charles

Sumner, who thus assisted in the formation of the Free-Soil party, was

one of the noblest contributions made by Boston to the Antislavery cause.

Born in Boston, Jan. 6, 181 1 ; educated at the Boston Latin School; a stu-

dent of law in Boston, after graduating at Harvard College, he was admitted

to the Suftblk Bar in 1834. After his return from his tour in Europe he

first took an active part in the Antislavery discussion in the matter of the

"Creole." In 1841, some slaves taken on this American brig, bound from

Virginia to New Orleans, freed themselves on the voyage and took the

vessel to Nassau, where they were liberated. Daniel Webster, then Secre-

tary of State, addressed a letter to our Minister at the Court of St. James,

and claimed that the owners and officers of the vessel ought, by the comity

of nations, to be assisted in maintaining their authority over the vessel and

all on board,— in other words, that the English Government should arrest

and return fugitives from slavery. Dr. Channing immediately wrote a

pamphlet, in which he complained that Mr. Webster's letter " maintained

morally unsound and pernicious doctrines fitted to deprave the public mind,

and tending to commit the free States to the defence and support of slav-

ery." He consulted Charles Sumner on some of the legal points before its

publication. When Dr. Channing's position was attacked in the journals

Sumner came at once to its defence, insisting on the purely local and ex-

ceptional character of slavery,— a theme which he expanded, ten years

later, in his first Antislavery speech in the Senate, entitled " Freedom Na-

tional, Slavery Sectional." He was at this time interested in the work of

Garrison, subscribed for his paper, attended many of the Antislavery meet-

ings, but declined joining their society, as he disapproved their methods.

He could not admit that the Constitution of the United States was " a cove-

nant with death and an agreement with hell," and believed that it was by

means of the Union, and not outside of it, that slavery would be abolished.

The event proved him to be right in this \'icw. His first public appearance

in Boston in the Antislavery conflict was in the Faneuil Hall meeting of

November, 1845, called to oppose the admission of Te.xas into the Union.

In 1846 he addressed the meeting in Faneuil Hall, on the occasion of

the abduction of a fugiti\c who had escaped from New Orleans in a ship
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belongiii"^ to John II. I'carson. The slave escaped from the vessel, was

pursued and captured on shore, was forcibly held against law in the waters
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John Quincy Adams, who, in a feeble and tremulous voice said: "Fifty

years ago I attended a meeting in this place, over which Elbridge Gerry

presided, who, apologizing for his age and infirmities, declared that if he

had but one day to live he would have been present. That event was the

taking out of an American frigate certain seamen b\- a British man-of-war."

Mr. Adams said that he appeared in that hall for the same reason, and in

defence of the same principle. Dr. Samuel G. Howe stated the facts. John

A. Andrew, secretary of the meeting, offered the resolutions. Charles

Sumner, Stephen C. Phillips, Wendell Phillips, and Theodore Parker spoke.

On this occasion Andrew and Parker first publicl}' associated themselves with

Sumner in Boston in a cause in which they stood by his side during so

many years ; and no three men have done more to illustrate the character

at Castle Howard; lithographed by .S. W.
Chandler before the drawing went to England;

photographed at York since Sumner's death, and

of this Mr. Pierce has a copy. 5- A portrait in

oils by M. Wight, in 1856 ;
given to the Boston

Public Library in 1874; has been engraved.

6. A portrait by Wellman Morrison, painted in

1S56 ; was given to Harvard College in 1874 by

Oliver C. Everett, and is now in Gore Hall.

7. A photograph by Black in 1S69 ; engraved in

Sumner's IVoris. 8. Warren of Cambridge took

several photographs about 1870-71 ; one stand-

ing, one sitting with a cane, one holding a French

newspaper, and one reproduced in the Memorial

published by the city in 1S74. 9. A photograph

by Allen & Rowell, the last ever taken, made
late in 1873; '^ reproduced in the Memorial \o\-

ume printed by the State in 1874, and has been

engraved by the Treasury Department at Wash-

ington. The photographers have also issued it

enlarged. 10. A portrait by Edgar Parker. 11.

A portrait by William M. Hunt, not from life,

but following Allen & Rowell's photograph.

12. A full-length portrait by , taken about

1S73 f°'' Hayti, of which there is a copy at

Wormley's in Washington. 13. The earliest

representation of any kind is Crawford's bust of

him, taken in 1839, now in the Art Museum.
See Memoir, ii. 94, 265. 14. Milmore's bust of

him, now at the State House, is called good;

but a repetition of it, which the State gave to

George William Curtis, is better. 15. Various

busts and statues of him were produced in plas-

ter, etc., at the time of the competition for his

bronze statue, erected in 1S78 in the Public

Garden, for which Thomas Ball's design was

adopted.

The authoritative account of Sumner's life

has been well begun by his friend and one of his

literary executors, already referred to, Edward

L. Pierce, who published in 1877 two volumes

of Mcfiwir and Letters, coming down to 1845,

when Sumner was just on the threshold of his

public career. This Memoir occasioned various

reviews,

—

Galaxy, December, 1877; IValminster

Rcvii-a', January, 187S ; Edinburgh Rciicw, Jan-

uary, 187S ; Norlh American Rerie'M, 1S78, by

George F. Hoar ; International Review, January,

1878, " Sumner's Place in History," by B. Perley

Poore. Until this biography is completed, we
must depend, apart from the general histories of

his times, upon hast}' compilations, occasioned

by his death in 1874, like C. E. Lester's Life and
Pithlic Services of Charles Sumner, Phelps's Life

of Charles Sumner, and Elias Nason's Life an I

Times of Charles Sumner. More valuable are

Carl Schurz's eulogy' before the City Govern-

mentjn Boston, making part of a Memorial pub-

lished by the City ; James Freeman Clarke's

paper in his Memorial and Biographical Sketches

:

recollections by his secretary, A. B. Johnson, pub-

lished in Scridner's Monthly, vols. viii.-.\. ; and a

eulogy by G. W. Curtis before the State author-

ities, printed in a Memorial by the State. The
speeches occasioned by his death, delivered in

Congress, are preserved in a Memorial issued by

the two Houses. The colored representative from

South Carolina, R. B. Elliot, delivered an ora-

tion before the colored citizens of Boston in

Faneuil Hall, which is also the chief feature

of another Memorial volume. Mr. Pierce also

printed " A Senator's Fidelity Vindicated " in

the iVorth American Rer-ie^v, July, 1S7S. There

are letters of his, during his public life, in Weiss's

Theodore Parker. Laugel treats of him in his

Grandes Figures Historiques. Mrs. M. C. Ames,
in her Outlines of Men, etc., gives an account of

his home. He left his library and collection

of autographs to Harvard College Librarv, and

an account of this Sumner Collection has been

printed by that Library. Theodore Parker

formed a scrap-book of newspaper-cuttings con-

cerning Sumner, and this is in the Public

Library, together with a special collection of

newspapers taking note of his death, and other

memorials of him. A view of the monument
over Sumner's grave at Mount Auburn is given

in the Harvard Register, Julv, iSSi.— En.]
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of Boston in its devotion to human liberty than they. Of Andrew \vc shall

shortly have occasion to speak ; but we must now briefly describe the Anti-

slavery work done in Boston by Theodore Parker.

Theodore Parker was not born in Boston, but in Lexington, Mass., in

1 8 10. His veins were filled with the blood of Puritans and Revolutionary

patriots. An earnest student, a great scholar, devoted, like Dr. Channing,

to ideas, — like Dr. Channing he laid aside his dearest literary projects to

obey the call of conscience and divine duty. That call led him to give a

large part of his time, thought, energy, and heart to the Abolition move-

ment. He first began to take a public part in it in 1845, ^n*^' from that time

till his death he was always in the front ranks of the Antislavery work. In-

timate and familiar with Garrison, Wendell Phillips, and their body, a fre-

quent speaker on their platform, he was equally intimate with the leaders of

the political Antislavery parties. He was in correspondence with Charles

Sumner, John P. Hale, Salmon P. Chase, James G. Birney, Horace Mann,

John G. Palfrey, William H. Seward, Gerrit Smith. After coming to Boston,

in 1845, he preached every Sunday to great audiences in the INIelodeon and

Music Hall ; and in his sermons discussed with fiery ardor every event bear-

ing on the great topics of Slavery and Freedom. Thus he spoke of the an-

nexation of Te.xas, the rendition of fugitive slaves, the war with Mexico,

and all the assaults of the slave-power on the cause of human liberty. He
spoke repeatedly in I-'aneuil Hall

;
published many pamphlets, essays,

speeches, and sermons; lectured on slavery through all the free States,

and once in Delaware ; aided the fugitives to escape, and sheltered them
in his house; was a member of the vigilance committees; and wrote many
letters to public men concerning their duties in this relation. He did not

agree with Garrison in his opposition to the Union ; he regarded the Union

as an instrument by which slavery would be abolished; and in this he

showed his rare sagacity. Thus, from 1845 until his fatal attack in 1859,

he was a power in Boston to move public opinion in opposition to slavery,

and to bear aloft the standard of human freedom.

During all this struggle fugitives from slavery were constantly arriving

from the South, and telling the same tale of their sufferings from slavery, and

their various methods of escaping. One man had been packed in a bo.x, and

so brought through by the freight company as goods. He afterward went

by the name of Box Brown, and told his thrilling tale on many an Antisla-

very jilatform. Another got under the guards of a Southern steamer bound
for Philadelphia, and clung for many hours to the vessel, though every heavy

roll buried him under the sea. Ellen Craft, a light mulatto woman, escaped

disguised as a young Southern planter, bringing her husband with her in

the character of her body servant. Father Henson, a man of much talent

and character, told a long tale of his trials and adventures in escaping from

Kentucky. These personal narrations thrilled the 'audiences, and brought

home to them the real horrors and miseries of the system. But among those

nurtured into eloquence by wrong, none equalled Frederick Douglass. Men
VOL. ni. — 50.
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listened with wonder to a speaker, of the first class of orators, who had

been born and raised a slave ; and the old ari,nimcnt that the slaves were

^3^^ <̂i^

not qualified for freedom seemed ridiculous wherever his clear, strong argu-

ments and his powerful appeals were heard.

' [This likeness of Theodore Parker follows

a photograph kindly loaned by Wendell Phillips,

Esq., and copied from one taken for Miss Hunt

about 1856 or 1S57. Miss Caroline C. Thayer

owns the same on porcelain, in which the expres-

sion is softer and more satisfactory. By the will

of Mrs. Parker, who is recently deceased, .Story's

bust and Cheney's crayon of Parker have come
to the Public Library. This bust is engraved

in vol. ii. of Weiss's Life 0/ Parker. Milmore's

bust, much liked by Parker's friends, is still in

the artist's studio. The authoritative account is

the Life and Correspondence of Theodore Parker,

issued by John Weiss in 1S64, in two volumes.

A condensed narrative is a review of this in

the A^orth American Rei'iat*, April, 1S59, by

O. B. Frothingham, who in 1S74 published his

Theodore Parker: A Biography, which may be

supplemented by the chapter on " Theodore
Parker, the Preacher," in Frothingham's Tran-

scendentalism in A'exu England. Mr. Frothingham
also supplied an introduction, and Miss H. E.

Stevenson a biographical sketch, to Parker's

Discourse on Mailers Pertaining to Religion, 1S76.

.\ little book. The Life and Teachings of Theodore

Parker, by Peter Dean, was published in London
in 1S77, where also had been published, in 1S65,

.\. Reville's Life and IVritings of Parker, a trans-
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Thus the years passed, the slave-power growing stronger in political

influence, carrying one measure after another, bending to its interest the

leading politicians of both jjarties. At the same time the moral power of

the Antislavery movement increased with still greater rajjidity. A small

body in Congress resisted the encroachments of the South ; among them

was Joiin G. Palfrey, who, in the Thirtieth Congress, delivered a speech of

great power and beauty, in which he showed the growth of the pro-slavery

influence, which he was the first to call the slave-power. He ended by

saying: "If the slaveholders insist that Union and Slavery cannot live

together, they may be taken at their own \\ ord ; but it is the Union that

must stand." It was on this occasion that John Ouincy Adams exclaimed,

"Thank God! the seal is broken." In this same debate Horace Mann
made a powerful argument against the admission of slavery into the Ter-

ritories ; he spoke forcibly on the effect of slavery in destroying manliness

and energy of character, and said: "There are in this lanil three million

Casper Hausers."

At last, in 1850, an effort was made b\' the leaders of the two great

parties, the Whigs and Democrats, to put an end to this agitation, and

silence discussion by passing a series of measures in Congress, embodied

in what was called the Compromise Bill. The question which had to be

settled was the condition to be assigned to the territory gained by the war

with Mexico. According to the Wilmot Proviso, it was to be all free. This

the slave-power bitterly opposed. In January, 1850, Henry Clay introduced

his compromise measure, which proposed to admit California as a State

and New Mexico as a Territory, without applying the Wilmot Proviso to

either; refusing to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia, but pro-

hibiting the slave-trade there ; allowing the trade in slaves between the

States, and passing a more stringent fugiti\e-slave law. In the debate

which followed, Mr. Clay declared that " no earthly power would induce

him to introduce slavery where it did not exist."

lation of a book issued in Paris the same year. On his death various memorial sermons were

This writer had printed "Un Reformateur Am- published by Boston ministers,— W. R. Alger,

tfricain" in the Revue des Deux Mondcs, Oct. i, C. A. Bartol, J. F. Clarke, G. II. Ilepworth, etc.

1S61. See also Mr. Clarke's tribute in his Memorial and

Parker's own works are largely illustrative Biographical Sketches. Colonel T. W. Higginson

of his intellectual development, particularly his paid one at the time in the -4^/(7 /rf/i-yJ/D/;//;/)', i860.

Experiences as a Minister^ with an Account of his He has frequently been the subject of commen-
Early Life, 1859, contained also in the appendix dation and animadversion in the periodical press,

of Weiss's Z;/t- of him. See the autobiographic —Bibliotheca Sacra, January, i86i, and April,

pieces in the London edition of his works (1S76), 1869; Christian Examiner, January, 1864, by J.

xii. His strong feelings came out emphatically II. Allen, and July, 1S64, by I). A. Wasson ; New
in his Discourse on the Death of Daniel IVe/isler, Englaiider, ii. and iii., by Noah Porter ; Content-

ii^2,;mA\x\h\s Trialfor the" Misdemeanor'" ofa porary A'et'ie7ii, 1866, by Professor Cheetham ;

Speech, in Faneuil Hall, against Kidnapping,April Fortnightly Kevieiv, 1867, by M- t>- Conway.

3, 1865, -Mith His Defence. There is in the Pub- Numerous other references will be found in

lie Library a scrap-book, formed and annotated Allibone's Dictionary. A discourse by Samuel

by himself, containing newspaper cuttings relat- Longfellow was delivered at the dedication of

ing to his indictment for obstructing the United the Parker Memorial Meeting-house in Boston,

States Marshal at the time of the rendition of Sept. 21, 1873, and is printed in a pamphlet of

Burns. the Dedicatory Services.— Ed.]
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It was at this time that Daniel Webster made his famous Seventh-of-

March Speech, in which he opposed the exclusion of slavery from the Ter-

ritories by law, and accepted the Fugitive-slave law. This speech caused

the greatest sadness at the North among those who had looked to Daniel

Webster as a tower of strength against the encroachments of the slave-

power. Down to the very day when this speech was made his intimate

political friends in Boston announced that Webster was about to make a

great speech in opposition to the plans of the slaveholders. He had

already claimed the Wilmot Proviso as "his thunder;" he had consulted

with Joshua Giddings and Thaddeus Stevens in regard to his course. They
had been led to believe that he would put himself at the head of those who
opposed the extension of slavery. He now declared, however, that he was

willing to divide Texas into four slave States ; he said that he was ready to

support the new fugitive-slave law with all its provisions. This speech of

Webster was a great blow to the Antislavery cause. Whittier wrote con-

cerning it his poem called " Ichabod." Men at the North regarded it, justly

or otherwise, as a bid for the Presidency. But Mr. Webster's influence was

still so great that a large and influential body of his friends in Boston, after

a little hesitation, expressed their approbation of his course. ]Man\-, how-

ever, refused to follow him. Joseph T. Buckingham, in the Massachusetts

Legislature, moved to incorporate in a series of resolutions the words for-

merly spoken by Mr. Webster, in which he had declared that the opposi-

tion of Massachusetts to the extension of slavery was universal, and that

they would " oppose such extension in all places, at all times, and under all

circumstances, against all inducements, all combinations, all compromises."

But the compromises passed through Congress and became a law, and

both the great parties decided to put down all slavery agitation ; there was

to be no more discussion of the subject in Congress or elsewhere. But an

event soon occurred which dispelled this pleasing illusion. Three months

after Daniel Webster's speech, and before the Compromise measures had

finally gone through Congress, Harriet Beecher Stowe began the story of

" Uncle Tom's Cabin " in the National Era, published in Washington. In

1852 Uticle ToDi s Cabin was published in Boston in book form, and is thus

a Boston book. In eight weeks the sale in the United States reached a

hundred thousand copies; in 1856 over three hundred thousand copies had

been sold in the United States, and more than a million in England. It

was translated into every language of Europe ; also into Arabic, Chinese,

and Japanese.^ Thus the whole world was reading about sla\'er\' in the

United States, and discussing it.

Two or three fugitives from slaverj' were arrested in Boston, and two,

Simms and Burns, surrendered by the United States Commissioners, were

1 [There are in the Public Library of all these made, Mr. George BuUen, the keeper of the

translations of UtuU Tom's Cabin as many as printed books in the Museum, has furnished a

could be procured a few years ago, the Cala- full bibliographical list of such versions to a

logjie of the British Afuseum affording the titles new edition of the novel published in this city.

to be searched for. Since the collection was —Ed.|
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taken back into shivery; hut tlic triflin^^ advantages gained by slavcrj^ from

such renditions were vastly outweighed by the indignation against tlic shive-

power, and all its abettors, occasioned by these transactions. In all ages and

nations it had been held odious to return fugitives into the hands of their

oppressors. The history of ancient and modern times teemed with this

sentiment. George S. Hillard was a United States Commissioner, and as

such would have been bound to surrender fugitives when brought before

him in accordance with the law; but his wife, Susan Hillard, a noble

woman, devoted to generous deeds, sheltered fugitives under their roof.

On the day of the rendition of Burns the streets through which he was to

pass were draped in black, and immense crowds filled Court Street, State

Street, and Washington Street ; the military who guarded liim were received

with loud shouts as " Kidnappers ! kidnappers !
" The tension was so ex-

treme that there seemed at one moment imminent danger of a tumult w hich

would have cost many lives. The Fugitive-slave law was not only odious

in itself, but believed to be unconstitutional in its provisions. The United

States Constitution had provided that " no person shall be deprived of his

liberty without due process of law," and that " in all suits at common law,

where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial

by jury shall be preserved." But Simms and Burns were deprived of their

liberty without seeing either judge or jury. All the old guarantees of

human liberty seemed to be removed by this law; and those who took part

in passing it or executing it, from Daniel Webster and Millard Fillmore

down, lost their political position from that hour.

The violence of the slave-power, and its disregard for the rights of the

free States, caused many persons to accustom themselves to the thought

that sooner or later force must be met by force. Others, believing that to

send a man into slavery was a \'iolation of the law of God, refused to permit

the Fugitive-sla\-e law to be enforced if it were possible to prevent it. They

held themselves justified in rescuing a slave from his oppressor at any risk.

Loving peace well, they loved justice more. This sentiment showed itself in

Boston in the Shadrach rescue, the Burns riot, the formation of the vigilance

committee, and in contributions to enable the oppressed Free-State emi-

grants to Kansas to defend themselves against the Missouri invaders.

In February, 1851, Shadrach, a colored waiter at the Cornhill Coffee

House in Boston, was arrested as a fugitive from slavery under a warrant

issued by George T. Curtis, United States Commissioner. After a prelim-

inary hearing the case was adjourned ; and at this moment a body of col-

ored men seized the prisoner, rescued him from the officers, and sent him

away to Canada. Washington was filled with excitement; the President

issued a proclamation ; Congress was deeply moved. Several persons were

tried in Boston for assisting in the rescue, but none were convicted.

A few months later, Thomas M. Simms was sent into slavery by the

same commissioner. It was on this occasion that tlie Court House was
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surrounded with chains b\' tiic United States Marshal, and the judges of

the Supreme Court of Massachusetts were obHged to stoop under this sym-

bol of the slaveholders' supremacy in order to reach their tribunals of jus-

tice. This was the hour of the deepest humiliation in Massachusetts; but

it stirred the souls of many a son of Boston with the purpose of determined

resistance to this overbearing iniquity.

This feeling showed itself on the ne.xt occasion when the Fugitive-slave

law was enforced in Boston, by the arrest of Anthony Burns, under a war-

rant issued by Edward G. Loring. Meetings were held in Faneuil Hall and

elsewhere in Boston, at which the most determined speeches were made by

Samuel G. Howe, George R. Russell, Francis \V. Bird, Thomas W. Higgin-

son, Wendell Phillips, Theodore Parker, and others. Meantime a plan for

the rescue of Burns had been formed by Albert G. Browne, John L. Swift,

T. W. Higginson, and Seth Webb, Jr. ; but it failed for want of a full under-

standing between those engaged. Higginson, Webb, Lewis Hayden, and a

few companions forced their way into the Court House, but failed of their

purpose. Indictments were found against Parker, Phillips, Higginson, and

one or two more. They were defended by John P. Hale, Charles M. Ellis,

William L. Burt, John A. Andrew, and Henry F. Durant. The indictment

was quashed, and the cases dismissed.

It is not necessary to describe the emotion produced b\' the murderous

assault on Charles Sumner hy Preston Brooks of South Carolina. This

took place in the Senate Chamber, May 22, 1856. The cause of this brutal

attack was Sumner's speech on " The Crime against Kansas." In this he

had described the terrible wrong against freedom which the sla\-e-power had

committed in that territory. Unable to reply to his arguments, the slave-,

holders answered by blows; and during four years his vacant chair in the

Senate testified in silence against this outrage. But he was spared to return

to uphold the arms of Abraham Lincoln during the Rebellion, to see the

end of slavery, and at last to be followed to his grave with the grateful

tears of vast multitudes in his own loved city of Boston.

One of the warmest friends of Sumner, and one who stood by him faith-

fully during his whole Antislavery career, was Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe.
In him there seemed to reappear in New England the romance and chi\"-

alry of the Middle Ages. Born in Boston, a pupil in the Latin School, a

student of medicine here, he went to Greece to assist in its effort for inde-

pendence, when he was but just of age; and afterward took part in the Po-

lish and French re\-olutionary struggles. Long after, amid his tender labors

for the blind, the deaf and dumb, the idiots, and other children of sorrow,

the Abolition movement appealed equally to his hunianit\- and his chivalry.

Especially he was deeply interested in the movement for making Kansas a

free State. At his office on Bromfield Street you would meet the men en-

gaged in organizing that emigration to Kansas which, after years of per-

secution and trial, succeeded in saving it from slavery. There was to be

found that most generous of men,— George L. Stearns,— who, after giving
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tliousaiuls of dollars to furnisli tlic Kansas emigrants with clothing, provi-

sions, and Sharpe's rifles, is said to have given to John Brown, " first and

last, more than ten thousand dollars in money and arms." In that office

the present writer met and talked with Hrown himself, just before his

movement on Harper's Ferry, and heard from his own lips the general

plan, though not the place or time, of his proposed assault on Southern

slavery.'

The struggle for freedom in Kansas excited great interest through New
England, and Boston again became the centre of operation, where this in-

terest was organized into activit}-. Money was raised to assist the Free-

State emigrants and suppl\- them with all necessary help. The men raised

funds to furnish them with Sharpe's rifles and ammunition
; the women col-

lected clothing and money for food. In numberless towns small societies

were organized for this purjiiwc, and the supplies were sent to Boston to be

forwarded to Kansas by a committee, of which Mrs. Samuel Cabot, Jr., was

the eflicient and admirable head. When John Brown, of Ossawattomie,

needed mone)-, he came to Boston and obtained it. When taken prisoner

and about to be tried, John Albion Andrew raised for his defence a sufficient

sum to obtain for him the best legal counsel. When he died in Virginia, a

martyr for freedom, a large public meeting was held in Boston to obtain

aid for his wife and surviving children. Thus Boston was faithful to the

end, and down to the beginning of the Civil War was the recognized

centre of all Antislavery movements, both moral and political.

When the Civil War began in 1861, John Albion Andrew ^ had been
chosen Governor of the State of Massachusetts. He had been long known
as an Antislavery man, and as a leading member of the Republican party ; but

few foresaw the ability he would displa\- in his trying position, or how easily

he would rise to its difficulties. With what foresight, with what judgment,

' See the speeches of Colonel Thomas Went- sages to the Legislature. Echvm P. Whipple
worth Higginson and others, in the Memoir of delivered the address at the commemoration ,ser-

Samiid GridUy //owe, by Julia Ward Howe : vices of the city, and it is contained in his Sue-
Boston, 1876. cess and lis Condilioits. His military secretarv,

^ [A statue of Governor Andrew stands in Albert G. Hrowne, Jr., prepared a sketch of his

Doric Hall in the State House. It is the work of life, which, having served as an article in the
Thomas Hall, and a published volume describes North American Revic<u, January, 186S, was pub-
the services at the unveiling. Another statue, by lishcd, somewhat expanded, as The Official Life
Thomas R. Gould, was erected over his grave in of John A. Andrew, 1868. This volume also con-
the Hingham Cemetery in 1S75, "hen it was pub- tained his valedictory address on leaving the gov-
licly dedicated, October 8, with an address by ernorship. His pastor, James Freeman Clarke,
Horace Kinney Sargent. .\ memorial volume, printed a sketch in /iarper's A/on/hly, February,
containing the e.\ercises of the dedication, was 1S6S, afterward included in his Memorial and
comiiiled by Luther Stevenson, Jr., and pub- Bioi^rafihical Slv/ches. Pelcg W. Chandler sup-

lishcd in 1S78, giving views of the statue, which plied a memoir, printed in the A/ass. Hisl. Sac.

is in marble. The materials for his official life Frac, April, iSSo. This was later issued separ-

are contained in more than thirty thousand pages ately, with the addition of personal reminiscences

of his correspondence as Governor, preserved at and with two of the Governor's literary addresses,

the State House, and in about five thousand pages never before printed. His descent is traced in

of his private correspondence. He sent during the AT. E. Hisl. and Geneal. Keg., January, 1869.

his five years of service nearly one hundred mes- — Kd.I
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with what untiring devotion to his country's needs, with what courage to

meet every danger, his work was done, all may read in the history of that

terrible struggle. As
Boston was the leader

in the war fur Inde-

pendence, under the

guidance of Sam Adams and his companions, so it was again the leader

of the North in the war for Union and Freedom, under the guidance of

John Albion Andrew. Just to all his opponents, with no self-seeking, with

imperturbable sweetness of temper, though capable of a fiery indignation

against wrong-doing, he disarmed opposition at home, and united Massa-

chusetts in an unbroken phalanx against secession. William Lloyd Garri-

son, John Albion Andrew, Charles Sumner, and other of the Boston leaders

in this struggle were fortunate beyond most reformers in li\ing to see the

work fully accomplished to which they had given their li\es. Some indeed,

like Theodore Parker, Horace Mann, and Ellis Gra\' Loring, "died without

the sight;" but many, like Garrison, Sumner, Phillips, Scwall, Andrew,

Oliver Johnson, Alaria Chapman, Lydia Maria Child, and Lucretia Mott,

lived to see the consummation of their hopes in the advent of universal

freedom ; they lived to see a Republic trodden by no foot which was not

free. More than four millions of human beings had been changed from

slaves to freemen, had become American citizens, and had entered on an

upward career of improvement.'

Of the war itself, of which this was the result, we have nothing to say

here. A great number of Boston young men went to hardship, peril, and

death, from their interest in this cause. Those who returned had their

reward in knowing that they had assisted in the triumph of human liberty

;

those who fell have made the place where they sleep hallowed ground

forever.

" Tlieir memory wraps the dusky mountain ;

Their spirit sparlcles in the fountain ;

The meanest rill, the mightiest river.

Rolls mintrling; with their fame forever !

"

<::€-.

1 [A group symbolic of Eni.incipation,— af- was erected in 1S79 in Park Square, when Fred-

fording a portrait statue of Abraham Lincoln, erick O. Prince, the mayor of the city, delivered

representing him as freeing a slave, cast in bronze a dedicatory oration, December 6. (City Docii-

at .Munich, designed by Thomas Ball, in 1S74, mail No. 126, of 1879, describes it and the cere-

and presented to the city by Moses Kimball,

—

monies.) — Ed.]



CHAPTER VII.

THE CONGREGATIONAL (TRINITARIAN) CHURCHES OF
BOSTON SINCE 1780.

BV THE RF.V. INCREASE \. TARBOX, D.n.

THIS chapter presents, in a brief and comprehensive form, the history

of those Congregational churches of Boston which, since the Amer-

ican Revolution, have kept to the Trinitarian belief To keep within the

limited space it will be needful to avoid minuter details, and confine our-

selves strictly to a general or outline view.

The population of the town of Boston in 1775 was, according to the

common estimate, not far from 17,000. Her Congregational churches at

that time were eleven in number, named as follows, with the dates of their

organization :
—

First Church Aug. 23, 1630. t Federal-Street Church . . Nov. 15, 1727.

Second Church .... June 5. 1650. ! Hollis-Street Church . . Nov. 14, 1732.

Old South Church . . . May 12, 1669. !
West (Lynda Street) Church Jan. 3, i737-

Brattle Street Church . . Dec. 12, 1699. 1 Samuel Mather Church . . May 29, 1742.

New North Church . . . May 5, 1714-
j

School-Street Church . . Feb. 17, 1748.

New South Church . . . Nov. 22, 17 19.
\

The F"ederal-Street Church, organized in 1727, was originally Presby-

terian, but is placed in the above list because it eventually became Congre-

gational. The two churches standing last upon the list ceased to exist soon

after the close of the war. They were both peculiar in their origin, though

in ways quite different. They were organized under such conditions that

their life and fortunes were made to be largely dependent tipon the two men

who filled their pulpits. As it happened, these two men had, each of them,

a long pastorate. But upon the death of the Rev. Andrew Croswell,

minister of the School-Street Church, April 12, 1785, and of Dr. Samuel

Mather, June 27, 1785, these two organizations were suspended, and their

membership was merged in the neighboring churches. The other churches

named above continue for the most part until the present day.

Up to the Revolution the strength of the Boston population was Puritan,

after the order of the first founders, with only a small admixture of antag-

onistic elements. The church development had been, therefore, chiefly

VOL. m. — 51.
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Congregational. Nevertheless, in addition to the churches named above,

there were at that period three Episcopal churches,— King's Chapel, 1686;

Christ Church, 1723; and Trinit}', 1728. There were also two Baptist

churches,— the First, 1665; and the Second (now known as Warren

Avenue), 1743. One Methodist church had been established, 1771 ;

and one Quaker, 1694.

It was long ago said that " Boston was the paradise of ministers." Dur-

ing the one hundred and forty-five years preceding the Revolution, in

nothing had her people taken greater delight than in their learned and able

divines, and their stately Sabbath assemblies. Favored at the beginning

in the possession of John Wilson and John Cotton, associate ministers

of the P'irst Church, and meanwhile, as her churches multiplied, ha\ing

had her choice among the graduates of the college near at hand, her min-

istry had been her pride and boast. Her meeting-houses, though built

in the simplicity of the ancient days, with more of strength than beauty,

were }'et structures of dignity, on which the thought and the wealth of the

town had been freely expended. Mr. Cotton had done more, perhaps, than

any other man, to give shape to the early Congregationalism of New Eng-

land, and to the forms and usages of her public worship. That system

which he helped to build, and which soon after was embodied in the Cam-
bridge Platform of 1648, was something grand, stately, governmental; but

it was not Congregationalism, as we now understand the meaning of that

word. It was a system of high forms and graded dignities, in which the

bench of elders,— the teaching, the pastoral, and the ruling elders, — held

all the real power; while to the common members was given the Christian

privilege of obe)-ing their elders in the Lord. What we now regard as \-ital

to the true idea of a Congregational Church, — the equality of all voting

members in matters of government and order, making the organization a

simple and strict democracy— this was something known among the Pil-

grims at Plymouth from the outset, but was practically unknown in the

Massachusetts Bay through all those early years. But whatever the system

of church government prevailing in Boston before the Revolution, no one

can doubt that her churches were to her as the apple of her eye.

The Thursday, or fifth-day. Lecture was suspended for several months

during the time of the siege. Snow, in his History of Boston, says :
" Thurs-

day lecture had been continued by Dr. Andrew Eliot until about the 23d of

December, and was renewed immediately after the evacuation of the town,

on tlie 28th of March, when Washington attended." This weekly lecture con-

tinued, as an institution, until after the middle of the present century. Some
eight or ten thousand lectures must have been delivered in the town during

the two hundred years while the custom lasted. Now and then one of more

than usual interest and importance was published and preserved. Most of

them filled their places from year to year, and from age to age, like the regu-

lar meals of a household, which furnish strength and vigor for the passing

days, and are forgotten.
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In glancint^ back it will be seen " that from the founding of the First

Church in 1630, down to the organization of the School-Street Church in

1748, no long period iiad passed without adding a new church to the list.

The longest interval was that of thirty years, between the formation of the

Old South in 1669 and Brattle Street in 1699. In general a new church

appeared upon the field on an average of about ten years. This being so,

the contrast between the times going before 1748 and those following after

is very remarkable. On the old territory of Boston no new Congregational

Church appeared from the year 1748 down to the organization of Park-

Street Church in 1809; while, as we have seen, two of the churches which

existed in 1748 became extinct in 1785. In this long period of sixty-one

years not only was there no gain, but an absolute loss.

The last half of the last century and the early years of the present must

be regarded as a period peculiarly unfavorable to religious growth and

prosperity in New England. We might, in this connection, speak of the

disastrous results of the long-continued union of Church and State in our

early New England history, ami other kindred causes. But leaving these

aside, there are certain open and obvious facts looking i« the same general

direction, which deserve to be brought into special notice.

For fifty years and more from the middle of the last centur)- the minds

of men in this country were peculiarly absorbed by questions of politics

and war. P'irst came the " French and Indian War," so-called, which

made a very heavy draft upon the families and the property of New Eng-

land. Hardly had this passed, when the fierce agitations between this and

the mother country began. This was a strife which year by year w-axed

hotter and hotter, until it culminated in the eight years' struggle of the

Revolution. After this war closed, came up the long and tedious debates

touching the formation of the government and the provisions of the federal

constitution. To aggravate the case, and render matters connected with

religion still worse, our friendly alliance with France during the years of

the Revolution had made our people very familiar with French ideas of life,

here and hereafter. Nothing could be more at variance with the old New
England faith than this light, airy, unthinking philosophy. At the close of

the last century French infidelity had become quite current in New England,

especially among the young men. And nowhere was this more common
than among the young men in our colleges,— advanced thinkers, as they

thought themselves to be, and aspiring to be leaders of public opinion.

Whether we have here given the true causes or not, it must be admitted

that New England was never at a lower point, religiously, as seen in her

public and in her private life, than in the earliest years of the present

century.

Thus far our attention has been directed to Boston, as its territory was

known and bounded in the last century. But it is of course proper that

the Boston of to-day should be comprehended and exhibited. To this end

it is needful that we turn back again for a moment, and enumerate the
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Congregational churches existing one hundred years ago on the territory

recently brought within the city limits. These churches are five in number,

namely: —
First Church in Roxbury July, 1632.

First Churcli in Charlestown Nov. 2, 1632.

First Church in Dorchester Aug. 23, 1636.

Second Church in Roxbury (West Ro.Kbury) Nov. 2, 1712.

Third Church- in Rcxbury (Jamaica Plain) Dec. 11,1770.

These five, added to the eleven already enumerated, show the existence

of si.xteen Congregational churches, in 1780, upon the territory now em-

braced within the city of Boston. In some lists the First Church in Brigh-

ton is made to date from 1730. But we reckon the year of the formation

of the Old Brighton Church to be 1783. Brighton was anciently a part of

Cambridge, and was called Little Cambridge. A preaching service, more or

less irregular, had been maintained at Little Cambridge from 1730 onward.

But the real organization of the church did not take place till 1783, and we

date from that organic act, and not from the early movements looking in

that direction.

Of the si.xteen churches named above, which were in active existence one

hundred years ago upon the present Boston soil, all but two in the early

years of the present century became known as Unitarian. The two remain-

ing Trinitarian were the First Church in Charlestown and the Old South.

As the Lfnitarian churches of the city will be presented in a separate chapter,

we will not attempt farther to follow their fortunes, but will give our atten-

tion to the two above-mentioned, and those of like faith which have come

into existence during the present century.

After that long period of dulness and decline of which we have spoken,

at length came the time when the religious life of New England set forward

again under new and more favorable auspices. Some of the evils and

hindrances of the former years had worked themselves out to their full end,

and had disappeared. That scheme of church-membership introduced by

the Synod of 1662, and known as the Half-way Covenant, had at length

been abandoned. The ruling elders, who figured so prominently in the

early generations, had taken their departure. The aristocratic features of the

Cambridge Platform, giving such undue power in the government of the

churches to the ministers, had lost their vitality. The union of the Church

with the -State was rapidly drawing to a close. The churches, both in city

and country, were losing some of their formal dignity and growing more

and more into the pattern of the New Testament simplicities. The e.xclu-

siveness of the former days had gone by; and a fair and open field was

presented to churches of other denominations, giving them substantially the

same rights and privileges which had before been reserved for churches of

the standing order. In due time came the full inauguration of the principle

that religion should be free,— that no person should be taxed for any

church except at his own pleasure. Changes so radical as these seemed to
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many of the conscr\'ali\-c men of fifty and sixty years ago the giving up of

all that New England had held most dear. But, looking back from the

present, few will deny that our religious condition is far more sound and

healthful in consequence of these changes. This revolution was a growth

from within, rather than a measure forced upon the churches from without.

There never was a time when the churches of the standing order in New
England were forced by outside majorities to change their early policy;

they )'ieldc(l rallu-r to the silent jjrcssure of their own underlying principles.

Stei) by step they advanced logically toward greater liberty and toleration.

With the opening >-ears of the present century other elements, of a differ-

ent type, came into the church life of New England. Then began that great

migratory mo\-ement, by which the pent-up population of the Atlantic slopes

and the gathering hosts of the Old World were to be distributed across

this broad continent. A missionary field of the most majestic proportions

opened before the churches of every name and order. Coincident with this

came the Christian impulse to send the blessings of the gospel far abroad

to the nations sitting in darkness. The thoughts of men and women were

thus turned away from themselves and from the little worlds in which

they personally moved to the broad land which God had given them for

an inheritance, and to a wide and waiting world appealing to their Christian

sympathies. The missionary work at home and abroad done by this and

by other lands distinguishes, to an eminent degree, the Christianity of the

present centur\' from the centuries that went before. There is now among
the churches of the New England type less of form and ceremony, less of

dignit)' and state, less of dogmatic controversy than in the generations past;

but there is, let us hope, more of the spirit of that great Teacher and Master

who went about tloing good. Eooking at things in a certain way, it is easy

to conclude that men and women were more religious formerh' than now.

There was a far more enforced conformity to religious observances ; but

when we remember that religion is a thing of the heart, and not of the out-

ward form, and that nothing can be truly genuine and worthy in this respect

which does not spring naturally out of a free and willing mind, we may find

some evidence that the real piety of this generation is as good as that of

the past.

Early in the present century began the- formation of Sunday-schools

among the churches of this countr}',— an enterprise which has already grown

into vast proportions. It has called out the benevolence and the working

power of our churches to a very great degree. From year to year this en-

terprise takes on new forms and varieties and methods of work ; but never,

perhaps, has the range of its acti\-it)' been larger or more healthy than at

present. All these things indicate religious activity, if not religious thought.

The century in which we are living has witnessed an advance in almost

every department of life trul\' marvellous ; and we believe that the relig-

ious progress during this period will prove as truly great as the revolution

wrought in things outward and material.
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Going back then once more to the beginning of the century, and setting

out with tlie two churches which had come over from the previous genera-

tions, we find that within the Hmits of the present city of Boston forty-one

Congregational churches have meanwhile sprung into existence. Of these,

twenty-six were on the ancient territory of Boston, and fifteen were in the

several districts which have lately been added to the city. These are as

follows, taking first those on the old territory: —
Park Street, 1809; Union, 1822; Phillips, 1823; Green Street, 1823;

Bowdoin, 1825; Salem Street, 1827; Berkeley, 1827; Mariners, 1830;

Central, 1835; Maverick, 1836; Free Church, 1836; Garden Street, 1840;

Mount Vernon, 1842; Messiah, 1844; Church of the Pilgrims, 1844; Ley-

den, 1844; Payson, 1845; Shawmut, 1845; Edwards, 1849; Church of the

Unity, 1857; Springfield Street, i860; Oak Place, i860; E Street, i860;

Chambers Street, 1861 ; Salem and Mariners, 1866; Olivet, 1876.

Those in the new districts are as follows :
—

Second Church, Dorchester, 1808; Brighton, 1827; Village Church,

Dorchester, 1829; Winthrop, Charlestowai, 1833; Eliot, Roxbury, 1834;

South Evan., West Roxbury, 1835; Bethesda, Charlestown, 1847; Central,

Jamaica Plain, 1853; Immanuel, Roxbury, 1857; Trinity, Neponset, 1859;

Pilgrim, Dorchester, 1862; Highland, Roxbury, 1869; Walnut Avenue,

Roxbury, 1870; Church of Hollanders, Roxbury, 1873; Boylston, Jamaica

Plain, 1879.

In making a brief reference to the men who have occupied the pulpits

of these churches during the century, we shall be obliged to confine our

notices to some of the more conspicuous, who have already passed away.

In making our selection we shall choose indiscriminately from the ancient

Boston, and from those portions recently brought within the city limits.

In 1779, almost at the beginning of the period contemplated in this

chapter, the Rev. Dr. Joseph Eckley was ordained pastor of the Old South

Church. He was a native of London, Eng-

J n//^ (/^Af^yx/ land, and a graduate from the College of

// ^^ J \^ -^ New Jersey. His ministry continued thirty-^ ^-^ two years, until his death in 181 1. It was

eminently a transition period among the churches of Boston, and Dr. Eck-

ley to some degree sympathized with the changes going forward, though

not to such an extent as to leave his old theological associations. He was

a man of refined manners and good culture, who fulfilled his ministry in a

troubled and revolutionary period.

In the year 1808 the Rev. Joshua Huntington was settled as his col-

league. He was a man greatly beloved and honored, but his ministry was

cut short in 1819 by his untimely death, at the age of thirty-four.

The Rev. Jedidiah Morse, D.D., was settled over the First Church of

Charlestown in 1789, and continued in office until 1820, when he resigned.

He was one of the marked men of his generation, distinguished by his

pulpit talents and his power as a writer upon religious and doctrinal topics.
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He has been known also as the father of American geography, and was

deeply interested in all matters scientific and historical. I-'or several years

he was the editor of the Panoplist, and was

prominently connected with the foundinLj of the

Andover Theological Seminary. Great as he

was in himself, he was still more distinguished in his sons, who ha\-e filled a

high place in journalism, and in the records of great inventions. 1 le was

a member of the Massachusetts Historical Societ}-, and of other learnetl

bodies.

The Rev. Edward Dorr Griffin, D.U., the first pastor of Park-Street

Church, professor of rhetoric in Andover Theological Seminary, and

J^^-\

^-j president of Williams College, im-

V^;j—-^:^:'-z,,^J-'^^^^^-*-_^,
pressed the men of his generation

'^^"^ y^/ y / ^-'^ as a preacher of solid power and

commanding eloquence. His stay

in Boston was brief His longest

term of office was in the presidency

of Williams College, where he remained from 1821 to 1836. He was

among the leading pulpit orators of his time in New- England.

The Rev. John Codman, D.D., first pastor of the Second Church in Dor-

chester, remained in office thirty-nine years, till his death. The son of a

wealthy Boston merchant,

he enjoyed more than the

usual opportunities for

education, both at

home and abroad.

Without any thought or forecast at the time of his settlement as to what

would happen, it fell to his lot to open that great strife, in the early years

of the present century, whereby a separation took place bet\veen the Con-

gregational churches since known as Unitarian and those that adhered to

the old New England standards of faith. The opening years of his minis-

try were therefore very stirring and e\entful. Dr. Codman was a man
strong, solid, and practical, rather than brilliant. Blessed with fortune,

he was able to become a public benefactor in a financial way, and took

delight in imparting of his substance for indix'idual and public good. His

name abides in honor.

The Rev. William Jenks, D.D., more widely distinguished as an author than

as a preacher, was well known in Boston in various connections from 18 18

y till his death in 1866, at the advanced age of eighty-

j/J^yC^ eight. His gentlemanly person, his quiet manners,

// and his refined taste are well remembered by multi-
^ tudes in the city. In the later years of his life, as he

sat in the pulpit of the Old South Church on the Sabbath with his ear-

trumpet, his saintly looks and gentle ways acted like a constant benediction

upon the congregation. He was an able and instructive preacher in the

^r-c

??1
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days of his strengtli and acti\it\-, but was more remarkable for his ripe

learning and his great success in authorship. His Comprehensive Commen-

tary, the fruit of the labor of many years, is said to have had a sale of

120,000 copies. Other works of his, illustrative of the Bible and designed

as helps in its stud)', ha\-e had a large circulation

The stay of Dr. L}-man Beecher in Boston is to be regarded as a kind

of episode in his long, stirring, and eventful life. He was resident here only

from 1826 to 1832. But these were years when he was in the full plenitude

(y>~-^ c<..e^^Hii-^r'
—

of his strength,— when his intellect was at the best, and his experience

already large. Dr. Beecher, though quaint, odd, and absent-minded, was

not unsymmetrical. He was a man to be trusted with great interests. While

1 [This cut follows a portrait by Baird of by Mrs. Marv Foote Perkins, a daus;liter of Dr.

Cincinnati, jiaintcd about 1S43, and now owned Beecher. — Eri.|
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he was pastor in Boston his influence in all the surrounding towns was very

great. As an author, his published writings bear witness to the order and

comprehensiveness of his thought. In short he was not, as some suppose,

simply an impulsive and fiery orator, carrying his points by the sway and

splendor of his rhetoric ; he was a scholar also,— a man of system and

orderly arrangement, working intelligently toward his end. He was unique

to an extraordinary degree.

Fifty years ago the name of the Rev. B. B. Wisner, D.D., was one of the

popular and beloved names of Boston. As pastor of the Old South Church

from 1 82 1 to 1832, and as one of the secretaries of
/f)yrtijn I fl/i^

the American Board from 1832 to his death in 1835, jPfmjfufllX'l^
few men have more thoroughly won public affection i 1

and confidence. Of a fine presence and winning aspect, with an attractive

address and a fluent speech, he was a general favorite with the people.

He passed away at a comparatively early age, at a period when a man
usually begins to take on his full mental vigor and compass. He was

but thirty-nine at the time of his death, but left behind him an excellent

record for culture, activity, and usefulness.

The Old South Church also suffered a severe affliction in the early death

of the pastor immediately succeeding Dr. Wisner,— the Rev. Samuel H.

Stearns. His ministry, begun in 1834, opened with great promise, and the

young pastor was most highly esteemed and loved by his congregation. But

his work was soon cut short by disease. He died after a ministry of only

three years.

One of the early ministers of the church in Brighton was the cele-

brated Dr. William Adams, who after a long and very conspicuous life

has recently passed away by death

in the city of New York. His set-

;mcnt at Brighton was in 1831,

immediately after leaving the theo-

logical seminary. He had not then learned to use the treasures of his

learning and power. In later years he became one of the foremost clergy-

men in the land. By his stately dignity and eloquence, few men could

more adequately meet the requirements of a great occasion.^

The first pastor of the Salem-Street Church was the Rev. Justin Edwards,

D.D. Before coming to Boston, he had been pastor at Andover for fifteen

years. His pastorate at Boston

was short, because of failing (/.<.o-f -JZ^Z ^lot^^£X^rh~i/'f
health ; but after recovering f^'^^y~
strength he became a conspic-

uous worker through all the later years of his life in reformatory move-
ments. He was the founder of the American Temperance Society, and
became its secretary. He was actively engaged both as writer and public

debater upon the Sabbath question. An immense number of copies of his

' [We owe to Dr. Wisner the only history we have o£ the Old South Church. — El).|

VOL. HI.— 52.

has
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Sabbath Manual, his Temperance Maniial, and of other of his works were

circulated among the people. He was for several years the President of the

Andover Theological Seminary.

In 1834 the Rev. Nehemiah Adams, D.D., began his ministry in Esse.x

Street, as pastor of the Union Church, and from that time until recent

years he has been one of the most marked

men connected with the Boston ministry.

Of conservative tendencies on all questions

t-/ 'yjcUAjyfji^^^^'-'^ of theology and morals, of strong and abid-

ing will, he was yet a man of such grace of

culture, and such felicity of public address, that his services were always in

full demand so long as his health and strength lasted. He had the delights

and delicacies of literary culture to a most remarkable degree. In the

fitness and aptness of his Scriptural quotations he was well-nigh unsur-

passed. To all these advantages are to be added the comeliness and

beauty of his person, and his calm self-possession in all public duties. He
bore a prominent part in the religious controversies of his day, but took a

greater delight in more quiet authorship. As a public writer he was large

and comprehensive. There is a wide variety in the books which he has left

behind; but they are all marked by the ever-recurring touches of his pe-

culiar genius.

The first pastor of the Eliot Church, Boston Highlands, was the Rev.

John S. C. Abbott, D.D., a man of quick and versatile genius, and holding

pre-eminently the pen of a ready writer. In
/f y /7 /^ XJ^/if

connection with his public labors in the min- ^^tfA^\^^ ~C . ^-^/UO-i^^

istry in various places he has been prolific in cy
authorship to a remarkable degree, and his writings have enjoyed a large

popularity. While many have not been able to coincide with some of his

historical judgments, all will concede that there is a peculiar charm spread

over the pages of his books. Few men have gathered about themselves a

greater multitude of readers.

The Rev. Sereno E. Dwight, D.D., the second pastor of Park-Street

Church, was the son of Dr. Timothy Dwight, President of Yale College.

His own abilities, as well as his father's name, caused him to become con-

spicuous in public life during the early years of the present century. As a

preacher and a writer he obtained a good reputation. After leaving Park

Street in 1826, he was for a short period President of Hamilton College,

New York, but was more largely engaged as a writer and author. He pub-

lished several works, of which the most important was the life of his distin-

guished ancestor Jonathan Edwards, which makes the first volume in his

ten-volume edition of Edwards's Works, published in 1830.

The Rev. Joel H. Linsley, D.D., pastor of Park-Street Church at a later

date, was a man of very efi'ective pulpit powers. Not demonstrative, not

aiming at oratorical display, he was often eloquent after the most genuine

fashion. He touched and captivated the heart. Simple and natural in
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his daily life and in all his public addresses, he was a choice and valued

Christian worker in his generation. After leaving Boston he became Presi-

dent of Marietta College, Ohio. His longest ministry was in his later years

at Greenwich, Connecticut, where he died in 1868.

The Rev. Silas Aiken, D.D., successor to Dr. Linslcy in the Park-Street

pulpit, was a man different in the habits of his mind and in his constitu-

tional tendencies; less tender and emotional, but strong, solid, and worthy.

He had not the elements of a strictly

popular preacher ; but he had strength

of understanding, and was a wise, faith-

ful, judicious pastor, — a man to be

honored and trusted. His pastoral care of the church continued for eleven

years, from 1837 to 1848.

The Rev. Amos A. Phelps, connected as pastor with three of the Boston

churches between the years 1832 and 1847, was a man who left behind him

a much greater name than any immediate success would seem to warrant.

The secret of this is to be found probably in the fact that he was a thorough-

going Antislavery advocate at a time when Antislavery sentiments were not

popular in the great cities of the north. Moreover, as an Antislavery man
he did not consort with men of the radical type, but kept himself in strict

alliance with the churches, where at the first he found little sympathy.

As an acute and logical thinker, whose ideas though tardily received were

at length victorious, he has an honor now which he did not enjoy in his

lifetime. He was of a delicate constitution, and passed away at a compar-

atively early age. Few of his contemporaries, however, accomplished more

than he in the cause of truth and righteousness.

Another Congregational minister, who like the preceding was cut off in

the midst of his days, was the Rev. William M. Rogers, the brilliant pastor

of Central Church from 1835 to 185 1.

/j\ .
J.

For a number of years, while his

• M^ *^*-'~iy^ "^health and strength were continued,

^ there was no Congregational minister

in Boston who had greater attractive power than he. The Central Church in

those years was one of the places of popular resort. Mr. Rogers was of

a slight figure, with marked nervous energy, and with a style of address

that reached and thoroughly penetrated his hearers. He was averse to

every form of radicalism. He might be called ultra-conservative. But

notwithstanding these seeming drawbacks he had the elements of popularity

in him to a marked degree, and filled a conspicuous place during the short

period of his public activity.

The Rev. Samuel Green, the first pastor of Union Church, was one of

those men of excellent quality and large promise ^ y,^

who are not permitted to continue. After a min- ^ (̂/^'-y^^^^^f^'*'^-'^^^^'^^
'

istry of eleven years in Essex Street he died at

the age of forty-two, greatly beloved and honored. He was a brother of
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the Rev. David Green, so widely known as a wise and able secretary of the

American Board.

The successor of Dr. Lyman Beecher, at the Bowdoin-Street Church,

was the Rev. Hubbard Winslow, D.D., who remained in office from 1832 to

1844. Mr. Winslow was a man of a companionable nature, easily accessi-

ble, and during his ministry Bowdoin-Street Church was full to overflowing.

For some years no Congregational Church in Boston was more crowded.

Dr. Winslow, though not a great preacher in the highest sense, had the

power of adaptation to the wants of common minds, so that he was a favor-

ite with the people. After leaving the ministry in 1844 he became well

known as a teacher and writer. He published several volumes of a religious

and practical nature which had a good circulation.

The Rev. Edward N. Kirk, D.D., came to Boston in 1842 to be made the

first pastor of the Mount Vernon Church. Previous to his coming hither

^^_. r he had acquired a wide reputation as an

/ J^y /? /t^ ^ evangelist. He was an accomplished pul-
'^—

pit orator, and wherever he went he was

certain to draw crowds to hear him. He preached the gospel with great

fervor and directness, and in a most winning manner. With a voice clear,

rotund, musical, capable by its range of finding out the most distant hearer;

with a figure full, graceful, easy of movement,— he had few equals in the

land in making a popular impression. Turning from his life as an evangelist

to become a settled pastor, many thought that he had perhaps made a mis-

take, and that the new enterprise would prove a failure in his hands. But

on coming to Boston Dr. Kirk thoroughly identified himself with every

good word and work. No man among us has been more widely connected

with great evangelical movements, not only near at hand, but throughout

the land and the world. His name has been as familiar almost in England,

France, Germany, and Italy, as in the United States.

The Rev. William Ives Budington, D.D., was settled over the ancient

church of Charlestown in 1840, and remained there fourteen years before

his removal to Brooklyn, New York.

He was a man of finished cul

of rare mental gifts and moral gr

As a public speaker, especially in extemporaneous address, he was often ex-

ceedingly felicitous. Wherever he went he was certain to win friends and

draw men of kindred spirit into close companionship with himself. While

in Charlestown he wrote his History of the First Church. The work was

done on so large a plan, and the time covered by the history was so long,

that great labor was involved in the undertaking. It was finished in a

scholarly manner, and remains now as a standard book of reference.

Dr. Budington's successor at Charlestown was the Rev. James B. Miles

D.D., who filled the pastoral office from 1855 to 1871, when he was

dismissed to become secretary of the American Peace Society. In this

connection he made the society known in this land and in foreign lands,

ulture; J^ Jl^ /^J^^^^^
jraces. ^
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in a way in which it had not been known before. For some years Dr.

Miles and the American Peace Society became familiar even in the courts

of Europe. How far this work will abide, how permanent this influence

will prove, we cannot say; but certainly Dr. Miles used his office industri-

ously, and carried his plans of peace and public arbitration in national

affairs into the highest assemblies of the Old World.

The foregoing is a rapid review of some of the men who have stood in

the Congregational pulpits of Boston during the last century. We have

confined the sketch simply to those who are dead. There are many names

among the living worthy of honorable mention.

If all the Congregational churches of Boston previously enumerated

had lived until the present time, in addition to the two ancient churches

already mentioned, we should find to-day within the city limits forty-three

Congregational churches. Instead of this number we find but twenty-

si.x. Seventeen of the churches enumerated above have died, or have been

merged in others. This is the common fortune of churches of every order

planted in great and growing cities. Changes of the most revolutionary

kind are constantly taking place amid these city populations. The chief

and chosen resorts for quiet residences in one generation become the prin-

cipal centres of noise and traffic in the next. The places where the fathers

most naturally gathered for their public worship are far away from the

homes of the children. And so it happens almost inevitably, in the progress

and growth of cities, that some churches must die while others are born.

To this cause, which is peculiar to cities, we may add others common
alike to city and country. Some churches, wherever they may be, are but

untimely births, growing out of strifes and divisions, or strange idiosyn-

crasies. Persons of discernment, looking on at the time, see that such

churches will be short-lived in the nature of things. They are not born

out of any real want, and have therefore no natural basis of health and

growth.

Whether this church mortalit}-, as we may call it, has been greater

among the Congregationalists of Boston than in other denominations we
have not undertaken to inquire; but, as before stated, on the territory of

Boston, as it is now bounded, we have to-day twenty-six Congregational

churches in place of the forty-three which would have been found here had

death not invaded their ranks. But no enumeration of this kind can give

any more than a very partial idea of the religious growth of the city during

the last one hundred years. Before the age of railroads the city was the

city, and the country was the country. But now there is a Boston which is

very largely outside even of the enlarged city limits. There is a popula-
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tion of many thousands in the suburban towns — ten, fifteen, twenty miles

away— which in some sense belongs to the city as truly as though it

dwelt within the city enclosure. There are churches representing the vari-

ous denominations which have been formed out of this half city, half coun-

try population. No one can doubt that the churches of Chelsea, of Cam-

bridge, of Newton, of Medford, of Maiden, and divers other towns and

villages depend for their chief strength and support upon men whose busi-

ness life is in the neighboring city. If all the Congregational churches in

these outlying districts which really draw their life from this tributary pop-

ulation could be added to those already enumerated, it would greatly swell

the sum total of what is really to be credited to Boston.

All this history which has thus been briefly summarized will be more

clearly and satisfactorily exhibited in the annexed tables, which will show

the succession of churches and ministers in Boston from 1780 to the present

time. Here it will be easy to trace the churches which have continued un-

til this present time, and those which have died out or been merged in

others.

tC^-Ct "^
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE BAPTISTS IN BOSTON DURING THE LAST HUNDRED
YEARS.

BV THK REV. HENRY M. KING, D.D.,

Pastor 0/ the DudUy-Strect Baptist Churchy Roxhltry.

/^^NE hundred j-ears ago there were onlj' two Baptist churches in Boston,

^^ and they were not stront^ in the number or social influence of their

members. The First Baptist Churcli had had an existence of one hundred

and fifteen years, ha\ing been organized in Charlestown in 1665, and after

so long a period did not number more than one hundred and fift}- members.

The Second Baptist Church, subsequently known as the ]^aldwin-Place

Church, and at the present time bearing the name of the Warren-Avenue

Church, had been formed in 1743, and at the end of forty years had forty-

three members. In 1784 published statistics of the denomination reported

two hundred and one professing Baptists in Boston.

It is not necessary to present at length the reasons for this slowness of

growth, or to give in detail the causes which prevented the views of the

Baptists from taking root more quickly and bringing forth fruit more abun-

dantl\-. It is enough to sa\- that the soil was preoccupied; that legislation

was adverse to the introduction or progress of Baptist principles; and that

there was a strong public sentiment in opposition to any religious beliefs or

organizations differing from those of " the standing order."

It should be remarked, however, that open hostility had ceased long be-

fore 1780, and the spirit of religious toleration (that plant of slow growth

and tardy maturity), and even of friendliness, was becoming more and more

prevalent. It hail been one hundred and thirty-six years since Mr. Painter

had been publicly whipped at Hingham for refusing to allow his child to be

baptized, and a whole century had passed away since the doors of the meet-

ing-house of the First Baptist Church were nailed up by order of the Gov-

ernor and Council of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay, under date of March

8, 1680. Indeed, in 1718, when Rev. P^lisha Callender was ordained as pastor

of the First Baptist Church, three Congregational ministers — the Mathers,

father and son, and Rev. John Webb — accepted invitations to be present at

the service. Mr. Callender was a graduate of the College at Cambridge, and
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this fact may not liavc been without its influence on tlieir miiuls. Rev.

Cotton Mather preaclied the sermon on that occasion, choosing for his

theme, " Good Men United." In the sermon he earnestly condemned " the

withdrawal of fellowship from good men," and the disposition to " inflict

uneasy circumstances upon them, under the wretched notion of ivliolcsome

severities ;
" he denounced that " cruel wrath," which is " good for nothing

but only to make divisions in Jacob and dispersions in Israel," and followed

his denunciation with the very humble and frank confession, e.xpressive of

his own position and undoubtedly of the changing sentiment of his people,

that " New England also has, in some former times, done something of this

aspect, which would not now be so well approved of; in which, if the

REV. S.-\MUEL STILLM.^N, D.D.

brethren in whose house we are now convened, met with anythin"- too

unbrotherly, they now with satisfaction hear us expressing our dislike of
everything that has looked like persecution in the days that have passed
over us."

The better times had come. The rights of private judgment and personal
conscience in matters of religious faith and worship were quite generally

acknowledged, although laws were still in force whicii allowed the ta.xation

of all lands for the support of the town minister, and it was not until 1832
that the last vestige of oppressive legislation w-as removed from tlie statute

books of Massachusetts.
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In 1780 Rev. Samuel Stillman, A.M., was pastor of the First Baptist

Ciuirch, iiaving been settled fifteen years before, and Rev. Isaac Skillman,

A.M., had had for seven years the pastoral care of the Second Baptist

Church. Mr. Skillman remained in the pastoral office until 1787. After

the brief ministry and sudden death of Rev. Thomas Gair, the Second

Church secured the services of Rev. Thomas Baldwin in 1790. Under the

niinistr)- of these two eminent preachers, Dr. .Stillman and Dr. Baldwin,

whose memory is still gratefully cherished in the denomination, the two

Baptist churches \vere greatly strengthened and increased. The two hun-

dred and one members of 1784 became four hundred and twent\'-fi\e mem-
bers in 1795. The relations between the two churches and their pastors

were of the most fraternal kind. Although the Second Church had gone

out from the First, because the pastor at that time. Rev. Jeremiah Condy,

was thought to be slightly tainted with Arminianism ; and although Dr. Still-

man and Dr. Baldwin sympathized with different political parties in the

e.vciting discussions at the beginning of the present century, so that on

Thanksgiving and Fast days the congregations were considerably inter-

mingled, and " the Federalists naturally went to Stillman Street and the

Democrats to Baldwin Place,"— )'et it was an era of unbroken harmony and

prosperity. The fa\'or of God rested upon his servants and their labors.

Dr. Stillman continued to be pastor of the First Church for forty-two

years. He died March 12, 1807, greatly beloved and honored. His fellow

laborer and intimate friend, Dr. Baldwin, preached the sermon at his funeral,

and it is said that " all the members of the society appeared with badges of

mourning, the women with black bonnets and handkerchiefs." Dr. Baldwin

remained pastor of the Second Church thirty-five years. His death occurred

Aug. 29, 1825, and called forth expressions of universal sorrow. "The
bells of the city were tolled, and his funeral, attended by the Governor of the

Commonwealth, by other high officials, both of the State and the city, and

by the clergy of all denominations, was signalized by manifestations of

respect seldom equalled." The following lines ha\-e been fittingly used

to portray his character :

—
^' /fe was a good man. On liis open brow

Benignity bad set her brightest seal
;

And though the iron hand of Time might plough

Some furrows there, still you could not but feel.

When looking on him, that the highest weal

Of human kind w.as to his bosom dear

:

Age did not cloud it, age could not conceal

The beam that shone so pure, so warm, so clear :

Such was the man of God whose memory all revere."

During Dr. Baldwin's ministry the church received such increase that its

wooden house of worship was enlarged in 1797, and in 1810 was removed to

make room for a larger edifice of brick, which was dedicated Jan. i, 181 1.

This building, which was vacated by the church on its removal to Warren
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Avenue, was purchased by one of Boston's well-known charities, the Bald-

win-Place Home for Little Wanderers.

Under such eminent leadership, crowned with the divine blessing, the

principles held by the Baptists became better known and found intelligent

and conscientious believers, and the size and strength of the denomination

were steadily increased. The First Church, having worshipped for one

hundred and fifty years by the side of what was then called the " mill-pond,"

on the north side of Stillman Street, between Salem and Pond streets (a

second and larger edifice having been built on the same spot during the

period), removed to a new meeting-house situated at the corner of Union

and Hanover streets, in June, 1829. This building it occupied for twenty-

four years, when, in 1853, compelled by the encroachments of business upon

its location, it transferred itself to Somerset Street, where upon a most eligi-

ble site it erected a beautiful sanctuar\', whose lofty spire overlooks the cit)-,

and is a conspicuous object to those who approach from the sea. This

building, also, the church at length vacated by reason of the very general

remo\-al of its families to the south end of the cit\-, and in 1877 it united

with the Shawmut-Avenue Baptist Church, worshipping at the corner of

Shawmut Avenue and Rutland Street, the new church taking the name and

inheriting the rich history of the mother church.

Soon after the beginning of the present century the growth of the

denomination began to manifest itself in the springing up of new churches

within the city limits and in the immediate suburbs. The following table of

decades will show the number of churches established, and the order of their

organization. The list includes, in addition to those suburban towns which

have been actually annexed to Boston, those whose inhabitants largely do

business in Boston, and might properly be reckoned in its population, — such

as Brookline and Cambridge. The dates are those of organization :
—

FIRST DECADE,— iSoO tO 181O.

First Baptist Church. Charlestown . iSol

Independent (colored) 1S05

Charles Street (formerly called the

Third) 1S07

SECOND DEC.\DE, iSio to 1820.

First Cambridge 1S17

Arlington 1S17

THIRD DECADE,— 1S2O tO 1830.

Dudley Street (Roxbury) 1821

Clarendon Street (at first Federal

Street, afterward Rowe Street) . . 1S27

Second Cambridge 1827

Brookline 1828

South Baptist (South Boston) . . . 1828

FOURTH DEC.\DE, — 183O tO 184O.

North Baptist (disbanded 1840) . . 1S35

First Chelsea 1836

Neponset Avenue (Dorchester) . . 1837

Harvard Street (formerly called Boyl-

ston Street) 1839

Tremont Street (now Union Temple) 1839

FIFTH DECIDE. — 1S4O tO 1850.

Bowdoin Square 1840

Jamaica Plain 1842

Old Cambridge 1844

Union Church (now Union Temple) 1844

High Street (Charlestown, disbanded

1863) 1844

Central Square (East Boston) . . . 1844

Stoughton Street (Dorchester) . . 1845

Tremont (Roxbury, disbanded 1866) 1845

Twelfth Church (colored) .... 1848
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SIXTH DECADE, — 1850 tO i860.

First Mariners' 185

1

Bunl<er Ilili (Cliariestown) .... 1851

Briglilon Avenue (Allston) .... 1853

Nortli Cambridge 1854

Sliawmut Avenue (united witli First

Churcli) 1856

Fourtli Street (South Boston) . . . 1858

Cary Avenue (Clielsea) 1859

SEVENTH DECADE, — i860 tO 1870.

Union Temple 1863

Broadway (Cambridge) 1865

EIGHTH DECADE, — 1870 tO 1880.

Dearborn Street (Ro.xbury) . . . 1870

Ruggles Street (Roxbury) .... 1870

Ebenczer (colored) 1871

Wintlirop 1871

Tabernacle (Roxbury, disbanded

1877) 1873

Roslindale (West Roxbury) . . . 1874

Charles River (Cambridge) . . . 1876

Day Star (colored) 1876

Revere 1877

Trinity (East Boston) 1878

Union Church (Cambridge, colored) 1879

First German 1879

On the average more than one Baptist church for each two years has

been organized within what may now be called Boston, since the beginning

of the present century. With very few exceptions, these churches still live,

and give abundant promise of growth and j'et further multiplication. The
few exceptions are the result not of any defection or surrender of principles,

but of the receding of the tide of population, or a lack of wisdom in the

choice of location. In two or three instances two churches have united

their strength for the accomplishment of a larger work.

The limits of a single chapter will preclude even the briefest outline

of the history and activity of this band of Christian churches of like faith,

and will prevent the mention even of the names of the ministers who, for a

longer or shorter period, have served them in the past, or are filling their

pulpits to-day. But in addition to the names of Dr. Samuel Stillman and

Dr. Thomas Baldwin, already mentioned, there are a few names of Baptist

preachers, who by tlieir special eminence, as well as by their prolonged

service in this city, have been honored no less by other denominations

than by their own. So intimately connected have they been with the pro-

gress of Baptist churches and principles in Boston during the last seventy

years that the omission of their names in the briefest history would be an

unpardonable neglect in the historian.

Rev. Daniel Sliarp, D.D., was the second pastor of tlie Cliarles-Street

Church. Entering into this official relation in 1812, he remained in it until

his death in 1853, his ministry covering a period of forty-one years. There

are many who still delight to recall " his erect form and noble countenance,

his personal dignity and natural eloquence." His preaching was character-

ized as " lucid, serious, instructive, earnest," and he is said to have been " an

enthusiastic believer in the ethics of Christianity," and to have " attached

special importance to the culture of the moral virtues as the fruits of a gen-

uine faith." His pulpit was one. of great attractiveness and power, and he

gave himself freely to every noble reform and every great denominational

enterprise.

Rev. Baron Stow, D.D., began his ministry in Boston in 1832. For si.x-

voL. III. — 54.
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tccn years he was pastor of the Second or Baldwin-Place Church, and then

for nineteen years the pastor of the Rowe Street, now the Clarendon-Street

Church. He was " eminent as a Christian, a philanthropist, and a preacher,"-

and " to every post of duty and labor he brought a sound judgment, an

earnest purpose, a prayerful and conciliatory spirit." His preaching was

thoroughly scriptural, with the doctrinal and practical judiciously united,

and, when he was in the vigor of his manhood, was characterized by a kind-

ling eloquence, which made him one of the most popular pulpit orators of

his time. His wisdom and zeal were felt in every department of Christian

labor.

Rev. Rollin Heber Neale, D.D., was called to the First Church in 1837,

and held the position of pastor until 1877, when, no longer able to bear the

burdens of the active ministry, he resigned his official relation with the

church, but continued in its endeared fellowship until his death in Septem-

ber, 1B79. Endowed with superior mental gifts, with largeness of heart

and catholicity of spirit, he stood for forty years at his important post, the

trusted pastor, the eloquent preacher, the friend of all good causes ; and

thus with a hand of love he wrote the long story of his ministerial fidelity,

and died sincerely esteemed and greatly beloved by all who knew him.

Rev. Francis Wayland, D.D., who during a presidency of twenty-five

years at Brown University acquired a renown as an educator second to that

of no one in New England, was, for five years previous to his connection

with the college, pastor of the First Baptist Church in this city. Though his

pastorate of the church was brief, he added strength to the denominational

life and to the whole religious life of Boston, and the glory of his name still

lingers about the pulpit of the old church which he served.

The names of Rev. James M. Winchell, called " the beloved W'inchell ;

"

of Rev. Bela Jacobs, the early and life-long friend of Newton Theological

Institution ; of Rev. James D. Knowles, the accomphshed Christian gentle-

man and scholar, who went from the pulpit of the Baldwin-Place Church to

a Professor's chair at Newton; of Rev. Henry Jackson. D.D. ; of Rev.

Howard Malcom, D.D. ; of Rev. Robert W. Cushman, D.D.; and of Rev.

Sumner R. Mason, D.D.,— all of whom were able expounders of the Word
and faithful ministers of their respective churches, — are as familiar to Bap-

tists as household words.

These men and others not less worthy of mention, the living and the

dead,— and not only clergymen, but distinguished laymen not a few,— have

toiled and prayed and sacrificed for the advancement of the great central

truths of the Christian faith which they believed essential to the welfare of

society and the salvation of men, and for the defence of those particular

views which, accepting the Word of God as of supreme authority in matters

of religious belief and practice, they have conscientiously held.

In the year 1780 the two Baptist churches in Boston were connected

with the Warren Association, — an association of Baptist churches formed

at Warren, R. I. in 1767, and embracing " all but five of the regular Baptist
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churches in Rhode Island, all in eastern Massachusetts, and several in the

southern part of New Hampshire." In 181 1 this association, covering so

much territory, contained sixty churches. In that year it was voted by

delegates from the churches in eastern Massachusetts to form the Boston

Association. At its first session in 1812 twenty-four churches were rep-

resented, ranging from Templeton, Mass., to New Boston, N. H., from

Newton to Haverhill and Marblehead. As the churches increased in

number, the more distant ones dropped off to form new associations,

—

the Worcester, the Old Colony, the Salem, etc.; until in 1848 the Bos-

ton Association was again divided into the Boston North and the Boston

South, the dividing line going through the heart of the city. These two

associations, covering a circle of territory with Boston as a centre, and a

radius of eight or ten miles, now contain seventy-nine churches with an

aggregate membership of 19,028. The two little Boston churches, organized

prior to 1780, are found at the expiration of the century to have been mul-

tiplied by thirty-nine and a half in number, and by one hundred in respect

to members. Or, if we confine our view to the actual limits of Boston to-

day, the increase has been more than fifty-fold. The larger estimate of

increase— namely, one hundred-fold, which it is certainly fair to accept—
is perhaps a little in excess of the rate of increase which the denomination

has had in the whole country during the last hundred years. There could

hardly have been more than 25,000 Baptists in the United States in 1780,

according to the most generous estimate; and the statistics of 1880 repre-

sent the denomination of regular Baptists as numbering 2,296,327 members.

It may be hoped that the Baptist churches in Boston give evidence of a

corresponding increase in culture, wealth, social influence, moral and spirit-

ual life; in fact, in everything which goes to make up the power and adds

to the efficiency of a church of Christ.

To estimate properly the progress of a religious denomination it is not

enough to consider the mere multiplication of numbers, for great numbers

may sometimes be an element of weakness rather than of strength, and

increasing proportions may be no certain indication of a larger spiritual life.

The progress of a denomination is seen especially, first, in the progress of

the principles for which it stands ; and, secondly, in the nature of the enter-

prises which it inaugurates and carries forward. With reference to the first

point, this is not, of course, the proper place for any discussion. It will be

sufficient to say that the Baptists of Boston, as elsewhere and always, have

been the earnest advocates of religious liberty,— meaning thereby freedom

of conscience, the unquestioned right of private judgment, and the separation

of Church and State,— and also of a regenerated church-membership which

is a vital part of their polity ; and that they have borne no inconsiderable

part in securing the more general acceptance of these principles among
Christian citizens. It will be well, however, to look briefly at the second point,

and consider the character of some of the enterprises which have engaged

the attention of Boston Baptists, as indicative of their progressive spirit.
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Previous to 1800 the Baptists of this country had done Httle or nothing

to extend the knowledge of Christianity beyond their own borders. In this

respect, however, they did not differ from other denominations of Christians.

It was not until 18 10 that the American Board of Commissioners for For-

eign Missions, the first and largest of American missionary societies, was

organized. The Baptists were few in number, for the most part in humble

circumstances, and oppressed with disabilities, so that their little available

strength was largely consumed for home support and advancement. A few

scattered contributions had been forwarded to Rev. Dr. Carey, the pioneer

missionary of the English Baptists at Serampore. In 1806 and 1807 he

acknowledged the receipt of si.x thousand dollars from America. Another

has said that the Baptists of America " were waiting for that Providential

touch, as of the rod of Moses on the rock in Horeb, to which the gushing

waters would come." That Providential touch was felt in the conversion of

the Judsons to Baptist views, and their appeal from the distant East to those

whose faith they had been led to adopt, to come to their support. When
the ship "Tartar" arrived at Boston in January, 1813, bringing the unex-

pected tidings from the Judsons, and like unexpected tidings from Rev.

Luther Rice,—who had been ordained at the same time with ^Ir. Judson, had

sailed for India under appointment of the American Board in another ship,

and had also become a Baptist during the voyage by the independent study

of the Scriptures,— it was looked upon as a divine call summoning the people

to immediate and united action. Boston welcomed the call and responded

with alacrity in the formation of " The Baptist Society for Propagating the

Gospel in India and other Foreign Parts," of which Thomas Baldwin and

Daniel Sharp were chosen president and secretary. Other societies were

formed at other centres, and all were united in 1814 in the " General ]\Iis-

sionary Convention " for prosecuting the work of foreign missions. Rev.

Adoniram Judson, Jr., was formally appointed their first missionary, and the

denomination entered upon its sublime work of faith, and took the first step

in obedience to the great commission of its risen Lord. The Convention

was to meet once in three years, and the board at first had its seat in Phila-

delphia. At the fourth meeting, however, measures were instituted which

resulted, in 1826, in the transfer of the seat of management to Boston.

The Baptists here accepted the solemn trust, and for fifty-four years have

administered it with distinguishing wisdom and fidelity. The American

Baptist Missionary Union, the name by which the society is now known, is,

indeed,' almost a national society, receiving its support from States east,

north, and west, and expending during the past year $290,000 in its work;

yet its support and its prosperity have been dependent in no small de-

gree upon the fostering care and generous sympathies of the men and the

churches to whose immediate supervision its interests have been committed.

They have not only given to it their wisdom in the direction of its operations,

but again and again in times of emergency have taken its burdens and made
them their own, accepting them as from the Lord, and bearing them cheerfully
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for His name's sake. They have been abundantly compensated, not only by

the consciousness of duty done, but by the enlargement and success of the

work, there being now 162 American Baptist missionaries laboring under

the direction of the Missionary Union, and 1,052 native preachers, and

85,30s living members of organized churches.

Another object in which the Baptists of Boston have been especially

interested during the present century, has been the work of ministerial

education. The first quarter of the nineteenth centurj' was distinguished by

the acti\ity of Christians of dififcrcnt names in this country in making

provision for an educated ministry. In 1S08 the Theological Seminary

in Andover, Mass., was founded ; in 1810 the Theological Seminary

of the Dutch Reformed Church in New Brunswick, N. J.; in 1812 the

Theological Seminary in Princeton, N. j. ; and in 1814 the Theological

Seminary in Bangor, Me. The Baptists caught the spirit of the time, and,

acknowledging the necessity of special training for those who were to be the

spiritual guides of the people and the leaders of religious thought, moved
forward to meet it. It is, indeed, true, in the language of Rev. Dr. Sprague,

that " The Baptists, as a denomination, have always attached little import-

ance to human learning as a qualification for the ministry, /;/ comparison

luith those higher, though not miraculous, spiritual gifts which they believe

it the province of the Holy Ghost to impart; and some of them, it must be

acknowledged, have gone to the extreme of looking upon high intellectual

culture in a minister as rather a hindrance than a help to the success of his

labors." ^ He very justly adds, however, " The Baptists have had less credit

as the friends and patrons of learning than they have deserved."

The First Baptist Church in Boston was compelled to select its first pastors

from such material as it had at hand, generally choosing some godly man
from its own number. Such were Thomas Gould, John Russell, Isaac Hull,

and Ellis Callender. The second pastor, John Russell, was a shoemaker by

trade, and probably, like the Apostle Paul, thought it an honor, and also

found it a necessity, to work at his trade after entering the ministry. He is

described as " a wise and worthy man," who, making no pretensions to

scholarship, " plainly spoke what he did know." His humble calling and

meagre preparation for the ministr)- were sometimes made subjects for ridi-

cule by his educated neighbors, and he was e.xhortcd to " stick to his last."

Having written an account of the trials of his church, and been so unwise as

to venture into print with it, it was spoken of as a pamphlet which " a

weddcr-dropped shoemaker had stitched up." A Mr. Willard moralized

sagely in this way :
" Truly, if Goodman Russell be a fit man for a minister,

we have but fooled ourselves in building colleges and instructing children in

learning."

When, however, the church had it in its power to secure for its pulpit

those who had enjoyed larger advantages, it was not slow to do it. Its sixth

and seventh pastors were Elisha Callender and Jeremiah Condy, both of

' Historical Introduction to Annals 0/ American Baptist Pulpit, p. xv.
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wliom were graduates of Harvard College. They served the church from

1718 to 1764. The eighth pastor was Dr. Stillman, who "had rccei\-ed

a good classical education, and studied theology under his pastor, the Rev.

Mr. Hart," of Charleston, S. C. This method, namely, of private study

with some prominent pastor, was often resorted to, even after graduation

from college, for special theological training. It was the best method

possible at the time, but was felt to be utterly inadequate. In 18 14, at the

third annual meeting of the Boston Association of Baptist churches, there

was formed the Massachusetts Baptist Education Society, having for its

object the preparation of a ministry more thoroughly qualified for its great

work. This society, having changed its name to " The Northern Baptist

Education Society," is still in active operation, having rendered a service of

incalculable value to the churches.

Out of that educational movement begun in 18 14 grew first the " Maine

Literary and Theological Institution," planted in 18 17 at Waterville, Me.

It was subsequently called Waterville College, and more recently it has borne

the name of Colby Universit)', in honor of the late Gardner Colby, Esq., a

successful Boston merchant, by whose donations its endowment has been

greatly increased.

As a second direct result of that educational movement, there was

founded, in 1825, the Newton Theological Institution, situated in Newton

Centre, seven miles from Boston. This institution does not, indeed, belong

exclusively to the Baptists of Boston, or even of Massachusetts. It has had

generous friends in all parts of New England, who have contributed to its

funds and promoted its prosperity. But it is not too much to say that by

far the larger part of its endowment has been contributed, even as the heavy

burdens of its foundation were borne, by its friends in Boston and its imme-

diate vicinity. The names of four laymen are mentioned ^ as especially

connected with the establishment of this school of sacred learning; namely.

Ensign Lincoln, of the well remembered publishing house of Lincoln and

Edmands ; Nathaniel R. Cobb, a conscientious Christian merchant, who
at the beginning of his business career solemnly adopted a plan of be-

nevolence beginning with these words, " By the grace of God, I w ill nc\cr

be worth more than $50,000;" Levi Farwell, who for nine years was

steward of Harvard College ; and Jonathan Batcheller, of L\nn, a man of

whom it has been said that he " spent little on himself, and put much into

the treasury of the Lord." Three of these friends of the institution con-

tributed to its funds in the aggregate nearly sixty thousand dollars, at a time

when large gifts were few, and the wealth of the denomination was small.

Boston has furnished worthy successors of these liberal men, who have as-

sisted in increasing the assets of the institution to $450,000. The Board

of Trustees has been presided over for forty-five j-ears by the follo\\ing

persons in succession: Rev. Daniel Sharp, D.D., Rev. Baron Stow, D.D.,

1 Historical Address by President .'\lvah Hovey, D.D., at the Fiftieth Anniversary of Newton
Theological Institution.
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Gardner Colby, Esq., and Hon. J. Warren Merrill. The prosperity and

present efficiency of this honored school of the denomination are due in

no small degree to the wisdom and generosity of its representatives in

Boston and vicinity.

It is not necessary to speak of the general activities of the Baptist

churches in this city, or the numerous channels through which their ever

increasing life has flowed. Those channels have been such as the life of

spiritual religion will ever make for itself, and the forms of service have

been such as are everywhere born of the genius of the gospel of Christ.

The important work of Christian benevolence and home evangelization, in

all its departments, has enlisted the practical sympathies of these churches.

They have reached out the hand of help to the destitute and the oppressed

of every name,— the unfortunate, the inebriate, the struggling pioneer of the

West, the unenlightened freedman of the South, the mariner who lands at our

port, and the immigrant who seeks a home on our shores. They have in-

culcated by precept and example those principles of righteousness on which

the peace and good morals of society depend. They have earnestly pro-

claimed those fundamental truths of Christianity which are the basis of the

highest morality as well as of immortal hope ; assured that if men are made
true citizens of God's spiritual kingdom, they cannot fail to be virtuous,

peace-loving, law-abiding citizens under human government. In seeking to

serve God devotedly, they have rendered the best service to the city and the

Conmionwealth. That the work of these churches has been marred by

much weakness and imperfection is, alas ! too true ; but it is hoped that they

have been sufficiently true to their holy faith to show some resemblance

to the apostolic model, and to assist in promoting the public weal.

There are two enterprises which the Baptists have put in successful

operation in this city, which may perhaps be called Baptist " notions." The
Tremont Temple enterprise, in its present large proportions, grew out of a

determination to establish a free church in Boston, — a church where " all

persons, whether rich or poor, without distinction of color or condition,"

could be free to enjoy the public ministry of the gospel. The prime mover

in the enterprise was Timothy Gilbert, a man of strong character and posi-

tive convictions, who may be said to have been born a reformer, and who so

earnestly identified himself with the Antislavery movement, that he won to

himself from the lips of a slave-hunter the title, " the grandest abolitionist

in Boston." The church was organized in 1839 under the name of the First

Free Church. After worshipping in various places, the Tremont Theatre, a

large building opposite the Tremont House, was purchased and fitted up as

a place of worship. Mr. Gilbert found, in Rev. Nathaniel Colver, D.D., the

first pastor of the church, a man of like spirit with himself of tremendous

energy, and without fear, who " snuffisd the battle from afar," and generally

succeeded in bringing it near. He remained as pastor twelve years. The

property was burned in 1853, and immediately restored. The church find-

ing itself unable to carry so large a property, an act of incorporation was
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secured in 1857 for a society known as the Evangelical Baptist Benevolent,

and Missionary Society, which, composed of corporate members and dele-

gates from the Baptist churches of the city, holds the property for the

benefit of the free church worshipping in it, and is to devote whatever

income may at any time be derived from it to benevolent and missionary

work in the city. The building, which is centrally located, has become, in

accordance with the noble design of the founder of the enterprise, " the

Stranger's Sabbath Home." It has been made also the headquarters of the

various denominational societies located in Boston. It was again destroyed

by fire in August, 1879, and has been rebuilt during the year, and now con-

tains one of the most complete and elegant auditories in the city.

The Baptist Social Union of Boston is an association of laymen, formed

in 1864, for the purpose of a more intimate acquaintance between members
of the different churches, and for the consideration of topics of common
practical interest. Its meetings are held monthly, and have uniformly been

sources of great enjoyment and profit. This union has done much to pre-

serve the unity and fellowship of the churches, and to stimulate their active

benevolence, and guide it in wise directions. Its growth and prosperity for

the sixteen years of its existence contain the promise of permanent useful-

ness. Other unions, similar to this, with perhaps slight modifications, have

been formed in other cities and in other denominations ; but to the Baptist

Social Union of Boston belongs the honor of being the parent of them all.

Such is the shadowy outline of a history which has been full of earnest

toil, patient and willing sacrifice, and heroic achievement. These churches,

holding firmly to the supreme authority of the Word of God, and with

equal firmness to the independence of the individual church, and the freedom

of the individual conscience, acknowledging allegiance to no creed of human
origin however venerable, and bound together only by the gossamer threads

of voluntary association, have remained throughout the century substantially

one with themselves, and one with their historic faith. Not one of them has

departed from the common faith, or broken with its fellows. Grateful to

God for the harmony and progress of the past, they anticipate the future

with unwavering faith in the truths which the fathers held, in the Christ

whom the fathers honored, and in the ultimate triumph of that kingdom
which is " righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."

nD f>2^L^y /2(j c/Lx.<^^.



CHAPTER IX.

THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH: ITS ORIGIN,
GROWTH, AND OFFSHOOTS IN SUFFOLK COUNTY.

BY THE REV. DANIEL DORCHESTER, D.D.

"Taedet me populi hiijusce ii>iAo^€>'o5, ita me iirbanitate sua clivexant et persequuntur. Non
patiuntur me esse solum. E rure vcniunt invisentes clerici ; me rcvertcntcs in rus trahunt.

Cogor banc Angliam contemplari, etiam antiqua amoeniorem ; ct nequeo non e.xclaniare, O
fortunata regio !

"— From a letter wrillen in Boston, Oct. 5, 1736, by the km. Charles Wesley to his

brother John, then in Savannah, Ga.

'"r^HlC War of Independence divides the history of the original Church
-*- of England communion in Boston, as in all the older portions of

the country, into two strongly contrasted periods. Before that event all

American Episcopalians were under the jurisdiction of an English bishop,

and were considered an integral part of the National Church. Even the

lay preachers sent over by John Wesley, while they carried the gospel into

many localities where the Church of England had no preachers, and gath-

ered into religious societies multitudes of converts who were of dissenting

or even foreign birth, were still so loyal to their mother that, as late as the

year 1773, on holding their first conference in Philadelphia, the entire

number present (ten) agreed to the following rules, to wit: —
First, that each would "' Strktly avoid administeying the ordinances of Baptism

and the Lord's Supper;" and, secondly, that they would '^ Earnestly exhort all the

people among whom they labored, — particularly in Maryland and Virginia, — to

attend the Church and to receive the ordinances there."

The outbreak of the war was naturally more disorganizing to this com-
munion than to any of the others. It being the duty of every rector publicly

to pray for the king and the royal family, the continuance of public worship

according to the Book of Common Prayer was impossible. In this state

of things the majority of the Episcopal clergy esteemed it alike their duty

and interest to flee the country, where they could only be objects of pop-

ular suspicion or hate, and wait the further unfoldmcnts of Providence.

The war over, and its issue irrevocably sealed by the treaty which ac-

VOL. III. — 55.
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knowledged the independence of the American States, the necessity for

ecclesiastical re-organization was forced upon the communicants and min-

isters still attached to the Episcopal order and to the forms of the Anglican

Church.

Two independent American churches were the result, to wit: the

Methodist Episcopal Church, organized in 1784, and the Protestant Epis-

copal Church, organized in 1789. Each was constituted after the Anglican

model, with a ministry including bishops, presbyters, and deacons ; each

adopted, with modifications, the Articles of Religion of the Church of

England and the ritual contained in the Book of Common Prayer. The

more patriotic and religiously-aggressive elements of the old communion,

strengthened by large accessions won by the lay-ministry before and dur-

ing the war, crystallized into the earlier of the two new churches; the

more conservative, wealthy, and tradition-loving elements into the latter.

If the modifications embodied in the recension of the Thirty- nine Articles

and the Prayer-book adopted b\- the Methodist Episcopal Church are more

in the interest of doctrinal and liturgical freedom than those secured by the

Protestant Episcopal Church, the history of the time, and particularly the

history of King's Chapel, Boston, and Dr. White's Proposed Prajcr-Book,

shows that the fault was in the English bishops and not in the constituents

of the new organization. Both churches are the natural and filial repre-

sentatives of the Anglican mother; and, taken together, undoubtedly con-

stitute a more important factor in the religious life of the country than ever

that mother did in the period of colonial dependency.

The " Holy Club " of the University of Oxford was formed in the au-

tumn of 1729. Seven years later, on Sept. 24, 1736, one of the most distin-

guished of its original members, the Rev. Charles Wesley, landed in Boston.

At that time Mr. Wesley was a missionary to Georgia and secretary to the

governor of the colony, General Oglethorpe. Being in somewhat impaired

health, he was commissioned by the governor to bear important dispatches

to the home government in London. In consequence of the unseaworthy

condition of the ship on which he embarked, the captain put in at the port

of Boston ; and thus the visit of the man who may be called the first

Methodist Episcopal clergyman who ever preached in this city, was unfore-

seen and involuntary. Though quite ill, Mr. Wesley preached in King's

Chapel and in Christ Church, received visits from various suburban clerg>--

men, and celebrated, in a lively letter to his brother, both the remarkable

hospitality of the people and the beauty of the adjacent country. He
re-embarked for England October 25, the same year.

Four years later another member of the same club of Oxford Methodists,

George Whitefield, a priest of the Church of England, and therefore en-

titled to be called a Methodist Episcopalian, appeared in Boston. The story

of his sojourn has been told in the second volume of this History. Twenty
thousand people heard his farewell sermon on the Common, where fift\'

years later, under the preaching of Jesse Lee, another Methodist Episco-
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palian, the permanent planting of Methodism was effected. In his advent

and in his departure he was a common sharer ' with the Weslcys in what-

ever opprobrium was then attached to the name of Methodist.

From this date until his death, in 1770, this second Methodist Episcopal

minister— the forerunner of the Methodist Episcopal Church— was an

important element in the religious history of Boston. He visited the town

again and again, as the reader has seen. His labors here, as elsewhere, in

his grand itinerations, were preparing the way for those heroic successors

who have made the planting and growth of the Methodist Episcopal Church

a marvel to students of American church history.

In the same storms through which Whitcfield was borne on his final

passage to America, the Revs. Riciianl Boardman and Joseph Pillmore, the

first preachers sent by Wesley, were tossed on their tempestuous voyage.

Boardman— the first superintendent of Wesley's missionaries to our shores,

a man of strong understanding and amiable spirit— came to Boston in

May, 1772. A place of worship was obtained, converts made, and a society

organized ; but it did not long exist. The political excitements of those

pre-Revolutionary years embarrassed religious movements. By inflaming

the people, they supplanted religious thought and action.

In the autumn of 1784, the Rev. William Black, "an English Wesleyan

preacher, eminent for talents and character," preached a few times in Bos-

ton. After a visit to the Conference in Baltimore, he returned and resumed

his labors here. Denied access to the pulpits, he preached in a chamber at

the North End ; then in a chamber at the South End. At both places the

floors settled under the crowd, and occasioned alarm. Then he preached

in Dr. Stillman's (Baptist) church; then in the North Latin School-house;

then in the Sandemanian Chapel ; and finally, on his last Sabbath, in the

New North Church of the estimable Dr. Eliot. Arrangements made for a

successor failed, and the converts joined other churches.

In 1787 the Rev. Freeborn Garretson, fresh from the founding of Method-

ism in Halifa.x, N. S., passed through Boston. He found some who had

been members of the society formed by Boardman fifteen years before.

After preaching several times in private houses, he left, purposing to return

the following year. Detained, however, by the rapidly-spreading work in the

Middle States, he did not come again until 1790. A descendant from an

old Maryland family, connected by marriage with the Chancellor Livingston

family of New York, a slaveholder and man of affairs, on his conversion to

Methodism, he emancipated his slaves for Christ's sake, and became a con-

spicuous leader in the itinerant hosts. Cherishing his interest in Boston,

while superintendent of the rising societies on the Hudson, he visited this

town, and on Sunday evening, July 4, preached in the church formerly

occupied by Dr. Mather. Engaging a place for future services, he went to

Providence, meeting on his way one destined to achieve the distinction of

1 Whitcfield was then in full symp.ithy with the Wesleys. His break with them on .iccount of

Calvinism occurred after this visit to Boston.
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organizing the first permanent Methodist Episcopal churches in Boston and

New England.

Ten miles from Providence the two itinerants, habited in the simplicity of

their order, with those invariable symbols the now obsolete saddle-bags,

unexpectedly and joyfully met. The one reports his reconnoitring tour,

and hastens on to his immense district on the Hudson ; and the other un-

folds his plans, and advances to the metropolis of the old Puritan common-
wealth.

It w.as beneath the famous Elm which until lately was a conspicuous

object on our Common, that, at si.x o'clock on Sunday evening, July ii,

1790, upon a rude table, a man of powerful frame and of "serene but

shrewd countenance " took his stand. Four persons approached, and curi-

ously gazed while he sang. Kneeling, he prayed with a fervor unknown in

the Puritan pulpits, attracting crowds of promenaders from the shady walks.

Three thousand persons drank in his flowing thoughts, as from a pocket-

Bible, " without notes," he proclaimed a free salvation. At first senten-

tiously, then with a variety of beautiful images, then with broad discussion,

then with tender pathos, he moved the thronging crowd. " It was agreed,"

said one who heard him, " that such a man had not visited New England

since the days of Whitefield. I heard him again, and thought I could fol-

low him to the ends of the earth." Such was the Rev. Jesse Lee's first

appearance before a Boston gathering.

The peculiar effect of early Methodist preaching was not, however,

wholly due either to the eloquence, or the manner, or the spiritual power

of the preachers. It was largely owing to the adaptation of the religious

views which they presented to existing conditions in the minds of their

hearers. Said an eminent Congregational divine :
—

" There was evidently an aptitude in the public mind to receive the Methodist

faith and form of worship. Nor is it difficult to show how this came about. Old

Orthodoxy, tinctured with Arminianism, and cooled dov\Ti to a lukewarm temperature

in its delivery from the desk, had become the characteristic of Sabbath-day instnic-

tions in many puljjits, as it had been prior to the Great Awakening in 1 740 ; and

nothing could have been more favorable to the success of an earnest, loud-spoken

ministry. In his doctrinal teaching Jesse Lee, the pioneer of that denomination in

these parts, suited such as were of Arminian tendencies ; in his fer\ent style of ad-

dress he was acceptable to many warm-hearted Calvinists tired of dull preaching.

What with both of these adaptations to the wants of the people, no wonder that

Methodism had a rapid growtli. Something of the kind was inevitable. The wild

enthusiasm of the Quakers had long since disappeared, and their numbers were

diminishing. The mart)T spirit which animated the first generation of Baptists had

subsided with the removal of their civil disabilities, and their religious zeal suffered a

proportional decline. If Jesse Lee had not come into Massachusetts, some one else,

pressed in spirit, like Paul at Athens ' when he saw the city wholly given to idolatry,'

would have found utterance, and would have had followers." '

1 Hhlarical Skelck of the Congregational Churches in Massachusetts, by the Rev. Joseph S.

Clark, D.D., pp. 226, 227.
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Jesse Lee was a man of uncommon colloquial gifts, with a fascinating

address and ready wit. I lis rare physical, intellectual, and spiritual powers

were united with

"An unconquerable will,

And courage never to submit or yield."

A scion of an old Virginia family, early trained in the Episcopal Church, a

zealous convert to Wesleyanism, he went forth as an itinerant and foimdcd

societies from Florida to New Brunswick. At the age of thirty-one he was

commissioned to establish on the soil of the Puritans the Methodist Epis-

copal Church,— the first religious body which had effected a national

organization in the United States. The following year he reached Boston,

and halted not until he saw this denomination established in all the East-

ern States.

During the week after he preached on the Common, Lee visited Lynn,

Salem, Newburyport, and Portsmouth, and returned to Boston. On the

next Sunday, being still excluded from the churches, he preached again on

the Common to 3,000 persons ; during the week in private houses, and once

in a vacant Baptist church ; and, on the third Sunday, again on the Com-
mon to 5,000 persons. Then he returned to his widely extended field in

Rhode Island and Connecticut.

On the 13th of November he was again in Boston. The weather was

cold, shutting him out of his leafy temple, and the hearts of the people

were colder still. Then commenced a series of labors, struggles, defeats,

and reverses, which would have made a less indomitable spirit quail. This

princely man, pronounced by Dr. Thomas Coke to be " one of the ablest

preachers he had ever heard in Europe or America," who preached the gos-

pel from the St. Mary's to the St. John's with a success unequalled since

the days of Whitefield, and who was an acceptable chaplain to Congress for

several years, received no notice from any Boston minister, nor was allowed

access to any audience room. Months passed, almost two years, with oc-

casional visits and close inquirj-. Meanwhile, though unsuccessful, he was
still intent. Societies were formed in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,

Connecticut, and Rhode Island. Lynn opened her doors and her heart,

organized a church and erected a chapel ; but Boston remained closed.

Then preachers from Ljnn, under Lee's superintendence, visited Boston,

and the sterile soil began to yield fruit.

On July 13, 1792, the first Methodist class was formed in Boston, at the

house of Mr. Samuel Burrill, on Sheafe Street, at the North End. Fifteen

members were soon after reported to the Conference, and the Rev. Jeremiah

Cosden was appointed preacher. A gentleman of fortune and educated

for the bar, he left the law for the gospel, and abandoned the courts to be-

come an itinerant. A school-house at the North End was the first place

of worship; then an "upper room" in the house of Mr. John Ruddock,

corner of Harris and Ann (now North) streets. Here the apostolic Asbury
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preached, complaining of the incommodiousness of the place, and of the

noise of the "Jack Tars and boys" outside.

In 1793 the Rev. Amos G. Thompson was the preacher; in 1794 the

Rev. Christopher Spry; in 1795 the Rev. John Harper, late from the West

Indies, and father of Chancellor Harper, of South Carolina.

On August 28, 1795, the corner-stone of the first Methodist Episcopal

church was laid by the Rev. Jesse Lee. The house went slowly up, and

was dedicated May 15, 1796, the sermon being given by the Rev. George

Pickering. It was situated in Ingraham's Yard, subsequently Methodist

Alley, now Hanover Avenue. This was then a very respectable locality.

Dr. Eliot's New Brick Church was only two hundred feet distant, and Ann
Street and other adjacent streets were occupied by the residences of people

of the higher social rank. This first edifice was a small, plain building

measuring thirty-six by forty-six feet, rough and unfinished within, and

benches without backs served for pews. E\-en in this condition it was

heavily encumbered with debt, for the forty members were all poor. In

this state it was occupied until 1800, when through the assistance of Lee in

the Middle States, and with a little help from the clergy and citizens of

Boston, it was completed. But the struggle was hard ; and even when

finished the house was severely plain. The alley then had no side-walks.

The main floor was two steps above the street, and the outside door opened

directly into the aisles, and to the right and left stairs led into the galleries,

one of which was occupied by males and the other by females. A stove

stood in front of the altar. Opposite the pulpit were the singers' seats, —
and the old church was famous for good singing. Here the society wor-

shipped until the erection of the more spacious edifice on Bennet Street,

when the old church was occupied b}' the Boston Port Society, until the

Seaman's Bethel in the North Square was completed, in which the Rev.

Edward T. Taylor exercised his wonderful ministry.

The early worshippers in the Methodist Alley Church suffered many

petty annoyances. Rude disturbers of their worship were thought to have

been incited to unmanly acts hy others who screened themselves. At last

legal protection was secured through the influence of Mr. William W. Mot-

ley, a gentleman of culture, who had become a Methodist.

The good influence of this church was widely felt at the North End.

From 1796 to 1828 it was a centre of moral light and heat. The voices of

all the eminent ministers of the Methodist Episcopal Church were heard

there. Bishops Asbury, George, and McKendree, Revs. George Pickering,

John Broadhead, Daniel Ostrander, Thomas F. Sargeant, Peter Jayne,

Samuel Menvin, Daniel Webb, Martin Ruter, D.D., Elijah Hedding, D.D.,

Enoch Mudge, Timothy Merritt, and President Wilbur Fisk, D.D., are

some of the notable ones. The Rev. John Newland Maflntt preached in

this house to crowded audiences, man\- persons climbing in at the windows

to hear him. Among the laymen of the earlier period were Samuel Burrill,

Thomas Green, Elijah Phinney Lewis, Uriah Tufts, Jacob Hawkins, Samuel
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Mills, Abram Ingersol, James Johnson, Colonel Amos Binney, and William

W. Motley.

At the end of fourteen years the membership of the church was two hun-

dred and fifty-seven, and it was resolved (March 3, 1806) to erect another

chapel in another part of the city. On the 19th of November following the

Bromfield-Street Church was dedicated, the sermon being delivered by

the Rev. Samuel Merwin. Its foundations contained a block of hewn stone

from Plymouth Rock, which is still there. Was it a symbol of the engraft-

ing of the Methodist bough into the stock of the old New-England order,

or of the absorption of that into the larger life and growth of Methodism?

The erection of this edifice was a bold movement, and purely aggressive.

Those who undertook it were only just relieved from the heavy embarrass-

ments occasioned by the completion of the Alley church. But the new
enterprise involved them more deeply. The sale of the pews was very

limited ; the times soon became very unfavorable : the Berlin and Milan

decrees, the Embargo and Non-Intercourse acts, paralyzed commerce and

industry. Boston felt the shock severely. Years of painful struggles fol-

lowed. Contributions were sought all over the land. The General Con-

ference and Annual Conferences were appealed to. The Middle States, and

even Charleston, South Carolina, sent aid. The sagacious plans and large

public influence of Colonel Amos Binney and Mr. John Clark contributed

much to the final solution of the problem.

This crisis passed, the experimental period of Methodism in Boston was
over. The next twenty years was a period of steady and healthy growth.

The church extended its influence, and acquired character and respect.

Colonel Amos Binney, a trustee and steward, was a merchant, and for a

dozen years the United States Navy agent in Boston, and stood side by side

with leading citizens
; John Clark was an enterprising citizen ; George Suth-

erland, a trustee and class-leader, was a Scotchman by birth, always radiant

with sunshine, and a goldsmith by trade ; Thomas Bagnall, class-leader and

trustee, was a man of literary taste ; Mrs. Sarah Hawes, a niece of Governor
Hancock, an eminently consistent and elevated Christian, received into the

church by the Rev. Elijah Hedding, deserves mention as the " Elect Lady."

Besides these, Thomas Patten, a member of the Massachusetts Legislature,

David Patten, father of the late Rev. David Patten, Jr., D.D., of precious

memory, and William True, father of the late Rev. Charles K. True, D.D.,

an honored alumnus of Harvard College, are a few of many worthy names
of this period, conspicuous for devotion to the church. Isaac Rich and

Jacob Sleeper, gentlemen of rare excellences, belong to a later period, of

ampler opportunities, which they have filled and honored with noble char-

ities and deeds.

These two churches were favored with frequent revivals, and the mem-
bership increased from 259 in 1806 to 688 in 1 830. In 1827 the church in

the Alley felt the need of a larger and better edifice. A lot was purchased

on Bennet Street, and a new church was dedicated Sept. 18, 1828, the Rev.
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Stephen Martindale deli\ering the sermon. Forty-three pews were sold,

and the only surviving purchaser is the venerable Micah Dyer, of the pres-

ent Tremont- Street Church. With these two more sightly edifices as out-

ward signs, the cause of Methodism moved forward under a strong impulse,

and other churches were organized.

The first Methodist church in Dorchester was formed in 1817, and was

due to the influence of Mr. Anthony Otheman,i ^ French Huguenot, who

was one of the fruits of this denomination in Boston. In 1818 the first

Methodist church was formed in Charlestown. They purchased the wooden

structure on High Street, built by the Baptists and subsequently occupied

by the Unitarians. In 1818 a Methodist society was organized at Chelsea

Point, now Winthrop. In 1826 the May-Street, now Revere-Street, Church

was organized for the colored people, and the Rev. Samuel Snowden, highly

esteemed for twenty-five years by citizens of all classes, was their pastor.

Two periods of church colonizing ha\-e since marked the history of the

Methodist Episcopal Church within the present limits of Sufi'olk County.

The first was from 1834 to 1853, in which the following fourteen churches

were organized: In 1834, the Church-Street, now the Peoples', Church; in

1835, after several unsuccessful attempts previously, the First Methodist

Episcopal, now the Broadway, Church in South Boston ; in 1837, the North

Russell-Street Church; in 1839, the First Methodist Episcopal, now the

Winthrop-Street, Church in Roxbury ; and the First Methodist Episcopal,

now the Walnut-Street, Church in Chelsea; in 1841, the Richmond-Street

Church, and the First Methodist Episcopal, now the Meridian-Street, Church

in East Boston ; in 1842, the " Odeon " Society ; in 1846, the Canton-Street,

now the Tremont-Street, Church; in 1847, the Second Methodist Episcopal,

now the Monument-Square, Church in Charlestown; in 1850, the Second

Methodist Episcopal, now the Appleton, Church in Dorchester; in 1852,

the Mount-Bellingham Church in Chelsea, and the German Church in Rox-

bury; and in 1853, the Bennington-Street, now the Saratoga-Street, Church

in East Boston.

In the meantime new conditions affected the population at the North

End. They were felt soon after 1840, and became more apparent in the

next ten years, influencing unfavorably all the Protestant churches. In

1849 the Richmond-Street and the Bennet-Street churches united, and pur-

chased the large and elegant edifice of Dr. Robbins's Unitarian Society on

Hanover Street. The North Russell-Street Church held its position until

1865, when it removed to Grace Church, on Temple Street. In 1873 the

Hanover-Street Church relinquished its field and united with the Grace

Church, but retained its title as the First Methodist Episcopal Church in

Boston.

In sixteen years— from 1853 to 1869— only two Methodist churches

were organized,— one at Jamaica Plain, in 1859, and the Dorchester-Street

Church, in South Boston, in i860.

1 Father of the Revs. Bartholomew and Edward Otheman.
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From 1869 to 1878 is the second colonizing period, in which the follow-

ing ten churches were organized, most of them the fruits of the Boston

Methodist City Mission and Church-Extension Society: In 1869 the High-

land Church and the Rugglcs-Strcct Church in Roxbury; in 1871, the

Washington-Village Church in South Boston, and the Broadway Church in

Chelsea; in 1872, the church at Allston ; in 1873, the church at Roslindale

;

in 1874, the church at Harrison Square; in 1876, the Mount-Pleasant

Church; in 1877, the Mgglcston-Square Church; and in 1878, the Monroe

Mission Church on Charlestown Neck.

Two African Methodist Episcopal churches— the Zion Church on North

Russell Street, and the Bethel Church on Charles Street, now jointly num-

bering about 500 members— were organized in 1836 and 1839 respectively.

Two secessions from the Methodist Episcopal Church in Boston have

occurred, — the Protestant Methodist, in 1830, and the True Wesleyan, in

1842-43; but the churches formed b}- the retiring bodies were small, and

existed only a few years.

Among the tangible and conspicuous results of Boston Methodism,

several demand mention :
—

1. The first School of Theology of the Methodist Episcopal Church had

its inception in Boston in 1839, was organized a little later in Concord, New
Hampshire, and removed to Boston in 1867. It has graduated over four

hundred young men.

2. The Boston Universfty, with which the School of Theology united in

1 87 1, is an outgrowth of the Methodist Episcopal Church. It was founded

by Isaac Rich, Jacob Sleeper, and Lee Claflin ; Mr. Rich bequeathing to it

his large estate. It comprises colleges of liberal arts, music, agriculture,

theology, law, and medicine, in which are over five hundred students.

Under the presidency of the Rev. William F. Warren, D.D., LL.D., it has

attained the highest rank. Women are admitted to all its departments, and

it is eminently progressive and catholic in all its features.

3. Tlie Zions Herald, the oldest newspaper of the denomination, was

founded in Boston in 1823. Its successive editors have been John R.

Cotton, Barber Badger, G. W. H. Forbes, Benjamin Jones, Revs. Shipley

W. Wilson, Aaron Lummus, Mr. William C. Brown, Revs. Timothy Merritt,

Samuel O. W'right, Benjamin Kingsbury, Abel Stevens, LL.D., Daniel

Wise, D.D., Erastus O. Haven, D.D., LL.D., Nelson E. Cobleigh, D.D.,

Gilbert Haven, LL.D., and Bradford K. Pierce, D.D. It has a circulation

of 15,000 copies.

4. The Wesleyan Association, a corporation formed in 183 1, consisting

of laymen, own and publish the Zioii's Herald. In 1870 they completed

and occupied the elegant Wesleyan Building on Bromficld Street, in which

are the offices of the Zioti's Herald, the Wesleyan Hall, and the general

headquarters of the denomination in New England.

5. The Methodist book-store, now in the Wesleyan Building, has existed

over forty years, and has been conducted successively by Dexter S. King,

VOL. HI. — 56.
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Strong & Broadhead, Wait, Pierce, & Co., Charles H. Pierce, and, since

1 85 I, by the present efficient agent, James P. Magee, under whose admin-

istration its annual sales hav^c increased from thirty thousand dollars in 1850

to eighty thousand dollars at the present time.

6. In 1872 Boston became an Episcopal residence, and a fine parsonage

was purchased, on Rutland Street, at the South End. The Rt. Rev. Ran-

dolph S. Foster, D.D., LLD., is the New England Bishop.

7. The Methodist Social Union, a body of laymen and ministers, meets

monthly in the Wesleyan Hall, for the promotion of church life and fellow-

ship.

8. The Boston Methodist Preachers' Meeting, a live aggressive body, for

the discussion of church questions and general improvement, meets every

Monday morning in the Wesleyan Hall.

9. The New-England Methodist Historical Society, whose headquarters

are in the Wesleyan Building on Bromfield Street; Hon. William Claflin,

President, Willard S. Allen, Librarian, and the Rev. Daniel Dorchester,

D.D., Historiographer.

10. The Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church was here organized in the year 1869. It now covers with its

branches nearly the whole country, and raises between seventy and eighty

thousand dollars a year for the support of female missionaries and school

work in different parts of the world. Its monthly organ, Tlie Heathen

Woman s Friend, edited by Mrs. William F. Warren, with a circulation of

twenty thousand copies, has been from the beginning published in this city.

STATISTICS OF THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCHES IN

BOSTON, AND SUFFOLK COUNTY.

Year.
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COMPARATIVE PROGRESS.

Localities and

Periods.



CHAPTER X.

THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

BY THE REV. rillLLIPS BROOKS, D.D ,

Rector of Trinity Church.

'

I
"IIE Rev. Joshua Wingate Weeks was a minister of die Church of Eng-

-- land, and a missionary of the Society for the Propagation of the Gos-

pel in Foreign Parts, settled at Marblehead, in Massachusetts. In the )car

1778 he wrote to the society an account of "The state of the Episcopal

churches in the Province of Massachusetts Bay, New Hampshire, etc." Of
the churches in Boston he wrote: "Trinity Church in Boston is still open,

the prayers for the King and Royal Family, etc., being omitted. The
King's Chapel is made use of as a meeting-house by a Dissenting congrega-

tion. The French have received leave from the Congress to make use of

Christ Church for the purposes of their worship; but the proprietors of it,

having notice of this, persuaded Mr. Parker to preach in it every Sunday in

the afternoon, by which means it remains untouched. ... In a word," he

adds, "our ecclesiastical affairs wear a very gloomy aspect at present in that

part of the world."

What Mr. Weeks thus wrote in 1778 was mainly true two years later, in

1780, at the point where I begin to sketch the history of the Episcopal

Church in Boston for the last hundred years. In the mean time, the Rev.

Stephen C. Lewis, who had been chaplain of a regiment of light dragoons

in the army of General Burgoyne, had become the regular minister of Christ

Church ; but the congregation of the Old South were still worshipping in

the King's Chapel, and the Rev. Dr. Samuel Parker was in charge of Trinity.

These were the three Episcopal parishes in Boston in the year 1780. The
King's Chapel with its house of worship on Tremont Street, Christ Church

in Salem Street, and Trinity Church in Summer Street. The King's Chapel

had been in existence since 1689, Christ Church since 1723, and Trinity

Church since 1734.

It is not difficult to sec what it was that made " our ecclesiastical affairs
"

wear such a " gloomy aspect in this part of the world " in the days which

immediately followed the Revolution. To the old Puritan dislike of F.pisco-

pacy had been added the distrust of the English Church as the church of the

oppressors of the colonies. Up to the beginning of the Revolution the
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Episcopal Cluirch in Boston had been counted an intruder. It had never

been the church of the people, but had largely lived upon the patronage and

favor of the English governors. The outbreak of the Re\olution had found

the Rev. Dr. Henry Caner, rector of King's Chapel, and the Rev. Dr. Wil-

liam Walter, rector of Trinity. Both of these clergymen went to Halifax

with the British troops when Boston was evacuated in 1776.^ In one of the

record books of King's Chapel, Dr. Caner made the following entry :
—

" An unnatural rebellion of the colonies against His Majesty's government obliged

the loyal part of his subjects to evacuate their dwellings and substance, and take refuge

in Halifax, London, and elsewhere ; by which means the public worship at King's

Chapel became suspended, and is likely to remain so until it shall please God, in the

course of his providence, to change the hearts of the rebels, or give success to His Maj-

esty's arms for suppressing the rebellion. Two boxes of church plate, and a silver

christening basin were left in the hands of the Rev. Dr. Breynton at Halifax, to be

delivered to me or my order, agreeable to his note receipt in my hands."

At Christ Church the Rev. Dr. Mather Byles, Jr., resigned the rectorship

on Easter Tuesday, 1775, meaning to go to Portsmouth in New Hampshire;

but political tumults making that impossible, he remained in Boston and

performed the duty of chaplain to some of the regiments until after the

evacuation.^ At Trinity alone was there any real attempt to meet the new

condition of things by changes in the church's worship. The parts of the lit-

urgy, having reference to the King and the Royal Family^ were omitted, and

this was the only sign which the EpisccJpal Church in Boston made of any

willingness to accommodate herself to the patriotic feeling of the times ; and

even with her mutilated liturgy, the associations of her worship with the hated

power of England still remained. No doubt the few people who gathered

in Trinity Church during the Revolution were those whose sympathy with

the cause of the struggling colonies was weakest and most doubtful. As one

looks at her position when the war is closed, he sees clearly that before the

Episcopal Church can become a powerful element in American life she has

before her, first, a struggle for existence ; and then another struggle, hardly

less difficult, to separate herself from English influences and standards, and

to throw herself heartily into the interests and hopes of the new nation.

Of how those two struggles began in the country at large, when the Revo-

lutionary war was over and our independence was established, there is not

room here to speak except very briefly. It was the sprouting of a tree

which had been cut down to the very roots. The earliest sign of life was a

meeting at New Brunswick in New Jersey, in 1784, when thirteen clergymen

and laymen, from New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, came together

to see what could be made of the fragments of the Church of England

which were scattered through the now independent colonies. The same

year there was a meeting held in Boston, where seven clergymen of Massa-

chusetts and Rhode Island consulted on the condition and prospects of their

1 [See Mr. Goddard's chapter in the present volume. — Ed.]
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church. The next year there was a larger meeting held in Philadelphia, —
what may be called the first convention of the ICpiscopal Church in the

United States,— when delegates from seven of the thirteen States were assem-

bled. This was on Sept. 27, 1785. Evidently the fragments of the church

had life in them, and a tendency to reach toward each other and seek a cor-

porate existence. From the beginning, too, there evidently was in many parts

of the church a certain sense of opportunity, a feeling that now was the time

to seek some enlargement of the church's standards, which would not prob-

ably occur again. Under this feeling, when the time for the revision of the

liturgy arrived, the Athanasian Creed was dropped out of the Prayer Book.

The other changes made were mostly such as the new political condition of

the country called for. These changes were definitely fixed in the conven-

tion which met in Philadelphia in 1789.

But before that time another most important question had been settled.

There could be no Episcopal Church in this country without bishops, and

as yet there was not a bishop of the Episcopal Church in the country. In

the colonial condition various efforts had been made to secure the consecra-

tion of bishops for America, but political fears and prejudices had always

prevented their success ; but no sooner was independence thoroughly es-

tablished, than a more determined effort was begun. In 1783 the Rev. Dr.

Samuel Seabury was sent abroad by some of the clergymen of Connecticut,

to endeavor to secure consecration to the episcopate to which they had

elected him. After fruitless attempts to induce the authorities of the Church

of England to give him what he sought, he finally had recourse to the non-

juring Church in Scotland, and was consecrated at Aberdeen on Nov. 14,

1784. He returned at once to America and began to do a bishop's work.

The first ordination of an Episcopal minister in Boston, which must have

been an occasion of some interest in the Puritan city, was on March 27,

1789, when the Rev. John C. Ogden was ordained in Trinity Church by

Bishop Seabury.

Meanwhile, further south, a similar attempt was being made to secure

Episcopal consecration from the Church of England, and with better success.

On Feb. 4, 1787, the Rev. Dr. William White, of Philadelphia, and the Rev.

Dr. Samuel Provoost, of New York, were consecrated bishops in the chapel

of Lambeth Palace. Thus the Episcopal Church in the United States found

itself fully organized for its work. On May 7, 1797, the Rev. Dr. Edward
Bass, of Newburyport, was consecrated in Christ Church, Philadelphia, to be

Bishop of the Diocese of Massachusetts ; and the churches of Boston became

of course subjects of his Episcopal care.

It must have been a striking, as it was certainh' a novel scene, when

Bishop Bass, on his return to Boston after his consecration, was welcomed by

the Massachusetts Convention which was then in session. He was conducted

in his robes from the vestry of Trinity Church to the chancel, where he was

addressed in behalf of the members of the convention by the Rev. Dr.

Walter, now returned from his exile in Nova Scotia, and made rector of

VOL. HI. — 57.
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Christ Church. The bishop responded " in terms of great modesty, pro-

priety, and affection." Sometime after, the Episcopal churches in Rhode

Island, and subsequently those in New Hampshire, placed themselves under

his jurisdiction.

It liad not been without reluctance, and a jealous unwillingness to sur-

render their independence, that the churches in Massachusetts had joined

their brethren in the other States to accomplish the reorganization of their

church ; but in the end two of the Boston churches became identified with

the new body. To Dr. Parker indeed, of Trinity Church, a considerable

degree of influence is to be ascribed in harmonizing difficulties, and making

possible a union between the two efforts after organized life which had be-

gun in Connecticut and Pennsylvania. Before, however, the general Consti-

tution of the Episcopal Church was agreed upon in Philadelphia in 1789,

the oldest of the three parishes in Boston had changed its faith and its asso-

ciations, and begun its own separate and peculiar life. It was before the

Revolutionary war was ended, and while their house of worship was still

used by the congregation of the Old South, in September, 1782, that the

wardens of King's Chapel— Dr. Thomas Bulfinch and Mr. James Ivers—
invited Mr. James Freeman, a young man of twent)'-three }-ears of age, then

living at Walpole, to officiate for them as reader for si.K months. He was a

native of Charlestown, had received his early education at the Boston Latin

School, and had graduated at Harvard College in 1777. At the Easter

meeting, April 21, 17S3, he was chosen pastor of the chapel. The invita-

tion, in reply to which he accepted the pastorate, said to him :
" The

proprietors consent to such alterations in the service as are made by

the Rev. Dr. Parker; and leave the use of the Athanasian Creed at your

discretion."

The new pastor and his people soon grew warmly attached to one an-

other; and when, in the course of the ne.xt two years, Mr. Freeman told his

parishioners that his opinions had undergone such a change that he found

some parts of the liturgy inconsistent with the faith which he had come to

hold, and offered them an amended form of praj-er for use at the chapel, the

proprietors voted, Feb. 20, 1785, that it was necessary to make some alter-

ations in some parts of the liturgy, and appointed a committee to report

such alterations. On March 28 the committee were ready with their re-

port; and on June 19 the proprietors decided by a vote of twenty to

seven " that the Common Prayer, as it now stands amended, be adopted

by this church, as the form of prayer to be used in future by this church and

congregation." The alterations in the liturgy were for the most part such

as involved the omission of the doctrine of the Trinity. They were princi-

pally those of the celebrated English divine. Dr. Samuel Clarke. The
amended Prayer Book was used in the chapel until 181 1, when it was again

revised, and still other changes made.

Thus the oldest of the Episcopal churches had become the first of the

Unitarian churches of America ; and now the question was how she still
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stood toward the sister churches witli whom slie had heretofore been in

communion. Her people still counted themselves Episcopalians. They
wanted to be part of the new Episcopal Church of the United States. Many
of them were more or less unea.sy at the lack of ordination for their minister.

In 1786 Mr. Freeman applied to Bishop Seabury to be ordained ; but Bishop

Seabury, after asking the advice of his clergy, did not think fit to confer or-

ders upon him on such a profession of faith as he thought proper to give,

which was no more than that he believed the Scriptures. Mr. l-'reenian then

went to see Dr. Provoost at New York. The doctor, who was not yet a

bishop, gave Mr. Freeman some reason to hope that he \vould compl\- with

TREMONT STREEl' LOOKING NUKIH.'

his wishes ; but in the next year, when the wardens of the chapel sent a letter

to Dr. Provoost, who in the meantime had received consecration. " to inquire

whether ordination for the Rev. Mr. Freeman can be obtaineil on terms

agreeable to him and to the proprietors of this church," the bishop answered

that after consulting with his council of advice, he and they thought that a

matter of such importance ought to be reserved for the consideration of the

General Con\'ention.

' (This view of Tremont Street,, looking and was painted certainly before 1806, and per-

toward King's Chapel, follows a water-color pre-

sented to the Public Library in 1S75. A letter

from Mr. B. P. Shillabcr, dated March 17, 1S75,

on the files of the Trustees of the Library, says

it was painted by a daughter of General Knox,

and belonged to the late Miss Catharine Putnam
;

haps about iSoo. The arch in the Common
fence is where the present West-street gate is.

A view from the other end of the vista, show-

ing King's Chapel, as looked at from the north,

and taken about 1S30, is given in Greenwood's

//istorr of King's Chapel, 1833. — Ed.J
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This ended the effort for Episcopal ordination, and on Nov. i8, 1787,

after the usual Sunday evening service, the senior warden of the King's

Chapel, Dr. Thomas Bulfinch, acting for the congregation, ordained Mr.

Freeman to be " rector, minister, priest, pastor, teaching elder, and public

teacher " of their society. Of course so bold and so unusual an act excited

violent remonstrance. A protest was sent forth by certain of the original

proprietors of the chapel, to which the wardens issued a reply. Another

protest came from Dr. Bass of Newburyport, Dr. Parker of Trinity Church,

Mr. Montague of Christ Church, and Mr. Ogden of Portsmouth in New
Hampshire; but from the day of Mr. Freeman's ordination the King's

Chapel ceased to be counted among the Episcopal churches of Boston.

^

There still remained some questions to be settled with regard to the bequest

of Mr. William Price, the founder of the Price lectureship, of which the King's

Chapel had been the original administrator. These questions lingered until

1824, when they were finally disposed of by the arrangement between the

King's Chapel and Trinity Church, under which these lectures are still pro-

vided by the latter.

It was a severe blow to the church, which was with such difficulty strug-

gling back to life, that one of the strongest of her very few parishes should

thus reject her creed and abandon her fellowship. The whole transaction

bears evidence of the confusion of the ecclesiastical life of those distracted

days. The spirit of Unitarianism was already present in many of the Congre-

gational churches of New England. It was because in the King's Chapel that

spirit met the clear terms of a stated and required liturgy that that church

was the first to set itself avowedly upon the basis of the new belief The at-

tachment to the liturgy was satisfied by the retention of so much of its well-

known form: and the high character of Mr. Freeman, and the profound

respect which his sincerity and piety and learning won in all the town, did

a ereat deal to strengthen the establishment of the belief to which his con-

gregation gave their assent.^

Christ Church and Trinity Church alone were left— two vigorous par-

ishes— to keep alive for many years the fire of the Episcopal Church in

Boston. In 1792 Dr. Walter returned to Boston and became rector of

Christ Church, where he remained until his death in 1800. In tlie same

year (^1792) the Rev. John Sylvester John Gardiner became the assistant of

Dr. Parker at Trinity Church. Dr. Gardiner's ministry is one of those which

give strong character to the life of the Episcopal Church here during the

century. Born in Wales, and in large part educated in England, he was

' [See Dr. Peabody's chapter in the present repaired, was kindly given the use of the chapel

volume.— Ed.] for its services. The second was in 1S73, when,
- Twice since the chapel changed its liturgy after the great fire in which Trinity Church was

and ordained its own minister, the service of the destroyed, the annual series of Price Lectures

Episcopal Church has been held by Episcopal was, by the cordial invitation of the minister and

clergymen within its venerable walls. The first wardens, preached in the chapel by the bishop of

occasion was in 1S5S, when for two Sundays the the diocese of Massachusetts and various Epis-

Church of the Advent, whose building was being copal clergymen of Boston.
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the true Anglican of the cighteentli century. For tliirty-seven years he was

the best known and most influential of the Episcopal ministers of Boston.

His broad and finished scholarship, his strong and positive manhood, his

genial hospitality, his fatherly affection, and his eloquence and wit made
him through all those years a marked and powerful person, not merely in

the church but in the town.^

J. S. J. GARDINER, D.D.

After the year 1790 the diocesan conventions of the Episcopal Church

in Massachusetts became regular and constant. They were generally held

in Boston,— their religious services mostly in Trinity Church, and their

business sessions usually in Concert Hall. The business which they had

to do was ver\- small, but every year seems to show a slightly increasing

strength. In 1795 the Rev. Dr. Parker and Mr. William Tudor were sent

as delegates to the General Convention which was to meet in Philadelphia

in the following September ; so that the church in Massachusetts had now

become entirely a part of the general church throughout the land. In

' (See a memoir of Dr. Gardiner in Quincy's History 0/ llu- Boston Atlunaum. — Ed.]
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1797 a committee was sent to Samuel Adams, the Governor, to ask him not

to appoint the annual Fast Day in such a way that it should fail in

Easter week, in order that it may not " wound the feelings of so many of the

citizens of this Commonwealth as compose the body of the Protestant

Episcopalians." In various ways one traces the slow growth of the church ;

yet still it was a very little bod\-. In 1800, at the meeting of the convention

of the diocese, " in the library in Franklin Place," it was onh- five clergy-

men, of whom one was the bishop, and si.x laymen that made up the

assembl)-.

In 1803 Bishop Bass died, after an administration which was full of good

sense and piety, but which had not enough energy or positive character to

give the church a strong position or to secure much promise for its future.

The only other man who had stood at his post during the Revolution,— the

man to whom, as his successor. Dr. Gardiner, said of him in his funeral ser-

mon, " must doubtless be attributed the preservation of the Episcopal

Church in this town,"— Dr. Samuel Parker, of Trinity Church, was chosen

to be the successor of Bishop Bass; but he died on Dec. 6, 1804, before he

had performed any of the duties of his office, and the diocese was once

more without a bishop. Indeed, in these early days it was not by any

special oversight or inspiration of the bishops that the Episcopal Church

was growing strong. It was by the long and faithful pastorships of the

ministers of her parishes. Such a pastorship had been that of Dr. Parker.

For thirty-one years Trinity Church enjoyed his care. " I well remember

him," writes Dr. Lowell, of the West Church, " as a tall, well-proportioned

man, with a broad, cheerful, and rubicund face, and flowing hair; of fine

powers of conversation, and easy and affable in his manners. He was given

to hospitality, and went about doing good." He too was a man of the

eighteenth century, not of the nineteenth ; but he was thoroughly the man

for his own time, and the Episcopal Church in Boston will always be his

debtor. In the year after Bishop Parker died, another of the long and use-

ful pastorates of Boston began in the succession of the Rev. Asa Eaton to

the rectorship of Christ Church, where he remained until 1829.

It was not until 181 1 that it was found practicable to unite the Episcopal

Church in Massachusetts with the same church in Rhode Island and New
Hampshire, under the care of the Right Rev. Alexander Viets Griswold,

who was consecrated bishop of what was called the Eastern Diocese.

With Bishop Griswold a new period of the life of the Episcopal Church in

Boston may be considered to begin, — a period of growth and enterprise.

Up to this time the church had been struggling for life, and gradually separ-

ating itself from the English traditions which had haunted its thought and

hampered its usefulness. It had been a weak and in some sense a foreign

church. Now it had grown to considerable strength. Its ministers were

true Americans. It prayed for the Governors and Congress of the Union

with entire loyalty. It took, indeed, no active part in the speculations or

the controversies of the day. Its ministers were not forward in theological
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or political discussion. It rested with entire satisfaction upon its completed

standards, and contributed no active helj) to tlie settlement of the theological

tumults which were raging around it; but it was doing good and growing

strong. It had won for itself the respect and confidence of the community

;

and when the first returns are made from parishes to the diocesan conven-

tion in 1812, the two Boston churches report a considerable number of

communicants. Christ Church has sixty, and Trinity Church has one hun-

dred and fift)-, and on the great festivals as many as three hundred.

The second period, the period of growth and of some enterprise, may be

said to extend from 181 1 to 1843. The earliest addition to the number of

churches, which had remained the same ever since the departure of King's

Chapel, was in the foundation of St. Matthew's Church in what was then

the little district of South Boston. That picturesque peninsula, which now
teems with crowded life, had in 1816 a population of se\'en or eight hundred.

In that year the services of the Episcopal Church were begun by a devoted

layman, Mr. John II. Cotting; and two years later a church building was

consecrated there by Bishop Griswold. The parish has passed through

many vicissitudes and dangers since that day, but it has always retained its

life and done good service to the multitudes who have gradually gathered

around it.

In 1 8 19 another new parish began to appear, formed principally out of

Trinity Church; and on June 3, 1820, the new St. Paul's Church in Tre-

mont Street was consecrated by Bishop Griswold, assisted by Bishop

Brownell, of Connecticut. The first rector of the new parish was the Rev.

Samuel Farniar Jarvis, a native of Connecticut, an ecclesiastic of sincere de-

votion to his church, and a scholar of excellent attainments. St. Paul's

Church made a notable and permanent addition to the power of episcopacy

in the city. Its Grecian temple seemed to the men who built it to be a tri-

umph of architectural beauty and of fitness for the church's services. "The
interior of St. Paul's," so it was written while the church was new, " is re-

markable for its simplicity and beauty; and the materials of which the

building is constructed give it an intrinsic \aluc and an effect which have

not been produced by any of the classic models that have been attempted

of bricks and plaster in other cities. The erection of this church may be

considered the commencement of an era of the art in Boston." On its

building committee, among other well-known men, were George Sullivan,

Daniel Webster, David Sears, and William Shimmin. When it was finished,

it had cost $83,000. The parish leaped at once into strength; and in 1821

it reports that "it has ninet}- communicants, and that between six and seven

hundred persons attend its services."

In 1824, when Boston had reached a population of fifty-eight thousand,

the four Episcopal churches which it contained numbered in all six hundred

and thirt>--four communicants,— certainly not a great number, but certainly

an appreciable proportion of the religious community.
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In 1827 Dr. Alonzo Potter succeeded Dr. Jarvis at St. Paul's; and he

brought with him that broad, strong intellect and noble character and

earnest zeal which made him all his life one of the very strongest powers

in the Episcopal Church of the United States. In the same year the Rev.

George \V. Doane, who was afterward the successor of Dr. Gardiner at

Trinity, came to be his assistant. These were both notable additions to the

church's ministry in Boston. They were men of modern character; they

put new life into the now well-established church. The very dryness of

the tree when it was brought hither from England had perhaps made
it more possible to transplant it safely, but now that its roots were in

the ground it was ready for more vigorous life. In quite different ways,

with very dissimilar characters and habits of thought, Dr. Potter and Dr.

Doane represent not unfitly the two great tendencies toward rational

breadth and toward ecclesiastical complexity, whicii were beginning to

take possession not merely of this church but of all the churches. The
Rev. John H. Hopkins, who in 1831 became the assistant of Dr. Doane
at Trinity, was another of the strong characters who showed the church's

greater life.

Another name of great interest in the church history of Boston ap-

peared in 1829, when the Rev. William Croswell came from Hartford, a

young deacon just ordained, to succeed Dr. Eaton at Christ Church. Dr.

Eaton's ministry had been long and useful. He had established in 181 5 the

first Sunday-school which ever e.xisted in this region. His parish had no

doubt already begun to change with the changes of the city's population

;

but when Mr. Croswell came there it was still strong, and, though his most

remarkable ministry was to be elsewhere than in Christ Church, his coming

there marks the first advent to the city of one of the most interesting men
who have ever filled its Episcopal pulpits.

The slow addition of parish after parish still went on. In 1830 Grace

Church, which had been struggling with much difficulty into life, appears at

last as an organized parish, and is admitted into union with the Convention.

At first the new congregation worshipped in Piedmont Square, and then in

Bedford Street. It was not until 1836 that its new stone church in Temple

Street was finished and consecrated. In Roxbury the first mo\-ement toward

the establishment of an Episcopal Church began to appear as early as 1832 ;

and, after worshipping for a while in a building called the Female High
School, the new parish finished and occupied its sober, serious stone struct-

ure on St. James Street in 1834. Its first rector was the Rev. M. A. De
Wolf Howe, who is now the bishop of the diocese of Central Pennsylvania.

While these new parishes were springing into life, the old parish of Trinity

was building its new house of worship, which was to stand until the great

fire should sweep it away in 1872. The solid, battlemented Gothic church,

which for so many years stood and frowned at the corner of Summer and

Hawley streets, was consecrated on Nov. 11, 1829. The ne.xt year Dr.

Gardiner, for so many years the honored minister of the parish, died in
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England, where he was seeking his lost health, and Dr. Doanc became

rector of Trinitj- Church in his stead.

In these years also another man appears for the first time, who is after-

ward to hold a peculiar place in the life of the church in Boston; to be,

indeed, the representative figure in its charitable work. It is the Rev. E.

M. P. Wells, who is in charge of the House of Reformation Chapel at South

Boston. Indeed, now for the first time there began to be a movement of

THE RUINS OF TRINIIT, 1 87 2.

the Episcopal Church toward the masses of the poor and helpless. Up to

this time it had been almost altogether the church of the rich and influen-

tial. It had prided itself upon the respectabilit}- of its membership; but

in 1837 St. Paul's, which had now passed into the earnest and fruitful

ministry of the Rev. John S. Stone, had a mission-school of between sixty

and eighty scholars on Boston Neck, and there was a Free Church in the

Eleventh Ward-Room in Tremont Street, and Mr. Wells had his work at

South Boston. The movements were not very strong nor very enduring,

but they showed a new spirit, and were the promises of better things to

come.
VOL. ni. — 58.
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In 1840 there were the beginnings of two new parishes. The church at

Jamaica Plain was as yet only a mission of St. James's in Roxburj-, and was

under the charge of the rector of that church till 1845, when it secured a

minister of its own. In Charlestown a few Episcopalians met in the Con-

gregational Church, and organized a parish under the charge of the Rev.

Nathaniel T. Bent. The corner-stone of their building was laid in 1841,

and the building was finished the next year. Both of these parishes were

named St. John's.

Thus in 1843 there were in what is now Boston seven Episcopal par-

ishes. In that year Bishop Griswold died. When he was chosen bishop,

in 181 1, there were only two parishes; and, besides this increase in the

number of organized churches, there had begun to be, as we have seen,

some movement of missionary life. These thirty-two years had been a

period of growth and quiet enterprise. There had been no marked stir of

active thought; men had believed and taught much as their fathers had

before them. There had been no disputes or controversies about faith or

worship ; but all the time a fuller and fuller life was entering into the whole

church. The evangelical spirit, which was the controlling power of the

Church of England, ruled the parishes here, and inspired the system which

under the churchmanship of the eighteenth century had been so dead. Of

all this time the type and representative is Bishop Griswold. He stands,

indeed, at the head of the active history of the church in Massachusetts to

give it, as it were, its true ke}--note, — somewhat as Bishop White stands at

the start of the Episcopal Church in the United States at large; or, we may

say, perhaps, as Washington stands at the beginning of the history of the

nation. He had the quiet energy which the times needed, a deep and

simple piety, a spirit of conciliation which was yet full of sturdy conscien-

tiousness, a free but reverent treatment of church methods, a quiet humor,

and abundance of " moderation, good sense, and careful equipoise." He
had much of the repose and peace of the old Anglicanism, and yet was a

true American. He had patience and hope and courage, sweetness and

reasonableness in that happy conjunction which will make his memory, as

the years go by, to be treasured as something sacred and saintly by the

growing church.

The third period in the history of the Episcopal Church in Boston,

reaching from 1843 to about 1861, is not so peaceful as the last. Before

Bishop Griswold died the signs of coming disagreement had appeared

;

and even before it was felt in this country, a new and aggressive school of

church life had taken definite shape in England. This is not the place

to write the history of that great movement which within less than fifty

years has so changed the life of the English Church. In 1833 the first of

the so-named Tracts for the Times was issued at Oxford, and from then

until 1 841 the constant succession of treatises, devoted to the development

of what became known as Tractarian or Puseyite ideas, kept alive a per-
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pctiial tuniull in the Churcli of Enj^land. Led by such men as Dr. Pusey

and John Henry Newman, the school attracted man}- of the ablest and most

devoted of young Englishmen. The points which its theology magnified

were the apostolical succession of the ministry, baptismal regeneration, the

eucharistic sacrifice, and church tradition as a rule of faith. Connected with

its doctrinal beliefs, there came an increased attention to church ceremonies

and an effort to surround the celebration of divine worship with mystery

and splendor.

This great movement,— this Catholic Revival, as its earnest disciples

love to call it,— was most natural. It was the protest and self-assertion of

a partly neglected side of religious life; it was a reaction against some

of the dominant forms of religious thought which had become narrow and

exclusive ; it was the effort of the church to complete the whole sphere

of her life ; it was the expression of certain perpetual and ineratlicable

tendencies of the human soul. Xo wonder, therefore, that it was power-

ful. It made most enthusiastic devotees; it organized new forms of life

;

it created a new literature ; it found its way into the halls of legislation

;

it changed the aspect of whole regions of education. No wonder, also,

that in a place so free-minded and devout as Boston each one of the per-

manent tendencies of religious thought and expression should sooner or

later seek for admission. Partly in echo, therefore, of what was going on

in England, and partly as the simultaneous result of the same causes

which had produced the movement there, it was not many years before

the same school arose in the Episcopal Church in America; and it showed

itself first in Boston in the organization of the Church of the Advent.

The first services of this new parish were held in an upper room at No. 13

Merrimac Street, on Dec. i, 1844. Shortly after, the congregation moved

to a hall at the corner of Lowell and Causeway streets, and on Nov. 28,

1847, it took possession of a church in Green Street, where it remained

until 1864. Its rector was Dr. William Croswell, a man of most attractive

character and beautiful purity of life. We have seen him already as min-

ister of Christ Church from 1829 to 1840. After his resignation of that

parish he became rector of St. Peter's Church, Auburn, New York,

whence he returned to Boston to undertake the new work of the Church of

the Advent. The feature made most prominent by its founders with regard

to the new parish was that the church was free. This, combined with its

more frequent services, its daily public recitation of morning and evening

prayer, an increased attention to the details of worship, the lights on its

stone altar, and its use of altar-cloths, were the visible signs which distin-

guished it from the other parishes in town.

By this time the poor and friendless population of Boston had grown

very large, and the minister and laity of the Church of the Advent, in com-

mon \\ ith those of the other parishes in the cit\', devoted much time and

attention to their visitation and relief

Bishop Griswold before his death had feared the influence of the new
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school of churchmanship, and had written a tract with the view of meeting

what he thought to be its dangers ; but the duty of deaHng witii the new

state of things in Boston fell mostly to the lot of his successor. In the )car

1842 the Rev. Dr. Manton Eastburn, rector of the Church of the Ascension

in New York, had become rector of Trinity Church in Boston, and had

been consecrated assistant-bishop of Massachusetts. That interesting cere-

mony took place in Trinity Church on Dec. 29, 1842. On Bishop Gris-

wold's death, in 1843, Bishop Eastburn succeeded him; and in his Con-

vention address of 1844 we find him already lifting up his voice against

" certain views which, having made their appearance at various periods

since the Reformation, and passed away, ha\e been again brought forward

in our time." These remonstrances are repeated almost )-earl}- for the rest

of the bishop's life. On Dec. 2, 1845, Bishop Eastburn issued a pastoral

letter to the clergy of his diocese, in which he recounts his disapprobation

of " various offensive innovations upon the ancient usage of our church,"

which he had witnessed on the occasion of a recent episcopal visit to the

Church of the Advent. On Nov. 24, 1846, he writes to Dr. Croswell that

he cannot visit the parish officially again until the offensive arrangements of

the church are altered. These utterances of the bishop led to a long dis-

cussion and correspondence which lasted for the next ten years. On Nov.

9, 1 85 I, Dr. Croswell died very suddenly, and Bishop Eastburn's discussion

was continued with his successor, the Right Rev. Horatio Southgate. It

was not until Dec. 14, 1856, that the parish received again the visitation of

its bishop ; and in his report to the diocesan convention in 1857 Bishop

Eastburn explains the change in his action by sa\-ing that " the General Con-

vention having passed, during its session in October last, a new canon on

episcopal visitations, I appointed the above mentioned day, shorth- after the

close of its sittings, for a visit to the Church of the Advent, for the purpose

of administering confirmation."

This closed the open conflict between the bishop and the parish. In

1864 the Church of the Advent moved from Green Street to its present

building in Bowdoin Street, where it was served, after Bishop Southgate's

departure in 1858, by the Rev. Dr. Bolles. Upon his resignation in 1870

the parish passed into the ministry of members of an English society of

mission priests, known as the Brotherhood of St. John the Evangelist, and

in 1872 the Rev. Charles C. Grafton, a member of that society, became its

rector. In 1868 it began the erection of a new church in Brimmer Street,

which is not yet completed. The peculiarities of faith and worship of this

parish have always made it a prominent and interesting object in the church

life of Boston.

But during these years of conflict the healthy life and growth of the

church were going on. In 1842 began the long and powerful rectorship of

the Rev. Dr. Alexander H. Vinton at St. Paul's Church. For seventeen

years his ministry there gave noble dignity to the life of the church in Bos-

ton, and \\'as the source of vast good to many souls. His work may be con-
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sidered as having done more than that of any other man w ho ever preached

in Boston, to bring the Episcopal Church into the understanding, the sym-

patliN', and the respect of the people. I lis vigorous mind and great acquire-

ments and commanding character and earnest eloquence made him a most

influential power in the cit\- and the church. He was met as he first came
to St. Paul's b\' a deep religious interest which was only the promise of the

profound spiritual life which will always make the years of his ministry here

memorable and sacred, lie remained in Boston until 1858, when here-

moved to Philadelphia; but later in life, in 1869, he returned to his old

home, and was rector of limmanuel Church till December, 1877. As
these pages are being written he has just passed away, leaving a memory
which will be a perpetual treasure to the church. He died in Philadel-

phia on April 26, 1881.

In 1843 the growth of the city southward toward the Neck was marked

by the organization of the new Church of the Messiah in Florence Street,

which, under the ministry of the Rev. George M. Randall, sprang at once

to useful life. The parish worshipped for a while in a hall at the corner of

Washington and Common streets. The corner-stone of the new Church
was laid Nov. 10, 1847, and the church was consecrated Aug. 29, 1848.

In 1843 the mission work of the Rev. E. M. P. Wells, which afterward be-

came so well known, and which was never wholly abandoned till his death,

began at what was called Trinity Hall in Summer Street. About the same
time the Rev. J. P. Robinson began a mission for sailors in Ann Street,

which for many years excited the interest and elicited the generosity of the

Episcopalians of Boston, and which still survives in what is called the Free

Church of St. Mary, for sailors, in Richmond Street. In 1846 an indi-

\-iilual act of Christian generosit)' provided the building of St. Stephen's

Chapel in Purchase Street, the gift of Mr. William Appleton, where Dr.

Wells labored in loving and humble sympath}' and companionship with the

poor until, on the terrible night of Nov. 9, 1872, the great fire swept his

church and house away. He was a remarkable man, with a genius for

charity, and a childlike love for God.

Meanwhile a parish was slowly growing into life in the populous district

of t'ast Boston. St. John's Church was organized there in 1845. After

many disappointments and disasters it finished and occupied its house of

worship in 1852. In 1849 St. Mary's Church in Dorchester was added to

the number of suburban churches. In 1851 St. Mark's Church at the South

End finds its first mention in the record of the acceptance of its rectorship

by the Rev. P. H. Greenleaf, who had just resigned the charge of St. John's

Church in Charlestown. The next \-ear this new church bought for itself a

church building which it afterward removed to Newton Street, and in which

it is still worshipping. In 1856 the Rev. Dr. Thomas R. Eambert began his

ministry in Charlestown, and the Rev. William R. Babcock came to Jamaica

Plain. In i860 the Rev. Dr. William R. Nicholson became rector of St.

Paul's Church, and the Rev. George S. Converse of St. James's.
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These were years full of life, a life which, if it sometimes became restless

and controversial, flowed for the most part in a steady stream of zealous

and ever-widening work. The traditions which had bound the church al-

most exclusively to the rich and cultivated were cast aside. It had ac-

cepted its mission to all classes and conditions of men. The number of

communicants increased. In 1847 there were about two thousand in the

churches of what then was Boston, and men whom the city knew and felt

and honored were preaching in the Episcopal pulpits.

With the year i860 begins the latest period of our histor}-. A new

Boston was growing up on the Back Bay; the country was just entering

on the great struggle with rebellion and slavery; and the fixed lines of

theological thought were being largely broken through. All of these

changes were felt in the fortunes of the Episcopal Church in Boston. On
March 17, i860, a meeting of those who were desirous of forming a new

Episcopal church, west of the Public Garden, was held at the residence of

Mr. William R. Lawrence, 98 Beacon Street. The result of this meeting,

and the others to which it led, was the organization of Emmanuel Church,

and the erection of its house of worship in Newbury Street, which was

consecrated April 24, 1862. The parish held its services, before its church

building was finished, in the Mechanics' Hall, at the corner of Bedford

and Chauncy streets. Of this parish the first rector was the Rev. Dr.

Frederick D. Huntington, who had long been honorably known in Boston,

first as the minister of the South Congregational Church, in the I'nitarian

denomination, and afterward as the Plummer Professor of Christian Morals

and Preacher to the University at Cambridge. It was in view of his leav-

ing his Unitarian associations, and seeking orders in the Episcopal Church,

and in expectation of his becoming its rector, that the parish of Emmanuel
Church was organized. Dr. Huntington was ordained Deacon in Trinity

Church, on Wednesday Sept. 12, i860. Bishop Burgess, of Maine, preach-

ing the sermon. On the next Sunday he took charge of his new congre-

gation, and his ministry from that time until he was made Bishop of the

diocese of Central New York, in 1869, was one of the most powerful influ-

ences which the Episcopal Church has ever exercised in Boston. Uiulcr

his care Emmanuel Church became at once a strong parish, and soon put

forth its strength in missionary work. It founded in 1863 a mission chapel

in the ninth ward, from which came b)' and b_\- the Chapel of the Good
Shcjihcrd, which now, with its pleasant buikling in Cortes Street, is an in-

dependent and useful parish church.

In i860 St. Matthew's Church in South Boston, wiiich had for twcnt\--

two years enjoyed the wise and gracious ministry of the Rev. Dr. Joseph
H. Clinch, was left without a rector by his resignation; and in 1S61 the

Rev. Dr. J. I. T. Coolidge was chosen to supply his place. Dr. Coolidgc,

like Dr. Huntington, had been a Unitarian minister, and had only a short

time before received ordination in the Episcopal Church.
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In 1 861 the war broke out, and for tlic next four years the country was
in the struggle with Rebclhon. It is good to find that from the Bishop's

cliair there came no hesitating utterances of loyalty. In his Convention

address in 1861 Bishop Ivistburn denounces the " nefarious rebellion." In

1862 he congratulates the Convention on the "success with whicli thus far

a gracious Providence has crowned the armies of the Union in their con-

flict with the perpetrators of rebellion." In i S63 he rejoices over the

loyal utterances of the late General Convention, and particularly over tlie

pastoral letter of the bishops :
" A masterly document it is, represent-

ing this stupendous insurrection as a criminal violation of (iod's law, and

strengthening its positions by reference not only to the Bible, but to the

pungent old homily of our church against rebellion." In 1864 his Con-
vention address bespeaks sympathy for " the wounded thousands among
our soldiers and among the legions of o.ur misguided enemies; " and at

last, in 1865, he rejoices over the sight of "a most wicked rebellion at last

defeated, its military power broken, and the dawn appearing of what we
trust will ere long be a bright da)' of Union restored, of the renewal of the

arts of peace, and of the blotting out of human bondage from every por-

tion of the national territory." Such words are full of the positiveness

which belonged to Bishop Eastbuni's character, and which matle him for

so many years a powerful element in the diocese over which he presided

and in the city where he lived. He held to his convictions with most un-

questioning faithfulness, and strove with all his might to impress them on

his congregation and on the church. His long ministry at Trinity Church
will always be remembered; and when he resigned his rectorship in 1868 he

carried with him the love of many and the respect of all. He was assisted

at Trinity Church by several men who have been among the most eminent

clergymen of the Episcopal Church. The Rev. John L. Watson, the Rev.

Dr. Thomas M. Clark, now Bishop of the Diocese of Rhode Island, the

Rev. Dr. John Cotton Smith, the Rev. Dr. Alexander G. Mercer, and the

Rev. Dr. Henry C. Potter were successively associated with Bishop East-

burn as assistant ministers on the Greene foundation. After the bishop's

resignation of the rectorship of Trinity Cluirch, the Rev. Phillips Brooks

became its minister in 1869.

Various missionary enterprises and eftbrts for the extension of the

church occurred during the war, and in the years immediately following its

close. In 1 86 1 St. James's Church, Ro.xbury, established a mission chapel

on Tremont Street, which, under the charge of the Rev. Mr. Converse,

became a few years later an independent parish, named St. John's. In

1877 St. James's Church, now under the ministry of the Rev. Percy Browne,

again manifested its energetic life by the establishment of another mission

chapel, in Cottage Street in Dorchester, which is called St. Anne's Chapel.

In 1867 St. Mary's Church in Dorchester began a mission in Milton Lower

Mills, which has grown into a distinct parish, bearing the name of All

Saints'. In 1875, after Dr. Vinton had succeeded Dr. Huntington as rec-
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tor of Emmanuel Church, his assistant, the Rev. B. B. Kiilikclly founded a

mission at the West End of Boston, wliich, bearing the name of the Free

Chapel of the Evangelists, is now under the care of Trinity Church. In

1875 a mission at City Point was organized by the Rev. John Wright,

rector of St. Matthew's Church. In 1873 a new mission grew up in the

part of South Boston called Washington Village, which is known as Grace

Chapel, under the charge of the Board of City Missions.

All these are signs of life and energy. Only once has a parish ceased to

be. In 1862 the Rev. Dr. Charles Mason, rector of Grace Church, died.

He has left a record of the greatest purity of life and faithfulness in work.

After his death the parish of Grace Church became so feeble that at last

its life departed. Its final report is made in 1865, when it records that

the building in Temple Street had been sold to the Methodist Episcopal

Society of North Russell Street. Grace Church had been in existence

almost forty years.

These last years also have seen great changes in the personal leader-

ship of the parishes and of the church. Bishop E^astburn died .Sept. 12,

1872, after an episcopate of thirty years; and his successor, the Rev. Dr.

Benjamin Henry Paddock, was consecrated in Grace Church, Brooklyn,

N. Y., on Sept. 17, 1873. After Dr. Randall was made bishop of Col-

orado in 1865, the Rev. Pelham Williams became rector of the Church of

the Messiah, and he was succeeded in 1877 by the Rev. Henry F. Allen. In

1877 Dr. Vinton gave up the rectorship of Emmanuel Church, and in 1878

the Rev. Leighton Parks became his successor. The Rev. Henry Burroughs

became the rector of the venerable Christ Church in 1868, and the Rev.

William Wilberforce Newton succeeded the Rev. Treadwell Walden as

rector of St. Paul's Church in 1877.

Very gradually, and by imperceptible degrees, the parishes of Boston

have changed their character during this hundred }'ears which we have been

surveying. Their churches have ceased to be mere places of worship for

the little groups which had combined to build them, preserving carefully the

chartered privileges of their parishioners. They have aspired to become re-

ligious homes for the community, and centres of religious work for the help

of all kinds of suffering and need. Many of the churches are free, open-

ing their pews without discrimination to all who choose to come. Those

which are not technically free are eager to welcome the people. In places

which the influence of the parish churches cannot reach, local chapels have

been freely built. It would be interesting to trace the causes which have

both drawn and driven the churches of all denominations to this effort after

larger fellowship with the people. In the case of the Episcopal Church it

is specially significant, as indicating that she is no longer a stranger in the

land.

Besides the parish life of the Episcopal Church in Boston, and the insti-

tutions which have grown up under distinctive!}- parochial control, the gen-

eral educational and charitable institutions of the church should not be left
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unmcntioned. For many years the project of establishing a Divinity School

of the Protestant Episcopal Church at Boston, or somewhere in its imme-

diate neighborhood, had been from time to time recurring. Once or twice

small beginnings had been made, but they had never come to any permanent

result. In 1867 a very generous gift of Mr. Benjamin Tyler Reed secured

what had so long been wanted ; and the Episcopal Divinity School of Cam-

bridge was founded on a strong basis which insures its perpetuity. Since

that time other liberal gifts have increased its equipment, and it is now

one of tiie best provided tJieological schools in the country. Though not

pro[)crly a part of Harvard University, it shares many of its pri\-ilcges and

draws many advantages from its neighborhood.

The Church Home for Orphans and Destitute Children, which is now

situated at South Boston, was founded in 1855, by the Rev. Charles Mason,

who was then rector of Grace Church. St. Luke's Home for Convales-

cents, which has its house in the Highlands, was established originally as a

parish charity of the Church of the Messiah, during the ministry of the

Rev. Dr. Pelham Williams, but it is now an institution of the church at

large, and its affairs are administered by a board, of which the bishop is

the head.

The great fire of Nov. 9 and 10, 1S72, destroyed two of the Episco-

pal churches of Boston, — Trinity Church in Summer Street, and St.

Stephen's Chapel in Purchase Street. St. Stephen's has not yet been re-

built. Trinity had already begun the preparations for a new church

before the fire; and the new buildings' on Huntington Avenue were conse-

crated on Friday, Feb. 9, 1877, by Bishop Paddock, the consecration ser-

mon being preached b\- the Rev. Dr. Vinton, then rector of Emmanuel
Church. Between the time of the fire and the consecration of the new

church the services of Trinity Church were held in the Hall of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, in Bojlston Street.

These are the principal events which have marked the history of the

Episcopal Church in Boston during this last period of the century. There

are within the present city limits twenty-two churches and chapels, wMth

five thousand six hundred and seventy-five communicants, and four thous-

and two hundred and forty-nine scholars in their Sunday-schools.

And these last twenty years have been full of life and movement in

theological thought. The Tractarian revival of 1845 has passed into its

more distinctively ritualistic stage ; and the broader theology, which also

had its masters in England, in such men as Dr. Arnold and the Rev.

Frederick D. Maurice, has likewise had its clear and powerful eftcct upon

the Episcopal Church in Boston. A lofty belief in man's spiritual possi-

bilities, a large hope for man's eternal destinies, a desire for the careful

and critical study of the Bible, and an earnest insistence upon the com-

(A view of the new Trinity is given in the chapter on " .-Xrchitecturc in Boston," in Vol.

IV.— En.l.

VOL. in. — 59.
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prehensive character of the Church of Christ,— these are the character-

istics of much of the most zealous pulpit teaching and parish life of these

later days.

The Episcopalian of a century ago, whatev^er might be his surprise at

the outward progress which his church has made in Boston, would be still

more surprised, if he should come among us now, at the variety in ways

of worship, the freedom in the search for truth, and the earnestness of the

desire to reach all men and help them, which are the hope and promise for

the future of the Episcopal Church in Boston.

^irzr/(^



CHAPTER XL

THE UNITARIANS IN BOSTON.

BY THE REV. ANDREW P. PEABODY, D.D., LL.D.,

Phimmer Proftssor of Christian Morals in Harvard University.

'"T^III'^ earliest intimation of dissent in Boston from the normal Calvin-

J- istic creed of the Congregational churches is in connection with

the settlement of Rev. Jonathan Mayhew, as pastor of the West Church,

in 1747. Me was regarded as heretical at that time; in the council

that ordained him there was no Boston minister, and he never became a

member of the Boston Association of Ministers. As a man of genius,

.

energy, and influence, he had hardly his equal among the clergy. He was

among the pioneers of the American Revolution, and numbered among his

most intimate friends those of his fellow-townsmen who afterward bore the

most active part in the conflict with Great Britain. The son of a mission-

ary to the Indians, he distinguished himself by a controversy on the dis-

posal of the funds of the English Society for Propagating the Gospel, which

he contended had been bestowed for the evangelization of the Indians and

the exigencies of poor colonists, and, as he maintained, wrongfully perverted

to the support of Episcopal churches in old and established communities.

Among the antagonists thus brought into the field was no less a personage

than Seeker, Archbishop of Canterbury. Dr. Mayhew made open profession

of his departure from the received standard of Orthodoxy both in the pulpit

and from the press, and of course must have had a congregation largely, if

not fully, in sympathy with his avowed religious belief. He died in 1766.'

As we have few landmarks of religious history in the ensuing season of

political and military agitation, and as he was the only Boston Unitarian

minister who did not survive the War of Independence, we will assume

.\.D. 1780 as the starting point for our historical outline, and will thus

attempt to give record to the fortunes of Unitarianism for a century.

In 1780 nearly all the Congregational pulpits in and around Boston were

filled by Unitarians.'-' This condition of things may be accounted for on

1 [See Dr. McKenzie's chapter in Vol. II., Unitarian did not come into general use till early

where will be found a likeness of Mayhew.

—

Ed.] in the present century, though the specific

- They were commonly called Arminians at dogma designated by that name had long been

the above-named date. The distinctive name of openly preached and profesiied.
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several grounds. The Whitefieldian movement,^ with its extravagance, fa-

naticism, and intolerance, had been followed by a strong reaction, especially

among persons of education and refinement. Equally had the more pas-

sive, yet more rigid, type of Orthodoxy encountered a growing repugnancy
wherever it was not received with implicit and unquestioning faith. Nor
had the Revolutionary War and the new political interests and relations been

void of influence on religious belief and profession. The same spirit that

had spurned civil rule from abroad was not slow to detect or suspect the

coercive element in creeds and confessions of faith. A more liberal political

regime, if not logically, yet not unnaturally, postulated a broader theological

platform. Then, too, among the English Unitarians were some of the most
prominent and active friends of the colonies during their conflict with the

mother country. Meanwhile, in the disturbed condition of secular affairs,

those who would else have been the guardians of reputed Orthodoxy had

relaxed their vigilance. The clergy of the Revolution, to whom the country

owes eternal gratitude, did not, as has sometimes been alleged, preach

politics instead of religion ; but in their strenuous endeavor to hallow patri-

otism by sermon, prayer, psalm, and hymn, those of them who held the

traditional faith of their fathers laid less emphatic stress upon it, and were

more tolerant of departure from it, than they would have been at an earlier

or a later period.

Under these conditions and influences had grown up a generation of

clergy and of laymen, who had not so much drifted from the old moor-

ings as forsaken them from deliberate conviction, and on what seemed to

them sufficient reason. I can find no proof that concealment — sometimes

charged upon the clergy of that day — was practised by them. The ques-

tion as to their theological belief can be answered in every instance by
extracts from their printed sermons, and by direct testimony as to their

undoubted utterances. The true state of the case is that their opinions

were not generally regarded as heretical. They professed to agree with

Samuel Clarke and his numerous sympathizers in the English Church, and

were not without some apparent countenance in the writings of such Dis-

senters as Watts and Doddridge. Indeed, they seem to have regarded

themselves, in what was termed their " high Arianism," as differing in hardly

more than an infinitesimal degree from their Trinitarian brethren, forgetting

that between the Infinite Being and the greatest of the finite— which they

deemed Christ to be — the distance is immeasurable. When there ensued

a revi\al of the earlier theology, in the new-born zeal and fervor it seemed

impossible that such lax doctrinal views could ever have been tolerated

alongside of the Trinitarian faith, and hence the theor\- that the_\- must have

been held in secret. Yet if in secret, how could the fact be well known and

thoroughly substantiated at the present day?

The liberal clergy of that period seem to have had little zeal, and the

spirit of propagandism, whether as to their own belief or as to the common
1 [See Vol. II., ch. vi. — Enl
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Christianity, was wholly wanting. But they were devout men, of pure and

exemplary lives, and diligent in their parochial and social duties. Christian

ethics formed the chief staple of their preaching, but not without the con-

stant and loving recognition of Jesus Christ as an infallible Teacher and an

all-sufficient Saviour. It may be doubted whether there existed at that

time any reasonable ground on which a sharp dividing line could have been

drawn through the clergy of Boston and its vicinity. There were few, if any,

whose Orthotloxy would half a century later have been recognized as sound,

while the liberal clergy were much more nearly in sympathy with moderate

Calvinists than with Unitarians of the Priestley school.

As regards the religious condition of these churches it would be equally

difficult and unfair to apply the tests of our time. There was very little of

religious activity within the several parishes. There were few or no meet-

ings for social devotion or mutual instruction among the laity, nor was there

any arrangement or accommodation for other than the public services.

" Night meetings," as they were called, were held in general disesteem

as of doubtful moral tendency; and it is not many years since the death of

a clergyman of eminent piety, and not given to boasting, who to the very

last deemed it a title to commendation that he had never in his life been at

a " night meeting." The Sunday-school had not begun to be, and the only

approach to it was an annual or semi-annual " catechising,"— an occasion on

which, the children of the parish being gathered in front of the pulpit, the

minister asked questions from the catechism in use which were answered

by the boldest or brightest of the flock, and closed the service by a short

address and a prayer. Thus, to the two Sunday services there was very

little of week-day supplement. But both those services were attended with

unfailing regularity by all of every age who had not good reason for ab-

sence ; and the oldest Boston clergyman now living, who was pastor of a

congregation second to none in wealth and fashion, says that during the

greater part of his ministry occasional sermons, and those which were re-

garded as of superior interest, were uniformly preached in the afternoon,

as the number of persons necessarily absent was smaller than in the morn-

ing. There were also preparatory-lectures (so-called),— religious services

with sermons, — on some afternoon of the week preceding the celebration

of the Lord's Supper. These were well attended, but for the most part by
women. The Thursday (morning) lecture, at the I-'irst Church, still re-

tained some vestiges of its old importance,' as may be seen in the fact that

among the printed sermons of the time, on subjects which most commanded
the public attention, a great number were first delivered at that lecture.

The number of communicants in those churches was not small, though

it included but few young persons. The rite of infant baptism was gener-

ally observed, parents who were not communicants claiming this privilege

for their children in some of the churches under what was called, by an

unintended yet virtual irony, the " half-way covenant,"^ while in others no

1 [See Vol. I. p. 515. and II. p. 190.— Ep.] = [See Vol. I. p. 194.— Ed.]
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profession or obligation of this kind was required. The form of admission

to the full communion of the church was assent to a (so-called) covenant,

embracing an avowal of Christian belief and a promise to live in accordance

with such belief The several forms of covenant— identical in their im-

port— were most of them preserved intact from the foundation of the re-

spective churches, and contained no specification of dogmas ; because, when

they were first used, there was no suspicion or anticipation of dissent from

traditional Orthodoxy.

As to the more private manifestation of religious faith and feeling, there

was a much more distinct recognition of things sacred than now exists in

general society. Daily family worship was a prevalent custom. There were

few families in which there was not for the younger members a stated time

on Sunday afternoon or evening for religious reading, recitation, or instruc-

tion. Sunday was observed, not indeed with Puritanical severit)-, but by

refraining from secular labor and business, from needless travelling, and

from public and social recreations ; while there were not a few who them-

selves practised Sunday austerities and abstinences which they did not seek

to impose upon others. At the same time, the moral standard among the

members of these Boston congregations was at least as high as it has ever

been in any community. Rigid honesty and incorrupt integrity character-

ized the merchants and office-holders. Defalcation and embezzlement were

almost unknown ; fraudulent bankruptcy was hardly dreamed of; and a

breach of contract exposed the offender to open shame. As regards intem-

perance, there was probably less of hard drinking in the good society of

Boston than in the same condition of life anywhere else ; most of the lead-

ing men in Church and State are known to have been strictly sober and self-

restraining in their habits ; and it was among the ministers and la}-men of

the Unitarian churches in and about Boston that the earliest temperance

society in the world had its origin, its principal officers, and its most efficient

members.

As to all local charities Boston, though very far behind its present posi-

tion, was a century ago in advance of its time. There was little enterprise,

indeed, in seeking objects or inventing modes of charitable relief; but there

was never wanting a general readiness to meet all known cases of poverty

and suffering with prompt succor and faithful care.

In fine, it is but just to say, that, while Boston showed a wider departure

from conventional orthodoxy of belief than any other community or \icin-

age in the United States, it was at least on a level with the best in the

observances, sanctities, and moralities of the Christian life.

The precise extent of Unitarianism in the Congregational churches of

Boston it is very difficult to determine, on account of the slight stress laid

on difterences that came in subsequent generations to be considered as of

vital importance. Probably the Old South Church consisted for the most

part of Trinitarians and moderate Calvinists, though there is reason to

believe that their minister, X)r. Eckley, denied the supreme deity of
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Christ. On the other hand, the Brattle-Square Church— foremost among
the Boston churches in point of liberal views and professions— had for its

minister, in 1780, Dr. Colman, undoubtedly a Trinitarian ; and his immediate
successor. Dr. Thacher,.\vas always reckoned among the Calvinistic clergy.

There remains no token to show tiiat Mr. Wight, of the Hollis-Street Church,

may not have been a Calvinist
; yet there is ample reason to believe that his

congregation was of the more liberal type. There was a small Presbyterian

church in Long Lane, afterward Federal Street, consisting originally for the

most part of persons of Scottish birth or parentage, who were extreme
Calvinists ;

1 but in 1787 the Presbyterian hatl been exchanged for the Con-
gregational form of church government, and a Unitarian minister was then

inducted into the pastoral office.

In the towns that have now become a part of Boston, it is believed that

the church in Charlestown was the only one which, by a majority, adhered

to the earlier faith of New England ; and even here, in 1788, a Unitarian

minister was the agent in securing for the church the services of that re-

doubtable champion of Orthodoxy, Rev. Dr. Morse, and preached his ordi-

nation sermon. Rev. Dr. Gordon, the historian, well known to have been

a Calvinist, was pastor of the church at Jamaica Plain in 1 780; but his

society, while admiring him for his patriotic devotion to his adopted coun-

try, and loving him for his rare excellence, had but little sympathy with him
in his theological opinions.

The First Church had for its senior pastor in 1780 Rev. Charles Chauncy,

D.D., a descendant of the second President of Harvard College, a man of

eminent ability and learning, and holding by a truly venerable character no

less than by years the foremost place among his brethren.'-^ He was con-

spicuous as the earnest antagonist of the dogma of eternal punishment,

which, however it may have been called in question by individual thinkers,

was generally regarded as an essential doctrine of the Gospel. With him

was associated Rev. John Clarke, D.D., who possessed graces of style and

an a;sthctic culture to which his distinguished senior could lay but slender

claim, and who while still in the meridian of life, though with a fully estab-

lished reputation as a preacher and a minister, was struck down in his pulpit

by a fatal attack of apople.xy.

In the Second Church the pulpit of the Mathers was occupied by Rev.

John Lathrop, D.D.,'' who, without remarkable powers, filled a singularly

large place in the community, rendered important service as an officer or a

leading member of numerous public institutions, was trusted, honored, and

beloved as a man of faultless excellence, and after a ministry of half a

century left a name second to none in the reverence of his own and the

memory of succeeding generations.

Rev. John Eliot, D.D., was at that lime pastor of the New North Church.

He was well known in connection with historical researches and labors, and

' [See Vol. II. p. 225.

—

Ed.] - [A portrait of Dr. Chauncy is given in ch. vi. of Vol. II.

—

En.]

' [His portrait is given in Drake's Boston, p. 311. — Ed.)
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at the same time had in his special calling a reputation for superior attain-

ments as a scholar and ability as a writer, while his social gifts and the

qualities of his character made his presence always welcome, whether in

literary circles or in the homes of his parishioners.

The New South Church, which had been vacant from 1775, was filled in

1782 by the ordination of Rev. Oliver Everett, who, after a brief ministry,

was succeeded by Rev. Mr.— afterward President— Kirkland.

In the West Church Dr. Mayhew had been succeeded by Rev. Simeon

Howard, D.D., of whom the record runs that " his parishioners loved him as

a brother and honored him as a father; his brethren in the ministry always

met him with a grateful and cordial welcome ; and the community at large

reverenced him for his simplicity, integrity, and benevolence." It seems to

have been well known from the time of his ordination that he was a Unitarian ;

and it is a token of the change that had meanwhile come over the theology

of the Boston churches, that, while it was usual for ministers to apply for

admission into the Boston Association, which he had omitted to do on

account of the heretical reputation of his church, in 1784 the Association

took the initiative, and appointed a committee to confer with him as to

membership of that body.

In 1782 began a series of proceedings which brought Unitarianism

prominently before the public. King's Chapel, the oldest Episcopal church

in New England, had been left without a pastor by the flight of its ro\-alist

rector at the time of the evacuation of Boston ; and the Old South congrega-

tion had held their services there, pending the repairs of their own house of

worship, which had been used as a riding-school by the British troops. When
this arrangement was about to terminate, the wardens of King's Chapel invited

Mr. (afterward Dr.) James Freeman to become their minister. On resum-

ing their stated worship, the majority of the proprietors found themselves no

longer in the state of religious belief which the liturgy presupposes. They

resolved, therefore, so to alter the established form of prayer as to exclude

the recognition of the Trinity and the supreme deity of Christ. In aid of

this enterprise Mr. Freeman preached a series of doctrinal sermons, which

emphatically designated his own position and that of his church. The
society still desiring to retain its connection with the Episcopal Church, Mr.

Freeman applied for ordination to Bishop Seabury, of Connecticut, and then

to Bishop Provoost, of New York,— to the latter not without reasonable hope

of success ; for American Episcopacy was still so far inorganic as to admit

into its administration what would now seem the grossest irregularities. On
the failure of these applications recourse was had to the doctrine of the

Cambridge Platform, that the greater right of election, which resides in

the members of the church, includes the lesser right of ordination. The
validity of this ordination was assailed in the papers of the day; but it was

warmly defended by Rev. Mr. (afterward Dr.) Belknap, who had just been

installed as the first Congregational pastor of the church in Long Lane

(Federal Street).
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Dr. Belknap, not long afterward, performed a very important service

for the non- Trinitarian churches in publishing a collection of psalms

and h)-mns, which carl)- came into general use, and lias been superseded

only within the memory of man)' now living. This volume is of interest as

an index of the religious belief and feeling of the churches that welcomed
its ad\-ent. Tt is full of tenderK' de\-out and almost atloring reverence for

REV. JAMES FREEM.W. D.D.'

Christ, and recognizes his exalted rank and his sacrificial death, but omits

or alters such portions of the hymns selected as confer on him the titles

exclusively appropriate to God, and such as impl)- a plurality of divine

persons. In the preparation and introduction of such a book as this we

1 [This cut follows a portrait by Gilbert sion to copy it. Dr. Freeman was born in 1759,

Stuart, belonging to Mrs. \V. E. Prince, of New- and died in 1S35. Me was the grandfather of the

port, to whom the editor is indebted for pcimis- Rev. James F'reenian Clarke, D.D.— Ed.]

VOL. ni. — 60.
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have a clear refutation of the old charge of concealment; for no form of

profession could be more public than the exclusion of wonted themes of

sacred song from the stated services of the church.

During the last two decades of the last century, ecclesiastical quiet in

the Congregational churches seems to have been wholl)- undisturbed. The

differences of opinion were not ignored, but condoned. Ministers of both

parties exchanged pulpits freely, sat together on church councils, and united

in ordination and other public services. The first tokens, or rather pre-

monitions, of a rupture occurred in 1808, in a controversy occasioned by the

choice of Rev. Henry Ware, Sr., a well-known Unitarian, as Hollis Professor

of Divinity at Harvard College. There can be but little doubt that this

event either induced or hastened the foundation of the Andover Theologi-

cal Seminary, and the establishment of the Park-Street Church, — the

former destined to furnish earnest antagonists of Boston Unitarianism

;

the latter specially designed to check its ascendancy and to counteract

its influence.

In 181 1 we find the first symptoms of objection to the wonted system of

pulpit exchanges, which was not, however, generally discontinued till 18 19.

In 181 5 appeared in Boston, as was supposed at the instance of Dr. Morse,

a reprint of an English pamphlet comprising a history of American Uni-

tarianism, from documents and information furnished by Dr. Freeman and

others, and published by Rev. Mr. Belsham. This was designed as a note of

alarm, and was reviewed in the Panop/ist, with the purpose of identifying

the Unitarianism of Boston with that of Belsham, Priestley, and other Eng-

lish divines of the same extreme type. This identity was denied b\- the Rev.

William E. Channing in a letter addressed to the Rev. Samuel C. Thacher,

which led to a sharp controversy between Mr. Channing and the Rev. Dr.

Worcester, of Salem. Mr. Channing was undoubtedly in the right as to the

main intent of his first pamphlet; for, with possibly a single exception, the

liberal clergy of Boston had as little sympathy as their Orthodox neighbors

with the humanitarianism and materialism of their English brethren. But

from this time the line between the two parties was distinctly drawn ; and on

both sides the controversy became vivid and earnest, and, though generally

courteous, occasionally assumed a bitterness which may be ascribed to the

time rather than to the combatants, for the best men of that day carried

into their political contests an intensity of acrimony and of personal abuse,

such as now finds tolerance only and hardl\- in the least reputable quarters.

Meanwhile, important changes had taken place in the Boston pulpit.

Dr. Channing's power as a preacher had raised the Federal-Street Church to

a commanding position and influence. He was first remarked chiefly for

the unction and fervor of his sermons on the claims, duties, and prerogatives

of the spiritual life, and was reluctantly drawn into contro\-ers\-, which with

him was a supposed necessity,— never a choice. While no man of his

time wielded a keener pen, his polemic writings were but an interlude in a

life spent for the most part on that higher plane on which good men of
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all ]i;irtics thniw aside their arms, and with which his memory is now so in-

timately associated.

Mr. Buckminstcr, of the Brattle-Square Church, though decided and

outspoken in his opinions, did not engage in controversy. He, if we may
trust the recollections of those who were wont to hear him, was the Chry-

sostom nf America. In countenance, voice, and gesture he had all the best

KEV. JOSEPH S. BUCKHUNSTER.^

gifts of an orator ; and these were hallowed by profound religious feeling,

and enriched b)' faultless rhetoric and a glowing imagination, which have

not since been transcended, if equalled, in the Boston pulpit.

Buckminster was succeeded by I^^dward Everett, whose youthful, brilliant

ministry gave jjromise of a not unequal fame, and whose subsequent career

affords ample ground for regret that his first profession had not enjoyed in

' [This jwrtrait follows a likeness by Stuart, owned bv the late George W. Lyman, Esq.— Ed.|
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after years the usufruct of the eloquence, learning, and ripened wisdom which

have left their record in so many departments of literature and of public

service. During his brief pastorate,— which lasted but little more than a

year, —while he won high reputation as a preacher, he found time to write

a defence of Christianity, in answer to an assault on the Christian re-

ligion and its records by George B. English. This is among the most able

treatises on the Christian evidences which have appeared during the present

century; and it has almost faded from the memory of man, simply because

it was so close a hand-to-hand conflict that it could hardly survive, in the

interest of the reading public, the book which it annihilated and tore in

pieces, and of which the fragments remain like flies embedded in amber.

Everett was succeeded by the Rev. John G. Palfrey, D.D., whose ministry

of nearly twenty years was characterized by ability— though on a different

plane— by no means inferior to that of the men whose place he filled,

and who until recently survived in feeble age, with mind undimmed, and

in the full enjoyment of an undoubting Christian faith and a sight-like

hope of immortality.

Among his coevals in the ministry we have space to name only Nathaniel

L. Frothingham, D.D., a scholar, a poet of no mean gifts, and the master of

a prose diction of rare and faultless elegance; Henry Ware, Jr., D.D.,

whose devotional fervor made his personal intercourse and his whole life a

perpetual preaching of the gospel ; Francis W. P. Greenwood, D.D., who

has hardly been surpassed in the consecration of intensely vivid and loft)-

imaginative powers to the highest themes, and who made an invaluable con-

tribution to the service of the sanctuary in the hymnal which held for many

years deservedly the foremost place in the Unitarian churches ; Alexander

Young, D.D., a sound theologian, assiduous in the duties of his calling, and

devoting his leisure to the fruitful study of literary antiquities and of Amer-

ican history; and Ezra S. Gannett, D.D., whose body, early crippled by

paralysis, sustained for many years an unsurpassed amount of exhausting

professional labor, and whose eloquent discourse, beneficent activity, and

burning zeal, equally in behalf of his own views of truth and of every cause

of human well-being, were as fresh and vigorous at three-score and ten as

in the flush of youth.

Meanwhile, a change, which }-et was hardl\- a change, had taken place in

the creed of these younger Unitarians. Dr. Channing was an Arian (so-

called), certainly during his active ministry, probably through life; so was

Dr. Francis Parkman. But the pre-existence of Christ ceased to be gener-

ally maintained. Yet the Boston clergy of that da}- were not humanitarians

in the common acceptation of that word. Christ held in their reverence a

place far above humanity. He was a being so inspired and empowered by

God, that the highest titles and attributes, not essentially divine, were his of

right. He was sinless, infallible, ever present with his Church", the dispenser

of all spiritual gifts, the judge of men. In fine, he was the central object of

religious trust, love, and aspiration ; and this, not by virtue of aught apper-
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taining to his Iiunianit)', but by the power, wisdom, and love of God, in-

carnated in him as in no other being in the universe.

Under tliis dispensation, after the hill of the Trinitarian controversy, for

a decade or more the Liberal churches enjoyed rest, peace among them-

selves, growing esteem from their fellow-Christians, and all the tokens of an

established and even increasing prosperity. During this period and the

few preceding years the number of new Unitarian churches was larger, we
think, than that of those built by any other denomination, and there was

hardly one of the churches— old or new— that was not gcnerousl}- sus-

tained and respectably well filled.

In 1825 was formed the American Unitarian Association, which has

always had its headquarters and held its meetings in Boston. This Associ-

ation has supported a publishing and a missionary agency, has been recog-

nized in and out of the denomination as its special organization for

propagandism, and now possesses permanent trust-funds amounting to

about two hundred thousand dollars, and derives from the churches an

annual income ranging from one fourth to half that amount.

In 1826 the Rev. Joseph Tuckerman, D.D., who had been for a quarter

of a century minister of Chelsea, began his labors among the poor and

the religiously destitute in Boston, and under his auspices a permanent
" ministry at large " was established. There had been, indeed, previously

much missionary labor among the poorer classes, and the Boston Sunday-

schools of all denominations were from the first to a very large extent mis-

sionary schools ; but it is believed that the enterprise of Dr. Tuckerman was

the earliest organized effort in that direction. Its success and its permanent

establishment as an institution were due in great measure to its founder's

strenuous perseverance, his self-sacrifice, his apostolic fervor of spirit, and

the power of his influence. The association that has this work in charge is

termed the Benevolent F'raternity of Churches, and consists of delegates

from all the Unitarian churches in what used to be Boston,— Ro.xbury and

Charlestown retaining the metliods of charitable work in use at the time of

their annexation. The Fraternity has generally supported from three to

CivQ missionaries, and assumes the charge of three chapels, besides rendering

important aid in other ways to the religious instruction of the poor.

Early in the fourth decade of the century there arose in the Unitarian

churches in and around Boston an earnest discussion growing out of the type

of philosophy which bore the somewhat vague name of Transcendentalism.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, it was understood, resigned his pastorate, not for lack

of faith or reverence, but because the forms of the Church were inadequate to

express his intuitions of spiritual truth. The Rev. George Ripley, who re-

mained several years longer in the ministry, held the foremost place as the

expounder and champion of the new theology, which may, perhaps, best be

characterized as hyper-spiritualism ; and Professor Andrews Norton was re-

garded as its chief antagonist.^ The controversy was fully as much philosophi-

' [See Mr. Ripley's kind characterization of Professor Norton in Vol. IV. -^En.]
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cal as religious ; and, so far as it found its way into the churches, it related less

to the doctrines of the New Testament than to the proof of their validity.

It may be that both parties were equally in the wrong, — the one in laying

on external evidence a greater stress than in the nature of the case it can

bear; the other, in ignoring all testimony to spiritual truth except that of

individual consciousness, and thus by inevitable implication rendering ob-

jective truth inconceivable. The peculiar type of speculation represented

in these movements seemed to have a very brief currcnc}- ; \-ct it had a

large and permanent influence in and beyond the denomination in which it

first came to light, in both broadening and deepening the philosophy of re-

ligion, and in diffusing more just views of the relative importance, on the

one hand, of fundamental truths, and on the other of the facts that authen-

ticate them, and the dogmas that are their more or less approximate

expression.

In 1 841 Theodore Parker, in an ordination sermon at South Boston,

started a controversy of deeper significance. He expressly denied the

authenticity of all that is supernatural in the Gospel narrative ; while he

represented Jesus Christ as pre-eminently the Providential man, the greatest

of all teachers of spiritual and ethical doctrine and dut\% and maintained

the literal truth of the text which he had taken,— " My words shall not pass

away." His sermon was received at the outset with general alarm and dis-

approval. He was asked to withdraw from the Association of Ministers to

which he belonged, and, though he declined to do this, his relations of

clerical intercourse and pulpit exchange were thenceforward confined to

very few of its members. His following, however, rapidly increased. He
soon became minister of a new congregation, which, including transient

hearers, was probably the largest in Boston ; and he was recognized by

those who had no sympathy with his negations as a man of fervent piety, of

a thoroughly upright purpose, and of self-sacrificing philanthropy. His

opinions have now undoubtedly not a few adherents among both the clergy

and the laity, and are represented— in some cases, it may be, exaggerated

— in what may be termed the " left wing " of the denomination in Boston

and elsewhere.

Meanwhile, there has been on the part of the " right wing" a growing affin-

ity to the more liberal of the Trinitarian Congregationalists, in the tendency to

regard Christ's humanit}- as divine in a sense supreme and sole ; so that the

probably spurious reading of the long-disputed passage in St. Paul's Epistle

to Timothy, " God manifest in the flesh," would be adopted equally on

either side as the most appropriate designation of Christ's true place in the

faith of his Church and in the spiritual universe.

Of the Unitarian clergymen now living we, of course, cannot speak ; and

of their coevals who have passed away, while there are, as we believe, none

of whom we might not make honorable mention, our limits will permit us to

name but two, both of whom were distinguished equally by the conspicuous

positions which they filled, and by the large place which they held in the
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confidence, respect, and affection of the whole community. Ephraim Pea-

body, D.D., for ten years minister of King's Chapel, while able and intensely

impressive as a preacher, was prc-emincntl}' "a man of the beatitudes; " and

the lapse of a quarter of a century since his death cannot have made his

memory dim or less precious in the minds of the many who hardly have

known, or expect to know in this world, his like. GeorL;e Putnani, D.D., for

nearly fifty years pastor of the First Church in Roxbur>', had few equals in

his profession in vigor of intellect, in directness and force of logical state-

ment and rhetorical appeal, and in the command of an audience of the high-

est culture and receptivity. j\t the same time, those who knew him best

saw in him a reserved power which, if fully put forth, would have insured

for him, in an)' profession or department, a far-diffused and long-enduring

fame.

The Unitarian churches in Boston, though numerous, and several of them

in a \ery prosperous condition, occupy at the present time a much less

prominent place than they held a century ago. They then embraced the

larger part of the men eminent for ability, worth, and beneficence, and most

of the principal merchants, law\-ers, anil physicians, (^f these they have now

their fair proportion, probably not more. Their growth has undoubtedly

been checked, and their integrity impaired, by the successive controversies

to which reference has been made, and also by the absence of an authorita-

tive standard of doctrine, and the wide divergence of opinion among the

leading ministers and members. Whether such a standard is in itself

desirable, or whether greater unanimity of belief is attainable without a

sacrifice of independent thought, it is not the province of history to deter-

mine or consider.

The Unitarian denomination has been ably represented in the periodical

literature of Boston from the early years of the present century. The

Monthly Atitlwlogy. a literary and theological magazine, was begun in

1804, and had among its contributors Huckminster, Norton, and almost all

the younger scholars and dixines of Boston and Cambridge. This, after

eight years of brilliant reputation, was succeeded for two \ears by the Gen-

eral Repository and Ranew, under similar auspices, but with a wider scope.

In 1 813 the Rev. Noah Worcester began the editorship of the Christian

Diseiple, \v\\\c\\ in 1824 was virtually merged in the Christian Examiner.

This last had for its editors at different times Doctors Palfrey, Walker,

Greenwood, Lamson, Gannett, Putnam, G. E. Ellis, Hedge, and Hale, and

was for several years under the sole charge of the Rev. William Ware, better

known as the author of Zenobia and Probiis. For the forty-five years of its

existence it was distinguished for its literary merit as well as for its learned

and skilled discussion of theological subjects. Its place has been taken,

and in part filled, by the Unitarian Review, which — more popular in char-

acter— contains man\- articles of large and permanent interest, and in which

Dr. Ezra Abbot's monograph on the genuineness of the fourth Gospel— by

far the most learned and thorough discussion of this subject which has
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appeared on cither side of the Atlantic— was first printed in successive

numbers. Other monthhes have had a shorter life, some of them dying, not

prematurely, though early ; and some, well worthy of a longer e.xistence,

had the material means of support been aftorded.

The principal newspaper,— the organ of the denomination, if, indeed, it

has an organ,— the Christian Register, has reached its sixtieth year, and has

had at various times the editorial services of men of distinguished reputation.

From the Boston press have been issued not a few specifically Unitarian

works in exposition or defence of the doctrines of the denomination, as well

as very many volumes of sermons and essays by its leading clergymen. It

is enough to say of these that they have, in general, equally indicated and

cherished a high order of literary taste, attainment, and culture.

UNITARIAN CHURCHES IN BOSTON, AND THEIR iMINISTERS.

The ministers to whose names t is affi.xed are not known to have been Unitarians; those to

whose names } is affixed are known not to have been Unitarians. The first date annexed to the

names of the ministers is that of ordination or installation ; the second tliat of dismissal or death.

The date joined to the designation of the church is that of its foundation.

First Church, 1630.

Charles Chauncy . 1727—1787

John Clarke . . . 1778—1798

William Emerson . 1799—181

1

John L. Abbot . . 1813—1814

Nathaniel L. Froth-

ingham .... 1S15—1S50

Rufus Ellis . . . 1853

—

Second Church,i 1650.

John Lathrop . . 1768—1S16

Henry Ware, Jr. . 1S17—1S30

Ralph W. Emerson 1829—1832

Chandler Robbins . 1833— 1875

Robert Laird Collier 1876—1878
Edward A. Horton 1880

—

King's Chapel, 1689.

James Freeman. . 1782—1S35

.Samuel Cary . . . 1S09— 181

5

Francis W. P. Green-

wood .... 1824.—1843

Ephraim Peabody . 1846— 1S56

Henry W. Foote . 1861

—

Church in Br.^ttle Squ.\re,

1699.

Samuel Cooper t

Peter Thacher } .

Joseph S. Buck-

minster . . .

Edward Everett

John G. Palfrey .

1746—17S3
. 1705— 1S02

. 1S05— 1S12

. 1S14— 1S15

. 1S18— 1830

Samuel K. Lothrop 1834-1876-

New North Church,

1714.

John Eliot . . . 1779—1813

Francis Parkman . 18 13— 1849

Amos Smith . . . 1842—1848

Joshua Young . . 1849— 1852

Arthur B. Fuller . 1853—185S

Robert C. Waters-

ton ^ 1859— i86l

William R. Alger . 1863-'—

New South Church,

1719.

Moses Everett . . 1782—1792

John T. Kirkland . 1794— 1810

Samuel C. Thacher 181 1— iSiS

Francis W. P. Green-

wood 1818— 1S2

1

Alexander Young . 1825— 1S54

Orville Dewey . . 1858—1S61

William P. Tilden . 1S62 5_

Feder.\l-Street Church,

1727-

Jeremy Belknap

John S. Popkint

Wm. E. Channing

Ezra S. Gannett

17S7—179S

1799— 1802

1S03—1S42

1824—1871

John F. W. Ware . 1872—

Hollis-Street

1732-

Ebenezer Wight t

Samuel West
Horace Holley .

John Pierpont .

David Fosdick .

Thomas S. King

George L. Chaney

Henry B Carpenter

Church,

1778-17S8

1789—1S08

1S09—1818

1S19—1845

1846—1S47
184S—1860
1862— 1 87 7

1S79-

' In 1854 this church took possession of the church * At this time the New North united with tlie Bulfiuch-

edlfice belonging to the Church of the Saviour, which was Street Church, retaining its name,

merged in the Second Church. ^ jn iS66 this church was merged in the New South

' This church was dissolved in 1876. Free Church, of which Mr. Tilden became and remains

^ Not installed. pastor.
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West Church, 1737.

Jonathan Mayhew . 1747— 1766

Simeon Howard . 1767— 1S04

Charles Lowell . . 1S06— 1S61

Cyrus A. Ijartol . 1837

—

liULKINCH-STREET CHUKCH,'

1S22.

Taul Dean . . . 1823— 1S40

Frederic T Gray . 1839—1853

William K. Alger- 1855

—

TvvEi.FrH Congregational

Church, 1S25.

Samuel Barrett . . 1825—1861

Joseph I.overing 1S60-1861 "

Thirteenth Congregational

Church, 1S25.

George Ripley . . 1826— 1841

Jas. I. T. Coolidge . i842-iS58<

South Congregational

Church, 1827.

Mellish I. Motte . 1828—1842

Frederic D. Hunt-

ington .... 1S42— 1S55

lulward E. Hale . 1S56—

Church of the Disciples,

1841.5

James F. Clarke . 1S41

—

Church of the Saviour,*"

1845.

Robert C. Waters-

ton 1S45—'^5-

Indi ana-Street Congreg.v

TioNAi. Church," 1845.

Thomas B. Fox . . 1845—1855

Church of the Unity, 1857.

Geo. H. Hepworth 1858— 1S69

Martin K. Schermer-

horn ..... 1S70— 1874

Minot J. Savage . 1875

—

Church of the Redeemer,

1864.

Caleb 1). IJradlce . 1S64— 1872

Hawes-Place Chu

Zecliariah Wood { .

Lemuel Capen"

Chas. C. Shackford

George W. Lippitt

.

Thomas Dawes .

James T. Hewes
Frederic Hinckley .

George A. Thayer

Herman Bisbee . .

John F. Dutton . .

RCH, 1819.

1S19— 1S22

1827— 1S39

1S41— 1843

1S44—1851

1S54— 1861

1862—1S64

1865—1867

1869-1873

1874—1879
18S0—

Second Hawes Church, 1845.

Moses G. Thomas . 1S46— 1848

Edmund Squire . . 1S52-1S53'

George A. Thayer . 1873

—

Church in Washington
Village, 1857.

Edmund .Squire . . 1857—1861

A. S Ryder . . . 1S61— 1S68

James Sallaway . 1868

—

SF.cOiND Congregational
Church in East Boston,

1845.

Leonard J. Liver-

more .... 1S47—1851

Warren H. Cud-

worlh .... 1852 —

First Church in Koxhurv,

1630.

Eliphalet Turter . 1782—1S33

George Putnam . . 1830—1S76

John G. Brooks . . 1S75

—

Mount Pleasant Church
(Roxbury), 1S46.

William R. Alger . 1847—1S54

.\lfred P. Putnam . 1855^1864
Charles J. Bowen . 1865— 1870

Carlos C. Carpenter 1S70— 1879

William H. I.von" 1880—

First Church in West Rox-

bury, 171 2.

Thomas .'\bbott . 1773—'7^3

John Bradford . . 1785— 1825

John Flagg . . . 1825—1831

George Whitney . 1831— 1836

Theodore Parker . 1837— 1846

Dexter Clapp . . 1848— 1S51

Edmund B. Willson 1852— 1859

T. B. Forbush . . 1S63— 1868

Augustus M.Haskell 1870

—

First Church in Jamaica

Plain, 1770.

William Gordon} . 1772— 1786

Thomas Gray . . 1793— '^^47

George Whitney . 1836— 1842

Jo.seph H. .Mien . 1843— 1S47

Grindall Reynolds. 1848-1858

Jas, W. Thonijjson . 1859

—

Charles F. Dole . 1876—

First Church in Dorches-

ter, 1630.

Moses Everett . . 1774— 1793

Thaddcus M. Harris 1793— 1S36

Nathaniel Hall . . 1835— 1875

Samuel J. Barrows . 1876— 1S81

Third Church in Dorches-

ter, 1813.

Edward Richmond. 1S17— 1S42

Francis Cunning-

ham 1834—1S42

Richard Pike . . 1843— 1S63

Thos. J. Mumford . 1S64— 1S71

Henry G. Spaulding 1873—1S77

George M. Bodge . 1879

—

Church in Harrison Square,

1848.

Francis C. Williams 1S49— 1850

Samuel Johnson . 1850—1851

Stephen G. Bulfinch 1852-1863

Joseph B. Marvin . 1865— 1866

Frederic Hinckley . 1867— 1S69

Henry C. Badger . 1871—1874

Nathaniel Seaver . 1875—1S76

Caleb D. Bradlee . 1S76—

Originally a Universalist church. Mr. Dcin changed
his ecclesiastical relations several years before Mr. Gray's
settlement.

^ This church migrated with its pastor 1o the Music
Hall, where it had a brief period of prosperity, then sank
into decline and dissolution.

^ Dissolved in 1863.

VOL. III. — 61.

* Dissolved shortly after Mr. Coolidge's dismission.

5 United with Indiana-Street Cllurch in 1S55.

« United with the Second Church in 1854.

' United with the Church of the Disciples in 1S5S.

* Mr. Capen began supplying the pulpit in 1823.

*' Suspended from 1S5S to 1873.

'" Not installed.
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Church of the Unity (Ne-

ponset), 1859.

Frederic W. Hol-

land 1S59—1862
Saml. W. McDaniel 1S64—1866
Hasket D. Catlin . 1867— 1870

Albert C. Nickerson 1871—1879

Charles B. Elder . iSSo—

First Church in

1783-

John Foster .

Daniel Austin .

Abner D. Jones .

Frederic A. Whit

ney ....
Charles Noyes .

Saml. W. McDaniel

Thomas Timmins

Edward I. Galvin

William Brunton

Brighton,

1784— 1829

1S2S— 1S38

1S39—1S42

1S43-1S57

1S60—1S63

1867— 1869

1870-1871

1S72— 1876

1877-

n.vRVARD Church (Charles-

town), 1816.

Thomas Prentiss .

James Walker . .

George E. Ellis . .

Charles E. Grinnell

Pitt Dillingham

1S17-1817

1818— 1839

1840— 1869

1869-1873

1876—

Harvard Chapel (Charles-

town), 1846.

Nathaniel S. Folsom 1846— 1S49

Oliver C. Everett . 1S50— 1869

Charles F. Barnard 1S69-1878

Bulfinch-Street Chapel,'

1826.

Joseph Tiickerman 1826—1840

Frederic T. Gray . 1834—1839

Robert C W'ater-

ston 1839—1845

Andrew Bigclow

Samuel H. Winkley

Warren-Street

1834.

Charles F. Barnard

Wm. G. Babcock .

1845— 1S46

1846-

Chapel,

1834—1S66
1865-

Suffolk-Street Chapel,

1839-

John T. .Sargent

Samuel B. Cruft -

1S37— 1844

1846—1861

Hanover-Street

1S54.

W. G. .Scandlin . .

Edwin J. Gerry . .

Chapel,

1S54-1S58

1858—

Concord-Street Chapel,

1864.

J. E. Risley f . . 1864— 1S65

Wm. E. Copeland 3 1864— 1866

^yY'T^t^-t^-^^^U.-e^t^-cy^ (^Z>e^-#2t>^^ (yU..^^i^-^^-^:^-^

^ Established by Dr. Tiickerman. The society has
worshipped in chapels successively in Friend, Pitts, and
Eulfinch streets.

- The church merged in the New South Free Church.

^ The church merged in the New South Free Church.



CHAPTER XII.

THE CF.NTURV OF UNIVERSALISM.

BY THE REV. A. A. MINER, D.D,

Pastor of the Columbus-Aventu Uuivfirsatist Church.

PREVIOUS to the opening of the history of organized Universahsm in

Boston in 1785, the subject of human destiny had awakened an

especial interest. Half a century carHer there had arisen here and there a

star of promise, and the query was anxiously pondered, whether God had

not something better in store for his children than was commonly believed?

The type of Christianity then prc\-alcnt in all its features was strongly

Calvinistic. The mere suggestion that these doctrines might not be true,

though condemned by the bigoted, was received by others with profound

though often silent, satisfaction.

Symptoms of dissent appeared at no very great interv'als of time from

three widely ditTercnt sources. The Arminian drift of thought rejected the

dogmas of election and reprobation, and culminated in the organization of

the now wide-spread Methodist Episcopal Church. The revolution in theo-

logical opinion herein involved was relatively slight. To the Socinian spirit

the doctrine of the Trinity was especially obnoxious,— and the Unitarian

Church is the result. Deeper and broader than both these was a revulsion

from the whole catalogue of doctrines so logically knit together, moulded

by the assumption of the infinite wrath of God, and resulting in the endless

and unmitigated woe of the vast majority of mankind in all ages of the world.

Substituting for that wrath the infinite love of God, burning as a purifying

fire toward even the most sinful, it not only breathed a new spirit into the

science of theology in general, but specially replaced the doctrine of end-

less punishment with the glad hopes of universal saK'ation. Out of these

hopes have sprung the Universalist churches.

Among the forcgleams of this faith, and the earliest of them in this

country, was the preaching of Dr. George de Benne\ille, who was born in

London, of French refugees. Persecuted in England, he went to France,

where, in addition to imprisonment for his heresy, he came near suffering

the penalty of death. Emigrating to the United States in 1741, he settled

in Berks County, Pennsylvania, practising as a physician and preaching
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tlic Word witlunit fee or reward.' Two other distinguished preachers of

UniversaHsm, widely remoxed from each other, arose at about the same

time in our countrj-,— namcl\% tlie Rev. Richard Clarke, of Charleston,

South Carolina, and Ur. Jonathan Ma_\hew, minister of the West Church

in Boston. Of the latter the author of The Modern History of Uitiversal-

isin says :

—
" He was distinguished by great force and acuteness of mind, and for the origi-

nality and independence of his investigations. His writings gained him great credit in

Europe, and procured him a diploma of D.D. from the University of Aberdeen. From

1747 to 1766 he held the office above-mentioned, and shone as a bright star in the

constellation of the American clergy of that age."
"^

Within four years of the close of Dr. IVIayhew's ministry John Murray
landed at Good Luck, New Jersey. Mr. Murray was born Dec. 10, 1741, in

the town of Alton, Hampshire County, England, forty-eight miles west-

southwest of London. His youth was marked by many extraordinary in-

cidents. His religious experiences involved many vicissitudes. His father

was an Episcopalian, his mother a Presbyterian. His own s}-mpathies were

early and deeply enlisted in Mr. Wesley, and so continued until by more
mature thought he became a disciple of James Relly.'' Ha\'ing become a

husband and father, he was called to the severest affliction in the death of

both wife and child, which, followed by various other calamities, led him

to seek the solitudes of the New World.'*

Landing at Good Luck, September, 1770, Mr. ^Murray was both surprised

and disturbed to be forbidden the solitude he sought. No sooner did his

ship appear off shore than one Potter assumed that it contained the preacher

he had long been waiting for. A series of providential incidents induced

him to preach in the church that his new friend Potter had built. '^ Though

' Modern Hist. 0/ UniversaHsm, pp. 305-310.

2 Motiern Hist, of UniversaHsm, pp. 312-315.

[.See also Dr. Peabody's and Dr. Goddard's chap-

ters in this volume. — Ed.]

^ The Rev. James Rally, an Englishman, and
author of a work entitled Relly's Union, believed

in the Trinity, in the ruin of man through Adam,
and his redemption through Christ. He believed

that the redemption was as absolute and univer-

sal as the ruin. But he distinguished between
redemption and salvation. The redemption in

Christ, by a decree of God who orders all things,

was at once universal and complete ; but sal-

vation, resulting from a knowledge of that re-

demption, is not yet universal, but is destined to

become so. Those who are saved here will

join Christ in the air at his second coming,

and will not be called to judgment. The spirits

of those who die unsaved will wander in disqui-

etude till Christ's coming, when they will be

brought to judgment, and their sins will be sep-

arated from them. Thereupon the Book of Life,

in which are written the names of the whole

human race, will be opened, and they will be

declared the denizens of the Kingdom of God.

Then salvation also will have become universal.

In this fanciful gospel scheme, a marked va-

riation of the Calvinistic type, Mr. Murray is

supposed to have closely followed Relly. -Mur-

rays Life and Letters, edition, 1S16.

* Life of John Murray, edition of 1S69, chs.

i.-iv.

^ " As Murray went on shore for food. Potter

refused to sell him tish, but made him welcome

to whatever he wanted. He declined to make
an appointment for preaching, as he must sail

the moment the wind should change. This re-

fusal, on the same ground, was repeated day

after day. Finally, Potter insisted that the wind

would not change until Murray should have de-

livered his message. A conditional appoint-

ment was made; Murray preached in Potter's

church, the wind changed, and the ship immedi-

ately set .sail."— Life of John .^lurray, ch. v.
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he had been a preacher of Kellyisni in his native country, it was his de-

Hberate purpose to permit his voice to be heard in [nibhc no more. But
" uiiile man appoints, God disai)points." No sooner had he once spoken to

the people on these shores than liis services were in pressing demand. Pos-

sessed of mariced abihties, a vivid imagination, a warm heart and ready wit,

he was everywhere heard with intensest pleasure. Having spent nearly two

years in New York, I'hiladelphia, and the principal towns around and

between those cities, Mr. Murray, in tlie fall of 1772, visited New England,

preaching in various towns in Connecticut, and in both Providence and

New^port, Rhode Island.' His contemplated visit to Hoston was prevented

by the approach of winter, which he spent in revisiting the scenes of his

previous labors, and journeying as far south even as Maryland. In the

autumn of 1773 he returned to New England, rejected an invitation to

abide in Newport, preached in Plast Greenwich and Providence, arriving in

Hoston October 26 of the same year. This was his first visit to the metrop-

olis of New England. Hisalread)- great fame had preceded him. His first

discourse in Boston was delivered in the hall of the Manufactory House,— a

large building opposite the site on which Park-Street Church now stands.^

Among his earliest acquaintances here was Thomas Handasyde Peck, who
rendered him great assistance and opened his dwelling-house for public

worship. Mr. Murray became still more widely known by journeying to

Newburyport anil as far as Portsmouth, New Hampshire, preaching in vari-

ous pulpits in both these places. On returning to Boston he again preached

in the Manufactory House, in Faneuil Hall, and in the meeting-house of

the Rev. Mr. Croswell, of whom Mr. Peck, just mentioned, was a chief sup-

porter. This house was situated on School Street, on the lot next east of

' "On his way to Xewport on horscliack, rather hidicrous, we will, if von please, dismi.ss

Mr. Murray held a characteristic conversation, the subject.'— 'No, sir, I do not mean to be
He fell in with one Rev. Mr. Hopkins, of New- ludicrous; I ain very serious.'— 'Well, sir, if

port, who, in reply to a remark of Mr. Murray, so, then I beg leave to ask. What is it I am to

said :
' If such be your views, you know nothing believe, the believing of which will .save me ?

'
—

at all of gospel.'— ' Vou could not so absolutely ' That Jesus Christ made it possible for sinners

determine this matter if you yourself were not ac- to be saved.' — ' By what means ?
'
—

' By believ-

quainted with the meaning of the term " gospel." ing.' — ' Believing what ?
'— ' That.'— ' What ?

'

Tell me then, sir, if you please, what is gospel ?

'

— 'That Jesus Christ made it possible for sinners—
' Why, sir, this is gospel: " He that believeth to be .saved.'— 'By what means is it possible

shall be saved; and he that believeth not shall that sinners maybe saved.'"— ' By believing, I

be damned." ' —
' Indeed, sir, I had thought the tell you.'— ' But the devils ! will their believing

literal, simple meaning of the term " gospel " was save them .'

'
—

' No, sir.'
—

' Suppose I believe

glad tidings. Which part of the passage you that Jesus Christ made it possible to save sin-

have cited is gospel,— that which announces m/- ners, will that save me?'— ' No, sir.'— 'Then,
vation,ox that which ^xmawncc?, damnation V— sir, let me ask, W'hat am I to believe, the be-
' Well, then, if you please, this is gospel: "He lieving of which will save me.''— 'Why, sir,

that believeth shall be saved."' — 'Believeth you must believe the gospel, that Jesus made it

what, sir?'— 'That.'— 'What, sir?'— 'That, I possible for sinners to be saved.'— 'But by

tell you.'— 'What, sir?'— 'That, I tell you, "He what means?' — 'By believing.'— 'Believing

that believeth shall be saved." '— '.^.•//(•j'i-C//7y/;(//, what?'

—

'That, I tell you.'"— Life of John
sir? What is he to believe?'— ' Why, that, I A/iirray, pp. 247-^S.

tell you.'— 'I wished, sir, to treat this invcsti- 2 /^,y^ ^ yo/i« Murray, p. 284. [See also

gation seriously, but as you seem disposed to be Vol. II. of this History, pp. .vxvi. and 511.— Ed.]
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the School-Street block, on which the meetint^-housc of the Second Univer-

salist Society recently stood. ' Subsequently he again journeyed south, and

in the spring of 1774 turned his face northward, reaching Boston again in

September of that year. During the autumn he preached at the Manufac-

tory House, in the dwelling-house of his friend, Mr. Peck, and at Fancuil

Hall. Such crowds attended upon his ministry as led many of the proprie-

tors of Mr. Croswell's meeting-house to solicit him to minister therein. The

house was opened to him against the wishes of Mr. Croswell, who violently

opposed him, and on subsequent occasions endeavored to prevent him from

entering the pulpit. Mr. Murray was even assailed with vituperation by Mr.

Croswell and others, to whom he replied with such calmness and Ciiris-

• Lif< of John Murmy, p. 291.
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tian dignity as most favorably to affect the public mind. So riotous, how-

ever, were his opi^onents that on a subsequent occasion, on entering the

pulpit,—
" He found tliiU the eushions had been sprinkled with a noxious drug, the strong

effluvia from whieh almost prevented his speaking. In the midst of the service many

stones were violently thrown through the wintlows, and muc;h alarm was excited. . . .

Lifting one of these, weighing about a pound and a half, and waving it in view of the

people, he remarked, 'This argument is solid and weighty, but it is neither rational

nor convincing.' Though earnestly besought to leave the pulpit, as his life was in

danger, he steadfastly refused, declaring himself immortal while any duty remained to

him on earth. In this scene culminated the riotous opposition to Universalism in

Boston." '

Visiting Gloucester on November 3, he preached several times at the

request of the deacons and elders of the principal parish ; but opposition

was at length raised against him from the pastor and others. So violent did

this opposition become, partly on account of his L'ni\crsalism, partly be-

cause he was an Englishman, that attempts were made to drive him from

the town. His friends, however, proved as devoted as his enemies were

virulent.

The War of the Revolution opened. Mr. Murray, in May, 1775, was

appointed chaplain to the Rhode Island brigade. The other chaplains

of the army united in petitioning (iencral Washington for his removal,

and were answered in the General Orders of the next day. Sept, 17, 1775,

appointing the Rev. John Murray chaplain to the three Rhode Island regi-

ments, and commanding that he be respected accordingly. Mr. Murray,

very unwisely as General Washington thought, returned the commission

forwarded to him, earnestly requesting permission to continue in the army
as a volunteer.^

On leaving the army he returned to his friends in Gloucester, who organ-

ized a society in January, 1779. Shortly after this a controversy arose of

great importance in respect to the maintenance of Univcrsalist societies

in any part of the Commonwealth. It in\-(il\ed the right of the people to

appropriate their contributions for pid^lic worship to such religious teachers

as they might choose, being delivered at the same time from the payment
of taxes to the old parishes. The subject was hotly contested. Goods and

chattels were seized by an officer for parish ta.xes, and sold at public auction.

Legal steps were then instituted to recover the money^s thus distrained.

The result was long doubtful. The trial was begun in 1783, and continued

with various fortune till 1786. The decision was favorable to Mr. Murray,

in whose name the suit was brought, and to his friends, who were the real

plaintiffs in the case. The judge, holding for some time an adverse view,

became clearly in favor of the broadest religious liberty; and the jury, after

an all-night session, returned a verdict for the plaintiff. This decision opened

' Life of John Murray, ch. vi. - Life of John Murray, p. 317.
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the way for the estabUshmcnl of UniversaUst parishes, free from all legal

disabilities.'

Before speaking of the organization of churches in Boston, to which the

foregoing was but so many preparatory steps, I must call attention to an

incident connected with the First Church, of which the Rev. Rufus Ellis,

D.D., is now pastor. Dr. Charles Chauncy, its pastor at the time of the

above-mentioned struggles, then nearly eighty years of age, had thirty years

before undertaken a critical study of the Scriptures, particularly of St. Paul's

Epistles, with such helps as he could command from either side of the At-

lantic. To his surprise he found Universalism to be the doctrine therein

taught. The result of these studies was a manuscript work entitled The

Sah'atioii of All Men, about the publication of which he for a long time

hesitated. In 1782, a pamphlet upon the subject, common!}- attributed to

him, appeared anonymously in Boston and aroused violent prejudice, call-

ing forth pointed attacks from various quarters, among which those of Dr.

Samuel Mather, of Boston, and Dr. Gordon, of Ro.vburs', were conspicuous.

Thereupon Dr. Chauncy sent his principal work to London,^ where it ap-

peared anonymously in 1784. To this work, tedious in many of its details,

though on the whole able, the younger President Edwards, in 1790, pub-

lished a vigorous but undiscriminating reply .^

Meantime the First Universalist Church in Boston had been organized.

The public heart, so deeply stirred in various ways, was ready to embody

in visible form its protest against long-standing barbarisms. On Dec. 25,

1785, a meeting-house on the corner of Hanover and North Bennet streets

was purchased by Shippie Townsend, James Prentiss, Jonathan Stoddard,

John Page, and Josiah Snelling, for the small society of Universalists

gathered under the labors of Mr. Murra}-, largely aided b)- the Rev. Adam
Streeter. This was the church in whicli the Rev. -Samuel Mather, already

mentioned as an opponent of Mr. Murray, had ministered down to the time

of his death. It was erected in 1741, — the year in which Mr. Murray was

born, — and was enlarged by its new proprietors in 1792; repaired and

further enlarged in 1806, during which the society worshipped in Faneuil

Hall; again repaired and to some extent remodelled in 1824 and 1828, and

demolished in 1838, preparatory to the erection of the present brick edifice

on the same spot, dedicated Jan. i, 1839. The last service in it was held

June 24, 1838, the Rev. Sebastian Streeter discoursing to an audience filling

the house to repletion, from Ps. Ix.wii. 11: "I will remember the works of

the Lord; surely I \v\\\ remember thy wonders of old."*

This little band of sturdy believers, happily sheltered in their new Sun-

da}- home, was ministered to regularly by the Re\-. George Richards, though

1 Life of John Murray, pp. 324-36. ^ Most of these and kindred facts in the

^ [One reason was that no printing office in sketch of parishes are gathered directly or in-

Boston had the Greek or other necessary type, directly from parish records,— quite too meagre

See Belknap Papers, i. 172.— Ed.] in incident,— and need not be specially referred

' Modern History of Universalism, edition of to. Those here stated will be found in the Life

1S30, pp. 347-51- '/ J"'"! ''^I'lrray, p. 339.
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various other preachers, among whom Mr. Murray was conspicuous, were oc-

casionally heard. Though settled at Gloucester Mr. Murray continued his

travels'far and near, cheering believers, confirming the doubting, comforting

the sorrowing, and e.xtentling the blessings of the kingdom. Seven or eight

years were thus spent, when the Boston society called Mr. Murray to be its

pastor. He was installed Oct. 24, 1793, by Deacon Oliver W. Lane, as the

record states, " in a very appropriate and affecting manner." This proved

to be a most happy and useful pastorate, continuing uninterrupted during

twenty-two years, till the death of Mr. Murraj', Sept. 3, 1815. In the later

THE FIRST UNIVERS.4LIST MEETING-HOUSE.

period of his life, weighed down by almost insupportable infirmities, he was

carried into the pulpit in the arms of his devoted friends, and, seated in his

easy chair, delivered his messages of grace.

Few men have possessed such powers of persuasion as did he. To
quick sensibilities, strong, pure, and enduring domestic affections, a breadth

and fulness of Christian love that nothing could either repress or limit, were

joined great penetration, an intuitive knowledge of human nature, antl the

most exuberant cheerfulness. Such qualities command the confidence of

men, awaken their affections, and purif)- their hearts. Such qualities

enabled him, wlicn but a young man, to throw himself into the midst of a

London mob during the Wilkes troubles, hush the clamor, soothe the

rioters, and save many valuable lives, besides much property. A noble-

man seizing him by the hand impressively said, " Young man, I thank you.

I am ignorant of your name ; but I bear testimony to your wonderful

VOL. m. — 62.
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abilities. By your exertions much blood and treasure have this night been

saved." ^

So great were the infirmities of Mr. Murraj- that for some years before

his death an assistant was employed. The Rev. Edward Mitchell, of New
York, became colleague, Sept. 12,

1 8 10, and filled that office till

/rXyy 9 ^/y^/y ^C^^^'ti/^ Oct. 6, 181 1. He was succeeded

by the Rev. Paul Dean,— an elo-

quent and ambitious man whom we shall again have occasion to mention,

—

October, 181 3, who became sole pastor after the death of Mr. Murra)', con-

tinuing till April 6, 1823. May 13, 1824, the Rev. Sebastian Streeter, of

saintly memory, entered upon his charge of the parish. This proved far

the longest and most fruitful of all the pastorates which the church enjoyed.

For nearly thirty years he went ^ /? ^^
in and out before them as their

J?^!^;;^;:.^^^^^*^. 5/-^Li-c..-<^^--z,

sole pastor, — a truly apostolic

presence. Often did his eloquent ministrations deeply touch the hearts of

parents as they brought their babes to the altar for christening; of the

mourning, as bending over their dead he unveiled to them the life immor-

tal ; and of the glad assemblages gathered to witness the solemn inter-

change of marriage vows. Of these last alone more than thirt}--five

hundred couples received his patriarchal benediction. Among the means

of usefulness in this church the Friday-evening prayer-meeting ever held

a conspicuous place.

In Mr. Streeter's advancing age it became necessary to relieve him of

some of the more active duties of the pastorate. The Rev. Sumner Ellis

was installed as colleague, Nov. 11, 1851, and resigned the office, Dec. 25,

1853. He was succeeded by the Rev. Noah M. Gaylord, who was installed

March 14, 1855, and continued, excepting a brief interval, to minister until

his resignation, Oct. 28, i860. Both these young men brought excellent

talents to the service of the church. Mr. Ellis, then quite young, has since

risen to a position of influence, whence with voice and pen he greatly pro-

motes the kingdom of Christ. Mr. Gaylord, after a term of service in the

army, died in the full vigor of manhood.
The lack of outward prosperit\' in the church during their connection

with it is attributable to causes quite be\'ond their control. The old North

End, once the principal part of the city and the seat of all its great inter-

ests, had come to be occupied chiefly by a foreign-born population, from

whose presence the former residents had in large numbers retired. This

social revolution greatly affected the Protestant churches in general of that

locality, and the First Universalist Church was no exception. For a year

following Mr. Gaylord's resignation the church was closed. At length,

however, services were resumed in the lecture-room, Nov. 3, 1861, which

were so largely attended that on December 29 they were transferred to the

' Life of Jo/iii Murray, p. 38 1.
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auditorium. The ministry of the Rev. Thomas VV. Silloway, under whom
this success was achieved, closed May 29, 1864, when the parish yielded to

the inevitable. Its entire history covered a period of about seventy-nine

years, which was mainly prosperous. The only other exception was an epi-

sode connected with the ministry of Mr. Dean, which we shall have occa-

sion hereafter to notice. Mr. Murray's ministry continued about twenty-

two years, Mr. Streeter's forty years, and the others a little over an average

of four years each. Mr. Streeter tiled, June 2, 1867, at the age of eighty-

four years.

During Mr. Mitchell's ministry with the h'irsi Church as colleague an

act of incorporation, bearing date Feb. 27, i8i i, was secured for a Univer-

salist parish in Charlestown. The first meeting was held at the Town Hall,

March 14, 1811. The officers chosen were Moses Hall, chairman ; Thomas

J. Goodwin, clerk; Samuel Thompson, treasurer; Benjamin Adams, collec-

tor; who with the following gentlemen constituted the standing commit-

tee, — namel}", John Kcttell, John Taple}', Timothy Thompson, Otis Clapp,

Henry Van X'oorhis, Isaac Smith, Josiah Harris, Andrew Roulstone, and

Barnabas Edmands. The contract for a church edifice previously made by
the leading friends of the movement was assumed by the society ; and the

Rev. Abner Kneeland of Langdon, New Hampshire, was invited to the pas-

torate, at ten dollars a week, with the rent of a dwelling-house and the

expense of removing his famil\'. The dedication took place Sept. 5, 181 1,

the sermon being given by the Rev. Edward Mitchell, of Boston. In the

afternoon of the same day Mr. Kneeland was installed,— the Rev. Hosea
Ballou, of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, preaching the sermon, the Rev.

Thomas Jones, of Gloucester, " delivering the Scriptures " and giving the

charge, and the Rev. Edward Turner, of Salem, extending the fellowship

of the churches. The day closed with a social entertainment to the Council

and invited guests.

The church had a long line, with rare exceptions, of most worthy men.'

1 The list of pastors is the following :

Abner Kneeland, from September, uSii.

to January, 1814 ; Edward Turner, from

March, 1814, to March, 1823 ; Winchester, from September, 1824, to March, 1825; Calvin Card-;ter, from September, 1S24, to March, 1825; (

Qp^^0^riL.<^\^ dJ^C^^^CA^^ ^^Z^^/^^^
ner, from June, 1825, to December, 1826

; John Samuel Thomp-
son, from March, 1827, to April, 1S2S

; ^^
Linus S. Everett, from November, 1828, y^
to December, 1834; Thomas F. King. O'^St-"
from December, 1835, 'o September,

1839; Edwin H. Chapin, from Decem-
ber, 1840, to November, 1845

;

Thom.is Starr King, from Au-
gust, 1846, to October, 1848:

Robert Tonnly,
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Mr. Kneeland proved unstable in the faith, and soon fell away into Deism

and at length into Atheism; Mr. Thompson proved too eccentric for wide

usefulness ; Messrs. Turner, Gardner, Everett, the elder King, the eloquent

Chapin, the brilliant younger King, the quaint Scotchman Laurie, with his

faithful successors, were all men of weight, ability, and great usefulness.

The church to which they ministered early took high rank among the

Universalist churches of the land, and has steadily held it to the present

hour. Throughout the seventy years of its history it has numbered many

men of high social standing, of large business abilities, of prominent political

positions and influence, and of eminence in moral worth and Christian char-

acter. With no diminution of religious interest, the church, under the lead

of its present able pastor, gives promise of a future as rich in the fruits of

the Spirit as has been its honorable past.

Mr. Murray's Universalism, it has already been remarked, was of the

Rellyan or Calvinistic type. It differed from pure Calvinism chiefly in mak-

ing the Atonement universal, and therefore, according to CaKinistic prin-

ciples, universally effective. Christ was the head of every man, and redemp-

tion, though not salvation, was an accomplished fact. Five or six years

after his settlement in Boston, an incident occurred which was destined to

have a most important influence upon the fortunes of Universalism in gen-

eral. Mr. Murray made a journey to the South as far as Philadelphia.

During his absence the Rev. Hosea Ballou was engaged to supply his pulpit

ten Sundays. Mr. Ballou was then a young man under thirty years of age.

Born in Richmond. New Hampshire, April 30, 1771, educated or brought up

in the Baptist church with which he early united, and led through his great

love of spiritual things to an earnest study of the hol\- Scriptures, he entered

into the joy of the Universalist's hope in 1789, when but eighteen years

of age. But the philosophy of that hope, as then currently held, was far

from being satisfactory to his penetrating mind.^ Both the doctrine of the

Trinity and the then current doctrine of the Atonement soon came under

examination, resulting in their rejection by him as early as 1795. He be-

lieved that Christ was a special messenger from God, his only begotten Son,

and hence subordinate to the Father. His death was not an infliction of

penalty due to fallen man, but a voluntary sacrifice of himself in testimony

of infinite love, intended to secure an at-one-ment between God and man,

—

a reconciliation of man to God. It is probable that the fanciful views of

from June, 1S49. to T"ne, 18^2 ; .Alexander G. William T. .Stowe, from ^^^ ^ ^ '

May, 1871, to February. J/ ir j<^C-^^
1S78; and Charles Fol- ^/
len Lee, the present pastor, was settled Jan. 7,

1879-

Laurie, from November, 1853, to July, 1863; ' Mrs. Murray concedes that at the time of

her husband's death his peculiar faith was held

only by the Rev. John Tyler, Episcopal min-

ister in Norwich, Conn., and the Rev. Edward
Mitchell, of the city of New York. Life of John

Oscar F. Safford, from May, 1865, to July, 1870; Murray, Introduction, p. .xiii.

-«.-*.

X^a r/> -t-C*^ 'y
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Mr. Murray in regard to the judgment, in which he followed Relly, were

never accepted by Mr. Ballou. I fc had not as yet, however, come to recog-

nize the continually recurring judgments of God as involved in the current

retributions of life, of which at a later period he was fully convinced. He

^^^'^-t^ ^O.^^.
regarded the whole work of man's salvation as fore-ordained through appro-

priate means. Believing God to be impartial in his parental love, he was

convinced that the decree of human salvation could not be other than

universal.
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No sooner did his mind become clear upon the subjects of the Trinity

and the Atonement, than he hastened openly to avow his new convictions.

If there were others sympathizing with these views he was unaware of it,

since they made no appeal to the public. In this progress of his mind

Mr. Ballou was entirely destitute of human helps, resolving these problems

from the Scriptures alone. Meantime, he had been excommunicated from

the Baptist church, and ordained to the Universalist ministry.' Unsolicited,

and without previous notice to Mr. Ballou, at the session of the General

Convention in Oxford, 1794, the Rev. Elhanan Winchester, at the con-

clusion of a sermon of great power and warmth, turned to ]\Ir. Ballou, who

was in the pulpit with him, and with a few appropriate remarks thrust the

Bible against his breast, saying to the Rev. Joab Young, " Brother Young,

charge him." The charge was given, and the ordination was complete.

Such was the j-oung man who in 1798 or 1799 supplied Mr. Murray's

desk for ten consecutive weeks. His remarkable familiarit)' with the Word
of God, his wonderful powers of reasoning, his profound insight into the

human heart, and his inexhaustible store of illustrations le\-el to the com-

mon mind gave him a power over an assembly rarely equalled. He had a

large hearing in Boston. The public mind was greatly moved. On the last

day of his ministration he gave a very frank and clear explanation of his

new views touching Christ and the Atonement. By the suggestion of Mrs.

Murray, who was present, one Mr. Balch announced from the galler\- that

what they had just heard was not the doctrine usually preached in that

pulpit; whereupon Mr. Ballou. in great calmness, called upon the audience

to take notice of what the brother had said.

The seed thus sown could not but bear fruit. To Mr. Murra\-, with his

Rellyism, Mr. Ballou's doctrines gave great pain. He deemed him to be

thinking and speaking with unwarrantable boldness. On the other hand,

the people were eager to hear more from a speaker at once so original,

so persuasive, so convincing. Overtures were made to him to bring him

to Boston ; but he could not be induced to take a step which might in any

degree result in the injury of Mr. Murray. The wishes of the people,

however, were by no means ephemeral. Many things conspired to keep

those desires alive. The people were not satisfied with the philosophy of

Christianity as commonly presented to them. Mr. Ballou was the most

original thinker with whom they had become acquainted. Though far re-

moved from them he was frequently heard from, and always in a way to

intensify their desire to have him in their midst. He was a member of the

General Convention in 1803 at Winchester, New Hampshire, when the Con-

fession of Faith,- drawn by Walter Ferris, was adopted with such marked

1 Whiltemore's Life of Balloii, vol. i., iti ex- 2. " We believe that there is one God, whose

Uiiso. nature is love; revealed in one Lord Jesus
^ It consisted of the three following articles: Christ, by one Holy Spirit of grace, who will

I. " We believe that the Holy Scriptures of finally restore the whole family of mankind to

the Old and New Testaments contain a revela- holiness and happiness.

tion of the character of God, and of the duty, 3. " We believe that holiness and true hap-

interest, and final destination of mankind. piness are inseparably connected ; and that be-
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unanimity. In 1804 his work entitled Notes on the Parables of the New
Testament was published, and commanded such wide attention as to pass

through five or more editions. The first edition was printed at Randolph,

Vermont; subsequent ones in Boston.

The work, however, destined to enhance his reputation in a far higher

degree as a Christian reasoner and interpreter of Christianity was published

the following year, 1805. Like the preceding work it was printed at

Randolph, Vermont, — the author being pastor of the united societies of

Barnard, Woodstock, Hartland, Bethel, and Bridgewater. It was entitled,

A Treatise on Atonement, in which the Finite Nature of Sin is Argued, its

Cause and Consequences as such ; the Necessity and Nature of Atonement, and
its Glorious Consequences, in the Final Reconciliation of All Men to Holiness

and Happiness. This work was extensively circulated and attentively read

in almost every Universalist family in the land. For scores of years after

its publication the author continued to receive letters of grateful acknowl-

edgment for the hopes it had begotten of a world's salvation. The work

has never been displaced. The views it presents are substantially the views

of the L'niversalist Church to-day, to which also the thought of Christendom

seems rapidl)- tending. Notwithstanding its direct antagonism to the doc-

trine of Mr. Murra\-, it was received among Boston Universalists with great

fa\or, and increased the impatience with which the\- awaited the author's

settlement among them.

More than a decade of years must pass, however, before this desire could

be fulfilled. At length the wa)- was opened. On Dec. 13, 1816, the Gover-

nor signed an act incorporating the Second Societj' of Universalists in the

town of Boston. The first meeting of the Society was held Jan. 25, 18 17.

From the first it was the purpose of the gentlemen united in this movement
to call Mr. Ballou to the pastorate. Having ministered some years in

Vermont and in Portsmouth, Xew Hampshire, he was now at Salem, Massa-

chusetts, with a much-loved parish which had suffered greatly from the

general depression in business then experienced. It was understood that,

Mr. Murray of the First Church having deceased, Mr. Ballou was not now
averse to heeding the wishes of his Boston friends. During the summer of

1817 a meeting-house was erected in School Street, nearly opposite the

City Hall, on the site of the present School-Street block.' In October of

that _\ear it was dedicated, the Rev. Thomas Jones, of Gloucester, preaching

the sermon from John i\-. 23. Mr. Ballou was absent in Vermont, fulfilling

an appointment previously made. The Rev. David Pickering offered the

lievers ought to be careful to maintain order in 17S5. it is supposed his parish became e.v

and practise good works ; for these things are tinct. In 17S8 a Roman Catholic congregation,

good and profitable unto men." gathered three or four years before, obtained

1 This site in part is the precise spot on this house, and worshipped in it until they built

which the old French church formerly stood, the church in Franklin Street, which was dedi-

and in the pulpit of which Mr. Murray was cated in 1803. The old meeting-house in School

stoned ill 1774. Built about 1715-20, it was sold Street was then taken down, and the land was

to the N'ew Congregational Society, Mr. Cros- subsequently sold to the Second Universalist

well p.-»stor, in 1748. On Mr. Croswell's death. Society. Whittemore's Lift- of Ballou, ii. 10.
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introductory prayer, and the Re\'. Edward Turner, of Charlestown, the dedi-

catory prayer. The Rev. Paul Dean,— at this time the sole pastor of the

First Church,— who was supposed not to look with much favor upon this

new movement, sat in the desk, but took no part, on account, it was said,

of ill health. The unanimous call of the society having been accepted by

Mr. Ballou, the installation took place December 25, the same }^ear. The
Rev. Paul Dean preached the sermon from Acts .\.x. 24, and gave the right

hand of fellowship. The installing prayer and the charge were by the

Rev. Edward Turner ; and the Rev. Joshua Flagg, who had succeeded Mr.

Ballou at Salem, offered the concluding prayer. These services of dedi-

cation and installation revealed a profound interest in the new movement,

and showed that high expectation had taken possession of the public mind.

Such men as John Brazier, David Townsend, Edmund Wright, Daniel E.

Powars, Lemuel Packard, Jr., Levi Melcher, and John Trull, to name no

more, were a guarantee of the high character, solid strength, and immediate

success of the new society.

The high anticipations from Mr. Ballou's ministry were more than realized.

Such had been his peculiar e.xercise of mind that he had grown accus-

tomed to a much broader field of discussion than was common among his

brethren. His advanced positions in Biblical interpretation drew upon him

attacks from all quarters, which he repelled with a master hand.' His

preaching became necessarily controversial. Many of his sermons, singly

and in volumes, were published and widely distributed. Letters and pam-

phlets of attack and reply appeared in rapid succession and through a

series of years. Majestic in person, calm in spirit, quick in penetration, and

affluent in a broad Christian common-sense, he often surprised his opponents

and awakened the keenest interest in his hearers by rending away at a single

' His responses were of the keenest sort, see; I never thought that saving sinners was

An aged lady expressing surprise at his views, just making them morally clean."

added :
" The good book says, — At a time when Dr. Lyman Beecher was con-

ducting a revival in his church on Bowdoin
'In Adam's fall we sinned all,'"

g^^^^^ ^_^j ^^^^ commem had been m.ide in

to which he replied: "Yes, and the same good respect to his visiting servant girls in the kitch-

book says, — ens, and urging them to his meetings, he met

.™ . ,_ , , r , ,., Mr. Ballou, and told him that " he dreamed that
1 lie cat doth play, and after Slav.

, , , ,•
he died and went to heaven ; and lookmg care-

On his way of a Saturday evening to a town fully about him, he failed to see a single L'ni-

in Essex Countv, while waiting for a private versalist there."— " I suppose," said Mr. Ballou,

conveyance from the railway-station, he stepped " you only went into the kitchen."

into a cottage where he found a good woman On one occasion, being introduced to a vener-

washing her floor. She cordially welcomed him, able lady, she asked: ".A.re you Mr. Ballou, the

and entered at once into conversation. On learn- Universalist preacher?" On being answered af-

ing that her guest was Mr. Ballou, the Univer- firmativelv, she further inquired: "Do you preach

salist preacher, she expressed surprise, and the gospel of the New Testament.'" He replied

inquired if he "really believed that all men that he "tried to preach it."— " But," said she,

would be saved?"— "Yes, I hope so."

—

"do you preach as the Saviour preached ?"— "I
" What !

" said she, " is it possible that sinners try to," was the reply. " Do you preach, ' Woe
can be szved Jtts/ as they are?"— "My good unto you Scribes, Pharisees, hypocrites'?" —
woman,"' said he, " are you going to wash up ".\h, no ! " said he, " those people do not attend

your floor just as it is ? " — " Ah !
" said she. " I my meeting."
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stroke, as it were, the veils of sophistry woven by error, and exposing that

error in its own naked deformity.

In 1819 Mr. Henry Bowcn, a young man lia\ing just published a volume

oi Lecture Sermofis from the pen of Mr. Ballou, established the Universalist

Magazine, with Mr. Ballou as its editor. Within three years of that time the

Rev. Thomas Whittemorc — a boot-maker's apprentice in State Street when

the publication began— became associate editor. Thenceforth Mr. Whit-

temorc continued his editorial labors, amid whatever professional anil other

burdens resting upon him, throughout his whole life.' This Magazine was

the first Univer-

salist newspaper

published in this

country, and sup-

posed to be the

first in the world. Such was its inspiring influence that in 1824 there had

sprung into being no less than a dozen similar newspapers within the limits

of New England and the State of New York. At the end of nine years it

was transferred to the hands of the Rev. Russell Strceter, of Watertown,

and Thomas Whittemore, of Cambridgeport, and continued under the title

of The Trumpet and Universalist Magazine.

Among the numerous controversies into which Mr. Ballou was drawn,

those pertaining to the doctrine of future punishment were conspicuous.

While not at this time den)Miig that doctrine, he had come to believe that

the Scriptures do not teach it. The full light of ctcrnit\', he beliex'cd, would

banish all love of sinning and win all souls to God, thus saving them, not

/// their sins, but from their sins.- The secret opposition which the pastor

of the First Church— the Rev. Paul Dean — felt to the Second-Church

movement became open and avowed in connection with this subject. The

1 Though Mr. Whittemore, afterward Dr.

Whittemore, was never the pastor of a church

in Boston, he rendered the cause in the city and
throughout the country most eminent service

both as a preacher and as an editor and author.

His works, among which may be mentioned his

Notes on the Pttrahles, Plain Guide to Uniz'ersal-

ism. Life of Hosea Ballou in four volumes, Mod-
ern History of Universalism, Commentary on

the Revelation, etc., were all written in a popu-

lar style, and exerted a wide influence. A man
of large administrative ability, democratic in

feeling and genial in spirit, he was emphatically

a man of the people. He died in Cambridge,

March 21, 1S61, aged si.\ty-one years.

- Few men have been the subjects of such

bitter calumny as Mr. Ballou. The doctrines of

"death and glory," "salvation in sin," "God
looking upon saint and sinner with equal appro-

bation," and the like were almost universally im-

puted to him by the pulpits of his and even later

time. The truth is, Mr. Ballou believed this to be

VOL. III. — 63.

the only world of temptation and of transgression

;

that God here, by outward and inward laws, by

means visible and invisible, justly and adequately

recompenses both the evil and the good; that

peace can be found only in righteousness, and

that when God shall appear men will become

like him, for they will see him as he is. Thus
those who leave this world unpurified will be

saved by moral means as really as those who are

saved in the flesh,— exposing him, therefore, no

more to the stigma of teaching "death and

glory " than does the welcoming of the penitent

murderer from the scaffold to heaven expose

the teachers who assailed Mr. Ballou to the

same stigma. He believed firmly in historic

Christianity, in the subordination of Christ to

the Father, in the manifestation of the Father's

universal love through Christ, in the miracles

he wrought, and in the ultimate efficiency of

his mission in the salvation of all souls. And

these are the views of the Universalist Church

to this day.
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controversy was long and bitter. The s\-mpalliies of the Universahsl pub-

He were largely with Mr. Ballon. The First Church shared this feeling.

Mr. Dean, having withdrawn from it, April 6, 1823, became pastor of a

Third Universalist Church, which was located in Bulfinch Street, whither a

portion of the First Society followed him. The dedication of the meeting-

house and the installation of the pastor occurred on the same day,— May
7, 1823. Several brethren, among whom Mr. Dean held a conspicuous

place, put forth an "appeal" and "declaration," protesting publicly against

the views of Mr. Ballon, who, in conjunction with Hosea Ballou, 2d (his

grand-nephew), and Thomas W'hittemore, made a most effective reply. Mr.

^—^ Dean, at his own request, was dismissed

ry^f^yj^ J' ^4^ /SL-*^--::?-^
from fellowship with the Universalist

^'^ '^^'^
body. Several of the gentlemen felt

the force of the reply, and were reconciled. A year later, in 1824, Mr. Dean

earnestly sought to be again received into fellowship. Some brethren

strongly opposed thereto were persuaded by Mr. Ballou to accede to the

request. They yielded with reluctance, and the sequel justified their hesi-

tation. The restorationist schism continued for some years, but the influ-

ence of Mr. Ballou remained unimpaired. It was quite otherwise with i\Ir.

Dean. After the lapse of a few years the Rev. Frederick T. Gray, Unitarian,

was called to the associate pastorate of the Bulfinch-Street Church, from

which Mr. Dean, for a consideration, a little later retired, and the church

ceased to be even nominally Universalist.'

1 " During the heat of the controversy between

Mr. Ballou and Mr. Dean many interesting inci-

dents took place. Returning on one occasion

from Nantucket, where he had spent some days,

on reaching New Bedford Mr. Ballou found

himself in the stage-coach beside a stranger, who

introduced conversation with him. ' Are you

from Nantucket, sir.''— 'I am,' replied Mr.

Ballou.— ' Is there any news at the island ?
'
—

' I heard none,' said Mr. Ballou. ' There might

be much news and I not hear of it.'— 'Ah!

well, they say old Ballou is down there preach-

ing ; did you hear anything about him?'— 'He
has been preaching there, sir.'— 'Large congre-

gations, I suppose
I
did you hear him, sir ?

'
—

' I did, several times.' — ' Well, I don't like

him; he's coar.se in his preaching; he don't be-

lieve in any future punishment; he holds that

all men will go to heaven W'hen they die, just as

they leave this world ; I don't like him. There 's

Mr. Dean,— I think he's a very fine man, a gen-

tleman ; I should like to hear him preach.'—
'Did you ever hear Mr. Ballou preach?' said

Mr. Ballou, very calmly. — ' No ! no, sir, I

never heard him preach ; I have no desire to

hear him preach ; but I should be gratified at

an opportunity to hear Mr. Dean. Did you ever

hear Mr. Dean, sir?'
— 'Yes, sir, several times.'

— 'Well, he's a fine man, sir, — a gentleman;

but Ballou I do not like at all ; he preaches a

horrid doctrine.'— ' And what does he preach,

sir, that is horrid ?
' — ' Oh, he holds that all

men will go to heaven at once when they die.' —
' Well, sir, suppose they do; is that Jiorrid ? Is

it not very desirable that all men shall become

holy and happy ?
' — ' Ah, sir, but he holds that

men will go to heaven in their sins' — ' But, sir,

you have confessed that you never heard him

preach ; how do you know he preaches in that

manner?' — 'Oh, I have heard so, a thousand

times.' — ' But you may have been misinformed,

my friend. I am quite confident Mr. Ballou holds

no such doctrine. If you were to put the question

to him, I think he himself would say he held no

such doctrine.' — ' I am surprised. Well, what

does he hold to, then?'— 'I think if he were

/ivrc; he would say he did not believe what you

have attributed to him, — that men are to go to

heaven in llieir sins. . . . He probably would

say he held that men are to be saved from their

sins.'— ' Well, you seem to know. Will you

let me ask where you live?'— 'I live in Bos-

ton, sir.' — ' Do you attend a Universalist

church ?
' — 'I do, sir.' — ' What church do

you attend, sir?'— ' I attend Mr. Ballou's, sir.'

— ' Are you intimately acquainted with Mr.

Ballou, sir.' — ' My name is Hosea Ballou, my
friend.' -The stranger's confusion mav be bet-

ter imagined than described." — Whittemore's

Life of Ballou. ii. 247, 24S.
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A powerful impulse was given to the cause of L'nivcrsalism during the

controversies above referred to by the writings of the Rev. Walter Balfour,

a man of remarkable originality and i)ower. Before leaving Scotland, his

native country, he became ac(iuainted w ith the late Rev. John Codman, U.D.,

long pastor of a church in Dorchester. Reaching New \'ork in 1806, pro-

ceeding thence to Albanv- in company with the late Rev. Daniel Sharp,

D.D., whose life-long friendship he enjoyed, he .settled in Charlestown in

1807. As a member of the school-boartl in 1825 he advocated the estab-

lishment of an English High and Latin school. The measure failed, as did

also the attempt to secure his re-election. Twenty-two years later the sug-

gestion was acted upon, and the school established.' In connection with

the Rev. Dr. Morse, whose pulpit he often supplied, he organized the first

Bible-class established in Charles-

town. In 1808 he was appointed

to the chaplainc}' of the prison, /yro*^^^^^^
which position he conscientiousl}'

resigned on account of his change of views touching infant baptism.- Con-

\-crtcd to Universalism by Professor Stuart's argument for the uni\ersal

worship of Christ, Mr. Balfour, in 1824, published his Inquiry into the Script-

ural Import of the Words Shcol, Hades, Tartarus, and Gehenna : all trans-

lated "Hell" in the Covunon English I'ersion. In 1826 appeared his Second

Inquiry, designed to show that the terms " Satan," " Devil," etc., were not

used in the Bible to designate a specific being. These volumes were fol-

lowed in 1828 by Balfour's Essays ; in 1834, by Balfour's Reply to the Rev.

Bernard ]Vhit7nan ; and in the same year by Ballou's Examination of the

Doctrine of Future Retribution. Notwithstanding these works were not

wholly accordant with each other in doctrine, they were most important

contributions to the elucidation of Christian truth, and exerted a ver}- wide

influence.

While preachers of the gospel were multiplied, and one work after

another was sent forth from the press, the School-Street Church continued

to be the Mecca of the Uni\'ersalist Zion. Mr. Ballou was listened to by

visitors and business men from all parts of the country, and the seeds of

truth were thus scattered far and wide. The men who started with him in

the Christian race were fallinsj under the weight of v^ears ; but those who
still survived were noble specimens of Christian manhood.

When at length it became necessary to select a colleague for Mr. Ballou,

new dangers opened in the pathway of the society. Two candidates, the

Revs. T. C. Adam and H. B. Soule, were heard for several months each,

neither of whom received the requisite two-thirds vote of the parish. On
his retirement from the candidacy, one of them, the Rev. T. C. Adam, fol-

lowed by a portion of the society, opened meetings in a chapel in Chardon

Street. So apparent was his unworthiness that he soon withdrew. Having

organized a society and enjoyed the brief ministrations of several clergy-

' I.etter of his son, D. M. Balfour. 2 j^fass. State Prison, by Gideon Haynes, p. 19.
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men, the chief supporters abandoned the movement, many of them return-

ing to the School-Street Church, and the enterprise soon failed altogether.

Finally the School-Street parish called the Rev. E. H. Chapin, D.D., of

Charlcstovvn, to the associate pastorate. The installation took place Jan.

28, 1846, Mr. Ballou preaching the sermon. After two years of marked

prospcrit}' under the ininistrations of this eloquent divine, the j)arish very

reluctantly accepted his resignation, and he remo\'ed to New \'ork cit)-. He
was immediately succeeded by the Rev. A. A. Miner, of Lowell, both gen-

tlemen entering on their new pastorates May I, 1848. Mr. Miner was in-

stalled Ma\- 31, Dr. Chapin preaching the sermon, and Mr. Ballou offering

the installing prayer.

The relations of both of these juniors with their senior were marked by

the most affectionate cordiality and profound respect.' On the death of

Mr. Ballou,— which occurred June 7, 1852,— Mr. Miner became sole pastor,

which relation he still holds. The office of President of Tufts College hav-

ing become vacant by the death of Hosea Ballou, 2d, D.D., May 27, 1861,

Mr. Miner w'as elected his successor, it being understood that his pastorate

would not be relinquished, though his parish generously excused him from

most of the pastoral labor. His inaugural address was delivered July 9,

1862. During the twelve and a half years of his Presidency more than

seven hundred thousand dollars were added to the funds of the College,

mostly by Boston men, and more than half of it b\- members of his parish.

Jan. 2, 1867, the Rev. Rowland Connor was installed as colleague pastor,

Dr. Miner preaching the sermon. Mr. Connor held that office about five

months. Dismissed because of his rejection of the authority of Christ, he

had quite a following to Mechanics Hall, where he soon conspicuously

failed, most of his adherents returning to the parish. June 3, 1868, the

Rev. Henry I. Cushman was installed as colleague, Dr. Miner again preach-

ing the sermon. During the nearly seven years of his most faithful serx-ice

Mr. Cushman won for himself the marked esteem both of his senior and of

the society. In 185 i the parish remodelled its church in School Street, at a

cost of about twent}' thousand dollars; and in 1872 there was erected in its

place, for business purposes, a building now known as the School-Street

Block, the fee of which, after several changes in the circumstances of the

tenure, is in the parish. Its fine new stone church on Columbus Avenue,

corner of Clarendon Street, was built the same season, at a cost of about

one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and dedicated Dec. 5, 1872, the

1 Since the above te.xt was written. Dr. Cha- memory. In tlic Columbus-Avenue Universalist

pin has closed his earthly labors, terminating Church, Boston, memorial services were held

one of the two senior Universalist pastorates, on Sunday, January 9, in the presence of an im-

Ile died in New York, Dec. 26, 1S80. His fune- mense throng, in which the Rev. Messrs. Safford

ral was a remarkable occasion. Denominational and Lee, Drs. Sawyer, Adams, and Miner, the

barriers were utterly broken down. Drs. Pullman Governor of the Commonwealth, John D. Long,

and Capen, Universalists, the Rev. Robert CoH- and the Mayor of the city, F. O. Prince, bore

yer, Unitarian, the Rev. Henry Ward Heecher, most affectionate testimony to Dr. Chapin's

Congregationalist, and the Rev. Dr. Armitage, Christian character, matchless eloquence, and

Baptist, joined in paying the highest honors to his ministerial fidelity.
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dedicatory address being delivered by Dr. Miner, and the prayer being

offered by Mr. Cushman.

The first Universahst sermon preached in Ro.xbiir)- was by the Rev.

Elhanan Winchester, in 1798, in the parish church, by invitation of the

pastor. Nov. 29, iSkS, the Rev. Hosea Hallou preached in the Town Hall.

COLUMBU.S-AVFXLIE CHURCH.

The first Universalist society in Roxbiiry was organized March 2, 1820.

Forty-three men good and true petitioned for the charter. Samuel Parker

was chosen moderator of the first meeting, and Luther Newell clerk. The

spacious and imposing edifice in which the societj' still worships was erected

on a portion of the Dudley estate, and on the precise site of the mansion
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occupied by the Governors Dudley. The old famil\- well in the cellar still

remains. This site, costing one thousand dollars, is said now to be worth

one hundred thousand dollars. Messrs. William Hannaford, Edward Turner,

Lewis Morse, Jacob Allen, Warren Marsh, Joseph Stratton, and Elisha

Wheeler were chosen a committee, May 15, and charged with the responsi-

bility of building. September 14, a parish meeting urged the committee

to finish the house as soon as possible. It was dedicated Jan. 4, 1821, the

Re\-. Hosea Ballou preaching the sermon.' The Rev. Hosea Ballon, 2d, was

the first pastor, and was installed July 26,

1 82 1, the Rev. Paul Dean preaching the ser-

fCt^tyC.-/:^^^ .s-^i^
" mon, and Mr. Ballou, of Boston, giving the

charge. The present pastor, speaking of the

first incumbent, says: "For the solidity, the spirituality, the even prosper-

ity of this parish through all these years we are largely indebted to his

eminently careful, faithful, and judicious leadership in the beginning of

its history."^ On Jan. 4, 1822, a church, consisting of twenty-two most

worthy members, was publicly recognized. Mr. Ballou resigned the pasto-

rate April 28, 1838; and at the semi-centennial anniversary of the church

all the original twenty-two members, as also its pastor, had " entered into

the promised inheritance." There have been few if any men in the Univer-

salist ministry in Boston or elsewhere, throughout the entire history of the

church, who for solid learning, moral and Christian worth, great personal

weight, and permanent influence in moulding our whole body into fair pro-

portions, and stimulating it to an increased activit\- in the cause of educa-

tion, are worthy of higher honor or deeper gratitude than is the Rev. Hosea

Ballou, 2d, D.D. Most fitting was it that the closing years of his useful life

should be spent in the duties of the Presidency of Tufts College, in which

office he died May 27, 1861, aged sixty-four years.^

The Universalist Society of South Boston is the fifth of the churches

organized in that part of the city. The population in 1S30 was barely

three thousand. The access from Boston proper was extremely unpleasant.

The Federal-Street bridge had been built two years before. On the last of

April, 1830, Elijah Harris, Joseph Harris, Jr., Dr. Ebeiiezer Stevens, Samuel

Burnham, William Andrews, and Lsaiah Josseh'n (who alone survives) met

at the house of one Mr. Holmes, corner of Fourth Street and Dorchester

^ Setfii-Cc'nU'itniiii Memorial, p. 8.

2 Ibid., p. 14.

^ The p.istorate of the Roxbury parish has

been filled by other most worthy men in the fol-

lowing order : The Rev. Asher ^^oore, from

January, 1839, to January, 1840; the Rev.

Cyrus H. Fay, from January, 1841, to March,

1849 ; the Rev. William H. Ryder, from 1849,

to January, 1859; the Rev. J. G. Bartholomew,

from July, 1S60, to January, 1S66; and the Rev.

A. J. Patterson, from September, 1S66, to the

present time. Through all these years the par-

ish has enjoyed uninterrupted prosperity, and

vindicated its Christian aims by large sacrifices

both in its own immediate field of labor and in

the interests of the general Church. The cler-

gymen who have led in this work, several of

whom have also won laurels in other fields, will

ever be cherished in affectionate remembrance.
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^A^e^^i (^^--r

Avenue, and associated themselves as the Fourth Universalist Society of

Boston.' The Rev. Hcnjaniin W'hittemore, of Troy, New York, son-in-law

of the Rev. Mosea Ballmi,

and a j'oung man of great /^lo^^<x^^y
'^''"^

promise, who in later years ^^/^

became a Doctor of Divin- ^
ity, and who still siir\'i\cs in a ripe old age, preached in a hall opposite Mr.

Holmes's house. May 9, 1830, having accepted an invitation to become
pastor of the new society, he entered upon the duties of that office July 18

of the same year. On May 30, 1831, an accession to the parish was re-

ceived of fifty-one men, of whom two only now survive.'- Worship was

continued in Harding's Hall until the completion of the church edifice on

Broadway, corner of ]^ .Street, which was dedicated April lo, 1833, the Rev.

Hosea Ballou preaching the sermon, and the pastor offering the dedicatory

prayer. The long-deferred installation of the pastor took place on the

afternoon of the same day,— the Revs. Thomas W'hittemore, Hosea Ballou,

Hosea Ballou, 2d, Sebastian Streetcr, Matthew Hale Smith, and Lucius R.

Paige,^ rendering the \arious services. After thirteen years of most faith-

ful and efficient ministration, the

able and much-loved pastor, in

April, 1843, resigned his pasto-

rate, and was succeeded the fol-

lowing autumn b)- the Rev. T. U. Cook. During his pastorate several

thousands of dollars were expended in alterations in the meeting-house

to gain suitable accommodations for the .Sunday School, \\hich has ever

been an important auxiliary of the church.''

The Fifth Universalist Society, now Shawmut, was organized Jan. 10,

1836, and has been among the most influential in the city. The Rev. Otis

A. Skinner, a man of pure life, of marked ability, fine presence, and peculiar

suavity of manner, was installed as pastor Jan. 26, 1837, and resigned May
I, 1846. The Rev. J. S. Dennis was pastor from January, 1847, to August,

1848, when Mr. Skinner served a second term, from January, 1849, to April,

' Tlu Clirislian Lcaihr, July 15, 18S0. well, from 1S60 to 1862; the Rev. I. C. Knovvl-

- Seiiii-Ceutennial Discourse, by the Rev. J. ton, from 1863 to 1865; when, after an interiin

J. Lewis. of two years, the present pastor, the Rev. J. J.

' The Rev. Lucius R. Paige, D.D., has ren- Lewis, took up the work in September, 1867.

dered great service to the Universalist Church Meantime, the outbreak of our civil war had

both as a preacher and author. His SeUclions disturbed the harmony of the parish, leading to

from Eminent Co»inieiiliitt>rs,i^Ti^,:in<\\\\?. Com- the abandonment of the church in 1864 for

mentary on the entire New Testament, e.\cept the Lyceum Hall, which was occupied till the dedi-

ReveUation of St. John, of which the first volume cation of the present beautiful and commodious
was published in 1S49. are especiallv valuable, church on the heights of Ijroadway about 1870.

He has also become widely known by his Historv To the sterling character of the entire line of pas-

of Ciimhridge, and by the conspicuous positions tors must in no small measure be attributed the

he has most worthily filled. unexampled self-sacrifice, considering its quite

* Mr. Cook, having resigned in 1851, was limited resources, through which the parish two

succeeded by the Rev. Calvin Damon, who min- or three years ago removed its entire debt of

istered till 1S55. The Rev. \V. \V. Dean was nearly $20,000, giving it a better outlook than it

pastor from 1855 to i860; the Rev. J. S. Cant- has ever before enjoyed.
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1857. During tliis period he rendered our general church the very great ser-

vice of raising the funds —
about one hundred thous-

and dollars, including a land'iyyi^-y^.-cA^^
gift- for the founding of

Tufts College, named from Mr. Charles Tufts, the donor of the land. Mr.

Skinner died in Illinois, Sept. 18, 1861. Tlie Rev. -

T. B. Thayer, D.D., was installed pastor, Dec. 2, jA^-^^/5 CCi^/^ -

1857, the Rev. Dr. Chapin, of New York city,

preaching the sermon. The parish was first free of debt, March 5, 1860.^

In April, 1863, the Church of the Paternity united with the Fifth Society,

with which its relations had always been cordial, forming the Shawmut Uni-

versalist Society. During the first two or three years of its history the

Fifth Society worshipped in Boylston Hall. Its church edifice on Warren

Street, now the Jewish Synagogue on Warrenton Street, was dedicated

Jan. 30, 1839, and occupied by the Fifth Society until the union as above,

when possession was taken of the Shawmut Church on Shawmut Avenue,

near Brookline Street. This church was purchased of the Congregational

society, of which the Rev. Dr. Webb is pastor, and was re-dedicated, April

20, 1864,^

On Noddle's Island, now East Boston, previous to 1830, there was but a

single residence.'^ In 1840, so rapid had been the growth of the island,

there was a small Universalist society

worshipping in the old

bath-house, where Win-

throp Block now stands,

and enjoying the minis-

trations of various cler-

gymen. The Rev. Sylvanus Cobb, afterwards Dr. Cobb, was pastor from

1 841 to 1844, during which time a house of worship was erected on the

corner of Webster and Orleans streets. After two years of unsuccessful

ministration by the Rev. Ale.xander Hitchborn, Mr. Cobb again stepped

2::^^^

1 Several families from this parish and others

living at the South End organized the Canton-

Street Society, and worshipped in a chapel on

Shawmut Avenue, corner of Canton Street. It

was succeeded in the same field by the Church

of the Paternity, organized March, 1S59, and

ministered to by the Rev. E. C. Bolles, after-

ward made Doctor of Philosophy, from Novem-
ber, 1859, to January, iS6i. Its meetings w'ere

held in Concord-Street Chapel. Both these

efforts were feeble, and commanded but a feeble

following.

2 On the same day the Rev. Sumner Ellis

was installed associate pastor, which office he

resigned in October, 1S65. The sole pastorate

again devolved upon the Rev. Or. Thayer. In

consequence of the broken state of his health.

resulting from an accident which befel him some

years previous, he resigned the pastorate, .April

I, 1867, and gave himself more fully to the editor-

ship of The Univcrsiilist Quarterly ami General

Refie7ii, upon which he had entered in 1864, suc-

ceeding the Rev. Mosea Ballou, 2d, D.D., and

which he still conducts with marked ability and

to universal acceptance. He was succeeded in

the charge of the parish by the Rev. L. L. Kriggs,

from November, 1867, to November, 1876; by

the Rev. J. K. Mason, a graduate of Tufts Di-

vinity School, from November, 1876, to June,

1S80; and by the Rev. Henry Blanchard, the

present pastor, a graduate of Tufts College, who
entered upon his duties June i, 1880.

> Semi-Centeiinial Discourse, by the Re\'. J.

J. Lewis.
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forward to rescue tlic parish from its embarrassment, and ministered to it

from 1S46 to 1848.' Meantime tlie church was abandoned, and worship

lield in Ritchie Hall, in Jones's Hall, in the Webster-Street church again, in

Reed's Hall, and in Sumner Hall, until the erection of the present commo-
dious edifice, which was dedicated in December, 1866^

The Universalists of Clielsea established public worship in Guild's Hall

in 1842, under the leadership of the Rev. A. P. Cleverly. At the end of

two years they removed to Gerrish Hall, where they continued from 1844

to 1850. Mr. Cleverly having terminated his ministry in November, 1844,

the Rev. Dr. Cobb preached for them about six months A society was

organized April 21, 1845. The Rev. Kben Francis lickl the office of

pastor from April 30, 1845, to July 2, 1848. In December of the same
yejr the Rev. Charles H. Leonard'' entered upon the pastorate, and filled

the office for nearly twenty-one years, resigning in September, 1869.''

In 1858 the Rev. Sumner Ellis was employed by the Universalists of

Brighton, now W'ard Twenty-five, to preach in Union Hall; others were oc-

casionally heard. After two years' ministration a parish was organized Jan.

12, i860, and a chapel erected, which was dedicated Aug. 7, 1861.''

' Dr. Cobb, who died Oct. 31, 1866, at

sixty-eight years of age, was a man of massive

proportions, both physical and intellectual.

Founding the CItrislian Freeman and Family

Visitor, a religious and reformatory newspaper,

in 1S39, at Walth.im, he removed it to Boston

in iS4r, and continued both its proprietor and

editor until its union with the Trnmf't't and Uni-

versalis! Afagazine, in 1862, under the title of The

Trumpet and Clirislian Freeman, a Univcrsalist

Magazine. In 1S64 the name was changed to

The Universalist. In 1S70 The Christian A\--

f'ository, Montpelier, Vermont, was joined with

it ; and in 1878, The Christian Leader, and the

united papers took the latter name.
- In 1849 the Rev. Emmons Partridge be-

came pastor, and was followed by the Rev. C.

II. Webster, who closed his labors about 1S53.

The Rev. A. St. John Chambre, afterward Dr.

Chambre', filled the pastorate during 1854 and
1S55 ; the Revs. J. S. Barry, author of a His-
tory of Massachusetts, in three volumes, and J.
\V. Talbot, till 1S60. In 1863 the Rev. C. J.
White, a graduate of Tufts College, became
p.astor, and the parish entered upon that career

of prosperity which gave it a new church in 1866,

and has continued, with little vicissitude, to the
present time. To the great regret of the entire

society, Mr. White resigned in December, 1870,

and was succeeded by the Rev. G. H. Vibbert
from 1871 to 1873; by the Rev. Selden Gilbert,

from 1874 to 1878, when began the labors of

the present pastor, the Rev. J. G. Adams, D.D.
The numbers, resources, and solidity of the

parish at present promise a future whose bright-

VOL. III. — 64.

ness will sharply contrast with the adversities of

its earlier years.

" Mr. Leonard was elected in 1869 Goddard
Professor of Ilomiletics and Pastoral Theology
in Tufts Divinity School, which office he still

holds.

These were years of great prosperity for the

parish. It proceeded at once to the erection of a

church on Chestnut Street, which was dedicated

May 15, 1850; and such was the rapid growth
of the parish, ihat this church was replaced by a

larger and more commodious one on the same
site, which was dedicated July 10, 1862. The
Rev. William G. Tousey, K.D.,* was pastor from
April, 1870, to July, 1871 ; and the Rev. I. M.
Atwood,t from April, 1872, to November of the

same year. The present pastor, the Rev. A. J.

Canfield, was settled May I, 1873, and is listened

to regularly by large audiences.

'' The Rev. James Eastwood was pastor

from July, 1861, to July, 1864 ; the Rev. T. W.
Silloway, from July, 1864, to July, 1867; the

Rev. J. \V. Keyes, from May, 186S, to Septem-
ber, 1S69 ; the Revs. J. Edgar Johnson and W. A.
Start, a few months each ; the Rev. J. V. Wilson,

from April, 1872, to April, 1874 ; the Rev. J. G.
Adams, D.D., from October, 1876, to August,

187S. The present pastor, the Rev. B. F. Eaton,

began his ministry with the parish October, 1878.

• Mr. Tousey. in tS7i,was cTJied to lite Professorship

of Psychology and N.itural Theology in Tufts Divinity

School.

t Mr. Atvvood. in 1879, succeeded the late Rev. Eben-

czer Fi^her. D.D., as the head of the Divinilv School con-

nected with the Si Lawrence University, and subsequently

received the degree of Doctor of Divinity.
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The Universalist Society of Jamaica Plain, now Ward Twenty-three, was

organized May i8, 1871. Its meeting-house, situated on Centre Street,

corner of Greenougli Avenue, was purchased of the Congregational Society

the same month.'

The Grove Hall Universalist Parish was organized June 23, 1877. It

was not a branch of, or off-shoot from, any other church, but an independent

movement growing out of a Sunday-school organized about a year earlier

under the direction of the Boston Sunday-School Union. In the summer of

1877 a church was erected which, including the site, cost ten thousand

dollars. It was dedicated the following December^

The Dorchester Universalist parish, known as St. John's Church, was the

outgrowth of occasional preaching in Lyceum Hall on Meeting-house Hill,

and in the Old High-School house Professor C. H. Leonard began min-

istering in the latter place February, 1874. The parish was organized when
possession was taken of the new chapel, Sept. 12, 1875, and Professor

Leonard continued its non-resident pastor till February, 1880. The present

pastor, the Rev. J. H. Weeks, a graduate both of Tufts College and Divinity

School, entered upon his work Feb. 8 of the same year.

It will be seen that the movement of the business centres during the

hundred years of the history of the Universalist Church, the mobility of the

population, and the necessarily empirical character of many of the efforts

incident to the founding of a new body of Christians have been the occasion

of many vicissitudes. But it is gratifying to note that the number of par-

ishes in Suffolk County, greater than at any former period, and strengthened

by the usual auxiliaries of Christian work, the cost and commodiousness

of the church edifices, the number, devotedness, and resources of the wor-

shippers, and their increasing interest in the cause of education and of

church extension are so many pledges of a future position and influence

of the Universalist body in a high degree gratifying.

To the agencies thus far noticed must be added the L'niversalist Publish-

ing-house, formerly located at i"] Cornhill, now at 16 Bromfield Street,

Boston. The several publishing interests, thitherto in private hands, were

purchased by a few devoted friends of the Church in 1862, and the profits

thenceforward consecrated to the general up-building of the Universalist

cause. Success attending the enterprise, an act of incorporation was secured

in May, 1872. Its capital at the present time is forty-five thousand dollars,

' Public worship had been held for about si.v ^ The pulpit was supplied for several months
months in James's Hall, conducted by various by the Rev. Dr. Thayer. In May, 1S7S, the Rev.
clergymen under the auspices of the .VTassachu- F. .K. Dillingham, then a student in the Divinity

setts Convention. Professor Charles H. Leonard School connected with Tufts College, accepted
supplied the desk for about two years. The a unanimous invitation to the pastorate, and was
Rev. William H. Dearborn was settled as pas- ordained and installed .'\ugust 29, 1S78, closing

tor in November, 1873. and ministered till No- his labors .\pril i, iSSi. .Ml the departments
vember, 1S75. For about three and a half years of the parish and church are healthy and har-

the pulpit was supplied mostly by the Rev. B. nionious; and as the neighborhood is growing

K. Kuss. The present |)astor, the Rev. B F. rapidly in iiopulation, and families of various

Faton, took u]> the work, in connection with antecedents heartily unite in the movement, the

that of the Brighton parish. May i. 1879. future is hopeful.
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including sixteen thousand dollars of trust funds, the income of which is

devoted to the reducing of the price of its publications for wider circulation.

Among its issues are The Christian Leader, The Myrtle, The Universalist

Quarterly, Sunday-School Helper, and Universalist Register. Besides these

periodicals, it has owned the stereotype plates of one hundred and forty-

volumes, many of which are still in constant demand. Among them,

besides those already mentioned in this chapter, are the following valu-

able works: The Crown of Thorns; Discourses on the Lord's Prayer;

Hours of Communion,— by the Rev. E. H. Chapin, D.D. Ancient History

of Universalism ; Counsel and Encouragement,— by the Rev. Hosea Ballou,

2d, D.D. Modern History of Universalism ; Notes and Illustrations on the

Parables of the Xezsj Testament ; Life of Rez'. Hosea Ballou; Commentary

on the Revelation of St. John,— by the Rev. Thomas VVhittemore, D.D.

A Compend of Christian Divinity ; The New Testament of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ, with notes, etc.,— by the Rev. Sylvanus Cobb, D.D.

Theology of Universalism; Over the River, or Pleasant Walks into the Val-

ley of Shadows and Beyond; Origin and History of the Doctrine of Endless

Punishment,— by the Rev. T. B. Thayer, D.D. Endless Punishment, in the

very words of its advocates, by the Rev. Thomas J. Sawyer, D.D., Packard

Professor of Theology in Tufts Divinity School. The Universalism of the

Lord's Prayer; Alemoir of the Rev. Thomas VVhittemore, D.D. ; Practical

Hints to Univcrsalists,— by the Rev. John G. Adams, D.D. The Old Forts

Taken, by the Rev. A. A. Miner, D.D. The Latest Word of Universalism

,

being thirteen essays by thirteen clergymen ; Memoir of the Rev. Ebenezer

Fisher, D.D., President of the Theological School connected with the St.

Lawrence University, Canton, New York,— by the Rev. George H. Emer-

son, D.D., editor of the Christian Leader. Illusti'ations of the Di'vine Gov-

ernment, by T. Southwood Smith, M.D. The Philosophy of Universalism

;

E.xposition and Defence of Universalism ; Sermons for the Times and People;

The Doctrine of Endless Misery Examined and Refuted; Rudiments of

Theological and Moral Science,— by the Rev. I. D. Williamson, D.D. At

Our Best, by the Rev. Sumner Ellis, D.D. Our Neiv Departure; Universal-

ism in Life and Doctrine,— by the Rev. Elbridge Gerry Brooks, D.D. The

Christian Doctrine of Salvation, by the Rev. Ebenezer Fisher, D.D. Ely

and Thomas's Discussion (a series of letters between the Rev. Styles Ely,

D.D., and the Rev. Abel C. Thomas) ; Letters on the Moral and Religious

Duties of Parents,— by the Rev. Otis A. Skinner, D.D. The Balance, or

Moral Arguments for Universalism, by the Rev. A. D. Mayo; and The

Antiquity of Man, by the Rev. J. P. Maclean. To these must be added

Memoirs of the Rev. Henry Bacon and of the Rev. Sylvanus Cobb, D.D.,

with an autobiography of the first forty-one years of the life of the latter;

various hymn-books and liturgies, as well as juvenile publications and

Sunday-school text-books and books for Sunday-school libraries.

The general interests of the Universalist Church have been greatly ad-

vanced also by numerous publications from other sources. Some of the
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more important of these are : Heaven our Home, by the Rev. G. W. Ouimby,

D.U., editor of the Gospel Banner, Augusta, Maine. A Cloud of Witnesses;

Bible Tlircatenings ; Aion-Aionios ; Bible Proofs of Universal Salvation;

The Bible Hell,— by the Rev. J. W. Hanson, D.D., editor of the Star and

Covenant, Chicago, 111. A Century of Universalism, by the Rev. Abel C.

Thomas ; and the Biblical Review, a new and improved commentary on

the Bible, in a form for reading as well as for reference, by the Rev. \V. E.

Manley, D.D. A glance at this list shows that the practical obligations of

Christianity have been by no means overlooked.

Among the publishers of Universalist literature in Boston who preceded

the establishment of the present publishing-house, besides Mr. Henry

Bowen already named, mention should be made of Mr. Bela Marsh, who

was engaged in the business half a century ago ; Mr. B. B. Muzzey, at 29

Cornhill, who died in 1857; the Rev. Thomas Whittemore, D.D., at 37

Cornhill, who died in 1861, and who was succeeded by the Rev. J. M.

Usher; and Mr. Abel Tompkins, at 40 Cornhill, who died about twenty

years since. The general business of the present house is annually increas-

ing under the judicious management of the agent, Mr. Charles Caverly.

Such in outline is the history of Uni\'ersalism in Boston. The first

church in the country was organized in Gloucester in 1779; but Boston may
justly claim to have been the more immediate centre of influence down to

the present time. At the end of tlie first century now reached Boston con-

tains ten parishes ; and what may be called Business Boston, extending

twenty miles from the city in all directions, contains more than forty,

with a number of others just outside that limit. The nearly eight hundred

clergymen in the country, and about one thousand parishes, embracing

forty-three thousand families, thirty-eight thousand church members, and

fifty-eight thousand members of Sunday-schools, with more than eight hun-

dred church edifices and parish property exceeding $6,250,000 net, are dis-

tributed among twenty-three State Conventions, and are all represented in

one General Convention, whose funds exceed $135,000. The Woman Cen-

tenary Association has raised and expended in missionary work, during the

eleven years of its history, more than $100,000. Eleven periodicals are

published in the interests of the Church ; and the half-dozen academies,

four colleges, and two divinity schools possess an aggregate endowment of

about $2,000,000.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH IN BOSTON.

BY THE REV. JAMES REED,

Pastor of thi First Nevj Jerusatent Church.

" '
I

'HI-; Boston Society of the New Jerusalem," established in 1818, was

-1- the first organization formed in New England of believers in the

doctrines taught by Emanuel Swedenborg. The original number of its

members was but twelve, and its growth, for many years after its formation,

was far from rapid. In 182S the names of si.xty-three persons had been

entered on its rolls. In 1838 this number had swelled to one hundred and

eighty-eight; and from that time to the present (i88o) the average annual

increase has been a little more than twenty-three. Eleven hundred and fifty-

nine persons have been received into the society during the si.xty-two years

of its existence. Many of these have been removed by death, or trans-

ferred to other societies of the New Church; so that the present number is

not much above si.x hundred.

From the foregoing statistics it will be seen that this society, judged by

the ordinary standards, has had its full measure of prosperity. It may be

added that all, or nearly all, the other New-Church societies in Massachu-

setts — some twenty in number — have been largely recruited from its

membership.

The present house of worship in Bowdoin Street, near Beacon Street, was

built and occupied in 1845. Prior to this time the meetings of the church

were held in halls hired for the purpose. The only other society within the

city limits is in Ro.xbury. It was established in 1870, under the charge of

the Rev. Abicl Silver, but lately deceased, assisted by the Rev. D. V.

Bowen, and has a handsome and substantial edifice on the corner of St.

James and Regent streets. There are also societies in Brookline, Newton,

and W'altham.

The first pastor of the Boston Society was the Rev. Thomas Worcester,

D.D., a graduate of Harvard College in 1818, and one of the twelve original

members of the societj-, which, as has been said, was instituted the same

year. His father was the Rev. Noah Worcester, D.D., a well-known writer

and clergyman, and a man of marked ability and influence. Thomas

Worcester's interest in the writings of Swedenborg began while he was in
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college, and he lost no time in communicating to his friends and classmates

a knowledge of the new doctrines. Several of them became members of

the society at the time of its formation or afterward, among whom may be

mentioned John H. Wilkins, Caleb and Sampson Reed, T. B. Hayward, and

Warren Goddard. Many other Harvard graduates, including the brothers

Theophilus and William Parsons, have been connected with the church dur-

ing the course of its existence.

Dr. Worcester was a man of strong and decided character, and took a

leading position among those with whom he was associated, not only in his

own society, but in the church at large. He also served a term of six years

in the Board of Overseers of Harvard College, and received the honorary

degree of D.D. from that institution. He died in August, 1878, at the age

of eighty-three. His pastoral charge of the church in Boston was terminated

in 1867, having embraced a period of almost fifty years. He was succeeded

by the Rev. James Reed, a son of his classmate and life-long friend Samp-

son Reed, and a graduate of Harvard in the year 1855. Mr. Reed is at the

present time the pastor of the society. For the last seven years of Dr.

Worcester's pastorate he served as his assistant.

So far as is known, attention was first called in Boston to Swedenborg

and his writings by one James Glen, in or about the year 1784. He appears

to have visited the city for the purpose of lecturing on this subject. Not

much is known of the results of his efforts ; but it is believed that some

interest was awakened, which became more apparent at a later period.

In 1794, and again in 1796, the Rev. William Hill, of England, came to

this country with the avowed object of disseminating the doctrines of the

New Church. For a considerable time he resided in Massachusetts, in the

vicinity of Boston. He is said to have had great hopes of Harvard Uni-

versity, and is known to have presented some of Swedenborg's works to

the library. The immediate result of his efforts could hardly have met his

expectations, as the number of his converts was very small ; but the books

which he distributed here and there produced effects more tangible and

lasting. Of those deposited in Harvard College library Dr. Worcester tells

an amusing story in a communication made by him to the Boston church

some years ago. He says :
—

" Upon my return to the college, after I had begun to read Swedenborg, I went to

the library the second time to see if I could find any of his works. The librarian

looked into the catalogue again, and found the alcove and shelves where they ought

to have been, but they were not there. Then we began a thorough search. We
looked through the whole library, in place and out of place, but could not find them.

Then we began to think of other rooms. At that time the library was in the second

story of the west end of Harvard Hall. In the east end was a large room called the

' Philosophical Room.' .And between this room and the library was a small room,

which for the want of a proper name was called the ' Museum;' It was filled with

rubbish, old curiosities, cast off, superseded, and obsolete philosophical apparatus, and

so forth, all covered with dust. We could see no reason for hunting here, except that
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we had hunted everywhere else, without finding what we wanted. There was a long

table in the room. Upon it and under it were piles of useless articles, and beyond
it were shelves against the wall, where various things were stored away. On the under

shelf, as far out of sight as possible, I saw some books. I told the librarian, and he

went round and worked his way until he got at them, and found that the large books

were volumes of the ' Arcana Coelestia.' There were also several other works of

Swedenborg, all of them covered with dust. I immediately got an order from Presi-

dent Kirkkuid, giving me authority to take the books and keep them in my room ; and

this I ilid for the rest of my college life."

'

The incident here narrated illustrates the estimate which was placed on
Swedenborg's writings at that time. Those who embraced the new doctrines

and became members of the church did so at the risk of much personal

sacrifice. Some of Dr. Worcester's college associates were unable, after

their graduation, to obtain positions as teachers on account of their Sweden-
borgian belief; and others found themselves, for the same reason, almost

cut off from their former social connections, Mr. Henry G. Foster, one of

the earliest members of the Boston Society, writes in 1857 concerning the

state of things at or about the year 18 18, that " those who made any efforts

to impart the truths they had received were in general soon led to relinquish

the attempt by the incredulity or disdain with which they were repelled;
"

that " they were acknowledged, by the condescending liberality of their

contemporaries, to be good people, though weak to a degree little short

of fatuity ;

" and he adds :
" The change which has taken place during the

last half century is nearly unimaginable to the present generation." '^

While this last observation of Mr. Foster is undoubtedly true, it must

)-et be admitted that the growth of the New Church as a visible organiza-

tion has been slow. Although there is probably no religious body which

holds its peculiar tenets with a deeper conviction of their truth and value

than those who are known as Sw'cdenborgians, they cannot claim to have

received at any time large accessions from the community around them.

But they feel nevertheless that the doctrines they profess exert a con-

stant and ever increasing influence on the thought of the age, and con-

tain the \-ital principles which must finally prevail over the minds of

men, whether their own immediate efforts to propagate them meet with

success or failure.

These reflections lead me to speak more particularly of the claim which

Swedenborg makes, not for himself personall}-, but for the truth which is

revealed in his writings.

All who arc familiar with his biography know that he was, in his own day

and generation, a distinguished philosopher and scientist, and an influential

member of the Swedish Diet. It was not until he was over fifty years of

age that he became a writer on spiritual themes. He then believed that he

had been called by the Lord to make known to men the internal or spiritual

' Biojraf'/tical SkeUA of Thomas Worcester, D.D., by Sampson Reed. pp. I7t tS-

' Nno Jerusalem Magazine, vol. xxx. pp. m, 112.
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sense of the divine Word, witli the doctrines contained therein, tliat sense

having been first made clear to his own mind as he diUgently read the

Scriptures. From that time until his death, which took place in 1772, when

he was eighty-four years old, he was continually writing and publishing

books on theological subjects. Yet he did not intermit his attention to his

public duties ; nor does he appear to have lost in any degree his general

influence.

He declares that the time in which he lived and wrote was that of the

close or consummation of the first Christian Church, and was signalized by

no less an event than the second coming of the Lord and the establishment

of a new era or dispensation of Christianity. Not that the Lord came

visibly, in person, to the outward apprehension of men, or that the divine

impulse which gave birth to the new age was manifest in this world. But

the work was primarily and essentially a spiritual one. According to the

philosophy taught by Swedenborg, all natural events are traceable to spirit-

ual causes ; and the two worlds, the spiritual and the natural, are closely con-

nected with each other. Hence any important occurrence taking place in

the former must sooner or later produce its effects here on earth.

Without going further into particulars, or attempting to argue the ques-

tion, it is sufficient to say that Swedenborg claimed to foresee, from a

spiritual point of view, that after the middle of the last centur}^ a marked

change would come over humanity. A new impetus would be given to

human thought and life. There would be a new heaven and a new earth, in

that a new state of things would e.xist both in heaven and on earth. Not

only religion and theology, but all else that deeply affects the lives of men,

would undergo a transformation. There would be a new church, or a new

dispensation of divine truth and influence in the broadest sense. The
change would be gradual, but it would be universal. Not a few who have

never heard of Swedenborg, or have heard only to deride him, bear uncon-

scious testimony to the truth of this prediction. That we are living in a

wonderful new age is every day becoming more and more the common
feeling and belief of mankind. It is declared with ever increasing unanimity

and confidence that the Christianity of the future must and will be radically

different from the Christianity of the past.

Swedenborg himself says, respecting this new age :
—

" The state of the world hereafter will be quite similar to what it has been hereto-

fore ; for the great change which has been effected in the spiritual world does not

induce any change in the natural world as regards the outward form ; so that the

affairs of States— peace, treaties, and wars, with all other things which belong to socie-

ties of men in general and in particular— will exist in the future just as they existed

in the past. The Lord's saying, that in the last times there will be wars, and that

nation will then rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and that there will

be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in divers places (Matt. xxiv. 6, 7), does not

signify that such things will exist in the natural world ; for the Word in its prophecies

does not treat of the kingdoms or of the nations upon earth, or consequently of their
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wars, or of famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in nature, but of such things as cor-

respond to them in the spiritual world. . . . But as for the state of the church, this it

is which will be dissimilar hereafter ; it will be similar indeed in the outward form, but

dissimilar in tlie inward. To outward appearance divided churches will exist as here-

tofore ; their doctrines will be taught as heretofore, and the same religions as now will

exist among the gentiles. But henceforth the man of the church will be in a freer

state of thinking on matters of faith — that is, on spiritual things which relate to heaven

— because spiritual liberty lias been restored to him." '

It will be evident from all these considerations that New Churchmen, or

Swedenborgians, must needs take a broad view of the cliurch and its

growth. How far the old Christian sects will be dismembered, and the little

body which includes the subject of this chapter be blessed with continuous

life, and become the acknowledged nucleus of the church of the future, is a

matter of comparative indifference to them. The great fact everywhere

confronts them, that the prophecies which they have been led to believe

are receiving manifest fulfilment; that the establishment of a new church or

dispensation is rapidly going on ; that fresh light from heaven is descend-

ing, and new spiritual influences are busily at work; that liberty of thought

is dail\- increasing, and that in the e.xercise of it each man sooner or later

will find the jilace that belongs to him. As for themselves, experience

shows them that their own sense of spiritual need can be satisfied only in an

organization which gives full expression to the specific doctrines taught in

Swedenborg's writings. Accordingly they maintain such an organization,

endeavoring to be true to their deepest convictions and to enjoy the same
spiritual freedom which they willingly concede to others.

Their policy with regard to the religious denominations around them has

never been aggressive. Believing, as they do, that human salvation depends

on the use which is made of opportunities more than on the opportunities

themselves, and that therefore the kingdom of heaven lies open to men of

all nations and creeds, they do not feel that kind of solicitude which has

often led the members of some Christian sects to compass sea and land in

search of proselytes as a matter invoking the issues of eternal life and
death. Believing also that religious truth cannot really be received by man
unless he is in a state of freedom and rationality, they do not approve of

an\- urgent and persuasive methods which tend to hinder the e.xercise of

these two faculties. Their chief reliance, in addition to the maintenance
of public worship, has been on the publication and circulation of books,

mainly the writings of Swedenborg. One gentleman in Philadelphia, Mr.

L. C. lungerich, has during the last seven years given away, through the

publishing house of J. B. Lippincott & Co., many thousand volumes to Pro-

testant clergymen of all denominations
; and other individuals and associated

bodies have devoted much time and money to the same work.

This chapter does not offer a suitable occasion for speaking in detail of

the peculiar doctrines of the New Church. Suffice it to say that they differ

' Treatise uii T/u- Last yuilgment. No. 73.

VOL. in. —65.
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from other doctrines not on any single point or any few points which might be

quickly named ; but they bring new light to bear on every subject of human

thought. Under their influence all things in heaven and earth appear trans-

formed. To those who believe them they come with the certitude of rational

conviction. They are seen as philosophical principles, which are no more

to be doubted than so many mathematical demonstrations. Instead of being

at war with science, they look to science for their proof and confirmation

;

yet they are cquall}' in harmony with Scripture. I am aware that these

assertions will seem to man}- like the unguarded expressions of mere enthu-

siasm. But be this as it ma\-, the)' will at least serve to define the position

of a religious body which, undisturbed by the fewness of its numbers and

the narrow limits of its nominal influence, yet confidently awaits the issue

of events, beholding in the signs of the time the fulfilment of its expecta-

tions and hopes, as the advanced guards of human progress constantly

draw nearer to its own standard of Christian truth.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH IN BOSTON.

BV THE VERY REV. WILLI.VM HVRXE.

I'icar-Getterai of the Diocese,

ONE hundred years ago there were about one hundred Catholics in Bos-

ton. These were for the most part either French, Irish, or Spanish.

They had then no church organization, no church, no regular place of wor-

ship, and only the occasional ministrations of transient priests. Only two

of these arc known to have made any considerable stay in Boston. These

were the Abbe de la Poterie, an ex-chaplain of the French navy, who said

the first mass in the School-Street chapel, Nov. 2, 1788, and the Rev. Louis

Rousselct; the latter was here about the close of the War of Indepen-

dence.

These missionaries were succeeded by the Rc\-. John Thayer, a native of

Boston, a convert to the Catholic faith, who had been a Congregational

minister. During this gen- .
,-~^ /7

tleman's travels in Europe ^n-^yJL%coy^rU- ji^^tr //-f/- /J/ "

in 1781-83 he learned and (J J ^^^il- U^ -
accepted the doctrines of C/

the Roman Catholic Church. After this change he still felt impelled to

continue the work of the Christian ministry, and resolved to become a

priest. With this end in view he entered the seminary of St. Sulpice,

Paris. There he completed his studies, and prepared himself for the re-

ception of sacred orders. After being ordained priest he returned to

America, and visited Dr. Carroll, of Baltimore, the superior of the missions

in the United States. Dr. Carroll assigned him to the Boston mi.ssion. On .

his arrival in Boston, Jan. 4, 1790, he found the Catholics using as a place

of religious assembly and worship a small chapel on School Street. This

chapel had been previously occupied b_\- a small Huguenot congregation,'

but was the property of Mr. Perkins, from whom Father Thayer obtained,

in 1790, a lease for a few years.- This may be said to be the first regularly

organized church society of Roman Catholics in Boston.-'

1 [See \'ol. II. p. 253.— Ec).] was sent to the Kentucky Missions in 1799.

- From the arrival of the Kcv. John de Che- During his stav in Boston, he was frequently en-

verus in 1796, the Rev. John Thayer devoted his gaged in controversies on religious subjects,

chief attention to the few Catholics who had set- ' The Rev. Dr. Carroll, of Baltimore, supe-

tlcd in N'ew England outside of Boston, till he rior of the Catholic Mi.ssions in the United
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On Aug. 20, 1792, the Rev. Francis A. Matignon, a l-'rcnch priest, arrived

in Boston, having been sent by Dr. Carrol! to assist Father Thayer. Before

the French Revolution drove Dr. Matignon from his native land, he had

been for several years regius professor of divinity in the College of Navarre.

He was a most valuable helper in the work of the Boston mission, as he was

a learned ecclesiastic, a zealous priest, a highly educated and polite scholar,

and a man of a meek, gentle, and genial disposition.

CATHEDRAL OF THE HOLY CROSS, DJ FRANKLIN STREET.

The Rev. John de Cheverus, another exiled French priest, soon, how-

ever, joined him on this mission. This he did at Dr. Matignon's invitation

and with the sanction of Dr. Carroll. He was ordained at Paris, Dec. 18,

1790, in the last public ordination which preceded the breaking out of

the great French Revolution. He arrived in Boston Oct. 3, 1796. Two
clergymen better fitted than Matignon and Cheverus for the peculiar needs

States, paid an official visit to the Boston mis-

sion during the year 1791. The only record of

this visit, so far as we can discover, is found in

a letter of Dr. Carroll, dated Aug. 28, 1791, and
addressed to Governor Hancock. After most
heartily thanking the Governor and his estimable

lady for the many favors and civilities they ex-

tended to him during his stay in Boston, Dr.

Carroll concludes his letter as follows :
—

" I know that your Excellency frequently sees Mr. and
Mrs. Jaffray, Mr. Sheriff and his sister, the Rev Mr.

Thatcher, and Judge Sullivan. Wil! it be too much pre-

sumption to ask that I may be mentioned to them as full of

gratitude for their civilities and politeness, and anxious to

give any proof of it tliat they can command ? Desiring once

more my very humbie respects to your most obliging and

polite Lady, I have the honor to be with the utmost esteem,
" Sir, your most obedient and humble servant,

"t J. CARROLL."

The original of this letter is in the possession

of the Rev. E. H. Welch, S. J. of Boston Col-

lege, and was presented to him about eighteen

years ago by Mr. Charles Hancock.
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of the Boston missions could hardly be found. Their virtue, piety, and zeal

won the hearts of the Catholics, and, together with their refined manners
and genial disposition, soon gained the respect and esteem of the citizens

in general.

In a few years after this, the Catholic congregation having somewhat
increased in numbers, it was thought well to build a church for their ac-

commodation.' A committee to solicit contributions for this object was

appointed at a meeting held March 31, 1799. The members of the com-

mittee were lion. Don Juan Stoughton, Spanish consul at this port, John
Magner, Michael ]5urns, John Duggan, Patrick Campbell, Owen Callaghan,

and I'.ilniund Connor. The committee in a few weeks secured subscriptions

amounting to $3,000. Many pledged themselves to give half their monthly

earnings till the church was completed and paid for. A lot of land at the

foot of Franklin Street was immediately purchased. A second subscription

to create a building fund was then opened. At the head of this subscrip-

tion list we find the name of John .Vdams, President of the United States

;

Dr. Matignon received some contributions from friends in the Southern

States. The total sum collected was $16,153, of which $3,433 was con-

tributed b}- Protestants friendl)' to the enterprise. Ground was broken for

the foundations, March 17, 1800. The church, sixty by eighty feet, was

built in accordance with plans furnished by Mr. Charles Bulfinch, architcct.-

It was a brick structure on a stone foundation, the basement walls being

also of stone; and it cost about $20,000. On Sept. 29, 1803, it was dedicated

to divine worship, under the title of the Holy Cross, by Bishop Carroll, of

Baltimore, to whom, jointly with Dr.

Matignon, the land was deeded inJV-I.J III f

1 1 72trust for the Catholics of Bostor

was assisted in the ceremony by

Dr. Matignon and the Rev. John de

Cheverus and two other priests. A procession starting from the house of

the Spanish consul proceeded to the church. After blessing the church

in the mode prescribed in the Roman Catholic ritual, the bishop celebrated

a solemn high mass; Mr. Mallet presided at the organ. The church was

densely crowded, and the assembly out of doors was very large and orderly.

Dr. Cheverus preached the dedicatory sermon. A bell brought here from

Spain, now in the mortuary chapel of Holyhood Cemetery, was presented

to the church by Mr. Hasket Derby.

This church was afterward known as the Franklin-Street Cathedral of

the Hoi}- Cross. It was subsequenth' enlarged, and was for many )-ears the

only Catholic church in Boston. Divine service continued to be conducted

in it till September, i860, when it was sold to Isaac Rich, business in the

' The Catholics about this time numbered and disinterestedness, is still retained in the

twelve or fifteen hundred. family of his daughter in New Vork. A portrait

- [.^ beautiful silver urn, given to Mr. Kul of Mr. Bulfinch, and an estimate of his work as

finch by the Cathi)lic.s in testimony of his skill an architect find place in a later chapter.— Ed.]
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mean time having so completely transformed llie neighborhood that few

dwelling-houses remained, and traffic in the vicinity having become so noisy

that the usefulness of the church was greatly impaired. It is now replaced

by the magnificent Cathedral of the Holy Cross at the South End.

-+- y^i/u^ ^h£^lJ2^-eA.<x^
if'Z.-

^ (f]tJ'^f

In the year 1808 Boston was made an episcopal sec by Pope Pius\'ll.

Owing to the troubled state of Europe at that time the official papers ap-

pointing Dr. Cheverus first Bishop of Boston did not arrive till 18 10. The
new diocese, of which Boston was thus made the centre, embraced all the

New-England States. Bishop Cheverus was consecrated in Baltimore, Nov.

I, 1 8 10, by Bishoj) Carroll.

' [This cut follows a likeness p.iinted by oiigh, of Boston. It was painted for Mrs. John
Gilbert Stuart just before the Bishop left Bos- Core. See Mason's Gilherl Slimrl, p. 15S —
ton, and is now owned bv Mrs. Iforatio Green- En.l
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On Sept. ly, i8iiS, Dr. Matigiioii died in Boston. His remains were

deposited in tiie tomb of John Mai^ner in the Old Granary Burying-ground

ci nve Jrauccjc^ ^^torLi^ //l^^n^n ^^mj " y9p<>dt?

on 'Fremont Street, where they remained till transferred, shortly afterward,

to the new Catholic cemetery in South Boston. They now lie under the floor

of the mortuary chapel of St. Augustine in that cemetery.

The Ursuline Convent was established in a building beside the cathedral,

June 16, 1820, and a school for girls was opened and taught by the nuns.

The i)roject of a nunnery and school was first broachetl b\' the Rev. John

Tha)X'r. Such interest did he take in the matter that he collected about

$8,000 for this purpose; and wiien he died, in 1822, in Limerick, Ireland,

he was engaged in soliciting funds for this object. The Ursulines were

afterward, in 1826, transferred b>' iiishop Fenwick to a convent built for

them in Charlestown, on a hill since known as Mount Benedict, now in the

city of Somerville.

To the great regret of all classes of citizens. Bishop Chevcrus, failing in

health, was recalled to his native country, and left for France Oct. 1, 1823.

There he was made Bishop of Montauban, and was afterward transferred to

Bordeau.x, where he died cardinal archbishop, July 19, 1836. Very Rev.

William Taylor, vicar-general, administered the affairs of the diocese till the

appointment of the second bishop of Boston, Benedict J. Fenwick,' a native

of Mar} land, and a member of the Society of Jesus, who was consecrated

in Baltimore by Bishop Marechal, Nov. i, 1825. When he came to Boston,

accomiKinied by Bishop luigland, he found only two priests in the city,

—

the Rev. William Taylor, \ . G., and the

Rev. Patrick Byrne.

The Rev. James Fitton and the Rev.

William Wile)' were ordainetl priests in

December, 1827. The first Catholic

school for bo)-s was opened in connection with the cathedral in 1827, and

was taught by the ecclesiastical students who were pursuing their studies

under the direction of Bishop Fenwick. It was in this school that the

present Archbishop of Boston received his first lessons in the rudiments of

Latin. Rev. James Fitton, still li\'ing, was one of his teachers.

Bishop Fenwick, finding that there were little colonies of Catholics set-

tled in Charlestown and at Cragie's Point, resolved to build a church for

them. Aug. 15, 1828, he visited and approved a site for a new church

midway between these points. At his suggestion a meeting of the Catholics

of these districts was held .August 25 of that year, at which a plan of build-

ing and paying for a church with one hundred and twenty pews was adopted.

' liishop Fenwick was born, .Sept. 3, 17S2, in to settle in Maryland, under Lord Baltimore's

St. Mary's County, Maryland. He belonged to Charter. He was also among the first to join

one of the first families that came from England the Societv of Jesus nn if<; revival.
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By selling half the pews it was found that about $6,000 could be secured.

A lot of land was purchased from Amos Binney for $1,569, and the church

begun Oct. 3, 1828, when the corner-stone was laid by Bishop Fenwick.

assisted by the Rev. P. Byrne, Father Wiley, and the Rev. William Tyler, of

Boston, the Rev. John Mahony, of Salem, and the Rev. R. D. Woodley, of

Providence. A procession led by the cross-bearer proceeded from the house

of Mr. Robertson, a Protestant gentleman, to the site of the church on

Richmond -Street. Bishop Fenwick blessed the foundation and laid the

corner-stone with the usual ceremonies. He also preached the sermon.

An immense assembly of people was present, many of whom were drawn

there by curiosit)' to witness this novel spectacle. On May 10, 1829, the

church being finished, it was dedicated under the title of St. Mary's. Bishop

Fenwick performed the ceremon\% assisted

y^ * —

\

^ '-*y '^^^ ^^^' J'^'^^s Fitton and the Rev.

y /j £^^ic/^ Z:^ /^^ William Wiley, and also preached. The
mass was celebrated by the Rev. William

Tyler, who was afterward first bishop of Hartford, assisted by Fathers

Fitton and Wiley, — this being his first solemn high mass. The concourse

of Catholics and others was very great. Father Fitton preached a sermon

at vespers.^

The small mortuary chapel standing since 1819 in St Augustine's Ceme-

tery in South Boston was enlarged so as to be used as a church in 1831 for

the accommodation of the few Catholic settlers of that peninsula. The Rev.

Mr. O'Flaherty said the first mass in the enlarged chapel, and preached a

sermon on the occasion. Afterward this church was attended by the Rev.

Thomas Lynch and the Rev. John Mahony.

This year the United States Intelligencer was published in Boston as the

successor of a newspaper called, the Jesnit, which was begun in 1829. The

articles in these papers were chiefly controversial, and their tone polemic

rather than apologetic. They were dictated b}' sincere conviction and zeal

rather than by policy or expediency; and while they may have made some

converts and enlightened not a few, they must ha\-e been distasteful, not to

say irritating, to many.

The .Sisters of Charity were first introduced into Boston in 1832. They
came from St. Joseph's, Emmettsburg, Maryland. Sister Ann Alexis was

their first superior in this city, and their duties were to take care of orphans

and poor children. The labors of Sister Ann Alexis, extending over a period

of nearly fifty years, were productive of great good, and were highly appre-

ciated b}' citizens of every religious belief. The female orphan asylum on

Camden Street is a fitting monument of her charity, zeal, and industry.-

^ 111 1S30, just fifty year.s .ngo. the entire - They first opened a school for girhs on

Catholic population of Boston and Charlestown Hamilton Street. They opened an orphan asv-

was about ten thousand souls, attended by the lum on the corner of High and Pearl streets in

bishop and four priests,— namely, O'Flaherty, 1841. The Camden-Street asvlum was founded
Wiley, Tyler, and Byrne. The baptisms in that in 1S58. Sister Blandina, one of the sisters who
year numbered five hundred and twenty-si.\. came with Sister Ann Alexis, was living in 1872.
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1

About tin's time the cathedral began to be so crowded at all the services

that the bishop found it necessary to begin to provide means of building a

new church, and funds for this purpose were collected to the amount of five

thousand dollars.

Some time previous to this, the Catholics had purchased a lot of land on

Bunker Hill, Charlestown, and had begun to use it as a burial-place for

their dead. This year an attempt was made to induce the town authorities

to prevent further interments therein. It was thought that this historic

ground should not be used as a place of sepulture. The Legislature was

petitioned for a law that would give cities and towns authority to grant

or withhold permission to bury within their borders. The Catholics op-

posed the passage of this law, on the ground that, in the growing anti-

Catholic spirit of the time, they feared it would be used to embarrass them

in giving Catholic sepulture to their dead.

About this time the flight of Miss Rebecca Reed from the Ursuline Con-

vent in Charlestown caused some popular excitement. The fact that she

was a convert from Protestantism, coupled with her sudden and secret flight

and the reasons she assigned for this step, were taken advantage of by cer-

tain zealots to fan the growing flame of anti-Catholic prejudice and public

distrust. On July 28 the following year ( 1834), another somewhat similar,

but far more serious and unfortunate, event occurred in connection with

this same convent, which finally led to the most disastrous and deplorable

results, including the destruction of the convent by a mob.'

It appears that one of the nuns named Sister Mar)- John, in a fit of men-

tal derangement, caused as the ph}-sician afterward said by hysteria, left

the convent secretly on the night of July 28, and, going to the house of a

Protestant neighbor named Runey, was at her own request conducted by

him to the house of Mr. Cotting, in \\'est Cambridge. This Mr. Cotting

had formerl}- had two daughters in the convent school as pupils, and Sister

Mary John had thus some acquaintance with the family. Mr. Cotting re-

ceived her kindly. Bishop Fenwick, learning the facts of the case from the

nuns, repaired that evening to Mr. Cotting's house and requested to see and

converse with Sister Mary John. This request she persistently refused to

comply with. The bishop was very anxious that she should return and

place herself under the protection and care of her sisters in religion, or con-

sent to be restored to her relatives, both for her own sake and on account

of the misconceptions that a contrary course would arouse in the public

mind, — already hostile to Catholic institutions, and peculiarly prejudiced

' The facts in this case are taken directly the collection of Bishop England's works, vol. v.

from Bishop Fcnwick's journal, and do not differ p. 223. The chairman of the committee was

materially from those found by the investigation Charles G. Loring, and it was composed of such

of a committee appointed for this purpose at a distinguished men as Charles P. Curtis, Henry

public meeting held in Kaneuil Hall, Aug. 12, Lee, Horace Mann, Richard S. Fay, John D.

1S34. This investigation lasted for two weeks, Williams, William Sturgis, Benjamin Rich,

and the results of it arc clearly stated in the Robert C. Winthrop, Nathan Appleton, The-

admirable report of the cominittee, which is a ophilus Parsons, Thomas Motley, and Edward

matter of public record, and may be found in Sohier.

VOL. in. — 66.
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against monasteries and nunneries. In this cmergcncj- the bishop had re-

course to the intervention of her brother, Mr. Harrison, of Boston. The
brother visited West Cambridge, and was received by his sister. After

some persuasion she consented to return to the convent, after having seen

the bishop and hearing what he had to say. This she did July 29, accom-

panied by her brother and the bishop. The ne.xt da\- the attack of liysteria

passed a\va\-, and Sister Mars' John was restored to her normal condition.

With the return of mental tranquillit\' came back her love for the religious

state, and her desire to remain in the con\'cnt. She could hard])- believe the

facts in the case as related to her, and was inclined to look upon what had

happened as a dream. When she could no longer withhold her credence

she was greatly grieved, and was heard to cry out from time to time, " O
God ! where were my senses? " " How can I e\'er repair the injur}- I have

done !

" The bishop and the nuns did all in their power to soothe her

anguish and restore her peace of mind. The physician. Dr. Thompson,

directed them to keep her as composed and quiet as possible, to guard

against a possible relapse. Happil}- this did not take place, and all would

have been well had not a rumor spread that she was detained in the convent

against her will, and even harshly treated by the other nuns. The public

press took up and spread this rumor far and wide, and the public mind was

1 [This cut follows a lithograph now in the view of the ruins in Drake's Landmarks of Mid-

dining-room of the residence of the pastor of St. dlesex, p. 91.— Ed.]

Mary's church, Charlestown. There is another
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excited to a high pilch of indigiKition. l'"inaily, some of the more ignorant

and prejudiced class, inchiding others prompted by bigotry and mahce,

made a demonstration against the con\ent on the night of August 9. About
nine o'clock that night a mob of rough characters, chiefly of the laboring

class, gathered about the convent grounds, crying out in loud and menacing

tones, "Down with the convent! " " i\way with the nuns!" Two men
named Cutter, who resided in the neighborhood, constituted themselves

spokesmen for the assembly, and undertook to see if there was any truth in

the charge that a nun was forcibly detained in the cloister. With this end

in view, they called at the convent, and requested to see the superior and

Sister Mary John, so that they might hear from their own lips the truth of

the matter. The superior complied with their request, and Sister Mary John

declared to them that her stay in the convent was the result of her own free

choice. The Cutters retired, professing to be satisfied, and so informed the

mob, who soon afterwards withdrew. The nuns, however, in their great

tribulation, an.xiety, and fear, spentThe night in watching and prayer.

The next day being Sunday, the bishop visited the convent and said mass

there, as was his custom. He found Mary John full of regret for what had

happened, and most anxious to be assured of his forgiveness. On the fol-

lowing Monday, about three o'clock in the afternoon, the selectmen of

Charlestown paid an official visit to the convent, and with the permission of

the superior examined it from garret to cellar. They remained for about

three hours, and, having seen and conversed with Sister Mary John and the

other inmates, declared that they were perfectly satisfied that everything was

correct, and that they would so announce through the newspapers of the fol-

lowing day. Notwithstanding all this, about eight o'clock on the night of

this same day (.Aug. 11, 1834), a mob again began to assemble about the

convent. No great apprehension of violence was, however, felt, as it was

known that the civil authorities were warned in time; and it was thought

that they were able and willing to protect property and keep the peace.

The event proved that this supposition was not at all correct. About ten

o'clock that night, when thousands had been gathered to the scene by a

bonfire lighted on the adjoining land, a body of about five or si.x hundred

ruffians made a furious assault on the convent. They broke in the windows,

battered down the doors, invaded the premises, ransacked and pillaged the

convent, and having broken and thrown out of doors such furniture as they

could not carry away, finally set fire to the house itself, and burned it to the

ground. Although an alarm of fire was sounded, and some fire companies

with their engines appeared on the scene, no effectual efforts were made to

extinguish the flames,— the firemen being probabl_\- overawed by the mob.

Two of the selectmen of Charlestown were on the ground, but, beyond ad-

vising the mob to abstain from violence, did nothing to protect the convent.

The pupils, about fift\--five in number, all young ladies, had retired to bed

before the assault began. Tlie)' were now hastily dressed, and hurried out of

the building, followed by the nuns. All fled in scattered groups, as best they
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could, and found refuge in the neigliboring farm-houses until the following

morning, when they were gathered together and returned to their friends.

They saved nothing e.xcept what they wore at the time, not even a change

lof clothing. The Ursuline nuns were brought to Boston, and were tem-

porarily lodged with the Sisters of Charity.

The citizens of Boston of the better class were filled with indignation at

this dastardly outrage on defenceless women and children. The very next

day a meeting was held in Faneuil Hall, in which Mr. Harrison Gray Otis

delivered a speech of great power and eloquence. He denounced the per-

petrators of this savage outrage as cowardly ruffians, and expressed his

horror and indignation at the shameful and atrocious proceedings of the

mob. Speeches of the same character were also made by Josiah Ouinc\-,

Jr., and others. Resolutions were formally passed, condemning the burning

of the convent in the strongest terms. That same da\-, however, another

mob collected about the cathedral, but the citizens were armed and pre-

pared, and although many threats were made, no violence was attempted.

The success of Bishop Fenwick in restraining the Catholics from acts of

retaliation and the influence of all good citizens caused the excitement

gradually to subside, and by August 19 tranquillity was perfectly restored.

Thirteen of the rioters were arrested and brought to trial, chiefly through

the exertions of the Faneuil-Hall committee. The Government, however,

failed to convict, except in the case of Marvin Marcy, Jr., a young man who
was probably the least guilty of the number. He was soon afterward par-

doned on the petition of the bishop and others, it being thought incongruous

that while J. R. Buzzcll and other leaders in the riot remained unpunished,

the least guilt}' should sutler.

'

The church on Pond (now Endicott) Street, was begun about this time,

and the walls were ready for the roof, Oct. 14, 1835. The basement being

completed, the first mass was said therein on Christmas Day of this year.

The church was afterward dedicated, under the title of St. Mary's, May 22,

1836. For a time the clergymen at the cathedral attended this church, of

which the first regular pastors were Fathers Wile}- and O'Beirne.

' Efforts were subsequently made to induce of chief importance are The Trials, 1834 ; Dcc-

the .State to make compensation for the damage nincnts relating to, 1S42 ; the several legislative

done; but although a law was finally (March 16, reports on indemnity, 1852, 1853, 1854; some

1839) passed covering cases of mob violence, the papers in the Boston Cofnmercial Bulletiit, Jan.

Legislature did not think it well to make it re- and Feb. 1870, which enlarged, and reproducing

troactive. The convent property has now passed much contemporary evidence, were reissued by

into other hands, and the hill itself on which it Patrick Donahoe as The C/tarlestcnon Convent,

stood is fast disappearing, the clay and gravel 1S70; Mrs. Louisa Whitney's j9?«-«/«!;'(>/'Mr C<w-

being used for filling up the low lands along the vent, 1S77, the writer having been a pupil there

Mvstic River. at the time. Rebecca T. Reed's Six Months in

The Ursulines. after residing for a time on a a Comrnt was published in Boston in 1S35 ; fol-

place in Ro.xburv. known as the Dearborn Estate, lowed hy An Ans-Mer from the Lady Superior

;

visited Quebec in 1835, and finally withdrew al- this again by a /"<//!, intended as a vindication

together from Boston. [The bibliography of the of Miss Reed, to whose narrative a separate

convent riot can be traced in J. F. Ilunneweirs Supplement was also printed, with an account of

Bibliography of Charlestown, iSSo. Those titles the "elopement of Miss Harrison."— Ed.]
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The Catholics becoming quite numerous in the south end of the city,

a church on Northampton Street, known as St. Patrick's, was begun in 1835.

The Rev. Thomas Lynch, who was the first pastor of this church, was or-

dained priest July 27, 1833. The Rev. P. O'Beirne, the present venerable

pastor of St. Joseph's, Roxbury, was ordained in 1835.

In 1836 a German Catholic Congregation was organized, and was given

the use of the cathedral for their services, with priests of their own language

to officiate for them. A charity fair in aid of the Orphan As\'lum was held

this year, and $2,000 realized.

The conversion of the Rev. George F. Haskins, an Episcopal minister,

happened in 1840, and he was, after due preparation, ordained priest, and be-

came the second pastor of the church of -St. John the Baptist, Moon Street.

Afterward he was the first pastor of St. Stephen's church on Hanover Street.

He also founded and conducted the House of the Angel Guardian, an asylum

for wayward and orphan boys.

Dr. O'Flaherty, somewhat noted for the distinguished share he took in

a religious controversy with Dr. Lyman Beecher in 1831, was about this

time appointed pastor of St. Mary's Church, jointl}' with Rev. Patrick

O'Beirne, now the rector of St. Joseph's Church, Ro.vbury.

In 1 84 1 a lot of land was purchased on Suffolk Street to serve as a site

for a church for the Catholic Germans, the corner-stone of which was laid

June 28 of the following year.' A procession, formed at St. Patrick's church,

proceeded to the site of the new church, the people on foot, the bishop and

clergy vested in their official robes in carriages. The Rev. Francis RolofT,

the pastor, preached the sermon. In 1842 was held the first synod of the

Boston diocese, in which statutes for the better ordering of discipline were

enacted. Jan. 17, 1843, '^ 'ot of land on Moon Street, on which there was a

large warehouse, was bought for church purposes, and after being adapted

to its new uses was dedicated under the title of St. John the Baptist. It is

now used as a parochial school, and its place is supplied by St. Stephen's

church, Hanover Street. The first pastor was the Rev. J. B. McMahon.
The chapel of St. Augustine, although somewhat enlarged, soon proved

quite insufficient for the increasing body of Catholics in South Boston. Con-

sequently a new church was begun on Broadway in 1843. The basement

hall was ready for occupancy in 1844, and the cliurch, a fine stone structure,

was dedicated in 1845, and called SS. Peter and Paul. Its first pastor

was the Rev. Terence Fitzsimmons. It was destroyed by fire, Sept. 8,

1848, the flames being first discovered in the belfry. It was supposed to

have caught fire from sparks from a conflagration then raging on Federal

Street, near the bridge. The work of rebuilding it was soon begun, and

having been reconstructed after the original designs, it was rededicated

Nov. 7, 1853. The Rev. P. F. Lyndon was the second pastor, and the

present Rector is the Rev. William A. Blinkinsop.

In the mean time several Catholic families had settled on the island, now

' The newly-erected tower fell in 1S43, doing considerable damage.
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called East Boston. Among those the best known were Mr. Daniel Crowley

and Messrs. McManus and Cummiskey. So inconvenient was it for them

to cross the ferry in order to attend church, that, as soon as their numbers

gave any promise of sufficient support, it was resolved to provide them with

a church of their own. In 1844 Mr. Daniel Crowle\-, after consultation with

other leading Catholics, and with the approval of the bishop, purchased the

meeting-house of the Maverick Congregational Society; and after the neces-

sary alterations and repairs were made it was dedicated, as a Catholic church,

on the 25th of February, under the title of St. Nicholas. The Rew Nicholas

J. O'Brien was the first pastor; and on his return to the cathedral, March,

1847, he was succeeded by the Rev. Charles McCallion, who enlarged the

church and built a fine brick residence for the pastor. He was succeeded

in 185 I b}- the Rev. William Wiley, who held the office till his death, April

19, 1855. In 1854 the Rev. William Wiley, finding that the congregation

was rapidly increasing, secured a lot of land adjoining the old church, laid

the foundations and completed the basement walls of the large and beauti-

ful stone church now known as the church of the Holy Redeemer. P'ather

Wiley was succeeded b)- the Rev. James Fitton, who continued the work and

brought it to completion in 1857, when it was dedicated b_\- Bishop Fitz-

patrick. The belfry contains a fine bell, the gift of Mr. Daniel Crowley.

The galleries have recently been removed, and the interior greatl\- improved.

The old church was converted into a school-house in 1858, and the Sisters of

Notre Dame have conducted the parochial school for girls therein from that

date to the present time.

The Rev. J. B. Fitzpatrick was appointed Coadjutor Bishop of Boston in

1843, and consecrated March 24, 1844.

C^:^ ^ ^t/r^a^cy^ The conversion of A. O. Brownson, a

i-y Unitarian clergyman, which took place in

Boston in 1844, attracted public attention.^ He was received into the

Catholic Church by Bishop Fitzpatrick. This year is also marked by

the elevation to the priesthood of the Rev. John J. Williams, the present

Archbishop of Boston.

In 1845 a house on Purchase Street was bought, for $18,000, for the

Orphan Asylum in charge of the Sisters of Charity.

Bishop Fenwick began to fail in health in 1846.^ He became quite ill

on the 7th of August, and died on the i ith day of the same month, aged si.xty-

three years and eleven months. His funeral took place on the 13th of Au-

gust from the cathedral ; Bishop Fitzpatrick officiated, and the Rev. N. J.

O'Brien preached the sermon. As it was his wish to be buried at the College

of the Holy Cross,"'' of which he was the founder, his remains were taken

1 Bro-unson's Rii'irM, for many years con- trait painter of Boston. It is said to be an e.v-

ducted with singular ability .and success by Dr. cellent likeness.

Brownson, was also projected in this year. ' The College of the Holy Cross, near

- A portrait of Bishop Fenwick, now in the Worcester, was founded in 1S43, !>>' Bishop

reception room of the .Vrchbishop's house, was Fenwick, on a farm previously purchased by

painted in 1S45 by Mr. Pope, a celebrated por- the Rev. James Fitton. The college was placed
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through the streets of Boston to the Worcester Railroad station in a solemn
ecclesiastical procession, the bishop and clergy vested in their robes of

office. It is worthy of note that it was a French priest, the Rev. Charles E.

Brasseur de Boiirbourg, who carried the cross at the head of the clergy.

This procession, it appears, was not contemplated in the original plan of

the funeral, but was organized under the influence of the nionient, at the

suggestion of Bishop I-'itzpatrick.

The dedication of the church of the Hoi}- Trinity (German) took place

Oct. 25, 1846. The Rev. Alex. Martini, O. S. F., preached the sermon. On
the 6th of December of the same year was dedicated St. Joseph's church,

Roxbury, of which the Rev. P. O'Beirne was the first pastor, and who still

retains the same charge, after almost fifty years of active work in the

ministry. He will celebrate the golden jubilee of his priesthood in iiS.Sj.

In 1847 3 newspaper, called the Boston Catholic Observer, the principal

writers for which were the Rev. George F. Haskins and the Rev. N. J.

O'Brien, began to be published. This was the year of the famine in Ireland,

and at the suggestion of the bishop a collection, amounting to f25,000,

was made by the Catholics of the diocese of Boston for the relief of their

suffering brethren. A similar collection was made in 1880.

Some s)-mptoms of the Know-Xothing spirit, which then prevailed

throughout the countr\', showed themselves in Boston in 1847. The most

notable of these was the preconcerted assembly, June 16, of the lodges of

Boston and vicinity at Fort Hill, a quarter thickly settled by emigrants from

Ireland. The object of this was undoubtedly to provoke a breach of the

peace on the part of the Irish ; but the latter, warned and exhorted by the

bishop and his priests to keep indoors on that day, allowed the Know-Noth-
ings to have their triumph in peace. The forbearance of the Irish in the

presence of these insulting proceedings was greatly admired by the more
peaceable citizens.

The hospital on Deer Island and the poor-house in South Boston were

now rapidh- filling up with newl)--arrived emigrants, stricken with the ship-

fever. It is thought that it was owing to the Know-Nothing spirit then pre-

vailing that the priests were at first prevented from \-isiting the Catholics who
were dying in these hospitals. The right to administer religious consolation

to these poor emigrants was afterward conceded at the earnest solicitation

of Bishop F"itzpatrick. This concession was, however, hampered by condi-

tions that seem to us now wholly unnecessary. The Battle of Bunker Hill

was celebrated on the 17th of June this year by a display of no-popery

in charge of professors of the Society of Jesus, the College of the Holy Cross. Bishop Fitz-

and members of that order still continue to con- patrick appeared in its behalf before the com-

duct it. The object of this college was to pro- niittee on education, and Charles W. Upham
vide education in the higher branches, and also in of .Salem and other distinguished legislators ad-

the classics, under Catholic auspices, and to cul- vocated the granting of the petition. An act

tivate vocations to the priesthood. granting a charter to the college was passed.

In 1S49, ^" attempt was made to procure a and became a law; but it was repealed the fol-

charter from the .Massachusetts legislature for lowing year. .\ charter was finally granted.
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banners in City Square, Chariestown. About this time occurred the con-

version of Captain Chandler and tlie ordination of the Rev. Joseph Coolidge

Shaw, a convert to the Catholic Church.

On the 19th of September of this year the Rev. P. F. Lyndon became
pastor of St. Mary's church, Chariestown, in place of the Rev. George F.

Goodwin, deceased. During his pastorate he enlarged the church to its

present size, giving it a seating capacity of about one thousand ; and he also

built a new pastoral residence. St. Mary's, Boston, was placed in charge of

the fathers of the Society of Jesus, Oct. 24, 1847, ^"^ the same society still

continues to furnish pastors for this church, of whom the Rev. John McEl-

roy, S. J., was the first. In 1848 died Dr. Green, a convert to the Roman
Catholic religion, originally from Maine, and still gratefully remembered in

Boston as one of the chief founders of St. \'incent's Orphan Asjiuni for

girls.

The influx of emigrants from Ireland was now rapidly increasing the

Catholic population of certain districts of the city. Among the places where

these emigrants found tenements in large numbers was the Fort-Hill dis-

trict ; and it soon became necessary to furnish church accommodations in

that vicinity. About this time it happened that a stone church on Purchase

Street was offered for sale for $30,000. Mr. Andrew Carney was instructed

by the bishop to buy it, which he did May i, 1848, binding the contract by

a bond for $10,000. When the sellers found that the building was to be

used as a Catholic church, such was the pressure of public opinion upon

them that they sought to recede from their agreement. Knowing they

were held by the bond, they offered to pay $3,000 to have the contract

rescinded. This offer was rejected, and the church passed into the posses-

sion of the Catholics. It continued to be of great utility to them till it

too, like the old cathedral on Franklin Street, had to disappear before the

onward march of business. It was attended for a time from the cathedral.

The Rev. M. T. Gallagher was its first regular pastor. The Rev. E. J. Sher-

idan, at present of Taunton, was also for several years pastor of this church,

which was known as St. Vincent's ; and when it was taken down in April,

1872, the stone was used in building a church of the same name in South

Boston. The present pastor is Rev. W. J. Corcoran.

In 1850 an ordinance passed the city council prohibiting further inter-

ments in the Catholic Cemetery in South Boston. This was a great griev-

ance to Catholics at the time, as they had then few places of burial, and the

laws of their church forbade them to bury their dead in Protestant cemeteries.

A test case was brought into court, and it was found that the citj- had ex-

ceeded its authority in issuing this prohibition. Again the Legislature was

appealed to for a general law giving cities and towns authority to control

burials within their limits. Bishop Fitzpatrick, sharing in the fears of Cath-

olics that in the then existing state of the public mind such a law would be

used to force them to bury in Protestant cemeteries, appeared in person

before the committee in charge of the bill, opposed its passage, and finally,
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with the aid of friendly members and other moderate men, succeeded in

postponing legislation on the subject to more favorable times.

July 24, 1849, Father Mathcw, the great apostle of temperance, arrived

in Hoston from Ireland. He was accorded a public reception by the city

authorities, and granted the use of Boston Common and Faneuil Hall in

which to hold public meetings and administer the total-abstinence pledge.

On the 27th of July he spent the entire day in Faneuil Hall, giving the

pledge to men of all religious denominations. About four thousand took

the pledge that day. The Bishop of Boston extended the hospitalities of

his house to Father Mathew, and placed the cathedral at his disposal for

the advancement of the cause of temperance. During the whole of July

30 he was detained in the cathedral, giving the pledge to the multitudes

that flocked to him.

The Sisters of Notre Dame, from Cincinnati, arrived in Boston Nov. 10,

1849, and took charge of St. Mary's school for girls ; the Sisters of Charity,

previously in charge, having been withdrawn to Emmettsburg, Maryland.

Sister Louis Gonzaga, was the first superior of this community in Boston,

and she is described as a woman of remarkable religious zeal, combined

with great business and executive ability.'

The Rev. Thomas Shahan, present pastor of St. James's church, was

ordained priest in 1849. During the year 1850 Dr. Brownson delivered a

lecture on "Our Times" in the city of Boston; and Archbishop Hughes, of

New York, preached a sermon in the Holy Cross cathedral. About the

beginning of this year some stir was made in the German Catholic con-

gregation by the refusal of the pastor, Father Eck, S. J., to officiate at the

marriage of one of his flock who had joined the secret society of Odd Fel-

lows; the bishop, being appealed to, sustained the pastor in his refusal.

The Rev. Edward H. Welch, S. J., a member of a well-known Boston

family, and who some years previously had become a convert to the Church

of Rome, arrived home from abroatl in 1850. He had the honor of being

made the bearer of palliums for three archbishops, — Purcell of Cincinnati,

Blanc of New Orleans, and Smith of Trinidad; he is now a distinguished

preacher of the Society of Jesus, and is at present stationed at the church

of the Immaculate Conception, Boston. In 185 1 the cathedral was re-

paired, at an expense of $3,000, one half of which was obtained by assess-

ing the pew-owners, and one-half by voluntary contributions. This year

Bishop Fitzpatrick received, October 7, a novel invitation. It came through

a duly accredited agent of the newly elected Emperor of Hayti, and was to

the effect that the bishop would kindly proceed to that island and conse-

crate him, and also administer confirmation throughout the island. The

bishop refused, on the ground that Hayti was not within the ecclesiastical

jurisdiction of the diocese of Boston.

1 This sisterhood first occupied a house on of these sisters is now at (he academy on Berke-

Stillman Street, where they resided from Nov. ley Street, which was founded July 3, 1864.

13, 1849,10 May I, 1853, when they moved to the The first superior of this academy was Sister

convent on Lancaster Street. The central house Alphonse Marie.

VOL. III. — 67.
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The institution known as the House of the Angel Guardian was cstab-

hshed this year by the Rev. George F. Haskins, who conducted it most

successfully until his death. The first collection in the cathedral for this

object amounted to $1,500. It was at first located on land adjoining the

church on Moon Street, near North Square.

Jan. 4, 1852, the Rev. John J. Williams took charge of the small Catholic

chapel on Beach Street, which had been opened in 1850 to meet the religious

wants of the rapidly-growing Catholic population that settled about the

South Cove, and was attended at first by Dr. Ambrose Manahan. Patrick

Mooney, for twenty-five years sexton of the cathedral, died April 14, 1852.

The Otis School-house, on Lancaster Street, was purchased from the

City, May 31, 1852, for $16,500. It was intended to be used for a boys'

school, under the direction of the Jesuits ; and it was hoped that from it

would in time be developed a Catholic academy, in which the classics and

higher English branches could be studied. It is now used as a parochial

school for girls, taught by the Sisters of Notre Dame.
April 5, this year, the first movement was made toward building a church

in the South-Cove district. This was done at a meeting of Catholics held

in the chapel of the Holy Family, on Beach Street. The meeting was pre-

sided over by Bishop Fitzpatrick, and arrangements were made for the col-

lection of funds to purchase a suitable site for a new church. Such a site

was soon found at the corner of Albany and Harvard streets, and was bought

Feb. 18, 1853. The corner-stone was laid July, 1853, and the basement

chapel was used for the first time, Christmas day, 1854. The church was

completed and dedicated, Sept. 23, 1855, by Bishop Fitzpatrick. The Rev.

Thomas F. Mullady, S. J., preached the sermon on this occasion. The Rev.

John McElroy, S. J., preached at vespers. It was a large brick structure,

built in the Gothic style, after designs furnished by P. C. Keely, architect.

The first pastor was the Rev. David Walsh. The Very Rev. J. J. Williams,

V. G., was pastor of this church at the time he was made Coadjutor

Bishop of Boston. Recently the church and land were bought by the

Boston & Albany Railroad Company, and on its site now stands one of

their large freight houses. The old church was replaced by the new St.

James's church, on Harrison Avenue, which was built under the direction

of the Rev. James A. Healy, now Bishop of Portland. The new church is

Roman classic in style, and is one of the finest churches in the city; it

seats fourteen hundred. It was dedicated April 10, 1875, by Archbishop

Williams. Its present rector is Rev. Thomas Shahan.

In 1853 a lot of land on Tremont Street was bought by the Catholic

Germans, with the design of building a new and larger church. This

church was actually begun, and the walls carried a few feet above the

foundations, before it became apparent that it was projected on a scale too

large for the means of the congregation ; and the work was consequently

discontinued in 1855. The sudden illness of the pastor, and his consequent

absence in Europe, also contributed greatly to this untoward result.
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A large district lying chiefly in Roxbury, between the Providence Rail-

road and Washington Street, and having many Catholic families within it,

was still unprovided with a church. In 1853 a Baptist church on Ruggles

Street was bought, and, after the necessary alterations were made, was dedi-

cated to Catholic worship under the title of St. Francis dc Sales, when I-"ather

Roddcn preached the sermon. This church was afterward destroyed by
fire, and the present church of the same name, on Vernon Street, projected

by the Rev. George F. Haskins. The new church was completed under the

direction of the subsequent pastor, the Rev. James Griffin. The corner-

stone was laid Sept. 29, 1867, by the Very Rev. P. F. Lyndon, V. G., and the

church was dedicated June 20, 1869. The same clergyman officiated on this

occasion, and the sermon was preached by the Rev. M. J. OT'^arrcll, then of

Montreal, now of St. Peter's, New \'ork. The present pastor is the Rev.

John Dclahunty, who is rapidly redeeming it from debt. In the mean time

the congregation that was gathered in the Ruggles-Strcct church worshipped

in the chapel of the House of the Angel Guardian.

In the year 1853 occurred, in Charlestown, the incident known as the

" Hannah Corcoran " riot. A young girl, whose real name was Mary
Joseph Corcoran, who together with her mother had recently arrived in this

country from Ireland, was employed as a domestic servant, under the name

of Hannah, in the family of Mr. Carpenter. While there she began to

attend the First Baptist Church, it is said, with the knowledge and consent

of her mother. She was even rebaptizcd in that church, according to the

Baptist form of immersion. Her mother, after a time repenting of the con-

sent she had given, resolved to bring her daughter back to the Catholic

Church. With this end in view, she took her away from Mr. Carpenter's

house and sent her secretly to Philadelphia. Meanwhile, Deacon Carter,

of the First Baptist Church, had caused himself to be appointed guardian

of the girl, and in that capacity proceeded to demand her return. The Rev.

P. F. Lyndon, then pastor of St. Mary's, Charlestown, who was known to

have been consulted by the mother, was appealed to. Some suspicious or

malicious persons set a rumor afloat that the girl was forcibly detained

either in the church vestry or in the priest's house ; and a repetition of the

scenes which took place at the burning of the convent was for a time

threatened. Inflammatory articles appeared in the newspapers ; the pastor

of the Fir-st Baptist Church, the Rev. Thomas F. Caldicott, prayed and

preached in a manner to arouse the feelings of his auditors ; and finally

hand-bills were distributed, inviting "the friends of liberty" to assemble

from all quarters on the evening of March i, in front of the Catholic

church on Richmond Street, and there demand that the girl be produced.

As there was no mistaking the meaning of this proceeding, and as threats

of tearing down the church were freely uttered, the Mayor of Charlestown—
Hon. Richanl I'rothingham — resolved to be prepared to repress any at-

tempts at violence. He ordered out the City Guards, which responded with

full ranks, and the marines at the Navy Yard were held in readiness to act
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in case of need. One hundred men of the police force of Boston were sent

over to assist the local officers. The street immediately in front of the

church, between Union and Austin streets, was barricaded. The mob as-

sembled at the time appointed. The mayor proceeded to the scene, and, in

the presence of a display of force, read the Riot Act, and ordered the

multitude to disperse, which it did about midnight, without attempting any

violence. Next day the mother of Hannah Corcoran made affidavit, which

was published in the papers, to the effect that she knew where her daughter

was, and that she would be forthcoming in a short time. March 5, the girl,

accompanied by her mother, returned from Philadelphia, and again placed

herself under the protection of Deacon Carter. Notwithstanding this, the

excitement continued for some days, and the church had again to be pro-

tected from mob violence on the night of March 8. Soon after this, how-

ever, the trouble was over, and the public mind settled down to its normal

condition. This was the last riot of the kind we read of in our annals.

On April 13, 1853, another effort was made in the Legislature to have

the State indemnify the Catholics for the damage done by the burning of

the Ursuline Convent by a mob. James Egan, a Catholic member of the

Legislature and a member of the Suffolk bar, made an eloquent and

powerful speech in favor of the bill, and it passed to a second reading

by a large majority. It was, however, finally rejected by a vote which

stood— yeas, in; nays, 120.

On April 20 of this year the Rev. P. F. Lyndon was appointed pastor of

SS. Peter and Paul's church. South Boston, in place of the Rev. Terence

Fitzsimmons, removed.

About this time the bishop purchased a plot of four acres of land in

Roxbury, on the Dedham turnpike. This he intended for the site of a con-

vent for the Sisters of Notre Dame. A convent of this order stands there

now, and is used as a novitiate of the order and an academy for young

ladies. Its success is chiefly due to Sister Aloyisus, the first Superior.

On Sunday, Sept. 25, 1853, Mons. Bedini, Papal Nuncio to Brazil, as-

sisted at mass at the cathedral, and Bishop O'Reilly, of Hartford diocese,

preached. On the following Sunday the Nuncio officiated pontifically in

the same place; and during the subsequent week visited the various public

and Catholic institutions of the city, and was hospitably entertained by

some of the citizens.

The mission of Nuncio Bedini not being clearly defined nor correctly

understood, his travels in the United States gave Fise to various misconcep-

tions on the part of the Protestant populace, and led to some civic com-

motions in a few places. In 1854 a false rumor having spread that the

Nuncio was to pay a second visit to Boston, a mob of two or three hundred

disorderly persons assembled, February I, before the bishop's house, about

midnight; but beyond uttering insulting cries, intended for the ears of the

Nuncio, nothing was done. The mob seemed to be inflamed hy a false re-

port which had gained credence in the States to the effect that Bedini, while
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Governor of Bologna, in 1848, was the prime mover in the conviction and
execution of certain Red Republican agitators of Italw

Nov. 3, 1853, the Catholic clergy of Boston established, b\^ subscription

among themselves, a fund for the purpose of giving aid to each other in

case of sickness or incapacity from old age. This foundation is still in a

flourishing condition, and is of great utility.

At the rededication of SS. Peter and Paul's church, Broadway, November

27, the bishops of Boston, Albanj', and Hartford were present, and the Rev.

Dr. Ryder, S. J., preached the sermon.

The number of Catholic children baptized in Boston in the year 1853

was four thousand one hundred and seventeen, showing a probable Catholic

population of about eighty thousand souls.

The burning and subsequent rebuilding on the same site of the church

in South Boston led to an important legal decision regarding the rights of

pew-owners under such circumstances. The case is known as Fields vs.

Tighe ; and the decision established the fact that the legal rights of pew-

owners perish with the destruction of the church, and do not revive even if

another is rebuilt on the same site. Notwithstanding this decision, the

bishop satisfied the claims of the pew-owners in an equitable manner.

On IVIarch 26, 1855, a committee of the Legislature, accompanied by
twelve or thirteen others not of the committee, paid a visit of officious as

well as official inspection to the Catholic academy and convent in Ro.xbury,

known as the Academy of Notre Dame. The members of the committee, as

soon as they were admitted, scattered themselves over the whole house, and,

without waiting for any guidance, entered every room, chapel, and dormi-

tory, and inspected every cellar, garret, and closet in the building. They
insisted on seeing and conversing with every inmate of the house, lest, per-

chance, as they said, any should be detained there against their will. This

uncalled-for suspicion and insolent intrusion were very annoying to the nuns

and pupils, and were greatly resented by the Catholic communit}-. Indeed,

it may be said that in all decent society the conduct of the committee was

condemned ; and the members were everywhere subjected to well-merited

ridicule. So decided was the public censure, that the Legislature investi-

gated the conduct of its committee, and finding that one of the members—
Mr. Hiss— had been particularly ungentlemanly in the convent visitation,

they expelled him by a vote of the House, May 12, 1855.

January 20, of this year, the Rev. John J. Williams was appointed rector

of the cathedral in Franklin Square.

The attendance at the Lenten services at the church of the Holy Cross

continued this year to be immense, notwithstanding the fact that the base-

ment of the new St. James's church was then opened and provided with

similar services, which were also largely attended.

Sept. 10, 1856, a contract was made for building a wing of a new structure

in which to conduct the academy at Roxbury. This building was finished

in the spring of the following year. Up to that time the school was con-
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ducted in a frame dwelling-house which stood upon the land when pur-

chased. The centre and a fine chapel are now completed.

The lot on which the House of the Angel Guardian now stands, on

Vernon Street, was bought from the Norfolk Land Company, about the

close of this year. Meanwhile, certain lands belonging to the cit}-, on Lev-

erett Street, and known as the Jail lands, were purchased with the intention

of building thereon a college for boys and a Catholic church, both to be in

charge of the Jesuits. It being found difficult to obtain the removal of cer-

tain restrictions on these lands, in the year 1857 they were surrendered to

the city, and the proper steps taken to secure a suitable lot at the South

End for the same purpose. A division of opinion among the Land
Commissioners of Boston about the expediency of selling any of the city

lands for Catholic church purposes, and some popular opposition mani-

fested in the public press and otherwise, retarded the negotiations for a

time; but a suitable lot was finally secured. Boston College stands on

this lot.

This year Bishop Fitzpatrick showed such s)-mptoms of failing health

that, with the advice of his physicians, he resolved to retire for awhile from

active duty. He passed the summer months at Worcester College, and in

the fall of that year took a trip to the Adirondack Mountains, for the pur-

pose of recruiting his health. He returned greatly benefited, but not com-

pletely cured, so that he had to work with caution, and take frequent rests

during the year 1858.

The Rev. Michael Moran, the present pastor of St. Stephen's church,

was ordained a priest of this diocese, Aug. 15, 1857, by Bishop Bacon, of

Portland. Thirt_\--two acres of land for a Catholic cemetery were this year

purchased, within the limits of Dorchester and Ro.xbury. Dec. 3, 1858,

the Rev. John Rodden died at the bishop's residence. Father Rodden was

a fertile writer for the Catholic papers of his day, and was for a time editor

of the Boston Pilot, which was established in the year 1838, by Patrick

Donahoe. The present editor is John Boyle O'Reilh-,— a celebrated poet

and a distinguished Irish patriot.

The foundation of the church of the Immaculate Conception, on Har-

rison Avenue, was laid in the spring of the year 1858, and the completed

structure— one of the finest stone churches in the city— was opened for

divine worship, March 10, 1861.^ Archbishop Hughes, of New York,

preached the dedicatory sermon. The high altar and two side altars were

consecrated by the bishops of Newark, Brooklyn, and Hartford. The
Bishop of Boston, having dedicated the church, celebrated mass pontifi-

cally. The Rev. James A. Healy— then Chancellor of the Diocese, now
Bishop of Portland— conducted the ceremonies. A procession, consisting

of about fift}' Jesuit scholastics and thirty priests all in surplices, followed

by seven bishops vested in their official robes, started from the adjoining

college, and, entering the church from Harrison Avenue, took places in and

' P. C. Keely, of Brooklyn, N. V., was the architect of the church.
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about the sanctuary. A well-trained choir, supported by a powerful organ,'

rendered the nuisic in a most acce[)tablc manner. The sermon at vespers

was preached l)y the Cardinal Archbishop of New York, then Bishop of

Alban)'. The first pastor of this church was Father McElroy, S. J.

In the spring of this year the question of discontinuing the reading of

the Protestant version of the Bible in the i)ublic schools was agitated.

The Catholics complained that while the public schools were professedly

non-sectarian, and only used by them as such in the absence of Catholic

schools, the practice did not strictly correspond with the theory. All the

pupils, of whatever denomination, were obliged to recite from tlie Protestant

Bible, to the exclusion of the Douai version, which the Catholic Church

approves. The Lord's Prayer was recited with a closing do,\ology as an

integral part thereof, which in that connection was strange to Catholic ears.

Protestant hymns, such as Old Hundred, were sung by all the children in

common, led by their teachers ; and the Ten Commandments were taught

and recited in the form in which they are given in the Protestant Bible. A
boy named W'hall, a pupil in the Eliot School, refused, with the approval of

his parents, to recite these passages of Scripture, and was consequently

severely flogged for disobedience. He was afterward, with a number of

other boys who followed his example, suspended from attendance at the

school, and the parents notified that if the boys would not consent to con-

form to the rules of the school, they could not be readmitted. They would,

moreover, under these circumstances, be liable to arrest and imprison-

ment for truancy. In the latter case they would be sent to the city pen-

itentiary, where they would be wholly under the control and at the mercy

of the keepers and instructors, who were all Protestants, and known to be

animated with a spirit of proselytism. To avoid this graver danger, the

bishop advised the parents to direct their boys to submit, under protest,

for the time; and promised to take immediate steps to have the rules

amended, and these grievances remo\ed, by the proper authorities. With

this end in view the bishop addressed a letter to the School Committee, in

which he clearl}' set forth the objections of the Catholics and the principles

involved in the case, and urgently pleaded for a change in the regulations,

in the interest of peace, justice, and fair play. Consideration of this pro-

posal was indefinitely postponed by the committee, and the matter was not

satisfactorily arranged till some years afterward. Most of these objection-

able practices are now discontinued in the public schools of Boston. The
Catholics, in the mean time, arc building schools of their own, preferring

a religious education for their children to any system of mere secular in-

struction, and making great sacrifices for their support.

An action for assault in the above case was brought into court against

Mr. Cook, the teacher who had punished the boy Whall. The action was

dismissed. Judge Maine being on the bench. Durant was counsel for Cook,

and Sidney Webster for Whall. This trial, and the speeches made by the

1 The organ was built by Hook & Co., of Boston.
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opposing counsel, attracted a great deal of public attention at the time, and

aroused considerable bitterness and uncharitableness on both sides. Soon

after this. Father Wigget, S. J., opened a school for boys at the North End,

which subsequently grew into the large and very successful school for many
years connected with St. Mary's church, and still conducted by the Jesuit

Fathers, on Cooper Street, in a school-building purchased from the city.

May 15, 1859, the corner-stone of the new building of the House of

the Angel Guardian was laid by Bishop Fitzpatrick, in the presence of the

Mayor and Common Council of the city of Roxbury, and an immense con-

course of people. Dr. Cummings, of St. Stephen's church, New York,

preached the sermon. July 19, of this same year, the new orphan asylum

for girls, on Camden Street, was dedicated under the patronage of St.

Vincent, the apostle of charity.

The corner-stone of St. Francis de Sales' church, Charlestown, — the

building of which is due to the Kev. George A. Hamilton,— was laid on a

site secured for that purpose on the summit of Bunker Hill proper. Arch-

bishop Purcell, of Cincinnati, was the preacher on this occasion. The
Mayor of Charlestown, many city officials and ex-mayors, and the Com-
mandant of the Navy Yard were present; and the multitude in attendance

was computed to be not less than six thousand.

This year, 1859, witnessed the first step in the celebrated transfer of

the old cathedral lands on Franklin Street to Isaac Rich, who intended to

use the site for building warehouses to accommodate the rapid increase of

the business of Boston. The deeds, owing to various legal complications,

were not actually passed till Sept. 30, i860. The last mass in the old

cathedral was celebrated Sunday, Sept. 16, i860. The bishop officiated,

assisted by the Rev. James Fitton, the Rev. John J. Williams, and the Rev.

Michael Moran. An address, explaining the necessity of this step, pre-

pared by the bishop's own hand, was read to the people by his secretary,

the Rev. James A. Healy, now Bishop of Portland.

The Catholic college on Harrison Avenue, known as Boston College, was

dedicated Sept. 17, i860. Rev. R. Fulton, S. J., was its best known president.

The first purchase of land for a site for a new cathedral was made Oct.

24, i860. The property was known as the Williams Estate, situated on

the corner of Washington and Maiden streets. The adjoining estate, bor-

dering on Union-Park Street, was added to this, January 3 of the following

j'ear. The price paid for these lots was $75,000. By the purchase of ad-

ditional lots, in order to obtain sufficient space not only for a cathedral, but

for a residence for the bishop and his clergy, the entire proceeds of the sale

of the old cathedral, amounting to $1 15,000, were expended on land for the

new. On this land there stood two dwelling-houses, one of which, until the

building of the new episcopal residence, was occupied by the bishop. On
June 23 the architect, P. C. Keely, came to view the site, and soon after

began to prepare the plans for the basement. It was decided to build of

Ro.xbury stone, with granite trimmings, in the Gothic style. The ground
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was broken for the foundations, April 27, 1866, and the corner-stone was

hiid June 25 of the same year. The basement chapel was ready for occu-

pancy towards the close of 1873, and was fust used for divine service on

December 7 of that year. Tlie chapel was in use for some time previously.

In the mean time the cathedral conijregation, after using the Mclodcon

Hall for some time, worshipped in Castle-Street church, which was pur-

chased from Harvard College, and dedicated as a pro-cathedral, Dec. 2,

1861. This ceremony was performed by the Very Rev. J.J. Williams, V. G.,

who was then administering the affairs of the diocese, the bishop being

absent in Europe for his health. The Rev. James A. Healy preached the

sermon, and the Bishop of Burlington officiated' at vespers.

Since the opening of the new cathedral, Castle-Street church is still used

every Sunday for the accommodation of those in the immediate neighbor-

hood. Recently a French congregation was organized, and given the use

of it until they leased Freeman Place chapel, which they now use.

Jan. 3, 1 86 1, by order of the bishop, mass was said in all the Catholic

churches of the city and diocese, at which the people were invited to assist

and pray for the preser\'atioji of the Union, and the maintenance of peace

;

as the signs of the times unfortunately indicated the near approach of civil

war.

The church of St. Francis de Sales, on Bunker Hill, Charlestown, was

dedicated June 17, 1862. The Right Rev. Louis Goesbriand, Bishop of

Burlington, officiated, and the Right Rev. Sylvester Rosecranz preached

the sermon. There were present about forty priests, and a very great mul-

titude of people. The present pastor is Father Supple.

The church on the corner of Hanover and Clark streets, known as the

New North Church, was purchased by the Catholics, September 26, of this

year. It was dedicated under the title of St. Stephen's, November 27, and

took the place of the church on Moon Street, which had become much too

small for the crowded Catholic population of the North End. The Very

Rev. John J. Williams performed the ceremony, and Dr. Cummings of New
York preached the sermon. The first pastor was the Rev. George F. Has-

kins. This church was greatly enlargcil and very much improved in its

interior, in 1875, through the exertions of the Rev. M. Moran, who suc-

ceeded Father Haskins as rector of this church. The debt contracted is

being rapidly reduced.

During this same year 1862, the twelfth Congrega'tional church on Cham-

bers Street, at the West End, was purchased by the administrator of the dio-

cese. This church was rededicated under the title of St. Joseph's. The Rev.

Hillary Tucker, then in charge of a small chapel in the vicinity, celebrated

the mass. The Rev. John Boyce, of Worcester, preached the sermon. The

first pastor was the Rev. P. T. O'Reilly, now Bishop of Springfield. The

first Catholic services in this vicinity were conducted in a small hall by Dr.

•Manahan, and afterward by the Rev. John J. Williams. Such was the in-

crease of Catholics in this section of the city that it was soon found neces-

voL. III. — 68.
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sary to enlarge this church also. This work was begun during the pastorate

of the Rev. Bernard O'Reilly, and was completed by the Very Rev. P. F.

Lyndon, vicar-general of the diocese, after he took charge of the church,

Sept. 5, 1870. A fine house in the rear of the church on Allen Street was

secured as a residence for the clergy. The basement of the church was

fitted up for a Sunday-school, and the whole interior beautifully frescoed

and elegantly decorated. The present pastor is the Rev. \V. J. Daly.

A new church near South Boston Point, which was built under the direc-

tion of the Rev. P. F. Lyndon, was dedicated March 19, 1863, under the

title of the Gate of Heaven, the corner-stone having been laid May i, 1862.

The Rev. Bernard A. Maguire, S. J., preached on the occasion. Bishop

McFarland officiated, the Bishop of Boston being abroad at the time. A
commodious pastoral residence was afterward built in this parish on a lot

adjoining the church, by the Rev. James Sullivan. The Rev. Emeliano Gerbi,

O. S. F., was for some years pastor of this church. The present rector is

the Rev. Michael F. Higgins, who has built a convent in the vicinity of the

church to serve as a residence for the Sisters of St. Joseph, who conduct the

schools of the parish. These schools were established by the Rev. William

A. Blinkinsop, soon after the foundation of the Catholic school for girls near

the church on Broadway, which is taught by the Sisters of Notre Dame.

The convent of the Sisters of St. Joseph is a handsome brick structure,

complete in all its appointments, and in its arrangement of rooms and

apartments is a model in its way. Some of the rooms are used for classes

studying the higher English branches and music. It is provided with a

spacious play-ground for the children attending the parochial school.

This year also w'itnessed the erection of a large brick church in Dorches-

ter, which was built and paid for through the exertions of the Rev. Thomas

McNulty, its first pastor, and was dedicated April 7, 1S64, under the title

of St. Gregory. The Very Rev. P. F. Lyndon, V. G., performed the cere-

mony, assisted by the Rev. Thomas Scully and the Rev. W. J. J. Dcnvir.

The sermon was preached by the Rev. James A. Healy, chancellor of the

diocese. The present pastor of this church is the Rev. W. H. Fitzpatrick,

who has just completed a small church in Neponset, to be entitled St.

Ann's. The Home for destitute children began this year.^

Bishop Fitzpatrick returned from Europe Sept. i. 1864, and the priests

of the diocese, to the number of eighty, assembled at his house to welcome

him home, and presented him with a formal address and other testimonials

of their regard. The presentation was made in behalf of the clergy by the

1 The Home for Destitute Catholic Children to No. 10 Common Street. The corner-stone

began as tlie Eliot Charity School, No. 9 High of the Home on Harrison .Avenue was laid Oc-

Street. In 1864 an association was formed con- tober, 1870, and the building occupied the sum-

sisting of the Rev. James A. Healy, Patrick mer following. The celebrated Irish Dominican
Donahoe, P.itrick H. Powers, Owen Lappan, preacher, Father Tom Burke, delivered in the

Charles F. Donnelly, and others. In January, fall of 1872, in the Jubilee Colosseum, a lecture
.

1866, the Sisters of Charity took charge of the in aid of the Home, which realized the e.\traordi-

Home, which was soon afterwards transferred nary sum of Si 1,435.
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Rev. Menassas P. Dougherty, of Cambridge. The bishop was not much
improved in health by his stay in Europe, and about the middle of Decem-

ber was taken so seriously ill as to cause great alarm to his friends. The

Very Rev. John J. Williams was appointed, in 1866, Coadjutor, with right of

succession, to Bishop Fitzpatrick.

Bishop Fitzpatrick died at the episcopal residence, near the site of the

new cathedral, Feb. 13, 1866. The funeral services were conducted at the

pro-cathedral, corner of Washington and Castle streets, February 16, the

members of the St. Vincent de Paul's society having kept the night watches

over the remains in the mean time. Bishop Goesbriand celebrated the mass

of requiem ; the Rev. James Fitton assisted, ami the Rev. Edward O'Brien,

of New Haven, and the Rev. A. Sherwood Healy were the deacons. Arch-

bishop M'Closkey delivered the funeral oration. The bishops present on

this occasion were Archbishop Spaulding, of Baltimore, and Bishops Tinon,

Loughlin, Bacon, Bailey, McFarland, Conroy, and Williams. A procession,

formed of the clergy and the various Catholic societies of the city, moved

from the church to the cemetery in South Boston, accompanied and followed

by an immense multitude, and amid the tolling of the bells of the city.

Soon after this, March 1 1, Bishop Williams was consecrated at St. James's

church, of which he was the rector, and immediately entered upon the duties

of his office. Me went to reside at the cathedral residence April 2, 1866,

and the Rev. James A. Healy succeeded him in the rectorship of St. James's

church. Bishop Williams was then about forty-four years of age, his birth-

day being April 27. On the 2d of April of this year the Rev. William

Byrne was appointed to succeed the Rev. James A. Healy in the office of

the cliancellor of the diocese. The Rev. T. Maginness, the present pastor

of the church of St. Thomas, Jamaica Plain, was ordained priest this year.

The corner-stone of the chapel of the Carney Hospital was laid Aug.

12, 1866. The sermon was preached by the Rev. Fr. Hitzleberger, S. J. The

late Andrew Carney, of Boston, had purchased in 1863, at a cost of $13,500,

a house and a lot of land on Dorchester Heights, South Boston. This he

presented to the Sisters of Charity for the purpose of having a hospital

established there. By his will a sum of money amounting to $56,722 was

also left towards this hospital and the chapel above mentioned. A part of

the centre and one entire wing of the hospital has been for some years

completed, at a cost of $108,423. The hospital was incorporated in 1865,

but has no endowment, and subsists entirely b\' the charity of the public

and the payments made by such patients as require, and can afford to pay

for, private rooms. It is open to all classes and creeds, and its wards are con-

tinually filled by charity patients. It has a staff of surgeons and physicians,

recruited from the ranks of the medical profession of Boston, and is at

present in charge of Sister Simplicia and fourteen other Sisters of Charity.

The number of patients treated in 1879 was five hundred and forty. There

is a debt of about $30,000 still due on the building. On the medical staff

of this institution we find such eminent physicians as Drs. Bowditch,
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Blakc, Shattuck, Langmaid, Dwight, and Basket Derby, the celebrated

ophthalmist.

The Sisters of the Good Shepherd, whose mission is the reformation of

fallen women, established a house of their order in Boston, May 2, 1867.

This was at first located on Allen Street. The sisters afterward moved to a

larger house at Mount Pleasant, and now occupy a brick building erected

for them and their wards near Brookline. This house is supported wholly

by charitable offerings and the profits of the industry of the sisters and

inmates, and continues to make every year many conquests from the ranks

of vice and infamy.

A church in the fourth section of East Boston, built by the Rev. James

Fitton, the indefatigable pastor of the Island Ward, was dedicated under the

title of Star of the Sea, Aug. 16, 1868.

A portion of South Boston, in the vicinity of St. Augustine's chapel, was

set off in 1868 as a separate parish, and the charge of building a new church

and administering its affairs conferred on the Rev. D. O. Callaghan.^ He
entered on his duties August 22, and has ever since worked with such zeal

and energy, and has so completely secured the cordial co-operation of his

flock, that the church is now completed. The church is of brick, in Gothic

style, and is one of the most successful efforts of its architect, P. C. Keely.

Nov. 8, 1880, the pastor had the happiness of seeing the crowning cross

placed on the lofty, and elegant spire of a church which is hardly sur-

passed by any in the city. The work is so far paid for that the ordinary

revenues of the church will probably suffice to meet the interest on the

debt and the current expenses.

Jan. 4, 1869, the Rev. Thomas Maginness took charge of a church in

Jamaica Plain, now a part of the city of Boston, which was begun by the

Rev. P. O'Beirne, of St. Joseph's, Roxbury. The corner-stone of this church

was laid August i 5 of this year. The sermon was preached by the Right

Rev. P. T. O'Reilly, Bishop of Springfield. The church was dedicated, when

completed, under the title of St. Thomas Aquinas, Aug. 17, 1873. There is

now attached to it a convent and a novitiate of the Sisters of St. Joseph, who
teach the schools of the parish. The church is of brick, of a good style

exteriorly, and very elegantly finished within. The third church in East

Boston was begun Aug. 29, 1869, of which the Rev. Jos. Cassin is now pas-

tor. The sermon on the occasion of laying the corner-stone was preached

by the Rev. R. W. Brady, S. J. This church was dedicated Nov. 6, 1873,

under the title of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin. The Rev. James
Fitton celebrated the mass, and the Rev. Edward H. Welch, S. J., preached

the sermon. This church is also of brick, and is neatly frescoed by Brazer.

There is a school here also.

During the absence of Bishop Williams in Europe, from Oct. 19, 1869,

to June 27, 1870, — that is, during the period of the Vatican Council,

—

Vicar-General Lyndon administered the affairs of the diocese.

' Ortlaincd priest June 29, 1865.
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The Rev. Thomas Lynch, pastor of St. Patrick's church, Northampton

Street, died March 27, 1870, and was succeeded by the Rev. Joseph H.

GaUighcr. Through the exertions of the latter, a new church of ample

dimensions was built on Dudley Street, near Mount Pleasant.

The corner-stone of the new St. Patrick's church, on Dudley Street, was

laid by Bishop Williams July 13, 1873. The Rev. Father Freitag, of the

Redemptorist order, preached the sermon, and the music was rendered by

the Boston Catholic Choral L'nion. St. Patrick's new church was dedicated,

Sunday, Dec. 5, 1880, by the archbishop, assisted by the Very Rev. Wil-

liam Byrne, V. G. ; the Rev. M. Moran, the Rev. P. Ronan, the Rev. W. J. J.

Daly, and the Rev. Michael Gilligan, acting as deacons. The Right Rev.

P. T. O'Reilly preached, and about forty priests attended. There is also a

fine pastoral residence, which stands on the lot adjoining the church.

The new house of the Little Sisters of the Poor, now so well and so favor-

ably knoun in Boston, is located in the neighborhood of this church. These

sisters came to Boston, April 20, 1870, and rented a house on Springfield

Street, to be used as a home for destitute aged persons. In a short time

they were able to purchase an estate on Dudley Street, Mount Pleasant, and

had the chapel of their new home dedicated Dec. 8, 1874. They first occu-

pied the new central part of their main building July 5, 18S0. Mother

Cecilia was the first superior. They now care for ninety old men, and

eighty-si.\- women. The sisters find no difficulty in procuring, through

charitable donations, sufficient food for the poor under their care, and are

only embarrassed in providing room to lodge them. This is one of the

most deserving charities in the city, and citizens of all creeds and classes

seem to recognize this fact, judging from the liberality of their donations

in clothing, provisions, and money.

The corner-stone of the large and splendid church edifice at Meeting-

House Hill, Dorchester district, which was projected and built of stone

quarried on the site, under the direction of the Rev. Peter Ronan, its pres-

ent rector, was laid Aug. 24, 1873. Father Freitag preached the sermon

on this occasion also. The church is to be dedicated under the title of

St. Peter's.

This year a small Baptist meeting-house on North Bennet Street was

bought, and converted into a Catholic church for the use of the Portuguese

and Italians. The old title of the Moon-Street chapel, St. John the Baptist,

was given to this church. The Portuguese alone now worship in this church,

the Italians having built a small chapel of their own on Prince Street, which

is named for St. Leonard of Port Maurice. The present pastor of the Portu-

guese is the Rev. H. B. M. Hughes, a venerable missionary father who has

seen service in many lands, and speaks as many languages. The pastor of

the Italians is Father Boniface, of the Franciscans.

Under the auspices and inanagement of the Catholic L'nion of Boston a

grand festival of three days' duration was conducted in Music Hall, about

Nov. 13. 1873, in honor of Pope Pius IX. This was one of the most bril-
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liant and impressive demonstrations ever made by the Catholics of Boston.

An eloquent address was delivered on the occasion b}- the Rev. Kent Stone,

a recent convert to the church.

June 12, 1874, a fourth church in East Boston was dedicated in honor of

the Sacred Heart of Jesus. The Rev. L. P. McCarthy is the pastor. The
church was built under the supervision of that veteran church builder,

the venerable missionary and church historian, the Rev. James Fitton, from

whose records these facts in relation to East Boston are gleaned.

A fourth church in South Boston was also dedicated this year. This was

the new St. Vincent's church, built under the direction of the Rev. Michael

Lane, since deceased. The mass of dedication was celebrated by the Rev.

W. A. Blinkinsop, and the sermon delivered by Father Wissell, of the Re-

demptorist missions.

July 31, occurred the lamented death of the Rev. George A. Hamilton,

pastor of St. Mary's, Charlestown. At his funeral the vicar-general of the

diocese celebrated the mass in the presence of the bishop, a large number
of the clergy, and a multitude which not only crowded the church, but the

space and street in the vicinity. Bishop Lynch, of Charleston, S. C, de-

livered the panegyric. The Rev. John O'Brien, at present engaged in build-

ing a large stone church in East Cambridge, was for several years a

co-laborer of Father Hamilton, at St. Mary's, Charlestown.

August 30, the bishop solemnly dedicated the new St. Augustine's

Church, South Boston. The Rev. F. E. Boyle, of Washington, D. C,

preached in the forenoon, and the Rev. A. S. Healy at vespers. There is a

fine brick pastoral residence attached to this church.

Sept. 7, 1874, the Rev. William Byrne was appointed rector of St.

Mary's church, Charlestown, and was succeeded by the Rev. T. A. Metcalf.^

The St. Mary's Infant Asylum in Dorchester was opened, Sept. 8, 1874.

A church in West Roxbur\', built b_\' the Rev. Thomas Maginness, was

burned down this year, December 15. It was afterward rebuilt, and was

for some years in charge of the Rev. R. J. Barry, now building a church in

Hyde Park.

The Rev. James A. Healy, rector of St. James's church, having been

made Bishop of Portland, Maine, his brother, the Rev. A. S. Healy, for

some years professor at Troy seminary, and for a time rector of the cathe-

dral, was appointed pastor of that church, April 5, 1875. He died soon

after his removal to St. James's. His funeral, which took place October 23,

was attended by about one hundred and fifty clergymen, the members of

the Catholic Union, and a congregation which complctcl}- filled the large

1 .\bout this time arrived from Rome, where Metcalf succeeded the Rev. William Bvrne, in

they had completed their studies, the Rev. Theo- the office of chancellor. He was also for a time

dore A. Metcalf, the Rev. J. B. Smith, the Rev. rector of the Cathedral, and conducted therein

J. ]?. McMahon, and the Uev. J. E. Millcrick. some of the mcst important ceremonies that it

The two latter are now stationed at St. Stephen's, has yet witnessed,— such as the dedication, the

Boston; the Rev. J. B. Smith is the present rec- conferring of the pallium, and the solemn re-

tor of the Cathedral, and the Rev. Theodore A. quiem for Pope Pius IX.
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new church on Harrison Avenue. The Rev. Thomas Shahan succeeded

liim, Oct. 29, 1875. He has already made some progress in reducing a

heavy debt whicli has continued to burden this parish ever since the build-

ing of its first church. He has also established a parochial primary school

for boys.

April 18, 1875, St. Stephen's church, enlarged and improved was rc-

dcdicated, Bishop O'Reilly, of Springfield, preaching the sermon.

On May 2, 1875, occurred one of the most notable events in the history

of the Catholic Church in Boston. This was the ceremony of conferring

the pallium of an archbishop on the Right Rev. John J. Williams. The new

cathedral, not then quite finished, was temporarily fitted up for the oc-

casion. Bishop McNeirney, of Albany, celebrated the solemn high mass,

Bishop Goesbriand preached the sermon, and the pallium, which had been

brought from Rome by an ablegate of the Pope,— Mons. Cesar Roncetti,

accompanied by his secretary. Dr. Ubaibi, and a nobleman of the Papal

Guard, Count Marefoschi, — was conferred on Archbishop Williams by Car-

dinal M'Closkey, of New York, in the presence of all the bishops of the

ecclesiastical province of New York, and the clergy of this and the neigh-

boring dioceses, and before an assembly of about si.x thousand persons.

The music was rendered in a creditable manner by the cathedral choir, aug-

mented for the occasion. A sanctuary choir of boys and j'oung men, which

had been trained by Mdlle. Gabrielle de la Motte, sang portions of the ser-

vice with rare precision, correct expression, and remarkable power. This

choir continues to sing in the sanctuary of the cathedral every Sunday.

The ceremonies were conducted in an admirable manner by the Rev. T. A.

Metcalf and the Rev. Hugh Roe O'Donnell. The preparations for the oc-

casion were made under the efficient supervision of the Very Rev. P. F.

Lyndon, vicar-general of the diocese.

On June 6, 1875, in accordance with the provisions of a law which,

through the efforts of Senator Flatley and others, had just passed the Legis-

lature, the first Catholic religious service was held in the chapel of the State-

prison by the Rev. William Byrne, pastor of St. Mary's church, Charles-

town. These services were continued every Sunday for the benefit of the

Catholic prisoners, and arc still held in the chapel of the new prison at

Concord. The same religious privileges are also enjo\-ed by the Catholic

inmates of the reformatory and charitable institutions of the city.

The centennial of Daniel O'Connell, the emancipator of Ireland, was

celebrated in Boston, August 6 of this year. The Rev. Robert Fulton, S. J.,

preached a sermon in St. James's on the occasion, and the evening was

observed by a grand civic banquet, at which appropriate speeches were

made by several distinguished citizens.

The Rev. Robert Fulton, S. J., having by his wise and energetic man-

agement succeeded in paying off the entire debt of the church of the

Immaculate Conception, the archbishop, Aug. 15, 1875, solemnly conse-

crated the church, assisted by the bishops of Albany, Burlington, Spring-
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field, and Providence. The Bishop of Burlington preached the sermon

at vespers. The Rev. R. Fulton, S. J., is now pastor of a church in New
York.

The dedication of the new cathedral of the Holy Cross, which with the

exception of the spires was now completed, took place Dec. 8, 1875. His

grace, the Archbishop, officiated. Bishop Lynch, of Charleston, S. C,

preached the sermon. All the bishops of the new ecclesiastical province of

Boston were present, together with about one hundred and fifty priests, and

a congregation that not only filled the immense auditorium of the cathe-

dral, but overflowed by thousands into the adjoining streets. The Catholic

Choral Society rendered the music, a sanctuary choir of boys and young

men taking their share in the work, to the great satisfaction of all.

The new episcopal residence being completed, the archbishop and the

clergy of the cathedral began to occupy it about this time. This residence

was built by the contributions of the clergy of the diocese, and stands at the

corner of Harrison Avenue and Union-Park Street. The burial cr\-pt under

the cathedral being now ready, the body of Bishop Fitzpatrick, which had

been temporarily deposited in a tomb in St. Augustine's cemetery, was

transferred to the cathedral and laid in a vault with the usual religious rites

and ceremonies.

April 20 of this year the Rc\-. John Delahunty succeeded the Rev. James

Griffin in the rectorship of St. Francis de Sales' church, Vernon Street, and

now occupies that position. On April 25 of this year occurred the death

of a priest whose history brings us back to the palmy days of the old ca-

thedral on Franklin Street. This was the Rev. Nicholas J. O'Brien, who

was ordained priest in 1842, and was for some years pastor of the church

in East Boston.

The mission fathers of the Society of the Holy Redeemer, who are chiefly

engaged in giving missions in the various parish churches in aid of the

regular pastors, purchased the Dearborn estate in Roxbury. On this site

the corner-stone of a new church edifice, one of the finest in New England,

was laid with the usual pomp and ceremony on May 28, 1876. Bishop

Healy preached the sermon. On the night of that same day the house

occupied by the fathers caught fire in some mysterious way, and was burned

to the ground. They have since replaced the old mansion by a more com-

modious dwelling-house. The church was dedicated April 7, 1878.

At the dedication of the splendid new church of the Germans on Shaw-

mut Avenue, May 27 of this year, the venerable Father Weninger, S. J.,

preached the sermon. The present rector of the cathedral, the Rev. J. B.

Smith, was appointed Sept. 23, 1876. The new convent at Jamaica Plain

was dedicated March 8 of this \-ear.

St. Mary's, Endicott Street, having been for many years too small for

the congregation, was at length taken down and replaced by the present

magnificent edifice, which was constructed after designs furnished b\- P. C.

Keely, and under the supervision of his son. The principal part of the
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work was done under the direction of tlie Rev. R. W. Brady, S.J. But he,

having been made superior of his province, was obUged to transfer his resi-

dence to Baltimore. The Rev. W. Duncan, S. J., took his place, and having

brought the church to completion, had it dedicated by the archbishop,

Dec. 16, 1877. The Rev. R. W, Brad}', the former pastor, preached the

sermon ; the event stands among the most important in the history of the

Catholic Church in Boston.

The Rev. Michael Lane, of St. \'inccnt's. South Boston, having died

February 2 of this year, was succeeded by the Re\-. W. J. Corcoran, the

present pastor.

A grand requiem scr\icc for Pope Pius IX., who died Jan. 7, 1S78, was

conducted in the cathedral, January 14, in the presence of one of the largest

audiences that ever assembled there. Quickly following this event came the

death of the Very Rev. P. F. Lyndon, V. G., which occurred at the pastoral

residence of St. Joseph's Church. He died April 18, and was buried at the

cathedral, y\pril 22. The archbishop officiated at the obsequies, and the

Rev. James Fitton preached the funeral sermon. The funeral procession

from .St. Joseph's church to the cathedral was \-cry large, and was witnessed

by a great multitude of people, who lined the streets through which the

funeral cortege passed.

The Rev. William J. Daly succeeded the vicar-general as pastor of St.

Joseph's Church, and is now in the exercise of that office. The school

question came up again for discussion this year, and the archbishop de-

livered an address to his clergy on the subject.

July 15, 1878, the office of vicar-general was conferred on the Rev. Wil-

liam Byrne, of St. Mary's church, Charlestown. The fiftieth anniversary of

this church — the oldest in the diocese — was observed with becoming

solemnity. May 10, 1879. The archbishop celebrated mass pontifically in

the old church. Bishop O'Reilly preached an historical discourse on Sun-

day, and the Rev. R. J. Barry, now of Hyde Park, preached on the following

day, when the festival closed with a meeting of the parishioners in Monu-

ment Hall, at which addresses were made by the Very Rev. J. J. Power,

V. G., of Worcester, and several members of the congregation.

November 3, the new convent of the Sisters of St. Joseph, near the

Church of the Gate of Heaven, in South Boston, was opened and dedicated.

Feb. 20, 1880, the Ladies of the Sacred Heart— another order of teach-

ers— were introduced into Boston, and located their school temporarily in

a large house on Chester Park at the South End.

The most recent event of importance in the history of the Catholic

Church in Boston is the purchase of a large estate in Brighton for the pur-

pose of erecting thereon an ecclesiastical seminary in which the future

priests of the diocese are to be educated. This institution will be con-

ducted by certain priests of the congregation of St. Sulpice, Paris. This

order has successfully conducted for man\- years similar institutions in

Montreal and Baltimore.

VOL. in. — 69.
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The present condition of the Catholic Church in Boston may be summed
up as follows : The probable Catholic population of the city in the year

1880 was about 150,000 souls. These worship in 30 churches, attended by

90 priests, under the guidance of their archbishop. There are 10 parochial

schools, chiefly conducted by the Sisters of Notre Dame. They have 3 col-

leges and academies in the city, 5 orphan asylums, 3 hospitals, and a home
for their aged poor. The societies that flourish among them are religious

sodalities and pious confraternities. They have also many temperance so-

cieties and literary associations. Conferences^ of the charitable society of

St. Vincent de Paul are established in every parish, and are continuall\- at

work among the poor, reheving their wants, and laboring for their im-

provement.^

'^Z^^^/ ^^<:-e

1 The first conference of this society was es-

tablished in St. James's Parish, in 1S62. In ad-

dition to its labors among the very poor, this

society, to some extent, continues the work of the

Young Catholics' Friend Society, which for a

quarter of a century did excellent service among
the poorer children of Boston, providing them

with proper clothing, bringing them into the Sun-

day-schools, and teaching them C hristian doctrine.

- The material of this chapter is for the most

part taken from the original records preserved

in the archives of this diocese, and from the

files of the Boston Pilot. [It may be well to

remember that Dr. J. G. Shea contributed to the

American Oit/iolic Quarterly Rez'iirw, A\yr\\, iSSi,

an important paper on " The Earliest Discus-

sion of the Catholic Question in New England."

— Ed.]



CHAPTER XV.

CHARLESTOWN IN THE LAST HUNDRED YEARS.

KV HENRY HKKBERT EDES.

" I "HE one great event in the history of Charlestown, that \vhicii gave
-- her not only a national, but a world-wide fame, — the Battle of Bunker

Hill, — has been described in another chapter.' The conflagration which

attended that struggle reduced the town to ashes, and the inhabitants from

affluence to poverty. During the siege of Boston, that part of Charlestown

which was above the peninsula, or " without the Neck," was mostly occu-

pied by the American troops; and it was not until after the evacuation of

Boston, in March, 1776, that a portion of the former inhabitants began to

return, and to repair their waste places. The British Aiiiinal Register'^ for

1775 observed :

—

' ("harlestown was large, handsome, and well built, both in respect to its public

and jjri\ale edifices ; it contained aboi'it four hundred houses, and had the greatest

trade of any port in the province, except Boston. It is said that the two ports cleared

out a thousand vessels annually for a foreign trade, exclusive of an infinite number

of coasters."

In his Historical Sketch of Charlestoivn? Dr. Josiah Bartletf* says con-

cerning the rebuilding of the town: —
" A few . . . were able to erect convenient dwellings, whilst others, like their

hardy predecessors, were only covered with temporary shelters. ... By a considera-

tion of mutual sufferings, it was the endeavor of every individual to meliorate the

' Hy Ur. Hale, on "The Siege o£ Boston." only till May 25, 1787. There is another sketch

- Page *I36. in Barber's Historical Collections of Massachusetts,

' Printed in 2 Mass. [list. Coll., ii. 163-S4 pp. 364-374. In 1S3S Mr. William Sawyer (H.

(1814). I would here acknowledge my indebt- C. 1S2S) published large extracts from the town

edness to Dr. Bartlett's pages for some facts records in the Bunker Hill Aurora (newspaper),

which appear to have been nowhere else pre- which had its early home in the " stone build-

served. Dr. Bartlett wrote also a brief sketch of ing" erected about 1822 by William and Nathan-

the town, which appeared in the first two num- iel Austin at the junction of Main, Harvard,

bers of the American Recorder, December 9 and Bow, and Pleasant streets. The Aurora was

13, 1785, the first newspaper printed in Charles- published from July 12, 1827, till Sept. 24, 1S70.

town, or in the county of Middlesex. It lived * Ci. Mass. Hist. Soe. Proc, i. 325.
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condition of his neighbor ; to cultivate harmony, and unite for the benefit of the

whole. .\ block-house/ erected by the enemy at the place [Town Hill] originally

fortified against the natives, was

appropriated to the discharge of

our civil duties, to the public

services of religion, and to the

education of youth. Here, un-

influenced by political dissensions, we gave our first suffrages for a chief magistrate

and legislators under the constitution of this Commonwealth. . . . The principal

streets were widened, straightened, and improved, and the Market Square was regu-

larly laid out soon after the opening of the town, in i 776 ; to facilitate which a lottery

was granted, and the State taxes were remitted for seven years."

In October, 1796, President Dvvight visited Charlestown, while on a

journc}' through New England. His account of this place,^ presents a

picture difterent from that drawn by Dr. Bartlett. He says: —
" The town is built on the southern and western sides of the peninsula. The

streets are formed without the least regard to regularity. The middle of this penin-

sula is a hill, extending almost the whole length, and crowned with two beautiful

eminences, the south-eastern named Breed's Hill, and the other. Bunker's Hill. On
the southern and western declivities of this hill stands Charlestown. After it was

burnt, the proprietors had a fair opportunity of making it one of the most beautiful

towns in the world. Had they thrown their property into a common stock ; had the

whole been then surveyed ; had they laid out the streets with the full advantage fur-

nished by the ground, which might have been done without lessening the quantity of

enclosed ground ; had they then taken their house-lots, whenever they chose to do so,

as near their former positions as the new location of the streets would have permitted,

— Charlestown would have been only beautiful. Its present location is almost only

jjreposterous. Such a plan was, indeed, sufficiently a subject of conversation ; but a

miserable mass of prejudices prevented it from being executed. The houses in this

town are all new, many of them good, and some handsome. The situations of some

of them, also, are remarkably pleasant, particularly those in the southern declivity of

Breed's Hill.^ . . . After the town was burnt, a part only of its former inhabitants

returned. Its additional population has been formed by strangers from many places,"*

and of almost every description. The bonds by which they are united are, of course,

feeble. . . . The inhabitants of Charlestown are not a little divided in their parochial,

town, and public concerns ; and this division prevents much of the pleasure of Ufe

which might othenvise be found on so charming a spot."

Between April 7, 1775, and Jan. 26, 1776, there is no record of any meet-

ing of the inhabitants or the selectmen. At the selectmen's meeting, Jan.

26, 1776, routine business was transacted, and a warrant issued "in His

1 It occupied a part of the site of the present taken by Samuel Swan, Jr., and Benjamin Kurd,
meeting-house of the Fir.st Parish. Jr., in February, 1789, and still in the town

2 Dwight, Travels in America (London ed., archives. June 19, 1786, Mr. [Eleazer ?] Wyer
1823), i. 426-37. was ordered to take a census of the inhabitants

;

3 Cf. notes on pp. 552-53, 557, 562. but the result of his labors, if he obeyed the
^ This fact is fully attested by the census order, is not known to be now e.\tant.
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Majesty's name," for the annual March meeting, which was appointed for

March 6, at 9 o'clock A. M., at Mr. Jeremiah Snow's, innholder in Charles-
town. It was also agreed that tlie sufferers by the burning of the town
should be publicly requested to make out just estimates of their losses,

and hand them, before March 6, to Seth Sweetser ' at Medford, Nathaniel

Frothingham at Maiden, .Stephen Miller at Woburn, or John Larkin at

Cambridge. At the March meeting town officers were chosen,— Judge
Goriiam,- the moderator, being placed at the head of the selectmen; but

the principal business re-

lated to the losses just re- ^^^^^^.n^^^r^Aay^^Z.__^
fcrred to. A committee '//
of thirteen, consisting of

the selectmen, Richard Devens,'^ and five others, was appointed to estimate

the loss sustained by the town and the inhabitants. " agreeable to the

recommendations of the Continental Congress." This committee was in-

creased (April 3) to nineteen, any seven to constitute a quorum. An
advertisement in the public prints requested the inhabitants to hand in

schedules of their losses to the committee, which was to " meet at the

house of Mr. Cooper, innholder, in Menotomy [Arlington], on Tuesday,

the 26th of this instant March, at nine o'clock A.M., and so from day to day

till the business is completed." The estimates, as revised by the committee,

aggregated ;^i 17,982 ^s. 2d. sterling.^ Besides the meeting-house, a court

house," county house, prison, work-house, and two school-houses, more
than tlnee hundred and eighty dwellings and other buildings were burned,

June 17, 1775, rendering the whole population of the peninsula, about two

thousand persons, homeless.

On May 4, 1776, the selectmen issued their warrant, "in the name of

the government and people of the Massachusetts Bay," for a town-meet-

ing on the sixteenth, when it was voted to send three representatives to

the General Court, which was to convene at Watertown on the twenty-

ninth; and to raise no money by taxation, the town's income being suf-

' Cf. Ante, II. 320, 321. iii. 239.) The cut on the next page follows his

- The Hon. Nathaniel Gorhamwas the most portrait by Henry Sargent, now in the Charles-

distingui.shcd man who ever made Charlestown town Branch of the Public Library, to which it

his permanent home. His public services w^crc was bec|ueathcd bv Miss Charlotte Harris. Cf.

various and important ; and the matrimonial Wyman, Genealogies and Estates of Charlestown,

alliances of his children and grand-children were pp. 289-92 ; and Frothingham, History of Charles-
remarkable. His portrait is in possession of town, chap. .\.\v.-x.\i.\.

Mr. Br,ooks Adams (H. C. 1870). Cf. Thach- > The i)nrpose in making this estimate was
er's Funeral Sermon, June 19, 1796; Welch's to secure, if possible, partial or complete com-

Eulogy, June 29, 1796; and Wyman, Genealogies pensation for the damages suffered. .Several

and Estates of C/iarlesto7vn, pp. 423-25. persistent but fruitless efforts were made to that

^ Richard Dcvens was the founder of his end. Cf. U. S. House of Rep. Doc. No. 55,

family. He was born here in September, 1721. Twenty-third Congress, First Session, 1833-34.

In early life he was a cooper ; but he became a The original schedules of property destroyed

highly prosperous merchant, and at his decease, fill two folio volumes. They afford an interest-

Sept. 20, 1807, at the age of eighty-six, he left ing glimpse of the social life of that period,

an estate valued at about $120,000, a part of ' .\n unsuccessful attempt was made in 1812

whicit was bestowed in charity. (Cf. Panoplist, to re-establish the courts of law in Charlestown.
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hcient to defray " the charges that will unavoidabl}- arise." On May 28

the town—
" Voted, unanimously, that it is tlie mind of the inhabitants that our represen-

tatives be advised, that if the Continental Congiess should (for the safety of the

Colonies) declare them independent of the Kingdom of Great Biitain, they will,

in that case, solemnly engage with their lives and fortunes to support them in that

measure."
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The town clerk ^ was instructed to communicate this vote to the town's

representatives.

Of all who sought the protection of the British Crown, upon the evac-

uation of Boston, only one, Thomas Danforth (H. C. 1762), was a resi-

dent of Charlestown. He was the only lawyer in the town ; had been an

addresser of Hutchinson; went to Halifax; was proscribed and banished;

and died in London, iMarch 6, 1820.^

In August, 1776, a committee was sent to represent to the Council that

the quota of ten men called for by the General Court had been already

furnished, the town claiming credit for John Larkin, enlisted at Cambridge,

five negroes, belonging respectively to Thomas Russell, [the Rev. ?] Mr.

Prentice, John Austin, Jr., Isaiah Edes, and Caleb Call, and for Ebenezer

Frothingham, Thomas Orgain, Samuel Adams, and John Green, who had

enlisted in neighboring towns ; but the claim was not admitted, and

Charlestown immediately responded to this and all subsequent calls, with

alacrity.^

' Seth Sweetser. {Ci.aiiUll. ^21.) His suc-

cessors in office were : Walter Russell, who was

of the Cambridge family, chosen March 2, 1778 ;

when he was unanimously elected first city clerk.

He resigned Jan. 25, 1848. His long and faith-

Samuel Swan, March i, 1779; Timothy Trumball ful services to town and city, and the accuracy,

(H. C. 1774), March 6, 1780; Samuel Swan, Oct. precision, and elegance of his records were re-

P-^^^^^y^/^6A^

1783; Samuel Payson

1787; Phillips P.iyson

23, 1782 ; Sam-

uel Holbrook,

the schoolmas-

ter, March 3,

H. C. 17S2), March 5,

(H. C. 1778), Aug. 3,

^6A:t^;!7^
zP^ici-'T-c!^ c=-^^^^^*-^<=%^

m^^^^^^^^^
1801

; John Kettell, at one time postmaster,

March 3, 1806; Samuel Devcns, March 2, 1S12;

^f':^^^ <^^,f/^>^

John Kettell, March i, 1S13; David Dodge,

schoolmaster, ^^arch 7, 1S14: John KettcU,

j^^^ ^^Cj^^^

March 2, iSiS; Charles Devens, Sept. 30,

1822 ; and David Dodge, March 7, 1825. Mr.
Dodge was annually rechosen till April 26, 1847,

cognized by the city government in resolutions

adopted when his resignation was accepted,

March 15. His portrait, by Wctherbee, is in

possession of Mr. Abraham B. Shedd, who was

chosen his successor in ofifice Ai>ril 10, 1848.

Mr. Shedd's successors were : Charles Poole,

elected March 24. 1851 ; Daniel Williams, Jan.

13, 1862; and John T.

Priest, the present

'X^.^^f^ assistant city clerk of

Boston, who was elected

May 23, 187 1.

- Cf. Columbian Cot-

T5^ //w/ for May 20, 1820; Sabine, Z(y<j/w/.f

of the American Rnolution, i. 358, 359.

3 In January, 17S7, the town sent the Charles-

town Artillery Company (organized June 17,
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The attention of the people was at once given to rebuilding. A contro-

versy early arose between the inhabitants and the former residents as to

the finances and the right of the former inhabitants to vote in town-meet-

ings upon questions involving their individual proprietary rights, which

were to be affected b\- the proposed amending of the public highways.

This trouble was not composed till the close of 1778.' The ne.xt year the

town voted to cover all the wells and vaults, which were then in a danger-

ous condition. In 1780 (June 24) it was " Voted, that all the streets, lanes,

etc. within the Neck shall be laid open from the first day of May next ;

"

and a committee appointed to consider the alterations proper to be made

in the streets reported (September 29), estimating the cost at ^2,600^

The alterations were to be confined principally to the main street and

streets about the Square. The same year John Leach,'^ a prominent sur-

veyor of Boston, made a plan* of the proposed

changes, which were sanctioned by an act of

the General Court the next year. When the

new lines were established, building proceeded

rapidly. The oldest house^ now standing is the

mansion of the late Captain Robert Ball Edes on Main Street. It was built

by his great-grandfather, David Wood,

Sr., soon after the reoccupation of the

town, on the site^ of his former place of

abode, which was burned, June 17, 1775.

It is remarkable also as the birthplace of Samuel Finloy Breese Morsê

1786) to aid in suppressing Shays's Rebellion,

and in consequence was excused from sending

any of its militia. In 1804 were organized tlie

Warren Phalan.x, once commanded by Lieut.-

Governor Samuel T. Armstrong, and the Charles-

town Light Infantry, called "the Blues," for a

time under the command of General Austin.

1 Cf. Town Records, viii. 321-23.
'^ The actual cost was ;^4,595, y- 7</. plus

$80, the alterations being more e.xtensive than

was at first contemplated. The street commit-

tee's accounts were not finally settled until Nov.

19, 1791. (Cf. Town Records i.x. 299, 300, 377.)

After the great fire of August, 1835, Charles

River Avenue, Warren, Joiner, Chambers, and

Water streets were widened or straightened. Gill

Street discontinued, and Chelsea Street laid out.

In advocating these improvements Dr. William

J. Walker (H. C. iSio), the distinguished physi-

cian and surgeon, then resident here, was ear-

nest and foremost. Dr. Walker was a son of

the Hon. Timothy Walker, and cousin to the

Rev. Dr. James Walker. (Cf. Mr. Pillaway's

chapter in Vol. IV. for an account of Dr.

Walker's munificent bequests to various insti-

tutions of learning.) In 1S3S a board of street

commissioners was established. Mr. Samuel
Morse Felton (H. C. 1834), civil engineer, now
of Philadelphia, was one of the original board.

3 Qi.A'.E.Hist.aiid Geiieal.Rc-g.,ii\x, 255, 313.

* Cf. Editor's Introduction to the present

volume, under the years 1775, '/So, 1794, 1818,

1S30, and 1S48 ; and Admiral Preble's chapter.

^ Cf. nole on p. 562.

6 This estate was in the possession of Robert

Chalkley, prior to 1656 His widow, Elizabeth,

sold the property to Josiah Wood in 1676, and

it remained in the uninterrupted possession of

,i^^^l^y^t2X̂USt—^ his descendants for nearly two centuries. It

was inherited, in iSiS, by Thomas Edes, Jr.,

whose mother was a daughter of David Wood,
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,^'i:x}M *\r- '^-:

THE EDES HOUSE.

THE FIRST DWELLING ERECTED AFTER

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TOWN,

JUNE 17. 1775.

(Y. C. 1810), the inventor of the electric telegraph, who was born, April

27, 1 79 1, in the front chamber of the second stor}', on tlie right of the

front door of entrance. A few

months previous to that time, his

father, tlic Rev. Dr. Jedediah

Morse, had accepted the hospital-

ity of his friend and parishioner,

Mr. Thomas Edes, Sr., while the parsonage, on Town Hill, was in building.

Some delays occurring in the work. Dr. Morse's visit was prolonged until

after the birth of his eldest and most distinguished child.'

In 1783 the roadway o\'er Bunker Hill was opened. The barracks, built

there by the British during their occupancy of the town, were sold and re-

moved about the same time. Tn 1785 (February 7 ) the town chose Nathaniel

Sr. (Cf. note on ]). 562.) The heirs of Captain present century. Cf. Wyman, Genealogies and

Robert Ball Edes conveyed it, in 1864, to Leon- Estates of C/iarlestozun, pp. 197, 322, 323. 895,

ard B. Ilathon, who adapted the lower story of 1045-47.

the house to purjioses of trade. The cut rep- ' Cf. Belknap Papers (5 Mass. Hist. Coll.), ii.

resents the building as it appeared early in the 254. Professor Morse died .April 2. 1S72.

VOL. III. — 70.
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^^^^/2^

Gorham, Samuel Nicholson, Captain Joseph Cordis, David Wood, Jr., John

Larkin, Dr. Josiah Hartlett, Isaac Mallctt,

John Austin, Samuel Swan, and Joseph

Hurd ^ a committee to petition the Gen-

eral Court to grant the petition of Thomas

Russell, Esq., and others for liberty to build a bridge across Charles River

where the ferry was then established.^

An act was obtained the same year, the

corporators being Governor

Hancock, Thomas Russell,

Nathaniel Gorham, James

Swan, and Eben Parsons.

The bridge was com-

pleted in 1786, and was opened June 17, amid " tlie greatest splendor

LHARLESIOWX IN 1 7S9.

and festivity."^ It was 1,503 feet long and 43 feet wide. In 1791 the town

actively opposed the building of a bridge from West Boston to Cam-

' Mr. Kurd was representative in 1S14. Cf.

Edes's History of the Han'ard Church in Charles-

town, pp. 123, 124, 264, 265.

'^ The same committee was instructed to op-

pose the petition of John and .\ndrew Cabot for

liberty to build a bridge from Lechmere Point to

New Boston.

3 Cf. Bartlett's Historical Sketch of Charles-

to^vn, pp. 172, 173; American Recorder (news-

paper) for June 20, 1786 ; and Massachusetts

Magazine for September, 1789 (i. 533), which

describes the structure and contains a view of

it, reproduced in the woodcut in the te.xt, showing

also the Square and the new meeting-house with

its unfinished spire. The bridge was built by

Samuel Sewall. [In the manuscript note-book

of Robert Gilmor, of Baltimore, who was in Bos-

ton about this time, there is a view of Charles-

town from the west end of Cambridge bridge.

It is in the Boston Public Library. A view of

Bo-ston, from Breed's Hill, is given in Mr. Stan-

wood's chapter in Vol. IV., and follows an en-

graving in the Massachusetts Magazine, June,

1791 (iii. 331). There is in" the Gentleman's

A/agazine, February, 1790, a crude view of Bun-
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bridge; and in 1796 assumed a similar attitude toward a proposed bridge

from Chelsea to Moulton's Point.' In iiSo4 a new bridge to Boston was

proposed. The town voted, " unani- ^^
mousl)'," to oppose the scheme. In

,>=:^-^^

March, 1828, however, an act creat-

'a//

^" -^^^— — 'larned as corpi

QJtC^<<i prise, in which

ing the Warren Bridge Corporation

was passed by the Legislature, in

which John Skinner, Isaac Warren, John Cofran, Nathaniel Austin, Eben-

ezer Breed, and Nathan Tufts^ were

jorators. This enter-

General Austin '' was

a prime mover, and which continued

to enlist his zealous support for more

than thirty _\'ears, was violently opposed'' b}- the Charles Ri\-er Bridge Cor-

poration, whose prt)perty was to be

mater'^"^' i"''i'''^''l fli^^r/'hi' * Tli^ /^J^^ vv^ ^^
.

shares

$825 in 1824,

of the project, even before the charter was granted.'' In November, 1835,

the town voted to avail of the optiwn offered by the Legislature to take

one half of Warren Bridge and half the bridge fund, preparatory to open-

naterially injured thereby.^' The /7^^7^ Z^ ~/^^ -^
;hares fell from $1,950 in 1823 to t^/^^^^>6. 'CC^^L^C^-r''^^^^^

[582; in 1824, during the agitation ^

ker Hill, from the slope of Copp's Hill, taken

bv an officer of the twenty-second regiment, at

the time when Howe was encamped there, after

the battle. The ruins of Charlestown, the tents

of the encampment, the wharfed shore, with a

few buildings and a ship on the Boston side, are

shown. A view taken from the Navy Yard about

1825 is in Edes's History of the Nan'tird Church

ill Charlcslmon, p. 133. It was drawn by the wife

of the late Commodore James Armstrong, U..S.N.

A view of Charlestown in 1S26, from the dome

of the State House, is in Snow's Boston, p. 316.

A view of Charlestown, from Copp's Hill, about

1840, is in Barber's Historical Collections of Mas-

sachusetts, p. 364. — Ed.]

1 Chelsea Bridge was built in 1803, at a cost

of §53,000, under an act of the Legislature pass-

ed in 1802, incorporating certain persons for the

purpose of building a turnpike road from Salem

to Charles River Bridge in Charlestown. One
half of the 2,400 shares in this bridge belonged

to the Maiden Bridge Corporation, which was

chartered in 17S7 to build a bridge at Penny

Ferry (ante, I. 393). The bridge cost ;^5,300,

and was built in si.\ months. Cf. Massachusetts

Magazine for September, 1790 (ii. 515), for a de-

scription and view of the structure.

- Nathan Tufts, a wealthy citizen, who died

in October, 1835, aged 71, was uncle to Charles

Tufts, the founder of Tufts College, who was

born July 17, 17S1, and who died Dec. 24, 1S76.

' The Hon. Nathaniel Austin was High

Sheriff of Middlese.t and Major-General of the

Massachusetts Militia at the same time. His

mother was a daughter of Dr. Isaac Rand (H. C.

1761), a chstinguished physician and president

of the Massachusetts Medical Society. General

Austin died here April 3, 1861, in his ninetieth

'kfcjuuJuL

year. Cf. Wvman, Genealo<pes and Estates of

Charlestown, pp. 32, 785, 786. See p. 564, note.

* The contest between these rival corpora-

tions was long and bitter. Both decisions of the

Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts (182S,

1829) were against the older corporation (6 Pick-

ering, 376 ; 7 Pickering, 344). The case was

appealed to the Supreme Court of the United

States, where it was argued for the plaintiffs

by Mr. Webster. At the January term in 1837

Chief-Tustice Taney delivered the opinion of the

court, affirming the decree of the Supreme Judi-

cial Court of Massachusetts. (11 Peters, 420.)

'- June 6, 1823, the town had voted to me-

morialize the General Court in f.ivor of a peti-

tion then before it, that the contemplated new

bridge should be toll-free to foot-passengers.

•i See a valuable report upon the affairs of

the Charles River Bridge Corporation, printed

in Mass. House of Kef' /'"
.
N'<i. 7>> 'S27.
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ing it as a free bridge, to be maintained by Charlestown and Boston jointly;

adopted a series of resolutions, and chose a large committee to confer with

the Boston authorities, and to promote the success of the plan. In 1845 a bill

to re-establish the tolls ^ on both bridges was introduced into the House of

Representatives. Resolutions were adopted protesting against the passage

of the bill, "as hostile to the interest of this town, and particularly burden-

some to the laboring classes ; utterly unnecessary, uncalled for, and in the

highest degree arbitrary and oppressive," since there was still an unex-

pended balance of $30,000 belonging to the bridge fund. The town's

representatives were instructed to oppose the bill. Tolls were re-established

for the last time b}- an act passed in 1854 to raise funds to rebuild or repair

both bridges and to provide a permanent repair fund of $100,000.

The Middlesex Canal, one terminus of which was in this town, at the

Neck, was chartered in 1793- The survey was completed in the summer of

1794, and the canal was navigable in 1803.^ In 1836 Boston Avenue, now

known as Warren Avenue, was laid out. The same year the Charlestown

Wharf Company and the Charlestown Branch Railroad were incorporated.

The first named corporation was authorized to hold the water-front from

the Navy Yard to Lynda's Point. The Pltchburg Railroad Company, char-

tered in 1842, succeeded to the Branch Railroad, and acquired much of the

Wharf Company's property. The Middlesex Horse Railroad Company

was incorporated April 29, 1854.

In 1800 the National Government was seeking a site for a naval station.

On March 27 it was " Voted, that it is the sense of this meeting that it will

be of the greatest consequence to this town to have the Continental Dock

and Navy Yard established in it; " and a committee was appointed to ascer-

tain at what price the necessary land could be had. $73,200 was the price

demanded by the seven owners of the land. This sum was deemed ex-

orbitant, and another committee was appointed to make a just appraisal

of the estates, under oath. They adjudged the land worth $25,180. The

town then chose Dr. Aaron Putnam •''

its agent to proceed to the seat of

government, and endeavor to

secure the location of the Xav\-

Yard here. He was instructed*

to oppose the Noddle's Island

site, and to call to his aid the

influence of our distinguished

townsman, the Hon. Samuel

1 A previous, but unsuccessful, attempt had

been made in 1840.

2 Cf. Caleb Eddy, Historical Sketch of the Mid-

dlesex Canal. Boston. 1843. In 1807 a canal

through Back (now Warren) Street was pro-

jected, but the plan miscarried. [See Mr. C. F.

Adams, Jr.'s chapter in Vol. TV. — Ed.)

^ Dr. Putnam was subsequently appointed

agent for the United States; and in iSoi pur-

chased and took about si.\ty-five acres of land

for a Navy Yard. Cf. Wyman, Gcnealo^es and
Estates of Charlestown, p. -So.

* His letter of instructions is recorded in the

Tinvn Records, i,\. 461-63.
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Dexter, Jr.,' wlm was then one of the L'nited States Senators from Massa-

chusetts. The mission was successful.'-

The estabUshment of a naval station in this town marked an epoch in its

history. The ruin and desolation caused by the war had given place to

prosperity, and the town had as-

sumed the aspect of an enter- // y
prising and successful community, /^'^''—-f-^^

The public buildings had been re-

built, the streets improved, and the

principal ones furnished ( 1795 ) with signboards ;' the church and the schools

were re-established on firm foundations, and were in a flourishing condition
;

the fire department was well organized and well regulated ; and the finances,

which had occasioned much solicitude,* were in a satisfactory condition.

Notwithstanding the slender resources of the town after its destruction,

the schools were not permitted to languish. As early as Sept. 15, 1777, a

committee was chosen to " fit up the Block House w-ith all convenient

speed for a school-house." In 1780 the appropriation for schools was

/^6ooo; and in 1781 ;^ioo "hard money." The next year there were three

schools, — one within the Neck, taught by Timothy Trumball (H. C. 1774),

(yi^ . ^ the tow^n clerk; and two others under the

^li^if-^'i^^Triy t/'P'lc^^'t^hz./O' care of Samuel Tufts and Lieutenant

— Samuel Cutter. In 1792 Samuel Payson

(H. C. 1782), the town clerk, was in charge of the grammar school.

March 27, 1793, on petition of the town, an act was passed incorporat-

ing Richard Devens, Nathaniel Gorham, Josiah Bartlett, Aaron Putnam,

1 The Hon. .Samuel De.xter (H. C 1781),

LL.D., resided in Charlestown for several years

on a fine estate, extending from Main Street to

High Street on the southerly side of Green
.Street, now covered by De.xter Row, the Win-

throp Church, and the mansions of Mr. Rhodes
Lockwood, the Hon. Edward Lawrence, and ex-

Mayor Sawyer. Cf. Story, Sketch of Ihc Life of
Samuel Dexter ; and I^eminiscenee.'; of Samuel
Dexter, by Sigma. [See Mr. Morse's chapter on

"The Bench and Bar," in Vol. IV. — En.]

The Hon. Franklin Dexter (H. C. 1S12),

LL.D., son of the preceding, was born here,

>fov. 5, t793.

- Cf. Admiral Preble's chapter in the present

volume, and Edes's Memorial of jfosiah Barter,

Boston, 1871. The dry-dock was constructed

by the Hon. Loammi Baldwin (II. C. iSoo),

1827-34.
•• It was not until 1826 that the streets gener-

ally were named and the numbering of the houses

begun. Feb. 7, 1831, the

selectmen voted to num-

ber the houses within

the Xcck "at once" at the

public charge. Town-Hill

Street was named Har-

vard Street on petition of Governor Everett and

others, dated Nov. 7, 1836.

• In 1787-SS the town wms obliged to sell

some of its lands to liquidate its most press-

ing debts. In ,

1795 an clabo- ^ jtn ,

rate report on ^C^l^ . /^'^ *" ^T^
the finances, ^
signed by Josiah Bartlett and Matthew Bridge,

is recorded. A new system for keeping the

town's accounts was recommended, which sub-

sequently was adopted.
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Joseph Hurd, Natlianicl Hawkins, and Sctli \\'\-nian as trustees of the

Charlcstown Free Schools. In 1841 the number of trustees was increased

to eleven. Aug. 11, 1800, the trustees of

>vm,2^ the schools were authorized to erect a new
'^^ building on the site of the school-house

O^ within the Neck to accommodate the

school, the town meetings, and other public business. It was built of

brick, contained a town hall ' and a room for the selectmen, and stood

on the site of the present old Harvard School-house on Harvard Street.

The cost was not to exceed $3,000. In 1837 that part of the nation's

"surplus revenue" which was apportioned to Charlcstown,- was set apart

for the benefit of the schools. It was invested by the town treasurer

in town notes. Only the interest could be expended ; and it was pro-

vided that this income should in no way supersede the annual appropri-

ation for school purposes. In May, 1846, when the trustees' annual report

was considered in town-meeting, its recommendation of an appropriation

of $500 for teaching music in the grammar schools was indefinitelj' post-

poned. At the annual March meeting in 1831 an attempt was made to

establish an English high school.^ A petition for such a school was re-

ceived and referred to the trustees for consideration. In the following

April they reported upon the project whicli the town voted to indefinitely

postpone. In 1836 there were two determined eftbrts in the same direc-

tion. In March, 1837, the trustees, as requested, reported a scheme for

such a school, which was ordered to be printed ; and the}- were requested

to look for a proper site and report their conclusions to the town. It was

not until 1847-48, however, during the first year of the cit_\- government,

that the High School-house on Monument Square was built. The corner-

stone was laid Oct 7, 1847.

For five years (1778-1783) the Block House, alread}" mentioned, served

as the Sunday home of the people. June 24, 1780, it was voted to let the

Training-field to the highest bidder, and use the rental to repair it. Sept.

10, 1 78 1, the town chose a committee'' "to solicit subscriptions of the good

friends of this town throughout this State to assist us in building a meeting-

house." Oct. 27, 1782, the town voted to give to the First Parish " that

piece of land commonly called Town-house Hill, for the sole purpose of

1 111 1S15 a proposal to buy the Baptist Hall, is now occupied in part by George .S. Mon-
meeting-house on High Street (see pp. 561-63) roe as a market, at the northerly corner of Main
for a town hall was rejected because of the in- and Pleasant streets.

cumbrances upon the estate. March 11, 1S16, - It amounted to $19,230.34, and was re-

the town voted to buy the Robbins Tavern lot ceived May 5 and July 5, 1S37. The total amount
on the Square at the corner of Harvard .Street, distributed in Massachusetts was $1,338,173.58.

for 85,200, at the same time rejecting a proposal ' April 4, 1S25, the town voted to indefinitely

to buy the Warren Tavern lot During the next postpone the second article in the warrant for

two years a commodious building, three stories the meeting: "To know what measures the town
high, with cupola, w.is erected at a cost of about will take to establish a Classical Free School."

$20,000. (Cf. Town Records, xi, 25.) • Judge Gorham, Capt. Cordis, David Wood,
The Warren Tavern, in which was Warren Jr., Capt. Eliphalct Newell, and John Brazier.
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erecting tliercoii a house for the public worship of God ;
" provided it was

built within five years, othervvise the grant was to be void. The new meet-

ing-house was built the same year. It was a wooden structure,' 72 feet

long, 52 feet wide, and 27 feet high to the eaves. ^ It had an imposing

tower ami an elegant steeple,'' designctl b\- Charles Bulfuich (H. C. 1781),

of l^oston. The building faced the east, being directl)- opposite the head

of Henley Street.^

In 1S04 the inccting-house was widened to 84 feet; and Dr. Bartlett

tells us "a convenient chapel, 26 feet long, 21 feet wide, and lO)-^ feet high,

for parish and church meetings, lectures, etc., was built by subscription in

the church [amcnniting to $411], in 1809," in the garden "of a valuable

parsonage lot, bequeathed, in 1703, by Mr. Richard Sprague."'' March

5, 1803, the Legislature incorporated "a religious society by the name of

the 'First Parish in the Town of Charlestown." " The town opposed the

petition of John Larkin and others for this act.'' The present brick meet-

ing-house was dedicated July 3, 1834. In 1852 the building was remodelled

and a Norman tower added; into which, in 1868, a chime of sixteen bells"

was introduced. They were given by Miss Charlotte Harris, of Boston, in

memory of many of her ancestors who worshipped here.

The Rev. Thomas Prentice (H. C. 1726) retired to Cambridge in 1775,

and lived there, in the house in which he was born, during the remainder

of his days ; although he continued his ministrations to his scattered flock

here. Dr. Budington saj's :
" After an interval of something like three

years, the public worship of God and the ordinances of religion were

re-established under the ministr\' of the now aged Prentice." The first

1 Froth'mgh3.m,//is/ory0/C/iar/,'S/o7uii,p.i6i, Maiden, but proceeded to the College at Cam-
gives a lithographic northwest view of the build- bridge, attended by the Vice-President [John

ing as it appeared in 1799. Adams], Mr. Bowdoin, and a great number of

'•^ Cf. Bartlett, Historical Sketch of C/iarUs- gentlemen." Although he was not officially re-

town, p. 170; and Budington, History of the ceived here, he made one social call— on Major

First Church, p. 235. Benjamin Frothingham, a cabinet-maker, whom
' .'\ug. 29, 1797, the town voted to raise he had known in the army, and who was a mem-

eight hundred dollars to discharge the debt in- ber of the Cincinnati.

curred in building this steeple which, including

the tower of 72 feet, was 162 feet in height from

the ground to the top of the ball.

^ It was in this building that the services in

commemoration of Washington were held, Dec.

31, 1799. Cf. Town Records, i.\. 452-54.

When Washington made his northern tour,

during the fir.st year of his presidency (17S9), he

passed through Charlestown on Thursday, Oc-

tober 29, when he wrote in his Diary :
" Left

Boston about eight o'clock. Passed over the

bridge at Charlestown, and went to see that at

^ Captain Richard Sprague was the most mu-

ni6cent benefactor of the Charlestown Church.

He came from England with his father, Ralph

Sprague, about i62cS, and died, childless, Oct. 7,

1703, although he had been twice married. By
his will he devised a large property to his

nephews and nieces, to Harvard College, the

poor, the Free School, and to the church. His

uncle of the same name, who died Nov. 25, 1668,

was also styled "Captain." Cf. ante, L 384,

399 ; Budington, History of the First

Church, pp. 148, 159. 192. '93 i
Soule,

Memorial of the Sprague Family ; ancV

Wyman, Genealogies and Estates of

Charlestmuu, pp. SS7-92.

•* Cf. Budington, History of the First Church,

P- 237-
. ^

'
Cf. N'. E. Hist, and Geiical. Res;., xxiv. 284.

(^-n^n—
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celebration of the cucharist after the return of tlie inhabitants occurred

Nov. 8, 1778, " with great solemnity and fulness of numbers beyond expec-

tation." ^ Mr. Prentice died June 17, 1782, at the age of eighty )-ears, and

was buried here with honors.^ His second wife was Rebecca, daughter of

Lieutenant Ebenezer Austin. For nearl)^ five years the church was without

a settled minister. Mr. Joshua Paine, Jr. (H. C. 1784), eldest son of the

Rev. Joshua and Mary Paine, of Sturbridge, received a unanimous call to

the vacant pulpit in November, 1786, and was ordained Jan. 10, 1787. He
was born Dec. 5, 1763. At his graduation the second honor, the salutatory

oration, was awarded him. He received the honorary degree of A.M.

from Yale College in 1787, and died here, of consumption, P'eb. 27, 1788,^

when in his twenty-fifth year. Dr. Budington remarks: " Mr. Paine was

the last of a long series of pastors who died in the ministry of this church

and were interred in this town."

In November, 1788, a unanimous call was extended to the Rev. Jedediah

Morse (Y. C. 1783), of New Haven, Conn., who was installed here April

30, 1789, the Rev. Dr. Jeremy

Belknap* preaching the sermon.

Dr. Morse was, ex officio, an

overseer of Harvard College,

and the unsuccessful candidate

of the Orthodox party for the

Hollis professorship of divinity

at Cambridge, in the memorable contest which resulted in the election of

Dr. Henry Ware in 1805. Dr. Morse resigned his pastorate''' in August,

1 Church Records.

2 Cf. ante, II. 319; Budington, History of tlu-

First Church, pp. 140-43, 233, 234.

8 Church Records.

* Dr. Belknap wrote as follows to his friend

Ebenezer Hazard, for several years Postmaster-

General at New York, and a family connection

of Judge Samuel Breese, whose daughter Dr.

Morse married, May 14, 1789 :
—

" Boston, Jan. 24, 17S9. . . . And now I must

make an episode. You said in one of your late

letters to me that probably Charlestown people

would soon have to build a house for Mr. Morse.

I let this drop in a conversation with a daughter

of Mr. [Richard ?] Carey, who is one of my con-

gregation ; and ' know one woman by these pres-

ents ' was never more completely exemplified.

In a day or two it was all over Charlestown ; and

the girls who had been setting their caps for

him are chagrined ; while some of the elders of

^he land are really enquiring how, when, and

where the house shall be got. I suppose it

would be something to Mr. Morse's advantage,

in point of hands and handkerchiefs, if this report

could be contradicted ; but if it cannot, O how

heavy will be the disappointment ! When a

young clergyman settles in such a town as

Charlestown there is as much looking out for

him as there is for a 1000 dollar prize in a lot-

tery; and tho' they know that but one can have

him, yet who knows but / may be that one ?

A part of Payne's popularity there arose from

this circumstance [referring to the Rev. Joshua

Paine]. I say a part, for he was really an ami-

able character. A Mr. [John] .Andrews, who is

lately ordained at Newburyport, is just such an

object ; and I am told that the linen comes in

largely from the female part of the parish. I

could tell you more, but it would be only expos-

ing the weakness of some good folks. Do tell

Morse, if he is not too far gone, that it will be

much in favor of his popularity, and something

in his pocket, if he can come to Charlestown

with his neck clear of that fatal noose ; but if he

cannot, I shall tremble for him, unless he should

bring a yoke-fellow whom they must worship as

much as they do him."

—

Be/knap Papers (5 Mass.

Hist. Coll.), ii. 97, 98. See also ii. 30, 31.

* His successors in the First Church pulpit

are named in Dr. Tarbox's chapter in the pres-

ent volume. Among them was the late Rev. Dr.

William Ives Budington (Y. C. 1S34), whose
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1

1819; and he was dismissed Feb. 22, 1820. He died in New Haven, June
9, 1826.'

Dr. Morse was a conspicuous figure in tlie theological controversies of
New England, which marked the early part of this century ; and his literary

works were numerous. He was the author of the first geography printed

in America. His pioneer work appeared in New Haven in 1784. The
American Universal Geography, in two volumes, was brought out in 1792.2

His best known historical work is A Compendious History of New England,

first printed in 1804, the name of the Rev. E. Parish appearing on the title-

page as joint author with Dr. Morse. It was this book which provoked
the controversy between Dr. Morse and Miss Hannah Adams.-' But Dr.

Morse will be chiefly remembered as the leader and special champion of

the Orthodo.\ party in the Unitarian controversy.' He was prominent in the

efforts which resultctl in the establishment of the theological seminary at

Andover, and the fountling of Park Street Church in Boston.'' In his own
parish the two parties, C)rthodo.K and Unitarian, were quite evenly balanced,

with a small numerical preponderance in favor of the former. The Unita-

rians, although numbering in their ranks three quarters of all the property

holders of the parish, and nearly all the elements of culture, influence, and

social standing in the town, withdrew peacefully from the church and soci-

ety without demanding any portion of the church funds or plate, or even

challenging their possession by those who remained ; and quietly established

the Second Congregational Society, of which more is to be said presently.

Dr. Morse's ministry was marked by much internal dissension. In iSoo

a considerable number of his parishioners withdrew and formed a Baptist

Society. Its first meeting-house was built at the head of Salem Street, on

the corner of High and Pearl streets. It was dedicated May 12, 1801.

The Rev. Thomas Waterman was the first pastor. He was succeeded by the

Rev. William Collier (B. U. 1797) in 1804. The parish was soon involved in

pecuniary and other difficulties; and the meeting-house, which Dr. ]5artlett

describes as " handsome and convenient, with a cupola and bell," passed out

exalted character caused him to be held in the and its author curiously chose to consider the

highest esteem by all who knew him; and his pamphlet a hidden attack on his Orthodo.xy and
excellent history of the church he so faithfully a step towards turning Harvard College into a

, Unitarian institution ! See Henry Stevens's

-j;^^<_ jj< -/^ o, ^^ ) llisi. Coll., I., No. 224. — Ed.]
// ,' ^y y^^^C^^j^y^y^/yTt^ ^ » a.nnnncwcW.BiMio^ap/iyofCAarks-

Imvn, Mass., and Bunker Hill. Boston

:

seri'ed has placed this community, where he was 1S80,— a valuable compilation,— for a list of

known and loved and honored, under lasting Dr. Morse's publications.

obligation to its author. The pulpit is now * Cf. Ellis, IFalf-Cenlury of the Unilarian

vacant. Con/rmiersy ; Budington, FUslory of the First

I Cf. ante, p. 553 ; Sprague, Life of Jededittk Cliurdi. pp. 1 50-58 ; and Dexter, The Cotn^re-

Morse, D.D. ; Wyman, Genealogies and Estates Rationalism of the last Three JIuiulred Years,

of Charleslor,on,^.(&(i; Ti\xscV\nz\s., Cyclopaedia of pp. 612-26.

American Uleralure, i. 161 ; and Dana, Memoir '^ The Old South was then the only Congre-

of the late ffon. Samuel Dana, y\p. n. I c,, gational Church in Boston which had not

- [The Rev. Dr. James Freeman printed some espoused the Unitarian faith. |See Dr. Tar-

rather damaging Remarks on this book in 1793, box's chapter in the present volume.— Ed.]

VOL. ni. — 71.
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of its hands. It was purchased in 18 16 by the Unitarians.^ The Baptists, in

1 8 10, built another meeting-house on the site of their present edifice on

Austin Street.^ In 181 1 there was another and larger secession from the

First Parish to form the First Universalist Society, which built a meeting-

house on the site it has ever since occupied.^ The Rev. Abner Kneeland

was its first minister. The Rev. Charles Follen Lee is the present pastor.*

In 1815 the greatest secession in the history of the First Parish occurred.

The Unitarians who withdrew at that time held their first meeting, Dec. 28,

1815, in Massachusetts Hall in the Indian Chief Tavern,^ the Hon. Josiah

Bartlett presiding. It was voted to apply to the Legislature for an act of

incorporation as the Second Congregational Society in Charlestown.*" An
act was granted, Feb. 9, 18 16, in which General Austin's name appears

first in the list of corporators. Mr. Thomas Prentiss (H. C. 1811), a class-

ic? /^ . y mate of Edward Everett and Chief-Jus-

\yj^i,(f-yyi£u/ c//?-(>i^L,^^<^- •— tices Dunkin and Lane, was ordained

. / its first pastor, March 26, 1817. He
died Oct. 5, 1817, in his twenty-fifth year. He was succeeded by Mr.

James Walker (H. C. 18 14), whose ordina- y,
tion occurred April 15, 18 18. Dr. Walker ^5->^_^^ Jl^<L,iy^,j^—,
resigned his pastorate, Feb. 18, 1839, hav- <^

ing been called to the Alford Professorship of Natural Religion, ]\Ioral

Philosophy, and Civil Polit)-, in Harvard College," from which he passed

to the presidency of that institution, in 1853.* He preached his farewell

^ Cf. Edes, History of the Harvard Church in

Charlestowti, pp. 60-63, 81-SS.
'^ Their pulpit is now vacant. Cf. A Short

History of the First Baptist Church in Charles-

town. Boston : 1852 ; and Christian Watchman

(newspaper) for Jan. 4, 1S2S.

3 In Church Court, contiguous to Thompson
Square which was formed, in part, a few years

ago, by cutting off the triangular building then

standing at the northerly junction of Main and

Warren streets, long known as " Crafts' Corner."

* [See Dr. Miner's chapter in the present vol-

ume.— Ed.]

^ This was formerly the mansion of Colonel

David Wood, Jr., a prominent citizen, who was

£o</£/:^ Y/^^tTt^

,

a delegate to the Concord Convention of July,

1779, selectman, member of the school committee,

fireward, etc. He was chosen representative in

1780, but declined serving. He was a director

of the Charles River Bridge corporation. His

daughter Ruth married the eldest son of Judge
Gorham, in 1794 (see p. 549, note]. The present

meeting-house of the society, by a remarkable

coincidence, stands upon the site of Massachu-

setts Hall, on Main Street. Colonel Wood's
ntansion stood between his father's— now known
as the Edes Mansion (see p. 553, and note)— on

the north, and the Hon. Samuel Dexter's (see p.

557, note), on the south. Judge Artemas Ward
(H. C. 17S3I, LL.D., lived nearly opposite Mr.

De.xter, on Main Street,— his estate being next

above the northerly corner of Union Street.

There is a tradition that Colonel Wood's
mansion was built before the Revolution; that

it escaped the flames June 17, 1775; and that it

was occupied during the Siege of Boston by the

British Commissary, Jeremiah Dummer Rogers

(H. C. 1762). The building is still standing on

the northerly corner of Main and Miller streets,

whither it was removed in 1818; after which it

was known as the Eagle Hotel. Cf. Sabine,

Loyalists o'' the American Re^'olulion^ W. 232.

•• Its name was changed to the New Church
in Charlestown in 1S19, and to the Harvard
Church in Charlestown in 1S37.

~' Cf. ante, II. 31S, note.

* Dr. Walker was officially connected with

the college as overseer, fellow, or president, from

1825 till i860, and from 1S64 till his death, Dec.

23, 1S74. He was also a Fellow of the .American

Academy of Arts and Sciences. During his resi-

dence here he was President of the Trustees of

the Charlestown Free Schools.
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sermon July 14, 1839. During his ministry the present meeting-house

was built. It was dedicated Feb. 10, 18 19. Dr. Walker was succeeded

by Mr. George Edward Ellis (H.C. 1833), who was ordained March 11,

1840. I lis ministry was signalized by the establishment of the I'ree Ministry

and the building of the Harvard Chapel on Edgeworth Street (1846-56), for

nearly twenty years (1850-69) in cliarge of the Rev. Oliver Capen Everett

(H. C. 1832). He was professor of Systematic Theology in the Divinity

School at Cambridge, 1857-63. He delivered his farewell discourse June

13, 1869. His ministry and that of his distinguished predecessor covered

more than half a century (1818-69).' The Rev. Charles Edward Grinnell

(H. C. 1862) was installed his successor, Nov. 10, 1869, and he retired from

his charge Dec. 28, 1873. The society was without a settled minister till

Oct. 4, 1876, when its present pastor, the Rev. Pitt Dillingham (D. C. 1873),

was ordained.^

Feb. 15, 1820, the trustees of the Methodist Religious Society in Charles-

town were incorporated. They purchased and occupied the meeting-house

on High Street, which had belonged successively to the Baptists and Uni-

tarians. The Rev. Dr. Wilbur Fisk (B. U. 1815), afterward President of

Wcsleyan University, was their first minister. The society, known since

June, 1862, as the Trinity Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, now
worships in a large brick meeting-house on High Street, opposite the head

of Elm Street.' March i, 1833, the Legislature incorporated the W'inthrop

Society in Charlestown. This society, Orthodo.K in belief, was formed by a

secession from the First Parish. It worshipped for a time in the Town Hall

until a meeting-house could be built for it on the southerly side of Union

Street. In 1849 the present commodious building on Green Street was

completed. The Rev. Daniel Crosby (Y. C. 1823) was the first minister.

The present pastor is the Rev. Alexander Stevenson Twombly (V. C. 1854).

The other religious societies are: St. John's Church (Episcopal), organized

March 7, 1840, of which the Rev. Dr. Thomas R. Lambert is the present

rector; the Bunker Hill Baptist Church,'' the pulpit of which is now vacant;

the Monument Square Methodist Episcopal Church,^ the Rev. Dr. James O.

' June 17, 1S41, Dr. Ellis delivered here an ' The Kev. Dr. Henrj' White Warren (Wes-

oration, in which Prescolt's right to be regarded leyan Univ. 1853), now one of the bishops of the

as the commander in the battle of Bunker Hill M. E. Church, was pastor of this society, 1868-

was ably set forth. Forty years later it was his 70. Its present pastor is the Rev. Dr. Horace

privilege to offer for the acceptance of the Bunker W. Bolton.

Hill Monument Association the noble .statue of * In 1S44, 222 persons were dismissed from

Prcscott, to be mentioned presently. To Dr. the First Baptist Church to form another soci-

Ellis's active interest the public is chiefly in- ety, now defunct, which worshipped in a small

debtcd for one of the best pedestrian statues in wooden meeting-house that occupied a part of

.\mcrica. Cf. Proceedings of the Bunker Hill the site of the present Trinity (Methodist) Soci-

Monument Assoeia/ion for 1881. ety on High Street. By some of those persons

'^ K History o/l/ie Harvard Clmrchin Charles- the present Bunker Hill Baptist Church was

to7un, 181 5-1S79, octavo, pp 294, by the writer of organized, Jan. 5, 1S50, as the Bethesda Baptist

this chapter, was " printed for the society " in Society.

1S79. I* contains full biographical notices of all ' This society, formerly known as the Union

the pastors and nearly complete lists of their Church, dates from 1S47. Its first settled pastor

several publications. was the Rev. Edward Cook.
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Knowles, pastor; St. Mary's Churcli (Roman Catholic), opened for public

worship in May, 1829, the Very Rev. William Byrne, V.G., pastor; and

the Church of St. Francis de Sales (Roman Catholic), dedicated June 17,

1862, now under the charge of the Rev. Michael J. Supple.'

The burning of the Ursuline Convent on Mount Benedict by a mob
from Boston, on the night of Aug. 11, 1834, is described in other chapters."-^

The next day a town-meeting was held to take notice of the outrage, and a

committee, consisting of the Hon. Edward Everett,^ Benjamin Whipple, John

Soley, John Skinner, and the Hon. William Austin* was chosen to prepare

resolutions expressing the indignation of the citizens at the lawless pro-

ceedings on the previous night. The resolutions were adopted, and a vigi-

• < • lance committee, consisting of General

(yjc^c/c a^ryt, tT^ZZ/^Z^Z^ Austin and nine others, appointed "to

V -^ take all such measures as may be neces-

sary to preserve the public peace," and to detect and bring to justice the

perpetrators of the deed. The town directed the selectmen to offer a re-

ward for the detection of the culprits, and voted to request the Governor

of the Commonwealth to offer an additional reward.

Questions of public policy have never been more earnestly or more

warmly debated in any community than in this. In August, 1793, the town

replied to a letter from the Hon. Thomas Russell,^ as chairman of a commit-

tee of the town of Boston, expressing its C^/
sense of the impropriety of fitting out armed O^'^^

vessels to cruise against the mercantile ma-

rine of other nations at peace with the United

States, and its opinion that such an act constituted a breach of neutrality

;

and, further, that participants in such acts should be regarded as enemies of

the country. In 1795 (July 21), the town having listened to the reading

of Jay's treaty, voted to "disapprove of the treaty now pending between the

United States and Great Britain; " and "that this town do disapprove of

' Cf. the several chapters on the different de-

nominations in the present volume.
'•^ See those by the Very Rev. William Byrne,

V.G., which contains a view of the convent, and

by James M. Bugbee, in the present volume.

^ Mr. Everett lived in Charlestown, 182S-37,

chiefly while representing the Middlesex District

in the Congress of the United States.

* The Hon. \Villi.am Austin (H. C. 1798) was

a younger brother of General Austin {see p. 555,

note). He was a college classmate of the Rev.

Dr. William F.llery Ch.mning and Mr. Justice

Story ; declined to accept membership in the Phi

Beta Kappa, to which he was elected, because

it was then a secret society; studied law about

two ve.ars in London, entering at Lincoln's Inn
;

and after his return home became a prominent

member of the Middlesex Bar. lie was repre-

sentative and State senator, and a graceful and

vigorous writer. Five of his sons graduated at

Cambridge— in 1S25, 1S30, 1S31, 1839(1-1. D. A.),

and 1S49; ^'"1 '^'* daughter Margaret manied

William Prescott Dexter (H. C. 1838), a grand-

son of the Hon. Samuel Dexter (see p. 557 and

note). Mr. Austin died here June 27, 1841, aged

63. Cf. MAhone, Dictionary of Authors, i. 83;

Duyckinck, Cvelofetdia of American Literature,

i. 658, 659 ; Willard, Memories of Youth and Man-

hood, ii. 1 3-T 5, 39, 1 65 : Loring, The Hundred Bos-

ton Orators, pp. 328, 329; and Wyman, Genealogies

and Estates of Char/cst,r:on, p. 33.

* He was a son of the Hon. James Russell

{ante II. 330). Cf. Rev. Dr: Peter Thacher's

Sermon, April 17, 1796; Dr. John Warren's

Euh^', May 4, 1796; and Wyman, Genealogies

and Estates of Charlestown, p. 834.
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the treaty as modified by the Senate of tlie United States." The selectmen,

as instructed, communicated tiiese votes to the President the next day.

Washington replied August 31.'

July 20, 1807, resolutions were passed condemning the attack of the

" Leopard " upon the "' Chesapeake," - and approving the then recently

issued proclamation of the President. Aug. 20, 1808, the selectmen re-

ceived a letter from the selectmen of Boston concerning the proceedings of

that town with respect to the embargo,'' and requesting that similar measures

might be adopted by this town; but the receivers of the letter, being of a

different political complexion from their Boston brethren, deemed it inex-

pedient to convene the town to consider the letter, and sent of themselves a

reply. ^ Jan. 29, 1847, a town-meeting, convened in pursuance of a warrant

signed by Jacob Foss, a justice of the peace, — the selectmen refusing

to issue a precept, — appropriated fifteen hundred dollars " to fit out the

company of volunteers raised in " Charlestown " who are about to embark

for the seat of war,"— the Mexican. The selectmen (January 23) in refus-

ing the prayer of Mr. Foss and others, expressed the opinion "that the

town would have no authority to make such an appropriatit^n as the peti-

tioners contemplate."

The war for the Union found here the most cordial s)'m[)athy and sup-

port. The amount of money appropriated and expended on account of the

war and for aid to soldiers' families, less the amount refunded by the Com-
monwealth, was $176,000. The city furnished for that struggle four thou-

sand three hundred and seven men, a surplus of one hundred and eleven

over all requisitions. One hundred and twenty-three of these were com-

missioned officers. Seven complete organizations, of which the officers

and nearly all the enlisted men resided in Charlestown, constituted her

nominal contribution to the national armies; but there were numerous

enlistments of Charlestow-n men in other organizations credited to other

places, besides more numerous enlistments in the navy, of which no suffi-

cient data are at hand.^ The Bunker Hill Soldiers' Relief Society,'"' which

was the first of its kind organized in the loyal States, had its inception in

the mind of Miss Almena Brodhead Bates, through whose active interest a

meeting of ladies was held for consultation at the residence of her father,

the late Paymaster John Adams Bates, U. S. X., on Saturday evening, April

' 13otli letters are recorded in the Town Re- 1'oli<iitccrs, 1S61-65, published by the Adjutant-

cords, i.\. 3S7, 3SS. Sec Mr. Lodge's chapter ill General in two vols., quarto; and the CliarUs-

the present volume. loivii Aiherliscr (ne\vs])aper), 1S61-66. The Sol-

- Cf. Lossing, Phljiial Field Book of the War dicr's and Sailor's Monument, by Milniore, stands

of 1S12, p. 156 et seq. on the Training-field. It was dedicated June 17,

» Cf. Mr. Lodge's chajiter in this volume. 1872. The Grand Army of the Republic is rep-

• Recorded in Town Records, .\. 117-19. resented here by .Abraham Lincoln Post No. 11,

^ For the f.icts in this paragraph I am under and George L. Stearns Post No. 149. Charles-

obligation to Major William H. Hodgkins who town is also well represented in the Military

has kindly jilaced at my disposal his valuable col- Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States,

lection of statistics concerning Charlestown in ^ The devotion of the late Miss Louisa Kray

the Civil War. Cf. Robinson, I/islory of the to the work of this society throughout its entire

Fifth Kegimeiit, .)/. /'. .1/. ; KecoiJ of the Mass. existence, was remarkable.
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20, 1861. The Hon. Richard Frothingham ^ presided. A Constitution was

^^ T" agreed upon, which was adopted by

y^li^^a^fiC i7i'f'^r^^C^^rc^^<^^>>^. the largest meeting of ladies ever
"^ hold in Charlestown, in City Hall,

on the following Monday afternoon, when a board of officers was elected.^

The beneficent work of this society was zealously carried on till the close

of the war by the ladies of Charlestown. Its annual e.xpenditures amounted

to between $4,000 and $5,000, which was raised by the churches, by indi-

vidual contributions, and by entertainments given for its benefit.

In 1823 measures were taken by Mr. Webster, Judge Tudor, Theodore

Lyman, Jr., Colonel Thomas H. Perkins, General Dearborn, and other prom-

inent gentlemen, to form an association for erecting a monument on Bunker

Hill. An act incorporating the Bunker Hill Monument Association was

passed June 7, 1823 ; and Governor John Brooks was chosen its first presi-

dent, June 17. Plans were soon matured to raise the funds necessary to

buy the site of the battle-field on Breed's Hill (which had been secured by
Dr. John C. Warren) and to build the monument.^ On the fiftieth anniver-

sary of the battle, the corner-stone of the obelisk was laid with masonic

ceremonies in the presence of La Fayette,* and an oration pronounced by

Mr. Webster, who was also the orator at the completion of the monument
in 1843.^ In 1857 a marble statue, by Dexter, of General Joseph Warren

was placed upon the grounds; and the present year has witnessed the un-

veiling of Story's admirable statue, in bronze, of Colonel William Prescott.''

' Mr. Frothingham was born here Jan. 31,

181 2, and died here Jan. 29, 1880. He was a

trustee of the schools as early as 1S39; was rep-

resentative in 1840 and subsequent years; and

mayor 1851-53. He was a polit-

ical writer, as well as the author

of several historical works,
which are authorities upon the

subjects they treat. His History

of Charlestoum, from 1629 to

•775, appeared in .seven numbers (1S45-49).

Harvard College conferred on him the degree of

A.M. in 1S58, and Tufts that of LL.D. in 1874.

Mr. Thomas Bellows Wyman w.ts born in

Charlestown Dec. ii, 1817, and died here May

19, 1S78. He was cousin to Mr. Frothingham,

but, unlike him, he never held any public office.

His quiet and retired life was chiefly devoted to

the preparation of his unique and unrivalled

work. The Genealogies anJ Estates of C/iarlestowii,

which entitles him to a respectful and grateful

recognition in these volumes.

- Cf. Schouler, Massae/iusetts in the Civil War,

ii. 393-99, for a full account of this society and

its officers.

' The obelisk is about two hundred and
twenty feet high. The architect was Solomon
Willard. In [824 the town declined the over-

tures of the Association for the cession to it of

the Training-field, on condition that

a more spacious park should be laid

out on Breed's Hill.

* General La Fayette was re-

ceived here the preceding year

(Aug. 27, 1824) by a large conmiit-

tee of the town, which had spe-

cially invited him to be its guest. Cf. Town
Records, xi. 213, 214; and Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc.

xiv. 65-67.

'' Cf. Frothingham, History of the Siege of
Boston, p|). 337-59 ; and Warren, History of the

Blinker Hill Monument Association.

6 See Mr. .\rthur Dexter's chapter in Vol. IV.
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In 1804 a statement of the town's expenses was ordered to be printed

annually and distributed among the citizens. In 1 804-5 t'^c State Prison

was built at Lynde's Point.' The original building, to which others subse-

quently were added at different times, was of granite, two hundred feet long

by forty feet wide, and four stories high. The buildings are no longer used

as a penitentiary, the institution having been recently removed to Concord.^

In 1805-1807 the new burial-ground on Bunker Hill Street'' was laid out.

In 18 1 2 a Branch of the Washington Benevolent Society was established

here. In 1813 the Washington Hall Association was incorporated. In

August, 181 5, it was voted to light lamps in certain streets, not named,

at " the dark of the moon in October next." July 5, 1817, President Mon-
roe was received by a large committee of prominent citizens of which the

Hon. Josiah Bartlett was chairman.'' Oct. 6, 1818, the McLean Asylum for

the Insane" was opened. June ^__^--i7

18, 1825, the Bunker Hill Bank
was chartered ; and Feb.

1829, the Warren Institution for

Savings was incorporated. In

November, 1829, the town dismissed the petition of John H. Shaffer for the

erection of a theatre ; and the following month the use of the Town Hall

was granted to the Charlestown Lyceum, which was opened with an address

by Major Walker, Jan. 5, 1830. Lyceum Hall was incorporated March 4,

183 1.

«

'U <6^2^^^ t W^^^'^^

In 1802 the town was surveyed for the fourth time.' The same year

Nathaniel Prentiss and others were set off from this town to Cambridge.^

In 1824 the project of constituting as a separate town all that part of Charles-

town which lay "without the Neck "was first seriously considered in town-

' Cf. ante I. 387.

2 An excellent view (18 X loi inches) of the

prison and workshops in 1829, drawn in India-

ink and colors by a convict, is in possession of

the writer of this chapter. Tliere is a brief ac-

count of the prison, and a view of it from the

water side, in Barber's Hist. Coll. of Mass., pp.

367, 36S. Cf. An account of the A/nssac/itisetIs

Slate Prison, Charlestown, 1806; G. Bradford,

Description and Historical Sketch, 1816; G.

Haynes, Historical Sketch, 1869; and Bartlett,

Historical Sketch of Cltarlesto'u'n, p. 175.

' A Roman Catholic burial-ground, on the

summit of Bunker Hill, contiguous to St. Francis

de -Sales' Church, was consecrated later.

* Dr. Bartlett's address of welcome, and
the President's reply, are in the Town Records
(.\i. 53, 54). President Jackson visited Charles-

town, by invitation, June 26, 1833. '^^ ^^^^ wel-

comed on Breed's Hill by Mr. Everett, who
presented him with a mahogany bo.x, suitably

inscribed, containing a si.v-pound ball from the

battle-field of Xcw Orleans and a grape-shot from

the field of Bunker Hill. Mr. Everett's address

and the President's rejjly are in the Town Records

(.\ii. 250-55). July 22, 1845, resolutions on the

death of General Jackson were adopted. Cf.

Town Records, xiv. 262, 263.

'' Cf. ante. I. 391. There is a view and some
account of the asylum in Barber's Hist. Coll. of
Mass., i)p. 366, 367. Views engraved on steel

may be found as frontispieces to Frothingham's

History of Charlestmi'n and Bowditch's History

of the Mass. General Hospital, which see.

li This year (1S31) the first Charlestown Di-

rectory appeared. Others followed in 1834,

1836, '183S, 1S40, 1842, 1845, 1848, 1852, and then

every two years till 1874, when the last of the

series of twenty was issued. A complete set is

in the Charlestown Branch of the Public Library.

' This survey is printed in the Third Report

of the Boston Record Commissioners, pp. 247-62.

a. ante, I. 393; 11.324-

8 CI. ante. II. 324.
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TUFTS'S PLAN OF CHARLESTOWX, l8l8.^

meeting.^ The committee then appointed to confer with the persons desiring

the separation, and to mature an acceptable plan, failed to accomplisli its

mission. In 1842, howev-er, the town voted (Jan. 26) to accede to the

petition of Guy C. Hawkins and others to be set off as the town, now city, of

Somerville ; and appointed a committee to confer with the legislative com-

mittee engaged in drafting the bill authorizing the separation concerning the

' Copies of this plan, taken from tlie original - A petition for such a separation, signed by

copperplate, were inserted in Volume II. of Sanutel Tufts and others, was then pending in

Wyman's Genealogies and Estates of C/iarlesto-wri. the Genera! Court.
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lines of demarcation to be determined and the conditions attending the dis-

ruption. The act incorporating the new town was passed March 3. April

22, following, Charlestown was newly divided into si.x: wards.

^

Jan. 5, 1846, the town considered a petition of the Hon. Henry P.

Fairbanks and otliers, that application be made to the General Court for

a city charter. Nov. 9, 1846, the selectmen were authorized, by a vote

of 798 to 774, to petition for a charter. One was granted I'eb. 22, 1847,

and accepted by the town March 10. — the vote standing 1127 in favor of

the Act, and 868 against it. March 20 the selectmen divided the town into

three wards, as provided in the charter. April 19, upon a second trial,^ Mr.

George W. Warren (H. C. 1830) was elected mayor.'^ The first board of

aldermen consisted of Kbenezer Barker, Dexter Bowman, John Cheever,

Thomas Hooper, Phinehas J. Stone, and Paul W'illard (H. C. 1817).

The Public Library had its inception in the offer of the Hon. Timothy

T. Sawyer, the Hon. Edward Lawrence, Mr. Edwin I-". Adams, and Mr,

Nathan A. Tufts, to give $500 each towards founding such an institution.

It was establisiied by a city ordinance, passed June 5, i860. The librarj-

was opened Jan. 7, 1862, and was administered by trustees,* chosen an-

nually, until it became a branch of the Boston Public Library, in 1874.

It now contains more than twenty-two thousand volumes. Cornelius Sowle

Cartee (B. U. 1825) has been the librarian since 1870.^

The Mystic Water Works were constructed under a legislative act,

passed in March, 1861, which was accepted by the people Sept. 10, by a

vote of 944 to 251. Dec. 10, 1861, Messrs. Edward Lawrence, Matthew-

Rice, and George H. Jacobs were appointed commissioners to build the

works. They organized by choosing Mr. Lawrence chairman, Jan. 8, 1862.

April 5, Mr. Charles L. Stevenson was appointed chief engineer, and Mr.

George R. Baldwin,'' consulting engineer. September 27. work was begun

on the reservoir on Walnut Hill," Somerville. The water was formally in-

troduced into the city with imposing ceremonies, Nov. 29, 1864. The ex-

penditures of the commissioners, who made their final report Feb. 28, 1865,

amounted to $731,515.83. The Mystic Water Board was created the same

year (^1865), and continued to manage the water department until it was

' 111 ICS41 the valuation of what is now The Hon. Timothy T. Sawyer was jjresi-

Sonieiville amounted to $579,440, and of what dent of the board of trustees during the entire

remained after Somerville was set off, §4,008,680. separate exi.stence of the institution, to which

Cf. Town Records, .\iii. 366-69, 446-50; .\iv. 35- his loyal and arduous service was conspicuous.

37,164-68. In 1847 the valuation was 58,415,145. ^ The covenant between the city and the

- A majority of the votes cast was then ne- original subscribers was recognized in sect. 12

cessary to a choice. of the Annexation Act of 1S73, which provides

' Mr. Warren's successors in the mayoralty that all books and documents then belonging to

were: Richard Krothingham, Jr., 1851-53; James the library, or thereafter given or bequeathed to

Adams, 1854; Timothy T. Sawyer, 1855-57; it, "shall be continued and kept within the pres-

James Dana (H. C. 1S30), 1S5S-C0; Horace G. ent limits of Charlestown." Its funds and future

Hutchins (D. C. 1S35), '^(>' > I'hinehas J. Stone, bequests to it were similarly secured.

1S62-64; Charles Robinson, Jr., 1865-66; Liv- « He was half brother to the Hon. Loammi

erus Hull, i867-<jS; Eugene L. Norton, i86g; Baldwin (H. C. 1800). See p. 557, «<"''•

William H. Kent, 1S70-72; and Jonathan Stone, • Formerlv rall.d Walnut Tree Hill. Cf.

1 87 3. i7«/t', T. 391.

VOL. m. — 72.
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merged with tlic Cochituatc Water Works in tlie Boston Water Board. The

Hon. Edward Lawrence was chairman of the commissioners and of the

water board from Jan. 8, 1862, till July 15, 1873, when he resigned. The

ability with which he administered this important trust, for which he

received no pecuniar)- compensation, was fitl\" recognized by the city

council upon his retirement.' The total cost of the works to Januar\-,

1873, was $1,460,000. They yield a handsome revenue.^

The Winchester Home for Aged Women was founded by Mrs. Nancy

(Phipps) Winchester,''' who died here June 24, 1864, bequeathing an estate

worth about $10,000 to establish " a home for aged and indigent females."

The corporation was organized Oct. 3, 1865. The managers* are chosen by

the different Protestant rehgious societies in Charlestown.

The annexation of Charlestown to Boston was brought before this town,

on petition of Oliver Holden" and others, as early as Nov. 14, 1836, when

the matter was " indefinite!)' postponed." '' At a

town-meeting held Jan. 28, 1845, a preamble and

resolutions opposing the scheme, which had been

revived, were presented by Mr. Richard Frothing-

ham, Jr., and adopted. April 29, 1854, an act to unite the two cities was

passed by the Legislature and accepted by the people ; but it was set aside

on account of a flaw in its provisions.' The measure was again agitated in

i860 and in 1870. On the fourteenth of May, 1873,^ another act was

passed. It was accepted by both cities on the first Tuesday in October;

and on the first Monday in January, 1874, Charlestown cast in her lot with

that of her first-born.

S^L^H^/^^

^ /
' Cf. Records of the Board of Mayor and

Aldermen, x. 36, 37.

- Cf. Report on supplying the city of Chiirles-

tcnun with pure water, Dec. 26, 1859, by G. R.

Baldwin and C. L. Stevenson, Boston, 1S60;

and Report of the commissioners and chief engi-

neer of the Charlestoivn Water IVoris, Feb. 28,

1S65. Boston: 1865.

' Cf. Wyman, Genealogies and Estates of
Charlesto7un, p. 75.^.

* .^t the present thne (1881) the Hon. Liverus

Hull is President of the corporation, the Hon.

Timothy Thompson Sawyer and the Hon. Fran-

cis Childs, are Vice-Presidents, Mr. John Turner

is Treasurer, and Mr. Abram Edmands Cutter,

Secretary.

5 Mr. Holden was the composer of the tune

"Coronation," in 1793. *-'^- Wvinan, Genealogies

and Estates of Charlestown, ]). 509.

" An earlier movement in the same direction

occurred in 1829. Two informal meetings of the

citizens were held in the Town Hall, March 20

and April 3 of that year. .At the last meeting a

report favoring the measure was presented. Only

two speeches were made, — one by Mr. Joseph

Tufts (H. C. 1807), the other by Mr. Arthur W.
Austin (H. C. 1825), then a young attorney-at-

law, who vigorously attacked the scheme, and

succeeded in defeating it by a majority of ten to

one. Cf. Bunker Hill Aurora (newspaper) for

March 21 and -April 4, 1S29.
" The decision of the .Supreme Judicial Court

is reported in 2 Gray, 84.

8 In 1S73 the valuation was $35,289,682;

and the public property was reckoned worth

$3,035,100, including the water works which are

set down at §2,000,000. The annual appropria-

tions for the year 1873-74 amounted to 5497,275.

Jan. 12, 1874, the funded debt amounted to

$2,623,287.50.



CHAPTER XVI.

ROXBURY IN THI'. LASr HUNDRED YEARS.

BY KRANCIS S. DRAKE.

A T the close of tin: Rc\olutiunary war, and for nearly half a century
^ * afterward, Roxbury was still a suburban village, with a single nar-

row street, and dotted with farms, many of which were yet held by the

descendants of original proprietors. Not a few of the old homesteads

were still in existence, and the manners, habits, and pursuits of the prim-

itive inhabitants had not wholl}' gi\-en place to newer fashions and more
varied occupations. The business of the town was concentrated in Ro.k-

bur\' Street, the sole thoroughfare to Boston, through which, as through a

tunnel, crowdeil all the surplus produce of the countrj'. Hides and skins,

the chief articles of its trade aside from its farm products, also supplied

the staple for its manufactures of leather, shoes, and gloves. Traces of

the siege were e\'ident in the remains of forts and earthworks lining its

eastern border, in the shot-riddled houses in their vicinity, and also in the

absence of the shade and forest trees that had formerly adorned it. From
the old Burying-ground to the site of the 15ritish lines ' not a house was

left standing.

The town at this period contained two hundred and thirteen dwelling-

houses, eighteen tanneries and slaughter-houses, one chocolate mill, two

gri.st mills (Pierpont's and Ralph Smith's), three meeting-houses, one

grammar school, and four other schools. Its ])opulation was probably

under two thousand. The eastern, central, and western portions, respec-

ti\el\- known as the First Parish, Jamaica Plain, and Spring Street, consti-

tuted prior to 1820, when parochial di\-isions had all disappeared, the First,

Second, and Third parishes. Punch-Bowl \illage was at Muddy River, now

Brookline; Roxbury Precinct included the westerly side of Parker Hill and

vicinity ; and Pierpont's Village clustered around the mill whose site is now

the Roxbury Station of the Boston and Providence Railroad.

Jamaica Plain, originally called the " Pond Plain," had, as early as 1667,

received its present name, probably in compliment to Cromwell, and in

commemoration of his recent valuable conquest from Spain of the island

' Canton Street
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of Jamaica. This charming and hcaltiiful icgion has always been a favorite

summer resort for Bostonians. Here were the country seats of Governors

Bernard, Hancock, and Bowdoin, of Sir WilHam Fcpperrell the younger,

Commodore Loring, Captain Hallowell, and many other distinguished

citizens of colonial days, as well as those of a later period. *

The localities embraced in the western portion of the town were Spring

Street, so named for its springy character; Muddy Pond, with its aboriginal

woods, bordering upon Dedham : Aluddy-Pond Hill, lately re-christencd

"Mount Bellevue;" Canterbury, that quiet and obscure portion of the

town adjoining Dorchester, whose name is a puzzle to the antiquary, and

in which are now included the beautiful cemeteries of Forest Hills and

Mount Hope ; Brook Farm, the scene of the most famous of American

Socialist experiments, lying in the southwest corner of the town ; and the

Bussey Farm, originally the Weld Farm, upon which stands the Bussey

Institution, the Agricultural School of Harvard University. Roslindale

and Clarendon Hills, centrally situated, are communities of recent origin

and rapid growth.

Slight alterations were made in the Boston boundary-line b\- the legis-

lative acts of 1836, 1838, and 1859. In 1857 a decision of the Supreme

Court of Massachusetts, regarded by the people of Roxbury as a flagrant

piece of injustice, depri\ed her of seventy-one acres of Back-bay land

which had belonged to her from time immemorial, and declared it to be

the property of the State. Much of this territory, formerly covered with

water, has been reclaimed, and now constitutes the finest portion of the

city. The Back-bay Park, with the exception of a small portion belonging

to Brookline, is included in the Roxbury tract. In 1838 eighteen hundred

acres of Newton, bounding upon Charles Ri\er, were set off to Roxbury.

That part of the town lying between Mudd\' River and the Brook, its

original boundary, was annexed to Brookline in 1844. In 1852 a portion

of Dedham was annexed to the town of West Roxbury. The filling of

Roxbury Canal, the extension of Swett Street and of East-Chester Park

have slightly enlarged the area of the town on its eastern side.

Shays's Insurrection broke out in the fall of 1786. Roxbury, true to her

military traditions, performed her part in its suppression, sending to the scene

of operations Captain Spooner's artillery company, and an infantrj- company
under Captain Moses Draper. The former, before marching, were addressed

at the Old Meeting-house by Mr. Samuel Quincy. November 30, Roxbury
sent a party of mounted volunteers on a secret expedition for the capture

of some of the leading insurgents; but they returned without effecting

their object. For the protection of the Court to be held at Cambridge a

company of veterans belonging to the First Parish was organized under

the command of Major-General Heath, with Captain Joseph Williams and

Hon. John Read as lieutenants.

At the public celebration in Boston, Feb. 8, 1788, of the ratification of

the Constitution of the United .States, at which all the industrial arts were
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represented, tlie farmers of Roxbury, with a plough and other implements

of husbandr}", led the procession.

President Washington, dressed in his old Continental uniform, and at-

tended b\- his secretaries Colonel Lear and .Major Jackson, made his last

entry into Boston from the Ro.xbur)- line, Oct. 24, 1789, to revisit the scene

of his first memorable achievement. He was saluted with a discharge of

cannon from the Roxbury Artiller)-, under Captain Jonathan Warner,

Colonel Tyler's troop of horse escorting him to the entrance of the town.

His detention here of two hours, exposed to a raw northeast wind, gave

him a severe cold. From the same cause a general distemper became

prevalent, called the " Washington Influenza." '

A canal fift_\- feet in width, extending from the wharf at Lamb's-Dam

Creek nearly to Eustis Street, just east of the Ikirjing-ground, was built

in 1795, the line between Boston and Roxbury passing through its centre.

Its enterprising projectors— among \\hom were Ralph Smith, Dr. Thomas
Williams, and Aaron and Charles Davis— proposed bj' this means to save

two and a half miles of land carriage from the centre of Boston. General

Heath's manuscript journal, under date of March 9, 1796, notes the fact

that a large topsail schooner that day came up into the basin of the new

canal, in " Lamb's Meadow." This canal, never a paying investment, long

ago ceased to be of commercial importance, and has been recently filled

up by the city.

In 1795 the Jamaica-Pond Aqueduct Company was incorporated. About

fort>--five miles of pipes, made of logs, were laid, the average daily supply of

water being about four hundred thousand gallons ; and, until the introduction

of Cochituate water, it supplied some portions of the old city. The right to

draw water from the pond, granted to certain citizens conditionally in 1698,

was a frequent cause of litigation till 185 i, when the Boston Water Board

bought the right for $45,000. In 1856 the city sold it for $32,000 to the

present corporation, on condition that they should not bring water into the

city proper.

Colonel Joseph Dudley, in 1810, gave a portion of his patrimonial

estate as a site for a town house. A two-story brick building was erected,

and was so far completed in February, 181 1, that a town-meeting was then

held there. The use of the upper story was granted, in 18 18, to the Norfolk

Guards for an armory. A grammar-school was subsequently kept there.

After 1846 it was known as the City Hall. Latterly used as a court-house,

with cells for prisoners in its basement, it was demolished In 1873, to make

room for the new Dudley-School building, when the heirs of Dudley were

recompensed for the departure from the original conditions of the gift.

Prominent among the town officers of Roxbury for fidelity and length of

service were Deacon Samuel Gridley, Dr. N. S. Prentiss, Joseph W. Tucker,

Colonel Joseph Williams, Noah Perrin, Ebenezer Seaver, and Joseph W.

Dudley.

1 [See Mr. Lodge's chapter in the present volume. — Ed.]
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Ill September. 1814, while tlie second war with England was in progress,

the town \'oted unaniniousl}' to do, b\' manual labor, pecuniary contribu-

tion, and military service, whatever the Executive of the Commonwealth
should require to put the State in a proper posture of defence " in the

Ylt^^f^^^/^

present alarming condition of the country; " and placed upon its war com-
mittee the veteran General Henrj' Dearborn. I'olitical sentiment in New
England was violently hostile to the war, and John Lowell, Jr.'s pamphlet
on " Madison's War," a powerful attack on the party in power, so c.xas-

1 [This portrait of Gen. De.irborii, p.iinted p. 170. The Dearborn house, in Ro.xbury, is

by Stuart in 1812, is now owned by Mr. H. C. R. shown in Lossing's Field-hook ofthe War of \%\2.

Dearborn, his grandson. See Mason's Stuart, p. 250, and in Drake's /Hox/n/rv, p. -527. Ed.]
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pcratcd some of its supporters, that they threatened to burn .Mr, Lowell's

house in Roxbury. No attempt was made, however, to put the threat into

execution.

The Boston and Ro.Kbur)- Mill Corporation was chartered June 4, 1814,

and in 18 18 work was begun on the Mill-dam, or Western Avenue, the first

of the artificial roads connecting the peninsula of Boston with the main

land. For the construction of this road, one and a half miles in length,

Irish laborers were for the first time e.xpressly imported into this country.

The stone used was from the Parker-Hill quarry. It was opened July 2,

1 82 1, with a public parade, the addition of another avenue to Boston being

considered a great event. .So far as obtaining water-power was concerned

the project was a failure; but the con\crsion of the submerged territory

into dry land by the Boston Water-Power Company has resulted in the

rapid growth of the city in that direction.

In August, 1824, on the occasion of the \'isit of General Lafayette to the

United States as the guest of the nation, he was entertained by Governor

Eustis, his old compatriot in the arm)', at his residence in Ro.xbury,— the

Governor Shirley mansion.' The General was received by a cavalcade of

citizens, the bells were rung, while salvos of artillery and a discharge of

rockets evinced the general enthusiasm and the heartiness of his welcome.

A grand entertainment was given him by the Governor, at which were pres-

ent ex-Governor Brooks and General Dearborn, both of whom had served

with distinction in the Revolutionary army. After making a tour through

the States, Lafayette returned to Roxbury, where he passed the night of

June 16, 1825, and the next morning was escorted to Bunker Hill, where

he assisted in .la)-ing the corner-stone of the monument.

The two hundredth anni\'ersary of the settlement of Ro.xbury was cele-

brated Oct. 8, 1830, with great [jarade. Upon the square near the Norfolk

House a procession was formed, which, under escort of the Norfolk Guards,

marched through the principal streets. .\n historical address was delivered

by General H. A. S. Dearborn, and a centennial poem by Dr. Thomas Gray.

In the evening the town was illuminated by bonfires and by fireworks from

• [This is shown in the frontispiece of Vol. gust, 1867; and when .Shirley Street was laid out

II. This mansion passed in 1764 into the the house was moved a little to the southeast,

hands of Judge Eliakim Hutchinson, Shirley's (Drake, Tmun of Roxbury.] In November, 1865,

son-in-law ; and as the judge was a loyalist, it an auction sale of many relics preserved in the

was occupied by troops during the siege, and
f^

became in 1782 the property of the Hon. John
Read, who sold it in 1791 to a French Refugee,

Mme. de Fitzpatrick. Later, it was owned by

Giles Alexander, and at one time was occupied old mansion took place,— such as a secretarj'

by M. Dubuque, from Martinique, who had a given by General Warren to Governor Eustis;

cook named Julien, who afterward became fa- the furniture of the chamber occupied by Lafay-

mous in Boston as a caterer. Captain James ette ; a portrait on ivory of the Duchess of Or-

Magee, a shipmaster in Colonel Thomas H. Per- leans, given by herself to the governor; and the

kins's employ, ne.xt owned it, and his widow sold old family coach, which was built by Knowles

it to Governor Eustis in August, 1S19 ; and after and Thayer, of Amherst, in 1S22 (sold for S30),

the death of the governor's widow, who had and which lias since been conspicuous in more

kept the house unchanged, it was sold in .Xu- than one procession in Boston. Ed.]

'c^fry
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the Old Fort.^ Another celebration, under the auspices of the Roxbury

City Guard, took place November 22 of the centennial year 1876, at which

General Horace B. Sargent was the orator.

The decade from 1820 to 1830 marks distincth- the epoch of transition

from the old to the new town. Prior to this the onl)' public improvement of

magnitude besides the Ro.xbury Canal had been the construction, in 1805,

of the Dedham Turnpike. The Alill-dam, as already noted, and two new

churches, had been built in 1821. In 1824 Roxbury Street was paved and

brick sidewalks laid. Before this the street was paved in the middle only,

the sidewalk of cobble-stones having a narrow brick-walk in its centre. In

1825 all the existing roads, to the number of forty, received names from the

town authorities. Albany Street, originally the " way to the town landing,"

or wharf, was widened, and named Davis Street. The Norfolk House was

opened, and a newspaper started. The streets were first lighted in ^lay,

1826, lamps being provided by the inhabitants. In this year hourly coaches

began to run from the Town House to the Old South Church, in Boston :

more frequent and rapid conveyance is now furnished by two steam and two

horse railroads. The first of these, the Boston & Providence, was built in

1834. In 1829 a Board of Health was created.

In this and the following decade the march of improvement was further

manifested by the speculative purchase of a number of the old estates near

the business part of the town. Among the more important of these

were the estates of Dr. Thomas Williams, between Albany and Magazine

streets; the White P^arm, in the locality since known as Mount Pleasant;

the Weld and John Read estates, adjoining White's ; the Dudley estate,

lying between Bartlett and Roxbury streets ; the Maccart\' Farm, between

Hawthorne Street and Walnut Avenue, and extending from Cedar Street

on the north to Marcella Street on the south ; the Ruggles and Joseph

Williams estates, embracing the territory through which Highland and

Cedar streets run ; and the Lowell and Heath estates, on the north side of

Centre Street, between it and Parker Hill. Through these large tracts

streets were laid out and graded, new buildings very soon sprang up on

every side, and the population and business of the town rapidly increased.

Tremont Street was opened to Roxbury from its Boston terminus, near

Chickering's piano-forte factory, Sept. 10, 1832,— a great relief to Wash-
ington Street, which up to that period had been over-crowded with country

teams. So much opposition was manifested to this enterprise by those

doing business on the " Neck," then the onh- free thoroughfare connecting

Boston with the country,— toll being taken on the Mill-dam,— that it could

only be completed through private subscriptions. These were procured

through the energetic efforts of Watson Gore and Guy Carleton, aided bj-

John Parker and a few other wx-althy men.

After more than two centuries of town government, which it had at

length fairh- outgrown, the town of Roxbury became a city, b\^ legislative

1 Where now the C'nchitnate stand-pipe i.-;.
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enactment. March 12, 1846. The act was accepted by the inhabitants on the
twenty-fifth of the same month, eight hundred and thirty-six voting yea,
while only one hundred and ninety-two voted in the negative. The old
boartl of selectmen was replaced by a mayor, eight aldermen, and twenty-
four councilmen. The territory of the town was divided into eight wards.
When West Ro.xbury was set off, in 1851, it took parts of wards four and
five, and all of wards six, seven, and eight, with the exception of Brook
Farm, recently bought by the city for a poor-fjirm, and Forest Hills Ccme-

MEETING-HOUSE HILL IX I 79O.'

tery, both within the territorial limits of the new town. One important re-

sult of the change was the immediate adoption of numerous much-needed

public improvements, such as the general laying of sidewalks and drains, the

construction of sewers, and the providing of public parks. One of the most

memorable of the achievements of the new city government was the estab-

lishment of Forest Hills Cemetery. Gas was first introduced in 1850, and

a horse-railroad was put in operation in 1856, running at first from Guild

Row only to Boylston Street. Among the many street improvements was

the widening of Washington Street, in 1855. In the twenty-two years

of the city government the population grew from thirteen thousand to

thirt)' thousand, its largest increase being in the decade from 1840 to

' [This follows a painting by Penniman, old First Church. The Mears house, the Lam-

owned by Mr. Horace Hunt. It is taken from bert house, and the old parsonage are yet stand-

Deacon Moses Davis's house, and shows the ing. Drake, Tmvn of Roxdiiry, p. 2?ij.— Ed.]

VOL. III. — 73.
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1850; its business steadily expanded, and it became in all save the name
a part of the adjoining metropolis. The following citizens successively

occupied the mayor's chair: John Jones Clarke (1846), H. A. S. Dearborn

(1847-51), Samuel Walker (1851-53), Linus Bacon Comins (1854), James

Ritchie (1855), John Sherburne Sleeper (1856-58), Theodore Otis (1859-

60), William Gaston (1861-62), George Lewis (1863-67).

The idea of dividing the town, which grew out naturally from its great

extent, and from the fact that all its business, religious and secular, had to

be transacted at its eastern extremity, first found expression in 1706, when

petitioners to the General Court from that quarter of the town prayed that

the western part might form a separate precinct. It accordingly became

the second parish in 171 1. An unsuccessful attempt was made in 1777 to

incorporate the second and third parishes into a district to be called Wash-
ington. The western part of the town, being wholh- agricultural, strongh"

objected to the expenditure of sums raised by general taxation upon im-

provements made almost wholly in the eastern or business part of the town.

Efforts for separation were consequentl}' renewed in 1817, again in 1838,

1843, and 1844, and finally in 1850, when the)- were successful, notwithstand-

ing the opposition of the Roxbury city government,— the act setting off and

incorporating West Roxbury taking effect May 24, 1851. This event, so

interesting to its people, was celebrated with great rejoicings on the even-

ing of June 3, 1 85 1. The dividing line was Seaver Street, from Blue-Hill

Avenue to Washington Street, thence, running in the same direction, to

Brookline, crossing Centre Street at its junction with Day and Perkins

streets. By this di\Msion Roxbury lost four-fifths of her territory, which was

reduced to two thousand one hundred acres. Her population remained

at fifteen thousand, the same as when she became a city. In 1868 West

Roxbury built an elegant town house (Curtis Hall) on a portion of the

Greenough estate.

Roxbury performed her whole duty in the war of the Rebellion, placing

her entire quota promptly in the field. Spirited public meetings were held,

stirring and patriotic addresses made, and there was no lack of effort to raise

the men and material required of her for the preservation of the Union. At a

jneeting in West Roxbury in 1862, upon a proposition to lay out a new road,

it was resolved that " the only road desirable to be laid out at the present

time is the road to Richmond ;

" and the town gave $86,000 for war purpo-

ses, to which private subscriptions added $22,000. It is belie\ed that Rox-

bury contributed more liberally to the support of the families of her soldiers

than any other town in the State. The women were especially active in

promoting the success of the L^nion cause. In December, 1 861, they formed

a society auxiliary to the L^nited States Sanitary Commission ; Mrs. Henry
Bartlett was its president, and weekly meetings were held for nearly four

years ; they raised $7,860, and forwarded twelve thousand one hundred and

eighty-three garments, besides linen, fruits, and hospital stores.

The city furnislicd three thousand two hundred and sevent}"-one men for
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the service, one hundred and thirty-six of whom were commissioned officers,

— a surplus of four liundrcd and forty. In consequence of her poHcy of

raising her men in anticipation of the calls of the general government, she

was subjected to but a single draft, and that a very slight one, in 1863.

Valuable aid was rendered in procuring enlistments by the " Reserve

Guard," Captain Edward Wyman. There was disbursed for war expenses

$545,367.34, besides the sum of $21,818 in private subscriptions to aid in

recruiting. The camp of the Second regiment, Colonel Gordon, was estab-

lished at Brook Farm, May 11, 1861, and named Camp Andrew.

The Ro.xbury City Guard furnished three companies to the service,

—

Company D, First regiment, Captain ICbenezer W. Stone, Jr., for three years;

and Company D, Forty-second regiment. Captain George Sherive, for nine

months. This company made a part of Colonel Burrill's regiment, a por-

tion of which was captured at (ialveston, Te.xas, Jan. i, 1863. Returning

at the e.Kpiration of its term of service, it re-enlisted for one hundred days.

Its officers remained prisoners until exchanged, July 22, 1864. Other Rox-

bury organizations for three years were—
Company E, Thirteenth regiment. Captain Joseph Colburn (promoted to lieut.-

colonei).

Company E, Twenty-second regiment, Captain W. L. Cogswell.

Company K, Thirty-fifth regiment, Captain William S. King (promoted to colonel).

Company B, Thirty-ninth regiment, Captain William W. Graham (promoted to

major).

Fifty-si.xth regiment. Captain G. G. Redding (no distinct company organization).

Fifty-ninth regiment, Captain Lewis F. Munroe (killed Oct. 12, 1864).

Fifty-ninth regiment. Captain Warren S. Potter (no distinct company organization).

Of her officers, Colonels Isaac S. Burrill and W. Raymond Lee were cap-

tin-ed at the outset of their periods of service,— the latter at Ball's Bluff.

General Nelson A. Miles, well known for his distinguished services in the

civil war, and in recent Indian campaigns, went from Roxbury as first lieu-

tenant of company E, Twenty-second regiment. Among her brave sons

whose lives were freely given to their country were General T. J. C. Amory,

Colonel Lucius M. Sargent, and Major E. G. Park. Tasteful monuments to.

the memory of her fallen heroes have been erected at Forest Hills, and in

front of the Unitarian church at Jamaica Plain.

The project of annexing Roxbury to Boston, broached in the year 1851,

was for a long time strenuously opposed. Voted down in 1853 (two hun-

dred and si.xty-two yeas; nays, three hundred and ninety-nine), it was

carried by the people in 1857 (eight himdred and eight to seven hundred

and sixty-two) ; but in \iew of the small majority the city authorities de-

clined to act upon it. In 1859 the legislature gave the petitioners leave to

withdraw. In 1864 the proposition was rejected in the senate. At length

the arguments of those who foresaw the necessity for a common system of

streets, sewers, water-suppl)-, and drainage for the two cities, already so
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closely united commercially and geographically, prevailed. Early in 1867

a committee of the legislature unanimously reported tliat " the benefits to

Roxbury, the necessities of Boston, and the interests of the Commonwealth,

sanction and require annexation." The commissioners of both cities had

previously reported in favor of the measure. It was accordingly adopted

by the voters of the two cities on the second Monday of September, and

annexation took effect Jan. 6, 1868. The vote of Roxbury was one thou-

sand eight hundred and thirty-two to five hundred and ninety-two,— more

than three to one in its favor. The majority of votes for it in Boston was

also large. West Roxbury followed the example of her elder sister six

years later (Jan. 5, 1874). By the annexation of these two districts Boston

acquired a territory three times the size of her own.— a much needed acces-

sion; increased her valuation $26,551,700, and added forty thousand to her

population. The especial benefit to Roxbury was the introduction of Co-

chituate water; a remarkable rise in the value of her real estate soon fol-

lowed, and a fresh impetus was given to her growth and prosperity. Her

history as a separate organization terminates at this point, after an existence

of two hundred and thirty-eight years.

The past sixty years have witnessed a striking change in the religious

life of Roxbury. The severity of the Puritan Sunday, which prevailed up

to the close of the last century, had at the beginning of this period been

materially relaxed, and fines for non-attendance at church were no longer

exacted. The three churches which then sufficed for its religious wants

have grown in number to forty-two; and the single denomination then in ex-

istence has seen springing up within and around it societies representing

nearly all shades of religious belief, with full liberty for their exercise. In-

stead of the large number of clergymen in Roxbur\- at the present time,

many of whom are little known, the three Roxbury ministers, Porter, Gray,

and Bradford, for near half a century had wielded the spiritual destinies of

the people, by whom they were universally known and greatly beloved.

The old First Church, in Eliot Square, like so many others of the original

churches of New England, is now Unitarian in its faith, the change taking

place early in this century. Its present edifice, the fifth erected here, dates

from 1804. In 1857 the building was repaired, and its interior greatly im-

proved. At that time four of its pew-holders of 1804 were yet living, as

also were twenty-five of the descendants of the original founders of 1632.

It is noteworthy that the term of service of four of its ten pastors, — Eliot,

Nchemiah Walter, Porter, and Putnam, — extends over a space of two

hundred and nineteen years. With the exception of Welde, who went

back to England, and the present pastor, all have begun and ended here

their ministerial career, spending their lives in the ser\-ice of this church.

The Rev. Eliphalet Porter, D.D., pastor for more than half a century, was a

sound, instructive, and practical, rather than a popular preacher, generally

saying the right thing in the right manner, at the right time. His succes-
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sor, the Rev. George Putnam, D.I)., pastor for a nearly equal period, was a

most thoughtful, interesting, and eloquent preacher. He represented Rox-
bury in the .State Legislature and in the Constitutional Convention, and

rendered efficient service to her schools.'

Next in age to the P"irst Church is that of the Second Parish, also Unitarian,

in West Roxbury. Its house of worship, on Centre Street near South, origi-

nally a plain, square structure, without a steeple, stood with its side to the

road. Given its present form and largely rebuilt in 182 1, it was again enlarged

and repaired a few years ago. Theodore Parker, who preached here nearly

nine years, speaks of his parishioners as " good, quiet, sober, church-going

people, and capital listeners." For the first year or two, as he informs us

in his volume of Ministerial Experiences, his congregation did not e.xceed

seventy persons, including the children
;
yet he took great pains in the com-

position of his sermons, which were never out of his mind.

After Re\\ Dr. Gordon's return to England, in 1786, the pastorate of the

Third Parish Church, at Jamaica Plain, was vacant seven years, and until the

settlement of the Rev. Thomas Gray. From a small and poor society Mr.

Gray brought it to a highly prosperous condition. Though practical, agree-

able, and often effective as a preacher, it was as a pastor, in the faithful and

affectionate oversight of his flock, that his chief excellence lay. The pres-

ent church edifice, erected about 1852, occupies the site of the first, which

in 1820 had been enlarged and remodelled. In 1821 a new and larger bell

replaced that given in 1783 by John Hancock, and formerly in the New
Brick Church, Boston. This Church is also Unitarian Congregational.

A series of meetings held in the autumn of 1817, at the residence of

Beza Tucker, continued in what was called " Whitewash Hall," in Guild

Row, led to the formation of the Dudley-Street Baptist Church. The

thickly-settled portion of the town had then but one religious society, that of

the Rev. Dr. Porter. The first Baptist edifice, which was of wood, was raised

May 10, 1820, and dedicated November i ; and March 9, 1821, the society,

under the name of " The Baptist Church of Roxbury," was formed. Its

present name was adopted Feb. 28, 1850; and its present building, erected

in 1852, was dedicated July 27, 1853.-

The First Universalist Society in Roxbury originated in 18 18, in a course

of Sunday-evening lectures at the Town Hall by the Rev. Hosea Ballou,

assisted by the Rev. Paul Dean. Beginning its career at about the same time

as the Baptist church, it was, like that, made up largely of seceders from the

Old First Church.'*

St. James's Church, on St. James Street, the first Episcopal church in

Roxbury, originated in May, 1832, and was incorporated in 1833. The

parish was organized Aug. 9, 1832. Prior to the consecration of its

' [The succession of pastors of the churches :>4), William I.cverett (1825-39), Thomas Ford

in Roxbury can be found, when not given in this Caldicott (1840-48), Thomas Davis Anderson

chapter, in those in this volume relating to the {1848-61), Henry Melville King (1S63— ).

several denominations. — Ed.] » [Its history is told in Dr. Miner's chapter

- Its pastors have been : Joseph Elliot (1822- in this volume.— Ed.|
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church building, by Bishop Griswold, Aug. 7, 1834, services were held

weekly in the Female High-School house on Bartlett Street. The church

was enlarged by the addition of awing on the west side in 1862; a new

chapel was built in 1877-78.'

The Eliot Congregational Church, in Kcnilworth Street, an off-shoot of

the Old First Church, was organized Sept. 18, 1834. Until the completion

and dedication of its edifice, Nov. 25, 1835, services were held at the Town
Hall, the Rev. Jacob Abbott officiating.

The Winthrop-Street Methodist Episcopal Society, incorporated in 1859,

had its beginning in 1838, holding its meetings in a hall in Guild Row and

at the Town Hall, until the completion, in December, 1840, of their house

in Williams Street, now Shawmut Avenue. In August, 1852, they sold this

property, and took possession of the house on Warren Street formerly occu-

pied by the Baptist society, and which they caused to be removed to the site

now occupied by the Warren Block. This house was destroyed by fire

early in the morning of March 29, 1868. Services were held in the Uni-

versalist church until the completion of their present edifice on Winthrop

Street, the first service being held there July 4, 1869. The new building was

dedicated Nov. 28, 1869. A division of the society having in the mean-

time occurred, ninety members withdrew and formed the Highland Metho-

dist Society, whose house of worship is at 160 Warren Street.

The Mount Pleasant Unitarian Church, on Dudley Street, is another off-

shoot from the Old First Church in Eliot Square. The society was organ-

ized May 6, 1845, and its house, built on the site of the old Wclde home-

stead, was dedicated in the following year.

St. Joseph's (Roman Catholic) church, on Circuit Street, was built in

1846. Of the forty-two places of worship at present in Roxbury, eight

are Methodist Episcopal, seven Trinitarian Congregational, six Baptist, si-x

Roman Catholic, four Unitarian Congregational, three Episcopal, three Uni-

versalist, and tw^o Union. There are one each of the Lutheran, Sweden-

borgian, and Second Advent denominations.

In 1790 the number of pupils in the five town schools was two hundred

and twenty-five. A new school-house was built in 1798 on what is now
Palmer Street, and two others were soon afterward established at Canter-

bur}-. Nine school districts were formed in 1807, four of them in the east-

erly parish; and the total expenditure for schools increased from $1,000 to

$1,500. The yearly cost of education was less than four dollars per scholar.

In 1816 the appropriation was increased to $2,000, and uniformit)' in rules

and regulations, and also in te.xt-books, was secured. In 1829 committees

were formed for visiting the schools at convenient times and without cere-

mony. In 1 83 1 the upper part of the Town House was fitted up for pupils

' Its pastors have been: A. D. \V. Howe John Wayland (1848-58), George S. Converse

(1833-35). William Staunton (1S35-37), A. I). (1859-71), Percy Browne (1872 — ). See the

\V. Howe (1837-46). Robert B. Hall (1846-47), chapter by the Rev. Phillips Brooks, D.D.
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of both sexes above the age of seven years, and tlie appropriation increased

to $3,000, — a Httle loss than sixty cents /r;- capita for each inhabitant. At
this time there were eleven primary schools. In 1846, when the city was in-

corporated, there were si.v grammar and thirteen primary schools. The old

grammar-school building, erected in 1742 and enlarged in 1820, having

become totally inadequate to the requirements of the school, was sold in

1834, and a new one built in Mount-Vernon Place, now Kearsarge Avenue.

In 1844, after a five years' experiment of making this a high school, its old

organization was restored, such English studies only being required as are

compatible with the latter character. Besides primaries, there are now two

high schools and ten grammar schools in the Roxbury district.' One of

the most successful of its private schools was that established at Jamaica

Plain by Stephen M. Weld, in 1827, and taught b_\- him for a period of

thirty years. Notre Dame Acadeni}-, a Roman Catholic institution, is on

Washington, opposite Townsend, Street.

On the decease of Benjamin liussc}-. in 1842, he bequeathed his valuable

estate of three hundred acres to Harvard University, for the establishment

of a seminary for " instruction in practical agriculture, useful and orna-

mental gardening, botan\-, and such other branches of natural science as

may tend to promote a knowledge of practical agriculture and the various

arts subservient thereto." Courses of lectures were also to be given. One
half the net income is applied to maintain this institution ; the residue is

equally di\-ided between the Di\-init_\- and Law schools of the Uni\-ersity.

The Busse_\- Institution, which includes the Arnold Arboretum, is on South

(near Morton) Street, and went into operation in 1871. Its principal build-

ing is of Roxbur)- stone, in the modern Gothic st\'Ie.

The first public librar\- of Roxbur)', established in 1805, reorganized as

the " Social Library- " in 1831, and as the " Roxbury Athenaeum" in 1848,

was incorporated in 1 85 1, and is in Bradley's Building. Caleb Fellowes,

founder of the Fellowes Athenaeum, died in 1852, leaving $40,000 to be laid

out for a suitable lot of ground, and in erecting thereon an edifice for an

institution similar in plan to the Philadelphia Athena;um, while the income

of a further bequest was to be applied to the purchase of books. It was

incorporated in 1866, and having been joined by a covenant with the Ro.x-

bur\- Branch of the Boston Public Library, the united libraries were dedi-

cated Jul\- 9, and opened for public use July 16, 1873.' A branch of the

Public Library has also been established at Jamaica Plain. At Roslindale

and at West Roxbury it has other less important dependencies.

The Norfolk Gazette, the first newspaper in Roxbury, was published

weekly, by Allen & Weeks, from Dec. 15, 1824, to Feb. 6, 1827, when it

I A sufficient account of Mr. Fellowes and the .Vthciiaeum will be found in a pamphlet com-

memorating the dedication in 1873.
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was discontinued. The Norfolk County Journal, now the Home Journal.

also a weekly, was established in 1849, and was edited for two years by

William A. Crafts. The Roxbury City Gazette was established b\- William

H. Hutchinson in 1861. The Suburban News, a weekly, issued at Jamaica

Plain, is now in its ninth year.

The old almshouse on Centre Street was abandoned in 1831, and a much

larger one built on Marcella Street. In 1849 the Brook-Farm property was

bought for a poor-farm by the city, but it was soon afterward sold. The

Marcella-Street property is now a home for Boston's vagrant boys, while a

portion of the city poor are kept at the Austin Farm Alms-house, in West

Ro.xbury. There is a small-po.x hospital at Canterbury.

In March. 1784, the Roxbur}- Artillery Compan\- was formed, and John

Jones Spooner, afterward an Episcopal clergyman, was chosen captain.

This corps, which did good service in Shays's Rebellion, became an infantr\"

company in iSsj. taking its present name, — "The Roxbury City Guard."

Its first parade was on July 5, 1784. The Norfolk Guards were organ-

ized Jan. 27, 1818, Alexander H. Gibbs commander; reorganized in 1838,

and disbanded in 1855. This company, composed of prominent citizens,

was highly distinguished for its bearing and efficiency. The Roxburj'

Horse Guards, Captain A. D. Hodges, organized May 16, 1861, re-organ-

ized in 1864, now forms a part of the active volunteer militia of the

State.

The Fire Department of Roxbury has always been remarkable for its

promptitude, skill, and efficiency. In 1784 its first fire-engine was located

in Roxbury Street, opposite Vernon, the site of the Greyhound Tavern.

Daniel Munroe was its captain : William Bosson, Jr., clerk and treasurer.

Its members were John Swift, David Swift, John Williams, Jr., Elijah

Weld, Joseph Weld, Joseph Richardson, William Dorr, Joshua Felton, Amos
Smith, Aaron Willard, Abel Hutchins, Captain Samuel Mellish, Ensign R.

H. Greaton, Jeremiah Gore, Jesse Doggett, and William Blaney. Fire wards

were also chosen. A new fire-engine was established in 1787 near the

Punch-Bowl Tavern. The members of this company were John Ward,

Isaac Davis, Joseph Davenport, Joseph Crehore, James Pierce, Samuel

Barry, Captain Belcher Hancock, and Lieutenant William Bosson. In 1802

the "Torrent" No. 2 was accepted, and its compan\' of twent\--one men
appointed. A new engine was purchased by subscription in 1819 for No. i,

and the town was asked for land on the northerly corner of the burying-

ground on which to build its house. In 183 1 Roxbury had seven fire-

engines, with four hose-reels attached,— No. i, Dudley Street (new house)
;

No. 2, Centre Street, by Poor-House; Nos. 3 and 4, Jamaica Plain; No. 5.

Spring Street; No. 6, Eustis Street (new house); No. 7, "Norfolk," at

Punch-Bowl Village.
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The Roxbury Charitable Society, formed in September, 1794, principally

by members of the Roxbury Fire Society, was incorporated in 1799, and still

continues its career of active beneficence. Judge Lowell was its first presi-

dent. Among its promoters were Governor Sumner, Hon. John Lowell,

Hon. John Read, William Lambert, the Rev. Eliphalet Porter, Hon. Sherman
Leland, and Charles Davis. Imposing ceremonies in times past attended

its anniversaries, such as a procession with military escort, and a discourse

at the First Church. Among its anniversary orators were Judge Lowell, the

Rev. Horace HoUey, Fdward Everett, Rev. Henry Ware, Dr. John Bartlett,

and the Rev. E. D. Griffin. Prominent among the other charitable associa-

tions of Roxbury are the Consumptive's Home, Grove Hall; the Roxbury
Home for Aged Women and Children, Copeland Street ; the House of the

Angel Guardian, Vernon Street; the House of the Good Shepherd, Tre-

mont .Street; Little Sisters of the Poor, Dudley .Street; the Martin Luther

C)r[)hans' Home, Baker Street; St. Luke's Home for Convalescents, Rox-

bury .Street ; and the New England Hospital for Women and Children, on

Codman Avenue.

The Washington Lodge of Freemasons, the thirteenth lodge chartered

in Massachusetts, was instituted March 14, 1796, and Worshipful Master

Ebenezer Seaver, Senior Deacon Simeon Pratt, and Junior Deacon John

Ward were publicly installed by the Grand Master, Paul Revere, October 16.

Its founders were Simeon Pratt, John Ward, Moses Harriman, Ebenezer

Seaver, Timothy Hcaly, Joseph Ruggles, Stephen Davis, and James Howe.
Among its past-masters were Simeon Pratt, Nathaniel Ruggles, Nathaniel

S. Prentiss, Samuel Barry, Samuel J. Gardiner, John Howe, Charles Wild,

and George PVost. The Mount Vernon Royal Arch Chapter, Lafayette

Lodge, and the Joseph Warren Commandcry of Knights Templars have

since been organized in Ro.xbury. Odd Fellowship is represented here by

the Warren Lodge, Highland l-^ncampment, and Ouinoboquin Lodge.

Brook Farm, one of the most celebrated of the former institutions of

Roxbury, was purchased in 1841 by George Ripley and others, who as-

sociated themselves together as "The Brook-Farm Institute of Education

and Agriculture," and were afterward incorporated as " The Brook-F"arm

Phalanx." ^ After occupying it for five or si.x years, they sold it to the

city f(jr a poor-farm. It is now " The Martin Luther Orphans' Home."

Apart from the old mansions and cemeteries of Roxbury, described in

a former chapter, there are few memorials of her past in existence. Durable

monuments of the beneficence of Judge Paul Dudley are yet visible in

numerous mile-stones erected by him on the difilerent roads leading from the

tow n. One of the most prominent and interesting of these is a large stone

at the corner of Centre Street, the old Dedham road ; upon its front is in-

scribed, "The
I

Parting
|
Stone

|
i 744 |

P.Dudley;" on its northerly side it

directs to Cambridge and Watertown, and on its southerly, side to Ded-

' [This social experiment will be described In .1 later cliapter of Vol. IV.— Ed.|

VOL. in. — 74.
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ham and Rhode Island. Lord Percy's soldiers read its inscription as they

passed it on their way to Lexington, one hot April forenoon ; and it has

since aftbrded rest and information to many a tired wayfarer. Not far from

this, on the other side of the street, opposite the residence of Mr. Prang,

is a still older stone, inscribed, " Boston 3 miles, 1729." At the corner

of Eliot Street, Jamaica Plain, is another, inscribed, " Five miles to Boston

Town House, 1735." Among the old houses not previously mentioned is

the Crafts homestead on Tremont Street, near Parker-Hill Avenue, whose

chimney bears date 1709. The Warren House, with its memorial inscrip-

tions, and the Cochituate stand-pipe, and the adjacent monument, standing

as they do on consecrated ground, call to mind the martyrs and patriots

of '75. Among the landmarks still remembered, but which have disap-

peared, are the " Rocking-Stone," a natural curiosity situated on the Mun-
roe Farm ; and the tall chimney of the chemical works, near Hog Bridge,

pronounced unsafe and taken down, after remaining a conspicuous landmark

for over thirty years.

In 1846 General H. A. S. Dearborn and others petitioned the newly

established city government of Roxbury for a rural cemetery. The pur-

chase of the Joel Seaverns farm of fifty-five acres, in Canterbury, was the

result ; and to this the addition of other pieces of land adjoining have in-

creased its area to two hundred and twenty-six acres. The work of laying

out the grounds of this " Garden of the Dead " was assigned to General

Dearborn, whose skill and taste had already been successfully e.xerted at

Mount Auburn. The original wooden gateway, with its Egyptian designs,

gave place in 1865 to the present tasteful structure of Roxbury stone and

Caledonia freestone, in the modern Gothic style. At the left of the entrance

is an elegant marble receiving-tomb, built in 1870. Three avenues diverge

towards different parts of the cemetery from the main entrance, opposite

which, on Snow-flake Hill, is a stone bell-tower and observatory one hun-

dred feet in height, completed in 1876. The eminences which gave the

cemetery its name are the Eliot Hills, a range of four heights in its south-

western part; Consecration Hill, at its north-eastern angle; Chapel Hill,

north of Lake Dell ; the large hill south of Consecration Hill, named for the

illustrious Warren; and Cypress Hill. Lake Hibiscus is near the centre of

the cemetery, and is approached by avenues from its different parts. One
of the most attractive spots at Forest Hills is the grotto on Dearborn Hill.

Mount Hope Cemetery, on Canterbury Street, a little south of Forest

Hills, lies partly in Dorchester, and contains over one hundred acres. It

was consecrated June 24, 1852, and July 31, 1857, its proprietors transferred

it to the city of Boston. Other cemeteries in Roxbury are Mount Calvary,

on Mount Hope Street; Gethsemane, Baker Street; Warren, Kearsarge

Avenue; Hand-in-Hand (Jewish), Grove Street; Mount Benedict, Arnold

Street; and St. Joseph's, Circuit Street.

Ro.xbury has several parks. Washington Park, the largest of these, lies

between Bainbridge and Dale streets; Highland Park, on Fori Avenue, the
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site of a Revolutionary fort, contains the Cochituate stand-pipe; Fountain

Square, Orchard I'ark, and Madison Square are also parks of respectable

dimensions. Cedar Square, on Cedar Street, was the gift of Alvah Kitt-

redge, Esq., to the town. Other smaller breathing-spaces are Walnut, VVal-

dcn, Bromley, and Lewis parks. Forest and Oakland gardens are popular

and attractive summer resorts.

Salt was in the early days made at the " Salt Pans," near the town land-

ing. Not far from this place General Joseph Palmer, conspicuous in the

Revolutionary annals of the State, erected salt works, which were in suc-

cessful operation when his sudden death, in 1788, brought the enterprise to

a premature close. A fulling mill was established by John Pierpont on

Stony River, near the site of Day's cordage factory, in 1658. The manufac-

ture of leather was for a long time the principal one in Roxbury. Early

in the present century, John Doggett founded the well-known looking-glass

and carpet works on Roxbury Street. The Willards, celebrated clock and

watch-makers for over a century, established theinselves here in 1773.

In 1792 there were near the town landing-place, at Parker Street, several

establishments, one of them owned by Ralph Smith, for the packing of

provisions and the manufacture of soap and candles; and vessels were laden

with these commodities here. Where Arlington Street now is the channel

of approach was then, having nine feet of water at low tide. The Back Bay

was at that time an expansive and beautiful sheet of water. The large es-

tablishment of the brothers Aaron and Charles Davis for packing pro-

visions, and their distillery and tannery, were near the town wharf, now the

junction of Albany and Northampton streets. In 1845 the value of Roxbury's

manufactures, in which one thousand six hundred and sixty-eight persons

were employed, was $2,247,684. The largest items embraced were four

cordage manufactories, sixteen tanneries, three rolling, slitting, and nail mills,

one carpet manufactory, nine bakeries, three chemical works, three starch

mills, one distillery, five soap and tallow manufactories, and one lead manu-

factory. The manufacture of boots and shoes was a large item. The most

notable of the varied industries of Roxbury at the present day is the chromo-

lithographic manufactory of L. Prang & Co., on Roxbury Street, established

in 1856. The Roxbury Carpet Company, and the Howard Watch and Clock

Company are also well known for the excellence of their productions. There

are seven large breweries in Roxbury.

According to the United States census, the population of Roxbury at

different periods has been as follows (the figures for i860 and 1870 do not

include the population of West Roxbury) :
—

1790 .
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Roxbury is the native place of three of the generals of the Revolution,

— Warren, Heath, and Greaton; and the birthplace or home of ten of the

governors of the State,— Thomas and Joseph Dudley, William Shirley,

Francis Bernard, John Hancock, James Bowdoin, Samuel Adams, Increase

Sumner, William Eustis, and William Gaston. Besides the names already

mentioned, those of the following eminent citizens should be noted: Gen-

eral Henry Dearborn, and his son General Henry A. S. Dearborn ; General

William H. Sumner, and Admiral John A. Winslow of Kearsarge fame
; Judge

John Lowell, and his son John Lowell, Jr., a distinguished writer upon politics

and agriculture ; Samuel and Franklin Dexter, William Whiting and Sherman

Leland, prominent lawyers; Hon. John Read, Ebenezer Seaver, and Ward

Nicholas Boylston, valuable citizens ; Jonathan Davies, Eliphalet Downer,

John C. Warren, and John Bartlett, skilful physicians and noted men ; Gil-

bert Stuart and Gilbert S. Newton his nephew, painters of celebrity; and S.

G. Goodrich, Lucius Manlius Sargent, Samuel G. Drake, and Epes Sargent,

who have acquired distinction in the field of literature.

The events of the siege of Boston are the only ones of much historical

importance which have marked the annals of Roxbury, no serious confla-

gration or other grave public calamity having occurred within her borders.

Her progress, owing to her geographical position and other fa\-oring con-

ditions, has been remarkably rapid of late years, and she must ere long

contain witliin her ancient limits a large share of the city's population. The

process of absorption and assimilation into the larger municipality is con-

stantly going on, and is a matter of regret to those only whose local pride

leads them to deplore the abdication of self-government and the lost identity

of the old town, and who fear that even its name may be obliterated from

the map. The inappropriate designation of Boston Highlands should be

dropped, and its old and honored name of Roxbury restored.

j^i,..^ji^?^^



CHAPTER XVII.

DORCHESTER IN THE LAST HUNDRED YEARS.

I5Y THE REV. S.^MUEL J. BARROWS,
Miniiler o/ Hit First Parish, 1S76-S0.

THE history of Dorchester for the last hundred years is not a history of

striking events. From the externa! side it lacks brilliancy and in-

cident, and may not be very picturesque ; but the history of no New-Eng-
land town could be written from its external side only. Beneath the

staid, quiet, homely life of the last century there have always been deep
currents of moral, intellectual, and religious force, which worked silently and
persistently, and carried the life of the town with them. In critical times we
see these forces breaking out with great vehemence; but, for the most
part, they move on as noiselessly as the sap ascends the channels of the

tree.

We may sec by looking at such a town as Dorchester, and many other

New England towns, how much growth may take place in ideas, morals,

and the internal life of a community without greatly affecting its external

institutions. It may be truly said of the New-England town, what seems

rather paradoxical when applied to material things,— that it is larger on
the inside than on the outside. Nevertheless, we soon distrust the perma-

nence and reality of the spirit of progress unless we see it taking outward

form and effect ; and Dorchester can point to substantial embodiments of

that spirit in its own history. It may be said, however, that in this town

progress always struggled with a powerful conservative tendency which pre-

vented it from advancing too hastily on the one hand, while it retarded

sometimes that advancement which was necessary for its health.- If the okl

settlers could wake up and see the town as it is to-day, they would recognize

a vast number of changes. Would they be willing to admit that every

change is an improvement?

In our last chapter Mve carried the history of Dorchester through the

provincial period to the close of the Rc\olutionary War. \\c find the town,

geographically and materiall)-, just where it stood before, but with the old-

time loyalty directed with increased fervor towards the new government to

which it had transferred its allegiance, and which it had given so much of its

1 Vol. ir p. 357.
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blood and treasure to establisli. It is a fact to be noted, that whatever con-

servatism Dorchester may have had in practical methods, it was always

radical and progressi\e in its patriotism. Whenever the question of civil

liberty came up, it was in the fore-front.

It has been noticed that Dorchester's jealousy of any interference with

State rights and liberties led it to be suspicious and oppositive of the union

of the colonies proposed in 1754; but when such a union was needed for

the protection of the colonial liberties, the town was prompt and warm in

its acceptance, and never wavered in its loyalty. In 1809, when Massachu-

setts was greatly disturbed and excited, owing to the imposition of the em-

bargo, and inflammatory meetings were held in various towns protesting

against the course of the Government, Dorchester was firm in its support.

It drew up a remonstrance, and saw " with the sincerest sorrow that a num-
ber of towns were so lost to their national allegiance, and so heedless of the

conflict which might result from the prosecution of their measures," that

they had passed resolutions and presented petitions to the Legislature

" highly insulting to the national authority, and appealing to the authority

of the State to resist the laws of the Union on a subject exclusively within

the constitutional authority of the Government of the United States. We
consider," they add, "the union of the American States as the ark of our

safety and the rock of our defence against invasion from without or violence

from within. We will, therefore, cling to it as the last hope of our liberties."

There was an apprehension in Dorchester that the motive of some of the

leaders in that " uneasiness " was to demolish the republican government

and to erect a hereditary monarchy on its ruins. " A system of this kind

or any part of it," they said, " we are free to declare we will oppose to

blood." If the views of the town upon the subject of State rights are not

indicated with sufficient clearness in the preceding paragraphs, they are left

beyond doubt in the paragraph which follows :
" To resist by arms a law

of our State Legislature of an interior and local nature would be treason

against the Commonwealth. On such an occasion the inhabitants of this

town would be found among the first to support the laws and repel the

treason. It also cannot be less an act of treason against the National Gov-

ernment to resist by force a law of theirs on the subject of national con-

cerns, although unfortunately such resistance should be sanctioned by the

State Legislature."

Surely here is a change from the suspicious spirit of 1754, when Dor-

chester feared a union of the colonies as destructive to the liberty of the

State. If such was the position of the town in 1809, we need not be sur-

prised at the stand which it took in 1861. It is hardly necessary to say

that during the war of 1812-14 the town, without distinction of party, used

all its means to " defend its soil and repel the hostile invader."

A profound interest in the life and development of the nation, of which

Dorchester was one of the first seeds, is a marked feature in its history; yet

the local affairs of the town were never neglected. The arts of peace were
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more sedulously cultivated than the arts of war. The public spirit, which

was prompt to rally when the nation was in danger, manifested itself in the

long years of peace and plenty. It is shown in all matters relating to

public improvements, in the construction of roads, the care of the old cem-

etery, the administration of the schools, and in a pious regard for the inter-

ests of religion. While the town is anxious over the result of the embargo,

it is seriously considering the question of " inoculation by cow-po.\." We
are impressed again with the importance of the ministerial function at this

time. " The two reverend ministers of the town and the selectmen " were

appointed a committee to return "a respectable answer" to the important

and interesting letter addressed to them by the selectmen and committee

of the town of Maiden on this subject. The town afterward voted to ap-

prove of the method, and to recommend it to the inhabitants of the town

;

and the ministers were requested to read these votes to the congregations

the next Lord's Day after divine service. The doctors were asked to keep

a register of those inoculated, and to return it to the town clerk ; but other-

wise they do not seem to have been consulted. The ravages of small-po.\,

which had visited Dorchester in previous years, may have hastened a deci-

sion on this point.

In reading the town records we are struck by the thoroughness with

which the committees did their dut\-. Dorchester evidently seemed to

them an important place ; it was worth}- of their best work. The reports

on the condition of schools and on the general subject of education are

models of conscientious and painstaking fidelity ; and some of them, made
within the last forty years, would bear re-printing for their broad and sensi-

ble views. In another part of the town records we have from the com-

mittee on roads a long treatise on the art of road-making, showing great

practical knowledge of the subject, and written not only to interest the

town ear, but to influence the town pocket. The excellent roads of Dor-

chester to-day are not wholly owing to annexation.

The cause of education did not languish. The individual bequests to the

school fund, already noticed in the first volume, were increased in 1/97 by

the gift of nearly ten acres of woodland from the Mon. James Bowdoin, son

of (jo\'crnor Bowdoin; and in 1803 by the gift of a lot of land containing

about five thousand feet, from John Capen, Jr. Noah Clapp, town clerk, in

a letter to the Massachusetts Historical Society in 1792, says that up to that

time more than thirt}' from Dorchester had been graduated at Harvard Col-

lege, and that more than twenty of these had been preachers of the gospel,

— a fact which shows that a close relation was assumed between education

and religion.

In 1784 the town voted " that such girls as can read in the Psalter be

allowed to go to the Grammar School from the first day of June to the first

day of October." ^ This is the first vote in which jirovision is made for the

public education of girls. Though there were dame-schools in which they

' Town Records, iv. 79.
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received instruction in sewing and reading and spelling, their attendance on

the public schools seems to have been confined previously to one afternoon

annually at the general catechising in the fall of the year, " where each

child was expected to answer two questions at least from the Assembly's

catechism." ^ By the year 1803 there were four annual schools established.

The town made a small yeirly appropriation for their support, the salary of

the teacher being about what a private soldier receives now in our arm\-,—
thirteen dollars a month and board. The annual appropriation for schools

in 1 8 12 was $2,700, and from 1820 to 1824, $2,300. The si.K school-masters

then received $400 each, the income from school funds amounting to $257.

In the years 1825 and 1828 the appropriation was $2,500; in 1830, $2,300.

In 1857 the amount voted for schools in Dorchester was $23,622.98, or ten

times as much as in 1830. The sum appropriated by the town for the pub-

lic education of each child between the ages of fi\e and fifteen was in that

year (1857) $13.18. Dorchester stood in that respect the third in the

Commonwealth, and the second in Norfolk County, — the towns of Brook-

line and Nahant alone exceeding it. In 1869— the last year of Dorchester's

life as a town— the appropriation for schools was $54,000.

A committee in 1827 reported it expedient to have a High School; but

the report was not accepted, and final action was not taken until 1852, when

an appropriation of $6,000 was made for the building and a central location

selected, so that four fifths of the children of the town were within two miles

of the school-house. Such a central location was necessary, as the town,

in spite of loss of territory, was still nine miles long and two and a half

broad,- and contained eight thousand inhabitants. The High School was

opened in December, 1852, when fifty-nine scholars were admitted. The

first principal was Mr. William J. Rolfe, who was succeeded by ^Ir. Jona-

than Kimball in 1856. INIr. Elbridge Smith is the present incumbent.

In the previous record the religious history of the town has been prac-

tically s\-nonymous with the history of the parish. It continued to be so

until the early part of this century. With the increase of population other

houses of worship became necessary. With larger toleration and growth in

opinion, Dorchester, characterized for nearly two hundred years by remark-

able religious unity, became the home of a variety of churches and sects.

The Rev. Thaddeus Mason Harris succeeded the Rev. Moses Everett

as pastor of the First Parish, and was ordained October, 1793. He
was born in Charlestown, Mass., July 7, 1768; graduated at Harvard in

1787. He is well remembered by many of the old citizens of Dorchester

and Boston for his genial nature, his sparkling wit, his aptness in the choice

of texts and subjects, and the fountains of tears that were often unsealed in

the delivery of his earnest and moving discourses. The shelves of Harvard

College Library, of which he was librarian for a short time before going to

Dorchester, bear many of his works, which attest his scholarship and the

' History of Dorchester, p. 450. - Records, \. 610.
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wide range of his studies in science, religion, and history. Dr. Harris was

a prominent member of the Massachusetts Historical Society, and he de-

serves especial mention in this book because of his deep interest in the

history of the town and of the church whose pastor he was for forty-three

years. He did more tlian an}- one before him to collect and arrange the

written, and to record the oral, traditions of the place and people.

Dr. Harris was succeeded by the Rev. Nathaniel Hall, who became
associated with him as colleague in 1835, was made sole pastor in 1836, and

TH.ADDEUS \IA>"\ liKKl^l-.'

held the office till his death in 1875,— a period of forty years. Mr. Hall's

saintly character and his devotion to his calling were marked features of his

effective but unpretentious ministry. He was succeeded by the writer of

this chapter.

In a period of two hundred and fifty \-ears the First Parish of Dorchester

had but ten successive ministers ; but from the settlement of Richard

Mather, in 1636, to 1876,— a period of two hundred and forty years,— there

were but seven successive ministers, with an average pastorate of thirty-four

years each. There have been six deacons who have held office over fort)-

years each. Deacon Ebenezer Clapp, the father of the present deacon of

that name, held office for fifty-one years. Deacon Henry Humphreys, one

' This cut follows a miniature likeness owned ingham, D.D., with a long list of his publications,

by his daughter, still living in South Boston. A is in 4 Mass. Hist. Coll., ii. See also Funeral

memoir of Dr. Harris by the Rev. X. L. Froth- Sermon bv Rev. N'athaniel Mall.

VOL. in. — 75.
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of the present deacons, has served forty-eight years. Meeting-house Hill

has been the site of the church building for two hundred and ten years.

The society has had five meeting-houses, some of which have been previ-

ously noticed. The present building dates from l8i6, but has received

various additions and improvements.

There is one very interesting feature about the history of the First

Parish, to which allusion was made on the two hundred and fiftieth anniver-

sary of its formation, held June 17, 1880. It is, that, while from time to time

there were controversies and agitations concerning practical measures, such

as the introduction of a new hymn-book, or the change of the method of

singing from " lining out" into singing b}" note, there is nothing in the his-

tot-y of the church which shows just when it ceased to be Cal\-inistic and

became Unitarian. The transition was silently and almost insensibl\- made.'

In 1806 the Second Church was formed at the south end of the parish,

to meet the wants of the residents in that locality. The separation from

the First Parish was very peaceably and affectionately made. Dr. Harris

preached the dedication sermon of the new church. ^ When Dr. John

Codman was ordained pastor in 1807, the sermon was preached by Dr.

Channing. The property of the First Church and Parish was afterward

divided between the two organizations and the subsequently formed Third

Society, in proportion to the numbers of each.

The theological controversy, which the First Parish was spared, began

soon after to rage with considerable violence in the Second Church. The

theological councils that settled it could not allay the bitter feeling which

was engendered, and which, though now extinct, continued for many years.

As a result of this controversy, the Second Church allied itself with the

Orthodox party, retaining its pastor. Dr. Codman. The opposing party

withdrew and formed the Third Religious Society. Dr. Codman remained

pastor of the Second Church till his death in 1847. The Rev. James H.

Means was ordained and succeeded to the pulpit in 1848; and after a

very successful pastorate of thirty years, marked also by eminent fidelity as

a citizen of the town, he resigned in 1878. His successor, the present

pastor, is the Rev. E. N. Packard.

The Third Religious Society, as already stated, was formed largely of

members who left the Second Church of Dorchester. They built a meet-

ing-house at the Lower Mills, which was dedicated in 1813, and was re-

placed by another built in 1840.^

Up to 181 7, or a period of one hundred and eighty-seven j'ears, Con-

gregationalism was the only church polity known in Dorchester, and for one

hundred and sevent\--six years had been confined to a single organization.

In 1817 the uniformity of the church government was broken by the estab-

1 See Proceedings of the 250M Annizersary of key," " Madeira nine," and "gin for the sexton,"

the First Church and Parish of Dorchester, p. 1 18. as part of the approved e.xpcnses.

'^ The bill of e.xpenses of that dedication ser- ' [The succession of pastors of this church

vice is still preserved by the Second Parish, and is given in Dr. Peabody's chapter in the present

it is interesting to note among the items, "whis- volume.— Ed.]
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c

islinicnt of a Methodist Episcopal Church, whose first building was dedi-

;atcd May 6, 1818, and succeeded by another in September, 1829.' The
.ong roll of ministers which, in accordance with the Methodist system, this

church has had, presents a strange contrast to the small number settled over

the ancient church of the town.

A Baptist church was organized at Neponsct in 1837; and another,

—

the North Baptist Church, corner of Sumner and Stoughton streets, — in

1840. An Episcopal church— St. Mary's — was organized in 1847. In-

stead of the single church existing at the beginning of this century, there

are now twenty-one churches in the Dorchester District; namely, ten Con-
gregational, — five of which are Trinitarian, four Unitarian, and one Uni-

versalist,— four Methodist, three Episcopalian, two Baptist, and two Roman
Catholic.-

In the earhest years of its history the inhabitants of Dorchester found

their chief occupation in fishing and farming and trading. Dorchester

never developed great commercial importance, nor did it abound in manu-
factures

; yet the water-power on the Neponset River was very early util-

ized, as was noticed in the first volume. The old grist mill was afterward

followed by a fulling mill and a snuff mill. In 1727 a paper mill was

established ;•' and as early as 1765 the manufacture of chocolate was begun,

— the first made in New England. Dorchester chocolate is still known
throughout the country for its excellence ; and chocolate and paper mills

have continued to be very important features of its industr}-.

A corporation of the proprietors of mills on Mill Creek and Neponset

River was formed in 1798. Several tanneries were also located in the town,

and the pits where some of them stood have not yet been filled up.

In later years, while commerce at Commercial Boint has decreased, the

manufactories have mainly centred at Neponset; while South Boston —
the district which Dorchester first ceded to the city of Boston— has be-

come the site of many of the largest iron works in the country.* What is

still known as the Dorchester District, however, has been, and promises to

remain for years to come, a place of residence for those whose occupation is

in the city proper. A few of the old farms are left, but the majority have

been cut up by streets and divided into building lots.

Dorchester has long been famous for its interest in horticulture. Dor-

chester and Roxbury furnished all the presidents and treasurers of the

Massachusetts Horticultural Societ}- for the first twenty years after its

formation. The Rev. Dr. Harris, Captain William R. Austin, William Clapp,

Zebedee Cook, Elijah Vose, Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, John Richardson,

Samuel Downer, and Thaddeus Clapp are some among the lixing and the

' [See Dr. Dorchester's chapter in this vol- century, the coinparative number of churches

ume.— Ed.] would be much increased.

2 If we add South Boston, Washington Vil- » [See Vol. II., p. 462.— Ed.|

lage, and Hyde Park, which were included with- •• [See the chapter on " The Industries of Bos-

in the Dorchester limits at the beginning of this ton," in Vol. IV. — Ed.]
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dead who have devoted themselves zealously to the culture and improve-

ment of fruits and flowers. Hon. Marshall P. Wilder has cultivated in his

own orchard more than twelve hundred kinds of fruit ; and on one occasion

sent over four hundred varieties of the pear for exhibition.'

The love of the simple old colonial ways lingered long in Dorchester,

and made it somewhat intolerant of modern inventions. The conservative

character of the town was shown in its opposition to railroads. In 1842 a

petition was presented to the Legislature for the jjrivilege of building a

railroad from Boston to Ouincy, by any one of three routes. The town

opposed it at a meeting, Feb. 2, 1842, saying: " A great portion of the road

will lead through thickly-settled and populous parts of the town, crossing

and running contiguous to public highways, and thereby making a per-

manent obstruction to the free intercourse of our citizens from one part of

the town to another, and creating great and enduring danger and hazard to

all travel upon the common roads." The town suggested that, if it be built

at all, it be built over the marsh. The representative of the town in the

Legislature was instructed to use his " utmost endeavor to prevent, if possi-

ble, so great a calamity to our town as must be the location of any railroad

through it." A committee was appointed and counsel employed to oppose

the petition before the Legislature. The town believed that " the property

and the comfort, and perhaps the lives, of their fellow-citizens were deeply

interested in the result of their remonstrance, and that the expenses of the

ablest counsel were not to be considered when such interests were at stake."

In 1844, when a petition was made for the formation of the Old Colony

Road from Boston to Plymouth, and the petition for a road to Ouincy was

renewed, it was opposed again by the committee of the town ; but opposi-

tion was finally ineffectual, and Dorchester was eventually doomed to the

" calamity" of having two steam railroads, with branch tracks. The nature

of that calamity would receive a new interpretation to-day, if these roads

for any reason should be abandoned.

The earnest and devoted patriotism which Dorchester showed during the

two wars with Great Britain was repeated in the war of the Rebellion. It is

hardly worth while to refer to the attitude of the town as expressed in the

resolutions which it was prompt to pass at the outbreak of the war. A
complete exhibit of what was really done would furnish more substantial

testimony. From the report of Adjutant-General Schouler, it appears that

Dorchester furnished one thousand three hundred and forty-two men for the

war, which was a surplus of one hundred and twenty-three over and above

all demands. Of these, thirty-one were commissioned ofificers. From fig-

ures furnished by Mr. N. W. Tileston, who has given much study to this

subject, we learn that the whole amount of money appropriated and ex-

pended by the town on account of the war, exclusive of State aid, was

$125,319.30. The amount received b\' the town from the State as State aid

' [See Colonel Wilder's chapter, in Vol. IV. — Ed.]
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was $65,606.99. In the work of relief among the soldiers, the churches of

Dorchester did a noble service. The Benevolent Society of the First Parish

was organized Nov. 8, 1861, largely for this object. This society alone

during the war sent to the soldiers provisions and supplies worth from fifteen

to twenty thousand dollars. The other churches did similar work, and to-

gether must have furnished a like amount. On Sunday, Aug. 31, 1862,

when the news of the result of the second battle of Bull Run reached Dor-

chester, all the parishes in town dispensed with religious services in the

afternoon, and applied themselves to picking lint, making bandages, and

packing clothes, wine, jellies, and other refreshments for the sick and

wounded. Ihe First Parish alone sent off twenty-one cases the next day.

The amount contributed by societies and private individuals for the relief

of soldiers and seamen during the war exceeded the sum of $50,000.

The number of Dorchester citizens who perished in the war was one

hundred. This does not include the number of men from other towns who
were sent as recruits to fill up the Dorchester companies, or those who
served in the navy. A large number of these were killed or died in rebel

prisons, or were never heard from.

In previous chapters we have noticed the fluctuation in the Dorchester

boundary. While the soul of the town was never diminished, there was

from time to time an atrophy of the body. A slice was lost here and a

slice there, until the original territory was very much diminished. Until 1793

Dorchester, as has been said, was a part of Suffolk County, and thus practi-

cally joined to Boston in all judicial matters ; but more than fifty years

before this time an agitation was begun for a separation from Boston, the

complaint being made that the people who had business at the courts in

the city were long detained, to the great expense of time and money. The
town, therefore, voted, in 1743, that it was desirous that the country town-

meeting be separated from Boston, and erected into a district and county

by itself. In 1784 this vote was re-affirmed. When the separation was

finally made, in 1793, public opinion seems to have altered, and the change

met with much opposition. The town presented a memorial to the Legisla-

ture protesting against the division of the county of Suffolk, and praying

that Dorchester might be re-annexed thereto. The reasons for the opposi-

tion were the cost of additional buildings, and the great advantages attend-

ing the transaction of business in the metropolis, as the new shire town was

in a place inconxenient for the memorialists. The opposition, however, was

not successful; but the centrifugal force which threw off Dorchester, with

neighboring towns, into a new count)-, did not save it from the centripetal

movement which was gradually to draw the whole town back again, not

only into Suffolk County, but within the corporate limits of Boston itself.

Hungry Boston did not swallow Dorchester at one bite,— it took three

meals ta do it. It began in 1803, by nibbling at Dorchester Neck, now

known as South Boston. Boston was steadily growing and becoming more
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crowded. Dorchester Neck, which could easily be connected by a bridge,

seemed to afford the needed relief. Most of the residents of Dorchester

Neck were in favor of the annexation. They were far removed from the

centre of the town, and the building of the bridge to Boston promised

them many advantages. Dorchester was willing to have the bridge built,

but voted against the annexation. A committee was appointed to present

a remonstrance to the Legislature. The committee presented the lament-

able fact that, since the incorporation of Dorchester, " the towns of Milton,

Stoughton, and others had been set off from it, so that the remainder was

only ten miles in length, and contained little more than seven thousand

acres of land."

But a joint committee of both Houses reported in favor of the annexa-

tion, without compensation to Dorchester. At a town-meeting, where the

action of the legislative committee was detailed, one of the Dorchester

committee stated that $6,000 might be obtained provided the town would

not oppose the project; but the town was obstinate, and voted not to

accept the $6,000 on the conditions offered. The bill passed the Legisla-

ture March 6, 1804; and Dorchester lost the money and the territory too.

In 1836 the inhabitants of Little Neck, Washington Village, petitioned

to be joined to Boston. They were four miles from the town house, and

upwards of a mile from any school, and represented that they were wholly

debarred from school privileges for several successive days in each month

by the tide-water being permitted to overflow the public road. The town

of Dorchester opposed the annexation. The committee of the General

Court reported against it, because Boston would incur great expense in lay-

ing out the streets across the salt marsh ; but the matter was only delayed,

for Washington Village was finally annexed to Boston May 21, 1855.

It took but ten or twelve years for Boston to digest this last slice of ter-

ritory, and then it was hungry for more. The sister town of Roxbury was

the first victim. Her annexation to Boston in 1868, far from meeting the

growing wants of Boston, only indicated that the annexation of Dorchester

was but a question of time. In 1867 the subject was more or less agi-

tated by the citizens of Dorchester themselves, who brought the matter be-

fore the Boston city government, and secured the appointment of a board

of commissioners to confer with commissioners appointed by the town.

The commission was unable to agree, but expressed the opinion that it

might become desirable to annex a portion of the town of Dorchester, " in

order to complete the elaborate system of drainage and harbor improve-

ment devised for the benefit of Boston." No immediate action followed,

but a year later the matter was taken up,— this time from the Boston side ;

and by order of the common council, passed Dec. 22, 1868, the mayor

was requested to appoint a commission of three discreet and intelligent

persons carefully to examine the subject in all its financial, industrial, and

sanitary relations, and to report the result of their doings to the ck\' coun-

cil. The final report of this commission presented many interesting facts
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which serve to show the condition of Dorchester on the eve of the annex-

ation.'

While Dorchester from 1657 had steadily lost in territory through re-

division of its boundaries, there was a great gain in wealth and population.

The population of Dorchester in 1855 was 8,340; in 1865, 10,707,— an in-

crease of 2,377 ''' ^^^ years; a gain of 28^%"^ per cent. The magnitude

which town affairs had assumed is also seen bj^ the annual appropriations at

town-meetings. Notwithstanding the much greater geographical extent of

the original town, its early expenses seem small enough when compared
with those for 1869, —a few months before the vote on annexation was

taken. ^ The result of the city commissioners' examination was a unanimous

report for annexation, based on " the necessity for a part, and the desirable-

ness of the whole, of the territory for the present and prospective wants of

the cit}-, and the highl}' favorable financial, industrial, and sanitary condition

of the town." The commissioners noted the "strong feeling of attachment

to the name of the town and its history and traditions " which was mani-

fested, and thdught that, b)- the annexation of the whole tcrritor\-, Dorches-

ter might continue to retain her boundary and local history as a precinct of

the city.

In May, 1869, the subject came up before the Legislature. The ma}-or

and city council urged the annexation. The town of Dorchester was repre-

sented by a committee of eighteen gentlemen, who presented a petition signed

by between eight and nine hundred citizens. The matter came to a hearing

before the joint committee on towns. There was no organized opposition

from Dorchester, but the measure was opposed by the Norfolk County

Commissioners. As a result of these hearings a majority of the committee

reported in favor of annexation, and presented the draft of a bill for that

purpose. A minority report urged that the annexation would be of no

commercial advantage to Boston, and that it would be of no benefit to Dor-

chester. " Her town affairs," they said, " appear to be well managed ; her

1 Its mimlier of inhabitants was estimated - The appropriations for that year were as

at twelve thousand. follows:—
Dwelling-houses, May i, tS68 1,830 For Schools $54,000

Rat.ible polls 2,918 Poor in alms-house 5,000

Legal voters 2,100 Poor out of alms-house 3.500

Churches 13 Insane at hospital 2,000

School-houses, of the larger class 7 Fire tlepartment 10,000

,, ,, „ smaller class 3 Highways 25,000

One steam fire-engine, and several hand-engines Volunteer companies 1,050

Scholars . 2,000 Town officers 6,000

Acres of land 4,532 Cemeteries 1.50°

Instalments and interest ... • 27.001

Valuation for 186S :

—

Interest in anticipation of taxes . S-^"^

Real estate $9,291,200 Abatement of taxes . ,

Personal 5,035,100 Lighting streets . . .

TL c -1 1- • <- 1 .
Police and watch .

1 he hnancial condition of the town was as r j . 1 10 000Incidental expenses iv.yj^

follows: Removal of engine-house No. 3 2.c..)

Town debt $147,700.00 Widening of Hancock Street .

Cash on hand Feb. i, 1869 ,. ,, Minot
Due from State and for taxes 111,092.41 ,, ,, .Adorns

Uird .... 3,000

Actual debt $36,60759
Valuation of town property 237,182.26 Total ... $188,050
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roads are in good condition; her .schools arc among the best in the Com-
monwealth : and we fail to see that there is anything in her local affairs

which cannot be as well provided for by the town as by Boston, and with

as great economy." The Legislature accepted the majority report, and

passed an act annexing the town, provided that a majority of legal voters in

Boston and in Dorchester were in fa\-or of it. A special election was held

simultaneously in both places, on June 22, 1869. The whole number of

votes cast in Dorchester was 1,654. There were 928 for annexation and

726 against,— a majorit)' of 202. According to the pro\isions of the act,

the annexation took place on the first Monday in January (4th), 1870.

The last town-meeting was held Dec. 28, 1869, when the reports of the

selectmen were received, and a vote of thanks tendered to all the town

officers. And thus the town-meeting, which Dorchester was the first of the

New England settlements to establish, ceased to be held in the parent town

;

but only when the town itself had no longer an existence. By this act of

annexation the area of Boston, which with the annexation of Roxbury

amounted to 5,370 acres, was nearly doubled, — Dorchester adding 4,532

acres. If we add the area which Boston acquired by annexing South Boston

and Washington Village, 900 acres, the total acreage she obtained from

Dorchester was 5,432.

It is now ten years since the annexation, covering a period of long busi-

ness depression, unfavorable to rapid growth; but the results of the union

with Boston are plainly visible. Houses are now springing up on hill and

plain. Here and there a long block of brick buildings disturbs with its

uniformity the picturesque variety of rural architecture, and reminds the

old resident of the spread of the city limits. The work of cutting new

streets, extending the sewers and water-pipes, and improving the roads

goes steadily on. The stranger to-day who wishes to see how Boston is

growing as a place of residence must inspect the Dorchester district. One

hundred and seventy-five buildings were erected here in 1880, the greater

number of these being dwelling-houses. By the latest census returns, we

find that the Dorchester District, as it was before the ward di\-ision, has a

population of twenty thousand,— an increase of eight thousand in ten years.

Amid all the changes which have been made and those which are still

making, there is one spot in the town where the colonial, the pro\'incial, and

the national periods are all blended in the associations of the tablets which

mark the resting-places of the dead. The old burying-ground is sacredly

preserved. New and beautiful cemeteries have been added in other parts

of the town, yet here, where the dust of the ancient settlers is gathered

together, the iron gate is still open for the funeral cortege.

t^cf-:i.



CHAPTER XVIII.

BRIGHTON IX THE LAS I" HUNDRED YEARS.

15V FR.\.\CIS .S. DRAKE.

\ CENTURY ago, Brighton, not yet incorporated as a town, nor known
-^^*- throughout the land as the great cattle-mart of New England, was

simply a precinct or ecclesiastical parish of Cambridge, the shire-town of

Middlesex County. It was then a thinly-settled farming village, having a

single meeting-house and two school-houses, its sixty dwelling houses con-

taining a population of about four hundred souls. When, in 1805, its incor-

poration as a town was proposed, little opposition was made, public opinion

as to the justice and expediency of the measure ha\-ing for some time stead-

ily gained ground. What rendered the step all the easier was the fact that

common cause was made with Brighton by the Second Parish, which also

desired a separation from Cambridge. A petition, signed by all the well-

known voters of the precinct, presented in a forcible manner many of the

reasons which had brought about its separation as a parish, and which were

equally applicable at the present juncture. The action of the town was

as follows :
—

"Cambridge, South Precinct, Feb. 17, 1806.

" At a meeting of the freeholders and other inhabitants on the south side of Charles

River, legally warned and assembled, after choosing Mr. Jonatlian Winship, moderator,

the following votes were passed : First, to petition the honorable General Court to be

set off as a town ; Second, to choose a committee to wait on the honorable (leneral

Court with the petition ; Third, that Mr. Samuel W'yllis Pomeroy, Mr. Gorham Parsons,

Stephen Dana, Esq., Mr. Thomas English, Mr. Daniel Bowen, compose this committee.

" .Attest : Henry D.ana. Precinct Clerk."

By an Act of the Legislature, dated Feb. 24, 1807, the town of Brighton

was formally incorporated. The town of West Cambridge, or Menotomy,

the Second Parish, was incorporated in the same month, and by the separa-

tion of the two Cambridge lost a large portion of her territory. Brighton

received another instalment of the mother town by annexation, Jan. 27,

1816.

VOL. III. — 76.
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At the first town-meeting, held May y, 1807, Henr\- Uana was chosen

town clerk, and Nathaniel Champney, treasurer. Dudley Hardy, Jonathan

Livermore, Thomas Gardner (son of the colonel), Benjamin Hill, and Na-

thaniel Champney were appointed selectmen. Stephen Dana was soon

afterward chosen representative to the General Court, and the sum of two

thousand dollars was appropriated to defray town charges. Mr. Dana, the

first town-clerk, served ten years and until his death. Of his successors.

Captain Joseph Warren served eighteen years, and William Warren twcnt)--

two j'ears ; the latter's son, W'illiam Wirt Warren, succeeded him ; and he

in turn was followed by a brother, Webster F. Warren. Of the early town

treasurers, Nathaniel Champney, the first, served twent\' years and until his

death, and was succeeded by Deacon Thaddeus Baldwin. Henry Heath

Larnard served from 1833 to 1869.'

Cambridge Street, an important thoroughfare, was opened in 1808, from

Winship's store to the Brookline road (Harvard Street). At a very large

and full meeting, held September 12, President JefTerson was memorialized

relative to the Embargo law. In 181 8 an almshouse was purchased by the

town, which, however, seems to have had very few inmates. It contained

but one resident pauper at the date of annexation. The old church, after

its renioval in 1809, continued in use as a town hall until the building of a

new and more commodious edifice, dedicated Dec. 30, 1841. Its corner-

stone had been laid on the 2d of August previous. Upon annexation in

1874, when town-meetings and town discussions were to give way forever to

quiet ward-room elections of city officers, the town hall was appropriated

for police purposes and its main hall fitted up as a municipal court-room

for the district.

In June, 1825, General Lafayette visited Brighton, and was hospitably

entertained by the citizens at the hotel on the corner of Washington and

Cambridge streets. This building, which in early times had been the man-

sion-house of the Winship family, was at that time occupied by Mr. Samuel

Dudley. The school children were arranged in two lines, between which the

General, accompanied by his son, George Washington Lafayette, passed.

Some of those children still remember that bright June day, and fondly

cherish the recollection of the kiss bestowed upon them b)- the gallant

Frenchman. A lady who saw him at this time says :
" The appearance of

Lafayette, with his coat thrown back, his ugly, benevolent, kind, old French

face, with the high reddish-brown wig, and the small, beaming eyes, is

indelibly fi.xed in mj' memory."

On the occasion of Henry Clay's visit to the town in October, 1833, a

bountiful collation was spread in the large dining-hall of the recently erected

Cattle Fair Hotel. Mr. Clay is said to have recognized in the yards some
of his fine steers, which, as it was before the day of railroads, had made the

tedious journey from Ashland, Kentucky, on foot. In the following year

• The town acknowledged its appreciation of on his retirement from office, with a massive silver

his long and faithful services by presenting him, pitcher, bearing an appropriate inscription.
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the Boston and Worcester, now the Boston and Albany, Raih-oad was

opened.'

On Feb. 24, 1857, half a ccntur)' of the town's existence was completed,

during which it had gained materially in population and in wealth. The
day was joyfull}^ celebrated by the glad peal of church bells at sunrise and

sunset, by the discharge of cannon, and by brilliant fireworks in the evening.

One citizen only, Mr. Edward Sparhawk, was living who had voted for the

town's incorporation fifty years before. He was a descendant of Nathaniel

Sparhawk, one of the earliest emigrant settlers of Cambridge, and died Sept.

3, 1867, in his ninety-seventh year.

At a town-meeting. May 3, 1861, called for the purpose of raising a vol-

unteer company for the war of the Rebellion which had just begun, two

thousand dollars was appropriated to uniform and equip said company, and

twenty dollars was also voted to each ])ri\'ate when called into acti\e service.

July 15, 1862, the town voted to pay one hundred and twenty-five dollars

bounty for each volunteer to make up its quota of forty men; the five

thousand dollars required, to be raised by a tax on propert)-, poll-tax pay-

ers to contribute such sums as they saw fit. The town's quota was filled

in three months. October 21, it was voted to pay each nine months' vol-

unteer one hundred dollars, and the town treasurer was authorized to borrow

the money. November 26, one thousand two hundred dollars was appro-

priated by the town to furnish the town's quota under the President's new

call. Though not represented in the army by any distinct organization,

Brighton furnished three hundred and sixty-five men to aid in suppressing

the Rebellion,— a surplus of five over the number required. Fifteen were

commissioned officers. The amount of money expended by the tow-n, ex-

clusive of State aid, was seventy-eight thousand and fifty dollars.

The act of incorporation required the town to keep open and support,

as she had heretofore done, the bridge over Charles River. This subject,

as well as that of the fisheries of the river, — once a matter of considerable

pecuniar)' interest,— was from time to time discussed and acted upon by

the town-meeting. By an Act of the Legislature, passed March i i, 1862,

the city of Cambridge and the town of Brighton were " authorized and re-

quired to rebuild the great bridge over Charles River," the expense to be

borne " in proportion to the respective valuations of said city and town ;

"

and it was provided that a draw not less than thirty-two feet wide should be

constructed " at an equal distance from each abutment," that " the opening

in the middle of said draw" should be the dividing line between Cambridge

and Brighton at that point, and that thereafter each corporation should

maintain its half part of the whole structure at its own expense. This, with

all her other public obligations, was assumed by the city of Boston upon

annexation.

After a municipal existence of sixty-seven years, the annexation of

Brighton to Boston was effected, Jan. 5, 1874, the Act of the Legislature

' [See Mr. C. F. Adams's cli.ipter on Canals and Railroads. — F.D.]
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autliorizing it, dated May2i, 1873, having been accepted by the cit}- and

town, Oct. 8, 1873. To produce this result, the town in January, 1872,

memorialized the Legislature for annexation, and its petition was unani-

mously sustained by a commission appointed by the city to examine and

report thereon. To the city the advantages of annexation were to be found

in the protection of public health by inspection and supervision of her meat

supplv, and b\- organizing under one head a general system of sewerage, in

concert of action in projecting improvements of mutual benefit, and in the

acquisition of territory for houses at a moderate cost. The needs of

Brighton were a more plentiful supply of water, a better system of streets

and drainage as well as protection from fire, and better police and health

regulations. These desirable ends either have been, or are in a fair wa\' of

being, satisfactorily accomplished.'

We have elsewhere recorded the gathering of the First Church here in

1780,— some thirty persons in all, including a few from Newton, Menotomy,

and Brookline, having thus associated themselves together for religious

worship. The present church edifice occupies very nearly the site of the

original building of 1744, which stood in front of it, a little to the west. It

was begun Sept. 21, 1808, and completed for dedication, June 22, 1809.

The old church was then moved to a spot opposite the site of the town

house, its lower story converted into two school-rooms, and its upper story

into a town hall. Rev. John Foster, D.D., its first pastor, was born in

Western, now Warren, Massachusetts, April 19, 1763; graduated at Dart-

mouth College in 1783; resigned his pastorate here, Oct. 31, 1827, at the

close of its forty-third year, and died Sept. 16, 1829. Mr. Foster was a

scholarly and kindh' man, a good talker, and dwelt more upon the practical

than the theoretical side of religion. He resided for a long time in the old

parsonage still standing at the foot of Rockland Street. A monument in

the ancient burying-ground on Market Street bears an inscription from the

pen of the Rev. Dr. Francis, of W^atertown, testifying to his piety, fidelity,

and usefulness. In 1785 he married Hannah, daughter of Grant Webster.

Mrs. Foster was the author of The Coquette, or History of Eliza Wharton,

one of the earliest of American novels. Two of her daughters, Mrs. Cush-

ing and Mrs. Cheney, are well-known writers.- This cluirch is, in sentiment.

Congregational Unitarian.

Of the seven churches now in Brighton, the next in order is the Evan-
gelical Congregational church, gathered April 4, 1827. Its first house,

dedicated Sept. 13, 1827, was removed in June, 1867, to give place to the

new edifice on the same site. Services were held in the old house till

November 3, and on December 20 the society worshipped in the vestry of

' [See Mr. Bugbee's chapter, "Under the Whitney, son of the Rev. Peter Whitnev, was
Mayors," in the present volume. — Ed.) born at Quincy, Massachusetts, Sept. 13, 1S12;

- Dr. Foster's successors are named in Dr. graduated at Harvard College, 1833; ordained.
Peabody's chapter; one of them, Frederic A. Feb. 21, 1844. and died Oct. 21, 18S0.
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their new church. Its corner-stone had been laid Aug. 13, 1867, ^nd the

church was dedicated May 14, 1868.'

Third in tlie order of time is the Roman Cathohc Church. Prior to the

building of its first house on Bennett Street in May, 1856, services had been

held in j^rivate halls by the Rev. J. M. Finotti, minister in charge. This

house was destroyed by fire, Dec. 7, 1862. A new building of wood on the

same site proving insufficient for the wants of the society, the corner-stone

of the large stone edifice on the northwest corner of Market and Arlington

streets was laid Sept. 22, 1872. It is not yet completed, but services are

held in its vestry by Rev. P. J. Rogers, minister in charge. Saint Columb-

kille, as this church is named, is one of the largest and most imposing

churches of the order.^

The Brighton Avenue Baptist Church, in Union Square, was organized

Dec. 2, 1853. Its corner-stone was laid Sept. 11, 1855 ; services were first

held in its vestry in January, 1856, and it was dedicated Feb. lO, 1857.^

The First Univcrsalist church, in Cambridge Street near Union Square,

was organized June 12, i860. Its chapel was dedicated Aug. 7, 1861.^

Services of the Protestant Episcopal Church were first held in Brighton

town hall, Sept. 10, 1854, by the Rev. Cyrus F. Knight. They were con-

tinued by lay readers and neighboring clergymen until the church of the

Epiphany was organized, Jan. 8, 1863, with David Greene Haskins as rector.

A church edifice was erected on Washington Street, corner of Church Street,

in which services were first held, Sept. i, 1864. This property was sold in

1872, and a new parish. Saint Margaret's, organized; Charles A. Holbrook

being rector. He was succeeded by Thomas Cole. Its present rector is

Augustus Prime.

The Methodist Episcopal church, on the corner of Farrington and Har-

vard avenues, the seventh and last established in Brighton, was organized

March 24, 1872, and the corner-stone of its edifice was laid on Christmas

day, 1876. During its erection the society worshipped in the Universalist

church.'^

Besides the original school-house of 1722, there was, prior to the year

1800, a second on the west corner of Cambridge and North Harvard streets,

which was removed about 1830. The teachers of these early public schools,

as well as of the private schools with which the town has always been well

provided, were very generally supplied, as was the pulpit here, from those

who were in some way associated with the neighboring college. The district

' [The succession of the pastors is given in Bowles (Aug. 23, i85i-Jan. i, 1S67) ; William R.

Dr. Tarbo.x's chapter on "Congregational (Trin- Thompson (.Aug. 6, iS6S-Aug. 31, 1S71); F. E.

itarian) Churches" in this volume.— Ed.] Tower (Jan. i, 1S72— ).

2 [See the chapter on "The Roman Catholic * [For the succession of pastors in this

Church."— Ed.] church see Dr. Miner's chapter on "The Cen-

* Its pastors have been : J. M. Graves (Feb. tury of Universalism " in this volume.— Ed.]

1, 1854-Jan. I, 1856; died Jan. 15, 1879, aged 76); ' I's ministers have been: John P. Otis

J. M. Benham (Julv 28, iS56-Sept. i, 1857); J. (1872-74); Willard Taylor Perrin (1874-76);

W. Parker (Nov. i, iSs'-July i, 1859); S. M. William G. Richardson (1876-79); W. H. Hatch

Stimson (Aug. 7, iSjg-June i, 1S61) ; Ralph H. (1879-80) ; W. G. Leonard (18S0— ).
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system of schools was superseded here by the graded system soon after its

adoption by Cambridge in 1834. A school similar in character to a high

school, established by a private corporation on Academy Hill, was kept

here in 1839 and 1840 by Josiah Rutter. This was superseded by the pub-

lic high school kept in the same building, and taught by John Ruggles

from 1 841 to 1859. Upon the excellent foundation laid by the ripe scholar-

ship and wide experience of Mr. Ruggles, a flourishing institution has been

reared.' A liberal support was accorded to her schools after the incorpora-

tion of the tow^n ; and in the years 1842 and 1843 she stood first among the

cities and towns of the Commonwealth in the pro rata appropriation for

each pupil. Two of Brighton's largest school-houses, the Allston and the

Bennett schools, are among the finest in the city. The land upon which

the latter stands, on Agricultural Hill, was given to the town in 1861 by

Stephen H. Bennett.

The private schools of Brighton are often referred to in records of the

last century. James, son of Caleb Dana, taught a well-remembered school

for boys and girls at the beginning of the centur\- in the old Dana mansion

on Washington near Allston streets. Jacob Knapp, a graduate of Harvard

in 1802, taught for several years, at his house on Bowen's Hill, a classical

school of much repute for boys. Hosea Hildreth, a graduate of 1805, taught

a private school, and also gave instruction in singing and music. Major

Thomas Hovey, a soldier of the Revolution,— still remembered in tradition,

—
J. F. Durivage, Teacher Miles, and Jonas Wilder taught private schools here

more than fifty years ago. Professor Henry W. Torrey, of Harvard Univer-

sit\', and several others, while undergraduates, taught in the public schools at

diflerent periods. Until 1795 the schools were generall}- under the charge

of the selectmen of Cambridge. At that time they came under the control

of a committee of six, chosen to superintend them and " to carr_\' into effect

the School Act." The Rev. John Foster and Jonathan Winship represented

Brighton upon this committee. In 1820 there were three public schools in

the town, having an attendance of one hundred and seventy children out of

two hundred and thirty-three of a suitable age; in 1846 the pupils num-

bered four hundred.

As early as 1824, when there were as yet few public libraries in the

State, the Brighton Social Library was formed by an association of citizens.

This institution was in 1858 merged in the Brighton Library Association,

incorporated by the legislature for the circulation of books, for public lec-

tures, and for exercises in debate, declamation, and composition. In 1863

Mr. James Holton left a bequest for a public town-librar\-, the provisions of

which were fulfilled in 1864 by the election of trustees and the organization

of the Holton Public Library. When Brighton was annexed, in 1874, the

imposing library building of brick and freestone, on Rockland Street, be-

gun by the town, was completed by the city at a cost of se\'enty thousand

' When he retired, in 1859, a festival in his preciation in which he was held bv his numerous
honor, and a service of silver, testified to the a|)- friends and pupils.
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dollars, and was dedicated, Oct. 29, 1875, as a branch of the Public Library

of Boston.'

Until the establishment of a post-office in Brighton, in 1817, the people

of the town were compelled to go over the river to Cambridge for postal

service. The Rev. Noah Worcester, D.D., the first postmaster of the town,

was commissioned Feb. 3, 1817, and held the office, assisted by a daughter,

until age and infirmity obliged him to resign. He had been a citizen of

Brighton, which he had several times represented in the State Legislature,

from 18 13 till his death, Oct. 31, 1837, aged seventy-nine. For some years

he edited in Boston The Christian Disciple, subsequently entitled The Friend

of Peace, of which cause he was commonly called the "Apostle." He was

the intimate friend and associate of William Ellery Channing, and was emi-

nent as a thinker and writer on theological and philanthropic subjects. His

successors in the office have been J. B. Mason (1837-43), William War-
ren (1843-57), Timothy Munroe (1857-61), and John F. Day (1861-64), a

soldier of the Republic who died of starvation in the rebel prison at Millcn,

Ga., in October, 1864. His widow, commissioned in 1865, has since had

charge of the office. A second post-office, discontinued since annexation,

was established in 1868 in the eastern part of Brighton, at the point where

the Boston and Albany Railroad crosses Cambridge Street, formerly known
as Cambridge Crossing. A new station-house was erected here by that

corporation, and named Allston, — a designation which still attaches to this

section of the city.

About the year 1810, the brothers Jonathan and Francis Winship began

in a small wa\', on Washington Street, opposite their mansion-house, the

trade in seeds and flowers, trees and fruits, which has since become so im-

portant a feature in the business of the town. These pioneers have been

followed by Joseph Breck & Son, William C. Strong, and many others who
have pursued the same healthful and attractive industry. The cultivation

of the strawberry has long been a specialty here, — two noted varieties, the

Brighton Pine and the Scott's Seedling, having originated in this town. Be-

sides the large area occupied for nurseries in Brighton, about two hundred

acres arc devoted to market gardening.

The cattle business of Brighton, which dates from the occupation of Cam-
bridge by Washington's forces in 1775, was established b)- Jonathan Winshi]^,

builder of the Winship mansion, a fine old residence of the last century still

standing. Cattle were formerly driven from great distances to the Brighton

market, and the sales were even then very large, as many as 5,000 beef-

cattle being sold and slaughtered in a single week. In 1 840 the sales

amounted to $2,449,231. Before the day of railroads and the development

of Chicago as a rival, most of the Brighton beef was put up in barrels and

salted. The running of the Boston and Albany Railroad through the centre

' [A ]).imphlet "iving an account of the'dedi- historical address by the Rev. Frederick A.

catorv services was issued by the city, with an Whitney- — Ed.]
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of this district was the beginning of an era of more speedy and com-

fortable conveyance, and it at once largely increased the quantity of live-

stock brought to market. As much as $2,000,000 per annum has been

received by this road for the transportation of cattle, and it has recently ex-

pended large sums in increasing its facilities for this important business.

For the year 1880, Brighton's receipts of live stock were, — cattle 229,894;

sheep and lambs, 470,449; calves, 25,951 ; hogs, 751,198. The number of

cattle slaughtered was 84,487 ; sheep, 307,126 ; calves, 13,434. This traffic,

IHL WIXsHlP .MAX.SIOX.

of which she once had a monopoly, is now shared with Watertown and

North Cambridge. The establishment and successful operation of the ab-

attoir has completely revolutionized this business. By an act of the Mas-

sachusetts Legislature, approved June 26, 1870, the Butchers' Slaughtering

and Melting Association in Brighton was incorporated, with a capital of

$200,000, for bringing the business of slaughtering, melting, and rendering

under one general management. A tract of sixt\- acres of dry and sandy

soil l\'ing on the Charles River in the southwest part of the town, equally

accessible to this and the Watertown market, was purchased. The work of

building, grading, and constructing was begun in 1872, under the sanction

1 The Winship house, a mansion of consider-

able importance in its clay, was erected in 1780

by Jonathan Winship, a farmer who cultivated a

large tract of land in its vicinity, and who died

Oct. 3, 1784, aged 65. He was a descendant of

Lieutenant Edward Winship (he wrote it Win-

shipp) who is found in Cambridge in 1635,

where he was an active and energetic citizen.

Its next occupant was Jonathan Winship, Jr.,

who also carried on the farm. He contracted

for the supply of beef to the French fleet that

visited Boston shortly after the Revolutionary

War. The building at the right of the picture

was used by him as a store.
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of the State Board of Health, and business began in June, 1873. The in-

vestment in this enterprise of half a million dollars, enabling its projectors

to improve in some respects upon the best foreign models, has completely

transformed what was once a most repulsive business and a nuisance to

everybody. Private slaughtering is prohibited in any section of the ward

under heavy penalties. The grounds of the Association are bounded by

Market Street and by Winship Avenue, with a frontage of about a thou-

sand feet on Charles River, by which sloops and schooners approach the

wharves which have been constructed on the territory. A branch of the

Boston and Albany Railroad enters the enclosure.

An annual cattle-show and exhibition of domestic manufactures and agri-

cultural products was established here in June, 1818, by the Massachusetts

Agricultural Society. Suitable buildings were erected on Winship Place,

Agricultural Hill. The fair was held in the month of October, and an annual

address, together with a public dinner, ploughing matches, and various other

exercises made the occasion one of great interest and enjoyment. Since

the establishment of the numerous county agricultural societies through-

out Massachusetts, this State exhibition has been abandoned. Agricultu-

ral Hall, the large building in which were held the indoor festivities of

the Brighton Fair, now docs duty as a hotel on the corner of Chestnut-Hill

Avenue and Washington Street. The Cattle-Fair Hotel Corporation, estab-

lished in 1S30, erected in that year their large and handsome building on

Market Square.

The first burial-ground in Brighton was laid out in Market Street, near the

old meeting-house, in 1764,— that of old Cambridge, opposite the College,

dating from 1635. This sufficed for the town until 1850, when it purchased

the beautiful, well-wooded tract of fourteen acres on South Street, known

as the Aspinwall Woods. The grounds were tastefully laid out and orna-

mented, and Evergreen Cemetery was publicly consecrated Aug. 7, 1850.

Its Egyptian gateway was modelled after the first in Mount Auburn, and is

appropriately inscribed. The monument of Holton, founder of the public

library, and many other memorials of the dead are here, and it is daily

becoming more and more attractive to the living.

At a town-meeting held April 24, 1865, only a few days after the surren-

der of Lee, it was voted to erect a monument to the Brighton soldiers who

had fallen in the war. A committee was appointed to raise the money by

voluntary subscriptions from each adult, and from each of the school chil-

dren in the town. The soldiers' monument in Evergreen Cemetery, one of

the first erected in the State, was dedicated July 26, 1866, in the presence

of Brighton's surviving soldiers. An address was made by Mr. Bickford,

chairman of the selectmen, the Rev. Frederic A. Whitney delivered the

oration, prayer was offered by the Rev. Ralph H. Bowles, and original

hymns by Anna H. Phillips and Dr. Augustus Mason were sung. The

monument is of Ouincy granite, and is thirty feet in height. Upon a

VOL. ni. — 77.
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square base is placed a pyramidal plinth with inscriptions and names on

all sides. Above this is a square shaft with moulded base and capital,

upon the top of which is an eagle resting upon a ball. The die of the

shaft is decorated with a shield, with stars and flags.

Among the noted men of Brighton not previously mentioned are : Daniel

Bowen, who opened the first museum in Boston in 1791, owner of the fine

old mansion on Bowen Hill, where he carried on the art of printing as early

as 1802; Colonel Isaac Munroe, born here April 26, 1783, founder and

editor of the Baltimore Patriot, eminent in character as in journalism, and

who died Dec. 21, 1859; Rev. Titus Strong, D.D., author of many educa-

tional and theological works, forty years rector in Greenfield, Massachu-

setts, born in Brighton, Jan. 28, 1787; died June 11, 1S55 ; Hon. Joseph

Adams Pond, who died president of the Massachusetts Senate, Oct. 28, 1867,

at the early age of forty; and Hon. Joseph Breck, florist and horticulturist,

president of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and a State Senator,

who died June 14, 1873, aged 78.

In 1 688 Brighton's population consisted of twenty-eight families and

thirty-five ratable polls. Her numbers at other periods have been as

follows :
—

1749 •



CHAPTER XIX.

CHELSEA, REVERE, AND WINTHROP, FROM THE CLOSE OF
THE PROVINCL\L PERIOD.

HV MELLEN CHAMBERLAIN,

Librarian oftlu Boston Public Library.

THE first volume of the Town Records of Chelsea ends with the year

1775, and the second opens with a transcript of the Declaration of

Independence and the appended order of the Council, dated July 17, 1776,

in which it was directed that the document should be printed and a copy
sent to the ministers of each parish of every denomination within the State,

to be read to their respective congregations at the close of divine service

on the afternoon of the first Lord's day after its receipt, and thereafter to be

delivered to the town clerk for record in the Town's Book, there to remain

as a perpetual memorial. This record is followed, however, by several

entries of an earlier date :
—

"March 25, 1776. Voted, to choose a committee to estimate the damages the

town, or any particular person or persons, hath sustained by the king's troops, or by

part of the Continental army being stationed in said town.

"June 3, 1776. Voted, to instruct their representative, according to a Resolve of

the House passed May loth, that if the Honorable Congress should, for the safety of

the said Colonies, declare them independent of the kingdom of Great Britain, they, the

said inhabitants, will solemnly engage with their lives and fortunes to support them

in the measure.

" Nov. 25. Voted, that they would not give their consent that the present House

of Representatives of this State, together with the Council, should not ' enact any

form of government for this State. Also, voted, that they would choose a member for

that business."

At this period, and for many years later, the principal settlement at

Chelsea was within the present limits of Revere ; and Winnisimmet and

Pulling Point, as outlying districts, were obliged to clamor for their share

of the public money. They were heard at the town-meeting, March 18,

1777, when it was —
' The patriotic and wise spirit of Phillips the Chelsea town records ; but apparently they

Payson is discernible in many votes entered on were seldom reduced to writing by himself.
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" Voted, That the school be kept in the Body of the Town y"^ whole of this present

year. Voted, to allow Winnisimet and Pulling Point their proportionable part of the

school money this present year, provided they lay it out in schooling of their Chil-

dren, and that their proportion of money be drafted out of the Town's Treasury for

the abov-said purpose."

The following votes, selected from many similar to be found in the Town

Records, show that the inhabitants of Chelsea, during the Revolutionary

period, were not without their share in the common anxiety, distress, and

sacrifices :
—

" May 26, 1777. Voted, no person be allowed to sell any sheep's wool out of the

town till the inhabitants of the town be supplied with wool both for their own use and

for the use of the soldiers.

" March 30, 1 7 78. Voted, not to allow of an Inoculating Hospital for the small-

pox to be set up in any house in the town of Chelsea.

" April 2, 1778. Voted, to draw money out of the town's treasury for to procure

shirts, stockings, and shoes for the use and benefit of the town's quota of soldiers who

are inlisted in the Continental army for three years, or during the war ; and that each

soldier be furnished with one shirt, one pair of stockings, and one pair of shoes, it

being agreeable to a Resolve of the General Court of this State.

" The constitution and form of government for the State of Massachusetts agreed

upon by the Convention of said State, Feb. 28, 1778, was read at this town-meeting

for the town's consideration, to be acted upon at some future meeting." And, "May

29, the vote was called to see if the town would act upon the constitution and fonn of

government ; and the town voted by yeas and nays, and tlie vote passed in the nega-

tive by a great majority of the voters present.

"April 8, 1778. Voted, to have a smoke-house, or room to smoke persons in, at

Winnisimmet Ferry, in order to prevent any person or persons coming out of the town

of Boston from spreading the small-pox in any town in the country.

" Voted, not to be at any cost or charge to hire any person or persons to tend said

smoke-house.

" Sept. 28, I 778. Voted, to give Lieut. Silas Clark the sum of eighty pounds, as a

present in time past, for the support of his family, as a Continental officer in the army,

considering the extraordinary price of the necessaries of life.

" Voted, to choose a committee of three persons to apply to the Great and Gen-

eral Court to get an abatement of Chelsea's State tax."

But notwithstanding their distress they voted, Dec. 17, 1778, to give to

the Rev. Mr. Phillips Payson the sum of six hundred pounds lawful money,

as a consideration for his support on account of the extraordinary prices of

the necessaries of life. This vote called forth an alTectionate and touching

letter from their beloved pastor, which is entered on the records of the

town.

The formation of a State constitution engaged a share of their attention

;

and they voted, Aug. 2, 1779, and chose Captain Jonathan Green " a delegate

to meet at Cambridge, the first day of September next, in order to frame a

constitution, or form of government, agreeably to a resolve of the General
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Court the fifteenth of June last past; " and at the same meeting they chose

Lieutenant Thomas Pratt, Samuel Sprague, and Joseph Green as a com-
mittee to instruct the town's delegate to the convention. It was also voted,

" that the committee of correspondence take care that the Articles of Con-

vention [respecting I?urgoync's army] be strictly complied with."

V\'hen the draft of the Constitution was laid before the people, May 9,

1780, a committee, of which Rev. Phillips Payson was chairman, was chosen

to consider the same and " make remarks." June i the town met, accord-

ing to the adjournment, and took up the business of the warrant: —
" Then voted to accept of the Declaration of Rights by yeas and nays,— eleven

yeas and one nay; with this amendment,— p. 12, article 16, add: 'But as its free-

dom is not such as to exempt the printer or printers from being answerable for false, de-

famatory, and abusive publication.' Voted., to accept the name of tliis Commonwealth,

— Massachusetts. Voted, to accept the form of government with the amendment, by yeas

and nays,— eleven yeas and one nay. Alterations and corrections in the form of govern-

ment : First, that all shall be voters for a Representative, Senators, Governor, etc., that

pay ta.\es and are twenty-one years of age. Secondly, that the words 'order' and ' direct,'

in the [)aragraphs respecting the Governor and Council, be changed for the words

' consult ' and ' advise.' Thirdly, that the scheme of rotation be adopted in the prin-

cipal department of government. Fourthly, that the clergy be exempted from all

offices in the civil department. Fifthly, that in page 18, 1. 24, the words ' at the lea.st

'

be blotted out. Sixthly, that in page 22, add at the bottom, ' excepting vacancies by

the choice of councillors.' Seventhly, that no person shall be a member of Congress

for this State unless he possesses a right of freehold, an estate sufficient to qualify him

for a seat in the Senate double to a Senator. Eighthly, in page twenty, add, ' or in

the town clerk's absence, in the presence of the selectmen only.' Voted, if our dele-

gate, Capt. Jonathan Green, shall not be able to procure these alterations and correc-

tions, we leave it to his option to vote in Convention, by the best of his judgment,

either for or against [the] frame of Government that shall be finally obtained in the

honorable Convention, without referring of it again to the people at large."

At the town-meeting, Sept. 4, 1780, called to elect officers for the new

government, twenty votes were cast for John Hancock for governor, and

one for James Bowdoin. Benjamin Greenleaf had nineteen votes for the

office of lieut. -governor. Jonathan Green was the first representative to the

General Court under the Constitution.

But a change in the form of government did not bring about a change

in the circumstances of the people. The war continued, and it is piteous to

read the almost frantic, and sometimes ludicrous, efforts made by the town

to fill their quota. Some of the votes are as follows :
—

"Jan. 4, 1 781. Voted, raised, and granted the sum of twenty thousand pounds, to

be assessed on the polls and estates in the town of Chelsea, for the purchase of beef

for the army, agreeably to a Resolve of tlie General Assembly of this State.

" Then voted, raised, and granted one thousand Spanish mill dollars as a bounty to

eight soldiers that shall enlist into the Continental service for three years, or dunng

the war.
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" Then voted to choose a committee of three persons to lay out said money in

hireing the eight soldiers as cheap as they could."

The meeting adjourned to the fifteenth, and thence to the twenty-ninth of

January, when they

" Voted, to give to eight soldiers that should enlist into the Continental ser\'ice for

three years, or during the war, to have eight calves a-piece, raised and kept, and to be

delivered to each of them at the end of three years.

" Voted, that if the Committee should agree to give more than 125 dollars to any

other men, then the town voted to give Sam" Cheever more. The meeting then ad-

journed to Feb. 7th, when it was decided to leave the hiring of soldiers with the

Committee to get them in the best manner they could, with stock or money."

The vote of the town for a bounty of too many calves of undiscriminated

sex, and too little money, seems to have failed of the desired efi"ect, and led

to a special modification of terms on the first of March, as appears in the

following vote :
—

" To give Tohn Sack one Hundred Hard Dollars and four Hefer Calves, to be kept

and to be delivered to him at three years' old, for a Bounty for his Listing into the

Continental service for three years for the town of Chelsea, and to pay him down 70

Hard Dollars or the exchange, and the Remainder to be paid to him or his order

when call[ed] for by him."

This proposition appears to have been accepted, and led to certain votes

of the town three years later: —

"Tan. 17, 1784. Voted, not to give John Syckes thirty Dollars in lieu of two of the

heffers that the town owe to him. Voted, to Reconsider said last vote relative to said

heffers. Voted, to give said John Syckes thirty Dollars in lieu of two of the heffers or

cows that the town of Chelsea owe to him. Voted, to raise thirt\- Dollars to pay to the

said John Syckes in lieu of said two cows or heffers that the town owe to him. Voted,

to raise thirty Dollars to pay for two cows for said John Syckes. Voted, to choose a

Committee to by said two cows."

As the war drew to a close, the financial difficulties of the town seemed

to increase. At the March meeting in 1781 it was voted to raise ;^i 1,836

to defray the town charges. This was in the depreciated currency of the

day, and seems not to have proved satisfactory ; for in September of the

same year it was determined to raise ;^I50 in gold and silver money, to be

assessed on the polls and estates. This sum, if raised, appears to have

been insufficient; for in the January following they voted twenty-five

dollars for the same purpose. But the \-ote was followed by this cry of

anguish :
" Voteei, that they think they are almost Duble taxed to other

adjasent towns ;
" and they chose a committee to petition the General Court

for the abatement of the taxes. And this state of their affairs led them the

next year, July 22, 1783, to choose a committee of five,— of whom the Rev.
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Phillips Payson was one,— to address tlie town of Boston on the subject of

reunion. But the citizens of that town evinced no more inclination to pay
the debts of Chelsea than have their unfeeling successors on two similar in-

vitations, now within legal memory.

"Jan. 3, 17S2. The town voted to instruct their representative to do the best of

his abilities to retain the fishery to the Northern States, if there should be a treaty

for peace ; and

" May 12, 1783. That, in their opinion, it was utterly incompatible with the dig-

nity and safety of the Commonwealth, that any of those persons that justly come
under the denomination of Refugees should ever be admitted to the privilege of

citizenship among them ; and their representative was instructed to act in conformity

with this vote in the General Court."

Not long after the close of the war the people of Chelsea found them-

selves involved in a renewed contest for the estate of Governor Bcllingham

at Winnisimmet, which had raged with varying fortunes for nearly thirty

years, and ended only in 1787 with the defeat of the town. This result

subjected the community to the expenses of a protracted law-suit, and also

to the necessity of accounting for the rents and profits of such parts of the

Bcllingham estates as had been in their possession between 1776 and 1787.

The venerable Dr. Phillips Payson died Jan. 11, 1801, and was succeeded

in the pastoral office by Rev. Joseph Tuckerman, who was ordained Nov. 4,

of the same year, and ministered to the people just a quarter of a century,

— preaching his farewell sermon Nov. 4, 1826. Dr. Tuckerman immedi-

ately began his service in the "Ministry at Large," in Boston, to which

place he soon removed with his family. He died at Havana, April 20,

1840, and his life and distinguished services were duly commemorated by

Dr. Channing in a discourse delivered Jan. 31, 1841.

For some years after 1830 Rumney Marsh, Pulling Point, and Winni-

simmet maintained their relative importance,— the principal settlement,

meeting-house, and town offices being at the first-named of these localities.

But the time was approaching when Winnisimmet, instead of being the

least in population and wealth, should become the greatest. For two hun-

dred years that precinct had consisted of four great farms, severally now

known by the names of their most recent individual proprietors, as the

Williams, Shurtleff, Gary, and Carter farms ; and the only houses at Win-

nisimmet— apart from those connected with the Ferry— were the mansions

and farm houses attached to these estates. In 1831 the Williams Farm,

with the Ferry franchise, was purchased by trustees, who in 1833 conveyed

their estate to the Winnisimmet Company, then recently incorporated.

This company became the owner of the Shurtleff Farm in 1835; and, by

the purchase of several lesser estates, were sole proprietors of a large and

compact territory which was carefully resurveyed in 1S36, and divided into

house lots of convenient size. With increased ferry facilities and the sale

of these house lots, a considerable village rapidly grew up, which, March
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19, 1846, became the town of Chelsea,— Rumney Marsh and PulHng Point

being erected into a separate town by the name of North Chelsea. These

were divided March 27, 1852, when Pulling Point was incorporated as the

town of Winthrop. Chelsea became a city March 13, 1857; and the name

of North Chelsea was changed to Revere, March 24, 1871.

Within a few years past Revere and Winthrop have attracted attention

as convenient and salubrious places for summer residence, and the locali-

ties of Ocean Spray and Beachmont, bordering on the sea, have grown into

considerable villages.

The relative growth of these towns between 1875 and 1880 will be

shown by the State and United States Census, respectively, of those years.

Chelses, 20,737; 21,785. Revere, 1,603; 2,263. Winthrop, 627; 1,043.

The construction of the Narrow-Gauge Railroad has contributed largely to

these results.



CHAPTER XX.

THE PRESS AND LITERATURE OF THE LAST HUNDRED
YEARS.

BY CHARLES A. CUMMINGS.

/^F the five newspapers which were printed in Boston when the war of
^^ the Re\-ohition broke out, only two remained in existence at its close.

The Massac/insctls Spy had been at once removed to the safer town of Wor-
cester, where it maintained an honorable and useful existence, not only

through the Revolutionary struggle, but continuing even to the present day.

The Boston Gazette alone from its old office hailed the return of peace, and

the triumph of the good cause which it had so bravely aided. Its chief

rival at this time was the Boston Chronicle, which had been established in

1776 by Powars & Willis as a weekly paper, which had been printed straight

through the war, and which found itself when the war ended, dividing with

the Gazette such reputation and prosperity as the press of those days was

competent to achieve. Several competitors had indeed entered the field,

but none of them was able to keep itself alive for any considerable time.

The Independent Ledger, published on Mondays by Draper & I'olsom, was

first issued June 15, 1778. Buckingham says, "The latest number of this

paper which I have seen is dated Dec. 29, 1783; whether it was continued

later I have not been able to ascertain." The partnership of Edes & Gill

having been dissolved, and the Boston Gazette remaining the property of

Edes, Gill began on May 30, 1776, a new weekly paper called the Continen-

tal Journal and Weekly Advertiser. Gill died in 1785, having previously

sold out his newspaper which apparently soon followed him. There was

also the American Herald, published for six or seven years previous to

1788 by Edward Eveleth Powars. -

A more formidable competitor than these ephemeral sheets appeared

during the first year of peace, in The Massachusetts Centinel and Republican

Journal, published every Wednesday and Saturday by Warden & Russell

" at their office in Marlborough Street," and of which the first number ap-

peared on March 24, 1784. The long life of this celebrated newspaper; its

management for more than forty years by its original editor. Major Ben.

Russell ; and the vigor and constancy with which it maintained the principles

of public policy which were held by the great majority of well-to-do citizens

of Massachusetts and New England during these early years of the repub-

VOL. III. — 78.
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lie, — have made its name more famous tiian that of any of its numerous

contemporaries, from which, however, there was at first httle either in its

appearance or its contents to distinguish it. Its size was, after the first two

years, the same as that of the other papers ; and the general aspect of its

columns, and the prevailing style of its articles, were not materially different.

It may then, since a detailed account of all these newspapers would be both

tedious and profitless, be taken as a fair specimen of what was in those

days regarded as a satisfactory newspaper. The first number contained

naturally the appeal of the publishers " To the candid Publick," ^ which oc-

cupied the whole of the first page. The remainder was made up of an un-

important extract or two from " late London papers," the latest bearing

date three months back ; an official copy of a resolve passed by the Legis-

lature ; a summary of domestic news, very barren indeed; " food for senti-

mentalists," being a moving history of a father rescued from impending ruin

by the devotion of a son ; a highly artificial poem on " The Newspaper ;
" a

facetious anecdote ; a little shipping news ; and two advertisements,— one of

"Painters' Oils and Colors," by Grant & Dashwood, and another of spelling-

books, etc. by Warden & Russell. That is all. The remotest village in the

South or West would to-day throw aside such a newspaper as worthless.

Yet the publishers in their next issue find it difficult to express their grati-

tude for the extraordinary favor with which it has been received. " Our
hearty thanks but feebly speak the gratitude of our breasts. As a number

of our customers were disappointed in not receiving the first number (a

sufficiency not being printed to supply the demand), we shall as soon as

possible strike off a second edition. As we shall adorn the Ccnthicl with

the most delicious sentimental sustenance we can obtain, as well the pro-

duction of our soil as exotick, those who would wish to be supplied \\\l\\ the

first numbers to bind up can thus be gratified."

1 After a high flight of rhetoric declaring cheaper than any other papers if the advantage of recei\-ing

that the chief duty of the hour was to second the ''"='" '"'" '" "'^^ ""I' '^ considered.

, , ..
"

1 J ] 1 J 1 ^ 1 1 ui "The pubhsliers engage to use ev-erv effort to ohtain
cherub peace in sheddnie her delectable bles- ., , , . . . •

,
. , .^ * the most scrutlnous circumspection m collecting whatever

sings over this New World," and that the surest ^ay be thought of public utility or private amusement,

way to accomplish this end, and at the .same Variety shall be courted in all its shapes, —in the impor-

time " to obtain a competency for our support," "nee of public information, in the spriglitliness of mirth

;

was to set on foot "a Free, Uninfluenced News- '" '''= P''>'*"' '"''5' °' i""gina>i°". »' die just severity of

„ , , ,. , , .
, ,

satire, in the vivacitv of ridicule, in the luxuriance of poe-
paper, the publishers proceed with the prospec-

^^.^ „„j ;„ ,^^ ,i,„p,:ri,y „, ,„„,. We shall examine the
tus of their undertakmg, as follows :

—
regulations of office with candor, approve with pleasure, or

,.
,-, condemn with boldness- Uninfluenced by Party, tve aim
Conditions. , , .

' ^ ."
only to oejiist.

"i. This paper shall be printed with legible t>'pe on "The assistance of the learned, the judicious, and the cu-

good paper, to contain four quarto pages, demi. rious is solicited. Productions of public utility, however se-
" 2. Tlie price of this paper will be twelve shillings the vere, if consistent with truth shall be admitted, and the

year, one quarter to be paid on subscribing. If, agreeably modest correspondent may depend on the strictest secrecy.

to the custom in the cities of London, New York, & Phil- Reservoirs will be established in public houses for the re-

adelphia, the subscriber should choose to pay per num- ception of information, whether foreign, local, or poetical,

ber, the price will be Two Pence. " ..Vnxious to deserve, they hope a display of that patron-
"3. The p.ipers in the town of Boston shall be delivered age and assistance which the people of these States are

to the Subscribers as early as possible on publication days. celebrated for bestowing on the efforts of young beginners.
" 4. Advertisements shall be inserted .at as low a price its And finally, if tlieir abilities be inadequate, it will at least

is demanded by any of their brethren in the art, and contin- be some recompense that such as they have shall be ex-

ued, if desired, in Six numbers. crted wilh candour."

"5. Gentlemen in the Country may be supplied with " W. Warden.
this Paper at the above price (postage excepted), which is " B. Ri-sseli.."
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The Cciilincl was from tlic first peculiar in separating its contents under

various highly imaginative lieadings, which partook of the ambitious and

sophomoric flavor of most of the matter which appeared under them. Thus

the poetical corner, which was a constant feature of the paper, was headed

ill the earliest numbers " Sentimental Repast." By the eighth number a

more elegant title had occurred to the editor. It was now called "The

Helicon Reservoir." .Some weeks later this was again changed to "Senti-

mental-Sustenance." L'ndcr tliis head the Deserted Village of Goldsmith was

published, running through a dozen numbers or so.' The " Castalian Fount,"

' But the poetry is not often of this order.

It is more commonly prefaced by a note like this

:

" Messrs Printkks,— Your admission of the fol-

lowing in the Cmtind will implant an agreeable

sensation in the breast of a female reader." Then

follows a highly sentimental poem beginning,
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and the " Cabinet of Apollo " were successively chosen to please the uneasy

and fastidious taste of the editor. Under the heading, " Entertainment for the

Disciples of Zeno," a department was established containing brief anecdotes,

in most of which it would be difficult to discover the qualities which distin-

guish the stoic philosophy. " Preparation for Sunday " was a department of

every Saturda)''s issue, containing some short extract from a religious book

or a sermon. In time the editor, becoming dissatisfied with this heading,

made this announcement: "As under that head the great and important

subject is too much circumscribed, we propose continuing to teach the prin-

ciples of piety and morality under the title of 'The Moral Entertainer,' and

we hope much benefit ma\- be deri\-ed therefrom."

It is quite clear from a glance at these earlj' numbers of the Cetitinel that

no reason e.xisted in the nature of things for the establishment of such a

newspaper. If newspapers are indeed the mirror of the times which pro-

duce them, how portentous was the dulness of this little town ! The excite-

ment of the Revolution had died away, leaving a reaction in which the ex-

haustion consequent on a war in which the whole people had engaged, was

not mitigated by the abundant resources or the varied opportunities of a

great people. The Province no longer existed ; the Nation was not yet

created. Trade was prostrate ; manufactures were not yet dreamed of ; com-
munication was slow and for half the year difficult. A sort of apathy

seemed for the moment to possess the minds of the people. These were

not the conditions under which a newspaper was likely to make itself either

interesting or useful. For the first two }'ears accordingly the Centiucl strug-

gled for existence ; and the same may perhaps he said of its contemporaries.

The political questions which a few years later were to divide the people

into parties had not yet arisen, and the occasions for newspaper comment or

criticism on public affairs were extremely infrequent. A gentle breeze of

interest can be seen now and then to have moved over the slumberous sur-

face of Boston life. During this first year a sort of social club, composed
of ladies and gentlemen of good position in society, was holding what were

called " tea assemblies " at stated intervals at Concert Hall,^ at which the

entertainment was made up of " music, dancing, tea, coffee, chocolate,

cards, wine, negus, punch, and lemonade." A severe writer in the Centinel,

signing himself " Observer," took occasion to criticise without reserve the

proceedings and manners of this club,— of which the name, " Sans Souci, or

Free and Easy," did, it must be confessed, rather invite remark, — declaring

that it was " an assembl}- totally repugnant to virtue throwing aside

every necessary restraint ; those being esteemed the politest who are the

most careless," etc. In the same issue of the paper an advertisement ap-

peared to this effect: "A new Farce. On Monday next will be published

— "When Damon asked me for a kiss," etc., the obscurity in which the timidity of female
and signed "Clorinda." To which the gallant delicacy would shelter itself, and to animate the
editor appends this approving note :

" Clorinda female breast to catch at the laurels due to their

has our hearty thanks for this effusion of her vivacity and their merits."

pen. It is our wish to rescue the fair sex from ' [See Vol. II. p. xvii. — Ed.]
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1

• Sai/s Solid, alias Free and ICasy, or an F,vening's Peep into a Polite Circle.'

An entire new entertainment in tiiree acts." In the next number of the Ce;itt-

nel the editor takes occasion to state that he has been called upon by Mr. Sam-
uel Jarvis, a member of the Saiis Souci, and assaulted. This is the oppor-

tunit}' for a long and rhetorical article, occupying nearly the whole paper, on
the enormity of this " infringement of the liberty of the press," and the in-

flexible determination of the injured editor to maintain the position of the

Centinel as " a Free, Uninfluenced Newspaper, in spite of the threats of

sanguinary assassins." The cjuarrel is taken up by the other newspapers,

and communications on both sides are rained upon the fortunate public

for some weeks.

A more reasonable excitement was occasioned a little later by the visit of

several foreign agents or factors, chiefly from New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, selling the goods of English merchants and manufacturers. Not only

the patriotism but the business instincts of the town took offence at this new
and most unwelcome enterprise. The indignation and alarm grew the more
rapidly, perhaps, from the absence of any law which could be in\'oked to

abate the nuisance; until at length the inflammatory writing in the news-

papers culminated in an excited public meeting in F'aneuil Hall, at which

the merchants and traders pledged themselves to have no dealings with the

offensive strangers. The proposal to restore the Tory refugees in the Pro-

vinces and elsewhere to their rights as citizens of the United States, excited

almost as much anger and alarm as the visits of the factors, and with less

excuse.

The watchful jealousy of a people which had but just freed themselves

from the restraints and vexations of arbitrary and aristocratic rule, was quick

to take alarm at dangers which from our safe distance seem most trivial.

The institution of the Cincinnati seems to us as innocent of harm as any

association of gentlemen united by community of patriotic memories and

associations could well be. Grave danger was, however, at its inception

perceived to lurk under this dignified organization, and some of the news-

papers, among which the CJiroiiicle was the most emphatic, attacked the

society with \-iolence. " The institution of the Cincinnati," said one of the

correspondents of the Chronicle, " is designed to establish a complete and

permanent personal distinction between the numerous military dignitaries of

their corporation and the whole remaining body of the people, who will be

stjled Plebeians through the community." These sentiments were shared

by the people to such an extent that the citizens of Cambridge, by a vote

in town-meeting, instructed their representative in the Legislature to use

his best influence to insure the suppression of this society. The Centtncl

poured oil on the waters by reminding the alarmists "that his Excellency,

George Washington. Esq., is president of that society,— a circumstance

that greatly recommends it."

The Legislature of 17S5 passed an act laying a duty of two thirds of a

penny upon every newspaper, and a penny on almanacs, all of which were
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to be stamped. The words " stamp act " had a horrid sound in the ears of

the men of the Revolution, and so violent an opposition to the proposed

tax was excited throughout the State that the act was repealed during the

same session, and another was substituted laying a duty on all advertise-

ments,— sixpence on each insertion. This was not, in general, much more

favorably received, though the Ccntinel, perhaps because its advertisements

were then extremely few, excused the new tax on the ground that it " con-

tributed thousands to the exigencies of the State." ' The Cciilind was in-

creased in size at the end of the second year, but the conduct of the paper

showed no essential improvement. The matter was still trivial. The style

was still ambitious and uneasy. The communications, for the most part

under grotesque and affected signatures,— as Tantarabogus, Desideratum.

Whackum, Whackum Secundus, Moralibus, Mulier, Slap-dash, Publicola,

Agricola, and the like, — are generally marked by turgid and pompous

rhetoric, savage and brutal personal abuse, and ridiculous attempts at satire,

— almost never by calm discussion of any subject.

During the first months of 1787 we find some liveh- accounts of the

progress and ignominious collapse of Shays' Rebellion ; and later in the

same year interesting reports of the proceedings of the convention in Phila-

delphia for the adoption of the Federal Constitution. In January of the

next year the Massachusetts convention for ratifjing the Constitution was

held in the meeting-house in Long Lane, and Mr. Russell then made what

was probably the first systematic attempt at reporting for any Boston news-

paper. The speeches seem to have been, on the whole, very well reported,

and the proceedings filled the greater part of every issue of the paper for

four weeks. An amusing tribute occurs at the close of one of the reports.

" We came in," says the editor, " while the Hon Judge Dana was speaking;

but captivated by the fire, the pathos, and the superior eloquence of his

speech, we forgot we came to take minutes, and thought to hear alone was

our duty. Our memory will not enable us to do it justice, but we shall

attempt a feeble sketch of it."''^

' The Boston Gazette thus complained of the

burden of the ta.\, and thus evaded it :
—

" While the newspapers of other States are

crowded with advertisements (free of duty) those

of this State are almost destitute thereof, which

justly occasions the oppressed printers of those

shackled presses to make their separate com-

plaints, as many do, owing to their being pro-

hibited advertising in their own papers their own
books and stationery, without incurring a pen-

alty therefor. We, for the same reason that our

brother typographers use, forbear publishing that

Bibles, Testaments, Psalters, Spelling-books,

Primers, Almanacks, &c., besides Stationer)' and

all kinds of blanks, may be had at Xo. 43 Cornhill.

The duty on advertisements also prevents our

l)ublishing that we have lately reprinted an ex-

cellent Moral Discourse, entitled 'The Short-

ness and afflictions of Human Life, illustrated ;

'

for, the price of said book being but eight pence,

it will take away the profits of too many, and

perhaps encourage government to continue this

burthen."— Buckingham's Specimens of A'e^us-

paper Literature.

- In a memorandum quoted by Buckingham

(vol. ii. p. 49), Russell says :
—

" I had never studied stenography, nor was
there any person then in Boston who understood

reporting. The presiding officer of the conven-

tion sat in the deacon's seat under the pulpit. I

took the pulpit for my reporting desk, and a very

good one it was. I succeeded well enough in

this, my first effort, to give a tolerablv fair report

in my next paper; but the puritanical notions

had not entirely faded away, and I was voted out

of the pulpit. A stand was fitted up for me in
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Russell's enthusiasm for the new Constitution, and for the " more perfect

union " of States which it secured, was stroni^ and enduring, and was the

foundation of the steady improvement whicli may be observed in the Centinel

from tliis time onward, and of tlie full measure of success which followed it.

The other papers hailed the new birth of the nation, as in duty bound, with

more or less of cordiality ; but the steady development of national feeling,

the stead}^ consolidation of national power, was not witnessed by all with

the same pride and confidence. So long as the issue of the Revolutionary

struggle remained undetermined, the press of the country was united by
one controlling sentiment,— hatred of Great Britain ; and by one controlling

purpose,— the successful termination of the war. When the stress of the

exigency was past, and the war itself began to recede from men's thoughts,

this harmony was disturbed, and the passions and prejudices of men grew

more and more fruitful with every year. The separation into parties was

not fully accomplished until Washington had retired from public life; but

it was already beginning as early as the adoption of the Federal compact,

and a man was on one side or another, according as his political sympathies

inclined him towards England or I""rance. The frightful spectacle of the

I'rench Revolution was now about opening. A considerable portion of the

press of the United States followed and recorded its excesses with approval

and even with admiration, as inspired by the same love of liberty which had

just triumphed on this side the ocean.' This was the beginning of the

Republican party, which a little later was compacted by a real or pretended

fear of centralization and monarchy, as the natural outgrowth of the new

Constitution. The Federalists were accused of ingratitude towards France

and of subserviency to Great Britain ; and the Federal leaders of cherishing

aristocratic and monarchical ideas. The Boston Gazette, still managed by

Benjamin Edes, was perhaps the most ardent friend of the French Revolu-

tion, and the most strenuous opponent of the Federal Constitution and the

leaders of the F"ederal party. The Chronicle, less pronounced in its oppo-

sition to the Constitution, became not less violent in its abuse of the Federal

administration. Its opposition to the Alien and .Sedition laws, passed by

Congress in 1798, was so violent as to cause the arrest of the editor and his

trial. But neither party held the monopoh" of violence. Frantic vitupera-

tion is the most common characteristic of the political communications in

most of the newspapers of the time.^ Such flowers of rhetoric as " native

another place, and I proceeded with my report- - As early as 1782, Franklin, writing from

ing." [See Mr. Lodge's chapter in this vohnne. P.issy to Francis Hopkinson, says:—
— Ed.] " You do well to avoid being concerned in the

' Cobbett said in 1796: "There is not a single species of personal abuse, so scandalously coin-

action of the French Revolutionists but has been mon in our newspapers that I am afraid to lend

justified and applauded in our public papers, one of them here imtil I have examined and laid

and many of them in our public assemblies, aside such as would disgrace us, and subject us

.\narchy has its open advocates. It is a truth among strangers to a reflection like that used by

that no one will deny, that the newspapers of a gentleman in a coffee-house to two quarrellers,

this country have become its scourge."— Porai- who, after a mutually free use of the words

fine's Works, ii. 223. 'rogue," villain," rascal," scoundrel,' etc., seemed
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blackguardism," "spurious exotic," "quill-driving animal," "Jacobin ver-

min," " mud, filth, and venom," " diabolical malice," and the like flourish on

every page. In spite, however, of this ugly feature, the improvement in

the general conduct of the principal papers was marked and steady. The

march of events, both at home and abroad, was too imposing to permit the

editors to limit their interest and attention to the trivial and personal details

which had formerly absorbed them. The foreign intelligence was now

.

received with greater regularity and frequency, and became an important

feature of all the newspapers. Russell's enterprise was conspicuous both in

collecting this intelligence and in digesting it for publication. He had the

habit of visiting all vessels, on their arrival from foreign ports, to procure

the latest news. At the office of the Ccntincl regular files of the Moiiiteiir

were kept, which brought Talleyrand and Louis Phillippe as frequent visi-

tors to the office during their stay in Boston. A gold snuff-box from the

former and an atlas from the latter were memorials long preser\-ed hy the

editor; and one of them, at least, was of constant service in preparing his

summaries of the military news from the Continent. The proceedings and

laws of Congress ' and of the State Legislature, reports of the meetings of

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, an occasional debate in Parlia-

ment, and more frequent and copious intelligence from other American

cities mark the steady growth of the newspaper in importance and interest.

The Boston Gazette expired in 1798. It was the last newspaper which

went back to the days preceding the Revolution ; and its venerable editor,

Benjamin Edes, took leave of the public in a pathetic if somewhat high-

flown farewell address. Its place as the ultra-Republican organ (the Chron-

icle being generally regarded by the more violent Republicans as not quite

pronounced enough in its hostility to the Federalists) was filled the next

year by a new paper, the Constitutional Telcgraphe ; which, however, unable

to show any reason for its existence, lasted but about three years, its editor

following the example of Edes with a farewell address dated " Boston Gaol,

March 30, 19th day of imprisonment," having been condemned to a deten-

tion of three months for a libel on one of the judges of the Supreme Court.

The Telegraphe was but one of several papers which the ill-considered en-

thusiasm of political parties set on foot in the last years of the centur\-, which

as if they woulci refer their dispute to him. ' I of the government were accordingly transmitted

know nothing of you or your affairs,' said he

;

to him and were published ' by authority.' At
'/ only perceive that you knmv one another ! '

"

the end of several years he was called upon for

Franklin's Works, x. 461. his bill. It was made out and, in compliance
^ Concerning the publication by the Centinel with the pledge, was receipted. On being in-

of the laws of Congress, Buckingham has the formed of the fact. General Washington said:

following, which is creditable alike to the printer ' This must not be. When Mr. Russell offered

and the government :
— to publish the laws without pay, we were poor.

" While Congress was holding its first session, It was a generous offer. We are now able to

Russell wrote to the department of state and pay our debts. This is a debt of honor, and
offered to publish gratuitously all the laws and must be discharged.' A few days after, Mr.
other official documents, the country being then^ Russell received a check for S7.000, the full

almost or quite bankrupt. All laws and other amount of his bill."

—

Specimens of A'rzuspaper

papers emanating from the various departments Literature, ii. 59.
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lived a few months or a few years, and died leaving no sign. One of these,

the Federal Otniy, established in 1794 by Thomas Paine,— an enthusiastic

j'oiing Federalist just graduated from Cambridge, from whose accomplish-

ments much was expected,— created a temporary excitement in Boston by a

series of papers entitled " Remarks on the Jacobiniad," in which an imagi-

nary poem was reviewed, with extracts, accompanied by satirical criticisms

on prominent Republicans. I'aine was assaulted in State Street for the

publication of these papers, which were attributed— whether rightly or not

is, we believe, not known— to the Rev. J. S. J. Gardiner, assistant rector of

Trinity Church, w^ho was attacked without mercy in the columns of the

Chronicle and the Gazette. Paine was of an expansive literary turn, and by

no means confined himself to his newspaper. His patriotic songs achieved

a national reputation, and yielded extraordinary sums to their author, sums

unexampled in that (la\' and for many a day after. The most famous of

these was "Adams and Liberty," — a flamboyant lyric in ten verses in the

metre of the " Star Spangled Banner," written at the request of the Massa-

chusetts Charitable Fire Society, and from the sale of which Paine is said

to have received more than $750. Perhaps even more remarkable was the

popularity of a poem in the heroic metre, delivered before the Phi Beta

Kappa Society in 1797, which i.s declared to have brought its author not

less than $1,200.

Russell's Gazette was a semi-weekly newspaper established in 1795,

strongly Federalist, and a ferocious enemy of France, Jefferson, and the

Republican newspapers. It had also its special vanity as an elegant critic

and patron of the theatre, then newly established in Boston. Under one

ownership and another it survived as late as 1830, always holding its place

as a prominent and influential journal.

Another newspaper of much influence at this time was the Massachusetts

Mercury, established in 1793 by Young & Etheridgc; better known by its

later title of the Palladium, adopted in 1801, when it passed under the con-

trol of Warren Button as editor, and became the vehicle through which

some of the ablest writers of the Federal party addressed the public. Con-

spicuous among these writers was Fisher Ames, whose contributions were

frequent through all the years which intervened between his retirement

from public life and his death in 1808.

With the election of Jeff'erson in" 1800 the strife between the two parties

took new vigor and fiercer hatred. The history of the newspaper press for

the next fifteen years is the history of this strife, and of the suspicions and

slanders, the accusations and retorts, of the chiefs of the hostile camps.^

1 John Adams, writing from Quincy, in iSii, Jones much in the same spirit, but with even

to Benjamin Rush, says :— "If I am to judge stronger disgu.st : "I deplore with you the putrid

by the newsjjapcrs and pamphlets that have state into which our newspapers have passed, and

been published in America for twenty years the malignity, the vulgarity, and the mendacious

past, I should think that both parties believed spirit of those who write for them; and I en-

mc the meanest villain in the world." (Works, close you a recent sample, the production of a

i.\. 636.) And Jefferson writes to Dr. Walter New England judge, as a proof of the abvss of

VOL. III. — 79.
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Probably tlicre never was a time in any country when the newspapers of a

single small town were enriched with the political contributions of such a

number of men of undisputed ability, force of character, and patriotism.

Fisher Ames in the Pal/arHnin, James Sullivan in the Chronicle, George

Cabot in the Centinel, J. Q. Adams, Christopher Gore, John Lowell, Timothy

rickcring, Levi Lincoln, William Plumer, and many more of the foremost

men of an age rich in political vigor continued to fill the newspapers with

those unique compositions, half essay, half harangue, which exerted an in-

calculable influence in holding the people of Massachusetts and New England

to the losing cause of the party whose sun had set when the administration

of John Adams came to an end.

The writers of the Ccntinel opposed without discrimination every meas-

ure of importance originating with the administrations of Jefferson and

Madison. The embargo was characterized as " a bold stroke to starve a

people into democracy." The war with Great Britain was declared to be

carried on " to afford encouragement to British, Irish, and Jersey runaway

sailors to enter on board American vessels, and then to be PROTECTED

while they are underworking the native-born American seamen and nav-

igators, and thereby taking the bread from the mouths of their wives and

children. This is the great object of this war."

Whatever may have been the object of the war, there can be at the pres-

ent day no doubt that one of its most marked results was the extinction of

the absurd jealousies and hatreds of the past twenty years, the union of the

best men of both parties in the support of Monroe, and the inauguration of

the "era of good feeling," — a phrase, by the way, which Russell first used

on the occasion of the President's visit to Boston in 1817.

That the asperities of party politics had been the meat and drink of the

two great party newspapers it would perhaps be too much to say, but the

Chronicle survived the reconciliation only two years. In 18 19 it was sold

to the owners of the Boston Patriot, and united with that paper. It had

managed to live for fifty years, and its influence had been very great. Its

great antagonist, the Ccntinel, was also growing rusty with age and peace, but

held out yet another ten years under Russell's management, though in a vis-

ibly declining condition; until in 1828 it was sold to Adams & Hudson,

who published it until 1840, when it was purchased by the proprietors of the

Daily Advertiser, and was heard of no more. The day of personal news-

papers was passing away. While the matter which filled them was small in

amount and of no great variety, they were managed without much difficulty

by a single editor, who was to all intents and purposes the newspaper. With

the growth of business and population, the enlargement of the life of the town,

and the multiplication of interests and of topics, the simplicitv' of such news-

paper work became obsolete. In these vastly changed conditions, also, the

degradation into which wc are fallen. As a by forfeiting all title to belief."

—

Works, \\. 2'^\.

vehicle of information and a curb on our func- [See further, on these political antagonisms,

tionaries, they have tendered themselves useless Mr. Lodge's chapter in this volume.—Eu.]
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semi-weekly issue became inadequate to the needs of the business world ; but

it was curiously long before a daily newspaper found a footing in Boston. At-

tempts wore made in this direction as early as 1796 and 1798. The Polar

Star and Boston Daily Advertiser appeared in the former year, and the Fed-

eral Gazette and Daily Advertiser in the latter. The one lived six months,

the other three. Boston was for once far behind her sister cities in enter-

prise. The Amerieau Daily Advertiser had been established in Philadelphia

as early as 1784, and the New York Daily Advertiser the next year; but

it was not until 1813 that the first daily made good its claim to existence in

Boston. The Boston Daily Advertiser, of which the first number appeared

on March 3 of that year, was published by W. VV. Clapp, and edited by
Horatio Bigelow, who says in his salutatory that the city of New York is

now supporting, " besides monthly, weekly, and semi-weekly publications,

eight daily newspapers." It was not surprising that the commercial needs

of a rapidly growing port like Boston should require a daily newspaper, and

the space occupied by advertisements from the first number attests the rea-

sonableness of the new undertaking. Mr. Bigelow remained the editor

scarcely more than a year. On the 6th of April, 1814, the paper passed

from his hands into those of Nathan Hale, whose conspicuous ability,

energy, good judgment, and good taste rapidly raised the Advertiser to a

high rank among the leading newspapers of the country.

Mr. Hale's introduction of himself upon taking charge of the Advertiser

was interesting as showing his sense of the inadequacy of the newspapers

of that day, and of the responsibility justly attaching to an editor.^ It was

plain, explicit, modest, and manly. He lived to make good all that he un-

dertook. From the first number the Advertiser was distinguished by brief

comments on prominent topics, having a candid and manly air, and always

temperate and just. From these grew the regular " leaders," more full and

more considered year by year, which mark the advance from the newspapers

of the earlier days, whose commentaries were communicated by writers not

connected with the publication, and partook too commonly of the nature of

personal criticism.

From the establishment of the morning daily, the old semi-weekly papers

became more and more "obsolete. The Chronicle, the Gazette, the Palladium,

' ".Mmost the total amount," he says, "of eralism of the Boston stamp have any distin-

thc reading of at least one half the people guishing marks, his is certainly of that impression,

of this country, and a great part of the reading Such is his acquaintance with the character, mo-

of a large portion of the other half, is from the lives, and wishes of the leading Federalist men,

daily or weekly newspapers of the country, in New England in particular, that he places in

Many of these readers rely solely upon the them an unlimited confidence." He hopes to be

amount offered by a single paper. . . . Thus it able to satisfy the expectations of his readers in

is manifest that the office of an editor is one of the matter of news, both foreign and domestic,

great importance and responsibility ; and accord- as soon as he has become more familiar with the

ingly we find that if we have any striking traits sources of intelligence and the means of coUect-

of national character, their origin may be clearly ing it. He promises to.care for the mercantile

discerned in our universal relish for newspaper interests of his readers, knowing that he must

reading, and in the general character of the depend chiefly on merchants and traders for

nc\vsi)apcr which we read." He declares simply support. [.See a further account of Mr. Hale m
and frankly that " he is a Federalist ; and if Fed- Mr. -Adams's chapter in Vol. W.— Ed.]
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and finally the Ccntincl itself were successively absorbed by the Advertiser.

Repeated enlargements in the size of the sheet were accompanied by corre-

sponding expansion of its work and of its circulation.

The Advertiser, as Mr. Hale recognized, was essentially a business paper.

Of its twenty-four columns frequently only two or three, seldom more than

five, were given to what is known as reading matter. No notice was taken

of theatres or concerts, though these were duly advertised in its columns.

There were no book notices, and no correspondence either foreign or do-

mestic. Literature and art were alike ignored. As late even as 1833, when

Charles Kemble and his brilliant daughter played their first engagement in

Boston, the Advertiser's account of their first performances was limited

to a single paragraph.^

On the other hand the political complexion of the paper was marked

and distinct from the outset, and grew more and more emphatic as the issues

between tlie Whig and Democratic parties became more clearly defined.

It was a loyal and steadfast adherent of Webster, not only as the great ex-

ponent of Whig principles and Whig policy, but also during and after the

embittered quarrel in which the splendid prestige of Webster was set against

the growing and deepening public sentiment of New England and the North,

and which left that great man without the support and without the confi-

dence of the great body of his constituents.

The Advertiser was for eleven years the only daily paper published in

Boston. But in 1824 Mr. Joseph Tinker Buckingham, who had for some

years been the editor, as he was the founder, of the Nezu England Galaxy,

established a new daily, called the Boston Courier^ of which the only pro-

nounced political principle was at first the necessity for a protective tariff,

but which soon grew to be a very prominent and influential organ of the

Whig party, and of its foremost statesman, Daniel Webster. More vivacious

and discursive than the Advertiser ; more hospitable to the ideas and the

schemes of social and political reformers, and less exclusively devoted to the

mercantile interests of the city,— its columns were frequently enriched with

purely literary contributions from authors whose names have since become

widely known. Its careful notices of new books and of theatrical perform-

ances, and its entertaining Washington correspondence were features then

1 " Mr. Kemble appeared in Hamlet on '^ "The first number was issued on March 2,

Monday evening. Ilis acting is chaste and dig- 1S24, with the encouragement of less than two

nified, and made a strong impression on his audi- hundred subscribers. There was then one daily

ence. Last evening Mi^s Kemble appeared in the paper in the city, and the attempt to establish

character of Bianca in the tragedy of Fazio, another was thought to be a reckless e.\peri-

and was enthusiastically received by a very nient."— Buckingham's Personal Memoirs, and
crowded house. Mr. Kemble sustained that of Recollections of Editorial Life (Boston : 1S52), ii.

Fa/io with much power." p. 217.
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of rare occurrence in any newspaper. It partook of the personal character

and temperament of its founder and manager in much the same way that the

Ccntiiicl had done a generation before, and was perhaps the last of the Bos-

ton newspapers which can be said to have exhibited this peculiarity. As
the organization of a newspaper grows more complex, and calls for the labor

and sujiervision of a larger corps of writers, it is as inevitable as it is desira-

ble that the personality of the individual editor should disappear and be

replaced by that of the journal. Mr. Buckingham retired from the manage-

ment of the Courier in 1848, having been for thirty years one of the most

conspicuous figures in the literary history of the cit\'.

Tlic increasing importance and population of Boston about the year 1830

greatly stimulated the creation of daily newspapers. The Boston Post was

established in 1831 as a Democratic organ, and has continued to this day

faithful to the varying fortunes of the Democratic party. The next year the

two Whig papers were reinforced by a third, the Boston Atlas, which became

a more pronounced organ than either the Advertiser or the Courier ; and

which, for twenty-five years not less constant in its party fealty than its con-

temporary and adversary the Post, did not long survive the dissolution of

the Whig party. These were years when the political behavior of the people

was not such as can be now looked back upon with complacency. It was

with extreme slowness and reluctance that men were brought to acknowledge

that an\'thing was of more importance to the well-being of the nation than

tariffs and cotton-mills and the protection of slave property. The party press

did not help them to learn the lesson, and did its best, as must now be owned,

to oppose and countervail the irresistible march of ideas and e\-cnts which was

pressing the nation swiftly to the crisis.^ When the crisis had once arrived,

and all the lesser doubts and tremors, the hopes of compromise, the depre-

cation of imprudent zeal, the pledges of this or that candidate, the defection

of this or that place-holder; all the calculations, in short, of the political

chess-board, were forgotten in face of the tremendous exigency, — the news-

papers of Boston, like those of other cities, rose with the occasion ; and,

apart from a few disgraceful exceptions which need not be remembered

here, served a nobler purpose in compacting and expressing the popular

sentiment and will, and in strengthening the hands of the Government. The

stimulus of the Civil War enlarged the scope of the great newspapers to a

prodigious extent. The arrangements for the receipt of intelligence by

telegraph were perfected by the Associated Press to a degree which would

have been more gratifj'ing had there been less frequent cause for suspecting

the accuracy of the information. The multiplication of correspondents at

important points; the necessity for detailed reports of everything said or

done, or written or sung ; the growth of the habit of " interviewing " any per-

sonage possessing even a momentary importance in the public eye, — do but

indicate a few of the many directions in which the attention of newspaper

managers must now be turned.

' [See James Freeman Clarke's chapter in the present volume.— En.]
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Of the evening dailies the Transcript, established in 1830, and the yonr-

nal, in 1833, were the earliest. These were not political newspapers, but

made themselves first of all purveyors of news, pure and simple, — the first

named, which was for a while in the editorial charge of Epes Sargent, add-

ing to this a certain distinction, maintained to the present day, as a dis-

penser of light and livch' gossip and small-talk. Avoiding topics of weight

upon which opinions were earnest, its many contributors amused their

) readers with harmless questions

S> /^J^ O^ °^ fashion, of the weather, of the

^^i^^ ..--^^2!^^t-^/^->>Z''^ ^ theatre, with watering-place cor-

y^ respondence, and copies of verses.^ More earnest matters mingled

with all this, as the years went on and public affairs grew ever graver.

The Boston Traveller was published as a weekly paper as earh" as 1825.

In 1845 it became a daily, and completed the list of established and

permanent daily newspapers of reputation. The growth of the penny
press dates from about this time. The cheap dailies rapidly multiplied

;

and the Herald, Times, Bee, Mail, and others of the same stamp, substan-

tially alike in their appearance and in the matter which filled their col-

umns, found a large though fluctuating circulation. They were, however,

in their nature ephemeral, and disappeared one after another,— with the ex-

ception of the Times, which was kept alive for twenty years, and the Herald,

which maintained its ground with even greater persistency, until, reinforced a

dozen years ago in capital, intelligence, and character, but retaining still the

characteristics which secure to the cheap newspaper its wide distribution, it

has taken a more and more influential position among the dailies of the city.

For good or for e\il, the newspaper press of the United States has at-

tained an importance and an influence unparalleled in any other country.

Nowhere else does the number of newspapers bear so large a proportion to

the population,^ nowhere else are the newspapers so universally read. If it

must be added that nowhere else is the standard of veracity, of public

morality, and of decency— as exhibited in the general tone of the newspaper

press— so debased, we may at least qualify the charge in a way which twenty

years ago would have been impossible, by saying that a marked improve-

ment is to be observed in every one of these respects.^ The purification of

' As early as 1S41, the number of newspapers of journalism. Smaller editors in smaller cities

in the United States e.vceeded the number in all emulated its cynicism, its ribaldry, its abuse of

the countries of Europe with two hundred and the best men, its complicity with the worst ; and
thirt)'-three millions of population. Journal of found their account in such a course. The Xciu
Statistical Society, of London, vol. iv. York Herald oi to-day is a respectable and use-

2 To take a single but most conspicuous e.\- ful newspaper, conducted with all its old enter-

ample,— for a dozen years preceding the outbreak prise and ability, and doubtless more prosper-

of the Rebellion the debasing influence of the ous than at any previous period of its career

;

A^rM York Herald upon the people of the coun- and it would probably be impossible now to

try was to be measured not alone by its enor- find in the country any example of the same
mous circulation, but also by the example it contempt of decency and moral principle which
offered to the managers of all other newspajiers conferred such bad eminence upon it a gener-

as the most .successful enterprise in the history ation ago.
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the political atmosphere, brought about by the war of the Rebellion, has
producctl no more extraordinary or encouraging result than this ameliora-

tion of the newspaper press. To say that it is not yet the leader in morals

or politics, is simply to say that newspapers are business enterprises, depend-
ing for their success on the favor and patronage of their readers. When the

newspapers of the country shall be seen to reflect the instincts and princi-

ples and opinions of the best classes of the population, they will constitute

the most powerful and efficient force in correcting that tendency to a " lev-

elling downward," which one of the most intelligent and friendly of our

foreign critics has pointed out as among the most dangerous traits of the

American people.

The weekly newspapers, of which the name is legion, stand on a quite dif-

ferent footing from the dailies. In the important matter of news, and the

expression of critical opinions on current events, political or other, they

can of course not attempt to rival the daily sheets. They are, therefore, for

the most part either devoted to the interests of a special class, profes-

sional, religious, or philanthropic ; or else to the dissemination of society

gossip, or literary contributions from correspondents, and selections from

books, magazines, and such other sources as may be open to the editor.

The earliest of the motlern Boston weeklies belonged to the latter category.

Of these the most conspicuous was the A^cw England Galaxy, established

in 1 817 by Joseph T. Buckingham, and conducted by him until 1828

•>\ ith great vigor and success. The Galaxy had at the outset its own speci-

alty, indicated by its sub- ^
title, the Masonic Magazine. / ^/"^

y^'fy .Z. /
This was, however, made ^.-/^ '^ ^J^tyU/^^y?^ /Lv<.^p%a^

small account of after the Q^ \

first few numbers, and the

paper soon made itself felt

in tlic little communit)- b\- the \-ariety and occasional brilliancy of its

literar)' contributions, and still more by the sharpness of its comments on

whate\-er might be for the moment the subject of popular attention. For

several years Mr. Buckingham was not without one or more libel suits on

his hands, the result of his indiscreet vivacity in personal criticism. The

number of contributors he was enabled to rely on gave great variety to the

pages of the Galaxy, especially in its earlier years.

The Saturday Evening Gazette, established in the same year with

the Advertiser, was, like the Galaxy, a vehicle for the lighter news and

gossip of the day ; but it was not illuminated by the vivacity and individ-

ual energy which gave interest to the older sheet. Issued nominally on

Saturday evening, it has always been distributed on Sunday morning, and

has probably owed to this circumstance its long and prosperous existence,

which still continues.

On the first of January, 1831. appeared the first number of what may now

be regarded as, in its history, characteristics, and influence, one of the most
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remarkable newspapers ever printed. The Liberator was, from its inception

to its close,— a period of thirty-five years, — substantially the work of a

single man ; and there is no more impressive example, in the history of jour-

najism, of an inflexible purpose pursued for a full generation with zeal which

never flagged, with courage which never flinched, with steadiness which never

wavered. The first intention of Mr. Garrison was to publish his paper in

the city of Washington. From this purpose he was dissuaded by his friends,

who convinced him that in such a war as he was entering on his chances of

success— slender enough at the best— would be reduced to nothing if he

stationed himself within the lines of the enemy. He therefore on New
Year's Day sent forth his first paper from Boston, without a single sub-

scriber, a single coadjutor, or a single dollar of capital. He was his own

editor, publisher, and printer. He lived in his printing-office,— a small

attic in Congress Street. It is difficult to understand how li£ could have

got his paper under the eyes of his readers, for the customary courtesy of

exchange was not extended to this new comer, and the facilities for dis-

tributing printed matter at a distance were very different fifty years ago

from those of the present day. But the paper was read, and produced an

immediate and striking effect all over the country. At the South laws were

passed making it a penal offence for any free negro to take the Liberator

from the post-office, offering rewards for the apprehension of any person

detected in circulating it; and in the State of Georgia a reward of five

thousand dollars, " to be paid by the Governor to any person or persons

arresting and bringing to trial under the laws of the State, and prosecuting

to conviction, the editor and publisher of the Liberator, or any other person

who shall utter, publish, or circulate said paper in Georgia." At the North,

even in Boston, it was seriously proposed to enact a special law under which

the paper could be suppressed and its editor punished. In the midst of

these dangers the Liberator held its course, and was only discontinued

when the abolition of slavery in the United States had become an acc.-'m-

plished fact.'

The earliest of the class newspapers were those devoted to the interests

of the various religious denominations. The idea of a distinctively religious

newspaper first took definite form in the mind of Nathaniel Willis, son of

the printer of the Boston Chronicle, and himself a printer, who had served

his apprenticeship at the end of the last centur}- in the printing-office of his

father.^ By him, as earl)' as 18 16, the Boston Recorder wzs, established, with

the aid of Sidne\' Edwards Morse, who became its first editor. The Re-

corder was the representative of the Orthodox Congregationalists, and

1 [See Dr. Clarke's chapter in this voluine. by the war. Dr. Griffin said he never heard of

— Ed.] such a thing as religion in a newspaper ; it would
- " The subject of a religious newspaper still do in a mgaazine. I said I had some e.xperience

rested heavily on my mind. I talked with Chris- in publishing a newspaper, and believed it could

tians in Boston often about it. Many, though be clone if Chri-stians would encourage it."

they liked the plan, objected to it as impracti- — Autobiography of a Journalist, by Nathaniel

cable, especially in the hard times occasioned Willis, 1S58.
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was sustained by that body with much steadfastness until its union with the

Coiigrcgationalist in 1849.

The establishment of one denominational organ naturally led to others.

The Baptists were ne.xt in the field with the Watchman and Reflector, which

followed the Recorder after an interval of three years, and which has per-

haps reached a larger circulation than any of its rivals. It was followed in

1 82 1 by the Christian Register, established by David Reed as the exponent

of the principles of Unitarianism, and as a vehicle for the continued discus-

sion of the points in theology raised some years before by the Unitarian

controversy, so called. The intellectual superiority of the new sect enabled

Mr. Reed to avail himself of the advice and assistance of many men of

distinguished ability.'

Zion's Herald, the Methodist organ, was established in 1824; the Uni-

versalist, in 1829; and the Christian Witness, the representative of the

Episcopal Church, in 1835,—completing the list of denominational weeklies,

so far as the Protestants were concerned. The Catholics, not to be singular,

in 1838 established a Catholic organ, the Pilot. All these sectarian news-

papers have been maintained in apparent prosperity up to the present

time."

A class of newspapers of great importance to the material prosperity of

the country is that of the agricultural papers. The earliest of these was

published at Boston in 18 16, the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository and
yonrnal. The next were the American Farmer, established in Baltimore in

1 818, and t\\e Ploughbo}', in Albany in 182 1. The fourth was established

in Boston in 1822, under the title of the Neza England Farmer, by Thomas
Green Fessenden, who conducted it with ability and discretion until his

death in 1837. Transferred in 1846 to Albany, and continued, there under

a change of name, it was some years later revived in Boston, where it has

continued without interruption to the present day. The evident usefulness

of a well managed newspaper for farmers, — a class of home-keeping men,

alwaj's much given to adhering to old and established methods, — caused

this class of papers to multiply with great rapidity. Farmers' journals

sprang up all over the country; and, in addition to these, almost all the

weekly papers found it for their interest to make up for every issue a farm-

ers' column. It is difficult to estimate the influence of all this information

in improving the methods of agriculture in a country like our own; in

introducing machines for farm work ; in improving the breed of cattle and

horses ; in explaining systems of drainage, and the treatment of ]ioor

1 In a sketch of the history of the Register, uted to its columns were President Kirkland,

read by Mr. \V. II. Reed, at a dinner com- Dr. Noah Worcester, Judge Story, Dr. Green-

memorative of its fiftieth anniversary, Mr. Reed wood. Dr. Bancroft, President Sparks, and Mr.

says of his father :
" His chief advisers in the Edward Everett."

earlier years of the Ckristiaii Rc!;ister, were Dr. - [See more or less mention of them in the

Channing, Dr. Ware, Professor Norton, and chapters in this volume on the various dcnoniina-

other gentlemen of equal ability outside the min- tions. The Pilot was the earliest permamnt

isterial profession. Among those who contrib- Catholic organ. — Ed.]

VOL. ni. — 80.
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land ; in broadening the minds and enlarging the resources of one of the

most important classes of the population.

The example set by the religious and the agricultural newspapers has

been followed by innumerable journals established in the interest of other

professions and classes. Law, medicine, commerce, natural and mechan-

ical science, mining, architecture, music, are represented each by its

special journal, which faithfully reports whatever of interest in its own line

transpires all over the world. Temperance, spiritualism, the rights of

woman,— whatever new movement of reform or progress, whether real or

imaginary, is set on foot, is at once furnished with its organ in the form of

a newspaper, through which its friends may assert and defend its claims

;

until it seems as if, in spite of the enormous and ever increasing accumula-

tion of books, the remark of Mr. Hale upon taking charge of the Advertiser

in 1814, concerning the dependence of the vast majority of the people on

their newspaper, and the small amount of any other reading accomplished,

must be nearly as true to-day as it was two generations ago.

Having finished this rapid survey of the growth of the newspaper press

for a hundred years, let us go back to the beginning and look at the con-

dition and progress of general literature during the same period.

It is obvious that every condition of political and social existence a hun-

dred years ago was unfavorable to intellectual production. The absorbing

interests and labors of the war were followed by the depression of property,

and later by the excitement of a new government and the strife of parties,

which engrossed the attention of nearly all of that class capable of literary

work. Of this class, as of the whole population in fact, the intellectual

stamp was severely practical and even prosaic, with little imagination or

vivacity. Admirably developed on the side of political aptitude, of public

and private virtue, of good sense and sound judgment, of personal indepen-

dence, they were deficient on the side of the genial virtues, of taste, friend-

ship, the capacity for recreation. With a Puritan ancestry so close behind

them, they could not well have been otherwise. And yet the distinctive fea-

tures of that ancestry— the Puritan quaintness, hardness, rigidity, theologic

style— had, in fifty years of political excitement and struggle, well-nigh dis-

appeared. Where there is a man of conspicuous intellectual force, he does

not waste himself in his closet nor in the pulpit; he is busy with affairs of

state. Astonishing as has been the development of mind, the enlargement

and emancipation of thought, the journalism and the literary work of these

years is distinctly inferior to that of the colonial period. That the literary

ability is not wanting is shown by the state-papers of the daj', which are

models of clear, vigorous, and often elegant writing. That the literary

instinct is not wanting is shown in the early establishment (in the one

instance at the darkest hour of the Rcx'olutionary War) of such institutions

as the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the Massachusetts

Historical Society. The American Academy was founded in 1780, with
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Governor l^owdoin as its first president ; and was of great service in promot-

ing a love of scientific observation, and in preserving and making known
such observations and discoveries as were made.'

The Massachusetts Historical Society was founded in 1790, — ten years

after the American Academy, — chiefly through the enthusiasm of Jeremy
Belknap, for the purpose of " collecting, preserving, and communicating the

antiquities of America." ^ Its collections were at first published in the form

of a weekly periodical called the

American Apollo, and published by ^
Belknap & Young. This method

^/^^''-^-^^-^-'^^''^^e^^
was continued for nine months. // // e^^^-'fx "-^
The collections were then issued ^^

monthly, and collected into volumes as often as they accumulated to

a sufficient mass. After 1799 they were published only in volumes, at

intervals averaging about two years. The interest and value of these col-

lections, and of the published proceedings of the Society now covering

nearly a century of active life, are quite inestimable. They are, however,

by their nature works of limited circulation, and in the early days of the

Society their influence was confined to a very narrow circle of readers and

students.

Of miscellaneous literature at this time there was next to none. Of the

books which this serious people read at this period some idea may be gath-

ered from the infrequent booksellers' advertisements in the newspapers.^

The appetite for a lighter and more attractive literature than the book-

sellers provided was, however, not absolutely wanting. By the year 1789 it

was sufficient to produce a genuine monthly magazine, highly miscellaneous

indeed as to its contents, and with no very elevated standard of style or

matter, but sufficient unto its day, and ominous of better things to come.

The first number of the Massachusetts Magazine, or Monthly Miiseiini of

Knoivlcdge and Rational Entertainment, ^2lS, issued in January, 1789.* It

1 [All account of the Academy is given in Mr. Soul; Watts's Lyric Poems ; Stickncy'.s Singing-

Dillaw.-iy's chapter in Vol. IV. — Ed.] liooks
;
Josephus's Works, 4 vols,; Rennet's

- In a letter to Mr. Hazard, asking him to Roman Anliquitics ; Bundy's Roman History, 6

become a member, Belknap writes : "We have vols, folio; Mrs. Rowe's Z)ii/<?«/ fx^rr/jcj-; Eng-

now formed our society, and it is dubbed not lish Grammar ; ComfUle Housewife ; Crosby's

the Antiquarian but the Historical Society. It Mariner's Guide ; VloAA on Death ; Lives of Crim-

consists of only eight, and is limited to twenty- inals, 3 vols. ; etc." A few Latin classics, and

five. It is intended to be an aetive not a passive books on physics and surgery are added. The

literary body; not to lie waiting like a bed of same paper advertises :
" In a neat pocket volume,

oysters for the tide of communication to flow in the whole of the orations that have been deliv-

upon us, but to seek and find, to preserve and ered on the fifth day of March annually, to per-

communicate literary intelligence, especially in petuate the memory of the horrid massacre per-

the historical way."

—

Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., petrated on the 51I1 of March, 1770. There will

i. .vv. be ten orations in the volume.and the price will

•' Here is one from the Independent Chronicle be 20 dollars, sewed, in blue."

of Feb. 17, 17S0: "The following books may be ' This is, however, by no means to be sup-

had of J. Boyle, in Marlborough .Street, as cheap posed the first venture of this sort in Boston,

as the times will allow,— viz., Lord Chesterfield's though it was the first which seemed to establish

celebrated letters ; Sherlock's Z'/jfour.f.'.v, 4 vols.

;

itself on something like a permanent footing.

liodAx\igt'A Rise and Progress of Reli,!;ion in the Mr. Tudor appends to his account of the An-
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was an octavo of sixty-four pages, made up of brief articles seldom extend-

ing beyond two or three pages, and as varied in character as may be inferred

from the title-page, which promises " Poetry, Musick, Biography, History,

Physick, Geography, Morality, Criticism, Philosophy, Mathematicks, Agri-

culture, Architecture, Chymistry, Novels, Tales, News, Marriages, Deaths,

Meteorological Observations, etc. ;
" with this motto from Horace :

—
" Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci,

Lectorem delectando, pariterque monendo."

It does not appear that anything was omitted from this comprehensive pro-

gramme. The editors congratulate themselves at the outset on being able

to work in " a soil which Genius has marked for her own, and in which

literary flowers continually bud and blossom ;
" and at the end of the first

year are glad to assure themselves that in their first volume " stoical severity

can find nothing incompatible with pure morality, nor adverse to the grand

principles of religion ; neither has the blush of sensibility crimsoned the

cheek, nor the lovers of wit received gratification at the pain of innocence."

They promise a sedulous attention to matter and manner, " lest a failure of

this kind might discourage Hope from any further attendance, extort an

indignant frown from the smiling Apollo, and wrest the prophetick scroll

from the hand of Fame,— all which is most seriously deprecated."

During this same year the newspapers print an advertisement of the

" First American Novel," TItc Poiucr of Sympathy, or the Triumph of Nature :

A novel founded in truth, and dedicated to the young ladies of America.

The new magazine printed elegant extracts from this production which time

has mercifully swallowed up, but which we can well enough imagine to have

been a tearful history overcharged with sentiment and rorhance, and loaded

down with moral essays and reflections on suicide and seduction. A stronger

omen of the sensational school was issued two or three years later. In the

Massachusetts Mercury, April 4, 1793, appears the advertisement of Tlie

Helpless Orphan, or Innocent Victim of Revenge : A novel founded on inci-

dents in real life. By an American lady. This also has happily disappeared.

ihology, and the club which conducted it, the fol- [The Boston A/a_^',izi'u\ begun with Novem-
lowing list, which he says "contains (1S21) the ber, 17S3, was published by Norman & White;
titles of all the magazines that have been pub- later by Greenleaf & Freeman ; and then by
lished in Massachusetts "

:
— Edmund Freeman. Sabine says it extended to

American Magazine and Hist. Chronicle. , vols. ,740-43.
'^Sg- Imperfect sets are in the Public Library

Royal American Magazine i „ ,774. and m Ilanard College Library. — Ed.]

Boston Magazine 1 „ 17S4. Of the periodicals still in existence in 1S21
Massachusetts Magazine ..... 8 „ 17S9-96. he gives the following list :—
Columbian Phcenix and Boston Review 1 „ iSoo.

New England Quarterly Magazine . . 1 „ 1802. New England Med. Journal (quarterly). Established, iSia.

Monthly Anthology 10 „ 1S03-11. North American Review „ 1815.

Literary Miscellany z ,. 1S05-6. AthenKum (selections from foreign mag-
Emerald, or Misceliany of Literature 2 ,, 1S06-8. azines) „ iSi6.

Ordeal i „ 1S09. Massachusetts Agricultural Repository

Something by Nemo Nobody .... 1 „ 1S09. and loumal ,, 1S16.

Omnium Oatlierum 1 ,, iSio. The Christian Disciple, Unitarian (every two months).

Cabinet and Repos'y of Light Literature i ,. iSii. The Gospel Advocate, Episcopalian (monthly).

General Repository and Review . , . 4 „ 1812-13. American Baptist Magazine (monthly).

Pauoplist — Calvinistic Monthly . . 28 ,, 1806-20. The Missionary Herald (continued Panoplist).
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But Mrs. Hannah Foster's "Novel, founded on fact," entitled The Coquette

;

Or titc History of Eliza U7iarton, published originally in 1797, ran through

half-a-dozen editions, continuing for a generation to move the sympathy of

tender readers b\- its vapid and high-flown sentiment, and is still attainable.

Eight volumes of the Massackicsctts Magazine, running over as many
years, brought it to the end of its career. Its work was taken up, though in

a somewhat different spirit and style, a few j'ears later, by an association of

literary gentlemen calling themselves the Anthology Club,' who in 1804

assumed the conduct of the Monthly Anthology, or Magazine of Polite Liter-

ature, of which the first number had been issued in the preceding November.

Of this little club of active-minded young men,— a modest centre of lite-

rary radiance in the little town,— and of the periodical which it sustained

with a worthy pertinacity for eight years, the memory is surely worth pre-

serving. One of its members, William Tudor, has left us an account of it,

of which so much as space will allow shall be here transcribed. Its founder

was the Rev. William Emerson, who became the editor of the Anthology

after si.K numbers hatl been issued by his predecessor, Mr. Phinehas Adams,

and " who induced two or three gentlemen to join with him in the care of

the work, and laid the foundation of the Anthology Club."

" The club was regularly organized, and governed by certain rules ; the number of

resident members varied from seven or eight to fifteen or si.vteen ; there were a few

honorary members in other towns or states, who occasionally contributed to its pages.

It was one of the rules that every member should write for the work ; the contribu-

tions were in some cases voluntary, in others were assigned by vote, which was the

usual practice in regard to reviews. . . . Nothing was published without the consent

of the society. . . .

" The following gentlemen were members of the club, some of them for a short

time only, the rest during the greater part of its e,\istence : Rev. Drs. Gardiner,

McKean, Kirkland ; Rev. Messrs. Emerson, Buckminster, S. C. Thacher, and Tucker-

man ; Drs. Jackson, Warren, Gorham, and Bigelow ; Messrs. W. S. Shaw, P. Thacher,

W. Tudor, A. M. Walter, E. J. Dana, William Wells, R. H. Gardiner, B. Wells, James

Savage, J. Feild, Professor W'illard, Winthrop Sargent, J. Stickney, Alexander H.

Everett, J. Head, Jr., George Ticknor.-

" The club met once a week, in the evening; and, after deciding on the manu-

scripts that were offered, partook of a plain supper, and enjoyed the full pleasure of

literary chat. . . . The meetings were often prolonged into the middle watch, and the

member who went away too soon was a subject of pity. It is obsen'ed in the records

of one evening :
' Mr. , as usual, went away early, on which Mr. remarked

that he was like Mercutio, always killed in the second act.' The concluding minutes

of another evening are : 'The society broke up (crcditc posteri') before eleven o'clock.'

. . . The pages of the Anthology were very unecjual, but ... the work undoubtedly

' [The records of the Anthology Club, 1805- W. E. Channing, then in the first year of his

II, are in the cabinet of the Historical Society, pastorate at Federal Street, had a paper in the

See Lee's Lives of the Buckminsters, 128, 323, first number, on ".Vmbition." .\ndrcws Norton

407. — Ed.] was a frequent writer ; Nathaniel Bowditch, John

- Many other names, since widely known, Quincy Adams, R. H. Dana, were occasional

added brilliancy to the pages of the Aiit/wlo/ry. contributors.
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rendered service to our literature and aided the diffusion of good taste in the commu-

nity. It was one of the first efforts of regular criticism on .American books, and it

suffered few productions of the day to escape its notice." '
. . .

But the publication of their magazine, which was discontinued at the end

of its tenth year, in 181 1, was by no means the greatest service which the

members of this little club were able to render to the community in which

it flourished."^ It was proposed among them to form an Anthology Reading-

room and Library. The plan was taken up with spirit; several of the mem-
bers made generous gifts of books ; and the enterprise, once set on its feet,

commended itself so strongly to the friends of letters outside the club, that

a subscription of money was obtained which assured its immediate success.

This was the origin of the Boston Athenaeum,— a pri\-ate institution sustained

and fostered by private benefactions, but conducted from the first with an

enlightened liberality which has placed it among the most important and

useful educational institutions of the city.^

The Antliology, in its turn, expired ; and around the pleasant board of

the little club (if, indeed, the club survived its parent) other questions exer-

cised the minds of its members than the composition of the ne.xt number

of the magazine. It had, however, served a good purpose, and the literary

taste of its members was now free to employ itself in other fields. An
opportunity was not long in arriving. Mr. Tudor, whose reminiscences of

the Anthology I have just quoted, confident that there was by this time

enough of literary skill in the community to warrant such an undertaking,

began in May, 181 5, the publication of the North Aiiicriam Review and
Miscellaneous Journal. " It was originally intended," says Mr. Tudor, " to

combine the properties of a magazine and a review, and was issued every

two months. It continued in this manner until 181 8, when it was changed

to a quarterly publication. . . . My moti\es in this publication were not

wholly selfish. I thought such a work would be of public utilit}-, and that

there was talent enough in this vicinity to give it ample support. I began

it without sufficient arrangement for aid from others, and was, in conse-

quence, obliged to write more myself than was suitable for a work of this

description, which requires a variety of style, and much more elaborate

investigation of the subjects discussed than any one person can possibly

give. I was, however, occasionally assisted by some of the ablest writers

we possess." ^

The confidence of Mr. Tudor was more than justified by the result.

Under a succession of editors, — of whom W'illard Phillips, Edward T.

^ Misccllnuies, by the author of *' Letters on War, and as forming an e]50ch in the intellectual

the Eastern States." Boston: 1821. history of the United States."— History of the

2 Josiah Quincy said of this club, with most Boston Atluitiriim.

or all of whose members he was more or less " [See the Chapter on "Libraries" in Vol.

intimately acquainted : "Its labors may be con- IV.— Ed]
sidered as a true revival of polite learning in this * Of the first four volumes, three quarters are

country, after that decay and neglect which re- known to be wholl)' from his pen. Quincy's

suited from the distractions of the Revolutionary Boston Atluuccum, app. p. 59.
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Channing, Edward Everett, and Jared Sparks were the earliest followers of

its originator, — the North American Review maintained its place for more

than fifty years at the head of the

periodical literature of the country. ,^>^i^^:;^2^^ ^^^^ic2t^<J^
In the range of subjects treated, in ^
tiie abiiily and learning brought to the discussion of them, in tlie soundness

and justness of its criticisms on the current literature of the day, in liie gen-

eral temperance, right-mindedness, and consistency of its tone, it established

a standard of literary performance of which it is not easy to measure the

influence, but which we shall not be likely to value too highlj'. Among its

writers may be found the name of almost every man who has ennobled the

literature or the statesmanship of Massachusetts. John Adams, Daniel

Webster, Edward Everett, and A. H. Everett were among the contributors

of the first three years. Bancroft, Palfrey, Prescott, among historians ; Bry-

ant, Longfellow, Dana, Emerson, among poets ; Norton, Sparks, Ticknor,

Parsons, Story, Sa\age, among scholars; Jacob Bigelow, Bowditch, Peirce,

Gray, among men of science,— such were the names whicli in the earl\-

history of the North American, before the rapid multiplication of books had

begun, upheld in its pages the cause of sound letters, and answered conclu-

sively the question as to the possibility of a national literature in America.

The da}- of quarterlies has passed ; the pace of the world of letters, as of the

world of business, has grown too rapid to comport with their deliberate and

long-drawn articles, and their long intervals of torpor, during which a book

may almost be said to be made, read, and forgotten. The habits of these

later days require reviews to be prompt, frequent, compact, open to all com-

ers, making less account of dignity than of point, and less of consistency

than of a nimble wit. We shall be fortunate if the light-armed successors

of the North American are able to hold their ground with so much tenacity,

and to give, after half a century of work, so good an account of themselves.

The three periodicals I have noticed are interesting as showing the steady

rise of the taste and capacity for letters in Boston in the early \-ears of the

century, and the gradual formation of a literary class, — small indeed in

numbers, and limited in scope and strength, and wholly imitative of English

models ; but exhibiting, year by year, a firmer confidence, a steadier grasp

of subject, a more independent spirit in criticism, and a hopeful impatience

of their own limitations. A very small proportion of this class were able

to command sufficient leisure for extended literary work; the hospitable

pages of the magazine or review offered them an opportunity for literary

recreation of which they were not slow in availing themselves.^

The number of books by native authors, published at this period, is

1 Judge Story, writing in 1819 to Sir William have leisure to devote exclusively to literature or

Scott, describes with emphasis this condition of the fine arts, or to composition or abstract sci-

Anierican life : — ence. This obvious reason . . . will explain why

" So great is the call for talents of all sorts we have few professional authors, and these not

in the active pursuit of professional and other among our ablest men." And in the same letter,

business in America, that few of our ablest men speaking of having forwarded to his correspond-
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very small. The publishers, of whom at the opening of the century there

were already a half-dozen in the city, showed a commendable enterprise in

the reprinting of the English classics. The monthly lists of the Anthology

include the names of Shakespeare,^ Pope, Goldsmith, Scott, Southey, Burke,

Adam Smith, Boswell's Johnson, Bacon, Bunyan, Campbell, Paley, Hume,
and perhaps others. l?ut except in one department there is but a scanty

sprinkling of American writers. That exception consists in the sermons

which were poured forth in portentous numbers, without ceasing,— ser-

mons and replies to sermons ; orations, addresses, and sermons again.

These were the mists of the dawn, through which the promise of the day

was not undiscernible.^

Even before the beginning of the present century works of more than

transient interest and value began to make their appearance at interv-als,

and examples of sustained literary labor are not wholly wanting. Jeremy
Belknap's comprehensive History of A^ew Hampshire, published between the

years 1784 and 1792,— of which the first volume was issued at Philadelphia

and the other two at Boston, and which, far from limiting itself to the bare

recital of historical incidents, treated broadly of the physical geography and

the natural history of the State and of the social condition of its people,—was

a work of real and substantial value, and was separated from all previous

American histories— as of Hubbard, Hutchinson, Prince, Mather, and lesser

writers'^—by a mental revolution not less marked and decisive than the poli-

tical revolution of which it was largely the result. The Puritan tone has dis-

appeared, and if the modern philosophic note has not been struck, its hour

is visibly at hand. In 1794, Dr. Belknap began in his American Biography

the publication of a collection of short biographical memoirs " of those

persons who have been distinguished in America as adventurers, states-

men, philosophers, divines, warriors, authors, and other remarkable charac-

ters, comprehending a recital of the events connected with their lives and

actions." Beginning with the earliest explorers and continuing with the

English settlers of Virginia and New England, the work was interrupted by

the author's too early death before the appearance of the second volume.

eiit some numbers of a "review published in The memoirs of tlie American Academy of .Arts

Boston," presumably the North American, he and Sciences do great honour to the gentlemen
says :

" The review is edited by gentlemen young who compose it, and to the taste of our country,

in life, engaged in active business, and who have 'The Conquest of Canaan,' by Mr. Dwight

;

scarcely a moment of leisure to devote to these ' McFingal,' supposed by Mr. Trumbull ; the
pursuits. The labor, too, is voluntary, and with- tragedy of 'The Patriot Chief;' the poems of
out profit to themselves."— Story's Life and Arouet ; and a collection of twenty-four poems
Letters, i. 320. just published in the Southern States,— are in-

1 [See a note to Mr. Clapp's chapter on "The .stances which prove the prophetick inspiration

Drama," in Vol. IV.— Ed.] of the Bishop of Cloane to be other than Uto-
- As early as 1786, an enthusiastic writer in pian, who, si.xty years since, speaking of America,

the Centinel h.ad discovered that the sun was said:—
even then risen. "This," he e-vclaims, "is cer- '" There shaJl be sung another golden age,

tainly the age of .'American literature. The orig- The rise of Empire .ind of Arts,

inal performances which have latelv appeared in The good and great inspiring epick rage

the United States are such as mu.st excite very
The wisest heads and noblest hearts.'"

pleasant emotions in every philanthropick breast. ^ [See Vol. II.— Ed.]
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Miss Hannah Adams is perhaps the eadicst instance in our history of a
woman who dehbcratcly devoted herself to a life of literary study and pro-

duction. Her Fieuf of Religions was published as early as 1784, and met
witli great success. Her Summary History of New England appeared in

1799, after prolonged research rendered difficult and painful by an impaired

eyesight, which did not, however, prevent her from undertaking a still more
laborious project, the History of the yews. \i<tx History ofNew England
was afterward published in an abridged form for the use of schools,— an

enterprise which finally involved the good lady in a controversy of prodig-

ious length and growing exasperation with the Rev. Jedediah Morse, who
after publishing his American Geography and his Gazetteer composed in his

turn a Compendious History of New England, also for the use of schools,

which Miss Adams maintained to be an infringement upon her own
abridgement. The quarrel enlisted a great number of disputants, and

extended with more or less vivacity over a period of ten years. Nathaniel

Bowditch issued, in 1800, his Practical Navigator, and was perhaps even

then consciously preparing himself for the great work which was to

make his name as famous in ICurope as in America.' Dr. Abiel Holmes
had published, in 1798, his Biogra/^hy of President Stiles. In 1805 he

published his American Annals, a work which, admirable as it is in com-
prehensiveness, accuracy, clearness, and compactness of statement, is sin-

gular in the strictness of its abstinence from so much as a comment on

the events recorded. These are annals only, but very full and complete

annals of all that was known eighty years ago concerning the history of

the American continent from its discovery by Columbus to the time at

which the book was written.^

Mrs. Mercy Warren's History of the Rise, Progress, and Termination of

the American Revolution was published in the same year with Dr. Holmes's

work, to which it forms a striking contrast. Mrs. Warren's book, published

in her seventy-seventh year, though written some years earlier, is a record

of recent events of the most exciting character, in which the writer had the

most personal interest, and with many of the actors in which she had an

intimate personal acquaintance. The pages glow with a woman's enthu-

siasm, admiration, indignation, and triumph, and are enlivened by the

animation, vigor, and wit which had made their author one of the most

interesting and most influential of the women of the Revolutionary era.'

In 1803 Thaddeus Mason Harris,^— a man who possessed the true literary

spirit, who was one of the earliest members of the Massachusetts Historical

Society, and who had held from 1791 to 1793 the office of librarian of

' [See Professor Lovering's chapter in Vol. • [See Mrs. Cheney's chapter in Vol. IV.

IV. — Ed.] John Adams took exception to Mrs. Warren's

2 Jarecl Sparks, in a review of the second account of him in this book, sometimes with

edition, published in 1826, says of this work: justice, but too often with an ill-concealed and

" It is the best repository of historical, bio- offensive temper ; and his correspondence with

graphical, and chronological knowledge respect- her is printed in 5 Mass. Hist. Coll. iv.— Ed.]

ing .America that can be found embodied in any • [See portrait and note in the chapter on

one work." "Dorchester," in this volume.— Ed.]

VOL. III.

—

Si.
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Harvard College,— published a compilation of general information called

The Minor Eiicyclopccdia, in four small volumes; which served a useful pur-

pose as a substitute for the more voluminous Cyclopcedia of Rees, then

the standard work of its class, and which remained in general use a gener-

ation later. In 1805 Mr. Harris published a volume on a topic, then un-

touched : A jFournal of a Tour into tlic Territory Nortlnvest of the Alle-

ghany Mountains : Including a geographical and historical account of the

State of Ohio.

The letters of John Adams, which had been printed in the Boston Patriot,

were collected and published in a volume in 1809; and in the same year

the works of Fisher Ames,^ who had died the year before, were published

with a brief memoir. This volume was the subject of a cordial review in

the Anthology, by Josiah Ouincy.

The biographical dictionaries of Dr. John Eliot and William Allen were

published, as it happened, almost simultaneously in 1809. The former

work was limited in its scope to " a brief account of the first settlers and

other eminent characters among the magistrates, ministers, literary and

worthy men in New England." Mr. Allen's dictionary was more general,

bringing his biographies down to the time at which he wrote, and including

a concise history of the thirteen colonies. During the next year Dr.

Trumbull's General History of the United States appeared,— the last of

the histories written in the rigid Puritan temper, with the faith in special

providences to a chosen people still unshaken.

The Lectures on Rhetoric and Oratory of John Ouincy Adams, delivered

to the students of Harvard College during his brief professorship, and which

became widely celebrated as examples of the art

J ^ ^P^ rLa/ryii of which they treated, were published in two large

volumes in 18 10. In the same year appeared

Isaiah Thomas's not less celebrated History of Printing. Thomas, long a

prosperous printer in Worcester, established himself in 1788 in Boston with

Ebenezer T. Andrews, where the business increased so rapidly that in a few

years they had established branch houses in Baltimore, Albany, and perhaps

one or two other cities. They were the publishers of the Massachusetts

Magazine. In the publication of school-books they acquired something like

a monopoly, and most of those used throughout the United States for a

generation bore the familiar imprint of Thomas & Andrews. Of the History

of Printing, the constant references to it in the chapters of this work ^ which

treat of the Press and Literature of the earlier periods are sufficient e\i-

dence of the value and interest. Thomas was an enlightened and liberal-

minded man, and his love and appreciation of good literature are abundantly

exhibited in all that we know of his honorable and successful career. He
was one of the most active of the founders of the American Antiquarian

Society in 1812; was president of the society till his death in 183 1, and

1 [See note to Mr. Lodge's chapter in this - (See Vol. II. p. 410, for Thomas's portrait,

volume.— Ed.] — Ed.]
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endowed it by his will, bequeathing to it his valuable library and a building

for its use.

If we look through these early years for works of imagination, whether

of poetry or prose fiction, we shall find little to cheer us. Fiction is long

represented by Mrs. Susannah Rowson, prominent during the first twenty

years of this century as a successful teacher of young ladies in Boston and

Medford, as she had been prominent at an earlier age as a sprightly and

graceful actress. She was the editor of the Boston Weekly Magazine, a

periodical in quarto form, published by Samuel Gilbert and Thomas Dean,

and which had an existence of three years. For this magazine Mrs. Row-
son wrote a serial story, running through thirty-three numbers, called

"Sincerity," and published in 1813 in book form, by Charles Williams,

under the new title of Sara/i, the Exemplary Wife. Charlotte Tctnple and

Rcnbcit and Rachel were novels of which perhaps the most that can be said

is that they were the best produced as yet on these shores
;

yet of the

former Buckingham says twenty-five thousand copies were sold in a few

years.

As to poetry,— Joseph Story,' then t^venty-five years old, printed in 1804^^

a poem in heroic metre, entitled the Power of Solitude, with some fugitive

verses added ; but I have seen it stated that at a maturer age he burned all

the copies he could get possession of. The only other poetical publication

I know of, belonging to these early years, is a thin volume which appeared

in 1808, called The Embargo, or Sketches of the Times, — a ferocious attack

on the administration of Jefferson and the statesmen connected with it.

This was the singular beginning of the poetical life of William Cullen

Byrant. He was but fourteen years old when this little poem was pub-

lished ; and the second edition of it, issued the ne.xt year, contained a note

from his father, drawn from him by some doubts which had been expressed

as to the age of the author, and certifying that the poem was written before

his son had completed his fourteenth year.

As regards the production of literary works, the century since the close

of the Revolutionary War divides itself naturally enough into four periods,

not very unequal in point of time,— the first extending to the establishment

of the North American Review ; the second ending with the first publica-

tion of the Dial, in 1840; the third with the breaking out of the Rebellion.

Of the first period we have already made a review which, however hasty

and superficial, is sufficient to show that, along with a lamentable but not

unnatural poverty of literary resources, there existed the material for rapid

and substantial improvement in the future. We shall see, as we go on, how-

steady was the growth of the literary spirit as the complement of the na-

tional growth in wealth and material consequence.

Taking, then, the establishment of the Ah^rth American Review as the

beginning of our second period, it is evident that at that time there

1 [See his portrait and references in Mr. - The same year in which he published his

Morse's chapter in Vol. IV.— Ed.] first legal work. Pleadings in Civil Actiotis.
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existed no general literary culture outside the small circles of educated and

well-to-do persons like that from which this Rcviciv and its forerunner, the

Anthology, had sprung. It was to these circles that the publishers com-

mended the slender editions of the foreign and domestic authors which they

ventured to send forth. Dwellers in the country, and to a large extent

dwellers in the city as well, were content to depend on the semi-weekly

newspaper, with its poor little budget of news, its borrowed fragment of tale

or essay, and its bit of watery poetry in the corner of the last page. A
copy of the Pilgrim s Progress, or the Saints Rest, might not improbably

find its place with the family Bible on the table of the best room, and a well

used copy of the spelling-book or Farmer's Almanack lay more ready to

hand in the family living-room or kitchen. Of the limited extent to which

the diffusion of wholesome literature had proceeded, we have an illustration

in the works which were from time to time compiled, to serve as reading-

books in the schools. Of these books, the most successful and widely used

at the time we are considering were perhaps the two published by Caleb

Bingham,— the American Preceptor, of which the first edition was published

in 1794, and the Columbian Orator, which followed two years later. Succes-

sive editions of both these works were issued, and for a full generation they

continued in general use in the district schools of New England. Of the

two, the Columbian Orator was perhaps the more popular, and held its place

the longer. It contained, in the words of the title-page, " a variety of orig-

inal and selected pieces, together with rules calculated to improve youth and

others in the ornamental and useful art of eloquence." It was a forbidding

and gloomy compilation. Of eighty pieces here brought together, four were

on the Day of Judgment; thirteen were fragments of speeches in Parlia-

ment, on topics which had for the most part long lost their interest for

American readers. Speeches in Congress, speeches to the Roman Senate

and people, civic and academic orations on the greatness of the United

States, on the power of eloquence, on the glory of independence, furnished

another large proportion of the whole. There were thirteen poetical ex-

tracts from such sources as the David and Goliath or the Moses in the Bul-

rushes of the excellent Hannah More, from Addison's Cato, from Rowe's

Tamerlane. To all this dismal entertainment the only relief was a scene

from a farce of Garrick, and a bit of Miss Burney's Camilla, turned into a

dialogue. Nothing illustrates more forcibly the forlorn condition of mind in

which our forefathers walked through this vale of tears than such a collec-

tion of their children's school-pieces.^ From the Columbian Orator of Caleb

Bingham to the American First-Class Book of John Pierpont is but a few

years in time; but wliat an advance in breadth and capacity of understand-

ing ! The amelioration in the mental and spiritual condition of the people

' A venerable lady has told me with a re- sion of the minister's visit at the house, to stand

membrance half amused, half painful, of having, u\> and read to him from the Columhiati Orator

as the eldest child of the family, and the most the fragment beginning. " Let us endeavor to

proficient in her studies at the district school, realize the majesty and terror of the universal

been called by her grandmother, on the occa- alarm on the final judgment day," etc.
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is now proceeding at an accelerated rate. Many causes can be seen to have

worked together in producing this change,— the rapid dechne of the Puritan

spirit, and the emancipation of the people from the theological straight-

jacket which had crain[)cd and stifled them so long; the improvement in

their material condition; the leaven of the ncighlioring university; the in-

creased case of communication between town and country; the more abun-

dant distribution of the reprints of English books which were now rapidly

multiplying.

A/i ElcmcHta)y Treatise on Mineralogy and Geology, by Professor Parker

Cleaveland of Bowdoin College, published in 1817, was a work of great

scientific value, which brought its author at once into intimate relations and

correspondence with Davy, Brewster, Cuvier, and many other eminent men
of science in England and on the Continent, where he was at once made a

member of no less than sixteen learned societies.'

Dr. Jacob Bigelow's Florida Bostoniensis belongs properly to the first of

our periods, the first edition having been published in 1814. His second

work, American Medical Botany,— a collection of the native medical plants

of the United States, with their properties and uses in medicine, diet, and the

arts,— was published in iS 19-20, in three volumes, and was everywhere

recognized as a work of great practical as well as scientific value.

The writings of Alexander H. Everett, which began to appear about this

time, are of two quite distinct kinds, corresponding with the two distinct

lines of life which he followed alternately. Mr. Everett was Minister of the

United States, successively at the Hague and at Madrid, at a period when

the relations of the European powers among each other were in a very

uncertain state. While occupying the former position he wrote an essay,

which was published at London and Boston in 1821, entitled Europe, a

General Survey of the Political Situation of the Principal Poiuers, etc., in

which he took a somewhat optimistic view of the prospects of European

politics, which appears, curiously enough, to be based chiefly on what he

expected from Russia. This work was translated into French, German, and

Spanish, and was followed in 1827 by a work of similar character, on the

situation and prospects of America: in which the author states with force

the fortunate conditions attending the growth and development of the

United States, and answers, without exaggeration or excess of pride, the

cavils of unfriendly foreign critics. Upon Mr. Everett's return to Boston

in 1829, he became the editor of the iVorth American Rcviciv, and one of

its most constant writers upon purely literary topics. Two volumes of his

Critical and Miscellaneous Essays, including some poems, were published

in 1845.

In 1824 the No>th American welcomed an efficient coadjutor in the

Christian Examiner. The Examiner took up the work of the Christian

A second edition of his work was called whichsoman) discoveries have since been made

for in 1822, and another in 1836, — a longevity and so many new theories promulgated. [See

remarkable in a treatise on a natural science in Professor Lovering's chapter in Vol. IV.— Ed.]
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Disciple, a monthly Unitarian Magazine, begun in 181 3 under the charge

of Dr. Noah Worcester, and continued later in the hands of the Rev. Henry

Ware, Jr. The Examiner was at first edited by John G. Palfrey, and was

long remarkable among the denominational journals for the high literary

character of its articles, in which the theological bias was not allowed to

stand in the way of sound philosophic discussion of topics quite distinct

from all theologic connection. It was in the first year of the Examiner

that the literary ability of Channing was first brought to the general notice,

by his articles on Milton, Napoleon, and Fenelon. The Unitarian denom-

ination was young, fresh, vigorous, and had, through much hard fighting,

made good its claim to a place among the Christian sects of the day. The

enthusiasm of the contest was not yet cooled, and the foremost men among

the denomination (j'oung men almost without exception) believed its mis-

sion was to be accomplished by work.^ Channing, in an article on " Na-

tional Literature," printed in the seventh volume of the Examiner, explained

the Unitarian idea of the connection of sound literature with a sound the-

ology in these most explicit words :
" Our chief hopes of an improved

literature rest on our hopes of an improved religion. From the prevalent

theology which has come down to us from the dark ages we can hope

nothing. It has done its best. All that can grow up under its sad shade

has been already brought forth. True faith is of another lineage." On the

other hand the Missionary Herald, successor of the Panoplist, the earliest

sectarian magazine established in Boston, sustained with vigor the cause

of the declining ancient faith ; but it sustained that cause with theologic

weapons e.xclusivel}-. Into the domain of pure literature its champions did

not enter. The faith of Channing was justified ; and from that earh' day to

the present the literature of this country has been the work of men to

whom the old New England theology was but a tradition.'^

About 1825 an increase of producti\eness is apparent, though the in-

crease was not immediately sustained. In this year first appeared, in its

complete form, the Histoij of New England, by John Winthrop, of which

a portion, comprising all that was then known to be in existence, had been

printed in 1 790, at Hartford, under the auspices of Governor Trumbull. In

the spring of 1816 the missing volume of Winthrop's manuscript was acci-

dentally discovered in the tower of the Old South Meeting-house, and

placed in the keeping of the Massachusetts Historical Society, which at

once took measures looking to its publication. A somewhat serious diffi-

culty stood in the way of this enterprise. The handwriting of the first

governor was as hieroglyphics to his successors. But " the labor we delight

in physics pain." James Savage gladly undertook the work of deciphering

the manuscript and preparing it for the press ;
^ and, after many delays and

1 " In beginning the publication of the C/;r/j- -[See Mr. Bradford's chapter on "Philo-

tian DiscifU\ five years ago, we announced our sophic Thought in Boston," in Vol. IV.— Ed.]

intention to use it in defence of controverted * " The difficulty of transcribing it for the

religious truth."— Preface to first number of press seemed to appall several of the most com-

the Christian Examiner, 1S24. petent members. The task appeared inviting to
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accidents, the entire diary was worthily pubHshed by him in 1825, with

abundant notes.

Jared Sparks, who had become for a second time the editor of the North

American Review in 1822, began, shortly after, his laborious researches

among the state papers at Wash- _

inyton and in the capitals of all C )/y , / y4
the original States of the Union, //'^'^

with a view of publishing a col- ^
lection, as nearly complete as possible, of the writings of Washington. The

papers at Mount Vernon were put into his hands; and in 1828 he ob-

tained, by the friendly influence of members of the British Cabinet and of

Lafayette, permission to transcribe such documents as he might find of use

in the state-paper offices of London and Paris. The publication of this work,

which extended to twelve volumes, covered the years from 1834 to 1837.

Its success was immediate and gratifying.' This was but the beginning of

an imposing series of compilations, involving prolonged and tedious if not

difficult research, requiring the e.xercise of judgment in the selection and

skill in the arrangement of voluminous material which would have ap-

palled at the outset all but the stoutest of literary workers. In 1829 Mr.

Sparks brought out the Diplomatic Correspondence of the Revolution, also in

twelve vohmics octavo, of which the material was derived mostly from the

archives of the State Department at Washington, though the foreign offices

furnished as before a considerable portion. From 1835 to 1840 he pub-

lished a collection of the Works of Franklin with a memoir of his life,

taken up where the autobiography stopped. In addition to these labors he

wrote and published, in 1832, a Biography of Gouverneur Morris ; he origi-

nated the American Almanac, of which, in 1830, he edited the first volume;

he projected and carried out a Library of American Biography, of which

one series, covering the years from 1835 to 1839 and comprising ten i2mo

volumes, was so successful that another series was begun at once, which

extended to fifteen volumes, of which the last was published in 1846. Of
the si.xty brief biographies included in these twenty-five volumes, eight

were written by Mr. Sparks. Perhaps no other American writer has added

so great a mass of valuable matter to the libraries of his country. His

work, if not brilliant, is enduring; and all laborers in the field of American

history and biography will owe to his patient and long-continued labors

their own comparative exemption from the drudgery of research.^

In a lighter walk of literature, also, a greater activity is observable.

Miss Catherine Sedgwick's stories were among the first works of fiction

which can be said to possess any considerable merit. A Ncm England Tale,

published anonymously, appeared in 1822. It was followed, two years

me."— Savage's preface. [See Vol. I. p. xvii. - [The library of Mr. Sparks, rich in works on

109, 463.— Ed.] .American history, is now in Cornell University,

' A selection of the letters was published in except his manuscript collections which are in

Paris by Guizot; and at Leipsic, Von Raumer Harvard College Library. A catalogue of it, pre-

published a translation of the entire work. pared by C. A. Cutter, has been printed.— Ed.]
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later, by Redzvood, which achieved great popularity both at home and
abroad, being reprinted in England and translated into French, German,
Italian, and Swedish. Within the next eleven years Miss Sedgwick pro-

/p duced Hope Leslie,

/ ^c-^T^^ //^^. Clarence, Le Bossn,

' ]7
'

The Linwoods, and

a series of children's

books. They are

for the most part

placid stories of New England countr\- life, with vivacity enough to retain

a gentle hold on the attention, and with a refinement and grace of style

which carry the reader not unwillingly over the long descriptive or reflec-

tive passages, during which the action of the story comes to a halt.

The first stories of Lydia Maria Child followed close upon those of Miss

Sedgwick, which in their chief characteristics they much resemble. Hobo-

viok, an Indian novel, appeared in 1824, and TJie Rebels the ne.xt year. But

Mrs. Child's extraordinary versatility and untiring industry would not let

her be content with a single line of work. She set on foot in 1826 a chil-

dren's magazine called the the Juvenile Miscellany, of which she remained

for eight years the editor, writing for it such stories as children enjoy and

profit by at once,— short, lively, picturesque in character and incident, and

with a moral not too obtrusive. She was at the same time the editor of a

collection of biographies called the Ladies' Family Library, for which she

wrote the lives of Madame de Stael and Madame Roland, of Lady Rachel

Russell and Madame Guyon, Biograpliics of Good Wives, and the History

of the Condition of Women in All Ages in two volumes. The Mothers' Book,

The Girl's Book, and the Frugal Housewife, are works of which the char-

acter is indicated by their titles. A genial good sense, and practical, con-

vincing wisdom, gave both charm and influence to these simple lessons in

the essentials of home life, not less needed by the present generation than

by that for which they were written. But the books thus enumerated,

various as they are, were far from exhausting the lines in which Mrs.

Child's activity found its exercise. She was an ardent reformer. Her
compact, and vigorous Appeal for that -

class of Americans called Africans, /i. ,^ A/ r Z' r'

y

published m I033, was one oi the

earliest books to help on the Antislavery movement, which was then be-

ginning to acquire momentum ; and her noble enthusiasm in this cause

never flagged to the end of her long life.' In 1841 she became, with

her husband, an editor of the National Antislavery Standard, published

in New York, to which city they had lately removed. Twenty years

later, when John Brown lay under sentence of death in Charlestown

(Va.) jail, Mrs. Child sent him a letter of sympathy which involved her

in a correspondence with Governor Wise and Mr. Mason, of Virginia.

' [See Dr. James Freeman Clarke's cha;-.ter in this volume.— Ed.]
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This correspondence was published in a pamphlet, of which three hun-

dred thousand copies were circulated,' — a striking illustration of the

e.xcited state of public feeling at that crisis. The " Letters from New
York," contributed at short intervals to the Boston Courier, in 1841-42,

probably did more for the immediate popularity of Mrs. Child than any of

her more laborious works. Depicting with rare tenderness and observation,

and with a lively and graceful style, the thousand contrasted aspects of

human life in a great city, the letters were greatly admired and copied

into newspapers all over the country. They were afterward collected and

published in two volumes. Her last important work, the most ambitious of

all her undertakings, was issued in 1855, in three volumes, with the title,

Tlic Progress of Religions Ideas.

Two remarkable series of books for children were commenced nearly

simultaneously in 1825 ; the one by S. G. Goodrich, afterwards much more
widely known by \\\z pseudonym of Peter Parley, attached to his first books.

Mr. Goodrich was a Boston publisher, and began in 1828 an illustrated

annual called the Token, which was continued until 1842. Mr. Goodrich

was the chief contributor, but was assisted with an occasional paper from

other hands, among whom was Nathaniel Hawthorne, then quite unknown
to fame. Many of the Twiee Told Tales appeared in the Token, where they

attracted little or no attention, and where, but for the splendor of his greater

works, they would have doubtless remained decently interred. The books

of Peter Parley are upon all imaginable subjects within the comprehension

of children, from the elementary arithmetic and geography of the primary

school, to travels, biography, natural history, astronomy, and political

economy, and the young reader has his choice of subjects. Mr. Good-

rich's own count of the number of his published works runs up to one

hundred and seventy, of which one hundred and si.xteen were issued

under the name of Peter Parley. " Of all these, about seven millions

of volumes have been sold. About three hundred thousand volumes are

now sold annually."^

The works of Jacob Abbot are not less voluminous than those of Mr.

Goodrich. The Young Christian series of books for boys, issued in 1825,

comprises four volumes. The Rollo Books,

begun in 1830, extended to twenty-four vol- -O i> -^4^fi-<r^L
umcs. Later came the Mareo Paul Series and ^
the Franconia Stories ; the one of six volumes,

the other of ten. Then followed a long succession of illustrated histories,

ancient and modern; then more story books, twelve series; and finally a

course of Seience for the Young, treating, in separate volumes, of Light,

Heat, Electricity, Water, Land, etc. Very many of these books are even

now in active circulation, and are as much admired by the boys and

girls of to-day as they were by their grandfathers and grandmothers fifty

years ago.

' New American Cychpadia. - Goodrich's Recollections of a Lifetime, 1S56.

VOL. III. — 82.
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Of poetry, the production during the second period was very slender in

quantity. There was, however, now and then sometiiing in that direction

worth considering. " Going into town one day," writes Richard H. Dana,

. J f /—

s

"while assisting E. T. Chan-

^/^Xol^^ /^. LiJ/^X^'^'^t^tJ ^
*> r{m%m\\\(L North American Re-

view, he read to me a couple

of pieces of poetry which had

^_^ -_ ^ //jV. just been sent to the .^^i/zVic,

—

(f/C^^C^-^^^ Cr-iy(^ / '^ the ' Thanatopsis ' and the

/ ' Inscription for the Entrance

to a Wood.' While Channing was reading one of them I broke out, say-

ing, ' That was never written on this side the water;' and naturally enough,

considering what American poetry had been up to that moment."

It was ten years after these early poems of Bryant were published before

Dana (who had contributed some slighter pieces to the A'cw York Rcviciv)

published, in 1827, The Buccaneer, and other small poems. In 1833 he

c^'K \\(rv
"Y^^

<vw*- tyrv^t^ cJA- V\.x^l^<^ a^^L c^r*v^LnJi .

~J t-C^^i-JltV
, \%()

AUTOGRAPH OF CHARLES SPRAGUE.

issued a larger volume, which included some later poems and the papers

written many years before for The Idle Man. In the same year Longfellow

has published his first modest volume, the grave and tender translation of

the Coplas dc Manriqne. Whittier, editor of a small newspaper in Hart-

1 [An extract from his " Centennial Ode " is l\tass. Hist. Soc. Proc, February, 1S75, p. 427.

given m facsimile in Vol.1., p. 246. For Mr. The present fac-simile is from a letter lent by his

Waterston's notice of Charles Sprague, see son, Mr. C. J. Sprague.— Ed.]
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ford, has printed two years before his Legends of New England, and in

1836 will publish Mogg Megone. In the latter year Holmes's first volume
will appear. There is even a moment when it seems possible that an ex-

presidcnt may devote to the service of poetry the powers which have raised

him to the heights of statesmanship. In 1832 there appears a poem, in

heroic verse, entitled Dcrinot McMorrogh ; Or the Conquest of Ireland,—
an historical tale in four cantos, by John Ouincy Adams, which owed its

existence to the author's admiration for Byron's Don yuan, and which, as

his son suggests, " would probably have met with a better reception from

the public had the expectation been less high, and its model not have over-

shadowed it altogether."

Charles Sprague, whose occasional poems, — notably the Shakespeare

Ode, written for the festival at the Boston Theatre, in 1823, the Ode for

the Centennial Celebration of Boston, in 1830, and the Phi Beta Kappa poem
on Curiosity,— had struck a note of grace unusual in productions of that

character, was also the author of many minor poems in which the tender-

ness and purity of thought were matched by the grace and felicity of

expression.

Of the poetry of John Pierpont, the greater portion perhaps consists of

occasional verses for the dedication of churches, for the ordinations of min-

isters, for the meetings of temperance societies, for anniversary celebrations,

for the laying of corner-stones, and the like, — fugitive verses, of which the

interest passed away with the occasions

which called them forth. Another con-

siderable portion consists of patriotic

and political pieces which blaze with

the ardent spirit of the reformer, much ^~— > r</

as those of Whittier did, twenty years later. There are, however, a small

number of poems of a wholly different and superior order,—poems filled with

a soft and tender fancy, like the " Passing Away," or with grave and lofty

reflection, like " The E.xile at Rest," — which indicated a poetic gift which

would doubtless have borne more abundant fruit but for the pressure of

the stormy times on which it fell.

A new magazine was established in 183 1. Mr. Edwin Buckingham, son

of the renowned editor of the Galaxy and the Courier, — who had served an

apprenticeship in the office of the last named paper, during which he had

shown a marked aptitude for literary work, and who had afterward been

made an assistant-editor of the Courier,— ventured, with his father's assis-

tance, to set on foot the A^ew England Magarjinc. At the death of its

young projector, two years later, his father became its editor ; but finding

the double charge of a monthly magazine and a daily newspaper too much

even for his vigorous powers, it was sold, in 1834, to Dr. S. G. Howe and

John O. Sargent. In a literary point of view the enterprise was a success-

ful one. Since the discontinuance of the Anthology, there had been in

Boston no vehicle for the lighter forms of periodical writing; except per-
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haps the Galaxy, which, however, was a newspaper and not a magazine,

and which was now extinct. A new generation had grown up since the

days of the Anthology ; and the opportunity furnished by the new monthly

for the pubHcation of miscellaneous papers, however varied in subject or

style, was not neglected. Mr. Buckingham, in his reminiscences, gives,

among the more or less frequent contributors to the New England Maga-

zine, the names of Edward Everett, Judge Story, Dr. Holmes, Hillard,

Hildreth, Longfellow, Dr. Howe, and Miss H. F. Gould.' " One dollar a

page," says Buckingham, " was offered for such original communications

as might be accepted and published ; and this, insignificant as the sum may
seem to those whose talents and popularity are in demand at a much higher

price, brought communications from almost every State in the Union." In

1835 the magazine was purchased by Park Benjamin, who, the next year,

united it with the American Monthly Magazine, of New York.

During the years from 1830 to 1840, although the production of literary

works of importance was not very considerable, there was an increasing

activity of mind which was to bear manifest results in succeeding years.

Along-side the growing intellectual cultivation of the people, great social,

moral, and political questions began to agitate the public mind, which were

to temper and shape the literature of the next generation. The tremendous

question of Slavery, feared and hated all over the country, was now rising

steadily into prominence. Of the Antislavery movement, Boston was long the

centre. Such an element in the national politics was a perpetual stimulus

to the best minds of the whole country, but its influence was here especially

strong and pervasive. No department of literature escaped it. The total-

abstinence movement, the reform of diet, the subject of imprisonment for

debt, were topics of less exigency, but which had their share of attention

and discussion.^ The subject of public-school education had been hitherto

more a matter of local pride and self-gratulation than of intelligent stud\'.

It was now to be discussed in a way which left little to be said but much to

be done. In 1837 Horace Mann became Secretary of the Massachusetts

Board of Education ; and in the eleven years during which he held that

position he put forth, in place of the formal and complacent reports which

the incumbents of similar offices are wont to lay before a satisfied public,

a series of formidable documents, which it is safe to say will long remain

unexampled in the records of official literature. No conviction was ever

' This must have been one of the earliest ]iapers was done by lawyers and other men of

periodicals to offer compensation to its writers, education, as a matter of love or political fealty.

Mr. Congdon, in his Reminiscences, says of lit- The first magazines paid nobody; and much
erary remuneration :" Fifty years ago, apart from later there were respectable periodicals which

the money paid to preachers and perhaps the never ran the risk of hurting a young writer's

writers of school-books, there was no .such thing, pride by offering him sordid wages. Mr. Willis

I should be surprised to find that Bryant re- was the first magazine writer who was tolerably

ceived any money whatever for 'Thanatopsis,' well paid; at one time, about 1S32, he was writ-

wliich was published in the Norlli American ing four articles monthly for four magazines, and

Review for 1S17. Out of Boston in 1820 I ques- receiving Sioo for each "
(p. 1 26).

tion if any Massachusetts editor received so - [See Mr. George P. Bradford's chapter, in

much as $500 a year, for most writing in news- Vol. IV. — Ed.]
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more firmly rooted in the minds of the people of Massachusetts than that

of the excellence of their public school system and the efficiency of its

administration. But no system of public administration, however excellent,

was ever without abuses. Mann spent fifteen hours a day in travelling up
and down over the State, — making himself acquainted with the schools,

the studies pursued in them, the competency of the teachers, and the prog-

ress of the scholars ; collecting information of the condition and efficiency

of about three thousand different public schools and several hundred private

schools and academies ;
^ and whenever an abuse, whether little or large, fell

under his eye, it was proclaimed without reserve and without mercy. But

this severity was in the interest of the public whom he served, and was but

the logical and necessary outcome of enthusiasm in his work, which alone

could have carried him at once through the prodigious labors and the em-
bittered personal controversies in which it invoK'ed him. His reports are

treatises on almost every subject which bears even remotely on the main

topic. In the very first of those reports he thus states the divisions into

which the general topic had arranged itself in his mind: i. The number
and condition of school-houses; 2. The manner in which school committee-

men discharge their duties; 3. The interest felt by the»community in the

education of all its children
; 4. The competency of teachers. In con-

sidering the first of these divisions, he discovered at once that it would

carry him far beyond reasonable limits, and he therefore laid it aside and

submitted later, as a supplementary report, a careful essay on the planning

of school-houses, illustrated with numerous plans. His observations of the

incompetency of the teachers in most of the schools,— an incompetency

arising in most cases, not so much from inability as from lack of training,

—

led him to recommend the immediate establishment of normal schools to

provide the training needed ; a recommendation which was at once carried

into eft'ect. His reports were commonly accompanied with letters from

scientific or medical experts, sustaining or elaborating some important point

upon which he perhaps anticipated objections. Letters from Dr. S. G.

Howe, Dr. James Jackson, Dr. S. B. Wood, and others appear in these

documents, which are in themselves valuable contributions to the public

knowledge in the matters of detail of which they treat. I must not be

tempted into even a brief review of the services of this admirable public

character; that belongs to another chapter: but any account of the literary

achievements of Boston would be ludicrously incomplete which should fail

to take account of the intellectual vigor, the mastery of subject, and the

terseness and polish of style which distinguish these remarkable reports.

-

The literature of Germany was now beginning to exert a manifest

influence on studious minds in New England. Among the scholars of a

generation before, a knowledge of Latin and Greek was far more common
than a knowledge of French and German. And long after French became

a matter of course, the great German writers remained practically unknown

> First Report, 183S. - [See Mr. Dillaway's chapter in Vol. IV.— Ed.]
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on these shores. As early as 1834, indeed, George Bancroft, newly re-

turned from the schools and the scholars of Germany, had published in the

Xorth American Rci'iciv translations of the minor poems of Schiller and

Goethe. But we find no further indication of interest in this direction until

1 83 1, when a professorship of German language and literature was created

at Harvard College. The place was fortunately filled by the appointment of

Charles Follen, who, upon assuming the duties of his office, delivered an

inaugural address, setting forth the high and varied character of the litera-

ture of Germany, as well as its strong claims on the attention of readers in

America. During the next year Professor Follen delivered a course of

public lectures in Boston on Schiller. In 1833 Andrews Norton and Charles

Folsom established the Select yoiirnal of Foreign Periodical Literature, in

which papers appeared on Goethe, Fichte, Jean Paul, and Heine. Papers

began to appear also, from time to time, in the Christian Examiner, by

F. H. Hedge, George Ripley, Theodore Parker, and others, on Schiller,

Swedenborg, Herder, Strauss, Schelling, and Kant.

Such articles of Carlyle and Coleridge as found their way to this country

greatly helped on the growing appreciation of German writers, until it

seemed for a time as if the long-cherished English models, upon which the

early literature of the country had been exclusively fashioned, were to be

superseded by this new and strong Teutonic influence. " What work nobler,"

said many enthusiastic students in the words of Carlyle, " than transplant-

ing foreign thought into the barren domestic soil?
"

It was under such conditions that there grew up in Boston a little coterie

of literary persons, not all producers of literature, in whom a lively dissatis-

faction with the too practical and unimaginative life of the little New
England city, not yet quite emancipated from the joyless traditions of its

founders, was mingled with a somewhat indefinite notion of the processes

by which the better life might be achieved. They have left plentiful testi-

mony concerning their attitude towards the prevailing conditions, and their

desires and hopes of amelioration.

" Transcendentalism," says W. H. Channing, " was an assertion of the

inalienable integrity of man, of the immanence of divinit}- in instinct. On
the somewhat stunted stock of Unitarianism, whose characteristic dogma
was trust in individual reason as correlative to supreme wisdom, had been

grafted German idealism as taught by masters of most different schools,

—

by Kant and Jacobi, Fichte and Novalis, Schelling and Hegel, Schleier-

macher and DeWette ; by Madame de Stael, Cousin, Coleridge, and Carl}le

;

and the result was a vague, yet exalting conception of the godlike nature

of the human spirit." '

" They see," said Margaret Fuller, " that political freedom does not

necessarily produce liberality of mind ; nor freedom in church institutions,

vital religion. And seeing that these changes cannot be wrought from with-

out inward, they are trying to quicken the soul, that they ma\- work from

' Memoir 0/ Margaret Fuller, vol. ii. p. 12.
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within outward. Disgusted with the vulgarity of a commercial aristocracy,

they become radicals; disgusted with the materialistic working of rational

religion, they become mystics. They quarrel with all that is, because it is

not spiritual enough."

The first public utterances of the new faith were in three remarkable

addresses by Ralph Waldo Emerson. Two of these— read, the one before

the Phi Beta Kappa Society at Cambridge, in July, 1837; the other a year

later, before the literary societies of Dartmouth College— are substantially

identical in subject; both treating of the opportunities, the resources, priv-

ileges, and duties of the American scholar; summoning, as with the blast of

a trumpet, the thinking man of the New World to come out from the empty

ways of classic and European tradition, and take his rightful place at the

head of the tumultuous army of workers. The scholar must live n.ot alone

in the world of books, but in the world of men. " Inaction is cowardice,

and there can be no scholar without the heroic mind." He must study and

guide the life of to-day, not overvaluing the methods of the past. " Our
day of dependence, our long apprenticeship to the learning of other lands,

draws to a close. Neither Greece nor Rome, nor the three unities of

Aristotle, nor the three kings of Cologne, nor the College of the Sorbonne,

nor the Edinburgh Revieiv, is to command any longer." He must trust

his own intuitions, his own insight. " Let him not quit his belief that a

pop-gun is a pop-gun, though the ancient and honorable of the earth

affirm it to be the crack of doom !
" He must be free and brave. " Fear

is a thing which the scholar, by his very function, puts behind him. Fear

always springs from ignorance." He must respect himself and his calling,

despising alike the praise and the blame of men. " How mean to go blaz-

ing, a gaudy butterfly, in fashionable or political saloons, the fool of society,

the fool of notoriety, a topic for newspapers, a piece of the street, and

forfeiting the real prerogative of the russet coat, the privacy and the true

and warm heart of the citizen !
" " Fatal to the man of letters, fatal to man,

is the lust of display, the seeming that unmakes our being."

This was high teaching, unexampled in quality and force in the litera-

ture of college festivals. The third address applied the same principles to

the test, not of the scholar, but of the preacher. This was the memorable

address to the graduating class of the Divinity School at Cambridge, in the

midsummer of 1838, of which the accents still linger in the ears that listened

to it. The principles insisted on in the two discourses above spoken of, as

necessary to the true scholar, are here insisted on with even loftier elo-

quence as vital to the true preacher, — sincerity, truth, courage, and a

serene faith in the divine order of creation which provides that all the forces

of Nature work with him who honestly endeavors. " Whilst a man seeks

good ends, he is strong by the whole strength of Nature." " Character is

always known; thefts never enrich; alms never impoverish; murder will

speak out of stone walls. The least admi.xture of a lie— for example, the

taint of vanity, any attempt to make a good impression, a favorable appear-
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ance— will instantly vitiate the effect. But speak the truth, and ail Nature

and all spirits help you with unexpected furtherance. Speak the truth, and

all things, alive or brute, arc vouchers ; and the very roots of the grass

underground there do seem to stir and move to bear \ou witness."

These noble discourses, in which the elevation of thought is matched by
the vigor and picturesqueness of style, determined the position of Mr.

Emerson, not only as the leader of the Transcendentalists, but as the head

of the literary class in this country. How steadily he has maintained that

position through all the mental growth and development of forty years need

not here be told. The first series of his collected essays was published in

1841 ; the second series in 1844. A volume of poems appeared in 1847.

More than any other writer who has permanent!}- enriched our literature,

Mr. Ernerson's relations with the public have been those of personal teach-

ing. By far the greater portion of his writings have been first read from

the lyceum platform; but the lecture— which more than any other form of

literary work, if we except the sermon, tempts to diffuseness, to inaccu-

racy, to commonplace— has never carried him beyond the temperance and

concentration of his earlier academic addresses.

Among the earnest men and women who welcomed the " new views,"

perhaps there was no one who did more to stimulate their growth and,

however indirectl}', to promote their diffusion than Margaret Fuller. She

wrote little for the printer,

C^ ^^^ r^ y^^^^^ but the testimony to her in-

« r <:f'''2^^ X ^:p'^::^<.^-^\L..,'<:^<^''-^—^ spiring influence in teach-

ing, in correspondence,

and in conversation abo\'e all, is abundant and unanimous. Her studies of

German literature had begun in 1832, or thereabout, under the influence

of Carlyle's papers in Frascr's Magazine, and elsewhere. In 1839 she pub-

lished a translation of Eckermann's Conversations with Goethe; and, two

years later, a portion of the letters of Gunderode and Bettine.^ When, in

1840, the Transcendentalists had got so far as to desire an organ through

which they could give a readier and wider publicity to their views than

they were likely to attain through any of the established and more conser-

vative periodicals. Miss Fuller was looked to on all sides to become the

editor of the new journal. Mr. Emerson's account of the origin and career

of the Dial is at once so concise and so comprehensive that I cannot do

better than cite it here :
—

" This work, which when it began concentrated a good deal of hope and affection,

had its origin in a club of speculative students, who found the air in .America getting a

little close and stagnant ; and the agitation had perhaps the fault of being too secondary

or bookish in its origin, or caught, not from primary instincts, but from English and still

more from German books. The journal.was commenced with much hope and liberal

promises of many co-operators ; but the workmen of sufficient culture for a political

and philosophical magazine were too few ; and as the pages were filled by unpaid

' [See chapters by Mr. Bradford and Mrs. Cheney in Vol. IV. — Ed.]
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contributors, each of whom had, according to the usage and necessity of this country,

some ixiying employment, the journal did not get his best work, but liis second-best.

. . . For these reasons it never had a large circulation, and was discontinued after

four years. But the Dial betrayed, through all its juvenility, timidity, and conven-

tional rul)bish, some sparks of the true love and hope, and of the piety and spiritual

law which had moved its friends and founders ; and it was received by its early sub-

scribers with almost a religious welcome. Many ye:irs after it was brought to a close,

Margaret was surprised in England by very warm testimony to its merits; and in 1848

the writer of these pages found it holding the same affectionate place in many a

private book-shelf in ICngland and Scotland which it had secured at home. Good or

bad, it cost a good deal of precious labor from those who served it, and from Margaret

most of all.'"

The contents of the first number of the Dial for January, 1841, arc hardly

less interesting to-day than they were forty years ago. The address " from

the Editors to the Reader," with which it opened, was by Mr. Emerson, and

was a strong and stirring statement of the motives which urged the founders

of the new journal. " They have obeyed with great joy the strong current

of thought and feeling which for a few years past has led many sincere per-

sons in New England to make new demands upon literature, and to repro-

bate that rigor of our conv'cntion.s of literature and education which is

turning us to stone, which renounces hope, which looks only backward,

which asks only such a future as the past, which suspects improvement, and

holds nothing in so much horror as new views and the dreams of youth."

Margaret Fuller contributed " A short essay on Critics " and an account of

a recent exhibition of Allston's pictures ; Theodore Parker, a paper on
" The Divine Presence in Nature and the Soul ;

" George Ripley, a review

of Brownson's writings; W. H. Channing, a psychological study called

" Ernest the Seeker ;
" Bronson Alcott, a heterogeneous collection of

" Orphic Sayings ;
"

J. S. Dwight, a paper on " The Religion of Beauty
"

and a brief review of " The Concerts of the past Winter ;
" and Mr. William

D. Wilson, a notice of Channing's translation of Jouffroy. The poetry of

the number included "The Problem," by Mr. Emerson, and lesser poems

by Thoreau, C. P. Cranch, and Charles Emerson. Few magazines, we

imagine, have set out for their readers a more inviting table.

Of the Dial writers, the greater part were little given to frequent pub-

lishing. Mr. Emerson, writing slowly, has in the course of a generation

happil)- accumulated a considerable bod}' of enduring literature. Mr.

Alcott, after his Conversations with Children, published in 1836, and the

little volume on Spiritual Culture, printed little or nothing until the

Atlantic offered him, twenty years later, the opportunity of publishing such

fragmentary and miscellaneous reflections as he was fond of putting forth.

Margaret Fuller's fame rests not so much on her books, Sunnner on t/ie

Lakes, Woman in the Nineteenth Century, or her letters to the Tribune, as

on the traditions of her extraordinary conversation, her insatiable appetite

' Memoir of Margaret Fuller, i. 323.

VOL. III. — 83.
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for knowledge and stud\', and her personal influence over all who were

brought into her society. Thoreau, indeed, did not disdain, in spite of

his small opinion of his fellow-men, to set down his impressions of Nature

for their edification ; and his books are characteristic of his most eccentric

and non-conforming disposition. His Record of a Week on the Concord and
Merrimack Rivers and Walden, or Life in the Woods, both published eight

or ten years after the experiences which they describe, were all that he him-

self sent to the press ; but from his manuscripts his friends were able to

prepare and publish after his death several volumes, to the first of which,

Excursions in Field and Forest, Mr. Emerson prefixed a tender and enthusi-

astic memoir of his friend. TJie Maine Woods and Cape Cod are interesting

additions to a list of writings which only partialh- reveal a soul of singular

and fascinating individuality.

Transcendentalism had its day and passed. Ardently believed in and

upheld by the little band of the faithful, a target for much good-natured

raillery from the unregenerate, in no great time it ceased to be proclaimed.

Perhaps its atmosphere was a little thin and chill for the sustenance of a

hard-working New England community; but the ideas and sentiments of

the Transcendentalists were neither abandoned nor lost sight of, and their

mark was long visible in the literature, the theology, the politics, and the

art of New England.^

Literary production was now visibl_\- increasing, and the distribution of

books was accomplished to an extent not before known through the

medium of circulating libraries. Another important medium of communi-

cation between the writer and the public now comes into prominence. The
lecture system, instantly successful in the cities, was swiftly extended

through the country, until no considerable town could aftbrd to be without

its annual course of lectures extending more or less through the winter

months, and enlisting the aid of writers more or less famous according to

the resources of the place. The Lowell Institute of Boston, inaugurated on

the first of December, 1839, by an address from Edward Everett, has main-

tained to this day from six to ten courses of lectures every year, in which

many of the most eminent men of this countr\- and England, in literature,

science, and theolog}-, have read careful essaj's on almost every concei\-able

topic related to those departments.- " It has been ascertained," said Mr.

Everett in the opening address above alluded to, " that twenty-six courses

were delivered in Boston during the last season, not including those \\hich

consisted of less than eight lectures. . . . These lectures were attended in

the aggregate b)- about thirteen thousand fi\-e hundred persons, at an ex-

pense of less than tweh'e thousand dollars. This is probabh- a greater

' [The reader may compare a parallel view living and believing, and -so a good counterpart

of the rise and decline of Transcendentalism in to the present sketch. — Ed.]

Mr. George P. Bradford's continuation of Dr. - [.See an account of the Institute in Mr. Dill-

Ripley's chapter on " Philosophic Thought in away's chapter on " Education," etc., in Boston,

Boston," in Vol. IV., treated in its relation to in Vol. IV. — El).]
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number of lectures than was ever delivered in any previous year, but the

number of courses has been steadily increasing from the time of their first

commencement on the present footing, about twenty years ago. " ^

The lecture system, in its best estate an admirable educational instrument,

has been subject to dreadful abuse. The unbounded appetite of the New
England communities for this form of intellectual nourishment has tempted

vast hordes of charlatans and pretenders to try their fortunes in this profit-

able field. "The hungry sheep look up and are not fed." The pay of the

lecturer has grown more exorbitant in proportion to the dilution of his

mixture, until professional jokers have usurped the places once graced by

philosophers and poets; and to-day the lyceums are served by a new species

of broker, who ekes out the failing literary material with the better enter-

tainment of music and play-acting.

Hut the lecture has been, and perhaps will yet be again, of immense \'alue

in the education of the people,— less perhaps by the actual communication

of knowledge, which is too easily taken in to be long remembered, than by

cultivating a general taste for it, and by pointing out the avenues to it.

The extent of the influence exerted year after year by the popular lectures

of Agassiz, in diffusing among the people not only a knowledge and com-

prehension of the elementary facts of those branches of natural science

which he had made his own, but a taste and inclination for serious study in

them, cannot be estimated. The extent of the influence of Mr. Emerson on

the tone of public opinion and sentiment in New England is to be best

conceived when we remember that his delightful and ennobling lectures

were read, winter after winter, to audiences composed by no means chiefly of

scholars and highl}' cultivated persons, but of earnest people in the common
walks of life, who loved to sweeten their unromantic lives with such enter-

tainment. f""or ten years the lectures of Theodore Parker varied in number

from fort)' to eighty during the season.''^

' These figures were taken from Horace western lecture tours, he writes thus: "This
Mann's third report as .secretary of the Massa- lousiness of lecturing is an original contrivance

chusetts Board of Education, which further adds, for educating the people. The world has noth-

"that in the State of Massachusetts, outside of ing like it. In it are combined the best things

.Suffolk County, there were found in operation of the church {/. c, the preaching) and of the col-

one hundred and thirty-seven lyceums, etc., lege (/. f., the informing thought) with some of

maintaining annual courses, at which the aver- the fun of the theatre. Besides, it gives the

age attendance for the year had been thirty-two 'rural districts' a chance to see the men they

thousand six hundred and ninety-eight." Mr. read about; to see the lions,— for the lecture

Mann adds this remark :
" It has often been re- is also a show to the eyes. Now I think this

peated by numerous and accurate observers that one of the most admirable means of educat-

in the city of Boston the general topics of con- ing the people. For ten years past, six or

versation, and the mode of treating them, have eight of the most progressive and powerful

been greatly improved since what may be called minds in America have been lecturing fifty to a

the reign of popular lectures."— Report of Sccre- hundred times in the year. Surely some must

tary of Board of Education, 1S39, p. 74. dance after so much piping, and that of so mov-

- Mr. Parker h.as left us the most emphatic ing a sort !
" Feb. 11, 1S5S, Mr. Parker writes

judgment as to the value of the lecture system to S. J. May :
" This has been a stupid winter

to the mental development of the people. In a to me. I have less than half my old joyous

letter dated " Northern New York, railroad cars, power of work. I have lectured seventy-three

March 12, 1857," during the last of his great times, always close at hand, and have done for
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A curious instance of the mental acti\it\- which was generated in the

days of the Transcendental movement is furnished by the erratic career

of Orestes A. Brownson, who, liaving been reared among the influences of a

rigid Presbyterianism, had freed himself from them when he came to man's

estate, and had gone, as so often happens, to the other extreme of general

negation. From this dismal condition he shortlv emerged as a Unitarian,

taking, some years later, the charge of an independent religious society in

Boston. He had the restless energv", the personal independence, and dis-

like of personal accountability which belong to the free-lance in literature

;

and he added to this a mind unusually well equipped for polemical dis-

cussion and philosophic inquiry. He had been a frequent writer in the

Christian Exaviincr, but he chafed under the mildest editorial control; and

in 1838 established, with characteristic confidence, a review of his own, the

Boston Quarterly Review, .which he maintained almost "single-handed for

five years. ^ In 1842 Mr. Brownson united his Qicarterly with the Democratic

Revietu of New York, of which he became an editor ; but the connection

proved to be neither congenial nor profitable, and in less than two \'ears he

returned to Boston and established a new personal organ under the title of

Broivnson''s Quarterly Revieiv. The philosophic radicalism of the old organ

nad now yielded to a reactionary influence which had carried Mr. Brownson
at a bound all the wa\' from rationalism to Romanism, and the old allies

were now targets for the sharpest arrows of the new and zealous convert.

The Quarterly was maintained with unabated vigor, and still with scarcel_\-

any assistance from other writers, until 1864, and was so far from exhaust-

ing the productive ability of its extraordinary conductor that he found time

to write and publish a succession of books on various subjects of a philo-

sophic character, of which some were in the form of novels, and others in

the more usual guise of a learned treatise, but all displaying in full measure

the vivacity and mental resource which had marked his earlier writings. In

1873 he recommenced the Rcvieiv, but his death, two years later, put a final

stop to it.

The study of German literature, once effectively introduced among us,

became rapidly, as a matter of course, a part of every educational scheme
which pretended to comprehensiveness. For some years, however, the

reading in this language was mostly confined to the poets. In 1848 Fred-

erick H. Hedge published in an octavo volume a collection of extracts

from the Prose Writers of Germany, including, besides Goethe and Schiller,

many writers now familiar enough in this-country, but of whom at that time

little more was known than the names. Kant, Lessing, Wieland, Jean Paul,

the season. Last year I lectured eighty times, sectarian interests, and called for by no motives

all the way from the Mississippi to the Penob- but the inward |)romptings of the author's own
scot." soul. . . . The best indication of the culture of

' Of this work Mr. Ripley said in the Dial

:

philosophy in this country, and the application

"This journal stands alone in the history of of its speculative results to the theory of relig-

periodical works. It was undertaken by a single ion, the criticism of literary productions, and the

individual, without the co-operation of friends, institutions of society, we presume no one will

with no external patronage, supported by no dispute, is to be found in this journal."
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Hegel, I'ichtc, Schlegcl, Tieck, Xoxalis, Hoffman, and others were repre-

sented by selections more or less ample, accompanied with brief biograph-

ical notices ; and the work was not only an interesting and valuable addition

to the libraries of readers, but had a sensible influence in widening the

ranee and confirniinsj- the taste for (icrman studies.

&~e^'- ^^i)Ct.-.<rv^'

The next year after the publication of Dr. Hedge's German selections

appeared the History of Spanish LitcratJire, by Mr. George Ticknor,— a

scholarl}- and conscientious work, and a monument of persistent and long

continued labor, but dealing with a literature for the most part not only

'

I
This statuette of Mr. Ticknor, made by selecting the motto. It was made in iS6S. It is

.Mr. .Martin Milmore "as a compliment and e.\- shown on a table in his library, in the engraving

pression of gratitude" (Life, Liters, and Journals on the ne.\t page. A life-size bust of Mr. Tick-

of do. Ticknor, ii. 492), is inscribed :
" Aet. .Suae, nor, likewise by Milmore, was presented to the

Ix.vvii. Libris .semper amicis,"— Mr. Ticknor Boston I'ublic Library in 1S68.— Ltj.]
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MK. XICKNOKS LIBRARY.'

unknown, but singularly undeserving of attention amid tlie multitude uf

more important claims.

There is something pathetic in the confidence with which, at inter\-als of

a few years, some earnest soul, or perhaps a group of them, sets on foot a

new periodical ; starting forth with a full stock of enthusiasm and a com-

fortable pile of contributed material of just the required stamp, only to

repeat, after a declining volume or two, the dismal stor\-,— of enthusiasm

' [This cut follows a photograph taken

since Mr. Ticknor's death, kindly lent by Mrs.
Ticknor. The house in its present condition is

shown in an engraving of Park Street, given in

Mr. Bugbee's chapter in this volume ; and also,

as it stood -a few years after its erection, in the

heliotype given in Mr. Stanwood's chapter in

\'ol. IV. Of the above view Mr. Ticknor's

daughter has furnished, by request, the following

description :
—

" The portrait over the fireplace is that of

Sir Walter Scott, painted by Leslie for my
father, mentioned in the Lt/e; Letters, etc. of C.

Tickiior, vol. i. pp. 3SS, 389, and 407 ; and also

in Leslie's Reminiscences. The books visible in

the cases, on the left of the spectator, are, suc-

cessively, of German, French, and English lit-

erature, until the press ne.xt the fireplace is

reached, which contains works on history. Be-

tween the fireplace and window are works of

biography and theology. The cupboards below

are all filled with books.

" The large chair by the fireplace, on the right

of the spectator, is that in which Mr. Ticknor

habitually sat.

" The appearance of the room, as seen in this

view, is absolutely the same as when he was liv-

ing, e.xcept for the addition of one or two small

pieces of furniture. The Spanish books, re-

moved after Mr. Ticknor's death, occupied the

whole end of the room opposite the fireplace ;

and their places have been filled by Greek,

Latin, Italian, and other books, which had at

different times been crowded out and exiled to

another part of the house."— .\nna Eliot
TicK.MOR, June, 1881.

—

Ed.]
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qucnclicd 1)_\- liard work and lack of support, and of contributions labori-

ously extorted from indifterent or reluctant friends, and perhaps not of just

the required stamp any longer. The Dial kept itself alive for four years.

\\ hilc it was \et comparatively prosperous, in 1842 a new magazine was

established, called the Boston Miscd/niij' of Literature and Fashion. Its

editor was Nathan Hale, Jr., who drew contributions from Dr. Chan-

ning, Alexander H. Everett, Fldward Everett, Nathaniel Hawthorne, W. W.
Story, J. R. Lowell, N. P. Willis, and many others. A charming periodical

was the result, which did not survive its first year.

After the discontinuance of the Dial, some of its most eminent support-

ers and contributors, chief among whom was George Ripley, the head of

the Brook Farm Community, devised a new journal,— half magazine, half

newspaper, — to take up, in some sort, its work as an organ of advanced

thought. The new journal was called the Harbinger, a large octavo of

sixteen pages, "published by the Brook Farm Phalanx" once a week at

Boston and New York, and with an admirable list of writers, nearly equally

di\ided between the two cities, including the names of Riplev", \\ . 11.

Channing, G. W. Curtis, Lowell, Whittier, Story, Horace Greeley, J.S. Uwight,

and many more. Mr. Francis G. Shaw's translation of Consuclo was printed

in the Harbinger, beginning in the first number of the paper. Attractions

enough were here combined to have secured for the paper a long, prosper-

ous, and useful existence. It was not too philosophic or too aggressive to

commend itself to steady-going people who still held by the old ways,

while its tone was thoroughly liberal, earnest, and progressive; but it was

discontinued at the end of the fifth year.'

The last attempt at establishing a journal in the interest at once of good

letters and of reform was the work chiefly of Theodore Parker, who in 1846

had taken charge of the societ}- in Boston, and found his influence necessarily

much enlarged by the change. Mr. Parker had ne\-er been a contributor

to the North Atnerican Revieiv, and that journal, under the management

of F'rancis Bowen, was then in its most conservative phase. To the Chris-

tian Examiner he had been a frequent and welcome contributor ; but the

Examiner was a theological review, published in the interest of a sect, ami

that sect one of the least numerous of all. It was felt by Mr. Parker, as

well as by many other scholars of liberal instincts, that the condition of the

country was such as ought to receive more attention and sterner comment
than any existing review would admit to its pages. " We want a tremen-

dous journal," said Parker, " with abilit\> in its arms and piety in its heart.

It should be literary, philosophical, poetical, theological ; abo\'e all human,

— human even to divinit}'. I think we ma\- find help in unexpected

quarters." Man\' conferences were held with Emerson, Dr. Howe, J. E.

Cabot, and other friends ; and the first number of the Massachnsetts Quar-

terly Review appeared in December, 1847. Mr. Emerson wrote the editor's

address, as he had done seven years before for the Dial ; but in the tone

' [See Mr. Bradford's chapter in Vol. 1\'.— Kd.]
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of the two addresses tliere is a difference as wide as in tlie motives of the

two journals. The new review was certainly not " secondary or bookish in

its origin ;
" and its inspiration was very clearly " caught from primary

instincts." The ambition here was not for culture or self-development,— the

transcendental phraseology was laid aside ; the desire was to move the con-

science and heart of the nation, and awaken them to a more earnest interest

in the national affairs. The overwhelming and stifling materialism of the

people, the brutal and reckless behavior of their chosen rulers, are the

points most strongly emphasized in the address of the new editors. The
war with Mexico was now at its height. " We sec that reckless and

destructive fury which characterizes the lower classes of American society,

and which is pampered by hundreds of profligate presses. The young

intriguers who drive in bar-rooms and town-meetings the trade of politics,

sagacious only to seize the victorious side, have put the country into the

position of an overgrown bully; and Massachusetts finds no heart nor head

to give weight and efficacy to her contrary judgment." A voice must be

raised on behalf of decent government. But politics is not the only im-

portant matter. " A journal that would meet the real wants of this time

must have a courage and power sufficient to solve the problems which the

great, groping society around us, stupid with perplexity, is dumbly explor-

ing. Let it not show its astuteness by dodging each difficult question, and

arguing diffusely every point on which men are long ago unanimous."

Socialism, slavery, the new questions in natural science, the new heresies

in theology, invited candid and fearless discussion. It is praise enough

for the new Rcviciv to say that it did not discredit this programme. An
article of great severity on the Mexican War, b\- Mr. Parker; a paper bj'

Dr. Howe, on the condition and prospects of Greece: another, b\- Mr.

Weiss, on the life and writings

*~y
/P /^ ,^^-^/^t^/J^ of Agassiz, who had just accept-"7 /P // ^^.,^//f^/£ '^^ Agassiz, who had just accept-

(^^^^^^^-^-^^ <>-^ ^' z^/ ^^ ^^ ed the Harvard professorship;

/ and a thoughtful paper b\- Mr.

/ // . /^ /" / /1 1^ m Cabot, on the influence of mod-
C^A^^*-^ 6_ /^^J'X .

ern civilization on the fine arts,

suggested b\' Mr. Powers's statue

of the Greek Slave ; with some pages of short reviews and notices,— made up

the opening number. Mr. Parker was from the first, though much against

his wish, the laboring editor, receiving occasional assistance from Wendell

Phillips, Henry James, Edouard Desor, and others, besides those just named

as contributing to the first number. But the usual disappointments of the

editor were not long in arriving. Too large a proportion of the writing fell

upon him for lack of adequate help. Twelve quarterly numbers were

issued, and the undertaking was then reluctanth- abandoned.

In the department of history, Boston has contributed to the literature of

the country some works of distinguished excellence. In 1840 the two
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authors who wore the first, in later days, to make this department a con-
spicuous one, were ah'eady in full career. George Bancroft, in his lonsj and
crowded life, has shown us a remark-

able example of a t_\pe not uncommon
in Europe,— the union of the man of

letters with the statesman. He seems

from earl)- youth to have foreseen and ,/ >>^/^ <7

prepared himself for a high career. ^y^ '^ ^ 'i^^.

Graduating at the age of seventeen he went abroad at once, studying for two

years at Gottingen, and passing several years in alternate study and travel

in Germany, Ital\', and France ; enjoying in all those countries, to an unus-

ual extent, the acquaintance and friendship of men of the first eminence

in scholarship, — of Schleiermacher, Wilhelm von Humboldt, and Varn-

hagen von Ense, in German}-; Bunsen, Xiebuhr, and Manzoni, in Rome;
Cousin, Benjamin Constant, and Alexander \-on Humboldt, in Paris. In

Heidelbe'-g he pursued his historical studies with Schlosser. Upon his return

to America he became a frequent contributor to the North American Review,

then under the charge of Jared Sparks. In 1823 he published a translation

of Heeren's Politics of Ancient Greece. He was not long in getting at

work on the historj- which he had early determined to undertake ; but he

worked with patience and deliberation, and it was not until 1834 that his

first volume was ready for publication. The second and third volumes fol-

lowed in 1838 and 1840, while he held the responsible, if not yet exacting,

position of Collector of the port of Boston,— a position which, in the present

days, we should regard as ludicrously incongruous with the quiet prosecu-

tion of literary or historical studies. Aiix railiants caiirs, ricn impossible.

Mr. Hancrofl's labors on his great work were often interrupted b_\- business

of too great moment to be put by. Successive appointments to high pub-

lic office, while they left him diminished leisure, saved him, perhaps, from

the characteristic defect of the writer who mixes little with men. He was

Secretary of the Nav}- in 1845 ; and the next year was Minister of the

United States at London, holding this post until 1849. This interval was,

however, of inestimable advantage to him. The public offices, both of Lon-

don and Paris, opened their doors to the American Minister; and, in addi-

tion to the e.xhaustless records thus made available, immense collections of

letters and manuscripts, which had come down from the English statesmen

of the Revolutionary era and had remained in the possession of their fam-

ilies, were put at his disposal. The fourth \-olume of the history appeared

in 1852; the fifth and sixth in 1854; bringing the work down to the open-

ing of the Revolution. The period of the war, and the organization of the

government under the Federal Constitution, occupied four volumes more,

of which the last was issued in 1875. Finished under the pressure of

advancing age, the later volumes show no decline in vivacity of style or

strength and firmness of thought.

Four years after Mr. Bancroft published the first volume of his history,

VOL. ni. — S4.
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there appeared the first of a series of historical works whose picturcsque-

ness and novelty of subject won for them a jiopularit}' which no American

work had as yet achieved. The career of William H. Prescott offers, in all

^ but perseverance and steadfast adherence to a delib-

^^^'in (rL^^t-Tj*^^ erately formed purpose, a strong and pathetic con-

trast to the busy and conspicuous life of Mr. Bancroft.

Graduating in 1814, he spent two years in travel abroad, but without any

special aim beyond diversion and the restoration of his impaired eyesight.

He was strongly interested in French and Italian literature, and made con-

scientious studies in this field, even cherishing at one time, we are told, an

ambition to write a comprehensive histor)^ of the literature of one or the

other of those countries; but the undertaking, on a nearer view, appeared

too great, and was relinquished. The only direct result of his studies in this

direction appeared in some papers contributed chiefly to the Nortli Amcj'-

ican Reviezv, and which were collected in a volume of Miscellanies, pub-

lished in Boston and London in 1845. He had, however, conceived the

desire to become a historian, and in the absence of strong predilections

appears to have cast about for a subject. An entry in his diary in 18 19,

when he was twenty-three years old, shows the deliberation of his purpose.

He there assigns ten years for general preparatory studies, and ten \-ears

more for the composition of the work, whatever it might prove to be. He
made a fortunate choice of subject, in the Reign of Ferdinand and Isabella

of Spain, and sent to Madrid for the necessary materials, which, through

the influence of Mr. A. H. Ex-erett, then United States Minister at that

Court, he readih' obtained. An imposing mass of manuscripts and printed

works was forwarded to Boston, but found the eager student incapable of

reading so much as a titlepage. The stor\- of the trials b)- which Mr.

Prescott was beset through his partial blindness, and of the patience, deter-

mination, and ingenuity through which he overcame them, is too familiar

to need repetition. The history, spite of all obstacles, was published within

the ten years which the writer had assigned for the work, and its reception

was doubtless ample compensation for the fatigues it had cost him. It

was at once republished in London, and translated into French, German,

Spanish, and Italian. Twelve editions have been printed in the United

States, and four in t2ngland. Far from resting content with this triumph,

Mr. Prescott set to work without delay upon the historj- of the Conqnest of

Mexico. In this case, as before, he spared himself the labor of personal

research through the state-paper offices, but availed himself of the assist-

ance of willing friends, through whom he received in due time a mass of

documents from the Royal Academy of Madrid, from the family archives

of the descendants of Cortes, and from Mexican sources, covering some
eight thousand folio pages.' His infirmity of eyesight did not mend, and

he was forced to employ the same methods of reading and writing as in

his first work. Long practice had, however, given facilit)- both to author

' Griswold's Prose Writers of Ameriai.
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and secretary. The work was finished ui less than five years from its com-
mencement, and was received not less favorably than its predecessor. It

was published in 1843. The third history, the Conquest of Peru, appeared

in 1847, after a still shorter interval. Mr. Prescott then entered on a work
of much greater difficulty. The period of Philip II. was a subject involv-

ing not merely a continuous narrative of successive and obviously connected

events, but the story of vast and obscure complications with almost every

Court in Europe. This was the last great undertaking of Mr. Prescott, and

was destined to remain a fragment. Two volumes were issued in 1855, and

PRESCOn's LIBRARY.

a third in 1858; and much had been done on succeeding portions of the

work, when the author's patient labors were brouglit to a sudden close b\-

his death, in 1859.'

The line of historical writers was worthily continued by Richard Hil-

dreth, who had been one of the contributors to the New England Magazine

in 1832, and who was for some years after that date the successful manager

of the Boston .It/as. In 1840, having retired from that position, he devoted

himself to literature. His productions were, for the most part, in the nature

' [The tributes published in the A/ass. Hist.

Soc. Proc. of that year testify to the honor in

which he was held. A few years later, in 1S64,

ap]3eared a Lifi- of Prescott, prepared by his life-

long friend, George Ticknor. Before beginning

on his Spanish subjects, Prescott had contem-

plated a work on Moliere, and the books he col-

lected, becoming the property of Mr. Ticknor,

were given by him to the Public Library. Mr.

Prescott left by hfs will the manuscripts collect-

ed for the writing of his Ferdinand and Isabella

to Harvard College Library. After some years

the bulk of his library was sold at public auc-

tion ; but not till the marks of his ownership

had been generally and unfortunately removed.

— Ed.
I
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of moral or political treatises. Of these, the first to attract general notice

was Despotism in America, a vigorous though temperate and argumentative

arraignment of the system of slavery in the Southern States. In 1844 he

published a purely philosophical treatise called the Theory of Morals,

followed some years later by another on the Theory of Politics. These

works were colored by a more advanced radicalism than had before been

ventured on, e.xcept, perhaps, in the columns of the Liberator ; and their

reception b}' the organs of criticism was surprisingly warm. This was par-

ticularly the case with the Theory of Morals, as to which the North Amer-

ican Rrciciv for once joined hands with Bnnvnson's Quarterly in what must

now be admitted to have been not so much criticism as abuse. Mr. 1 lildreth

now began a comprehensive History of the United States. The work

of Mr. Bancroft had reached its third volume, but was for the time inter-

rupted by the author's official position in London. Mr. Hildrcth was not

satisfied with Mr. Bancroft's treatment of some portions of his subject, and

tried his hand at a different plan. Less diffuse in detailed description, less

enthusiastic and demonstrative in his patriotism, Mr. Hildreth passed briefly

over many points on which his predecessor had delighted to linger, while

he gave much attention to certain others which the earlier history had

scarcely touched at all. The work was pursued with steadfast industry.

Three volumes, published in 1849, carried the history as far as the adoption

of the Federal Constitution ; and the remaining three, bringing it down to

the close of Monroe's first term, were completed and issued within three

years from the appearance of the first volume.

In 185 I Mr. Francis Parkman gave to the public the first fruits of his

studies in a field which, lying straight in the path of every historian of the

United States, had hitherto been strangely neglected by them all. The

exploits of the Spanish adventurers and the English settlers had received

abundant attention at various hands; but the story of the determined and

long-continued resistance of the Indian tribes, and of the French attempts

at colonization, North and South, — \\ith the experiences, heroic, pathetic,

fanatic, picturesque, of the religious ciitreprcucurs,— had been left for the

fortunate hand of a new writer. Mr. Parkman was not an unknown writer.

The admirable papers he had contributed to the Knickerbocker Magazine,

descriptive of his sojourn among the Indian tribes on the plains of the

Platte Ri\-er, and published later under the title of The Oregon Trail, had

sufficiently introduced him as a vigorous and graceful narrator, possessing

a keen relish for the wholesome and unconventional life of the camp and a

generous sympathy with all forms of simple manliness, without much respect

to race or color. The History of the Conspiracy of Pontiac was published

in a single octavo volume, and at once attracted much attention, at first

from the unaccustomed subject, and then from the visible merit and value

of the work. Mr. Parkman next occupied himself with the attempts of the

earliest French explorers ; but, working under the disadvantage of a physi-

cal infirmity curiously similar to Mr. Prescott's, a long interval necessarily

t>
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elapsed before the first of the series of books was issued which are now so

well known under the comprehensive title of France and England in the

Nczv World; and which embrace under separate titles^ accounts of the

explorations and strifes of the Spaniards and Huguenots in Florida, of

Champlain on the Northern border, of La Salle on the Mississippi, the

missions of Lejeune, Brebceuf, Lallemant, and Jogues on the Great Lakes

and the St. Lawrence, and other phases of French-Canadian history. To
the sombre and depressing details of New England Puritan history these

romantic and picturesque narratives of gallant struggle, of heroic sacrifice,

of steadfast endurance, — the more pathetic because for the most part

futile,— aftbrd a remarkable contrast and relief.

If the literature of Boston is rich in historical works, it is not less rich in

those collections of biographical memoranda, and of the speeches, corre-

spondence, and diaries of public men which furnish the materials for histor-

ical studies. Such collections have, in several instances, been the grateful

work of proud and loving descendants ; but scarcely one of the great men
who have gi\en to Massachusetts her just prominence in the history of the

countr}- has lacked a friend to whom such a task was a pleasure, adding

to the long list of pious memorials, of widely-varying interest and literary

importance, but animated by the same generous motive,— to preserve and

hand down the remembrance of the men who in the stress of angry and

turbulent politics have kept the faith, that their successors may not be

without the benefit of their example. Thus, in 1809, the works of F"isher

Ames were brought together and published, with a brief memoir, within a

year of his death; but not so completely but that his son, Seth Ames, was

able, forty-five years after, to make a much more perfect collection, includ-

ing a considerable part of the correspondence of that eminent statesman.

Thus William Tudor published, in 1S23, his Life of yanus Otis ; and J. T.

Austin, five years later, his Life of Elbridge Gerry. Thus Josiah Ouincy, in

1825, published the Life of his father, Josiah Ouincy, Jr., of Revolutionary

fame; and William W'. Storj-, in 1851, the Life and Letters of his father.

Judge Story; and Edmund Ouincy, in 1867, the Life of his father, Josiah

Ouincy; and Robert C. Winthrop, in 1864, the Life and Letters of John

Winthrop. The Life of John Adams, begun by his son, John Quincy

Adams, was finished by his grandson, Charles Francis Adams, and printed

in the first of ten octavo volumes containing the works and correspond-

ence of the second President, and issued at intervals from 1851 to 1856.

A memoir of the Life of John Ouincy Adams was written by Josiah

Quincy and published in 1858; but a more detailed account, composed

in great measure of his diary from 1795 until his death in 1848, was com-

piled by Charles Francis Adams, and published in ten volumes from 1874

to 1877. The Life of James Sullivan by Thomas C. Amory; the Life of

Samuel Adams by William V. Wells ; of Joseph Warren by Richard Froth-

1 Pioneers of France hi the A«w World; rewritten because of Margry's documentary

Jesuits in North America; Discm'ery of the publications); Old Regime in tlie Nnu World;

Great West (later called La Salle, when largely and Frontenac.
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ingham ; of Timotliy Pickering by Octaviiis Pickering and Charles \V.

Upham ; of Count Rumford by Dr. George E. Ellis,— are later additions.

The orators on the other hand have, for the most part, not waited for

posterity, but have themselves collected and revised their speeches for

publication. A volume of the public addresses of Daniel W'ebster was

issued as early as 1830, containing

)/^ (y>^^ /7 z. the noble commemorative addresses at

'^C-^^-<>''-^'^'^<^'<Z:^^ Pljmouth and Bunker Hill, and that

delivered in Faneuil Hall in 1826 on the occasion of the death of Adams
and Jefferson, the great speech in the Senate on Foote's resolution, with

other Congressional speeches, and the famous argument in the trial of

Knapp at Salem. A brief memoir of W'ebster, written by Edward E\erett,

was prefixed to the volume. Other volumes of Mr. Webster's speeches

were issued from time to time during his life, and a complete edition was

in course of publication at the time of his death in 1852.

Of Mr. Everett's orations, a collection in a single volume was published

in 1836, and reprinted, with additions filling a second volume, in 1850. A
third volume was added by Mr. Everett in 1859, and a fourth b\- his sons

in 1868, the last containing, among others, the remarkable address on the

character of Washington, — remarkable in itself, but even more so in its

extraordinary popularity, the number of its repetitions, and the sums it

was made to yield to a national enterprise which was miscrabl)' defeated

after all.

Collections of the speeches of Charles Sumner, of Robert C. Winthrop,

of Wendell Phillips, and other prominent orators, have also been published.

When Mr. Prescott's history of Phillip W. was interrupted b\- his too

early death, his subject was, to a certain extent, covered b}- a younger

writer, who, like Prescott himself had achieved a high place among the

historians by his first work. Mr. John Lothrop Motley's history of The

Rise of the Dutch Republic made its appearance

only a year after the first two volumes of Mr.

Prescott's Pliilip. No portion of the portentous

reign of that monarch was more important in its

relations to the civilization and welfare of Europe than that which was

occupied by his desperate struggle with the people of Holland, and his

treacherous dealings with the English queens. Of all this the stor\- was as

fully and satisfactorily told from Mr. Motley's point of view as it could have

been from Mr. Prescott's. Mr. Motley had been as fortunate in the advan-

tages he had enjoyed in composing his history as Mr. Prescott had been

unfortunate. His long residence abroad gave him ample opportunity to

use to the fullest the abundant materials which existed at the various courts

of Germany, as well as in Spain, England, and Holland,— some of the most

interesting of which had been but recently brought to light. His use of

this material was not only conscientious but extremely skilful, and gave to

his work a vivacity and human interest of which, until then, the only e.xam-
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pic was to be found in the pages of Macaulay. The hi.story, when it ap-

peared in 1856, was a delightful surprise. Its welcome was not less warm
in Kngland and Holland than in the United States. A Dutch translation

was at once prepared, with an introduction b)' Backhuysen van den Brink.

A P'rench translation followed shortly, with an introduction by Guizot. The

work was also translated into German and Russian. The author went on

1 [This cut follows a porUait by G. Stuart D.D. A view of the monument on his grave in

Newton, painted in iSiS in London, and now Mount Auburn is given in the /^(7;T<jra'/i'c'^rfCT-,

owned by his nephew, the Rev. Edward E.Hale, July, 1S81. — Ed.]
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with his studies, and piibhshed in 1861 two vokimes of tlic History of the

United Net/u-rlnnds, the remaining two vohimes of which appeared in 1867,

bringing the history down to the recognition of the independence of the

RepubHc in 1609. The mournful story of the Life and Death of yohn of

Barnevelde, pubhshed in 1874, brought the writer to the threshold of the

Thirty Years' War. The history of this dismal period, in which the civil-

ization of Europe seemed about to be obscured, was the difficult labor

which Mr. Motley next proposed to himself. On retiring from the office

of Minister to England in 1870, he took up his residence at The Hague, in

the pri\-atc villa of the Queen of Holland, and emplo\-ed himself once more

in the congenial task of collecting and arranging his materials. He was

not, however, destined to publish any portion of the work, which was inter-

rupted by his death in 1877.^

The poetical promise discernible in the literature of the second period

was abundantly realized in the third. Mr. Longfellow had published his

]\nccs of the Night in 1839. For the next thirt}' \-cars his poems were issued

with frequency. He has been through life the most industrious and pro-

ductive of all American poets, and both his industry and productiveness

have increased since he has passed the period of middle life, when effort,

unless quickened by the spur of necessity, is apt to slacken. Mr. Long-

fellow''s later productions are far more ambitious and labored than his

earlier, and they are also more sombre, — the gentle, pensive sadness of

his earlier verse has deepened its tone. The melancholy of the Christus

and of the Nciv Enghvid Tragedies is quite distinct from anything to be

found in his poems prior to i860. But the minor poems of the later years

have gained greatly in strength of thought and force of expression, while

retaining all the sweetness and tenderness of sentiment which characterize

the earlier poems.

Mr. Emerson's earliest poems enriched the pages of the Dial, but arc

preserved in a small volume published in 1847. From time to time, nota-

bly since the establishment of the Athntic lilonthly. specimens of this rare

and thoughtful poetry were given to the public, which received them with

a curious mixture of reverence and amusement, often, it must be confessed,

taking their admirable qualities on trust, but charmed unaffectedly, now
and then, by the commanding beauty and depth of thought. But most of

Mr. Emerson's warmest admirers would doubtless agree with the judgment

of Theodore Parker, that "his best poetry is in his prose, and his poorest,

thinnest, and least musical prose is in his poems." -

Mr. James Russell Lowell printed his first volume, A Year's Life, in 1841.

His second, A Legend of Brittany, with which were printed some smaller

pieces, — " RhcECus " among them, — appeared in 1844. The Vision of Sir

1 [The Massachusetts Historical .Society ap- and resulted in a separate volume, whose te.\t

pointed Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes to prepare was subsequently abridged for the Society's rec-

the customary memoir for their /';(!(-«(i'/«^.f. The ord. See Proceedings, Hecemh&r, 1S7S. — Ed.]

subject grew on the friendly biographer's hands, - Massachusetts Quarterly Jieview, March, 1S50.
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THE FIRST DRAFT OF LONGFELLOW'S "EXCELSIOR."*

Lauiifal, in which llic best qualities of Mr. Lowell's genius are visible, was
published in 1848, and was followed within the year by the Fablefor Critics

1 [The original of this manuscript, of which and w.xs bequeathed, with his other autographs,
the cut gives but a portion, is written on the back by Mr. Sumner to Harvard College Library.—
of a letter from Charles Sumner to Longfellow, Eu.]

VOL. III.— 85.
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and The Bigloxv Papers. The transcendental movement, in which Mr.

Lowell had been somewhat interested, had produced many eccentricities in

its disciples which invited raillery,— and these traits were hit off in the

Fablefor Critics with a nimble wit and skilful touch, in which no suspicion

of ill-nature mingled. In the Biglozu Papers a new vein was opened. The

speech of the Yankee on his native heath might be picturesque, but had

never been called poetic. Mr. Lowell, in these papers, married it to immor-

tal verse, and used it with great effect in satire, in denunciation, in warning,

in pathetic appeal, to move the heart of the people to indignation and

shame against the Mexican War and the schemes of the slave-power. A
second series of " Biglow Papers," mostly contributed to the Atlantic Monthly

during the Rebellion, satirized with righteous severity the politics of that

period, but the old vein was not to be re-opened with success. In 1869 a

volume of collected poems was issued, called Under the Willows, which in-

cluded most of the verses which had appeared in the magazines of the

past ten years ; and with them the noble ode spoken at the Harvard Com-
memoration, in 1865, of those of her sons who had fallen in the war of the

Rebellion. The style of Mr. Lowell's later poems shows, generally speak-

ing, a distinct loss of simplicity. Some of them are marked by an involved

complexity of style, amounting even to obscurity, and which suggests the

influence of Browning.

Oliver Wendell Holmes ^ was in 1830, while an undergraduate at Har-

vard, a contributor of verses to a magazine of light literature, maintained

wholly by the students, and called the Collegian. For this magazine he

wrote some twenty-five pieces, mostly running over with extravagant fun,

but showing the turn for eas\' and graceful \-crsification which has distin-

guished his more deliberate productions. Most of these juvenile pieces have

been abandoned to oblivion by the author ; but some few examples of them,

as " Evening by a Tailor," " The Meeting of the Drj-ads," "The Spectre Pig,"

and others, have been admitted to a place among his acknowledged works.

J [There is a portrait and sketch of Dr. Holmes in the Harvm-d Register, April, 1881. — Ed.]
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On the establi-shment of the New England Magazine in 1831, Mr. Holmes,

then studying law, became a frequent contributor of verses, generally of much
the same character as those in the Collegian. In 1836 these pieces, with oth-

ers, including a poem read before the Phi Beta Kappa Society at Cambridge,

called Poetry, a Metrical Essay, were published in a volume. This was the

beginning of a brilliant career. Dr. Holmes's occasional poems, read before

societies on annixcrsary days, at public dinners, and wherever men have

met together for enjoyment or commemoration, have been more numerous

and more admired than those of any other poet. To strike exactly the right

note, to hit and emphasize just the emotion of the hour, be it grave or gay,

to say the very word that every man at the table or on the benches would

say if he could ; and to say it with a turn of grace, a sparkle, a spirit which

moved serious men to laughter, or frivolous men to tears, — this has been

the felicity of Dr. Holmes. Most of his poems for the last quarter of a

century have been first printed in the Atlantic Monthly.

In 1840 Mr. Whitticr, having exercised himself in a variety of situations,

— as farmer, shoemaker, editor at Boston, at Hartford, at Philadelphia; and

having already been a

contributor of prose and

verse to newspapers and

periodicals in all those

cities, and published two

or three small volumes

of poetry, — abandoned

the active walks of business, and fixed his residence at Amesbury, on
the banks of the Merrimack. From this calm retreat he sent forth, mostly

through the columns of the National Era, published at Washington, the

vigorous and stirring Antislavery poems by which he became most widely

known. He had been greatly moved by the bra\e crusade of Garrison, and

was early enrolled among the acti\'c and avowed adherents of the Antislavery

movement. His poems against sla\-ery took a more fiery and aggressive

tone about the time of the .Mexican War, and several of the pieces inspired

by that nefarious enterprise remain to this day unsurpassed in eloquence

and vigor of denunciation, not unrelieved by the truest pathos. This is one

side of Whittier's nature, the side earliest known by the public. There was

another side, not less remarkable and more full}- represented at a later

period, of which the main feature is a genuine love of Nature and a keen

appreciation and sympathy for every aspect in which she shows herself to

the New England eye. The fields and woods, the rocks and streams of his

native State,— her ice and snows as well, — are to him a constantly inspir-

ing theme ; and not less so are the homely virtues, the artless graces, the

latent heroism of her sons and daughters. Snozv-Bonnd, Maud Mnller, The

Barefoot Boy, In School-Days, are instances not more marked than scores of

others of this warmth of loyal affection. The first collection of his poems

was published in 1838, but his productiveness increased with his years, and
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was greatest at about and after the close of the RebelHon. " Eight volumes

of poems," says the memoir in Duyckinck's Cyclopizdia, " were added by

Mr. Whittier to his works in as many years (1864-72), one of which was a

series of selections."

To account for all the poets in a community where no man with pre-

tensions to the calling of a man of letters thinks his position assured without

at least an occasional copy of verses, would here be impossible. Among
the writers less known than those above noticed, are Thomas William Par-

sons and William W. Story. Born in the same year, the latter put forth a

small volume of poems in 1847, the former in 1854 Mr. Parsons had,

however, published ten years before his translation of the first ten cantos

of Dante's Inferno, whose excellence had attracted the attention of scholars.

His careful and continued study of Dante had colored visibly the style of

all his minor works, the best of which are marked bj- reserve and purit\- of

expression, and by gravity of thought and feeling. They exhibit, however,

a certain narrowness of range and restricted sympathies ; while the verses

of Story are the recreations of a busy man, versatile and unequal, much more

varied in style and subject than those of Parsons, with the animation and

interest which come of various relations and pursuits.

In fiction, beyond the pleasant stories of Miss Sedg^vick and Mrs. Child,

and the Eastern tales of William Ware, little had been done which retains a

place in New England literature until the publication, in 1843, of Sylvester

Judd's remarkable story o{ Margaret,— a production in its main features so

genuine that to the present day it holds the place which Mr. Lowell assigned to

it a few years after its first appearance, as " the most emphatically American

book ever written." Nobody has ever caught more exactly the spirit, at once

grim and humorous, of New England country life, before its hardships were

mitigated by a measure of material prosperity and by emancipation from

priestly rule and the superstitions which accompanied it. Nobody has ever

more lovingly observed or more accurately described the natural aspect of

the New England summer and winter, and its influence on the character

and temperament of the inhabitants. The book is often crude, extrava-

gant, repelling ; but its charm is neither to be denied nor resisted.

Three years after the publication of Margaret, a yet more remarkable

story appeared. The name of Nathaniel Hawthorne had been slowly grow-

ing familiar to a

y ^^ yy limited circle of

^^fy^^ -^ /^-^^^^/^.^^^ readers through
' the Izvice Told

Talcs, of which a portion had been collected and published in 1837, and a

second series in 1842 ; but which, keenh- appreciated b\' a few, had left the

author, as he has himself remarked, "the obscurest man of letters in America."

" These stories were published in magazines and annuals, extending o\-er a

period of ten or twelve years, and comprising the whole of the writer's
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young manhood, witliout making (so far as he has ever boon aware) the

sliglitcst impression on the public."

With tlic appearance of Tlw Scarlet Letter, in 1846, Mr. Hawthorne found

himself promptly raised to as much conspicuousness as the most exacting

author could desire. Criticism was silenced. Here was a book as faithful

to a single phase of the New England character as Judd's had been, but

informed with an imagination and creative power quite new in American

literature. With a subject as sombre and revolting as any in the whole

range of modern fiction, with a succession of incidents and experiences

scarcely relieved by so much as a gleam of human joy or mental health,

this story, like all which followed it from the same hand, but more strongly

than any other, impresses the reader with a certain uneasy sense of a preter-

natural influence about him, yet an influence from which he is by no means

anxious to escape. The author seems to have fixed on the dark ages of New
England history a gaze so intense, an attention so profound and searching,

as to have pierced the veil of the past, and to have seen " the very age and

body of the time." This makes the commanding power of the book; its

charm lies in the air of poetry and mystery with which the characters of the

story are invested, and in the incomparable beauty of the style. Here, one

would say, are all the essential elements of true poetry,— creative imagina-

tion, the poetic atmosphere, and exquisiteness of expression. These qualities,

it is no exaggeration to say, exist in a more eminent degree in the works of

Hawthorne than in any American poetry either before or since his time.

The works which followed Tlie Scarlet Letter, — The House of the

Seven Gables ; The BlitJiedale Romaiice ; The Marble Faun ; Septimius Fel-

ton,— are all, with the exception, perhaps, of the second, more agreeable,

since in them the dismal and morbid psychology, which in all is the most

salient characteristic, is relieved at intervals by the sweetest and purest

human sunshine.

In The Marble Fatin Mr. Hawthorne made, for the first time, a wide de-

parture from the field in which he had worked so long and brilliantly, only

to return to it again in The Dolliver Romance, his last work, of which but a

few chapters had been finished at the time of his death. Those few chap-

ters were, however, enough to show the powers of the writer at their high-

est, with an added grace and tenderness which was full of the most alluring

promise.

In 1850 and the following year, Mrs. Harriet Bcecher Stowe (known to

the public only through a little series of tales published a year or two before,

called The Mayfloiver, or Sketches of the Pilgrims^ contributed to the Ahttional

Era, a weekly Antislavery newspaper in Washington, a serial story with the

title of Uncle Tom's Cabin, or Life Among the Lowly. The circulation of the

newspaper was limited, and the story was brought to the attention of few be-

yond the usual readers. When the serial was completed, its author proposed

publishing it in a volume, but found much difficulty in getting any publisher

to accept it. Its publication was at length undertaken by Messrs. John P.
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Jewett & Co., of Boston, and the book appeared in 1852. Its instant and

extraordinary popularity must always remain one of the most remarkable

among the curiosities of literature. It has been stated that more than two

hundred thousand copies of the Boston edition were sold within a year from

its first appearance. Its reception in England was much more astonishing.

"The sale of Uncle Tom's Cabin" says the Edinburgh Review, in 1855, " is

the most marvellous literary phenomenon that the world has ever witnessed.

. . . The first London edition was published in May, 1852, and was not

large. But in the following September the London publishers furnished to

one house ten thousand copies per day for about four weeks, and had to em-

ploy a thousand persons in preparing copies to supply the general demand.

We cannot follow it beyond 1852; but it is probable that by the end of

that year more than a million copies were sold in England." The un-

doubted cleverness of this book ; its variety, vivacity, and fulness of in-

cident; its broad and striking contrasts, of exuberant fun with the most

genuine and moving pathos ; its picturesque description ; its vivid charac-

terizations,— are still not enough to account for sucli an unprecedented

success. We may, perhaps, explain its popularity in the United States by
remembering that the book fell upon a time when the people North and

South were intensely excited upon the portentous question of slavery, then

getting visibly hotter and more dangerous year by year. This book rep-

resents every form of opposition to slavery,— argument, wit, ridicule,

pathos, satire, and the bullet,— and appeals with force and enthusiasm to

every phase and every degree of Antislavery sentiment and opinion. And it

was, strange to say, \vith the exception of Hildreth's IVkite Slave, the first

book which had attempted such a thing. For its enormous circulation

abroad, its translation into every language of Europe,' its dramatization in

twenty different forms, and its representation in the theatres of every Euro-

pean capital, it is less easy to account, further than as an illustration of

the solidarity of the race, in virtue of which whatever stirs profoundly one

portion of mankind becomes forthwith matter of interest to all the rest.

It would have been strange if such an achievement had not stimulated

the author to new enterprises. In 1856 Mrs. Stowe published Dred, a Tale

of the Great Dismal Swamp. This was, like

its great predecessor, a story of slave-life,

but the moral purpose of the book as an

Antislavery tract was more constantly and directly enforced, and with less

relief in the way of incident and variety of character. All the prestige of the

author of Uncle Tom's Cabin was insufficient to procure for Z>;r^ more than
a moderate and ordinary circulation. This was the last of Mrs. Stowe's

Antislavery novels. She continued to write with persevering industry, but

her stories were no longer stories of slavery, and were widely various in sub-

ject. Tlie Minister's Wooing, The Pearl of Orr's Island, Agnes of Sorrento,

Pink and White Tyranny, were successively printed, first as serial stories

1 [See note to Dr. Clarke's chapter in this volume.— Ed.]
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in the Atlantic Monthly, and afterward in book form, but witliout any unusual
degree of favor.

Of miscellaneous works, conprising biography, travels, essays, etc., the
production during the period with which we are at present concerned was,
in the absence of the stimulus afforded by a prosperous and well conducted
magazine, somewhat limited. Mr. R. H.

Dana, Jr.'s Tzvo Years Before tlic Mast,
t^

^
n/l % Q\ I

which first appeared in 1840, was one of / y\. uL n --J O-^U^C, Jxr
the first books of travel and adventure to ^
be published in this unadventurous community, as it has remained one of the

best. Mr. Hillards Six Months in Italy, a graceful, scholarly, and apprecia-

tive account of the most familiar portions of that

much described country, was published in 1853 ;

and Mr. Charles Eliot Norton's Notes of Travel

and Study in Italy, in i860. The latter was less

the work of a tourist than Mr. Hillard's work, and more the work of a stu-

dent in the by-wa)'s of Italian art and literature, and the social and ecclesi-

astical hi.story of the Italian cities. Perhaps the first contribution to the

literature of Fine Art was the publication in 1850, under the editorship

of R. H. Dana, Jr., of Washington Allston's Lectures on Art. These lec-

tures were never read in public, and they formed but a portion of a course

which was intended to cover the whole field of the theory and practice

of painting.

The last literary division of the century, dating from the establishment

of the Atlantic Monthly, has been vastly more prolific than any of the pre-

ceding divisions; too prolific, indeed, to permit so much as an enumeration

here of all the writers who have sprung up and flourished. As in the second

period the North American Revieia furnished the stimulus and the oppor-

tunity for the young writers of that early day, so forty years later the Atlantic

gathered into its more varied pages the work, less formal for the most part,

but more spirited and confident, of the newer generation. The new maga-
zine was established in 1857; the first number appeared in November of

that year.' It took at once a leading position among the literary periodicals

of the country, and has steadily maintained that position. It had from the

first not only the firm and judicious management of able and accomplished

editors, but the cordial support of the best writers in the country on the one

hand and of a large and appreciative body of readers on the other. The
philosophy of Emerson ; the poetry of Longfellow, Lowell, Whittier, and

1 It was published by Messrs. Phillips and azine passed into the hands of Messrs. Ticknor

Sampson, under the editorship of J.imes Russell & Fields. This firm, under successive styles,

Lowell. " Four volumes," says Mr. Scudder, continued to issue it till the close of 1S73.

in his preface to the index of the first twenty Professor Lowell was succeeded by Mr. Fields,

volumes, "covering two years and two months, with whom at a later day was associated Mr.

were issued by this firm, when the deaths succes- W. D. Howells, who in his turn became editor-

sively of Mr. Phillips and Mr. Sampson were fol- in-chief in 1S74," and in iSSr he in turn was suc-

lowed by a dissolution of the firm, and the mag- ceeded by Mr. Thomas B. Aldrich.
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Bryant ; the science of Agassiz ; the criticism of Weiss and Whipple,— were

at its service from the beginning. Dr. Hohnes, whose youthful contribu-

tions to the N^cic England Alagazine twenty years before were dimly remem-

bered by the older readers, revived in the very first number of the Atlantic

the series of papers then begun under the title of The Autocrat of the Break-

fast Table, but revived then with the sobered wit and matured wisdom of

middle age. For the first two years these delightful papers, continued under

the title of The Professor at the Breakfast Tabic, and touching one after

another, with wit, satire, pathos or grave reflection, every passing folly and

every serious interest of the day, were to the Atlantic what the recreations of

Christopher North were to Blackwood. Imbedded in them are many of the

most admirable of the serious poems of Dr. Holmes, as well as many of the

most amusing. They were followed by The Professor's Story, published

later under the title oi Elsie Vcnncr; and this again by The Guardian Angel,—
stories in which the interest which comes from picturesque situations and

stirring incidents is by no means wanting, but in which the peculiar attrac-

tion lies in a certain curious

^.-^T ^ ^-^ yVC ^ 1 analysis of abnormal and he-
<L.^Cc</ZX.<.^t^ \ / ^2:>—6< reditary twists of character

and disposition, which show

the hand of the Professor, to

whom all this pleasant story-

telling is but an avocation. Dr. Holmes's contributions also included

single papers on a great variety of topics, — social, scientific, biograph-

ical,— all marked by the same bright alertness, wit, and good sense.

The list of Atlantic story-writers is a long one, and includes some names

which will long remain on the most familiar shelves. A little story which

appeared in its second year, running over with delightful absurdit}*, purport-

ing to be written by the Rev. F. Ingham, and called " IVIy Double, and how
he undid me," excited much curiosity as to its author, who however re-

mained generally unknown, perhaps even till the appearance some years

later of "The Man without a Country,"— a sketch so vivid in its character-

ization, so vigorous in style, and so exactly timed to its opportunity (in the

most anxious year of the Rebellion), that the incogjiito vi&s not long pre-

served. Mr. Hale remained a frequent contributor to the Atlantic until the

establishment of a magazine of his own, Old and Nciv, in 1869.

Of the Atlantic writers, there are three who may be said to have repre-

sented in its pages not unfairly the modern school of American fiction.

Of Mr. Howelis and Mr. Aldrich, the first contributions to this magazine

appeared in the same volume in i860. Mr. James began some five years

later. All have been constant contributors ever since of stories more or less

elaborate, which have sufficient likeness to distinguish them as a group from

all the earlier writers of fiction, while they have certain diflTerences which

' [There is a good likeness and a sketch of Mr. Hale's career in the Hai-cird Register, May,

18S1.— Kd.]
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1

distinguish them clearly enough one from another. If Mr. IIowclls has

more vigor of style and more incident, Mr. Aldrich has more sentiment and

a more delicate touch; while Mr. James differs from both in a certain criti-

cal attitude which he maintains toward his characters,— an attitude which

savors sometimes of contemptuousness or at least of a cold superiority,

which is but a poor substitute for the loving sympatliy which the great

story-tellers have felt for the children of their imagination. More than

either of the other two, more perhaps than any predecessor in the same
field, his stories abound in minute details of character and manners, —
of manners even more than character. But this is a peculiarity which Mr.

James shares with most of the writers of fiction of our time and country,

and which makes the chief element in the contrast between the modern
American novel and the robust and healthy novels of English life with

which Thackeray, Trollope, Reade, and Hardy, to say nothing of lesser

names, have entertained the world.

The Atlantic has been even richer in essays than in fiction. The essays

of Mr. Lowell, now on some absorbing issue of the war, or the politics of

war time, now on some placid topic of curious literary study; the essays of

Mr. Norton on Italian poetry or archteology; of Mr. Whipple' on the

Elizabethan poets and philosophers;

of Mr. Henry James on speculative

philosophy and sociology; of Mr. C.

C. Hazewell on contemporary foreign

politics; of Mr. Parton on the pictur-

esque passages of American history,

biography, and manners ; the admirable papers of Colonel Higginson on all

sorts of familiar subjects connected with the war, and with the politics, dress,

diet, manners, and social life of the day; the charming papers in which

Thoreau, John Burroughs, and Wilson Flagg have set down their loving

observations of the trees, birds, flowers, and the thousand aspects of the

New England country,— these are but an example of the variety of interest

which has gathered around the pages of this magazine during the first

quarter of a century. The Atlantic is a favorable example, too, of the

modern manner in periodical literature, which has now quite superseded

the more deliberate and ponderous manner of a generation ago. The quar-

terlies have lost their hold on the readers of to-day, and will doubtless soon

disappear. The North American Review, so long the type and expression

of the literary character and tastes of Boston, has passed- from the city which

fostered it for sixty years, and retains little of its original and distinctive

character. The Christian Examiner, which maintained its place alongside

the North American for nearly fifty years, has ceased to exist, and has left

no successor. The movement of mind has shared in the larger and more

' [Mr. Whipple has contributed a similar, in Tlu- First Century of the Kefublic, New
but a necessarily wider, survey than the pres- York, 1S76.— Ed.]

ent, in his "Century of American Literature" - To New York.

VOL. III. — 86.
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intense activity of the present age, and brevity, vivacity, and concentration

are now the first requisites in a periodical htcrature as in the affairs of pub-

lic and private business.

\\ hether the ever increasing interests of business and social life in Amer-
ica, -—

^ of business life in particular; the amazing increase of wealth and

private lu.xury, and the appetite which grows by what it feeds on ; the dis-

appearance every"\vhere of the simplicity which marked the life of the earlier

half of the century, — are to conduce to the development in the future of a

literature at once brilliant and ennobling, is a question not easy to ansv.'cr.

The connection between the conditions of popular life and the highest

literary activity, in those countries of Europe which have produced the

greatest examples of national literature, has always been obscure. That

there is a connection is, however, undoubtedly true. The distinctive traits

of the New England character are fast passing away from the New England

people, swallowed up in the swelling tide of American national life. It is

not unreasonable to expect that the traits which have distinguished the

New England literature of the past century will be wanting in the literature

of the next. " The past at least is secure." ^

1 [The proportion of college-bred men in something less than 1200 of population, now

Massachusetts has so decreased since iSoo, that there is one in about iSoo souls. See American

while at the beginning of the present century her Antiquarian Society Proceedings, April 24, 1S7S.

students in college were approximately one in — Ed.]
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Chelsea, 6n, 616; bridge, 555; maps.

xi, xii : naval hospital at, 351.

Chesapeake frigate, 341 : and Shannon,

344-

Chestnut Hill reservoir, 272.

Cheverus, Bishop, 516 ; auiograph,

51S ; portrait, 51S.

Child, David Lee, 377. Lydia M.,

378, 64S.

Chocolate Manufacture, 595.

Cholera in Boston, 255.

Christ Church in Cambridge, no; in

Boston and the lanterns, 101.

Christian Disciple, 479. 646.

Christian Exantiner, 479, 645.

Christian Register, 480, 633.

Christian WiinesSy 633.
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Chronicle^ 130.

Cluirch, Benjamin, Jr., active, 44t MS ;

autograph, 11 1, 145; his defection,

III.

Church of the Advent, 4s8.

Church Street District, 274.

Cincinnati Society, 621-

City Clerk, 225.

City Hall (old State House), 235 : (old

Court House), 247 ; new one erected,

267, 272.

City Hospital, 262.

City Seal, 225.

Civil War{i86i-65), Brighton's share,

603 : actsof Charlestnwn, ^(>$ ; Dor-

chester in, 596; Roxbiiry's share,

578; necessitated illegal registration,

267; quota of Roston, 271 ; its ef-

fect on newspapers, 629-

Clapp, Deacon Ebenezcr, 593. Wil-

liam W., 627.

Clarendon Hills, 572.

Clark, John, 439. Silas, 612.

Clakke, James Freeman, *' The An-

lislavery Movement in Boston," 36;).

Rev. John, 471.

Clay, Henry, his visit (1833), 602.

Cieaveland, Parker, 645.

Clouston, John, i8S.

Clinton, General, arrives, 81 ; auto-

graph, 81 : dies, loo-

Cobb, Samuel C, mayor, 2S4 ; auto-

graph, 291. Rev. Sylvanus, 504

;

autograph, 504.

Cobble Hill, 105.

Cochituate Water, 252-

Codnian, Rev. John, 407, 594 ; auto-

graph, 407.

Coffin, William, autograph, 153.

Colby, Gardner, 430.

Collt'ge-brcd men, 6S2.

Colonics, union of, 20.

Color printing, x.

Columbian Orator, 644.

Columbus Avenue Church, 501.

Commandant's house at Navy Yard,

3.17-

Commercial Point, 595.

Committee of Correspondence, 42 ;

their doings, 55 ; their records, 182.

Committee of Safely, 77.

Common, British works on, 79; cows

on, 236 ; Soldiers' Monument on,

324-

Concord, Expedition to, 67, loi. See

Lexington.

Confiscation Acts, 175.

Congregational Churches, 401 ; in

Charlestown, 563 ; in Dorchester,

5'>4-

Congret^aiionalist, 633.

Constellation, frigate, 340.

Constitution of the U. S. adopted, 196.

Constitution, ship. 332, 337, 340, 344;

docked and rebuilt, 356 : figure-head

of Jackson, 357.

Constitution of Massachusetts (1780),

14S, 192, 613.

Cotistilutional TeUgrapke^ 624.

Continental Congress, 55.

Continental yottrttal^ 617,

Convention troops, 1S4, 323.

Conway, General, his portrait asked

for, 19.

Cooper, Rev. Samuel, 123. William,

town clerk, 28, 33 ; clerk of Com-
mittee of Correspondence, 44 ; au-

tograph, 44.

Coquette, The, a novel, 604, 637.

Cordis, Joseph, autograph, 554.

Cotton, John, 402.

Court House, 243.

Craft, Ellen, 393.

Ciafls house in Roxbury, 586.

Craigie, Dr. Andrew, 113.

Craigie house in Cambridge, 112.

Crane, William B., autograph, 352-

Crosweli, Rev. Andrew, 129. Rev.

William, 456, 459.

Cudworth, Benjamin, 14.

Cumberland, frigate, 354, 362.

Cunard line of steamships, 247.

CuMMiNGs, Charles A-, " Press and

Literature of the last hundred

years," 617.

Gushing, Thomas, 144, 145 ; autograph,

29. 34; portrait, 34.

Customs officers, 3.

Cutter, Leonard R., acting mayor, 2S4.

Samuel, 557.

Cutler, Rev. Timothy, 128.

Daily, first, in Boston, 627.

Daily Advertiser, 626, 627.

Dalrymple, Colonel, 25.

Dana, R. H., Sr., 649 ; autograph,

649 : his Buccaneer, 649 ; Id/e Alan,

649. R. H., Jr., his writings, 679 ;

auiograph, 679.

Dane, Nathan, autograph, 213.

Danforth, Thomas, 551.

Datchel house in Roxbury, 116.

Davis, Aaron, 587. Rev. John, 127.

Thomas A., mayor, 250; autograph,

290. William, 117.

Dav>-, Solomon, aniograph, 153.

Dawes, William, sent to Lexington, 68,

101.

Dean, Rev. Paul, 490, 496, 497 ; auto-

graph, 49S.

Deane, frigate, 1S7.

Dearborn, Benjamin, \. Henry, li,

105, 116, 574: portrait, 574. H- A.

S » 575- Nathaniel, xi.

Debt of the city, 225, 234, 240, 247, 249,

251, 252. 255, 264, 27S, 28S; act for

regulating extent, 286.

Dedham turnpike, 576.

Derby, Richard, autograph, 103.

Des Barres, J F. W., iii, vi.

Deserters, 91.

D'Estaing in Boston, 185.

Devens, Chas., autograph, 551. Rich-

ard, 549 : portrait, 550 ; autograph,

»o»i 550- Samuel, autograph, 551.

Dewey, Samuel P., 359.

Dexter, Franklin, autograph, 557.

Samuel, 211, 557 ; autograph, 557.

Dial, 656.

Dickens, Charles, in Boston, 248.

Dickinson, John, 22, 131.

Doane, Rev. G. W., 456.

Dodge, David, autograph, 551.

Donkin's Military Collections^ 74.

Doolittle, Colonel Ephraim, auto-

graph, 107.

Dorchester, 589; schools, 591; churches,

592 ; annexed, 277, 59S ; population,

599 ; plan of, x, xii ; heights occu-

pied, 94 ; Neck, 117: fortified, 117;

Neck annexed, 597 ; Neck, plan

of, v.

Dorchester, Danmel, "The Metho-

dist Episcopal Church," 423.

Douglass, Frederick, 393.

Downes, Commodore John, 361 ; auto-

graph, 352.

Dowse, Edward, 38.

Draft riot (1S63), 269.

Drake, V. S., " Roxbury in the last

hundred years," 571 ;
" Brighton in

the last hundred years," 601.

Drama in 1814, 30S.

Draper, Moses, 572. Richard, 130.

Drum, or rout, 161.

Dry Dock, 354, 356.

Dudley, Colonel Joseph, 573. Paul,

bis mile-stoues, 585.

Dudley estate, 5;6.

Duel, 185 ; Finch and White, 349.

Dupee, Elias, 160.

Dutton, Warren, 625.

Dwight, Rev. S. E., 410. Lieut.

-

Colonel Wilder, 322 ; portrait, 322.

Dyer, Micah, 440.

East Boston, plan of, ix, xi. Fer-

ries, 277, 28S.

Easibum, Bishop, 460, 464.

Eaton, Rev. Asa, 454.

Eckley, Rev. Joseph, 406, 470 ; auto-

giaph, 406.

Edes, Benjamin, 624. Henry H.,

" Charlestown in the last hundred

years," 547. Robert B., autograph,

552. Thomas, Jr., autograph, 552.

Edes house in Charlestown, 552 ; view

of, 55.-?

-

Edes & Gill, 132, 617.

Edwards, Rev. Justin, 409 ; autograph,

409.

Election sermons, 120.

Eliot, Dr. Andrew, gr, 124, 159. Dr.

John, 471 ; his Biographical Dic-

tionary. 642. Samuel, autograph,

152. Samuel A., mayor, 243 ; auto-

graph, 291 : portrait, 244-

Elliot, Commodore Jesse D,
, 355, 35^ :

autograph, 352.

Elhs, Rev George E., D. D., 563.

Rev. Sumner, 490.

Elmwood. 113, 114-

Emancipation group, 292, 400.

Embargo, 209, 626, 643.

Emerson, R. W., 477, 655,663; as lec-

turer, 659: his poetry. 673. Rev.

William, 637.
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Emmaniiel Church, 462.

Episcopal Church, 447; in Brighton,

605 ; in Roxbury, 581 ; clergy in the

Revoliiiion, 127 ; controversy, 121.

" Era of good feeling," 626.

Erving, John, Jr., 152.

Essex, frigate, 341.

Essex Gazette, 138.

Eustis, Governor, 112 ; his house, 575 ;

autograph, 575 : attends wounded

of Bunker Hill, 111.

Evening Post, 131.

Everett, Alexander H., 645. Edward,

3S0, 670; as clergyman, 475; his

portrait, 671 ; autograph, 671. Rev.

L. S., -491 ; autograph, 491. Rev.

Oliver, 472.

Evergreen Cemetery, 609.

Faden, William, iii ; his maps, So.

Falmouth, sloop of war, 354.

Faneuil Hall, a theatre during the

siege, 161 ; portraits in, iSi ; view

of, 22 S.

Farm School, 241.

Farmer's letters, 22. .

Fay, S. P. P., 307-

Fayerwether house in Cambridge, 113.

Federal Constitution, reports of meet-

ing to adopt, 622 ; adopted, ig6.

Federal Gazette, 627.

Federal Orrery, 623.

Federal Street widened, 277 ; meeting-

house, 15S.

Federalists in Boston, 189,623; their

decline, 207 : revival, 207 ; final ex-

tinclioQ, 215 ; authorities on, 214,

2'5-

Felch, Cheever, 34S, 350.

Fellowes Athensum. 5S3.

Fenwick, Bishop, 519.

Fessenden, T. G., 633.

Finch, Lieutenant William B , duel,

349-

Fires, in 1787, vii ; in 1794. viii; in

1872, 2S1 : legislation after, 295.

Fire department, 229, 2431246; tele-

graphic fire-alarm, 256; steam fire-

engines, 256; reorganized, 2S2 ;
of

Roxbur>', 5S4 ; engines, 151, 152

Fisher, William, autograph, 153.

Fitch, Timothy, autograph, 152.

Fitzpatrick, Bishop, 526 ; autograph,

526; died, 539.

Flag, naval, iSS; used at the siege,

105.

Fleet, John, 131. Thomas, 131.

Follen, Charles, 654.

Food scarce during the siege, 157-

Forest Hill Cemetery, 577, sSn.

Fort Hill, view of, 23 ; removed, 272.

Fort Independence, 305 ; Strong, 310,

311 ; Warren, 306.

Forton, prisoners at, 1S7-

Foster, Rev. John, 604- Mrs Hannah,

637; her novel. The Coguetiey 604.

Fowle, Zachariah, 134.

Foxcroft, Rev. Thomas, 122.

Frankland, Lady, 77.

Franklin, Benjamin, before parliament,

iS; agent of Massachusetts Bay,4i.

Freeman, Rev. James, 450, 472; por-

trait, 473.

Freemasons, 585.

Free-soil party, 3S9, 390.

French army in Boston, 165 ; their en-

tertainment, 166.

French officers, autographs, 166.

French Revolution, influence of, 203,

623.

Friends' monthly meeting, 64.

Frolic, sloop-of-war, 343.

Frothingham, Benjamin, autograph,

559. Rev. N L , 476. Hon Rich-

ard, 566; autograph, 566 ; his " Sam
Adams Regiments,*' 29.

Fuel scarce during the siege, 156.

Fugitive-slave law, 397.

Fuller, Margaret, 656, 657 ; autograph.

656.

Fulling mill, 5S7.

Gage, Thomas, made Governor of

Massachusetts Bay, 54 ; seizes pow-

der, and begins fortifications, 62

;

sends out expeditions, 66 ; and his

wife, 6S ; his account of Lexington

and Concord, 73 ; his order to in-

habitants to leave Boston, fac-sim-

ile, 76: reinforced. Si : dies, 100.

Gamage, Dr. William, Jr., autograph,

112-

Gannett, Rev. E- S , 476.

Gardiner, Rev. J. S. J-, 452, 625 ; por-

trait, 453, 456.

Gardner, Rev. Calvin, 491 ; autograph,

491. HenryJ-,25S.

Garretson, Rev. Freeborn, 435.

Garrison, William Lloyd, 371, 632 :

portrait, 373.

Garrison mob, 241, 381.

Gaston, William, mayor, 279; auto-

graph, 291-

Gates, General in command in Boston,

1S5.

Gates and Carter duel, 185.

Gaylord, Rev. N. M., 490.

General Repository, 479.

German literature, influence of, 653,

660.

Gerry, Elbridge, autograph, 211.

Gerrymander. 212.

Gibbs, Major Caleb, 34S.

Gili, Moses, autograph, 205.

Glen, James, 510.

Glover, Colonel John, autograph, 113.

GuDDARD, D. A., "The Pulpit, Press,

and Literature of the Revolution,"

611.

Goodnow, Ellsha, his gift, 262.

Goodrich, S. G., 649.

Goodwin, Mrs., keeps Washington's

house. 113.

Goodwin's ship-yard, 1S7.

Gorham, Naihaniel, 549 ; autograph,

549-

Governor's Island, 306, 310.

Grades at South End raised, 274.

GraAon, Duke of, 21 ; autograph, 21

;

Rev. C. C, 460.

Grant & Dashwood, 618.

Grape Island affair, 100.

Grasse, Comte de, autograph, 166.

Graves, Admiral, So; autograph, 81.

Gray. Rev. F. T., 498. Harrison, Jr.,

autograph, 153. Samuel, 31, Tho-

mas, autograph, 152. Rev. Thomas,

581. Hon. Wilham, 314.

Gray's ropewalk, 30.

Greaton, Rev. James, 12S. General

John, 116; autograph, 116.

Green, Jonathan, 612, 613. Joseph,

the wit, 17S ; his portrait, 132 ; auto-

graph, 152. Rev. Samuel, 41 1 ; au-

tograph, 411.

Greene, General Nathanael, 117; auto-

graph, 105, 118; in command m
Boston, 182. Naihaniel, autograph,

153-

Green Dragon Tavern, 64.

Greenleaf, Joseph, 136. Rev P. H.,

461. Stephen, 14, 25. William, au-

tograph, 29.

Greenwood, Rev F. W. P., 476.

Gregory, Commodore F. H
.
, auto-

graph, 352.

Grenville, George, autograph, 8.

Greyhound Tavern, 131, 5S4.

Gridley, Jeremy, 4. Richard, 82, 83 ;

constructs defences in Cambridge,

106.

Griffin, Rev. E. D., 407 ; autograph,

407.

Griswold, Bishop. 454, 458.

Hale, Edwaku E., "The Siege of

Boston," 67 ; his writings, 6S0; au-

tograph, 6S0. Nathan, as editor,

627 : autograph, 628.

Hales, J. G., x.

Hall, Rev. Nathaniel, 593.

Hallowell, Benjamin, 179; autograph,

'53-

Hamilton, Alexander, statue of, 206.

Hancock. John, 144; characterof, 170,

200 ; autograph, 153, 200; portrait

by Revere, 45, 46; delivers Massa-

cre oration, 54 ; acts as major-gen-

eral, 1S5; during Washington's visit

(17S9), 197, 199; his house, 155, 200.

201 ; his cottage at Jamaica Plain,

203 ; defeats Bowdoiu, 194.

Hannah Corcoran riot, 531.

Harbinger, 663.

Harbor defences in War of iSi2, 305.

See Boston Harbor.

Harper, Rev. John, 43S.

Harris, Isaac, 332. Thaddeus Mason,

592, 641 : portrait, 593.

Hartford, Farragut's flag-ship, 363.

Hartford Convention, 212 : autographs

of members from Massachusetts,

213.

Hart's ship-yard, 332.

Harvard College buildings during the

siege, 107.

Hastings, Jonathan, 107, 109.
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Hawthorne, NalhanicI, 676 ; his au-

tograph, 676.

Haxtun, M., autograph, 35J.

Hazard, ship, 1S6.

Health, Board of, 279.

Heath, General, in command in Bos-

ton, 183; his likenesses and home-

stead, 183 : made general, 65 ;

autograph, 65-

Heath estate. 576.

Hedge, F. H., 660.

Helpless Orpltan^ 636.

Henchman, Daniel, 31.

Henshaw, Joshua, autograph, 152.

Hensoii, Kather, 393.

Hewes, Shubael, 157. 179.

Hildreth, Richard, 667 : his History

of the United States, 6bS.

Hill, Alexander, autograph, 152. Rev.

William, 510.

Hillard, George S., 384, 396 ; his writ-

ings, 679 ; autograph, 679.

Historical writers, 664.

Hodgson, John, stenographer, 38.

Hog Island, 78, So-

Hog-reeves, 21S.

Holbrook, Samuc!, autograph, 551.

Holden, Oliver, autograph, 570.

Holland, Samuel, surveyor, iii, vi.

HoUis Street meeting-house, 15S.

Hollowell, Robert, 179.

Holmes, Abiel, 641- Oliver Wendell.

650; his prose writings, 680; his

poetry, 674.

Holmes house in Cambridge, 108.

Home Jourital, 584.

Hooper, Robert, 56. Rev. William,

128.

Hopkins, Captain, 184. Rev. J. H.,

456-

Horse railroad, 577.

Horticulture, |i95.

House of the Angel Guardian, 530, 534,

536.

House of Industry, 230.

Howard, Rev. Simeon, 121, 472.

Howe, General, arrives, Si ; autograph,

81 : his proclamation, 97 ; his troops,

163 ; his quarters, 155. Rev. Jo-

seph, 126. Rev. M. A. DeW.. 456.

Samuel C, 392, 39^, f'S'. ^A ; auto-

graph, 664.

Howells, W. D., 679, 680, 681.

Hubbard, Daniel, autograph, 153.

Hudson, W. L., autograph, 353.

Hughes, Samuel, autograph, 152.

Hull, Commodore Isaac, 307>339i 340i

34I1 35' t
portrait, 339; captures

the "Guerrifere," 339* 34o, 34' : au-

tograph, 352; commands the Navy-

yard. 347.

Humphreys, Deacon Henry, 593.

Hunt, Rev. John, 126.

Huntington, Rev. F. D., 462. Rev.

Joshua, 406.

Hurd, Joseph, autograph, S54

Hutchinson, Eliakim, 179. Thomas,

chief-justice, 4 : his house sacked,

14; becomes acting-governor, 28;

and the massacre, 33 ; becomes gov-

ernor, 41 ; letters made public, 44 ;

his house at Milton, 48 ; recalled,

54 ; as writer, 145.

Hyde Park, 595.

Inches, Henderson, autograph, 153.

Independence, line-of-batile ship, 343,

346-34S ; razeed, 3O1.

Independence proclaimed in Boston,

I S3 ; copies of the printed declara-

tion, 183.

Iudependent Advertiser, 133.

Independent Chronicle, 138 ; fac-sim-

ilc, 139-

Independent Ledger^ 617.

Inman, Ralph, autograph, 106; his

house, 106.

Insane, hospital for, 246.

Intrepid, torpedo-boat, 344, 365.

Ivers, James, 450.

Jackson, Francis, 383.

Jail, 253, 255.

Jamaica Pond aqueduct, 237, 573.

James, Henry, Jr., 6S0.

Jarvis, Samuel, 621. Rev. S. F., 455.

Jay's treaty, 204, 564.

Jeffries. Dr. John, 87.

Jenks, Rev. William, 407 ; autograph,

407.

Johnson, Oliver, 372.

Johonnot, Francis, 337, 339.

Judd, Sylvester, his Margaret, 676.

Judson, Rev. Adoniram, 428.

Julien, the caterer, 575.

Junketing, 268.

Kemble, Charles, in Boston, 628.

Kettell. John, autograph, 551.

King, Henry M., "The Baptists in

Boston," 421. Rev. T. F., 492:

autograph, 492. Rev. T. Starr,

492 : autograph, 492.

King's Chapel, 450, 472.

Kirk, Rev. E. N., 412 ; autograph,

412.

Kirkland, Rev. J. T., 472.

Kneeland, Rev. Abner, 491 ; auto-

graph. 491.

Know-nothing party, 527.

Knox, Henr>', his family, 31 ; sees the

massacre, 31 ; portrait, 95.

Kosciusko, 99.

Lafavette in Boston, 173, 185, 231,

575. 602 : autograph, 173.

Lamb's Dam, 114, 573.

Lamb Taveni, 93.

Lamps in streets, 152.

Land Commissioners, 258.

Lane, Oliver W., 489. .

Lathrop, Rev. John, 125, 471.

Lauzun, autograph, 166.

Law books, sale of, during Revolution,

138.

Lawrence. Abbott, 345; his house,

332- Captain James, 344-

Leach, John, vii, 552 : autograph, 552.

Learned, Colonel Ebenezer, auto-

graph, 117. Thomas, 104.

Leather manufacture, 587.

Lechmere, Ricliard, 106; Iiis house,

i'3-

Lechmere's Point, 106.

Lecture system, 65S.

Lee, General Charles, autograph, 105.

Rev. Jesse, 434, 436. Joseph, au-

tograph, 153 ; his house, 113.

Lee papers, 29.

Legislature, Boston in the, 298; grants

to Boston institutions, 298; coope-

rates with Boston in Improvements,

298
',

gifts ^o the aty, 298.

Leonard, Daniel, 132 ; autograph, 133.

L'Etonibe, 166.

Lewis, Rev. S. C, 447.

Lexington, march to, 67, loi ; Gage's

account of, 73; relics of, 74; plan

of, 102; authonties, 102.

Liberator, newspaper, 372, 632.

Liberty, Hancock's sloop, 23.

Liberty party, 3S9.

Liberty song, 131.

Liberty tree, 12, 16, 19, 28, 45, 159;

view of, 159.

Libraries in Brighton, 606 ; in Charles-

town, 569.

License law, 248, 254, 28').

Lighthouse burned, 90, 182.

Life in Boston in the Revolutionary

period, 149.

Lillie, Theophilus, 30.

Lincoln, Frederick W. Jr., mayor,

262 : again elected, 26S ; autograph,

291. General E., autograph, 194.

Lincoln statue, 400.

Linsley, Rev. J H., 410.

Linzee, Captain John, S3, 106.

Literature of the last hundred years,

617, 634.

Little, Captain George, 187, 335. Cap-

tain Luther, 187.

Little Sisters of the poor, 541.

Lloyd, Henry, autograph, 152. James,

209.

Lodge. Henry Cabot, " The last

forty years of Town Government,"

189.

Long, John D., "Boston and the

Commonwealth," 293.

Long Lane meeting-house, 471.

Longfellow, Stephen, autograph, 213.

Henry W., 672; liis poetry, 672;

draft of his " Excelsior," 673 ; his

house, 112.

Loring, Ellis Gray, 377. Joshu.i, 179.

Louis Phillippe in lioston, 624.

Lovejoy, E. P.. killed, 3S4.

Lovell, James, autograph, 160. John,

autograph, 160. General Solomon,

185 ; autograph, 185.

Lowell, Colonel Charles R , 32'-

James Russell, his poetry, 673 : his

autograph, 674 : his house, 113, 114-

John, Jr , 574-

Lowell estate in Roxbury, 576.

Lowell Institute, 658.
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Loyalists, 175; abandon Boston, igi ;

writers, 145 ; corps of, formed, 77.

Lyman, Joseph, autograph, 213. The-

odore, mayor, 237; portrait, 237;
autograph, 290; and the Ganison

mob, 3S2.

Lynde, Benjamin
, presided at the mas-

sacre trials, 38 ; autograph, 38.

Lynde's Point, 567.

Maccarty farm, 576.

Maffitt, Rev. J. N., 438.

Magazines, 636.

Magee, Captain James, 575.

Magnilique, ship wrecked in Boston

harbor, 88.

Malcom, Daniel, 23 ; autograph, 152.

Maiden bridge, 555.

Manly, John, commissioned, 90; au-

tograph, 90 ; captures ordnance,

106.

Mann, Horace, 652.

Manwaring, Edward, 38.

Maps of Boston, i-xii.

Marshfield, troops at, 65.

Mason, Rev. Charles, 464. David, 62.

Jonathan, autograph, 29, 153.

Masquerade, 161.

Massachusetts Centi7t£l,t>\j, 626; laws

of Congress in, 624.

Massachusetts Gazette:, 130.

Massachusetts Magazine, 635, 637.

Massachusetts Mercury, 625.

Massachusetts Quarterly Review, 663.

Massachttsetts Spy, 134, 617 ; fac-

simile, 135 ; removed to Worcester,

137-

Massachusetts Baptist Education So-

ciety, 430.

Massachusetts Fusileers, 303.

Massachusetts Histoiical Society, 635.

Massachusetts State papers, 145.

Massachusetts, ship, 331.

Massachusettensis, essays, 133.

Mather, Rev. Snmiiel. 126; autograph,

127.

Matignon, Rev. F. A., 516; autograph,

Maverick, Samuel, 31.

May, Snmnel J-, 379.

Mayhew, Father, 529. Jonathan, 1 19 ;

and the Stamp Act, 20, 467, 484.

McAlpine, Daniel, 160.

McCleary, Samuel F.. father and son,

225.

McLean Asylum for the insane, 567.

Means, Rev. James H., 594.

Meeting-house hill in Roxbury, 577 ;

in Dorchester, 594.

Mein. John. 30, 151 ; autograph, 131.

Mein I'i Fleming, 130.

Merch.ant's autographs^ Revolutionary

period, 152.

Merrimac, frigate, 362.

Methodist churches, 42,1 ; in Brighton,

605 ; in Charlestown, 563 ; in Rnx-

bury, 5S2 ; School of Theology, 441 :

Social Union, 442.

Mexican war, 311, 565, 664.

Middlesex canal, 556 ; horse railroad,

556-

Mifflin, Thomas, v ; quartermaster-

general, no.

Miles, Rev. James B., 412 ; autograph,

4'3-

Militia, 303, 32S.

Mill-dam, 575 ;
plan of, in 1814, x, xi.

Miller's Hill, 105.

Miner, A. A., 500 ;
" Century of Uni-

versalism," 483.

Minot, George R., autograph, 194.

Missions by the Baptists, 42S.

Missionary Herald^ 646.

Mitchell, Rev. Edward, 490 ; auto-

graph, 490.

Mohawks of the tea-party, 49.

Montgomery, J. B., autograph, 353.

Mo7tthiy Anthology^ 479, 637.

Montresor, ii, iii.

Moore house in Cambridge, no.

Moorhead, Rev. John, 129.

Morgan, Daniel and his riflemen, 104.

John T., 332

Morris, Commodore Charles, 341 : au-

tograph, 352.

Morse, Rev. Jedediah, 406, 471, 474,

560; autograph, 407, 560 ; his writ-

ings, 561 ; controversy with Hannah
Adams, 560, 641. S. F. B., birth-

place, 255 ; autograph, 553. Sidney

E., 632.

Motley, J. L., 671 ; autograph, 671.

Wilham W., 43S.

Mount Hope Cemetery, 5S6.

Mount Pleasant, 576.

Muddy Pond, 572.

Mugford, Captain, 182.

Murray, Rev. John, 484, 489 ; por-

trait, 4S6 ; autograph, 4S6.

Murray's barracks, 31.

Mystic River, xii ; water works, 569.

Nantasket Roads, British fleet

driven from, 182.

National Lancers, 300.

Naval hospital, 351 ; school, 34S ; ser-

vice during the Revolution, iiS, 1S6.

Navigation acts, 9.

Navy agent. 336.

Navy-yard established, 335, 556 ; the

original purchase, 337; plan in 1S23,

;i42 : ship-houses built, 344 : plan

in 1827, 350 : plan in 1S74, 366.

Neale, Rev. R. H., 426.

Neck, defences on the, So; views of, 80.

Neponset River, 595.

New England club of loyalists, 175.

New England, maj^s of, i

New England Chronicle. 138.

Neiv England Galaxy, 628, (131.

New England Guards, 307, 342, 345,

346-

Mnv England Magazine, 651.

New England Methodist Historical

Society, 442-

New Jerusalem Church, 509.

New York Herald, 630.

Newman, Robert, loi.

Xcws-Letter, 130.

Newspapers, 617; taxed, 621.

Nichols. E. T., autograph, 353.

Nicholson, John B., autograph, 352.

Commodore Samuel, 333, 334, 338 ;

autograph, 352.

Nixon, John, autograph, 105.

Nix's Mate, i.

Non-importation agreement, 29, 41,

Nooks Hill, 97.

Norcross, Otis, 272 ; mayor, 273 ; au-

tograph, 291.

Norfolk County yournal, 5S4.

Norfolk Gazette, 5S3.

Norfolk Guards, 584.

Norfolk House, 576.

Norman, J., iv, vii, ix.

North, Lord, 26; autograph, 26.

North Ajnericafi Revienv, 638, 643,

663.

North Chelsea, 616.

Norton, Professor Andrews, 477.

Charles E., his writings, 679.

Novanglus Essays, 133.

Novel, first American, 636.

Ocean Spray, 616.

Odd Fellows, 585.

Ogden, Rev- John C, 449.

Old and New, 680.

Old Ironsides, 337.

Old North, 156.

Old South, 156, 158.

Old State House made a City Hall,

235-

Oliver, Andrew, as a writer, 146; por-

trait, 43 ; autograph, 43 ; hung in

effigy, 12 ; his oath of resignation,

15. Andrew, Jr., 146. Peter, au-

tograph, 43. Thomas, his house,

113, 114; family, 43.

Otheman, Anthony, 440.

Otis, Harrison Gray, 194, 204, 303 ; as

a boy, 70 ; mayor, 234 ; portrait,

23s; autograph, 213, 23s, 290. Mrs.

Harrison Gray. 315. James, argues

against writs of assistance, 4 ; por-

trait 6 ; autograph, 6 ; his Stale-

nicnt, 10 ;
proposes a congress, 12,

15; fac-simile of letter, 20 ; active,

25 ; as a writer, 140.

Overseers of the poor, 271.

CJxnard, Thomas, 340, 341,

Paddock, Adino, 62 ; autograph, 62.

Bishop, 464.

Page, Lieutenant, iii.

Paige, Rev. Lucius R., 503 ; autograph,

503-

Paine, Rev. Joshua, Jr., 560. Robert

Treat, 144, v : in massacre trials, 36 ;

autograph, 144. Thomas, 625.

Palladium, 625-

Panics of invasion, 165.

Paper mill, 595.

Papists, warrant against, 169.

Palfrey, Gknkral F. W., '* BosttMi

Soldiery in War and Peace," 303 ;
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in service, 326. John G., 476, 646

;

Abolitionist, 377, 395.

Park Sired, view of, 232.

Parker, Foxhall A., autograph, 352,

353. John, autograph, 74- Rev.

Samuel, 12S, 447, 450, 454. Rev.

Theodore, as iheologian, 478 ; as

minister, 5S1 ; an Abolitionist, 392,

393; portrait, 394; autograph, 394

;

references for Hfe, 394 ; as lecturer,

659.

Parkman, Francis, his histories, 668.

Parks proposed, 284 ; in Roxbury, 586.

Parrott, E. G., autograph, 353.

Par-ions, T. W.,676.

Parting stone, 585.

Patriots among the country gentry,

191 ; imprisoned, iS4.

Payne, Edward, autograph, 29, 152.

Payson, Rev. Phillips, 551, 611, 612,

615; autograph, 551. Samuel, 551,

557; autograph, 55S.

Paxton, Charles, autograph, 4.

Peabodv, a. p., "Unitarians in Bos-

ton," 467- Rev. Ephraini, 479.

Peacock Tavern, 117.

Peace of 1815, 213.

Peace extra of 1783, 174.

Peck, John, 186.

Pclham, Henry, his map of Boston, ii

;

autograph, iii.

Pemberton, Rev. Ebenezer, 125. Sam-

uel, autograph, 39.

Penobscot expedition, 185.

Pennsylvania, constitution of, 139.

Pepperell, Sir William, the younger,

179.

Percy, Earl, arrives, 56 ; letters, 57,

101 ; portrait, 5S ; autograph, 58 ; his

headquarters, 155 ; at Lexington,

70 ; his retreat, 75.

Peter Parley, 649.

Phelps, Rev. A. A., 4:1.

Phillips, John, mayor, 90, 224 ;
portrait,

223 ; autograph, 290. Wendell, 376,

384. Willard, 63S ; autograph, 639.

William, 38; autograph, 29, 153.

Phips family, iii.

Phips*s farm, 106.

Pierce, Henry L., mayor, 281 ; again

elected, 2S8; autograph, 291.

Pierpont, John, 377, 650; autograph,

650.

Pierpont's village, 571.

Pigoi, General, S4 : autograph, 84 ; his

quarters, 155.

Pillmore, Rev. Joseph, 435.

Pillory, 173.

PiloU 633-

Pine-tree flag, 18S.

Pitcaim, Major, 102, 103; killed, 87.

Pitt and the Stamp Act, 17.

Ploughed hill, 104.

Polar Star, 627.

Police, city liable for their acts, 300;

department of, 245. 246, 252, 259,

266 ; reorganized, 2S9.

Pond Plain, 571.

Poole, Charles, 551.

VOL. III.— ^y.

Port-captain, 348, 353.

Porter, Edward G., "The begin-

ning of the Revolution," 1. Rev.

EIii)ha]et, 580.

Post Boy, 130.

Poterie, Abb^ de la, 515.

Potter, Rev. Alonzo, 456.

Powars, E. E., 6t7.

Powars& WiUis, 138.

Powder tower, 105.

Power 0/ Sympathy^ 636.

PBEBI.E, Admiral George H., ** The
Navy and the Charlestown Navy
Yard," 331. Jedediah, 64; auto-

graph, 64.

Prentice, Rev. Thomas, 559, 562

;

autograph, 562.

Prescoll, William (Judge), autograph,

213. Colonel William sent to Bun-

ker Hill, 82; autograph, 82, 115.

William H., 666; autograph, 666;

view of his library, 667.

Press of the last hundred years, 617;

of the Revolution, 130.

Preston, Captain Thomas, 31 ; his trial,

3S 3S.

Price Lectures, 452.

Priest, John T., 551.

Prince, Frederick O., mayor, 287;

again elected, 290 ; autograph, 291.

Princeton, U. S. Steamer, 362.

Prisoners taken by the British, 187.

Privateers in the Revolution, 90, 92,

118,182; in the war of 1812, 340.

Prohibitory liquor law, 254.

Prospect Hill Camp, 105.

Protector, ship, 1S7.

Provincial Congress, 63, 65, 107.

Public Garden act, 263.

Public Institutions, directors of, 262.

Pulling, John, loi.

Pulling Point, 612, 616.

Punchbowl village, 571,

Pulpit of the Revolution, iig.

Purkett, Captain Henry, 303.

Puseyism, 458.

Putnam, Dr. Aaron, 336; autograph,

556. Rev. George, 479, 581. Israel,

autograph, 80; at Prospect Hill,

105 ; in command in Boston, 182.

QuiNcv, Edmund, 376. Josiah, Jr.

(patriot), law reports, 5 ; defends

Preston, 36; his portrait, 37 ; auto-

Srap^t 37 ; speech on tea, 49

;

" Hyperion," 142 ; on Port bill,

142 Josiah (President), 142, 307;

and embargo, 209 ; opposed city

charter, 221 ; mayor, 226; portrait,

227; statues, 237, 291; autograph,

290. Josiah (the younger), mayor,

251 ; autograph, 290. Samuel, 36,

179, 191.

Quincy market, view of, 228.

Railroad, to the Hudson, 234.

Railroad jubilee, 257.

Railroads opposed, 596.

Rand, Dr. Isaac, autograph, 555.

Randall, Rev. G. M., 461.

Rangers, 307.

Ransom, George M., autograph, 353.

Rawdon, Lord, 87.

Read, John, 572, 575.

Reed, IJ. T., 465. David, 633. Rev.

James, 510; "New Jerusalem

Church," 509. Colonel Joseph,

autograph, 113. Sampson, 510.

Registration of voters, 286,

Regulation acts, 53, 55.

Relly, Rev. James, 484.

Reporting, early, 622.

Republican parly (early), 623.

Republican volunteers, 303.

Revenue laws, 8, 41.

Revere, Paul, 310, 332, 337; and his

lanterns, 101 ; his transparencies,

135 ; in the Penobscot Expedition,

1S6: his ride, 68; portrait, 69;

autograph, 69; engraves paper mo-

ney, 69; his plan of King Street,

39; his illuminations of the massa-

cre, 40; portrait of Hancock, 45,

46 ; mission to New York, 50 ; his

" Able Doctor," 55. Major Paul

J. 318 ; portrait, 319.

Revere, town of, 611, 616.

Revolution, beginning of, i.

Rhode Island Expedition, 185.

Rice, Alexander H-, mayor, 261 ; auto-

graph, 291.

Rich, Isaac, 439.

Richards, Rev, George, 488.

Richardson, Ebenezer, 30.

Ripley, Rev. George, 477. 663.

Robin, Abb^, in Boston, 168.

Robinson, Rev, J. P., 461.

Rochambeau, autograph, 166.

Rocking stone, 5S6.

Rockingham ministry, 16,

Rodgers, Admiral John, autograph,

353-

Rogers, Jeremiah Dummer, 180, 562.

Rev. William M., 411 ; autograph,

411.

Roman Catholics, 515; in Brighton,

605 ; in Roxbury, 582.

Romans, B., v.

Romney, man-of-war, 23.

Roslindale, 572.

Rousselet, Rev. Louis, 515.

Rowe, J., autograph, 152.

Rowson, Mrs. Susannah, 643.

Roxbury, in the last hundred years,

571 ; (wo hundred and fiftieth anni-

versary, 575 ; a ciiy, 577; mayors of,

578; annexed, 275, 579; churches,

580; schools, 582; noted citizens,

588; maps of, viii, x, xi ; old par-

sonage in, 115, 116; American lines

in, 114; forts, 115, u6.

Roxbury artillery, 584.

Roxbury Athen^um, 5S3.

Roxbury city guard, 5S4.

Roxbury City Gazette, 584.

Roxbury horse guards 584.

Royall, Isaac, 111 ; his mansion, 105.

Ruddock, John, 437.
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Ruggles, George, his house, 113. Tim-
othy, 77; autograph, 77.

Ruggles estate in Roxbury, 576.

Russell, Major Ben.. 617; autograph,

619; portrait, 619; his Gazette,

625. Thomas, 113; autograph, 153,

564. Walter, autograph, 551.

Sack, John, 614.

Salem, Leslie's expedition to, 65.

Salt pans, 587.

Salter, Richard, autograph, 152.

Saltcnstall, Dudley, 1S6.

Sandeman, Robert, 129.

Sarntar)' measures, 226.

Sans Souci Club, 620.

Sargent, Epes, 630; autograph, 630.

J. O. 651.

Saturday, beginning of Sunday, 169.

Satitrday Kveni7tg Gazette, 631.

Savage, James, 646.

Scammell, Alexander, autograph, 105.

Schools, 231, 249, 254 ; in Brighton,

605; books used in, 642, 644; in

Charlestown, 557 ; in Dorchester,

59*-

Scott, John, autc^raph, 152.

ScuDDER, Horace E., "Life in

Boston," 149.

Sea-fencibles, 311.

Seabury, Bishop, 449.

Seamen's Eeihel, 438.

Seaver, Benjamin, mayor, 25S; auto-

graph, 290.

Seaverns, Joel, farm, 5S6.

Second Massachusetts Regiment in the

Civil War, 325.

Sedgwick, Catharine M., 647; auto-

graph, 64S.

Select Journal 0/ Foreign Periodical

Literature, 654.

Selectmen, origin of, 21S.

Selfridge trial, 207.

Sewall, Jonathan, 36, 132, 133 ; as

writer, 146; his house, 113. Rev.

Joseph, 125. Samuel, autograph,

554. Samuel E., 372, 377.

Sewall's farm, 114.

Shaw, Lemuel, drafts city charter, 222.

Colonel Robert G., 321 ; portrait,

321. Samuel, 38, 331 ; autograph,

38-

Sharp, Rev. Daniel, 425.

Shays's Rebellion, 193, 194, 572, 622.

Shedd, A. E., 551.

SJierburne, Joseph, autograph, 153.

Ship-yards, 1S7.

Shirley Hall, 575.

Shubrick, William B-, 349 ; autograph,

352-

SlnirtlefT, Nathaniel B., 261, 273

;

mayor, 276; autograph, 291.

Shurtleff farm, 615.

Silloway, Rev. T. W., 491.

Silver, Rev. Abiel, 509.

Simms, the fugitive, 256, 397.

Sisters of Charity, 520; of the Good

Shepherd, 540; of Notre Dame,

529. 532-

Skinner, Rev. Otis A., 504 ; autograph,

504-

Skillman, Rev. Isaac, 127, 423.

Slavery in Massachusetts, 370.

Sleeper, Jacob, 439.

Small-pox, 1G3, 6i2.

Smith, Isaac, 72 ; autograph, 29.

Jerome V. C, mayor, 259 : auto-

graph, 291. Ralph, 5S7.

Snider, Christopher, 30,

Snow, Jeremiah, 549.

Snowden, Rev. Samuel, 440.

Society of the Holy Redeemer, 544.

Soldier's monument on the Common,
324-

Solemn league and covenant, 55.

Somerville incorporated, 568.

Song of Liberty, 144.

Sons of Liberty, 11, 12, 13, ig, 26, 29,

150-

Souihack, Cyprian, viii.

South bay, xii ; lands, 253.

South Boston, 597 ; plan of, xi ; flats,

273. See Dorchester Neck.

Somhgate, Rev. H., 460.

Sparks, Jared, 647; autograph, 647;

his writings, 647 ; his library, 647.

Sparhawk, Edward, 603.

Spears used during the siege, 1 16.

Spicer, William K., autograph, 353.

Spinnets, 154.

Spooner, John, autograph, 153. J. J.,

584.

Sprague, Charles, 651 ; autograph, 649.

Captain Richard, 559.

Spry, Rev. Christopher, 438.

Stamp Act, 9; cut of stamp, 12 : sche-

dule of prices, 12 ; congress, 12, 15 ;

riot, 14 ; in parliament, 17 ; repealed,

19; rejoicings in Boston, 19.

Stark, John, at Bunker Hill, 88 ; auto-

graph, 89.

State-aid to soldiers, 315.

State and City, 293 ; large tax paid by

Boston to the State, 296.

State prison, 567 ; mutiny at, 351.

State-reform School at Westboro', 241.

Steams, George L., 39S.

Steedman, Charles, autograph, 353.

Steuben, Baron, 185 ; autograph, 185.

Stevenson, General Thomas G., 317;

portrait, 317.

Stillman, Rev. Samuel, 127, 423; por-

trait, 422.

Stone, Rev. John S., 457.

Storer, Ebenezer, autograph, 29, 153.

Story, Joseph, his verse, 643. W. W.,

676.

Stow, Rev- Baron, 425.

Stowe, H. B., her Uncle Toni's Cabin,

Sgfi : her writings, 677 ; autograph,

67S

Streeter, Rev. S,49o; autograph, 490.

Street commissioners, 278.

Streets, widening of, cost, 273.

Siringham, Commodore S. H., auto-

graph, 352.

Strong, Caleb, autograph, 205.

Suburban News, 584.

Sudbury River water, 2S0.

Suffolk County in the,Civil War, 313.

Suffolk resolves, 59.

Suffolk Street district, 274.

Sugar duties, 10.

Sullivan, Captain George, 345. James,

626; autograph, 20S. General John,

autograph, 104. William, 3S0.

Sumner, Charles, 390; portrait, 391;

references for his life, 392 ; as-

saulted, 398. Increase, autograph,

204.

Sunday-schools, 405.

Sutherland, George, 439.

Swan, Samuel, autograph, 551.

Swedenborgians, 509.

Swedenborg's belief, 511.

Sweit, Captain Samuel, 346.

Syckes, John, 614.

Symmes, Major Andrew, 1S3.

Talleyrand in Boston, 624.

Tarbox, I. N., "The Congregational

Churches," 401.

Tea sent to Boston, 44 ; arrives, 45, 46

;

meetings held, 47 ; minutes of the

meetings, 49 ; thrown into the har-

bor, 49; names of the actors, 50, 51 ;

sources of information, 51.

Ten-hills farm, 104.

Ternay, Chevalier de, autograph, 166.

Thacher, Oxenbridge, 4, 10, 144. Pe-

ter, autograph, 103.

Thayer, Ephraim, 332. Rev. John,

515; autograph, 515. Rev. T. B.,

504; autograph, 504.

Theatricals during the siege, 161.

Thomas, General, 78 ; made general,

65 ; autograph, 65 : builds fort at

Roxbury, 116. Isaiah, 134,642; his

History 0/ Printing, 642. Joshua,

autograph, 213.

Thompson, Rev. Amos G., 43S.

George, 3S1. Rev. J. S , 491 : au-

tograph, 491. Samuel, vui, ix.

Thoreau, H. D.. 658.

Thursday lecture, 159, 164, 402, 469.

Town-meetings, 174.

Towns, origin of, 217 ; government of,

218; can be incorporated as cities

by the legislature, 220.

Townshend, Charles, 8, 21, 26.

Ticknor, George, 66j, 667; statuette

of, 661 ; autograph, 66) ; his Spanish

Literature, 661 : view of his library,

662 ; his house, 232.

Ticonderoga, cannon from, 106.

Tigers, New England guards, 300.

Tithing men, 154.

Tmctarian movement, 45S.

Tracy, Nathaniel, 113; entertains

French officers, 166.

Transcendentalism, 477, 654, 658.

Tremont Street in 1800, 451 ; opened,

576.

Tremont Temple, 431.

Trinity Church, 456; ruins of, 457.

Troops sent to Boston, 23, 25, 26, 56,

64.
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Trumbali, Timothy, 551, 557; auto-

graph, 557.

Trumbull, John, v; his plan of Bos-

ton and vicinity, 80.

Tucker, Captain Samuel, 187, 187.

Tuckerman, Rev. Joseph, 477, 6/5.

Tudor, William, 144, 453j 637, 638;

autograph, 144, 184, 1S5.

Tufts, Charles, founder of Tufts Col-

lege, 555. Nathan, autograph, 555.

Samuel, 557.

Tufts College, 500 ; House, 105.

Tukey, Francis, 25a: discharged, 25S.

Turner, Rev. Edward, 491 : autograph,

4gr. Captain William, 303.

Twentieth Massachusetts regiment,

318,326.

Tyrannicide, brig, 1S7.

Union Clud, 232.

Unitarian Revieiv^ 479.

Unitarians, 450, 467, 646; table of

churches, 480; in Brighton, 605;

controversy, 561 ; in Dorchester,

594; in Roxbury, 5S1.

United States htteliig'encer, 520.

Universalists, 4S3 ; their first meeting-

house, 4S9 ; publications, 507; in

Brighton, 605 ; in Charlestown,

562; in Roxbury, 5S1.

Universalist Magazine, 497.

Urquart, James, autograph, iii.

Ursuline Convent established, 519

;

destroyed by a mob, 238, 521, 564;

view of, 523 ; references upon, 524 ;

indemnification, 532.

Vassall, Henry, iii. Colonel John,

111.

Vassall house in Cambridge, iii.

Vaiibiard, Admiral, in Boston, 188.

Vermont, line-of-batile ship, 344, 354.

Vinton, Rev. A. H. 460.

Viomenil arrives, 165.

Virginia, line-of-battle ship, 354.

Wadsworth, Alexander, x. Gen-

eral Peleg, 1S6; autograph, 18G.

Wadsworth house, 106; view of, 107.

Waldo, Daniel, autograph, 213- Jo-

seph, autograph, 29.

Walker, Rev. James, D. D., 562 ; auto-

graph, 562. Timothy, autograph,

567. Dr. William J. autograph, 552.

Walter, Rev. William, 129.

War o£ 1S12, 211, 303, 626.

War of Secession, 312 ; men furnished

by Boston, 315.

Ward, Artemas, made general, 64 ;

autograph, 64: portrait, 109, 1S6;

commands in Roxbury, 116. Judge

Artemas, 562. Colonel Joseph,

86.

Warden & Russell, 617.

Ware, Henry, Sr., 474. Rev. Henry,

Jr., 476.

Warner, Jonathan, 573.

Warren, Dr. John, autograph, 112;

surgeon of Cambridge Hospital,

n2. Joseph, as a writer, 142 ; mas-

sacre oration, 65, 142 ; fac-simile of

it, 143 ; his sword, 143 ; autograph,

39,60; his birthplace, 59; lived on

Hanover Street, 59; portrait, 60;

other likenesses, 61 ; family, 61 ;

burial, 61 ; his wife's portrait, 63 ;

Chairman of Committee of Safety,

77 ; killed, 88 ; statue of, 566. Mercy,

146; her writings, 641.

Warren Association, 426.

Warren bridge, 555.

Warren Phalanx, 307, 552,

Warren, sloop-of-war, 354.

Warren Tavern, 558.

Washington takes command, 90 ; at

Dorchester Heights (by Stuart), 98 ;

his writings, 647 ; proclamation of,

181 ; headquarters in Cambridge,

106; visits Boston (1789), 197,349,

5S9j S73 ' Hancock's conduct tow-

ards, 197, 199 ; reception arch, 200;

portraits (Athenaeum head), 198

;

other likenesses, 199; monuments

to, 199.

Washington Elm, 109, no.

Washington, Fort, 106.

Washington Light Infantry, 303.

Washington Medal, 100.

Washington Street, 199.

Washington Village, 595, 598.

IVatchman and Reflector^ 633-

Water-power Company, 261.

Water-supply considered, 238,249,250,

251; introduced, 252, 256.

Waierhouse, Samuel, 132, 151.

Wayland, Rev. Francis, 426.

Webster, Daniel, 62S; autograph, 670 ;

his seventh of March speech, 396;

refused Faneuil Hall to speak in,

257 : his statue, 232. Grant, 135.

Wednesday Evening Club, 16S.

Weekly Advertiser, 130.

Weekly newspapers. 631.

Weeks, Rev. J. W., 447-

Weld, Stephen M., 583.

Wells, Charles, mayor, 236; autograph,

290. Rev. E. M. P., 457, 461.

Welsh Fusiliers, 56, 80.

Wesleyan Association, 441.

West Church, 158.

West Roxbury, 117; set off, 577, 578;

annexed, 284, 5S0.

Western Railroad opened, 248.

Wheatley, Phillis, 147 ; autograph,

147.

Whipping-post, 172.

Whipple, E. P., 681 ; autograph, 681.

White farm, 576.

Whittemore, Rev. Benjamin, 503 ; au-

tograph, 503. Rev. Thomas, 497 ;

autograph, 497.

Wliittier, J. G., 650 ; his poetry, 675.

Wightman, Joseph M., mayor, 265;

autograph, 291.

Wilde, Samuel S., autograph, 213.

Wilder, Marshall P., 596.

\\'il]ard, Solomon, autograph, 566.

Wiliard's clocks, 587.

Williams. John Foster, 186, 187, 188.

Bishop J. J., 530, 533, 539: made

archbishop, 543. Daniel, 551. Jona-

than, autograph, 153. Joseph, 572.

Richard, iv. Dr. Thomas, 576.

Williams farm in Chelsea, 615.

Willis, Nathaniel, 632-

Willis's creek, 105.
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